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Radio/tv management consultant Richard P. Doherty reviews air media's
progress in 1960, offers predictions for '61 based on economic trends
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American Assn. of Adv. Agencies and Station Reps. Assn. set up new
contract form for spot tv and radio buys which streamlines procedure

32

Hess Bros., Allentown, Pa. department store, drew overwhelming 50,000piece mail response to contest on its WFIL-TV, Phila. Xmas special

32

Survey of first, second and third ranking stations in 22 markets over
a six-month period shows changes in 15 markets. Pulse ratings used

34

Rise of ABC to top position among tv networks has stirred many ques-

New

spot form cuts paper work

Big-city special scores for small-city store

Radio's never-endirg rating battle

What's ahead for ABC— Part II
tions about its future.

This segment covers important ABC "intangible"

Agencies profit from station's copy charges
3 5 WAVE, Louisville's new system of charging agencies for infractions of
radio/tv commercial
copy rules earns enthusiastic agency
approval

Top clients view spot radio
36

Spot radio salesmen don't make enough calls, formal presentations, top
advertiser executives opine in Trendex study on spot radio salesmanship
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Here, for your review, are the 32 most successful tv campaigns published
in sponsor
through
1960, in alphabetical order for easy reference
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1,403,873
people visited
the National
Automobile
Show . . .
and

WWJ
was there,
too

Staged in Detroit's mammoth new Cobo Hall, the 43rd National
Automobile Show shattered every attendance record in the book.
Naturally, WWJ was there from start to finish with an impressive
broadcast center in the heart of one of the heaviest traffic areas.
WWJ entertainment personalities and newsmen were high points of
interest for literally countless visitors. WWJ microphones
made the Show come alive for legions of listeners throughout
Detroit and southeastern Michigan.

Another timely example of Total
Radio— of service in the people's
interest— at WWJ in Detroit.
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GATEWAY

TO THE

HEART

OF SOUTH

CAROLINA:

The 257,961 people who make WIS-Television's home market
the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in
the two Carolinas after a 38.1% increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time and attention, not to say
devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience, says
ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WISTelevision's 1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers
more of the state, more effectively than any other station. In
short, South Carolina's major selling force is
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
The upward move of Wilson t. Shelton. 12-year-fdd creative
veteran of 25 years, from $enior to executive vice president
of Compton Advertising, New York, typifies the youth yet
experience which will he expected of modern marketing and
admen in this new decade. Barton (.umminiis, Compton
president, announcing the move, commented on the "''importance ofcreative services in the total marketing picture."
The

newsmaker:

Wilson \. (Will Shelton has a creative

track record of 25 years in association with four of the leading agencies in the advertising profession. Uthough onl) 12 years of age. he
now heads all creative services at Compton, which has annual hillings of some $90 million.
The new executive vice president has four basic advertising precepts for the creative agency, each of which applies to all media hut
to tv particularly :
1 . Advertising must be memorable. To be remembered, it must
be simple.
2. Above all, advertising must
be visual. Pictures are a primary
method of communication, words
are secondary.
3. Advertising must be belie\ able. The truth of a superiority of
a product or service must be
proved. The best way. we believe.
is to demonstrate its truth.
4. To get attention, advertising
must have news value.
It must

IT i I son

A. Shelton

have something dramatic, amusing; teach or demonstrate something.
Wilson Shelton has been with Compton since 1956, when he was
elected a vice president and assistant creative director, moving three
years later to the post of senior vice president and creative director.
His advertising assignments date back to the Depression years in the
*30's, when he junketed to New York from Charleston. S. C. and
joined the Biow agency in the mailroom. He switched to copy
after a stint at Columbia night school.
The next 20 years spanned work at BBDO as a copy speciali>t. at
Kenyon & Eckhardt as a v.p. and group head, at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample as a v.p. and — back at Biow — as senior vice president and
creative director.
Shelton attended the University of North Carolina as well as
Columbia. He makes his home in Oyster Bay on Long Island's
North Shore, and his two voungsters — Thomas and Vassilia — are
students at Groton and Wheaton College, respectively. Mr. Shelton
is a fan of non-fiction, and takes spoils time out for tennis and deep
sea fishing. Friends term him a realist philosopher.
^
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There is nothing harder to stop than a trend.

•v

^*

ft

the competitive markets this season ABC -TV has delivered
le largest audience* most of the time. (ABC -TV's rates have
een lowest all the time**)
ource: 24 Market TV Report program-appraisal supplement to National N'TI reports for ten weeks ending December 18, 1960, Sunday 6:30-11

n Monday through Saturday 7:30-11 pm NYT

"Published rate cards of the three networks.

THRUOUT

NORTHEAST

KANSAS

known by
the companies
it keeps

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary
Maximizing

on Mad.

Ave.

Peter Peterson, executive v.p. of Bell & Howell,
is obviously a bright guy. And I'm not wholly
sure he meant what he said at a recent New
York forum of The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences. But, anyhow, speaking on a panel
on "The Quality Look in Tv," which was briskly
and ably moderated by BBDO's Bob Foreman,
the one-time McCann Erickson official came up
with a singularly inane and outrageous statement.
Peterson said he was impatient with the talk about "responsibility"
in connection with public affairs tv programs, and declared that "in
my job my sole responsibility is maximizing Bell & Howell profits."
I've heard such tough-talking, iron-headed "management" sentiments before. And so, I am sure, have you.
I've heard them most often from hard-driving young executives-onthe-make — the ferociously ambitious corporate types who are almost
pathetically anxious to prove to Daddy that they chew nails, spit
curves, have hair on their chests, and are 110% practical, dollar-

-Yinlii'"1'!
L^yAS FINtStj

minded and "realistic."
I've also heard the "maximizing profits" bit tossed up as the
deathless philosophy of some pretty dubious radio 'tv station operators, as well as by certain hard-breathing extroverts in upper network echelons.

year after year
advertisers get that

And I think, for the good of the business, that we ought to expose this silly sophistry for the phoney baloney that it is.

"Quick Sales Lift"
from . . .

•TOP

1490 KC

Listen to Bell and McNamara
The notion that the sole responsibility of management is to "maximize" (what a word!) profits is just as goofy, just as confused as
the notion advanced by certain screwball left wing labor leaders that
management's sole responsibility is to labor — and the public and
investors be damned.

• TOPEKA

Both ideas are intellectually adolescent and moralh
immature.
By now it should be apparent to anyone with a high school diploma
that, m our modern American economy, the responsibilities of management are many, complex, interrelated, interdependent, and that
none can be emphasized or glorified at the expense of others.

RECIPE FOR K-TOP SALES HIGHBALL
* Take basic ingredients provided by HOOPER
and PULSE:
HOOPER

(Aug -Oct. '60)—
37.6%, 7 a.m till noon
42.2%, noon to 6 p.m.
(61.1 peak at 2:30 p.m.)
PULSE (March '601— Number One,
PULSE (March '60)— Number One,
* To the preceding ingredients, add one solid
spot schedule, then ... sit back and relax.
You'll feel a warm, comfortable glow as the
K-TOP selling formula pops the cork on
your sales graph. Be sure the shelves are
stocked, because it's like saying "They're on
the house"
when you sell 'em on K-TOP

The clearest,
heard came in
Charles 11. Bell
Bell not only
of management

the public, but offered it as his firm conviction that, in the food industry, management had a further responsibility — to offer practical
aid in solving tbe worlds food problem. If tins is not solved, said
Bell, America faces almost certain destruction.
(Please turn /<> page 12)

REACHING MORE NORTHEAST KANSAS RETAIL BUYERS— AT THE LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND— THAN
ANY
OTHER
MEDIUM.
BROADCAST

REPRESENTED

10

BY FORJOE

AND

most statesmanlike explanation of this which I've
a speech last October by General Mills president
before the Grocery Manufacturers Association.
brilliantly delineated the interlocking responsibilities
to stockholders, to employees, to customers and to

CO.. INC..

ll
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adult women

total adults

adult men

15.3

14.2

Station C

14.1

12.6

16.4
15.6

Station D

13.8

12.2

15.4
8.6

Station E

9.2

9.7

18.1%

WKRC
Station B

No other station has over 7.8%.

The station that has the adult

over
under

audience with buying power!

$10,000
1.9
Station

. . . confirmed by the July 1960 findings of the
Stephen H. Wilder Foundation Survey, "The Climate of Attitude in Cincinnati, Ohio," executed by
Scripps-Howard Research! The tables on the right

15.4

Station

D

23.0
1.9

Station

E

ing power in Cincinnati is tuned in to WKRC

in homes

made

radio.

by personal interviews

of 1000 respondents (one person per

household), 21 years or older and distributed by
sex (48%

men, 52%

women). An area probability

sample was employed which specified 39 different

first
adults
with

areas within the corporate limits of Cincinnati.
For all the facts on WKRC's leadership in Cincinnati, call your nearest Katz office, or Hubbard
Hood, WKRC,

Cincinnati, for a copy of "The Cli-

13.2
18.3
5.8

executives

Station

B

0.

WTVN-AM-TV-FM,

Columbus,

O.

WBRC-AM-TV-FM,
WKYT-TV*,
Sales Representatives: The Katz Agency,

Birmingham,

Lexington,

Ala.
Ky.

Inc.. 'The Young Television Corp.

12.1

11.0

12.1

higher
education

10.5
15.0

15.7
15.7

20.5

7.3
24.4

12.4

16.8

15.9
6.0

3.3

12.4

8.8

10.6

E

1

No other station has more than 12.4%.
college

good
jobs

with

housewives 1 unskilled

Station D
Station

adults

white collar

8.9

education

nVt'i i 't4
Cincinnati,

18.5
12.9

Station C

mate of Attitude in Cincinnati, Ohio."

WKRC-AM-TV-FM,

$3,000

$6,000
$3,00018.0
14.8
10.8

No other station has over 11.5%.

clearly indicate that the adult audience with buyThe survey was

$6,00111.5

B

Station C

$10,000

Station

B

Station C
Station D
Station

E

4.1
12.4
19.2

high
school
education

grade
school
education

17.7

18.5

14.9
13.0
9.9

14.2

4.7

No other station has more than 10.9%.
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Commercial

commentary

{Com. from p. 10)

Another illustration of the complexities of management responsibility was contained in a recent Wall Street Journal story about
Robert S. McNamara, former Ford Motor president and newly
named Secretary of Defense.
McNamara, in 1956, was invited to give the graduation address
at the University of Alabama. According to Ford protocol his speech
had to be cleared in advance. The Ford official who read the address blue-penciled out McNamara's statement to Alabama seniors
that "whether you go into business, teaching, or public service, you
must seek a greater goal than money."
McNamara calmly put the statement back in. His explanation:
regardless of Ford policy, he had to "be true to his own conscience."
Such mature, thoughtful appreciation of management's true role
and difficult, diverse responsibilities is characteristic of every really
top level business leader Fve ever known.
But what burns my bottom is that this fact seems so little understood in the television industry and the advertising business.
Tv's shameful

sales approaches

Pete Peterson's statement at the Television Academy was, I suppose, all the more surprising since Bell & Howell has been one of
the most consistent sponsors of fine public affairs programs (Population Explosion, Yanki-No! etc.) and B&H's president C. H. Percy
has been active in many areas of public service.
But what happened, of course, was that Peterson felt it necessary
to justify the B&H program purchases on a hard-boiled dollars-andcents basis.
And in so doing, he not only uttered a nonsensical heresy but fell
into the same kind of second-rate thinking about tv which, in my
opinion, has been the curse of the industry.
Why, in Gods name, do so many network officials, tv salesmen, ad
managers, and agency executives assume that the only possible reason
for a company to use tv is to "maximize profit dollars?"
Why are so many tv presentations to corporate management based
solely on the fast buck opportunities?
Why do we have all those pitiful little research attempts to prove
that "good" programs maximize more dough than any other kind?
Let's get some perspective on the problem and on ourselves.
Sales, earnings, the payment of honest profits to investors, and
the maintainance of sound financial health — all these are both essential business principles and essential business moralities.
But they are not the only responsibilities, or the only moralities
which management must satisfy. And they should not be the only
reason for the sponsorship of a particular tv program.
Actually, the one enlightened way to buy tv is to select programs
which, in management's judgment, will best help fulfill its total responsibilities— to owners, to employees, to the public, to the country
and (why be ashamed to admit it?) to its own conscience.
There is strong evidence of such a philosophy in the program buys
of such corporations as Du Pont. U. S. Steel. Hallmark. Firestone.
Texaco, Purex, Philip Morris, and. of course, Bell & Howell.
Tv will be much healthier when those who sell it, and more of
those who buy it, recognize that "maximizing profits" is much too
limited an objective.
Tv can and should do more for a corporation than that.
^
12
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K

HOW

curious mind and an insatiable desire to turn

impractical ideas into workable and useful devices . . . these are the elements which put
the stamp of "Know

How"

on Thomas

Alva Edison. It resulted in more than 1,000 patents during his

lifetime. This same desire to make the best even better is what also earns the "Know
approval of advertisers and agencies for today's quality minded

How"

radio and television stations.

:iv LVb

WFAA
ft, .... -.

i

dallas • radio & television
Your "Quality Touch" Stations!
SERVING THE GREATER

DALLAS FORT WORTH

MARKET

Tht Onginal Station RwprtK-latx
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Reps at work

Bob Bryan, Television Advertising Representatives, Inc., New York,
suggests that other reps urge their stations throughout the country to

WVOK
AND

IN

BIRMINGHAM

WBAM IN MONTGOMERY BLANKET THE WHOLE

WVOK 50,000 watts
BIRMINGHAM

sulized news or sports," Bryan explains. "The subject matter could
be expanded, of course, to include
traffic reports, a celebrity interview, highlights from an important speech or even an editorial
comment. It is one of the most
creative additions to the various

WBAM 50,000 watts
MONTGOMERY

shapes and forms that spot television takes. After viewing the

STATE OF ALABAMA, AND
PARTS OF GEORGIA, FLORIDA, MISSISSIPPI, AND TENNESSEE

REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY
RADIO-TV
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
SEE SRDS LISTING THIS PACE

Business
Meeting?

take advantage of the^^
BELMONT 'know how' .

Overlooking Lake Michigan and
Belmont Yacht Harbor. 12 minutes from the loop— direct busses
at the door. Spacious parking. New
Banquet and Meeting rooms accommodate up to 400 persons.
Charming, new Mansion House
Dining Room and unique Cocktail
Room -The Dam Site.
700 Rooms & Suites r~s
TRANSIENT
& PERMANENT

\-\*

Full Hotel Services
Singles . .from $9
Doubles, from $13
F. J. PETITMAIRE
General Manager

BITTERSWEET 8-2100
3172 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD

■ H.I[>f.V!-M
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make "featurettes" available for sale to national spot advertisers.
"The featurette, as recently conceived, is a two-minute segment which
consists of a one-minute commercial plus a one-minute public service feature, such as weather, cap-

first finished product via TvAR's
video tape facilities, featurettes
were purchased by a major national account and since that time
have been bought and aired on TvAR stations in Boston, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and San Francisco by other national advertisers. A steadily increasing number of advertisers will utilize them
because of the programing identifications and strong sell combination."
Bob Dore, of Bob Dore Assoc, New York, states that while ratings
are extremely important, "there are many other factors that should
be considered when a buy is made. Buyers on multi-market accounts
have to make quick decisions and cannot constantly visit every station. The value of a rep salesman to buyers is his intimate knowledge
of the markets and stations he represents. We know from personal
observation the composition of the
market, consumer buying practices, the occupations of the people, factory shift schedules, and
most important, the details about
the station — its programing and
influence in the area." By way of
amplification. Dore adds. "A d.j.
at one of our stations is president
of his area's Community Coordinating Council, composed of representatives from several hundred social, political, and civic groups.
With a personal appeal to the Council, he can talk indirectl) to almost every consumer in the area. He has encouraged main consumers toback specific products this way, and their sales have risen
considerably. Thai form of merchandising cannot be found in rating
books, but nonetheless is of \ ast importance to product sales managers."
SPONSOR
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WOULD MACYS
TELL GIMBELS
A number of publications were in the field
(and had been for some time) when SPONSOR
first opened its doors in 1946. All of them
covered the broadcast industry, yet, strangely, not a single one concerned itself exclusively with the problems of the client— The
man who pays the bills. We decided this was
an area worthy of a business periodical.
Everyone liked the concept of a brightly
written, practical, interpretative publication
for the decision makers in the broadcast industry. But who would be found willing to
educate his competitor? Who was going to
give "The Enemy" honest facts or figures —
or even worse— ideas? Could Any book knock
down these granite walls of secrecy?
The answer to that is an established fact
today. In its 15th year, SPONSOR is one of
the big names in American business journalism. Practically every door is open to its staff.
How much we have contributed to the crumbling of advertising's walls of Jericho is, of
course, for you to judge. But the hush hush
tradition is gone and SPONSOR, who pioneered and fought for the open industry concept, sincerely believes that the dissemination of information has benefited all.
As we enter 1961 we find an even greater
need for the kind of information SPONSOR
provides. The need to move goods and even
more important, the need for free exchange
of ideas to stimulate the mind of man everywhere, was never more vital than it is right
now. No one knows this better than the
"SPONSOR"
is doing business in America
and all over who
the world.

KM—
every industry has its walls of Jericho . .'.
■

**

While the walls of industry secrecy come tumbling down, the rising tide of trade
periodicals has created a new wall. There's a wall of resistance against
the host of books that vie for the busy executive's reading time.
He can't read them all. He picks and chooses. A conscientious editor sees the signs,
reappraises the niche he fills, bends his thoughts on but how to fill it
better because here lies not alone leadership but sheer survival.
SPONSOR long ago recognized these cardinal facts
(1) Every reader is busy (2) Every reader is selective (3) Every reader
gravitates to one/or two "keep posted" books (4) Victory in the battle for readership
goes to the trade publication that best pinpoints its targets, that best
establishes a community of interest with its specialized readers,
that best provides maximum benefits for minimum invested time.
The specialized busy readers whom we serve are first the time-buyer,
second the agency account executive and broadcast-interested ad manager, and third
all others at both agency and sponsor levels who are in any
way concerned with broadcast advertising.
SPONSOR is not all things to all people. It is no buckshot publication. It is specific
in its goals. Its pinpointed objective is to bring to its readers information
of vital interest week after week that may help in the formulation of better decisions
wherever TV or radio buying are involved.
The editorial law at SPONSOR is, "Every story, department, and item must be written
to benefit the man who foots the bills." Sometimes this is done indirectly,
as when we delve into station public service. But the benefit to the buyer is always there.
In 1961, you'll find more stories on agency media department reorganization,
buying problems such as excessive paper work and ratings, the shifting
sands of station ownership, broadcast failures as well as successes, Washington doings
from a dollars-and-cents point of view, the changing role of the
time buyer, his relationship with the national rep. There will be more emphasis on the
news behind the news. You'll find each issue a reflection and
interpretation of the industry's activities and problems that a
broadcast decision maker must read to really keep posted.
With the claims and counter claims made for every competitive magazine, one
thought emerges. All books are good — for somebody. SPONSOR (in the
opinion of every independent reading survey made) happens to be good for broadcast
buyers. No other book does the same job. That's why practically
everybody involved in the purchase of time reads SPONSOR.
If you want to reach these people in 1961, you'll find absolutely
no readership wall when it comes to SPONSOR.
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Most significant tv and radio
news of tlie tveek with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Copyright 1961

What are some of the problems, shifting directions, heightened interests, sell*
ing patterns ami other portents that trade observers see for air media in 1961 ?

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INO.

SPONSOR-SCOPE's quiz along these lines drew a melange of responses which might l"'
reduced to these highlights:
• The big question mark for the first half of the year and perhaps beyond will be the automotives. With the industry still in the throes of a marketing revolution and faced
with negotiations for a new union contract in August, will it follow tradition and make its
next season's ad commitments in March-April?
• Lots of the smaller national advertisers will be inclined to play it by ear in their advertising-promotional efforts and revert to the stratagem of playing it market-by-market.
The general effect will be strongly favorable for spot.
• In daytime network tv reshuffling of schedules will be looser but the pattern of selling
won't change much.
Its practitioners feel that it's about reached the acme in flexibility.
• AihTiates will continue to pressure the tv networks for easing the rules on product protection in order to minimize their conflicts in chainbreak sales.
• The networks will find themselves forced more and more into furnishing advertisers
with qualitative breakdowns,

which, in effect, is relating the audience produced to its buy-

ing potential. Does the program's audience match the marketing potential and objectives?
• Tv will see more seasonal operations a la Shulton, with the advertiser picking up
his own batch of film programs or documentaries and setting up his own spot network.
• Some genius will come along with a practical answer to the single vs. local rate hassle and provide for national users of spot radio assurance that a competitor isn't paying less
for the same thing.
If you need a quick estimate on what tv grossed from time on the national
front for 1960 these might do: network, $680 million; spot, $650 million.
In terms of increase it's 10%

for network

and 6-7% for national spot.

Bosco (Donahue & Coe) is beginning to find its way back to spot tv with an
initial buy of seven markets.
The product was hauled into Dennis the Menace by Corn Products and in the process gave
up quite a franchise of local kid show participations that it built up over the years.
Apparently, as one rep put it, the brand's marketing people found out that it takes local
personalities to really sell the kids.

There's still plenty of action in the national spot tv marts.
The buying for January starts included these accounts the past week or so:
NEW YORK: Lever's Stripe and Lux (JWT) ; instant and regular Tenderleaf tea (JWT),
7 weeks of daytime minutes; Jack Frost sugar (Y&R), late evening and day I.D.'s at the
rate of 10-15 a week; Beech-Nut (Y&R), 5 one-minute spots a week around kid shows;
Tareyton filters (Gumbinner), a 4-week flight; Premium Duz (Compton), fringe minutes.
CHICAGO:
Quaker Muff ets (Compton); Miller High Life (Mathisson), news, sports,
chainbreaks; Pillsbury (Burnett), 3-4 months schedules and an extensive market list;
Lever's all (NL&B) ; 5 Betty Crocker potato products (Knox Reeves), 3-weeks in east; Crown
Shoe Stores (Garfield, Linn), initiation into national spot tv.
SPONSOR
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continued

Mennen's (Warwick & Legler) affirmation of its faith in radio: for 1961 it's
not only retaining all 80-odd markets but augmenting its schedules in spot and is
also renewing its ABC, CBS, MBS spreads.
Tv will come into the Mennen picture later in the year, but it'll
Another cheery year-beginning note for spot radio: Hills Bros,
ing its initial flight (8 weeks) for '61 an average schedules
Also worthy of note for that medium: Maxwell House coffee
what other brands are doing in certain markets.

he strictly spot.
coffee (Ayer) is makof 30 spots a week.
via its agencies is asking

Could mean it's got radio plans.

Looks like Norelco (LaRoche) for the first half of 1961 will buy into network
spot carriers and supplement this with weekend spot tv blitzes.
The shaver spent $1.3 million on blitzes in 120 markets the last I960 quarter.
Average sets-in-use, according to ARB, took a dive last month: it was 60.1
this time as compared to 62.6 for November 1959.
The possible reason: the abnormally balmy weather that prevailed throughout most
of the country last month.
This ARB report may take some of the sting out of the plaints tv reps have
been lodging against Nielsen's November local ratings. In many cases stations showed
quite a drop in sets delivered for the month and reps argued that the service should have
avoided a period in which there were lots of election preemptions.
What fired the reps to begin with was this: some timebuyers cited the numbers to
needle the reps about their stations' rates being out of line.
More big budgets migrated from one agency to another during the second half
of 1960 than the like period of the year before.
Conspicuous among the migrants was the Chrysler empire and a couple of petrol
refiners.
What also gave the trek a special bite was the fact that only two or three agencies benefited substantially: BBDO, Compton and Clinton E. Frank.
Here are some of the switches, with the list restricted to those accounts that have strong
air media links:
ADVERTISER

Dodge cars
Shell Oil

Grant

Pepsi-Cola
Alberto-Culver
DeSoto-Valiant
Toni W. Rain-Prom
Cities Service

K&E
JWT
Wade
BBDO
Tatham-Laird
Ellington
Ross
Roy

Dodge trucks
Continental Oil

B&B

Ruppert Beer
B. T. Babbitt
Bromo Seltzer
Edison Institute
Armour
GM Tv Institutional
Strongheart Dog Food
Pharmacraft
Ansco
Old Milwaukee Beer
Rival Packing
Arnold Bakers
20

FROM

NCK
Brown & Butcher
W&L
F&S&R
D'Arcy

TO

ESTIMATED

BBDO

BUDGET

$17,000,000
15,000,000
13,000,000
12,000,000

OBM
BBDO
Compton

8,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
3,500,000

Clinton Frank
Ayer
L&N
BBDO
Clinton Frank
Warwick & Legler

3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,300,000
1,200,000

Geyer, MMB
BBDO
Compton
Y&R

Ayer
Kudner

McCann-Erickson
Lilienfeld
Daniel & Charles

B&B
JWT
Grant
GB&B
Kudner

Reach, McClinton
Gorden Best
NL&B
Donahue & Coe
SPONSOR
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continued

The daytime sales year ended rather briskly at NBC TV, w itli the biggest » lialku p registered for Simoniz (DFS).
Simoniz put itself down for about S2 million iii daytime for the first three 1961 quarters. (It also gave ABC TV somewhat over a million for nighttime participations. Other
money has been earmarked for spot I

Other NBC sales: Dow's Handiwrap (NCK), -.500,000; an additional $100,000 from
Toni for the first quarter; a minute a week from Crackerjack (Burnett) on the Shari Lewis
show over 12 weeks.

NBC

TV seems to have edged into first place on daytime ratings and average audiences, ifthe 11 November NTI serves as the yardstick.

Here's the supporting breakdown applied to Monday through Friday — which NBC last
week circulated among New York agencies:
NETWORK

NBC
CBS
ABC
The same

AA RATING

AA HOMES

SHARE

TV
7.1
3,209,000
34%
TV
7.0
3,164,000
32%
TV
3.5
1,582,000
IV,
communique stated that NBC had a 45% share of the Saturday morning

audience as against CBS's 34%, with AA homes being 4,865,000 vs. 3,651.000.
It's quite possible that 30% of tv network nighttime advertisers are buying this
season strictly on a basis of participations, as compared to 25% a year ago.
Note in the following chart on tv purchasing trends, as studied by Nielsen, the growth of
not only the multi-participations user but the buyer of combinations — single sponsorship,
25%
alternate sponsorship and participations:
TYPES OF BUY

Multi only
Alternate only
Single only
All 3 combinations
Alternate & multi

28%7%
1960
19%
91%
%

11%

Single & multi
Single & alternate
Note:

1959

1958

19%
35%
10%
6%
7%
7%
16'-

15%
42%
16%
2%
6%
3%
16%

Covers January of each year and 7-11 p.m. Monday through Sunday.

Two newcomers to nighttime tv have teamed up to co-sponsor an ice show special as an Easter promotion.
One is Minute Maid out of Bates and the other. Tupperware (plastic) out of BBDO.
The program itself will run around §160,000.
Judging from the latest NTI ( 11 November), these are the odds this season for the
various types of regularly scheduled nighttime shows to make the top 40:
Westerns: 11 out of 21
Suspense: 6 out of 19
Situation comedy:
10 out of 2 1
Adventure:
0 out of 5
Variety:
7 out of 14
Quizzes, panels:
5 out of 8
General drama: 1 out of 7
Gold Seal bleach (Campbell-Mithun), a spot perennial until last year, is again throwing its lot with NBC TV daytime.
It's committed at the rate of about S600.000 for 1961.
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NBC:

continued

ABC Radio quickly got a sponsor for Alex Dreier, whom it took over from
it sold his new comment strip for Dodge (BBDO Detroit).
The order is for a minimum of 13 weeks.

Spot tv lost out on a hunk of first quarter Anahist (Bates) money, with NBC TV
daytime the beneficiary.
The money came from some nighttime participations cancelled out of NBC and the question posed was whether to put it into spot or daytime network.
The order as it turned out: five quarter-hours a week for six weeks stretched over
12 weeks.
International T & T, now at F&S&R, is down to the fine strokes in picking a
new agency for its $1.5-miUion budget.
At the moment it looks like the account will land at Burnett.
ABC TV will be embarking in 1961 on an effort to compare media profiles,
something, it admits, leans heavily toward the theoretical, but it will try anyway.
The main objective of this media counter-profiling will be the women's magazines.
Basically, these studies will seek to show that the big circulation books of this description have their heaviest readership among professional men and not enough among
housewives — especially those with larger families.
The concept of the preemptible spot and the adjustable rate seems to be spreading: it's been adopted by several Adam Young tv stations.
This is the ratecard which is divided into three sections. The spots in section I have
fixed position; section II spots cost less but are movable on two weeks' notice if a set
position is wanted by another advertiser and he'll pay the section I rate, while section III spots
— lowest in cost — are preemptible without notice for advertisers buying at section I
or Bi rates.
Marketingmen will tell you that the smaller companies packing film for consumers are away behind the times in placing the right advertising emphasis.
Supermarket sales — the packs are spotted near the checkout counter — have become
a major factor, but these oldline companies go on preferring to make dealers the major
target of their ad efforts.
Meantime, the margin for Eastman Kodak
time and daytime tv, continues to burgeon.

(JWT), which now uses both night-

Don't minimize the status of the marketing expert in ad agencies : employment
people specializing with agencies report that the demand is predominantly heavy
for marketing directors, market researchers and accountmen with marketing backgrounds.
They say there seems to be a scarcity of these types, with the call for them greater than
it's been the past three years.
Incidentally, there's quite a demand among reps for good young material bordering on the trainee level in the 27-32 age bracket.
For other news

coverage in this issue: see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7;
Spot Buys, page 47; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 50; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 63; and Film Scope, page 56.
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denced irritation with the "mechanically augmented" applause.
Why do producers so afflict the
listener? Television, in my humble
opinion, has less appeal than formerly
and public appreciation is, generally,
on the decline. I sometimes wonder
if producers ever view television
W. entertainment.
Polje
themselves for personal

and

Madison

L
Cheered

cheerleaders

of such programs and personalities
as Danny Thomas and Red Skelton.
In our Jiome we shut the television
off when these prime presentations
are offered for the reason that the

Thank you very much for using the
picture of the
KQV19 December
High Hooper's
cheerleaders
in the
issue
of SPONSOR.

Everyone here was real thrilled. In
fact, our charming cheerleaders would
all like to get a copy. If it is possible,
please send us a half dozen tearsheets.
Bill Thieman
sales service director
KQV
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Can

the canned

deafening applause constantly stepping on the lines of the performers is
so disturbing as to detract immeasurably from the entertainment value of
the program.
Example: a somewhat unusual occasion, seven people viewing a presentation of the Danny Thorns show,
the audible "applause," or laughter
of this live audience was canned with-

applause

I am impelled to raise my small voice
in

out its knowledge. On two occasions there was a brief giggle on the
part of two units of the live audience,
both of which units were somewhat

protest of the "augmented
applause" with which the listener is inflicted on any television programs.
Personally, I am a great admirer

CLEAR

immature.

All of these persons evi-

CHANNEL

Radio Station WS
650
NASHVILLE,

KC
TENNESSEE

is pleased to announce

Pollyea Adv.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Correction

pres.
I would like to express my appreciation for your wonderful article of
December 19 concerning our client,
American Machine & Foundrv Company, and the Tomorrow program
series. Needless to say. both we at this
agency and the client were very
pleased with the results.
I do want to bring to your attention
a couple of minor errors that may
already have been brought to vour
attention. I was not the commercial
producer but rather as noted below,
the tv account executive responsible
for the over-all job. Several of our
commercial producers worked on the
commercials and, in our opinion, did
an excellent job. Credit for the socalled silent commercial should go in
part to Hugh Brown who oversaw
this particular production.
In Big City-1980, Claude E. Shannon participated in the program but
was not the principal who worked
with Garry Moore. Credit here
should go to Dean Burchard.
Richard H. Depew
account executive,
radio, tv dept.
Cunningham
& Walsh. Inc.
N.Y.C.

the appointment of
Pet peve

Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

DETROIT,

SAN

BOSTON,

FRANCISCO

ATLANTA

as exclusive representatives
Effective January 1, 1961
THE
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Now that we are approaching the
season for the big bowl football games
on tv, may I presume to give a few
tips to the sponsors, producers, and
announcers who bring them to us.
This concerns the half-time pageants and musical presentations on
the field, which we believe are a distinct part of the bowl game, yet many
producers are prone to practically
eliminate from the show.
This usually starts with a quick
flash of the band lining up on the
starting line while the announcer
states — "We will take you back to
the field in just a moment . . . but
SPONSOR
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first here is Joe Blow who want* to
talk with \<>u ahout the game." Thin
we get a five-minute shot of a most
uninteresting announcer, interviewing some local politician or sportfl
expert, who tell- you again all about
what you have jusl been viewing for
one hour and a half, and which contributes nothing to the interest or importance of the particular game.
Meanwhile some 100 or more bandsmen, majorettes and Bag girls are
marching their hearts out in a spectacular field show, the music for
which can he heard vaguely behind
the so-called inten iew.
So— Mr. Producer! Win cannot
your introduction to the so-called
celebrit) he limited to a few seconds
I,, see his face and then pick up the
field show with its activity, hut let
the interview continue (if it is necessai\ and allow the background
music to he heard?

In Rochester, N. Y.
On -The -Spot, Local Radio Buyers
KNOW The Smart Buy Is...

WHEC!
FOR

EXAMPLE:

When

They

Sponsor

MUSICAL

>nd when you do get the field
show on the screen lets see more of it
and less of some little majorette wiggling ahout. while the other 100
members of the unit cannot be seen.

6:00-9:25a.m.
-.they
CLOCK"

We realize that you must pick up
some human interest shots hut give us
more of the entire show from the

DAILY

field, for a large number of people
have sweated out a lot of time and
effort to entertain us and — as part of
the show — we'd like to see all of it
that we can.

STAY Sponsors

Don McGee

The Following

Past Nat'L Commander
All Amer. Drum & Bugle Corps
& Band Assn.

LOCAL

Sponsored This Show
Uninterruptedly For

J entura, Calif.
We're

included

FROM 4 TO 25 YEARS

Enclosed you will find a copy of an

BOLLER-CLARK, Inc.
COMMUNITY SAVINGS BANK
TOBIN PACKING CO.
ROCHESTER TELEPHONE

informational packet called "Television and Politic-." which was prepared this fall by the department of
special projects, information sen ices,
of the CBS Television Network, and
distributed without charge to the
managers of the CBS affiliated sta-

COLUMBIA

justify a supplementary packet. We
would very much like to include in it
"Tv's S20.000.000 Gift— To the Pres{Please turn to page 641
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SAVING S LOAN ASSN.

MIDAS MUFFLERS

tions. "\ou will notice that it includes
several reprinted articles, intended to
serve the station managers as reference sources in preparing public
statements or speeches.
In the aftermath of the elections,
interest in "Television and Politics"
continues on a level which seems to

SPONSOR
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EVERETT
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INC.

11
'BTV
KENNETH I. TREDWELL,
Vice President and Managing

CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD
Executive Vice President
and General Manager of

wmm

Jefferson Standard

Broadcasting Con-

"We accept this first annual TV Grand Award for 'outstanding
leadership in promoting highway safety' with the pledge that
we will continue to give 'outstanding public service' to our
636,900 TV families. "

;W

"Winning this first TV Grand Award in statewide competition with all other
TV stations is a twofold honor for WBTV since the award is an official
project of the Governor's Traffic Safety Council and because it represents
another first award for the Carolinas' first station. We gratefully accept this
honor to add to WBTV's lengthy list of public service awards."
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Tv Advertising— Past, Present,
Future
1960
1959
(actual)

R
1961

1961
(forecast)

(estimate)
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I
$1,640 millions

SI ,755 millions

IV, BILLION
$1,510 millions
$1,354 millions

1 BILLION

DOHERTY
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AND

FORECASTS

for 1960 and 1961 include time, talent and commercial

costs as do 1968 and 1959 figures which are takenfrom McCann-Erickson-'Printers* Ink' compilations
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was the first year that television advanced beyond the 14% ratio of total all-media
advertising despite the fact that tv revenues experienced the lowest percentage annual increase, over
the preceding year, in a decade.
Our year end estimate indicates an aggregate of
$1,640,000,000 in tv advertising for the year
1960. This estimate represents a 9% increase
from the $1,510,000,000 level of 1959 and it
figures out to be 14.3% of total media expenditures which, in all likelihood, came to approxiSPONSOR
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mately $11,395,000,000, a modest 2.5% increase
above the 1959 level.
From the 1960 estimated $1,640,000,000 tv
advertising expenditures, the tv stations (exclusive of networks and network owned stations) received revenue of approximately $737,000 as compared with the official FCC figure of $(>7(>.<)<)() in
1959.
For 1959, the television stations of the industry,
exclusive of network owned stations, obtained 45%
ot the total dollars spent by both national and local
27

sponsors on television.
The 55% balance was absorbed by
talent and production costs, network
service charges plus revenue going to
networks and their owned and operated stations.
1960 radio, as a total industry, attracted an estimated 5% increase in
ad dollars, thereby advancing to
$675 million in advertiser outlays.
SPONSOR (2 January 1960) published our 1959 advertising and
broadcast estimates and 1960 forecast. When, in the spring of 1960,
the advertising record was finally tabulated and completed for 1959, our
preliminary year end estimate of
$1,505,000,000 for tv advertising
was within a fraction of 1 ' < of the
actual 1959 figure of $1,510,000,000.
We also predicted, last January, that
for 1960 tv would slightly exceed
14% of the total advertising pie. We
now estimate that, during 1960, tv
attracted 14.3% of all local and national advertising.
We are equally confident that our
current year end estimate of $1,640,000,000 will prove out as being very
close to the actual and final record
for 1960.
We

calculate

the

$1,640,000,000

volume of tv advertising, for 1960,
as being derived according to the
following pattern:
1960 Estimate % Increase
(millions) Over 1959
National-Regional
(Net and Spot)
$1,357
+9%
Local
283
+7%
Total

$1,640

+8.6%

Unquestionably, tv and radio station profits generally did not rise as
much as tv advertising expanded.
Most tv stations felt a profit margin
squeeze during 1960, as operating
costs pushed upward due largely to
rising payroll costs and, in many
cases, to inadequate cost controls.
In the radio broadcast industry,
the estimated 5% increase in advertising found a wide divergence in station revenues and profits. Some 750
top radio stations, we have reasons to
believe, achieved a 10% to 20% advance in revenues. The majoritv of
individual radio stations about
equaled their 1959 sales revenue
while 20% -25% of the stations experienced decline.
a
The strong intra-market competition among radio stations not only
enlarges operating costs but results
in sales gains by the better managed
stations at the expense of other sta-

tions in the same market. These days,
whenever a given radio station
achieves an annual 10%, or better,
rise in sales revenue, there is practically always a competitive decline by
another station, or stations, in the
market.
Business Recession:
In our SPONSOR (2 January 1960)
business review, we specifically predicted that an economic recession
would gather momentum during the
last half of the vear and extend into
1961.
It is obvious to everyone who reads
business and statistical publications
that 1960 started off as a year of
modest growth and expansion but
that, by early summer, the economic
machinery began to develop malfunctioning. Production in most industries began to slip; inventory buying
slowed down; the majority of corporations came up with lower profits for
the third and fourth quarters; summer seasonal declines in production
and retail sales were a bit bigger than
usual; fall seasonal improvements in
production and retail sales were less
than normal; by mid-summer the
stock market stalled and, upon later
reappraisal of the economic picture,
went into a considerable decline; un-

Radio's Ad Record
and Future Outlook
1959

1958
(actual)

(actual)

1961
(forecast)

1960
(estimate)

700 MILLION

$695 millions

650 MILLION

600 MILLION

$ 616 millions

1958 AND 1959 FIGURES from McCann-Erickson-'Printers' Ink' compilations, 1960 estimate and 1961
forecast by Richard P. Doherty. All figures are for total radio ad expenditures, net, spot, and local
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employmenl
progressively
increased
to a current level of just under five
million persons.
To denj the fact that a recession
process has been underway for the
past several months is to ignore the
economic facts of life.
I960 will unquestionably average
out at a level about equal to, or
slightly below L959. To this extent,
the 1960 economic pattern will conform rather precisely to our January
1960 prediction.
The recession of the past >i\ to
seven months had a positive impact
on advertising expenditures and u
radio advertising dollars.
Advertising has an inherent growth
factor commensurate with the basic
trend in our total economy. Actually
the ratio of advertising expenditures
to gross national product (GNP)
has tended to increase slightly over
the past 15 years. Nevertheless, advertising budgets are alTected l>v cyclical ups and downs in general business. The estimated modest 2.5' i increase in total all-media advertising
I local and national) clearly reflects
the economic recession which developed during the year. Likewise, tv
and radio advanced less than yvould
have been true had there been no
general business decline during the
latter half of 1960.
\\ ithin the over-all advertising pattern, tv has persistently displayed a
growth vitality which attracted an
■ \ er larger share of the total advertising dollar. The rate of annual tv expansion has slowed down but the underlying trend remains stronger than
other media. Thus, tv's 1960 increase
reflects largely the industry's enlarged
share of the total advertising pie.
On the other hand, radio is pretty
much of a cyclical industry. Its
growth and annual fluctuations respond mainly to the over-all economic
growth trend and business evele pattern of the American economy.
1961 Forecast:
General American business, currently (January 1961) remains in a
recession process. The economic decline of 1960 has not yet terminated
or worn itself out. There are no
strong factors working for a quick
recovery.
We are not starting 1961 on the
threshold of a brisk recovery. Recov-
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review and
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ilii- economic
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\ former \ .p. "I N \ B, specializing instation economics, and one-time professor
at Boston I University, In- has
numerous
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1N0 IMMEDIATE BUSINESS UPSWING. The economic decline
■ has not yet worn itself out. Recovery not likely for some four
to six months. When it comes, will probably be a gradual process.

2

TOTAL

ADVERTISING

AT

1960 LEVEL.

Because of general

■ business conditions, don't expect total U. S. advertising (all
media) to be much above or below the 1960 level of $11,395,000,000.

3

TV TO CONTINUE TO GAIN IN SHARE OF TOTAL. The swing
■ of advertisers toward tv will continue at reduced
rate of
growth.
Total tv volume (net, spot, local) should be up 7.3%.

4

RADIO'S GAINS WILL BE SMALL. Depending on general busi■ ness upswing, radio may gain as much as 3% over 1960 but
probably no more. Continued wide divergence in station revenues.

5.

to

IMPONDERABLES IN THE PICTURE. These include possible
inflationary measures by the new administration, damage
tv spot by new
talent contracts,
magazine
competition.

ery is not likely to show up for another four to six months and it will
likely be a slow, gradual process.
The nation's output of goods, as we
start 1961. displays no signs of turning upward. The ratio of layoffs to
employment continues to increase.
Retail sales improvements have been
very sluggish in response to normal
fall seasonal increases. There are no
indications of a pickup in inventory
buying. Lower interest rates and
easier money conditions are inducing
very little advance in business loans.

The gold status of the nation has
grown sufficiently serious to become a
recurring news item yvith guarded
hints that the dollar may be devalued
and TJ. S. tourist expenditure- controlled and limited. Particularly -erious is the fact that unemployment
continues to mount. I>\ year's end,
unemployment maj well approximate
five million persons and there is the
possibility that six million may be
unemployed
by the early spring of
1961.
We

are confident

that the nation
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does not face a recession of considerable magnitude but there seems to be
every reason to conclude that the next
four to six months will continue on
the down side.

NEW SPOT FORM
CUTS PAPER WORK

Some economists are predicting
that the depression will become severe
and extend itself over practically the
entire year 1961. Personally we do
not subscribe to this viewpoint, although we believe that there is a 5050 prospect that the present recession
will become quite substantial during
the next several months.

^ New tv and radio order contract developed by 4A's
and Station Representatives Assn. streamlines buying

It is our forecast that general business will slip off another 5%-l% before gradual recovery develops during the late spring or early summer
of 1961.
However, we recognize two opposite possibilities which would alter
the 1961 business picture rather considerably.
First, if the accumulated forces of
recession should breed a psychology
of increased business and consumer
caution and this were coupled with a
failure to correct our adverse international monetary-economic trends,
general business would likely decline
another 10% and the recession would
extend itself over most of 1961.
Second, if the Kennedy Administration displays an early aptitude for
inflationary budget and legislative
plans, the economy will generate fairly fast and appreciable recovery tendencies. The threat of "above average" inflation will stimulate new
building construction, durable consumer goods purchasing, inventory
accumulation, new orders for plant
and equipment and expansion in bank
loans.

^

Simplified system is replacing the standard twofold effort which calls for confirmations and contracts

I he flurry of spring spot bu\ ing
which begins this month will leave
buyers with more time for creative
decisions because of a cutdown in
paper work, thanks to a new contract
form developed by the Station Representatives Assn. with the approval
of the 4A's.
The 4A's, as well as the representatives' group, have long been concerned
with the mounting pile of papers with
which media people must cope, and
with the attendant personnel and time
costs. SRA's new contract form, issued to its 20-member representative
firms in November, gives a recommended format for the purchase of
spot television and radio time by national advertisers and their agencies.
The new form cuts the processing

MAJOR

BACKERS

of contracts in half — thus saving half
of the paper shuffling as well as half
of the incalculable amounts of time
spent in confirmation and finalization
of contracts. Here's how the simplified system works:
Heretofore the agency would telephone an order to the representative,
who, in turn, would get clearance
with the stations involved. Then the
confirming order woud be typed, sent
to the agency, and the agency would
prepare a contract on the basis of the
confirmation.
Now the confirmation processing
has been omitted, with the SRA members sending a single contract form in
triplicate to the agency. The agency
then signs two of the forms and sends
them to the station, which keeps one

OF SRA'S

EFFORTS

Should incipient inflation be evident in Administrative policy, 1961
will find the economy bounding back
early and sharply. However, the illusionary benefits will be offset by a
rather severe recession within two
to three years.
What about advertising in 1961?
Assuming the adequacy of our forecast for a continued 5%-7% decline,
followed by modest and gradual recovery during the latter portion of the
year, 1961 general business will average out at approximately the same
level as over-all 1960. At best, we
don't expect 1961 general business to
I Please turn to page 63)
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LEADERS among those representatives who are circulating the new contract form to ad agencies after 4A sanction are (I), Jones Scovern, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, chairman of the SRA
special committee for this project, and (r), Frank Headley, president, H-R Reps, both New York
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I In I.. i . 1 1 station w ill adapt tinform for use w ith local ami r< gional
advertisers who don't place busii
(hrougb i national repi esentative.
The form itself, approved bj the
\nici i. ,in Vssn. o| Vdvertisin
ric-. was developed

bj

SB \ in

operation
w iih the
I \ i ommittt •
• • r t broadcast
media.
I his gi oup,
compi ised of top ei helon media
ecutives from agent ies in all parts of
the country, is beaded by < bairman
Leonard
Matthews of Leo Burm-n
Co.,
Chicago,
and
Vice-chairman
Ruth Jones of J. Walter Thompson,
New York.
BROADCAST

COMMITTEE

of the American

Assn. of Advertising Agencies worked with

Station Representatives Assn. to develop simplified contract forms. Key planners included
(I to r), Larry Webb, managing director, SRA, and Kenneth Godfrey, vice president, Four A's

as its record of the transaction and
which countersigns the other and returns itto the agencj as the agen<\ b
record of confirmation. The third
copv is retained within the agency as
its working coj>\ .
Young & Rubicam is in the vanguard of advertising agencies which
have accepted the new form and
streamlined system of contract processing with enthusiasm. This is true
also of eight of the 20 SRA members
who will have adopted and circulated
the new contract form within the next
fortnight.
SRA's members include the largest,
busiest, and most inlluential representative organizations in the broadcast
industry, accounting for perhaps 80
of all national spot business. Among
the SRA members to adopt the new
form as soon as it was introduced in
November were H-R radio and television, John Blair radio and television, and Peters, GrifTm. \\ oodward.
Many of t.ie other members are
waiting until heir current supply of
confirmation and or contract forms
is depleted, at which time they will
have the forms printed on their own
letterhead and circulate them to
agencies with whom they do business.
Larry Webb, managing director of
SRA. cites this move as one in a continuing and strenuous series to cut
down on paper work involved in the
spot buying procedure. The advantages of the entire program, as well
as of this specific new contract form,
in his view: "The elimination of unSPONSOR
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necessary paper work and therefore a
decrease in the cost of doing business,
as well as the elimination of errors
and the possibility of errors" in the
typing, retyping, and doubling up of
the confirmation and contract orders.
He has made arrangements with
New York printers to accommodate
requests from representatives, agencies, and stations wishing to duplicate
the new form, and reports that many
non-SRA members as well as individual radio and television stations
have made plans to convert to the
new one-form system.

HERE'S

HOW

THE

The members

include Roberl II.

Crooker, Jr., Campbell-Ewald, Detroit; Edward A. Grey, Ted Bates,
New York; Arnold Johnson, Needham. Louis & Brorby, Chicago; Thaddeus Kelly, McCann-Erickson, New
York: Frank Kemp. Compton Adv..
New York; William E. Matthews,
Young & Rubicam. New York; Bettj
M< Cowan, Henderson Adv., Green\ille. S. C; Gertrude Murphy, Long,
San Jose, Calif.; Frank Ott, D'Arcj
Adv., New York; Sydney Rich. JaffeNaughton-Rich, Minneapolis; Robot
Ross, Arthur Meyerhoff Assoc, Chicago; Holly Shively, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; Pamela
Tabberer, Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Atlanta; Ralph Trieger, R. Jack
Scott, Inc., Chicago.
^

FORM

WORKS

REPRESENTATIVES
combine confirmation orders
with a contract on a single form, sending three copies of the
final order for airtime to media department of the agency

AGENCY
keeps one copy for its files, to work from in
the buying; sends two contract copies to individual station
involved in each order for countersigning an agreement

STATION
returns one countersigned contract to the
agency, no longer has the problem of agreeing in writing and
returning both confirmation order and final contract form
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RADIO'S
^ Survey of Pulse data
shows ranking changes in
15 out of 22 top markets
^

Adam Young research

people compare
during six-month

ratings
period

he seesaw battle for audiences

EXTENSIVE
in-store

ADVANCE

displays.

Over

PUBLICITY
50,000

entries

for Hess Bros.
were

received

WFIL-TV
in

response

Christmas special
to

an

on-the-air

included
contest

BIG-CITY SPECIAL SCORES
FOR SMALL-CITY STORE
W

hat happens when a small-city

department store buys a "special ' on
a big-city tv station? When the store
is as unique as Hess Bros., Allentown,
Pa., and the show is heavily promoted, there are bound to be storms
of response. And that's just what
happened.
Hess Bros, has long been known as
a promotion-minded operation. In a
city of 108,000 people, Hess has built
up its annual business volume to over
$.30 million. The store's customer list
is nationwide, with a big mail order
business from all over Pennsylvania,
plus parts of N. Y.. including New
York City.
Therefore, a buy on a Philadelphia
channel, in this case WFIL-TV, would
be reaching the store's immediate
coverage area as well as the entire
Philadelphia radius, containing many
of Hess' mail customers.
The show, which featured two
\ niingsters in "a fantasy flight to the
North Pole'' was presented Saturday
10 December, 7-7:30 p.m. on WFILTV. There was heavy advance promotion.
The following arc the highlights of
this promotion :
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• Newspaper saturation in Philadelphia and Lehigh Valley news• Week-long teaser campaign atop
papers.
Hess' regular Christmas shopping ads
in Allentown newspapers as well as
TV Guide and Philadelphia papers.
• A contest was staged in connection with the show, offering $500 in
prizes to home viewers. Ten dollar
gift certificates, redeemable for purchases atHess' department store, were
awarded the first 50 people sending
in correct answers to questions based
on the show. The contest was promoted in advance via tv spots, as well
as newspaper ads.
The show was filmed on location
at Hess' as well as in various sections
of Ihe Pennsylvania countryside, with
the
balance completed at WFIL-TV's
studios.
Although Allentown is in the Philadelphia coverage area, it is unusual
for an Allentown advertiser to buy
the entire area. The Hess telecast
reached as far south as l)o\er. Delaware, as far east as the entire New
Jersey shore, as far west as LancasterYork, Pa., and as far north as WarI Please turn to page 64)

that goes on among the nation's radio stations was graphically highlighted ina survey released last week.
Though little proof is needed, the
study made clear, through charting
ups and downs in station ranking,
that radio is a dynamic medium and
that the No. 1 station in a market
must fight hard to keep seated in its
ever-rocking throne.
The added proof came in a study
by Adam Young researchers. They
took 22 leading markets and ranked
the stations in first, second, and third
place during two periods — February
and August 1960. (In three cases
March was substituted for February.) Pulse ratings were used.
The comparison showed that radio
stations either advanced or were
dumped from their win. place and/or
show ranking in 15 out of the 22
markets. The total number of changes
in relative standing was at least 22.
Furthermore, in nine of the markets
the leading station in either the February or March ratings was unceremoniouslv pushed out of first
place by August.
The widespread changes in ranking made it fairly certain that a
comparison of almost any group of
markets would show a similar pattern, and certain!) a comparison over
a longer period of time would reveal
downs.
an
even greater incidence of ups and
There was no arbitrary choosing of
markets in the list of 22. All were
top markets, none ranking lower than
27th in terms of metro retail sales
(according to Sales Management) .
The larger markets, naturally, conSPONSOR
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NEVER-ENDING

RATING

BATTLE

tain more stations and reflect a more
lively competitive situation. On the

other hand, thej Bccounl for the lion's

share of spot radio hillings, so that
advertisers arc more interested in
what goes on there than in the rest of
the I . S. i ICC figures for 1959 show
that the top 20 radio markets— in
terms ol spot time sales account
for 5395 <>f all spot radio money,
while the lop 30 account for (>1%.)
To the timebuyer, the significance
ot the stud) left no argument on this
-con-: buyers must always he up-todate on ratings information.
While it is true that the Adam

HOW

STATION

RANKING
STATION

RANKINGS

February 1960 rank

IN 22 MARKETS
August 1960 rank

12

3

12

A

B

C

\

c

B

A

B

c

A

B

c

Chicago

\

1; <:

\

B

C

Philadelphia

\

B

A

B

Detroit

A

One veteran timebuyer said: "I've
been watching ratings go up and

Boston

A

15
B

down for years and. believe me, it's
a problem to keep up with the

San Francisco

A

B

changes. I don't think the seasonal
differences are important enough to
account for what the Young stud]
showed. If you compared the same
markets during the same months in
two different years, \ oifd find the

\

B

Washington*
Pittsburgh

A

B

Young comparison was a winter vs.
summer study, buyers tended to discount the seasonal factor in explaining the large number of changes.

MARKET

CHANGES

Men- York*
Los Angeh's

St. Louis

\ I!
A

B

Baltimore

\

B

Houston

A

B

A

B

\

B

A

B

Dallas* City
Kansas

A

B

you."
\ media group supervisor at a top

Miluaukee

A

B

radio/tv agency made this point: "The
studv shows a lot of changes but

Cincinnati

A

B

doesn't show why thev occurred. I'm
not criticizing the study." he added
hastily. 'I'm just -aying — and I've
said this before — it's terribly important to get out of New York and see

Atlanta

A

B

San

A

B

A

B

same
A
sized
what

kind of thing going on."
media director at a mediumagency expressed surprise at
the survey showed.

"I've never bought spot radio," he
said. "I'm a print man myself and
now. of course. I'm not close to dayto-day spot radio buying operations

Minneapolis

Buffalo
Seattle

— though I'm responsible for them.
Those figures are an eye-opener and
make you realize what's going on in
radio. But don't tell anybody I told

what's happening out there — and
why. This reallv shows there's something happening all the time and you
can't always tell what from tapes. Let
me tell you: radio still has a lot of
kick in it."
SPONSOR
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Diego

Portland
'Comparison
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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c
c
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c
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\

B

B

\

c

1)\

1;\

B

C

\

B

C

c

\

B

\

c
c

D

A

B
A

A
1!
B

D

C

\

BI)

\

B

C

A

D

c

A

C

B

\

\

B

A

D

C

B

c
c
E
I)
A

on March
1960 vs. September
liNiO. All station ranklncs based on share of
area audience
8 a.m. to « p.m , Monday
through
Friday, as reported by
means flrst place. "H." geoonil. ato

£ T *ABC

PLANNING

HUDDLE

Includes

(I to r) Alfred

Schneider, v.p. administration,

tv network,

Frederick

Pierce,

mgr.

tv network

research,

Julius Barnathan, v.p. for affiliated stations, Thomas W. Moore, v.p. net programing, Oliver Treyz, pres. tv network, Leonard H. Goldenson AB-PT
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Tv network's greatest asset for future lies in management attitude toward manpower, say industry critics

ABC

TV?

news, public affairs, and serious programing.
But a much more meaningful appraisal of what the future may hold
for ABC depends on an examination
of certain "intangibles" in the netimage. work's corporate personality and
According

^llllllllll!llllllll!lll!lllllllllllllll!!lllll!llll!!llllllllll!llllllll!lllll!lllllll!llllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllltllllg

Crystal ball on ABC
In 1960, after a dramatic fouryear rise, ABC moved definitely into a top spot among the
tv networks. Few organizations have ever stirred up as
much excitement or heated
controversy. Two weeks ago
(issue of 19 Dec.) SPONSOR
listed some of the questions
asked about ABC and the
network's

answers

to them.

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii^
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to most agencymen,

^^peculations, predictions, prophesies about the probable future course
of either an individual or an organization can rely only to a very limited
extent on stated aims and ambitions.

advertisers, and tv c o'm p e t i t o r s
checked by sponsor, the one greatest
asset which ABC has working for it
at the moment is its distinctive management attitude toward people.

Two weeks ago, in the first of two
articles on "What's Ahead for Ollie

Even some of Ollie Treyz' severest
critics (and like any other highly
successful and controversial figure, he

Treyz and for ABC TV?" sponsor
reported some of the answers which

has plenty of them), are quick to admit that one of Ollie's greatest fortes
is his ability to pick and win the

the tv network and the network's
dynamic \<»ung president bave given
to llii- question.
In terms of public pronouncements,
there can be no question that Treyz,
Goldenson & Co. are on record as
seeking improvements in many areas
of network operation
particular!] in

loyalty of first-class personnel.
His record in this respect is called
nothing short of outstanding, particularly for so young an executive.
Among the high-ranking broadcast
figures whom Treyz has selected or
helped develop
are such
men
as
SPONSOR
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IS ELECf.aC HUT.

IT'S CLEAN, SAFE, HEALTHl AND .u^UIrtio

SERVICING BBK MAINTENANCE. 'Qgfe ijufcb) SAVING,TOU. PQK EXAMPLE,
13 THE ENTIKE HEATING UNIT FOH AN AV&tAGE

Norman "Pete" Cash and George
Huntington, president and executive
v.p. of TVB, James Aubrey, president
of CBS TV, Don Durgin, v.p. NBC,
Thomas Moore program v.p. and
Julius Barnathan, station relations
v.p. at ABC. and Gene Arras, former
ABC v.p., now v.p. in charge of network relations at the Grej Advertising Agency .
Far less well-known I in fart it lias
never been publicized before) is the
intensive executive training program
which ABC has been operating since
late 1956 when Treyz returned to the
network.
Unlike the famed NBC "page boy"
system the ABC program concentrates
on a few scrupulously screened graduates of such institutions as Harvard
Business and leading law and graduate schools, and puts them immediately to work in cost control, station
relations, research, sales, and other
departments.
Trainees are given six to nine
months in a variety of posts before
receiving permanent network assignments.
At present ABC has eight executive
training graduates in its middle management echelons and three more undergoing intensive training.
Of the program, Treyz says, "Our
business, network broadcasting, is
like a small town, and one of its greatest dangers is that of inbreeding."
"The real question is— how to feed
into the industry a steadv stream of
outstandingly bright young men.
"We've set up our training program to
make ABC a magnet for these fellows.
And we've found already that they're
going to have a greater influenre on
ABC than ABC has had on them."
Treyz predicts that, as a result of
this type of training "you'll see some
unusual casting at ABC in the next
few years." A firm believer in the
fact that individuals have surprising
and unexpected potentials for growth.
he points out that ABC program chief
Tom Moore came out of sales and
thai Julie Barnathan. v.p. for station
relations moved up from research.
Presumably. ABC's executive trainees are going to be given a chance
to prove their mettle in a variety of
fields.
In

far the most

important

area,

however, in which \BC"s future may
I Please turn to page 6 1 I
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THHES rfEQiOOM HOME. WEN

TJfB

IADIANT HEAT CABLE

IS EMBEDDED IN THE CEILING — BI
IT HEATS LIKE THE S
To PIAOR.

~ ELtdKIC

COMPANY, NATU.iALLY —

HEAT f.4ND'»'.H0UT THE KOOM, CEILING
ELECTRIC (JSIWAWL INSTALL^, ^NJf TYPE EL-CTkIC

~/~~<
<*»*/

.EAT IN YOUR HOME,. . RADlANTrBASEBOARD OR WALL uTUTS/"™**^
ELIMINATE BULKY HEAT DUCTS, REGISTERS THAT ARE ALWAYS IN THE
ILi i

w»i

GOT, TTEffi:..AND, K>U CAN USE, THE SPACE 1HAI WW

"• -1Tf<i

1 if ¥

■■ IIJUP1BD

#&>&>

'tt-HS rUiiNACE AND FUEL STORAGE. fe» FUEL 15 STORED FOR YOU, OUTSIDE
ON THE POLE,

iT.S,H£IE IS THE COMPLETE UNIT... WITH THESE THERMOSTATS

GIVING ^E»INDIVI.XtAL ROOM CONTROL. CONVEnT TO ELECTRIC HEAT NOW.jT)
OPERATING COSTf t^

LhSS THAN OIL, BOTTLED GAS, GAS, OR COAL... AND,

IT TAKES ONLYADAYS FOR

ELECrxtlC TO COMPLETE THE

NOTH.NG DOWN,
PAYMENTS
GUArtANTBED INSTALLATION...^
OVER-WfE rEA.CS. GET THE FACTS FnOK
TCBOriROW. A-'.D, DON'T
COPY SAMPLE
(above) is type WAVE, Louisville, used to get from agencies, spent valuable
time correcting. With publication of radio and tv standards, most copy today comes in perfect

AGENCIES

PROFIT

STATION'S

COPY

r\ new t\pe of service to agencies,
involving a charge to violators, is
gaining greater stature for WAVE
Radio and Television (Louisville),
more respect and cooperation from
the agencies they work with, and,
consequently, improved commercial
copy for broadcast.
The service, inaugurated last June,
consists of two st\ le handbooks — one
for radio, one for tv — which the station drew up for its own continuity
departments and various local agencies.
Included in the booklets were requirements for deadlines, length of
copy, sample commercials; in the case
of television props and materials
needs, and film and art specifications;
Eor radio recorded and production
spot needs.
W WE salesmen distributed tinbooklets with a covering letter explaining that "after 1 June, I960, it
would be necessary for WAVE, Inc..
to charge agencies for an\ agency re-

FROM
CHARGES
sponsibilities that the station had to

The first month the charge was in
effect, 13 bills for functions it performed were sent to agencies by the
perform."
station. By August that number had
dropped to three, and according to
the latest report at sponsor presstime
it was still at that level.
How do the agencies feel about
being fined for violations? They
heartil) endorse it, as evidenced bv a
letter to the station from C. Kenneth
Meeker, v.p., The Mullican Co., I ouis\ ille. in which he wrote:
"We want to congratulate \\ \\ I
on a job well done. Although we,
as an agency, make it a practici
meticulously meet media requirenu nt~ and deadlines, we realize there
are those who give a bad name to the
profession, in the eyes of both media
and clients, b) nol meeting these requirement-; and responsibilities. Your
code, undoul tedly, will help strengthen vour position and ours in tbe future.- 4*

CLIENTS

SPEAK

OUT

^ Spot salesmen don't make
enough
calls, formal
presentations, advertisers opine in N. Y. Trendex study
^ Answers
came from Lever Bros., Bristol-Myers,
General Foods, U. S. Steel, P. Lorillard, Sterling Drug
^^pot radio billings might get a
well-needed boost through more effective, creative selling, several top advertisers indicated in a study of advertiser executives recently conducted
by Trendex.
Some interesting highlights of the

ARE

THERE

study's findings include:
• National spot radio salesmen are
not making enough calls on the client
level.
• Those who have made calls are
making only a fair impression.
• Print and television salesmen are

ENOUGH

AM

PITCHES?

Here are several specific questions posed by BTS-Trendex in their
recent study on radio spot salesmanship, conducted among some
80 top national advertisers who are headquartered in New York.

Have you had any spot radio presentations lately? {not
informal pitches)
YES

NO

42.8%

57.2%

Are television and print advertising salesmen outselling spot
radio salesmen?
NO

YES

NO COMMENT

33.4%

18.5%

48.1%

YES

NO

57.7%

19.2%

NO COMMENT

23.1%

Are you willing to devote time for a presentation on what
today's spot radio has to offer your product?
YES

NO

outselling their spot radio counter• Today's radio programing has
a bearing on radio's declining naparts. tional sales picture.
As the accompanying chart indicates, alarger percentage of respondents answered that they had received
formal spot radio presentations "recently." However, Broadcast Time
Sales, underwriter of the study,
points out that the percentage of
negative respondents is large enough
to warrant consideration and a possible remedying of the situation.
BTS sums up the reason for underwriting the study by posing the
following question: "Why is it that
the national spot radio medium, despite outstanding cost efficiency advantages and a proven great selling
force, has to an extent been bypassed
forAnswers
other media?"
came from one-third of
80-odd top U. S. advertisers headquartered in N. Y. Included in the
companies which cooperated were
National Dairy. Borden Co., Lever
Bros., Bristol-Myers, Tetley Tea,
Corn Products, General Foods. Colgate-Palmolive. Continental Baking,
American Home Products, U. S. Steel,
American Chicle. P. Lorillard, Sterling Drug, Standard Brands, Philip
Morris, and American Tobacco.
Although a large majority of the
respondents believe that "tv and print
salesmen are outselling spot radio
salesmen," it is apparently by default.
As one food company executive put

Here are some opinions regarding
tv print salesmen outselling spot radio salesmen: "They (tv and print)
call more and we hear from them,
moreover." "Print and tv men are
more forceful about presenting facts
call."
and proof." "Print salesmen know
their
storyasked
and whether
deliver itor well.'"
When
not advertisingcomments
agencies "short-change"
radio, some
were as follows:

19.2%
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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it. "spot radio salesmen just do not

Does today's programing have a bearing on spot radio's
national sales?

80.8

ON
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"The agencies are not as convinced
that radio can do a good job." Agencies have the feeling that radio plays
i Please turn in page 6 1 1
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1960
■TV

THE

CAPSULE

CASE

HISTORIES

presented on the following pages were originally
run in sponsor's regular feature "TV Result^"' dur
ing 1960. Here is summarized, as a guide to ad
vertisers and agencies, man) of the highly sui
ful campaigns on local tv throughout the country
From a wide variety of product and service cate
gories, ranging from appliance- to movie ill sal ;rs
the) -how how t\ can be used to best advantage
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AUTOMOBILES

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Moore's Wholesale

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: On a recent Wednesday

night,

Moore's Wholesale of Harrisonburg, Va., purchased WSVATV's Don Reno & Red Smiley Show in an effort to promote a special sale on Hot Point appliances. Additionally,

SPONSOR: Hansen-MacPhee Engineering Co., Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Hansen-MacPhee Engineering
Co., Inc., Volkswagen distributors, felt it had a tough fight
on its hands in 1960 because of the new American compacts.
Foreign car sales were declining for all makes in northern

the company purchased half-sponsorship of Valley Barn
Dance on Saturday night of the same week, and 20 ROS

New England as well as nationally, and the distributor needed tv exposure that would give it wide coverage in Vermont,

10-second announcements. No other advertising was used.

New

By special arrangement with WSVA-TV

WMTW-TV using a weekly ski show in winter and the Let's
Play Golf show in summer, in the Wednesday night 10:45

Don Reno and

Red Smilev performed at the sale. Total cost to Moore's:
$730. Due to the tremendous number of people who turned

Hampshire, and Maine. It bought a schedule on

out for the sale many had to wait outside. Eventually cus-

slot. Both programs successfully maintained interest and
enthusiasm for Volkswagen cars and trucks. Not only did

tomers were allowed in the store in groups — the first group

they stop any dent by the American compacts, but dealer

consisting of 1,800. Before the day was over Moore's en-

volume increased 60% to 70% over 1959. "These results
were accomplished because of high quality programing, the

tire stock was sold out. "I have never seen anything to
equal it anywhere," said Hot Point's regional sales manager. Moore's renewed its WSVA-TV contract as a result
of the campaign, and plans to concentrate on television.
WSVA-TV,

Harrisonburg, Va.

Programs, Announcements

large audience of men reached, and WMTW-TV's

ing promotional activity," said John C. Dowd, the distributor's ad manager. "We have renewed for the coming season."
WMTW-TV,

Portland-Mt. Washington, Me.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiinuiiiimiiiiiii:

AUTOMOBILES
AGENCY: L. C. Cole Co.

Capsule case history: "In the 15 years I've been in the
advertising agency business I've never seen such substantial
results produced so fast," said Katherine Doyle Spann, v.p.
of L. C. Cole Co. The Ben Alexander Ford Show, on KTVU,
San Francisco, went on the air 29 April this year, sponsored
by Ben Alexander Ford. Prior to the show's debut, the
dealer's normal Saturday business was four or five cars. On
30 April, the agency sold 14 cars. Business continued at a
rapid pace and reached a new peak 7 May following the
6 May show. The pattern continued with a minimum

of 10

cars sold each Saturday. The newest record was 19 cars, 10
used and nine new, sold 4 June. The nine new cars represented more than the combined sale of two other major dealers in the area. "Without exception," Spann said, "purchasers said they came because of the show on KTVU." Also,
sales came when business was slow, proving that the right
KTVU,
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AUTOMOBILES

SPONSOR: Ben Alexander Ford Show

advertising

outstand-

can

overcome

buyer

San Francisco

resistance.
Programs

SPONSOR: Loftus Motor Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: "The most successful promotion I
ever ran," said Harold Loftus, owner-manager of Loftus
Motor Co. of Scranton, Pa., after his campaign in this area.
"The success can only be attributed to WDAU-TV." The
campaign centered on the Goggomobil, introduced earlier
this year and considered by most dealers as lacking consumer appeal and unsaleable. Loftus decided upon a spot
campaign on WDAU-TV

to promote the Goggomobil, and

purchased a saturation schedule of 10- and 20-second announcements to run for seven days. The slide with voice
over spots stressed the low price ($795) and the excellent
gas mileage (60 mpg) of the Goggomobil. Within the first
few days of the campaign, a total of 42 cars was sold to
the WDAU-TV viewers. Other sales were made after the
campaign, as a direct result of the advertising. In addition, many foreign car dealers in Pennsylvania contacted
Loftus through the spots and he sold them 172 cars.
WDAU-TV,

Scranton-Wilkes Barre

SPONSOR
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BANKS

AUTOMOBILES
5P0NS0R: Don Watson Pontiac

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: St. Joseph's Bank & Trust Co.

Capsule case history: \\ alt Casteletti, general manager of

Capsule

Don WatSOl) Pontiac of Clinton, New York, it-ports that Pontiac sales are soaring in this area of the state since 14 March

of South

AGENCY: Direct

case history: The St. Joseph's Bank S Trust Co.
Bend,

Indiana,

has

found

uh.it

it term-

to

I"'

a

'■natural" t\ program foi it- purposes. It needed i program
that would give its employees an opportunity to help promote the hank more effectively, and found Manhunt, on

when Watson started using, as its main advertising medium, WKTV. Casteletti himself goes on the air nightly, showin either a new or used car in a one-minute live announce-

WNDU,

was the answer. The show has the highest rating

for its time period — a 31.8 — from 9:30 to 10 p.m. Thursday
nights. Fred J. Helman, president of the bank, said:

ment. ''It doesn't necessarily sell the car we're advertising,"
jhe says, '"but it has built up more floor traffic than we've ever
known before. The big trick is keeping enough stock on hand

"WNDU's

to sell." Using a late evening schedule, the dealer usually
gets immediate response, and has received calls at WKTV
within two minutes after the finish of a commercial. Al-

vehicle for the type of advertising we're trying to do. It has
stimulated tremendous employee effort, and we have received a great deal of comment about the show and our

though Don Watson Pontiac is located nine miles from Utica

commercials. We feel that we're getting across a good, solid

.the biggest percentage of customers drive in from Utica,
campaign

image of what our bank represents." WNDU-TV's general
manager, Tom Hamilton, pointed out that many local adver-

ihas been so successful we've sold out all our popular models

tisers and interested in the "institutional image" and find

and now have difficulty getting a new supply from factory."
WKTV, Utica-Rome, N. Y.
Announcements

the answer of off-beat syndicated films with high ratings.

Cooperstown, Syracuse, and Rome. "Our WKTV

mm
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BAKERIES

WNDU-TV,
=

minimi

Manhunt

has certainly been a most successful

South Bend
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BEVERAGES

SPONSOR: West Baking Co.

AGENCY: Luke Walton

SPONSOR: C. W. Antrim & Sons

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For 35 years, the West Baking Co.

Capsule case history: C. W. Antrim & Sons of Richmond,

has been highly respected 1>\ Indianapolis consumers. The
firm stood fourth in the market and was determined to be

Va., regional producers of coffees, teas, and spices, has been

first. West set up a mudget of S90,000, 65%

for spot tv.

The bakery used \\ ISH-TV, Indianapolis and two other stations. Approximately 300 spots kicked off the campaign,
62r< I.D.'s. Filmed commercials were used comprising three
steps: a jingle, on-the-spot photography and production art.
West's "soft twist" bread superiority is sung in the jingle
"the secret's in the twisting." Viewers then see baken workers twisting the dough to eliminate bad texture and air
bubbles. Results: \S est Baking marked up an 80% increase

sponsoring two five-minute segments of Neivs Final each
week on WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va., to promote its Old
Mansion regular and instant coffee. The live commercials
are delivered by News
WSVA-TV

Final reporter, Alvin Mullenax.

was chosen to carry the spots as it is the only

station serving the heart of the Shenandoah Valley — an area
where Antrim needed increased advertising activity. To
date, Antrim has made steady inroads on national brands.
"We can see an increase in sales on Old Mansion regular

in total sales of baked goods. The success is even more

and instant coffee since we sponsored Neivs Final," said
George S. Proctor, sales manager of Antrim. Frank Purdy,

amazing considering that the firm's distribution is almost
entirely outside of chain stores, where heavy volume is

its local representative, reported that Mullenax's tremendous
selling job had enabled Antrim to sign up the largest retail

normally done. Approximately 86% of West's distribution
is in independent stores, whose sales are comparatively small.

food outlet in Harrisonburg and had also succeeded in sign-

WISH-TV,

WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

SPONSOR
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CAMERA

BEVERAGES
SPONSOR: Nestle Co.
Capsule

AGENCY: McCann-Erickson

SPONSOR: Schilling Sales Co.

AGENCY: J. G. Sullivan Co.

York,

Capsule case history: The Charles W. Schilling Co., a

9 May through

camera retailer in South Bend, hesitated to sponsor the week-

case history: McCann-Erickson, New

placed a schedule for Nestea on WAVY-TV,

STORES

30 July. Buy was for five one-minute spots per week in
day programs, backed by the station's intensive merchandising. In cooperation with Morrison B. Prewitt, territory

ly Bishop Sheen program on WNDU-TV because it felt it
would be difficult to integrate the commercials. It had never
used tv before and was cautious about placing advertising

manager for the Nestle Co., the station placed beach um-

that would offend viewers, in a market where it already

brellas in over 100 stores to set off attractive arrangements of Nestea. It further supported the campaign with

had an established reputation. But working with its agency,

one of the largest mailings the market has ever seen. At

the J. G. Sullivan Co., a soft-sell presentation in keeping
with the dignity of the program was created. Results from

the end of the campaign, Prewitt reported to Mike Schaffer

sponsorship were immediate: hundreds of letters the first

of WAVY-TV that the station produced some of the best
results Nestea advertising and merchandising has ever had

week alone expressing thanks for bringing the show to the

in a market. WAVY-TV, he said, was responsible for thousands of consumers buying the product during this period.

came from even distant points covered by WNDU-TV

The campaign was also a factor in getting enthusiastic merchant support, and the increase in sales in the area has
paved the way for many new listings for economy -size Nestea.
WAVY-TV,

Norfolk

Announcements

area, and proof of the advertising value was that viewers

mention their appreciation and make purchases. "Our sponsorship of the Bishop Sheen program has become one of our
most effective campaigns," said Charles Schilling, "giving
us unprecedented sales from the entire Michiana market."
WNDU-TV, South Bend
Programs
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BUILDING

CANNING

SUPPLIES

SPONSOR: Pine Hall Brick & Pipe Co.

AGENCY: Long-Haymes Agency

Capsule case history: The Long-Haymes

Agency, Win-

ston-Salem, had a difficult problem — to create and maintain
a brand image for Pine Hall Bricks that would appeal to
the imagination of women. The agency decided that WSJSTV provided the home-building type audience it wanted,
and conceived a tv campaign that not only glamorized the
Pine Hall Brick & Pipe Co.'s bricks, but made them easily
identifiable for women. The bricks were sold as Colonial

to

Illllltllllllll ■ Mil
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JARS

SPONSOR: E. J. Korvett

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A special sale promotion on WHNBTV, New Britain-Hartford, Conn., showed E. J. Korvett the
value of tv throughout the year. Previously this pioneer discount chain, based in New York, had been strictly a print
advertiser in this area. For the promotion, it used saturation
daytime I.D.'s to push one or two items each day, for sales
impact the following day. According to Earl Perlov, store
manager, and Mrs. E. Nelson, promotion manager for the

Rose and other exotic names for brick styles, and through

chain, most of the goods sold out the same day advertised.

the use of prime time I.D.'s on the station, a tremendous
consumer demand was created. Curt Long, of the Long-

But what impressed Korvett most was the sustained response for weeks after the schedule. The advertiser quickly

Haymes Agency, said: "The WSJS-TV schedules gave our
campaign the impact it needed. Its effective reach was a

placed a series of schedules with WHNB-TV on a year-round
basis, in an over-all campaign to promote the store itself,

major factor in making the consumer market aware of the

rather than specific items. Result has been an all-time high

Pine Hall name in bricks, over a five-year period. Today,
people in this area buy Pine Hall bricks the same way thev

in store traffic in all departments. E. J. Korvett Co.'s usual
schedule with WHNB-TV that has proved to be successful:

buy refrigerators, cars, etc. — by the product's brand name.

Twenty-five I.D.'s throughout the day, Wednesday, Friday.

\\ sJS-TY, \\ in-iiin •> ill in

WHNB-TV,
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CLOTHING
SPONSOR: Edith's Dress Shop

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Clover Dairy Co.

AGENCY: Gutman Advertising

Capsule case history: Tin-second spots on WFRV-TV,

Capsule case history: \\ I I! I l\. Wheeling, baa M li.it it

Green Bay, have heen Belling bridal wear with unprecedent-

believes is the "sleeper" t\ program of the fear. [Ti< show

ed results for Edith's Dresa Shop in Fond du Lac, W isconsin, 75 miles from Green Bay. Not only has the schedule tremendously increased business in the immediate area, but it

is called Clutch < m go, and i- .1 five-minute comii -h ip 1 \ j.<■
program scheduled on the station Morulas through I riday,
ai 6:55 p.m. \ recent \KI! report gives the Bhow a 22.9

has brought substantial trade from the station's entire cover-

rating on the W II I! I \ time slot. The sponsoi of the pro-

age area. "It's Dot uncommon

gram on Monday. Wednesdav

for customers to come as far

as 100 miles," Edith Murphy reported. To promote its
bridal shop and free alteration service on bridal party wear, f

and Friday is Cloverdale

Dair\ and according to Mill Gutman <>f the Gutman

Adver-

tising \griK \ in Wheeling. C.lutrh Cargo baa been a major

Edith's uses only one 10-second spot each week. This spot
is in AA time between Perry Como and This Is Your Life,

factor in sales since il bought tin- show. "The program,"

to reach both the young singles and famih audience. The

dale's mosl outstanding campaigns in years. We are reaching the audience we want without any waste 1 irculation, and

slide includes a picture of a bride and the store logo. Copy
pitches "Outfit \our entire family" and "Free Alterations."
The announcement has been the one single important factor
here, over the past year, in helping to establish the store as a !

Gutman

reported In \\ Nil l\. "has been one of Clover-

the tremendous identification of the product with the show
has given the campaign great impact on the Wheeling mar-

leading retail outlet in bridal wear for the entire region.

ket." Cloverdale plans a continued campaign 1 1 - i 1 1 tr Clutch
Cargo and will renew when the present contract expires.

WFRV-TV,

WTRF-TV,

Green Bay

i!
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DEPARTMENT

SPONSOR: Cook Craft Division,
Carrolton Mfg. Co.

case

history:

Theatre, WLW-D,

AGENCY: Penn & Hamaker, Inc.

After

its first

13-weeks

Prog

numiiiiiiii!!!niiiiiiiiii!iiin:iiiii:

COOKWARE
Capsule

Wheeling

on

AM

Dayton, Cook Craft Division of Carrolton

Mfg. Co. is sold on tv. For its stainless "Waterless" cookware, the firm placed a one-minute commercial five times a

STORES

SPONSOR: Moran's Department Store

AGENCY: Neigher-Scott-Shaw

Capsule case history:
With tv's continuing battle to woo
traditional newspaper advertisers. WHNB-TV recently sue
ceeded in the toughest sell of them all. the department store
Selling

the

Neigher-Scott-Shaw

ad

agent 5

of

Hartford

week on the AM Theatre, 9-10:30. Monday through Friday.
Commercial consisted of a 40-second film and a 20-second

Conn., on giving tv a whirl for it- < lient. Moran's Depart
ment Store, the station hoped to break down with a test cam

closure bv host And) Marten using a highly personalized

paign the resistance against broadcast usually put up by de

sell. Results: Recorded tv leads during the 13-week period,

partment stores.

2."> January through 22 April, totaled 205 direct calls, and
this number was boosted by "referral" leads which were
directly traceable to the spots. Referral leads increased the

with the test producing
record-breaking sales for Moran's
The advertiser made an immediate decision following a week

total to over 600 leads. L. S. Hamaker, Jr. of the Penn &

"Moran's has decided to drop all newspaper advertising and

Hamaker advertising agency felt that "Marten's personalized

to continue use of your station exclusively," reported Harold

approach was largely responsible for the campaign's suc-

J. Shaw of the Neigher-Scott-Shaw agency. "The store's advertising cost on W HNB-TY. in ratio to volume, is the lowest

cess" and for future programing. Cook Craft is utilizing
Marten for several live one-minute spots in addition to the

Results were better than ever hoped for

of business newspapers had

never

been

able

to produce.

regular closure and film to capitalize more on his popularitv.

it has ever experienced.
We are completely sold on broadcast as the best wax to sell merchandise in this market.

WLW-D,

WHNB-TV.

SPONSOR

Dayton
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DISCOUNT

FOOD

STORES

SPONSOR: World Discount Center

SPONSOR: Buitoni Foods Corp.

AGENCY-. Direct

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Following a fire in the World Discount Center in Rome, N. Y., Chuck Kaplan, owner and

Capsule case history: Buitoni Foods Corporation spon-

operator of the discount house, purchased a schedule of announcements topromote a special fire sale on damaged mer-

classic opera "Rigoletto" on WRCA-TV, New York. The
advertiser wanted a program that would sustain the quality

chandise. Kaplan bought 60 eight-second, run-of-schedule

image of its more expensive products in a highly competi-

sored a two-hour filmed production recently of Verdi's

tive market, and WRCA-TV,

spots to be run during a three-day period prior to the sale.
This marked the first time the operator had used television

which has been producing spe-

cial Sunday programs tailored to a client's specific needs,

advertising. At the same time he discontinued his newspaper

came up with "Rigoletto." The production was filmed at the
Rome Opera House with La Scala stars. To sustain the

ads. Kaplan was totally unprepared when he faced 300

program's over-all quality continuity, commercials used were

anxious shoppers, who had stationed themselves at World's
front door the first day of the sale; traffic was snarled and
local police were hard pressed to keep order. The situation

of an almost institutional character and the opera's intermission featured N. Y. Times critic Howard Taubman. Re-

continued for three days with four police officers guiding

sults were excellent: sales figures jumped multifold immedi-

newly won customers, single file, into and out of the store.

ately after the program and tremendous good will was cre-

As for sales, the cash register rang continuously the whole

ated. Over 500 letters applauded the program and expressed

time. Kaplan is now convinced that tv can sell under any

a feeling of obligation to buy Buitoni products. The advertiser is now negotiating with WRCA

circumstances. "It really reaches the people you want."
WKTV,

Utica-Rome, N. Y.
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FOOD

CLEANING

SPONSOR: G&K Cleaners (Gross Bros-Kronick)

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Hanover Canning Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Although it owned two plants with

Capsule case history: The Hanover Canning Co. increased

a good volume of business back in 1950, G&K

sales 66% with a 20-week campaign on WTOP-TV,

Cleaners

Wash-

wanted No. 1 position in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market.

ington. Campaign was based on a tie-in with the Washing-

Newspapers were producing some results, but not spectacularly. WCCO-TV persuaded I. D. Fink, its president, to
switch the fairly large print budget entirely to tv on a test

ton Redskins football team for its Hanover "Redskin" kidney beans and pork and beans. Building heavily around 12
one-minute live and filmed spots per week and six 15-minute

basis. A heavy campaign of I.D.'s was scheduled and within two months both plants had to be expanded. Satisfied,

pre-game programs, the firm almost completely dominated
the Washington market through the football season and
afterwards even though it was in competition with many

G&K then sponsored Masterpiece Theatre, WCCO-TV's firstrun Sunday evening (9:30) movie. Sales skyrocketed this

nationally-advertised brands and more than 15 local or re-

time and sponsorship lasted six years, during which G&K

gional brands, as well as private labels. Before and after

practically captured the entire dry cleaning market. When

the 20-week campaign on WTOP-TV, CBS Television Spot
Sales conducted special Pulse surveys which revealed the

the station finally dropped the feature, it experimented for
a while with various schedules — and with equal success.

66%

Today, still the leader, it sponsors on WCCO-TV

two werkh

showed that 20.1% of all people questioned reported buying

I "> minute evening newscasts and runs monthly saturation
schedules for its special promotions throughout the years.

Hanover products. Before the promol ion. onlj 12.39? bought

\\<:<:0-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul

42
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sales increase. The survey following the campaign

Hanover items. This added up to a Oi>', -ales increase.
WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C.
Programs Si Announcements
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GAMES

FOOD
SPONSOR: Minute Maid

AGENCY: Ted Bates

SPONSOR: Mag-Powr Games, Inc.

Capsule case history: Mag-Powr Games, Inc., Sausalito,

Capsule case history: Leon Yeargan, Norfolk representative of Gay H. Pryor, Inc., of Silver Spring, Md., and

California, placed a teal campaign on K'l VI . promoting one
nf its new games, to run exi luflively on the station f"i three

Minute Maid Orange Juice, undertook a special merchandising campaign in conjunction with a local tv schedule on
WAVY-TV.

Cooperating with Yeargan, Mike Schaffer, mer-

chandising and promotion director of WAVY-TV,

AGENCY: Direct

I

\ ears during last year's Chi i-tmas season. With a brand new
item, dealei tags on commercials, and no other medium used,
it was a Bimple mattei to measure results. Dealers reported

prepared

an all-out merchandising effort to aid distribution and in-

sales directly attributed to KTVU after the first announcement, and virtually all stores were sold out by Christmas.
crease sales of Minute Maid.
In-store displays were set up
and personal calls were made on store managers using the I Some stores reordered as many as six times in the three-week
station's Jr. Ambassador, a 13 year-old lad in full ambassador dress, who presented each manager with a Minute Maid
sample.

It was

Minute

Maid's

first use

of WAVY-TV,

I

period, and sales went as high as $4,000 for one outlet.

George Landman, its president, now sold on tv'a impact, told
[ the station: "I was amazed, in particular, at the number of

and Yeargan wrote the station: "I'm exceedingly happy to 1 people — including women — who reported seeing our comsay that the sales of Minute Maid frozen orange juice have 1
mercials on KTVU's Bud Foster show. He did a wonderful
shown an increase of 25 f i over the same period one year ago. 1 job for us. We are introducing a new, improved model of
I feel several factors were responsible — among the most im- | our baseball game this year, and you can rest assured we
portant, superiority of product, advertising, merchandising."
"WAVY-TV,

Norfolk
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GASOLINE
AGENCY: Osborn & Probst Adv.

SPONSOR: Ventre Packing Co.

first for availabilities for Mag-Powr."

San Francisco-Oakland

Announcements
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& OIL

SPONSOR: Webaco Oil Co.
Cities Service distributor

AGENCY: Hart-Conway

Capsule case history: The Ventre Packaging Co. of Syra-

Capsule case history:

cuse, manufacturers of Enrico's food products, found that
new products were forcing their way into the Albany-TroySchenectady market and endangering a tremendous 90%

Cities Service products for a six-county area in the Rochester,
New York, market, has sponsored the City I'd ';'lion News
show on WVET-TV for more than four years. Joseph P.

distribution figure for its spaghetti sauce. Pressure was

Brown, of the Hart-Conway advertising agency, reports that

brought to bear by local distributors on both the manufacturer and its agency, Osborn & Probst of Syracuse. Ventre

during this period, "City Edition News has played a major
part in building Webaco sales for Cities Service gasoline,

decided to sign a 52-week contract for the syndicated film
Target, hosted by Adolph Menjou, and placed it on WAST,
Albany, in the 10:30 p.m. slot. Results for Ventre Packaging
after more than 40 weeks on the air in this market: a 23.3

The Webaco Oil Co.. distributor of

fuel oil, and accessories. The program's audience has increased from a nine rating to around a 22 since initial spon-

Nielsen with a 44% share of the audience. This was 12%

sorship." The segment's prestige and respect has grow a consistently inthe Rochester market, and solid sponsor identification has been a key factor in sales for Webaco and dealers

higher than the closest competitor. In terms of sales for

in the distributor's area. "Special announcements bring

Ventre, the show considerably strengthened its distribution

Webaco's dealers immediate response after the program,"

pattern, returning the spaghetti sauce to the original 90%

Brown says. "The City Edition Neu s is an integral part of
its advertising, and we consider the program the best tv

figure, and sales increased 25%

since Target went on the

air. Ventre plans on using the show for an indefinite period.
W VST, Albany
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buy in Rochester in terms of both cosl and sales results."
WVET-TV,

Rochester
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TV RESULTS

HEARING

MOVIE

AIDS
AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Acousticon Hearing Aids

SPONSOR: Group of 12 independents in southeastern
Wisconsin

Capsule case history: Walter Zuchara, new manager for

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Joe Baisch, a former motion picture

Acousticon Hearing Aids. Springfield. Mass., wanted to use
tv but had a limited budget. WWLP

HOUSES

exhibitor and now v. p. of WREX-TV,

suggested the use of

has not only succeeded

in getting film houses to place a major portion of their budgets with tv, but has proved that his package promotions

well-known weather man John Quill, and the sponsorship
of 7:25 and 8:25 a.m. weathercasts on Wednesday and Friday within the NBC Today segment. Doubt had always
been expressed as to early morning tv effectiveness, but

eventually increased receipts 200 to 300r< at a dozen
theaters in southeastern Wisconsin. On the film Dog Flanders he laid out a coloring contest with over 600 prizes.

WWLP

felt that good results could be obtained if the advertiser capitalized on a strong local personality and placed

There were 50,000 contest entry heralds distributed by the

him in a Today Show adjacency, within which the weather

WREX-TV programs. A tie-in with the Crayola Co. was arranged, the winning color contest art entries being placed in

theaters and also screen trailers plugging the contest and

shows are scheduled. The manager decided to give it a
try, even though it meant allocating 50% of his ad budget.

newspapers in all participating cities. The phenomenal success of this promotion and others like it prompted Bill Ealor

Quill did the commercials himself, low-pressure institutional advertising with an offer of excellent books on hearing
and a free tv/radio attachment for the afflicted. Results:

of the Jeffris Theatre in Janesville to say: "Working with
WREX-TV,

One of Acoustican's most successful campaigns, it has produced more leads, while still feasible for a limited budget.
WWLP,
nun

Springfield, Mass.
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ing about. We're back in business, which is better than ever!"
WREX-TV, Rockford. Til.
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FURNISHINGS

SPONSOR: Household Outfitting Co.

we've finally found a successful pattern for merchandising motion pictures in this area that is worth shout-

AGENCY: Direct
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HOUSES

SPONSOR: Paramount Theatre

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Household Outfitting Co. of Scran-

Capsule case history: To promote a recent film at the

ton, one of the city's leading household furnishings establishments, has been advertising on WDAU-TV for 24 months
with considerable success. The firm carefully checks its tv

Paramount Theatre in Monroe, La., its manager. Ted Hat-

advertising against other placements and in special campaigns uses only one medium to carry the ad load. In selling
storm floors Household bought a five-week campaign on
WDAU-TV,

using no other advertising. Storm doors are a

high-priced item and a major-decision product, not usually
bought on impulse. Both the medium and the ad copy had

field, purchased a spot campaign on KNOE-TV. In order to
accommodate the tv schedule. Hatfield cut bark his newspaper campaign and ran I.D.'s between Six O'Clock ^ eu s and
Sports Whirl, I.D.'s in nighttime and minute participations
in Showboat. Total cost: $150. The promotion ran one
week prior to opening night and three days during the showing. As a direct result, Hatfield reported, every one of the
2,200 seats was filled for six consecutive nights. So success-

to be strong to have impact. Advertising pitched "Don't just

ful was the campaign that Paramount Gulf, the parent com-

think about it"' to jar viewer inertia, the habit of postponing
a Inn of this type. Martin Loman, department manager for

pany now contributes from $150 to $200 to advertise Paramount's bill on KNOE-TV. 'it was more than I had expected

Household Outfitting, tabulated results and reported the tv

when the house was filled every night," said Hatfield. KNOETV, I find, is not really a competitor at all, but a very strong

i .impaign as an outstanding success. "Our point-of-sale
check showed us that customers came from as far as 35
miles to bu) doors because of our advertising on WDAU-TV.

ally." Hatfield has now revamped his advertising, and the
budget is split: 90% to television and 10% to the newspapers.

WDAU-TV,

KNOE-TV.
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TV RESULTS
MOVIE

RESTAURANTS

THEATERS

SPONSOR: Colfax Theater

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: \ one-week saturation campaign l>\
the Colfax Theater over WMMTV,

South Bend, produced

SPONSOR: Hi-Boy Drive-In
Capsule case history:

Winn George

AGENCY: Direct

1. \ ■11 •• ■ w . in i

neer bj trade, entered the drive-in business, he first anal

■ tremendous turnout for the Pat Boone-James Mason

the best method In adveili-e a new nMauranl "f tlii- type in

movie, "'Journey to the Center of the Earth." The first use
of tv by Ralph Essex, general manager of the independent

the Springfield, Mass., area. He decided i\ would L'ive him

house, resulted in the picture grossing more for the one
theater than the usual combined gross for the five theaters

strips, feature movies and late news would give him the audience he wanted. Placing most of his ad budget on WW I P,

that once operated in downtown South Bend. The promo-

he bought one-minute spots in these segments using taped

tion began three days before the film opened with heavy saturation— 15 to 20 spots a day. This pace was maintained

commercials that feature shots of food, the restaurant interior, and action shots of activity around the restaurant.

for a week and then tapered off to a maximum

of six spots

the last dav of the campaign. The interest in the feature
created a sufficient demand for the picture to be held over
for a second week. Ralph Essex told WNDU's

Tom Hamil-

ton and Bill Hessian that he was "completely overwhelmed"
1>\ the success of the campaign and plans television promotions for special features as standard operating procedure.
M'NDU-TV,

South Bend

Announcements

the impact lie needed and that \\ \\ I V- -\ndieated film

He appears himself in some, but mostly capitalizes strictly
on the restaurant. Now, after a year on WWLP.

his restau-

rant is one of the most successful restaurant operations in
the area. "My advertising on WWLP has been responsible
for most of the drive-in's traffic." he said, "and I am now
planning a new drive-in for Springfield using basicly the
same promotion
WWLP,

techniques

scheduled

Springfield. Mass.

again

on WWT.P."
\nnnunrements
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MUSIC

RESTAURANTS

STORES

SPONSOR: Music, Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Trinkhaus Manor

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Music. Inc., a local Charlotte music

Capsule case history: The effectiveness of spot television

store, placed a one-time only schedule on WSOC-TV

to >ell

was well illustrated 1>\ W KTV, 1 tica-Rome, during a contest

hi-fi stereo console record players. A Five-Plan was pur-

which taught the potency of tv advertising to a restaurateur

chased using three one-minute announcements in Kilgo's
hanteen. an afternoon teen-age dance show, and two one-

and wife-appreciation to husbands. In an effort to attract

minute announcements in the late evening news strip, /////

lavish supper clubs. W KT\ scheduled a "Deserving Wife"
contest. Husbands were invited to write, in 25 words or less,

Hour Report. Bob Douglas, the manager of Music. Inc., felt

greater volume to Trinkhaus Manor, one of the area's most

why they felt their respective wives deserved a night out.

that if the store sold 16 of the record players the sale would
be a tremendous success. The store had never used television

The winner received six nights out at Trinkhaus Manor and

before and had no idea what to expect. Results: The five

the runner-up four nights out. Additionally, babv sitters

announcements sold 32 consoles during an eight-day period.
Since the campaign cost Music, Inc., only $300. it showed a

were provided. "The contest really opened my eves to tele-

large profit for the short schedule. Previously the store had

vision advertising." said Anthony Trinkhaus. proprietor.
" \\ herever I went people were talking about the contest —

used other advertising without realizing full benefit from it.

even in Syracuse." Husbands did not wait to win the con-

and on the basis of its one-time shot decided to use tv regu-

tent, but began taking their wives to Trinkhaus. "From now
on I am going to discontinue all other advertising and go

larly. Its latest expenditure for its tv campaign is $3,300
using basically the same schedule as before on the station.
WSOC-TV,

SPONSOR

Charlotte

2 JANUARY
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in heavily for television in my promotions." Trinkhaus said.
WKTV. Utica-Rome, N. Y.
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With

clients trying

What's

new

new

Edmund Anderson, radio and tv commercial producer, McCann-Erickson, Inc.,
New York
Within the last few years there
have been interesting and healthy new
trends in the use of music for commercial jingles and tracks for television commercials. Interesting and
Folk music
is currently
playing a
big business
part in
the
of jingles
healthy for both the advertiser and
for the writers and composers who
find expression in these areas. Many
of the agencies and advertisers are
using wide and varied musical forms
to aid in the sales story. There presently seem to be few, if any, of the
old taboos if the job is well done and
pertinent. Listen to radio and television and hear jingles and background
tracks utilizing every musical form
from progressive jazz to symphonic
treatments. Colors and accents formerly heard only in the concert halls
and in jam sessions are becoming
everyday fare in commercial music.
The medium now holds enormous
appeal to composers and arrangers
with excellent training and backgrounds, not only for its remunerative compensations, but for a certain
freedom of creative expression they
find attractive and rewarding. This,
thanks to the farseeingness of a few
agencies and advertisers, who started
pioneering along these lines about
three years ago. Composers of such
stature as Bud Bazelon, who studied
with Darius Milhaud, Will Lorin, student and protege of the eminent Pierre Monteux, Bernardo Segalle, the
gifted Brazilian pianist and composer, and many others of equal talent
and ability are working every day
with the creative department of agencies I" bring new musical ideas and
46

commercial

slants. SPONSOR

ASKS:

in the use of tv
commercials music
effects to the sales message.
Folk music is presently playing a
big part in the business of jingles.
Many of the jingles now extant are
based on Western ballads, mountain
music and Negro spirituals. Folk
singing groups, such as The Kingston Trio, The Brothers Four, The
Limelighters, and ballad singer Cisco
Houston are currently lifting their
voices to extol the praises of soft
drinks, savings banks, and cake
mixes.
End result — the changing approach
to commercial music is proving to be
a palatable one for both sponsor and
listener.

Willis Schaefer, president & creative
director, Madison Avenue Sounds, Inc.,
New York commercial music firm
Musical commercials on tv are being made more elaborate and generally more artistic in their production.
The character of jingles has
changed radically — and for the better
— in the past several years. We can
remember back not too many years
when a vocal group with piano accompaniment would sing the reasons
why "Blooper's Soap" was better than
any other brand.
From this beginning, the neverending trend has been toward larger
productions. Jingle commercials are
becoming increasingly more elaborate. Now we have 35-piece orchestras, choruses, electronic gimmicks —
all designed to help "sell" the product.

and

gle has increased in length from the
four or eight bar ditty to a one, sometimes two, and on occasion — a threeminute beautifully scored production.
There is another important facet in
the production of musical commercials— the scoring. The trend is to
prescoring, as opposed to post-scoring, to the film spot. With the advent of more animation in tv commercials, producers have found that a
well-planned musical score recorded
in advance lends greater creativity
in the subsequent production and
sometimes cuts the over-all cost.
Pre-scoring is not limited to animation only. Madison Avenue Sounds
has recorded scores and the film producers have played the acetates during the filming for the performers to
get "in the mood." It has worked
most successfully for direction.
Being an independent music producer, Madison Avenue Sounds is for
anything that will create a better musical commercial. We don't have to
use large orchestras to get our point
across but if it will make this spot
sell more of what it is supposed to,
then we don't spare expense.
The impact of advertising's music
for tv jingle commercials has been so
profound that any hit parade of
America's most popular tunes todav,
to be accurate, should include these
commercial melodies. Americans are
humming these tunes right along with
pop songs. In fact, much of the original music now being composed in the
U.S. is written specifically for sponsors' messages. I believe a poll of the
man on the street would show that a

Trend toward
use of large
orchestras,
choruses,
electronic
aim m icks

We hear hip jazz, beautiful strings,
unusual instrumental groups and even
name singers. All these combine to
give a producer an identity. The jin-

large part of the music in jingles he
hears on television can be recalled
readily and creates an image of the
We have today, so many developproduct.
ments in recording, more creative
people in agencies and a demand by
the public for better commercials,
that we owe it to the viewing public
to capitalize on every constructive
trend in music for tv jingle commercials.
SPONSOR
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in work now m recently completed

SPOT

jingles?
Ben

C.

Allen, tv copy group
BBDO, New York

BUYS

fund,

To me the latest trend in musical
commercials for tv today, is toward
what I call motivational music. B)
this I mean background music that is
more than a prettj melody. It is a
whole concept in sound. \ virtual
musical climate that envelops the
consumer and appeals to his unconBcious mind. It may be an exciting
jazz rhythm that titillates the viewer's
ears as he watches a car commercial.
Or the lush string setting for a beaut]
product, suggesting glamor and romance. There is hardlv a product
that cannot benefit from the motivational music technique.
Motivational music is background
music with a function, a point of
view.
It is the wise copywriter or
Music that
strengthens
copy's sell
doesn't call
attention
to self

TV BUYS
Carter Products, Inc., Vu

York: Campaign for Vrrid < ream De>

odoranl starts this month in ovei ~>|( markets. Lineup is for 13
weeks using moderate frequencies of earl) and late night minutes,
and some prime. Bill Furguson buys at SSC&B, New York. Other
schedules beginning this month are on W birl-In, oul of Ted Bates vK
Co., New York. About l<> markets gel 13-week run- of prime and
fringe minutes. Buyer: Dick Waller.
Pepperidge Farm, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.: Buying light frequencies
of prime 20*s and day minutes for its bread products in about 12
markets. Schedules start in January for Eve week-. Buyer: Henry
Cleef. Agencv : Ogilw. Benson \ Mather. New York.
Swift & Co., Chicago: New schedules on Pard Crunchers dog food
begin third week in January in reportedly 10-15 markets. Daytime
minutes and 2CTs are set for nine weeks. Buyer: Marianne Lixie.
Agem \ : Dancei Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: New activity on its men's line
starts this month in about 39 weeks. Schedules are light, with fringe
night minutes placed up to 52 weeks. Buyer: Eileen Greer. Agency:
Ted Bate- & Co., New York.
Alberto-Culver

Co., Chicago: Campaign

-tarts this month

in

around 30 markets for its hair preparation. Night 60's are beiiiLr
scheduled for 26 week-.
Vgenc) : Compton Adv.. Chicago.
producer who knows in what situation this technique can function best.
And certainly there are commercials
in which music of any nature would
tend to get in the way. One thing for
sure is that motivational music can
never transcend the commercial.
It takes its cue from the copy theme
which is the basic selling force in any
commercial.

Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis: Schedules begin early this
month for its beer winter promotion, in about 10 markets. Placements of prime 20 s and fringe night minutes are for 39 weeks.
Buyer: Roy Terzi.

help whet your appetite. If vou don't
think it makes a difference try watching the same commercial and cutting
off the sound.
^
SPONSOR
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Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New

York.

General Foods Corp., Perkins Div., Chicago: CurrentK testing its
powdered soft-drink Twist in six markets. Schedules run through
May. with a major launching expected for the summer. Buyer:
Dorothy Fromherz. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

No one has done any research, to
my knowledge, on the effect of motivational music. But the fact that it is
found in a good many of today's television commercials speaks for itself.
Chances are the next time you see a
big closeup of a steaming bowl of
soup, or a big, luscious layer cake on
tv, proper motivational music will

Agency:

RADIO
Clenbroo

Laboratories,

BUYS

Div. of Sterling Drug, Inc., New

York:

Miilol schedules start this month in about 10 market-. Moderate da\
minute frequencies to reach women are set for 52 week-. Buyer:
Bob Hall. Agency: Thompson-Koch Co.. New ^ ork.
Parker Bros., Inc., Salem, Mass.: Schedules on it- game Rook begin
mid-January in around 20 markets, mostl) southeastern. Four-week
buy is for about 15 day minutes per week per market, time about
75' ', housewife. 2V , farm. Buying contact is I. S. Browning,
executive \ .p.. Badger \ Browning \ Ban her. Boston.
17
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Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT
Radio

homes

1960

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio

index

1959

station

index

End of November
49.5
radio
homes

50.1
radio
homes

Stations
on air

Am
Fm

1

1960

CP's not
on air

3,538
801

1
1

112
211

1
1

End of November
Am
Fm

52.0
51.4
U.S. homes
U.S. homes
Source: 1 Jan.
19(50. SPONSOR:
1 Mar.
1959. A. C. Nielsen; homes figures In millions.

Radio

set

Set
location

Source:

reports,

85
159

commercial

set

621
61

1
1

506
83

stations.

156,394,544

T«t«l

146,200,000

2. CURRENT
■:

rniiMM'-

How

"fmiii:^-'-!: ■":i'-'--'[['---

the

top

50

186
35

1

240
28

safes

indei

10 months
1960

10 months
1959

1,036,333

839,912

7,384,754

6.125,790

639,357

531,116

5,420,279

4,682,962

12,805,033

10,808,752

1,675,690
1,675,690

1,371,028
1,371,028

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figure* are estimated reUll sales, auto
figures are factory production. These figures are of D.S. production only. Radios In
phonographs add another 15-20% to the home salea figures..

Source:
KAB,
1 Jan.
1960.
1 Jan.
1959.
sets in working order.
*No new Information.

:: ii" niiiiu:'!!!1:;!!:

1
1

"October

Oct. 1960 Oct. 1959
Type

98,300,000
37,900,000

bids in hearing*

1959

10,000,000* 10,000,000*

Total

■'iMi!M!i:':'

monthly

1
I

radio

1959

106,007,095
40,387,449

places

,

FCC

3,441
664

index

1960

Home
Auto
Public

1
1

New station

New station
requests

■■■:;ii' ■:mi:: ::iin.

SPENDING
:!i!!:.;1ii!; ;i!!i,: :iri: : :ii;..

radio /tv agencies

,. .'Mi:;^

PATTERNS
imi; 'ir;;:

divide

::!! :::'■ ' m " :li:M!::!ii;: :|;

their

radio

■

.!■ :.

,!! :i"- ■:!■ .i>:. :::!' .;ii: 'niiii;ini'-:iiNMiM-;^

spending

i;iii|

76.8

76.7
75.8
Percent

71.9

28.1
23.3

24.2

23.2

Net
1957
The chart
to network

Spot

abovo, based on SPONSOR'S
and spot.
The total dollars

Net
1958
annual
Invested

ranking
In radio

Net
1959

Spot

of the top
by the top

Net
1960

Spot

50 ad agencies by radlo/tv blllinc50 air agencies represents 100%.

shows

the percent

Spot

of total tadlo dollan allocated

lllillllllUllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!
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TELEVISION
BASICS
Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.
Get your own copy and one for everyone
in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.
Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures— network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color
equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

FILL COUPON — WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

40
30
25
20
15

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each
each

SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
NAME
FIRM
I

AD0RESS

I-.
I

SPONSOR
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QUANTITY

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

General Mills will be spending an
additional SI million for network
daytime, but this money will go
to ABC TV.
The miller took a flier this fall for

& IDEA

WRAP-UP

about that amount on NBC TV daytime and it waited to see how that
campaign fared before committing
itself for another million.

TIME

OUT!

South Polar explorers (l-r) Melvin Mathis, James

Ray, Thomas

It's practically all in behalf of
Betty Crocker and out of BBDO.

Ackerman

build model ships during break in their International Geophysical Year research at Ellsworth Station, Antarctica.
Story of their expedition
was recently telecast over ABC
TV

The Pillsbury Company

plans to

appeal FTCs order to part with
its Ballard & Ballard, Louisville,
Ky., and Duff's Baking Mix,
Hamilton, Ohio, holdings — two
major competitors it acquired in
the '50s.
Says Pillsbury's president, Paul
Gerot: "We cannot understand how
there could possibly have been any
injury to competition in products
which we were not selling at all prior
to the acquisition."
FTC ruled the acquisitions "unlaw-

ICE QUEEN, Mrs. Alia Swanton, reigns over WROC-TV's (Rochester, N.Y.) "Night at the Ice Capades." As part of opening performance she rode atop float, was introduced
to attending
guests

DOWN UNDER TRIP. To raise funds for Queensland spastic children and Longreach Miss Australia candidate, radio station 4LG flew
70 from

Longreach

to

Sydney

(and

back)

SPONSOR

to see

'My

Fair

Lady.'

ful, under Section 7 of the Clayton
Act (the antimerger law | because
the\ ma) result in a substantia] lessening of competition or tendency to
create a monopoly."
The Creslan Division of American Cyanamid (Hen Sackheim)
has broken one of the traditions
of the trade in the case of Betty
Fnrness by using her for industrial films.
The tradition: that it wasn't wise
to use immediately a personality who
has been identified for many years,
and exclusively, with the sales efforts
of a single corporation.
The so-called stigma was discounted by Sackheim with this attitude:
here was a prop that could do the
required job.

• I In San Diego Convention
and Tourist Bureau scheduling
minute spots on radio stations in Chicago and Denver in a large-si ale tourist attraction campaign, this j eai ,
• Block Drug using t\ and radio
spot to supplement it- network buys
for its three principal winter products. Hem Cough Medicine, <>mega
Oil, and
Minipoo
Dr\
Shampoo.
Vgencj : Gumbinnei .
PKOPLK

ON TDK

MOVE:

C. L.

MacNelly, Jr.. senior v.p. and director. Ted Hates, assuming tlirection
of the Colgate-Palmolive Compan)
toilet articles brands handled by the
agene\ .

Campaigns:
• United Artists will use radio

Kudos: Adell Chemical's (Lestoili
Jacob L. Barow sky, recipient of the
\\ illiam G. Dwight Distinguished
Service Memorial award for 1960 . . .
The First National Bank of Demei.

and tv spots in key cities throughout
the country to introduce its movie.
The Misfits, during the first two
weeks in Februarv.

heavy user of radio and tv in the Denver area, recipient of the 1960 Fame
and Fortune Ward from The \dvertisinjr Club of Denver.

SHARING

THE

DIAS

in New

AGENCIES
Compton
passed
out
year-end
honor- i<> »i\ \.|>."-. raising them
to senior \'ui- presidents and adding them to tin- agency's board
ot directors.
The -i\ whose Btatus -"t an added
gilding:
director, and
miii-Frank
time Kemp,
timebu) media
er.
Louis Titterton, director of the tv/
radio d< partment.
Theodore Gleysteen, management
supei \ i-or nil tin

Edward Battej
and a 33-year
and predecessor,
John A. Hise,
dent.
John Owen,

.-omit.

, directoi "f n-earch
veteran of Compton
Blackman Compan \.
assistant t" tin- presisupervisor of the

agency's
liquor & account
head of Owens
Chappell. and once
President Barton A. Cummings'
comment:
"The decision of the board to draw
upon the background and managerial
experience

of

these

seasoned

execu-

York at Puerto Rican Merchants

Assn. Dinner are (l-r) Mayor Robert Wagner of N.Y.C., Fred Barr,
WWRL program dir., Jose de la Vega, WWRL dir., Spanish bdestg.

DIG THAT CRAZY COMBO — It's Huckleberry Hound and Pittsburgh Postmaster James C. Smith, who teamed up with Station
KDKA-TV

officials

for a city-wide

'mail

early'

Christmas

campaign

FIRST PRIZE- -an Austin-Healey — goes to Mrs. Harold E. O'Brien,
Larkspur, Calif., who accepts car keys from sales promo, mgr. Bill
Sweeney for best slogan in KFRC (S.F.) United Crusade Slogan Contest
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lives at the decision-making level not
only recognizes their past contributions but anticipates the heavier demands whi< h will be placed upon the
board at this stage of the agency's
growth. We have made good stride in
the last five years and we hope to
move ahead at the same pace in the
nexl five."

Agency appointments: Linen White
Products. Clinton, N. C, to Bennett/
Advertising, Raleigh, N. C. . . . Dr.
Pepper (soft drink), Dallas, to Kenyon & Eckhardt Ltd., for Canadian
advertising . . . WQXI, Atlanta, (Esquire Broadcasting), to Chuck
Shields Advertising, Atlanta.
PEOPLE

Leo Burnett, in broadening its
top management team, has elected another executive vice president to its client service division,
named four of its executives to
the hoard of directors, and advanced an account supervisor to
a \.[t.

ON THE

MOVE:

James

Quest from P&G to account executive, SSC&B . . . John F. Devine, administrator ofJ\\ T's t\ /radio department, elected company general counsel .. . John J. Hackett from media
director, Ervvin Wasey. Ruthrauff and
Ryan, to associate media director,
Knox Reeves, Minneapolis.

Involved in the moving-up program :
Edward M. Thiele, v.p. and director, to executive v.p.; John C. Ianiri
to v.p.
The four new directors: Robert G.
Everett and Roy Lang, v.p.'s in the
client service division; John Matthews, v.p. and associate copy director; and Don Tennant, v.p. and head
tif the agency's tv commercial department.

Jfc

They were elected v.p.'s: Dave
Nathan, at Curtis Advertising . . .
Frank J. Fucito, at Kenyon & Eckhardt .. . George H. Alarik, Dean
W. Proctor, Harold C. Mullen,
and Donald M. Rowe, all at BBDO.
Resigned: William B. Templeton
as v.p. and director, radio/tv department, Cunningham & Walsh, end of
February.

payments to employes was twice as
much as the previous vear. All employes received the cash bonus, while
the profit-sharing payments go to the
employes who had been with Kudner
two years or more.
Agency merger: Gibbons Advertising Agency, Inc.. Tulsa, with
Watts,
Payne-Advertising,
Inc.,
also of Tulsa.
New agency: Fladell. Harris &
Breitner Advertising, Inc., at 40
East 49th St., New York City. Leslie
A. Harris will serve as v.p. and director of all media.

ASSOCIATIONS
NAB's policy committee summed
up 1960 as a broadcasting year
which showed a steady growth
despite bleak predictions.
The statistics: radio and tv stations
on the air. numbered 4,800; 221
more than on 1 January. 1960.

!
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CLIENT

L-OG

Luckies

Hills Bros. Coffee

Camels

Pall Mall

Miller Brewing

Winston

Tareyton

Falstaff Beer

Cadillac

Nat'l Tea Stores

Chevrolet

Kroger Stores

Fels & Coj*
Jello /
■■■■■mMl

Your Product

Kudner's
1960
and profit-sharing

Thisa
'n' data
combined bonus

is Known

Campbell's Soup
Ford
Mercury

Schlitz Beer

Oldsmobile

Swift Allsweet

Chrysler

by the Company

As you can see, your product enjoys the best of company
on WXLW. And the list of national advertisers continues to
grow as time buyers recognize the value of showing their
product off in the best light. By this we mean on the right
station ... at the right time ... to the right audience. WXLW
has proven to be the right station in Indianapolis as attested

it Keeps

the consumer who has been put into a receptive frame of
mind by pleasant music, a consumer who will remember your
message. So buy the audience that can and will buy your
product. Always include WXLW in your Indianapolis buy.

toby this ever-increasing list of national advertisers. WXLW's
well-balanced, exclusive adult programming lets you select
the right time . . . and the right audience. In addition, your
product lineage is never destroyed by the type of music
featured on many stations. Instead, your message reaches
950
CONTACT
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Three major steps l>\ broadcasters

were cited as i h« industry's mosl telling answers i<> its critics:
• The industry's fair and impartial handling ol the presidential
radio

l\

dehale-

without

ail)

legal

requirements or restrictions for equal
lime.

• Its apparent success in winning
acceptance of iis \icw thai broadcasters themselves should determine community Deeds and plan programing
to meet them.
• lis determined effort to improve
and expand its means of self-regulalion through the NAB's Radio and
Television Codes. (See Washington

ON

THE

MOVE:

Ar-

thur I). Stamler to public relations
si ad, NAB . . . Paul Woodland.
WCAL and WGAL-TV, Lancaster,
a., promotion manager, appointed
ditor-in-chief of the monthly idea
bulletins published by die Broadcasters Promotion Assn. . . . Dan Bellus,
Transcontinent Television's director
of advertising and promotion, appointed program chairman for the
l')()l Broadcasters Promotion Assn.
convention and James Mullen, promotion manager. WCBS Radio. New
York City, arrangements chairman
. . Clark Grant, WOOD and
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids. Mich.,
promotion manager, named chairman
of the BPA education and professional standards committee.

TV STATIONS
The amount of time devoted to
tv viewing went up in Oetober.
but what makes this spurt ironic
was that it did not derive from
the political ado but rather from
expanded attention to daytime
programing.
The average tune-in per home this
October was 5 hours and 13 minutes
per day. For the like month of 1959
it was 5 hours and 3 minutes. (These
are NTI figures.)
On a monthly basis this comes out
to an added five hours.
Now comes a figure that easily
puts in the shadow the record
turnout for the November presidential elections: Nielsen estimates that tv homes devoted an
SPONSOR
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returns.

Nielsen figures that when the counl
on radio listening bas been compiled
it'll -how that the attention given on
ihi- score i" both media will be close
to a billion hours.
David Sarnoff says thai sales in
color t\ sets in 1960 bit the
s I (Ml million mark.
\\ hili- black

and

white sets look a

7' i sales dip. last year, color took
the lead in the major consumer product market with a 30^5 -ale- increase

over 1959.

Week, page ">*>. for comment.)
PEOPLE

accumulative *>I2.(>(>0.7}10 hours
to viewing the conventions, Kennedy*Nixon deltaic- and elections

Metropolitan Broadcasting entered the Kansas City market
with the purchase there, last
week, of KMBC-TV and radio station KMBC.
The properties were bought from
Cook Broadcasting for a (ash price
of $10.2 million.
Two satellite stations of the Kansas Cit\ stations were also transferred
from Cook: KMOS-TV. Sedalia, Mis-..
to Jefferson Television, owner of
KRCG-TV, Jefferson City; and
KFRM. Concordia. Kan., to an unnamed purchaser.
Under Metropolitan, operating executives Don Davis and John Schilling
of KMBC-TV and KMBC radio, will
continue with the stations.
Other Metropolitan properties:
Television: WNEW-TV, N.Y.C.:
WTTG. Washington. D. C: KOVR.
Sacramento-Stockton. Calif.: WTVH.
Peoria, and WTVP. Decatur. 111.
Radio: WNEW-AM-FM. N.Y.C.;
WIP-AM-FM, Philadelphia; and
WHK-RM-FM,
Cleveland.
International: Worldwide Broadcasting, key station. WRUL.
Station KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb.,
helped fill the Christmas stockings of 11 admen with a pre- Yule
drawing held in the New York office
of its rep firm. Avery-Knodel.
The winners who made off with a
variety of prizes, from transistor radio to a 1961 compact car: Andrew
Zeis, Compton, Chicago: Stephen
Silver, ass't media buyer. B&P>. New
York: J. A. Taylor, media supervisor, P&G. Cincinnati: Anne Harrington, readership analyst. BBDO,
Minneapolis: Leonard Kay. broad-

( asl buyer, M< < ann-1 i ii k-.m < h
Lee Man-on. broadi asl su]
\ isoi . Mai Manus, John 8 Vdam I '■ ■•
troit; John Chapman, issociate
i reative directoi . Bui banan I l^mas,
Omaha: Kenee Faas, assistant buyi i . Edward W i is, < lii. ago; Samuel
\\ ilson, timebuyer, I ,eo Bui nett,
Chicago; and Nate Kind, braodcasl
bu) ei . I )d\ le I lane Bei nbai h, N. Y.
TvB's Norman Cash drew the winning name-.
kudo*: KBAK-TV,

Bakersfield,

( lalif., recipient of honoi award fi om
the California Teachers Association,
for "outstanding continuing i ovei
of education events, issues and programs" .. . KFSD-TV, San Diego,
tec ipienl of Becond annual John
Swell Ward for the station- i on
tributions "toward public understanding, achievement, methods and problems of public schools" . . . WJXT,
Jacksonville, Fla.. awarded apprecia
tion citation from the Protestant Radio and Television Center. Atlanta,
Ga., for the station's "contribution to
the
religious life
of our nation."
. . .
KNOE-TV,
Monroe.
La., station
owner James A. Noe, presented with
Outstanding Award 1>\ the \orthea-l
Louisiana Football Assn. for his "utmost cooperation and high interest
in the association's work and princiPEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Keith
G. Dare from sales manager WHCT,
Hartford. Conn., to sales manager,

WNBF-TV.

Binghamton, N. Y. . . .

Donald R. Powers to manage]
WCSH-TV, Portland. Maine, and
Bruce C. ples.'McGorrill to sales manager, that station . . . Sidney P.
Allen to national sales manager,

CKLW Radio and TV, New York City
office . . . Gordon

H. Ritz from

manager. Time magazine. Minneapolis-St. Paul, to staff assistant to the
general manager and station manager.
\\ [CN Radio and TV. that city . . .
John A. Dobson. sales manager,
WCW-TV. Burlington, Vt.. elected
v.p. of station's operating company,
Mt. Mansfield Television. Inc.

RADIO

STATIONS

Keystone
president,
Sidnej
J.
Wolf, foresees 1961 as a banner
year for national radio buys.
i Please turn i<> page 59
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Sacramento is $ 100,000, 000-payroll U.S. rocket and missile center
Well served by Beeline Station KFBK,
modern Sacramento is one of the nation's
leading agricultural centers as well as a
growing industrial community . . . the
rich, bustling hub of an independent inland California market with $1,953,322,000 annual retail sales.* It is also the
State capital.
Here KFBK leads regularly in listening and programming, is No. 1 rating
station most of the time. Farm programs,

news, sports, good music, home economics, school and religious programs
are presented in balanced format typical
of all 5 Beeline stations.
Beeline stations as a group give you
more radio homes than any combination
of competitive stations — at by far the
lowest
SB&D). cost per thousand (Nielsen &

KOH
KFBK

o if no

° SACRAMENTO

KBEE ° MODESTO
KMJ OO >»ESNO.
KERN
eAUEISHEID

*Sales Management's 1960 Survey
oj Buying Power

/lAc CUrfduf ^ftoadccLstMA^ Co*«f>a*uf
SACRAMENTO,

:>i

CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

2 JANUARY 196!
The NAB issued an optimistic year-end statement, carrying the implication that
copyright i96i
the worst is over for broadcasting on the Washington front.
sponsor
Prospects are for an end to probes of alleged wrongdoing by broadcasters.
Certainly,
publications inc.
none are planned as of the present time, though these things sometimes get going quite unexpectedly.
On the regulatory side, however, the NAB view is surely overly optimistic: there are
several unresolved and disquieting straws in the wind.
For instance:
• Although the Landis Report did nothing more than weave together a good many
ideas previously discussed and not acted upon, it still sticks out like the proverbial
sore thumb.
Congress is likely to block or to oppose many of the major recommendations. However,
the report will inevitably lead to tighter regulation and to lessened cooperation between the
FCC and the broadcasting industry. This is so because the gist of the report is that the
FCC has been subservient to both Congressional subcommittees and to the networks.
The effort of the Kennedy administration will be to appoint men who will draw back from
the industry, while probably playing it safe and restating outside influences.
• Appointments of two new FTC commissioners and one new man on the FCC must be
awaited for a clue as to the precise attitude of the new administration.
• Much has been said about the gratitude of president-elect Kennedy for the Great Debates
and the part they played in his victory. On the other hand, much as been said about attitudes in favor of rigid regulation said to be held by some of his closest and most
trusted advisers.
Guessing is that appointments to the FTC
selection of men who believe in cracking down.
necks of advertisers and broadcasters, regardless
• The FCC has been putting the squeeze on

and FCC will be "strong" ones. Meaning
If so. the regulatory agencies will be on the
of whether Kennedy is happy or unhappy.
broadcasting throughout 1960, gradually but

surely. Even without a "strong" new commissioner, this trend is certain to continue.
Present indications are that before 1961 is over, the screws will be tightened considerably
by the FCC. The FCC has tightened its own ground rules about as far as it had intended, and
with fairly consistent support from the ad industry. Here a new chairman might not lean so
much on industry cooperation, and things could get tougher.
• Things can only get rougher with the regulatory agencies, but Congress is a completely
unknown quantity. One and probably two Senate probes of regulatory agency procedures are in the cards.
In view of the Landis recommendation the following staff report out of the House Legislative Oversight subcommittee will likely not be adopted: A permanent congressional group
to keep a watchful eye on the regulatory agencies.
On the other hand, the subcommittee is certain to adopt a recommendation for
hearings on licensing and/or regulation of television networks. It may or may not
accept the staff proposal for an investigation of rating services.
No matter which way this is sliced, it means lengthy hearings on network regulation, at
the minimum.
The NAB

This could lead Harris back into radio-tv probes.
has good cause to look with pride on the accomplishments

of the in-

dustry and the association's role in defending and guiding it.
But one thing can't be overlooked: broadcasting as well as advertising are still walking
on eggshells in Washington and it will take months before it's clear whether the two industries are to have a breathing spell in 1961.
2 JANUARY
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
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Production investments in animated
in 1960-61 to $30 million in 1961-62.

cartoon shows will rise from $20 million

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

That's the prediction of Henry G. Saperstein, head of UPA, who has put $1 million into
Mister Magoo and $2 million into Dick Tracy currently.
The two UPA cartoon shows, both handled by Saperstein's Television Personalities, Inc.,
began in syndication in 1960 with these results :
• Mister Magoo

grossed $1.2 million through 40 station sales by 15 December.

• At year's end, WGN-TV, Chicago, was the first station to purchase the 156-episode fiveminute Dick Tracy series, paying a total of $250,000 for both the detective series and the 104episode Mister Magoo show.

Many

real possibilities for an upbeat year in syndication in 1961 seem to de-

pend on growth and new markets that weren't predictable a year ago.
For instance, no one could have anticipated that:
1) National spot film would boom with new adult advertisers such as Studebaker-Lark
and Shulton.
2) Syndication would get a boost from regional campaigns tied in to network spending, like Michigan Bell (see FILM-SCOPE, 26 December).
3) New program types like sports — relatively less expensive to produce — would prove a
source of new profits, and other types like animated comedy — more long-lived than liveaction programing — would attract major film investments.
4) The distribution business — programs that don't require production investment
— would take on added breadwinning chores: post-1948 feature films, off -network reruns, foreign distribution of syndicated shows, feature films, plus network properties not available through syndication here.

A year-end flurry of off-network re-run business has given CBS Films its start
on sales of Heckle & Jeckle.
The 104-episode cartoon series, being made up into 26 half-hours, has already been sold
to WNBQ, Chicago; KLZ-TV, Denver; WNDU-TV, South Bend; WCCO-TV, Minneapolis;
WMCT, Memphis; WSIX, Nashville, and KGPX, Salt Lake City.
Incidentally, CBS Films also reported a 19 per cent increase in grosses for its
Newsfilm service, adding 38 new subscribers in 1960.
Two important technological advances contributing to speedier Newsfilm service in 1960
were new uses for TVR (kinescope) and VTR (tape), saving up to 24 hours over
previous methods.
Cost accounting considerations are working toward some
Syndication's strongest quarters have become
nue from September and January starts.

syndication changes.

fall and winter, thanks to added reve-

The softer quarters are now spring and summer — especially summer.
There have arisen both an optimistic and a pessimistic solution to the summer problem:
selling sports shows during the summer season to increase income, or laying off some
personnel in July, rehiring in fall, to cut expenses.
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

It's understood that the year-end reports now being compiled for at least one
syndicator will show a better picture for I960 than 1959, largely through profit in
diversified sidelines.
will
•
•
•

Despite an uncertain profit picture in domestic syndication, these other sources of income
show a marked annual improvement:
Merchandise licensing to manufacturers.
Foreign network and syndication sales.
Domestic network business.

Furthermore, two other factors should prove of great fiscal advantage during 1961: (1)
more business previously written to go on the air and commence payment in early 1961 than
early 1960, and (2) more realistic amortization policies on current and recent production investments.
However, the weakness in such a profile as this comes in the place that used to be a
syndicator's strength:

domestic syndication.

Ziv-UA added three new sponsor and five new station sales to Case of the Dangerous Robin and seven new buyers including two advertisers to Miami Undercover.
The shows are now sold in 189 and 92 markets, respectively. (For latest sales details,
see FILM WRAP-UP, p. 61.)

U. S. Gypsum Company will expand the coverage of its half-hour information
show, Builder's Showcase, from three to 26 markets in 1961.
Already set for Kansas City, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis, Houston, Omaha, and Milwaukee,
the series provided to builders by local non-competitive sponsors, will be produced again by
Ray-Eye Productions of Kansas City.

The year 1960 ended with a rush of co-production blueprinting in preparation
for the 1961-62 season.
ABC Films will go ahead on a pilot of The World and Lisa Boston, starring Ruth Roman, and co-produced by ABC Films and Herts-Lion International.
Raymond Junkin of Program Sales, Inc. and George Richfield signed a distribution and
co-production agreement for Wally Bear cartoons, expected to run to 130 five-minute and
39 half-hour episodes, to be produced at Bill Sturm Studios in New York.

Video tape commercials producers expect more of an increase of business from
present clients than new clients in 1961.
Videotape Productions discovered that more than half its estimated 70 per cent increase
in business for 1960 over 1959 came from clients already in the shop.
John Lanigan of Videotape Productions predicted another 40 per cent rise in
1961, basing his estimate on a seven-agency study in which twofold to threefold increases in
tape commercials spending by present users was expected.

For the first time in three years some commercials producers reportedly suffered a serious fall-off of business in December of 1960.
Two explanations were: the after-effects of a threatened strike, plus a degree of uncertainty as to which way business in general is headed.
SPONSOR
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

There's a persistent report that P&G is contemplating including money for public affairs programing in its next budget.
If it does happen, P&G will be lifting a page from the tv book of one of its smallest competitors, Purex, thereby, for the first time, linking itself to something that might turn out to
be of a controversial nature.

Things you can bet won't happen in 1961 :
• One network congratulating another for a distinguished piece of programing.
• A timebuyer admitting he's paid as much as he deserves.
• A rep refusing to expand his list of stations even if offered one located in the top 10
markets.
• An ad manager telling his boss not to blame the agency for a campaign that misfired.
• An agency account executive giving credit for holding the account to the creative and
media departments.

As would be expected, ABC TV will have a second nighttime cartoon show along
the line of the clicksome Flintstones. The new one under contract will be titled Top Cat and
produced by the same shop.
Watch for a reshuffling of top management

in an important house agency.

There's been a change in the corporate setup of the client organization and the new
powers-that-be have some business intimate they'd like to install in the agency.
Any one making up a list of opinion-makers in advertising and air media could
be off -track by not including these names.
ADVERTISERS:
Charles Mortimer, Henry Schachte, Max Banzhaff, Don Frost.
AGENCY MANAGEMENT: Charles Brower, Barton Cummings, John Cunningham,
Norman Strouse, Marion Harper, Ernest Jones, David Ogilvy, Walter Weir, Leo Burnett.
MEDIA DIRECTORS: William E. (Pete) Matthews, Leonard Matthews, Newman
McAvoy.
BROADCASTERS: Frank Stanton, Robert Sarnoff, Leonard Goldenson, Don McGannon, Clair McCollough, Bud Rogers, Richard Shafto, Joe Hartenbower, Merrill Lindsay.
RESEARCH:
Peter Langhoff, Hugh Beville, Sidney Roslow.

People in the commercial-making trade confess themselves perplexed by this:
Within recent months two agencies fired men on the commercials staff for being on the
take but the agencies went on doing business with the producing firms involved.

A tv network's plans to do some midseason schedule juggling was temporarily
thrown for a loss because someone overlooked telling one of the accounts involved.
The account's ad manager happened to be in New York and he first got wind of what
was in prospect when he overheard a conversation at an adjoining luncheon table.
Sequel: He informed his agency he was against any switching.
58
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WRAP-UP

ing a -aim it ion >ii ,nl - i to the background tune ol cash registers). \

| [Continued from page 53)
His prediction factors:
• \ stead) iise in national business for Keystone throughout I960
resulted in a 2595 sales increase ovei
tlic year before.
• Reports from salesmen servicing

-ample ol the cop) : "i ing up more
-ale- with WJBK," "everj businessman know - th. it lie sta) - in business
onl) w Inn
1 1 .i-li n istei ' . and
"\ on can help ill-llle the Inline -Here— ol your business l>\ advertising

;ul

on WJBK."
Attracting the teenage listener
ideas: WFYI, Lang Island, Y Y.,

agencies

ami

a<l\ ( rti-crs

from

Keystone's five national offi< es.
• Estimates from executives ol
Keystone affiliates, current!) numbering more than 1.1(H) radio stations.
The expected
radio boom,
sa\s
Wolf, indicates that national advertiser interest in smaller markets
is
beginning to perk up.
The 'Sing Along' idea, used last
month by WABC, New York City,
to trigger its new programing setup, is spreading among radio
stations.
Vmong those who have adopted
the format: WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.,
WMM. Columbus, Ohio, and WMIL,
Milwaukee.
Ideas at work:
• KOOL. Phoenix. \ri/.. combined a sales pitch for its own station
selling potential with a tourist lure
via a spot buv on New i oik City's
WCBS. The copv. aimed at the tourist, goes, in part, like this: "With all
this snow and cold weather we're
Inn ing in our part of the countr) . it's
eas) to see why Phoenix is growing
popular so fast. The temperature outside in the sun. beside all those swimmini: pools" etc. The Station sell portion of the cop) : "I'll bet all the
timebuyers in \. 1 . are trying to get
out there right now. But if you are a
limehuyer and cannot get to Phoenix,
TOU can get the full Phoenix market
story by calling"' etc.
• \$ AOK. Atlanta, Ga., has area
folks looking into their shoes with
the station's current U (liking on
Money contest. The contest idea: the
station announces three numhers each
half hour and should the numbers
match, in sequence, the first three in
the serial number listed in the listeners shoe, he walks ofT with the prize.
The jackpot huilds up until a winning
shoe is presented.
• WJBK. Detroit, is going alone
with the philosoph)
a medium's
neatest means of advertising is it-el t
— hy inaugurating a hea\ \ self-promotion campaign. The station is airSPONSOR

2 .) \\i \m

P)()l

invited high school students to do the
.\:'M) new- daily,

\fier a four-weeks

ii i.il. the sponsoi . Posture
I
Shoe-., signed .1 i2 week 1 ontrai 1 . . .
W Sit. Atlanta Ga., ran a Wusii Wan
contest inviting high school students
to -end along enti \ cat ds. I he a hool
w ith the In ' -1 numbei ol enl 1
received the pi ize "I 200 top-ti
tune-,
suitable foi pla) ing al theii
school dam es.
Thisa V

data: WTAR,

Norfolk.

\ a., fed the CI5S new- department
seven live reports on the Pine Ridge
tankei res< ue operations, _ t Decern-

ber . . . KNOR, Norfolk, in an effort
to promote January as Buy a New Car
month, is airing 50 announcements a
day, gratis, including quickies, 30's
ami minutes, which >a\ "'step out in a
new car for the new year."
PEOPLE
ON
THE
MOVE:
Charles R. Parker from program
manager to assistant general manager. WDRC-AM-FM, Hartford, Conn.
. . . James Grau from sales promotion and advertising supervisor,
WABC, to promotion and advertising
manager, WNEW, New York City .
Norman S. MeGee to acting chief
executive. WQXR, New York City . . .
Gordon H. Lund from sales manager to general manager, KOME, Tulsa, Okla. . . . Charles W. Loufek.
from manager. KOME. Tulsa, to v.p.
and general manager, WEW, St. Louis
. . . James MeQuade from supervisor. CBS Radio network program
clearances, to sales service manager,
WCBS Radio, New York City . . .
Lee Gorman from president, Gotham Broadcasting, to general sales
manager. WINS. New York City . . .
Armand LaPointe to KHJ-AM-FM

\ TV. Hollywood, California, as director of merchandising . . . Ray Edinger to promotion manager, KING,
Seattle . . . Erank Arney to associate
farm director. WOW
radio and
\\ ( )\\ -TV, < rmaha, Neb.
Station

acquisition:

WEW,

St.

Louis, bought by Franklin Broadcasting, from Barrington. Sale price:
$500,000.
New quarters: WATV, to top of
Thomas Jefferson Hotel in downtown
Birmingham, Ala., this week . . .
KALI, from Pasadena to Hollywood.
More power: WNOR,
to 1000 watts.

Norfolk. Va..

Happy birthday: WCAR,
celebrating 21st birthday.

Detroit,

Scout Reports . . . Cleveland Press
radio/tv columnist Jim Frankel paid
high tribute in his column to the
great community service performed
b) W GAR in its 30 years of existence.
• KABL, San Francisco, Calif.,
sold its 24-hour Christmas Day programing to the San Leandro food J
brokerage firm of E. L. Roberts \
Company, Inc. The company used
the commercial time strictly for holi
day greetings from its officers an
sales staff to men and women of the
Northern California food industry.
• KORL, Honolulu, is offering a
new service to its listeners: a morning
wake up service. To subscribe to the
service, all a listener need do is call
the station and give the name and
place to be called. The call is placed
at the given time and the listener
aroused, as promised.

Kudos: WNEW, New York City,
sports director, Kyle Rote, recipient
of Westchester Rugby Club Award —
America's Outstanding Athlete . . .
WWJ, Detroit, recipient of Detroit
Area Council. Boy Scouts of America,
special award for its program Boy

NETWORKS
Proeter &

Gamble

(Grey)

has

bought one-half sponsorship of
ABC TVs coverage of the Academy Awards ceremonies, 17
The exclusive showing rights, in
April.
Canada as well as the I .S.. went to
ARC for a five-year period, after it
outbid NBC and CBS.
The bid:

$561,000, a year.

Net tv sales: NBC TV's The Americans, 23 January, to be sponsored by
Block Drug iSSC&B), Dow Chemical
i MacManus. John iv Adams and Norman, Craig & Kummel), Pan American Coffee (BBDOi. Pepsi-Cola
(BBDO), and Reader's Digest Services (JWT) . . . Ballantine (Est) I to
sponsor new color series. Sing Along
With Mitch, over NBC TV, beginning
27 January .

NO, THIS 15 "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

progressive North

Louisiana,

South

JUST

Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales

KNOE-TV

LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
1,520,100 Drug Sales
423.600 Vutomotive Sales
Income
General Mcirhandise
$1,761,169,000 rotal Retail Sales
$ 300,486,000

Arkansas,

AVERAGES

According
to March
1960
ARB
we
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

KNOE-TV

photo

i $ 40,355.000
$ 299,539.000
$ 148.789,000
$1,286,255,000

Channel
8
Monroe, Louisiana
> ■
:'

79.1%

share

CBS
A James

of
•

A.

audience

ABC
Noc Station

Represented by
H-R Television, inc.

ON THE

MOVE:

Edwin

KM", to manager of research, \BC

79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
average

PEOPLE

S. Friendly. Jr.. from director, special program sales, to director, program administration, NBC. T\ . . .
Mrs. Elizabeth Bernard Harris
From media research department!

frorr

Radio . . . Joe Charles Friedman

from copywriter, program, promotion
and merchandising department, CB9
Radio, to assistant manager, that department .. . Fred Killian to Mutual Braodcasting as director of sales
sen ice.
SI'ONSOK
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This "n" data: Mutual has sel up a
ncu department, commercial opera
tions, to tie in with it> expanding
Bales activities. Veteran stall executive, Herbert I. Cutting to head-up
the department.

REPRESENTATIVES
AkVery*Knodel'e Lewis II. Avery
has been elected president of tinStation Representatives Association.
Other officers elected to service until 30 June, L962: Daren F. McGavren. vice president; Eugene Kat/.
treasurer; Robert Gore, secretary.
John Blair was re-elected t<> the
board <>f directors for a two-year
term. Serving with him: H. Preston
Peters, Frank \l. Headley, and Adam
^ oung.

mount Pictures features,

the Dangerous Robin to International
I l,ii vestei "ii K^ I I Si ottsbluff, and
KEZI, I ii i ne: \\ esl End Brew ing
(|)|)|!i

and

Blown

& William-'

- I .25

in Bales,

and

totalling
Im ludi

WKBN-TV, Voungstown; wTB(
iV,
Greenville; \\ BRJ I \ . \\ Likes Barr.
WRBL-TV, < olumbus, Ga.; KG1 Nl\. rucson; \\ \ El l\. Norfolk;
WHEN-TV, Syracuse; Kl ^ R-TV,Bis
marck; WSM-TV, Nashville; WHBQ
l\. Memphis; \\ BBM l\. Chicago;
KMOX-TV,
St. Louis; KMSP-TV,
Minneapolis ; W SB-T\ . Vtlanta;
CKLW, W indsor; KIIJ. Los bigeles;
\\ MM TV, \\ ashington,
D. I
\\ FBG-TV,
Utoona; W NBF, Bingha.
n: KFRE-TV, Fresno; WIY II

n

WSYR-TV, Syracuse; Jim Waltei
i orp. on WSOC-TV . < harlotte, and
to stations W l!< IC-TV, Rochestei ;
\\ \ i:\-l \ . Richmond-Petersburg;
\\ \TI'.. Knoxville;
kane;
WSO( TV,
\\SIM\.
\llanta .
Tracy to WGN-TV,

million

KR1 \l -I \. SpoCharlotte,
and
. . UPA's Dich
Chicago.

More sales: Colorama Features has
1 '> station leases of 22 recent Para-

Rep appointment: KTE\. Mia.
Okla., to Weed Television, for national representation.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: T. Eugene Malone from account executive, WGN-TV, to senior account executive. H-I\. \eu York Citj . . .
Alan Sloan from account executive.
\Y( HSTY. New York City, and Wfllam Miller from account executive.
KMOX-TV, St. Louis, to account executives. CBS Television Spot Sales.
Ncu York City.

want
to talk
market?

FILM
(TJS I Mm- Mill pain office separation from KNXT. Los Angeles,
[this week, when it moves its Hollywood office to new and larger
quarters.
I lie syndication unit will move to
()121 Sunset Boulevard. Included in
the move are the programing, production, sales, and publicity departments.
The CBS Films Hollywood office
previously occupied space in the
,j;KNXT building.
Sales: Zi\-1 \'s Miami Undercover
to Bell Tire on KGGM-TV, Albuquerque; Rodenberg's Super Market on
wTSC-TV, Charleston: and to stations WHDH-TV, Bo-t.-n: WDSMT\. Duluth-Superior;
WTVY,
Doihau: KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, and
KIY I". Santa Barbara; also, Case oj
JSPONSOR
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has

Whether you want
to talk markets.
Hiving power, public
service . . . whatevei

assembled 80 separate
ads showing you how
different
stations
have
tackled
the various

image

phaseslem. of
Ads inthis
all probsizes
from
a lull
page
down to a 1/6 page
in both color and
black and
white.

you

want

to

create — you'll find
dozens of examples in
this invaluable source
book — the onl\ anthology of its kind!
It's bound
to spark
ideas of your own.

YOU'LL

BE

SEEING

IT

SOON

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

USE
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TV. Lebanon; WNHC-TV, New Haven; WIIL-TV, Philadelphia: KSLTV, Salt Lake City; Kl TV, Sail Lake
Cit) : KINK.

of Sponsors
I'ihn Service of
Imanager
nion Ctiv,
N. J.

I'li.M'iiix: \\ KI5W-TV.

PUBLIC

Buffalo; \\ K/O-TV. Kalamazoo;
KBOI-TV, Boise; KHSL-TV, Chico;
WFLA-TV, Tampa; KKTN . Colorado

Commercials:

SERVICE

Tv and radio's contribution to
the public services operations of
tlie Advertising; Council is gener-

Videotape Center

ously related in the Council's report for the 1959-60 season.
Report notes in the preamble that
during that period almost $182-million worth of free advertising was

reports a 07 per cent increase for the
first 11 months of 1960 over 1959.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Joe
Trentin appointed v. p. and general

contributed

to

the

Council's

public

only kelQland covers
this 103-county market
completely! simultaneously! no gaps!
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SELBY

Aberdeen

MOBRIDGE

0RT0NVILLE
*
o

MONTEVIDEO

Watertown
Pierre
PRESHO

HIGHMORE

Chamberlain

REDWOOD
BROOKINGS g MARSHALL

Huron

FALLS

PIPESTONE

Mitchell
SIOUX FALLS

service campaigns. And that "in effect, the contribution 'in kind' makes
the Council the world's largest educational foundation.
In radio advertisers, stations and
networks alone ran up a circulation
of 1.5 billion impressions for causes
initialed by the Council, while in tv
the count for seven campaigns onlv
totalled a billion home impressions
each.
Public service in action: WNBF,
AM, FM and TV, Binghamton. N.Y.,
general manager George Dunham,
and WEJL, Scranton. Pa., genen
manager, both state radio/tv chairmen of the Radio Free Europe campaign, met in Binghamton to discuss
their state promotions for the 1961
fund campaign . . . NBC is distributing, nationwide, some 250.000 discussion guides, each week, for use in
connection with the network's debate
series. The Nation's Future . . .
WNBS-TV, Columbus. Ohio, program. Birth by Appointment, has been
honored in the 15th annual Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Public Relations competition in Dallas . . . National Professional Products and
Radio Center extended its contract
with Ampex Professional Products to
purchase recorders to equip the next
25 non-commercial educational tv stations that go on the air and hecome

affiliated with NETRC by the end of
1962.

WORTHINGTON

TRADE

DATES

The New York Chapter of the
Broadcast Pioneers will formally establish its Broadcasters*
Foundation at a dinner 26 Feb-

KELO-LAND is a 73,496 square-mile market.
charted by natural distribution flow of consumer goods. No piecemeal "package" of two
or three unrelated stations can begin to cover it — not without leaving
countless untold, unsold families. Only one television facility — KELO-tv
SIOUX FALLS and its KELO-LAND booster hookups delivers the whole.
103-county spread to you — completely, simultaneously, no gaps!

CBS* ABC
SIOUX

FALLS

265,490 »v households in 5 states:
(South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, North Dakota).

Ail R DUN

HUHONWA

Jl HI OWN

huh ■ VAiiHiwi ■ cha mum AIM

ruary, at New

York

City's Latin

\t the same time, the group, who
Quarter.
instituted an annual Mike Award,
will make its first award presentation
to Crosley's Cincinnati stations. \\ l.\\
radio and t\. for "pioneering in the
held of entertainment, leadership in
engineering development and advancement id careers of performing
Other trade dates:
• \2-\.\ Januarx. \ AB's

General Offices: KEIO-IAND
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JOE FLOYD, President

•

d nationally by

H-R

TELEVISION

CENTER, SIOUX

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.

•

FALLS, S.D.

Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.

In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans 6 Associates

radio

artists."
hoard
meeting,
!).('. of
• 0-7
April. Washington,
Ohio Association
Broadcasters, spring meeting, White
Sulphur Springs, \\ , Va.
%
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Tv and radio

BUSINESS OUTLOOK
■ < ontinued from page 30)
be
for more
L960. than 5' I above the avei
Thus, we expect \')u\ all media advei tising i local and national > to be
ii acl ionall) above oi In-low the esti
mated 1960 figure of tl 1,395,000,
000. Statistically we don t expecl total
L961 advertising to exceed $11, 150,-

^g^^
Fl
i^^^^k
»
V
1 fjf
A
*
^^^.
^

i and Howard H.
Marvin L. Shapiro i lefl
Marsh
i below right i ha\e joined the expanded New York Citj sales staff of Harrington, [lighter & Parsons.
Both come to
HUP
York.

fri.ii I US
l\ Siii.t Sales in New
Shapiro, who ~j ><-r 1 1 lour \ears with

('US
IA Sj)o| Sales, was. prior to thai
affiliation, national sales manager of

WCW -TV, Philadephia. Before that, he was on the sales staff of
\\ >> U. Syracuse. \ graduate of the I Diversity of Syracuse, he received the I960 Annual Outstanding Mumni \wanl given bj the
I Diversity's radio and t\ department. Shapiro is married and the father of three
children. Marsh spent five years with
CBS TV Spot Sales both in New York Citj
and Chicago. Prior to that time, he was
with Peters. Griffin, Woodward in Chicago.
\ graduate of Northwestern University,

000,
000.

i<m to fall below >l 1,190,000,lake
\oiii
pick
within
this

range; the general 1961 e< onomi(
outlook doesn't lend itsell to more
definite conclusions.
I lowever, should an inflationai j Induced business recover} be generated,
total L961 advei rising i ould i ise as
high as $11,600,000,000.
Logical expectations lead US to believe in a "so-so" \'H)\ general business picture with further dwindling
recession followed by a mode-t and
gradual recover) during the Li~-t six
to seven months of the \ear.
Should this be the general business
pattern, we expect 1961 t\ revenues
to shape up as follows :
1960 1961

Evanston,
Marsh's
earl) sales
included theIII..
Hart.
Schnaffner
& Marxcareer
Co.

Estimated Forecast
' '■ 1961
Source I V I(millions) (millions) Over'60
National
andSpot)
$1,357
+8%
283 $1,465
290
+2%
Local

where he was assistant to the sales manager in 1955 and a position
on the sales staff of H. L. Welles, a to) outfit, both in Chicago.
Marsh is married and the father of two children. He is a member

Total
$1,610imponderables
si. :.-,;,
There are two
in the
1961 t\ outlook. One of these is the

of the Beta Gamma

Sigma

National Commerce

Honor

Fraternity.

Kelso Taeger has been named vice-president and manager of the media department
in the home office of McCann-Erickson Adyertising (U.S.A.). He replaces William
C. Dekker, one of the best media men in
the business and a pioneer timebuyer.
I aeger has been with McCann-Erickson for
15 years, most recently as a vice president
and media director of the Detroit office.
In his new position, Iie will report to II. \evin Gehman. v.p. and
manager of the media services division. Taeger was born in Canada.
Thomas J. O'Dea joins WXYZ-TV, Detroit, this week, as national sales manager.
He replaces Ralph Dawson who has been

regional advertising practice of national magazines. It is too early, in
ibis practice, to know whether this
new technique will attract advertising
dollar- from spot tv — or how man\
dollars. During 1961 we should find
the answer.
Another unpredictable force i- the
recent increase in talent costs brought
on 1>\ the latest union contracts. The
increased talent costs could have an
adverse effect on spot t\ advertising
allocation-.
Neither regional magazine advertising nor higher talent fees will alter
the basic trend of t\. But, in combination, thej might side-track several
millions ol dollar- awaj from tv. ^

formed tape commercial department. O'Dea
comes to the Detroit station from H-U Television Representatives, New York Cit\.
where he had been senior account executive. Prior to his association with II U.

For editorial comment <>n the forecasts oj management consultant Dohcrh and for an appraisal of what ///<■
current state of economic affairs
mean to the individual agency, advertiser, stations, and network, <i^ well u*
in the radio and ir industries at

0 Dea was timebuyer and network planner with SSC&B for Carter's
Products
and Whitehall
Laboratories.
Earler he was with Esty.

whole, see" Sponsot Speaks," pagi 66
// e a ill welcome \<>ur comments.

appointed manager of WXYX-TVs
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ABC

SPOT

TV

HESS

RADIO

{Continued from page 35)

(Continued from page 36)

lie influenced by its management attitude toward manpower is in programing.

a lesser role in advertising. They
consider the ideal balance as being

Treyz says flatly, "The real tv
heroes of tomorrow will be the indi\ idual producers. The men who
can bring in creative new programing
will be television's key figures — the
Bill Orrs, the Roy Huggins, the Bob

tv and radio."
and 20%expressed
80%
Mostprint
advertisers
a genuine interest in spot radio and in seeing forceful presentations. "I would
use radio when we have the right
presentation. It would not hurt
dio salesmen come around with
research findings that proved
have been successful selling

if ravalid
they
prod-

Leonards, the Bob Drews."
This ABC insistence on the importance of the creative individual may
come as a surprise to some outsiders
who lia\e thought of the network as
"formula-ridden" with its actionwestern-adventure programing.

ucts like ours," was one comment.
Others included: "We would like
more information on the medium."
"I could be interested if somebody
showed me how I could use it effec-

There's little doubt, however, that
the Treyz statement gibes with the
convictions of most real tv program

tively to sell my products." "Tv
doesn't have to be sold, it sells itself."
Following are several responses to

pros.
As one Top 10 agency tv head put

the question: "What have been your
chief 'gripes' about radio?":
• "I think the rates situation in a
great many markets may be a factor.
I would like to be able to make my

it to SPONSOR; "When you first come
into this business you're almost always dazzled by program ideas and
program formulas. Gradually you
learn, though (often the hard way),
that ideas are worth less than a dime
a dozen. What you really have to
look for is the talented individual, the
guy who has an idea and knows
how to put it together."
Evidence that ABC's program
thinking focuses on the creative individual was contained in the recent
signing of Bob Drew of Time Inc. to
do a series of public affairs specials.
(Yanki-No! was the first.)
Conversations at ABC reveal that
Drew's special abilities, rather than
the Time-Life label was the principal
reason for the deal, even though it
has been widely reported that former
ABC News chief John Daly resigned
in protest over the bringing in of an
outside organization.
So much for a brief summary of
the ABC management attitude toward manpower which, in the opinion
of most observers, must be rated the
prime factor in any assessment of the
network's future.
On judgment this ABC "intangible" looms as a ver) formidable
weapon, and one that will provide
plent) of competition for NBC and
LI5S in years to com<
i (Hie I m\ /
I problem
young.
The
lo build men
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himself says, "The bigof all is how to staj
besl way to do this is
. . , pal li< iilai l\ \oiinu

BROS.

{Continued from page 32)
ren-East Stroudsberg, Pa. Other major cities besides Philadelphia,
include Trenton and Camden, N. J.
And now for results.
Within a week after the show.
\\ TIL-TV reported that over 50,000
letters were received in response to
the home viewer contest.
\\ ithin 10 minutes after the show,
post offices in the coverage area reported that a heaw traffic of people
were trying to get the earliest possible
postmark on their entries.
While people were supposed to
send their letters to the station, over
1,000 entries went directly to Hess',
proof of sponsor identification.
Here are the Arbitron ratings for
Philadelphia, 10 December, 7-7:30
WRCV-TV (movie spectacle and
cartoons) 6 rating fl6% audience).
p.m.\\ :FIFTY ( Hess' spectacular) 20
ratings. (r>6fi audience I .
WCAU-TV (football scoreboard

deals." of consistency as to billown• "Lack

and part of Seahunt). 10 rating,
i 2!!' J audience) .
The telecast was the first in a series

ing local or national."
• "We are increasing our expenditures inspite of lack of information

of specials Hess Bros, plans to present

about radio."
• "The daytime audience is not
exactly the best for a given product."
• "Lately programing is directed
at \ oung groups to the exclusion of a
broad audience."
In commenting on the results of
the study, Carl L. Schuele, president
of BTS, offered the following program which, "if embraced by most
national radio salesmen, would increase spot billing by hundreds of
millions of dollars."
1 . Triple client calls and those on
upper-echelon agencymen.
2. Salesmen should not only play
up the mass-appeal aspects of their
stations but point up how they reach
specialized and segmented groups.
3. Sell more with sales results . . .
documented success stories in clients
ow n product or sen ice held.
4. Show what a tv or magazine
budget would buy in spot radio.
5. Retail vs. general rates encourage accounts to deal in cooperation
with distributors. \ firm -land on
rates would discourage such client
actn it\ .
d.

ideas,

Let's not sell lime a- -in li. hut

programs,

complete

campaigns. ^

on WFIL-TV.
49TH and MADISON
[Continued from page 25)

#•

idential Campaign which appeared
in your issue of November 7. 1960.
This is. therefore, a request for permission to reprint the article, with
appropriate credit. Should you be in
a position to reprint for us. please
let us know the cost of purchasing
five hundred copies of the article.
Richard Ellison
CBS TV
• If reprinted bj SPONSOR, 500 four-page,
.( stock *nulil
black-and-white copies on N.)
'■" ll>.
cosl S.>o.
Dissemination

As always, I found several items of
keen interest in the latest issue of
SPONSOR. One. the article on "Why
Food Brokers Like Spot Tv" is of
such timel) interest, I would like permission to reproduce it. suitably documented, of course, for distribution
to representatives in this field who
ma\ not have seen it.
\. Richard Robertson
promo. <S: mdsg.
KRONTV
San Francisco
• -I'oNMUt i- happj in ^r:tni roprinl |»ri* ileftes providing requests are made ■ >i writing
and snilable credit Is given this publcation.
SPONSOR
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

The current emphasis by station men. advertisers, and agencies on />///>//<
service programing and truth in advertising and promotion is hardly a new
idea, states (',. Max kimbrel. station and general sales manager of 11 -CTO.
Cypress Gardens. Florida. It is part of broadcasting s original rule that " I
radio station shall operate in the public interest, convenience, and necessity"; a rule that has been much abused b\ these same men who, today, are
finally realizing the value of it. Sighting what he believes to be infractions
of public service, kimbrel offers some practical ail vice to clients, agencies.

Watch

out for the fast buck

m a< :ts would currently seem lo reveal that, of a far too
great percentage of station men. advertisers, and agencies
alike, main of the suddenl) "budding" theories regarding
"the \alue of public service material," "qualitj operation,
"the sins of overcommercialization," "truthfulness in advertising and promotional claims." etc.. represent a revolution within the industry, opening vast new fields of exploration, ami. if not followed, perhaps condemnation. Forsooth,
where were all these folks when the rules were originally
passed out— "A radio station shall operate in the public
interest, convenience, and necessity ?
The formula would seem ver\ simple and straightforward: know the people you will serve, determine their interests, needs, desires, then provide same in your best professional manner. Of course, if there are those interested
only in a fast buck, as has been profusely illustrated by
main in the past decade, we must note that in any business,
with well-directed -ham. pretense, and noise, this dollar sign
can be temporarily created in volume, with little or no attention to the basic justifiable qualities of operation. Actually in the archaic da\s of the '30*s and early '40's, most
radio stations subscribed and operated by the basic theory,
first set forth, and the return of such thinking today is
merely the return of the cycle, brought about by the very
misuse of their privilege by so many people.
To wit. on a recent auto trip, from Florida through the
Midwest and return. I must have listened to more than
LOO radio stations, yet I heard only three that I would
consider as serving the public, as well as the advertiser's
interest. Granted. I do not pretend to be an authority on
the subject, but neither do I earn a narrow-minded, biased
brief for any particular type operation. I!\ an\ definition.
this was a rather poor batting a\erage.
The major difficulty, if these operations can be judged
by comparable standards id personally better-known operations, are ridiculoush low rates, brought about possibly
by too much irresponsible competition and constant rate
SPONSOR
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operator

cutting lot fear the business will go elsewhere. In short,
the fast buck operators neither know, nor care, what their
product is worth, so long as the ultimate P&L shows a
profit. \ olume is the only prequisite, hence, the public be
hanged! (.Incidentally, this is the same "public"' who is
supposed to be influenced to buy clients' product?, i If this
were not the case, win can \ou find stations anywhere, at
the twirl of the dial, running three-four-five- and six-minute spots, back to back, in a so-called musical show, between every number.-' 1 recall one case where I logged and
Listened for 2.") minutes and heard two musical numbers.
The spots were always five in number, sandwiching local
and national, and I would defy anyone to name two of the
fi\ e after each session was over. So, someone w ill saj . "well,

the} are top-rated, therefore the] must be good!"

It's high

time adult, mature people awoke to the fact, that, while
it is entire!) possible for ratings and actual response to be
purel) identical, it is just as possible to have the two at
poles apart. Such station- will vociferoush tell vou how
much more effective their station is than the local news-

paper. \et, you can't buy a one-line classified in the newspaper for the price of their going minute rate. Actually,
h\ their \ei\ operation the) are reducing themselves to a
classified column of the air, with just about as much impact for the client, who thinks he is getting displa\.
I lie moral of this story, while seemingly directed in the
main to irresponsible station operation, could be brief!)
staled by advising ad\ertisers and agencies alike to know
what they are buying, and thus better determine the type
results to be ac hic\ecl. All radio stations an' no more alike
than all women are alike and some of the former are
ju-t a- promiscuous as the latter.
\\ e. at \\ I • 1 1 I, gear our entire thinking and operation to
serving and pleasing the Listener, hence, client -ales, and
pleasure, always follow. No, we are not perfect, but we
do recognize our responsibilities and attempt to live up
to them.
^
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1961— Prospects

and

challenges

In the calm, reasoned business analysis provided by man-

lO-SECOND
Letdown

SPOTS

into a pit: Viewers who

knew the music asked, "How could
Bernstein let them do it?" But there
it was on the home screen, the Prologue to West Side Story behind
striking photography of a crowded
city — trains, ball parks, streets. The
exciting music reached a crescendo;
WSS fans became enraptured. And
then the tv hit them with something
like: "In crowded places, be confident. Lse our roll-on underarm deodorant and youll smell good. We

agement consultant Dick Doherty (see pages 27-30) there
is little cause for exuberant over-optimism about radio/tv
progress in 1961.

think it's a slinking trick!

Doherty expects total U. S. advertising to be close to 1960
levels, and while tv can probably look for a modest rise, he

Dome's dame: Mrs. Erwin Kphron,
whose husband toils for the A. C.
Nielsen Co.. endears berself to every

predicts that radio's possible gains will not be more than
3% over last year.

gu) who's finding most of his hair on
the comb these days with her line.

We respect Dick Doherty for laying it on the line in this
thoughtful, expert, and unemotional way.

"You cant rumple virility!"

But at the same time we want to point out certain things
about economic forecasts which are often forgotten.

Dept. "singers."
has an ad On
among
roll
the the
Dickrock
Clarkn"
Slum recent!) the tv star introduced

1. Regardless of the general business outlook, the opportunities forindividual growth (by a station, network agencies, advertiser, etc.) are not limited by averages.

a new teenagers" favorite, and his
name, no fooling, was U. S. Bonds.

2. Any industry which, in 1961, can find new creative
answers to the challenges which face it can confound all predictions and forecasts.
3. Television's real challenge in the coming year is to
find ways of becoming even more attractive to advertisers
than it has been in years past, and in our opinion this can
only be done by substantial creative improvements in all
types of tv programing.
4. Radio's greatest challenge in 1961 will be to devise
new ways of translating into meaningful terms for regional
and national advertisers the medium's tremendous power, importance, and sales successes at the local level.
If radio and tv can face up to these challenges and can find
really, bright, new, original, imaginative, and creative answers to them, then we are certain that 1961 can be ;i better
air media year than Doherty predicts.
1 1, on the other hand, radio and t\ men in 1961 are content
to use old methods, old formulas, old habits of thinking,
then the Inline look- pretty gray.
It's entire!) ii|> to the industry, and to the indi\ [duals who
work in it. Hut as the youngest, healthiest, and most vigorous
ul all advertising media, we believe thai radio and i\ can
inert the challenges and confound the prophets. ^
66

E's O.K., that boy: The Treasury

Tardy Teddy: "There was no point
in rushing the boy into show business," said Mickey Rooney, as he
prepared to co-star on a GE Theater
show with his son, Teddy. '"I held the
boy back until he was ready." Teddy,
now 11, made his debut as a peril inner a I an advanced greying five.
Whither

radio? Channel Master

Corp. discovered heavy listening in
oxygen tents and tree bouses when it
ran a promotion of its portables.
Nunc other results: one guy listens
to \\ i . VIS. \\ ashington. on his analyst's couch. A Brooklyn veterinarian got to W ABC through a stethoscope applied to a dog's stomach.
Language-wise, the latest: The foK
lowing, marked "Correction!' came
in
otherSAME
week:. . "THE
NAME'S
NOTtheTHE
. This will
come
as no surprise to Margaret Truman,
but her married name is Mrs. E.
Clifton Daniel nol Clifford Daniel.
a~ erratumed in our release announcing her week-long appearance on
CHS Radios new daytime information feature. Personal Story. Our
apologies to the Daniels and the Trumans.'" Oh. don't apologize; anyone
could have erroneousnessed.
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why KSD-TV bought Warner's "Films of the 50'!
Says Keith Gunther, "The main reason
we bought Seven Arts' first release of
post-50's is a matter of simple arithmetic
"We figure to come out OK on Warner's "Films
of the 50's" because features of this high
calibre have far greater re-run value than
ordinary productions. Our long-term contract
with Seven Arts enables us to work out
more re-use in prime time.
"Actually there's another reason. We have
a good feature film sponsor to consider
and we want to give him

"nothing but the te$\
Warner's Films of the 50's...
KEITH GUNTHER, PROGRAM MANAGER
KSD-TV, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

money makers of the 60's
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

Is

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO 8922 D La Crosse. Skokie. III. - ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564
FOR LIST OF TV STATIONS
PROGRAMMING
SEE PAGE ONE

WARNER'S FILMS OF THE 50 s
SRDS (SPOT TV RATES AND DATA)
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KEEPS ITS EYE
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tv approach
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i the Land of Milk and >foney?

on your life! In the past 30 years, the
;consin "Hayseed" has made way for the
jl-educated, well-heeled, well-dressed busi!s man whose profession is farming.
j storybook stuff, this market of ours! . . .
cres of small cities and thousands of big
iry farms -400,000 TV families.
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THIS

IS ALBUQUERQUE

Ten years ago, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was not
included among the nation's top 100 cities
in population.
Now, the 1960 Census shows that Albuquerque has
more than doubled in population in the last 10 years
and ranks as the nation's 60th largest city!
These figures confirm what many people have realized for some time: that fast-growing Albuquerque
is a major market ... a billion-dollar market no
advertiser can afford to ignore.

And these people also know that KOB-TV dominates the exploding Albuquerque market — in ratings
and in homes delivered. It's your best buy in
atomic Albuquerque.

NBC Affiliate
Albuquerque, N.M.

In Buffalo and Western New York for product
Wtllil^VV
— i
_

■ *~^- v-a,.J- -'"•Vyryr; - Hfe.-fcL^j.

identification use the station most

closely identified with the market
A minor point, perhaps, but even WBEN-TV
Buffalo-Western New York market.

station ID's picture the

Never-ending is the WBEN-TV effort to be the station most closely identified with the likes and the loyalties of this important area. Since 1948,
when Ch. 4 pioneered television on the Niagara Frontier, good public service programming and quality local programming were the standards set
and followed to build loyal audiences.
Today, to best identify
than 2,000,000 people
watch most often. Make
station identified with
New York.

your product with the shopping habits of the more
in this metropolitan market, use the station they
your TV dollars count for more — on Ch. 4, the
top coverage, penetration and sales in Western

National Representatives :
Harrington, Righter and Parsons

WBEN-TV
The Buffalo Evening News
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CBS

in Buffalo

ORLANDO

© Vol. 75, No. 2

....Florida's FASTEST
GROWING Market!

•
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USB

In the past decade, Orlando's
Metropolitan Area population
zoomed 124.5% to 318,487.
Orlando's area growth rate
ranks 3rd in the entire nation.

DIGEST

OF ARTICLES

A new, booming industry watches Metrecal
27

Rivals for the calorie control market study leader's network tv debut,
seeking copy, programing clues that could shift them from print to tv

30

K&E study for national client finds syndication compares favorably with
other media, is best additive to network to check top U-market weakness

33

The animal health industry may soon replace farm machinery and hybrid
corn as the top-ranking advertising category in the farm radio medium

35

Station finds that while viewers are horrified by unedited car crash
film, they approve of it. Morbidity, in this case, they say, has a purpose

36

Kasco considers radio's coverage, economical frequency ideal to reach
the diffuse dog families; gets hefty merchandising support in campaign

38

Wallace Drew, Coty Inc.'s marketing v. p., is loaded for bear with broadcast ad experience, sees stepped up tv/radio campaigns for Coty's cosmetics

Report to a client on syndication

Farm radio's drug spending is up

Public not squeamish about accidents on tv

FLORIDAv
...WDBO'S MARKET
of a MILLION .'

Radio digs out dog owners

How

Can tv sell a new coffee in N. Y.?

In tact, more than a million
people live in the Central
Florida marketing area served
by WDBO-TVand

WDBO

40

Manger Hotels brand is out to crack the market with air media drive
heavy on ingenuity. Adult-level tv and radio spots parody Open End

INA's radio p.r. pays off

Radio.
41

to reach the
heartland of Florida,
use the DOMINANT
CHERRY BROADCASTING

Coty's Drew sets tv marketing

Insurance company's annual Sing with Bing buy brings Yuletide greetings to radio listeners throughout world and goodwill to tbe sponsor

FEATURES
58
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l«nh and Madison

19
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News & Idea Wrap-Up

66
46

Sponsor Speaks
Spot Buys

56

Film-Scope

24
52

8 Newsmaker of the Week

COMPANY'S

WDBO -TV
CHANNEL 6 • 100,000 WATTS
CBS Television Network

52

Picture Wrap-Up

66

Ten-Second Spots

65
44

Seller'-. Viewpoint
Sponsor Asks

14

Tinubiivers

64

Tv and Radio Newsmakers

55

Washington Week

9 Sponsor Backstage
Member of Business Publications
Audit of Circulations
Inc

WDBO
580 Kc - 5000 WATTS
CBS Radio Network
Represented
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The latest figures show...

Southern Manager
Herb Martin
Midwest
Paul Blair

Manager

Western Washington viewers watch KOMO-TV more than any
other station !
Throughout the past year in prime time, 6:00 to 10:00 PM,
KOMO-TV has averaged 32% more audience per average
quarter hour than the second station; 147% more than the
third station.

Western Manager
Georqe Dietrich
Production
Dept.
Barbara Parkinson
CIRCULATION
L. C. Windsc-,

DEPARTMENT
Manaqer

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiqqins
ADMINISTRATIVE

K0M0-TV CHANNEL 4
DEPT.
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Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. F^erman, Accountinq
Manaqet
Georqe Becker: Michael Crocco; Syd Guttman; Hermine Mindlin; N/Vilke Rich; Irene
Sulzbach;
Dorothy Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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Source: ARB October 1959 through November
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There is nothing harder to stop than a trend.
Particularly, a trend like the one we have in mind:
ABC's move to the top in network television viewing.
For, this trend, as the chart-minded will note on the
right, started trending back in 1953, gained momentum each successive year and, significantly, scored
its sharpest advance in 1960.
Note also that this activity has been charted, Nielsenwise, in the country's largest competitive television
arenas. In precisely those key market places where
all 3 networks put their best show business foot forward for the choice of the Viewers. And where the
Viewers (also known as Dial Twisters) by their

choice separate the best from the rest.
Note, most importantly, that this trend is here to
stay. It is the inevitable result of an irresistible pro
gramming force. Namely, trend-making — not trendfollowing. Namely, a consistent record of coming
up with the newest twist for the Dial Twisters.
As in westerns: Maverick. As in private eyes: 7
Sunset Strip. As in law and disorder: The Untouch
ahlcs. As in comedies, this new season: The Flint
stones. As in public service programs, with the mos
ambitious
visualValiant
history
Churchill: The
Years.project

ever:

H'instoi

The explosive action of this audience trend is triggering, asit must, an equally dynamic sponsor reaction. ABC-TV billings zoomed another 30' < in 1960
— far outstripping the industry's growth rate.
In view, then, of the trend's known direction and
velocity, wouldn't 1961 be the year to go with it . . .
and make ABC your first choice?

WatchABC-TVin'61...

more and more people will
iource: Nielsen 24 Market TV report week ending December 4, 1960. vs

multi-network are* reports for .similar periods previous years

6:30-11

PM Sun

7 30-11 PM Mon -Sat

NEWSMAKER
of the week
There's a new wind blowing in the field of station representation with the acquisition of Headley-Reed by The Boiling Co.
The $500,000-plus package purchase, effective 1 February,
puts Boiling in the top rep ranks in terms of size and billing,
and points to new movement in a broadcast area which has
tended

to be

settled,

staid,

disinclined

to

iimake

waves."

The

newsmaker:
George W. Boiling, founder and president of The Boiling Co., is still making news after 36 years in the
broadcast business. And, unlike some of his representative col-

m ^

leagues, he's expanding and moving upward with new plans rather
than holding to a profitable status quo.
Final acquisition plans have not been made, but it looks as if
station lists of both Boiling and Headley-Reed will be winnowed
down to give more emphasis to
major-market areas. Boiling now
represents some dozen tv stations,
about 30 radio, and the number of

•

First-place
in 310 quarter hours
...out of a possible 360
(6 a.m.— midnite,
Monday thru Friday).
Share of audience
—mornings, 20;
afternoons, 19;
evenings, 23.
According to the July, 1960,
Phoenix metropolitan Pulse
...the hottest buy
in the Valley of the Sun...

phoenix
I call robert e. eastman & co., inc.

facilities is expected to be between
40 and 50 stations evenly divided
between tv and radio.
Personnel discussions are still
being conducted, but at this point
the new management team has decided to make use of three top
executives from Headley-Reed.

George If'. Boiling
They are former Headley-Reed
president John Wrath, who will be Midwest v.p.: Jack Hardingham,
New York v.p.; and Robert Schmid, new executive v.p.
The Boiling move follows a general business pattern of mergers
and acquisitions which "make big companies bigger" in their competitive stress to give expanded and better service, explains Mr.
Boiling, adding that "You must move with the times or retrogress."
He sees this expansion as "fulfilling two major functions: increasing
sales by bringing in more and experienced sales power and enhancing services" now being provided.
George Boiling has been a broadcast pro since 1925, when be became Chicago's first commercial spot radio salesman in a stint at
KYW and for other Westinghouse stations, covering a territory

which spanned the West from Ohio to California. His initial representation experience was gained with the John Blair Co.. for which
he was Detroit manager and then vice president land second largest
stockholder) in New York. Just 14 years ago to the aequisition
he organized his own company.
date- 1 Fehruarj
Mr. Boiling spends much of his time traveling between branch
offices, L3 in all. He's a graduate of the U. S. Naval Academj and.
in off hours, likes to golf, hunt, fish and raise pure-bred Holsteins
^
on a faun in Michigan.

I>\ foe (si da

NEGRO
Community
Programming

.J

Stations sticking their necks out, too!
In m\ enthusiasm in the past sexeral columns

SPANISH
PUERTO
RICAN

over the apparent increase in fearlessness and social consciousness <>n the part of sponsors and

Programming

their advertising agencies in bankrolling controversial and or unpleasant, disturbing programs
I have overlooked the simple fact that the networks and stations carrying these shows deserve
as much applause as the underwriter of them.
In some cases, more. So I hasten herewith to correct that oversight.
Of course the networks, both tv and radio, deserve a full measure

of Whul-Wind
sales action

of kudos when they run, sustaining or sponsored, important programs which are almost certain to antagonize a segment of the population. And all the webs have run shows of this type for many,
mam years, with, in my judgment, completely inadequate credit on

WWRL

the part of most of the critics, 'let one expects the networks to take
unto themselves a goodly share of this kind of social responsibilitv.
It always impresses me even more when local stations boldly, and
with a seeming disregard for the commercial consequences, speak
out on the air for a cause which needs a voice, but is likely to be
unpopular in the community.

NEW
YORK
'10:00AM-5:30PM

DE 5-1600
*5:30PM-10:00AM

STORY
BOARD

WTRF-TV

This one plunged right in
Here, too, as in the case of the advertisers, themselves, and in the
case of the networks, this t\pe of daring on the part of local stations
is on the increase.

T. R. Effic!

You will surely recall that one of the most dramatic and violent

Special Awards Announced!
JEALOUS MAN AWARD goes
to the man who shot his
sweetheart when she told him
she ate her breakfast with

Wheeling wtrf-tv
COMMUNITY CHEST
gusto. SLOGAN AWARD goes
to the originator of "We're putting all our

recent episodes in the area of controversial and dynamite-laden situations was that which found New Orleans faced with the necessitv to

wtrf-tv Wheeling
begs in one ask it "

integrate in the public schools. As a matter of fact, if you are a
reasonably steady Backstage customer, you may even recall that I
did a piece on the boldness of Revlon, demonstrated by their sponsorship of a very thoroughly integrated Harry Belafonte show, bankrolled at the very real risk of losing a large number of attractive,
young while mothers in New Orleans as Revlon patrons.

BEST NAMED DRINKS AWARD to Three Caynors "Bottleneck" Bridgeport, Ohio, for the
David & Goliath, one small one and you're
stoned; and the Alcatraz, big shot'on-theWheeling wtrf-tv

if

MOST DOMESTIC STORY AWARD goes to the
housewife in Tibet. Smelling something burnrocks'.
ing, she rushed into the kitchen crying, "Oh
wtrf-tv Wheeling

Well, perhaps Revlon's willingness to tilt with the windmills is as
nothing compared to the courageous stance taken 1>\ station WW I
TV, channel 1, in New Orleans itself. When the school integration
crisis started in their town. Larry Carino, who runs the station, and

my baking yak!"

his news director Hill Reed felt that regardless of how ugl} a portrait was developed, it was their duty to present the picture of New
Orleans reaction to the effort to integrate in the schools. So their
cameras caught, and their transmitters flashed to the community, the

UNIQUE GIFT AWARD goes to the maker of
a musical garbage can . . . lift the lid and
it plays "Nobody Knows the Rubble I've
wtrf-tv Wheeling

MERCHANDISING AWARD to wtrf-tv's Kirk
Jackson for giving alert advertisers the channel 7 come 1 1 point sales-booster merchandising plan.
Wheeling wtrf-tv

BEST FIGURE AWARD goes to the 7.50O retail
outlets in the Wheeling Market for ringing up
$1,725,286,000 in sales annually. That s some
figure! Ask George P. Hollingbery to tell you
stacks up around here.

nauseating picture of some of their young matrons kicking and cursing white people and Negroes alike for attempting to meet the federal legal requirement to integrate in the schools.
After a week of the most candid pictorial presentation of the ini(P lease turn to page 11)
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Requests like this are not unusual
in the KWTV Weather Department.
Oklahomans

in all walks . . . pilots, fanners and ranchers, business-

men, building contractors, sportmen and wash-line worriers . . . look
to KWTV for reliable weather facts.
In addition to interpreting and reporting Oklahoma's universal conversation-piece .. . weather . . . KWTV's Chief Meteorologist A I
Worth is in constant demand as a civic speaker. Here is reflected
the vital importance of weather in Oklahoma,
of KWTV's

and the popularity

6 daily weathercasts.

Oklahoma's Weather Eye-

*CWTV®

OKLAHOMA

CITY

^^

Tik TOWER ivM SAtfS/>wm i* OkM^Mtf
EDGAR T. BELL, General Manager

10

JACK DeLIER, Sales Manager
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{Continued from page 9)

attractive facts, Carina and Reed decided it wasn't enough. The)
decided thai what the cit) needed was a dramatic and honesl docutnentan to show exactly what happened tt> a town which went in
the undemocratic, fanatical direction, which some otherwise perfectly respectable cili/.ens of New Orleans seemed to lie inclined to go.
So the) sent a reporter and a lensman into the land of Faubus,
more commonl) known as Little Rock, Arkansas. The reporter was
a gentleman named Bud Dancy, a native of Kittle Rock. Dane) imterviewed segregationists and integrationists in bis home town. He
talked with the school hoard superintendent and the principal of
Central High School, where
resistance to integration in
matic and impressive of all.
the man and the woman on

you'll recall so much of the sickening
Little Rock took place. Hut most drahe talked to the people of Little Hock,
the street.

Dancy's stor) on him had a simple, easy-to-understand moral,
('ailed Crisis in Our Time it showed that Little Hock's fanatic, prejudiced, violent resistance to the laws of the land in the matter of
integration in the school had accomplished several thing-:
l 1 I Little Hock had suffered a serious loss in population, and a
loss of the type of citizen a town can ill afford to lose;
(2) Little Hock had suffered an even more meaningful loss in
industry and in payrolls;
l 3 i Little Hock had suffered one of the most severe let-downs in

Itu Christian Churdj

Kr. Al Worth
WTV
Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma

Deaz Thank
Al:
you very much for your accurate
weather predictions during our Junior high
cam? at Texoraa the week of July 18-23.
I was in Oklahoma City Friday of last
week and came by the station to see you, but
you had just entered a staff confere.Tce.
The next time you look at the camera,
know that an ardent fan is watching you
from Chandler.
Sincerely yours,

Rev. Harold N. Smith
HNS/vna

general business and prosperity since the worst days of the Depression:
i I I Integration in Little Hocks
in spite of the efforts of its more
\ia violence. The message came
home screen clear and sharp: You
rule!

schools was an accomplished fact,
prejudiced citizens to forestall it
over the New Orlean- television
cannot fighl integration with mob

A handsome

payoff

The show commanded immediate and vociferous attention. Within 18 hours after it had been run more than 100 phone calls were
received hy WWL. Some, of course, were from segregationists who
threatened to boycott, if not blow up the station. Hut the great majority were from New Orleans citizens praising the show.
Perhaps the greatest praise came from the editor of the New Orleans Times-Picayune, which with its evening counterpart, the StatesItem, has a monopol) on the newspaper business in the town. The
T-P, and the S-I are normally bitter competitors of the local broad
casters. Hut after Crisis in Our Time, the T-P editor carried a piece
raving about the effectiveness of the show and asking that it be repealed.
Within a few da\s after the show ran. a group of prominent businessmen and other citizens in the town paid for an ad in the TimesPicayune pleading for an end to the anti-integration demonstrations
and for support of the New Orleans School Board and the law of
the land.

^iu/
Weather-conscious Oklahoma viewers
have come to depend <>n the accuracy
of KWlVs completel) equipped
weather station, and tin' interpretive talents of k\\TV- professional
meteorologists M W orth and Raj
Booker, These t«" experienced weathercasters draw tlnir information from:
§KW rVs own
installation.

on-camera radar

4 \ facsimile weather map machine.
0 \ hatterx of high-speed weather
teletypes.
QAn on-camera Bendix trie/ instrument panel which automatical!}
registers
outside weather conditions.
kll 11 '$ modern meteorological
equipment, plus the interpretive
skills of two professional meteorologists make kll II "Oklahoma's 11eather Eye."

\\ \\ I. did repeat the show, and on the da) of the rerun, the
Times-Picayune carried a two-column box on page one. announcing
that the show would be carried again. This certainl) is a prime
example of the increasing!) brave, socially aware attitude of our
broadcasters as well as our advertisers and agencies. May it continue
through a happy, ever more enlightened 1961.
^
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Here are just a few of the great "Films of the Fifties*

JOHN

WAYNE

rHE HIGH \M> nil

WOR-TV

MIGHTY— WS4 m cou»

K1KK
THE

DOUGLAS
BIC TREES— 1952 in color

lias acquired a tele\ isiou exhibition

license* from Seven \rts Associated Corp. for
Warner's "Films of the Fifties" — fort) of Hollywood's finest feature motion pictures: all postN50, twenty-six in color!
The purchase was made at an all-time high price
of more than one million dollars.
WOR-TV, the nation's #1 movie station, has
added these outstanding films in keeping with its
continuing policy of programming the best in
motion pictures!

DORIS DAY
TEA FOR TWO— 1950

in color

JIMMY

DEAN

REBEL

WITHOUT

A CAUSE— 1955

IN COLOR

To millions of New York TV viewers this historic
acquisition represents a new high in motion
picture entertainment. To advertisers, it represents a new peak in quality, audience-building
programming.
111 RT LANCASTER

IVOR-TV CHANNEL

SAA

An RKO General Station

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN— 1951

THE

GARY COOPER
SPRINGFIELD RIFLE— 1952 in color

JUDY GARLAND
A STAR IS BORN— 1955

CRIMSON

PIRATE— 1952 in color

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

Omiu'iI and Operated by
<ko (.,„,r.il.■ it In,-.
The Gene ral I ire .\ Rubber Co.
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in color

want 1o get
that budget
off your
back?

Time buyers
at work
Peter R. Scott of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, feels that of
the "countless radio/tv presentations media people attend, the most
useful have been those offering a concise market picture. Too often
we are inundated by station men explaining in too broad generalities
how fine an operation they represent. This often is nothing more
than well intended 'puffery.' On
the other hand, presentations I've
found most useful are those geared
to give a good view of the characteristics of the market area in\ olved. These often describe new
business and industry development, socio-economic factors, and
useful geographical information
affecting media coverage. These
market statistics can contribute
greatly to planning our advertising
campaigns with optimum efficiency.
Geographical information as well as promotion data concerning
other media may bring to light possible additional areas offering
test market potential that might have otherwise been overlooked.
This, of course, is not to say that specific station information is of
less importance. Station men have long been extreme!) helpful in
keeping us up to date on new developments in their operations.
Janet Murphy

of Gumbinner

Advertising, New York, addresses

herself to the problem of product protection. '"No medium outside
of the broadcast field has ever attempted to guarantee separation of
competitive advertising, and tv is now suffering from this holdover

just call

SAN ANTONIO'S

from radio's earl) days,"' she points out. "With the great desirabilit\ of the 7 to 11 p.m. period, networks have been forced to take
competitive advertisers' orders and
schedule them virtually back-toback. In addition, with so many
advertisers buying what amounts
to spot participations on the network, avoiding competitive conflicts for a straight spot operation
is increasingly difficult. An advertiser can and Erequentl) d >es buj
scattered

ABC Television in San Antonio . .
the Greatest Unduplicated live
Coverage in South Texas!

KATZ

AGENCY

\ group of reps, buyers,
II

over

a

Adver-

tisers and agen. ies must. I believe, set up new criteria for their
guidance in running spot schedules next to programs which normal!) provide good adjacencies for a particular product categor) in
light of this highlv competitive problem existing on the networks.

Represented by

THE

participations

period of a few months.
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Ihe walls
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tumbling
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WOULD MACYS
TELL GIMBELS
A number of publications were in the field
(and had been for some time) when SPONSOR
first opened its doors in 1946. All of them
covered the broadcast industry, yet, strangely, not a single one concerned itself exclusively with the problems of the client— The
man who pays the bills. We decided this was
an area worthy of a business periodical.
Everyone liked the concept of a brightly
written, practical, interpretative publication
for the decision makers in the broadcast industry. But who would be found willing to
educate his competitor? Who was going to
give "The Enemy" honest facts or figures—
or even worse— ideas? Could Any book knock
down these granite walls of secrecy?
The answer to that is an established fact
today. In its 15th year, SPONSOR is one of
the big names in American business journalism. Practically every door is open to its staff.
How much we have contributed to the crumbling of advertising's walls of Jericho is, of
course, for you to judge. But the hush hush
tradition is gone and SPONSOR, who pioneered and fought for the open industry concept, sincerely believes that the dissemination of information has benefited all.
As we enter 1961 we find an even greater
need for the kind of information SPONSOR
provides. The need to move goods and even
more important, the need for free exchange
of ideas to stimulate the mind of man everywhere, was never more vital than it is right
now. No one knows this better than the
"SPONSOR"
is doing business in America
and all over who
the world.

Tt:hJL~

•
■

every industry has its walls of Jericho . . .

While the walls of industry secrecy come tumbling down, the rising tide of trade
periodicals has created a new wall. There's a wall of resistance against
the host of books that vie for the busy executive's reading time.
He can't read them all. He picks and chooses. A conscientious editor sees the signs,
reappraises the niche he fills, bends his thoughts on but how to fill it
better because here lies not alone leadership but sheer survival.
SPONSOR long ago recognized these cardinal facts
(1) Every reader is busy (2) Every reader is selective (3) Every reader
gravitates to one/or two "keep posted" books (4) Victory in the battle for readership
goes to the trade publication that best pinpoints its targets, that best
establishes a community of interest with its specialized readers,
that best provides maximum benefits for minimum invested time.
The specialized busy readers whom we serve are first the time-buyer,
second the agency account executive and broadcast-interested ad manager, and third
all others at both agency and sponsor levels who are in any
way concerned with broadcast advertising.
SPONSOR is not all things to all people. It is no buckshot publication. It is specific
in its goals. Its pinpointed objective is to bring to its readers information
of vital interest week after week that may help in the formulation of better decisions
wherever TV or radio buying are involved.
The editorial law at SPONSOR is, "Every story, department, and item must be written
to benefit the man who foots the bills." Sometimes this is done indirectly,
as when we delve into station public service. But the benefit to the buyer is always there.
In 1961, you'll find more stories on agency media department reorganization,
buying problems such as excessive paper work and ratings, the shifting
sands of station ownership, broadcast failures as well as successes, Washington doings
from a dollars-and-cents point of view, the changing role of the
time buyer, his relationship with the national rep. There will be more emphasis on the
news behind the news. You'll find each issue a reflection and
interpretation of the industry's activities and problems that a
broadcast decision maker must read to really keep posted.
With the claims and counter claims made for every competitive magazine, one
thought emerges. All books are good — for somebody. SPONSOR (in the
opinion of every independent reading survey made) happens to be good for broadcast
buyers. No other book does the same job. That's why practically
everybody involved in the purchase of time reads SPONSOR.
If you want to reach these people in 1961, you'll find absolutely
no readership wall when it comes to SPONSOR.

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

40 EAST

49TH

MAGAZINE
STREET,

NEW

TV

RADIO

YORK

ADVERTISERS

17. NEW

YORK,

MU

USE
8-2772

News with emphasis on local and regional events. News in depth
where news occurs. News with reach across 36 Kentucky and a lull 50
Tennessee counties, plus the northern rim of Alabama and a slice of
Illinois. Way ahead with all the news that's fit to see. That's WLAC-TY.
winner of 4 out of 5 top area news awards in the past 4 years.
Way ahead with news feeds to the network, too. ^B of course.

the "way" station to tke cmtml I south
Ask any hat: man — he'll show You the way!
Robert M

Reuschle, General 5al<

Manage!

T. B. Baker, Jr. r v . ulive \ ii e Presidenl and General Manager

Most significant tv and radio
news of the a rek uith i rit rr pi elation
in depth for busy readers
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You might list these as some

of the issues, trends and evolving developments

that might give advertising, and broadcast media in particidar, some concern during 1961:
• In the marketing area the giant packagers of consumer goods will substantially
narrow their premium, two-f or and other gimmicks and concentrate on promoting sales
more through improved or new products. They've discovered that these gimmicks have resulted in merely swapping customers. The switch in emphasis will bring advertising more
dollars.
• The tendency of national sales managers to keep in personal touch with shifting regional competitive situations and to tailor their media strategy accordingly will work
strongly in favor of spot and also make it incumbent upon both the station and the rep
to keep in mutual touch on likely prospects for business.
• Marketing directors and ad managers will, in view of the unsettled economy, not only urge
that media billings exceed sales indices but that a greater effort be made to imprint
the corporate identity on the selling of brands. On either side it will be to tv's favor.
• The reduction of tv network option time by FCC fiat may cause this pinch for at least one
network: pressure for an increase of station compensation for that extra half hour.
• Tv stations will find it more imperative than ever to simplify their rate cards, primarily
because they've become too confusing for the younger timebuyers.
• Lots of tv stations will hold intramural debate over the propriety or necessity of increasing rates, especially because of mounting operating costs.
• The rep field will be faced with a flurry of competitive pressures resulting on one hand
from the station groups setting up their own national offices and, on the other, from
the negative views held by some stations in the larger markets on the magnitude of a rep's list.
However, the economics of the rep business, as several of their leaders have pointed out from
time to time, has made the ample list a sound premise and they have taken effective steps
to put the handling of their list on a streamlined and efficient basis.
Midwest agencies took the spotlight the past week in the way of new
newed national spot radio business.

and re-

The standout event : Cream of Wheat's (BBDO Minneapolis) extending for 8-10 weeks.
Other activity: GM's Harrison Radiator (D. P. Brother) flights for auto air conditioners in 75 southern markets; Hess & Clark (K-VP-D Milwaukee), extending schedules
in midwest and south; Northwest Airlines (Campbell-Mithun Minneapolis), schedules for
first half of 1961.
In New York Duffy -Mott (SSCB) bought early morning
It will probably turn out that many

strips for five weeks.

a tv station operator, especially in the top

markets, went off — and pleasurably so — in his forecast of this month's national
spot billings: in other words, it's much better than he'd expected.
The buying and availability calls have been pretty brisk since the middle of December.
The past week's action on that score in the New York sector included Folger
Coffee (C&W) ; Sal Hepatica (Y&R) ; Duffy-Mott's AM and PM (SSCB) ; Swansdown i Y&B I ;
Peter Paul (D-F-S), heavying up on I.D.'s and minutes; Pepto-Bismol (B&B).
Chicago and other midwest goings-on included Maybelline (Gordon Best I : International Shoe (Krupnick, St. Louis) ; Lever's Swan Liquid (NL&B) ; Continental Airlines (JWT).
initial entry into spot, using I.D.'s in L.A., Denver. Kansas City and Chicago: Wilson
Sporting Goods (Roche, Rickerd & Geary), participations in golf shows in west coast
markets.
SPONSOR
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continued

Look for American Motor's Rambler to cut loose with a substantial spot tv campaign
in early March.
The schedules, as usual, will come through Geyer.
George Boiling's purchase of Headley-Reed not only came as a distinct surprise to the rep
field but triggered this speculation: could this be the beginning of a trend?
To some observers it seems that consolidation from here on out may become the answer for a number of the smaller reps.
(For details of Boiling development see NEWSMAKER

OF THE WEEK, page 8.)

Apparently Burnett has found out that it can get equally good, if not better,
tv spots in Chicago than in New York.
In any event, the agency is moving its small New York media buying operation, headed
by Ken Eddy, back to Chicago after a year of it.
Bosco (Donahue & Coe) has found a holiday kid special so successful that it's
repeating the stunt Easter Day and may even make it a perennial undertaking.
The special: a two- to three-hour block of moppet programs, composed of cartoons,
action films and local personalities, aired on Christmas Day in five markets.
What tickled the account as much as the viewer and trade response was the way the stations promoted the event in the local prints and on the air.
Quaker (JWT) will be testing a couple mixes this month via tv in Cleveland and
Columbus for a start and later Detroit.
The products:

an applecake under the Aunt Jemima label and a corncake.

It's becoming more and more evident that the pickup in set usage for tv this
season is almost entirely due to what's happening with daytime, particularly in the
morning. Possible reason : a wider choice of programing.
Broadly speaking, nighttime tune-in is about holding its own, but look what's happened to
the daytime hour-by-hour usage in November as compared to the count for the same
month in 1959:
TIME span

1960

1959

8-9 a.m.
9-10 a.m.
10-11 a.m.
11-noon
Noon-1 p.m.
1-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
4-5 p.m.

13.6
15.5
17.4
20.5
24.2
23.1
20.1
20.8
25.9

10.2
12.1
14.7
18.8
21.9
20.2
18.4
18.7
23.4

SOURCE:
Nielsen. Monday through Friday, average homes per minute.
Note: Late evening fringe time also showed up to an advantage.

Chicago reps figure they've got this bit of cheer to look forward to in '61 : the
Standard Oil of Indiana business being bought in that city.
The account recently joined D'Arcy, Chicago, and what makes the outlook triply happy
for the Chicago reps is that buys for the two subsidiaries of Indiana, American Oil and
Utah Oil will likewise come through that D'Arcy office.
20
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continued

The comptrollers of the larger agencies are expressing bitterness over what
they term the sloppy way that the tv networks negotiated the paper-work areas of the
new commercial contract with the talent unions.
The angle that burns them up most is a penalty clause which places no limit on the
time in which a performer can bring a claim against an agency or client.
Under the penalty setup if payment is not made within 10 days of the commercial job the
performer is entitled to a dollar a clay for each day of delinquency. But there's nothing said in this clause as to when the performer is required to call the agency's attention to the fact that something must have happened to the mechanics of compensation.
One of the largest agencies in tv figures that because of this situation it will have to add
at least 10 people in the bookkeeping
an inordinate amount of penalties.

and treasurer's department

to guard against

According to Nielsen's calculation for October, the average cost-per-1,000 for
nighttime network tv (time plus program) is running materially over the 1959-60
season.
ABC TV thinks that what has tended to pad the margin is this: the 1960 time costs are
based on the card rate for the winter 39 weeks and not on the year-around rate,
used for the 1959 figures. The difference, notes ABC, would be about 10% of the time figure,
or about 5% less on the over-all CPM.
In any event, here's the cost-per-1,000 estimated for the four-week period ending 22
October:
network
1960
1959
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

$4.25
4.31
4.58

$3.89
3.75
4.66

Average

4.38

4.09

Network tv snagged another spot perennial — Minnesota Mining's Scotch Brite
(BBDO) — right on the heels of NBC TV's weaning away of Gold Seal from the
medium.
Scotch Brite will spend somewhat over $100,000 for ABC daytime in the spring. The
$600,000 appropriated by Gold Seal, via Campbell-Mithun, for daytime has an implication
which merits some meditation by the sellers of spot.
Under the deal with NBC Cold Seal reserves the right to take a summer hiatus
.".2
and come back in the fall of '61 without jeopardizing its annual
discount. All that
it can lose is the added summer discount.
Only three tv network nighttime shows made the top 10 in all three adult age
classifications as reported for December by TvQ, the service that measures program enthusiasm. The trio: Wagon Train, Real McCoys and Gunsmoke.
:,i
Here are the 10 that got the highest TvQ scores in these age groups:
18-34 YEARS
SCORE
PROGRAM

Untouchables
Wagon Train
Bonanza
Red Skelton
Andy Griffith
Rifleman
Gunsmoke
Real McCoys
Hawaiian Eye
The Flintstones
SPONSOR
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54
50
49
43
38
38
37

35-49 YEARS
PROGRAM

36

Wagon Train
Perry Mason
Untouchables
Bonanza
Candid Camera
Red Skelton
Rawhide
Real McCoys
Gunsmoke

35

Andy Griffith

37

SCORE

50 YEARS AND OVER
57
■1!
PROGRAM
SCORE

Welk

Pern' Mason
13
38
39
38
:;«)
36

Wagon
Train
Ernie Ford
Got a Secret
Real McCoys
Tell Truth
Gunsmoke
Price Is Right
Fights

53
17
47
45
44
43

35
)

1". 1"

21
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tournaThe network radio asking price for the Patterson- Johannson annual
who
er
advertis
an
for
gross
0
ment keeps moving up: ABC has put it at $370,00
ely.
exclusiv
meet
March
13
Miami
would sponsor the
for
The cost breaks down this way: $345,000 gross for the rights and $25,000
time, announcers and production. Half -sponsorship package price: $187,000.
with the
The price set by ABC Radio for the 1960 bout between the two was $330,000,
million.
hookup involving 454 stations. Audience in-and out-of -homes : 61
of
A bit of kudos extended to the TvB: Bristol-Myers will borrow the Progress
tion from TvB and put it on for its own people at a meeting in HollyDisconte
Beach presenta
18 January.
wood nt

data as suits
P&G has bought the ARB coverage study plus retabulation of the
agencies.
P&G
nine
the
among
its needs, with Grey assigned to coordinate these activities
service,
So far five of the nine P&G agencies are subscribers to the ARB coverage
namely, Y&R, Burnett, D-F-S, Gardner and Honig Cooper.
with a printPut down 1961 as the year in which the agency media veteran
feUow
young
the
by
crowded
tely
despera
himsetf
find
oriented background will
planand
analysis
media
st
broadca
in
ning.
who's been schooled the past five to 10 years

of the veterThe problem of moving these comparative youngsters over the heads
.
agencies
larger
the
for
acute
ively
progress
an print men into key spots is getting
looms so overwhelming in the client's budget
They figure that the fact air media often
man be placed in a position where he can
nded
st-grou
makes it imperative that the broadca
talk directly to the client about the best way to spend his media money.

located from New
Puzzling to reps is this situation: the farther their offices are
for bonus spots and exYork the more inclined are their salesmen to face a demand
.
schedule
a
for
on
conditi
a
cessive merchandising aids as
in dealing with stations in the same
It could be, the reps reason, that the same agencieors less
effectively.
more
come-on
this
use
to
able
hometown have been
agency, 58% of
According to an analysis made last month by a drug-todetries
incidentaUy, were
which,
,
markets
tv
25
first
the
in
that field's sales are to be had
.
coverage
ated
unduplic
ty
by-coun
countyof
measured in terms
weekly circulation of 26,605,As calculated by the agency, these 25 markets account for a
all U.S. sets.
of
54%
000 gross sets, 25,156,000 unduplicated sets, or about

nt but it can't
SPONSOR-SCOPE doesn't want to stir up an inter-city argume
in Chicago,
yers
timebu
some
help but caU attention to a theory of superiority that
York.
New
versus
touting
Minneapolis, St. Louis and other places are
job for their clients beTheir thesis: Buyers away from New York do a better
buy more carefully and
each
nize
scruti
cause, since their budgets aren't as large, they
tonnage.
of
d
instea
veness
effecti
um
maxim
function in terms of pinpointed
bringing in the rep
They also point out there's a growing trend among them toward
revealing what the campaign ob(particularly radio) when planning a campaign; like
jectives are and asking, "how can we best accomplish our goals?"

ker of the Week page 8;
For other new. coverage in thi. i.eue: see Newsma
Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR
Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 52;
Film Scope, page 56.
and
64;
page
kers,
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsma
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Bob Hurleigh: newsmaker
It was surprising to note in the 26
December issue of sponsor, that you
did not include Mutual in general, and
Bob Hurleigh in particular, as one of
the outstanding radio stories of 1960.
The stories you used were all newsworthy and deserve to be high-

49th and
Madison
Address

More cause for spot

please

In the 19 September 1960, issue of

Your "Sponsor-Scope" item of 26 December 1960, relative to Pall Mall
replacing Camel as the No. 1 brand.
coincidentally arrived at mv desk at
the very moment as the results of an
18-county Brand Preference Stud)
involving cigarette usage.
Thus, in this area of 1,900,000 people who make up 38% of the sunshine state's population. I beg to advise that R. J. Reynolds' Winston is
actually in No. 1 position. Just goes
to show that individual area conditions are quite often at variance with
national figures, again a pretty solid
reason for buying spot radio.
G. Max Kimbrel
manager
W-GTO

SPONSOR, the "News and Ideas
Wrap-up" section, you carried an
item concerning an organization,
Broadcast Promotions, which offers
a service of radio promotion ideas
via monthly subscriptions.
As we are anxious to obtain more
information about this service, I
would be grateful if you could supply
me with their address or, failing that,
pass on our request to Broadcast
Promotions.
J. M. Fowler
manager
The Advertiser Bdcstg. Network
Adelaide, S. Australia
• Inf ormation from Broadcast Promotion
Asfln. may be obtained I>y writing the organization's editor-in-chief Paul Woodland, WGAL,
WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.

Cypress Gardens, Fla.

lighted.
But — didn't vou overlook one of
the most dramatic stories of 1960.
and one of the most inspiring stories
of one man's fight to save a network?
As aI am.
member
of Bob
Hurleigh's
team,
of course,
a little
prejudiced, but I think the comeback from
virtual bankruptcy through reorganization under Messrs. McCarthv-Ferguson. and our subsequent acquisition b\ 3M, is the comeback story of
the vear!
Charles Godw in
Mutual Bdcstg. System, Inc.
N.Y.C.
•

re

Farm

Wc

agree.
news from

And
we're
Mutual
in

looking
1961.

forward

to

Radio

We read with interest, in the 12 December issue, a report on the top 86
spot radio campaigns in 1%0. Among
them was one of our clients. International Harvester Co. We think this
rating is great, but we hardlv think
that it should be credited to McCannErickson, since we handle the Farm
Equipment Division's radio schedule.
You may be familiar with the
rather unique farm radio programing
on a national basis which our radio
farm director. l)i\ Harper, has developed over the la>t five \ears. Our
basic philosoph) is that radio provides a vital service to farmer-.
bringing the news, weather, markets,
and other information essential to the

WAVE -TV viewers have
28.8% more HEAVY BEARDS
— and they buy 28.8% more of your (or
your competitors9 ) shaving products, too!
I hat's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., Dec. l(*t>().
CHANNEL

3

SPOT

SALES,

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC

2 1

National

Representatives

operation of their business. Going
further, we feel that farmers prefer
to depend primaril) for this service
information on an established radio
personalit) in each market area who
has their confidence and. frequently
a personal acquaintance. This, of
course, is the radio farm director on
each station.
1 thought \ ou mighl be interested in
a little of the background which has
helped to qualif) the Harvester Radio >|ioi program among the top !!(>.
Donald McGuiness
i .p.. Farm Group Supvsr.
lubrey, rinla\. Warley &
Hodgson, Inc.
Chicago
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS
REPRINTS

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

To

Readers'

Sen ice. SPONSOR,
Please send me

$2.00
/ to 10
10 to 50

W rents each
30 izents each

50 to UNI

23 cents each

WO to 500

20 rents each

.')<)<) or more

15 cents each

40 E. 49th Street.
the following:

\ [ME

.'60 AIR MEDIA BASICS ISSUE
.TIMEBUYING BASICS
.TELEVISION BASICS
.RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

FIRM
ADDRESS

\.

Y.
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No matter how you
look at it, WBTY
dominates competition for the 36th
consecutive rating
report.

Slice it; stretch it, squeeze it . . . turn it, throw it, twist it . . . WBTV
Charlotte television market. Latest :: survey gives WBTV
time period, with 62.7%

is THE station in the

overwhelming dominance

in every

overall share, 23 out of the top 25 shows, a whopping 79°o of

quarter-hour wins!
Get the whole picture . . . call CBS Television Spot Sales.
^ARB,

Nov.,

1960 Total Area

WBTV
JEFFERSON
2(1

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

/

CHANNEL

3

^p

SPONSOR

CHARLOTTE

•

'' .1 \M

Vrn

1%1
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A BOOMING, NEW
INDUSTRY WATCHES
METRECAL

WetrecdX
m

CHOCOL*'C
POWDER

DiETAMY

\kktnm\

w*IOMT

fO"

CONTROL

5

Calorie control rivals study leader's web tv debut— Churchill's
memoirs: Metrecal's success could trigger their shift to video
^% baby industr) thai is growing so
fast it keeps running out of measuring tape is looking to ils big i>i\
months old) brother this week as be
takes liis first plunge into sponsorship
of a network, show, with some surprising ropy approaches.
The industry is calorie control, fast
approaching the $200 million retail
sales mark. Big brother is Metrecal
which, after a "special" last week, has
taken over weekl) sponsorship of
\BC's Winston Churchill series. The
I alianl ) ears. The commercials are
an unorthodox soft-sell attempt to
find a tv technique right for a fastselling, hut medically-oriented, bellwether product.
Metrecal's success among the maSPONSOR
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jor land the few remaining sole)
sponsors of network l\ programcould change the advertising course
of several of the other large calorie
control brands now basically print
advertisers, with some spot radio,
spot t\ and a hare minimum (e.g.
Minvitine) of network television
and help them out of a maze of question marks, \mong the major problems that need answers before t\ and
radio get a bigger share of what. 1>\
1962, could he (25 million in ad
tnone) :
• We are not exactl) a drug product, not exact!) a food product. How.
then, should we advertise'.''
• Uthough we have UV1A endorsement, some physicians frown on our

weight-reducing method.
How. then.
■ an we advertise withoul raising then
• How can we disassociate ourwrath.' selves from the myriad private labels
more than 75 ahead) i that ma) not
bave the nutritional values of out
products, and that cosl less ?
• ll we go all out in radio and t\.
can we gel proper shelf spare in groceries and supermarkets, a- well as
drugstores? \nd will our burgeonfood -ale-.'.'
Toing -ales
the hint
((notions
about how

to a<l-

vertise, spokesmen of some of the major brands admit that the) arc wall h
ing Metrecal's new program and its
commercial concept ver) <lo>el\.
Wander's
Minvitine
(Clinton E.

'We are not exactly a food, not exactly a drug
product.

How, then, should we

Frank, Chicago), the recognized challenger, isdistributed nationally, primarily in grocery stores but with
some drugstore outlets as well. It is
using network tv (NBC's Garroway
and Paai participations I ; previous tv
experience has been gained with
Wander's Ovaltine.
Among the other big brands, Quak-

advertise?'

(EWR&R, L.A.i. was introduced
in its fresh milk and ice cream division's marketing area (22 markets)
with a big boost from saturation radio. The Los Angeles-based product
wanted to reach women, because
home delivery accounts for a great
share of its sales.

er's Quota (JWT, Chicago), is distributed in eight midvvestern markets, and its introduction was backed

National Dairy's Sealtest 900 Cal
Diet (Ayer, N.Y. ) , has used some radio in the Philadelphia area, but so
far has stayed principally with new s-

bj a spot tv campaign on 14 stations
(in Green Bay, LaCrosse, Fargo,
Rockford, Minneapolis. Chicago, Du-

papers, following Metrecal's early
lead. Distribution is full in Seal-

luth, Milwaukee ) . Quaker has "plans
for national distribution expansion,"
but nothing to announce at this time.
Carnation

Co.'s

Carna-Cal

900

test's area (up to the Rockies), but
there are problems with state and local regulatory bodies in the South.
This is not uncommon. Other brands
have met this problem in the Chicago

Metrecal copy solution:

area, as the government agencies decide whether the milk-based products
are a food or a milk product.
Metrecal, marketed bv the Edward
Dalton Co., a newly created division
of Mead Johnson & Co.. is hoping to
answer its competitors' questions
about tv and at the same time increase its share — now estimated at
more than one-third — of the calorie
control market. In their choice of a
network vehicle and a "proper" commercial format for "a medically oriented product," Metrecal and Kenyon
& Eckhardt poured much soul-searching (Metrecal's costs are an estimated
$100,000 per show including time
and talent), research, and a little bit
of luck into their final decision.
The problem for all the calorie control products, they reasoned, was to
reach an unusual, "a vital, a growth"
market. "Metrecal is not a low -calorie food." explained

k&E v. p. I.cm

not product ads, yet not institutional

KENYON & ECKHARDT has produced two types of commercials for Metrecal: one tied-in with Churchill's thesis, 'We
must be ever alert to preserve our freedom'; the other explaining the weight problem and the need for medical supervision with merely a suggestion that Metrecal 'may be' a solution. On set are (I to r) Filmways director Ben Gradis,
star Martyn Greene, a.e. Lou Nicholaus, tv production supsrvisor Bill Gargan. Admen are dressed for N. Y. blizzard

SI'ONSOH
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How

the chief competition advertises

MINVITINE, the only other national brand, ties in closely with
Wander's better-known Ovaltine on web tv— primarily NBC's Paar
and Garroway shows. Minvitine makes a frank product pitch but
is careful

to emphasize

importance

of a physician's

approval

QUOTA

is distributed in eight midwestern markets, and its introduction byQuaker was backed by a spot tv campaign on 14 stations. Quaker has plans for national distribution, probably within
the year, amid industry rumors of a contemplated name change
CARNA-CAL 900 was introduced in Carnation's fresh milk-ice
cream division's marketing area (22 West Coast, Southwest and
Midwest markets) with a boost from saturation radio. L.A. -based
product relies on home delivery, sought to reach housewives by air
SEALTEST

the) a\ oid disti ai lin.^ "i even insulting an intelligent audieni <■ wat< hing
\\ inston ( Ihurchill's memoii - '.
The final solution : two basii i\ pes
of commercial, one t\ |»- i losel) tiedin w ith Churchill's thesis thai "il
happen again it we are not alei t t"
ihr dangers to our freedom, and another type thai explains the weight
pi oblem and the need foi medii .il
supervision with merel) > suggestion
thai Metrecal "ma) I"- a solution.
"This i- nol product advertising
and tlii^ i- not institutional advertising, Nicholaus contended. " I In
weight problem is approached medically, not cosmeticall) ; the othei messages arc not 'plant lour-.' but
iteration ofChurchill's warning
in our commercials' words, "we
our freedom b) extending il . .

a rethat,
bold
. and

900 CAL Diet has used some radio in Philadelphia area,

but has stayed principally with print, following Metrecal's early
lead. Distribution is full in normal area (to the Rockies), but
slowed in South due to indecision by local regulatory agencies

Home

delivery brand

goes heavy for radio

Nicholaus, the account executive. "A
half-pound can contains a full clay s
food for an adult t 22i calories to an
eight-ounce sen ing I .
"The concept is measured calories
according to individual needs. It is
very important that the public
understand that the dieting should he
done under the supervision of a physician, that each person should use it
differently with his approval. This is
a new concept in weight control."
What the Edward Dalton people
looked for was a method of using
broadcast media while maintaining
a technique of communication right
for a medically-oriented product."
(Although the WIVs Clinical Convention in Washington last month
gave the major calorie control brands
its support, there is a faction that
frowns upon this type of weight conItrol. i I he\ wanted reach, frequency,
and coverage, hul also a distinctive
type of advertising that would he acceptable to physicians and "distinctive as the product."" Vnd the) wanted
a distinctive t\ pe of show.
Here K&E fell into some luck. Its
programing department had been examining tv properties "in the liuht of
what the sponsor had to say," as one
SPONSOR
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executive put it. "In this case, cosl
efficiency was not the primar) problem. We needed the proper vehicle:
great programing like Maverich
wouldn't do for us. We al-o wanted
exclusive sponsorship, which i- rare
these days. We wanted a program
which would. b) its nature, appeal to
the thinking segment of the viewing
population.
"We arc working on what is essentiall) a chain reaction," be continued.
"\\ ord of mouth built Metrecal. Our
best ad has been ". . . so my doctoi
put me on Metrecal. and . . .' We
hope in our tv use to move influential thought leaders."
When The J alianl Years was recommended, said Lou Nicholaus, "we
said "that's it." It most exact!) met
our requirements: top caliber programing, atrue qualit) of subject and
a show with inherent interest to the
thinking segment of the population."
But then the problems really began, he recalled. In print, Metrecal's
format had been a long block of explanator) copy. "The basic decision
to use television invoked converting
the restraint and dignit) of the print
How
another
to do
were
the\ to
this? medium.'"
Vnd how could
campaign

EWR&R

used saturation radio for two weeks

during Carna-Cal
Fish (above),

900"s introduction.

James

the a.e., credits local person-

alities with transposing loyalty to an unknown
product.

Fish

called

coverage

immense'

1>\ desen ing it everj da) .
Now K&E had to find a spokesman.
It needed an established actor with
the ability and reputation to mesh with
the ability and reputation of what it
hoped was the public image of Mead,
Johnson, of what it knew was the
public image of Winston Churchill,
and someone who would be compatible with the talents of the series' narrators, Garv Merrill and Richard
Burton.
"We think we have made a unique
choice," said Nicholaus. "the distinguished actor and Gilbert & Sullivan
star, Martyn Greene. We think his
commercials will he the talk of the tv
industry before long.
They are already, at least, being
talked of within the calorie control
industry. As a top official of one of
the leading competitors said, "We
were all in front of our sets New
Year's night, and will be for several
Sunday nights to come. You can bet
we're interested in how they do with
their new spots."
On the West Coast, another competitor will certainly be watching.
Carnation's Carna-Cal 900 has from
the beginning relied to a great extent
on spot and local radio, but is biding
its time about television.
EWR&R account executive James
Fish told sponsor that the senior air
medium has been very important in
Carna-Cal 900's introduction because
the product relies to a great extent on
home delivery, and radio reaches the
housewife who does the ordering.
EWR&R used saturation radio for
two weeks during the products introduction last month. 60-second live
spots split between traffic times and
other daytime hours on Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays.
"We chose radio for a major role
in Carna-Cal's introduction because
<>f the immense coverage and impressions immediately possible at a low
cost-per-1000," according to Fish.
Personal endorsement bv air personalities was also employed "to transpose lo\ alt) to our new product.
"In the case of station K\ I. Seattle,
we were able to take advantage of an
audience promotion thai had a writein of more than 200,000 entries this
In

a market
of l(>.'5.OO0 families."
i ii nation's heai j advertising has
I Please turn /«< page 17 >
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THE MEN
behind K&E's analysis of syndicated film for a major client are Marvin Antonowsky (I), v.p. and associate
media director, and James
S. Bealle, v.p. and tv radio director

REPORT TO A CLIENT
ON SYNDICATION
^ Kenyon & Eckhardt reports to a leading national tv
client on non-network use of syndicated film programs
^ K&E projects film syndication coverage and costs
(1) nationally, (2) as holster for the top 11 markets
I he coverage and cost of syndication compare favorabl) with other
national media plans.
Syndication is the most efncienl waj
lo correct the frequenc) weakness of
network t\ in those 11 markets with
lour or more channels.
rhese were the conclusions of a
special stud) prepared bj Kenyon X
Eckhardl
for a majoi t\ client and

now

made public for the first time.
The presentation done under the

supervision of associate media directors.p. Marvin \ntonowsk\ and
radio l\ director-V.p. James S. Bealle
also served as an up-to-date primer
of syndication essentials.
The Kenyon
Eckhardl study,
'" \n
Evaluation
of &Syndicated
Television
Films

as

\dvertisins

SPONSOR
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three deliberate purposes:
• To examine and define the position of sj ndicated films in toda) 9
iclc\ ision spectrum.
• To evaluate the performance and
efficiency of syndicated films in the
light of their potential .1- a national
and local advertising vehicle.
• To determine whal place syndicated films might occupy in a media
plan and how best they might be used.
Syndication to begin with wa- defined as the local placement of program scries mostlj half-hour, usually new l>ui sometimes reruns of
network series which offer programimbedded commercials, merchandising, and star tie-in promotion.
Either the station or the advertiser
ma\ be the prime mo\er behind a
show. Show- ma\ be purchased two
ways: one. by the station directly
placed in a time period selected Indie station and sold wholly or on a
participating basis to an advertiser;
or, two, by the advertiser — to he
placed by him in a specific group of
markets in time periods also negotiated by the advertiser.
What about the ease, the K&K study
asked, of the advertiser placing a

syndicated series himself on networkaffiliated stations? He has two choii es
of time: non-network houi b, or mai
ginal network
hours (local option
time 1 . 'The lime period that the advertisei can bu\ exercised a strong
influence over the size of hi- potential audience lor syndicated films,
stated K&E. This premise I'd to two
conclusions on where the best time
periods for family-appeal programs
Could he found: first, marginal network hours, at 7:30 or 10:30 p.m. in
the Eastern /one and 6:30 or 9:30
p.m. in the Central 'lime /one. and
second, adjacent non-network hours,
al 7 p.m. in the East and 10
p.m. in the mid-1 . S. In addition, in
small or medium-sized markets, excellent time franchises could he seemed mi network affiliates in prime
network hours, "virtuallj assuring the
advertiser of better-than-average rat(Sets-m-use
time- at 7:30
ings."aged 10 to
time, and earh

lor marginal network
or lit:.!!) p.m. — averl.Vr below network
evening network time

averaged 22'. lower. According to
Nielsen sets-in-use figures, network
time — o through
10:30 p.m. — aver-

Syndication's cost advantage
FILMS
SYNDICATED
Schedule A

15%.)aged 58' - . • :30 p.m. avers
10:30 p.m.

w.i-

!'»' I and

7 p.m.

wa-

\i;dien. <• . omposition of time open
io -\ ndication closer) paralleled thai
of nearln network time, heavy in
adult- late in the evening ami spread
out among the famil] in the earl)
evening. However, before 7:30 p.m.
there was a b>'< drop in adults.
\\ hat about -\ ndi( ation ratings '
Uthough programs available \ai\
from -ea-on to Beason and their ratings performance fluctuates from
market to market, the top 10 b) ndicated shows at an) time have a national rating of approximately 1 i or
1!!. a generalization based on \RB
and \iel-en report-.

K&E
estimated
program
cost- in
the top 100 markets at $33,000 to
s.'-? 7.0(H) foi anew first -run syndicated
film. The best of the off-network re
runs equaled this cost, but others
were less expensive.
How should syndicated film- be
evaluated? What is their position in 1
t\ media plan? To answer thi si
questions, K&E examined syndicated
series' audience reach, frequency,
cost,

and

programatic

value,

and

in noted impressions

Schedule B

Marginal time
network show

6$186.0

75-market spot campaign
Class "AA"
Late night
20

t-week cost (000's)
\o. of commercials

$168.0
6

$152.4
6

Estimated rating:
% (overage area

21.4

16.4

Estimated rating:
c'f I . S. fr homes

17.1

13.1

Honi4>s reached per CO mm' I
minute (000's)
' i Voting

7.730

5.920

7.370

66%

66%

66%

7.960
33%

5.150

3.950

4.910

2.650

(losts per comm'l minute
(000's)
(osts-per-1 .000 lutmes reached

$28.0

$25.4

$31.0
4.21

$22.0

per comm'l minute
(osls-per-1 .000 noted impressions

$3.62

$4.29

$2.76

$5.44 ]|!l
' M.1MM,

$6.43

$8.30

17.5
16.3

8$176.0

$170.0
7.0

22.0
17.6
5.6

\oted impressions (000'

0

li.iit program embeddi I: ball Don program embedded

(li

2.530

1.270

$3.36
$6.69 50%*

$6.31

Above, K&E compared coverage and cost of two syndication plans, marginal network programing, prime and
late night spots. Syndication was found just as efficient as other media when shows, time were well-picked
*

$8.5*
iPONSOR
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"

(aim
\:
time
B:

1 1 1 > with these seven touchstones:
1. The intrinsic quality of the
periods available.
The intrinsic quality of program, including :
2. Estimated reach of the audience
— once and cumulative! \ .
3. Audience composition.
I. Whence duplication with other programs.
5. Estimated cost-per-1,000 commercial impressions.
6. Evaluation of the qualitative reinforcement ofthe program upon the
commercial.
7. Evaluation of the audience durability ofthe program to estimate its
program life.
K&E then applied its criterion to
two syndication applications: (1) national use, and (2) local or selected
market use. Projections of costs and
efficiencj were made for several types
of application.
Following the premise that "minimal standards of audience potential
must pertain to selection of time peri-

CPM

ods." K&E outlined two tvpes of national schedules. In both cases 75
markets embracing about 80% of
U. S. tv homes were covered in an
alternate week (major minor) pattern providing six commercial minutes every four weeks.

i eight commercials i . and in

late night were $170,000 at s:3,.36 120
commercials I .
Coverage of the two syndicated
schedules, reaching 40 to 45 % of
U. S. tv homes in four weeks, compared favorably with the three other
media plans. Late night spots and
marginal network programing reached

In schedule "A" a program was
placed in one of the three best time
periods open to syndication in each
market.

about 40f1 : prime time spots
reached 50%. The projection was
based on the same number of commercials per four weeks and the same
costs as above.

In schedule "B" a lesser but still
above average time period was selected.
Circulation costs of both schedules

But when the CPM's of the conscious (noted* impressions were compared, prime time spot television was
shown to be considerablv more expensive than the rest. Ranked in order of increasing cost, the five plans

were found to be competitive with
other media such as marginal network programing and late night spot.
For six commercials in four weeks,
the total costs and the CPM's were

were: Schedule "A." $5.44: marginal
network programing .$6.31 : Schedule
"B." $6.43; late night spots. $6.69,
and Class "AA" spots. $8.31.

projected as follows: Schedule "A"
was $168,000 at $3.62 CPM; Schedule "B" was $152,000 at $4.29 CPM;
marginal time network programing
was $186,000 at $4.21 CPM. In addition. 75 market spot campaigns in
Class "AA" were $176,000 at $2.76

Nationallv. K&E concluded, "syndicated films — properly selected, and
i Please tarn to page 49)
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Syndication solves network's big market

frequency

FILMS

Prime time

SYNDICATED
Schedule A
Schedule B

l\o. of comm'ls

in 4 weeks

4-week coverage

6
50.2

641.9

8 spot

1.9

54.6
2.3

Average frequency

2.2

Network pins local 4 week coverage
(Network only: 92.7)

93.9

Network plus local average frequency
(Network only: 6.5)

7.6
110

7.2
80

15,000

15,000

in coverage area (OOO's)

93.0

94.2

16,500

Gross household circ. (OOO's)
% Moling

66%

Noted household

11,000

circ.

(000\s)

Marginal time
spot

20

41.9

93.0

7.9
113
7.7

126

12,000

66%

15,000

15,000

18,900

16,950

33%

50%
8.500

8,000

l-week cost (OOO's)
Cost-per-1,000 noted impressions

problem

2.7

Gross no. of rating points (cov. X freq.)
Homes

|||||||||||pj

6,300

$50.0

$59.5

$58.4

$6.25

$62.2

$9.27
$7.32
$5.41
Here K&E asked how to solve the frequency lag problem in 11 markets with four or more channels. Syndication was more efficient than any form of spot in delivering noted impressions in these problem markets

lll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllll!llll!llll!!l!l!llll!ll!lllllllll!!llllll!lllllllllli
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How

animal health brand blends large and small market

coverage

'INTERLOCKING' RADIO STRATEGY combining umbrella stations (large dots) with smaller market outlets (small dots)
is device used by Henri, Hurst & McDonald for introduction of Super Iron Plus, a Myzon product for swine. White
area inside gray area is duplicated coverage of the umbrella stations. Myzon is expanding its animal health line

Farm

radio's drug spending

* Animal health industry may replace farm machinery,
hyhrid corn as top-ranking ad category in the medium
* Hess & Clark and Myzon Laos are among the smaller
firms invading
field with skillful farm
radio usage

al()
he (
rapidl) expanding lll
anlim\(,
T
ry
es
health indust
which includ
proprietary drugs and drug feed additives and is estimated a- a $250 million business in I960 ma\ soon
ke
overta
farm machinery and hybrid
com a- the lop ranking client categor) in farm radii.
The industry's thumping sales increase i-ales were $150 million in
1954, $200 million in L958) are partl\ due to the national -hift toward
farm specialization. The farmer,
along with his c itv cousin, has hecome not onl\ a specialist, but a farmSPONSOR
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businessman as well, operating his
farm bj the same theor) governing
man) businesses: shortei lines mean
Longer profits. I he modern livestock
producer is practicall) a veterinarian
and. hence, alert to current animal
drug developments.
\nimal health researi h. a major
factor in Livestock productivity, has
created main new commodities. Such
i stablished w onder drug giants as
Pfizer's lerratmcin and American
( \ anamid - Vureomj cin i \ olutionized animal < are. Now th \ are up
against -till competition from -mailer
hut rapidl) growing companies whose

is up

new product- and carefull) calculated
marketing strategies are invading the
m shrooming held.
Some "I the most skilfull) planned
competition comes from two firms,
each with similai product entries, but
using unique media-marketing techniques to i:aiii farmer act eptai
The) are Ih— & (lark (a division of
Richards m ■ Merrill, Inc. fo] merl)
\ ick ( Ihemical • . Vshland, < >.. and
\l\ /on Laboi atoi ies, < ihicago.
lies- & (lark conducts two separate
promotional - advertising campaigns
through it- Milwaukee-based agency,
Klau\ an Pietersora-Dunlap, In.-. One
i- for the animal health division
which markets packaged products diI) to th ■ farmei \ ia feed stores
and other farm suppl) outlet-, for
treatment and | revention of poultry
and livestock disease.
I he feed pi . ducts
di\ i-i in -ell-.
nitrofuran drug additive- to manufai tureis of poultrv
aim\ Livestoi k

33

Admen active in boom of animal drugs
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of RCA-Whirlpool, originally manufactured water soluble feed additives,
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chiefly for poultry. Under Gray's
leadership and the direction of its Chi-
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MAJOR PROMOTIONAL EFFORT of Hess & Clark is for nf- 1 80, poultry feed additive.
Checking merchandising material are (I to r) Keith Ballantyne, assistant feed products manaqer,
H&C;

E. E. Cooper, v. p. and a e at K-VP-D; Jack James, feed

products ad manager, also H&C

NEW PRODUCT LINE of Myzon is examined by (I to r) Lee Random, audio-video director,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald; John Hartigan, Keystone Broadcasting System; Dr. Thomas H. Vaughn,
president of Myzon; Michael Gray,

feed. Of this -roup, nf-180, (trade
name for the active drug furazolidone iis the big item. H&C and its
agenc) have devoted their major promotional efforts to nf-180 as a laving
feed additive to improve egg produclion and over-all flock performance,
and as a swine feed additive in the
ration to protect baby pigs from
certain specific diseases.
Myzon Laboratories, a 10-year-old
firm, purchased last year by industrialist Elisha Gray, hoard chairman

Myzon ad manager.

Myzon is Richardson-Merrill subsidiary

cago agency, Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Inc.. the company has undergone vigorous product diversification.
In less than a year Myzon has introduced 23 separate animal health
products, plus 13 feed additives.
Indicative of the over-all industrv.
the two companies share common
marketing problems which thev find
are eased when spot radio is used as
the keystone of specific, regional advertising campaigns.
Some of their reasons are fairly
obvious, such as radio's flexibility in
hitting pinpointed target areas, and
the opportunity for fast copy changes
as local agricultural conditions demand. But more subtle, and perhaps
mosl important, is the farm service
angle which is accomplished through
the radio farm directors.
Support of the farm directors enables the advertiser to project a good
total image, and their help is invaluable in launching new products and
explaining their use. Since both companies deal in expensive commodities.
product education is imperative. As
both companies attest, product merchandising support provided by radio stations is another essential in
their over-all marketing efforts.
In lies- & Clark's media-marketing
planning, and in it- selection and allocation of budget dollars, radio is
carefull) coordinated
with print to
achieve overall effectiveness in promoting nf-180 according to E. E.
Cooper, v.p. Klau-Van PietersomDunlap, and H&C account executive.
From a survey conducted last year,
H&C learned that radio listeners did
not fullv understand the term nf-180.
So this year, for the firs! time, H&C
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experimented with a radio jingle to
accomplish the product education job.
The chief cop) point in the jingle, Bel
to a Dixieland beat, 18 "keep poultr)
problems down . . . keep egg production up . . . with nf-180 in their
'
'
.
Iced
The strateg) used in station selection for jingle scheduling was to pro\ ide intense
radio coverage
of the
majoi poultr) areas in the Midwesl
and the Carolinas. \ total oi Id stations were used in the Midwest, from
\elnaska through Ohio, affording a
coverage pattern u herein practically
all poultry farmers in the LO-State
area were able to receive one or more
II\C stations. \n additional five stations were bought to covet North and
South Carolina.
Three versions of the jingle were
used — 30- 20- and 10-seconds — aired
between (> and 7 a.m.. and again between noon and 1 p.m., in or adjacent
to farm programs, news, weather, and
market reports. On most of the station lineup, the jingle is carried
twice each day, five or six days weekly. Schedules begin prior to poultr]
feed buying seasons, in mid-August
for 10 weeks, and again in winter and
spring for 15 weeks, beginning in
Januarv .
\ separate radio campaign for nf180 swine usage involves one-minute
transcribed talk spots, but H&C is
planning a jingle for this. too. in the
next campaign.
SPONSOR estimates H&Cs total annual radio expenditure at around
1300,000 for I960, with approximately $160,000 devoted t<> the feed products division, ami $1 10,000 to animal
health.

HORROR,
in all its naked detail, was captured on film by KMTV newsman Leigh Wilson, who
rushed to fatal car crash scene, despite his personal reaction, stayed to photograph wreckage

PUBLIC NOT SQUEAMISH
ABOUT ACCIDENTS ON TV
one

rescue. Five of the passengers had

of man) such "shockers" captured on
film, and making the rounds of Omaha schools and civic groups today.

been killed in the crash, tin- -ixth died
short!) afterward in the hospital.
( h ercoming the urge to run from

I he photograph above

Originallv

is oidv

telecast over KM I V. the

400-plus feet of exclusive film, shot
at the scene of Omaha's worst traffic
accident, is continuing to drive home
a message with

the -peed and

power

To aid the poultry farmer's production. H&C conducts two special
public service promotions, tied in

of a rocket-propelled missile. \\ bat
make- KMTV's film of the accident
so unusual is ii> somewhat unprecedented -hock value plus the fact that
its first run was completely unedited.
Here, in brief, arc the events behind
the stor) :

with point-of-sale merchandising. \
new type of Mock invenlorv chart has

In the earlj hours of a Saturday
morning some two month- ago. a car

been prepared by H&C — a mean- for
farmers to record their progress in
improving flock performance. These
are available to farmers in retail out-

carrying six teenagers and traveling
at the rate of 70 miles per bom . went
out of control and crashed into a tree.

let- where nf-180 products are sold.
As a follow-up to the MM i full performance index) campaign. H&C istarting an FPI recognition awards

was monitoring police calls at the
time, heard the ambulance call and

program to name outstanding "Flock
Managers of the Year" in each state.
The critical testimony to H&C s
i Please turn to page 17 i
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KMTV

newsman

Leigh Wilson, who

hurriedl) Bet out to the scene of the
accident.
He arrived at the same time as the
rescue squad,
set up portable
frie/e
lights, and prepared to photograph
the rescue operation.
There was no

the nightmarish
scene
of man-led
bodies and -mashed steel. \\ ilson lei
bis camera roll, catching everything
in clear, -harp detail. Later he turned
the film over to hi- station's new- departmenheir
t. I
problem: What to do
with it? Most of Saturda) was spent
debating over whether or not to air
such a brutallv stark event before the
vii hour before the 6 p.m. news* asl
public.
the station decided i" -how the film.
There was no time for editing. Preceded bv an alert to the audience,
cautioning
members
families, their
friend-, of
the the
verv victim-'
voiinu
and tin- vciv delicate not to watch, the
film wa- shown in ii- entirety. Newscaster Hill Talbol explained also that
the showing wa- not an attempt to ,-xploil the traged) bv accenting its
morbidity, but that it wa- the station's hope it might be an object les-on to other- '"that the -i\ might not
have

i Please
died
in turn
vain."to page

19)
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RADIO

DIGS

OUT

DOG

^ Kasco finds radio's coverage
and economical
diffuse market.
It gets hefty merchandising boost

OWNERS

frequency
ideal to reach the
in 26-market,
51-station push

MERCHANDISING reports from radio stations in the Kasco campaign get a going-over by the Donahue & Coe media team. Marc Ivey, account
supervisor, is standee.
Seated
(I to r): timebuyer
Harry Durando,
media mgr. Gordan Vanderwarker, Gerry Arthur
v. p. in charge of media

I his \<-ai . -pot radios share of the
Kasco ilo» food advertising budget
i- expei ted to liii 50' - . compared to
20^5 lasl year. Reason: parent Corn
Products and agency Donahue & Coe
are might) pleased about the job the
medium did in the regional product *
September-December di ive.
"\\ e'i e aftei adults in the one oul
■ I foui families thai ow n dogs, and
spol radio - pei feci for us," states
Vlarc Ivey, senioi account supen isoi
in D&( - gro< ei ) products <li\ ision.
"Radio provides us the frequency
we nerd, u ithin out budget, and of36

fers effective coverage of outlying
areas, where a large percentage ol our
sales occur. And radio- Nexihilit\
permits us to tailor local efforts to

pact of the commercials, and makes
the product salesman s job that much

meet local problems."
Adds media v.p. Gerr) Vrthur, radio's on-air effectiveness is ol foremost importance, but the medium

engulfed the $V£> billion mark in
1959, reaching $506,250,000 according to the annual Food Topics con-

also is extn rael) bclplul as a "strong
local entity," which can be a vital
trade element. "Radio can add [ongevitj to a campaign, both before
and after the actual period of the
spots. Through its merchandising
techniqui s. i adio heightens the im-

The burgeoning pet food industry

sume]the
spending
["his
is 1.2'i
ahead
of
1958study,
total of
$485,620,easier."'
000, which in turn was 8.6' above
the figure for L957, the survey -bows.
I'oi its 13-week campaign in 2(>
markets, Kasco went all-out for merchandising extras, or "sales activators," to use DM
terminolog) . I tan 5
SPONSOR
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Durando, timebuyer ■ merchandising
specialist at the agencj discussed at
length with sales reps of radio stations in Kasco's distribution area
what merchandising Bupport could be
made available for the client's campaign. Durando put special emphasis mi contests revolving around dogs
because ol the additional on-air promotion, point-of-sale and print publicit) such contests bring to the client.
Not all of ilic 51 stations bought on
behalf ol Kasco came up with merchandising. Some were included on
sheer weight ol undeniable top ratings which the advertiser could not
ignore, because of its need [or broad
reach. But most of them did offer
extras, and about 2> agreed to the
sought-after contests.
When D&C presented its list of stations and their proposed merchandising support to Com Products, the client was dubious that the stations
would do that much for Kasco. but
gave the go-ahead. The Corn Products sales force was notified of the upcoming radio drive, and one representative for each Kasco selling area
was assigned to work with the stations on putting oxer the merchandising program.
While it's too soon to tell exactly
how main stations came through with
the merchandising as proposed, reports are in from a large number who
have done so. The client has expressed great satisfaction at the performance, and I\e\ has been approached by representatives of the
client's other products who want to
know more about spot radio's "exin terms of their own respectivetras"bailiwicks.
D&C

places great importance on

the stations' reports as to their merchandising performance. The feeling
is that too often there is much talk
about merchandising hut it is forgotten due to the rush of day-to-dav
responsibilities. "We review carefully the station reports, and since this
usual!) is our only means of knowing
what was clone, the station which
merchandises and doesn't take the
trouble to tell us about it. is not in a
good selling position when we organize our next campaign," says \ithur.
Housewives, who do most of the
hu\ ing, were the prime target of Kasco's radio spots, hut the man of the
SPONSOR
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house often -how- an interest in thea I

-i botti to tne client and them-

dog - diet, so hi- eai also was sought Belves, who also gained publicity from
Therefore Kasco -pn. id ii- -potthe contests.
which averaged 30 pei week, all min- The "Texas Quadrangle" stations
utes throughout the broadcast day.provide a vivid illustration id how
Hie campaign covered the New Eng- radio gave Kasco plent) of extra
land -late-, western New York, Penn- mileage l"i it- money.
Ea< h of them
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

£ \T». a

Kasco

gains

extra impact
from contests

EXTRA
MILEAGE,
in the form of merchandising
support, was donated to Kasco In a large number of stations
in its lineup. Probably the most effective boosl \\a> in the
form oi dog-oriented contests, of which there were 25. Shown
above is the winner of a "Pooped Pooch*' contest run l>\
KM /. Houston. Standing behind Russell Rebel of Pipperkirk. the bedraggled canine, are his owners, Mr. and Mr-.
H. B. Edgar (center), who are flanked by (loin Productpersonnel W. F. Gill (1) and G. J. Stapleton. From the
contests Kasco gained additional on-air mention at no extra
cost, plus newspaper publicity. The stations supplied
all prize> except the product, furnished by Corn

Product-..

lllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllll

sylvania, Oklahoma, and Texa\ci ording to agencj calculation-,
the campaign delivered 1.000 adult
impressions at a cost ol 63 cents.
"\\ ith radio the \\a\ we buy it. there
i- virtually no waste circulation directed al children. " point- out hex .
The (I'M homes i- estimated at S1.02.
Number of radio homes covered:
7,900,000, or 15.893 ofU. S. coverage.

ran a "Pooped I' :h" contest wherein listeners were urged to submit pictures of their dogs looking tired, and
the one judged the most bedraggled
was the winner. Prizes, -mil as a
weekend at near-h\ resorts plus plush
kennel accommodations for the top
w inner canine, were supplied bj the
stations. Whenever the product Was
included a- a prize, Corn Produi ifurnished it.

Stations were supplied with e.t.'s ol
60- and 30-second duration. This

Coordinator of the contests, which

gave them the option to run the 30
and add live copj describing the contest, or to utilize the 60 and talk
about the contest in separate -pots at
no additional cost to Kasco. Many
stations chose the latter approach, as

were heavil) promoted on the air and
received broad newspaper coverage,
wa- Karl Fletcher, manager <>f KV •!..
Ft. Worth. Other stations participattonio:

ing: KBOX, Dallas; KONO, San \nk\l /. Houston.
^
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HOW COTY'S DREW
SETS TV MARKETING
^ Wallace
Drew,
Coty Inc.'s alert marketing
v. p.,
brings extensive tv and radio background to his job
^

He sees

for

Coty's

stepped-up
high-styled

tv and
French

W

hen Wally Drew joined Coty,
Int.. French-owned perfume and toiletries firm in 1959. as vice president
and marketing director, he brought
with him over 20 years' experience in
all phases of radio/tv advertising and
programing as well as product distribution. Since he has been with
Coty, he has seen sales rise to nearly
two times what they had been over
the past year and a half.
Drew is constantly on the lookout
for sharp promotions. While talking
l<i SPONSOR about perfumed inserts in
department store bills, he thought of
offering perfumed enclosures through
spot tv commercials, made note of it,
and probably got underway with the
project before sponsor's reporter was

spot

radio

campaigns

perfume-cosmetic

lines

down the elevator of the Coty building, 55th St., near 10th Ave., N.Y.C.
Coty, and its president Philip
Courtney, are "tv-oriented," Drew
was quick to point out. "We are always looking for new ways to exploit
broadcast media." he said.
At present, Drew is working up
some promotion ideas for tv. similar
to ones he has seen successfully produced in most of the nation's top
newspapers. With the introduction of
the Emeraude line of Coty fragrances,
Drew and his advertising department,
worked out print promotions with department stores, through which most
of Coty's distribution and sales are
handled, whereby several other manufacturers would share full-page ads

with Coty. In most cases, the accompanying advertisers were gloves, jewelry, and other women's accessories
that may be purchased on the main
floors of "prestige" department stores.
Drew would like to inaugurate a
similar type campaign through tv.
with the department stores acting as
springboards, in coordinating other
small-budget "high-priced item" advertisers to share 30- or 60-second
commercials.
In discussing cosmetics and toiletries high advertising/sales ratio, in
terms of Coty products. Drew made
the following comments:
"Those big cosmetic firms that do
their business volume through department stores work on a somewhat different a/s basis than the popular
juiced lines which are sold through
supermarkets and drugstores. The
finer companies are stuck with the expense of paying demonstration fees in
department stores, and this eats up a
big chunk of the advertising dollar."
Coty spends about 60% of its $2
million ad budget in tv, mostly in
spot. This year, however, it is
sinking a good portion of the tv budget in ABC TV daytime participations.
The Coty girl is now extinct. During the last few vears. through BBDO,
Coty's commercials have been designed to sell the product, rather than

COTY's
Drew

marketing v. p. Wally

(far right) examines the

package for Coty's new highpriced L'Or perfume ($60 the
ounce) on his recent trip to Paris.
With him are (l-r) Fernand Tourtois, dir. of research-development,
Coty, U.S.A., M. Roubert, perfumer, Coty, Paris, Marcel Pinteau, dir. technique, Coty, Paris

lean to institutional advertising, said
Drew. There have been stylized commercials, soft musical backgrounds,
and identifications with prett} girls,
such
as e\-\li-\merica
Lee
\nn
Meriweather. "The net result was to
build a new image ol Coty as a \ oong.
aggressive company, and we've had
substantial sales increases," said
Drew.
Coty lias expanded its distribution
in drug and department stores ovei
tin- |uist year. "We

don't want

Tv ads help create
high-fashion image
As

Wally

promote

Drew

points out. Coty

a high-style image

commercials

and

print and

wants

through

to

its tv

in-store displays.

Drew would like to tie in fine ladies' accessory
products with Coty cosmetics in tv spots authorized by prestige department
various markets, as has been
Coty's
women,

done

stores in
in print.

commercials now feature beautiful
soft-music, a strong accent on luxury

to

compete with less expensive lines, so

we're steering clear of dime stores
and supermarkets," said Drew.
I iir« recently made a unique trip
for a marketing director. He accompanied BBDO's associate media

di-

rector I'd Koehler on a timebuying
trip "to a number of cities where
CotJ business is below potential.
Here Drew was able to draw on the
experience of his first advertising job,
on the Penn Tobacco account at RuthraulT & Ryan, Chicago, where he made
numerous marketing field trips, acquainting himself with station personnel, market characteristics and
distribution techniques. In main ol
the markets he and Koehler visited,
thev bought short spot tv (lights of
up to 44)0-500 rating points, "establishing a chief dominance for a
period," he told SPONSOR.
"I happen to like spot tv because
of its flexibility." said Drew. "Willi
spot you can go in heavy and cut
back if need be. you can tailor your
advertising to your objectives, something you can't do with network."
said Drew.
He was

quick to compliment

the

networks, however, on their new participation buying formulas. "Until
they did this, networks were open to
complaints of smaller advertisers.
They wouldn't recognize anyone with
an under $5 million budget. If an advertiser had multi-products, he would
gel over-committed and lose flexibility .' he said.
Coty uses spot radio, but to a les-i'i extent. "Spot radio is definitelv
an area which we ought to explore,"
Drew said.
It was here that he got a bit nostalgic about "the old day s" and the
beginnings of his career.

""I wish t\ toda\ were as effective as
SPONSOR
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radio was 25 years ago in creating enthusiasm, said Drew .
I he first 10 \ car- 01 50 "I I hew 'extensive advertising career were concentrated heavily in radio advertising. When he joined Hutli i aufT Si
Ryan in 1937 on the Penn Tobacco
Co. account, he not only boughl pro-

of business ethics. '"I would like to
pay tribute to Bristol-Myers and Lee
Bristol," he said. "They gave me an
insight into how easy it is for an ethi
cal company to keep a quiz show
\t Bristol-Myers, Drew

grams and markets, but also wrote
commercials.
Between 1937 and 1941, Drew
claims he visited every town in the
U.S.. meeting station managers, news

began to

formulate
straight." his broadcast media
losophies. He sa\s of network:

phi"Gen-

erally companies with network can't
afford to hypo certain market- with
spot, but -ood network shows offei
economies

that

you

can't

gel

with

announcers and personalities, "from
these four years, I picked up a beautiful picture of radio and the effect of
advertising in selling merchandising

-pot.

and distribution." he said.
\fier a five-year stint in the \rm\.

with network l\ now. " \t that time a
lop-notch network radio program was

a- an engineer officer in both the European and Pacific theater-. Drew became assistant advertising manager of
Norwich Pharmacal Co. In February

a round 81 million a year. Now network t\ show- run between Still. (10(1

of 1948 he joined Bristol-Myers as
assistant advertising manager, then

Grey \d\. on the Mennen account.
I nion Pharmaceuticals, Whitehall

became advertising manager and production manager on fpana, \ italis,

Pharmacal, and 5-Day deodorant pad-.
I- nun there he went to < unningham &
\\ alsh in L956 on Colgate, \\ atchmakii- ol Switzerland, American Cyanainid and I'hai mai i .ill accounts.

Sal Hepatica and deodorants. He remained with Bristol-Myers until 1954
and he worked on the Break the Bank
radio and

\\ quiz

-how-.

Drew claims Bristol-Myers was "inspirational" thim
o
from a standpoint

He grew nostalgic when thinking ol
network radio in the days when he
was with Bristol-Myers, as compared

8100,000 a week," he said.
In the summer of 1954 he joined

Many of these accounts had much
-mailer budgets than Bristol-Myers
i Please turn to page IS

' JUL

'EITHER END' is the Manger Hotels coffee version of NTA's 'Open End' panel show, which features David Susskind (simulated, second from left).
The adult-level, taped spoof is designed
to attract attention in the highly competitive New York coffee market to this heavily Colombian blend

Can tv sell a new

coffee in N.Y.?

^ Manger Hotels brand is out to erack the market with
air media drive heavy on ingenuity, novelty, ereativity
^ Tv spots play with 'Open End' format, use off-heat
projection method, tie in with ads for Colombian bean
I his week, substituting ingenuit)
f<n big money, Manger Hotels coffee
sets (ml In win New Workers away
li
some 30 other brands already
drenching thai market.
\mong the components ol Mangel - -i ratagem :
• Vdult-level i\ spots taped \ La the
off-beat "live-action-still" technique,
utilizing a mock version of NTA's
Open End panel show.
• Participation
in Open
End

40

(WNTA-T\ i which began yesterday
(8 January), and in the Garrowa)
-how iWNBC-TV) starting about 1
Februarj .
• The first large-scale lie-in with
the million-dollar promotion that has
been run on lielialf of Colombian coffee, which makes up a substantial
percentage of the Manger blend.
• Spot radio exposure, using t\
commercial sound hacks pari of the
time,
via \Y\KW
and
W CBS.
lo

start sometime
around
1 February.
■"\\ ere striking a blow against
commercial tedium." says Adrian
Price. Wexton account supervisor on
Manger Hotels coffee. "In order to
open up the single most competitive
coffee market in the country, we felt
we had to develop an unusual and
noteworthj approach that would set
our brand's advertising far ahead of
the usual coffee commercials.
T\ spols for Manger coffee, formerly sold onlj in the 53-year-old chain hotel-, revolve around a three-member "panel"" and ils Susskindesque
moderator. The) are sealed in the
familiar Open /'rid setting, around a
coffee table well-stocked with coffee
cups and jugs I but there- nol a coffee bean in sight I . The actor- gesi Please turn lo page lo I
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INA'S YULE

RADIO

P.R.

^ Insurance company's annual 'Sing With Bing' buy,
brings Yuletidings to listeners and goodwill to sponsor
** Thanks for the melody9 say thousands of listener
letters from plaees in U.S., Canada, Alaska, ami Hawaii
ww

Inn the Insurance Co. "I North

Radio's
firs! bought CBS
America
Christina- I ve program, Sing nitlt
Bing, -ix years ago, it was intended
onl\ as a Yuletide greeting from the
compan) to its policy holders and
distributor agents. Instead, and
quite without intent, the jumbo-sized
Christina- salutation reverted itself
into a working public relations
stronghold for the sponsor.

The program, it was soon discovered, filled with melodious goodwil -to-al -mankind, had warmed the
hearts of thousands of holiday-spirited folks in countless homes, automobiles, intrucks making their \\a\
along WOrk-daj routes, and a variet)
of business establishments, throughout the l. >.. Maska. Hawaii, and
( .anada.
The program, which is beamed out
over 2i»> CBS stations with 56 CBC
outlets, is picked up b\ the \ oice 01
America, and the limed Forces Network, also.
The result: a Hood of letters from
listeners has washed oxer the insurance company's Philadelphia headquarters and branch offices throughout the world, as well as the network and its affiliated station-, for
main weeks after that first year, and
for the ensuing years of sponsorship,
to the just-past Christmas.
The letters share a likemindedness
in context: all sa\ "thank you' for
the musical salute to Christmas. Most
of the letters urge that the compan\
continue sponsorship of the pi ogram;
mam go into detailed description of
touching famiK scenes, listening to
the program while decorating their
Christmas tree.
\ comment from a recent Listener s
letter

puts

SPONSOR
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-

general!) expressed: "the program is
a big part of Christina- for our family, and. ""it- wonderful of you to
I he wisdom ol the Sing with Bing
sponsor it !"
bin . placed l>\ the Philadelphia office
of N. \\ . \\er for the past six years.
has been proved l>\ repeated demonstration of promotional-exploitation
"pluses. \ml as for institutional
advertising, the annual spectacular
has turned out to be a top-prestige
investment.
To the agents, the program constitutes a salute to their independence.
It also provides the basis for full-scale mailings of window display,
poster, mail-insert and on-air spot announcement material. In short, Sing
with Bing i- a ven highlj merchan-

INA's
building

Christmas

goodwill

sponsor-listener

ambassador.
rapport

for the

PAYS
dised piece of Institutional advertising.
I he compan) itself, ii- field foi i e
in the I . S. and the almosl 10,000
employees overseas, go all out to promote the broadcast. I he sponsoi
place- ads in _'_' insurance trade papers and prepares mailings to promotion men in the CBS radio -l.il I
It also supplies it- agents with
stickers, radio Bcripts, window displays and newspapei matte-.
\- an
extra touch, all mail coming
out ol
IN \ during the pre-Christm is season,
hear- a Special Sing uilli Huil; post
mark.
I he in-ui anee compan) - commei
cial message which reaches an estimated million and a half home- each
yeai I according to a stud) made two
years ago i . is strictl) soft-sell, based
on compan) growth and background
and a rundown ol the agency's wik
ing system.
From all indication-, budget permit ingand
i
if listeners have a -a\ in
the matter:, it'- likel) thai IN \ will
continue along with this mode of
spreading holida) cheer, and chalking
up compan)

Bing Crosby, whose
past six years,

'Sing

is shown

goodw ill.

w*

with Bing' program has been
here with CBS' A. H. Hayes

VIDEO
TAPE
is the shape of

QUALITY
TODAY

Hv

The tremendous impact of the tape revolution on the
creation, production and economics of TV is being
felt increasingly in all areas — from network and spot
commercials to dramatic shows and other programming, at both national and local levels. Here, on the
next page, are some of the pleasantly surprising
things you can expect when you turn to tape to shoot
your next commercials . . .

U
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6 proved ways "SCOTCH" BRAND LIVE-ACTION VIDEO TAPE
brings new quality and savings to your TV commercials!

The picture "lives" on "SCOTCH" BRAND
Video Tape . . . says to the viewer, "It's
happening right now!"" Tin- extraordinary
visual presence <>f video tape, it- real authenticity ulsounds, jinn ide a new dimension i 'I believabilitv to commercial or show.

Immediate playback in a mailer 0
seconds t**1 1- tin- producer, director, per
formers, camera crew whether this lake
is the one i" keep, in u hether a second wil
add worthwhile values of lighting, focus
pacing ami delivery. No processing wait

Tape saves days because <>l the uninterrupted work schedules it makes possible.
^
iomplete assignments in less time, then
go on h> tin- next without tin' distrai tion ol
unfinished business. It belps schedule talent,
studios, crew - efficiently.

Fast editing i- a video tape feature. Its
amazing flexibility let- you make lastminute changes. Sight or sound track- can
be erased and redone speedily. New scenes
can be inserted and complete rearrangement
of elements effected at the lasl moment.

Special effects machines used in video tape
recording make possible an unlimited selection ol elicit-. \\ ipes, match dissolves,
pixie and giant people, combination of animated cartoons and live-action people,
zooms, supers — video tape does them all.

Speeds up approvals. Clienl approval of
commercials can lie had the same da) taping
i- made! \\ lien tape i- the medium, the men
who make the client's decision can be on the
scene to give their approval when enthusiasm
i- high. No processing delay!

"Si otch" lit; \M> Video Tape has
ushered in a new T\ age! \lon^ with
audible range and instrumentation

Send
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"The

Show

is

on

Video

Tape,"

commercials, drama programs, and local "spectaculars."
Enclose 25j! in coin to cover mailing and handling
costs. Write 3M Co., Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

tape-, ii was originated and pioneered
h\ 3M. And it is through continuing
and pioneering research that 3M iknown and recognized as world leader
in the development, manufacture and
distribution of quality magnetic tapes.

for:

a new booklet ol case studies on the taping ol network
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With

this year's tv business

What

uncertain,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

are your predictions

for tv in 1961?
John W. Guider, president & gen. mgr.,
WMTW-TV, Mt. Washington, Me.
Reappraisal and reorientation will
be the themes for tv broadcasters in
1961. Networks, individual stations,
the NAB
and the trade press will
Business up
modestly in
spring, with
new highs last
four months of
1061

evaluate anew the relation of tv to
the millions it serves, and licensees
will evidence an unprecedented consciousness oftheir Public Service obligations.
Congress and the FCC will pause in
their exploratative and investigative
programs and will frame policies for
a new era in the federal regulation of
broadcasting. There will be a striking
similarity between the obligations of
the government and the voluntarj
purposes of the industry. Sec. 315
will not be repealed in 1961.
Normal programing will be given
more emphasis as against spot coverage of special events. Immediacy
of coverage will \ ield to more ordei l\
and better prepared coverage in depth.
\ll networks will produce more satisfying public affairs programs, partially because sponsors will show
greater interest in supporting them.
Pinched b) the profit squeeze between increased costs and sales resistance t" higher prices, agencies will
li\ to gel more for llieir dollar. Time
buyers will be more insistent upon,
and grateful for, relevant information
about stations, and their audiences
I nol onl) quantitath el) bul qualitativel) and l>\ economics, sex and age
identification i . < rreatei recognition
will l>e given t" television markets
as the) exist in realit) . and less relie placed on metropolitan markets
i aditionally defined l>\ the Bureau
"i < lensus "i .1- ile\ eloped years ago

by city newspapers for circulatory
statistics.

Despite over-all raised volume the

"Total Home Viewing" as directly
researched will increase in importance as the measuring standard for

strong profit ratios of '59 and '60
will be harder to come by in '61 because of rising wajzes; slightlv higher
facilities costs; higher prices on fea-

CPM instead of "Metro Ratings"
which at best were only an imperfect
ing.
means
of estimating total homes viewPrograms will show unusual improvements inthe fall schedules. Advertising will be up modestly in the
spring, will be off to an early fall
start and will hit substantial new
highs for the last four months I of the
year). Educational tv will have its
best year by a wide margin.
Some critics will continue to scream
about the failure of tv to meet its
challenge, but millions of people will
contentedly and quietly accept as a
matter of casual fact the speedy and
vivid news coverage, superior entertainment and the wide range of programs for every taste upon which
thev rel\ from dav to dav.

W. Thomas Hamilton, general
manager, WNDV Radio & Tl',
South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.
In keeping with our expanding
economy (despite a first quarter business volume easement according to
pundits and industry clairvoyants)
and population, dollar volume foi
television will increase in '61 ovei
'60 l>\ approximately 7%. This
iin reased volume will be credited
to network and local sales — national
spot nun tread water as the effects of
the recent AFTRA and SAG agreement- make themselx es fell b\ wax of
increased talent Fees lor spot commercials. \s a mallei of fact, spol
looks like it max well have rough going aughl between the squeeze oi
higher talent costs on the one hand
ami increasing competition fi "in network "flexibility" on the other. Medium-sized markets such as South
Bend-Elkharl and -mailer ones will
feel like a LO-high straight caughl between a Ihi-h ami a full house.

turespost
l
lifs and '50"s I and svndicates; and the need for upped local
promotional activities with resultant
expanded local promotion budgets.
All these will work against fat profits.
Now that all three networks are
within rating decimals of each other,
the competition for shows and sponsor dollars will be at a white-heat in
'61. This competition augurs well for
the image of the industrv with both
the public and Washington for it
should bring forth some new and exciting programing in the fields of
Medium and
small markets

will feel

squeeze: higher
station operation costs

entertainment and in documentaries,
news and public affairs.
There is a growing confidence
among networks and stations that
newr ideas and experimentation in
programing should he given more expression and exposure — with consequent increasing public and sponsor
approval for '61. Much of this new
attitude can he traced to tougher
intramural competition. Network affiliates in general have their fingers
crossed that the networks, despite the
heaviei competitive pressures of 1061
will hold the line price-wise with
agencies and advertise] s.
Because of possible diminution of
-pot revenue in '61 more persistent
cultivation of local and regional accounts will he on the upgrade particulai l\ in larger markets
and at
a ni' -t \ ig
ii- pace in the mediumsized and -mall market-.
\\ iih the big-brothet -is-watching
psychosis prevalent in the communi-
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caiicn- industry, station operatora in

look lei the national advertisers i"

'61 m ill be more direct!) at the helm
in guiding theii property's program
tare and community acth itiea in a
vein more consonant with that im-

become more particular in theii selection oi stations in various markets
and I think an importanl factor of

ponderable "in the public interest,
nrc essit) . and convenience. '
Lastly, it is mj fallible prediction
for 1 ' >c > 1 that the much-maligned
hut highl) importanl ami valuable
timebuying fraternity will pa\ more
attention to a station's image, quality
factor, over-all local service, management personnel, program and production-ability, and character standing
in a given market when making the
buying decision but will also, alas,
fall \ ictim again in a majority of ca-e>
to the "numbers'
babit.
Robert W.

their -election polic) might well be

the community image a station has
and it- adherence i" •j>m,,I broad* asl
ing policj \ ia ii- active suppoi t of
the Broadcasting ('ode.
In (In- realm <d ( ongi essional interest think
I
L961 will find all t\ stations subjected i"
ich closei
scrutiny bj nut just tin- \ ai ious got eminent agencies concerned with t\
and t\ stations ami policies, but l>\
( longress itself. I lie purposes
ami

policies of t\ stations and networks
in their public Bd \ i' e. public .ill
.ind o\ ei all |>i ograming efforts I
w ill lie cot eied to greater di ;r« than
evei
Inline b\ the governmental
bodies responsible foi bi oad< asl
I inall) . I think thai the majoi
changes in telet ision l"i 1961 will be
brought about b) the people responsible tin -ii man) changes in i\ the
u \ iewei b. \ml bo long as the) ai e
content, pleased and entei tained w ith
the great \ ai iet) of telet ision as pi ••
sented toda) . tv's pi ogram pi odui ts
w ill continue to be wel< ome guests
around a home.

^t*

Ferguson, executive v.p.

&gen. mgr. WTRF-TV, Wheeling, West Va.

One of the major happenings I look
forward to in the year 1'M>1 is an expansion of the policj the networks
started so well in l'X>0 in regard to
their presentation of more and l>etter
puhlie affairs programing. \ml the
fact thai the) have received such acclaim from all quarters I think will
definiteh encourage more blue-chip
advertisers to sponsor main of these

MORE THAN
HOURS

- LOCAL
EACH
WEEK

show-.
I also have a feeling that 1961 will
see national advertisers putting more
and more of their over-all budgets
into television in both network and
spot. This trend has increased -teadily each year and I think it will continue to be pret alent in V)(A .
I think l')()l will also bring about
some long-awaited changes in the area
of program packaging. The particular sore spot, one which I'm sure has
bothered a Dumber of station operator-, has been the continuing trend of
violence in much of llic package programs that arc distributed.
With all

programming
This is the PLUS factor thai makes
WOC-TV
more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, mine local
programming for homemakers,
for -port- fan-, for youngsters . . .
all this in addition In Mil ,
top \BC -how- ami the best of the
syndicated -how-.
These are the people that bu)
market.
Morein than
2 billion 17th
dollars
products
the nation'T\
in retail -ale- ring on the
cash regi-ter. Over 138,000
T\ home- are within the 12
counties "I \\ < •< - 1 \ - (overage area.
retailer'-

National advermore

tisers itill place
of l/icir

HIMIHN

I
f.J

H I PRIA
\..

over-all budgets
into tv

*

B

I Mm..

TRI AM KIR

\ Ii . I RJ UM S .
D D ' . <-■<
lUlph I. An.

D KlfARA

\nd to help you get the maximum
number of these dollar- WOGT\

specializes in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising \our bu) al
every level — the broker, wholesaler,
direct -ale-man.

the furor that has been

raised I

think this year will see the various
package producers make a sustained
effort to lessen the amount of violence

mx
■KM

I AM

on the programs on tv.
In the area of commercial tv I also
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key Inner a- well as
the retail outlet.

1961

k im ani>
im

W.H

'lour PGW Colonel has all the facts,
figures and other data a- well as
day by da) availabilities.
See him tod.n.

PtTIRk
l.KIHIN
WOODWARD
IN<
(X(UMW
SAIIOSA1
RlfRlNlM ATUIS
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FRESH MONEY!

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

TV BUYS
Research Triangle Park
Unleashes New Buying $
You have a new, solid reason for scheduling WPTF. The North Carolina Research Triangle Park has progressed
from "dream" to reality. Early estimates
that the Park will attract research installations employing 7,000 persons appear conservative.
FIRST to be completed was the multimillion dollar Chemstrand Research Center. Following closely will be the Research Triangle Institute headquarters,
the Dreyfus International Center for
Polymer Research, and the U. S. Forest
Service eastern regional laboratory.
MORE WILL FOLLOW. The three institutions which form the Triangle already
provide the largest concentration of research personnel in the South. (North
Carolina State at Raleigh, Duke University at Durham, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.) Now, with the
4,600 acre Park a going operation, the
future development will be substantial.
SCHEDULE WPTF ... a better buy than
ever. And don't hesitate to call if we
can help you or your Southern manager
open doors in this exciting, new segment
of our market. Our towers are practically next door to the Park and we are
intimately familiar with the area's trade
patterns and potential.

Welch Crape Juice Co., Inc., Westfield, Conn.: Schedules for its
juices and jellies begin in 17 selected major markets the end of
January. Placements are seven-eight week;- using day minutes and
20 s. with some early and late nighttime. Buyer: Shirley Weiner.
Vgencj : Richard K. Manoff, Inc.. New York.
Lever Bros. Co., New York: Its usual early year activity with day
and early and late night minutes, and some prime, being set for the
soaps and detergents. On Silver Dust, about 30 markets the middle
of the month get six week placements. Bob Bridge is the buyer at
SSC&B, New York. Dove, out of Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, New
York, renewed and added some markets early January for 52 weeks.
Whisk, BBDO, New York, also began for 52 weeks, in about 15 markets. Schedules on all were placed for 13 weeks through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, Conn.: New schedules on PeptoBismol start 16 January and run through 13 February, in about 125
markets. Buys are for prime 20"s and earl) and late night minutes,
moderate frequencies. Buyers: Jack Scanlan and Bill Watterson.
\gene\ : Benton & Bowles, New York.
Peter Paul, Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.: Campaign for its new Peter
Paul Almond Cluster candy bar begins 10 January in about 50 markets. Fringe minutes, preferably early evening, are being bought for
nine weeks. Buyer: Joe Devlin. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New A ork.
General Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Schedules for Tang
begin tliis month in about 15 markets. Moderate frequencies of prime
I.D.'s and 20"s will . run
four weeks.
"Newfor^ ork.
\ oung & Rubica

Buver: Rosier Jones.

Aszencv:

R. T. French Co., Rochester: Planning a campaign to introduce a
new product. Fixing Potato, as soon as distribution is cleared, probabl) late February. Schedules of dav minutes will be bought in
about 25 markets. Biners: Mario Kircher and Carrie Senatore.
Vgency: J. Waller Thompson Co., New York.

RADIO

BUYS

Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis: Minil Rub schedules begin
this month in aboul 20 markets. Da) minutes. 0 a.m. to 4 p.m., are
sel for I 'A weeks.

Buyer: Larrj Reynolds.

Vgencj : DCSS, New "N ork.

Maltex Co., Div. of Heublein, Inc., New York: Eight-week placements foi Maltex cereal star! tliis month. Daj minutes to reach the
housewife will be scheduled in about 10 markets. Buyer: Frances
John. Vgencj : Fletcher Richards, Calkins \ llolden. Inc.. New York.
si'onsoi;
K,
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CALORIE

CONTROL

{Continued from page 30)
raised some ears among I he Othei
brands, those thai consider them-

be< ause, in the case of Quakei and
it- man) grocer) items, chain distribution is alread) established. Wander,
which

has had Ovalline in grocer)

selves "ethical" types as compared t<»

outlets bu years, had no trouble gaining entrance for Min\ [tine.

"dairy case" types. \letrecal. Quota,
Minvitine and olhrr- among the "eth-

I he outlook for future expansion
of thi> booming new industry, ac-

icals" contain 7<! grama "I protein,
the minimum dailj adult requirement.

cording to the consensus, seems to be

"Dairy case" brands siieli as Carnation and Bow-Cal <in Chicago, handled by North) provide .">."> protein
grama. And then there are the "dog
and cat" hrands. the "off-beat odd
labels," many of which are "se\erel\
lacking in nutritional standards," according to a Chicago-based firm.
The "ethicals" so far have not mentioned the other brands, plugging
their own qualities. Metrecal's commm ials that gel closest to the weight
problem, as opposed to the Churchill
messages, are still not product advertising, according to K&E. \ typical
one. for example, features: i 1 > Hippocrates' 2,400-year-old warning that
fat men die sooner than thin ones:

tin-: Itiuht now

total market acheili-

RADIO

' Continued from p
successful

marketing strateg)

i- the

fact that -ale- continue t" -<-t new

monthl)

and yeai l\ records: nil 80

-ale- h.i\ e climbed to the point w here
it is sec cmcl < in l\ to VapoRub in the
entire Vick'a line.
Bu— ell II. Eshelman,

marketing

\ ice president for lb'-- & < lark, has

ing i with the exception of Metrecal's
network
program
and
Minvitine -

this to sa\

participations) is com filtrated chief-

though we're delighted with sales
progress, our ambition- are fai from

I) on sophisticated urban and subill ban audience-, [f expansion reaches
markets in rural and small town

about

-ale-

K-iill-:

"\l

fulfilled. Our aim is to have- nf-180
overtake -ale- leadership from thai

ana-, this bigness will balloon.
\- for Metrecal and K&E, the) are
confident that any expansion will be
in their favor. They are in the ke)

Myzon's media-marketing plans,
structured by the same close farm
market scrutiny as required foi MM

position as "grandaddy" of the industr\ at six month- and alread) identified as closely with calorie control as
Kleenex is with tissues or Milltown

of new product development duriic
old. past year. The majority of items
the
in Myzon's line are less than a yeai

with tranquilizers. "Ver) few companies are concerned with persons
when the) are -ick and when the) are

(2) a discussion of the problems of
obesity: and (3) the suggestion that

healthy," said K&E's \icholaus.
"Drug companies cater to the sick,
food companies to the health) : we

Metrecal, with a physician's approval,

serve both." The Dalton Co. will
market Metrecal. Pablum. Bib bab)

"mav be" a possible solution.
\lin\itine. like Metrecal. suggests

FARM

little blue I Vicks I jar."

aic somewhat

more

complex because

Because o| the product transition.
\Iyzon felt it necessar\ to professionalize its corporate image in the
direction of a drug producer, rathei
than a maker of feed additives. a<
(circling to Arthur I.. Decker, senior
vice president. Henri. Hurst & M
Donald, and Myzon account super-

a physician's approval — a policy
which would obviousl) tend to help
the ethical products. \nd according

juices "and other products that will
be added
upon
clinical validation.
And their choice of the Churchill
-cries looks like a winner. As an

to the Chicago source, the "'dog and

elated \BC

official put it last week.

Decker to
says.
image
fit tho changing picture,"

cat" brands are not selling very well,
despite their price which is consider-

"The series is receiving the highest
Nielsen rating for any continuous
public affairs series this season. The
last show telecast before the holiday
hiatus in the schedule received a 16.2

some shrewd and professional timebin ing. This i- the manner in which
Super Iron Plus, a new high potenc)

ably lower (~9<? as opposed to about
SI. 29) than the big-name brands.
Several food brokers contacted by
sponsor reported that the sale of
these new products has not. as some
had suspected, made am significant
changes in general grocery buying
patterns. It is hard, thev said, for a
housewife to determine how and
where she should buj less for the rest
of the family, if only one or two
members are on the diet. As a result, she buys the usual items in the
same quantities as if everyone in the
family were eating regularly.
And the brokers indicated that shelf
space, for the major brands at least,
is usually available. \\ ander's Minvitine has national distribution primarily in grocery stores but. like
Quota, has some drug distribution as
well. Metrecal is distributed in both.
and has an edge as the brand most
requested. Distribution for Minvitine
and
Quota
was
no great
problem
SPONSOR
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rating and a 27.4 share of audience
in the Nielsen 21 market ratings
damn

respectable for this kind of

\nd as K&E's
programing."

Nicholaus

put it.

"Overweight is a problem and our
product is a possible solution. If. in
a commercial, honestly written and
carefully documented, we can show
the dangers and a possible solution
we have clone our job."
It's easier to count calorics than to
keep tabs on developments in this

visor. "The sociological pattern of
farmings future is changing, and Myzon. we felt, needed a new corporate

The image-making

is backed up by

duced lastiron
spring:
injectable
for swine-, was introSeventv

percent ot the nation -

pork i- produced in tb<- Midwest,
with the heaviest concentration in
Iowa.

HH&McD

plotted the geo-

graphical target area for Myzon, and
devised a six-week -aturation media
plan for the farrowing season. High
point of the campaign was a radio
technique devised, -aid the agency, b)
Lee Bandon. audio-video director foi
HH&McD

—

an "interlocking" strat-

\oung industry. At pres-time. the
Borden Co. had just gone on \cw
^ oik area radio with spots for a new

egy, which not onl) provides ultrasaturation, but paved the wa\ for increased Myzon distribution, heav) in-

900-calorie product. The public max

store
merchandising,
and Myzon's
Iowa sales
blitz.

be dizz) with more- and more brand
names in the coming month-. A- foi
network tv's share of the boom, the

young industry i- watching Metrecal,
and waiting.
^

Here's

how

it worked:

lii-t.

tin

six-week campaign broke with semi-aturation schedules on
western

four micl-

"umbrella' stations:

\\<>\\
17

Omaha: KM A, Shenandoah: WHO,
De- Moines, and \\ MT, Cedar Rapids.
These stations provided extensive
coverage of the target area, and enhanced product prestige 1>\ the support of leading farm directors on
I hose stations. Two weeks later, another semi-saturation schedule was
begun on Keystone Broadcasting stations throughout the target area, providing grass-roots penetration at the
local level. Combined, the two campaigns continued for a month, forming "interlocking
coverage.
Of M\ /mi's total advertising budget— which has gone as high as $1.25
million — 80% is invested in radio.
"Radios flexibility fits right in with
our charting of seasonal farm marketing areas," Decker says.
A crisis bordering on disaster for
hog raisers occurred during last
spring's farrowing season, which gave
Myzon an opportunity to develop,
through radio, a public service slant
for the area. Unusually bad weather
in Iowa, unseasonal cold and heavy
snows, kept the sows and their new
litters indoors. Unable to forage
for soil-contained nutrients necessary
for normal development, the hogs and
their litters were seriously threatened
with anemia. Myzon was able to
rush new .< >|»\ to all of its radio stations, advising fanners that Supei
Iron Plus could save the litters.
For added impetus, short!) after
the start of the Iowa radio campaign. Myzon conducted a sales blitz
for Super Iron Plus. Nineteen extra
salesmen were recruited from other
territories to supplement the Iowa
area sales force in making dealer
calls. Radio station salesmen also
joined in the blitz, calling on feed
stores, farm suppl) stores, drug
stores, etc.
"Radio stations do an exceptional
job in merchandising cooperation,"
Decker said. "The small station- do
just as good a job as the big stations,'' he says, "and in some cases
belter." Decker said KI!S itself was
active in the merchandising operalion.
Myzon and Hess & Clark are 011K
two examples of how companies in
the animal health industr) use radio
to solve common marketing problem-. But broadcasters can be certain thai, w !ih the stepped-up intensity in animal health research, others
in the field will be taking tips from
thesi agj i ■ ssive mei chandisers.
^
i::

DREW

MANGER

(Continued from page 39)

(Continued from page

products so that the question of market analysis figured greatly. Mere he
had the experience of running countless tests of various types and he became familiar with the ways various
companies got their new products
launched.

tures are recorded on hundreds of

In May of 1959 he became vice
president of marketing at Cot v. Here
he had the opportunity, for the first
time, to bring together for practical
application his vast experience in
sales, advertising and marketing.
"Usually a vice president for marketing is a coordinator of product
managers. Since a product manager
must make money for the product,
the marketing director must make

10 1

still photographs transferred to tape
and run in sv nchronization with voiceover, previously taped dialogue.
"This live -stop -motion technique
provides a unique visual approach to
go with our unique copy," Price
states. "It heightens the humor bv allowing certain facial expressions and
motions to be held for varv ing lengths
of time, and holds the audience -pell\\ exton has prepared a two- and
one-minute version for showing in its
11-11:30 ' segment of Open End. The
bound.
minute spot will be seen three times
a week within the Garrowav show,

mone\ for the corporation," he ex-

along with weather check I.D.'s each
day on that program, according to
Martin B. Brucker, Wexton a.e.

plained.
"Some companies are run bv men
with narrow vision of the factors

The anticipated radio schedule will
include three spots each on the shows
of Klavan and Finch (WNEW),

which make products sell." he said,
"while some feel consumer advertising alone will sell merchandise and

Jean Michel (WNEW), and Jack
Sterling (WCBS). The tv sound track
will be used at least part of the time.
It is felt at Wexton that this addition-

don't give adequate thought to other
devices such as deals, special packaging, promotions, trade campaigns, or
in-store displays." As he puts it.
'"These men are advertising purists
who believe in low cost and good copy
and they minimize the intermediate
-le|)> role of sales force, role of merchandising and packaging forces."
"The men 1 most admire are men
\\ ho are able to appraise all these facand balance them up practical!) ."
-aid tors
Drew.
""In the last several \ears. advertising and business has become much
more serious than it ever was. agencies are working harder and producing belter copy, working more
economically," he said. "The role of
the businessman in the agenc) is becoming more important. Today the
account supervisor must be a businessman as well as a creative man,"
said Drew.
Drew enjoys his work at Coty. It
ha- afforded him trips to Europe to
gain insight into Coty's foreign operations. Cot) wa- founded in Paris
and i> still a French company. French
i- spoken in the Vs! . office i although
Drew doesn't speak fluent French)
and there is a succession of French
men and women

working here.

"' I his

enables us to gel an insight into the
foreign market,
he said.
^r

al coverage will round out the audience, and that the radio personalities
will have their share of fun with the
panel characters, thus heightening the
impact of the commercials.
In the Manger -pots, the panel
show is known as "Either End.' The
soft-sell dialogue is sprinkled with
adult-level wit. which nevertheless
manage< to emphasize the large proportion ofColombian coffee contained
in the product. One of the panel members, a marriage counselor I unmarried) -tales thai he doe- not drink
coffee. Bv the lime the commercial
draws to a close he is on his wav to
the apartment id a female panelist,
who is a divorce lawyer, to trv her
Manger Hotels coffee "hand-picked
from the peaks of the magnificent
Colombian Mules, and to see her
slides of the \nde-.
Heading up the marketing learn
which is introducing the coffee i- Bill
Mu-ei. president of Park Wenue
Foods, a wholly-owned
sidiary Though the
signed to -ell at aboul
pound. Mu-ei feels it

Manger subcodec
i- dc98 cent- per
can go over.

\- he put- it. " Americans are now
becoming coffee snobs because extensive travel has exposed them to the
differences that exist between
one
blend and another.
^
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SYNDICATION

Commercials, one-third for prime time.
and one-half for marginal time, syndication announcement- had le— cov-

(Continued from page 32)
placid in earefullv chosen lime periods— can prove as efficient a bin I I |

as marginal lime network television,
and • 12 " as am

form of spot televi-

erage and circulation, but more

effi-

cient noted impression (I'M- than
spot. The four-week total cost and
(I'M- loi noted impressions, in as-

Such favorable public reaction conv inced KM I \ that the film should be
re-telecast to rea< h a w idei audi, n
live da) - latei . a program about the
i rash called Six " hite Crosses was
aiied

in

pi ime

lime

i 8-8:30

p.m. i .

cending order of the ('I'Mweie:
"A" $59,500 at 15.41;

Attempting to place responsibilit) for
the a< i ident, Btation new-men intei
viewed members ol the police depart-

••it lit i regionally or locally. Here
K&E examined another syndication

Schedule "B," $50,
at $6.25; marginal time -pot-. $62,000 at $7.32;
and prime time -pot-. $58,400 at

ment, Safety Council officials, teenagers, parents, traffic i ourt jud
and even < it \ ( louncilmen. I be pa-

application — in major markets with
four to seven channels in which net-

$9.27.

sion."
Hut unlike network programs, svndication like spot can lie used

work campaigns bave characteristic
frequency weaknesses. Here syndication differed from spot in two important wavs: it provided programimbedded commercials and merchandising opportunities, hut required
longer commitments, usually for 26
or ")2 weeks.
There are 11 of these markets of
four-or-more tv channels: New

Schedule

trolman who investigated the acci-

"Syndicated films," the K&E stud)
summarized, "when their purchase is
carefully implemented, can prove an
efficient national or local buv as efficient a- i I i marginal network time
tv. (2i prime time spot tv, and i .'$ i
late or earl) evening spot t\.
^

Minneapolis-St. Paul. San Francisco,
St. Louis. Seattle-Tacoma, and Washington. I).C. have four.
Here K&E examined the present
nighttime network schedule of the advertiser for which this syndication

climbed
-lories. out of the death cai a half
hour before the crash

all told theii

• tnce again, public appi o\ al w as so
overwhelming, kines of the program
were sent to schools and civic groups
throughout Omaha, Lincoln, and Nebra-ka Citv along with a newscast
er w ho filled in details.

KMTV

York

and I.os Angeles have seven, and Chicago. Detroit. Dallas. Milwaukee.

dead,

dent, the doctol who examined the
a L9 -veal-old
bo)
who
had

(Continued from page 35)
Before the news period was over
phone calls poured in. praising the
station for its courage in showing the
film. A repeal on the ID p.m. news
brought hundreds of additional such
calls.

Today,
with
the
tragedy
two
month- behind, requests for the film
are -till coming in. Further proof of
il- powerful message i- that the Omaha Safet) < ouncil has submitted Six
II hite Crosses for a National Safet)
Award.
^

Stud) was prepared. It found no significant difference between these 11
markets and the rest in coverage 'all
about 93% in h>ur weeks I. but

discovered a l.'V, lag in frequency

of average commercial minutes in
lhes< 11 markets. Thereupon K&E

askeil this: How

do Schedules "\

or "B'* compare with prime or
marginal spot schedules in providing
the added frequency needed in these
11 markets?
At first, any of the added local
schedules seemed to correct the weak
Bess I the 11 markets. In decreasing
order, network plus one local schedule raised frequency in those markets
as follows: prime time spot. 7.(): marginal time spot. 7.7: Schedule "A,"
7.6. and Schedule
"B." 7.2.
But then KiiE asked whether the
relative noting of commercials differed between program -embedded
Syndication announcements and nonembedded spots. Its conclusion was
this: "Syndicated film- prove to be
more efficient than anv form of spot
television in providing additional
weight of conscious impressions in
the 11-market area." Allowing twothirds noting for program-embedded
SPONSOR
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For that

NEW

IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961
New York
Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00. Non-members S3. 00

Age limit— over 18

Under the banner of The Advertising Council

Xhe seeds
£ 1

ui nupe are sown
o f,

by many hands

1*7**%

"We cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand fibers connect
us with our fellow-men ; and along those sympathetic threads,
our actions run as causes, and they come back to us —Melville
as effects."

Take a look at the facing page.

hearts and minds of the free people of this country.

What you see are some fairly familiar symbols

Onlv a few of these causes called for money.

of some pretty important public service causes —
notices that catch your eye almost every time you

None of them had an axe to grind. Created in an

stop, look, or listen these days.
What you won't see though is the effect these
campaigns have had on a lot of people.
Start with the heads of business firms who
contributed the money, advice and advertising
support needed to make this work of The Advertising Council possible. Add to these the volunteers
in advertising agencies whose gifts of time and
talent brought these messages to life.
Their creative efforts in turn inspired still other
people who run our magazines anil newspapers,
radio and TV stations, outdoor and transit advertising companies to contribute >iSi,ooo,ooo
worth of free space and time during the past twelve
months alone to bring these meaningful messages
home to you.
These

seeds

were

sown

in fertile ground — the

atmosphere of voluntary cooperation, they inspired confidence in individual action. And they
won your support.
As a result, ours is a stronger country, a freer
country, a safer country.
Thanks to your response, classrooms grew where
there had been none before. More kids went to
college. Untold forest fires went unlit, and many
people riding the highways owe their lives to the
safety program.
You saved your money through buying Savings
Bonds, and strengthened the cause of freedom
through getting out the vote and sending aid
abroad.
For these reasons business, advertising and
media — as the private voice of public conscience
— believe in furthering these public service causes
through The Advertising Council.
-roN-oi;
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If you would like to know more about this work, this
magazine suggests you write to The Advertising
Council for a free booklet, 25 West 45th Street,
New York 36, New York.

The space Jor this message is donated by this publication in cooperation tcilh The Advertising Council.
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS

The Advertising Federation, with
the help of the Advertising Assn.
of the West, is readying a campaign

& IDEA

to clarify its purpose to the trade.
The team will put to work a five-ad
series — Advertising Speaks for Itself
—in the trade press.
The ad series was prepared by

WRAP-UP

Bozell & Jacobs under the supervision
of Donald D. Hoover, head of Eastern
BUYING
GUIDANCE
Betty Frank, hostess of WLIB, New York, 'At Home Show,' discusses
services of the New York City Department of Markets with Commissioner of Markets Anthony
Masciarelli.
The discussion
covered
guidance
in selecting, purchasing
and preparing
foods

operations.
Campaigns:
• General Mills to introduce its
new recipe service. Butterfudge Favorites, via net tv shows, nighttime
and daytime. Agene.) : Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
• Wish-Bone Italian Dressing
will use tv in its newest and most extensive campaign. The bulk of the
ad money will go to print: five major
consumer magazines. Agency: Edward H. Weiss. Chicago.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Rich-

PITCHING in at WWDC's annual Christmas party at D.C. Village District Home of the Aged,
is Ruth Rea, Miss Washington of I960. WWDC presented cash Christmas gifts to the home
and

its residents

on

behalf

of listeners

who

responded

to the station's

Christmas

Fund

plea

WQAM,

Miami, disk jockey Don Armstrong

was co-sponsor of the U.S. Marine Corps. Reserve's annual Toys for Tots dance at Hialeah
Municipal Auditorium. Over 1,500 toys were
collected as admission for needy Miami kids

SPONSOR
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ard K. Baiter, merchandising manager, Pepsodenl division, Lever Bros.,
ele< ted mat keting \ .p., Pepsodenl di\ ision.

AGENCIES
Ted

Bates lias been

to Edward II. Weiss, ( hicago . . .
Pulse, Inc., to Henrj J. Kaufman,
\\ ashington, I). C. . . . Standard Oil,
New Jersey, to Needham, Louis &
Brorb)
For institutional advertising
i SI million i . . . Stei ling National
K.I Ilk &

I I II -t ( i Hi 1 1 i.l II \ i if New

tn \ an Brum
added

to

Scott Paper's stable of agencies,
non adding up to six.
Bates gets W aldori tissue and a
long-term project for new product development.
tne oilier five: JW I': Compton,
Ketchum, Mad. cud & Grove and Ehrlich, Neuwirth & Sobo and Albert
Frank-Guenther 1 aw.

Agency appointments: Care) Salt,
Hutchinson. Kansas, to Lowe Runkle. Oklahoma Cit) . . . Lever, its "all"
products, to Sullivan, Stauffer, ("olwell «X: Bayles, and its Swan Liquid
to BBDO. Both accounts from Needham. Louis X Brorb) . . . Borg-Warner, Spring division, Bellwood, III..

^ m k.

. . . < Jrove Laboratoi

ies, two new products, t" Cohen «JC
ilesbire . . . Golden Dipt Manufacturing, St. Louis, tn S. E. Zubrow,
Philadelphia.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Sig
Rehbock, from Rehbock Advertising t<> client service group, executive
staff, Rose-Martin . . . Bernard Levine from research-project director,
Grey, to research group supervisor,
Gardner . . . M. Peter Franceschi
from I'ciotc. ("one \ lieldin^ to administrative coordinator, and Charles
Reikis. McCann-Erickson, to senior
l\ producer, radio t\ department,
both at l)'\rc\. New

i ork Cit) . . .

V. E. Carr to associate cop) chief.
Ronald II. Oakland tn assistant t\

radio

director,

and

James

I*. (,r%-

in\ r I

|'\ i hief, .ill at kim\ Reeves,

Minneapolis . . . K. L. "Larry"
Deckinger, Grej - direi t"i ol media
strategy . named i bail man "I \ I! I appraisal panel . . . irno II. John
son, JW I v.p. and senioi economist
named
\KI
membership i ommittei
head . . . Mai Ochs from media plan
mi . Grey,

New

^ <n k. Iii nrdia

direi

tor, BBD( I, Minneapolis.

The] were elected: Robert F.
Friedmann, pres., Parsons, Friedmaiin Si Central, Boston . . . Harrj
('.. Groome, Jr., v.p. and associate
managing director, plans and marketing department, Philadelphia office,
Y \\. \m : . . . Robert P. Engelke,
\ .p. ami associate media directoi . red
Bates . . . E. Bradford Bening,
executive v.p., Bauer X fripp, Philadelphia .. . Neal O'Connor, \.|>. in
connection with New York Service,
N. \\ . \\ei . . . \. T. Garrabrant,
James W. Green, Frank Westbrook, and Arnold K. Reisinger,
all v.p.'s, at Ninth Advertising . . .
Thomas Blosl, v.p., Botsford, Con-

WINNERS of KDKA's Big K Birthday House, Mr. & Mrs. Fred
Hohnadel pawn their baby off for a few hours on d.j. Bob Tracey
before

making

a ground

tour of their

new

$18,500

Pittsburgh

home

MERGING of Klaeger Film Productions into Transfilm-Caravel brings
together again William Miesegaes (left), president of T-C, and Robert H. Klaeger.
SPONSOR

Klaeger was a T-C exec before forming his own firm
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ON CIGAR SCENE — TvB's president Norman Cash, telling the annual
meeting of the Cigar Institute of America-Cigar Manufactuer's Assn.,
in Atlantic City why tv is ideal medium for selling men's products
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stantine & Gardner, Seattle . . . John
W. Connor, \.|>.. Knox Reeves.

New offices: Ihe K mm

TV STATIONS
Cunningham & Walsh's Dr. Richard H. Baxter, speaking before a
panel session of the Speech Assn.
of America in St. Louis, deplored
the lack of co-ordination between
the current three major tv audience profile studies.

ill Com-

any. in New York City, at 1 Rockefeller Plaza, after 1 February. Temporary headquarters, tins month. 10
Rockefeller Plaza. Bruce W. Jones.
company v.p. and plans board chairman, to head metro office . . . Bozell
& Jacobs, in New York City, at 230
Park Avenue, after 1(> January.

His thinking: "the "audience profile" studies are too often treated as
separate, without being brought into

theHisfocus
of their inter-relationship."
recommendation:
a synthesis of
these three studies:
• Tune-in numbers: audience response both during and after exposure to a given program.
• Audience composition: audience
description in terms of age, education,
income, ownership and other facts
about audience members.
• Quality of audience: audience
characteristics in terms of psychoiables. logical variables and information varBaxter also described the need for
expansion in all three types.

WWTV-AREA

The mechanics of TvB's latest effort to spur advertising, will be
unveiled in the Midwest this

FAMILIES

BUY 54% MORE FOOD

Meek, at two showings in Chicago.
Details of the campaign. The Progress ofDiscontent, is slated for showing, first, on the 13th to advertisers
and agencies. The next day, before
the annual banquet of the National

THAN NORTH DAKOTA!

Appliance and Radio-Televison Dealers, TvB's Norman Cash, and the Bureau's v.p. and general manager.
George G. Huntington, will make the
presentations.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Robert L. Simmons from sales execu-

WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, alone serves an
area with 54% more food sales than the entire state
of North Dakota*.
WWTV is the undisputed leader in Northern
Lower Michigan television, delivering more homes
than Station B in 433 of 450 competitive quarter
hours surveyed, 8 a.m. -Midnight, Sunday through
Saturday (NSI, Cadillac-Traverse City — June 6July 3, 1960). To match WWTV's 36-county
coverage you would have to use 13 daily newspapers or 16 radio stations.

WWTV ho. dally circulation.
daytime and nighttime, in 36
Michigan caunllai (NCS No 31

WHO- . V —
WHO
WJEF

RADIO —
RADIO —

WJET-FM
WWTV
KOLN

GRAND

—

—

RAPIDSKALAMAZOO

KALAMAZOO-BATUE
GRAND

GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE

TV —

LINCOLN,

CREEK

RAPIDS

CITY

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having! If you want it
all, give us a call!
*WWTV-area food sales are $219 million compared to $133.9
million for North Dakota. (Source: SRDS, October 15, 1960)

sales manager. WHCT. Hartford.
Conn., to sales manager. WNBF-TV.
Binghamton, N. Y. . . . Don W.
Peters from operating superintendent. Northeast Nebraska Telephone,
to sales staff. KTIV. Sioux City, Iowa
. . . John Conomikes from account
executive to local sales manager,
WTAE, Pittsburgh ... Hal Fisher
In director of public affairs department, WBBM-TV, Chicago . . . Neal
Edwards, manager KXAB-TV. Aberdeen, named v.p. North Dakota
Broadcasting . . . Edwin W. Pfeiffer. from sales manager
to station

manager,

NEBRASKA

316,000

WATTS
Officially

•

CHANNEL

13

Authorliad
for
Serving
Northern

Aver/ Knode/, Inc , Exclusive

•

I3«3

TOWER

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
lower Michigan

WGR-TV,

Buffalo, N. Y.

. . . Art Howard from account executive, to assistant sales manager,

WWTV
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tive. Klectra Teleproductions. Baltimore, to account executive. WJZ-TV.
that citv . . . Keith G. Dare from

and Karl Eklund from account executive, to national sales service manager, both at KTNT-TV,
\\ ashington.
•

CBS

and

Tar. una.

ABC

CITY

National RepreienfofiVel

They were elected
v.p.'s: C. P.
Persons. Jr., to executive, and \\ ilI Please turn to page 60 I
STONSOH
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
9 JANUARY

1961
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Time must pass and dust must settle before it will be possible to assess tbe significance of tbe Dean Lanriis report and bis appointment as temporary White House
aide on reforming the Federal regulatory agencies.
Relatively certain, even if none of the recommendations are ever carried out, are some
changes on the Washington regulatory scene. The FCC and FTC were never pushed into
changes by new laws, but both were "influenced" by the Harris subcommittee spotlight to
make sweeping changes.
The FCC has been tightening controls over broadcasting gradually but surely for many
months. The FTC undertook a crusade with respect to advertising. While the Landis report
is not to be compared for impact with the Harris hearings, it may also have its repercussions.
Unnoticed by the report's charges of delays, red tape and frustrations in FCC procedures
have been efforts by chairman Frederick Ford to clean up this situation. Ford appointed an
expediter to get after matters which have been awaiting decision for unduly long periods of
time. In many other ways, he has tried to clear up delays in his agency.
Efforts along these lines will undoubtedly multiply as an indirect result of the report. In
another direction, more care will probably be exerted to avoid even the appearance of influence by the industry and particularly by the networks. So it may be more difficult for
broadcasters to find sympathetic ears over at the FCC.
In a year-end statement, Ford said he would ask Congress for power to reorganize the
commission. Specificallv, he would set up panels of Commissioners to make decisions
instead of having all cases decided by all commissioners. He would also adopt a "summary judgment" procedure, with both changes aimed at speeding up processes and indirectly
answering Landis report criticisms.

The naming

of Dean Landis to the temporary

job of overseeing administration

efforts to revamp the regulatory agencies could lead to tbe setting up of a Congressional group of a similar nature.
The staff of the expiring Legislative Oversight subcommittee recommended creating such
a group. Prospect of Landis doing his projected job from the White House will lend urgency.
The lawmakers think of the agencies as "arms of Congress." and fear control by tbe legislative
branch.
Quite apart from the Landis report, the die is cast for strong administration pressure for "rough" regulation.
The prospect of two sets of eyes vying with each other for discovery of the most
irregularities or laxities in regulation could be frightening.
If the appointments as FTC and FCC commissioners are of men outside of present speculation, itmight be necessary to reserve judgment while they familiarize themselves with the
problems over which they are to assume jurisdiction.
On the other hand, for instance, if the FCC seat should so to \ick Zapple or to Kenneth
Cox, the die will be cast in the Landis report direction.
Zapple is counsel for the Sen
ate Commerce communications subcommittee, and is the eyes, ears and expert knowledgi
that group. Cox conducted probes and hearings for the same subcommittee.
Under either man, assuming that the new appointee will also be named chairman i though
Bartley could still move up), the FCC would regulate more vigorously than the broadcasting industry would wish.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film

• Syndication

• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
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The need for an up-to-date primer of syndication essentials from the viewpoint
of the national tv user has finally been met by a recent Kenyon & Eckhardt study.
A special presentation (see p. 30, this issue) found that syndication's cost compared favorably either nationally or locally with other media when properly used.
Syndication had a heavy cost advantage over spot announcements because its program
embedded commercials enjoyed a much higher degree of conscious noting.
Costs-per-thousand for noted impressions in a national campaign were projected at $5.44
to $6.43 for syndication (depending on time cleared), $6.31 for marginal time network programing, $8.30 for Class "AA" spots, and $6.69 for late night spot schedules.
User locally, syndication again had advantages over spot; it was especially efficient as
an additive to correct the frequency weakness of network programing in those 11
markets with four or more channels: in these problem markets syndication delivered thousands of noted impressions at $5.41 to $6.25 (depending on time again), while prime time
spots cost $9.27 and marginal time spots were $7.32.
K&E's scrutiny was fixed on clearing good time periods in order to reach large audiences;
loyalty to a specific show was not a factor in its study.
The agency made two projections of syndication costs: one based on any of the three best
syndication time periods in the markets studied, and the other based on a better-than-average
but not top time period.
Cost efficiency was found to be remarkable
good in better-than-average time slots.

in the best time periods and very

The two men behind the study were K&E's associate media director v.p. Marvin Antonowsky and radio/tv director v.p. James S. Bealle.

ITC is tapping the foreign language tv film market within the U. S.
Six Spanish-dubbed film series have been sold to KCOR-TV,
ish-speaking viewers on both sides of the border.

San Antonio, to reach Span-

A package of 78 episodes from Susie, Ramar, Hawkeye, Monte Cristo, Charlie Chan, and
Cannonball begin telecast this month.

The advance November ARB reports are always carefully watched by syndicators with new programs starting their air cycles.
It was noted in the research department of CBS Films that its Brothers Brannagan series
managed to score 14 time period firsts in the reports: in Atlanta, Baton Rouge, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Green Bay. Jacksonville, Johnstown, Mobile, New York, Norfolk, Oklahoma
City, Portland (Me.), Providence and Roanoke.

Some

syndication insiders feel an upturn in film business is in sight.

Quipped one: "For the past two years business was always actually worse than it seeme
it was going to be, and now that everyone's ready for the worst it may turn out to be surprisingly
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Observed another: "Tke money is around and enough of it. The only question is, how do
\ mi prod it loose?"
good."
SPONSOR
9 JANUARY
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continued

j^
CltS Films came
station sales.

oul better in I °(>0 than in L959 and ii did it the hard way:

Despite the failure of Conoco and Carting's to renew their respective big regionals, the
distributor stepped up its local, station, and regional sales efforts on shows such at
Deputy Dawg, Rrothers Brannagan, and Heckle & Jeckle.
An active end-of-year sales period is largely responsible for sales manager Jim Victory's
bullish attitude: December was 60 per cent ahead and the foarth quarter was 18 per
cent ahead, compared to 1959.
In l()()l CBS Films will have several new syndicated shows plus a number of off-network
reruns for syndication distribution, but has no plans for getting into feature film distribution
— as other network syndication arms have done.
Syndicators have always kept this ace up their sleeves for a time of income troubles: the fast-selling ultra-low budget show.
Shows produced for as little as $10,000 an episode and sometimes closer to $5,000 per
half hour have repeatedly been brought out of the bag for quick profits.
The three chief program areas lending themselves to this type of treatment are sports,
documentary, and music.
Production is done on a shoestring budget and sometimes — as in the case of documentaries using stock footage or brokered footage — there's hardlv any original production at all.
In sports, famous athletes are used as personalities or perform in staged competitions out
of season, often for prizes.
In music a veryr neat trick of some seasons ago was producing 39 half-hours of musical
numbers by a famous band and then reshuffling the numbers with a minimum of extra production for a new second vear.

Tape producers are continuing their facilities boom.
National Video Tape Productions, a part of Sports Network, Inc., is the latest of the tape
producers to open a tape facility in midtown New York.

The old complaint that Hollywood's traditional production techniques are
more expensive than New York's tv-designed methods has come up again in commercials.
One report has it that commercials for a coast-based client couldn't be made as cheaply
there as in New York.
If true, the report smacks of Hollywood's initial cost problem of a decade ago: many
Hollywood projections then Avere that film could never be produced cheaply enough to meet tv's
budget requirements for programing.
Only those producers who streamlined budgets by producing for home screens instead of
theater screens solved the cost problem.

Sehwerin has found a number

of advantages in its studies of cast commercials —

but also posts a list of important "ifs."
Cast commercials, Sehwerin studies have found, are economical, have a pre-established
performer around whom commercials can be tailored, and provide a change of pace from
straight sell commercials.
But, Sehwerin warns: familiar personalities are not always the most persuasi\< •:
well-known actor is not always a well-liked one; personalities must exert influence, not
just be present, in commercials, and finally, even a star needs a copy story to work with.
SPONSOR
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

Reports are that WNTA-TV, Newark, and a group interested in converting the
station into an educational model are not far from a deal.
Linked into the proposed undertaking is New York's cultural Lincoln Center.
Price being asked by Eli Landau is $4,750,000, but, according to the same reports,
there'll probably be a meeting of minds at $4.5 million.
There's one negotiating area where a package must be all wrapped up and
pretty dead set for agreement and that's the merge of a couple rep firms.
If word of such a negotiation starts bouncing around, the stations involved will ask questions and if the deal doesn't come off it can prove very embarrassing
ating parties: a stationman doesn't like to feel he hadn't been consulted.

to both negoti-

Few, if any, veterans in the ad business can make this claim : of having worked
with J. Walter Thompson, the founder, in a client capacity.
One who had is Maurice Needham, 71-year-old NL&B board chairman.
When Needham was 25 years old he was ad manager of Nash Motors in Kenosha,
Wis.
The company was then a JWT client and JWT
sessions from time to time.

himself participated in the planning

Compton can now lay claim to having more board of director members
any other agency in the business, namely, 17.
move

than

The board "packing" has evoked this joshing prediction on Madison Avenue: the next
will be to appoint an executive committee, which will take the power of ultimate

decision out of the board's hands; then there'll be a couple of executive v.p.'s, one of
them on administration; after that the agency will be able to start on its upper echelon
building all over again.
Do you know

what was the shortest signal switch in network history?

It happened back in the early '30s and involved an agency executive who also had a
knack for barking like a dog which made him a natural for the agency's dog food account.
The
York on
quickly
what was

client's show originated out of Chicago and this agencyman had occasion to visit New
business. Hence the billboard and the closing had to be each switched twice
up and back just to get in those four trademark barks. He also had to join
then AFRA.

Like Washington, McCann-Erickson's gone on an accent-on-youth kick.
It appears that come the next two years a horde of "bright young men" will bave
replaced many of the upper-echelon oldtimers. with these having been nudged into taking the 55-year-old retirement option.
One end result: it wasn't so long ago that Marion Harper was under the average
brass age. but in the intended reshuffle he could come out as over the average.
Perhaps it hasn't occurred to the tv networks but there's a hard money residue
value in the public affairs programs that air piling up in their libraries.
These binaries will replace the feature newsreels mmpanies of the past as a source ol
reference material for the '50s. '60s and thereon.
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On The Gulf Coast

ONE
Takes the Measure

WKRGTV
CHANNEL

5 MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative,
or C. P. Persons. Jr., General Manager
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WRAP-UP
{Continued from page 54)
Ham Hearin, at WKRG-TV, Inc., St.
Louis-Mobile, Ala. . . . Jacques Biraben, Martin S. Fliesler, and

NEWS
will have a

NEW DIMENSION
soon in

SPONSOR

George R. Jeneson, at \\ OR division, RKO General.
Happy birthday:
WBZ-TV, Bos
ton, air personality. Bob Emery,
celebrating 40 years in broadcasting.

RADIO
KDAY,

STATIONS

Los Angeles, is the latest

station to challenge the NAB's
discouragement of liquor advertising on the air.
The campaign KDAY's running in
this area: Kahula coffee liqueur.
KDAY expressed attitude: if a station is willing to take beer and wine
ing.
spots it shouldn't show discrimination
against liqueur and cordial advertisThe last uproar in the industry over

WATCH

FOR IT!

liquor advertising was when a Massachusetts radio station put on a vodka brand.
Ideas at work:
• KDKA, Pittsburgh, gave away
a house valued at $18,500, complete
with $15,000 worth of furnishings, in
its recent Big K Birthday House contest. To compete in the contest, which
drew some 50.000 entries, listeners
were asked to identify a "sound charade."' adifferent one each week, for
an eight week period, and to complete
a 25-word statement on why they
would like to live in the Big K Birthday House. Weekly winners received
appliance starter sets.
• WINS, New York City, gave a
new sponsor product a fanfare introilur lion to area listeners by tieing in
a two-week contest around the product name. Listeners were asked to
submil "persuasive" letters of 110
words or less extolling the merits of
the product, Persuade, a new suede
cleaner, and to tell win it should be
used. To the writer of the most persuasive letter, went the firsl prize of
an RCA color l\ set and to five runners-up, transistor radios.
\jnong the Christmas ideas al
work:
• KALI.. Salt Lake City, stimulated a liit of house-decorating competi-
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tion among its area listeners during
the just past Yule season by offering
lavish prizes like a mink stole, a hi-fi
set, and cash, for the most unusual
Christmas motif decorated homes.
The gimmick: the station's call letters
had to be included in the decor. Sample: KALL for Christmas cheer.
• WISH, Indianapolis, cleared its
programing hours. Christmas Day,
from 9 a.m. to six p.m., to make way
for the presentation of a WISH Carol
Christmas Card. Eighteen of Indianapolis' outstanding choirs and choruses performed for one-half hour
each, during this time. Onl\ four
minutes per hour were set aside for
commercial time. The program was
sponsored b\ the Turner Oil Com• WMFJ, Daytona Beach. Fla.,
pany. |iast ^ ule. turned its altruistic
this
thoughts to remedx ing the fact that
area folks (some of them, anyway)
had never even seen a real snowman.
The station ran a special Christmas
contest writh the prize offer: a real
snowman! The idea: listeners were
asked to send along letters telling win
the\ would like to have a snowman in
their own yard. To the home of the
writer of the most original letter a
snowman building crew (station personalities) was dispatched, who proceeded tobuild, from ice furnished In
a local ice company, a 6-foot snowman.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Pierre
Willis. Jr., to WRIM. Pahokee. Fla..
as general manager and program director .. . Don Waterman from executive v. p.. Bob Dore Associates, to
sales department. \\ NBC radio. New
York City . . . William J. Page to
WW Ok. Charlotte. N. C. as station
manager and assistant to the general
manager . . . Edward J. Peters from
salesman
to local
sales
manager,
WMBD. Peoria. Ill
William Joe
Crews to manager, KFS \. Fort
Smith. Arkansas, and Glyn Wilson
to sales staff, thai station . . . Mien
Dunn to manager, KOLO, Reno, Nevada . . . John \ ath from manage)
W"\YI.. New Orleans, to manager,
\\s\H . \ru Orleans . . . William
Dean from operations manager,
WWL-TV, New Oilcan-, to manager,
WWL, thai eii\ . . . Carl Vndersen
from -ales manager. Farmaster Products, Shenandoah. Iowa. I<> sales staff.

KM \. thai ' in
-ri>\sii|;

. . . Rill Sawvers
() JANUARY
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From station manager, KBIQ, I.. V. in
Bales department, KPOL and KPOL-

.in-

I'M. L.A. . . . Ted Court promoted

piece.

to local sales manager. \\ l.l.T. RichiiioikI, Va.
Station

acquisition:

KIIKH

\M

FM, L.A., bought b) The tnternational Church of the Foursquare Gospel
from Trans-American
Broadcasting.
Sale price: 81.5 million cash.
Sport note: WGN Radio, Chicago,
broadcast sponsorship in the Chicago
Cubs games lias been renewed l>\ the
Oak Park Federal Savings and Loan
\— n.

Thisa 'n' data: WCAX, Burlington,
\ (.. reports thai lor the first time in
Vermont broadcasting, the hulk of its
sports programs has heen completer)
sold out for a whole year . . . WNEW .
New York City, program director.
Mark Olds, participated in Tv and
Radio Advertising Club of Philadelphia seminar on Radio Programing
Today and in the Future. 5 Januan .

also

charted

iii the

-pot medium, From among the
(..in media oi these lai gesl advei h-

promotion

• i-

net

l\ . -| n >t l\ . lieu Bpapei - and

magazines

REPRESENTATIVES

has i limbed from fourth

placeinin1959.
L956 to a i lose ra< e l"i
on.l

T\ \K*> Larr) II. Israel foresees
l°<(>l as a peak year for spot t\
hillings.

Blair, now

in II cities, will ex-

pand its facilities in \tlaiita to include television) mi«l February.
II. \\ . Maid . who for the pasl

His prediction: "despite increasing
competition From othei media in the
coming year, more advertisers will be

three years has heen account execu
tive in Blair's Dallas office, is being

using more spol t\ ."
Israel liases \\\- optimism on T\ \l! *s

all-time high national spot t\ billing
tab for L960.

transferred
to head
up the i ompany's
new t\ facilities
in Atlanta.

\ccording to the company s \.p.
and general manager, all five of the

Maier'sposl at Da Ila- has heen filled
through the addition of Jack \ .in

\\ estinghouse

Volkenhurg. Jr. He's from the L.A.
office at CBS Spot Sales.
Van Volkenhurg will report t"

stations, which

lhe\

rep. chalked up a substantial increase,
last \ear.

Steve Beard, director of Blair Television sales in the southwest.

Bolstering also the trend toward
spot tv, is Petry's study. Trends
in the Selection of Media by the

Rep

Top 100 Advertisers — 19561959, which reports that spot tv
expenditures increased 71%
since 1956.
According

to

Petry's

report,

appointments: K.SBW . Salinas. KINGS, Hanford. and KVEC,

San Luis Obispo, all California, to
H-R, from Daren F. McGavren, Inc.
. . . KWJJ, Portland. Ore., to 'Corbet, Allen & Crane . . KMSP- 1 \ .

the

NETWORKS
Net tv sales: ABO TVs Championship College Basketball sponsored by
General Mills I Knox Reeves), and
Bristol- Myers (Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Sheufield I . . . Cracker Jack
(Burnett), sponsorship in NBC's The
Shari Lewis Show . . . Gold Seal
I Campbell-Mithun > alternate-week
quarter-hours in NBC's The Priee Is
Right and Here's Hollywood . . . Dow
Chemical I Norman. Craig \ K.ummel I . alternate week quarter-hours in
NBC's From These Roots. Here's
Hollywood, and True Story.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: James
\\ . Dodd from international -ales coordinator. Screen Oems. to manager,
sales administration. NBC International Enterprises . . . Frank Rogier,
from sales manager. Thermo Fax
Sales, subsidiary of Minnesota Mining. St. Paul, to general sales manager. Mutual Radio network.

NO,

THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"

(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

JUST
Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales

KNOE-TV
According
to March
9 a.m. to midnight,

ABC

TV's latest gimmick mailing: Small magnifying glass mounted in folder bearing suggestion Take
a closer look at television today. The
net's efficiency figures I Nielsen data)
SPONSOR

9 .mm \in

I'X.l

progressive North

LOOK AT THIS
1,520,100
423,600
Income
$1,761,169,000
$ 300.486,000

AVERAGES
1960
ARB
we
7 days a week.

KNOE-TV

South

Arkansas,

MARKET
DATA
Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

$ 40,355.000
$ 299,539.000
$ 148.789,000
SI 286, 255.000

79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
average

Channel
8
Monroe, Louisiana

Photo: Atrial ri, ■

Louisiana,

79.1 °'o

share

CBS
A James

of
•

A.

audience

from

ABC
Noe Station

Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

rado, Aikantat, located in the rich oil area.
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Minneapolis-St. Paul: WEAU-TV,
Eau Claire, Wise: WLOF-TV, Orlando. Fla.: and KGUN-TV, Tucson,
\ii/.. all to Young-TV fur national
representation . . . WEAQ, Eau
Claire, \\ isc. to Radio T.Y. Representatives.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Byron
E. Goodell, NBC TV Spot Sales
staffer, appointed Eastern division
sales manager for tv, that firm . . .
William K. Burton from account executive. National Advertising, subsidiary of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, to manager, Detroit office.
Robert E. Eastman. He replaces
Frank L. Boyle who moves from
there to assume major agency sales
responsibilities in the New York office, next month . . . William F.
MacCrystall, H-R, tv sales head, appointed manager of the H-R L.A. office, succeeding retiring Harold
Lindley . . . Richard A. Leader
from general sales manager. KWIZ.
Santa Ana, Calif., to senior account
executive. H-R. radio sales . . . Marvin D. Melnikoff, from director of
research and editorial staffer. Televi-

sion Magazine, to director of marketing and research. Weed.

FILM
New

attention paid to commercials and commercials campaigns
in 1961 is expected to lead to
heavier use of photo-script monitoring services.
U. S. Tele-Service Corp., for
one, reports that its storyboards of
tv commercials taken off the air for
clients increased 350 per cent in 1960
over 1959.
A heavy increase again was anticipated again in 1961, largely from
clients who wish to be informed of
what their competitors are doing as
well as what is being done in commercials inunrelated fields, explained
president Henry L. Sondheim.
Sales: Seven Arts Associated's Warner Bros. Films of the '5(fs to WCAUTV. Philadelphia: WROC-TV. Rochester; WTVJ, Miami; WLOS-TV.
Asheville; KLFY-TV, Lafayette, and
KM J -TV, Fresno ... CBS Newsfilm

added 38 new subscribers in 1960,
including six newly licensed Canadian
stations— CFCN-TV. Calgary; CJCHTV, Halifax: CFCF-TV. Montreal;
CFTO-TV. Toronto: CHAN-TV. Vancouver. and CJAY-TV, Winnipeg —
the new West German network, Freies
Fernsehen; the third Japanese network. Fuji: stations in Bermuda,
Bucharest, Cairo. Damascus, Mexico
City, Montivideo; Panama, and Rhodesia, and these domestic subscribers:
WRDW-TV. Augusta: WJW-TV,
Cleveland; KID-TV. Idaho Falls;
KRCG-TV, Jefferson Citv; WBIR-TV.
Knoxville; KOLN-TV. Lincoln : WITITV. Milwaukee; KNOE-TV. Monroe;
WTAR-TV, Norfolk; WJKG-TV,
Panama City; KOLO-TV. Reno:
WHEC-TV. Rochester, N.Y.; WREXTV, Rockford; KXTV. Sacramento;
WHYN-TV, Springfield. Mass.;
WFLA-TV, Tampa: WTOL-TV. Toledo; KTVH, Wichita; KIMA-TV,
Yakima, and WBNB-TV. St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands.
Commercials : GE will use documentary commercials produced by Robert
Lawrence on its CBS TV Gershwin
special . . . Hal Marienthal joins
Paramount Television Productions as

NEWS
will have a

NEW DIMENSION
soon in

SPONSOR

video tape services salesman . . .
Ken Drake to On Film, Princeton,
N. J., as animation and aerial image
director . . . Ben Kranz named v. p.
senior producer and Harold Bernard editorial supervisor of Robert
Lawrence productions . . . Harold
Klein appointed executive director of
the Film Producers Association of
New York.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Bruce

('oilier appointed southwest division
manager and B. Cranshaw Bonner
named Atlanta account executive for
I \\.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

WIL. St. Louis, kept Western
Union line- humming as it dispatched hourly communiques to
the trade press, reporting on the
progress of its fund-raising marathon for the Boys Club of St.
Louis.

WATCH
62

FOR IT!

After 67 hours and eight minutes,
the station's mikesters called it quits,
due to "traumatic laryngitis."
Sl'ONSOR
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I lie Moss Club liiml was enriched
b) over $1 1,500.

I'ulilii service programing:
\\ KIL-TV. Philadelphia, with the
I Diversity <>l Pennsylvania, put together a series of programs showing
how I niversity research and experiments arc applied I" industry and national defense. The Beries, Frontier
of Knowledge, premiered 22 December .. . WPIX, New N oris Cits began
a weekly half-hour documentary film
series, The Commonwealth of Nations. 8January, depicting the evolution of tlif British Empire during the
pasl 500 years . . . WRCV-TV,
Philadelphia, began its second series
of religious programs for young
children. Faith of Israel . . . \\ MCA,
New York City, broadcast The Opertors, an expose of "shady" business
dealings.
Public service in action: KROV
T\ . San Francisco, scheduled a series ot specially prepared filmed -pots.
Id's and 20"s. of actual auto accidents, a> a sate driving admonition
during the holiday season . . .
WKNB. Wesl Hartford, Cum., also
in the interest of safe driving, aired
announcements inviting motorist- to
stop at The Circle Shoppe, a local coffee shop, for a free, and sobering, cup
of coffee, New Year's Eve . . . KNOET\ , Monroe. I.a., is lending assistance. I>\ invitation, to the State Department in a project rerruested 1>\
the Indian government. The station
is supplying the Indian Educational
|tv stations, and film services, with a
complete documentation of the recent
visit there |i\ Indian statesman.
G.
Rajagopalan . . . WTOP. Washing|ton. D. C, a CBS affiliate, in an editorial, praised NBC TV For the "distinct public service"' it performed with
its Sit-in documentary of mid December .. . WOOD-TV. Grand Rapids.
Mich., public affairs department, together with Cit\ Manager, Al Rxpstra. put together a film showing the
cit\ s progress during the past year.
Public service ideas at work:
• WTCN
Radi... Minneapolis-St.
Paul, made it possible for an area

listener to win the prize of a month's
rent, or house payment, during the
station's annual public service endeavor to rid the city, safelx. of discarded Christmas trees. The contest
Sl'tixsoi!

{) JAN1

xin

1«)C)1

idea: listeners were asked to bring a
i ree to a designated l"i w ben- it was
registered foj the prize drawing. The
burning oi the trees, which look place
after the prize drawing, was supei
\ ised b\ the local fire departments.
I«n additional prizes oi radio-- were
also given away ,
Public service programing anniversary: KDK V. Pittsburgh, observing loth anniversary of ii- religious programing broadcasts.

TRADE
RTES
TB&S

resumes
Seminars

DATES
its post-holiday
ami Newsmaker

Luncheons in New York City with
two nationally known radio and
tv personalities as featured speakers.
Leading off the renewed sessions is
\rthur Godfrey who will present the
show business \ iew point of the broadcasting media on 1<> January, in the
Hawaiian Room at the Hotel Lexington.
Edward R. Murrow will express
his thinking at the first Newsmakei
Luncheon. 12 January, in the Grand
Ballroom

of the

Hotel

Roosevelt.

Other RTES dates:
17 Januarx. I B\S Seminar. Hotel
Lexington. Subject: Sponsors can
make things happen.
18 Januarx. Production Workshop,
Hotel Roosevelt. Subject: Community Antennas.
24 Januarx. TB&S Seminar. Hotel
Lexington. Subject: Local programs
via syndication.
23 Januarx. Round I able. Hotel
Roosevelt. Subject: Hon good is foreign tv?
31 Januarx. TB&S Seminar. Hotel
Lexington. Subject: Local radio in
the 'oVs.
Other trade dates:
13 Januarx. New York Chapter ol
the \< ademx of Television Vrts and
Sciences annual "close-up" dinner.
31 Januarx. \ew York Chapter,
American Women in Radio and Tele\ ision theatre party at Camelot.
9-10-11 Februarx. Mutual Advertising Vgency Network Meeting, San
Francisco.
26 Februarx. New York Chapter,
Broadcast Pioneers. Dinner. ^

i cover
can NTA
you ATLA
in iilumi

WADK
Most
ica's
AmerPowerful
24 HOUR

Negro Station
SALES RESULTS
THRU
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING
featuring a concentration of dynamic hometown personalities with
81 years of combined
proven airselling experience!

WADK
ATLANTA

For Details And Avails Contact
Daren F. McGavren Co. or Stan
Raymond— WAOK — Atlanta,
Ga.

RADIO
BASICS
AM

& FM

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.
It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio
time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Stanley Reulman I left i was elected a \ ice
president, and Daniel Denenholz (below
right i company secretary, for the Katz
Agency, at the company's annual meeting
of stockholders and directors, last week.
Reulman, who is manager of Katz's San
Francisco office, has responsibility for the
agency's West Coast operations. Denenholz
is a v.p. and director of research and promotion. Reulman, who has been with the Katz organization for some
22 years — seven of these in Chicago, seven in L.A.. and eight in the
San Francisco office — began his advertising career with the Ankrui
Advertising Co., in Chicago, with the assignment of securing new business. He
later resigned from that company to accept
a position with the sales staff of the Chicago Herald & Examiner, where he spent
three years. From there he joined Katz.
Denenholz, a pioneer in the research and
promotion activities of the Katz Agene\.
joined that company in 1931. He was elected a v.p. in charge of research-promotion
three years ago. Denenholz is a member of the Radio & Television
Research Council, the Radio & Television Executives Society, andTvB.
Fred von Stade has been appointed gen-

FILL COUPON
WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

25 cents each
20 cents each
15 cents each

SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, NY.

eral manager of Taft Broadcasting's Lexington. k\.. television station. WKYT. He
fills the top post left vacant by Robert
\\ eigand who was named general manage!
of Taft's tv property in Columbus, Ohio.
WTVN-TV. Von Stade comes to Lexington from the Columbus station, where he
had been national sales manager for the
past year. He became affiliated with that station in 1956. Von Stade's
background in the tv industry runs the gamut from floor man ami
various production-direction capacities in over-all authorit)

in sale-.

Frank Kemp has been elected to the board
of directors, and made a senior vicepresident, at Compton Advertising. His
election, along with li\e others to similar
posts last week, increases the size of Compton's hoard from 1 I to 17 members. Kemp.

NAME
FIRM

who heads up Conipton's media department,

ADDRESS
QUANTITY

first joined the agenc\ in \()'\<> and served
in various positions in the media depart-

-

ment before his appointment to the top post in 1956. He has \«-cu
instrumental in establishing improved procedures in media research

64
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

// doesn't take expensive analysis /<> appreciate the frequent criticism, from
public and trade, that all radio Stations today sound pretty math alike,
contends trthur D. Sakelson, sales manager, U FMQ-FM, Chicago. \ot only
is most radio programing similar, he says, but most stations hare an equal <a
near-equal number of rating points. \<>t content with the use oj gimmicks,
contents, giveaways which he feels main broadcasters mistakrnh deem
'(real ire" Sahelsoii calls for a reappraisal oj the medium, one which u ill
bring advertiser and station close/ in their efforts toward creative programing.
Don't

kid yourselves

^mailio broadcasters are constantly under a barrage of
inquiry, criticism, and suggestions from the public, advertisers, and their agencies. Some of this concerns the creation of new ideas in radio broadcast. "What" they ask,
"'arc you doing in new and creative programing? Why do
you all sound so much alike?" This prodding i- often wellfounded, and when made known to the higher echelons of
Station management, produces some curious results. First,
in many instances, we find we do sound alike. Moreover.
often to our dislike, we find we have an equal, or nearly
equal number of rating points. To answer this criticism
and at the same time increase our ratings, something less
than genius overtakes us. Gimmicks, contests, giveaways!
Anything at all. Then we point to our new cost-per-1 ,000

about

being creative!

low (.I'M before you buy, why bothei with new ideas?
Merelj buj numbers. Indeed, how man v advertisers know
if the time they purchase or the programs thej bu) will
sell their products well, until the) try? \side from the
weather-news-sports programs, mam excellent radio programs e\i-t today, on a locally sponsored basis, that have

his prospective client's '"what- new ?" Sponsorship of programs of this kind would he custom-made and available to
the vast and growing number of local and nation. d advertisers who want and must have more than mere exposure —
who must have the public- goodwill and .warm regard.
The argument- to Mich a creative mixture are age old.
We hear it -honied (and whispered) from the highest tow-

extremely high CPM's, but the audience is pleased with the
program and the advertiser is pleased with the results.
This is due in large measure to the fact that these advertisers know the) are building an audience and their costper-1,000 items moved olT the shelves is verv low.
Mill, in demanding a lower and lower CP.M from the
broadcaster, these highly imaginative programs must fall.
Such is the potential splendor and myopia of the industry.
Today there is a greater expectation for advertisers in
radio broadcasting than ever before. It is the potential
that advertisers must cultivate. There is more local talent
available today than there has been in many years. Talent
in the form of local newspaper columnists, financial editor-, sports personalities and reporters, local new- commentators, storytellers, bab) doctors, almosl anybody. The
facilities for broadcasting are highlv developed The radio
-el figures defy comparison with any other medium. In
most markets throughout the world the broadcasters -land
read) and willing to program specific -how- for alert audience- bv distinguished advertisers. Mid i- nol this distinctioii the basis of creative advertising?
Mid yet, perhaps the fault lie- with these men. these
broadcasters. Perhaps the) are onl) standing read) when
indeed they should be, as Jack Kenned) would -av. moving forward.
lot il creation is to succeed, much like the Garden of
Eden then, it mu-t take two. Form an idea. Conceive a

ers along Michigan Vvenue. "What is the cost-per-1,000?
Now 1 ask you, the Inner- of this indu-ti \ . how can you be
seeking new idea- from broadcasters?
If you mu-t have a

program. Tailor it to voin advertise] - need-. The alternative i- waste.
Mid in advertising toda) do one can
affoi d wa-te.
^

or cite the station's new sound or d.j.'s or combination of
same as an indication that the station i- creative. Creation,
bah! You know it and I know it. We haidlv e\er bother
to create anything new. The broadcaster, in many instances, has gone awry.
The same situation: another broadcaster and another
look. He puts together an idea. He uses a specific time
period for a specific program. He uses a known and respected local personality or talent to entertain bis audience. In short. In- tastefully design- a total vehicle that is
jocal in color, responsible in meaning, and i- of immediate
interest or value to his audience. Mas. he is answering
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lO-SECOND
New

SPOTS

Frontiers: Harry De Grasse,

head cameraman on CBS's Angel series, recalled recently his silent movie
days. His favorite tale is of the time
Will Rogers, attired in red flannels,
ran out the front door of the White

Aftermath

of the SAG-AFTRA

negotiations

House, unhitched a delivery-wagon
horse, and galloped up Pennsylvania
Ave. "'I just asked the hutler if we
could use the White House for our
picture. The Texas Steer, and he said.
'Sure.' Coolidge was President, but
he was in South Dakota. Rogers hustled up the drive bundled in a blanket
to hide the long underwear, then he
dropped the blanket and went into
action. We shot the scene, and that

The recently completed negotiations on performers' fees
with the industry's two leading talent unions, SAG and
AFTRA, have left a trail of much bitterness and unhappiness.
On the surface, it seems as if tv spot had been sold down
the river. Increases in most spot fees are far greater than
1 1lose for network, and many believe that these new high talent
costs will seriously affect spot revenues.
There is also a considerable amount of criticism to the

was that." Maybe those spoilsport
Secret Service guys will let someone
shoot a touch football film?

effect that station and spot interests were not adequately represented at the conference table.

Sign-on, Sign-off: The) were view-

But beyond these immediate, pressing matters, there is a
growing feeling among advertising men that there is something radically wrong with the entire structure of talent union
negotiations.
They point out that a system in which actual buyers of
talent (advertisers and/or agencies) never deal directly on
wages with the unions is absurd, even though the legal reasons lot the practice are formidable.
It is a fearfully complex subject; so complex in fact that it
has been said that fewer than 20 advertisers and agencymen
iu America really understand its ramifications.
But, for the good of the industry, it is a matter that deserves airing. In forthcoming issues sponsok will outline
certain aspects of the problem and some solutions that have
been suggested.

Fred

A. Knorr

The sudden and tragic death of Fred A. Knorr in Fort

ing rushes from an episode of ABC's
Naked City, when they came to a
fight scene. In the melee a chair was
overturned, exposing a big label
which clearly read: "Property of
Household hint: Tv star Andy GrifNBC-TV."
fith said that helping with the dishes
and housework makes for a happier
marriage. And, he added, it's too bad
more wives don't do it.
Mouths of babes: Primitive Africa
sends a report of the first rock 'n roll
dance held in Ghana. Said a Ghanaian Times editorial: "It is peculiar.
It is outlandish; it is voluptuous; it is
weird withal. It is even against our
culture. The masses like the unusually sensational, we admit. But we
should be alert enough to stop the
sway of the lewd over our society."
Wise guy: Comic Jackie Mason said
on a Garr\ Moore tver that the tele-

Lauderdale last week removed from broadcasting, and particular!) from radio, one of its most vital forces.
Fred, as president and principal stockholder of Knorr
Broadcasting, Jackson Broadcasting, and Southern Michigan

spot for people who drink coffee and

Broadcasting, operated WKMH. Dearborn-Detroit: W'KMF.
Flint; WSAM, Saginaw; WKHM, Jackson; and WELL, Bati le ( Ireek.

Coastal culture: NBC's night man.

He was known throughout the industr) both for li i> broadcasting achievements and for lii^ innumerable civic activities.
sponsor joins lii> hundreds of friends in extending deepesl
sympathies to the Knorr family.
66

^

vision
commercialshedon't
apply
to
him. For
instance,
pointed
to the
can I sleep. "W 'hen I sleep." he said.
"I can't drink coffee.'
.lark I'aar. suggested the following as

a definition of the Hollywood Woman She s a gal who >tulT> all of herself thai she can into toreador pants,
and then what hangs out. she
bleaches. <>h. is THAT what they
mean by "bleat hed ends! '
SPONSOR
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our in
FIRST

I
one:

IN SHARE
ARB reports KETV is first in Omaha

in share of audience from 9 a.m. to

midnight, Sunday through Saturday. KETV wins a 35.6 share . . . Station Z has a 33.3 share . . . Station Y has a 31.7 share of audience.

FIRST

IN MOVIES
ARB reports KETV is first in Omaha in movies for the 13th consecutive
rating period. Nighttime movies of KETV have over twice as many
viewers as do movies on the runner-up station.

FIRST

IN PRIME

TIME

ARB reports KETV is first in Omaha in prime time from 6 p.m. to midnight, Sunday through Saturday. KETV wins a 38.8 . . . Station Z has
a 31.0 . . . Station Y has a 30.2.

FIRST

IN 8 OF

10 NETWORK

SHOWS

ARB reports KETV has 8 of the 10 top network shows in Omaha.
how the shows line up rating-wise:
Gunsmoke
Real McCoys
The Untouchables
My 3 Sons
77 Sunset Strip
Source:

Ben H. Cowdery,
Eugene

S. Thomas,

CALL

H-R

American

42.5
35.0
34.2
33.0
32.0

KETV
KETV
KETV
KETV

Wagon Train
Maverick

31.0
31.0

KETV
KETV

31.0
31.0

KETV

30.2

crp

KETV

Research Bureau, Novem ber, 1960.

'
L
\
u

C^^Ov^wvcJ^/

President
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

NOW

Lawrence Welk
The Rebel
The Lawman

Here's

OMAHA

WORLD-HERALD
ABC

TELEVISION

NETWORK

STATION

What station is best described by the word, "FRIENDLY?"
Pulse Special Survey. Washington 5 County Metro Area. May 31-June 15, 1960

WWDC-FIRST . . . and a runaway leader in the popularity poll for the
friendliest radio voice in Washington, D.C. Which proves the effect
of our often-aired slogan . . . "the station that keeps people in mind."

WWDC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

v Washington

BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference.

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.-it's WW DC -owned WMBR

AQ*

THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

1M.P." Always Gets Its Audience. Into whatever
Ithe Royal Canadian Mounted Police ride, audits surrender willingly. A review in Variety tells why:
■ere is anything new under television lights . . .
CM. P.") is it . . . the freshness lies in . . . every
acter, major and minor . . . Top thesping and
casting get the credit here, plus some of the nicjnsing ever shown . . . will reach top acceptance
ever it goes . . . high drama and suspense in
^ show." No wonder audience count soared 800%
previous programming when the "R.C.M.P."
s paraded into Atlanta over wlw-a. And Nielsen
lis: Baltimore, wbaltv - viewers up 37%: Clevekyw-tv - up 85%: Columbus, wlw-c — up 71%;
York City, wnew-tv-up 138%; in Los Angeles,

RECEIVED

RADIO/TV

m copy«|l

ADVERTISERS

kttv - up 48%; San Diego, kfmb tv - a rise of 20%.
Success Over And Over Again. In Boston, over wbz tv.
with a 29.9 rating and 51% share. "R.C.M.P." leads
all programs in its time period . . . captures more than
twice the audience of its nearest competitor. In Cadil

a yr

USE

IS CLIENT TV
SHOW FINANCING
ON THE RISE?

lac-Traverse City, Michigan, over wwtv. "R.C.M.P.'
doubled the ratings of previous programming with a
38.6 rating and a 78% share of audience. "R.C.M.P.'
is the only dramatic series based on the experiences
of the world-famous Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
icm
anu
^ uvu<- ■
ever to receive its official endorsement
and
cooper
ation. To capture bigger audiences,
mount
up and ride
withA "R.C.M.P."
NBC TELEVISION
FILMS.
DIVISION OF

they

CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

PRODUCTIONS

argue- proa and corn
Page
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The NAB puts
teeth in its
Radio Code

always
NBC GENERAL LIBRARY

their
audience
get

CNP

Third BBDO
.-■
to pa v tin pilot
show ,i- Madisoi
\

%

Page
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Facts on web
tv's new
daytime reach
Page

35

Hagerty moves
in, announces
ABC TV plans
Page

39

LOCAL RETAILER DEMAND
IMMEDIATE RESULTS
IN PHILADELPHIA RADIO, THEY BUY WPEN
SNELLENBURGS DEPARTMENT STORE has bought
WPEN for Nine consecutive
years. No other radio station
can make that statement.

RENAIRE FOOD PLAN selected only WPEN to promote a Sunday open house.
More than a thousand peo
pie responded.

OUR BEST SOUND

IS A

RINGING CASH REGISTER
Represented Nationally by gill-perna
the

consolidated

SPONSOR

1(> JANUAM

sun

ray
196]

New

stations

York.

PENN
on WPEN

FRUIT SUPERMARKETS uses more time

In the Past 5 Years WPEN
HAS

than on any other

two stations combined.

CARRIED MORE RETAIL ACCOUNTS THAN ANY

OTHER

LOCAL

STATION.

WPEN

PHILADELPHIA
Chicago,

. . . WPEN

Los

Angeles,

San

Francisco,

Boston,

Detroit,

Atlanta

- I' In lad c I ph hi • WSAI - Cincinnati • WALT - Tampa

if you're no
Y(jauakintujfoauc'tlsl
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THE

DIGEST

OOWHWITH J

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

USB

OF ARTICLES

Will more clients shell out for web tv pilots?
27

AO BUDGETS! '

• 16 JANUARY

With three major BBDO

clients now financing show origination, agency

program chiefs are examining practice's pros and cons at client request

NAB
30

puts teeth in Radio Code

NAB Radio Code Board met in Washington to set up a monitoring system
for its Radio Code.

Plans also were made to extend code's adaptation

Prudential's tv by-products
32

Insurance company sharpens puhlic service image via extensive loan program for Twentieth Century episodes; project helps agents find leads

35

NBC rebuts advertisers' old theory that web daytime television is great
for frequency, but nighttime television is a better purchase for reach

37

Roberts Office Supply Co., Portland Maine, find fm most effective medium for reaching small but select market covering Maine, N. H., Vermont

Web

tv's new daytime reach

Fm a boon for office furniture, design firm

Hagerty moves in at ABC
38^1 first press conference announcing his new post of ABC v. p. in charge
of news, public affairs, Hagerty reveals his plans for the network

for all the facts
just call
SAN ANTONIO'S

Web
39

tv ratings enjoy slight rise

Television usage shows sharp increase over last year's drop; proves tv
is not losing favor.
Also contained
in this section: Comparagraph
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WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

PURVEAYDOIRS'ES
PAR

Iowa has 25^ of all the Grade A farm land
in the U.S., and its farmers average $14,187
per year income from this choice land. Yet
farm income is only half of the picture in
Iowa where income from industry now
equals that from farming.
WHO-TV covers 57 high-income counties
in Central Iowa — one of America's most
unique television markets. It embraces more
top-income farm counties than any other
television market in the U.S., and gives you
Des Moines — Iowa's largest metropolitan
center — as a bonus. In all, this is a big,
important $2 billion market.
Reach more of Central Iowa's prosperous rural and urban families, alike, with
WHO-TV. It's an area worth reaching with
the best you can buy. Ask your PGW
Colonel for availabilities soon!
Source: Sales Manage mm t Surrey of Buying Power, July 10,
1960, and SROS, October 15, 1960.

WHO-TV
WHOWHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
is part of
Central
Broadcasting
Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO
Radio.
Des Moines
WOC-TV,

Davenport

WHO-TV
Channel NBC
13 Affiliate
• Des Moines
( oL

^
<to

B. .1. Palmer,

President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Ruben H. Harter, Sales Managei
^r Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Int., National Representatives

SPONSOR
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The strong
network on
week nights
As the figures show for every quarter hour but one during the heavy buying period, Monday through
Friday, ABC-TV is the number one network! ABC's leadership also displayed itself for the entire week,
ending January 1, 1961.* ■ Supporting the general leadership are specific facts like the weekend
achievements which showed ABC-TV's Roaring Twenties outdrawing Net Z's Bonanza, and New
Year's Day, capturing over 53% of the three networks' Share of Audience with American League
Football Playoff— a fitting climax to its first television season on ABC-TV. ■ Moreover, the two highest
rated programs of the week were on ABC-TV: Sunset Strip with 31.4, and The Real McCoys with a
30.5. ■ So with the New Year— again the trend is to ABC-TV— and like we say— there is nothing harder
to stop than a trend.

RATINGS

7:30-7:45
7:45-8:00
8:00-8:15
8:15-8:30
8:30-8:45
8:45-9:00
9:00-9:15
9:15-9:30
9:30-9:45
9:45-10:00
10:00-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-10:45
10:45-11:00

MONDAY

THROUGH

ABC-TV
14.4
15.8

FRIDAY

7:30 PM TO II :00PM

15.4
15.7
15.1
15.8
14.8
14.7
16.5

15.1
15.3
16.5
16.6
15.9
15.8
14.7

22.5
21.6

16.9
17.6
18.7
18.0
18.0

18.4
16.9

16.1
15.8

14.5
13.7
13.6
12.7
12.6
13.6
13.5

16.9
18.0
21.3
22.0
22.3
22.7
23.6
23.6

and the
leader
all week
WEEKDAY
AVERAGE RATING

ABC -TV

AVERAGE
MONDAY

OVERALL
RATING FOR WEEK
THROUGH SUNDAY

20.0

19.1

14.6

14.2

•Source: Program-appraisal supplement to national NTI reports for week
ending January 1, 1961. Nielsen 24 Market TV Report. Average audience.
Sunday 6:30-11:00 pm. Monday through Saturday 7:30-11:00 pm.
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HEART
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Eastern Office
Willard
Dougherty
Southern Manager
Herb Martin

The 257,961 people who make WIS-Television's home market
the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in
the two Carolinas after a 38.1% increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time and attention, not to say
devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience, says
ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WISTelevision's 1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers
more of the state, more effectively than any other station. In

Western

short, South Carolina's major selling force is

CIRCULATION
Linda Cagle

WIS

television

DEPARTMENT

Midwest

Manager

Paul Blair
Manager

George Dietrich
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WIS-Telcvision, Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS Radio. 560. Columbia. S.C.
WSFA-TV,

Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
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Chicago's eye is
always on
WBKB

channel
^

WBKB is Chicago's most exciting TV station! It attracts ST®? younger
re - or more)...
viewers (18 to 29), heavy viewers "M = (20 hours a week
viewers most likely to try new products!-<i> Now -because of our

unique Transportation Promotion CampaignrS -more people in Chicago see
in town! They see our
Channel 7 than any of the other 3 channels
wherever they go (in buses,
Even in shopping

3

Sft H (j£ i ' subways, trains, elevateds.
,-— center parking lots!) They see it whenever
-

3©

J

they go. So-when they get home, they go for WBKB, _. .>■■ naturally!
(78% of them-our independent research study tells us.) Our continuing
(we change displays ^

every month) campaign constantly sells

network and local programming (Everything from fl^'private eyes"
to public service... prime and fringe time.) Most important, it sells
your clients' ^.products to more people. ..at absolutely no cost .v^
to the client! Got an eye for a good buy? s s It's easy to see why...
*
IN CHICAGO,
CLIENTS

CHEE^CHANNEL1^

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY-AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING NETWORK!
SPONSOR

•

1(> .i \m \m

!')()]

One of the superior productions through which
creative talent and community leadership are
continually building new vision into Television
on stations represented by

BLAIR-TV

"Television, to us, is a tool
with which we can open
eyes to challenge, as well as
brighten them with diversion. Through prime-time
public affairs reports such
as 'Lost Cargo,' researched
and produced on a continuing basis, we and our advertisers give new impact to an
old phrase: crusading jourOtto P. Brandt
Vice President
Station KING-TV
nalism."

PUBLIC SERVICE
that holds public interest

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Close study of programming is basic
to our work as station representatives
Such study has deepened our admiration tor the fine productions developed
through creative talent, initiative and
leadership of individual stations, from
coast to coast.
Splendid examples of such leadership
arc the Civic Documentaries of KINGTV, Seattle. Prepared by the station-stall
and presented in prime time, these 90minute programs have all the finesse of
telev ision "spectaculars."
The series started in June, 1959, with
LOST CARGO, dealing with the future
of Seattle and the Puget Sound region
as a major port. Subsequent programs
have included studies-in-depth of such
key-problems as "School Levy Crisis"'We Like It Here" -and "Civic Center
Crossroads."
Besides their dramatic success in stimulating audience and community response,
Civic Documentaries have also proved
highly effective in traceable results reported by sponsors. The series won a
First Award of the Ohio State Institute
in 1960.

At Blair-TV, watching the impact of
creative programming by great stations
like KING-TV is a constant source of
satisfaction. For more than a score of
such stations, we are proud to serve as
the national sales arm.

BLAIR-TV
Television's first exclusive
national representative, serving:
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV-Detroit
KFRE-TV-Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-P^emphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC— Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KGO-TV— San Francisco
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV-Tampa-St. Petersburg
SPONSOR
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\li(. elevates three officials to executive

lire president,

otie

tit p.p., in recognition of "jiths well done** during I960 and
in the past. Robert Sttrnofi calls \lt< "fortunate
to have
executives of caliber" of W illiatn McDaniel. \ll(. Radio} 11 ilHam WcAndrew,l\BC netvs: Aaron Rubin, company treasurer,
ami Julian Goodman, \lt(. news, as hoard promotes them.
The

newsmakers:

The NBC

board of directors issued

"well dones" in the Form i>f promotions to several executives of l< >n l:
experience. Foremost among these wen- William K. McDaniel, elected executive v.p., NBC Radio Network; and \\ ill iam I!. Mc Andrew,
elected executive v.p., NBC news. Uso elevated were ^aron Rubin,
in executive v.p. and treasurer; and Julian Goodman, to v.p., NBI
news. Goodman had hern a director of
new- and public affairs.

I he oth< rs had I een

\ ice president-.
In the eases of McDaniel and McAndrew,
their elevation came after bannei years lor
both of them.
MeDaniiTs NBC Radio Network was in the Mack in I960 for the first
time since 1952, and was the only network
enjoying this eminence, reporting more than
50' - of all web radio business. NBC Radio
William

k.

McDaniel

is also "solidly" in the black for the first
quarter of the present year.
M< \ndrew
pushed hi- new- department to the top among the three network-, a
rise highlighted b\ NBC's imaginative coverage ol the political conventions and election night.
McDaniel. a veteran of 22 years in broadcasting, started as an
Mil page in 1938. He has been with NB(
Radio since 1956, and was named
v.p. in
e! arge in 1660. McAndrew has headed NBI
news since 1954. "The promotion ol Messrs.
Mc Midi; w and Goodman."
hoard chairman
Rol fit Sarnoff confirmed, "is recognition ol
the outstanding job the) have done in leading NBC ... in broadcast journalism. Likewise. Mr. McDaniel has led the NBC. Radio
Network to its present position as No. I . . .
in advertisers, sponsored hours and in circulation. As chief financial officer of the

William

R. Mr fiidrew

company, Mr. Rubin ha- ke\ responsibilities in over-all planning tor
its growth and development."
McDaniel first announced NBC Radio- "profit position" in \piil.
10(>o. and b) June could -a\ that "as much network business is on
the hook- as the network showed for the entire vear ol 1959.
^
11

by John E. McMillin

SUtfsuu

Commercial
commentary
COVER

FLORIDA'!
2nd
LARGEST
*
MARKET

Bart Cummings
WSUN

Bart, in a talk titled ''Forecasts for the Adver-

and
29 Counties
with 1 station
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Florida's second largest market,
with a metro population of
772,453*! But that's not all!
WSUN is the only station on
Florida's West coast covering
the entire 29 county area with
1,420,007* residents.
ADD TO THIS WSUN's
GREAT ADULT AUDIENCE
(97.2%)** ... the greatest
percentage of adult listeners.
This means ADULT BUYERS
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day!
REACH ALL OF FLORIDA'S
2nd LARGEST MARKET ON
THE ADULT STATION!

620 KC

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
■■I960 Census
""Pulse 6 60

12

forecasts the '60's

Compton's president. Barton Cummings, who
seems to be rapidly emerging as one of the few
real statesmen of the agency business, delivered a
highly significant speech the other day before the
Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.
tising Agency's Role in the Total Marketing Picture of the 1960s' made nine specific predictions.
He believes that print advertising will make a strong comeback
in the next 10 years. He is sure there will be heavy pressure to hold
down all marketing costs including advertising and. especially. t\.
He foresees an exciting future for agencies in promoting "worldwide brands" via international advertising.
He looks for closer advertiser-agency relationships with fewer account changes, great new advances in psychology and the social
sciences which will tell more about the consumer and his needs, an
increasing use of computers in developing marketing information.
He also predicts a vast improvement in the public image of the
advertising business and in the respect in which admen are held.
But to me the most provocative of the Cummings' forecasts is the
one he places first. In the '60's, says Bart, agencies must find an
answer to the "acute shortage of highly professional and talented
creative people which has sent salaries spiraling upward."
To correct this "unhappy condition." Cummings proposes intensive recruiting of creative talent at the college level, and the setting
up of comprehensive creative training programs within agencies.
100 million deathless words
Now I've read or heard at least 100 million more or less deathless
words on the subject of "creativity" in the last two \ears.
Every adman of stature, from Norman Strouse of Thompson and
Al Brown of Best Foods to Marion Harper of McCann with his
somber warning of "creativity cults," has expressed himself at length.
In fact the emphasis has been so strenuous that many have suspected that the business was going through a fad. a "creativity kirk"
like the marketing and research kicks of a few years ago.
But until Bart Cummings sounded off in Philadelphia I had never
heard an\<»ne admit that we do face a critical shortage of creative
talent, that thi> shortage is inflating salaries and diminishing agencj
profits, and that something practical must be done about it.
For Mich tough-minded talk. Bart deserves a real vote of thanks.
Too often discussions of creativeness arc conducted in a velvel fog
of dream) romanticism, perfumed esthetics and spurious psychology.
Cu

dngs at least, has given us a realistic, dollars-and-cents reason I'm approaching the
subject.
As page
be says,
I Please,
turn In
1 I I "Advertising (in the
s|Mi\SOH

1(>
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October 27, I960

Wheeler
..r. Edwin K.
General Manager
WWJ - WW J -TV
Detroit, Michigan
Dear Mr. Wheeler:

retiring

Safety Council.

conler ^f\l
*
know you are as pru

"~~~"~

.„,„

as i am that:

Public Interest Awards than any other

country.
ST-K^
wxn the., was
consecutive ««■•
station to since
created.
I. the only radio
Has won the award every ,
tered by NSC)
Cadma
P. Sloan Award
the Alfred 0.
Wo
in n 19^0 and 195
WWJ-TV

,. r

s than any other
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e Public ininter
Has «?«rr!tSSn
theest
country,

i
television station
eleven times.
n to win ^^^^
levision statio
la the only te
_^^?^uries avoided,
4 ;n 1QS6.
and
J
, ^^
^^^the Sloan *™rd in 19^
and many accidents
broadcast.
messages your stations have
Naisbitt, and

f„ - ~2ZSS*

interest.

- -- -
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.Ortrially,

\4

Paul Jones
SctoTof

W WJ

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
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^formation

fift? M^ WWJ-TV

Detroit's Basic Radio Station

SPONSOR

Public

Michigan's First Television Station

INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS

Commercial

commentary

(Com. from P. 12)

What they see on

WJAC-TV

future) will have to be more original, more inventive, more imaginative, and executed at a far higher professional level."
Ergo, let's get on with developing more creative people.
^^
But having said this, I wonder if Bart doesn't still face the same
tough dilemmas that bother so many of us.
What do we mean by creative talent?
How do we know it when we see it? How do we discover and
develop it?

What, after all is creativity?
Yes. but what is creativity?

Last November, at the Hot Springs meeting of the ANA, 1 sat
around with a dozen high-placed admen, trying to agree on a definition.

THEY BUY!

Harry Schroeter of National Biscuit suggested that creativity is
really '"an ability at problem solving."
Maury Atkinson of Ruppert said, "Creativity can be defined in the
Biblical sense — that to create is to make something. And in advertising creativity is the process of making ads and commercials."
Others objected that you could have creative marketing, creative
media plans, even (God save the mark! ) creative account men.
I myself remembered the dictum of one of those Viennese motivational doubledomes, "a creative person is an 'associative individual'— one who could put two und two togedder."
But I don't think any of us were reallv happv about the answers.
(Atkinson said his definition became "unsatisfactory the moment I

You won't find a better showcase
for your product in the JohnstownAltoona Market than WJAC-TV. Both
ARB and Nielsen rate WJAC-TV the
Number One station in this area.
But even more significant than
statistics arc sales results- -and
happy advertisers, in every product category, attest to the selling power of WJAC-TV. Why not put
your advertising on the station that
turns statistics into sales!

For Complete Details, Contact:

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta Los Angeles San Francisco

uttered it!")
Now why should we have had such difficult) in defining something
v\hich all of us agree is so dandy?
More and more I'm coming to believe that one reason is that, in
the 20th Century, it is hard for us to accept the fact that creativity
is a talent — a rare, beautiful. God-given gift to an individual which
can be developed and sharpened but can never lie artificially instilled.
A second reason: 1 think we've failed to recognize that creativity
is necessarily concerned with life. It involves the production of a
living thing — a child, a work of art. a performance that "comes
alive across the footlights.'" a piece of prose that has a living spark,
music with genuine vitality, the vibrant li\ ing word.
And finally. 1 think we shall understand creativih better when
we understand that its product is not the sum of its parts, not "(wo
und two togedder," am more than a child is the sum <>! its parents.
A genuinel) creative product —whether it be a piece of copy or
a piece of sculpture — has a uniqueness and individuality all its own.
No others qualify.
\iid the (inl\ people who can truly be (ailed creative are those
who can produce work which has these unique and lis ing qualities.
Now what has all this to do with Bart Cummings and his Phila-

SERVING
TV>

MILLIONS

FROM

. ATOP THE ALIEGHENIES

Well.
applaud
-tore of
But I

delphia forecasts for the '60's?
I wholK agree with Bart's analysis of the problem. And I
his desire to do something practical about increasing our
creative talent.
do want to raise one word of caution.

Recruiting systems and creative training programs are all \er\
well. They're worthy objectives, and can he worth) methods.
But let's never forget that, with creativity, we're dealing solely
with individuals. If we do. we are doomed to failure.
^

I!
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In Rochester,

New

CHANNEL
Has 'Em-However

a

York

You

lO

of the top

Figure!

Again, and again, and again throughout the years — every
national survey of the Rochester Metropolitan Area has shown
that the great majority of TV shows that are rated tops with
Rochesterians are carried on ("HANNIiL 10! — A mighty good
reason for advertising your product where your sales messages
will meet the most enthusiastic eyes and ears!

The latest NS1 survey of Metropolitan
Rochester (Nov., I960) not only shows
this preponderance of favorite shows on
Channel 10, hut also shows that Channel
10 delivers the largest over-all share of
audience in Rochester, sign-on to sign-off,
scv en d.iv s a week!

v> s

CHANNEL
f

A'

lO

ROCHESTER,
N. Y.
WHEC-TV
• WVET-TV

EVERETT- McKINNEY.

INC.

•

THE

BOLLING

CO..

INC

•

NATIONAL

RrPRFSENT

15
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•
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Youngsters

Loye

you'll love
those high, heart-warming OUR GANG ratings!
Fellas, it's been love at first sight. ..in each and every one of the 75 markets now showing those
hearty, hilarious OUR GANG COMEDIES. Stations are happy. We're happy. All in all. a
howling success. But take heart — perhaps your market is one of the rapidly dwindling number
still available. Check us now. And if not- check us. anyhow! We still may be able to have
a heart-to-heart chat about all those memorable M-G-M CARTOONS. Or those rib-tiekling,
viewer-snatching PETE

SMITH

Division of Metro-Goldioyn-Mayer, Inc.

SPECIALTIES.

zmzo-im:

Let's talk....

T THE FACIS
Straight from
the heart !
Maybe all of these outstanding MGM
Shorts Series are still available in your

market.

To get more Into in a hurry, check V* the
shows in which you are Interested — then
tear out this ad and mail it to MGM TV.

Reps at work
Jim Smith, manager, Vdam Young Companies, Boston, believes thai
buyers -linuld beware "I salesmen who base a good pari "f their
sales pitch on negative selling. "When salesmen resorl t" .1 strong
negative approach, there becomes an irresistible temptation to Btreti h

□ OUR GANG COMEDIES— rich in laughter
and ripe in memories— Incomparable!

the truth," he -;i\-. "and in the long run, negative soiling not onlj
will hurt the station involved, but
the entire radio medium." Smith

recalls a recent instance when a
frozen food firm was sold on a
creative approach involving program vignettes. "But in one market, a competitor to the station
chosen disputed tin1 bin on a negative basis. The salesman knocked
O MGM CARTOONS— MG Masterpieces
all— unforgettable ! A laugh a second.

□ PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES -The happy
choice in short comedy material.

the chosen station mercilessly and
falsely. The buyer was recontacted and put in direct touch with the
station manager, and the false allegations were disproved. But because doubt had been raised, the
Inner felt it necessary to notifv the client. Not being familiar with
radio controversy, he panicked and the entire budget went out of
radio. Moral: When \ ou knock the competition, you ma\ knock yourself (and the industry' out of a budget. Buyers, insist presentations
be positive, documented, and constructive

Don't indict an industry."

Herbert A. Claassen, account executive, H-R Television. Inc. Y Y.,
feels the Inner-seller relationship is strengthened when a timebuyer
openly divulges an\ spot schedule he has
on the part of media people and station
days and times of spots placed and costs
efficient

placed. •"Frank discussion
representatives regarding
paid has resulted in more
s|lu| schedules for advertisers," he contends. "In addition,
the shaping of rate structures
which continue to provide advertisers with maximum audience for

□ JOHN MESIITTS PASSING PARAOE— Provocative, stranger-thanfiction yarns.

dollars spent, have resulted. H-R
has long advocated tin- exchange
of information in order to assure

□ CRIME DOES NOT PAY — Except in TV
programming, that is— as these suspenseful chillers have proved.
MGM

TV Division of

Metro-GoldwynMayer, Inc.
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y
KAME

POSITION.
STATI0N_
AD0RESS_
CITY

STATE

formed representative
can be more effective
can almost always be
tative must be a fully
improvements.
Major

the agency and advertiser that the
best buy possible is being made.
The reluctant buyer mav be penalizing his client bv blind!) riding
with a given schedule. A fullv inmav be able to work out new proposals that
than schedules alread) running. \ good bin
made better. However, we believe a represeninformed salesman to help a buyer effect any
agencies have shown a belief in this concept
17

College
Now

of the

Air

in its eighth consecutive year, this

tri-weekly adult-level educational series is
designed for classroom use in senior high
schools, in colleges, and for home-viewing.
Through close cooperation with eight colleges in the Channel 8 coverage area,
WGAL-TV

offers alert, diversified program-

ming. College of the Air is just one phase of
this station's many public service activities.

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
Clair

STATION

McCollough,

Representative: The MEEKER
New York

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles

Pres.

Company,
•

Inc.

San Francisco
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■ ft.

Most significant tv and radio
nru s of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Copyrliht 1 96 1
SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Don't be surprised if Shell, now using bulletin-type page newsprint ails \iu
OHM, gets hark in the tv fold in June or July.
Information has seeped out into the tv trade that Shell has plans for taking up with tv
again after this educationally-famed

print campaign

has run its course.

Following Shell's exit from tv it was reported that TvB was blueprinting an exhaustive presentation on tv's effectiveness as a medium for selling gas and oil.

The hattle for daytime business among the tv networks can't help but get even
hotter: CBS TV appears to be coming around to the scatter plan concept introduced by ABC TV and adopted in 1960 by NBC TV.
What may be expected from CBS within the next two weeks is, in substance, a set of new
policies which will make it easier for CBS salesmen to compete for the daytime dollar.
In effect, CBS would be parting with traditions and taboos to which it's clung from the
time it emerged as a reigning radio network.
The event that it is believed tipped the applecart at CBS was the loss of about $3
million worth of Colgate daytime business to NBC. The latter network, among other things,
agreed to the acceptance of 30-seeond commercials, one to be inserted following the
billboard and the other at the closing point of the program, a concept originated by ABC.
The shows figured to go scatter plan on CBS:
lage. The Millionaire. Full Circle and Clear Horizons.

Lucy. December Bride. Video Vil-

Two margarines — Mrs. Filbert's (Y&R) and Lever's Imperial (FCB) — were
among the accounts the past week that called for spot tv availabilities in New York.
Mrs. Filbert is scheduling minutes for eight weeks.
Other buys out of New York: Peter Paul's Chiffon candy (D-F-S) : Lever's Reward
I JWT) : Minute Maid's banana and orange juice (Bates) ; P&G's Premier Duz (Compton).
Chicago's new spot tv activity included: Quaker's Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice
(Compton). back to 50-odd markets; Quaker's Flako fC. E. Frank) : Pard dog food (D-F-S).
Wrigley iMeverhoff) is reevaluating its spot tv markets for another 52-week buy.

Consider this as the semi-official sign that the new network buying season is on :
ABC

TV's Ollie Treyz has in a general way been talking to major agencies on the network's programing plans and listening to feelers about the acceptability of certain idea*.
The impression that these agencies have got from Treyz and also off-hand conversations
with NBC TV is that they can expect for next season a further increase of network
controlled one hour shows as spot carriers.

As things shape up for network tv in Detroit at the moment the various divisions,
with the exception of Chevrolet and Ford, will be much slower than normally to
make their commitments for the 1961-62 season.
The likelv tack: postpone the buying until perhaps as late as May. in contrast with
last year when they were all blocking out their orders in February and March.
The handicap, obviously: they haven't any idea on how car sales will go the next
sixty days and hence can't make any estimates for production of the l')()2 models.
SPONSOR
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continued

It looks as though CBS TV is starting off the 1961-62 season with $32 million
in hillings snugly in the till from its No. One customer, General Foods.
Reports have it that there's been a meeting of the minds on what the White Plains
giant would like to have in the way of nights, hours and program sequence.
A year ago this time, it will be recalled, there was much bickering between GF and
the network over CBS' new discount structure.

The matter was compromised.

Trade speculation anent McCann-Erickson's latest corporate realignment: it
could be the final, or one of the final steps, toward the issuance of a public stock
offer.
Also read into the move: the company has learned a lot from its overseas offices — it's
got 43 of them — and is molding its structure according to the diversification operations
that are practiced by agencies in these foreign countries.
The changes:
• McCann-Erickson Advertising (U.S.A.) becomes McCann-Erickson, Inc., and the McCannMarschalk Co. has been incorporated as McCann-Marschalk Co., Inc.
• The parent company will now be Interpublic Incorporated, and this setup will provide for its affiliate companies' (five of them so far) management and financial guidance, and
"such central services as personnel and accounting."
• Marion Harper. Jr.. remains chairman and president of the parent company, with hie
court consisting of these money and account-keeping specialists:
Frank K. White
vice chairman; Frank A. Sherer, financial v.p.; William S. Taggart, treasurer and Henry E.
Allinger, controller.
• McCann-Erickson Corp. (International) will run Interpublic's overseas operations.
In 1960 a number of the bigger agencies flexed their muscles for a spot in tht
international sun because of client expansions in that direction, but the agency mergers on the domestic scenes weren't of enough import to make history.
As it turned out the most active region for mergers was the west coast.
In terms of joint money involved, the more conspicuous mergers during the latter six
months of 1960 were these:
MERGED

AGENCIES

ENSUING

Bates; Chambers, Wiswell, Shattuck,
Clifford & McMillan
Grant; Robinson, Fen wick & Hayes
Grey; L. N. Hartman
Ross Roy; Brooke. Smith, French
& Dorrance

ESTIMATED

NAME

Ted Bates

JOINT

BILLINGS

$130 million
9 I million

Grant, Fenwick & Baker
Grey Advertising

51 million

Ross Roy, BSF&D

25 million

Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard;

Caples
35 million
GeyerMM&B
(For outstanding mergers the first 1960 half see 11 July SPONSOR-SCOPE.)
They spent more time in 1960 than 1959 viewing tv not only in toto but for
every segment of the day and night.
Here's a Nielsen day-part breakdown for the two years in terms of average hours of dailj
\ icu ing per home:
TIME SPAN
I960
1959
")2 minutes
9 a.m. -12 noon
32 minutes
29 minutes
12 noon- 1 p.m.
I p.m.-8 p.m.

55 minutes
I hour: 12 minutes

.". p.m.-l I p.m.
I hour; lf> minutes
I I p.m.- 1 a.m.
28 minutes
1 a.m.-') a.m.
19 minutes
Total Day
5 hours: 45 minutes

20

1 hour:

39 minutes

1 hour; 111 minutes
27 minutes
13 minutes
5 hours: 28 minutes
Sl'O.VMtK
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NBC
I960.

contmued

IN Btaged quite ;■ comeback

in daytime billings the closing quarter ol

Ii was not <>iil\ the best quarter in thai area the network's had in some
margin over I1'")'1 ma; be .1- high as 30%.

time, but the

Look for MM! TV to make a bi«j splash over the advantages t<> be had in daytime sponsorship from live personality programs us against film fare.
Il will be in the form of a presentation due out at the end of this month which will rile
research figures to demonstrate thai the lead-in 1»\ a program personality delivers more
believability, memorability and total sales effect.
I hi-- personal salesmanship, the presentation will argue, is something that can't be put
on a slide rule or the media analyst or buyer can't measure.
The latest word out of du Pont regarding what it may do in 1961-62 network
tv: a one-hour program that would serve as a 52-week umbrella for corporate and
product participation has been picked and is now being submitted to various divisions.
Translated: the show, which was BUggested by a network, is okay with corporate executives hut a budget now has to be built from among the various du Pont products. \n
exception may be the textile fibres department, which would prefer to go on sponsoring
its own network series.
If the weekly hour idea goes through, BBDO

will most likely <;et the assignment.

What likely will stack up as a first: Disney (La Roche) buying minutes
network spot carriers to exploit its current release, Swiss Family Robinson.
This would he in addition to its local promotion budget for tv and radio.
One of the likely network buys:
the Shirley Temple show.
Merely as an index to how the network

tv leaders are doing in terms of cost-

per-1.000 this season, here's bow the most economical
of VTI for the four weeks ending 16 October:
PROGRAM

SPONSOR

•
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20 shaped up on the basis

NETWORK

CPM (TIME & TALENT)

Wagon Train
Gunsmoke

NBC
CBS

$2.21
2.31

Price Is Right
Have Gun Will Travel

NBC
CBS

2.49
2.59

77 Sunset Strip
Bonanza
Checkmate
Perrv Mason

ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

2.80
2.82
2.89
2.89

Heal McCoys
Lawrence Welk
Maverick
I ntouchables
I.a ramie
Rawhide

\BC
ABC
\BC
\RC
NBC
CBS

3.04
.ol
3.05
3.10
3.10
3.13

Cheyenne
Candid Camera

ABC
CBS

3.1 1
3.28

What's My Line
Hawaiian Eve
Lawman
Outlaws

CBS
\RC
ABC
NBC

3.29
3.30
3.33
3.33

Note:

The average CPM

on

for all shows for that period ran $4.38.

1901
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continued

Several bellwether media

directors of New

York

agencies have indicated to

SPONSOR-SCOPE they are somewhat disturbed by the spread of the preemptible,
or movable, spot among tv stations.
The crux of their concern: these plans cause confusion, make life more difficult for the
timebuyer and aggravate an already overwhelming load of paperwork.
A couple of them said they felt that the stations were short-changing themselves with
such plans, since they could get higher rates than those obtainable on a preemptible basis if
they concentrated on grading the spots at their authentic value.
Commented Adam Young, the latest rep to advocate the preemptible plan for his stations:
the business must face up to the fact that the thing most subject to fluctuation is national spot
and that it's imperative for a station to adopt variations in rates that will dispose of
surplus spots.
Campagna Sales (EWR&R) has bought a batch of daytime minutes for its
candy weight-reducer, Ayds, on ABC TV and NBC TV.
According to CBS TV, it was also approached but its Program Practices Board didn't like
the product's copy.
It's interesting to note that of the 40 industrial corporations which did over SI
billion in sales in 1960 at least 15 have expended tv money for a corporate image
The 15: General Motors, Standard Oil of N. J., Ford, General Electric, U. S. Steel, Gulf,
job.
Chrysler,
Texaco, DuPont, Westinghouse, Shell, Standard of California, International Harvester,
Firestone and Phillips Petroleum.
Which brings this to mind: what might prove quite provocative would be a study showing how much of the average corporate ad budget is allocated for the specific purpose
of focusing attention on the corporate image.
A pertinent sidelight on this: Westinghouse's budget for the 1960 political campaign
broadcasts was 25% corporate.

Lorillard (Grey) picked up 26 minutes on ABC TV's Hawaiian Eye for its Old
Gold brand to be played off during the first half of this year.
The spots became available as a result of one of the original Eye sponsors wanting to
sell off.
Chicago reps are hoping to make up for some of the Lever (all and Swan) dollar tv loss at NL&B from P&G's Salvo — heavy duty detergent in tablet form — when
it cuts loose with schedules on a national scale via Burnett.
In the pull-out from NL&B, Lever assigned all to SSC&B and Swan to BBDO, which, of
course, moved the disbursement of their spot dollars to New York.

For a status insight into how spot tv buyers have been regarding prime 20's an
I.D.'s in relation to other segments, note this analysis:
Of the 55 national spot tv accounts handled out of Chicago in I960, 52 used day an
night minutes exclusively, two used a combination of minutes and 20's and only one (May
belline via Gordon Best) used chainbreaks exclusively.
As far as Chicago is concerned, the same accent on minutes seems to prevai
currently — which would indicate that the preference of the copywriter (who contends a min
ute is needed to tell a product's story) still dominates over media thinking.

For other news coverage in this issue: see Newsmaker of the Week, page 11:
Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60: Washington Week, page 55; sponsor
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 67; and Film Scope, page 56.
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KCMC-TV, Channel 6
61 for Shreveport-Texarkana,
soon to become Station KTAL
(Pronounced Kay-Tall)

announces the appointment of
BLAIR

TELEVISION

ASSOCIATES

as National Representatives
effective January 1, 1961
■ There's big news in the Shreveport-Texarkana area. Four items are especially worth noting:
1. KCMC-TV (soon to become KTAL) is constructing the South's tallest tower midway between
Shreveport and Texarkana. 2. When this new tower goes into operation, in early spring, call-letters
of the station will change to KTAL. 3. Rising 1587 feet above average terrain, the new tower and
full 100,000 watt power will make KTAL the only station putting a city-strength signal into both
Shreveport and Texarkana. 4. Advent of KTAL will bring three-network service to the ShreveportTexarkana area for the first time. ■ RESULT: alert advertisers are already getting set for
increased business in the rapidly expanding Shreveport-Texarkana market, with increased spotorders. It's time NOW to get in touch with the nearest office of Blair Television Associates.
NEW

YORK

22:

717 F.flh *.r

Pla/a 2-0400

BOSTON 16: 118 Newbury St., Kenmore 8-1472
CHICAGO 11: 333 n M.cn.gan Ave.. Franklin 23819
DALLAS
DETROIT

1: 302B Southland
29:

817 Boon

JACKSONVILLE

2:

Center. Riverside 1-4228

Blrtg . Woodward

1-8030

Barnett Bank Blue) . Elg.n 8-5770

LOS ANGELES B: 3460 Wilshire Blvd . Dunkirk 1-3811
ST. LOUIS 1: Paul Brown B-dg . Garfield 1-5282
SAN

FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

SPONSOR
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1:

4:

155 Sansome

while-Henry-Stuart

SI.. Yukon

B'dg . Mam

2-7068
3-6270
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oncentrate

in

49th and
Madison
L961, Mr. Richard Dohert\ predicts

Unpardonable!

\ statement made on The Tom Ewell
Show, CBS. of 3 January during a
dialogue of the situation comedy,
stated that "if \ou want to advertise,
use the newspaper" or words to that
effect. I believe most people in radio
and tv recognize that our media do
an excellent selling job over and
above newspaper advertising. I. therefore, feel that the dialogues of The
Tom Ewell Show committed the un-

Did you know?

Over 233,000

pardonable.

\ erne Paule

TV Homes
•

•

v.p. & gen. mgr.
WJPS
Evansville, Ind.

•
Goofed!

A Billion Dollars
in Retail Sales
•

•

*

Good yarn on ABC TV and Oliver
Treyz in the 2 January issue.
The caption on the photograph,
however, omitted the name of the executive (fourth from the left) in the
group conferring with Ollie. He is
Charles Ayres, vice president in
charge of eastern sales.
Michael J. Foster

All in the

JACKSON

ABC
v.p., press information
N. Y. C.

TV Market

Note taken

We would like to call \ our attention

Area

to a discrepanc) in the article entitled "I'.r. Firm Spurs Grass Roots

WJTV
CHANNEL
KATZ

Radio"
appearing in the 2!! November edition.

12

Under heading '"Dealer Chose
Them lot The Bulb Spots" on page
11. call letters of our station appearing 10th up from bottom should be
KCSR,
k ^SR. Chadron. Nebraska instead of

WLBT
CHANNEL

HOLUNGBERY

group.
In the case of specialized radio. I
think 1961 will see a far greater increase than the 3'< that Mr. Doherty
has predicted for the vear. I also feel
that a great deal of former tv money
will find its way into this particular
segment of the radio broadcast field.
My main basis for my prediction
is that at WL1B. which enjoyed a
1 l'i increase in billings in I960 oxer
1959. over 95^S of the national spoa
sors who were on a station in 1960
have alread\ signed renewals for
1961. In addition to these renewals
a great main national advertisers who
use the facilities of WLIB to reach
the Negroes in the New ^ ork Metropolitan market have indicated they
intend to continue to use the station
to reach this important segment of the
New York audience.
The economic standards of thesl
specialized audiences have been raised
to such an extent that sponsors are
now reaching out to these particular
groups awhose
now with
hecomes
factorearning
to be power
reckoned
in an) market bin .
I also think that 1961 advertisers
who have assigned much of their
budgets to t\ will return to radio.

John J. Miller

again, particularly, specialized radio,
due to rising costs and indefensible
CPM's and that the downward trend
of telex ision programing will help radio continue its rapid expansion and

Chml rati.

general upward progress.

manager
KCSR

3

that "radio's gains will be small."
I'm not trying to second guess the
expert, but I think Mr. Doherty's prediction, as far as radio is concerned,
is slightly on the pessimistic side.
Particularly insofar as specialized radio is concerned — radio that is
beamed toward a particular ethnic

Xeb.

Harrx

\o\ik

n i. in
general

Not small at all

managef

In jroui sponsor storj ("Business
Outlook
24

for

L961")

of 2 January,
SPONSOR
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A SNEAKY
FOR TIME

M
BUYERS

On Friday, April 1, 1898, three new clocks were all started at precisely twelve
noon. At noon the next day clock A recorded the correct time,* clock B had gained
one minute and clock C had lost one minute. This state of affairs was allowed to
continue without correction. When (date and time of day) were all three pairs of
hands again pointing at the same moment to twelve o'clock'.'
Solve this time-consuming problem and win a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in
Mathematics" — Dover Publications. Inc., N. Y. If you have a copy, say so and we'll
provide another praiseworthy prize.
* You could see this one sneak up: When you have time-buying problems on your hands in the
Washington market, we modestly request you to remember that WMAL-TV's audience is bigger
than anyone else's during those valuable hours — 6 p.m. to midnight, all week. (ARB November,
1960).

wmel-tv
Washington,

D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

affiliated with WMAL
SPONSOR
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and WMAL-FM,
10()1

Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.
25

72 episod
transitior
time perioi
'natural'

Station programmers looking for
real home-hitting quality— BROKEN
ARROW'S now available locally for
thefirst time, directfrom its striking
success on the network. Nationally,
BROKEN ARROW hits bull's-eyes
both on Tuesday nights at 9 pm and
on Sunday afternoons at 4:30 pm,
repeatedly lifting the ABC TV network into a top challenging position

in ratings and share. Adult viewers truly enjoy BROKEN ARROW—
67% worth for smart program-renewing sponsors General Electric
and Miles Labs! And all-family audiences yum-yummied their candy
and cereals from sponsors Mars Inc. and Ralston Purina. Michael
Ansara and John Lupton star in this 20th Century-Fox produced
series. You'll star in your market when you're first with BROKEN
ARROW— in any time period. Better wire collect now.

(8
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for the West Coast for filming of Father of the Bride, BBDO

v. p. George

Polk

cleans up details with secretary

JANUARY

Daphne

1961

McLaughlin

With three major BBDO clients now involved in show financing,
agency program chiefs are examining practice's pros and cons
I his week.. BBDO's vice president
in charge ol programing will arrive
in Los Angeles from New York with
a thick. hea\ \ presentation hinder
under his arm. This one, fittingly,
is bound in white leather, just like a
wedding photo album — and contains
the shooting script for the pilot film
of a new television -cries. Father of
the Bride.
SPONSOR
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George I'olk made this same trip
a year ago. and thus became the father of the onl) show on network t\
in the 1960-61 season whose creation
including a pilot was whollj
financed 1>\ it- eventual sponsor.
That sponsor. Rexall Drug Co..
got network status with \ational I elret. which it sponsors on alternate
weeks with General Mill?-. Now Gen-

eral Mills will risk the $75-100,000
for creation of the Father >eries. \n
announcement is expected in Fel>ruarj of -till another BBDO client
who will back a -how from it- inception, this one
featuring
a motion
picture star bowing a- a t\ regular.
The earlj risk concept i- not new
(JWT and Benton & Bowie-, among
other-, have tried it in the past with

varying degrees of success i hut
BBDO's apparent commitment to the
policy and the enthusiasm of its
clients has other agencies, they admitted, investigating the possihilities
of such early ties 1>\ their clients to a
final product.
And at several of the bigger agencies, programing departments have
been quietly but actively probing the
problems that surround client origination of shows. As one programing
chief put it. "You wouldn't be able
to call it a "trend' as yet, but there is
no question that serious consideration is being given to program development ofthis type by us and a
couple of our clients."
\\ hy this sudden new interest in
clients getting back into show origination? Simplv. the constant search
for new shows, complicated by agitation by sponsors who want to know,
■"\\ hy doesn't

my

agencv

do

some-

Rexall was successful
with pilot financing
'NATIONAL VELVET' was backed from
its inception as a series by Rexall
(BBDO). Starring Lori Martin (below),
it's a good bet for a second season

thing like this for me?" — and coupled
with the problems of the advertiser
who is not a kingpin on network tele\ Ision. They include:
• The casualty rate. With threenetwork competition a reality, the insatiable network tv tapeworm consumed 113 out of 353 nighttime
shows in the past three seasons. 65','
of them first-year entries. And several agencj sources expect the 196061 fall-out to be even heavier.
• Network or packager-owned
shows are usually offered to the top
web advertisers first, giving the
lighter network user slim pickings.
• A network-owned property offered to an advertiser may be in a
want.
time period the advertiser doesn't
How does this differ from normal
practices? Here are some illustrations: Of the approximately 20 shows
(only 15% of all nighttime network
programs) still controlled by the advertiser, two — The Law and Mr.
Jones (ABC) and Peter Loves Mary
(NBC) were originally made for
BBDO's June Allyson-du Pont program, and were taken over by Procter
& Gamble after their pilots had been
completed. In the same way. Danny
Thomas' company
Andy Griffith Show
it to General Foods,
call as sponsor of the
Show.

produced the
pilot, then sold
which had first
Danny Thomas

"The client who has only one
show." said Deitz. "can't afford such
ahave
degree
a client
doesn't
five ofor risk:
six if
shows
committed,
it's too big a gamble." As for the
client without that many properties,
"he should rely on the ability and
judgment of his agency to find him
good shows at good times at good
prices. Its a question of professionBut BBDO believes that the risk
."
can albecapability
minimized
if all of the following elements jell:
1 — \ ou must have a substantial
premise, a solid show idea, a wellthought-out situation on which great
care has been taken.
2 — You must have confidence in
your
3 — producer.
You must have definite writers
committed to write a guaranteed number of episodes.
4 — You must have a complete pilot
script, with casting suggestions.
5 — You must have a writers" manual to be followed by succeeding

But Rexall. General Mills land
that third BBDO client I . started pick-

to keep the show'script
premise authors,
as it was intended.
6 — You must have a director assigned, a top man.
BBDO does not recommend the ap-

ing up the tab at the lunch that decided. "That's a great show idea.

proach "unless you have an outstanding property and outstanding

Let's get to work!" They were encouraged, according to George Polk.
1>\ the attitude of the networks, which

production
personnel."
At an agencv
which lias tried initial

he described as "primarily interested
in a good show." Said Polk. ''Two
out of three have a prettj open mind
about this: one is very interested in
obtaining properties this way.
"If \ on really have a good show,
they're interested; they're interested
much more in your good show than
in your money. You can end up
-landing in line with cash in your
hand if you have nothing to offer
lull an investment in a top show. II
\oii don'l have big bargaining power
as a top network advertiser, you must
lia\ i' a good show to offer.
On

ibis point Polk gets some
position from several

28

ing Kenyon & Eckhardt's group v.p.
Steve Dietz. who contended that "the
only client who should finance his
own show from its inception is one
who is already a multiple sponsor.
If he believes he can pick a winner,
he should go ahead.

admen,

op-

includ-

client financing in the past, the programing chief agreed that with the
proper set of factors this method
"was and will be used by our agencv." One function of an advertising
agencv. be noted, is to develop the
best possible use of the television
medium for its clients. "Should this
include the approach of program development." be added, "this is a
legitimate function.
"The agencv must consider the use
of tv from ever) angle. Co-production may be the besl answer: the
purchase of minutes or hours may
he the best answer: the purchase of
existing network properties may be
the best answer:
the purchase of a
SI'ONSOK
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Major agency program chiefs differ over pilot financing
PRO

CON

ONE FUNCTION of an agency: to develop the best
possible use of the tv medium for its clients.
Should this include client financing of program
development, then this is a legitimate function.

THE V.GENC1 should not recommend t<> a client
that he back a pilot except under a very special
set of circumstances. The client should, instead,
depend on out judgment to find him a good thou

IT IS A BETTER

THE I >M. i client u ho should finance his mi n slum
is one who is ahead) a multiple sponsor. The
client with less than jour or five slum s committed
cannot afford the degree of lis/, ahull is involved

idea for the client who is not

a network kingpin to back a pilot than the big
guy. If successful, the little guy gets himself
a show that might never have been shown to him.

NOW THAT there are three strong networks in competition, although it's tougher to come away with
a runaway rating, it's also harder to fail. Today,
a show with a low-20's rating can be a success.

propert\ from a packager max be the
best answer, or complete client backing from initiation nun he the best
answer. Each case must be judged
on an individual basis."
One element that all the agencymen
stressed was the purpose of program
initiation activity. There is no other
motive, they pointed out. than to
create advertising values for the advertiser. \s one put it. "We do not
help create shows in order to make
money. The agenc) is not involved
in an\ profit: there nun sometimes
he profit for the client, but a relatively small amount. Our primary
goal is to make a good show. Were
not in business to make money that
way . however."
The fact of three networks in competition has put an increased burden
on those in the programing business,
lowering a show's realistic potential
for success. Five \ears ago the top
show in a time period could have a
40-plus rating, and the competition
something like a 10. Today, a show
with a 30 rating can knock-off shows
on both rival networks.

WITH THREE-NETWORK competition, the Ianden imposed is tougher. The odds are less than
even thai a show won't male it into the second year.
This makes
pilot- financing
all the more
risky.

tion possible (the second half of
Maverick -24, and the first half of
The Ed Sullivan Show — 23.4. according to the 4 December I960 National
Nielsen T\ Index) still looks like a
best bet to return to the network next

spelled out five major advantages of
financing a pilot:
Procuring a top tv property. Of
the 200 or so pilots that come in
ever) year, there are really only a
handful that are considered to be

season.

plums. \ couple of these are surprise successes but the majoritv could
have been foreseen. We would hope

Its rating — L9.5.

"Ratings are misleading." said one
ad executive, "hut the odds are about
e\cn. or maybe 60%, that a show you
go in with won't make it into the
I he very
competition thai is called
year."'
second
an ■"increased burden" by a majoritv
of agency spokesmen was called
"security" by George Polk. He
claimed that if an agenc) adheres to
his six rules for creating a property
it will have a better chance than five
years ago.
"\\ hi le it's true that it's tougher to
come by a runaway rating today, it
is also tougher to fail today. Toda)
you shoot for 23 to 30, and if you
miss you're liable to come up with
an 18 to 23. There are no 40-pluses
today, hut no embarrassing!) low
failures, either. There is more security todav. making tv a safer adver-

Conversely, a show can survive today with a rating in the low 20's. A
case in point is National Velvet itself,
which against the toughest competiSPONsoi;
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tising medium."
BBDO's
original presentation to
General Mills contained this view of
the chances
for success, and also

to pre-empt one of the plums from
the market before it gets involved in
the kind of machinations that a
client who is not a network tv kingpin must go through.
Better understanding of the elements of the show. In addition to
pre-empting top contenders from the
open market, the financing of pilots
makes show buying more intelligent
and less chaotic. Rather than being
under the gun of a snap decision,
which is what happens at pilot time,
the advertiser instead becomes completely familiar with the background
and all the elements "I the property
with which he is becoming involved.
The pilot is seldom the best episode
of a series, and yel the whole -cries
is often sold or killed on that film
alone.
Program control. I>\ finam ing
and being pari of the development
of a series, the advertise] has the op29

NAB PUTS TEETH
IN ITS RADIO CODE

portunity to exert considerable program control. This is particularly
important for an advertiser where
good taste is essential. The type of
stories lie would not want could be
eliminated and a direction taken to
the agreement
cerned.

of all parties con-

Better opportunity to choose cosponsor and or time period. Main
mi-takes arc likely lo he eliminated
with this form of building a show
since more time is spent in developing it than normal. For example.
most shows are developed in the fall
of the preceding season, shot in the
winter and made ready for the Febi uary-March- April buying season.
\\ hen financed by the advertiser, development and production can start at
am

time. For example, story conferences and complete programing direction as well as the completion of

the pilot script and casting can be
done during the summer, and shooting can start in the fall. Thus the
pilot could be finished by December
or January. This advance timing
would make possible a better selection
of co-sponsor and a choice time period.
The time to research the pilot.
In addition to a more carefully
thought-out and meticulously produced series, this kind of timing
would allow for research on the pilot,

I

^ Radio Code Board will set up a monitoring system
for the Radio Code and also plans to extend membership
^

Code subscriptions are at an all-time high since NAB

opened code eligibility to non-member
Last

week

the NAB

Radio

Code

Last June the Code Board opened

Board met in Washington to take action of importance to advertisers and
agencies as well as to radio stations.
High on the list of subjects tackled by
the board were:

subscription privileges to non-NAB
stations, and changed the code over

• To set up a monitoring system
for the Radio Code.
• To give the code more teeth
• To extend the application of the
code.
The meeting came in the wake of a
year packed with code board developments.

2b'/( of all am and fm radio stations
in the U.S.

of the code
Standards of
Radio Code.

purpose of implementing the code.
The formula is as follows: stations
pay 10 times their highest one-minute
rate up to $360. NAB member stations get a 40' < discount.
The Code Board's chairman. Clifford Gill, of KF.ZV. Anaheim. Calif.,
is most enthusiastic about the effect
of the code. "We belie\e that code
subscribers on the whole are doing
a better job of building a public
image and confidence which is not
onlj helpful to our imlustr\ but of
extreme importance to all agencies

hadn't gotten on this year.

told
advertisers who
and SPONSOR.

"It's all pari of a general search
b\ everyone to find a hit.'" he added.
"Everyone i- trying to find the best

"We

ume

use radio." he

agencies and advertisers

to (loi 1two
things," -aid
("rill. "These
are
i familiarize
themselves
with

thinks he

the code and (2) patronize stations

has found that device, agreed. "If
enough good shows were turned out.
and enough good times made available, these risks would not be neces-

the code."
that
Thesubscribe
code hastobeen
mailed to most
agencies. If an agency, or an) interested partj doesn't have a copy,
one can be obtained b\ writing to

-,n \ ," be explained. "W e w ill continue with program development as

:u)

Fla.

Last July the name
was changed from NAB
Good Practice to NAB

was prescribed by the board, for the

The risk is that you won't get it on
the air. Then, again, there are a lot
of people who wish their shows

^

Jacksonville,

code subscriptions are at an all-time
high of 1.112 stations, representing

after reviewing BBDO's points, "beating the competition to a good idea.

sources."

Within the past \ car a full-time code
administrator was hired in the person
of Charles Stone, formerly of W MBR.

With the opening of subscriptions to
non-NAB members, a designated fee

"That's the big value." said the
programing head of a rival a<:enc\

long a- oin clients need show- and
cannot gel them from the usual

from an honor system with no machinery for enforcement, to a monitored svstem.

were told that

Code board members

which is an important help in judging the scries and a valuable safeh
factor.

ilr\ ice to get on."
\inl George Folk, who

stations last July

NAB
Radio Code
Board's new chairman
is
Clifford Gill of KEZY,
Anaheim,
California

Stone at the \ \l'> offices in Washington.
Uong
\\ i 1 11 rigid implementation

SPONSOR
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Radio Code On Acceptability of Advertisers, Products
DISCUSSED at the NAB Radio Code Board meeting last week were several cases of stations' accepting
advertisers and products which were deemed objectionable by the Radio Code. Here is how the code
classifies objectionable product categories:

\ commercial radio broadcaster makes his facilities available for the advertising <>l products and services and accepts commercial presentations l<>r such advertising. However, he
should, in recognition of his responsibility to the public, refuse the Facilities ol his station to
an advertiser where he has good reason to doubt the integrity of the advertiser, the truth oi the
advertising representations, or the compliance of the advertiser with the spiril and purpose oi
all applicable legal requirements. Moreover, in consideration ol the laws and customs ol the
communities served, each radio broadcaster should refuse hi> Facilities to the advertisemenl
of products and services, or the use of advertising scripts, which the station has good reason to
believe would be objectionable to a substantia] and responsible segmenl oi the community. The
foregoing principles should be applied with judgment and flexibility, taking into consideration
the characteristics of the medium and the form of the particular presentation. In general, hecause radio hroadeasting is designed for the horn ;j and the entire family, the lollowing principles
should govern the business classifications listed below:
a) the advertising of hard liquor should not be accepted.
b) the advertising of beer and wines is acceptable only when presented in the best of good taste and
discretion, and is acceptable subject to existing laws.
c) the advertising of fortune-telling, occultism, spiritualism, astrology, phrenology, palm-reading, numerology, mind-reading, or character-reading is not acceptable.
d) all advertising of products of a personal nature, when accepted, should be treated with special
concern for the sensitivities of the listeners.
e) the advertising of tip sheets, publications or organizations seeking to advertise for the purpose of
giving odds or promoting betting or lotteries is unacceptable.

of the code, board members are also

tion to the thousands of individual

Fort Pierce, Fla.: Robert P. Jones,

concerned with building the code's
image, and the image of station subscribers.

radio buyers in the country ."
"In the case of code stations, however. Woodland continued, "you
know that you are protected against
buying time on a station where your
client's commercials will he heard
adjacent to plugs for fortune-tellers,

\\ FBR, Baltimore: Herbert L. kreuger. WTAG. Worcester: Robert L.
Pratt, KGGF, Coffeeville. Kansas

Concerning this point, board member Cecil \\ oodland posed the following question to agency men:
"W c realize that there are radio
stations which are not subscribers to
the Radio Code, and which consistentl\ maintain standards of broadcasting
equally as high as code stations, hut
how do you as a radio buyer know
this.-'" He continued. "Man) of you
have already stated that it is impossible for you to come into individual
markets and study all station operations, and so the non-subscribing station has on its hands the herculean
job of getting the stor\
SPONSOR
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hard whiskey, baitswitch advertisers,

or an unpleasant personal product
pitch. And you'll also he sure that
\our client is not unhappily identified with a questionable contest . . .
one which ma\ anger listeners because
rules, or prize details, are cloud) and
misunderstood
listeners."
Besides Gill,by other
Code Board
members include Richard 0. Dunning. KHQ. Spokane: Elmo Ellis,
\\ SB. Atlanta: James 1.. Howe, WIR \.

George K. Volger, kW I'C. Muscatine, la. : and ( '<■< il W
Hand. W III
Scranton.
The Code Board also indicated tindesire to encourage subscriber stations todesignate their code subscription b) carrying the code seal in their
station promotion and advertising, as
well as stationery, or wherever the
station's call letter- and logo appear.
It was reported thai Standard Rate
and Data asked lor a fee for including the code seal in listings. No tee is
charged for RAJ3 or other designations.
i Please turn to page 52 >
31

PRUDENTIAL'S
^

TV BY-PRODUCTS

Insurance company sharpens public service image

via extensive loan program for 420th Century' episodes
^ Prudential agents pick up where company leaves off.
lineup leads through
involvement
in local activities

I f hot leads are the life blood

of the

insurance business, Prudential definitely plays it cool.
Two-thirds of the Newark-based
company's national advertising budget Lines into the educational Twentieth
Century program (CBS TV), nestled
in Sundays "intellectual ghetto" time

after it appears on the air. There
were over 100.000 showings of the 84
titles available last year.
About 80r/r of the showings are requested by secondary schools — certainly no hotbed of life insurance
prospects — and the agents do not get
commercial
with
students,
though

mercials are included as originally
run. so the audiences are not left in
doubt as to their benefactor. If most
of the viewers are still in junior or
senior high school, that doesn't bother Prudential, since these are tomorrow's adults, and when the time for
insurance purchases comes, the compan) presumably will have the inside
track.
For school showings, the arrangements usually are handled directh b)
Prudential's film lending service, but
in the case of adult groups the local
agent is encouraged b) Prudential to
play as large a role as possible, since
this is a major prospect-builder.
Prudentials public relations and advertising department, headed b\
Henry M. Kennedy, executive direcsupplies the oncompany's
agents
with tor,
instructions
how to make
the
most of the film lending program.
Other key figures in this project: Joseph Hoffmann, assistant director of
advertising: William F. Hedden. advertising manager.
Prudential agents receive, first of
all. a general orientation folder spelling out the types of adult groups to
approach with film offers, and how to
go about it. There is a sample letter
to organization leaders, informing
them of the film lending service and
encouraging them to take advantage
of this opportunity. The folder even
includes a sample news release to
send to area newspapers when an organization books a Twentieth Century
episode. "\\ e show our agents how to
conduct their own p.r. campaign,"

'TWENTIETH

CENTURY'

has been Prudential's image-building vehicle since October,

1957.

Winner of some 30 awards, the show delves into history and current affairs. Above: 'The Berliners'

period. And rarel) do the commercials get around in building prospect
lists b) soliciting requests for literature. Rather they are devoted to promoting the services Prudential performs, and projecting its securit\dependabilit) image.
Furthermore extensive time and

the) nun have a word or two with
their teachers. The remaining showings are for adult groups, and here
I 'indent ial does provide its agents
with a golden opportunity for prospects and also furnishes plenty of
advice on how In make the most of it.
Though most of the film lending

effort go into Prudential's film lending service, which makes Twentieth
Century available, gratis, to secondar\ schools ami adult organizations

program's benefits are anything but
tangible and
immediate.
Prudential
sees the annual $190,000 investment
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as infinitely

worthwhile.

The

com-

Kenned)
sa\^. Prudential agents are
In addition.
equipped with complete lists of film
titles, printed on a handv-for-mailing
folder to send along to community
groups. It is set up so the organization requesting film can check off the
title, fill in the date desired for showing, and re-fold the sheet with Prudential's address on the outside. And
it s read) for mailing.
Prudential then semis the requested
him to the agent in whose territory it
is to be shown. That agent has the
option of sending it over to the organization, or playing a larger part

SPONSOR
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iii the process b) actuall) putting in
an appearance at the meeting. For
this more aggressive agent, Prudential sends a brief introductory speech
along w ith the 61m, to guide him in
saying a few words to the group
about the show before the film goes
on.

■ ■III); helps Prudential's agents
Tv show
FUNDAMENTALS

this folder, "Prestige and Prospects

\> a further means of keeping its
agents fnll\ informed t>f what's happening on Twentieth Century, Prudential sends them an " Advance
News" release each week. I li is- describes the upcoming program and

PRESTIGE Md PROSPECTS

film lending o- service
your

spell:- out the topics to be covered in

designed to spark agent use of the
films, such as quotes from agents who
have found this a worthwhile source

1 '

for expanding their prospects.
The school phase of Prudential's
local-level exploitation of its network
l\ program includes studv aids provided in advance of each program's
appearance on the air a- well as future loan of the films. Mailed on a

Km

COMPLETE LIST of available "Twentieth Century" titles printed on readyto-mail folder is supplied to Prudential agents who send it along with

'ADVANCE

NEWS' of each "Twentieth

Century" episode goes out to the
agents. This sheet not only describes

agents to take advantage of the film
lending service. One approach is to
quote from those agents who have
made successful use of this facility,
increasing sales, broadening contacts.

Century becomes part of the students
homework, so the parents presumably
will not interfere, and main of them
can be expected to join the audience,
runs the reasoning. On the other
hand, in homes where parents want to
watch the show but v ield to the chil-

19C1

Century" episode.

the show's content, but fills in the
agent on topics to be covered in commercials with the program. The rest
of the material is devoted to firing up

Prudential officials see both immediate and long-range benefits in this
teaching aid arrangement. Since an
integral part of the study plan is
watching the shows, it acts as an audience builder. To watch Twentieth

JANUARY

ules a "Twentieth

letter to organization leaders describing film lending service. List includes
slots for date the film is wanted, and
for alternate date. Form contains
address of Prudential plus space for
agent to stamp his name and address,
giving applicant option of mailing
request to either one. The folder is
designed to fold easily for mailing.

bi-weekl) basis to some 76,000 teach•■r-. these "Television Teaching Aid"
booklets feature background material
in depth on each program. Also in
the t\ teaching aids are lists of parallel readings, from books and periodicals, various audio-visual materials
which might be obtained to supplement the show, suggested research
projects for the students — and a complete list of tv stations that will be
carrying the programs, with local
time.

16

organizations to approach with film
offers, and furnishes a sample letter
to their presidents describing the
service. In addition there is a sample
papers when a club in the area sched-

releases contain additional material

SPONSOR

Through Your Film Lending Service."
This informs agents of the kinds of

news release to be sent to local news-

the accompanying commercials. The

dren's urgings for something more
juvenile, the school tie-in can solve
the problem. \s in the case of the
film lending service, this association with school class work is expected to have the far-reaching result
of leaving students with a favorable
impression of Prudential when the]

are spelled out in

PRUDENTIAL

k
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PUBLICATIONS

keep

agents posted on their colleagues'
progress with the film lending service
tie-in. Pictured is an issue of the Central Atlantic Dist. magazine, in which
a Prudential agent describes a film
showing which
netted 40 prospects.
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'
lication. Ilarrv Aigentiero of Pruden-

Prudential gets in the schools
BACKGROUND

material in depth

for each "Twentieth Century" episode goes out to some 76,000
school teachers to aid in related
classroom work. "Television
Teaching Aid" booklets include
lists of parallel readings in books

LA CiUAROtii

REACHING

FOR

THE

MOON

l\u L«!Ml 0«

time.

It is assumed

and periodicals and audio-visual
aids that could further students'
knowledge of the subject involved.
There are several suggested research projects. Also in the booklets is a complete list of tv stations carrying the show, with local
that this program helps build audience for

Twentieth Century, since the show is, of course, part of the homework in this study project. The rest of the family presumably will
look in along with the students. While the students are not yet in
the market for insurance, Prudential values reaching them early.

tial's Central Atlantic Dist. is quoted
as saving. "The film lending program
is great. You not onlv get leads
given to you, but vou reap all the
prestige behind the tv series." Continues Argentiero, " i <>u can qualify
the prospects by selecting the groups
you show to. Best of all, it doesn't
take\rgentiero
a great deal
of yourhistime."'
describes
experience
in showing the film "Addicted. Part
I' to 70 people at a Citizens Civic
League meeting. He had a friend
who is a narcotics inspector address
the group. Argentiero also gave a
short talk, on the services offered by
Prudential. Result: "'Out of the Civic
League
got 40
leads —
that's
almost meeting.
(>i)' < of I the
people
present.
Another thing. I sold a policy to the
narcotics inspector who

made

the

Prudential, long a sponsor of pubspeech !
lic service tv programs, is most
pleased with
Twentieth
Century's
performance interms
of ratings,
awards,
and public attitude. During the winter seasons, the show reportedly has

reach

eventuall)

insurance-buying

age.
In pointing out some of the reasons why Prudential devotes so much
of its advertising effort to an image

While it is impossible to blend the
commercials into individual episodes
of Twentieth Century, which may deal

of solidity, dependabilit) and public

with anything from military campaigns to sports events, the idea is
that the\ blend in with the whole con-

service, instead of straight sell, Kennedy delved into the basics of the insurance business. He said that, after

cept of the show. Savs Crolius, "The
objectives of the program and the
commercials are the same: to con-

all, insurance companies sell a prom-

tribute to Prudentials public image."
These commercials remain a part
o\ the Twentieth Century films which
have been viewed by some 11 million
people under the lending program

ise to pay money under certain circumstances inthe future. There is no
solid merchandise

changing

hands.

As he put it. "The consumer is not
verj much concerned about what liecomes of General Motors after he
l>u\> one "I its cars, so long as parts
arc readil) available. Bui he maintains an interest in his insurance company, in its ability to take care of his
family in the future."
Prudential s tv commercials

are

created l>\ Reach, McClinton. As account supervisoi Thomas P. Crolius
puts it. the) do not sell insurance.
That's the job of tlie Prudential
agent. The purpose of the commercials is "to make it easier for the
agents to gel a heating. bv contributing to Prudential's
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public

image."

since its began back in January, 1().~>!!.
Prudential reports that not one adverse criticism has come in regarding
the inclusion of the commercials, and

been drawing audiences which compare favorabl) with the average nighttime network show — this despite its
Sundav (6:30-7 p.m. EST) time
The show has received approxiperiod. mately 30 awards, including a recent
Emmy. Prudential reports that in public attitude surveys, approval of Prudential has its highest incidence
among viewers of Twentieth Century.
Prudential, which reportedl) has
led the field in new life insurance sold
for eight of the last nine vears. has
concentrated on sponsorship of uplifting tv programs since 1954 when
it began a three-year association with
CBS' You Are There, followed by an
offshoot of that series called /// 1'ouer. There were teaching aids with

the companv considers this a strong
indication of the success with which

these shows, and extensive merchandising, but it wasn t until Twentieth

the) project the desired image, i Actu-

Century that the film lending «alaunched.

ally, they're a trifle surprised at Prudential that some eccentric school
inarm somewhere wouldn't have
voiced disapproval <>f having the commercials inher classroom. I
A prime example of how the Prudential film lending service can bring
in qualitv prospects for its agents \va~
described
in a recent companv
pub-

Twentieth Century is a 52-week buy
lor Prudential. Of each vears shows.
2(> are new. 2(> repeats. The large,
number of repeals is considered entirelv appropriate because survey!
show a large audience turnover from
week to week, due primarily to the
Sundav time period.
^
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WEB
^

TV'S

NEW

DAYTIME

\- the eh. hi <,ii page \6 indii ates,

A series of NBC studies l>y A. (]. Nielsen attack the

da) time iv buys are b) no mean- i onfined to a narrow base ol homes

theory 'daytime is for frequency, nighttime is for reach'
^ Facts and figures on web daytime television open
new doors for a practical and very effective purchase

lt

ma\

l>r no coincidence thai

frequency often can he wasteful.
However, it was obvious to NBC
and Nielsen researchers that, in the

NBC's current daytime resurgence is
running parallel to its sharp attack on
certain t\ dogmas.
Bolstered by a series of studies
done 1>\ Nielsen, the network has torn

past few years, changes in buying
patterns
specifically, scatter plans
plus the rock-bottom prices being
offered, provided ready-made weapons for producing evidence of day-

into what is still a commonl} held
attitude: that daytime network tv is
ureal for frec|uene\ hut its reach is
nothing to brag about.
NBC s studies were kicked off early
in 1959 during a general slum]) in
daytime billings. While the network
had its competitive troubles, there was
a feeling that a key selling problem
was overcoming the belief that night-

reach. time network tv's greater audience

time's reach was superior to the daytime part of the schedule. Even the
frequency advantages of daytime
could not generate enough interest.
Main clients felt land still feel I that

REACH

i eached ovei and ovei again. ' >n the
i <mii .ii \ . ,i mail lied budget compai ison pio\ es da) time to be a bettei bu)
(22.1 million homes \s. l.'J.I million I
both l"i reach and frequent y. The
comparison was tabulated b) \. C.
Nielsen for a four-week cumulative
audience base with costs virtuall) the
same per schedule. \n alternate week
nighttime show was u-ed with an
above-average rating costing approximate!) $90,000 bi-weekl) (time and
talent i. Six programs costing about
842,000 per week a total of $84,000
made up the daytime flight.
Not onl\ did the daytime schedule

NBC decided to probe into the statistics of daytime tv at a series of
analvtical levels. Their objective was
to find out ill if nighttime is really
letter than daytime television for

prove to be a more efficient bu\ foi
advertiser- seeking reach — four million homes advantage but frequen-

reach. i2i if daytime television's frequencv per home is still stronger than
nighttime. All things being equal, a
good bin could be based on these two
factors combined or reach alone. Fre-

plus revealed in the first part of
NBC's and Nielsen's three part -tudv
of web davtime television was sched-

quencj plaj s a lesser part.

although nighttime's schedule allowed

c) per home for the daytime schedule
was more than twice as high. Another

ule size. The daytime schedule accounted for 42 commercial minutes

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1

Daytime schedule vs. nighttime
Number

of homes

Quintile

J.
2.
S.

(Middle viewing 20%)

5.

1.200
5.100
3,400
3.500

4.
(Lightest viewing 20%)

All Homes

2.000

19,100

Source: NTI— March-April 19(50

by quintile

reached in each quintile over four-week period
By nighttime program

(Heaviest viewing 20%)

program

Difference

By daytime schedule

2.100
1.500

6,600
6.600
3,900
3.300
1 .600

22,100

+

500
200
100

+4,000

QUINTILES are derived by ranking homes in order of time spentviewing and dividingthem into five groups,
each containing 20% of the homes, ranging from the heaviest viewers down to the lightest viewers.
ih'iii
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onlj six. Program costs were oneeighth the level of nighttime.
The study, when anal) zed on a
multiple commercial basis, also put
daytime in first place. Total homes
receiving two or more commercial
impressions over a four-week period
for daytime was L6.9 million vs. 14.2
million evening homes — again, a day-

WEB

DAY

time advantage of 2.7 million homes.
As the 1960 chart below indicates,
daytime has the edge on every level
of reach and frequency.
The second study conducted by
Nielsen, as part of NBC's three part
series, sheds further light on the daytime television audience. This data
deals with the dimensions and char-

PLAN, NIGHT

SHOW

BUYS

Distribution of homes readied and frequency, 1956
Homes
Reached

Total

20,000

Homes Reached In 4 Wka
Evenlnc-15, 200,000
Day-11,000.000

1956

15,000

10,000

5,000

0 J
1 or
more

2 or
more

3 or
more

I) or
moir

5 or
more

6 or
more

7 or
more

12 or
acre

IS or
sore

Distribution of homes reached and frequency, 1960
Homes
Reached
25,000

Total

Homes Reached - 4 W)ta.
Evening - 13,100,000
22,100,000

of

the

davtime

viewing

To effectively weigh the characteristics of daytime television homes, a
quintile study tabulated by Nielsen
was 'used. Homes were ranked in
order of time spent viewing. They
were divided into five groups, each
containing 20' '< of the homes, ranging from the heaviest down to the
lightest viewers. As in the case of
reach and frequency, the family characteristics ofthe daytime television
audience
viting buy.created an even more inThe results of the second study
showed that da) time television reached
a substantial percent of the homes
w ith large or medium size families. By
contrast, daytime television reached a
lesser percent of the smaller size families. Over a four-week period. 59.6' <
of the households with five or more
family members was reached with an
average of 6.1 commercial minutes per
home. Similarly, coverage of homes
consisting of three to four people was
also high — 51 .1 ' < at 5.3 messages per
household. A small segment of families with only one to two members
was reached — 39.1% of all families
in that bracket — 6.3 times per household. The percent of all tv homes
reached with daytime television over
the four week survey period was
49.0' ( with a frequency of 5.8 messages per household.
Also measured was the average age
of housewives reached with daytime
television. The results showed that in
addition to daytime television reaching families of substantial size, the

20,000

15,000

acteristics
home.

average housewife's age was relativel\ young. For measurement purposes,
the age groups were broken down
into three classifications. Young
represents all the housewives reached,
via the davtime schedule, between the

j

10,000

5,000

3Tor
more

THE NBC charts above, both computed by A. C. Nielsen from the
NTI, January-February 1956 and NTI, 4-weeks ending April 3,
1960 reveal a significant difference in results of daytime vs. nighttime buys. The first chart represents a daytime schedule of five-aweek strips. A "modern" scatter plan represents current comparison.

ages of sixteen and thirty-four; middle age represents thirty-five through
forty-nine years: and fiftv \ears or
older fall into the old classification.
The daytime schedule reached 56.0%
of the young housewives with a frequence of 5.6 commercial impressions
per home:

56. V < of the middle-aged

housewives with 6.0 commercial imand Id.a5',6.1of frequency.
the older
housewives pressions;
with
\s mentioned previously a quintile
chart (page 35) was also used to outline the effectiveness of daytime tele-
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vision. Daytime viewing was high
among the heavj television viewers.
Over the same four-week period, the
beaviesl 20' i of \ iewers I 1 I accounted for 6.6 million homes on t hi ■
daytime schedule vs. 1.2 million on
tlit- nighttime schedule a bonus <>f
more than 57' « . Da\ time's reach was
also high among quintiles (2) and
(3) — 6.6 million and 3.9 million
home-

reached

VS. nighttime's promillion and .'5.1
5.1
g
gram
homes respectively. Nighttime
million reachin
came out on top in the homes viewfog lightest, il» and (5), however

daytime's loss was slight. These are
■mall famil) homes with a relativel)
high proportion of older members.
Although not indicated on page 35,

COPY
owners

NBC's quintile stud) also showed a
verv high frequenc) per home for the
daytime flight. Over the same fourweek |*i iod. the heaviest viewing

FM A BOON
FURNITURE,

quintile (top 20' < I revealed a daytime frequenc) of !'>.■"> impressions per
home vs. the nighttime program impression of3.6 —a daytime advantage
of 4.9 commercial impressions per
home per month. Similarly, daytime
reached more homes in three out of
five of the quintiles. Again, nighttime
had the edge in the lightest viewing
quintiles with onl) a slight margin.
The final NBC stud) conducted by
Nielsen was prepared to sum up
the previous two. Ml the original
data was gathered and recalculated on
an eight-week basis rather than four-

wav to reach the qualitv consumer is
via a qualitv medium. As co-owner

happens over a longer period of

Richard
not after Walker
the mass explains
market — it.the"We're
small
purchasers of greeting cards, small
quantities of stationery and so forth.
We want to reach the executives who

lime?"
The results wen- as expected- daytime television remained a better bu)
at even level studied. Based on eight

want top qualitv equipment in their
offices. \\ e knew we could i each an

(reeks ending 3 \pril I960, daytime's
reach was 27. 5 million homes vs. 24.0
million homes on the evening flight
a daytime advantage of 3.5 million
homes. Again, daytime frequenc) was
substantially higher. Commercial
impressions per home for the eightweek nighttime schedule was 4.5
while daytime was more than double
with a 9.4 frequenc) .
The entire NBC stud) conducted by
Nielsen proved daytime television to
be a practical bu) for an alert advertiser willing to forget the widely held

important segment of this group
through the fine music programing o|
W MTW -INI. since all the audience
studies we saw indicated a select
grouping of professional men. executives, and office managers."
That, plus partner Larry Hatch's
affinit) to classical music programing
for his advertising i he was at one
time a professional musician and is
on the board of the Portland Sv mphony Orchestral, prompted their
first purchase of one-minute spots on
WMTW-FU (Poland Springs-Mt.
W ashington i two years ago. \\ ith the

theorv that "web daytime television is
great for frequenc) but poor for

SPONSOR
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FOR OFFICE
DESIGN FIRM

A%mong the increasing number and
varietv of advertisers using fin today,
is one whose two-year loyalt) to the
medium continues to pav off in added
sales and compan) prestige.
Dealers in quality lines of office
furniture, stationery, forms and supplies, as well as designers and installers of complete offices, the Roberts
Office Supply Co. of Portland. Me., is
convinced that the best and fastest

weeks, in answer to the question "all
that information is fine but what

reach."

PLANS for their fm radio campaign are exchanged by Richard Walker (I) Larry Hatch,
of the Robert Office Supply Co., and satisfied fm advertisers for the past two years

f^
L961

_

station's tri-state coverage of Maine,
Vermont, and New Hampshire, Walker and Hatch found themselves reaching exactly the market the) wanted
small, but select.
Scheduled within the 6:30-7 p.m.
slot, five nights a week, the commercials are straight, practical sell. Cop)
features office furniture, an office
planning service and an office
furniture leasing plan. Says Hatch.
"Our commercials are designed to
cover all aspects of the business. Hie)
are written with a loftv approach in
an attempt to influence the executive
decision maker of a business."
Apart from sales results leach of
the last two years shows a 20^! increase IHatch and Walker are particularly pleased with public reaction
to their spots — in the form of customer "fan mail"" thanking the compan)
for helping sponsor a classical music
program and the warm reception extended Roberts salesmen.
So satisfied is Roberts with their
advertising, that "we wouldn't think
of
changing
it." says
other
broadcast
mediaHatch.
from "We
time use
to
time, and will continue to do so, but
the fine W M I W -I'M programing
uniquel)
tits our
advertising
Roth he and
W alker
hope to need-."
be expanding their use oi the medium in
the verv near future.
^
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ABC

BRASS

at

Hagerty

press

conference

HAGERTY

(l-r):

S.

B. Siegel,

Thorn as

MOVES

Moore,

Oliver

Treyz,

Foster,

Leonard

Goldenson,

Hagerty

IN AT ABC

^ Presidential press secretary takes over as ABC TV
v.p. in charge of news and public affairs on 23 January
^
be

Michael

Hagerty, in first press conference,
says he won't
on-air commentator,
will build strong news
staff

ABC news facilities since "it is the
"news capital of the world." He plans
to work first on problems invoking
ABC staff, but has in mind visits to
all major ABC affiliates, and later,
with tion
Goldenson.
a world news inspectrip.
Howls of laughter greeted the ir-

Lb.i-1 week, in one of the briskest,
brightest news conferences ever held
in broadcasting circles, ABC unveiled
its new television v.p. for news, special events, and public affairs, the redoubtable James C. Hagerty.
Hagerty. since 1952 press secretary
under President Dwight D. Eisenhower, was introduced b\ AB-PT
president Leonard Goldenson. and
fielded the questions of some 50 newspaper, magazine, and trade newsmen
with the aplomb and good humor oi
an old pro.

Though lii> \BC job doesn't become official until after the Kennedy
inauguration
rlageit) took four-days'
leave of absence last week (without
pay, he was quick to point out) to
meet the press and attend \BC affiliates and board meetings in Miami.
I rider Hagerh leadership, said
Goldenson, \BC plans to "expand
considerably" its new coverage, with

"special attention to Latin America."
The White House press chief declared
he considered the strengthening of
ABC's reporting staff his first job,
and said he would look for trained
newsmen, not simply on-the-air-personalities.
Replying to questions, he said (lath
that he would not himself make t\ or
radio appearances.
t"I m tonotlie a one
com-it
mentator, and if I tried
would stop competition within in\
staff— which I want." I
Anticipating the objection that because he had been so long identified
with the Republican administration
he might have difficult) in presenting
political news impartially, Hagert)
declared, "I think I can do it. But
the proof of that will be in the performance. Ifyou
don't dome. it.
it will be your
dutjfind
to 1clobber
Washington, said Hagerty, will be
an immediate target (or strengthening

reverent question. "Do \ ou intend
to hire Art Buchwald?" Hagerty
grinned, recalled that he had "got up
on the wrong side of the bed" on the
morning of his now-famous tiff with
the syndicated humorous columnist.
He added that, in the job he had
held, he thought he had a right to
"blow his top" occasionally, and
probabl) would do so at ABC.
Asked about bis ABC salary, he
replied "I can live on it. but declined to name the figure. He said
that he himself had set the amount in
his negotiations with Goldenson. and
though he understood it was "somewhat lower than some other comparable jobs paid, he wanted to prove
monejhe. could earn the right to more
that
Joe Michaels. NBC news commentator, threw a curve at Hagert) with
his barbed question, "Does your new
job mean. Jim. thai \BC is taking a
i Please turn to page 52)
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TV

Network
^

tv ratings enjoy increase

which would conclude at a level slight
l\ helow the present figure. However,

chai I directh below is the .numbei
ol
>/ .
shows scheduled during the survej
pei iod. I' i om L958 to 1959 the numbei ol pi ogi am* increased bj I" but
the rating look a fall. I>\ contrast,
although increasing onl) six shows in
I960, the rating increased.
In radio, the average program rating11a- been virtual!) at the same
level. Ironically, where the number
of programs increased, the averagi

the 1960 figure has reversed the expected trend, lending support to a
higher average.
Another
point of interest in the

rating decreased. This hold- true for
the three-year comparison: 1959, rating up. programs down: I960, rating
dow n, programs up.
^

End-of-year report shows a nominal increase over

last year in network television's average program rating

I ii spite of an expected

leveling oil
in television program appeal, in view
of last year's slight decrease, the
average rating for network television shows managed to climb a tew
points.
Based on \. ('. Nielsen's monthlj
network television index— in this particular case November-December I960
-the figures represent average proe

pram performance for nighttime 30and 60-minute programs.
In 1959, the drop-off seemed to indicate a gradual trend of disinteresl

niiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiuiiiiiii mi iniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Average

BASICS/JANUARY

program

miiiiiiiiiiiminiii

performance

i iiiiuiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

iiinmi

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii.

during winter months

(Nielsen Average Audience, November-December Each Year)
1958

Daytime*
1958
1959
1960

Evening**
1959

1960

U. S. Tv Homes

5,5

6,0

2,393

2,670

%
(000)
No. Programs
1". minute
minute

adult
ami

65

60

5,8

20.2

2,622

8,787

78

17,9

18,6

7,466

8,407

122

132

138

program*
one

hour

programs

!;i!ii!Niiiiiii:tiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiin

1. THIS
Specials
PROGRAM
BelU

(NETWORK)

Howell Close-up (A)

MONTH

scheduled

during

COST

SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

$ 30,000

Bell & Howell. McCann,
1 22. 2 6. 2 16
AT&T, Ayer, 1 20. 2 3
Philip Morris, 1 19
Timex, Doner. Sara Lee,
C&W. 1017
Oldsmobile, Brother, 1 22
Revlon. Grey, 1 31
Hallmark, FC&B. 2 7
1 20

Bell Telephone Hour 1 \ 1
i BS Reports (C)
Art Carne) Show (.N)

285,000
57.500
225,000

ting Crosby Golf 1 \<
Bohbv Darin Show i N I
Hall of Fame
iN »
Inaugural Ceremonies 1 \ '

250,000
275,000

IN NETWORK
four weeks

ending

PROGRAM

TV

12 February
COST

(NETWORK)

SPONSOR. AGENCY, DATE
Purex. Weiss. 1 20

Inauguration Special ' N >
J. F. Kenned] Report 1 N 1
NBC Opera (N)
National Ml Star Bowling 1 \ 1
Omnibus
i\ •
Project 20 (N)
Remember How Great <\>
Show of the Month 1 1 1
Sing

Monn

\\ iih Mitch

1 IN 1

1 31 2 5
sust,
120.000

300.000

Gillette. Miles. 1 21
Aluminum, JWT. 2 5
sust. 1 24
Am. Tobacco. SSC&B. 2 9
Du Pont. BBD0. 1 18
Ballantine. Esty. 1 27.
2 10
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2. NIGHTTIME

P A LS
ABC

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

CBS

I Love
Lucy
^lairol
(FC&B)

Walt Disney
Presents
iLudena
(Mathes)
1 Derby
Gen. (McC-E)
Mills
L-F
$94,000

Twentieth
Century
Prudential
(R-McC)
D F
$35,000

ABC

NBC

ABC

fleet co-op
The Press
L

Lawman
1. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Whitehall

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)
Colgate (Bates)
alt Kodak (JWT)
V I.
$85,800

L

D Edwards
Amer Home
(Bates)

$24,000

Nabisco
Carai)
B-Nut
Savers
l>r-L

Temple

National
Velvet
lexall (BBDO)
Gen Mills
(BBDO)
F
$37,000

The Islanders
(9:30-10:30)
L&M (Mc-E).

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)
Iirillu
(JWT)
Ralston (Qard. >
eter Paul (DFS)
ris-My
(OBM)
7-F
$93,000

Cheyenne
R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
P&G
(B&B)
4.C.
(Brother)

Surfside 6
(8:30-9:30)
Brn & Wmsn
(Bates)
Pontiac
(MacMJ&A)
J&J
(Y&R)
Ji
tnn.nnti

(L&N)(BBDO)
Westclox
r-L
$39,000

Aden's
-F ( Matin
$95,000
Closc-up #

Show
(10/2 S)
(9-10)
Chevrolet
-L
$120,000
(Camp-E)

lack Benny
Lever (SSC&B)
State Farm
(NL&B)
f-L
$80,500

The

I.

To Tell The
Truth*(Bates)
m.Home
Helene Curtis
i McCslUl)
$cF

$18,000

News

Chevy

Surfside 6
Whitehall
(Bates)

dv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)
Noxzema
Iirillu
(JWT)
(SSC&B)

Show

Expedition
alston
(GB&B)
F
$26,000

Texaco
(repeat feed)

1/23 S Block
:30) Dow(7:30(N.C
(SSCB)
& K) Pan Ani
Coffee (BBDO)
2/6 S

Bugs Bunny
. Fds. (B&B)
Colgate (Bates)

I ete and Gladys
(Joodyear (Y&R)
Carnation
(EWRR)
S}c-F $37,000

Buddy
Bringing
Up
Scott (JWT)
c-F
$35,000

Janny Thomas
en. Fds. (B&B)

The Americans

Wells
Fargo
B-Nut
Amer Tobacco
(SSCB)
-F
$47,000

Klondike
X. J. Reynolds
(Eaty)
F

Andy Criffith
Oct Foods
(B&B)
u-L
$47,500

dv. In Paradise
Hennescy
L&M (McC-E)
(L&N)
B. Williams llorillard
(Parkson)
3. Fds (Y&R)
Tiltehall (Bates)

$36,000

Dante
Culver (Wade)
Singer
(Y&R)
F

$37,000

The Rifleman
P&G
-F (B&B)
$40,000

IChurchill's
The
Valiant Years
|B&M i , \i
D < iru
I ,\ I

|Dr.
avPMMna

What's
My Line
Kellogg
mi Starj
(Burnett)
Sl/1
1)1.
$32,000

This

Is Your
Block Life
(Grey)
uP-L
$24,000

'

!/(

June

Allyson
Show
iponl I BB1 lO

10

ttCoat la per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, participating or coop programs. Costs refer to average show costs including
talent and production.
They are gross (include 15% agency commission).

Ill

News

D Edwards
Am. Home
alt Schlitz
tiepeal feed)

Texaco
(repeat feed)

Theatre
Culver (Wade)
Amer. Gas Co.
(L&N)
r-F
$41,000

Hong Kc

Laramie
■Nut Life Savers

ather Knows
Best

(D&O

Kyser
F

Wyatt Earp
en Mills (DFS)
alt P&G
(romp ton)
F
$40,000

li.itli
$34,000

Stagecoach
West
(9-10)
i &Mtrs.
W (Esty)
7.
(C-E)
'-F
$88,000
Miles (Wade)

(Burnett)
F
$37,000

Tom
Ewell
Quaker OaU
(JWT)
&G
(Burnett)
F
$38,000

Skelton
Show
Pet Milk

F

$«S.000

rhriller (9-10)
Ml Slate (Burlett) ; Glenbrook
(DFS); Am.

■-F
$36,000
Mcoa
Presents
Alcoa (FSB)

Thriller
B-Nut
Life
Savers (Y*R)

(Gardner)
alt
S. C. Johnson

eecham

(\

zzie & Hi
lodak

(F.C&R)
Carry Moore
(10-11)
Show (Ayer)
y mouth
C. Johnson
(NLAB)
Pblaxold
(DDB)

(My-F

Ui

(McCanO .
Coca
barter (BJ
F
If
<»:J0-1»|
Hawaiian (
F
||
chara (I
Whlleh

Hawaiian
Am
C»
Oldsmol

ohacco (SSCB) :

$54,000

K.

(JWT)

Red
en.Stagecoach
West
Fds (OBM)
alston (Gardner)

$•

Hong

Ford

Morris

-F
'

(Y&B):
Pitt. ;
JUss
(BBDO)
10

Alfred
Hitchcock

(Burnett)
Philip

Kaiser (T
(7:30-8:!
rmour (Ft

(7:30-8:30)
m Gal
UN
teynoldt $85,000
I Ejtj
F-F

1 lo net service

Dobie Cillis
Pillsbury
alt

(Broth

$85,000

NBC (10-11)
Specials
Tarlous sponsors

Naked
C i rtro i
Brbj
P&G iM
(I
y-F

Bowling
Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
[DCSS). R J
leynolds (Esty)
F
$39,000
Closc-up •

lo net service

F

a..
Winston

$S.500tt

Hall of Fame

(Mathes)
«J£
till), (10(1
.oretta Young
Tonl (North)
Warner
Lam
I. am & Feasley)
r-L
$49,500

L

Laramie

Barbara
Stanwyck
andid
Camera
Lever (JWT)
Brlstol-Myera
(Y&R)
AuP-L
$34,000

$M»»tt

The Americans

I. mien's

The Islanders
United Mtra.
(Camp.-E.)

Ne<

TexacoNews
(C&W)

(Bate*)
ichlitz
(JWT)

$fl,608tt

D Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

Tab Hunter
P. Lorillard

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric
(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

ABC

D. Edwards
Am. Home

News
Texaco (C&W)
L
$6.500tt

The Chevy
The Rebel
P&G (Y&R)
L&M (D.F.8.)
-F
$42,500

suit

No net service

(Mc-S
2/2
Life
(Y&R)
$70,000

Shirley

(Bates)
-F
$41,000

NBC

4o net service

Scjuibbs hue & Coe)
(Dona-

Ed Sullivan

CBS

ABC sust.
News

Funny
People Are

Dennis The
Maverick
Menace
(7:30-8:30)
Kellogg (Burnett)
Kaiser Co (Y&R)
Best Foods
lNoxema (SSCB)
(GB&B)
|w-F
$82,000 ■te-F $36,000

Maverick
R.J. Reynolds
(Eaty)
Armour
(FC&B)

ABC

J6.500

Shirley(7-8)
Temple
Lassie
Campbell Soup
(BBDO)
*-F
$37,000

NBC

News
8USt.

y a.
Walt Disney
Presents
B6:30-7:3O
Canada Dry
(Mathes)
Brlllo (JWT)

TUESDAY

CBS

Jackpot
ayuk
(Wcrman
& Schorr)

o Net

Service

L

aii.innn

Carry

Moore

ninswlck-Balke
Sb-F
$37,000
(McC-E)

Naked
Hi'
(10-1

Iirli .-If
NBC

Specials

Show

W.

Lin
(Math

fern

& 1

( -&F) ; '
They do not include commercials or time charges. Tins chart covers period
1 6 .Lin 12 Feb Projrram types are indicated n^ follows: l L) Adventure
(An)
Audience
l'articipation,
(C)
Comedy,
(D)
Documentary,
(Dr)
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THURSDAY

NBC

ABC

ABC

FRIDAY

ABC

CBS

NBC

ABC

0

L

(JWT)
$9.500tt

(CAW)
$6.5O01t

»-L(Bates)
$9.500tt

Jo net service
rards

D Edwards
Philip Morris
alt Schlltz

News
Texaco
(repeat feed)

Home
arter
feed)

No

lanauts
uestward Ho!
Wagon
Train
(7:30-8:30)
Ford
(JWT)
F
$S8.00C

LotHDorset
$87,000

Ann Sothern
s c
roi
I BAB)

talston (GUAR.
Gardner)
lp
(JWT)
c-F
$38,000

Gen
Fds
(BAB)

net service

D

Outlaws

AW,C-Mlthun)
I'ill M:i
: |
(Weiss)
$88,000
Pan

Hatty's Funday
Funnies
Mattel

Carson
Ic-F

Roberts)
$10,000

(7:30-8:30)
O. Fits (BAB I
Dracket
(YAR)
r ABc.
Mi rris I Bi

Donna

lauts

Nat'l Blsc.
(Mc-KI

Reed

Campbell
(BBDO)
alt
Johnson
A

Angel
C
J

Gen BAB)
FUs

CM', i

(TAR)
c-F
$40,000

( TAR) ;War-Lam
i LAP) ; Colgate

Bates);

Pan

aw

K

Zane
'rice Is Right
Lever (OBM)
(NCAK)
-L
$22,500

The

Real

McCoys
AO
(Compton)
c-F
$11,000

ster

rum \

Perry Como
Kraft (JWT)
L
$125,000

Crey

Theatre

S. C.
<t!AIi)
lard
Vf F

•

The

1y Three
Sons
Chevrolet (C-E)
F
$49,500

Johnson
P. Lorll(LAN)
$45,000

Witness

I. 1 20
molds

Masterson

ealtest
(9/29 (Ayer)
S)
Hills
Bros.
(Ayer)
F
$39,000
?em. -Great
0
30-9:30)

Bi chelor
Father
Whitehall
•It

(Bates)
Am Too

(Gumblnner)
P
$38,000

Untouchables
(9:30-10301
Armour
(FCB)

Perry Como

LAM
y F

(Mc-E)
$90,000

Fac

el Hr
10-11)

B

Ann Sothern
I C. Johnson
(BAB) Gen.
Foods (BAB)
F
$41,000
Cunslinger

P tc r Loves Mary
St PAG
(BAB)
P
$38,000

Untouchables
"hitehall (Bates)
eecham
(KAE)

80.000

e the Nation
- i 28; 10-11)

I o net service

Look
onsolldtd
Cigar
iKWRAR)

cc the Nation

Close-up 0
[2

Show
(JWT)
$45,000

Croucho
Marx

Lirlllard
(LAN)
Ton! (North)

CBS Reports
19; in in # a|iP-L

Ernie Kovacs
Take A Cood

lea'rt
0-11)

Ford
Fortd
L

Ernie

$30,000

(10/7 S)
■C-F
$39,000
eynolds (Prank)

16

(7 30 » SO)
(C-Mlthun)
RCA
(JWT)

Parliament
IBAB)

m.Tob.
V F

$80,000

(Mc-E)

Route 66
(8:30-9:30)

B. J.(Esty)
Reynolds

Chevrolet
(C-E)
Sterling
(DPS)
Philip Morris

C F

$44,000

Am.
Chicle
(Bates)
r-F
$85,000

Leave
Westinghouse

Plhs.

Westinghouse
MeCann)

-P
$85,000
(Burnett)

ell Telephone
10) ♦
Hour
(9-10)

Sunset Strip
19-10)

Strip

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Whitehall
(Bates)

66

AfTATiNW Ayer)
L
$175,000

ly-F

(BAB)
$45,000

Law
ones
PAG
-F

&

Mr.

(10/7 S)
(BAB)
$41,000

GE

ng With

You're

in

F

Checkmate
(8:30-9:30)
Bra.

The

J

B
Williams
(Parkson)
$45,000

Deputy
Myers

(Esi

(Bates)
alt
Lever (KAE)

(TAB!
ri'-F
en. Clg. $S».000
(TAB)

Mitch
10; 9-

ell Telephone
Hour

Michael
Shane
(10-11)

Mi Oldsmoblle
(brother)
Pitt.
| llass (BBDO)
-F
$78,000

History
Eyewitness to

iC-Ei
A
$25,000

r-F
$36,000
Block
(SS. B

Checkmate
3m.
A Wmsn.

(Grant)

ave Travel
Cun,

Fight-Week
Hllette
l.Maxon)

Bowling

Miles (Wale)
ip-L
$45,000

In

Shane

Brn.

A

Will

Whitehall
'-F
$40,000
t Lever
(JWT)
(Bates)

.awrence Welk

Make
Michael

Man
R Tall
J Reynolds

19-10) Welk
.awrence

1 21;

Firestone

Wmsn.

K
Clark
(Bates)
F(F.CAB)
$80,000

$37,000

Twilight Zone
en Pood (TAB)
Colgate
(McC)
F
$36,000

A

alt.

$30,000

the

Picture
i Mymouth
(Ayer)
LAM
(DFS)

Bonanza
segs open

LAM

Cunsmoke
(DFS)

Future
The Nation's

alt

Sperry-Rand
-P
(TAR)$42,000

m

That
Wmaa.

•Jo net service

Man
From
Interpole
Sterling

(Batea)
Spare
llllette
(Maxon)

(DF8I

l-F
$55, OOC

16; 10:3011)

JANUAKi

(BBDO)
$78,000

It]

To

(Grey)

c-F

lu-L

Robert Taylor
in The
Detectives
PAG

It

Beaver
20's
OBAB)
talston
(Gardner,

Dodge
Route

Perry
Mason
■Sterling
(I)FHi
Dracket
(TAR)
Moores
(BAB)

Derby
(Mo E)
Am.
Chicle
(Bates)
ieecham
(KAE)

Rawhide
Uablsco

Flintstones
Miles
(Wade)

Drama. (F) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile. (L) Live, (M) Misc.
(Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Sc) Situation
Comedy.
(Sp) Sports,
(V)
Variety,
(W)
Western, t No charge for repeats.

SPONSOR

Mason
(Batea)
<7:30-»:S»)

One Happy
Family

& Son

7 Sunset
nnessee

Bonanza

Perry
"olgate

The Roaring

larrigan

Amer.
Coffee
[Camp.-MUh )

r)at

7:30-8:30)
he Roaring
20's
Anahlst
(Bates)
Colgate
(Bates)
Carters
(Bates)
■ly-F
$83,000

. ly-F

.

Bity)
'yers
H)
$$7,000

\l.\ i

alt

Alive
FCAB)
Bates)
$39,000
how of
onth
30-9:30

L

Johnson

burr

Happy

S3

The Outlaws
Nut Life Savers

Texaco
(repeat feed)

LAN
V F

Wagon
Train
J Reynolds
(Esty)

io net service

Edwards

(repeat feed)
Rawhide

Dvd
F
Peter

News
Teiaco (CAW)
L
$6.500tt

Parliament
It Amer. Home

Teiaco
(repeat feed)

The

NBC

News

News

(repeat feed)

9:30)
Carter

CBS

Edwards

Parliament
(BAB)
alt Amer. Home

News
aco
L

ABC

News
sust

O Edwards
Philip Morris
(Bumett)
alt Schlitl

Newj
(Bates)
Texaco (CAW)
(Bates) I L
$6,50Ot»
I9.50OU

NBC

CBS

News
sust

rardi

SATURDAY

L preceding date means last date on air.
S following
date foi '!• >* ahon
or sponsor in I

date

means
lilable.

starting

10()1

41

I1 felt
q^^BSjh

sal
s2 *• '^ "

W*J

Jr^. bridge is a lastci
it— you l>u\ lime.

ua\

lo miss .1 ri\cr. W'lun

you lake-

Actually, 10 get our work week done, all ol us purchase
this commodity
from one another. When you hail a cab,
hoard a plane, or just pick up your phone you
buy time. We could go on.
When

you buy SPONSOR

you buy lime. too.

and you ought to know just how much
how little.

you're

buying for

You buy informative lime: — a staff of the best reporters
in the held deliver up to the minute news every week. 52
weeks in the year- You buy analytical time: —
the keenest minds in the broadcast industry give you
studies in penetration of the important trends of the
day. You buy digested time: — assembled and assimilated by
experienced hands to bring you the most comprehensive
picture of the broadcast field.

You're buying thousands of hours of this sort of time for
just h")( per issue — 52 issues for S8 a year. Can you afford
to be without it?
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ADVERTISERS USE

J

SUNDAY
ABC

10:00

Lamp

10:15

Unto
Feet
nut

ABCt

CBS

A Sponsors
K
staley;
December
lUlt Bride
Armour; lilock ;

M)

cont'd

Sponsors

St< Say
i ling When
.ill Bust

Tues.

10:30
10:45

Look

Up &

Morning

11:15

Pills;

>ecember
■uit

I Love Lucy
sust

in Action
•uat

Chemway
Brllli
, Carter's
cont'd
Wed.

Video

>ust

Village

sust
Home

sust

Pdts.

alt sust

Price Is Right
sust.

Morning

Court

alt

Sterling alt
Slmonlz
Price

I Love Lucy
sust

li Right

Morning Ci

sust alt. B-Nut
Mentholatum
alt. sust

11:45

Three

sust

Meet the
Professor

Love That

Bob

Camouflage

Number

CBS
TV
Workshop
CBS

Beat

News

12:55

The

Please
Clock

sust
Amar Home Prcx
alt sust

Truth

P*G
Cuiding

Light

About

'61

Love

That

Bob

P&G alt Mnthum
News (12:55-1)
Gen. Mills

Camouflage

Love

mat

of

The

Clock

Number

Please

About

No

PaVO
Lipton alt
H. Curtis

of

sust

Nabisco B-Nut
Culver alt
Jergens
it Could Be You
Miles P&G
alt lust
News

(1-1:05)
News
•ust

Faces

or

Consequences

For

Tomorrow
P&G
PAG Light
Cuiding

12 55-1)

No

net service

No

net service

Camouflai-v

Number

Pits*

About

F«r

Beat The C '

net service

World Tarns
Frontiers
Faith

Life

alt.
Oata Quaker
Am. (wkly)
Home

Search
Beat

tust

Issues &
Answers

Lovt That

Mills

alt Leemlnc
A. Culver
Truth

No net service

(1-1:05)

alt. Gen.

Clear
Horizon
Vlck alt.
sust

News

Faces

Concentration
Ftlgldalr*

or

Consequences
Miles

It Could Be You
Culver alt sust

Search for
Tomorrow

PtO

Direction
•ust

Culver alt
Lever
Mennen alt Lever

Love of Life

CBS
TV
Workshop

1 29 s

The Piper
Gen. Mills

Clear Horizon
sust

12:30
12:45

T>

Play-Hunch

Concentration
Camera

12:15

berl ; Gen-.
cont'd

Colgate

Glenbrook
alt Whitehall

11:30

Foods
; Get
Ki-Lax;
Sponsorc '

sust

Bride

Say When

(1)1 Hto

Court

NBC

CBS

alt Whitehall

11:00
UN

Utile

Play Your
Hunch

Video Village
aust

Livi

lUlt

ABCt

NBC

■if
ABCt

TUESDAY

MONDAY

NBC

CBS

PAP

C O

DAYTIME

P&G
No

World

net service

Turns

Sterling

alt

Quaker
Pro

Basketball

(2-conel.)
various sponsors
Sunday

Day

In Court

Jan

Circle
sust

Murray
aust
Show

sust

alt

Jan

Full •ust
Circle

Anahist

Day

In

sust
Murray
Day

Show

I* Ce

Court

Day

Sports

Spectacular
(2:30
I)

Full

Pro

Basketball

Pro

Basketball

Road

To
Day Reality

ArtWlms,
Linklerter
Lvr,

Art

Loretta Young
Smnz
alt. B-Nut boad

t0 Reality

Linkletter
altKallogg
Scott.

J. B.

Williams alt sus

Williams

Loretta Young
sust

Road

to !(•

Schlitz,
I .a \l
Carter, li -Myers
Queen

For a

Young
Dr.
Malone

Millionaire
sust

Leeming
P&G

Queen

For a

Millionaire
sust alt. Viek
Scott alt. Quaker

Young

Dr.

Malone
sust P&G
alt P&G
Glenbrook alt

Verdict

U.S.A.

Roundup

Championship
Bridge
.V Am
V.mllni
(Shwa

Paul

Matty's
Funda
Funnies
Mattel

Rocky
&
Friends

G Mills. Am
Chicle. P. Pau
ABC

Tomorrow
Am. Maohlne
Foundry

Pro

Basketball

Who

You Trust?

American
Bandstand

Pro

Strldex
Am Chide. \v
Lambert, virks

Basketbal

I .".I s

sust

Amer Home
alt aust

Tomorrow

Amateur
Hour
Williams
N.

Y.

College
GE

Bowl

Pro

Celebrity
Kemper
Pro

Amer.

Basketbal

Coll
(alt.)

Band.

/erdict Is Yours

Fo

FromRoots
These

sust alt Slmonise

suit
all

Quean

Mi'iuliolatum
1-1 Daddy
alt Tolli

Who

You

Trust?

st alt.
Anahlsl
Daddy

Who

You T

Brighter
Vlck Day
Brighter Day

Make

Room

For

sust

H.

Curtis
Vlck

i

American
Bandstand

Myers
Noxzema, i: Stridex
B-Nut, Am.

Secret Storm
Amer Hone Pro.

Edge P&G
of Night

Winchel

llarta
Mountain

tNote:

SP°rts
v cular
S"nda
Specta

From These
Roots

Is Your:

Make

Secret

Room

PIBQ
sust

For

alt Scott
Quaker

Colgate
altHere's
Jergens

Amer.

Band.

Edge ef Night
Sterling
PAG
alt R T. French

•a- op

American
ao-ep
Bandstand

Whitehall alt
nfogen
David
coig!

Here's

American

Ba L

Welehli
Amer.

Hollywood

Hollywood
monlz nit Ton]

Amar.

*
B-Nut.Day T*.

Storm

Tick
Gen. Chta
Ml

u

Umb

Amemi
Bsndrti

Bandstand

Basketbal

Chet
Huntley
Reporting
Pro Basketbal
Kemper Ins. Co.

Captain

Mon.-Fri. daytime sponsors rotate on a weekly basis and are not

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Rin Tin Tin
Gen. Mills.

Callan

Gen. Mills,
Sweets. Gilbert

regularly

scheduled

for

any

particular

Gen. Rji
10
Lone
Cracker J

shows

or

time

periods.

Alphabetical

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (40, 41)
includes regularl\ scheduled programing from 16 Jan.12 Feb., inclusive (with possible exception <>f changes
made by the networks after presstime) . Irregularly sched-

*>

1GRAP
NESDAY

THURSDAY

NBC
rule

ABCt

When
lull

Pjcccmbcr

uuon . i
nun.'
M .i i ! .
cont'd

Re

sunt

Bride

alt.

all

Video
li I

Nabtioo

fa

Court

Bob

lust

alt

Lucy
all iui

ABC*■.i

I cccmbcr

alt.

Video

END

tit

cws

' 2 55-1 )
Mill-

G

cat The
dumber

ica

About

NBC
Shari

Lewis

Natl

Biscuit

Captain
Kangaroo

Menthol. mm

»rict
Is Right
Lever all
0
Miles.

Borax

Mills
Lever

Truth

sust

Clock
Please

cws

12 55-1 )

G

As the World
Turns
PAO

"Jo net service

('.en
Lone
Roy

Mills.
Ranger

Rogers

Jlmonlz ill
Truth

sust

cat

The

Clock

umber

Please

Consequences
Frig, i . alt lust

alt

PAO

alt

Lunch

Could

Hews Q

King

dy True

Story

Plhs.
ighty

Be You
Pip the Mills
Piper

Light

Sky

With

Gen
Foods
Soupy
Sales

WhimhiH

Search
for
Tomorrow
Cuiding

Mill-

or

12:55-1
!
U

tective

Mouse

Diary

■

News

.. p"*

(1-1:05)

(1-1:95)
sust
! lo net
service

Magic
of

Concentration

Clear Horizon
sust

Love of Life
torax alt. Nab.

Camouflage

Be

You
Ilea alt Vahlseo

Cuiding Light
FAQ

Faces

alt

R. T.I'AO
French

PAO

ellogg
Land

Allakazam

11 T ■■•■-"''
Bob

or

It Could

Right

N'eblscn

Consequences

Search for
Tomorrow

Is

Fury

Court

.ove That

Heinz alt
Whitehall

'rice

sust all
Vie*
doming

I.ecmlng

G,
alt

' hort
Subjects
ng Leonard
0

Play-Hunch
lust til.

Village

I Love Lucy

News
■"lo net service

Say When

I

Ames- Hone
Could Be You
Mini/
all Tun!

Bride

CBS

Whlti

Concentration

Horizon
suit

Love of Life
u T
French

Camouflage

•rod

ABC

Miles »lt
Heinz

U. S. Steel tit
Lever
Clear

Love That

Truth or
Consequences

SATURDAY

NBC

CBS

Sponsors
g Drug

.i

Play Your
Hunch

Village
French

I Love
tesl FUs
horning

Concentration
mi Gen
Mills

Soy When
I Strliic

■ It lUil

Culver

i.

e

VIck

Oil! ur

elnz

NBC

Fri.

Play-Hunch
utl ill

'rice Is Right
Gen Mill, til
Client

FRIDAY

CBS

■utl

Sponsors
Say

16 JAN. - 12 FEB.

No net service

About

Faces

CBS

lustservice
*lo net

No

Mr

News

Wizard

[a

tint

World Turns
Best Foods
alt. Tick

Mo net service

net service

Jo net service

Carnation alt
B
T
French

Plllsburv

Championship
College
Jan

Murray
Show
•uit

Ian

Full sust
Circle
Day

|an

Murray
Show

Full

Sllsl

In Court

Day

Murray
Show
Vhtehl alt. sust

Circle

In Court

1 M'""' "■■" '

Loretta Young
Loretta Young
sust
Frlgldalre
alt
Knox Gelatin

oad

to Reality

Art Linkletter
lever alt Drackett

Loretta Young
PAG
ill susl

oad

Young
Malone

Slough.
Heinz,

O Mills
riough

From These
Roots

G

Day
For

Queen

a

Millionaire
sust

Dracketl

Dr.
lies

all

AG

i

) erdict Is Yours
rho You Trust? ! terllng alt Lever
li T French

alt
Mill,

..it
lake

Koom
Daddy
luat

tor

Heinz
alt sust

w

Here's
Hollywood

Band.

Lambert

Ame.
Ton!

Gold Seal all
ulver alt

Brignter
Amer.

. Mills. B H-N.it.
.'.•Mi.

Band.
Strides

Reality

Heinz alt PAG

uay

susl
I

Jdge PAO
of Night

Art Linkletter
Lever Broa

For

For

a

Williams alt

Basketball

Millionaire

men
lone
Dr.MerMa

College
Championship

alt
K Quaka
T French

Amer.

alt.

'erdict
Trust?

Nab.

Is Yours

Band.

alt

BNgnTer

USV

B-Nul
Amer.
Band.

Hollywood
B-Nut alt.
r,
MTj
Here's

concludes

ake

Room

i; \For■

.
G

smei Sterling
H >me nit

>m\

10

a.m.

Friday.

programs
appearing
during this period are
well, with air dates.
The only regularly scheduled
ams not listed are: Jack Paar. NBC, 11:15 p.m.-]
Miday-Friday,
participating
sponsorship:
Sunday

Hollywood
Mis
alt.
9 monla
alt Colgate
Here's

II Star Coif
ejrnolds Metals

Armour

Rin
Tin
Tin
Gen
Mills

and

College
Championship
Basketball

Edge of Night
Quaker Oats
alt. Dracket

American
Bandstand

Monday

Roots

Plough

F.ls

Rocky and
His Frieads
Oen Mills
Gen
Mills.
Sweets

a.m.

TBUrlg —
rrom
i nese

Secret Storm
mer Home Prod

i

10

Basketball

.1.1 ^.-Ms

Quaker Oats
atl Tick
• Beat

co-op

begins

Glenbrook alt

Daddy

Welch. Gen.
Mills. Lever.
Tonl, Noxcma

American
Bandstand

g of accounts

Basketball

OeiCollege
MillChampionship

alt Gsust Mills
I AG alt O. Mills

( erber

From These
Roots
lmnz alt. Heinz f/ho You
Purei : Dow all
p irei

sYlst alt. I-oemlng

Secret Storm
Home alt

Queen

Mis

Make Daddy
Room

Drackett
Borax

Tonl

Malone
alt Culver
alt O

r- BA

Day

Young
Dr.

to

Basketball

sust

Captain
Callant
Gen
Mills
Bj-Nut Life Saven
•t Saven

Saturday

Those

listed
proa.m..
News

are package

Prom

prices and include time, talent, production and cable cost*.

Special, CBS. Sunday.
11-11:15
p.m.: Today.
NBC,
7-9
a.m.. Monday-Fridav. participating: \cu - CBS. 7:16-8 a.m..
8:45-9 a.m.. Monday-Friday and Today on the Farm. NB<
7-7:30 a.m.. Sat. All time periods are Eastern Standard.

With

clients' perennial

How

\ corollar) of success and longevity of air media in almost all market- t<>da\ is the efficiency with which
an advertiser's effort can transmit the
sales message to the potential purchaser. Since advertising is an investment of not only money but of faith

Air media must
be efficient so
advertisers will
get
maximum
return

in a station's ability to gather sufficiently large audiences, it is incumbent upon air media to enable the advertiser to gain a return on his expenditure and show that his faith was
well placed. As evidence of this, a
market-by-market examination will
show, by and large, that efficient markets have greater advertiser demand
for spots than inefficient markets.
The inefficiency of air media quite
often results in curtailed spot budgets, which are spent merely to hold the
line while the advertiser seeks alternatives to spot activity. Another consequence of inefficienc) ma) he that
the advertiser will spend his money
in other markets of that region where
the sales return is greater and the risk
is less. In addition, inefficiency of air
media does have a negative influence
upon opening new distribution areas.
However, the cost-per-1,000 of
a spot schedule is only one method of
and I'm not at all
gauging
sure
that efficiency,
it should have priority over
others, such as the number of different
homes a schedule can deliver, the
number of sales impressions or episodes per home, the extent of a station's unduplicated network service
area and its unduplicated market coverage so that 100' ; of the dollars allocated fall into the designated advertising area. \n evaluation of efficiency
should be a composite of these factors.

46

about

costs, SPONSOR

ASKS:

can stations hold
the line on CPM?

William T. Latham, national sales
manager, II LOF-T) . Orlando, Fla.

'

concern

Since the final determination of advertising efficiency should not onlv be
expressed in terms of a CPM. but

sold its product with "cost per column or even "cost per page"?
Television is too great, too power-

in terms of an advertiser's potential
sales return, marketing problems
should also he the concern of air media. Station aid in distribution and

ful, too potent a medium to be relegated to such a restricted method of

in merchandising contributes toward
the success of a campaign which in
turn will maintain and increase an
advertiser's interest in the market and
air media.
The measurement of advertising efficiency, however, does call for greater advertiser support, monetarily . of
research studies that will more closely delineate and define each element
within the efficiency complex. The
burden of proving the efficiency of a
station and a schedule to the agency
has been primarily carried by the air
media. Because it benefits both, it
ought to be a shared responsibility
of agencies as well as the air media,
so that the application of broad generalities to specific markets and stations and dependence upon a single
gauge of efficiency such as cost-per1.000. which many times is unrepresentative ofvalue, can be eliminated.
The growth in tv households, greater activity in the area of promotion,
and a more sophisticated approach
towards programing a station, lend
stability to the cost-per- 1.000 picture and will tend to make air media
increasingly efficient. Consequently,
the line is being held by air media.

George Collie, natl. sales mgr. lor
Trigg-Vaughn stations, KOSA-TV, OdessaMidland; KROD-TV, El Paso: KVII-TV,
Amarillo, Texas
How t\ can hold the line on CPM
brings out the most unfortunate
position tv as an industry may ever
expei ience.
No other medium has ever refined
itself to such a dangerously narrow
position as tv. And in its haste to do
the best job for its customers, it has
created a rating method that has become a mechanical "numbers bin."
When, a- an example, has newspaper

buying as cost-per-l.OOO's. Of course
we need ratings, but thev are onlv one
of the manv important elements to he
weighed. With ratings the onlv consideration you can't sell the medium:
you can only make it available to advertisers— much the same way a supermarket puts goods on the shelf.
If we assume that stations must adhere to specific CPM formulas, there
are two factors to consider at the station level: rates and content.
Rates are established on good business judgment for a normal profit.
When the rates are out of line the
customer will not buy.
This leaves one element — content.
Network programing and syndication
are. naturally, basic for greater viewing to reduce and/or hold a CPM.
And to hold this line it is necessarv to
excite interest in the television medium. For example, the Odessa-Midland metro area represents onlv onethird of our station's total area homes.
The same holds true for the other
Trigg-Vaughn

stations.

Higher tele-

\et programtion, are nating,urally
syndicabasic in

holding a CPM

vision viewing in the outside area is
stimulated b\ providing these viewers
with news from their particular COM
munitiesas well as public interest programs on their own social and civic
activities. Whenever possible various
organizations are encouraged to appear on our stations. This not only
delivers a specific public interest
message, but has greater conversa
tional value in these communities.
No commodity, including televii Please turn to page 51 i
SPONSOR
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Spend your time more profitably
in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of a bigger retail sales
market than any other station
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National and regional buys

RADIO
BASICS
AM

in work noiv or recently completed

SPOT

& FM

BUYS

TV BUYS

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening. SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Going into about 85 market* this
month with schedules for ^ italis. Campaign is for 19 weeks with
earl} and late night minutes, five to seven per week per market.
Buyers: Stu Eckert and Charlie Digney. Agencj : DCS&S. New York.

It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio

fringe night minutes have been set to run through the P&G contract year. Buyers: Doug MacMullen and Bill Carney. Agency:

time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Schedules begin in January in
the top markets on Duncan Hines cake mixes. Light frequencies of

Compton Ad\ .. New ,t oik.
Ex-Lax, Inc., Brooklyn, N. V: About 56 markets get Ex-Lax schedules around mid-month. Daytime and late night I.D.'s will run for
eight to U> weeks. Buyer: Jim Kearns. Agenc) : Warwick & Legler,
Inc. New \ oik.

Charles Pfizer & Co., Brooklyn: Placements of minutes begin this
month in 20 midwestern farm markets to promote its feeds and other
agricultural products for spring use. Three to five spots per week
per market have been bought, in and around news, weather and farm
-hows.
Bu\er: Don Carlsoh.
\genc\ : Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Re-evaluating its schedules and
doing some adding on Cheer. Lineup is in about 30 markets. Buyer:
Marcia Roberts. Agency: Young & Rubicam. New 1 ork.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Campaign in 15-18 southern markets
starts this month for \unt Jemima Corn Meal. Schedules of day minFILL COUPON
WELL

BILL YOU

LATER

Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500
500 or more

20 cents each
15 cents each

SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basics
40 E. 49th Street, NY. 17. NY.
NAME

utes ami 2u"s. li\e to 10 per week in most markets, are placed for
different lengths, a few as long as 2(> weeks. Buyer: Marilyn McDermott.
\gem \ : John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago.

RADIO

BUYS

General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Div., White Plains. N. Y. : New acti\it\ on Jell-0 pudding, with schedules starting this month for eight
weeks. Tnirty- and LO-second spots, 7 a.m. to 12 noon. Monday
through Friday, are being used in about 40 markets. Buyer: Polly
Langbort.
\gencj : Young \ Rubicam. New York.
Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis: In addition to its t\ schedules
that started early January for its winter beer promotion, radio is
being bought in the same 10 market-. More markets will be added
around the end of the month. Schedules are for 20 weeks using
traffic minutes. Buyer: Roj Terzi. Vgency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-

FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

Sample, New N oik.
American Tobacco Co., New York: Pall Mall campaign start- <>
February and run- through 20 February, in about 20 markets.
Schedule- of earlv and late traffic minutes are set at fairly heavy frequencies. Buyer: Fred Spruytenburg.
Agency: SSC&B. New ^ ork
SPONSOR
10
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I'LL SAY

YOU

THIS...

CAN

QUOTE
"To us, consistency is most important .. . and we have consistently
placed a part of our budget with
one or more of the WLW Stations
for the past several years. We have
received full value in return, in
terms of audience,
service, and
better-than-average cooperation in

"We a re always confident that when
we recommend the Crosley Stations, our clients will benefit from
the traditional Crosley service that
goes considerably above and beyond the call of media duty — from
programs to promotions, behindthe-scenes to on-the-air.

promotion and merchandising."

Vcv~-Sjo^

ME...

5^yt^~*y^l

President

Advertising Manager

Keelor& Stites,
Cincinnati,

Southwestern
Ohio Blue Cross

Agency for
Southwestern
Ohio
Blue Cross

Cincinnati,
Ohio

*,

Call your
WLW

Stations' Representative .
you'll be glad you did !

the dynamic WLW

Stations

WLW-C

WLW- A
Television
Atlanta

Television
Columbus

WLW1
Television

WLW-D
Television

Indianapolis

WLW-T
Television
Cincinnati

Dayton

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of Avco
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BASI

TELEVISION
BASICS
Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.
Get your own copy and one for everyone
in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.
Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures—network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color
equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.

FILL COUPON-WEIL BILL YOU LATER

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500

500 or more

40
30
25
20

cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each

15 cents each

SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
NAME
FIRM
I

ADDRESS

I
l__

.")()

QUANTITY
SI'ONSOli

Id .1 \\i \\i\

l'Xil

SPONSOR

ASKS

(Continued from page \(>>
-ion. can increase its consumption
without proper exposure of content.
Tlic preceding communit) events are
promoted quite extensive!) along with
.mi excellent network and syndicated
raming. \ planned promotion
campaign is run on each program on
both our television and radio properties.
I here are occasional opportunities
for unusual promotions. Recentl) our
chief announcer and remote i ij-i from
KOS \ - 1 \ . as well as our news director from KROD-TV, El Paso appeared on Route <><>. This gave us a
great opportunity to stimulate further
t\ viewing in the area. When continued, this type of promotion will increase total viewing to help hold the
line on CPM.
E. A. W. (Ted) Smith, sales manager,
A'(>( . Pittsburgh, Pa.
There is increasing talk in advertising circles and within the trade
press of the desirabilit) or even ne-

keep operating
costs down, andience up with
imaginative
programing

AND AGAIN...

HIGHEST
RATINGS
in the RALEIGH-DURHAM
Survey Area
Here's more evidence of the
powerful leadership of
i.

WRAL-TV
50.7

Monday thru Friday

6 p.m. to Midnight
Share of Sets in Use
STATION

40.5
8.8

B

OTHERS
cessit) of "hold the line on costs-per1,000." There is talk that production costs and operating expenses are
rising astronomically, and the air
media are in danger of pricing themselves right out of the market. It is
true that the air media must stay
competitive with print, hut newspaper- and magazines have been having
some considerable rising cost problem- of their own.
I believe that most of the clamor
about
"holding
line"executive
applies of
to
television.
But the
as an
KQ\ . Pittsburgh, I will discus- the
matter as it applies to radio.
I believe it to be a general!) accepted fact that not only is radio the
most cost-efficient medium, but its
eo-t to advertisers is rising at one
• >f the slowest rates. To m\ knowledge, radio rates have gone up only
a few percentage points in the past
few years.
So, the crux of the matter i>. although radio is ahead of the game at
this point, it must always be kept in
SPONSOR
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WRAL-TV
48.6

ARB NOV. 1960

Sunday thru Saturday
9 a.m. to Midnight
Share of Sets In Use
STATION

42.2

B

OTHERS

9.2

Get the full picture from H-R or write

WRAL-TV

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
Channel

5 • NBC

REPRESENTED

plus ABC

BY:

Features

y^ftHrlt

• Local Color

Television Inc.

an advantageous cost efficiency position.
As is universally known, cost-per1.000 is composed of two variables— price and audience size. Therefore it is incumbent on radio stations
to keep rates down and audience up.
When I say keep rates down, I
dim I mean that radio stations
shouldn't increase rates to reflect larger audiences or other advantages to
advertisers or prospective advertisers.
But. of course, as efficient business
operations, stations should try to hold
down operating costs as best they
can. Not only should all principles of
sound management be followed, but
stations should be quick to take advantage of promising new developments that come up. For example,
automation or partial automation
nia\ be an answer for many radio
operations.
It goes without saying that all radio stations maintain a constant endeavor to keep ratings as high as possible. Most stations do so for immediate gains in the form of increased sales. This is fine as far as
it goes. But I think that station management should take the long view as
well. We should never forset that our

medium's competitive position in the
future depends to a great extent on
its ability to attract and hold large
audiences — and competition from
other media is increasing each year.
In essence, let's keep operating
costs down and audiences up.
^
HAGERTY
I Continued from page 38)
more mature attitude toward news,
and that we won't have any more occurrences like election night, when
ABC cut away from the returns to
schedule entertainment programs?''
Hagerty, to the evident delight of
Goldenson, Treyz, Moore, and other
ABC executives, fired back his answer
to the NBC challenge. "Listen, I hope
that by 1964 we'll be giving your outOther questions put to the presidenfit fits."
tial press secretary included, "Do you
believe that networks should editorialHagerty for
said individual
he didn't, stations.
that this
was a ize?"
matter
Queried on why he picked radio
and tv, rather than a return to newspaper work, the former New York
Times man said he looked for tremendous expansion of tv news with

worldwide tv transmission via satellites within the next five years.
Asked about the length of his ABC
contract, Hagerty said he looked on
the assignment as a lifetime job. He
declared he had no intention of writing abook about his eight years with
Eisenhower, but was going to give his
ABC assignment everything he had.
He comes to it, he said with "no
preconceived notions" and admits
that in public affairs programing he
must "go to school. " But he stressed
his news contacts throughout the
country and his hopes to build up
strong local and regional ABC news
sources.
One innovation which Hagertv
promises: weekly news conferences.
"I'll try to fill you with ABC news
and propaganda, and at the same time
111 be trying to pick your brains for
His first conference ended on a
note reminiscent of Washington. With
the last question, a reporter chirped,
ideas."
"Thank you. Jim." and the meeting
was over.
^
NAB
RADIO CODE
I Continued from page 31 i
Here are some additional highlights of the Radio Code I See box
page 31 for details on advertiser acceptabilit\
I:
The maximum
time to be used for
advertising allowable to any single
sponsor, regardless of type of probe —
gram, shouldprograms
5-minute
10-minute programs ....
15-minute programs....
25-minute programs...
30-minute programs ....
45-minute programs™.

want to talk ratings?
SPONSOR
has assembled 50
different ads showing you how
stations all over America
have
solved the problem of the
numbers game.
IT'S

SPONSOR'S

ADVERTISING

60-

ANTHOLOGY

approaches to every conceivable
advertising problem that qonfronts
the broadcast industry. All
catalogued and indexed in ever)

52

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV

RADIO

AOVERTIfENI

single advertiser do not affect the
established practice of allowing for
station break- between programs.
\n\ reference in a sponsored propram to another's product or services
under any trade name or language
sufficiently descriptive to identify it.
should, except for normal guest idening cop) .
tifications, beconsidered as advertisThe Badio Code also has specific
recommendation on news, news
sources, newscasting, commentaries

possible size.
IT'S A MUST SEE BOOK
YOU'LL BE SEEING IT SOON

THE

7:0i

The time standards allowable to a

Whether you want
to lalk people
or kinds of people or what
your programming docs to people
—there are dozens of different
^

1 :30
2:10
3:00
1 :0fl
1 : 11
5: ISj

V*l

and analyses, editorializing, public issue-, political broadcasts, education
and culture, dramatic, religious, children's programs. W
SPONSOR
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Initial accomplishments are most significant when
they serve as stepping stones for the future. And so it was with Madame Marie Curie. All the
accolades for her discovery of radium would have been meaningless if it were not for her continuing
efforts which, in later years, led to development of the element's practical radiological uses. Today in the
business world of radio and television, you will also find that those who possess the "Know How"
to achieve better things are never content to rest on their laurels, but continually strive
to better serve public and advertiser alike.

WFAA

dallas • radio & television
With T
SERVING THE GREATER

DALLAS FORT WORTH

lality 7
MARKET
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SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING
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KDAL
V

#^
fc» i
CBS

LEVISK

DULUTH-SUPERIOR

join the WGN family!

f

— offering a unique and vastly improved service in the greater DuluthSuperior market. As with WGN Radio
and Television, an operation dedicated to Quality, Integrity, Responsibility and Performance.

"We at WGN, Inc., are exceedingly pleased to
announce that the Federal Communications
Commission has approved the transfer of KDAL
Radio and Television to WGN.
"With the great resources of WGN in programming, production, promotion and research,
stations KDAL Radio and Television will bring
to the people of the Duluth-Superior region
greatly improved service and a broader scope
of programs."
vice president and general manager, WGN, Inc.
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441 N. Michigan
Chicago 11, Illinois
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
16 JANUARY

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

The big news break of the week as far as the industry is concerned

1961

Cwrllht IMI

INC.

WEEK
was, of

course, President-elect John F. Kennedy's naming of Newton W. Minow, 34-year-old
law partner of Adlai Stevenson, as chairman of the FCC.
Nothing is known about Minow in Washington circles because, as far as is known, he has
never worked here.
In a quickly arranged news conference in Chicago lasl week Minow said he would "operate the agency in the public interest," but the first due as to what ideas he might have
will likely come when the Senate holds a hearing on his confirmation.
It is suffice meanwhile to say he will have six other commissioners to contend with, two
of them veterans from the '20s and '30s and the others in service 9-10 years.
The early days of the 87th Congress saw reintroduction of a number of bills
which failed to make the grade in the 86th.
These included bills to put networks under direct FCC regulation, to establish a code of
ethics for regulatory agencies, to make it harder to buy and sell stations. Rills to exempt
permanently from Sec. 315 equal time provisions candidates for president and vice president,
to give up to SI million to each state for educational tv stations, to exempt some phases of
professional sports from anti-trust laws, all permitting blackout of broadcasting within 75 miles
of a town in which a home team is playing.
More bills would set up a "super FCC" to divide the spectrum between government and non-government uses, would direct the FCC and other regulatory agencies to
support themselves from fees charged the regulated industries, would permit radio/
tv coverage of House proceedings.
A number of bills are aimed at giving the FTC cease-and-desist authority to stop complained-of practices before the cases are finally decided.
Thus far in the new Congress, no new bill affecting broadcasting and advertising has been
introduced.
Balancing whatever glee might be felt about introduction by Sen. Warren

Mag-

nuson (D., Wash.) of a permanent "Great Debate" measure, is the definite setting
of hearings on specific complaints about broadcast coverage during the recent elections.
Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D., Tex.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee's socalled watchdog group announced the hearings for late January. The Texas Democrat also
said he would ask the parent group for funds to print a complete report of the industry's election-year performance. Yarborough said it will be the most complete summary yet, and would aid in considering what to do about Sec. 315.
Yarborough would not specify the complaints to be beard, hut said the} will be representative of ''thousands" received.
The Landis report and the Harris report are now both in. and the Harris report
says there need be no battle between White House and Congress if both keep their
place.
This refers to Landis proposals for regulatory agency reform, with Congress feeling that
the agencies are arms of Congress and should be free of White House control.
Landis is certain to reorganize the agencies, but if any of his work gets into the wa\ decisions are made, criteria, etc., Congress will make fur fly. Legislators have been very
talkative — and truculent — on this point.
nsoi;
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Significant news, trends in
• Film

• Syndication

• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
NP
16 JANUARY

1961

Copyright 1961
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Syndication is getting bullish about 1961 : two network syndication arms, C
and CBS Films, are going ahead on pilots for series that could cost up to $21 mil
lion to produce.
Six pilots will be made for CNP, almost all beginning filming between 23 January and 6
February; they are:
• Three White Hats:
• Police Surgeon:
• War

Birds:

• Cottage 54:

on the Texas Rangers, by Wilbur Stark at MGM.
on location in Los Angeles by Henry Kessler.

on World War I flyers, by Filmways at Los Angeles airports.
international intrigue, by Sam Gallu at Shelter Island.

• #7 Cannery Row:

maritime security, by Gallu at Monterey.

• Wellington Bones:

half hour color cartoons, by Alexander Film of Colorado Springs.

Note the heavy emphasis in five of these new pilots on action-adventure, touching
on mystery, documentary, period mood, and Westerns.
By contrast CBS Films is stacking more chips on comedy: it already has two untitled comedy pilots finished and a third comedy is in the works, all intended as network
pilots.
Three additional CBS Films network pilots will include a drama (Call Me First), an ac
tion-adventure series, and a Western. In addition, CBS Films will put at least two pilots into
syndication in 1961: Turnpike and The Hawk.
That gives CBS Films some eight pilots in the can or on the blueprints, which when added
to CNP's totals up to 14 shows for just two syndicators.
New syndicated shows are having one of their healthiest ratings seasons in recent memory if the New York premiere ARB scores are any indication.
In the past few weeks three shows premiered as follows:
• Ivanhoe

(Screen Gems) earned 13.7 on 25 December at 6 p.m. on WABC-TV.

• Tallahassee 7000

(Screen Gems) drew 12.0 on 3 January at 7:30 p.m. on WCBS-TV.

• Mister Ed (MCA-Studebaker) enjoyed 10.0 on 5 January at 7 p.m. on WNBC-TV.
Some encouraging signs of a good ratings season for syndication are that each show was
of a different type and no two were on the same day or station.
It's axiomatic that if a show pulls well in seven-station New York its ratings should be
above average in less competitive markets.
The latest vogue along Madison
length of certain year-end reports.

Avenue

is measuring

syndication losses by the

Supposedly, when business is good no one bothers with lengthy year-end reports, but a
detailed announcement calling attention to diversified activities may be a smokescreen to divert attention from red ink.

Kellogg's will enjoy some extra promotion values for its animated national spot
film character, Yogi Bear, seen as a comic strip in 80 Sunday newspapers starting 5
February.
That's shortly after a 130 station schedule of the new program series for the cartoon character begins on tv.

56
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

WOR-TV, New York, purchased 40 post- 1950 Warner Bros. features from
Seven Arts Associated for §1 million in possibly tlie largest single-station feature
film deal to date.
It's probable that other RKO General stations in Los Angeles, Detroit, Memphis, and
Boston will also buy into the features.
The price reported would come to $25,000 per picture for New York alone — apparently higher than the Screen Gems-CBS o&o price for five markets and 275 pictures — for which
a pro rated estimate for New York (WCBS-TV) would be about $15,000 per picture.
Out of the New York transactions come some rules of thumb on prices: post-1948 feature films cost five to 10 times as much as half-hour films — but run three times the
air length (90 minutes instead of 30) and are sold for multiple plays, unlike new half-hour films.

Dynamic Films is getting its feet wet in syndication distribution with The Cheaters starring John Ireland and made by Danziger Productions.
Nathan Zucker of Dynamic and Charles King of Danziger intend this to be the first of a
series of shows for the U. S. and Canada; Dynamic has already opened new regional offices in
Chicago and Pittsburgh.
Dynamic is the third commercials-industrials producer to enter programing in recent
months; two others are Filmways and Fred Niles.

Screen Gems is now enjoying the fruits of last season's viewer protest when
Tightrope was yanked off the networks.
Viewer mail gave the distributor an unusual re-run selling angle which has been one factor in bringing the show up to 95 station sales fairly quickly.
Latest sales are Ronco Construction on WGN-TV, Chicago; WTVJ, Miami; WINK-TV,
Ft. Myers; WTVT, Tampa; KTRK, Houston; WHNB, Hartford-New Britain ; WKYT, Lexington; WKST, Youngstown; WAVY-TV, Norfolk; KTBS-TV, Shreveport, and KNOE-TV, Monroe.

The year 1961 began with a spate of topdevel promotions

and appointments.

Here were three of them in varying syndication areas:
• John B. Burns was elected a v.p. of MGM-TV,

where he is sales head.

• Joseph Kotler, New York sales manager of Ziv-UA, earned his v.p. stripe.
• Harold Winston becomes general manager of Screen Gems de Mexico, heading their
sales throughout Latin America.

Entry deadline is 1 March for the second American
take place 4 May in New York City.

tv commercials

festival to

Festival director Wallace Ross expects entries to far exceed the 1,327 were submitted last
year, the first time such a festival was held.
Heading the tv commercials council of more than 50 judges are John Cunningham, Barton Cummings, Bryan Houston, Charles Feldman, and Margot Sherman. (For names of more
advisors and judges, see FILM WRAP-UP, p. (>(>. i

Commercials producers are becoming increasingly public relations -conscious
and more and more are turning to the issue of newsletters.
MPO's newsletter is the latest; others are already being published by HFH, Videotape
Productions, and Ampex.
16 JANUARY
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

appears to be working toward a 100% acceptance of the local rate in radio

for its dealer and factory accounts.

It's around the 80% mark right now.

•ronton
PUBLIOATIOK*

IN*.

Re 9 January SPONSOR HEARS item, a WNTA-TV spokesman says there's been
no meeting of minds, or even bodies, for the sale of the station to an educational
group.
He added this: the station's been substantially in the black since last quarter and, if anything, the company's negotiating for the acquisition of more station property.
Some agency researchers predict that by the end of 1962 there will be available a truly national overnight tv rating report.
The exigencies of the client's marketing problems and the dynamics of the medium,
they say, make this imperative.
With buying becoming progressively flexible, the advertiser will be able to determine his
next media move by knowing what his audience was the night before.

Reputed to have played a major role in NBC TV's decision to make a deal with
Disney was the availability of new cartoons in color.
Color cartoons in tv have a fidelity that exceeds the level of live and outdoor.

Westinghouse's important announcement and forecast in 9 December SPONSOR HEARS:
The manufacturer will spend $1 million over the next six months to restore consumer confidence in appliance dealers, using network tv and key city newspapers.
Copy accent: Integrity, honesty, fair-dealing that can be expected from W dealers.
On the theory that the wrong type of personality can upset the team spirit in
an organization, one rep practices this procedure before he hires a new salesman.
The other salesmen are given an opportunity to vote on whether he's acceptable.
The take-off of big-time radio dates back 30 years and it's interesting to note what
constituted the medium's hit parade back there.
The big 10 of 1931 could be said to have comprised these programs:
PROGRAM

I!ikI\ Vallee Varieties
Voice of RKO (Phil Cook)
Aluater Kent Hour
House of Magic (Floyd Ciblmns)
Voice of Columbia
Westinghouse Salute
\\1' Gypsies
Frank Crumit-Julia Sanderson
B. \. Rolfe
Singin' Sam. the Barbasol Man
58
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NBC
NBC

Fleischmann
RKO Theatres
Atwater Kent
General Electric

NBC
NBC
CBS
Blue
NBC
NBC
NBC

Columbia Records
Westinghouse
A&P
Blackstone Cigar
Lucky Strike
Barbasol

CBS
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DEBUTANTE

. . . whether it's a homey "Y'all come

or

elegantly R.S.V.P. . . . KSLA-TV's viewers are
honored guests at just about every happening
in our area. Sports events, beauty pageants, parades,
appearances of visiting dignitaries, concerts
and plays, a formal cotillion, or the state fair
livestock auction . . . all serve to keep Ark-La-Tex
viewers tuned in . . . to keep up!
Sharing the honors with KS LA-TV are an
enthusiastic group of co-hosts . . . the advertisers,
whose enthusiasm stems from the results thev get.
To become a member of this
hospitality committee, contact your
Harrington, Righter and Parsons man today.

shreveport, la.
SRONSOR
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS

P a n-A m e r i c a n Coffee Bureau

& IDEA

(BBDO) is spending 82 million
in a 12-week campaign.
A large (hunk will go to spot tv

WRAP-UP
CAME

THE

DELUGE— a flood of responses to WKY's

saturation- 10's, in prime time, anrl
kets.
minutes, in fringe-in the top 30 marNet t\ nine one-minute participations on nighttime shows, and 45 on
daytime — will holster the promotion.
The theme: Make it coffee, make il
often, make it riiiht!

(Okla. Ci+y) drive to determine most

popular principal in the state's schools — which literally buried program director Danny
Williams.
Winner was presented with trophy and $100 in cash for his school by the station

FCC chairman

Earl Kinlner say*

the commission staff "has caught
fire with enthusiasm" for their
work. He adds that their work involved paving much stricter attention to radio-tv commercials,
payola, and to advertising practices in general in 1960.
Previous record year. 1959, was
exceeded 1>\ 52' i in number of complaints filed, the Kintner annual report said, lie made it quite clear that

HONORING

RETIREMENT

taries (l-r) Eleanor

Rummo,

of William S. Hedges
Evelyn

Sniffen

and

(c), NBC
Mildred

v. p. political broadcast unit, after 29 years of service, are four of his former secre-

Barr.

Party

for

Hedges

was

held

at

N.Y.'s

RCA

building

in the

Rainbow

Grill

this trend is due t<> continue in l')(>|.
However, he added, the FTC will
continue to balance "the bludgeon
and llic wagging finger.' He cited in
particular successful I960 conferences
with ad industrj leaders. This was
tli<- wagging finger <>f voluntary compliance, with the bludgeon in reserve
when it fails.

Campaigns:
• Oregon-W ashington-California Pear Bureau began a onemonth spot radio saturation this week
to promote its \njou. Bosc and
Cornice pears. The theme: "Ml good
things come in pears, ^gencj : Pacific National. Portland. Ore.
• Johnson & Johnson has
mapped out a network t\ campaign
invoking ABC daxlime and nighttime shows and NBC nighttime, to
introduce its new M in in oral antiseptic. The promotion breaks at the end
of Januar) .
• Dodge readying a 60-second
spot radio saturation in the top 100
Dodge markets for its Dart and Lan-

cei cars. Scheduled to begin '22 January, the campaign features 75 spots
a

week

in

each

inai kit.

\jen. \ :

BBDO.
• I5\ mart I inlair. has bought a
52-week schedule on \l!< l\ nighttime and daytime Bhows to introduce
its new Tint air (acme Color Shampoo. \ saturation spot t\ campaign
in the major markets w ill bolster the
ml promotion, ^gencj : Kastor Hilton
Chester Clifford \ Vtherton.

PEOPLE
ON THE M<>\ E:
Thomas T. Briimni from advertising manager, Coopers Inc., Kenosha,
Wise, to advertising and sales promotion manager, Brownberr) Ovens,
Oconomowoc, Wise. . . . Roger M.
Kirk. Jr.. from sale- manage] to
manager, Lehn & Fink Division, I.ehn
& link Products . . . ('harles Cooper
to marketing coordinator, Helene
< in tis. Beautv Di\ ision.

Thisa *n* data: Dannon AI ilk.
Products, Long Island City, N. Y.,

ha- been chai ged bj the I I ( with
"misrepresenting therapeutii properties claimed l"i I lannon "i ogui t. in
ii- radio commeri i.d-.

AGENCIES
Sindlinger

has formally an-

nounced its cntr\ into the In M of

a nationwide dail\ t> rating »ei\iee.
The company will, it says, emphasize the qualit) ol the t\ audieni e
rathei than it- size, using large and
different -ample- foi each day's research.
In addition to qualit) . note- Sindlinger, the undertaking aim- to report
what audiences within "specific ft
audiences buj or plan to buj .
Sindlinger proposes to report l"i
each t\ program for each daj such
factors as:
1. Sets-in-use
each I") minute
(local time ib)period.
2. Program availabititj oi coverage.
.">. Set--in-u-e where and when program was a\ ailahle.

BUS CAMPAIGN being staged by WIP,
Philadelphia, finds station gen. mgr. Harvey
Glascock holding up posters for multi-media
drive tying station's frequency with new year

ONE OF FIRST to climb aboard WABC's
new 'Swingin' Sound of N.Y.' is Gillette.
Finalizing arrangements (seated) client agency Maxon's Sue Barron, bdest. spvsr.; Ed Wilhelm, dir. radio tv; (standing l-r) Ray Stone,
Maxon timebuyer; Barry Geoghegan, station
sales

BOYS

TOWN

PARTY,

with one of 70 young guests who attended
climax to drive
for food
for Boys Town

1(>

Ron

Gelb,

station

account

exec

an annual Christmas

;vent co-sponsored by KMOX and food industry of St. Louis, played host to Cardinal stars
Hal Smith (I) and Bob Miller, shown here

SPONsni;

mgr.;

I \M \KY
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TRIBUTE TO Los Angeles station KGFJ by
Greater All American Market is joined by
(l-r) Rudy Harvey, Johnny Magnus, Pearl
Robinson (Miss Brome of California) Herman Griffith, Hunter Hancock
Frances White

1. Total households tuned to each

g] am.
6. Households tuned to part of tv

field . . . William Pearson Corp.,
New York City, new American marketing subsidiary of Wm. Pearson
Ltd., to Fletcher Richards. Calkins
& Holden to introduce its new product, Oven Stick.

program.
7. Average all or part household
tuned.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE : Robert
M. Worcester from Universal Ad-

tv program
more) .

(five minutes or

5. Households tuned to all of pro-

8. Share of audience for total household & average households.
9. Number of male viewers, 12 &
older.
10. Number of female viewers, 12 &
older.
11. Number
of children
viewers,
under 12 years.

Y & It's Charles Feldman, in a
talk before the American Marketing Association's 8th annual
seminar in Toronto, advocated
sincere, straightforward sales
pitches as a remedy for wasteful
advertising.
The highlights of his talk:
• Research proves that half of all
advertising is pure waste. The answer
lies in winning the consumers belief.

vertising, Omaha, to account executive. Holland Advertising, that city
. . . Ralph F. Moriarty from marketing manager. S.O.S. Division, General Foods. Chicago, to marketing supervisor, Bennett, that cit\ . . . William H. Knudsen from Smith.
Hagel & Knudsen, to E. M. Freystadt.
as senior v. p., and general manager
. . . Roy Silver from director client
services, E. D. Gottlieb, to account
executive, Rose-Martin.
They were named v.p.'s: Dr. A.
Melvin Gold at R. H. Bruskin. New
Brunswick, N. J. . . . Biron A.
Valier and Edward A. Langan, at
Gardner . . . W. Thacher Longstretch at Aitkin-Kvnett. Philadelphia
. . . Lloyd Ver Steegh Chicago office,
and Clifford
Boettcher,
Racine,

Wis.

office, at Western Advertising
K. Kemper HI, at Young &

Ruhi
New agencies: T. Doughtcn Associates, Freeport. L. I., headed by
Thomas P. Doughten, former Lennen
& Newell v.p. and account executive
. . . Seroka-Calvert. Mamaroneck,
N. Y. headed by Joseph S. Seroka,
Hciii us Watch Co. sales promotion
manager.
New quarters: The Julian Brightman Company, at 180 Commonwealth Avenue. Kenmore Square. Boston.

TV STATIONS
Broadcasters were blamed by
TvB's Norman E. Cash, in a talk
before the Broadcast Advertising
Club in Chicago, for the lark of
tv facts ami figures know-how
shown by non-customers.
The highlights of the Tv B pi cedent's talk:
• It is the responsibility of sales-

• If the main selling idea is of
genuine interest to the consumer, than
belief comes easily.
• There is no need for camouflage,
no need to make believe the advertisement is not an advertisement.

NEWS
will have a

Agency appointments: Mayfair Industries, Ft. Worth, Tex., to North
Advertising, for its new. patented
feminine hygiene product as yet unnamed . . . Bartlow Brothers. Rush\ille. III., to Katzif-George-Wenhoener, Clayton, Missouri, for its
Korn Top brand meats . . . Cat Foods,

NEW DIMENSION
soon in

SPONSOR

Escanaba, Mich., to Tobias, O'Neil
& (.allay. Chicago, for Whitey Cat
Food. Radio spots on Chicago's WLS
will open the campaign . . . Duofold,
Mohawk. \. Y. (men's and women's
underwear l to Chirurg & Cairns
. . . General Spra\ Service, K;ilonah.
N. Y., to Allston. Smith & Somple,
Greenwich. Conn. T\ will be used to
push its lawn, garden and shrub
spraying service ihi> year . . . Olney
8 Carpenter, Wolcoit. to Rumrill,
l!"i lii-in Foi il^ < >M ! canned French
fried onions and potato sticks . . .
Shulton to Kastor Hilton Cheslej
Clifford & \therion. for it- two
niw products in the propi ietai j drug
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vKY

1%1

men of i\ to educate those who are
not using the medium.
• It should be noted thai televi-

In' , ; apot, $51 7.5 million, up
local $293.5 million, up Hi' , .

. '. :

populal ion thai borne i ountj . Vlso,
some sti iking different es in brand
pleteielK eS

and

t I < ■ | IH 1 1< J

pun h

pi c\ ail bel w ecu the two.

sion clients likr P&G, General IIs,
Lever, American Home Products, and
Colgate-Palmolive, are using the tools
more efficientl) than broadcasters.
• Predictions, made in gross national product or advertising, for the
pear I960, «li«l not live up to expectations.

\\ Wl-I \. Fori Wayne, has
turned out lor buyers a producl
inventor} Btorj involving its enlire coverage area.
In other words, the sales inventory
charts are nol restricted to the metropolitan areas, as is a frequenl news-

• On a net time and tali'nt basis,
television shaped up to a total of
$1,630,000,000 last Near. The breakdoun:
network,
$819
million, up

practice.
The paper
brochure
shows

thai the

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: John
Barrett from kl.. D-TV, Bakersfield,
Calif., to assistant genei al man i
and national sales manager, Kl!\kTV, thai citj . . . Charles M. Scbau-

19

felberger
from
\\ Isales
.'< > '
I \ . Rochestet
. Vsales
Y., staff,
to local

countries in \\ \ \ I - coverage out-ide the home countv lai exceed in

representative. Wlll.< l\. that < iiv
. . . Holt Gewinner, Jr.. to director, merchandising department; Jean
Hendrix to supervisor, publicity and

WAST

promotion department: Wallace
Rogers II. to assistanl publii it\ and
promotion director; and Roger
Marx to tialhc operations manage!
all at WSB-TV, Atlanta. Ga.

ACROSS

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
David F. Mill iiiiin from general
manager,
\\l\lt. Binghamton-Endicolt. N. V. to general manager,
WPTZ-TV. Plattsburgh, N. Y. . . .
George \\ ilson to promotion and
publicity director, WSTV-TV, Steubenville, Ohio . . . Richard Devine,
from promotion manager, K.RYI.
Radio. TV, and Theatre, Des Moines,
Iowa, to assistanl promotion manager, W'l'VJ, Miami . . . Mrs. Patricia Wilson from media Inner. I.iller. Neal, Battle and Lindsey, Atlanta,
Ga.. to assistanl promotion manager,
WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C
Hans
J. Mobius from sales staffer to marketing co-ordinator, VVGR-TV. Buffalo. "\.Y.
Resigned: William T. Klumb,

national
sales
manager,
I'MJ-TV.
to enter new
business
to he \\
announced
in near future . . . Lew Breyer. as

In This Important
ALBANY - SCHENECTADY
TROY MARKET . . .

executive v.p. WXIX-TV,
Kudos:

Special balanced programming attuned to area preferences exposes
more prospects to your selling
strategy. And . . . viewer confidence in WAST multiplies the effectiveness ofyour sales message.

SELL Where

People BUY

>ONSOR

K) JVM

mi
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WBBMTV.

Milwaukee.
Chicago, v.p.

Clark B. George, recipient of citation
for "outstanding contribution to Chicago's convention business during
1960" from the Chicago Convention
Bureau . . . K TTN . L.A., awarded
Helms \thletic Inundation plaque for

«/13
WILLIAM

call I/O II r

as

man

ALBANY, N. Y.
A. RIPLE. General Manager

the station's contributions to collegiate athletics . . W VST-TY. Ubany,
genera] manager, William \. Riple,
recipient of annual Television \l<m of
the Year from \ll>anv Knickerbocker News columnist Walter Hawver.
63

New

offices: Corinthian

Broad-

casting, Time \ Life Building, RockeFellei ( ienter, New ^ ork I ii\ .

Financial note: Store] Broadcasting
declared quarterb dividend: fortyfive cents per share <>n its common
stock, payable !<• March, to stockholders of record. 21 February. 1961.
Also a quarterl) dividend of 12 and
one-half cents per share. Class B common slock.

RADIO

STATIONS

Stations WJBK, Detroit, and
KBIG, Catalina, Calif., took advantage of annual turn-ovcr-aleaf time and ran a couple of
catchy audience promotions.
WJBK offered cash prizes of one
dollar each to listeners whose New
Year's resolution, funny, serious, cute.
promising, or unpromising, was read
on the air.
KBIG gave awaj transistor sets to
listeners who expressed himself most
eloquently on the subject "The New
Year's Resolution I Recommend for
My Neighbor/"
Ideas at work :
• WINS, New York Cits, turned
the tallies on dog shows with its recent sponsor product promotion contest for Rival Dog Food h\ holding a
peoples show with canine judges. To
compete for first place in the stations
Dogs oj Imerica [wards h> Humans
Slums, listeners submitted entries
based on their abilities to perform in
"human field trials." Cash prizes,
plus a Ri\al Blue Itibbon were presented to winners. The judges: Judge
Basset. Judge Bloodhound. Judge
Great Dane, and Judge Morris Pointer.
• WNEW, New York City, recent
audience promotion involving giveaway tickets to New York's newest
musical. Do Re Mi. drew a mail count
ol 188,822 cards during it- three week
run. The idea: the station purchased
200 tickets to the show and aired two
announcements an houi im iting listeners t" entei theii names in the
ih ,iw ing. \\ innei - wen- draw n and
announced Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.
64

• WHK, Cleveland, Ohio, paid
tribute to the over-worked ^ ule time
postman b\ running a Postman oj the
Year contest. Listeners were asked to
write the station telling wh\ the)
thought their postal carrier deserving
of this honor. More than 1.200 persons replied. The winner received a
$100 bond and an engraved scroll
naming him Postman of the 1 ear.

Baltimore. Md., to general manager,
KOTN. Pine Bluff, Ark. . . . Robert
E. Sharon from v.p. and general
manager. KDEO, San Diego, to sales
manager. KIWI!. HolUwood . . .
Stephen Kirscbenbaum from sales
promotion supervisor, NBC Radio
Spot Sales, to sales promotion manage,. WNBC. New York City . . .
John Mavasicb from account execm
tive, WFRV-TV,

Thisa 'n' data: W LS. Chicago, recorded audience gains in Pulse s November. 1900. radio survey . . .
WFLN, Philadelphia, put together a
full-color slide film for sales presentations . . . WGTO, Cypress Gardens, Fla., began a new series of programs rebroadcasting and interpreting actual material heard over Radio
Moscow . . . KTVU, San FranciscoOakland, chosen to televise the 11game schedule of San Francisco GiantL.A. Dodgers games played at L.A.
during this year . . . WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul, drew 1.206 replies
from listeners during a Business Incentives test offering 50 trading
stamps for sending in one. after two
announcements.

Happy Birthday: WGBI, ScrantonWilkes Barre. Pa., celebrated 36 anniversary, 12 Januarj .

Off-beat
programing:
WDOK,
Cleveland, aired a special documen(ar\ review of the various existing
Sherlock Holmes organizations around
the world. Going along with the

Green Bay. Wis., to

sales manager. \\"Dl X. that city . . .
Ken Sorcnsen from sales manages
WDl Z. Green Ba\ . \\ is., to manager.
kll \h. Ce.lar Rapids, Iowa . . . W.
B. Steis, general manager. WJERj
D.ner. Ohio. WAND, and WCN(J
both Canton. Ohio, to general manager, and Robert G. Clarke, from
account executive to sales managi I
WKJF-FM, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Retiring: James E. Edwards, Sr..
president. Prairie Farmer station.
WLS. Chicago.
Station acquisition: \\ ORI). Spaa
tanburg, S. ('.. bought b\ rlendersol
Belk. Charlotte. \. C. from \\ MRC.
Incorporated, the naient company.
Sale brokered b\ Blackburn & Con
pany,

Mlanta.

Kudos:

KABC,

L.A.. cited as "the

most improved station"' and one of
the "most progressive stations" in the
L.A. area, by Los Angeles Times columnist, Don Pace.

NETWORKS

premise
I the existed,
organization's
I that
Holmes really
the program
air-time. 6 January, commemorated
the sleuths birthdav .

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Monroe Ialii/ from sales manager.
WNBC. New York City, to sales managei. \\ MCA, thai citj . . . Bob
Crone from sales staff. National Life
of Vermont, and Dick Jahlonski
from WCPO. Cincinnati, to sales staff.
\\S\I. Cincinnati . . . Robert C.
I- rlil man from manager. \\ HBC.
Canton. Ohio, to manager. \\ PDO.
Jacksonville,
Fla. . . . Mercer
!..
King

from

manager.

W.IBI).

The monthly margin of increase
in total tv network
gross time
sales slid ofl somewhat in October: the edge, which bad been
7.2%.
running
9-10%,
\>ent down
to
October 1960*s billing- for the
three networks: $63,264,000. The individual billings — also out of TvB/
IA \ -BAR: \.BC TV, $15,200.') 10. up
21.2r, : CBS TV, $22,973,080. down
2.7', : NBC TV. $25,090,051, up
9.6r( . Total January-October billings
for all networks:
$557,618,526.
up

9.3%.

Vv

Tusca

loosa. Ma., to manager, \\ \UD.
Johnstown. Pa. . . . Danny S. Jacobson, from -ale- supervisor, W.I/.-IY.

a
\

Net

tv

(Grey)

sabs:

\BC

participation

SPONSOR
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in Paradise, Cheyenne, and Roai

,o:S«N YOUR

20'$ . . . Simoniz (Dancer-Fitzgerald
Sample), in //<<• Low <8 1/'. I<>nrs.
The Islanders, Roaring J11 %, and \\ .ill
I Msne) ... I 11 ion < larbide I Est) >
In tdventures in Paradise, < heyenne,
and VaAerf( //» . . . M5( H : Block
Drug (SSC&B) co-sponsorship of
The Tall Man . . . P&G, Jack Paai
Special, NBC TV, 31 January.

Nel radio sales: 1BC: Oldsmobile
i |). P. Brothei ' sponsorship of Bing
( rosb'\ Golf Tournament, 22 Januai \ ,

Net programing notes: CBS T\ to
debul new hour-long frontier -cries.
Gunslinger, 9 February. Sponsor:
l!c\ nolds Tobacco I Est) I . . . \BC
TV's Beat the Clod replaced b) Sumher Please . . . Mutual Radio setting
aside some seven daytime programing
hours l"i it- on-the-scene coverage of
ilic inauguration, 20 January.

tion-market presentations lor its
station-.

Researched and published undei
the direction of \ .p. I i ank ( •. Boehm.
the In in hui'- point up audieni e ind
measurement figures; i osl efficienc)
i h.u ts, depth anal) -e- of regi
d buying and In ing habits as well as i ounl j
b) -count) breakdowns ol retail Bales
and bu) ing income.
I he stations
involved:
\\ I \ <
( hattai
ga, I enn.; KIEM-TV, Eu
reka, Calif.; KBES-TV, Medford,
Ore.; KOTI. Klamath I alls, Ore.;
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.; K I I'M
TV, Pasco, Wash.; KM \\ I \ . Lewiston, Idaho; KBAS-TV, Ephrata,
Wash.; \\l\ \l. Columbus, Ga

Rep appointments: WONE, Dayton, Ohio, to H-R . . . KITO, San
Bernardino, Calif., to Torbet, Allen & Crane, for western representation; and to Venard, Rintoul &
IVfcConnell. for eastern.

H R TELEVISION, INC.

WRE3X-TV
channel13

rockford

J. M. BAISCH
Vka Pret. t G.n Mgr.

Retiring: CBS Radio staffers, 1. S.
(Zac) Becker, \.|>. in charge of
business affairs, and William H. Ensign, account executive in the network sales department.

REPRESENTATIVES

NEWS

Hales

for national

radio spot

will have a

wenl up slightly in L960 accord-

NEW DIMENSION

ing to Katz" latest Spot Radio
Hmlget Estimator.
For the 150 markets Listed, daytime

soon in

SPONSOR

rates were l'< higher than L959,
while nighttime rates showed a fracI ief< ue.tion increase nf 0.2' < over the year
Kai/'- Estimator also gives a breakdown cost "I 12 one-minute announcements per week in the 150 markets
listed, for three time brackets: earl)
morning, late afternoon I traffic time I .
and daytime (other than traffic time).
Tht' rale- used are from SHDS Spot
Radio Rates. November, 1960. issue
The Estimator includes also a formula for estimating the cost of 12 or
21 announcements per week, for
schedules
of 1. 6, 13, 39 and 52
weeks.

WATCH
sponsor

•

FOR IT!

k> .i wi un

1961

Young-TV,
within the past t\*o
weeks, has put together lour sta-

PEOPLE

ON THE

MO\

E: Frank

L. Boyle from manager, Detroit office, to New York Cit) statT. Robert
E. Eastman . . . Richard J. Hayes
from Pet t \ tele\ isi<m -ale- department, to account executive, Blair
I ele\ i-ion. New "1 ork Cit) . . . Howard Rothenberg to eastern -ales
manager, Everett-McKinne) . . . John
E. Erickson from Peter-. Griffin \
Woodward, to manager, Chicago office. Spot Time Sales . . . Kduard (',.
O'Berst, returns as account exec, to
CBS Radio Spot Sales in New York
. . . Jerrold M. Marshall, to assistant manager, Boston office, New England Spot Sales, Inc.
Peters. Griffin & Woodward promotions: Charles R. Kinney, from
sales manager, New Vnk (!it\. to administrative assistant and assistant v.p.
. . . William (». Walters, from account executive t" sales manaser. New
York office . W. Donald Roberts
from account executive, Chicago, to
sales manager, Chicago, and midwest
territory .

FILM
CBS
Films was generating nen
optimism
for 1961
as it took a
look back at its accomplishments
tor the %ear just ended.

Three of its highlights for 1960
were these:
• A ■><! percent increase in international sales over 1959.
• \ network sale, Angel, to Genii, il Foods and S. C. Johnson, on
CBS TV.
• Trrr\ toons" l!l percent increase
over 1959 — expected to grow 56 percent more in 1961.

Sales: Seven Arts Associated package
of 40 post-1950 Warner Bros, features
lo WOR-TV, New York, for $1 million . . . MCA's Paramount features
to WMAZ-TV, Macon; WDBO-TV,
Orlando: K.SLA-TV. Shreveport:
WREC-TV, Memphis; WREX-TV,
Rockford; WNBF-TV, Binhamton,
and KGNC-TV, Amarillo . . . Screen
Gems" Tightrope to a total of 95 markets . . . Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt sold in
its fourth year in 121 markets; latest
sales are Bunker Hill Foods (CargillWilson & Acree) on WRAL-TV,
Raleigh and WJHL-TV. Johnstown
Citj : Tower Federal Savings (Lincoln
.1. Carter) on WSBT-TV. South Bend:
Kirkman and Koury Real Estate and
R. J. Reynolds on WFMY-TV. Greensboro: and to stations KMID-TV, Midland; WPRO-TV. Providence; WISNTV. Milwaukee: KTSM-TV, El Paso,
and WDAM-TV. Hattiesburg . . .
Studehaker - Lark's Mister F.d on
WXYZ-TV. Detroit.

Programs & producers:
Ed Palmer will package
195 five-minute
episodes of a howling
series . . .
Dynamic Films to syndicate Danziger
Productions* The Cheaters.
Commercials: Members of the Tv
Commercials Council for the Second
American Tv Commercials Festival to include these advisors: John
P. Cunningham (C&W). Barton
A. Cummings (Compton), Bryan
Houston (FRC&H). Charles Feldman (Y&R). Margot Sherman
(McC-Fi. J. E. Burke (Johnson &
Johnson). Richard E. Dube (Level I,James S. Fish (General Mills),
E. P. Genock (Eastman Kodak i.
M. M. Ylasterpool (GE), Jack \\ .
Minor (Plymouth-Valiant), Ralph
P. Olmstead (Kellogg), Julius
Rudominer (Rayco), Harry F.
Schroeter i National Biscuit i . Douis66

las L. Smith (S. C. Johnson), Alfred Whittaker (Bristol-Myers),
and R. W. Young Jr. (ColgatePalmolive) : in addition, judges to include Ben Alcoek (Gre\i. Arthur
Bellaire (BBDO), Herman Bischoff (L&N), Dave Boffey (McCEl, Jay E. Bottomley (LaRoche),
Alexander E. Cantwell ( BBD( ) I .
Joseph R. Daly (DDBi. Lincoln
Diamant i D&C), Lawrence E. DuPont (Tracv-Locke), Mark A. Forgette (JWT), S. J. Froliek i FRC&
H), Hanno Fuchs (Y&R I. Pierre
R. Garai (OBM). Patricia H.
Grossman (McC-E), William R.
Gibbs (JWT), Bernard Haber
(BBDO). Rollo W. Hunter l EWR&
R ) , Kensinger Jones ( C-E i . Lawrence LaBelle I Knox-Reeves I . William LaCava (C&W). William J.
Lewis (Maxon). Mark Lawrence
(MJ&A), David B. McCall I OBM),
Suzanne B. Malkus i N. W. Ayer),
James Manilla (McC-Ei. Robert
S. Marker (MJ&A). Arthur C.
Mayer (H&G), Cordon
i Burnett), Newt Mitzman

Minter
(OBM),

Roger Pryor (FC&B) , Phyllis Robinson (DDB). Marshall G. Rotben
(K&E), Alvin N. Sarasohn i K&E),
Jack Sidebotbam (Y&R). K. C. T.
Snyder (NL&B), Bruce Staudernian (Meldrum & Feu smith). Stanley Tannenbaum (K&E), Alan M.
Ward (BBDO), Gordon Webber
(B&Bl. Hooper White (Burnett).
Donald Widlund (JWT), Samuel
C. Zurich (N. W. Ayer), Larry H.
Israel (TvAR), Beatrice Adams
(Television Magazine). W. Richard
Brunei- (Printers Ink). Harrv
Wavne McMahan (Advertising
Age), John E. McMillin (SPONSOR), and Merrill Panitt I Tv
Guide) . . . John P. Atherton to
Wither Streech Productions as v.p.
musical director . . . Louis Mucciolo
appointed exeeuthe v.p. ol production
for ARTS . . . The Harwald Companv
of Evanslon announces new features
oil its Model "U"

Inspeet-O-Fihn

equipment.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Russell Karp elected secretary of Screen
Gems: two law \er-negotiators added
lo lii- contract negotiations department: Seymour Horowitz and Michael Frankfurt . . . Richard Hamburger promoted to New )cik
>ales manager for Ziv-1 \.

( il\

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Public service in action: KLZ,
Denver, in its report for I960, stressed
public service and news programs . . .
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids. MichJ
began its second semester of its public
affairs
program.
Ten L.A.,
O 'Clock
Scholar
. . . KABC,
Radio,
selected
for
its Januarv
public service project,
Blind Men of Vision, Inc
WKYTV, Oklahoma City, for the sixth consecutive session of the Oklahoma legislature, televised the opening legislative session and the Governor's addres .. . Radio and tv station execs
of Pennsylvania will get together at
regional meetings this week, to hear
the story of the 1961 Radio Free
Europe fund . . .
Kudos:

WTIP,

Charleston. W. Va.

recipient of certificate of merit from
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., Findlay,
Ohio, for "outstanding public service
programing in support of a Cooper
sponsored vehiclegram." ^safety-check proPublic service ideas at work:
• WDZ, Decatur. 111., inaugurated
a public service award program to
pa\ tribute to men in the city's police.
fire, street and water department-.
The WDZ Superior Service Award
will be presented to a deserving city
departments person once each month
for "outstanding service and devotion
to bis work, above and beyond the
call of duty." The final choice in candidates recommended for the honor
by department heads, will be made
by the WDZ news staff. The award:
a $25 U.S. Sa\in^ Bond, and a certificate ofcommendation.
Public service programing:

West-

inghouse Broadcasting debuts itnew 13 half-hour tv religious seri< •-.
Face of the World, over KYW-TV.
Cleveland; KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh;
WBZ-TV, Boston; KPIX, San Francisco; WJZ-TV. Baltimore. Md.. and
WNEW-TV. New York City, this
month. The series was produced by
WBC in cooperation with the Jesuit
Missions. National Information (ruin \\ OWO, Fort Wayne, Indiana, began a -cries of 15-minute programs, Scoreboard id \merican
Science, featuring leading scientists
and educators. The series was produced b\ the Edison Foundation. ^
sI'o\m.i;

Id .1 \M VRY
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

I

Irv Lichenstein, a L5-year broadcasting
veteran, has joined Mutual Radio as direc
Imi of advertising, sales development, and
promotion, a newrj created post, lie conies
to MBS from National Telefilm where, for
the past three years, he had been general
manager of it- Newark, N.J. radio station,
\\ \\T\. and director of promotion and
merchandising for the parent company.
Previously, he was director of promotion and exploitation foi \H<
Radio, lie is the recipient of a number of award-, eight from II \P>.
Harry Trenner ha- hem appointed director of western sales development for KM)
General. In his new post, he will lie headquartered inL.A. and will he responsible
foi the West Coast sales development for
all the KM) stations. Trenner. who entered the broadcasting held in 1939, was,
mo -t recently, an independent broadcaster
H ith a proprietor-hip interest in \\ FEC,
Miami. \\ K\ \l. Rochester, N.Y., and WBNY, Buffalo, N.Y. Previously, he was v.p. in charge of sales for Mutual Broadcasting System.
Keith C. Dare has been appointed sales
manager for WNBF-TV, Triangle's Binghampton, New York, station.
Dare comes
to WNBF-T\ from WHCT, Hartford.
Conn., where he had served in a similar
capacity. WHCT has been sold to KK<>
(General Teleradio for use in pa) t\ experiments. Trior to hi- affiliation with
the Hartford station. Dare was an account
executive for the NTA Film Network, VBC Radio, Katz, and HeadlyReed.

He

served

with

the

Vrnied

Forces

during

World

War

II.

Fred L. Bernstein ha- been named vice
president ami director of station relations
for Radio-TV Representatives, Inc. His
appointment triggers a large expansion
program for the rep firm. Bernstein, who
brings to his new post -"me I 1 years in
radio and t\ experience, both from the
local station management level to the national spot field, wa- mo-t iceenth associated with International (.
I Music and The Heritage Stations.
Earlier, In- wa- an executive v.p. and gen. mgr. of Gordon Bdcstg.
SPONSOR
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POPEYE
and
BRAKEMAN

BILL

WWL-TV's
big new
show
scores
with

afternoon
the kids!

Brakeman
known
a

model

Hill

railroad
train

runin

the

these

that's

the

best
parts,
envj

of every child's eye. Big enter
tainment package includes Pop
eye & Bugs Bunny cartoons
^
The kids find their ^
favorite
shows on WWL-TV!
Represented nationally />v Katz

WWL-TV
^^

N E W

ORLEANS

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
About two-thirds of (til television programing

is roughly classified as day-

time. Itaccounts for less than half of all tr revenues, but van be the difference between profit and loss for stations or networks, states Edward

lUeier,

MIC v.p. in charge of tv daytime sales. Outlining the ways daytime tv is and
can be used, Rleier further points out that "daytime tv s selling force is frequently greater than other media that produce cost -per- 1,000 homes of three
dollars or five dollars or seven dollars. There are countless success stories
iOj direct sales increased in the drug.

soap,

toiletries,

Are you underestimating
low can you buy what you don't see? Almost every
form of national advertising has concrete meaning to its
buyers, clients, their personnel, account executives, media
buyers, et al. You see your own evening television shows,
your own evening spots, read your ads in newspapers or
see them in magazines, hear them on radio or — at worse —
lake home page proofs surrounded by oceans of white
space that make a print ad look even better.
The lone exception to personal "feel"' of advertising is
daytime television. Obviously, those who buy advertising
work during the hours when daytime is performing.
It is now a common fact that the "buyers' market in
daytime television has forced prices into a range where
cost-per- 1,000 homes are obtainable in the vicinit) of onl)
$1.25. Yei. daytime tv's selling force is frequently greater
than other media that produce cost-per- 1,000 homes ol
three dollars or five dollars or seven dollars Imam women's magazines). Nevertheless, daytime t\ performs extraordinaril) well. There are countless success stories of
direct sales increased in the drug. soap, toiletries, and
food fields.
Bui because all but the most sophisticated buyers have
no direct "feel" for daytime, there are altogethei too few
clients who give it the prime consideration it rain-. Examine the most sophisticated advertisers ol household products and you will find universally heavy users of the
medium.

I low

is it used ■

\\ ell, day time fal

into several roush

\. Women's daytime On the network, these arc the
soap operas, audience participation shows, comedies and
reruns ol nighttime film shows. Ihi- i- the bread and
buttei ol daytime programing and of daytime advertising.
It i-. ol course, supplemented b\ local stations with theii
own reruns ol syndicated shows and local feature d In i~ oi
sei v ii e pi ogi ams.

and

food

the power

fields."

of daytime

tv?

I he one thing all have in common is that the low rates
and high effectiveness of these programs produce remarkable sales results for advertisers.
B. Children's daytime — There arc several categories:
network pre-schoo] shows, such as Captain kangaroo and
Pip The Piper, older-appeal children's programing, such a*
Rin Tin Tin, The Paul Winchell Slum. Sky King, et al.
Locally, stations do a very fine job with stripped plays ol
Popeye or Little Rascals or syndicated runs of such programing hits as Huckleberry Hound.
In every case, a children's audience is a responsive audience. The rates are low. Frequently, cartoon characters or
live personalities add strong personal selling and merchandising to these high audience-appeal programs. Several
whole industries have been revolutionized bv children s
daytime television, like the to\ business, the specialty cake
business, etc. Children's daytime t\ also works but who
lull kid- I who buy or make their mothers buy I see it?
C. Teenage daytime Dick Clark, his contemporaries
and imitators are proper I\ called the "Pied Pipers of Tela
vision." Their audience appeal is good (and not only with
teenagers, bul with post-teenage housewives as well). I his
buying-conscious, dollar, and active audience also responds
in direct ratio to television advertising. But, again, does
the actual buyei "l advertising evei see and "feel then
programs? No unless he's a sponsor oi one ol them, and
then lie certainly feels it in the market place.
1 ). Then- are other uses "I daytime t\ . of course. \\ eekend -portbut these are known and watched by sponsors
The broadcaster's and his seller's problem then is
simply to educate the Inner ,ui the advantage- of what he is
missing. Toward thai end, all branches ol h selling have
expanded theii activities and produced fruitful results so
far. It is mosl rewarding to see new client alter new client
gel sales results from programs he has probably nevei seal
\nd. once sold, clients -lav on television's daytime.
^

(,:;
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS
REPRINTS

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

$2.00
/ to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100

40 rents each
30 cents each
25 cents each

100 to 500
500 or more

20 cents each
15 cents each

To Readers' Service, SPONSOR,
40 E. 49th Street,
Please send me the following:
\ [ME

.'60 AIR MEDIA BASICS ISSUE
.TIMEBUYING BASICS
.TELEVISION BASICS
.RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

FIRM
ADDRESS

N.

Y. 17
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SPOTS

Hi Ho Buick, away ... A copy.
writer we know was driving up the
Connecticut Turnpike to deliver a
Lone Ranger outfit to his nephew's
10th birthday part) when a state
trooper stopped him for speeding.

First round

to Landis?

The new- ihat president-elect John F. Kennedy had named
Newton k. Minow to the vital post of chairman of the Federal Communications Commission came as a shock and surprise to many in the broadcasting industry.
Minow, a Chicago lawyer and former administrative assistant to Adlai E. Stevenson, is 34 years old and almost
wholly unknown in radio/ tv circles.
Until the Kennedy announcement many broadcasters had
believed the job would go to FCC veteran Robert T. Bartley,
a member of the commission since 1952.
Most obvious inference to be drawn from the Minow appointment isthat President-elect Kennedy is taking very seriously the proposals of advisor James M. Landis for a complete overhaul of the regulatory agencies.
While it is expected that some phases of the Landis report
are going to face stiff opposition in Congress, there seems
little doubt that the first round of the struggle has gone to the
ex-Harvard Law School dean.
Question: Will Minow

follow Landis in thinking that the

networks "exercise i<><> much influence on the FCC?"

Tune

in our competitor

Our bat i- off to Willard Walbridge, general manager,
KTRK-TV, Houston. Few men would have made the gesture
which he made recently.
Noting that a competitive Houston station (KPRC-TV I
was carrying the 90-minute Victory at Sea documentary,
Walbridge ran announcements urging his audience to tunc
in the program, rather than the I ntouchables which KTIvKTV had on the air opposite it.
Walbridge said be considered it a service to listeners to
call their attention to a program of such "transcending importance ... a genuine work oJ art."
We agree with this analysis. Victor1) was a wonderful
documentary. Bui a -olid round "I applause is due W illard
Walbridge, too, for having the courage and honest) t<> promote a competitoi - show .
^
70

When the cop asked. ".Now. what
could possibly be the hurry?" our
hero got a laugh — and a ticket — when
he reached bark into his radio tv
memory, slapped a silver bullet on
the window ledge and said. "This . . .
to explain!'7
. . .Jag:
help up,
may
Cettum'
Tv comedy writes
performer Jack Douglas, author of
"My Brother Was an 6nl\ Child" and
"Never Trust a Naked Bus Driver,!
found himself going the wrong way
on a one way street in N. Y. recentlv.
According to Leonard Lyons, a policeman also found Jack and screamed,
"Waddsamatter, bud. you blind or
something? Didn't you see the arrows?" "Arrows," screamed hack
Jack. "I didnt even see the Indians!"
Inside stuff: Ernie Kovacs, on Take
a Good Look, had this old hag who
resembled Ernie Kovacs tell a Christmas story la la Chas. Addamsi of
Santa trying to round up his reindeer.
The jolly old Spirit was quoted as
sa\ ing, "Now. let'- see, (here's Dasher
and Blitzen and Rudolph and Frnin
II asey. Ritthraufj and Ryan. . ."
Toothsome
tale:
This
one was
coined |i\ Moit Goldberg, a CBS Radio engineer- "The Girl with the
Gleam in Her Eye . . . somebody
bumped into her while she was brushing her teeth.
The broad view: "I've been down,
out. and read) to quit this business a
do/en times. ' Checkmate star Anthon\ George told II Guide. " \n<l
ever) single lime, some woman has
come along, taken an interest in me
business
in, anyway?
break."' What
a real
ami givenareme you
Republicans? This release came in
from KTTV, Los Angeles: "Tre-inauguration special of K I IA will feature the filmed half-hour Kennedy
Story, which presents some littleknown background ol President-elaB
Kennedy. Special telecast pre-empts
regular programing one-time onlya
Januar) 3." /' on t there even he a
repeat January ■>. 1°65?
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VITAL BUY/6TH

CITY/KTRK-TV

HOUSTON

WTVR

IS FIRST

IN RICHMOND.

VA.

Source: ARB Nov. 1960

AVERAGE SHARE OF AUDIENCE SIGN ON TO SIGN OFI
In just 6 months time after
affiliating with CBS-TV,
WTVR again leads in Richmond
both day and night.

WTVR audience is NOW greater than Station "B" by 44.3%
WTVR audience is NOW greater than Station "C" by 58.6%
and

WTVR delivers 45.7% more homes than Station "B"
1
iStation i"C"
homes than
morei
WTVR delivers 63.7%

! More than ever before, your best buy in RICHMONC

WTVR

The South's First TV Station

RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA

Represented by Blair Television Associates

CHANNEL

23
40<

JANUARY

1061

■ copy*$8

■ year

PONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV

ADVERTISERS

WKBW
LEADS

THE

NATION

HOW TO BUY
NETWORK TV
NEXT SEASON
*

• • • •

Foi those preparing !<•
make web lni\- her*
arc ke\ trend
facta
about nighttime shows
Page

FIRST
...in

USE

29

Report on a
Detroit radio

Buff 3/0

giant: WJR

By a 2 to 1 Margin

Page

...in New York State

32

10 big steps
in making a

...in the United States

tape commercial
Page

36

*The October 7960 Metropolitan Area Pulse shows
that WKBW has a larger total share of audience than
any other radio station in the top twenty markets
<n the United States, Monday

thru Sunday,

6 a.m.

to

12

mid.

d ay'
getss
so
Steuninw
fm showcase
Page

KBW
3,000

WATTS

BUFFALO
• Clear

-

1520

Channel

Represented by

AVERY

-

KNODEL

40

"next to KONO-tv...
• this is the best way to reach
the greatest number

of people"

San Antonio's

Channel 12

KONO-TV (ABC) gets the message across in a big way with 42.6 Share of Audience
9 A.M. -Midnight Sunday through Saturday . . . against 29.6 and 27.7,
according to latest ARB (August '60)
Get the"lnside Story" on Son Antonio Television
Represented by the Katz Agency

* \

fflw DDDDpirfiailBfi 0§ life® 2nd?
Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market ... that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FLINT-JACKSON
and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March '60) . . . served
WJIM-TV for 10 years.

WJIM-TV
BASIC,

exclusively

Strategically
Covering

located

the nations

t

by

to exclusively

serve

LANSING

37th market. Represented

. . . FLINT.

by Blair TV. WJIM

. . JACKSON

Radio by MASLA
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MING . . .

THE

DIGEST
How
29

WEEKLY

USE

to buy net tv in '61

the story at WJR

- president Worth Kramer prepares to make his report to stockholders on the first full \ear with CHS. SPONSOR
profiles the station

Shavian

EAN3
LISTENER
LOYALTY

ADVERTISERS

For the buyer planning a purchase for next season, here are the useful
facts and figures to help detail the key trends—and
make
decisions

^- WJR

35

TV/RADIO

OF ARTICLES

The story behind
32

MAGAZINE

video helps bank

in 'ad war'

One-shot production of Ceorge Bernard Shaw's 'Candida' on tape helps
Lincoln Savings & Loan
\--ii. to boost image in midst of 'premium war'

10 big steps
36

SPONSOR goes behind the scenes of MW&S and NBC's taping studios to
find out what goes into putting together a 60-second, stand-up, taped spol

Steinway's
40

Renowned
appreciate

sound

(and afford I its very

SPONSOR'S
KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .

41

Covering

gets fm showcase

piano maker wafts its golden tones into home- of those who can

semi-annual

the

last half of

expensive product— via 32

fm

stations

index

1%0.

the latest

index lists all stories under

17 major categoric- and 29 sub-categories, with cross-indexing included

blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio house-

FEATURES

holds including more than
4,000,000 people as:
• The news and information
station

58

Film-Scope

60

Sponsor Hears

14

19th and Madison
News & tdea Wrap-l p

2 1
72
18

Sponsor-Scope
Spons()r Speaks
Spot Buys

Newsmaker

72

Ten-Second

62
8

• The variety station

of the Week

Spots

• The network station

62

Picture W rap-Up

17

Timebuyers at Work

• The

TO

Seller"- Viewpoinl

68

Is and Radio Newsmakers

48
lO

Sponsor
\--k-.
Sponsor Backstage

5 7

family
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Griffin and Woodward,

Inc.
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Good
reason to
cheer!

Today, in seven-station New York, Channel 2 reaches 53# more audience
than the second station. This gigantic margin of leadership, better than
twice that of a year ago, is an all-time Arbitron high ! "ll/'fj JJ Q -TV
CBS Owned • Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

SPONSOR
TMI

«.•«»«.»

Editor
Norman

M««.II~«

tv

■■do

•OYimiilai

ull

and Publisher
R. Glenn

Executive Vice
Bernard Piatt

President

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John

THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"

NO,

(embracing
industrial, progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST
LOOK
AT THIS MARKET
DATA

Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales

KNOE-TV

1,520,100
423,600
Income
$1,761,169,000
$ 300,486,000

AVERACES

According
to March
1960
ARB
we
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

$ 40,355,000
$ 299,539,000
$ 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

average

79.1%
CBS

A James

Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Louisiana State College, Monroe.

share

of
•

audience

from

A. Noe Station
by

H-R Television, Inc.
One

of nine

4-year colleges

Senior

Editor

Jane Pinlterton

within

Film

(Chicago)

Editor

Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup

ABC

Represented

Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

Midwest Editor
Gwen Smart

79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE

KNOE-TV

Photo:
Vortheast
coverage area.

Arkansas,

Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

E. McMillin
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Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
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Maury Kurtz
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KBTV

Riviera Cigarettes
Pall Mall Cigarettes
Ansco Films
5-Day Deodorant
Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.
Ban Roll-On Deodorant
Sal Hepatica
Ipana
Vitalis
Viceroy Cigarettes
Kool Cigarettes
Life Cigarettes
Campbell's Franco-American
Sauces
Carter Oil Co.
Rise
ArrirJ
Colorforms
Continental Oil Co.-Conoco
Karo Syrup
DuPont Children's Wear
Friskie's Dog Food
Gaines Burgers
Heart of Oats
Horizon Foods- Italian
Casserole
Kool Shake-Kool Aid
General Foods- Minute
Sliced Potatoes
Cocoa Putts
Smiles
Gult Oil Co.
Poll Parrot Shoes
Kleenex
Airwick
Dove Soap
Praise
Lilt
Liquid Ivory
Oxydol
Secret Deodorant
Spic & Span
Tide
Zest
Duncan Hines Pancake Mix
Quaker Oats Cereals
Ralston Purina
Helena Rubenstein
Sawyers, Inc.
Snick Safety Razor Co.
Selchow- Riciiter Games
Desert Dri Deodorant
Skelly Oil Co.
Fleischman's Margarine
Blue Bonnet Margarine

J 960 JfodUmat

Tender Leaf Tea
Supp-Hose
Union Pacific Railroad
Italian Swiss Colony Wines
Anahist
Finies
Listerine
Cracker Jack Co.
Max Factor
Tang
Flagg Brothers Shoes
Florsheim Shoes

Dash

Gleem
J if Peanut Butter
Rollaids

Theo Hamm Brewing Co.
Hertz Corp.
Hoover Co.
Andrew Jergens Co.
Keystone Camera Co.
Libby-Owens Ford
Duke Cigarettes
Local Loan
Jiffy Popcorn
Butternut Coffee
Mr. Clean
Sta Pine, Inc.
Vick Chemical
Washington State Apple
Commission
Western Airlines
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Kent Cigarettes
Newport Cigarettes
Lucky Lager Brewing Co.
Magic Wood
Malt-O-Meal
Marx Toy Co.
Maybelline Co.
Maytag Co.
Alka Seltzer
One-A-Day Vitamins
Chocks
Minute Maid High C
Minute Maid Orange Juice
Mishawaka Rubber
Parliament Cigarettes
Marlboro Cigarettes
National Association of
Insurance Agents
Ocean Spray Cranberries
Norelco
Pepto-Bismol
Morton House Foods
Papermate Pens
Peter Paul Candy
Coldene
Fresh

KBTV
DENVER,

Plan Food Research Corp.
Cheer
Clorox Bleach
Crest
Crisco
Joy
Crisco Oil

Dentyne Chewing Gum
Certs
Chef Boy ar-dee
Bufferin
L-B-Q Cold Tablets
Liquid Bromo Quinine
Kentucky King Cigarettes
Brown Shoe Co.
Carey Salt Co.
Nair
Arrid
Tree Top Apple Juice
Palmolive
Ajax
Colgate
Dental Cream
Fab

Instant Maxwell House Coffee
Regular Maxwell House Coffee
Oat Flakes
Twist
Spanish Rice
Betty Crocker Cake Mix
GMC Pontiac Division
General Toy Corp.
Gold Medal Candy
Affiliated Publishers, Inc.
Anderson
Soup
Maypo Cereal
Hills Bros. Coffee
Ideal Toy Co.
Butternut Bread
International Latex
Jubilee
Stride
Glade
Woolite
Kellogg Co.
Breeze
Lucky Whip
Soup
Lipton Tea
Coco Wheats
Loma-Linda Ruskets

Wildroot
Morton Pies
Wonder Bread
Profile Bread
Hostess Cake
Special Hostess Cake
Chun King Sales, Inc.

Kent Cigarettes
Old Gold Cigarettes
Popsicle
Alpine Cigarettes
Phillips Petroleum Co.

Corning Ware
Cudahy Packing Co.
Ladies Home Journal
Daisy Manufacturing Co.
Dole Hawaiian Pineapple

Top Brass
Salem Cigarettes
Camel Cigarettes
St. Regis Paper Co.

Popice
Revlon Living Curl

Shultons Men's Line
Haley's M. 0.
Bayer Aspirin
The
Trig
TimexTexas Co.-Texaco

Regimen
Man
Tan
Maryland Club Coffee
El Producto Cigars
Faistaff Brewing Co.
FlavR-Straws

Jolly Time Pop Corn
American Sheep Producers

MFolger's
& M Candy
Coffee

Council
Vita
Yums

Uncle Ben's Rice
Pick-A-Pop

Bourjois Evening in Paris

French's Instant Potatoes
General Credit Corp.
General Electric Co.

Prince Matchibelli

Alpha Bits
Post Sugar Crisps

Muriel Cigars
Vel
Nucoa Margarine

Gravy Train

CHANNEL
COLORADO

Seaforth
Luster Creme

9

IN MADISON
you

get

NEWSMAKER

that

^

! off the week

At 35, Newton IS. Minoiv is the FCCs youngest chairman and
a man who admittedly has had little contact with commercial
broadcasting. His appointment strengthens the hand of
James M. Landis. the Presidents special advisor on the regulatory agencies, and he is expected to work closely tvith Landis on the problems of pay tv, the uhf controversy, and the
licensing of networks, stations.

Landis calls him '"''brilliant."

The newsmaker:
Commercial broadcasting is 4(1 \ears old
and Newton N. Minow, the new chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, is 35. At least two of his children I he and his
wife, the former Josephine Baskin. have daughters 8. 6. and 2 I have
been raised, he admits, with a steady diet of television. He. himself.
did not finish his schooling and take up an active career until 1950.
when tv had already begun to take a firm foothold as perhaps the
leading communication influence
in American life.

The advertiser who
Madison's ABC-action
a

commanding

station wins

position in this

populous Wisconsin
WKOW's

latches on to

trade zone.

realistic rate card en-

ables you to buy high-rating network adjacencies . . . and local
live show

participations ...

at

pleasurably low cost-per-thousand.

WKOW-TV
and
TONY

10,000-watt WKOW-AM

MOE
and Ccn.

In Minneapolis
WAYNE
EVANS &

by
ASSOC.

and TV Madison, KELO-LAND TV

and RADIO Sioux Falls, WLOL-AM, FM Min
neapolis-St.

Newton

V. Winoui

an expert in radio and television,"
Landis has publicly stated, "for him to be a successful FCC chairman." Landis sees the job as one in which administrative abilit) iprimarih involved. He told Mike Wallace on a W NTA-TV, Newark
N.Y.. interview that "it's hard to discover whether a man possesses it
until you've seen him in action, but he indicated that to be Vdlai

by

Midconlineni Broadcasting Group
WKOW-AM

"It is not essential that a man be

Stevenson's law partner at 27 and to be chosen law clerk to the Chiel
Justice of the I .S. (Fred Vinson) marked Minow as "brilliant.
Chicago friends and associates of the new chairman told SPONSOl

Vicc-Pres
Mgr.

Represented
nationally
The BOLLINC CO.

Minow's appointment to the
$20,500-a-year job is most outstanding for the fact of his complete lack of contact with broadcasting (except as legal advisor to
two educational tv groups and
some talent I. And this, all reports
from Washington indicate, was one
of (he main points in his favor
with President Kenned) and his
;ul\ isor. James M. Landis.

Paul, KSO RADIO Des Moines

thai the industr) can expect "intriguing" developments during hitenure in Washington. One described him as "young, smiling, and
verj intellectual guy," and another said. "You can be sure ol
thing he'll take the stuffiness and stodginess out of the FCC." Th<i
Michigan 1 . and Northwestern law graduate has said he is intensely
interested in upgrading programing, but that am form of censorshi|
would be "horrible." lie prefers the Word "persuasion." His firs,
task this week: getting to know the commissioners. He has met onl;!
one. Rosel Hyde, and onlj socially.
^
SPONSOR
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would havebeerTin his element "at WPTR
Tom Paine- had a dedicated sense of responsibility. So

has WPTR.

He'd

have

loved

it lure.

WPTR
takes a more active part in the promotion of
Public: Service than perhaps any radio station in America.
It plays music, of course, but news comes first. It believes
radio is primarily a media of communications and that
it is more effective in many areas than print could ever
hope to be.
WPTR originated "Action —
cept ot instantaneous round
mobile unit local coverage is
all) by over 100 major radio

Central News". This conthe world coverage plus
now being used (title and
stations coast to coast.

But more — WPTR not only covers the news — it says
what it thinks about it, too. And it says it in the most

independent language of any independent in the business.
This is CRASS ROOTS RADIO AT ITS BEST and
perhaps why WPTR

the market.

is the best listened to station in

Perhaps that's why it has more local advert isme than
the next 3 stations combined; more total advertising
than the next 2 stations put together.
E0PLE.

ALBANY,

50,000
PEOPLE

WATTS

TROY, SCHENECTADY

The Dominant Station in the market according to Pulse.
Right up there with Hooper, too. For full details-see your
E AST/man. Foster & Creed, in New England.

DUNCAN
MOUNSEY EXEC. V. P. OF WPTR
A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
CS*cl§©

'THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND'

known
by the
companies
we keep !
I
I
AUTO STORE SALES*
$409,707,000

SOME "BLUE CHIP**
ADVERTISERS

Buick
Chrysler Corp.
Comet
Dodge
Dodge Trucks
Fisher Bodies
Ford
General Motors
Lincoln-Mercury
Plymouth
Prestone
Presto-Lite
Studcbaker
Valiant

HEMPSTEAD
LONG

1960)

1100
98.3

th uoice oi

ISLAND, N. Y.

Represented

10

Norman Glenn, sponsor's editor and publisher,
and to many another friend how much 1 enjoy
alternating this space with executive editor John
McMillin and his "Commercial Commentary." I
find John's column shines with integrity, mature
thought, and a highly proficient way with the language. But the piece he did a couple of weeks
ago. slapping the wrist of a gentleman named Peter Peterson, executive vice president of Bell & Howell, pleased me particularlv. It
seems Mr. Peterson had remarked at a New York forum of the
patient with the talk about "responsibility" in connection with public affairs programs on television. His sole responsibility, said Mr.
P., according to John, was to "maximize Bell & Howell profits."
Conceivably one of the talkers with whom Mr. P. may have been
getting impatient was me, because my last three Backstages have dealt
with this theme. And I have no intention of discontinuing while
there is something of possible importance to be said. As a matter
of fact, tomorrow, 12 January I as I write this I I will be addressing
a luncheon meeting of the Television and Radio Advertising Club oi

I am, however, going to tell my Philadelphia friends about a phase
of this business of advertisers sponsoring controversial and disturbing programs which I have never discussed in print before, and
which I have never seen covered in the endless words which have

► 10,000 WATTS
AM

'control' public service

Take, for example, civil rights

Over 400 top advertisers
chose WHLI in 1960.
Will you be on the
"preferred" list in 1961?

WHLI

must

Philadelphia, and my subject will be "Our Brave New Sponsors.

HMM

r

Clients

On more than one occasion I have said to

Academy of Television Arts and Sciences that he was becoming im-

USING WHU
TO REACH BIG, RICH
LONG ISLAND MARKET

'Nassau-Suffolk (Sales Management

L

by Gill-Perna

been written on this subject. I refer to the simple idea that if ar
advertiser, or for that matter an agenc) or a network and/or statior
wants to make a continuing and effective contribution to a bettei
nation and a better world by throwing the spotlight, via programs oi
radio and/or tv, on some serious social problem, he must exerrist
more care and, yes, more control than in presenting any other forn
of programing.
Let me illustrate my point In taking, possibly, the most explosiw
issue of them all: civil rights. Let us assume that the ad\ertise
decides to sponsor a show of this kind because he belie\es in tli
basic credo that all men are created equal and should be permitte<
to live that wa\ all their lives, regardless of race and color.
A show of this kind max take any one of a number of forms. I
can l>e a show which treats an in-the-news situation, like integratio
in New Orleans, in documentarj fashion, or ii can be a show starrin
a big-name Negro performer who works with while performers ■
pi»vi|>|s performers of other races, of the same or opposite sex SI
the Negro star.
{Please turn to page 12)
SPONSOR
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TRIP" FOR ACTION WITH THE

i

i
HALF-HOURS OF NTA'S
RECORD-SMASHING, MODERN WESTERN!
~e ought to be a new expression for "track record" in the case of
n normously successful western like THE MAN FROM COCHISE. Maybe
trail record. In any case, this outstanding, action-loaded series of
| episodes has been blazing trails -or records -with "top ten"
Jicated ratings, against all competition, in every market, with every
j of audience, for four solid years! (See box, lower right)
p it across the board, daytime or evenings, and this proven series,
luced by Desilu and featuring John Bromfield, will draw for you . . .
I as it has for top advertisers in hundreds of markets of every size.
lame a few: Budweiser, Sunoco, Ajax, Bromo Quinine, Bufferin, Ipana,
ier Anahist, Vicks, Kent, Viceroy, Ivory Soap, Camel, Buz, Palmolive
live, Wildroot, Standard Oil, Maxwell House Coffee, Alka-Seltzer,
ii ick, Playtex, Minute Maid, Dash, Vaseline Hair Oil, and hundreds of
onal and local sponsors.

\

I reach for the rating ceiling with this proven successful property
ay. It may even be first-run in your market. Contact your nearest
A sales office, or those listed below:
s

w >

NEW YORK: 10 Columbus Circle, JUdson 2-7300
LOS ANGELES: 8530 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills,
Olympic 5-7701
CHICAGO: 012 N. Michigan Avenue, Michigan 2-5501

mam

4

AMONG THE TOP TEN SYNDICATED PROGRAMS IN THE NATION*
. . . against all competition, any time slot, any market, as shown
by ARB multi-month rating averages
VERSUS NETWORK
Cleveland, 10:30-11 p.m., Friday, Nov. '59-Mar. '60
WEWS U. S. MARSHAL
Sta. B Person To Person
Sta. C Cavalcade Of Sports

RATING
24.1
15.9
12-4

SHARE
46 0%
30.3%
23.7%

Omaha. SHERIFF
9:30-10 OF
p.m.,COCHISE
Wednesday, Feb.-Nov. '58
KMTV
Sta. B U. S. Steel Hr./Circle Theater
Sta. C Wednesday Night Fights
EARLY EVENING

26.6
16.2
15.8

45.4%
27.6%
27.0%

Syracuse,
p.m., Friday, Nov. '59-Mar. '60
WSYR
U. S.7-7:30
MARSHAL
Sta. B Four Just Men

30.9
9.6

76.3%
23.7%

Oklahoma
City, OF
630-7
p.m., Friday, Oct. '57-Feb. '58
WKY
SHERIFF
COCHISE
Sta. B Rin Tin Tin
Sta. C Annie Oakley
LATE EVENING

29.0
12.9
9.6

57.0%
25 3%
17.5%

Cincinnati,
WCPO
U. S. 10:30-11
MARSHAL p.m., Thursday, Mar.-June '60
Sta. B Lockup
Sta. C Revlon Revue

18.5
12.9
13 2

41.6%
29 0%
29.7%

Boston.U.10:30-11
p.m., Saturday, Nov. '59-March '60
WNAC
S. MARSHAL
Sta. B Four Just Men
Sta. C It Could Be You

16.4
13.5
13.1

38.2%
31.3%
30.0%

•January 1958-Julj I960. Average U. S. Pulse Ranking tor Syndicated Films

Sponsor

backstage

{Continued from page 10)

Whichever form it takes, the probability is that the produce
and/or director and/or star of such a show feels very stronglv aboul
equal rights for Negroes. The probability is. too, that the produce
(and/or director and/or star I is very emotional about the subject

"fceM

hardest working
sales clerk

1. Alive 24 hours a day with
imaginative programming
2. Persuasive talent provides an
effective showcase for your
selling message
3. Integrity and believability —
Toledo looks to WSPD for reship

sponsible community leader-

4. Audience domination around
the clock -shown
Pulse and Hooper

by both

5. A rich market — more than 2
billion dollars effective buying
income -with Ohio's highest
per capita income

It is almost inevitable that this be so. If he didn't feel that strongly
about the theme he would hardly be the right man to do the show
However, his very emotional involvement makes it almost impossi
ble for him, without the most sagacious and judicious counsel on th
part of a calm, mature, and strong boss, to come up with a show wit
the taste, the restraint, and, yes, the entertainment values to win ne
friends and converts to the cause of equal rights and integration
Too many times the star and or producer and/or director, motivate
by his potent emotions, comes up with a show which pleases onl
those liberals who already are overwhelmingly convinced of th
justice of equal rights for all.
Too many times he not only fails to make even the slightest de
in the intolerant and prejudiced and bigoted, but he creates a fierce
than-ever-determination in their pathetically twisted hearts to fig
against integration in any form.
Often, indeed, the emotion-torn star will even antagonize a substantial segment of the audience who may well have been on th
fence, with his bitterness and aggressiveness and his general te
dency to flaunt his black defiance against all who dare disagree.
And when such a star, uncontrolled by a well-meaning sponsor.
does such a show, what is the net result? Just this:
The sponsor, broadcaster, and all concerned are deluged with
a flood of vitriolic mail, threatening utter and forever-lasting boycotts so that they are discouraged from carrying shows of this kind.
Word spreads around Madison Avenue and all the Madison
Avenues of the nation, and in the halls of the broadcasters, of the
horrible repercussions the program generated. As often as not. as
word spreads the degree of havoc wrought is exaggerated out of all
proportion to the facts. And dozens, if not hundreds of other advertisers and/or broadcasters, swear silent oaths that thev will m
do anything so foolish as to pla\ a part in presenting such a program.
So that the very star and/or producer and or director who considers himself a champion in the cause of human rights, has dealt the
cause a most severe blow.

5 good reasons to put this
potent combination of circulation and persuasion to
work selling for you. Your
Katz man will provide the
complete WSPD Profile.

WSPD -Radio
f

-TOstLaEtiDoOn

RER
a SNTBOC

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22

L2

Why should the client care?
Hut why, you ask. should an advertiser or a broadcaster take the
trouble to try to control these emotional program people? Why rui
the risk of having their very efforts to control the star or direct*
treated in the press in such a way that they seem the bigots and the
stuffed shirts? The answer is simply that we ma) give thanks that
not all businessmen take the position of Mr. Peterson no matter how
manv times advertisers take an unjust beating, and possibK lose customers for presenting a show with an important social message.
We max give thanks thai there are businessmen like our new
Secreian ol Defense, Robert McNamara, former!) president of Ford.
John McMillin reported what McNamara told the I niversit) of Mabama graduating class in 1956 (in spite of Ford polic) objections),

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

but it bears repeating here: ". . . whether you go into business.
teaching, or public service, you must seek a greater goal than

WS 6

money."
SPONSOR
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BURT LANCASTER
VIRGINIA MAYO
A

NORMA-F.R.

PRODUCTION

THE

FLAME
ARROW
AND

THE

NOW FOR T.V.
ANOTHER OF THE GREAT
WARNER BROTHERS
"FILMS OF THE 50V
FROM SEVEN ARTS

SM|

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 69220 La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-51 05
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564
For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

Thank you

You are to be commended

49th and
^

on the rec-

(

ognition you gave the Television Code
and its important influence throughout the industry during the past year.
SPONSOR certainly has followed the
activities of the Code, its Board and
staff diligently, and reported on them
consistently. All of this has been most
helpful and greatly appreciated.
E. K. Hartenbower

Madison

Printers on radio

for radio advertising; thus we have
no parallel to show him.
Upon checking my back clippings
of "Radio Results," I find there are
no stories on printers there, either.

I'd like to compliment you on your
"Radio Results" feature, especially
the recent year-end roundup. I only
wish you were able to include a page
of it with ever) issue. The brief success stories have often helped me close
similar local sales.

Therefore, if at all possible, I'd appreciate any story you might have on
this type of business. I don't imagine
there would be too many printers

My reason for this correspondence
(aside from the bouquets) is a re-

using local radio, but thought I'd give
you a try. Thanks again for a very
helpful feature in a fine trade journal.
John W. Bowling. Jr.
sales representative
WORK

< | uest. I'm currently working with a
large local printing concern on a rather sizable sale. They're about ninetenths sold, but are interested in seeing such "success stories" as you publish in "Radio Results." Oddly
enough, this particular printer is the
only local printer ever approached

York, Pa.

v.p. & gen. mgr.
KCXIO Broadcasting
Kansas Ctiy, Mo.
Facts are what we like

We have found the "Radio Results"
section of vour magazine very inter
esting and would like to inquire about
the proper form to submit capsule
case histories from our area.
We have had several successful
campaigns and feel they would be of
interest to you and your readers.
If vou have forms to follow please
forward them to my department, here
at KAYS Inc.
Tad Felts
traffic and continuity

• Printers. **<■ fear, are not important users of
radio, but vou mav he interested in the com*
merit* oftemberAlee
1960. Hum' in SPONSOR

KAYS

ASKS, 26 Sep-

Hays, Kan.

• There are no forms to follow hut we would
like the following information: results t»f campaign, reason for using medium, duration of campaign, frequency of advertsine; and time of day
purchased,
cost of advertisings— and the like.

5-City Directory

Thanks for a copy of vour 5-City Directory. Could you please send me
two more?
I would appreciate it very
much
Donald H. Quinn
Doherty, Clifford. Steers
& Slwn field. Inc.
V.Y.C.
Please send us 5 extra copies of the
sponsor 5-Cit\ Tv Radio Directory,
1960 edition. We find this very helpful.

WAVE -TV viewers have
28.8% more TIRED FACES

A. James Ebel

«

— and they buy 28.8% more cosmetics,
toiletries and beauty aids in general!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-ofT. in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., Dec, I960.
CHANNEL

3

•

NBC
MAXIMUM

Main

v.p. & gen. rngr.
KOLN-TV
Lincoln. Neb.
»
»

thanks for the 1960 edition of

vour 5-Citj Director) .
Would

appreciate

I I

SPOT

SALES,

National

viceHEN-TV
president
//
S\ racuse. V. Y.

POWER

Representatives

additional

cop) for sales department
Paul use.
Vdanti

LOUISVILLE
NBC

an

• w . Mr. happj t.. fill these requests fur the
directory. Header- maj be Interested to know,
the 196]
.">-< it> Director]
will be out ahout 1
M.,r.li.
SPONSOR
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CREATIVITY
sales

. . wlmy-tv creates
in the nation's 44th market

Creativity
. . handsome
. someone'sleather
artistic
ability
iroduced this
saddle.
Creativity . . . WFMY-TV's proven ability
;o create greater sales and profits for you,
n the Industrial Piedmont.

Sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties,
17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers
have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . . for
complete details call your H-R-P rep today!
♦ Source:

Television

Magazine,

1960

Data

Book

In TV too...
FILM does the Impossible"!

"I'VE GOT NEWS

FOR YOU" . . .

Again, the dog is right. Film, and film alone,

"Sure, I'm Ford's shaggy dog . . . rated one of
the brightest, even if I do say so myself. But,

does three things for you: (1 ) gives animationcrisp, exciting; (2) provides the optical effects

frankly, I'd get nowhere, if I weren't on film. And
that, I'm told, goes for thousands of other TV
commercials — animated and otherwise.''

you've always required for high-polish commercials; (3) assures you the coverage and
penetration market absorption requires.

For more information, write Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, NY.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New

York 17, N.Y.

Midwest

Division

130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood

38, Calif.

or W.

J. German,

Playhouse

Agents for the sale

Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

ADVERTISER: Ford Motor Car Company
AGENCY: J. Walter Thompson Company
PRODUCER:

Inc.

and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture

Pictures— Hollywood

Timebuyers
at work
Margof Teleki ol Reach, McClinton & Co., New }<>\k. notes: "Recently ahealth) change lia- taken place in ilie field <>f — |> * > l television
buying.
Factors other than rating- ami ( <»i-per-l.(MM) have become increasingl) important.
Fot example, audience composition
male. Female, child, teen-age, mass audience, specialized audience
influences the placing <>f the commercial message more and more."
Margot points oul thai "the quality product's message
is being
geared l<> the specialized audience,
which means it is nol necessaril)
adjacent to I he highl) rated programs. One of the prime factors
in proper commercial placement is
the buyer's familiarih with the
announcement itself, as well as
with the client's ultimate objectives. This requires the buyer to
view commercials i or listen to electrical transcriptions if radio i>
being bought) prior to launching into a < all for availabilities." She
feels. "Working closeh with account executives and/or the client,
the buyer's efficiency is greatl) increased, and he has the chance to
become a better integrated part of the over-all agenc) operation.'
Art Topol of Ogilw. Benson \ Mather. New York, observing that
"the season to he jolh" is past for another year, wonders whether the
advertising profession did its share in making this a happier holida)
season. "I he i:ieate-t jo\ of this holida\ season is the act of giving,
hut not automatic giving. It is flattering to reeehe
11!! Christmas
cards, hut how main ol US recall
who sent them.'' The sending ol
cards b) media to agenc) personnel has become perfunctory, expected, and a matter of a mailing
list, therein losing the personal
touch the holida) signifies. Media
distribute the cards to everyone,
almost like a promotion piece, SO
that no one will be offended oi
forgotten. Instead of sending
Christmas cards to a li-t of many,"

#\

lopol queries, "win can't media
donate the moiies allocated for cards, postage, and time to a children's
charity? There are so man) worthwhile children's organizations in
operation— I NICEF, The Fresh Air Fund. The Neediest Cases Fund,
to name a few. The knowledge that children will he fed. sheltered,
clothed, and happier will rekindle the spirit of Christmas fo] all. I
know that some station- did donate: I hope Others follow suit in 1961."

&
IT

National and regional buys ]
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

TV BUYS
Thomas J. Upton, Inc., Div. of Lever Bros., Hoboken: Schedules on its instant tea begin 29 January in about 18 markets. Day
and early and late night minutes, around five per week per market,
are set for five weeks. On its regular tea, about 35 markets get twoweek placements of
of day and fringe
five to 10 per week
on the regular, Bob

prime I.D.'s this month and four-week placements
night minutes early February. Frequencies are
per market. The buyer on instant is Steve Suren;
Anderson; at SSC&B, New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Activity on Good Luck margarine begins this month in about 10 markets. The first of five flights, daytime
I.D.'s will run for four weeks, 10 to 15 per week per market. Bert
Hopt is the buyer at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York. Imperial
margarine, out of Foote, Cone & Belding. New York, begins schedules
this month also, in about 35 markets. Moderate frequencies of prime
and late evening minutes are being used. The buyers are Bill Croke
and Al Kalish.
Andrew

Jergens Co., Cincinnati: Going into about 40 markets in

January with schedules for Woodbury's soap. Fringe and prime minutes and 20's to reach women are placed for four weeks. Buyer:
Bill Birkbeck. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. New York.
Ceneral Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Post Top Three
placements start this month in a number of top markets. Minutes in
kids' shows are being scheduled for four weeks. Bu\er: George
Sirnko. Agency: Benton & Bowles. New York.

RADIO

BUYS

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Schedules on Blue Bonnet margarine start this month in about 15 secondary Southern markets.

Top COTEKV6E

Fairly heavy frequencies of dav minutes. 30's, and 20's. Monday
through Friday, are bought for five weeks. Buyer: Bill Ah rams.
Agency: Ted Bates & Co.. New \ ork.

RADIO-TV
BONOS

COVERAGE

Br attleboro, vt.
grcsnffop/mass./ keene.n.h# G.PHOLUINGBEUV

HAS DETAILS

BUYS

Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc., San Francisco. New campaign on its coffecs nets under\\a\ (> February
for four to five weeks. In h. schedules, in well i»ver 100 markets are lour traffic and daytime 30's. rang
night 20's and I.D.'s, around five per week per market. Radio schedules, in well over 100 markets, air for traffic and daytime 30's. rang
ing from 40 to 80 per week per market. Market- are heavilj wes
and midwestern. with llill>" distribution ana running from the Pa(iln coast to Cleveland.
Buyer: Paul Kizenberger.
\gency: V \\
\vn \ Son. Philadelphia.
M'llNSOU

18
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Responsive, amusing, a perceptive partner with the pleasing rapport of a "metropolitan" personality
. . . like each member of our media family — Television, Radio, Outdoor and International Advertising.

METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTING
^^^^^

p

STATIONS:

j. .

205

EAST 6MH

STREET.

NEW

<0»«

*
WNEW-TV, New York; WTTG, Washington, D. C;■
WTVH-WTVP,
Peoria-Decatur;
KOYR-TV. Stockton-Sacramento.
»
t
RAPT0 *
STATION'S: WNEW, New York. WIP. Philadelphia; WHK.
Cleveland.
OUTDOOR: Foster and Kleiser — operating in Arizona. California, Oregon and Washington.
INTERNATIONAL:
Radio Station WRCL. Worldwide
Broadcasting.

?1

NEW ALL TRANSISTOR
PROFESSIONAL TAPE
RECORDER FROM RCA

Ideal for Stereo or Monophonic Recording
You'll Appreciate These
Convenience Features :
• Continuously variable cue speed control

"Convenience" features make operating the RT-21 Transistor Tape Recorder a pleasure. Many new RCA developments are included in this truly professional audio recorder
which is the first audio recorder to include continuously
variable cue speed control. Remote control of all operating functions greatly improves operator flexibility.

• Easy access to all components
• Tape lifters DC solenoid operated

pro-

Basic recorder is supplied in two sections — a transport
tape panel and a control panel, permitting custom or
standard rack mounting. A portable carrying case is also

• Half track recording with full or quarter
track optional. Rack or console mounting.

available. Duplicate record -playback amplifier is available
for two or four track stereo recording.

• Sapphires used to lift and guide tape
• Interlocked record operation
• 3%

and 7Vi in/sec tape speed
vided (15 in/sec available)

For compleU information write to
//' I, Dept. PD-26U, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
In < anada: RCA VICTOR Company,
Ltd., Montreal. Another fine new product

from tin Broadca t and Television Equipment
Division of R( A.

The

Most Trusted
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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CBS TV has discarded several long-cherished policies in order to strengthen its
daytime sales competitive position.
The changes apply particularly to the programing between 10 a.m. and noon and their
mainsprings are: (1) this time is available as straight minutes; (2) sponsors may rotate their minute commitments within that span as they see fit; (3) discounts will be based
on the total minutes used annually, instead of the traditional quarter-hour unit; (4)
there'll be individual discount rates for the winter and the summer.
This discount structure, which takes effect 13 February, is based on an average of
2,400,000 homes in the winter and 2,700,000 homes in the summer (the tune-in in the summer is greater because of the added youngsters available) .
The per-minute rate, plus the estimated cost-per-1,000:
Winter
Summer
ANNUAL

MINUTES

COST-PER-MINUTE

CPM

COST-PER-MINUTE

CPM

201
$3,200
201 to 400
1.00
$1.33
$2,800
1.29
$1.04
3,100
2,700
.85
401 to 600
1.25
3,000
601 to 800
1.21
2,300
2,900
.81
801 to 1,000
1.13
2,200
2,700
.78
1.04
.74
1,000 and over
2,100
2,500
Two shows in the afternoon, Full Circle and The Millionaire,
also become part of
2,000
the new discount setup to this extent : the minutes purchased here may be applied to the
morning minute total.
Pertinent sidelights on this shift in sales policy and trade comment:
• The billboard is eliminated from the shows in the 10-noon spread.
• CBS TV sales for the first time has borrowed a term from newspapers: it's referring to
the above rates as "insertion" rates.
• Affiliate stations will have the privilege of selling the first minute of each of the 10noon programs locally.
• The competitive networks expressed this viewpoint: any way you look at it, CBS' prenoon sales device and rate card shapes up as a substantial rate cut.
• A quick survey by SPONSOR-SCOPE among agency media directors indicated the minute concept will be generally welcome because it makes it easier to buy and makes less work.
• Among stations and reps the plan was generally viewed as a further drastic encroachment on spot and evoked heated protests.
Eastman Kodak is trying to sell off its half of Ozzie & Harriet so that it can apply the weekly $100,000 budget to the expansion of a spot tv idea it's already tested
— and successfully so^in five markets.
In any event, spot tv can expect to share in Eastman's tv budget on a substantial scale
next season.
Also part of Kodak's media future is a spot radio test, which will be conducted on
its own via JWT. It will be recalled that Blair last year urged such a test as a preliminary to
the use of a Blair Group plan which would involve 83.5 million a year.
Chesebrough-Ponds has embarked its new Act in cough syrup on a 13-week test
in eight tv markets via Compton.
The schedule: six or seven spots a week, mostly in fringe time.
Actin's a sister remedy to Pertussin and somewhat stronger.
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Texaco (C&W)

continued

has gone on a weekend spot radio weather reports kick: for

the time being it's limited the campaign to the west coast with a 52-week prospect
Another call for radio spots out of New York: Tyrex, Inc. (McCann-Erickson) in
limited markets, 13 weeks, starting 6 February, 20 spots a week.
Being placed out of Chicago: Continental Casualty (Geo. Hartman) ; Philip Morris
(Burnett), 10-week schedule in 13 top markets.
Wrigley Gum (via Meyerhoff ) has become a lively mecca of Chicago reps in respect to radio station group plans.
The reps who have already pitched group buy plans to Meyerhoff: Katz, PGW, Blair,
Adam Young, Eastman and McGavren.
The agency's media department told SPONSOR-SCOPE no decision on any of the plans,
which as a concept has suddenly become quite hot, will be reached for at least two weeks.
Interesting sidelight: seems that most of the reps have predicated their Wrigley
presentations on their own station lists only. In other words, they haven't asked reps
with smaller-market stations to come in with them.
The reason could be this: Wrigley 's, Chicago No. One radio source, is taking a sixto eight-week hiatus in such markets.
On the theory that once you get a product started in a test market via radio
you keep pounding away for many months, U.S. Tobacco has renewed its saturation campaign for Encore (LaRoche) in Toledo and Buffalo for another 13 weeks.
The theory's rationale: because of the nature of radio the turnover of audience is greater
than other media and, therefore, a different set of prospects can be sold by keeping
up the pressure.

Encore's schedule:

50 spots a week on three stations in each market,

There may be spot tv in Timex's second
until the account has decided about the next
Meantime it will buttress its spring promotion
Carney and a London circus, and four more NBC

half of 1961 but that won't be decid
agency; that appears months away.
with specials, including Red Skelton, Art
TV White Paper documentaries.

The variety show turns up so far this season as the type that delivers the beit
batting average in regular nighttime tv network programing.
Here's how the various types came out in the second December NTI when averaged according to their inclusion in the top 40.
TYPE

Variety

Quizzes-Aud. Partic.
Westerns
Situation comedy
Suspense-Mystery
Adventure
General drama

NO. IN CATEGORY

NO. IN TOP 40

11
8
21
26

8
5
10
8
6
2
2

20
9
10

BATTING AVERAGE

.727
.500
.476
.308
.300
.222
.200

National Biscuit's Milk Bone (K&E) marketers haven't decided yet whether
they
Troy. want to make a national thing of the 22-week radio test they conducted in
The test ended 31 December and the Milk Bone people are in process of finding out \
the collection of data at hand whether the campaign (1) increased brand awareness in
large measure and (2) stimulated the brand's sales.
Blair laid out the pattern for the test. National extension of the John Blair plan for the
dog food account would entail about $800,000 annually.
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continued

Economic conditions don't seem to have had an unfavorable effect on network
tv time sales with the turn of the year.
According to NBC Corporate Planning'* count of sponsored time units, the dip between December and January for the three networks collectively was less than it was the year
before. This time it was 10%.
For the year before it ran 12-14%.
Likelv reason for the narrower slide: new methods of selling both day and nighttime
and the increased flexibility of network's use.
Don't he surprised if next season the holdover net spot carriers embark on a
policy of 30 originals and 22 repeats.
Already these second and third season series are mostly down to 32 originals.
The economic motive is obvious:
the network is able to keep the average price
down for the advertisers, even though the producer gets a hike with each succeeding
season.
Latest of the ABC TV* newcomers to be replaced is the spot carrier Klondike.
Taking over is Acapulco on 27 February.
They're both out of the same

producer:

UA-Ziv.

General Mills' Betty Crocker division (BBDO) gave ABC TV $23,000 worth
of daytime business because NBC TV is so loaded with Duncan Hines that it can't
take any more cake mixes.
As it is, NBC is carrying about Sl-million worth of Hines billings.
The Crocker stay on ABC is for five weeks.
However, there's still a huge wad of Crocker daytime money left in the budget
for the second '61 quarter. Whether this will be released for tv depends on whether corporate powers elect to switch it to profits as the "crop year" approaches its end (30 May).
A third of every dollar that goes into a five show nowadays goes for below-theline, or staging, costs. Three years ago it was less than 25< per dollar.
The latest below-the-line ratio was arrived at via a check with CBS TV and NBC TV. The
below-the-line segment for drama
out to a third.
Upped

is about twice what it is for variety, but it all averages

union and other wages account for most of the three-year difference.

Do you know why General Foods' Maxwell House Division is able to put on a
blitz spot campaign without first having to crank up the budgetary machinery?
The answer — it's got a $12-million spot bank that any one of the designated brands
can readily draw on once the campaign is set.
If a network showr featuring a specific brand doesn't produce enough frequency, the
bank is forthwith tapped to make up the deficiency.
This revolving fund, which eventually is refilled, does yeoman service for a brand that
needs a fast and blistering takeoff as happened in the case of Yuban instant.
Let it not be said that sponsor identification has disappeared altogether from
the research lexicon of the business:
Trendex is still measuring it.
Trendex's averages by program
sponsor identification percentages:

type in its November

report showed these correct

Variety shows, 73%; quiz-panel, 53%; hour drama, 44%; half-hour drama, 35%;
situation comedy, 36%; westerns, 32%; suspense-mystery, 23%.
Patently what has happened: about the only types that now can count on a sizeable
who's-sponsoring-it quotient are the variety, hour anthology and quiz items because they
alone remain preserved from expanding multiple sponsorship.
23 JANUARY
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Bulova (McCann-Erickson) has both tv and radio in its plans for 1961, tho
just how the media will be used won't be crystallized for a week or two.
In tv it'll either be specials or continuing network programing or a combination of
both. In radio it'll go on being spot.
The anticipated budget for 1961. $4 million.
Put down Kraft (JWT) as a standout growth user of tv for the coming season,
due largely, of course, to the fact it's adding lots of new products.

11

There'll be a lot more spot as these products are introduced but particularly significant is
this: Kraft may have two nighttime network programs in addition to Como.
The media people in the major agencies can look for a lot of over-their-headg
action during the next six months from a couple of tv station groups.
These groups are talking to their reps about setting up for a sales thrust that will take
the story of spot tv beyond the people who plan or recommend what media should be
bought.
Actuating this strategy in large measure: a decision that stronger than usual tactics must
be used to counter the drift of what had been spot money into network nighttime spot carriers and daytime scatter plans.
The groups are convinced they can't stem the tide by taking their competitive
message directly to the agencies.
Gillette (Maxon) last week dished out another $2.5 million for nighttime
about evenly split between ABC TV and NBC TV.
The expenditure period: between February and August.
The company's already committed to ABC for about $7-8 million in sportscasts.
ARB and Nielsen have different plans for their 1961 tv coverage studies.
What each says it will do:
ARB: (1) Leave New York and Chicago pretty much as they are, since they're
over 90% home saturation; (2) update those areas where there may have been changes
according to the latest census report and/or its market sweeps.
NIELSEN: Make a completely new county-by -county swing, with the data interlocking with the 1960 census figures. The hope is to have it on hand at agencies before the
start of their fall spot buying.

reps.

Pet Milk (Gardner) has become a prime target for new business pitches by tv

In seeking to fill the void in tv resulting from the company's withdrawal from the Red
Skelton show these business creators have advanced the argument that Pet, because of its
crazy-quilt distribution pattern, actually belongs in spot.
One fact cited: the average per capita consumption of evaporated milk in the south is
double what it is up north.
Something that strongly influences toiletries people in their choice of time in
air media: 44% of married women have jobs outside the home.

Add these, they figure, to the working girls and you might miss 40% of your potential
women's market if you don't use nighttime.

see Newsmaker of the Week, page .
For other news coverage in this issue:
Spot Buys, page 18; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 57; SPONSOR
Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68; and Film Scope, page 58.
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\11 You Need to Know About Aspirin,
or More
/"~>iu \iisis and pedants call it acetylsalicyli(
;uid. Chap name of Gerhard) whipped
it up in 1853, but ii wasn't until deadlines
became common that anyone could think oi
a use for the stuff. Actually, Heindrich
Dreser, researcher for Bayer in Germany,
was looking for a palliative for rheumatoid
arthritis sufferers who couldn't stand the
side effects of salic \lates, real stomach Ik mi lis

is anothei mattei . pei haps hidden deep in
the \niaM i i( ol the bod) . Some 1 7 billion
aspirin are produced annually in Ihe l S
Eastern fowans consume less than their
share, since the) have fewet headaches, ,md
WMT-TV. CBS Television foi Eastern Iowa.
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo. Affiliated with
\\ MI Radio. K-WMT Fori Dodge.* National Representatives, The Kai/ Agency.

widely used around 1899, when he tried old
Gerhardt's concoction. It worked.
One thing led to another. Some character
with arthritis and a hangover took it. felt
better, and schnapps sales boomed. It was
serendipitous for drinkers but eventually
tough on Bayer. The name aspirin evolved
after a generation of prescription-fillers gol
headaches trying to read acctvlsalic \ lie acid,
scrawled by doctors not famous for calligraphy. Itbecame acetyl-spiric, then aspirin,
and not a minute too soon.
Bayer's U.S. patent expired in 1917. followed
in a few years by schnapps itself, it said there
in the 18th Amendment. Alter a long legal
hassle, Bayer saw the courts decide that the
name had entered the public domain, or
whatever words enwr when the) become
common

nouns.

That aspirin relieves p. tin and reduces fevei
is pretty well established. The reason for this
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There is nothing harder to stop than a tre

||he trend is to ABC -TV, the
>'g network on week nights
1 he leader all week.*
1VORK

tt-TV

MONDAY- FRIDAY
AVERAGE RATING

OVERALL AVERAGE
RATING FOR WEEK
MONDAY THROUGH
SUNDAY

20.8

20.6

n.o

16

m appraisal supplement to National NTt reports tor week
8. 1961. Nielsen 24 Market TV Report Average audi
30 11:00 pm. Monday through Saturday 7 30 1 1 00 pm .

ABC TELEVISION

A pretty melody
is like Florence

Florenz Ziegfeld to Florence, South
Carolina— glorifier to glorified! But
Florence doesn't need glorification.
Fifth largest single-station market in the
nation, Florence and WBTW
go together like words and music.

WBTW
Florence, South Carolina
Channel 8 • Maximum power • Maximum u
Represented nationally by CBS Tv Spot Sales

^
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Risks of new web shows continue to increase
', oj New Programs
No. of New Programs

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

42
42
41
51
44
50

Returning the Following Season
% Returning Following Season

1955

55%
55%
34%

1956
1957
1958
1959

49%
43%
38%

1960

The Nielsen chart above shows number of new nighttime television programs
returning for a second year This is one of the many risks in network broadcasting.

HOW TO BUY NET TV IN '61
> For advertisers and buyers preparing to
make network buys, here are some key
trends and basic facts about nighttime shows
P%lthough the new year is hardly
>a-l the three-week mark — a short period of rest for postmen and industry
agenc) researchers and advertisers
ire bus) culling reports and studying
rends which will ultimately be the
groundwork for next season's network tele> ision bu) ing.
Research organizations have kept
their electronic computers, calcula"is and I nivacs working full time
nrough ihe winter months in order
SPONSOR
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to meet the demand for special network surveys and the regular How of
basic researeh material.
\\ bile special reports ol>\ iousl)
shed important light on — | •« ■< •i f1 • ■ program problems, general trend data is
getting close attention Iron: account
men and others preparing network
proposals For clients. Information on
such trend areas as program casualties, lineup-, type of sponsorship,
program lengths, show popularity l>\

t\pes. etc., is being perused for hints
as to which wa\ the wind is Mowing.
particularl) at night.
One of the most critical areas ol
stud) is the casualt) rate, ^s the chart
above shows, the long-term trend
has been for the risk to increase.
Except for the L957 season the percent of new -how- which returned the
following season has heen steadil)
declining. I he numbei "I new sh<
has

Hot

heen

' ( om el -el\

| ill, l.-.i-iliu

at a comparable rate primaril) because different -how lengths complicate the data somew hat.
Trend- on programing are \ ital to
the advertisers as well as the
broadcasters.

I be chai t on pagi

II '
29
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Key nighttime sponsorship, programing trends
Sponsorship, program shares on network tv by hours per week {average)
1959
Hrs.

1958
Hrs.

Single sponsorship
Alternate sponsorship
Other sponsorship
TOTAL

1960
%

32
18

49.6
27.9

29

39.6
27.3

14.5

22.5

20
21.1

33.1

64.5

100.0

73.4

Hrs.

%

27.8
20
19

26.4
45.8

100.0

33
72

100.0
.o

%

Hrs.

30-minute programs
60-minute programs
90-minute programs
120-minute programs

19.5

42

21.5
.._.

21
1.5

AA

Hrs.

65.1
32.6

16.7

39.7

18.9

29.7

2.3

.._.

3
1

AA*

TOTAL

64.5

73.4

100.0

%

AA

54.3
40.3

18.1

4.1
1.3

—

0/

Hrs.

33
35.5

45.8

18.9
1.5
2

100.0

19.3

72

2.1
2.8

100.0

The chart above shows the number and percent of 30, 60, 90, 120-minute programs per average week. Note
the growing popularity of hour-long shows. Hours of single and alternate week sponsorship are also shown.
Source:

II December NTI

each year; 7:30-11

p.m.

Mon.-Sat.;

6-11

p.m.

Sun.

"Average Audience

Hating.
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shows the number and percent of programs aired weekly by length. Over
the three-year period, there was a
consistent increase in hour-long
shows while half-hour presentations
continued to lose ground. In 1958
the total hours of 30-minute shows
was twice that of 60-minute programs, however, in 1960 figures are
virtually the same. The chart reveals
that the average rating for both halfhour and hour-long shows is about
'•'|ual. No programs running 90 minutes or longer were reported during
the survey period, although some are
scheduled through the year.
Type of sponsorship changes from
year to year. Single sponsorship, the
NTI chart reports, has steadily decreased during the past three years.
Ironically, alternate week sponsorship varied little: however, other
>l>< nsorship. whirl) im hides participations, has gone up. I his is partially
due l«i a greater number of spot car30

rying programs during 1960. The total number of hours programed by
all three networks during the average week represented is 72. Last year
showed an average of 73.5 hours
weekly vs. 1958 with 64.5.
Anyone looking to find out the status of network television from a business point of view certainly wouldn't
have to probe deep to discover that
its big business and still growing.
Every chart seems to indicate consistent growth. This not only pertains to audience growth, which of
course is a credit to the entire television industry, but web station lineups haven't leveled off yet.
The chart on page 31 shows how
network station lineups for even the
low ranking and poorest rated shows
have grown over the past four years.
The average station lineup for I960
is 1 18. Since a graduated sample
rather than the entire 120 shows was
averaged, the figure is approximate.

Although audience composition
studies vary little from year to year,
many researchers feel that ratings
alone are not enough to substantiate
a buy and carefulU stud\ the latest
data for better adult coverage.
Some would rather reach a full
family ataudience
night rather
than da\
time's
women
forfeiting
attractive
daWime costs and hea\ \ repetition.
On the other hand, other advertised
go under
lady of the
and other
small part

the assumption that the
house is the dollar spender
family members play a
in choosing products.

Unlike daytime's women audience,
evening television reaches the entire
familv. Saturday and Sunday between
7 and 9 p.m. account for the greatest
number of \iewers per set — 2.5. \l
though 7 through 9 on weekdays is
still the most popular time period.
viewers per set drop slightly — 2.3.
This is due to a small percentage of
niehl workers and earh risers. The avSPONSOR
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erage \ lewei - per iioinr
during network option
time is just over 2.3
wfckciids and 2.2 weekdays.
The bi-weeklj anal) ses
of the Top 10 network
shows are alwa) s a conversation piece.
Based on the Ml December report, a western
Gunsmoke still tops
the list. In spite of the
predictions of main that
westerns are on their
ua\ out, four out of 10
— the same as last year
fall into that category .
Three out of four are
the same shows. The

viewers in front ol th'
t«-l.\ ision -i reen.
I In in \ t favorite

Ratings, station lineup byRatingrank
Rating

No.

Rank
Program

1

io

160
154
167
117
113

31.5
30.9

SO
18.3

80
90

120

5.4

Source:

26.4

132
150
77
80

20.3
16.7
14.5

85
186

11.6

18.6
15.2

9.8
9.5

9.6

NTI Bint Reports December
basis
u. in:
, i total I

1956, '58. 'GO. 'Low coverage..
S average audience Foi shorn

and 1 1 p.m., reports NTI, Nov-Dec,
I960. Viewing during the seven-hour
period represents a four-minute increase over last year and a threeminute drop from 1958. It also means
means that in 1060. 61' < of the dail\
viewing took place between 8 and 11
p.m. Over 50% of the total seven

utes takes pla» e dui
thi> period
.i six mm
uit- increase ovei
lasl
win
and
12 minutes
more than 1958. I at<

166
153
157
127
177
104

12.5

135

111

184
174

24.2

14.0

36

Av. lineup

mi PSB
hour-long 77 Su nset
Strij) has gone from 13th
to seventh place. The
Jack Urn m Show, although introduced on a weekl) basis
late this season, has already grabbed
a Top 10 position. Among the regularly scheduled shows. Ed Sullivan
is still retaining a No. 4 spot.
Three hours and 31 minutes pel
day are spent viewing by the average television household, between 1

viewing
periodand isI p.m.
betw
nil 9 a.m.
One In >ii i and 27 min-

Sta.

36.9

167
29.6
1958"
28.0
173
22.5

49

7.0

HO

169

35.8

14.7
97
.6* 105
14.016

lOO

No.

Sta.

45.2

20

1960

No.

Sta.

Rating
1956"

spent b)

late, late Bhow watchei account foi the 17 minutes of \ iew mil: between
1 1 p.m. and 9 a.m. Most
stations arc olf the air
through the wee morn-

148
92

ing hours. \ total of
five hours
and
minutes daily
arc!•"> spent
tv family.
viewing b\ the average

••Ranked
at night.

^^^^^

If you re the pai ticular t\pe of advertiser or Inner who
won't buy a web show unless the
rating is over the 25't mark, chances
are that you'll be out of luck.
Based on an Octobei
sur\e\. the
latest available. Nielsen reports that
shows falling into that category have
i Please turn t<> page 53 '

Average ratings of network tv shows by program type
The show-types below are ranked by average Nielsen ratings. High % represents highest rating reported during report period. Low is lowest rated show. Chart contains number of shows averaged within each category.
30
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a MIN DURATION

NIELSEN
AVERAGE
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VARIETY
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SITUATION
COME0V
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30

60

VARIETY

QUIZ*
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DRAMA
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DRAMA
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30

21.4
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19.4

20.7
AVERAGE
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DRAMA
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WJR's Worth Kramer readies report to stockholders
station's first full year after its break with CBS

^ Survey of progress at Detroit's
shows
effects of 'complete-range'
,

t, in
iet, comfMIorCH
qu,
hisT
his weekK
OI
TDKT
ce
offi
th
e
floor of Deon th 28
able
troit's old (19291 hut still imposing
Fisher Building, veteran broadcaster
Worth Kramer is pondering a presidential message.
It will he part of (he annual stockholders report of publicly-held WJR,
The Goodwill Station Inc.. to lie published in March, and will summarize

Goodwill
program

Station
policies

STORY

radio giant. For WJR I960 was a
significant year because:
• It was the first full year of operation since the station severed its
long time affiliation with CBS in midL959.
• It was the first full year of operating under the concept of "complete-range" programing which, at
is in marked contrast to most

the progress during 1960 of one of

WJR

America's largest, and in some wavs
most unusual, radio properties.

industry programing practices.
• It was a year in which the interest of national advertisers in radio
showed signs of softening, and for

Final audits of WJR's financial
record have not yet been completed
and Kramer is understandably reluctant to discuss exact figures. But
last week, because of exceptionally
high industry interest in WJR operations, SPONSOR editor made a preliminary in-depth survey of Detroit's

WJR. with 70-P)(>' '< of its business national, this presented a stern operating challenge.
sponsor's stud\ of WJR was aimed
at discovering how well the station
had met these challenges, and what

l![||l!l!!!!lll!!!lll!!!ll!lli!l!!!!l!im
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JOHN

F. PATT, (1) board chairman of The Gooduill Station Inc.,
iilm.se properties include WJR, Detroit, and WJRT, Flint, is a broadcast veteran with 39 years of experience at W]R and KGAR, Cleveland.

JAMES H. QUELLO, (r) gen.mgr.
WJR, has been with the station since
1947. Like all WJR executives, he is
active in civic affairs. His outside interests include Detroit Housing Commission. Michigan Veterans
Fund.

WJR tops $3 million with unique management policies

i

LIVE PROGRAMING. WJR broadcasts 29 different live radio programs, most of them daily,
plus two sportscasts and nine newscasts daily.

4

2

LARGE STAFF. With a yearly payroll of over
$1 million, WJR has 134 employees, one of the
largest staffs of any radio station in America.

5

3

HUGE COVERAGE AREA. WJR, a 50kw clear
channel outlet, claims 17 million people in its
primary coverage area in Mich., Ind., Ohio, Can.

6

HIGH RATES. WJR's basic one-minute rate of
$150 is more than twice as high as other
Detroit outlets, one of highest in the country.
HEAVY NATIONAL BUSINESS. 70-80°o of WJR
business is national. Twenty-eight of its top
50 accounts are located in WJR's primary area.
NO FAITH IN RATINGS. WJR does not subscribe to any rating service, and neither programs nor sells its station on basis of ratings.

ijllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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AT WJR
significance, il anj . the \\ .11! expel i
ence has for the medium ;is a whole.
Here arc the findings.
Financial. WJR, For years a mainsta\ (»f the CBS Kadin network, was
reportedl) one "I the highest paid
network affiliates. Worth Kramer acknowledges thai at one time WJR's
network income exceeded $1 million
annuall) .
During the middle and late 50's
however, this income dwindled steadil\ and l>\ 1().">:: was less than 30%
of 1950 totals.
In 1957, \\ .11! reported to stockholders total radio sales of $3,570,000. In L958 sales had dropped to
$3,275,000, including $170,000 sales
volume from The Goodwill Inc. television propert) WJRT, Flint, which
in October 1(>">!'>.
operation
began
For 1959
radio and t\ sales totaled
$3,966,000, and though the annual
report did not break down radio and
t\ income, it did note that radio sales
wen- up over the L958 level of approximatel) $3,100,000, even though
for the first five months
of L959
when WJR still had it- CBS affiliation, there had been a sharp decline.
Coming into 1960, therefore, WJR
was racking u|> radio sales at the rate
of well over $3 million yearly. Last
week. Kramer indicated to SPONSOR
that I960 radio -ale- would be "better
than i;\ above 1959." (This compares with an estimated industry increase of approximately
1' < . i
Clearly, in terms of time sale- WJR
had met I960's challenges. But the
real significance of the WJR stor) is
probabl) to be found in its highly
unorthodox programing and sales
policies, and in the unusual prestige
position it enjoys in the Detroit and
Great Lakes area.
Programing. I'.ven a quick glance
at a WJR program schedule shows
vast differences between it and the
usual radio fare. WJR program
director Reg Merridew sums up these
differences as 1 I live programing, 2'

WORTH KRAMER (r) president of WJR, The Goodwill
Station Inc., has held many important civic and industry
including chmn. NAB Standards & Practices Comm.

SPONSOR
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posts,

55- man staff programs WJR 'complete- range' schedule
PROGRAM

MANAGER

DIRECTOR

R. P.

FINE

ARTS

Merridew heads a 55-man program department that includes announcers, producerwriters, newsman, musicians,
program personalities, as well

Karl Haas has a six-day-aweek, full hour morning program, "Adventures in Good
Music," which has been one
of the most talked-of features

as sports, farm, and women's
divisions. Merridew, who
joined the station in 1959, has been the architect

in WJR's new "completerange" schedule. Haas, an
accomplished musician and teacher, is also supervisor of all the station's fine arts activities.

of

WJR's

new

"complete-range"

programing.

NEWS EDITOR William Sheehan has a staff of five, organizes his news operation to
alternate newscasters throughout schedule. Newsmen
write and broadcast their own
material. Sheehan himself
was on Eisenhower trips to
Europe, India, Far East, covered Khrushchev visit,
Summit Meetings, many other top news stories.

SPORTS EDITOR Bob Reynolds manages extensive WJR
coverage of such sports features as Detroit Tigers, Detroit
yLrS

4

^g"
^^
M
■ 3* Ji I

fine music, ') i complete range programing.iI adult appeal, 5) long
time reputation and character of the

station.

With 2'' dilTcicnt live programs
plus two li\c sportscasts and nine live
dail) newscasts, WJR has nearly 23^2
of il~ 24-houi schedule on a live basis. It is one of the few large radio
stations which -till employs staff mu.-ic-ians i 211 in the music department) .
Though ii has a number of record
shows (the) arc manned by "personalities" not d.j.'s— a word verboten

Red
as welltrack
as bowling. Wings,
golf, skiing,
and
other pro, college, and high

WOMEN'S EDITOR, Lee Murray gave up a tv career to join
WJR. Her six-day-a-week program is angled to younger
housewives. Her 10-minute
"Conversations" is a Mon.-Sat.

has seven-day-a-week early
morning farm program (half
hour) plus six-day-a-week 15minute "Farm Roundup" and
"Farm Digest" shows at 12:15
p.m. Wells, who flies his own
plane, is a familiar figure at
farm and grange meetings throughout agricultural
areas of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Canada.

Lions, Big 10 Football, Detroit

school events. Reynolds has two, six-day-a-week
15-minute sports shows plus many short specials.

FARM EDITOR Marshall Wells

,11

OF

interview show. Other program executives not shown
here are music dir. James Clark, choral dir. Don
Large, and automotive editor George R. Kendall.

at W Jl{ I its music policies are strict:
No rock n' roll, no record repeated
within 36 hours, no Top 40 programing, no records go direct to program
personalities but all must be sent to
its Record Library which maintains
a careful cheek on schedules.
An even more remarkable feature
of WJR music activities is the progress it has made in the realm of fine

the CBS break was Haas' Adventures in Good Music, a full hour
morning program six days a week.
Though it took over the old Arthur
Godfrej time and WJR still gets occasional letters asking for Godfrey's
return, audience response to Adventures in Good Music has been al-

classical and semi-classical music under fine arts director Karl Haas.

most startling, with an unusual proportion of fan letters coming from
men. especialh in the professional
class.

Perhaps the most striking innovation
introduced
at the station following

conducts hi> program as a kind of in-

Haas, an accomplished musician,

SIMINSOI!
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formal. non-stuff) musical lecture
on such subject- as "building a record
collection ol good music.
WJR's claim to "complete range"
programing is based mi t h<- extraordinar) varietj <>f its schedule which
contains programs aimed at business,
farm, sports, school, college, and
main other groups.
\ prime example ol such programing, for instance, i- the station - Make
Was Foi ) mitli program, on the air
Bince 1948, with a 60-voice chorus of
high school students, picked annually
with the aid of school authorities.
Make U us For ) oath has proved an
impressive talent builder for the station, with a number of its graduates
Bloving on to jobs as soloists and
featured performers.
Another example of complete-range
programing was the 21-program series of Automotive Reports, scheduled when the new cars were introduced, and featuring talks by top executives ofeverv major manufacturer.
Still another "complete-range" feature is the heavy coverage I perhaps
the most extensive of am major market station ' which WJH gives to farm
programs under agricultural director
Marshall Wells.
In the realm of news, the station
was faced with the necessity of replacing its highlv regarded CBS news
coverage when it broke with the network in 1959.
I nder news director \\ illiam Sheehan it has built up a news staff of six
men which provide a service which,
sa\s Sheehan, "'is more than we gave
with CBS."
W.IK employs News \ssociates for
live-pickup Washington and foreign
coverage, plus, of course. AP and
L PI for hard news reports. In addition, the station covers main major
stories — the Khrushchev visit, Eisenhower trips, conventions, etc. — with
it- own men. Sheehan himself is probabl) the iii« ►— t traveled radio station
oewsi aster in the business.
W.I II newsmen write and broadcast
their own programs and are alternated during the <la\. \ll W.lli newsasts are 1 5 minutes.
Reviewing the station's "completerange program philosophy . Merridew

-av-. "Were always looking for new
ideas. One area which we still would
i Please turn to pac.e 50)
PONSOR
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SHAVIAN
BANK

VIDEO

HELPS

IN 'PREMIUM

ou dues a companv go about establishing a corporate image unlike
mosl
others within
its Industry?
Lincoln Saving- \ loan \--n.. Los
Vngeles, a one-office bank with depositors from all over the metropolitan area, sel oul to build a prestige
image amid the flourish of a "premium war" among other bank- in ilarea, bj sponsoring, on local t\. a 90minute taped production of George
Bernard Shaw's Candida.
The program
was produced
bv
(T>S i>\o k\\T. and was bought for
$7,500 bv the client, who has his eye
open tor more shows of that tv pe.
Lincoln's purpose in backing the
-how was to hit an adult audience
who would appreciate a higher level
of tv programing. "Man) of the
over 700 letters we received in response to the program praised us for
'not talking down" to the audience.
ad manager Richard Foulger told
SPONSOR. The letters also responded
to the production and the performances, he said. Respondents came
from all walks of life.
" Uthough we didn't get a tremendous flow of business in response to
the show, we feel it was a major step
in building the desired image," Foulger explained.

WAR'

Lincoln'- commen ials had "\ irtuallj no sell." be said. I he first
spot talked primarily about Shaw and
the plav. the second emphasized Lincoln Saving- \ Loan - community efforts. The final i ommercial "I the
pi ogram had -<>me Bell in it.
This commercial motif is cat i ied
through on the bank- othei broad
■ a-i spot advei tising. I in* oln's radio advertising is usuall) limited to
announcements. However, the bank
recent!) sponsored the Los Vngeles
< .cild Tournament on radio.
The bank situation in the Los \n
geles area is ver) competitive, Foul
ger pointed out. There is a great
premium campaign going on, and
most newspapers are saturated with
premium ads of other bank-. Therefore. Lincoln has set about contrasting itself to the rest of the industry.
"We onh spend about II'. of OUl
ad budget in tv and radio," said Foulger, "and we -pend close to •"><>', in
newspapers." He was quick to point
out, however, that LS&L would spend
more moiiev in tv "if we could find
more -how- ol the same caliber."
In the past, the bank sponsored reruns of Life with hither. Torn Harmon Sports, Clete Roberts Special
Reports and Big \ews.
^

DISPLAYS,
such as the one shown here, were used throughout Lincoln Savings & Loan's one
office to promote showing of Shaw's 'Candida' on tv. Depositors also received advance mailings

LINCOLN
SAVINGS UOAN
ASSOCIATION

CANDIDA

1

Sbat*- . jnP
THE TAPE
COMMERCIAL

'We're all set to roll,' MW&S
v.p. Milton Guttenplan tells
client,
who
okays
setup

BIG STEPS
2. How shall we say it?
'Al dente' is the Italian phrase for 'tender yet firm'
muses an MW&S copy group head, Barry Biederman,
who ponders also the words 'Ronzoni sono buoni . . .
Ronzoni is so good' as a way of stimulating appetites

I 0 watch the unruffled and poised Ronzoni spaghetti
spokeswoman, \rl\ne Grey, lift a superbl) cooked strand

1. Setting up the format
Guttenplan and Ronzoni a.e. Andre Luotto look over
recipe books, while MW&S home econ. dir. Jeanne
Fisher figures out step-by-step procedure for taping
photograph)

In Herb

Levart

of spaghetti— wound affectionatel) around a fork tine —
out of a steaming pot, and listen to her breeze through ;i
L73-word, 60-second spiel, it is difficult to imagine thai
si\ hours, 1 I pounds of spaghetti, and 1 I jars of sauce
went into the making.
But there is more to putting together a taped, one
minute commercial than meets the eye. Like the new
Ronzoni spol which broke on the CBS filmed program,
The Phil Silvers Show, regionall) on WNBC-TV, Men
York, and WNHC, New lla\en. Conn.. earl\ this month.
To see what goes into putting together a seemingh simple, minute, taped commercial, sponsor went behind the

.',(,

SPONSOR
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3. Cooking-time test

4. How will it look on-camera?

With timing such an important factor in
sphaghetti cooking, Mrs. Fisher and Lu-

In order to assure the best camera angles, associate creative director
George Cole, Mrs. Fisher, Guttenplan, and Luotto, take pre-shooting look

otto

at the prepared spaghetti dish via the agency's closed circuit tv system

test a

batch

in agency's

kitchen

5. Last minute shopping . . .
On day of the commercial, Mrs. Fisher and tv department staffer Arnold Walton buy finishing touch items adding to 11 lbs. of spaghetti, 14 jars of sauce used in perfecting the dish

37

scenes of Mogul, Williams, & Saylor, and the
NBC taping studios.
A full week of writing and planning went
into the pre-shooting of the stand-up varietj
food commercial, with no fancy production
values, followed by spaghetti cooking tests,
the preparation (an agency secret) of a.
technique for bringing out. from the prepared spaghetti casserole, an appetite-stimulating steam.
The taping project, money wise, included
these costs from NBC: settings, $750; staging, $1,000; and engineering, $750.
The entire production was under the supervision ofMW&S tv director James Lichtman.
To learn what went into the making of ths
commercial — start with photo No. 1.

6. Easier camera

^

flow

In order to make it possible for the camera
to project a continuous commercial sequence, tables are placed
in 'V plan

7. Last-minute

fever

Making sure that the pot boils up the right
amount of appetite-appealing steam before
take are Mrs. Fisher, Luotto, Guttenplan

8. Set to shoot
Arlyne Grey, Ronzoni spokeswoman for past 10 years, gets
set to go through
her paces

9. Taste appeal: key point
Much of the success of the Ronzoni commercial— an educational how-to pitch— depends upon the appearance of the
product. A finished casserole dish is also shown in the soot

10. Three takes— 'that's it! ■
A barely noticed camera move goes awry, but it's enough for
a second (or third) take to be called by perfection-minded tv
director. Miss Grey and agency people watch take playback
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might allow us broader coverage in
a given market, we find that the
select-audience appeal plus the high
reproduction quality of fm provide
us with the most efficient and effective radio buy."
The Steinway fm commercials, all
minutes, run with a weekly frequence ranging from five to 12. depending on market size. Instead of short,
heavier flights they are spread ova
the year because, as Steinway puts it.
"We don't expect a short-term sale
from these commercials, but rather
we're interested in the long-term association of Steinway with good
music and the artists who perform
iroup.
it." Evenings and weekends
get heaviest emphasis in Steinway's timebuyJ
to bring in the familv
Star of the Steinway commercials
is the piano itself, as played by oik
of 16 top-notch keyboard virtuosos.
All of the 60-second spots open with
the piano music, so as to blend with
surrounding fm programing, rather
ARTUR

RUBINSTEIN

Steinway in the venerable

is among

the

keyboard

luminaries

who

piano maker's 32-market fm campaign

demonstrate

and

praise

the

aimed at a quality audience

than interrupt abruptly. Then the
music fades to make way for co]
points spoken by a regular announcer,
and in the more recent commercials,
a testimonial by the performing artist
himself. There is time at the close of

STEIN WAY'S SOUND
GETS FM SHOWCASE

with a large proportion of the m
prominent pianists. Steinwayr is in a
uniquel) advantageous position for

^ Kenowned piano's golden tones wait into 32 markets
via fm; 16 artists demonstrate, speak for instrument in
commercials designed to blend with the fin programing

obtaining its music and testimonials for commercials. Artists sign with
Steinway in return for a Steinway
piano, free of rental charge, at each
recital. These performers readilv permit use <>f excerpts from their recordings and testimonials for the com
mercials.

I <i speak of ideal marriage between advertiser and medium may
border on cliche, but the phrase is
irresistible when it comes to Steinu.i\ piano and fm radio.
Here is an instrument reputed to
be s\ nonv nioiis with sonorous perfection. No impulse or mass consumption item, the Steinwav (approximate price range: $1,395-7,000), require- a medium equipped to reproduce ils sounds, and an appreciative
audience.

Since fall. L959, that me-

dium has been Fm, the campaign -cope has reached 32 markets.
"The

lin audience,

stales adver

tising manager John II. Sleinwav . "i-

well-suited hu us. in terms of income and taste. Surveys show a large
percentage of fm listeners are in the
well-to-do
category,
and ifthe\
lhe\"re
drawn
to fms
belter music.
are
the prospects for us.
There was some resistance bv tradition-bound dealers when fm first
was pmposed. but afler a number of
tests conducted l>\ Steinwav s agency,
Y

\\ . \\er X Son. thej were amenable to giving il a li\.
Since the fall
of I960, after a \cai on fm. renewals
ha\ c been coining up. and all but one

have endorsed continuation for another year.
^,i\ -

John

Sleinw a\

""\\ bile

s

the spots for the local dealer's tag.
Due to contractual arrangements I

am

Steinwaj sales reportedly have
been experiencing a continual rise.
One dealer has noted an increasi
Steinway turnover at the same time
that oilier piano brands have m
mained about the same or fallen ofl
somewhat. He sees Im as the deciding Factor.
Now in its 107lh year. Steinway i\
Sons has among

its executives foin

fourth-generation Steinway brotherand one fifth-generation cousin. Tin
brothers are llenrv /.. president;
Theodore lb. engineering: John H.
secrelarv and advertising; and Fred
crick, concerl and artists. The cousin
Charles ("».. is in salc^.

^
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JULY THROUGH DECEMBER, 1960
ADVERTISERS

Genera]
I 1 July p. 33

T\ : agencies new business-gettei
Hey, getcha
i o' .itbeei
\l illin > (J. E. McMillin)
llou
ill. \ sold
the (M<
Convention
Web radio at Los Angeles: Mennen's big switch
Brown & Williamson: t\ success story: part I
Sponsoi
Isks: How can department stores most

t'.'' next? .
broadcaswhat
mixusebattle:
cake ehj
Tv'seffectiv
Brown S Williamson's big tv success story; part II
I m moil in oil
Some new "-uideposts for sports sponsors
Peak air budgets fan anti-freeze rivalry
llnu 71 banks spend radio dollars
Shell-Ogilvj deal rocks ANA
llnu local advertisers fared with local convention
coverage
Synthetic yam makers find: tv solves 6-sided ad
problem
Vdmen critical of fee plan
Top radio campaign* cover side product range
Top 2r> net tv brands, 3rd quarter 1960

SPONSOR
INDEX
Starting here is the complete index of stories
and features which appeared in SPONSOR during

Tup loo clients in spot t\
Win food brokers like spot .
Clients: focus on ad 'ethics'

8 Vug. p. 33
8 Vug.
L5 Vug.
15 Vug.
22 Vug.
5 Sept.
12 Sept.
I 1 Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

52
31
36
29
40
29
39

21 Nov. p. 38
21 Nov. p. II
28
28
12
12
12
19
26

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

p. 27
p. 30
p. 31
p. 34
p. 35
p. 36
,,. 34

Personalities
Newsmaker: Norman II. Strouse, chief exec, JWT
Newsmaker: Theodore G. Bergman, adv. v. p., Kc\
Ion, Inc.
Newsmaker: Geo. H. Lesch, chief exec, officer,
Colgate-Palmolive
Newsmaker: Melvin Eielitzer, dir. adv. & p.r., Ideal
Toy Co.
Newsmaker: W. Roswell Chase, exec. v. p., P&G
Newsmaker: Gail W. Smith, head tv adv.. i.\l
Newsmaker: Neil McElroy, chrmn. of bd., P&G
i \d Council'- Public S\cc.

the second half of 1960. The material is indexed
under 17 major categories and 29 sub-categories.
Where stories fall under two or more categories

18 Inly p. 12
L8 ImI- p. 29
18 IuIn p. 32

ADVERTISING

Vward recipient)

1 July
IK Jul)
25 July
12 Sept.
24 Oct.
II Nov.
21 Nov.

AGENCIES
p. 10

General

major- and sub-categories) is arranged alphabetically, ith He the list of stories under each heading

Tv: agencies new business-gettei
Ten second- that -Imok Madison Vve.
Typical agency reaction to VBC T\ plan
Analysis of award winners l>\ ad agencies (r*
festival)

II July p. 33
11 July p. 36
11 July p. 36

is arranged chronologically. Special issues are
included in the index. In addition to articles in

Seller's Viewpoint: Fletcher Turner, WRAL l\
The high cost "I agency; t\ talent
McCann has most complex agencj t\ unit

11 Jul) p. 76
18 July p. 36
18 July p. 36

the main body of text, certain departments are

Vt Ted Bates 109 work on Bin. & Wmsn. (chart)
\\ li\ the midwest is talking about Tatham-Laird
New relief for old time squeeze
'Don't call us . . . we'll call you' (D. P. Brother"
Agencj uses tin in self-sell '/akin t ".'

I~>
21'
12
12
.i

they are cross-indexed. The subject index (both

also listed: NEWSMAKER
SPONSOR
SPONSOR

OF

ASKS, and SELLER'S
23 jam'vuv
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THE

WEEK,

VIEU POINT.

11 Julj p. 39

Vug.
Vug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

17
36
I"
12
11
41

10
10
10
10
10

I ousj al promoting themselves
Do big
Agency
1960-61
Agency

agencies 'control' spot tv?
tv execs! not expendable
._
sbows delivered by agencies, clients
webs boost air role
_

'Those two sponsor articles were wrong'
(Bruce R. Bryant)

_

Media departments re-tool for '61
'New look' at C&W (chart i
McCann's 'commandos' bring ad integrity down to
earth
_
New market ranking ahead?
Shell-Ogilvy deal rocks ANA
College radio gets boost from BBDO and U. S.
Steel: part I
Admen critical of fee plan
Agencv "mavericks' on rise
College radio's receptive audience: part II
'Where there's life' . . . take 175 (Bob Johnson/
Budweiser)
Top air agencies gave 53% to radio/tv in '60
Top 10 spot agencies 1957-60 (chart)
Top 10 net agencies 1957-60 (chart)
5-year pattern of 1960's top air agencies
Top 50 ad agencies in radio/tv buying
__

_

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12
30
30

17 Oct.
24 Oct.
24 Oct.

40
29
30

7 Nov.
14 .Nov.
21 Nov.

40
31
38

35
31

21
28
28
28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

39
30
P- 33
36

12
19
19
19
19
19

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

36
28
27
28

30
29

Personalities
Newsmaker:
Adv
Newsmaker:
Newsmaker:
Inc.
Newsmaker:

Barton A. Cummings, pres., Compton
_..._
Richard P. Jones, media dir., JWT ....
Sol Sackel, pres. Sackel-Jackson Co.,
_
Leo Burnett, pres., Leo Burnett Co.

Clifford Davis: 'Don't use tv unless you merchandise
it'

Newsmaker:
Newsmaker:
tv, FS&R
Newsmaker:
Newsmaker:
Adv. .
Newsmaker:

_.

David C. Stewart, pres. K&E
Arthur E. Duram, senior v.p. for radio/
_....
George C. Reeves, mgr., JWT (Chi.)
Barton A. Cummings, pres., Compton
David Ogilvy, pres. OBM

7 Nov. p
28 Nov. p

6
6
6
10

Timebttyjng*
N. V. timebuyers take over the town
Seller's Viewpoint: Gordon Davis, WIND
Timebuyers of the U. S. : part II
Timebuyers of the U. S.: part III
Timebuyers of the U. S. : part IV
Timebuyers of the U. S. : part V
Give the timebuyer more scope, admen urge
(Trendex)
Will computers replace timebuyers?
New timebuyer survey: part I
AM

_

*Part I of Timebuyers of U. S. published m
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Seller's Viewpoint: John W. Guider, WMTW-TV...
Will spot radio hit $200 million? ...
Tv's $20,000,000 gift — to the presidential campaign
P- Pheadache:
ANA
tv commercials' costs worry clients
Depth in the Afternoon (W. F. Miksch)
_
Required reading for the industry' (Howard MorP(McMillin)
P-gen's speech)
P- cut — a mirage?
Option time
Shell-Ogilvy deal rocks ANA ...
Station^ adopt billing form
Seller's Viewpoint: Ralph W. Weil, KATZ .
Some post-election reflections (Csida)
Admen critical of fee plan
_
\ \ I! meeting- end on new note of optimism

_

Seller's Viewpoint : Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS
Air media's latest notable achievements (Csida)....
1960: the public affairs year
._
_
Washington: more controls on radio/tv

15
228
29

Newsmakers: Norman Knight, retiring pres., Yankee Network; Wm. M. McCormick, pres., Yankee
Network
Vewsmaker: Ward L. Quaal, gen. mgr., WGN, Inc.
Newsmaker: Frederick Gilbert, gen. mgr., Broadcast Div., Time, Inc.
Newsmaker: LeRoy Collins, pre-.. N \l!
Newsmakers: Clair R. McCoIlough, G. Richard
Shafto, Merrill Lindsay, policy committee, NAB
Newsmaker: Theodore C. Streibert, v. p. -gen. mgr.,
WTCN AM TV
Newsmaker: C. Wiede IVter-meyer, pres., Corinthian stations
Newsmaker: Frank P. Fogarty, chrmn. of bd., RAB
What's ahead for Ollie and ABC? Part I ...
Vewsmaker: Alcuin W. Lehman, managing dir.,
Adv. Research Foundation
Newsmakers of the Year

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

p.
p.
p.
p.

45
1">
43
38

5 Dec. p. 65
12 Dec. p. 39

General
4 July p. 12

Howard Abrahams: TvB's retail man
Seller's Viewpoint: John Canty, WCCM ...
Our up and coming radio/tv stars (Csida)
Who scored in commercials festival: part I ..
Standardized billing form clicks
Sponsor Asks: What has been your most difficult
sales problem?
Commercials festival: trend to the softer tv sell:
part II
Convention: best radio/tv coverage yet (Csida)
Their tv tab: $8 million (political coverage)

Paving the 'Glory Road' (Csida)
Industry reaction to the 4A's report: 'Why didn't
P- you ask- us?'
Sponsor P Asks: How can radio/tv attract your industry?
PRocks, posies aimed at station drummers
Sponsor Asks: Is it really worthwhile for station
Pmen
P- to visit agencies?
Reaction to KYA 'Golden Rules' mixed .....
Will
plan over-commercialize tv
P- station
Sponsor
P- Asks: How did you make your greatest
sale?
_

Personalities

INDUSTRY

The $22 billion challenge ...

Seller's Viewpoint,: Allen Hundley, John E. Pearson Co. .
Air media from far and near (Csida)
Sponsor Asks: How can stations better research
their markets ?
Why nostalgia for bologna?
(McMillin)
Burning questions on the single rate
P- lament of an unnamed broadcaster
The
Sponsor
P- P- Asks: How can broadcasters woo newspaper advertisers?
PCandidates
clear the air (Csida)
PHelp wanted: two new presidents (McMillin)

4 July p. 36
25 July p. 80

19 Sept. p. 41
3 Oct. p. 29
5 Dec. p. 27

Seller's
TV . Viewpoint: Thos. P. Chrisman, WVEC
What timebuyers are paid: part II

BROADCAST

6
6

5 Sept. p
38
26 Sept. p
6
3 Oct. p
10 Oct. p

Frank Pellegrin's dream for RTES _
The FCC and program control (McMillin)

P- P-

11 July p
1 Aug. p
8 Aug. p
15 Aug. Pp

8 Aug. p. 12
8 Aug. p. 40
15 Aug. p. 12

Broadcast seminars: a change of heart (Csida)

4
1
11
11
11

July
July
July
July
July

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

42
68
14
38
46

11 July p. 48
18 July p. 40
25 July p. 12
1 Aug. p. 29

In Media Basics, p. 147.

15 Aug. p. 86
22 Aug. p. 12
22 Aug. p. 52
29 Aug. p. 12
29
p. 32
29
2') Aug.
Vug. p.
29 Aug. p. 52
5 Sept. p. 12
12 Sept. p. 12
19 Sept. p. 12
26 Sept. p. 29
26 Sept. p. 48
3 Oct. p. 38
3 Oct. p. 50
10 Oct. p. 37
21 Oct. p. 32
24
24
31
7

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

p. 48
p. 88

I I Nov.

II Nov.
21
21
21
21

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

28
21 Nov.
Nov.
28 Nov.
195
26
26
26

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

22 Aug.
29 Aug.

5 Sept.
17 Oct.
31 Oct.

p. 27
p. 29
27
p. 34
p. 14
p. 33
p. 38
p. 84
p.
88
p. 30
12
p.
p. 38
p. 80
p.
12
p.
p. 29
38

6
6
6
6
10
6

5 Dec.
12 Dec.
19 Dec.
19 Dec.

7
8
34

26 Dec.
26 Dec.

10
29

Ka<lio/Tv Case Histories
Yt hispering muffler make- loud sales jump ' Brodie) 111 Sept. p. 39

COSTS

AND

SPENDING

The high eo-l ol agenev t\ talent
Mow client- and agency men differ on show commis-ionTheir tv tab: So million (political coverage).
SPONSOR

23

l!i July p. 36
18 July p. 38
1 Aug. p. 29
JANUARY

1061

Oil's big 10 showed differences in sales, profits, and
ad patterns
Tv web costs: hour shows up 10$

--' ^ug. p. 29
22 Vug. p. 14

sponsor's estimated average weeklj <o-t> for '60'61 nighttime network t\ programs
Average cos) of nighttime t* shows
gas and apparel boost net l\ spending

22 Aug. p. 34
22 Aug. p. 36
5 Sept. p. I I

Spot tv time sales in 77 markets
Food spending on n : a million bucks .i daj (TvB)
AN \ headache: i\ commercials' costs worry clients
Daytime net t\ show rates are up. hut are under
contml
Current &-hour program pi in- of weekday net tv
shows carried b) CBS NBC ..
Summer tv -pending was up
T,.p 25 net l\ brands, 3rd quarter
lop 100 clients in spot w
Top air agencies gave .">.'?' 7 to radio t\ in '60
Top 50 ad agencies in radio t\ hming with hillings

Sponsoi tsks What an youi tips on selling to
Spanish speaking markets?

MERCHANDISING,

'-' Sept. p. 32
10 Oct. p. 36
II Nov. p. 27
2] Nov. p. 36
21
112
12

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.

16
34
34
35

19 Dec. p. 27
19 Dec. p. 30

Wh.ii air buyers saj about merchandising
Boh Molu put rimex on top
Sponsoj Isksi I'" agencies demand too much station
merchandising?
Sponsor
tsks: What type audience promotion is
most effective?
'Open circuit' tv kicks off dealer promotion (ZenithNorge!
P.R. firm spurs grass roots radio (Dutch Growers
Trade Assn.)

Sponsor Asks: What makes a good agency tv commercial producer?
Sponsor Asks: Why is there often a big spread in
commercial producer^ bids?
AN \ headache: tv commercials' costs worry clients
Commercials go off the beaten sound track (Ray
Scott, The Jingle Workshop)
More 30's on daytime web tv
Is t\ accepting taboo movie ads?
'Where there's life' . . . take 175 (Bob Johnson/
Budweiser 1
Seller's Viewpoint: H. D. Neuwirth, WTP

FILM

AND

PRODUCT

Seller's Viewpoint: Oliver \. I nger, Natl. Telefilm
\--oc
Film and tape in an era of up- and downs
Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows
Telepulse rating-: top spot film -hows
Telepulse rating-: top spot film shows

IK July

38
39

18 July

40

What's going on in Mexican tv? (Frank Roehm)
If you are going to use tv abroad

10 Oct.

37
39

17 Oct.

39

31 Oct.

48
46

7 No\.
1 1 Nov.

27
38

28 Nov.
5 Dec.
12 Dec.

32
32
76
36

12 Dec.
12 Dec.

11 July

p. 40

18 July

p. 39

10 Oct. p. 46
17 Oct. p 34
7 Nov. p. 42
7
26
18
8
5

Nov.
Dec.
July
Aug.
Sept

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

70
36
52
64
II

L96]

p. 30
p. 35

11 Nov.

p. 44

21 Nov.

p. 52

28 Nov.

p. 35

28 Nov.

p. 40

HISTORIES

Network radio: right down \MI"- alley
12 Sept.
Proctor's web tv debut pays off (Proctor-Silex) 21 Oct.

p. 34
Whispering muffler makes loud sales jump (Brodie) 12 Sept. p. 38
39
There arc two ways about it (Chevy dealers)
12 Sept. p. 43
Gallic charm of 'Miss Renault' fills the air, sells
Pie car hot"
Selling
radio: child's play for dealer (LinP- cars on coln-Mercury
i

I
8
10
24

Vug.
\ug.
Oct.
Oct.

p. 32
p. 37
p. 40
p . 40

19 Sept. p. 40
5 Dec.

p. 41

PBeer. Ale. Wine
T\ P station break teams

weather, 20 sec. spot
(W API, Sterling Brewers)

18 July

p. 39

cashes in on radio's 'visual' power
PKrueger

8 Aug.

p. 38

Clothing,
Wcessories
PBurlington's
massive
cut-in drive (hosiery)
P-

7 Nov.

p. 36

P-

Drugs.
Cosmetics.
Toiletries
P(P-oty's new tv and print parlay
How radio brings out the salesmanship in harbers
P- P
(Dan-D)
to top

PW- h\ Ksquire i shoe polish) stays with tv
PFinancial. Insurance

38
18 July p. 34
15 \ug. p.
19 Sept. p.
10 Oct. p. 42

32

How to hold down sales with t\ (( itizens' Mutual
\ ut" Ins.)
Radio sells monej for Beneficial (Finance)
Bank u-es mobile tape to solve ad problem
(Exchange Natl. Bank)

15 Vug.
22 Vug.

p. 43

Foods. Beverages
Hovi to sell ta-te with sound

Seller's Viewpoint: Robt. W. Kerguson, WTRF-TV 1 Aug. p. 68
Turmoil in oil
22 Aug. p. 29
Whole-ale shipments: do thej fool air clients? 17 Oct. p. 30
23 jani uu

"I Ocl
31 Oct.

Appliances

Action t\ -hoot- Brylt reeni

MARKETING

SPONSOR

p. 35

Automotive^

25 July

FOREIGN
Pay tv looks good in Canadian test: part I
Report on Canadian pay i\ : part II

5 Sept p. 38
24 Oct

11 July

TAPE

Analysis of award winners by producers (tv festival)
Want speedy tv commercials?
Marry film & tape
i Pidgeon Savage Lewis Adv. »
Sponsor Asks: How
can locally produced
tape
shows be given national appeal?
Lady execs rule the sales roost at Official Films
Tv film lands the national sponsor (Ziv-UA) -

CASE

p, 46

PUBLICITY

Clifford Davis: 'Don't use t\ unless you merchandise
it'
W mi .i promotion job? First, find a gimmick
(KPIX)

COMMERCIALS
Who -cored in commercials festival: Part I
Want speedy tv commercials?
Marry film and tape
• Pidgeon Savage Lewis Vdv.)
Commercials festival: trend to the softer tv sell:
Part II
Tv commercial stunt takes unforeseen tack (Champlin Oil)
Old flicker technique finds new place in tv ( Blue
Plate Mayonnaise)
Is slow-motion next tv commercials trend? (Prell,
BBDOl

PROM.,

19 Da

(Sacramento Tomato

How
Juiceto I sell kids macaroni (on tv)

(Butoni Wagon

Giant-size
Wheel-! radio for Coke of N. Y.
Change

in Charms

radio

copy

hikes

sales 20rc

Going
stead)
: Canada Dry and spot radio
(cand\
i
Public service -wings big sales for chain
OutMaiofki nowhere
to 70%
t- 1
l .inning i

distribution

(Star

(Mammoulh

p. 41
p. 38
4 July
11 July
25 July

p. 34

1 Aug.
29 Vug.

17 Oct.
1 \ Nov.
12 Dec.

p. 42
p. 32
p. 41
p.
p. 38
38

Off-beat beverage gets medical sell (Bovril) .

43

p. 40
p. 43

radio) Viewpoint.:
Seller's

Retailers
Onl\

radio

reaches

the

grass

roots,

says

Globe

(dept. store)
of

Radio helps chain's 500% growth (John's Bargain
Stores)
—
— -

3 Oct.

p. 40

17 Oct.

p. 33

Miscellaneous
How sex appeal sells gas (Tidewater Oil Co.)
Bin. & \\ msn.: tv success story: part I
__.
Brn. & Wmsn's big t\ success story: part II
Bon Ami's jel up 35$ with net tv ..
II. w radio rebuilt an image (NY Times) ..

1 Aug. p. 34
8 Aug. p. 33
15 Aug. p. 36
5 Sept. p. 42
31 Oct. p. 33

Video paves the wa) for top asphalt maker (TriState)
Win
movies
need saturation radio
(Martin Theatres)
Radio gets out -hopping throngs (Shop-A-Thon)....
Magnus' new net radio plus (organs) ..
\\|| airs its diversity on web tv
—

7 Nov-

P- 42

H Nov. p. 37
21 Nov. p. 42
5 Dec.
19 Dec.

p. 36
p. 37

Will 'rock bottom' costs spur daytime network tv?
\ second look at those net 'spot carriers'
\\ ho like- public service shows? (TPI, WHIO TV)
Is there a future in radio specials?
Sponsoi Asks: What public service programs evoke
strong audience response?
New $25 million t\ trend (public service progr.) ...
Sponsor Asks: What are your nominations for revivals of tv shows?

4
1
11
11

July
July
July
July

p.
p.
p.
p.

29
32
41
44

18 July
25 July

p. 18
p. 29

25 July

p. 48

Seller's I iewpoint: Carl Stuart, WESA ..
8 Aug. p. 76
New net radio plan- -lir stations
22 Aug. p. 32
No let-up in specials boom
5 Sept. p. 36
5 Sept. p. 37
Sponsored entertainment specials set in 1960-61
5 Sept. p. 40
Some new guideposts lor sports sponsors
Sponsor
Asks:
Mow
can advertisers
best utilize
transcription shows? ..
5 Sept. p. 50
Sponsor Asks: What arc the latest trends in local
live n shows?
12 Sept. p. 50
Seller's ' iewpoint: Richard Carlton, Trans-Lux Tv
( „,,,.
Sponsor Asks: What are the latest trends in local
In, tv kid shows?
local public

3 Oct.

p. 82

17 Oct.

p. 48

service -ells (Corinthian stations) 21 Nov.

p. 41

Sponsor Asks- What'- ahead
for radio programing
in 1961?

26 Dec.

p. 48

Seller's I iewpoint: Joseph M. Higgins, WTHI-TV. .

26 Dec.

p. 67

General
( ..iiinii
iiiiiin.i

radio

Web radio at Los Angeles: Mennen's big switch
New interest in radio's
mo' 'last word'
\\ WE (radio tv) style I k- ask foi 'English'
Sponsor dsks: What local radio technique should

tsks,:

What

old

radio

formats

have

~~

Seller's
WBA1

Viewpoint:
\M FM

Sellei

l iewpoint: Fred Walker, IO \\

Carr, v.p. & mgr.,

Those Fancj fm prog ram • tiidi Sponsoi
tsks: How
can fm become
mercial ?

II

July
July
July
Vug.

p.
p.
p.
p.

44
32
38
40

new

ludience appeal '
\ publishei looks at radio I N
an R. < rlenn I
Radio service 'shorts' ring suburban bell (Herald
Trib. stations)
["nomas

4
18
25
I

1 Vug. p. 50
8 Aug. p. 44

national sales'.''
applied
Politz stud)
in lo
Fm hescores
SponSOl

L5 Vug. p. 52
22 Aug. p. 38
2>>

Vug.

p. 35

29

Vug. p. 88

5 Sept. p. 29
19 Sept. p 34
more

CNegio

Reaction to KV V 'Oolden Rules' mixed
Seller's ' iewpoint: Jay Victor, Ja\ Victor Agency.-.
Seller's ' iewpoint: Stephen I!. Labunski, \\M< \
Will spot .adio hit S200 million.'
Seller'.', I iewpoint: Edward \. W. Smith, KQY
Radio's role in the '60's ' McMillin)
I low 7 t hank- -pend radio dollai College radio gets boost from BBDO
and U. S.
Steel: part 1
College radio's receptive audience: part II ._
How to buy (and sell I fm (Harry W. Wells, Jr.)
Single rate is top radio issue
Sponsor Asks: What's ahead for radio programing
in 1961? .-_
Radio's big new burst of creativity: part I
'Idea battle' woos public: part II ..
Radio'- battle of ideas boils up new music and talk
formats: part III
Radio editorials gain in power: part I\
Radio news expanding fast: part V

How to sell taste with sound
Juice)

26 Sept.
3
10
10
17
31
31
7

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

14 Nov.
21
28
12
26

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

26 Dec.
5 Sept.
12 Sept.
19 Sept
26 Sept

12
80
27
76
39
36
39
38
32
48
29
36

36
31
36

3 Oct.

com-

I" Sept. p. 16

( Sacramento
_

Tomato
4 July p. 34

Coty's new tv and print parlay
Giant-sized radio for Coke of N. Y.
Change
in Charms
radio copy hikes sales 20%
dandy)
__
Only
radio reaches
the grass roots, says Globe
(Dept. store i

18 July p. 34
25 July p. 32

Krueger cashes in on radio's 'visual' power
_
How radio brings out the salesmanship in barbers
(Dan-D) ..
_..
Radio sells money for Beneficial (Finance)
Coing steady: Canada Dry and spot radio

8 Aug. p. 38

Network radio: right down
\MF's alley
Gallic charm
of 'Miss Renault'
fills the air, sells
'Le car hot'
Reluctant
radio client ups sales (Raymond's
Boston)

of

Radio help- chain"- odd', growth
(John'- Bargain
Stores)
.
How radio rebuilt an image iM Times)

1 Aug. p. 38
1 Aug. p. 39

15 Aug. p. 38
22 Aug. p. 41
20 Aug. p. 38
12 Sept. p. 34
19 Sept. p. 40
3 Oct. p. 40
17 Oct. p. 33
31 Oct. p. 39

Why

movies need saturation radio (Martin Theatres)
.... 14 Nov. p. 37
Radio get- out -hopping throngs
I Shop- V-Thon )
21 Nov. p. 42
Magnus' new net radio plus (organs)
(ill beat beverage gets meclie.il -ell (Bovril)

Radio

RADIO

Nighttime nears
i\\ MSC)

\\ BKI.

Radio Case Histories

PROGRAMING

Win

Willni.

\gene\ u-i- fm in -elf-sell (Zakin Co.)
1 Aug. p. 39

I,1, In, i.mi radio clienl ups sales (Raymond's
Boston)

ll.m\

88
41
37
73

5 Dec-, p. 36
12 Dec. p. 13

Hasies

'Air Media Basics': watch for it (preview) ..
Distribution of home radio -el( urrenl network patterns

I July p. 38
18 Jul) p. 11
15 Aug. p. 5)

End results of typical net radio Inns. Dec. '59
Radio -ei sales index
Vverage
hours of in-home
radio usage per home
per day
Summei in-home radio listening

12 Sept. p. IS
10 Oct. p. 13
7 Nov. p. 9
5 Dec. p. 52

Radio Network
Is there a future in radio specials
New net radio patterns sth stations
Network radio: 'biggest push'

11 Jul) p. II
22 Vug. p. 32
7 Nov.

Kailio Regatta
Magazines, millinery, -hopping centers, finance

25 Jul) p. 52

Shopping

centers, real estate, hardware \ appliances, clothing stores
22 \ug. p. U>
I a, tor) outlets, auto-, auto supplies, dair) products 19 Sept. p. 54
Bottled gas, dept. stores, real estate, autos
17 Oct. p. I
SI'ONSMIi

23 jam vm

l'Hil

-• pi. p. II
Trucks, banks, autos, real estate
Builders, home sales, t\ Bets, department Btores
I960 Radio Results: Annual I ollei tion
Ktulio

I I No> p 18
L2 Dec. p. 17
26 Dei , p. 39

'M h

Spot

Spol radio gains with 'featurettes'
New
spol radio
reach
stud)
hailed bj admen

25 Jul) p

il'i.W Nielsen)
Ni» markel ranking ahead?

26 Sept. p. 32
II Nov. p. 31

Spol radio's top 86 campaigns of I960
\\ In food brokers like spol

12 Dec. p. 29
1'' Dec. p. 36

22

Vug.

Warning to the slide-rule boys (McMillin)
Ratings: have admen losl control?
How accurate are ratings? (Martin Mayer)
New markel ranking ahead?

29
3
21
11

Vug.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

5 er's Viewpoint: Robt. C. Meeker, KCON ..
14 Nov.
Seller's Viewpoint: Frank Boehm, Vdam Young, Inc. 28 Nov.
Radio's broad-time-period rating gets a toehold . . .
but
. 5 Dec.

II Ocl

Negro radio
i lients
Annual Farm Radio & I v Sei tion
I ii in -|
-"i - 8 'on kets

II Oclid p

11

\ \'l I! Il> -p. ii k- majoi . h in •
I .ii in i oli" -i
-"i i epoi t (case historic
I n mi in. ii kl nog

II Ocl
II Ocl

p

i"

11 Jul)
II Jul)

p.

II

TELEVISION

12

General

II Jul)

I low. ml
\ In. ill. no- : Tv I!'- retail man
Tv : ageni ies new business getti i
W ho -i on cl in c ommen ials festival : Pari I

1 llll.

12
88

p. hi II
Seller's I iewpoini
Robt. I . Miller, W FBG \ M T\
I- vein \\ show reaching buyers? (Trendex)
36
81
3311
72
p. 34

Vdlai Ste\ enson's ti code (McMillin)
I In ii i\ tab: $8 million l pol it ical coverage)
Pa) l\ look- g
I in i anadian test : pai I I
Tv I! <li^- up new data on da) i ime tv

_

W WE (radio tv) style 1 k- ask for 'English*
Report "ii i anadian pay tv : pat t 1 1
What vide" tape mean- lo local -tations
IV- cake mix battle: what next?
Wanted:

Sponsor tsks: \\ hat makes a g
I station rep -alesman?

1 Julj p. 52

Rep gives its gals the salesman's grand tour (Harrington, Righter & Parsons)

11 July p. 47

new

c "inpanv

-poke-men

unless von merchan-

Spol radio gains with 'featurette-' i \ilain Young) 25 Jul> p. 31
What's behind Petry's t\ pitch
22 Aug. p. 40
Sewsmaker: Bob Rains, mgr., Paul II. Raymei Co. 19 Sept. p. 6

Tv I "ip.
Seller's
Viewpoint:

Sponsor isks: Should reps give out current information on competitive brands?

Wani to disereach
youngei mothers I l"v VR, Pulse) _
it"
Seller's
Viewpoint:
Walter
Schwimmer,
Waltei
Sehw itniner < o.

RESEARCH,
Wlm

TV)

i Trendexi

New interest in radio'-, la-t word'
TyB digs up new data on daytime h
FM scores in Politz study
What the new NT1 pocket-piece shows buyers
I low
t\ homes
watched
Democratic
convention
(Nielsen)

11 July

p. 41

25 July

p. 36

25
1
8
15

p.
p.
p.
p.

22

July
Aug.
Vug.
Vug.

38
36
II
34

Vug. p. 37

What tv power mean- in extra-urbia
2(> Aug. p. 33
New measure for t\ Inner- i \lkt. Ke-earch ( orp.i 5 Sept. p. 31
Want to reach younger mothers (Tv \R. Pul-e)
Give the timebuyer more -cope admen urge l Trendex)
New
spol radio
reach
studv
hailed
by admen
(PGW,
Nielsen i
Nielsen to give tv -magazine data
Tvll hack- top-level research competition

ln Sept. p. 38
19 Sept. p. 41
26 Sept. p. 32
26 Sept. p. 39
3 Oct. p. 43

Radio'- broad-time-period rating get- a toehold . . .
hut
5 Dec.
New timebuyei survey: pari I
.... 5 Dec.
What timebuyers are paid: part II
12 Dec.

SPECIAL

ISSUES,

p. :: 1
p. 27
p. 39

SECTIONS

"\ir Media Basics': watch for it (preview)
1 July p. 38
sponsor Index: Isl half. vol. 14, I960
25 Jul) p. II
lltli \nnual Vir Media Basics
1 Vug. Part 2
9th Annual Negro Issue
. 26 Sept. Part 2
Negro radio'- widening -tream of ad $$
The market
.
— The station— The new Negro Radio Association
Negro marketing basics
Negro iadio basics
Ni gro station profiles
SPONSOR

23 jam

\in

l'ldl

I-.. I nger, Independent

What

SURVEYS

likes public service -l,„ws (TPI, WHIO

I- you] t\ show reaching buyers.-

p. 52

\lvin

26 Sept. p.
26 Sept. p.
2d
26
26
2d
2d

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

5
6
11
11
17
30
32

P
1116
29

25
i8
1
ia1I

Jul)
rd
Vug.
Vug
iu
Vug.

12
29
32
lu

81 Vug
Vug.

36

8

Vug

15

Vug.

42
33
40
31
37

15
29

Vug.
Vug.
40

5 Sept
5 Sepl

What tv power mean- in extra-urbia
\c iw measure l"i t\ Inn ei - l M l!< \ •
Clifford Davis: 'Don't use tv

p. H

18 Jul)

Who like- public si rvici shows? ' W HIO I V, fPI)
How the) -"Id at the convention (J. E. McMillin)
( ,'ommen ials fi stival : trend to the softi

REPRESENTATIVES

28 Nov.

p

M

RATINGS
Seller's I iewpoint: Win. L. Putnam, pres., \\ \\ I P
WRLP

Negro station programing

admen
think of tv criticnot much
(Patrick M. Met. .adv. Jr.l
Exhibitors stir up new anti-pa) tv wave (Csida)
Old Bicker technique finds newr place in tv (Blue
Plate Mayonnaise)

34

12 Sept
19 Sepl

38
92
38

19 Sept
26
Sept p. 76
11

34

3 Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

12
39
36
40
40

31 Oct.
7 Nov.

35

'IV- s2i).(H)().()()(l -ill
to the presidential campaign
One-man tv -how put- the octopu- to shame ..
Local candidate:
can tv sell this seasonal item?
(Phil Gilbert, Jr.)

7 Nov.
7 Nov.
1 1 Nov.

29

Great debates

II Nov.
II Nov.
1 1 Nov.

What'- ^oing on in Mexican
tv '. i Frank
Was great debate worth prime net time?

Boehm)
(Csida)

Sponsored public service I ms .it tv'- local level
Will station plan over-commercialize tv
Ii v.ni are going to use tv abroad ...
I p front in tv : polities and pay i< -ida i

do we want more in '64? (Csida)...

Tv'-(Phil
impacl
Gilbert,(almost)
Jr.)

won

this

Y

Y.

election

Depth in the Mternoon (W. F. \lik-.ln
Now!
Vutomatic tv scripts ' lt.iv Eye Productions)
W hv local publii
service
sells (Corinthian
statl"ll- i
Synthetic

yarn

makers

find:

tv

-..he-

6-sided

ad

\ oh
o .ilh" ation fears stir \ VTRFD
problem
Our courageous admen
there ,nc some '< sida)
I- tv accepting taboo movie ads?
Station
'W \ I i
I\ I man -i ores as -tar on tv kid show
I \ '-goes
i" the mountain
'[\
In ightened
image

'l'\

i McMillin i

10
10
17
17
21
21

21

12
32

38
10
r 33
34

Nov.

p. 41

28 Nov.
12 Dec.

27
32
12
10

5

1 te ' .

12 Dei

12
30

12 Dec.
19 Dec.

Cai«c Hi>tories

I lew to sell kid- macaroni (on tv i (Butoni Wagon
Wheels)
Tv
station
break
teamweather,
20-sec.
spot
■ W VPI, Sti rling Brewers)

11 July

p.

12

18 July

p. 39
in

Iluu 51 \ appeal sells gas (Tidewater Oil)
Brn. \ Wmsn.: t\ success story: part I

1 \ug. p. 34
8 Aug. p. 33

More 30's on daytime web t\
What's ahead for Ollie and ABC?: part I

5 Dec. p. 32
19 Dec. p. 34

Brn. & Wmsn's big t\ success story: part II
Mow to hold down sales with i\

15 Aug. p. 36
15 Aug. p. 43

Tv Spot

Bon Ami's jet up 35% with net tv ...
There are two ways about it (Chevy dealers) .....
Action tv shoot- Biylcrccm to top
Hank
uses mobile tape to solve ad problem
(Exchange National Bank)
Why Esquire (shoe polish) -lays with tv
Public
service -wings
big sales for chain
(Star
Mkts.)

5 Sept. p. 42
12 Sept. p. 43
19 Sept. p. 42

The big-market take in -pot tv _
S] "i t\ slants up. but boom loses sizzle

12 >ept. p. 32
19 Sept. p. 29

26 Sept. p. 38
10 Oct. p. 32

Do big agencies 'control' spot tv?
The counter-attack on spot carriers ...
Wb\ I I brokers like spol

10 Oct. p. 27
17 Oct. p. 27
1<> Dec p. 36

17 Oct. p. 41

Tv

Proctor's web tv debut pays off (Proctor-Silex)
Bob Mohr put Timex on top

..

24 Oct. p. 38
31 Oct. p. 35

Burlington's massive cut-in drive (hosiery)
7 Nov.
Video paves the way for top asphalt maker (TriState)
7 Nov.
Out of nowhere to 70% distribution
(Mammouth
Canning!
.... 14 Nov.
AMF airs its diversity on web t\
19 Dec.

p. 36
p, 42
p. 40
p. 37

Tv Network
Will 'rock bottom' costs spur daytime network tv?
Network rate comparisons — at a glance (chart >

4 July p. 29
4 July p. 30

\ second look at those net 'spot carriers'
4 July p.
Ten seconds that shook Madison Avenue
11 July p.
New $25 million tv trend (public service progr.)... 25 July p.
Tv web costs: hour shows up 10%
22 Aug. p.
No let-up in specials boom
5 Sept. p.
Nighttime net tv lures daytime clients
19 Sept. p.

32
36
29
34
36
32

ABC launches 'shortie' plugs on daytime video
Nets' reaction to 7-point proposal (chart)
Cottage small by a tv camera (McMillin)
Option time cut — a mirage?
Daytime net tv show rates up, but are under control
Fiasco at the Homestead (NBC)
(McMillin)

32
28
12
33

3
17
24
21

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.

21 Nov. p. 36
5 Dec. p. 12

Bawies/Coniparagraph

'Air Media Basic-': watch for it (preview I
Network t\'- 'qualitative' picture
Comparagraph : 1 July-31 July
Tv sets-in-use level remains firm ...
Comparagraph:
1 Aug. -28 Aug.

4
1
4
1
1

July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

38
45
46
41
42

NBC's early line-up opens fall season ...
Comparagraph: '2') Vug.-25 Sept.
Season open- with many new laughs
Comparagraph: 26 Sept. -23 Oct.
This month's specialty — specials
Camparagraph: 24 Oct.-20 Nov. ...

29
2°26
26
24
21

Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

41
42
41
42
41
42

Trendex's new audience flow data
Comparagraph: 21 Nov. -18 Dec. ...

21 Nov. p. 45
21 Nov. p. 46

Color tv's upper-income audience
Comparagraph:
19 Dec. -15 Jan. ...

19 Dec. p. 39
19 Dec. p. 40

Tv Results
Foreign car-, cereal-, banks, food products
11 July p. 56
Restaurants, new used cars, food, sewing machines 8 Aug. p. 54
Building

supplies,
ances

beverage,

hearing

aids,

appli-

Canning jars, beverages, dept. stores, autos
Vutos, dept. stores, camera stores, gas & oil
Motion pix theatres, household furnishings, autos,
music stores

5 Sept. p. 46
3 Oct. p. 48
31 Oct. p. 52
28 Nm.

p. 50

EXECUTIVES RADIO STATION EJAD MONTREAL

John

\.

Mel>, ugald

\\ . Ci Thornton

Cran

J.

Vrllinr Dnponl

John A. McDougald has been appointed Chairman of the Board and W. C. Thornton Cran, President
of Radio Station CJAD Montreal. Mr. McDougald is Chairman of the Board and Mr. Cran, President,
of Standard Radio Limited which recently acquired C.J.A.D. Ltd. J. Arthur Dupont, the founder and
former president, will continue to be associated with CJAD as a Director and Consultant (Advt.)
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THE BEST TO YOU EACH CORNING
is sold m the early evening.
Kellogg's uses the Emmy-winning w Huckleberry Hound to do the job of selling.
And Huck is demonstrating the
power and impact of the spot medium,
on a market-by-market basis, buying only
*{&&g^f schedules Huckleberry
the markets they want -the time
periods they want. They're successfully
resentative
will be glad to show you how
Call him. ^^
selective, too! Your nearest H-R Rep
the spot medium will work for you!
ttmFi
•

^£

^U^^

/•, j,,-, ,s-, titntirrs
ion, Inc.
flf^i Tel,- vis

c HANNA
'ONSOR

•
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BARBERA

PRODUCTIONS

47

As new

radio selling methods

When

Necessary research information for proper
cume buying
not available

a particular product or service using
average one-quarter hour ratings to
select station or stations. Cume buying, I interpret to mean, is seeking
the largest net unduplicated audience for an advertiser's message over
the entire schedule.
Not being in one of the Top 10
markets, my remarks will be more
applicable perhaps to the great "middle class" of radio stations (an economic rather than quality definition) .
First, even should the cume method be more favorable than block, I
do not feel that the ne essarv research information is available nor
would it be so in the near future to
fully employ the method. The only
way cume should be evaluated would
be in terms of the individual schedule
to he purchased. With the continuous
fluctuation in ratings, it would he impossible to accurately predict in advance the cume of the proposed
- In-dull', and formulas arc lacking
mi what happens on a I wo- or three-

station buj .

Related lo tin- i- ihe fad that the
research load is current!) being
I he

l>\ radio stations themselves.

ciiiiic

method

SPONSOR

ASKS:

should clients buy block
and/or cume audiences?

Robert F. Nims, station & commercial
manager, WNEB, Worcester, Mass.
Before attempting to answer the
question. ] would like to establish my
understanding of the two methods.
"block" and "cume." Block means to
me buying in time segments, half
hour, hour, traffic time, or other periods of time predetermined to deliver maximum desired audience for

borne

evolve,

would

nci c--ilate.

if properlj researched, monthly studies in each market. Annual, semiannual or quai tei l\ reports would not
be sufficient.
The cosl of suppl) ing

this necessarv information would be
prohibitive.
I here is another danger. Station A
might deliver 5% of a market in an
average one-quarter hour, another
10%. another 15% — they all might
cume to 50' i in a given week. I believe it has been fairly well established that radio is a saturation function medium and there is definite
value to multiple impressions on the
same listener. The cume method
might lead a buyer into buying the
lower rated station because of a price
consideration and justify the buy
with the cume.
The advertiser is then misled by a
total audience story, missing the important factor of multiple impressions on the same listener.
You may correctly interpret that
ol the two proposed methods, I do
not favor cume buying.
To the buyer: Please make every
effort to know as much as you possibly can about each station in each
market. Ask not only for numbers
for this week, or month, but perhaps
over a year, two or three-year period.
Ask your station reps for audio evidence of the stations he represents
and an explanation of why the station
programs as it does. Attempt to get
the feel of the individual market. Just
as the seat of your pants is important
in driving a car, it can be important
in making a buy for your client.
Good judgment is perhaps the best
qualification for a good buyer. When

to raise the total ratings to unrealistic levels. In fact, it is apparent
that countless stations have been operating through the years unmindful
of the public interest, simply "cash
register operations." Some of these
stations have built their reputation on
quick promotions — huge giveaways
and others methods to buy cumulative audience. These techniques appeal to a segment of the audience
which responds to the noise and excitement created by unsound promotional practices — and ratings of this
type can be misleading to timebuyers and are anything but reliable.
I pon careful examination of surveys one can readily see that composition of these audiences reveals high
percentages of teenagers, but not men
or women who actually buy the
goods and services offered by the
advertiser. Stations offering a good
block program service do not necessarily come up with the highest
cumulative audience, but are actually
in most cases the best radio buy.
WSJS. now in its olst year of service to Piedmont and Northwest North
Carolina, believes in block programing and spends a sizable sum of
money to produce a superior type of
program service. WSJS with its
block programs offered by award
winning personalities such as Harvey
Dinkins, Piedmont
Farm
Program;

Gimmicks

buying is reduced to a series of numbers— stations will be able to send
information directly to IBM and
there will be no need for either buy-

by stations
produce unrealistic
audience

cume

figures

ci S nr reps.

Harry Shaw, ll,r president and general
uilcs inuiidinT. II >'./>'. // inshiii Salem. X.C.

Better radio buys max be made by
selecting a station offering block programing over one which ma\ have
higher cume audience figures.
In mam instances radio stations
use various gimmicks lo create cumulative audience figure-, which lend

\da \\ct^\ Browning. Afternoon
It ill, Ida Reed: Max I Irich with
sports coverage, a -elective music policj with strong adult appeal with professional announcers using a mature
deliverv : and an outstanding new- .!■■partmenl complimented hv the informative programing and news servi Please turn to page "'I' I
SPONSOR
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BUT... Look At The WKZO

Radio Ratings

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek And Greater Western Michigan!
WKZO
Radio reaches more of your prospects in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan
than any other radio station.

7-COUNTY
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
SHARE

OF

PULSE
CREEK

AUDIENCE

6 A.M. - 12 NOON
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

REPORT
AREA

— JULY,

Here's why. WKZO-AM walked off with top honors in
all 360 quarter hours surveyed, 6 a.m.-Midnight, Monday
through Friday in the latest Pulse Report (see left).
Furthermore, this same survey shows that WKZ< I Radio
has an average of 73' , more listeners per quarter hour —
morning, afternoon, evening — than Station 13.
Talk to Avery-Knodel about WKZO Kadi"
Leadership
radio for one of America's fastesl growing markets.
Kalamazoo alone is expected to outgrow .ill other I >
cities in personal income and retail sales between 1959 and

1960

— MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKZO
29
28
32

Station "B1
19

Station "C

17
17

* Mount Antofalla (1"."21 feet) in the Andes Range

1965.

m Argentina is the world's highest active volcano.

Me ,Mve/i 9taiio-n*
WKZO-TV

"

WKZO

%

—

RAPIDS-K ALAM AZOO

RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

WJEF RADIO — GRAND
WJEF-FM —
WWTV

—

KOLN-TV —

OXSOK

GRAND

23
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l'K.l

GRAND

CREEK

RAPIDS

CITY

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

July 10,

WKZO
CBS RADIO

RAPIDS-K At AM AZOO

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE

(Source: Sales Management Survey o\ Buying Power,

AND

FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

GREATER

WESTERN

CREEK

MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc , Exclusive National Representatives

1960)
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ASKS

(Continued from page 48)
ice of the National Broadcasting
Company, offer far more outstanding
service to listeners \ia the hlock program method than a station offering
"run of the mill" programing simply
trying to achieve cumulative audience numbers in the market.
Advertisers may select programs
which are broadcast daily to the
audience they wish to reach for their
particular products, and can be justified in buying time in regularly
scheduled dependable block programs. Timebuyers using WSJS in
Winston-Salem. North Carolina, have
the added benefits of a dependable
audience and additional benefits offered bythe continuous promotion of
programs and products.
Thomas J. Swafford, vice president.
CBS Radio, general manager, If (.41 .
Philadelphia, Pa.

To get a truer picture of the values
of the radio audiences today. I most
certainly believe that one must appraise and buy radio on the basis of
its cumulative audience impact. To
buy modern radio on the basis of any
given average quarter-hour rating is

Todaj - radio is too big. It's not
the Harding-Cox returns or the Rudy
Valley, Ben Bernie. and Cliquot Club
Eskimo era of radio we are measuring or evaluating.
Modern radio is

main audiences — moving, shifting,
and large. The housewife in the
kitchen, the husband readying for
work, the factory worker on the night
shift, radios in retail outlets. Radio,
in fact, everywhere.
As I recall, Pulse's Dr. Roslow, in
a speech last fall, said that the needs
of local, spot, non-network timebuying are not being served by today's
rating practices. Referring specifically to measuring specific programs
on a quarter-hour scale, research is
due for a much-needed overhaul.

on the move, and gearing buying decision to anv given 15-minute period
is a fallacy.

Negro Station
SALES RESULTS THRU
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING
featuring a concentration of dynamic hometown personalities with
81 years of combined
sellinq
experience!

proven

air-

ATLANTA
For Details And Avails Contact
Daren F. McGavren Co. or Stan
Raymond— WAOK—

Atlanta,

There's audience turnover. There
are different audiences at different
times. Most advertisers want to rotate. In fact, the demand for fixed
position and station break announcements has long since diminished. Because of this. WCAl Radio some
time back eliminated the stationbreak annnouncement.
Evaluating radio on a cumulative
or block basis gives the agencv and
advertiser a truer picture of our many
strengths. Staving within the confines
of any given 15-minute period to determine our strength and value is
passe. Modern, growing, vital radio
is too big, too far reaching in scope.
and too mobile to be confined to a

WADK
Ga.

which fit our 15-minute

or longer requirements."
Significantly, none of WJR's programing isdone with an eye to ratinns, i I he station does not subscribe

ager James Quello came

They're still listening, but not in
the living room. The many radio
audiences are on the move, radio is

24 HOUR

good drama

Sales policies. Programing is < >l>v iously the base of all WJR operations.
Both W orth Kramer and station man-

ing room — loyal, unchanging, and all
perched around that one big set.

America's
Most Powerful

like to develop further is drama. In-.
fortunately, there are few sources of

basis of
lativecumuimpact

thout

WADK

{Continued from page 35)

to anv rating service, pays no attention to any except special Politz
studies. I

ATLANTA
wi

WJR

Advertisers
should appraise
radio on the

Average quarter-hour ratings had
their values years ago when advertisers wanted to be adjacent to the
big network radio shows. Thev knew
their audiences were there in the liv-

you can t cover

50

as obsolete a way of counting your
audience as using an abacus to compute election night returns.

given 'Mill seconds in determining its
commercial value.
^

up through

program
work.
But to advertisers,
agencies, and to
the industry as a whole the structure
of WJR sales techniques and policies
is perhaps even more intriguing.
WJR. as a 50k w clear channel
outlet claims 17 million persons in its
primarv coverage area, which extern!*
as far east as Buffalo, includes Toronto. Cleveland, and many other
Ohio. Indiana, and Michigan
and towns.

cities

It operates on a single-rate policy
and strict rate card adherence ("o«
contract files are open for inspection." savs Kramer I .
Its rates often cause gasps of disbelief and astonishment from buvers
and others in the industry — llie\ I
higher than at all but a handful of
I .S. stations. WJR's basic one-minute
rate is SI. 50 for Class A time, and A
time runs from 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
one-minute
rate(Incidentally,
is more than WJR's
double that
of the
next most expensive Detroit outlet.)
In addition, the station has a strict
policj against ever double spotting
(not even 10 second and public senice are ever scheduled back to hacku
and provides 15-minute product pro
lection I relaxed only to accomodate
a Hood of automotive business at new
car introduction time).
sales open
Presid
resHlni" over
lion is Jack C. Brussel. sales manager,
who brings to his job a solid lack
ground of experience w ith Curtis Pub
lishing and Cunningham & Walsh.
'<
Brussels
department
numbers 17.,
with five sale-men on a straight sal
ar\
and
no commission
basis,
b
addition.
Brussel
considers
the stafl|
of

WJR

representative

Henrv

I

Christal, Inc. as members of his
team
WJR'
and Christal salesmen receive regulai
WJR literature, reports etc.
SPONSOR
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STEP LIVELY, PLEASE. Almost as ubiquitous as WIP on the Philadelphia scene is the white marble step, which our city cherishes by the hundreds of thousands.

We

MetrodelphiailS

are in Step with the times, but we also have

in attachment to tradition. Take our white steps, for example. We scrub them with zeal,
md display them with fierce pride. Unless you've washed a white marble step, you're probably
nystified by this bond between people and stone. But spend some time among us, and you
>egin to feel as we do about our white steps. You'll also become aware of another attachment
f-that between an alert community and WIP— most service-conscious of its many radio
tations. Here's one example of how WIP stays in step: In last month's blizzard, WIP's
utomatic telephone answering facility relieved the flood of calls tying up Philadelphia
transportation Company lines. WIP has been giving this kind of service for 40 years.
•Jow, with the added impact of Metropolitan's new concepts of news, service and showmanhip, WIP is growing rapidly to the foremost audience position in Philadelphia. Advertisers,
oo, are getting their schedules into step. WIP,

Metrodelphia,

Pa.

of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. 0. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Pttry.

Incidentall) . the Christal agreemenl
with W.IK contains one feature not
common in most station-rep contracts.
There is no provision for designating
the area around the station as local
and not therefore subject to commissions. National-local definition is
determined soleK on the basis on
which the product is distributed.
Christal maintains a two-man office
in Detroit and both WJR and Christal salesmen work on both types of
accounts.
A look at WJR's account list shows
clearlv why the station claims that

""those who use us most know

us

best." Of the 50 top advertisers on the
-tat ion in 1960, no less than 28 have
headquarters in the WJR neighborhood. Station accounts include food,
drug, beer, tobacco, gasoline, banks,
automotive, public utilities, and industrials and range from such national giants as Ford and General
Motors to local advertisers such as
Twin Pines Dair\ and National Bank
of Detroit.
According to sales manager Brussel,
WJR turns down over $250,000 in
husiness yearly, either because prod-

ucts or services are unsatisfactory, a
because advertisers seek off-rate car
deals.
Questioned as to how a station ca
sell successfully without resorting
rating information. Brussel said, "0
basic philosophy is — every adverti
er has an advertising mission or pro
lem. We hire salesmen with sales and
marketing background who can discover this mission or problem, and
then can suggest ways of using WJR
to solve it. We sell on the basis of
producing results for the advertise]
We don't have a rating book in the
shop. But we understand we get
One ofanvwav
the most
ratings
." unusual phas< \\ JR selling is its "industrial concept" now six years old. As explained
by Worth Kramer, the '"industrial
concept" involves the use of the station to reach a highl) -elective audience of industrial buyers — automotive engineers, stylists, designers,
purchasing agents and other top executives whose buying decisions are of
prime importance to many types of
advertisers.
W JR has been \ ei \ successful in
attracting a number of such accounts
for both program and spot campaign!
I\e\ nolds Metals, for example, ran a
series on WJR to promote the use of
aluminum in auto manufacturing.
Rochester Carburetor, a GM division,
ran spots to sell other GM executive!
on buying its non-consumer product
Other ■■industrial concept" advertisers include Monsanto. Michigan Consolidated Gas, and the Plumbing and
Heating \ssn. (the latter is a campaign aimed at architects).
Mother important WJR sales tool
i- its recording and production division set up to create and produce
radio commercials, programs, and
special announcements.
Recording and production's work
ha- ranged from special spots for

.

It's true. In Montgomery and CentralSouth Alabama, a million people
spend over a billion dollars every
year. How to reach them? Easy.
WSFA-TV. It covers the area like
nobody
else.

WSFA-TV

NBC / ABC

MONTGOMERY- CHANNEL

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

52

the "industrial concept" to musical
jingles for Luck) Strike. Hotpoiol
Washers, Stroh's Beer. Volkswagen
Its agencj clients include IWT.
Maxon, Mc-E, N. W. vyer, BBD0.
Campbell-Ewald, and main others. It
is prepared to provide complete pro
grant-, special singing station i i
letters, even created General Motors

50th anniversary song.

12

The Broadcasting Co. of the South
WIS-TV Columbia, South Carolina

It i- not a major department f"i
WJR hut. says Kramer, has proved 1
\ei \ valuable -ale- weapon.
SPONSOR
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// JR Image and Prestige. No mere
: factual rundown of W.IK Bales and
program methods, however, ran -ati-Ifactor il) account for the station's position in llic Detroit ana.
W.I I! - success (and based on 1 ')(»()
figures there seems little reason to
doubt that it has been highl) sucessful in the transition from a CBS to an
independent outlet) involves some
immense intangibles.
\- one leading broadcaster expres ed itto sponsor, "WJR has both
the past and future working For it."
Opened in 1022. the Goodwill Station built dominant community prestige under the late, colorful G. A.
Richards, and it is obviousl) cashing
in on this 38-year prestige today.
Hanging on the wall in manager
.lame- Quello's office is a framed resolution passed in 1950, signed b) Detroit's mayor and eit\ council, endorsing Wilis license renewal application to the FCC a striking examtion. ple of the station's community posiBut talks with W.IK personnel ((infirm the conviction of most industry
leaders that WJR's carefulh built
image and practices are also those
which main successful radio stations
of the future will be following.
Chief among these are the extraordinarily heavj involvement of VTJR
executives in community affairs.
President \\ ortli Kramer, for instance.
numbers the Detroit Vdcraft Club.
I nited Foundation Campaign, Boy
Scouts, Roundtable of Catholic, Jew-,
and Protestants. Detroit Board of
Commerce among his main interests.
Fast week he was elected a trustee of
the Kirk-in-the-Hills Presbyterian

two unpopiil.ii amendments, an increase in the state sales tax. and a
new constitutional convention, and
-aw both pa— ed in the Novembei
elections.
\ll in all. W J I! - C(
DUnit)
involvemenl seems to have had a sub
stantial influence on both it- im
and it- sound. Listeners to the < Jood
W ill station ha\ e remarked thai

FACTS

1 ( ontinued from page 3 1 '
been haul to hud ovei the past few
years and I960 i- even woi Be. I >ui ing
the -in \e\ pel iod, foui pen enl oi >. I
-how- had a rating of highei than
25' i . I >asl j ear there were six progi mi- ,i]\A 1958 icpoi ted 21. I he 15-

though it -peak- in man) different
mood- ami voices ii succeeds in ex-

25' I i ating i ange accounts foi more
than half of all network progl
aired, showing little change through

pressing the distinctive character,
II. i\ or, and personality ol the area in

the yeai s. Shows w ith i atings of less
than I V i are grow ing. Fort) -two

which

pen cut of all pi og i am-

it opel, lie-.

"Factor) and farm. corn, and culture are all blended in this pari ol the
Midwest," said one Detroiter.
One thing is certain: WJR person
nel ha\e immense

pride in their work.

and in their station. \n Vustralian
\i-itor once characterized the WJR

atmosphere as one ol "organized vitality." Bui perhaps the besl explanation ol WJR success is summed up
in the philosoph) of Worth Kramer.
"I love my job," he says, "because
it gives you a chance to serve, a
chance to create and a chance to he
in the center of things."

^

aired had .i

rating of less than 1 5' I . Last yeai
38^5 fell into that range and in 1958
there weie 29' I w illl low I alilij-.
The downward trend i- due to stronger competition and

im ici-'d num-

ber ol pi Og] am-.

I he Top LO netwoi
show a similai pii ture.
audience of the Top I "
31.595 • In I960, the i

k pi ogi ams
I he avei age
iii 1958 was
ream of the

1 rop avei aged out to 27.6' i a drop
of almost lour rating points. This
means

that a holder

line show

in

previous years could have been well
into the Top 10 during I960.
^

"The Jackson TV market area's
economic potential
is amplified by
the Souths
traditional

Church.

warm

Manager James Quello has headed
the Detroit Housing Commission.
Fine arts director Haas is music

hospitality."

chairman of the Governor's Cultural
Commission Program. Manager Merridew is active in Kiwani-. and other
W II! executives are luisv in practical ever) phase of Detroit and
Michigan life.

NETWORK

Miss America, 1959

MARY ANN
MOBLEY

This, of course, is in addition to

the considerable support the station
gives to charitable drives and other
public service affairs (in December
I960 WJR scheduled 238 public sei
ice programs, 992 announcements).
Editorializing, too. comes in for
|careful and effective handling at
iWJR. This past fall the station backed

m
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Serving the Jackson, Mississippi, Television Market
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS
SPECIALTY
SPONSOR:

NOVELTIES

STORES

Bocock-Stroud

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Wonder Mouse, Inc.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: A sporadic user of tv, Bocock-Stroud

Capsule case history: One of the most outstanding sales

of Winston-Salem listened to a WSJS salesman's presentation and placed a schedule that gave it one of the most

records for a novelty product resulted from a campaign bv

successful sales stories in the specialty store's historv.
Bocock-Stroud, which sells quality sporting goods, sportswear and to\s, had a problem moving a large number of toys.
Other media were tried without success, and although a tv
advertiser occasionally. B-S never put the medium to a test.

Wonder Mouse, Inc., on WLOF-TV,

in Orlando. Florida.

Over 6,000 orders, all paid sales, were realized from only
20 announcements

on the station. \\ under Mouse is a rubber

mouse toy which sells for 25 cents. The tov eompanv's television technique for selling it is simple: one 60-second spot

to pro-

a day was scheduled in WLOF-TV's Popeye Playhouse,
which runs Monday through Friday from 5 to 5:30 p.m.

mote the game Marble Race. Using film spots that demon-

For four straight weeks the program racked up sales for the

strated its uses, the game began to disappear from the

item and at the end of this period 6.023 rubber mice had

Then, it bought 12 one-minute spots on WSJS-TV

shelves within the first few days of the schedule and by

been sold. Another factor impressive to the manufacturer

the end of the run, B-S had sold the 40 dozen in stock. Jim

was the coverage. Returns came from a wide area that

Wilson, its v.p., said: "With a toy that we weren't sure
that we could get rid of, WSJS-TV produced results we
never anticipated." The station is now part of its regular
advertising budget, using it in all special promotions.
WSJS-TV,

Winston-Salem

Announcements

DRUGS
SPONSOR:

Wonder Mouse felt only tv could deliver, and the firm is now
sold on the medium.

similar one-spot-a-day schedule in top children's programs.
WLOF-TV,

MEAT

Bexel Vitamins, div. of
McKesson & RoMiins

AGENCY:

Nelson-Chesman

Wonder Mouse, Inc. is now planning

on using television in other areas to sell the tov with a

SPONSOR:

Orlando

Announcements

PACKERS
AGENCY:

Weimer Parking Co.

Direct

Capsule case history: Dateline Chattanooga scheduled

Capsule case history: The Weimer Packing Co.. largest

daily on WTVC,

is a news, weather and sports program that

meat packer in West Virginia, recentlv realized an additional

dramatizes its reports in unique ways. For example, when
giving temperatures of the different sections of the country,

bonus from its regular advertising on W TRF-T^ . W heeling,
when it found dealers in a new market area pre-sold on the

it flashes a picture of that area. Bexel Vitamins, division of

Weimer name and products. George Weimer and his sales-

\lrke-*oii \ Kohbins. fell this type presentation g

gram-product integration, and bought a 13-week fall cam-

man contacted 42 pre-selected grocers as potential dealers,
and the reception was one of instant identification with both

paign using a weekly schedule of one 10-minute news seg-

company and products. The comments in general consisted

ment, one five-minute sports, and two five-minute weather

of "Oh. ves, we see your advertising on \^ TRF-TV all the
time. Know your product is top quality and would be happy

I pro-

slots. Sales for Bexel appreciably jumped in the area, over
the previous year, as a result of the advertising. Bob \\ estenhiser, McKesson & Robbins sales manager responsible for

to be a Weimer dealer." The momentum of Weimer's advertising on the station over a period of time was clearly

the placement, reported: "Dateline Chattanooga has done
wonders for Bexel Vitamins in this area and were grateful

evident. On the very first call, in a period of only three

to be on." Westenhiser has instructed Nelson-Chesman. the

This kind of pre-selling showed George Weimer that his
schedules sold the trade as well as consumers with impact,

local agency, to purchase a similar schedule on WTVC f« > 1
a Spring 1961 campaign, based on the successful fall results.
WTVC
•1

( hattanooga

Program

days, 38 out of 42 grocers signed up to become dealers.

and again increased his advertising budget with the station.
WTRF-TV.

Wheeling, W. Va.

Announcements & Program

si'onsou
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM

I

■

I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00

REPRINTS

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS

/ to 10
10 to SO
50 to 100

40 ( i-nts each
30 cents each
25 cents each

100 to 500
iOO nr more

20 rents each
15 cents each

RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

To Readers'

Sen ice, SPONSOR,
40 E. 49th Street,
Please send me the following:
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WKBH,
5000 watts, NBC,
and WKBT,

Channel

8,

CBS- ABC -NBC...
. . . most effectively serving the
•• should-buy 99 market of LaCrosse
and the Western Wisconsin Area
announce

the appointment of
AVERY-KNODEL
as National Sales
Representatives.
^| Remember.
you can't
sell the Area
WKBH
or WKBT

using far-distant, "big-market"
stations. LaCrosse is farther
from Milwaukee

than Chicago

is from Indianapolis . . .
almost as far as Boston
is from New

York.

^j Only WKBH and WKBT
thorough, efficient

give you

and effe< tive penetration
of this diversified industrial
and agricultural area —
39th in the nation in retail sales
per household.
« Call your AVERY-KNODEL

representative.

\ \
AV

Ln

I" IaNUU

tl_

Offices in: New York • Atlanta • Dallas • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Chicago

SI'ONMIK

•

l2.'i .1 AM

\KV

1%1

What's happening in U. S. GovernmetU
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
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It now appears clear that new-FCC-chairman Newton Minow will refrain from
activities which might shake the broadcasting industry, at least for quite a while:
he has no firm ideas as yet.
His impact is likely to be felt along lines of reorganizing the FCC. and aiming at greater speed in reaching decisions and handling applications.
The FCC chairman has considerable power along these lines, in any event, while as to
policy matters, or decisions as between competing applicants, he has only one vote out of seven.
He also has great potential power with respect to scheduling matters for votes, or putting them off for further study, unless a majority of the other commissioners affirmatively vote
to put off such matters. Here Minow is not expected to exert much pressure, either.
(For more re Minow see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 10.)

The FCC has already almost concluded its endless debates on how far it should
go in the direction of controlling programing: it will be ready to settle on a new
license renewal application form very shortly. The new chairman will have no effect on any of this.
Applicants henceforth are going to have to tell what they have done to ascertain programing needs of their communities, and what they have done to fill those needs. After Minow
has his feet firmly on the ground, but almost certainly not during his first year, there is at
least a possibility that he could reopen this matter.
Odds also are against reopening the network option time question any time soon.
But the possibility remains that after the new chairman has had time to come to conclusions
about such matters, he may want to move.
This is a vital sector. It was interim commissioner King, who will no longer be a member of the FCC, who provided the tie-breaking vote in favor of continuing to permit
networks to option station time.
The guess in Washington is that Minow will eventually turn out to be in favor of
"tough" regulation.
It is based on the fact that new administrations come in with a "new broom" philosophy,
that Minow was appointed by a president-elect who was fresh from approving the Landis report, even on Minow's youth and supposed "vigor." But on nothing genuinely conclusive.

The retiring administration had a little "toughness" of its own concealed in
the budget for the fiscal year 1962: this asks for money for the new administration to spend between 1 July 1961 and 30 June 1962.
The Eisenhower lame-duck budget points the way for toughening up FTC policing of
advertising during the first year of the Kennedy administration. It asks for $9,640,000 for the agency, compared to $8 million available during the current year, along with another 170 employees.
An increase from $12,681,000 to $13,525,000 is requested for the FCC. This
includes an increase of 8319,000 for activities with respect to broadcasting. It is
estimated that 6,272 AM, FM and TV stations will be on the air on June 30. 1962. compared
to 5,794 on that date this year, and an actual 5.391 on June 30, 1960.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

*»
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Cartoon characters have displaced cowboys as the heroes in today's license
merchandising business.
At one time character merchandising was dominated by figures such as the Lone Ranger;
then comedy followed when Howdy Doody led the field ; now animated figures like Huckle
berry Hound appear to be taking over.
Last year some $40 million of retail merchandise hearing Huckleberry Hound authoriza
tion was reported sold, yielding an income to Screen Gems estimated at over $]
million.
Huckleberry Hound succession to Howdy Doody's throne in tv character merchandising
would be more than symbolic: Ed Justin, manager of Screen Gems' tv merchandising, wa
previously head of the NBC unit that licensed Howdy Doody.
No film company has changed more with the times than Sterling Television.
Sterling for a long time was regarded as a "minor league" company which bore bot
label and stigma of a "free film" distributor.
But in the last few seasons Sterling definitely joined the majors.
This week it closed three national deals worth a projected $2.2 million over the next thre
years. They are:
• A renewal by ABC TV of Silents Please, Sterling's half hour network versioi
on silent classics.
• Sale to Peter Pan (Ben Sackheim) of Legend of Valentino, an hour-long Wolper
Sterling spectacular set for April.
• Distribution agreement with Theodore Granick for Youth Wants to Know.
Agency-producer co-production is one solution to some of the industry's longstanding pilot production problems.
Hitherto the mortality rate on pilots has been very high, sometimes because what the producers made wasn't what the agencies wanted.
Now McCann-Erickson and Desilu have entered into a co-production deal for
Counter-intelligence Corps, a full hour series.
Pilot will be produced 1 February and money has been allotted for 12 more episodes.
It's the first time a major agency and producer have cooperated on such a series.
More firsts: the initial episode will be in two 60 minute parts and Avill be sold overseas
by McCann-Erickson-Desilu as a feature film.
CBS Flms, which got a foot in the door as a network supplier through its sale
of Angel on CBS TV, Mill try to open those gates a little wider in 1961-62.
son. As many as six pilots may eventually be ordered for the network market this coming seaTo date these three are completed or fairlv definite:
1. Mr. Doc, a comedy starring Dean Jaeger, produced by Ralph Nelson.
2. Baron Gus, comedy starring Ricardo Montablan.
3. Charles Russell, Night Wrangler, a Western based on the actual life of a frontier
painter.
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Many insiders are scratching their heads over the immediate disbanding of a
highly successful video tape commercials producer, CBS production Sales.
CBS hopes to retain most of its tape commercials personnel hy transferring them to other
live operations — and also hopes to keep its tape business in the same way.
Although CBS production sales was one of the most prolific in the video tape commercials field, it was using extravagantly expensive facilities which CBS acquired in a
crash program back in the heyday of live tv.
Finding these fixed costs impossible to meet, CBS is now closing dowTt three of its
live studios in New York.
The dismemberment of CBS production sales is quite different from the tape experience
of independent packagers such as Elliot, Unger & Elliot and Filmways, both of which folded
their tape operations after brief attempts.
These independents gave up because they were incurring too many new expenses and
were selling too little; the CBS unit is being closed because it couldn't meet old expenses,
even though it was selling very well.

Independent

syndicators are using ingenuity to find sources for revenue in film

materials which don't require heavy new production investments.
Official Films, for example, has acquired worldwide tv rights to Paramount
newsreel library, which contains 10 million feet of film covering 1928 to 1958.

Pictures'

The syndicator, which has rights for 7*/2 years plus options, hopes to make hour and
half-hour documentaries out of the library, in addition to using it for stock footage.

Intercontinental Television (IT) is the latest of the companies
tv program and feature film distribution and production.

to enter U. S.

IT's first three ventures are:
• Golden Time, 39 half hour animations based on the Golden Books, co-produced by Intercontinental and Fremantle International.
• International Playhouse, 13 90-minute British dramas.
• Continental Feature Films, from Continental's post-1954 library.
Incidentally, IT is not to be confused with ITC, another tv film company with an international flavor.

Seven Arts Associated has sold a group of 40 post-1950 Warner Bros, features
to a total of 31 stations, including nine which acquired color rights.
Ten latest are KTVU, San Francisco; WSB-TV, Atlanta; WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge; KPRCTV, Houston; KNOE-TV, El Dorado; KSLA-TV, Shreveport; WDAU-TV, Scranton; KELPTV, El Paso; WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, and KLFY-TV, Lafayette.

It seems likely that CBS Films will have Wanted:
syndication re-runs shortly.

Dead or Alive for off-network

There'll be more than 90 episodes of the series by the time it ends its season on CBS TV
this year; produced by Four Star, series is already sold in Japan and Australia.

Vic Tanny, New York, which used unconventional methods
now also use experimental techniques in its tv commercials.

to get tv time, will

A set of commercials will use Wondermotion, a sort of animation
actors; agency is Jon Byk of Los Angeles, and producer is Wonderland.
23 JANUARY
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HEARS

Colgate's E. H. Little, who last year gave up the chief executive spot but held
on to the chairmanship, is far from being semi-active.
He's still calling the long-range shots for the company, leaving to president G. H.
Lesch to direct the new short-range moves.

Esty elected to cancel R. J. Reynolds out of the Ma Barker episode of CBS TV'g
Witness 12 January on the ground it didn't want the commercials identified with the "off*
color" dialogue between two women characters in the script.
The cigarette company will also be missing from one of three remaining chapters
of the series. The circumstances of the pullout shape up as a first for the network.
One of the big toiletries manufacturers thinks that the problem of getting the
right commercials is so acute that it's set aside $75,000 for experimental purposes.
It's asked its No. 1 agency to decide what type of team would serve most effectively in
carrying out the project.
The media director of a top rank agency has abandoned the idea of bringing
in a writer-researcher to help the agency sell media and program recommendations
to clients.
Much to his embarrassment, the agency executive found that the men competent to fill this
requirement invariably wanted more money than he was getting.
His own salary is $25,000 and this tribe of combination media research and syndication
sales promotion specialists was citing $30-35,000 as expected compensation.
Reports have it there's something stirring between Tom Moore, ABC TV's v. p.
in charge of programing, and CBS TV.
Moore came over from CBS TV Films and at one time was associated with James Aubrey.
Barter of time for electric signs has become a fairly thriving thing for even the
flagship stations in New Yok; barter merchants are the go-between.
They serve a twin promotional value: (1) plugging the station itself and (2) a plus that
can be held out to spot advertisers.
The passing of George Coppers, the chief executive officer of National Biscuit
Co., could result in the shelving of an idea to diversify into the candy business.
For one of the National Biscuit agencies — McCann-Erickson — the abandonment would not
prove regretful. It's got Nestle.
Trends may come and go in the wash of tv network programing but General
Foods remains wedded to these immovable principles: (1) The half-hour segment:
(2) the happy show; (3) three commercials and a GF-modeled type of billboard at both
ends.
In contrast, P&G swings along with the tide in network programing and segment
buying but hews to a firm yardstick re spot: under $3 per-1,000 homes.
60
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MORE
OILMEN
IN THE
TEXAS
HOT SPOT

I if*i

No ten gallon hat,
no cowboy boots,
but a true
"Texas Oilman." In
the BeaumontPort Arthur-Orange
market, 50,000
people are directly
connected with
the petroleum industry.
Their average
effective
buying income
is over $7,000 per
family.

\

You sell them
and over 700,000
other prosperous
Texans and
Louisianans in this
petroleum,
petro-chemical,
agricultural,
lumbering, manufacturing and
shipping Hot Spot
only through
KFDM-TV.
— Griffin
—Peters
Woodward

CHANNEL

BEAUMONT
•ONSOR

•
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

WRAP-UP

Sooony Mobil (Compton) will
use six weeks of spot tv in connection with this spring's Mobilgas Economy Run.
It looks like NBC's Monitor will
gel t he hulk of the radio money.
Campaigns:
• Ideal Toy has mapped out a six

TALENTED

TEENAGER

Beatrice Wein, 17-year-old Penn State U. -freshman and frequent

contributor to 'Seventeen' magazine, appeared on WCAU's 'Talk of Philadelphia' hosted by
Ed
Harvey,
where
she
aired
seventeener's
viewpoint
on teenagers'
tastes
and
habits

to eight week spot tv schedule to introduce its new spring toys. In L.A.,
Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Detroit, San Francisco, Pittshurgh,
Cleveland, San Antonio, Phoenix,
Seattle, and Portland. Ore., area, a
minimum of 10 spots per week will
be used. Tv stations in New York,
will get up to 20 spots a week.
• Friskies Dog Food, going
heavy on spot tv in 135 markets ■
promote
its Dalmatian
premium offer,
lifesized
stuffed
pupp) Stagged
Lucky. More than 1.000 minute commercials featuring actual scenes from
Wall Disney's cartoon. One Hundred
and One Dalmatians, will be used.

STARTING

OUT

BIG is KOL

(Seattle) p.r.

man Robert Ward, whose New Year's resolution was put on station's moving letter news
sign in center of town, where it ran 200
consecutive
times in five-foot high
letters
FIRED

by their loss of an antique fire engine to a competitive bidder at public auction,

Jack Williams (c), radio adv. -sis. promo, dir. and Donn Winther (r), tv adv. -sis. promo, dir.,
both

of WBZ,

Boston, try offering fire chief more

money.

But apparently he's not having any
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• Northern Warren, Stamford,
Conn., will use spol i\ in selected kej
markets, and three daytime and one
prime time evening \l'><' net show, in
a Btepped-up campaign for it- Cutex
products.
• Westinghouse will use net t\
in its $1 million image-building public relations campaign scheduled tor
the ilex l -i\ months. Nine dealers.
charter members of the Westinghouse
National Dealer Council, will appear
mi the t\ commercials ovei some 200
\l'.( stations.
• Red Heart Dog Food, trying
out nighttime spol t\ for the first

area \ i.< spol t\ next month.
Kim\ Reeves.

Vgenc) :

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: James
P. Shenfield, director of product
marketing, Campbell Soup, appointed
assistanl to the president and a member "I the companj - -tall committee.
Promotion gimmicks: The Uuminum Compan) ol America distributed
among the scribes a small can "I
mush
in- labeled "these mush
maren t sacred, but the one- you will
see in The Sacred Mushrooms on
January 24 are"— ABC TV, 10-10:30
p.m.. New ^ ork time.

I be revealei : Rob rt E. I Buck
Bui h. in. in IW I . \ .p.. u i adio pro
gi aming.
Highlights "I lii- disi losurt :
• Tin- media obje< tives, iiM luding
share-of-audiem e, i o\ ei age and i ostefficienc)
iteiautomoth
ia, foi mulated
,iL'<-n' \ l"i1 1ite client.l>\ th<• \n anal) sis of the pi ogi aming
criteria \\ bich undei be the i li"i' e ol
the Ford Division-sponsored Bhows,
illustrated bj film clips and tapes "I
program content.
• \ summary of the advertising
objectives which the broadcast media
are designed t<> fulfill for this advertiser.

time to point oul the product'- nutrient value. The schedule call- for
a variety of 20's and minutes in
major metro markets. Daytime minute- and 10*s on radio stations will
also be used. Agenc\ : John \\ . Shaw.
• General Mills will test market
its two new potato products. Betty
Crocker Quick Bake Boats with sour
•ream sauce and Betty Crocker Quick
Bake
Potato
Boats
with
creamy
heese sauce in the Dayton,
Ohio,

BROADCAST

AGENCIES
For the first time JWT revealed,
in exact form, the technique it
uses in pitching a media proposal
to a client: The client is Ford.
The place of the revelation: the 17
January get-together of the RTES
Time Buying and Selling Seminar in
New "» ork.

rights to Giants games, acquired by KTVU

(S.F.-Oak-

and), involved (l-r): F. King, sta. v.p., nat'l. sis. mgr., S. F.; Giants'
rl. Gahn, ad mgr., Falstaff; W. Ingrim, KTVU
Gen. pres.-sls. mgr.

^&R's Warren Bahr makes the
latest agency media executive to
he switched into a key t\ /radio
department spot.
A v.p., Bahr will be second to
Mort Werner in Y&R's program department.
lyeiinen & Newell's ilerhert Zeltner has been named president of

TIMEBUYING & SELLING SEMINAR, held in N. Y.'s Lexington
Hotel by RTES, joined (l-r) Stephen Labunslti, chmn. RTES Ping.
Comm.; Arthur Godfrey, guest speaker; Robert Teter, RTES 1st v.p.

VpAIAMI MEET of ABC officers and general managers of network's six owned and operated radio stations featured (seated l-r): James Hagerty,
ilew v.p. news, public affairs: Leonard Goldenson, pres. AB-PT; Simon Siegel, AB-PT financial v.p.; Stephen Riddleberger, v.p. o&o stations;
I standing l-r): Michael Foster, v.p. press information; William Rafael, radio director programing; Jack Mann, radio director promotion;
fhomas Velotta, v.p. special projects; Elmer Wayne,

gen. mgr., KGO,

S.F.; Ben Hoberman,

v. p. -gen. mgr., KABC,

L.A.; Ralph Beaudin, gen.

mgr., WLS, Chic; Charles DeBare, gen. counsel, ABC Radio, o&o's; John Gilbert, gen. mgr., WXYZ, Det.; John Gibbs, gen. mgr., KQV, Pitts.;
rlarold Neal, v. p. -gen. mgr., WABC,
N.Y.; Michael Boland, v.p.-asst. treas.; William Duffy, radio director sales; Robert Pauley, v.p. ABC
Radio

'

cv ^

n

r\

the New ^ ork Advertising Media
Planners.
Other officers: Frank

(In unci.

Foote, Cone & Belding, vice-president :Jeannette Le Brecht. Grant, secretary :William Hinman, Lambert &
Feasley. treasurer.
Y&R's William Matthews was
elected to chairman the hoard of directors.
Other board members: Newman
McEvoy, Cunningham & Walsh: \\ illiam Schink, G. \l. Basford; Max
Tend] ich. Weiss and Celler; David
Wasko, (lever. Morey. Madden and
Ballard; Julius Joseph, Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford and Atherton.
Young & Rubicam, in branching
out its creative and administrative
services, elevated in one fell swoop
seven men to top-level posts.
The men involved:
Edward L. Bond, who was named
an executive vice-president and agency general manager.
The others were made senior v.p.'s:
Earle Angstadt, George Dippy,
Wilson H. Kierstead, Alexander
Kroll, Randolph McKelvoy, and
William D. Thompson.

Agency appointments: Laddie Boy
Dog Food: Tippie Dog Food; and
Atlas Canine Products, to Richard
K. ManofT . . . American Honda
\lo|i,i. \meriean subsidiary of Honda Motor Ltd., ($150,000) to Cumpertz, Bentley & Dolan, L.A. . . .
Dip "n Sip. (flavored straws) to
Beckman, Koblitz, L.A. . . . Hotel

to account supervisor, \ &R . . .
Joseph T. Cacciabaudo from sales
staff, New York World-Telegram and
Sun, to media department. Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield . . . Robert B. Byron from director, media
relations, to account supen isor, ^ &R,
Chicago office . . . Lewis E. Pierce.
Jr.. to account executive, Charles F.
Hutchinson . . . Howard E. Ottley
from Grey to Geyer, Morev. Madden
\ Mallard, as account executive on
the Lehn & Fink Products account . . .
Gordon Buck from general manager. Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, to media supervisor.
NL&B, Chicago . . . Patricia Burke,
to timebuyer, Clinton E. Frank, Chicago, from John E. Pearson Co. . . .
James M. Miller, Jr., to account
group, Reach, McClinton . . . James
C. Lewis to Stockwell & Marcuse,
Detroit.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Charles F. Metzger from BBDO. to
MW&S as account supervisor . . .
Edward J. Doyle and Karl H.
Koehler to account executives,
MW&S . . . Ann Hudson, Wade, La.,
elected a member on the board of directors of the Los Angeles Junior
Advertising Club.

They were elected: Robert Carley, president, at Fitzgerald Advertising, New Orleans . . . James J.
Cochran, v.p. and New York City
office manager, Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove . . . James C Armstrong, a
v.p. at Young & Rubicam, L.A. . . .
John H. Leonard and Herbert R.

Corporation of America's new Bermuda Hotel, to Chirnrg & Cairns
...IdealTo) to Grey, from \tlantic
Bernstein, for its ITC Model Craft

Roberts, v.p.'s at BBD&O . . .
Jerome R. Feniger, a v.p. for television, at Cunningham & Walsh.

Division . . . Glo-Rnz, Dayton, Ohio,
to R. Jack Scott, Chicago, from Cye
Landy Advertising. Columhus, Ohio
. . . Aunt Fannv Baking, Vtlanta,
Ga.. to Liller, Neal, Battle and
Lindsey, thai city . . . Scott Chemical, subsidiary, American Photocopy
Equipment, to \lhert Jay Rosenthal, Chicago . . . Smyth Worldwide
Movers, to Pacific National, Seattle
. . . Sand. Taj lor and \\ ood to
Charles F. Hutchinson, Boston,
i"i its King \i ilmi Flour.

New
v.p.'s:
Alfred
S. Moss
at
Kastor. Hilton. Chesley. Clifford & \therton, from v.p. and manager. New
^ oik office, Don Kemper . . . Greene
Fenlej III. at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample . . . Henry Gerstenkorn at
Smallev \ Smith. Hollywood, from
\ealc \dvertising.

PEOPLE ON THE MOM.: R. Allan Gardner from account executive
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Name change: Benton & Bowles,
Ltd., from Lambe & Robinson -Benton
Si Bowles Ltd., I February.

TV STATIONS
FCC's annual report gave the
first official word on the number
of station licenses renewals helc
up — "nearly 500" — as of last
30 June.
About half only, were in trouble
because of payola-plugola. Prograr
ing and engineering deficiencies ac
counted for the balance.
The report also stated that it is gc
ing to be necessary7 to shift all. or
major part of tv, to the uhf bands
or at the least to deintermix marke
on a large scale, in order to ope
the wav for enough competitive
stations.

TvB's Norman E. Cash, in a talk
before the National Appliance
and Radio-Tv Dealers Association in Chicago, last week, said
advertisers often forget that advertising isfor selling.
The highlights of his talk:
• Some think advertising is separate from selling. Advertising is
something that sounds like fun. is fun
to have if you have enough extra dollar-, but it has nothing to do with
moving products and making dollars.
This is wrong. This is what advert!
ing is not.
• I he job of selling is more than
just offering something for sale. To
tell
the thingsandyouadvertise
have, \ou'll
needabout
to advertise
and
advertise.
• This adxertising you'll need to
do must be an extension of your own
selling techniques. Just a sign over
your door won't change old fashioned habit-.
Three

California

station men.

general managers of ABC owned
and operated stations, have been
elevated
to vice-presidents.
The) are: Hen Hoberman. K \B(
Radio, Hollywood: Elton Rule.K M!(
I \ . Hollywood: and David M. Sacb
K( K )- 1A . San Francisco.

Another instance of stations get
ting together in a co-op effort t<
sell their market :

Merger: Charles Corsi Advertising,
Daytona Beach, with Dennis, Parsons
\ ( look, Jackson; ille, Fla.

The stations involved, and il
head-: WTAR-TV, Robert M.Lamhl
WVEC-TV,
SrONSOR
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an, I \\ \\ VIA. J. Glen raylor,
readying a promotion with \RC. Mt(.
and CBS officials, and Petry, III!,
and Katz rep men, to spotlight the
Norfolk, Hampton, Newport News
and Portsmouth, \ a., market.
Tlic project theme: Tidewater Radio uiitl Tv Council.
Ed Curtis of Liller, Neal, Battle
.mil Lindsey, Richmond, will handle
the campaign.

RADIO

STATIONS

\\ hat could be the beginning of
a trend tor smaller market stations: \\LNF, Manchester, Conn.,
lias imported a lecturer-critic to
give a L 5-week in-service training program on good music appreciation.
I le'll also ti v t0 impiov c 1 1n - stafl announcing and new- reporting.
The lectures w ill run for two hours

compete, listeners were asked to Bend
along a i ard qualif) ing them to be
phoned foi theii guess
Station
acquisitions:
K.CRN,
( i .me I ex, sold i" Uberl L. • rain
for $22,000.00. Sellei : Mi-. Jacqueline Young. Sale brokered l>\ Hamilton-Landjs & Associates . . . KMI.B\M-I'M. Monroe, Ga., bought bj
\\ alton Enterpi ises, Atlanta, 1 1 i
from W SI \ . Inc., Steubem ille, < Ihio.
Sale price: $1 10,000.00.

PEOPLE ON THE MONK: Edwin \\ . Pfeiffer from commercial

one

oanager, \\OT\. Tulsa, Okla., to
itation manager, WGR-TV, Buffalo,
\. Y . . . Harold E. Kinj;. former
Florida station owner, to general
oanager, KFOY-TV, I lot Springs,

Nostalgic note: Mark Woods, alter a ten-) ear absence, lias returned to broadcasting as v.p.

operates
< Chicago\\ GN-Radio,
I i ibune's radio
and
t\ the
-tal ioii~.
and
\\ < .\ I \ . moved to it~ new home on

and general manager
Sarasota. Fla.

Chicago's north side at 2501 Bradle)
Place. 13 Januai j .

!\rL. Donre) Media Group's new op■ration . . . Wallace J. Jorjiensoii
linn assistant managing director to
nanaging director. WRTV. (lliarotte, N. C. . . . Shirley Ann Dunnun from publicity director. WKRCrV, Cincinnati, Ohio, to promotion
oanager, \\ IA YT\ . Columbus,
)hio . . . \\ illiam L. Snyder from
ales stalT. Harrington. Righter and
'arsons, to sale- manager, \YT\IJ\ . Milwaukee.

TORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
olin ^V era from office manager to
,»cal sales manaeer, K1MI0-TV.
'Iioenix. \riz. . . . Harold J. Aljjus
roiii director, press information.
\T\. to director, trade and business
ews, Metropolitan Rnvulcastins . . .
oel D. Lasky from I.askv Vssocites. to sales i em esenlativ e. WROCV. Rochester. \. V. . . . Bill Lvdle
din account executive, WSLS, HarISOnbura \a.. to account executive.
XEX-TV, Richmond, Va. . . . Frank
. Hanniqan from General Time
orp., LaSalle. III., to account execuve. \\|)\| -TV. Scranton-Wilkes
.me. Pa. . . . Paul Ellison to local
pws director. \^T50V Radio and
BOY-TV. Clarksburg. W. Va.
esigned:

John

B. Garfield,

•( sal sales manager, WJW-TY.
nd. ( )hio.

as

Cleve-

Inancial note: Gross Telecasting.
Wared regular quarterly dividends
1' • a share on its common stock
id , ' -jc a share on class B common
nek. both payable 10 February.
'ONSOR
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night

a week.
New quarters: \\(,\. Inc., which

of WSI'B.

Woods, a broadcast pioneer, and a
former ARC. president, left the industry ten years ago to go into real estate.
Marion Broadcasting, Marion.
Ohio, upped two of its WMRN
station men to company v.p.'s
md assistant managers, and made
its accountant, an assistant treasurer.
The v.p.'s: Francis J. Peters who
joined WMRN as an engineer in
1()|2: and Arthur L. Martin who
has been commercial manager for
W Ml!\ since 1953.
The new assistant treasurer: Don-

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Mar\in W. Hunt/, from sales staff, KOIL,
Omaha, to local sales manager, that
station . . . Mary (iareia from Intel national media director, McCannErickson, to media manager, Metropolitan Rroadcasting ... J. T. Snowden, Jr., general manager, WG-TC,
( Ireenv ille. Y < . elected \ .p., \\ < .T( '

Bright Spot
FOR

TALLAHASSEE
J

ald H. Shepler, the company's accountant since 1057.
Ideas at work :
• VI S VI. Cincinnati. Ohio, in an
effort to convince those who do not
eat Chinese food that thev should, ran
an all-Chinese contest for its sponsoi
product. Chun Kim; F
I-. The gimmick: The station invited lii-leners
who were willing to give Chun King
a trv. to participate in a write-in iontest. 10 lend the proper atmosphere
to the contest, all promos were recorded inChinese dialect. The prizes
also were Chinese-minded: Vmong
them : a \ eai 's suppl) <>l so) sauce;
tins of Chinese tea and boxes of Chinese fortune cookies; $15 worth of
Chinese laundi v sen ire.
. WBBF. Rochester, Y Y"., made
it possible for three area families to
win a share of Eastman Kodak stock
l>v asking listeners t" predict the correct closing quotation, 15 December,
of the New ^ oik Stock Exchange. To

BUSINESS

-r

• THOMASVILLE

-^— i
FITS

FLA.

EXACTLY

. . .

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL

PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

J^"^'

^Sa

THOMASVILLE
John
H. Phipps

Broadcasting Station
ELEVISIOM
ASSOCIATES
S'jtiorul Rcprcuntj/n a
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Broadcasting Co. . . . Don Kelly
from program director, WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul, to program manager, WPTR, Albany N. Y. . . . W. C.
Porsow from national sales manager,
WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wis., to station manager, WKTL, Sheboygan,
Wis. . . . Irv Trachtenberg, from
group sales manager, Radio Advertising Bureau, New York City, to assistant manager, KTIX. Seattle, Wash.
. . . Robert C. Fehlinan, from manager, WHBC, Canton, Ohio, to manager, WPDQ. Jacksonville, Fla. . . .
Paul E. Gilmor from sales manager,
WHBC, Canton. Ohio, to manager,
that station . . . Pat Hodges from
Franklin Mieuli Associates, to national sales service representative, KSFO,
San Francisco . . . Robin Bonneau
to account executive, Walter Clancy
to operations manager and Bill Fitzpatrick to announcing staff, all at
WTSV, Claremont, N. H.

Thisa 'n' data: WDOK, Cleveland.
Ohio, in observance of Mozart's birthday, this month, designated January
as Happy Birthday Mozart, and is
running a full-month of fun promotions with daily and weekly prize
awards . . . WQMR, Washington,
I). C, distributed among the advertising industry copies of the official
program of President Kennedy's inauguration.

NETWORKS
NBC, in its year-end report, cited
these as the 1960 highlights:
1. Increased emphasis and expansion in news and public affairs programing.
2. Critical acclaim and audience
response for its radio and tv coverage of the political year.
3. The highest profits in the company's history.
Added bows, re t\ :
• NBC led all tv networks in total
number of advertisers (247), and
had as client-. 21 of the nation's 25
largest ad\erli-ei>.
• Daytime sales in the fall increased to a level more than 30%
ahead of 19.")').
• \l!( . I \ "- da\ lime ratings at
the year's end, were 4% ahead of the
second network and !!.">', ahead of
the third, according to the National
Nielsen I >ei embi i II. report.
(,<,

NBC Radio, in the past six weeks,
chalked up $3,200,000 in net
sales.
According to its v.p. and general
manager George A. Graham, Jr., this
was the "most productive six-week
period
since
the fallwasof new
1956."
All but
$952,000
business.
The advertisers, and their agencies:
Lever, Pepsodent (FC&B) ; GM,
Buick (McCann-Erickson) ; Mogen
David Wine (Edward H. Weiss) ;
American Motors (GMM&B) ; Rolley,
Sea and Ski (FC&B) ; Kellogg (Burnett) International
;
Minerals, Accent
(NL&B); Wagner Electric (Arthur
R. Mogge) ; Reader's Digest (Schwab.
Beatty and Porter) ; and Sinclair
(GMM&B).
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Leonard DeNooyer from manager of
coverage, CBS TV research department, to station analyst, CBS TV affiliate relations department . . . Jan
Schultz from sales planning staff,
central division tv net sales department, NBC, to manager, sales service,
that division.
They were elected v.p.'s: Robert
L. Coe, ABC TV director of station
relations . . . Michael P. Boland,
ABC's assistant treasurer.

national representation . . . Gulf
Network I WKAB, Mobile, Ala., and
WW Y, Pensacola, Fla. | to Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell . . . WHAV,
Haverhill, Mass., to Foster & Creed
for New England representation.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Sal

Agovino from radio sales, H-R, to
New York City radio sales staff, Katz
. . . Byron E. Goodell from NBC TV
Spot Sales to Eastern division sales
manager for tv. NBC TV Spot Sales
. . . Kenneth F. Campbell from the
Branham Company, to account executive, H-R . . . Louis J. Hummel,
Jr., from tv sales, Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, Detroit office, to the company's Chicago office . . . James R.
Sefert from Crosley Broadcasting,
to Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Detroit
. . . F. A. Wurster from sales staff,
New York office, Weed Television, to
sales manager, that office . . . James
Jarvis from account executive. Katz,
to account executive, CBS Television
Spot Sales, Chicago . . . Larry Cugini, Jr., from account executive.
Grant, to tv sales staff. Katz. Dallas
. . . Gerald L. Atkin from eastern
sales manager. Headley-Reed T\ . and
Donald C. Bowen from account executive. KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, to
New York City sales staff. Petrv.

Net tv sales: Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing (EWR&R). to sponsor CBS's Palm Springs Second Annual Golf Classic, 4-5 February.

REPRESENTATIVES
Storer Broadcasting, executives
Peter Storer and Francis P. Barron, are in New York City looking
over prospective employes to staff
its new rep division.
The rep outlet, under the general
managership of Peter Storer, will represent the company's five tv stations
in national spot.
Storer's New York selling operation, with a proposed staff of ten men.
plus promotion, research and other allied departments, will be under the
sales supen ision of Barron.
(For more on Barron, see Radio
and T\

Newsmakers, page (><">. •

Rep appointments: \\ FMB(FM),
Nashville, Tenn., and WKTL. Shebo\gan. Wis., to \\ alker-Rawalt for

FILM
There

was a general upturn

of

syndication business in the fourth
quarter of 1960. apparent in the
reports of Ziv-UA on the period.
Ziv-UA found its fourth quarter
business was 32 per cent higher than
the previous year.
At year's end. Xi\-l \ compare!
1960 with 1959 and found it had increased its sales by 26 per cent.
There was a Ziv show on 89.1 pei
cent of U. S. stations and in 92.0 pei
cent of U. S. markets, on all three
I . S. network- and in ever) natior
with tv facilities outside the Sovie
sphere of influence
Sales: Banner Film'- Debbie Drak
to 21 more stations during Decent
ber: KTLA, Los Vngeles; WRGl
TV. Chattanooga: KET\ . San Diego
KROD-TV, II Paso; WKRG-TV, \h
bile; KCRG-TV, Cedar RapiJ
\\.I\T. Jacksonville; KZTY. Corpj
Christi; KAKE-TV,
SPONSOR
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[TV, Quincj ; KSLA-TV, Shreveport;
KOOL-TV, Phoenix; \\ UJB-TV, Ubany; KG1 N-TV, Tucson; W \IV
TV, Milwaukee; W F \ \ -TV, Dallas;
kl I Q-TV, St. Joseph; KGLO-TV,
Mason Citj ; W M T\ Madison;
\\II.\T\. Tampa, and WLBT-TV,
Jackson.
International:

Norman

Katz to

be v.p. <>f foreign operations for Television Industries.

Teli \ tsion-Radio < enter for i<l«i asl

ing on Borne 50 educational l\ stations in the countrj . . . kit \K. Sa»
i amento.
blood and

( alif.. |nu\ ided needed
lund- lor an aiea lad Bllf-

fering from a rare blood disease via
air appeals to listeners . . . KOSA-

TV, Odessa, Tex., in cooperation \% i 1 11
the >ul IJ < >— — State College, Upine,
Tex., began telecasting a series of instructional films in the audio-visual
field.

INTRODUCING

Programs and producers: Color.una Features and \\ illiain ('.. Thomas. «ill jointlj release " arden of the
mghouse, an hour lon« series ha*ed
■ n actual criminal stoi ies.
Commercials:

Kent Paterson lias

oined Depicto Films as account exicutive . . . Richard Maltby, music
nroducer, has sent an album, "1437
\\ a) - to \\ in the Rat Race," ti> agen\ people.
Ratings: /i\-l \'» Sea Hunt scored
'atinjis firsts in New York, Detroit.
San Diego, Tulsa. San Francisco, St.
lOuis, Quincy, Lancaster. JohnstowniMtoona. Grand Junction -Montrose,
Sayton, and Atlanta; also, Ziv-1 V's
'.••>(•/,■ I p scored time period firsts in
\ansas Ctiv. Miami.
Orlando.
Cininnati. Cleveland, El Paso, Los Angles, and Waco-Temple.
Strictly personnel: Anthony Azfato resigns as NT \ sj ndication sales
upervisor . . . Albert S. Goustin
rejoins Zi\-l \ as general manager
•fnewl) instituted special plans diviion . . . Harry Winton joins Richkrd H. Lllnian I Ixlll I as southeastill regional sales manager.

Public Bervice programing:
WTOP, Washington, D. C. aired
the second segment of it- special public service program series. / II TOP
Editorial. 17 January, dealing with
the subject, The Juvenile Court Crisis
. . . W <iS!\I. Huntington, L. I .. began
a new series ol L5-mmute discussion
programs, Conversation H iili Youth,
engaging teachers and students in informal talks . . . WNBC-TV, New
York ( it\. paid tribute to National
YMCA Week (22-29 January) by
featuring on its Saturday Prom show,
21 January, teen-agers representing
the 28 branches of the Greater New
York YMCA.

HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK
Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.
Single SI 5 to S22
Suites to S60
Special rates by the month or lease

Congress, Council of Greater Chicago, for its documentaries. Cast the
First Stone I ABC TV) and Who
Speaks for the South (CBS T\ I, as
"a major contribution in the fight
against bigotry" . . . KTUL-TV.
Tulsa. Okla., recipient of the Guardsman Award from the National Guard
for its "patriotic service to the National Guard."

DATES

the new
dimension
in news is

SPONSOR
WEEK
STARTING

30 JANUARY

SERVICE

rnblic service in action: WNKW.
New York City, collected $18,273 in
ts Brooklyn Fund to aid persons who
uttered loss in the recent air disas••.... WBZ-TV, Boston, began its
bird annual -late-wide science quiz.
\dence Count-Down 1961, a program
b interest eighth graders in pursu- 9 ience and technology careers,
-he program i- sponsored jointh
fith Lowell Technological
Institute
• . WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia.
The
We Live In series has been
hosen by the National Educational

►NSOF

DRYIEMISr

Kudos:
Bell & Howell Chicago,
recipient of Citation for Public Service award from the American Jewish

TRADE
PUBLIC

THE NEW
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NAB

state presidents will get to-

gether in Washington, D. ('.. for
their sixth annual conference, 2223 February .
Howard H. Bell, NAB vice president for industry affairs, will chairman the session.
Oilier trade dates: 24-25-26 Februarylie
I
New England Chapter,
American Women in Radio and
Tv. annual meeting, Sommersel Hotel. Boston.
13-1 1 May, Illinois News Broadcasters, spring convention, Northwestern niversitv,
1
Evanston, 111. ^

NEWS AS IT HAPPENS
FOR BUSY BUYERS

"MONTANA'S
Favorite

'..V

Salesman"

..._-._

.:'. :: .:.".". d

Francis P. Barron, general sales manager

SELL
60,300 TV HOMES at less than
$1.00 per 1,000 TV HOMES!
Seven Cities & 13 Counties enjoy
KMSO-TV's Fine Lineup of CBS,
ABC & NBC Programming.
• MISSOULA
• BUTTE
• ANACONDA
• HAMILTON

• HELENA
• DEER LODGE
• KALISPELL

National

Representatives

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
STORY
BOARD

WTRF-TV

Special Awards Announced!
JEALOUS MAN AWARD goes
to the man who shot his
sweetheart when she told him
she ate her breakfast with
T. R. Effic!

at Storer's Cleveland t\ station. WJW-TV
has been appointed general sales manager
of the new national television sales organization now being formed to handle all national spot sales for the five Storer stations.
Barron, who has been WJW-TV sales bead
for the past two years, will supervise a
N. Y. selling operation of 10 men, plus
promotion, research, and other allied departments. Barron and
Peter Storer are now in N.Y.C. interviewing prospective employees.
Bert Briller, director of sales development
for ABC, has been elected vice president in
charge of tv network sales development, a
newly created position.
He first joined
ABC TV in 1953 as copy chief of the sales
development department.
Prior to that he
was a reporter for Variety, an assistant
director of publicity and special events at
WNEW, New York, and news editor in the
press department of WOR, New York.
He served in the Army
\ii
Force from 1911 to 1945. He is a City College. N. Y. graduate.
Byron E. Coodell has been appointed
eastern division sales manager for tv, NBC

gusto.
Wheeling wtrf-tv

COMMUNITY

CHEST

SLOGAN

AWARD

goes

Spot Sales. He had been a member of the
NBC Spot Sale- staff since 1956. having
come from the Meeker Co. where he was

to the originator of "We're putting all our
begs in one ask it."
wtrf-tv Wheeling
BEST NAMED DRINKS AWARD to Three Caynors "Bottleneck" Bridgeport, Ohio, for the
David & Goliath, one small one and you're
stoned; and the Alcatraz, big shot'on-therocks'.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
MOST DOMESTIC STORY AWARD goes to the
housewife in Tibet. Smelling something burning, she rushed into the kitchen crying, "Oh
my baking yak!"
wtrf-tv Wheeling
MERCHANDISING AWARD to wtrf-tv's Kirk
Jackson for giving alert advertisers the channel 7 come II point sales-booster merchandising plan.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
UNIQUE GIFT AWARD goes to the maker of
a musical garbage can . . . lift the lid and
it plays "Nobody

Knows

the Rubble

I've

wtrf-tv Wheeling
Seen."
BEST FIGURE AWARD goes to the 7,500 retail
' in the Wheeling Market for ringing up
$1,725,286,000 in sales annually. That's some
figure! Ask George P. Hollingbery to tell you
how wtrf-tv stacks up around here.
CHANNEL
SEVEN

68

WHEELING,
WEST

VIRGINIA

an account executive. Prior to that, he hail
been with the CBS Television Network.
^A
^^™

jm
^^^^

I > t j i iii- World Wai II he served with the
U. S. Nav) in the Pacific and was dis-

charged in L946 as a radar-radio technician, 1st (lass. He lives
with his wife and two sons. L3 and nine, in Berkelev Heights, N. J.
Mary Garcia, international media director
of McCann-Erickson, has been named international media research manager of
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. Miss
Garcia has been assigned to Worldwide
Broadcasting, the international division ol
Metropolitan, where she will develop a new
service for advertisers and agencies in the
international field. Miss Garcia spent nine
years at her recent l\ relinquished McCann-Erickson post, orig
inallv joining the agenc) as a sight reader to monitor commercials.
SPONSOR
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TELEVISION
BASICS
Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.
Get your own copy and one for everyone
in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.
Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures— network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color

k

equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.

FILL COUPON-WEIL BILL YOU LATER

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

40
30
25
20
15

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each
each

SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Many split-market stations have a hard time getting across an accurate
picture of their coverage to agency media buyers, states Harold Essex,
president and general manager, WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C. "Unfortunately," he notes," in many cases the metropolitan area in which a station has its
headquarters, is often used as the only market reference by timebuyers."
Far from bemoaning his own fate [W inston-Salem-Greensboro is considered
a single market by the FCC), he asks for solid research, and "faith and
imagination" on the part of buyers when evaluating a split-market situation.

TAKE

A CLOSER

LOOK

AT THE

J"% recent column by the New York Herald-Tribune's Joe
Kaselow carried a quote from William E. Matthews, vice
president and director of media relations and planning
for Young and Kubicam, to wit:
"I think we all realize that, however rich our documentation may be, the selection of media for an advertising
purpose is an act of faith and imagination, not the resolution of a formula."
To this all I can add is a hearty, Amen! Station managers have for a long time been trying to decide whether
media people used a slide rule, crystal ball, stab-the-mapwith-a-pin approach, or a form of extra-sensory perception
in making their media buys.
We have sent charts, brochures, research statistics, coverage maps, cost-per-1,000, success stories, and every conceivable type of sales ammunition possible to make the
agency media people familiar with our market, the people
in the market, the potential of the market and, naturally
enough, the sales impact of our respective stations on the
audience in each of our markets.
Tlit- one thing we wonder about is just what Mr. Matthews liii- hroughl up in his quote. Do enough media people use their imagination or utilize an act of faith in selection of a market?
And if not
win not?
For example: one of the problems confronting man]
markets is that of population being split between two < loseK related cities. I nfortunately, in many cases the metropolitan area in which a station has its headquarters is
often used as the onlj market reference b\ timebuyers, although in innumerable case- ihe real market area reached
b\ a station covers sometimes as much as three times tinpopulation of the particular metropolitan market. Thus,
timebuyers have inaccurate statistics, unless, as Mr. Mat-

70

SPLIT-MARKET

STATION

thews says in his quote, a little faith and imagination are
utilized in evaluating these markets.
We have been fortunate in our area that the FCC has
designated Winston-Salem-Greensboro, N. C, as a single
market. Yet there are any number of markets throughout
the country that are split along similar lines but are not
given the actual realistic market figures they deserve.
The problems generated by this market-splitting call
have serious economic repercussions and may often lead
to agencies buying markets that will not give them the dollar value for the products they are servicing. In fact, in
some instances, the overlooking of the split-market stations' real coverage may well mean a timebuyer could buy
what appears to be the top market in a state whereas in
actual fact he would be buying only the second best market. This particular problem has beset us as well as many
other split-market stations.
Consequently, I feel that Mr. Matthews' statement
should be written in letters a foot high and distributed to
all media departments of all agencies for their guidance.
And I think special reminders might be in order for the
timebuyers so that they ma\ use their faith and imagination properly in evaluating the realistic coverage being
offered by many split-market stations in the countr) today.
Where a split-market situation exists. I think the "faith
and imagination" idea projected 1>\ Mr. Matthews should
be supplemented by a solid research stnd\ based on the
true coverage provided by split stations. II ibis particular
process were made routine on market buying efforts I
think the timebuyers would be astonished and gratified
with the wealth of information the) could derive from
statistical data showing true potential of split-market
stations.
^
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AS ADVERTISED
</10RE GOODS

ARE SOLD ON KVTV

*10RE SIOUX CITY PEOPLE WATCH
Statistics can be manipulated
thing you want them to say.
have a whole rate card full
favorable statistics. But in the

to say most anyAnd certainly, we
of pertinent, and
final analysis only

one thing is important did we mo\e the floods'/
\nd this is where
k\TY
excels— in moving

ON KVTV

FOR A VERY SIMPLE REASON
KVTV

THAN

ANY OTHER

. . .

STATION

uoods in the Sioux City market. Sioux City is a
potent market — over :; i million customers with
over one-billion dollars to spend. It"- K\ I \
consistent!) for audience and, more important,
audience action. For complete information see
your Katz man. He's our man. too.

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV
\\ \ \\

Sioux City. Iowa
Yankton, South Dakota

WGAB
WRFI)
WTTM
\\ MMIN

Columbus-Worthington. Ohio
Trenton.
New Jersey

Cleveland, Ohio

Fairmont. West Virginia
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Show

SPOTS

Biz! The tv makeup man was

telling a visitor to the set that "in this
business . . . one mistake, and you're
fired." To illustrate, he recounted a
story of the time, during a live show,
when he had to run onto the set and

Gov.

Collins' first speech

We liked the tone and temper of what Governor LeRoy
Collins said the other day in his first speech as president of
the NAB.
Collins, ^peaking at the annual dinner of the Federal Communications Bar Association made it clear that he intends,
to function as an "advocate, not a referee," for the broadcasting industry.
He emphasized the broadcasters have rights as well as
responsibilities, and warned that radio and tv men must not
be driven into "economic and legal corners" from which
they cannot make outstanding contributions to the public.
But having made it obvious that he intends to advance
the legitimate interests of broadcasting with "reason and
clarity and vigor," Collins was equally positive in stating
that he proposes to "articulate and advance the exercise of
broadcasting's responsibilities" with the same spirit.
He said, "I want broadcasters to grow in their capabilities
and in their service — not just in reaction to criticism, not
just to make more money, but in ever-increasing pride in
their creative art."
"Deep, rewarding pride comes from giving, not getting.
It comes from the joy of voluntary performance, not from
the indulgence of burdens. Nothing can bring greater sati>faction or a more exciting thrill of accomplishment than the
shaping of the stuff of other men's lives."
"This is the reason men are called to preach. This i> why
we get great teachers. And this is why everyone engaged in
broadcasting should feel a very special humility, a very spe< i.il dedication, and very special pride in his work."
"Broadcasting, I am convinced, has more to contribute to
the accomplishing of the American dream than an\ other
single private force."
"Our t.i ~k i- to make both \nierica and broadcasting move
forward within the guideline- of our basic freedoms to become <ven better.
\- a statement of principle and a platform for action we
don'l ibink thai tli- Collins speech can be improved on. In
fact he has pul into fresh and meaningful words whal sponsor has been

-a\ing >ince 1947—

"Tlii

uc light

for."

W

pour catsup on a guy who was supposed to have just been shot. The
makeup man was a little slow, however, and was caught in the middle of
the picture when the camera went
back on. "What did you do?" asked
the visitor. "What could I do?" re-]
plied the makeup man. "1 bit him!"
Woops! WNBC-TV, New York,
threw a wonderful party for the premier of Mr. Ed, then had a stalwart
NBC page. Dick Grinnewald. lead the
happy group of reporters, admen
(D'Arcy), and sponsors (Lark) on a
"shortcut" through the 30 Rockefeller
Plazatheater
basement
a "special
door"
of
the
whereto the
show was
to be
viewed. Twenty minutes later, after
climbing back out, they all made it
inside. Requisition : One special key
for one special I locked) door.
Congratulations to the same WNBCTV! Bald men everywhere salute you.
After all the wavy -haired tv newscasters, they finally put Joseph
Michaels on camera. It took a lot of
powder, and Wildroot may never
sponsor him. />/// it made a lot of guys
feel good.
Legacy: The following was read bv
Rob Dixon on his WCBS, New York.
At Your Service program. It's from
a liquor dealer's business card —
"Since you cannot refrain from drinking, why not start a saloon in your
home? Be the only customer and you
will not have to buy a license. Give
\our wife S.Vi to bin a ease of whjj
ke\. There are 240 snorts in a caaj
Bu) all of your drinks from \our
wife at ()0c a shot and in 12 dayi,
when the ease i- gone, your wife will
have $89 to put in the bank and $5
to start in business again. I
live in years and continue to buy all
your booze from your wife, win
you die your widow will have S27.J!.")!). 17 on deposit, enough to buTJ
you respectably, bring up your chfl
dren, pa) oil the mortgage, marry a
decent man, and forget she ever /,//<'/<
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Nielsen Station Index "parts" add up
to the accepted national "whole"
Network tv programs are measured—separately and
independently —by two Nielsen services:
In national total, by Nielsen Television Index (NTI)
Station by station, by Nielsen Station Index (NSI)
The sum of the NSI "parts" equals the NTI "whole."
Proof of the compatibility of NSI with NTI is yours for the asking.
Want a demonstration? In a few minutes you'll see why...
NT SI is the only validated source of station audience facts
pAaviduna neiicude injjOSuncUiG+t losi OAo<*acciAt Gdute/Uidi+ta decUio+U,

Nielsen Station Index

FOR
CALL

N. Michigan
NEW

2101

Howard

Street,

Chicago

45,

Illinois • HOIIycourt

5-4400

575

Lexington

-s of A. C. Nielsen Company

70 Willow

FACTS
WRITE

TODAY

1. ILLINOIS

Ave.. FRanklin

YORK

MENLO
and NTI are Registered Sei

THE
. . . OR

CHICAGO
360

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

ALL
. . .WIRE

Ave., MUrray
PARK,

Road.

2-3810

22, NEVA/ YORK
Hill 8-1020

CALIFORNIA

DAvenport

1-7700

1009

n program planning, in daily operation and in
creative public service, the high standards of
Transcontinent Stations are earning an ever
increasing loyalty and acceptance from their
audiences. This service, integrity and coop
eration makes a lasting contribution to the
constantly growing number of Transcontinent
Stations' advertisers and their products.

WROC-TV,

WROC-FM,

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
Represented by

WGR-TV,

WGR-AM,

KFMB-FM,San

WGR-FM,

Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-TV,

KFMB-AM,

Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
WDAF-TV, WDAF-AM,

TRANSCONTINENT

The Original
Station Rtprtsc

Kansas City, Mo.

TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380 MADISON

AVE., N.Y. 17
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M. H. NeedhamWho else makes music the magic that can fill a million rooms . . . make a
million moods? Who else has the sound that is so entrancingly persuasive?
Only Radio creates this warm n sponse and only Spot Radio lets you choose
the time and place to match it.
KOB

Albuquerque

WSB

Atlanta

WGR

Buffalo
Chicago

WGN
WFAA

Dallas Ft. Worth

KPRC
WDAF

Houston
Kansas City

KARK

Little Rock

WINZ
WISN
KSTP

Miami
Milwaukee

Minneapolis St

Paul

WTAR
Norfolk-Newport News
KFAB
Omaha
WIP

Philadelphia

KPOJ

Portland

WJAR

Providence

gentleman
Page 40

Richmond

WRNL

portrait of a

Sacramento

KCRA
WOAI

San Antonio
San Diego

KFMB

Shenandoah

KMA
KREM
WGTO

Tampa

KVOO

Spokane
Orlando
Tulsa

A retailer
takes a hard
look at radio

Kti<li« Division

Page 43

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

DIGEST

The Original Station
Representative

CHICAGO

.

ATLANTA

« BOSTON

' DALLAS

• DETROIT

.

LOS

ANGELES

•

SAN

FRANCISCO

•

ST

LOUIS

MM

ON

PA

FIRST FOR 37 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS IN ATLANTA! Every ARB survey of the 3-station
metropolitan area taken since October, 1957, has shown WSB-TV in first place. For the month
of November, 1960, ARB found WSB-TV was viewed by the most people 71.8% of the time.
The station's average share of sets in use was 45.8% against 30.2% and 23.9% for the other
two stations. In few major markets of over 1,000,000 population do advertisers find such preference for one station. This rating dominance teamed with WSB-TV's broader coverage pattern
is producing good sales results for advertisers. Certainly your advertising belongs on WSB-TV!
Reprftrnted by

wsb-tv,

hannel 2 Atlanta

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC

WSOC-TV,

Charlotte. WHIO

WHIO-TV. Dayton.

buy St Louis a la card
ntC

*KTVI

rate card

*

your lowest

cost per thousand TV buy in St. Louis

'
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55 Washington Week

19 Sponsor-Scope

68 Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up
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68 Sponsor-Week in Pictures
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morning

10-noon 'could go black'

8-point rebuttal to spot tv's critics

T\AR replies to some specific charges against spot t\ by executive? of
various companies.
Lack of concrete image is cited a? major handicap

$5 million tape unit folds — but why?
38

Policj
Sales.

40

The chairman of Needham. Louis & Krorbv can look back on a decade ol
solid growth. besl year ever (I960), and a heft) rise in air billings

M.

factors cited to explain closing of tv tape unit. CBS Production
Its tape service grossed $5 million, netted SI million in 1%0

H. Needham:

portrait of a gentleman

Retailer takes a hard look at radio
43

SPONSOR reprints excerpts from frank talk made to Tennessee
\ssii. of
Broadcasters by Mel Grinspan, sales promotion director. Shainberg stores

Daisy tv debut a bullseye
44

' ov gun pioneer moves half of formerlv all-print ad budget to children's
program
in ~i2 markets;
adds impact
via gun expert's appearance-
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From programming (local McClatchy exclusives plus NBC network)
to technical facilities, KMJ-TV

is a first class operation.

Not even the biggest metropolitan stations surpass KMJ-TV
in quality of audience service.
So it's natural to find KMJ-TV

well out front

in almost every way you can measure a TV station buy.
And it serves a wealthy market — the Number One agricultural
income county of the nation.

KMJ TV

#

FIRST

TV

STATION

IN

THE

NATIONAL
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Take a look.
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Norman
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R. Glenn
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Bernard Piatt
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E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe
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Heyward Ehrlich
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Arthur E. Breider
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Willard
Dougherty

WXYZ-TV (WIXIE) is on the move . . .
Our late movie is something special. Through the magic
of video tape, Don Ameche is featured as nightly host.
Mr. Ameche flies into Detroit semi-monthly to shoot his
portions of HOLLYWOOD THEATRE, exclusively on
WXYZ-TV every night at 11:30.
This is another first in television for us . . . another reason
for you to buy the station that always moves your product.
So, go places -with WIXIE . . . the station that's going places!

7
*
!
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Z
Y
WX
DETROIT
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Herb Martin
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bach; Flora Tomadelli
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TIE IN WITH

WTVT • TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
28th in Total Retail Sales*

It pays to tie in with WTVT —
the station that dominates the
Tampa Bay area, where yearly
retail sales now total a whopping

$1,060,035,000!
SHARE
CHECK

OF AUDIENCE
THE

TOP

Tampa

St PetersburgMetro

N S I . TampaSt
Copr

1960. Sales Management

50 SHOWS!

NIELSEN
WTVT
39
Station B ... 11
Station C . . . 0

ARB
WTVT
34
Station B ... 15
Station C . . . 1
ARB

43.3%

Latest ARB 9:00 A.M. - Midnight

Area. Nov , 1960. 2-weeksummary

Petersburg Metro Area. Aug.. 1960

Survey of Buying Power: further reproduction not licensed.

YES, IT PAYS TO TIE IN WITH

CHANNEL 13

STATION ON THE MOVE IN THE MARKET
TAMPA-ST.
THE WKY
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SYSTEM.

INC.

WKYTV

WKY
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City

Represented
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ABC-TV's 2 Nielser
worth a 2 minute
investing 2 million
network television
Already the facts of 1961 are crystal clear. The competitive markets where the viewer can choce
all three networks give each network the acid test, and here, ABC-TV

emerges as the leacr

What's more, the only brand new shows in the top five (My 3 Sons and The Flintstones) are r
ABC-TV. The chart on the right clearly indicates that the big trend is to ABC-TV, and as -e
keep on saying . . .there is nothing harder to stop than a trend.

ating point lead is
study by any advertiser
or more dollars in
yhat network is first in the current
Jielsen TV Report* for 1961? (And it's
insistently so. J

ABC -TV

Rating

3 Network
Share of Audience

21.3

37.2

\/hat network has the most half-hour
rsts in the current Nielsen TV Report*
DT 1961?

(Your chances for success are best on

BC-TV; third only 12% of the time, Network Y, third
?% of the time; Network Z, third most of the time.)

ABC -TV

Half-hour
Flrstst

Half-hour
Seconds

23

22

Half-hour
Thirds

6

Vhat network has 3 of the top 5 prorams in the current Nielsen TV Report*
Or 1961 ? (ABC- TV is the trend-setter— not follower.)

ABC-TV

The Untouchables

37.9

Gunsmoke

ABC -TV

My Three Sons

32.9

ABC -TV

The Flintstones

30.7

Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report week endin
g Jan. 15, 1961.
verage Audience 7:3 0-11 PM Monday through Satur
day, 6:30-11 PM
tour.
J"day fABC-TV anfl Network Y tied for one-half 1

I NEWSMAKER
■

Media

of

department

the

needs were

week

outlined last week

for the

KTES by Herbert Zeltner. v.p.-direvtor of media, Lennen &
\ewell. He called for direct recruiting from the colleges,
formal

training programs,

hopping,

more

elimination

of rampant

selectivity in use of expensive

job-

research

services, and abolition of unnecessary paper work at the top.
The

newsmaker:

Herbert Zeltner came to Lennen & New-

ell in July, 1956, starting as media group supervisor on ColgatePalmolive. He rose to assistant media director in November, 1957.
adding Lorillard to his responsibilities. In November. 1958. he
became a vice president of the company and assumed the media
directorship in December, 1959, at age 30.
Zeltner told the Rl ES that agency media departments in the
period just ahead most likely will
be stronger than ever, "contributing importantly to major marketing decisions and to the establishment of increasingly effective
budgets and media plans." He
predicted extensive growth in the
areas of research and evaluation
which will heighten the media department's effectiveness. Thanks
to automation, media functions
will be performed by fewer people, most of them working at supervisory levels for high salaries.
But Zeltner cautioned that these

Ilrrhcrl Zeltner

"'exciting and rewarding possibilities cannot be attained simph !>\
default." First of all, top-notch people are needed and, on a longrange basis, he suggested more attention to recruitment direct!}
from the colleges. Then, when the new talent is brought in. definite
provision for formal, complete training is necessary, he said.
He called attention to the "shortsightedness" of talent raiding,
"so prevalent in our business." Often, he pointed out, a potentially
fine media buyer makes the move to another agency too quickly and
finds himself in a job for which he's unprepared. This of course is
bail l"i both agencies and the man. stales Zeltner, who advises more
discriminating, disciplined hiring policies.
In the area of research purchase, Zeltner sa\s that due to til
large quantities available, it's no longer economical or wise for an
agenev to bin it all. or even most of it. Duplication must be eliminated, and each agency has to arrive at a combination which best
meets its needs and those of its clients. According to Zeltner. "ever)
research service must be challenged to defend its place in the rosta
of agency services."
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He writes

from

responsibilitj was to maxiChicago

thai

this

single sen-

tence, taken out of context, does not accurately reflecl his "total
philosoph) of the responsibilities <>f business" and suggests that the
misinterpretation should be cleared up. I am delighted to do tin-.
In fact. I want to apologize puhlich to both Peterson and Bell &
llou.H for am embarrassment or misunderstanding of their position which m\ remarks nun. unfairly, have caused them.
I also want to tr\ to restate, with a little more clarity than I did a
month ago. m\ own strong convictions on this subject.

ROME
//CONGO

l( HAVANA
■\ fBUENOS AIRES

H-4-i

IVter I'ttt'isoii. executive \.|). of Bdl & Howell,

sole management
mize profits.

LONDON
* .
-(PARIS
T0KY0
• \
MOSCOW

ROCHESTER

Justice for Bell & Howell
is unhapp) about my 2 Januar) "Commentary.
You ma) remember that column as one in
which 1 criticized Peterson for saying at a December forum of the Television \cadeim that his

Radio

ROCHESTER,
ONLY
FROM
ON

N.Y.

SECONDS
ANY

FACE

NEWS
OF

AWAY
CENTER

THE

WVET-RADIO-ROCHESTER

GLOBE

4, N.Y.

The Peterson philosophy
Peterson sa\s. •"There are few things 1 feel more deepl) about than
a company's broad responsibilitj and how it must constantl) strive
to achieve both its shorter term profit objectives and its longer term
responsibilities to the societ) to which it belongs.
V- proof of this he submits both the prepared speech he delivered
at the Television \cademy forum inn quote was taken from an ad lib
remark during the discussion period) and a talk he delivered last
jrear before the Chicago chapter of the AWRT.

JpSfiKlHS- of 3L&MiTS

Both are good speeches. The first was titled "Does Controversial
Public Programing Make Good Business Sense?" and Peterson assured the Acadenn that it does. His \\\ RT talk, "Is Giving People
What The) Want the Answer?" was perhaps even more revealing.
In this he demolished the economic case for merelv "giving people
what the) want" b) showing that companies which depend on this
concept and refuse to keep ahead of their market almost invariabl)
fail (according to a voluminous Brookings Institute stud) I.
He said. "Main businessmen realize that while the chief function
f business is to make a profit, it must broaden it- concept- of profits
o include at least long-term profit as well as short term.
"'The long-term profit- of an) business obviousl) depend not onl\
n the (|ualitv of the product- it makes and the over-all trend of its
industry, but on the qualit) and vitalit) of the societ) it serves.
We all talk glibl) about the rise in the standard of living to
hich our business growth is tied. Yet, a societ) clearl) cannot
ave an) genuine and permanent expansion in the standard of living
nless there is a genuine rise in the standard of thinking.
In today's and tomorrow's increasing!) complex
world an eduated public is not onl) the best guarantee ol a democratic societ)
i Please turn to page 1 I I
SPONSOR
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VVVOK
AND

IN
WBAM

BIRMINGHAM
IN MONTGOM-

ERY BL WKE'F THE WHOLE
STATE OF ALABAMA, AND
PARTS OF GEORGIA, FLORIDA, MISSISSIPPI, \M) TENN ESSEE
WVOK

50,000 watts

BIRMINGHAM
WBAM 50,000 watts
MONTGOMERY
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY
RADIO-TV
REPRESENTATIVES.
INC.
SEE SRDS LISTINC THIS PACE
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a xou

crack? Call in CBS Films'
'The Brothers Brannagan."
In seven-station New York,
this brand-new detectiveaction series consistently
t ops a ll^competing shows I *
And reports from more
than 100 other markets
sold to date— Atlanta to
Providence, Dallas to
San Diego— indicate the
Brannagans are taking
audiences by storm.
Sponsor action? Camel,
Standard Oil of Indiana,
American Stores, Blue
Plate Foods, ChesebroughPond's, Campbell Soups,
Rheingold are staking
out customers with 39
Brannagan half-hours.
Co-stars Steve Dunne
and Mark Roberts have
just completed a monthlong, nationwide personal
appearance tour, making
legions of new friends for
the show and its sponsors!
Now is the perfect time
for you to get in on all
the excitement. Just call . . .

CBS FILMS
.. The beat film programs for all stations." Offices
in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Boston,
St. Louis, San Franeiseo, Dallas and Atlanta. And
in Canada: S. W. Caldwell Limited, Toronto .
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(Com. from p. in

it is also the best guarantee of a vigorous economic order.
"And if our company has in some small way contributed to that |
kind of educated public, it can't help but be in our company's long
range interest to do so."
Such excerpts give. I believe, a much fairer, clearer picture of the
Peterson and B&H philosophy than did the one sentence (mote in im
2 January column, and I am glad to put them into the record
Let me also say here that I greatly admire both Peterson and hi
company for their enlightened tv sponsorship.
B&H has been a courageous, public spirited pioneer in bringing
us magnificent programs on such subjects as birth-control, the mis
sile lag, integration, and featherbedding by labor unions. All of at
stand greatly in their debt. And if I seemed in any way to demeai
their contribution, I did them a great injustice.
But why market-research virtue?
But having said that I want to make it perfectly clear that 1 \ io
lenth disagree with Mr. Peterson on one vital point.
He writes, ''The question that deserves added discussion in oui
judgment is whether spending major tv funds in this area make;
sense from the standpoint of sales and profits. If this question i
answered affirmatively, we believe that many more companies will
sponsor public service programing to the ultimate benefit of tele]
vision, business, and our society as a whole. "
Well, I think that is totally wrong.
To me it's a little like saying, "The quickest wa\ to persuade
prostitute to give up the primrose path is to show her that she cai
maximize more dough (both short-term and long-range) by follow
ing the lily lane of virtue.
So, boys, let's spread this gospel.
Such reasoning is atrocious philosophy, abominable morality, an
unspeakable theology. Furthermore it is psychologically unsound.
I don't for a minute believe that Messrs. Percy and Peterson en
barked on the B&H program of public service sponsorship becaus
the) bad factual evidence of its short- and long-term profit potential:
I am sure they did so because they are intelligent honorable me
of clear vision, strong faith, and an acute sense of responsibilit;
•And I am absolutely convinced that any public service sponsors!
that is worth a damn must start on this same basis of enlightenmel
not because it "makes sense" — sales- and profit-wise.
Our problem in promoting public service programing is to stinr
late in more advertisers the B&H vision and faith — not simply I
assure them that they will get a big red apple for being good boy
Thai is why I deplore the "maximizing profits"" bit in connect!!
with public service shows. It's like trying to justify the C.oldt
Rule with sales figures.

SEE
PAGE

27

I don't doubt that this can be done (at least on a long-term basis!
\nd I am reasonably sure that a batter] of market research™
equipped

with IBM

machines, could

find statistical

evidence

"honesiv is the best polbv" and that the 10 Commandments pax ol
But such labors seem to me both absurd and dangerous. Ih
bastard i/e the principles the\ pretend to explore. The) appl) oi
dimensional meaMirr- to three-dimensional concepts. The) deba
the motives of all men of goodwill. \nd the) fail to provide t
inspiration which, in m) opinion. i~ an absolute!) essential ingrediil
Do a ou care to debate this. Mr. Peterson'.''
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K-TOP

Reps at work
Howard

1 1 dp pens

Rothenberg, eastern sales manager, Everett-McKinney,

Inc., New York, feds that "perhaps one of tin- Mime challenging
blems of the rep organization i> thai ol convincing station man-ii'iil to invest in iit 1 ornuit i\ «■ sales and promotional data data
which might not bring back an immediate return cm investment.
I nderstandably, station management, faced with rising costs of
.dun and technical equipment
md services, can he hesitant

Quite

p A- Bit

% Better

ibout making tins type of investnent for the long haul. However,
oday's media buyers, examining
broadcast media in a highly scienific light, continuall) emphasize
heir need for factual information.
\nd. as media competition inireases for the total advertising
lollar. as well as the "spot" dollar,
he stations that best present a complete picture of their market and
heir wares will develop a decided edge. It will be up to enlightened
•tation management to maintain stronger counsel with their reps.
New sales approaches, act urate coverage data, better market information and audience
measurements
will he of great importance
Doug Wallach, injir. of sales, ('.rant Webb \ Co.. New VnL issues
a plea for "realistic rates.'" He describes a frequent sequence:
"The
representative makes a sales presentation to the agency timebuyer.
file buver show- interest, but on subsequent calls he gives the rep
lie 'silent treatment.'

The rep asks the station manager if the advertiser has made overtures to buv a
schedule either directl) or through
the distributor or some other agent.
I he station manager informs the
rep he has just sold a schedule to

Media men who know their oats also
know that sales snap, crackle and pop in
the prosperous 750,000 N-E Kansas
ket when you sell em
on K-TOP.

mar-

Pulse and Hooper Prove
K-TOP TOP RATED
Pulse (Oct. '60) rates K-TOP No. I in
total, audience (40% Avg.) — 7 a.m.
to midnight.
Hooper (Aug. -Oct.37.6%
'60) —— 7 a.m. to noon
42.2% — noon to 6 p.m.

the distributor at the local rate."
Says Wallach. "On this -cries of
events has foundered the relation-

REPRESENTED

BY F0RJ0E AND CO.- INC.

ship between main
stations and
their reps. Some of the realities a
station management must face up
to when he establishes his rate:
I 1 i \n\ difference between local
nd national rale force- the national advertiser to buv locallv through
whatever person he can get it cheapest; (2) The station must determine what is the lowest rate for which he can sell his station and -till
lake a reasonable profit. \nv sale below this minimum
rate i- a
etl ink operation: (3 i The minimum spot rate must include the co-t of
he reps services. To finance his expenses to generate new business."
SPONSOR
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6 TO 11 PM; EXCLUDES

SCHEDULED

PAID POLITICAL AND

NIGHTTIME

PROGRAMS,

SPECIAL BROADCASTS.

OCT-DEC 1960, AA B

PROGRAM

NAMES
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TEST PATTERN
(ANY ADVERTISER WHO CAN
AFFORD TO SPENDS, 000,000
ON NETWORK TELEVISION CAN
AFFORDTO SPEND A MINUTE
ANALYZING THIS CHART.)
While this image will never appear on your home
screen, it is in fact an accurate statistical picture
of what has been going on in network television
since last October. This is the record for all regularly scheduled nighttime programs- shown by
networks and by types of programs.
Why should anyone look at television in this way
when there are many simpler (and more enjoyable) ways to look at it? Briefly, because today's
sophisticated advertiser commits millions of dollars to television only after the most careful study
of marketing objectives, program possibilities,
and network environments. What kind of program, he asks, will best serve his specific needs?
And where is it most likely to prosper? If you are
such an advertiser you are interested in the whole
pattern of network programming-the big picture
on the screen below. It shows that:
—the CBS Television Network continues to win the
biggest average audience for its nighttime schedule.
-the CBS Television Network also consistently
attracts the biggest average nationwide audience
in every category of entertainment programming.
-the CBS Television Network presents the most
evenly balanced schedule, as indicated below by
the number of hours devoted to various categories of programs. Only this network provides such
proof of performance in every category.
As the test pattern shows, one network offers both
viewer and sponsor the best of everything. No
doubt that's why sponsors each year invest greater sums in the nation's largest single advertising
medium, the CBS TELEVISION NETWORK®
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THE

GREAT

CENTENNIAL

Footnotes to the Civil War in the Channel

!?♦ ,T'J

*}t«*/mr

8 Area Every Monday Morning. Each
program in this fascinating historical series
features a separate community, as many
cities and towns in the Channel 8 area were
affected by the Civil War. Well-known
examples: Battle of Gettysburg, burning of
Chambersburg, Confederate occupation of
York. This series is just one phase of
this station's many activities dedicated to
inspire and enlighten the viewers it serves.

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McColloug h, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER
New York
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Interpretation and commentary
on mi>\i tignificani n radio
mitl marketing mus of the week
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Ford's willingness to pull hack about $H million of its t\ network investments
for the remainder of this season can have ominous Detroit overtones for tv.

Coyrliht IMI
•PONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

It all started with Ford's move t<> sell off half of the Ufred Bitchcock show
(K&E), with Revlon as the interested party.
Revlon added a rider to its interest: it would like also to latch on to an alternate

INC.

half-hour of the currently high-rated Wagon Train, of which lord via JWT controls
an hour every other week.
The fly in the ointment as far as Wagon Train is concerned is tlii>: according to NBC
TVs arrangement with K. J. Reynolds and National Biscuit thej gel the first call
on any added part of Train that becomes available.
Hence the situation stands this ua\ : if only one or the other of them takes on an
additional half-hour of Train. Ford's got a deal with Revlon. If both Reynolds and
National Biscuit exercise their option, then the whole Ford-Revlon transfer v\ ill probably go by the boards.
I Ford, in any event, has recapture rights to Train in the fall, i

The action within the Lincoln-Mercury division sort of confirms the murmurs
that have been coming out of agencies closely identified with automotive accounts.
And these murmurs have been to this effect :
• The giant divisions will be back in tv this fall but the disposition will be, with
exceptions like Dinah Shore and Ernie Ford, to veer away from long-term contracts that
have no escape hatches.
• The newer breed in management will be less inclined to hew to the tradition
of identification with a company-controlled program and hence the trend toward Inning participations in hour shows will be stepped up considerably.
• Syndication will loom bigger in the automotive picture, because Detroit will be
able to turn to this facet of tv in cases where influential dealers demand greater program
identification for their markets. (Ford tests in this regard, it is intimated, have so far turned
out quite satisfactory)
Take it strictly as Washington speculation, but where new FCC chairman Newton Minow is expected to exert early pressure is on the stringing together of too
many commercials in tv. or what is better known as spotting.
If this anticipation starts gathering credence in agency-advertiser circles, don't be surprised if there's a rush to reestablish on-the-hour franchises, something that not so
long ago was a popular thing with Maxwell Douse coffee ami divers cigarettes.
Apparently taking its cue from JWT-Ford dealer efforts. N. W. Aver is bent on
getting where it can the local radio rate for Plymouth-\ aliant dealer groups.
Ayer's gambit in this direction last week: inquiring of Michigan station- whether they
were granting local rates to "regional automotive groups."
The query obviously had a disturbing effect on the rep field. They recalled \\er
media chief Les Farnath's notice to them last summer that if the local rate confusion were nol
clarified soon the agency would deal directly with stations in behalf of clients whose
competitors were getting the local rate.
Explained an Aver timebuyer to SPONSOR-SCOPE:

All were doing i> Ending out

whether the local rate is being applied to regional dealer groups. ^ here there's no local
rate we'll pay the national rate."
(The Michigan flight, incidentally, breaks 2(> February.)
ONSOR
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P&G

continued

last week swept the board elean of its spot tv schedules on Cheer (Y&R).

The step's just temporary.
It was done to reevaluate its needed spot weight.
Another sweep of the spot board:
Anahist
(Bates).
The brand lately has been
fattening up its network tv participations.

more

America Chicle is implementing the policy it adopted last fall of alloting a
substantial share of its budget to spot tv.

It's buying via Bates 17 to 23 schedules in quite a list of markets, with extra
weight in markets where Dentine and Clorettes are not getting the wanted exposure
through the raft of day and nighttime participations Chicle sponsors on ABC TV.

TvB has moved its research efforts into a field that's coming under more and
more challenge from advertisers: namely, the degree of attention paid to tv commercials.
What the TvB project consists of: a pilot study seeking to measure how certain
commercials have registered with and impressed viewers.
JWT and Y&R among others have had continuing studies along these lines for some time.
(For Marion Harper's latest views on this subject see SPONSOR-WEEK,

page 00.)

Here's likely evidence that Crest has got the maximum ride out of its pat from
the American Dental Association: the same P&G's Gleem has moved ahead in share
of sales in the food index.
It's only by eight-tenths of a point but that still puts Gleem
Colgate.

now No. 2 to the champ,

Still another comeback: the Betty Crocker layercake mix has taken the lead back
from Duncan Hines, if only by a six-tenths margin. Hines in the October-November store
count went down five points, with much more of the difference going to Swansdown. Special case allowances may have had a lot to do with it.

Even though the casualty rate for nighttime tv network programs keeps going
up from year to year, a series with a 25-30% share has a better than 50% chance
of surviving into the next season.

100%

88% from Nielsen
That seems to be the key observation to be made from the following 92%
chart
showing the program turnover by share level as it stacked up for November-December 1959:
SHARE

NO. SHOWS

45%
40-44.plus
9%
35-39.9%
30-34.9%
25-29.9%

6
13
16
21
34
24

%

HELD

OVER

58PREVIOUS
%
62%
FROM

SEASON

15%

56%

Under 25%
30.1%Share
Average

Total Shows

Returnees

114

What

lots of stations will welcome

as a change: Lanolin Plus (LaRoche),

one

of barter tv's biggest customers, will soon be putting cash on the barrelhead for
schedules.
The i;ish list will run to around 60 markets, leaving about 65 markets
barter basis.
20
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continued

Affiliate reaction lo CBS TVs. introduction of the minute participation rate
tor its 10 to noon span of programing was not without an amusing sidelight*
The network's station relations department whipped out thi^ wire i" hesitating affiliates:
"Hurry! hurry! hurry! we'd like your acceptance of the daytime minute plan by
close of business Friday.*"
Responded one affiliate: "We

deplore the plan. Believe it had! had! had! lor the

industry."
(For affiliate, rep, agency, advertiser, etc., appraisal "f plan Bee page .">
It looks at the moment that if P&G lias nighttime doings with ABO
season it will be strictly on a participation basis.

TV

next

P&G agencies have this expectation: the Rifleman and The Law and Mr. Jones —
the latter if ABC agrees to waive its contract control — will wind up on NBC TV.
ABC could say this season it had the bulk of the P&G nighttime business.
Lever has quite a poke to put into network

nighttime tv for the summer,

but

it'U probably put off its buying until the last minute.
Reason for delay: it figures it will then be in a much better buyers' market.
There's also a lot of spot tv in the offing, but this will be bought with the need
and regardless of anything else.
Admen generally recognize that the special news events program offers a potent audience vehicle for the next two years or so but their inclination to do something about it is dogged by a hard-to-solve dilemma.
And that dilemma is: how can you sell a client in buying a franchise in program group
of this sort when you know that the placement and content of his commercials will be
at the mercy of the producers of these news documentaries?
As one agency executive put it: some of the special news events program producers hand down edicts as though they were the New York Times, overlooking in the
process the simple fact that the viewer has become accustomed to changes of mood between
the program and the commercial content.
New York agency executives just back from lookarounds in Hollywood arc
voicing the opinion that the freelance tv program producers are facing a bleak
1961-62 season.
It is their estimate that the freelancers have anywhere from 125 ot 150 pilots in the
works which have hardly any place to go if the networks adhere to their plans to cement
into their schedules a night progression of one-hour shows.
Note these admen: since network scheduling is becoming less and less a free market, itwould be easy to predict that independent ranks in two or three years will be
shaken down to four or five suppliers.
The outlook is for ABC TV to go exclusively 60-minute programing Sunday night
next season, which would mean but four show- on tap between 6:30-10:30 p.m.

ABC TV apparently isn't letting up in its effort to find a format that would
tend to put its affiliates on a competitive basis with Jack Paar.
In the planinng stage is this idea: putting on reruns of such series a- Maverick and
Sunset Strip and Hawaiian Eye from 11:15 to 12:15 p.m.
Half of the commercial spots would be made available for sale by the stations.
Agencies that have been felt out on the proposal are under the impression that the starting date would be before the summer.
An obvious adverse effect: the sale of old features.
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continued

Brown & Williamson's allocation of corporate commercials to some of its nighttime network tv has stirred some speculation regarding the objective.
Two of the speculations, which, by the way. Bates completely disavows:
1) B&W is being spun off from Imperial Tobacco (Canada), preliminary to the
making available of an American stock issue.
2) There could be a B&W brand on the way.

Sellers of tv haven't as much to worry about in competing
on price vs. audience delivered as they might think they have.

against magazines

Told SPONSOR-SCOPE by a leading cosmetic advertiser: the media costs of the 11
magazines he uses has gone up 13% the past year, whereas their circulation has increased less than 6%.

NBC

Radio has thrown

in the towel with regard to its ability to sell the Fri-

day night stretch of Monitor : it's cutting out the two hours and 30 minutes of this
portion of the Monitor weekend.
Remaining intact for Monitor: Saturday, 8:05 a.m. to midnight and Sunday, 3 p.m. to
10 p.m. Monitor sales had been close to 90% until the turn into the New Year.

Campbell Soup's (BBDO) bullishness about spot radio is as stalwart as ever:
it's embarking 20 February on another nine-week campaign in approximately 80
markets.
Why the canner continues to be so radio-minded:

the continuing frequency provides a

tool for selling Campbell's less popular soup varieties.
The key word in Campbell's radio lexicon:

tailor-made.

Don't be surprised if CBS TV before very long establishes a more favorable
compensation structure for its affiliate stations.
According to what some major agencies have heard, the maximum percentage under
this revised esculator may not be far from the net proceeds obtainable for an affiliate ifit sold the time locally.
The move would serve, as these agencies see it, to assuage in large measure affiliate
reaction to network trend toward wholesale overlapping into station option time.
CBS' more immediate gesture in that direction: allowing affiliates to sell time in reruns of Gunsmoke as of 7:30 Tuesday night's next fall when the network introduces a Saturday night one-hour version of the same series.
Some stations don't regard this Tuesday grant as a windfall, because in giving up 10:301 I p.m. Saturday they're losing, they say, one of the most desirable spot half-hours
of the week.

Pillsbury (Burnett) appears to be encountering some difficulty in getting stations to accept piggybacks combining cake and pancake mixes.
Attitude of the demurring coterie: the rate for the two brands would still be the
minute rate and that if they were followed by another commercial regardless of length the
station would be guilty of triplespotting.
Factual note: the use of piggybacks, particularl) associated with Bates, has been increasing the past two years, most of them, unlike Pillsbury's, comprised of unrelated
products.
For

other

news

sec Newsmaker of the Week, page 10;
Washington Week, page 55; sponsor
68;
page.
Spot Buys, page 49; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up,
Hears, page 58; T\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 75; and Film Scope, page 56.
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And they've decided the Ivy League needs more cultivating! Seriously,
with our ideal living conditions, today's farm families are modern as
Manhattan. And speaking of analyzing, how's this for good Television:
1. Channel 2 for these extra Counties.
2. CBS for the best in Public Service.
3. 400,000 TV homes for greener pastures.
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industry — the\ are firm believers in
the published rate card.
In defense of the ethical station

49th
mm
Liked

code

operators who we represent, we request that you call attention to the
fact that more and more stations are

and

mining to a one rate policy, ("all it
local, national or general rate.
Carl L. Schuele

Madison

Broadeast
\ . ) . C.
president

story

plishmentU>
s i Januar) i for Ford.

Congratulations, and thanks, on thai
superb story on the Radio Code in
the H> Januar)
issue of sponsor

While it's possible that JWT has
been able to buy 80' < of its stations
at local rate it could well be true that

I have a feeling it's going to bring
man) into the fold, and I. as a member of the board, am personal!)
grateful to you.
Cecil Woodland

at the
same
time they're
hu\ ing
70' <
of
these
stations
at national
rates.

general

WEIL

Many

manager

local, we prefer to call it general.
1 he interpretation that can easily

Sera n to n. I'a.

nl us in radio are already get-

!h:,l
HIV,

^
Gets results

1 would like In take this opportunity
to thank you for allowing me to discuss our WEBR

"Sing Along" story

in Of
yourparticular
26 Dec. "Sponsor
interest toAsks.'"
me was
the response I received from people
directly and indirectl) connected with
our business.
I suppose this should
not have come as any surprise, but
when

for
Ford are
"offstations,
rate" which
is unfair
to selling
both the
and

most
gratifying,
and
once
again
proves thai sponsor can gel results.
\\ illiain A. Schweitzer

JWT as well as Ford. JWT
one of the finest reputations

ting reactions to the "Sponsor Hears
item about JWT's local rate accom-

li-l
thai

be read into your report is that <>()'<
of the stations being bought by JWT
One, above all
Man)

• Tis true, included, says JWT. i
are the many stations on the Foi
have adapted :i single rate.

stations, realizing that a

one-minute spot is 60 seconds no
matter who buys it. have only one
rate and while this could be called

Time Sales

enjoys
in the

you

get direct action
fur information such as we did. it is indeed

program
WEBR

director

Buffalo.

V. 1 .

Fine — to a point

It was with great interest thai I read
the piece on jingles contributed h\
Ben G. Allen. t\ cop) group head at
BBDO.umn in your
in the2 Januar)
"Sponsorissue.
\sks" colE\er\ thing was fine — to a point.
I enjoyed his sage comments on the
influence oi music, its abilit) to sfl
the stage pro; erl\ for a desired effect, the (lower of music to motivate.
It was great, and made me feel good.
But then I was brought down b\

NO,

THIS IS "KNOE-IAND"

(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

progressive

North

JUST LOOK AT THIS
Population
1320,100
Households
423,600
Consumer Spendable Income
$1,761,169,000
Food Sale
S 300,486.00(1

KNOE-TV

AVERAGE

71%

Louisiana,

South

Arkansas,

MARKET
DATA
Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

SHARE

| 10,355,000
S 299,539.000
5 148.789.000
$1,286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

According
to November,
1960
ARB
we average
71 °o share
of audience
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe
metropolitan trade area.

KNOE-TV

CBS
A James

Channel
8
Monroe,
Louisiana
Photo: Conlainerboard

2!

and Kraj

Pa

ei D

•
A.

from

ABC
Noc Station

"

d -

tional music." Has a quarter-centuil
of experimentation, pioneering, scientific stud\ in the field of background music gone to waste?
We've gol >o main
fad- and figures here al Muzak on the inlli.eiice
of music on individuals al all limes
I pause
at itemizing
the material.
\-k
VIr.
Mien
to come
on down
sometime and sec for himself.
Slanlex
\\ ai ten
director
of public
\iuzah Corp.
\ . ) . C.

Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

iron o) Continental < nn Compai

the last paragraph in which Mr. \llen staler thai ""no one . . . has doafl
am research on the effecl of motiva-

relations

Louisiana
SI'ONSOli

..0 .iwi \in
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GEARED

DETROIT

Whether it's bringing a Detroit Lions football
game from California, a Detroit Tiger baseball
game from Briggs Stadium, or rousing an apathetic citizenry to public concern about Civil
Defense, WJBK-TV gears its programming to
the interests and needs of a greater Detroit and
a greater Michigan.
Typical example: Channel 2's Community Projects activities, headed by Dr. John T. Dempsey,
News and Public Affairs Director for WJBK-TV
and Radio. Known to us and recognized by the
community as one of the most highly qualified
men in television, Dr. Dempsey is an associate
professor at the University of Michigan where he
earned his doctorate in political science. Both
he and station management continually query
hundreds of Detroit leaders to determine what
subjects most need airing in the interest of a better community. Result: such timely discussions
and documentaries as "Detroit's Daily Dilemma"
(traffic); "The Human Side of Politics"; "Detroit's
Survival" (civil defense); and "The Michigan
Farmer", all presented by limelight personalities on WJBK-TV's Press Conference, Detroit
Speaks and Project 2 programs.

B^P
V^»

This timely localized approach, plus continuing
effort in all areas of public service, have come to
be expected of WJBK-TV. Providing such service
is far more than an assignment or obligation. It is
our pride and pleasure to take this active part in
the life of the big busy 5th market we serve,
where month after month in ARB and Nielsen
Channel 2 is audience leader.

President-elect John F. Kennedy and Michigan's new governor. John B. Swainson,
interviewed by Dr. Dempsey of WJBK-TV.

S N- 1
DETROIT'ION
STAT

WJBK-TV
a Storer Station

CHANNEL
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE:

THE

KATZ

2

CBS

AGENCY

KRNT-TV is
very big in Des Moines
(ig
tig
(ig

n total audience
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Latest tv and
radio developments
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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SPONSOR-WEEK
Marion

Harper

asks for less image

600 politicos to get AFA
Lincoln-Mercury
$2.7 million more

and

more

impact

red carpet treatment

buys all station avails for hometown
in Gillette's $13 million budget

push

to net tv

Marion Harper's broadcast credo:
impact research, not nose-counting
CHICAGO
There's too much nose-counting in tv and radio, Marion
Harper, Jr., president of Interpublic, Inc. (formerly McCann-Erickson) said in Chicago last Monday as he outlined several projects his agency is experimenting with
in qualitative research and impact studies.
He spoke before 900 persons at a joint meeting of
:he Sales-Marketing Executives Club with the Chicago
rederated Advertising Club, the Chicago Broadcast Executives Club and the American Marketing Assn.
. Among the projects outlined by Harper:
• The development of an excitement index, which
neasures interest in a commercial;
• Experiment with a device which measures viewers'
:v interest in commercials without them knowing it;
• Study of children's reactions which are more sponaneous than adults'.
Trade groups, he said, in
broadcast and in advertising should take more voluntary action in setting up
professional goals within
the organization which, in
turn, better the economy.
."The claim that we are
living in a mature economy
with saturated markets is
literary fantasy," he charged,
noting
that "the average opMarion Harper, Jr.
erating rate for all manuacturing is less than 80%.
Yet distribution productivPONSOR
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ity shows an even greater lag, averaged at a one per
cent gain per year contrasted with three per cent for
the economy as a whole.

BCrW renews affinity for spot tv
Brown & Williamson, which under the wing of Bates
has oriented itself more and more to network tv, is
again giving spot an encouraging riffle.
It's lining up prime 20's and 60's in 50-60 markets to
add the extra weight where needed for several B&W
brands. Reps are being given the impression that these
schedules have 52-week objectives.
Another tobacco leader that's been moving more and
more toward a semi-franchise orbit the past year is
Lorillard.

LINCOLN-MERCURY BUYS 3,000
RADIO SLOTS ON 1 STATION
History-making radio saturation drive went on the air
in Detroit last week as 21 Lincoln-Mercury dealers in
the metro area bought every available program and
announcement on a single station — WJBK — for an allout two-week push which ends 5 February.
Jerry Martin, v. p. for air on the Ford account at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit, says special effort has total
of 2,612 minute announcements, 92 five-minute newscasts and 10 programs in a sports strip. The high volume cars — Comet and Mercury — are getting the heaviest emphasis, only a few mentions for Continental.
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AFA lays problems plus red carpet
before 600 politicos this week
Opening salvo in advertising's
governmental and legislative
problems and ideas will be
Wednesday as the Advertising
meets for its annual mid-winter
Hilton.

1961 battle to acquaint
leaders with industry
heard in Washington
Federation of America
conclave at the Statler-

Some 600 Congressional leaders are expected to attend the annual reception Wednesday evening, with
such dignitaries of the new administration as Secretary
of Commerce Luther H. Hodges in attendance during
the day.
Most of the admen's attention, however, will be focused on James M. Landis, President Kennedy's special
assistant on regulatory agencies, who at presstime was
expected to key the luncheon meet with a summary of
his recommendations for revision and reform of such
bodies as the Federal Communications Commission and
the Federal Trade Commission.
Another speaker of special interest to the ad pros
from all parts of the country will be Bob Wilson, Republican of California, discussing "A Congressman Looks
at the Advertising Industry."
He is the only practicing advertising agency executive
in Congress.
The conference chairman
is Arthur C. Fatt, president
J

*'* ^^^^
of Grey
Advertising,
New
^fe
■
York. Amon« the other top
^L
speakers
is the keynoter,
.
.
William
B.
Murphy,
presiArthur Fatt
,
dent of the Campbell Soup
Co., and AFA Chairman James S. Fish, vice president
of General Mills.
^A

D'Arcy trains production people,
newcomers with field trips
Field work and lectures on broadcast production as
well as other media techniques is the Tuesday and
Thursday routine for more than 100 employees of D'Arcy
Advertising in St. Louis starting this week.
The agency's own p.r. and publicity group has developed a series of field trips to broadcast stations and a
total of 23 suppliers for production employees, newcomers to advertising and some of its creative, media
and research personnel.
Aim is to familiarize agency staffers with background
to jobs, with end goal of better advertising, service.

1961

Off-season selling for Parker
Innovation in toy-game advertising and marketing
is pointed up in the new spot radio campaign of
Parker Bros., 78-year-old games publisher. A quick
seven-week campaign promotes the Rook card
game during what is normally a post-Christmas
doldrums period. The game, a favorite of Southerners, will be sold via some 1,500 commercials
in 23 Southern cities. Agency: Badger and Browning & Parcher, Boston.

Hamms
beer ahead
tv
commercials
as wellin asfavorite1
sales hike
Even though the beer industry as a whole showed a
slim 0.6% barrel gain for the first 11 months of 1960
contrasted with the same 1959 period, last week Theo.
Hamm Brewing President William C. Figge reported a
striking 10% sales rise for the year.
It's no coincidence therefore, in the minds of brewsavvy admen, that Hamm's television commercials havel
rated No. 1 in American Research Bureau's viewer pop- 1
ularity rankings for the past two years (with the exception of only a single month, last March, when the offbeat Kaiser foil announcements came out first).

'Iffy' radio copy slated for
new Tassette personal item
Controversial product soon to be debuted with a saturation radio and newspaper campaign in the New York
metro area is Tassette, a menstrual device for women
which has given Weiss & Geller agency copywriters considerable pause for thought.
Copy, as of these pre-introductory campaign days,
is designed to give the what-how facts straight to women
listeners without the usual reliance on "euphemisms,
secretive and symbolic expressions and evasive descriptions." Radio was used during tests in New England.
Rochester (N.Y.), Harrisburg-Baltimore, Columbus (O.).
Product, which may go national, is made by Tassette
Inc., of Stamford, Conn.

For Hong Kong, later is better
ABC TV's test of Hong Kong with two shows lasl
Wednesday (25 January) netted higher late-night ratings
over-night Arbitron shows. Episode aired 7:30-8:3(
bagged 13.5 rating (12.2 for same time previous week)
23.7 share (compared with 20.7). Second show, 10-11
had 14.0 average rating, 24.6 share (compared with pre
vious week's Naked City, 18.4 rating, 33.1 share).
~-|'()\v(h;
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RCA Color TV Tape . . . trie Equal of Color Live!"
— says William B. McGrath, V. P. and
Managing Director, WHDH-AM, FM, TV, Boston
multiple monitoring checks. You can check through the
entire system for the very best picture. Precision headwheel interchangeability for color, too, means you can
play back tape on any machine, regardless of where
it was made.

'Here at WHDH-TV we are enjoying great success
vith our RCA Color Television Tape operation. Taped
rograms, commercials and special events sparkle in
olor. We find color tape the equal of color live— and
vith the convenience and ease that only RCA TV
ape can give.

More and more broadcasters are specifying RCA TV
Tape for color operation because it is part of a completely matched line of color equipment available from
one single source— including color TV tape recorders,
studio color cameras, ;}-Y film cameras and projectors,
color monitors, switching and special effects. They find
service before and after the sale of the kind that only
RCA with its broad background in color television
can perform.

RCA Color TV Tape Recorders have completed our
LCA all-color facilities. We do all our local programs
} color. Color sells. By adding the client convenience
t tape to the new dimension of color, we have an
nbeatable combination for sales success."
CA Color TV Tape Recorders are proving themselves
i installations like WHDH because they are designed
lr color. Picture quality is virtually built in, thanks to

Find out how you can
get live color quality
with tape convenience.
See your RCA Representative.
Or write to RCA, Dept. PE-264,
Building 15-1, Camden, X.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
g

RADIO CORPORATION

Ol

AMERICA
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Gillette: $2.7 million more into net tv shows
Outlay of $2.7 million for eight general-audience programs marks the first time Gillette has heavied-up in
the spring, non-sports months. Sports on tv gets the
biggest portion of its SPONSOR-WEEK-estimated $13
million annual ad budget. Gillette admen think they
should round out their tv sked through the year even
though sports — except for boxing and bowling, now
sponsored — are out of season much of first half. They

reason product line is sold
should be no hiatus.
Boxing continues as
other sports features
the four new NBC TV
Outlaws and Michael
family audience, as do
Islanders,

Roaring

all year 'round

so there

Gillette's mainstay with this and
directed primarily to men. But
shows — The Americans, Laramie,
Shayne — reach a broader, allGunslingers on CBS TV and The

20's and

Stagecoach

on

ABC

Ticonderoga pushes pencils toward
triple-goal morning radio audience

Revlon switches from papers to

Interesting three-goal use of radio by an unusual air
product is seen in the new schedule of the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., maker of Dixon
Ticonderoga pencils.

radio for Vord-of-mouth'

Starting today, company is airing early-morning minutes at the rate of three per week on stations in four
major markets in move to reach company's salesmen,
its dealers and office people.

6 Chicago spot skeds readied

Spot tv activity along Michigan Ave. last week about
held its own. Among accounts setting up tv schedules

Jack (Burnett); Mars Candy (NL&B). Radio: Foulds Macaroni (C. E. Frank); Rival Dog Food (NL&B).

Guide to Kennedys new quarters

TV.

pickup

Switch from newspaper to radio on Revlon's Sun Bath
sun tan lotion is marked by unusual marketing theory.
Revlon management and Grey agency account people
find that winter tourists bring home word of this kind
of product so that one tourist reached by commercials
sells 20 more sun-bathers via word of mouth.
New (last week) 13-week sked of minutes, paced to a
calypso beat with live voice over, aims at sunshine visitors during the daytime hours, with most commercials
adjacent to beach reports (and, in one instance, on a
station which rings a bell every half hour alerting tan- 1
ners to turn over).
Current radio schedule of some 61 announcements!
weekly on six Miami stations and 25 spots per week on|
two Phoenix outlets is expected to lead to peak schedule during the summer months in as many as 30 of thel
nation's
Memorial top
Day.markets. Biggest market push comes after|

Fourth WBC program meet 9 April
to key public service as entertainment
Another grand slam bet on public service programing isl
scheduled by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. fori
a four-day Pittsburgh session starting 9 April. Thel
fourth in a series of public service conferences how-i
ever, this year stress this type of radio and tv station!
programing as entertainment, with a downbeat emphasis|
on public service features as educational.

In pre-maugural New York visit, President-elect John Kennedy received
from John Smart, president of the Esquire Broadcasting Co. (WQXI),
Atlanta, a color movie of the major public rooms in the White House.

Schick switch to NC&K

no surprise

More than 400 industry leaders are expected to at-j
tend the work-and-play session, with a greater repreH
sentation from networks and stations this year than!
during the three previous conclaves (Boston in 1957,|
Baltimore in 1958 and San Francisco in 1959).

Switch of Schick from B&B to Norman Craig & Kummel
late last week, with some 70% of $3 million budget in

Westinghouse President Donald H. McGannon hasl
also supervised plans this year to admit the general
public to some of the seminar sessions in Pittsburgh!

tv, was pre-ordained. Revlon, largest single stockholder
with 20%, has been sparking reshuffling for past year.

home of the group's pioneer station KDKA
parent company, Westinghouse Electric.

There's also product conflict, as B&B has ASR account.
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Why MT. WASHINGTON

John Guidor. Pros Gen
Mcjr . WMTW-TV
Portland, Me. — Ml. Washington,
N. H.

TV

Bought Warner's' Films of the 50's"
Says John Guider

"You might think
we didn't need them"
"We already had what may be the largest film library in the country,
including all four major packages.
"But we felt we could not miss this chance to sweeten our schedules
with these strong late releases. We owe it to our sponsors.
"They're not only great audience-getters in their own right but they give
balance to the good but older pictures in our popular EARLY SHOW
and late WORLD'S

BEST

MOVIES."

Warner's Films of the 50's . . . money makers of the 60's

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue . YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie. III. . ORchard 4-c 105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-: S55
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. . GRanite 6-i564

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

-Zf.
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POPULATION !
The Charlotte TV MARKET

is First

in the Southeast with 642,500 Homes*
We'd be the first to admit that it stretches the
imagination to hang a city population of more than
two-hundred thousand — but hang the city population when counting necks in the entire Charlotte
Television Market!
The real kicker is that WBTV delivers 55.3% more
TV Homes than Charlotte Station "B"!**

* Television Magazine — 1961
"ARB I960 Coverage StudyAverage Daily Total Homes Delivered

Compare these SE Markets
642,500! *

Charlotte
. . .
Miami
Atlanta
Louisville . . .
New Orleans
Richmond . . .

WBTV
CHANNEL

3 ^^ CHARLOTTE/

jefferson

standard

561,500
535,300
420,200
366,900
26T.200

broadcasting

company

J
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REACTION,
LANGUAGE

reps/affiliates said:

Station representatives called the CBS
TV action a "bald outrage, a complete
invasion of the -|»<>i field," ami likened
the trend in daytime network television
selling to the la-t days oi network radio. Affiliate operator- opposed the

STILL BOILING:

plan because it would accrue them lower rate-, would make producl protection
impossible, would impose a summer
rate which the) never have accepted.

What

CBS TV'S DAY PLAN
* But station fury over sale of
minutes is cooling after parlays
on 'realities' with network
"1A/
if

brass

\gein \ media

said:

people and their clients

hailed CI!S TV's "honesl presentation"
of what the) were -riling and noted
thai the change-

would

make

buying

daytime network television simpler for
them, but they had

reservations ahout

one

aspect of the plan

that

could

mean

buying

the Hal rate
without

know-

«' are not selbng spot!

"This is not a price war!
" I his will result in more revenue for our affiliates!
I lius did Joe Curl. CBS TV daytime sales director,
answer the storm of comment, criticism, and scuttlebutt
that erupted lasl week with the announcement of CHS
I \ s decision to toss awa) several of its selling traditions
and join in the battle for daytime revenues with no holds
haired. At week- end. although buffeted In criticism from
affiliates, station representatives and some rival network
executives, Curl firmly maintained thai no trouble was
anticipated even though several affiliates were talking
"I bucking the network. V.s one station owner put it l"
- "Onsor, "What we'll have to do is tell them to go hang
with their morning stuff."
Others, however, after meetings with Curl and other
network officials last week were privatelj admitting that
the\ were beginning to appreciate the realities of the
network.- position, and that much of the plan would
probably go through. It seemed to he a question of the
\alue of network affiliation outweighing their fear- "I
.PONSOR
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ing their messages.

What

rival networks

said:

Some spokesmen for the two rival networks praised the move and called it
the besl development for the industrj
as a whole, and not unexpected. However, some -aw in CBS TV's outright
dropping ol billboards the sacrifice of
one of the basic strengths of daytime network t\ sponsor identification with a
\ei\ emotionally involved audience
calling the move "destructive."

;;

Affiliates charge that a grossly unrealistic
value has been placed on their time
network encroachment on spot.
I he network that never sold less
than a quarter-hour unit has revealed
the following plan t<> go into operation 13 Februarj :
• Minutes will he sold between 10
a.m. and noon.
• Billboards will be eliminated in
this period.
• Minutes can be rotated within
this period.
• Advertisers may buy as many
minutes as they require, can get out
and get in at will, don't even have to
buy 13 weeks — but can buy shorter
flights.
• The network will actually tell an
advertiser his cost-per-1,000.
• The network will allow piggybacks in this period, but will not sell
30's.
• Affiliate stations will have the
privilege of selling the first minute
of each of the 10 a.m. -noon programs locally.
• Two afternoon shows, Full Circle and The Million/tire, will also become part of the new discount setup
to the extent thai the minutes pur-

chased there may be applied to the
morning minute total.
• CBS TV will draw a line between summer and winter daytime
rates, and will give an added discount in the daytime. Cost-per-1,000
homes will go as low in summer as
74^. This discount structure is based
on an average of 2.400.000 homes in
the winter and 2,700,000 homes in
the summer ( greater tune-in due to
added youngster availabilities).
The basic question that troubled
the industry last week: Can you take
over so many of the strong tools of
spot without eventually becoming
spot? Affiliate stations and their
representatives howled, "No!" and
were fighting mad. They envisioned
more and more encroachment on spot
selling unless the affiliates put the
brakes on the networks.
Several affiliate owners went so far
as to predict to sponsor that CBS TV
might "go black" during the 10 a.m.noon period if the network did not
return to conventional operation.
Thev deplored the "grossly unrealistic value" that CBS TV has placed

on its stations" time and indicated
that resentment and astonishment
were widespread among alliliate
chiefs — many- of whom are presenting their grievances in person this
week
\\cnue.in conferences at 485 Madison
Rival network

executives saw

nothing
the only
web's been
action,surprising
noting that itinhad
a question of time until TV dropped
its long-cherished policies by cutting
rates and seeking flexibility. Some
thought, however, that CBS had gone
too far.
As for the agencies and their clients, their reaction was highly favorable but with some frankly stated
reservations. Media directors gave
CBS TV credit for an "honest presentation" of what it is selling, and
pointed out that the changes would
make buying simpler for them, that
it was a break for the small advertiser and the client who had not previously been a heavv user of the davtime medium.
But they were cautious on one
point, the unusual situation brought
about by a flat rate and the fact
that they do not know how many
stations they get for that rate. Several agencymen commented that it
was "too early" to pass judgment.

CBS TV's embattled Joe Curl answers:
"WE ARE NOT SELLING SPOT! The other
minutes in one form or another because
member, we are not selling spot. We are
time in smaller portions. CBS needed a

two networks are selling network
advertisers demand it. But, reselling network minutes, network
more flexible daytime setup. We

couldn't buck the trend, and as much as I don't like it, I think it's coming
to nighttime, too."
"THIS IS NOT A PRICE WAR! This is an official and legitimate rate reduction in the morning (between 10 a.m. and noon). It won't go any further;
we've established a definite rate; we will stick to the rate. We are not
going to cause a price war."
"THIS WILL RESULT IN MORE REVENUE FOR OUR AFFILIATES! This decision took more than seven months of working ... on the ground rules . . .
until we came up with this plan. This is not intended as a sermon, but it's
a fact that CBS believes in quality and integrity, so we decided on a rate
and printed it. Everybody gets the same deal; everything is specific. Stations know what we are doing and so will the advertisers."
:;i
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CBS TV's per-minute rate, cost -per -1,000 (10 a.m.-noon
SUMMER

WINTER
ANNUAL

COST PER MINUTE

MINUTES

&3,200t

201*
201 to 400

3,100

401 to 600

3,000

601 to 800
801 to 1,000
1,000 and over

CPM

$1.33
1 .25

2,900

1.21
I.L">

2,700
2.500

1.13
1.04

COST PER MINUTE

CPM

$2,800
2,700
2,300

$1.04

2,200

.78

2,100

.74

.85
l.oo
.81

2,000
CBS TV changes in sales policies for 10 a.m. to noon period include (1) making time available in straight
minutes, (2) allowing advertisers to rotate minutes and (3) summer, annual minute purchase discounts
•'Vwn slums in the alien
n. Full Circle" and 'The Millionaire1 also become part of tho new discount setup to this extent
the mil
he applied to the morning minute total.
tThis discount structure, which takes erTVe! 1:1 February, is based on an average of 2.100,000 homes in the winter and 2.700,000 homes in
nun' in in the summer Is greater because ol the added youngsters available).

It was not "too early" for some
station owners. Typical was the
comment
of one
who
declared.
Man) of us are aghast, and so are
man) of their owned station managers. Ithink this move is destined
to create the biggest stir we've seen.
I here is so much more at stake
for the stations that the move will he
fought, and fought hard, at meaningful levels. I predict many stations
will he up in arms and won't clear
for it."
Man) of those affiliates are key
market stations, and they have indiated to their representatives
that
the) won't accept the CBS TV plan.
I'our major reasons were cited:
1 i On a contractual basis, the new
ates would he below what they are
getting under present contracts.
2 1 The network because of its
minute rotation plan — would be dictating to them as to what advertisers
the) can take and can't take during
the 10 a.m. to noon period. This.
the) maintained, would make product protection impossible. The onlv
waj out would he for the stations
themselves to set up a concentric svstem of spot rotation, which thev indicated they didn't care to tackle.
3) Smaller market stations would
doubtless be hurt.
SPONSOR
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hased here may
the

summer

(tho

li The kev alliliates in question
declared that thev have never accepted summer rates of any kind, and

that stations should be getting exclu-

didn't want to start now. The summer rate issue seemed to be lost in
the discussion of the other two last

alliliates who have contacted us.~

week, but as one station man said. "If
it were their only change it would be
enough to make us reject them."
What frightens many of the affiliate owners is that, with the pattern
of network radio's decline still fresh
in their memories, daytime tv seems
to them to be following that pattern.
"The beginning of the end of the
original network radio," a top rep
salesman pointed out, "came when it
reached in every direction with wideopen, catch-all participation plans.
The stations finally decided to program themselves because thev were
getting less money from the networks
than they could get bv selling themselves. Just as a few kev market stations tolled the death of network radio as a real money-maker, so it
could happen again unless this daytime tv medium wakes up."
\nother leading rep salesman
called the move "a bald outrage, a
complete invasion of the spot field.
The networks are going into the spot
business and proposing to pa\ stations on a network level for business

sive!)
on aand spot
level. That's
our reaction
the reaction
of network

Spokesman for the three networks, however, played down the
dramatic nature of the move, seeing
it as another step in the gradually
changing pattern of network selling
practices. \t CBS, Joe Curl stood by
the move and stated emphatically
that "we expect the new policy to
result not onlv in better coverage,
better ratings, and better share-ofaudience, but also in more mone) for
our affiliates.
"This decision took more than
seven months of working like hell on
the ground rules. We tore the tiling
apart and put it back together repeated!) until we came up with this
plan. This is not intended as a sermon, but it's a fact that CBS believes in quality and integrity, so
we decided on a rate and printed it.
Everybod) gets the same deal: everything is specific. Stations know what
we
are
doing and so will the advertiser.
"The other two networks are selling network minutes in one form 01
another because advertisers demand
it. ' he declared. "But, remember, we
arc not selling spot
We are selling
35

network

minutes, network

time in

smaller portions."
There is no question in the minds
of Madison Avenue observers that
CBS TV had to make some move to
counter the scatter plans of ABC and
then NBC. Columbia needed a more
flexible daytime setup. Curl maintained, with so much demand for
minutes

from the agencies and ad-

vertisers. "We couldn't buck the
trend." said Curl, "and as much as I

8-POINT REBUTTAL
TO SPOT TV CRITICS
TvAR replies to specific charges against spot tv by
exeeutives of various firms, mostly light to non-users

I"

^

As to the move's effect on the spot
medium's future, some station representatives were carefully weighing
the facts and factors and coming up

I

don't like it. 1 think it's coming
nighttime, too.

with -Mine surprising conclusions,
among which were:
1 i I lie internecine warfare among
the network daxtime sales departments might actually draw more attention to the spot medium.
2 1 In man)

markets

where

CBS

won't clear, more spot sales will result, and some new stead) customers
must result from that situation.

Laek of a conerete image, buying complexities considered the biggest handicaps, to sellers of the medium
week highlighted li\ network

da) time television's struggle for a
format and an identity, the medium
that most rivals it has also been
through some soul searching.
A station representative, having
studied the results of a high-level
management survey on conceptions ol
and attitudes toward spot television,
decided to go further than mereh

struggle could

printing the results I " 1 he View at the
Top" i. Television Advertising Bepresentatives has released to SPONSOR

conceivabl) destroy the da' time medium as a money-maker.

its rebuttals to the objections voiced

31

I he network

"It's one thing for the networks to
invade the spot field and not admit
it." said one rep firm chief who
asserted that tliis practice had

against spot tv, in an attempt to explain to the executives who made
them that they are overlooking the
basic elements invoked in media se-

lection when condemning spot tv—
does the medium work and i~ it
effective?
"Their reasons for not using spot
television,"
according and
to T\ research}
\K's director of marketing
Bob Hoffman, "have little to do with
the selling power of the medium,
Most of their objections are to side
issues not directl) related to the medium s effectiveness.
T\ \R"s answers to the basic questions— does it work and is it effective?— are provided, Hoffman

main-

tained, b) spot tv's "phenomenal
growth" from $9 million in 19 JM to
$458 million in 1939. "The ability
of this "work-horse
medium"
to sell

been going on for some years. "But
CBS TV has laid a rate card right on
the line and may disco\er that sometimes it's dangerous to call a spade a
spade. At all levels — even governmental— a proper difference and
competition between network and

TVAR

executives discuss their reply to criticism of the spot tv medium

by advertisers. Larry

Israel, v. p. and gen. mgr.; Bob Hoffman, dir. of mlttg. and research; and Jack Mohler, eastern
sis. mgr.,

found

that

most

griping

came

from

companies

that

were

not

big

spot

tv

users

-| ol selling should be visible."
Still another rep tv sales mana .ei
agreed, adding that "in all m\ \ears
of selling. I've gotten used to the
networks invading the spot field--as
they have a right to do to a certain
extent. h\ the way. I've seen it in
radio and in television, and al the
-.line lime

I \e seen spol

continue to

grow through it all. So I'm noi read)
io jump "id ol an) w indow - at this
lllO\ c.

" I his i- a |n ice war. ami the mot e
wars between media the better the
agi ncies and advertisers like ii as
long a- a medium isn'l d< stroyed."
MS I \ s Joe ( aii I look except ion
Io this remark and stated d( < i-i\ I) .
i Please turn to page (<2 i
16
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goods .Hid services accounts for ili«'
fat i thai last year 1,381 advertisers
invested at least $20,000 each in spot
television, despite the objections
raised l>\ some in oui survey, those
objections were:
• The complexities involved in
Inn iiiii spol television.
• The waste audience.
• It- expense.
• I he difficult) of selling ii to an
advertiser's sales -(all.
• The difficulties in merchandising
and promoting it.
• It- lack of prestige.
• I heir unfamiliarit) with the
medium.

Television rep replies to spot's detractors
1. Buying is too complex:
This may be true hut spot 1 1 s results warrant the <jij<,//. Furthermore, this is noi a client, hut an agency problem, unit despite certain
difficulties agencies continue in recommend the medium highly.

2. There is waste audience:
Obviously, a medium

that can blanket virtually every family in a

market in a mutter <>l days is hound to include some waste circulation.
Hut "muss'

appeal means

a tremendous

plus at justifiable cost.

• I he impression thai the medium
i- no! selling itself properl) .
These objections were made in

3. It's very expensive:

"The View at the Top" surve) exclusively, iti- interesting in note, 1>\

Cost

"light and non-users' of spot tv. The
stud) reveals no basic dissatisfac-

achieved. The important consideration is the cost-per- 1,000 sales
resulting from the campaign, and its availability
to small clients.

tion among the "moderate and heav)
users" «>f the medium. "Instead,'
Hoffman -aid. "these advertisers, time
and time again, commented on the
success the) have enjoyed with spot
l\.

While

these

men

were

aware

of

the problems involved in using spol
t\. the abilit) of the medium to move
people to hu\ their goods or services
overrode the 'minus signs," Hoffman

claimed.

i The

"depth

interview

was ((inducted l>\ Henderson

research

and Mc-

Nelis, a professional research organization, among top management executive- of leading companies. They did
not know what organization was
sponsoring the survey, and the) were
assured that no disclosure would he
made of their names

or their firms.

(Surveyed were 26
media advertisers who
estimated $325 million
network t\. newspapers,

leading allinvested an
in spot and
and maga-

zines in 1().")(). They represented a
cross-section of products and corporate size, and included firms located
in eastern and midwestern sections
of the 1 ,S. They ranged from \er\
beav) users to non-users of spol t\.
Hoffman also pointed out that the
hulk of negative comments came
from more conservative "salesmen
oriented' companies, whose ad spending in the four major media rose onl)
'*>' * between

1957
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is a

relative

thing,

to

he

considered

ill the

li^ht

oj

results

4. It's hard to sell to sales staff:
This argument

is fallacious.

Idvertisers citing this fail to realize

that spot tr is highly salable ij an effort to sell a sales staff is tailored
to a specific campaign, and the .sales stuff put into tin- act.

5. It's difficult to merchandise,

promote:

These are secondary, hut they should be considered at the very outset oj a spot campaign so that commercials can he prepared with a
view toward their merchandising possibilities.

6. Spot tv lacks prestige:
// glamor

and prestige are major

objectives, network

tr has the

advantage. Hut most companies are interested in day-to-day sales
and for them spot is a work-horse medium that mores merchandise.

7. It's unfamiliar to us:
//; understanding oj spot tr is complicated In the huh

oj a clearly

defined image — complicated by the ambiguity of the word "spot."
the versatility of the medium
and too-sophisticated presentations.

8. It's not selling itself properly:
Prime reason lor this view is that spot tr presentations often examine
the medium from the sellers' rather than the havers' point oj view.17
We must relate to advertisers' selling problems.

I Illllllllllllllllll

Illlllllllllll!

^illlllllllllllilllllllSllllillllll^lllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Total ad expenditures
media

$5 MILLION

in four major

(spot tv, net tv, mags, papers)

W

explain closing of tv tape

(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
1957

15 Consumer
Oriented Advertisers

190

13 Salesman/Agent
Oriented Advertisers

64

Policy factors cited to

1958

1959

% Increase
1959 1957

227

259

+36%

unit,

CBS

^

66

62

+

Production

Salrs

Tape service grossed $5

million, profited $1 million
in

3%

"60,

say

trade

estimates

I he CBS Production Sales unit has
been disbanded.

aillJIUIIIIIiJIIBIilllllll^

pared to a 36' '< increase on the part
of the "consumer oriented" companies studies.
Here are TvAR's point-by-point
rebuttals to what it calls "complaints
based on misconceptions and lack <>f
knowledge of the spot medium"
I which, Hoffman said, are "understood," as spot tv is an infant medium," and "even we as sellers are just
beginning to learn how effective il
really is."
The complexities involved in buying spot tv: "Without a doubt,"
sa\s TvAR. "it is more difficult to
buy spot tv than a network show or
a full-page magazine or newspaper
ad . . . but the key issue" is that "tinresults warrant the effort." What's
more, "this is not a client's problem,
but rather an agency problem. The
successful agencies have expert media
departments who are skilled in buying spot tv and experienced in coping
with the problems that arise.
I\ \R sees a trend toward greater
uniformity in many areas of spot tv.
It includes: (1) standardization of
late cards. (2) standardized billing
forms, and (3) standardized contract
modification forms. "These a re straws

in the wind, indicative of an effort

on the part of the spot t\ industn to
simplify and standardize its operaI i • » i i ~- .

The Inning complexities, T\ \l!
argues, bave been complicated 1>\ the
concept of "short-flight"" campaigns,
which require a new buying efforl
with everj wave of advertising. This
approach stems from the u><' of spot
;;;

tv as an

"opportunistic

and

tactical

"However, spot tv can be effectively utilized as a strategic ad weapon —
ontool."
a continuing basis." As pointed
out in a recent Petry & Co. presentation "Selective
I
Pressures on Target"), spot tv used in this way can be
considered the "self-refining medium"
— where a spot schedule is always
subject to a change for the better by
re-evaluation and upgrading.
Multi-product advertisers, in particular, have the opportunity to use
spot tv on a 52-week basis. TvAR
says, switching from one product to
another, but at the same time retaining afranchise on the spots they have
la technique adopted by P&G and it*
agencies) .
The "sellers' market" argument
represents still another misconception
about spot tv. the rep firm states.
namely that you must be in "so-called
prime time"' or else your campaign
won't work. While announcements
in "so-called marginal time" deliver
smaller ratings. the\ are priced acCOrdingly. The oft-quoted success of
Lestoil, whose entire campaign was
built around announcements in marworks.

ginal time, proves that all t\ time

The advertiser using the sellers
market as an excuse for staying out
of spot t\ loses sight of the fact that

Personnel are now

being transferred to other CBS li\<operations departments. CBS studios
58, 63, and 64 are being closed.
This news, heard along Madison
Avenue last week and confirmed by
CBS spokesmen, leaves many commercials people scratching their heads in
confusion.
Most confused of all are CBS" tape
competitors, who estimate that the
defunct network tape unit grossed almost $5 million in 1960 and made
more than SI million in profits.
Their conjecture is that CBS' motives in this case really were not economic, but political: that the network
ing. primarily worried about policj
was
and the role its tape unit was assumTheir interpretation is that the
service was initially instituted only
to serve CBS TV clients, that it had
come

to successfully perform unex-

was

pected services for non-network clients, and that all CBS was now doing
reverting to its initial policy.

It's been pointed out that the CBS
unit was doing business on programs
for use on other network- or syndication, on commercials using spot
schedules, and on non-broadcast programs. These included Omnibus and
I'luy of the \\ eel. and medical and
religious programs partly or entirety
of the non-broadcast
t\pe.
According to this interpretation.
CBS had to decide between one of

throughout the year there are availabilities of some kind during practically all times of the da\ and night

two roles for its production -ales unit:

on almost all stations, "if the adverI Please turn to page (»2 i

tape producer, or it had to curtail il
so that it once more
was a service

it bad to support it and free it to become afullx competitive independent
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FOLDS— BUT

UNIT

TAPE

arm for network clients. Sometime in
the last few weeks CBS apparent!) decided on the lattei alternative.
\- earl) as the first quarter of
L9S9 the tape departments of NBC
and CBS had threatened to dominate
the tape commercials field. I li i- was
!n accident, not design. Clients doing live commercials on each network
timpl) transferred the same assignments to network tape services.
Graduall) the CBS tape unit took
m more and more business. For a
inie it switched to a polic) of aci\cl\ going after tape business. It
built up an aggressive and ver) suesssful sales force. B\ the last quarter of 1959 it became one of the leading tape producers in the nation.
Durinj; 1900 competitors" estinates are that one-third of CBS Profaction Sales' business was in commercials. Of the other two-thirds.
terhaps one-fifth

was in non-broad-

casl tape pi ogi am pi oduction : medical programs for closed circuit and
religious programs used as film trans
Fers in church showings.
\\ Inn competitoi - added up pn>grams nol seen on t\. programs seen
mi other n. -twin k~ in in s) ndication,
and commercials seen on station spol
schedules, it became clear that a sizable percentage ol the unit's activit)
was not for client use mi the network.
I his inconsistenc) between the intention and performance ol the CBS
tape unit miuhl have been of concern
to no one except for one thing: the
unit was a remarkable success and
enjoyed phenomenal growth and profits. It had become virtuall) an independent competitor without official
CHS sanction. To some it had appeared that sanction was forthcoming
early in 1961. But instead of setting
up a separate company. CBS seems
to have decided to restore the unit to

WHY?

ii- initial service function.
\\ bat were the mol ives "I < IBS in
sticking to its polic) at the expense
of giving up a SI million-a-year profit ? I his i- -till a mattei foi speculation. One guess is thai network stral
eg) was to avoid investment and involvemenl thai might bad to longterm losses and responsibilities, de
spite immediate profit. [Tie evidence
for this \ iew i- that facilities in New
York had been obtained b) CBS al
premium
priceand
three
studios
ha\ e now been closed.
Another conjecture i- that CBS
w a- concerned that the unplanned activities <>fits tape unit might touch off
unfavorable repercussions in Washington. It would have been a grievous loss to CBS if the activit] of this
unit— a small one b) network -land
ards — were to result in an) stigma
that mighl
carr)turnoverto topage
the 64)
network's
i Please

mil

PUZZLE: WHY DID CBS DROP TAPE UNIT?
POLICY:

Set

up

only to serve network

clients, CBS Production Sales was unexpectedly

doing booming business with non-CBS, non-network, even non-broadcast clients.

EMBARRASSMENT

OF

RICHES:

W hat began as incidental convenience for net-

work clients grew into estimated So million gross. SI

SANCTION:

million profit in 1960 — all unintentional.

Success of unit called for CBS sanction of independence as fully competitive

tape producer — which CBS apparently vetoed in today's atmosphere.

FACILITIES:

CBS is closing three New York studios — 58, 63. and 64 — leased years ago

at premium prices during the heyday of eastern "live" tv.

MONOPOLY:

Conjecture is CBS may be protecting itself from charges of type made In

independent producers that it was underselling, wasn't competing.
(9
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MAURICE

H. NttDHAM's

dedication to his business has not kept him from many non-advertising pursuits, including ornithology, the Civil War

M. H. Needham: portrait of a
^ Chairman of Needham, Louis and Brorby can look hark on a decade of solid
growth, the best year ever (1960), and a hefty rise in radio and television hilling?
INK

Lhl

\(.n

Tuesda) i!7 January) Maurice II. Needham, spruce board
chairman of Needham, Louis and
Hi orby, stood before an audience id
\\\- employees in the Prudential
Building assembl) hall and reported

on the company's stale of business.
This year's annual meeting, the
I 1 tli consecutive <d such sessions informing employees and the public "I
the agency's financial health a singular affair in an) agencj operation

— was
tions:

heightened

distinc

• It was the first time that Man
lice Needham had addressed tli
group
hi- agency
new role
man ofinthe
. as hoard chail

s|>o\soii
in

1>\ these

•

M) .1 \m vm

196

J

I he I960 report < ailed last yeai
"oui most memorable year." X — i* I* from scoring the largest dollar pain
in history, looo also Bel .i record in
net income.
I here were two reasons foi this
happ) financial picture. One na- the
start of advertising for three new
clients: Mars, Inc. ' cand) I ; Rival
Packing Co. i dog food i ; Masse) •
Ferguson, Ltd., of Canada (mostlj
faun equipment). Second, NL&B's
older clients increased advertising on
several new products.
ML&B lia> come a long waj in
other respects. It is now second onlj
to Leo Burnett among Chicago agencies in its air media billings total.
The agenc) puts 57.595 of its total
billings into radio and t\. For one
thing, its network l\ involvement is
considerable these days. It was onlj
three years ago that NL&B was
agency of record for onl\ one program— 77/e Steve Allen Show -which
it bought for S. C. Johnson, one of
its long-time clients.
Today, MAB is agency of record
for five network shows lone of them

on Canada's CBC > and participates
in sj\ others. S. C. Johnson sponsors both Garry
Grey
Theatre
on

Moore and Zane
alternate
week-:

Masse) Ferguson advertises on To
ilm on ilir hum | a Saturda) moi n
ing show
on NB( Jubilee.
I \ I andState
the <Farm
l'>< Dim
\l(\\,i\
Insurance is on the Jai k Benn) show
'•n altei naic w eeks.
In addition, the agencj pai i ii i
pates in the Pei i j < omo -how foi
Kraft, bought into the Red Skelton.
\nn Sothern and tngel show- foi
S. •'. Johnson, and into lassie and
the Donna Reed -how for < lampbell.
It i- notable that, on the w hole, the
programs favored bj NL&B for itclients are on the wholesome side.
\\ bile this cei tainl) reflects the desires "I the i lients, it i- also an echo
of the personality and idea- of Mauiice \eedham — a non-huckster if
there ever was one. i Uong ih si
lines, it i- ;il ~< ■ notable that two new
diet- of NL&B
Standard 0il(N.J.
and Intci national Telephone and
Telegraph chose the agenc) specifically for corporate advertising.
Here, again, the atmosphere "I the
\l. II. Needham personality played a
part, lo achieve an image among
consumers, the client- sough) one
among the agencies. I
While

network

t\ has been petting

increasing attention, spot and network radio play ke\ roles in NL&B's

NL&B's total billings have
risen 400' < in 10 years
spends two hours reading before breakfast

45.6

37.8

48 0

38.4

gentleman
• The report, l.a^c»l on I960 bill_-. represents the largest pain in
L&B s 36-year histor) .
Last year the agenc) billed $45,6,626, an increase of $7,1 16,582,
I!!' ( <>\cr 1959.
Net
income
counted to $382,533 or less than
< of lulling. Last year's record
tries the loth successive year ol
ling gains for NL&B, resulting in
decade of 100' i growth.
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Figures atop bars are in the millions of dollars. Agency first billed $300,000
in 1925 (when it was founded). $.9 million in 1930. and SI. 9 million in 1940

& Moore l now Aubrey. Finlav. Marley & Hodgson I . had been in business for two years, as had Geoffrey
Wade's agency on N. Wells St. Edward H. Weiss was running a small
shop under his own name. Henri,
Hurst & McDonald was already seven
years old. Lord & Thomas, (now
FC&B I was then Chicago-based in
the Wrigley Building. Blackett &
Sample I now D-F-S I was also Chicago-based. J.Walter Thompson.
Erwin, Wasey; Critchfield. Caples.
and Campbell-Ewald all had offices
here.
Needham

TRYING

IT OUT — Maurice Needham, foreground, test rides a new Saxon auto before writing

copy for an ad in 1914.

He was manager of the advertisers' service bureau of A. W. Shaw Co.

media plans. For example, International Minerals and Chemical's
Accent, heavy in spot radio since the
fall, begins extensive schedules on
three radio networks (ABC, CBS, and
NBC) on 30 January. The agency's
higgest spot tv client currently is
Mars. Other spot users are Johnson, Kraft, Campbell. Rival. Household Finance, and Oklahoma Oil, a
Humble subsidiary (and undoubtedly a factor in NL&B's latching on to
another Humble affiliate. Standard

Oil).
Tv/radio operations at NL&B are
carried out through three autonomous but closely meshed divisions.
The media departments broadcast
facilities division under Arnold E.
Johnson handles air media planning
and timebuying. The creative services division, headed bv James L.
Isham, is responsible for writins and
producing the commercials. And the
tv/radio programing division, under
James G. Cominos (who spends most
of his time in the N.Y. office) handles network negotiations and scouts
for new programs and talent. (For
more details on this, see "NL&B's
New 3-Way Radio Tv Setup." sponsor, 3October, L959, pasre 41.)
Needham attributes much of the
agency's success to his method of
selecting and organizing people. "I
tr\ to lead, not drive." he says. One
of bis top t\ creative v.p.'s remarked

42

recently that the working atmosphere
at NL&B was unconfined. "There
are no limitations on our creativity
— we are completely free to experiment and develop our ideas."
One of Needham's strongest convictions is that "good writing is
among the most important ingredients for successful advertising." And
he has always devoted much of his
personal attention to the agency's
creative operation.
But combined with his emphasis
on creativity, Needham has what his
colleagues call a depth perception of
business problems, acquired, he
maintains, in his earlier years in industry. (After his 1913 stint as
manager of the advertisers' service
bureau of the A. W. Shaw Co., where
he wrote most of System Magazine's
advertising copy, he moved on as advertising manager of Nash Motors.
Kenosha, Wisconsin; then to general
manager. Barrett-Cravens; and later
to sales manager, the Macwhyte Co.)
A primogenitor among agency
founders, Needham opened his shop
in Januarv. L925. It was then the
Maurice H. Needham Co., one of a
handful of advertising agencies
Chicago's
up to service
springing community.
business
Among
them
were a few other familiar industr)
names who. along with Needham,
wen- to achieve national stature:
James T. Aubrey's agency,

\uhrey

went into business for

himself after four years with Husband &Thomas, a Chicago agency in
which he owned a quarter interest
and for whom he wrote copv (the
Pall Mall and Pullman accounts).
One of Needham's confreres at Husband &Thomas between 1921-25 was
Walther Buchen, who. after Needham
left, bought controlling interest in
the agency and changed its name to
the Buchen Co.. which he headed until full retirement in 1959.
The first thing Needham did after
opening Maurice H. Needham Co.
was to join the 4-A's. "I was a firm
believer in that organization from
the very start," he sav s.
Among his original clients were
Illinois Merchants Trust — an organization of three banks (now Continental Illinois): Kaestner & Hecht
Elevators (later purchased by Westinghouse) ; and Eagle Pitcher Lead.
In the fall of 1929. with its acquisition of S. C. Johnson & Son.
the agency name became Needham,
Louis and Brorby. Five years later
the Kraft account moved in. But.
according to Needham. it was during
World War II. and the period immediately following, that the agency
really began to pick up steam.

s
Needham'
Maurice
Upon entering
Prudenin the
office, high
decorous
tial Building (38th floor), a visitor
perceives an aura of salubrity. This
is reflected not only bv batbed-inlight spaciousness, light beige walls
and carpeting, and a panoramic view
of ('hit ago. but mostly by Needham
himself. A big. broad-shouldered,
slim-w aisled man. Needham has the
build of an athlete. (He played
handball until be was 56). Behind
i Please tam to page <><> I
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A RETAILER TAKES A
HARD LOOK AT RADIO
^ Merchants don't view radio advertising with tin* same
tolls TAB
retailer Grinspan
respect as newspaper,
^

He claims retailors need radio but must he taught
its use by well-informed, experienced station sales stalls
Last November, in a frank talk to
the Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters,
Mel Grinspan, sales promotion director, Shainherg's Department Stores,
said, results notwithstanding, "Most
merchants don't rieic radio with the
same respect as they do newspaper
I adrertisiniz. . ."' SPONSOR feels readers would be interested in some of
Mr. Grinspan's remarks, which follow:
^■ast
field
asked
asked

summer, when Charles Brakei Ed. note: TAB president)
me to speak at this meeting, I
him if the memhers of TAB

participate in such events?
26 yes
8 no
3. Are you a member of your local
chamber of commerce or similar
group?
32 yes
2 no
4. Do you or any of your representatives attend meetings?
2 1 do regularly
7 sometimes
2 never
3. Are \ ou a member of or do you
attend meetings of your local retail
merchant's association or similar
group?
21 regular!) 6 sometimes
6 never

would ohjeet were I to send them
questionnaires to help develop some
background material for this opus.
Out of 74 questionnaires mailed out.
I received 34 answers, many with
generous and provocative notations.
What was the purpose of this ques-

(). Approximately what percentage
of your total billing is from retail
merchants?

tionnaire? I'lltell you frankly that it
was calculated to give me some fuel
with which to fire up the differences
between radio and newspaper adver-

19 yes
15 no
<8. What are the biggest problems
in selling retailers on effective usage
of radio? Actually the clinker in this

]Using. I don't mean technical or mechanical differences, or even differences in results. I mean differences in

question is the word "effective."
There were main hard answers to this

the intangible, abstract fields of advertiser and consumer acceptance, respect, prestige, and standing in the
community. And why, in m) opinion.
these abstract differences play such an
important part in your relationships
witli your advertisers.

question:
One said, "to spend enough time on
their radio cop) to give us something

Let's start by reviewing the questions.
1. Does your community have special coordinated events such as trade

lays ?
30 yes
4 no
2. Do you actively foster and
SPONSOR
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From 10',

to 99','

with

23 over 73',
7. Have any of \oiir salesmen had
retail training or background?

vei tising i ampaign, and "indiffei ence on the pari of retailers. Most of
them do nol Beem interested in growI In oughoul the labi i< oi the answers to these questions is the thread
of doubt doubl that retailers will
. ."
ever being . sold on radio, doubl thai thej
understand radio. I loubt, even < onknow
howthai
to use
fault
viction,
the)iadio.
ju-t Whose
plain don't
i- it that advertisers don't know how
to buj and use radio advertising? Is
the radio station so eagei to gel the
merchant's dollars thai it won't stand
on a principle of integrity? 1- t li<station willing to forego a dollar now
with the hope that b\ educating the
merchant, the station may get more
dollars later? What happens? I he
station says the merchanl expert- $40
worth o| iadio advertising to produce
the same results as $400 worth of
newspaper advertising. \ et, some stations will accept the I" bucks after
ha\ ing told the merchanl active!) oi
passi\el\ that SK) worth of radio advertising will do a comparable job.
It's the old idea of a bird in the hand.
Let someone else do the educating
and
takeoithe
now. theIf buildup.
the $40 oiI'll$50
$10dough
does
the job — fine. If not, I've losl nothing. The old buzzard won't e\er spend
anj more than that anyhow. I- that
the attitude of some stations? If it i~.
then there i- good reason for doubt
and lack of coin ii lion. . . .
Let me ask you people a frank question. How main of \ our salesmen are
i Please turn in page 67 »

to work w ith." \nother said, "to make
them realize the importance of repetition on a week-to-week, month-tomonth basis. ' Other comments were,
"traditional use of newspaper." "getling them to use enough advertising
to do the job effectively," "that the
salesman has a better idea of a selling
commercial than does the advertiser,"
"convincing them it is important
enough to spend time and effort
enough to follow through on an ad-

MEL
for

GRINSPAN
Shainberg's

is sales promotion
44

jr. dept.

stores

director
in

South

DAISY
^

TV DEBUT

A BULLSEYE
because it's modeled after the Colt,

Toy gun pioneer moves half of formerly all-print

single-action, frontier, "Peacemaker"
pistol and professional, tilt-out. fastdraw holster used b\ H western characters. Gone are the fancy frills and

ad budget to spot tv children's programs in 52 markets
^ Gets 'double exposure' through guest appearances
of fast-draw, twirling expert representing the company
I hree quarters of a centur) old,
the Daisy Manufacturing Co. (air
rifles. t<>\ pistols, and rifles), lias
taken its first shot at tv. and reports
the medium did a bang-up job.
Dais\ opened fire on 52 markets,
31 October through 17 December, for
its initial departure from an all-print
past. An average of three 60-second
film spots per week sprayed the areas

tion went into this tv effort, while the
remainder was invested in youth and
parent magazines and Sunday newspaper comic sections. Norval Langworthy, v.p. at Dais\ s agency, the
L. M. Ramsey Co. of Chicago, points
out that tv provided a most welcome
opportunity to demonstrate the products. "And with spot we could place
our message where we wanted it

via child ten's programs. For added
impact, a number of these markets

w hen we wanted it," Langworthv
adds. Outcome of the new media
mix: substantial sales increase.

were imaded l>\
fast-draw expert
appearances on
volved, as well

"the
who
the
as

Daisy Kid,*' a
made personal
tv outlets inradio stations,

shopping centers and theaters, wielding Dais) weapons.
Nearh half of the l)ais\ ad alloca-

'Daisy Kid' adds
FAST-DRAW
the WNBC-TV,

II

expert Dee Woolem

He states that a further plus factor of tv in this instance is that the
main promotional effort is devoted to
a product inspired primarily by tv
programing. This is the "Spittin' Ima<ze" six-gun and holster set. so called

to tv impact
personalizes Daisy

products

"jewels that used to bedeck kids'
pistol sets. Thus Daisy advertises a
tv-inspired product on tv.
Taking full advantage of the opportunity for demonstration. Dais\ shows
its to\ pistol in fast-draw and twirling action, as executed b\ both man
and boy. The psychology behind this
double rendition is that the kids like
to imitate adults, in this case cowboys, but at the same time they are
encouraged by seeing someone their
own age doing the tricks, reasoning
that if he can do it. they can do it.
too. And. for secondary effects. ha\ ing an adult in the commercials was
expected to help arouse the interest
of grown-ups who ma\ also be hulking in, and who. of course, are the
ones who do the bu\ ing.
While fast-draw-and-fire is the kid-'
basic operation with toy pistol and
holster sets. I)ais\ ha- included gun-

with appearances,
(I)

on the air and off

for kids gathered at New York area department store, and

New York, 'Family' show, while Mary Ritz, of the program,

shelters

her ears.

Woolem

draws

and

(r) for viewers of

fires in less than

an

eyeblink

twirling in its commercials and promotional activities to heighten the
product's desirabilit) as part of a
new . safe spoi i. Both fast-draw and
twirling have been getting an extra
boosl latel) from i\ exhibitions b)
such personalities as Sammj Davis,
Jr., and Jerrj Lewis, who have added
gunpla) i" their long li-t of performing skills.
To inform dealers ol it ~ initial tv
venture, Dais) senl them a four-color
brochure describing the upcoming
"over 1,000 i\ one-minute spots
reaching 97.1 9< of all tA homes." The
mailing listed all ~>2 markets in the
campaign and the names ol the programs thai would contain the spots.
Scenes from the t\ commercials were
included along with an offer to lend
the film commercials to those dealers
w 11 < > w ished to bu) local l\ time. Radio — < • i i i >t — also were included in the
offer ol advertising aids to enterprising dealers.
Other materials, senl to dealers and
station-, related to personal appearances b) Dee Woolem, "The Dais)
Kid.
There were sample publicity
releases announcing his coming and
describing some of Ids accomplishments in gunplay competition. Woolem, slates one of the releases, draws
and fire- his L'lin in 12 hundredth- of
a second, faster than the blink of an
eye, which is said to lake 1(> hundredths ol a second, and faster than
the gunslingers of the old West, who
are supposed
to have required 36
hundredthof a second to do the
I he dealers also received window
posters calling attention to Woolem's
coming appearance, and hand-out
leaflets for the customers. In addition there was suggested co|)\ for
public-addri
\ stem announcements
to he utilized a week in advance, a
hall hour before the demonstration.
and one for fi\e minutes ahead. This
sheet even includes an attention-attracting suggestion: "Cock and fire a
Dai-v Ricochet Sound Smoke gun hefore and during deliver) of the announcement."
The brochure spelling out die i\
campaign also detailed Daisy's preChristmas print lineup, which embraced 59 Sundav newspaper comic
sections plus schedules in Dell ComSPONSOR
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Spots show
KIDS
see

like to
performed

imitate
by

gunplay by two-generation

adults,

someone

especially

cowboys.

their

age.

own

ics, Boys' Life, Scouting and Parents'
magazines.
Included were copies ol
the print ad-, w Inch contain rclci ences to the t\ origins of the Dais)
pistol and holster model-, mentioning t\ stars who use guns and holsters from which thej were copies.
To further interest in the fast-draw
and twirling demonstrated on t\. the
print ads contain coupons which kidcan -end to l)ais\ for free booklets on

They

That's

also

why

are

Daisy

encouraged
built

spot

to

duo

try feats

arouid

these

they
two

a- a widespread past-time to 1954,
"w hen ue-t i M icle\ i-inn pi ograms
\\<ii> amazing the experts with theii

popularit) . I ast-di aw caughl on.
first ol all lie ause it's "plain, downright good lun." \\ oolem states.
I hen he goes deeper into the motivations behind fast-draw, pointing
"ill it- ap; eal to "an instinctive in ge
in ever) man to prove. In him-cll
and other-, hi- superiorit) over oth-

gunpla) techniques. Producing such
booklets i- another of the several

er men. in other word-, "competitive spirit. Ju-t a- some lake up

ways the Dais) Co. further- this growing -pmi (about 250,000 people are
estimated to be in fast-draw clubs .
which draws so gratifyingl) on itproducts. The l)ais\ Kid's personal
appearances also stimulate much interest, and he added to this with an

golf or bowling, other- go in lor fa-tdraw . w hieh \\ oolem calls, "a safe,
challenging, precise, dramatic waj to

article tailed "last-Draw

From Six

to Sixty,' in the opening issue of a
new publication known as Guns
Quarterly.
In this article. \\ oolem raises the
auestion, "'\\ In do business executives and other I u-\ people practice
till their thumbs are raw, work long
night hours over their equipment,
spend at lea-l one nighl a week in a
eluh meeting, or drive 2.(»io miles
or more to enter a fa-t-draw contest V
lie trace- the activity's beginnings

pi o\ e

that

v mi

are

1. tlei

than

the

\\ oolem
pointup the \ alue of
." onl) a- recreation, hut
fast-draw
not
other fellow
also a- a coordination developer. He
aiU ises i eadei - to gel in touch w ith
a fast-draw eluh. and he refer- those
who can I find one |(1 the \n:eriean
\-n. of Fast-Draw Clubs, 112 Ubee
Bldg., Washington, D. I .
The benefits that accrue to Dais)
from this tvpe id encouragement to
gunpla) competition, supplementing
the tv and print advertising, can be
enormous. The Dais) "Spittin' Image" gun and holsters readil) lend
themselves .it leasl i" the practice
stage of fane-

gunpla} .

^*
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(Hirves...
. . . are on reports of booming business in the
thriving Northeast Florida -South Georgia region.
Only WJXT

in Jacksonville puts television

advertisers in the swim of things in the entire market!
With 65 vs. 39 county coverage in all rating
reports, WJXT

consistently delivers more homes,

more people, more opportunities to
dominate a prime market!

WJXT
JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT

channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida WTOP

RADIO

Washington, D.C. WTOP-TV

channel 9. Washington, DC.

Tenting in D.C.,
or

In One Era
and Out the Other
Finding a roof for five Corinthian tv station
news-and-camera teams in Washington, as the
Kennedy era began, was much more difficult
than finding reason for their presence. They had
no intention of duplicating CBS's superb network coverage; they sought to duplicate only
Corinthian's success, as evidenced by coverage
of last year's conventions, in relating major
political events to their own communities.
Local news doesn't come to us. We go to it,
even if it's in D.C.— and even if our definition
of local is non-traditional. Without a legacy to
stand on, our individual station news teams
tackled Project Washington with mike and camera. The Houston group was after, among other

K(
Tn

11
Im
k;

things, a Ladybird's eye view; Tulsa hoped to
strike oil by spending a day with Senators Kerr
and Monroney; our gentlemen from Indiana got
on the bandwagon with the state's Drum and
Bugle Corps; the young men from Sacramento,
reversing Greeley's advice, came east to cover
the Inauguration's pomp— and to examine plans
for legislation affecting their tele-urban community.
Different regions find different meanings in
Washington, 1961. Those differences are best
explored by local tv reporting crews and public
affairs programming, focusing on political faces
and issues of special interest to the folks back
home. This is the kind of journalistic initiative,
under group organization, that results in high
identification with regional audiences, cementing stations to communities and communities to
stations.
I!!
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Responsibility in Broadcasting
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BUYS

TV BUYS
Wavcrly Fabrics, New \ ■ >i k : Campaign to promote its d( orative
home fabrics begins in February, in about 35 markets. Filmed minutes in strong women's shows are being scheduled Foi five I" >i^ht
weeks, t\\<> to three spots pei week per market. Buyer: Norl Sobo.
Agency: Ehrlich, Neuwirth Si Sobo, Inc., New York.
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., \< iw York: Placements on Vaseline
hair tonic start earl) February in around 50 markets. Schedules are
for seven weeks using minutes in fringe nighttime, in and around
sports program. Frequencies are six to I-' pei week pei market. Buyer: \l Silverman.
Agency: Norman, Craig ^ Kummel, Inc., N. Y.
General Foods Corp., Birds Eye Div., White Plains, N. Y.: Campaign For B-E's Frozen Foods begins earl) Februar) in 15-20 markets.
Schedules are for day, earl) and late nighl minutes, six i<> 25 pei week
per market. Buyer: Steve Semons. Agency: Young Si Rubicam. N. Y.
Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Vboul 2"> markets gel Tendei
Leal tea schedules beginning in February. Da) minutes, prime I.D. ami 20's, and fringe 20's are sel For seven weeks. Buyei : Joan Ashley.
Agency: Jr Walter Thompson Co., New York.
General Foods Corp., Institutional Products Div., White Plains,
\. i.: Gaines dog Food campaign starts 6 February in 12-13 markets. Schedule- id prime minute- and 20's are being boughl for
seven week-. Buyers: vlu Hinkle and Sam Spilo.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago : New placements on Muffets begin earl)
Februar) in about 15 markets. Moderate frequencies ol da) and
nighl 60's will run for 19 week-. Edith Han-en i- the buyei at Compton \d\.. Chicago. Other schedule- he^an late Januarx on it- Flako
mixes, through Clinton E. Frank. Chicago. Da) and nighl minutes
were sel in aboul 12 markets.
KOTV
Tulsa

Carnation Co., Los Vngeles: Thirteen-week schedules foi Friskies
were placed in a number of top markets for a Februar) start. Bu)

KHOU-TV

was da) and fringe nighl 60's and 20's to hit a women's audience.
Buyer: Pat Hipwell. Vgency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthraufi \ Ryan, L. \.

Hoi STON

KXTV

RADIO

Sac RAMENTO

WANE-TV

BUYS

Fisher Body Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit: Two-week

Fort Wayne

"Bod) 1>\ Fisher" campaign starts (> Februar) in aboul 25 markets.
Schedule- are most!) traffic hour 30's, using fairl) heav) Frequencies. Buyer: Maria Carayas.
Agency: Kudner
Vgenc)
New Vuk

WISH-TV

Indianapolis
WANE-AM
Fori Wayne

RADIO-TV

WISH-AM

Wm.

Indianapolis

resented by H-R

BUYS

Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago: It- radio lineup Foi the yeaj begins again in March for 52 weeks in the customar) Wrigle) markets,

with shopping-hour minute- being used. In i\. 52-week schedules
ol minute- and 20's were -ei in Januar\ in selected majoi markets.
Buver: Jean Seaman,
^genc) : Arthur Mayerhofl & • o., < bi<
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can stations profitably
merchandise for clients?

Noel A. Rhys,S, executive via ^ president,^ Mc all on our work with a possible

Kr\ stone

Broad

casting System, Inc., V ) .*".•.'■' '2.000 grocer) outlets. These salesThere are several reasons why it is1 "•' men get to know their buying prospects and their merchandising prosprofitable for a local station to mer-1
chandise its accounts. We have
pects. As they visit the retail outlets
found, for example, between 80%
and distribution points they understand better how important such
and 85' < of our stations cooperate
in a merchandising program which
merchandising factors as shelf position, counter display and window
we established 14 years ago. And
posters are. And the) take advantage
why do they spend their time visitof these devices.
ing dealers and distributors and
wholesalers with mailers, in-store
displays, window posters and shelf
Howard
Duncan,
general manager,
WEHT-TV. Evansville, Ind.
talkers?

Imaginative
tie-ins and

sources and about 20%

trade-outs

from nation-

al. And it's the national advertiser
— the prestige, blue-chip account —
which is interested in reaching deep
into a community with the kind of
merchandising which pays off at the
point of sale.
Another reason why this kind of

can

produce
excellent results

merchandising can
be done only
in the smaller
markets

contact and cooperation is profitable
to our stations is that it gives their
salesman another foot in the door.
These station salesmen go in with the
conviction and the actuality that the
national advertiser i- using Keystone
to sell for the retailer — and he
then has the beginning of a local
stor) which is the persuasive start to
a sale of local time implementing the
national campaign.
This kind of local-level, in-depth
merchandising ran be done onh in
the smaller town in which we are
dominant, in our opinion. Our stations and their alert sale-men find it
possible to contacl from l<> to 60 retailer- in a specific category hut a

50

station

can't

begin

to

station, on an exclusive basis in
Evansville. However, there is a cash
expenditure involved in this transaction.
Evansville has a grocery wholesale
catalogue, which each week goes to
all food wholesalers and retail grocers
in the area. WEHT-TV has exclusively traded for a page in this publication, which is called TV Topics.
Here the stations movie schedule is
listed, and all food accounts running
schedules are mentioned and plugged.

of which go on the air, for advertisers buying important schedules or
major campaigns. For example, a
major extravaganza was staged to
coincide with the visit of the Lestoil
principals to Evansville. For some
time prior to the event a teaser cam-

Merchandising for clients is one
more area where a little imagination
and creativity can take the place oi
cash outlays and none the less provide the advertiser with effective,

In-depth

Cab covers are also utilized b\ the

WEHT-TV has specialized in producing elaborate promotions, many

For the simple reason that the average station — and this is the station
which affiliates with Keystone — bills
ahout 80% of its revenues from local

major-markel

ASKS:

meaningful

service. Resultful. comprehensive merchandising on a low
or non-existent budget is the key to
profitability in this segment
tion service.

of sta-

For example, we recentlv traded
out for a full showing of 24 sheet
billboards with absolutely no cash
expenditure involved.
We recent I\ utilized a

paign was aired: "The big "L" is
coming!*" The radio station and billboards were also used.
All these promotions were highly
successful and received widespread
comment and attention. The results
were

obvious:

The

advertisers re-

ceived a substantial bonus of exposure and attention to their forthcoming programs and little or no out-ofpocket expense to the station.
Murray Woroner,
station & national
sales manager, If 4 ME, Miami, Florida

rather

unique medium on the same basis.
WFHT-TV had another "full show-

merchandising

ing " or "corner billboards." (actually trash receptacles in downtown
Evansville). With a showing on each

'Buy of the
program on a

of the four sides of the 150 receptacles used, and with one on each corner in the heart of the city, it was
tpiite an elTcelhe campaign.
Similarly, Will T-T\ traded oul
for bus ben. hcs. Both the "corner
billboards" and bus benches were
operated In businesses with oilier
enterprises, which were able to take
advantage of the airtime accrued b\
the deal.

Week' campaign

T

The basis of WAME's

merchan-

dising efforts are |ioint-of-purchase
displays in supermarkets. The station has entered into an arrangement
with Winn Dixie stoics. We give
them a given number of announcement- in exchange for the right for
I Please turn to page (>7 I
SI'OXSOli
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THE-TJLnd*
LOVES
THAT GIANT
BEST OF ALL!
I HI- NOVEMBER I960 A.R.B. shows
that WFBC-TV leads in its 4-state market
in nearly every important category. Ranked 42nd in the U.S. by TELEVISION
MAGAZINE for Dec. I960 "The Giant's
Market"
of.
. . . includes the metropolitan area

Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville
. . . the hub of a region which has America's greatest concentration of textile manufacturing, and has also the fabulous
Smoky Mountains — Blue Ridge resort and
tourist mecca for millions. Here are the
figures from A.R.B., November I960:

WFBC-TV
STATION "B"
STATION "C"
WFBC-TV
4 Shows

also leads with:

of the Top 5; 7 Shows

THE GIANT'S MARKET

of the Top 10;

1 1 Shows

of the Top 15

HAS 2 MILLION PEOPLE . . .

$2-BILLIONS IN INCOMES

. . . $1 V2-BILLIONS IN RETAIL SALES!

1 Population.

data

Incomes

&

Retail Sales

from

SALES

MANAGEMENT,

July

10.

I

For complete details of the latest A.R.B.. for information about '"The Giant's Market." for rates and availabilities, contact the Station or our National Representatives.

soM by
k
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Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT
Radio

homes

1960

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio

index

1959

station

index

End of December

1960

49.5

50.1
radio
homes

Stations
on air

radio
homes
Fm
Am

120
3.547
197
821
End of December

Am
Fm

52.0
51.4
U.S. homes
U.S. homes

Source:

FCC

monthlj

1960

Set
location

Nov.

106,007.095
40,387,449

98,300,000
37,900,000

10,000.000*

10,000.000*
116.200,000

Somce:
RAH
1 Jan
19«n
sets in uorkiuK order,
Xo c

1
snl

1959

commercial

stations,

Xovemu

set sales index

Type

1959

156,394,544

reports,

Radio

set index

New station New station
requests
bids in hearing

71
160

678
3.456

Source:
1 Jan
1900. SPONSOR:
1 Mar.
19."»9, A. C. Nielsen; homes figures in millions.

Radio

CP's not
on air

1960

Home
Auto

1,103,225

Total

1,594,251

Nov.

1959

1,016,634

491.026

290.815
1,307,449

Source: Electronic Industries Assn.
Home
figures are estimated
retail tales, auto
figures are factory production These figures are of U.S. production only
Radlns lr
phonographs add another 15-20$
to homi sale I uri
Pigures are subject to change.

Ian
lft^o.
information

2. CURRENT

LISTENING

PATTERNS

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiira

Fall in-home

radio

listening, thousands

of homes

-M

6 725
6,972

'*>

i

6,231

5,341

A

1

-H

O COI

o c-ti

D,Doo

5,242 5,242
4,797

4,352
4,85 1 ^4ft5> 3,956

£,423

2,3241

3,610
2,868

C,3fT

.
8

9

10

II

12

MONDAY

THRU

2
3
AFTERNOON

MORNING
NEW

YORK

-.«! AUTO

Source:

\

i

4

TIME

RADIO (lOUOtS AKt AVAIlAlli

Nlelsi

O

TO NHI CtHNTS

ind ol homi

WHO

llstenlr

FRIDAY

avera

9

II

10

12

EVENING
MONDAY
THRU SUNDAY

-

SUtSCRItl 10 IMIS KMUM

pel

8

■ ■ minute,

S« PAOt

\\

Octobei

19G0

.:lllllffllllifllllllil
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THE

FLAIR IMAGE:

YOUNG

ADULTS

LOOKING

THEIR

BEST-There's a certain

^lair about her these days -about her looks, about her clothes, her home, her life. She's charmed
by a new world of charm and delighted by a new world of delights. She's one
of millions of young homemakers who has the time and money to discover these new worlds.
And you can be sure of this: she's discovered FLAIR on ARC RADIO.

ABC RADIO
It's the one program that
plays her music, talks her
language. If you want to meet her. get FLAIR

RADIO.

FLAIR, Mon.-Fri. afternoons, starring Dick Van Dyke as host, introducing the people and
ideas young America wants to meet, i.e., Jonathan Winters, Arlene Francis.
Bonnie Prudden, Boris Karloff, Margaret Truman, Harry Golden, Pame

Mason, etc.

^8^

e does not normally associate Admiral Richard E.

Byrd with the great nuclear race of the last decade. And yet, it was his "know how"
which helped provide the answers to possible uranium deposits in the vast uncharted regions
of Antarctica. Past performance so often forms the basis for the accomplishments of tomorrow.
And Jt's equally true in business . . . the "know how" of quality-minded radio and television
stations which is constantly reflected in ever increasing value to advertisers.

WFAA

dallas • radio & television
The Stations With The "Quality Touch"!
SERVING THE GREATER

I | rtMtifatii

54

BROADCAST

DALLAS-FORT WORTH

MARKET

SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING

SPONSOR
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

30 JANUARY 1961
It will be quite a while before the broadcasting industry will be able to m<;i-copyright i96i
ure new FCC chairman Newton N. Minow and bis regulatory philosophy.
sponsor
\liiiow was in town during inauguration week asking a great many
publications inc.
himself giving out any conclusive answers.
Senate Commerce

questions

l>ut not

Committee does not now expect to hold confirmation hearings on Min-

ow's appointment until nearly the end of Fehruary. It now becomes clear that even at that
time not too much will be learned about whether he favors stern regulation or about what he
would change in broadcasting.
Kennedy appointees have been alike in at least one respect: They have been closemouthed, almost as if instructed not to stir up controversy until appointments are cleared by
the Senate. Minow has been following this path.
Minow is expected to take time to wind up his affairs as a partner in the Adlai Stevenson
law firm, is quoted as hoping not to join FCC until mid-March. Which is why no hearing
date has yet been set on his appointment.
Meanwhile, Minow is deep in homework

on FCC problems he will be called upon

to consider and to help decide. Conferences with Congressional leaders. FCC commissioners and FCC staff prior to actual assumption of his new post were unprecedented.
Sen. William Proxmire (D., Wis.) could be a human straw-in-the-wind. During the past two years, no Senator or Congressman has been more critical of broadcasting, advertising, and the way the FTC and FCC regulate them.
Now, during the first weeks of the new 87th Congress, he has been tossing bouquet
after bouquet at his old antagonists, the networks. In rapid succession, he has been
citing as outstanding accomplishments a long series of public affairs programs conducted by
all three webs, and has gone so far as to include scripts in the Congressional Record at public
expense.
Proxmire's new campaign, on the other hand, is only the most dramatic sign of approbation over the new network emphasis on public service.
Those who were quite optimistic about further loosening of the Sec. 315 political equal time bonds are not now nearly as hopeful.
First hearing actually to be set, to receive reports on how the loosening worked last year,
takes place 31 January. But practical politicians in Congress have already told broadcasting industry figures that Sec. 315 action will not be as simple or easy as might have been
supposed.
However, there is very definite encouragement for hopes that broadcasting will not be
beaten over the head as constantly this vear as it has been since the start of the sensational
Harris hearings. This hope for a breathing spell lies in the better Congressional
attitude, as typified by erstwhile bitter critic Proxmire.
Robert Bieks has bowed out as head of the Justice Departments antitrust division, and has left the Justice Department entirely for private law practice, coincidentally with assumption of power by the Democratic administration.
This will mean more than the usual turnover <>f faces. It will mean that Justice Department antitrust actions in the fields of tv and advertising will be long delayed, if
they ever come.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
30 JANUARY

1961

Copyrliht 1961

The year 1960 was a bonanza in syndication — if you happened
international side of the business.

to be on the

•PONBOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Companies like Fremantle International which weren't touched by any difficulties in the
domestic market rolled up a record year in 1960.
Doing business in 35 countries, many with rapidly expanding set counts and more channels on the air, Fremantle figures it sold 49 series eomposed of 2,111 half hours.
Canadian sales were especially important: besides syndication, Fremantle sold to the CBC
five series, Silents Please, Klondike, Not For Hire, Jim Backus, and Phillip Marlowe.

One re-run that CBS won't let its competitors' affiliates have a chance with is
Gunsmoke, to be played again Tuesdays at 7 :30 p.m. for local sale.
In exchange for this free show on Tuesdays affiliates are expected to surrender the Saturday night half hour following the present Gunsmoke series when it expands to a full hour in
the fall.
Rumored to be pitted against Gunsmoke
from 9:30-11 p.m. Saturdays.

by NBC

TV this fall are feature films

If there's any momentary lull in action-adventure program flow, sports and
documentary distributors are quickly taking advantage of the situation.
ITC's Javelin Productions has moved into 38 markets in three weeks with sales of National Football League Presents, 26 full-hours of NFL 1960 games.
WPIX, New York, producer of the documentary Castro, Cuba, and Communism has
sold the special into seven domestic markets and one overseas: distributors are Durham Telefilms domestically and Fremantle abroad.

Syndication research departments are taking a close look at that time period
following Gunsmoke — which will be taken back by CBS TV this fall.
MCA discovered that this fall in 12 markets where Coronado 9 in syndication followed
Gunsmoke on CBS TV the syndicated entry had almost as high shares as the network
lead-in.
Here are shares from November
CITY

\lbuquerque
Houston
Jackson. Miss.

Tulsa
El Paso
Peoria
Hannihal-Quincy
South Bend-Elkhart
San Diego
Columbus, <ia.
Shreveport
Tucson
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ARB reports showing very small syndication Losses.

<;ii\s\mkK sn \i;r

70
71
76
77
85
77
52
84
63
86
72
85

' , DIFFERENCE
CORON \no () sil \ki:

70
69

1.4
7.1
9.2
L6.4
0.5
19.5
2.6
9.6
3.2

65
62
71
75
76
61
47
68
79

5.5
8.1
16.5

71
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Commercials people are still taking pause to wonder
tape commercials unit, CHS Production Sales.

over GIlS' killing of its

One explanation heard last week was Bimpl) that live facilities leased al premium prices
some years ago were no longer economical!) practical and were being abandoned.
Hut such explanations left man) still in the dark: no one in the trade believed CBS
would give up a profitable line, no matter how inconvenient.
Estimates coming out of CBS' competitors compounded contradictions and created more
confusion: CBS Produetion Sales, competitors said, grossed nearly 85 million and
made a profit of more than SI million in I960.
Why in the world, insiders asked, would CBS give up a si million-a-year profit in a field
where it was an acknowledged leader and success?
This week many tape people came to believe that CBS — which started its tape unit as
a service to network clients — was merely cutting haek to that role again.
This entails a surrender of programs, commercials, and industrials business done for nonCBS, non-network, and even non-broadcast clients.
Lost business in 1901 will probably be S3-1 million gross and virtually the entire profit
margin.
(For detailed story on this development, see page 38, this issue.)
American tv film programs are taking most of the ratings honors in overseas
markets such as Sydney, Australia.
U. S. series and feature films recently took nine of the top 11 BRC
there.

ratings

Here are shows and their ratings for the 10 December week:
RANK

•

PROGRAM

RATING

1.

ACI Theater (U. S. feature films)

52.7

2.
3.

Perry Mason (CBS Films)
Midweek Movie (U. S. feature films)

45.8
42.8

4.
5.

I Love Lucy (CBS Films)
Father Knows Best (Screen Gems)

37.7
36.5

6.
7.

Bobby Limb Show (live, local)
Rifleman (4 Star)

35.2
35.1

8.
9.

Pick-o-Box (live, local)
Rawhide I CBS Film?)

33.8
33.3

9.
9.

Quick Draw McGraw (Screen Gems)
Perry Como (NBC)

33.3
33.3

Animated characters have a new tool for "personal" appearanees:
statues with built-in lip sync.

electronic

Such a statue will be used for The Flintstoncs. promoted by 35 ABC TV stations.
MCA
spring.

will probably have some

off-network re-runs for station syndication by

It's been well over a year since MCA put its last new product into syndication, such as
Coronado 9. Johnny Midnight, and Shotgun Slade.
The only new syndication availabilities coming from MCA
such as M-Squad.

recentlv have been re-runs

Incidentally. MCA's failure to bring out new product for so long plus the loss of the big
Falstaff regional has given rise to reports that the talent agency was considering ending its syndication arm — but it's now understood
the syndication field.
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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Veteran admen
lampoon

HEARS

are beginning to look with jaundiced eye on commercials

the programs

which

with which they're identified.

They think it's anything but smart on the part of the advertiser. In essence, you don't
build a program's vehicle by kidding it.
Other seasoned admen are critical of those commercials that show moppets marking up
the walls or other such acts of mischief — like pulling out yards of a brand wrap or
tissue.
The katzenjammer behavior may strike the copywriters as funny, but there's a good
possibility of mothers interpreting such bits as cues for their broods.
The latest automotive division reported to be the target of agency new business
seekers is Plymouth (Ayer).
The report comes on the heels of Ayer's loss of a chunk of the Armour

budget.

Anent that report about NBC entering the publishing business: it's just one of
many fields it has been scrutinizing with a view toward diversification.
In a limited way, it's already mixed up in publishing: via the Victory At Sea, Project
20, Lincoln Reader and other program book? put out by McGraw-Hill.
New York reps regard with a deep sense of frustration this continuing practice
of a small but spot-important Chicago agency:
as merely the tool for a cutrate rinkydink.

using the submitted package price

The procedure: after it's collected the material it wants, the agency blandly lets it be
known the schedule will go where the price is the lowest.
Buyers may get a nostalgic twinge out of this one:
A fact sheet put out by Katz 10 years age, recently dug out of the files by a station- J
man, shows an open average cost-per-1000 of 51 $. for a minute in the top 62 markets.
The estimated tv set count at the time: 11.142,500.
American advertisers abroad may generally be pushing for the program spon
sorship concept, but a London agency got a different view when it asked its affiliate
over here what policy it should urge in relation to a third British network.
Answered the American affiliate, which bills over $3 million in U.S. tv: We don't think
you ought to press for sponsored program, as you say you prefer. Let the networks
worry about the programs and you make your business the buying of participations.

The radio stations of one New York rep can't say he and his staff aren't giving
the stations all they've got — at least, in how-to-create-business sessions.
These salesmen five days a week have what they call a sunrise and a sunset sales meeting, exchanging ideas on selling stratagems and strategies.
Some times they gel so immersed in churning out ideas thai a session may
midnight.
"yes".
5U

Has all this added up to any new business?

The rep's answer:
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IN PROVIDENCE...
you reach more women on WJAR-TV*
during nearly 709c of the daytime hours
The latest Nielsen figures tell this story: Nearly 70% of every
weekday more women

watch WJAR-TV

than watch the other

Providence station! If you are selling products to women the conclusion isobvious. And, if you are selling products on which both

eet-

men and women decide, you'll have the women on your side (and
most of the men, too, at night) if you advertise on WJAR-TV.

jW

NBC
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• Represented

by Edward

Petry & Co., Inc.
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VIDEO
^ TAPE
is the shape of
UALITY
TODAY
(£>/>..
N

The tremendous impact of the tape revolution on the
creation, production and economics of TV is being
felt increasingly in all areas — from network and spot
commercials to dramatic shows and other programming, at both national and local levels. Here, on the
next page, are some of the pleasantly surprising
things you can expect when you turn to tape to shoot
your next commercials . . .

60
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6 proved ways "SCOTCH" BRAND LIVE-ACTION VIDEO TAPE
brings new quality and savings to your TV commercials!

The picture "lives" on "SCOTCH" BRAND
\ ideo Tape . . , says to the \ iewer, "It's
happening nuhi now!" The extraordinary
visual presence of video tape, its real authenticity "I- < 1 1 1 j u 1- . pro\ ide a new dimension of believabilit'\ to commercial or show.

Immediate
playback
in a matter ol
seconds
tells the producer, director, performers, camera crew whether thi^ take
i- the one t<> keep. <>r whether a second will
add worthwhile values oi lighting, focus,
pacing and dcli\i-i\. \o processing wait,

Tape saves days because of the unir
rupted work schedules il makes possible,
You <■< >itij>l<-t •- as ignments in less time, then
go on t" the nexl without the distraction of
unfinished business. It helps schedule talent,
studios, crews efficiently.

Fast editing i- a video tape feature. In
amazing flexibility let- you make lastminute changes. Si^ht or sound tracks ran
be erased and redone speedily. New scenes
can be inserted and complete rearrangement
of elements effected at tin- lasl moment.

Special effects machines used in video tape
recording make possible an unlimited selection of effects. W ipes, match dissolves,
pixie and giant people, combination ofanimated cartoons and live-action people,
zooms, supers — video tape dues them all.

Speeds up approvals. Client approval "I
commercials ran be had the -aim- daj taping
i- made! \\ hen tape i- the medium, the men
u ho make the client's decision can be <>n the
scene to give then approval when enthusiasm
is high. No processing dela) !

"Scotch'" brand Video Tape has
ushered in a new T\ age! Uong with
audible range and instrumentation

Yl

tape-, it was originated and pioneered
1>\ 3M. \nd it is through continuing
and pioneering research thai .'-SM is
known and recognized as world leader
in the development, manufacture and
distribution of quality magnetic tape-.
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Send for: "The Show is on Video Tape,"
a new booklel dl case studies mi the taping "I network
commercials, drama programs, and loi a!
lars.
Enclose 25i in coin t" cover mailing and handling
costs. \\ rite 3M Co., Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
"SCOTCH"and iho pl.ii.l .1
Export: 99 Park Are., New York

. . . WHERE

RESEARCH

Canada: London, Ontario

IS
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CBS

TV

PLAN

{Continued

from

]>age M> i

"We are not going to cause a price
war! This is an official and legitimate rate reduction in the morning.
It won't go any further; we will stick
to the rate; we've made things more
flexible and established a definite
rate."
Most network executives contacted
b\ sponsor expressed approval of
CBS TV's 10 a.m. to noon maneuvering, but enthusiasm was in several
cases tempered by concern that CBS
ma) have gone a bit too far.
However, James Hergen, NBC director of daytime sales, concurred in
Curl's estimate of the situation and
stated that his network was pleased
with CBS TV's action. "We knew the
move was coming, it had to come,"
he said. "And frankly, were happy.
"The plan provides more flexibilit\ than in the past. It's the best development for the whole shooting
match as far as we can see it. We
1'Nik with favor on CBS' new plan as
f<u the best for daytime television."
Hergen said that NBC contemplated no immediate changes in the
morning or the afternoon, although
it seemed certain that the network

/##£ ccrfaf*
OKLAHOMA

CITY

population now

The U. S. Census Bureau now ranks
Oklahoma

City 37th in population

among the nation's metropolitan
cities . . . moving up from 47th
in 1950.
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would have to react by making further flexibility moves broadening the
base of availabilities. NBC has recently added Jan Murray's show to
the three other quarter-hours where
sponsors can get minutes through a
double crossplug plan. These showare the last two in the morning and
the first two in the afternoon.
An ABC spokesman was not as
sanguine after reflecting on the CBS
TV situation. His first reaction, he
said, had been : "It's a rate cut. CBS
is a good network, so why cut rates?"
Upon further examination of the
plan, he had even more reservations
about the move.
"It was a mistake to drop the billboards, because when you do you
lose sponsor identification. At night
this is less destructive than in the
daytime when you have more of an
emotionally involved audience. If
the billboard is gone in the morning.
no longer is the housewife a guest of
the sponsor. Taking it out takes out
a significant part of the atmosphere
of The
daytime."
ABC executive also stated that
CBS TV may have moved to improve
their morning position "to the point
of being destructive." He said the
changes represented "a terrific overemphasis in cost efficiency of the
gross audience. If they apparentlv
think that the only thing they can
adjust is their price, then this augurs
poorly for the atmosphere and image
of daytime tv.
"We must not imply that we are a
common carrier dealing in raw numbers," he warned. "Actuallv. daytime's audience is more selective,
specific, and emotionally involved,
presenting the advertiser greater
values in the qualitative program
area. Even though many people have
accused our network of offering
nothing but cost efficiency, that is
not our major motivation. This latest daytime network move unhappilv
gives credence
to those opinions."
What's next? Will this type of
selling eventually spread to nighttime
network television, as some admen
predicted last week? Will a price
war develop in daytime tv that will
destroj as a money-maker a medium
thai

Reprttented by

used

to |.c a fat cat ?

\ Hi liate reaction and action in the
next few weeks will be the deter mining factor in writing the last

Tht Original Station Repreientatii
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paragraphs to tlii^ chapter of television's uproarious sales liistorv.
^

TVAR

(Continued from page 38)
tiser

will

adapt

his

commercial

to

these availabilities."
The ivaste audience: "Unlike other
media, television reaches all the people in a short span of time. An advertiser can blanket virtuallv every
family in a market in a matter of
days. ' Ths ability of spot tv to make
an incredible number of sales calls
in a short time at an extremely low
cost per sales call is one of its most
remarkable features, one that sets it
apart from other media. In short:
no other medium can reach more
homes more often.
Obviously, a medium that reaches
all the people is bound to include
waste circulation for someone interested in only a segment of the market.
On the other hand,
peal means that an
specialized product
his prospects via tv
impact at justifiable
that doesn't exist in

this "mass" apadvertiser with a
can reach all of
with tremendous
costs, a potential
other media.

The problem of waste circulation,
the report states, could be minimized
if an advertiser knew more precisely
the best time period and type of program for reaching the particular segment of the market in which be was
interested. Efforts to provide this information represent one of the major
new areas of research, one that will
undoubtedly continue to expand.
Spot It's expense: "Cost is a relative thing, to be considered in the
light of the results achieved. In
reality, no one can say what is a
'good' cost-per- 1.000 or what is a
high cost when related solely to audience. The important consideration
is the cost-per- 1.000 sales result ing
from the campaign."
As far as the total dollars involved
is concerned, spot tv unlike national
media, the rebuttal asserts, makes it
possible for a company to start small
and expand as results warrant. It
enables an advertiser with limited
advertising dollars to go into one
market, or a limited number of markets, where he can compete on equal
footing with larger, national adver-

tisers.

Spot l\ also enables a non-user to
"gel bis feet wet in tv before jumping in with both feet." He can experiment with the medium to see how
well il works for his product.
I Please turn to jiage 64)
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TVAR
(Continued from page 62 i

are important, TvAR reasons, then
they should he considered at the verj
outset and the commercials should be

in this regard because thev are too
advanced and too sophisticated for
the non-user. Presentations which

The difficult) of selling it to an adi ertisers sales staff: "This argument
originates primaril) with the salesman/agent oriented companies: the
argument i- basicallj a fallacious

prepared with a view toward their
merchandising possibilities. This can
be accomplished b\ using a wellknown personality (e.g. Red Barbel
for Culf Oil) or 1>\ developing highly

talk about flexibility, cumulative
audience, reach, and frequency all too

, ,11.'.'" Advertisers citing this as a
reason for not using spot tv. the rep
firm retorts, fail to realize that spot
l\ is highly salable if the effort to
sell the sales staff on the medium is
tailored t<> the specific campaign in

promotable cartoon characters (Berl
and Harry for Piels Beer) .
The success of any merchandising

question.
The trick is to get the sales staff
into the act, to act them to visit the
station, see the commercial, and get
a clear understanding of the nature of
the campaign, the audience it will
reach, and the other elements involved. This requires a cooperative
effort by the station. I lie agency and
the client.

The difficulties in merchandising
and promoting it: "Merchandising
and promotion are of secondary importance in most campaigns. In a
sense, they're the tail that shouldn't
be allowed to wag the dog.
If

merchandising

and

promotion

/<w6 wrfaf*
OKLAHOMA

CITY

population now

or promotion plan lies in its being
tailor-made to the problem rather
than being handled by formula.
"Jumbo postcards and form letterto dealers are not the answer to
ever) thing.
Spot tv's lack of prestige: "If
glamor and prestige are the advertiser's major objectives, network t\
has an advantage over spot." However, the report says, most comsales and for them spot tv is a "workhorse" medium which moves merchandise steadily. What's more, it
claims, the "prestige" connected with
network sponsorship is being reduced
1>\ the increasing number of network
carrier programs to be aired.
On the other hand, the potentialit)
of spot tv as a prestige medium has
been largely overlooked by national
advertisers because of their primarx
concern with da\-to-da\ selling. Sponsorship of local public service programs, special events, etc., represent
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stems from the fact that manv presentations examine the medium from
the seller's rather than the buyer's
point of view.
There's a tendency for the sellers
to forget that the best presentations
are those which relate media to the
advertisers' selling problems, the report adds, presentations which provide information on how a companv
can use media to help sell more goods
or services.
"As long as some advertisers have
reservations regarding spot tv or the
maimer in which it is sold." TvAR
concludes, "everyone involved in selling spot tv must accent the responsibility for presenting the basic storj
of our powerful medium

in terms

that relate to the advertisers' problems. And am sood tv reuresentative can prove it!
^

TAPE

UNIT

{Continu-ed from page 39)

an untapped area for prestige advertisers.

main

Unfamiliarity with spot: "The education of high-level ad executives ato the meaning of spot tv has been

monopoly for two years; perhaps CBS
was only taetfullv withdrawing from

there hasn't
that
rapid to
been so time
t\ hassufficient
devote to this
been

among the nation's metropolitan
cities . . . moving up from 47th
in 1950.

Spot tv not selling itself properly.
"The prime reason for the feeling
among certain advertisers that spot tv
has not been selling itself properlj

panies are interested in day-to-da\

largely overlooked in the day-to-da\
details involved in handling this "infant medium. The growth of spot

The U. S. Census Bureau now ranks
Oklahoma City 37th in population

often dwell only lleetingly on the fundamentals.

all-important and basic job.
What's more, TvAR continues, an
understanding of this new medium
has been complicated by the absence
of a clearlj defined image. The lack
of identity is complicated on the one
band
b) (be ambiguit\
of the word
"•-pot" its different meaning to different people and. at the other extreme. I>\ the versatility of its use
(which, ironically enough, represents
one of -pot t\'s greatest strengths).
There is a definite need for sellers
of -pot t\ to explain the ba-it clement- of the medium to non-users.
Man\

fine spol

t\

presentations fail

activities. Independent commercials producers had been crying

behavior that could possibl) substantiate this charge.

The peculiarity of CBS' position, if
there be am truth to this line of explanation offered b\ outside observers, is that five or 10 years ago had
video tape come along the atmosphere
was such that there probably would
have been no objection if CHS established a vigorous and independent
tape production unit.
Hut L961 is not 1031 or 1956. The
atmosphere has changed. There is a
new administration in Washington
and CBS ma\ have made a gesture
slate.
to greet it with ona "clean"
of CHS withdraw*
The implicati
al from full-scale tape production is
manifold to independent tape pro!
duceis. It ma) mean a transfer of
considerable business, perhaps *3-4
million in 1961.
^
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NEEDHAM
I Continued

pus, Needham
from page 42 I

jauntv horn-rimmed glasses, his eyes
bespeak good humor. He is topped
with a neat, white crew cut, and has
a matching mustache. He looks nowhere near his age — 72 this month.
\eedham has been described by
others in the business as a nonhuckster type advertising man:

vet.

according to his clients, his competitors, and bis record, he is one of
the most effective. Perhaps his personal philosoph) - Needham's concept of the complete man — explains
what seems to be a paradox. Needbam feels that a man needs more
than highly developed technical skills
and know ledge in order to be a real
leader in any field — he must also
have a working acquaintance with
the humanities, and people on every
social strata. Needham. according to
liis associates, is a good example of
ihis hypothetical complete man.
\l the University of Wisconsin
I class of 1910) Needham had ambitions to become a newspaperman.
\fter a year of liberal arts, he considered journalism. Hut on the advice of Arthur Kuhl. a Collier's feature writer who was visiting the cam-
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remained

in liberal

arts. '"Everything you could learn
here in four years, you could learn
in six months at a newspaper office,"
Kuhl told him. And for the remainder of his college years, Needham
immersed himself in sociology, philosophy, and literature.
An example of Needham's scholarly attainment is the Civil War memorabilia adorning his office walls.
His lifelong interest and study of
Civil War lore has qualified him as
an authority on this period.
Also an ornithologist I although he
calls himself a bird-watcher), Needham claims that by observing birds,
one learns a lot about humans.
With the vigor that would try the
strength of a virile youth, Needham
conducts his business and continues
his pursuit of the complete man. He
gets up every morning at 5:30 and
reads for two hours before breakfast. The gamut of these daybreak
perusals echoes his erudition: he
reads

everything — current magazines, poetry, philosophy,
dramas.
After breakfast, he makes the 60mile drive from Woodstock to the

Oklahoma

City 37th in population

among the nation's metropolitan
cities . . . moving up from 47th
in 1950.

down,

one of Needham's most charming attributes isMrs. Needham. the former
Ray Elizabeth Holtoff. who shares
man) of her husbands interests, including the early morning reading
custom. Not only did she help design and completely decorate their
home in Bull Valley, but four years

drew up the Hour plan for the offices,
decorated their interiors, and shopped
for fabrics and furniture.
i It was Needham's marriage that
indirectly led him into advertising.

OKLAHOMA

generall) recognized industr) opinion of Needham. He says, "During
thi- long association, not too comour
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"Maurice is first of all in the old.
true sense of the word, a gentleman.
He is also a man of culture and taste
—attributes not always combined,
as in his case, w itb a solid, practical
approach to the business of advertising and promotion.
"Over and above this, however,
we have always had a strong liking
for Maurice as a man because he is
warmhearted, calm and not easilv
ruffled and often able with a pat observation to resolve a troublesom The
NL&B

financial

organization

of

is one of its most distinguishing features. It is an employee-

problem."

owned

company. Capitalization consists solely of common stock available only to employees. Of the total

employed. 41%, or 149. are shareholders. Prior to 1946, onlv the

According to personal friends, both
inside advertising circles and out.

top

Needham"- long-term client of 32
years, H. F. Johnson, chairman, S. C.
Johnson & Son. expresses what is

RtprtitnUd by

apparent to his many friends in business and social life.

December, subject to approval by the
board of directors, which continues
to hold the stock majority.

vertible — with
weather permits.
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pals in a client's organization. We
have a deep affection for Maurice
and for reasons which I am sure are

when

Prudential Building in a Buick con-

Bj I'M I he observed that an advertising man. generally, could support
a wife better than a newspaperman.)

CITY

and the princi-

agencv principals held stock. \company financial stability increased, so did the shareholder list.
Now stock is offered annually, each

ago. when the agency moved from
the Field Building to the brand new
Prudential building. Mrs. Needham
The U. S. Census Bureau now ranks

head of an agency

mon on agency-client relationship-.
feeling foi Maurice has gone far

beyond the normal friendlj relations
that are likeh to exist between the

Although Needham's devotion to
agencv business is profound, he is
not motivated bv a desire for bigness alone. His conservatism in this
regard spared the agency what might
have been a disastrous brush with
the Edsel fiasco. After word had narrowed down Edsel's agencv selection
to three — FC&B. Leo Burnett, and
NL&B Needham declined to pitch in
the finals, because, as he puts it. "we
were not geared to staffing a 100overnight.""
Detroitto office
person
According
Needham,
one of the
chief reasons the company makes
public its annual financial statement
is because "it's health) to let clients
know how much it costs to run an
agencv."" He is a firm believer in the

way.
agenc) commission system. "It's eco-

noinicallv sound. he says, "and
clients are getting a big bargain this
Last December.
directors
Needham.

NL&B

board

of

voted
chairmanship
to
who had served as agencv

g. "It"- mv
t since its foundin
presiden
tii-l
promotion
35 years," Needham whinisieallv inobserved.
^
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HARD

LOOK

AT

RADIO

lated to radio. ...

(Continued from page 13 i

there are mam
know
how
to

KM)' , sold on
radio
advertising?
How
many
of them
understand
the

more

working of radio advertising and ran
speak on it with authoritv and confidence? And how many of them can
speak from first-hand experience on
ladio advertising successes?
Now. before I cause a riot. let me
quickly look at the other side id the
coin. How main newspaper space
salesmen are 100', sold on newspaper advertising?
How
many
can
-peak from
first-hand
experience on
newspaper advertising successes?
I II
venture the guess that on a proportionate basis there i- a- much lack of
undertanding in one medium as in the
other. If so. then win does radio advertising have less acceptance than
newspaper advertising among merchants? Why wont some men bants
touch radio with the proverbial 10foot pole? Win do the) plod along
>ear after year making the same mistakes in newspaper advertising, shving away from radio?
My own opinion is this: for one
thing, radio does not enjo) the same
standing as newspaper because radio
stations, for the most part, don't have
the same standing in their communities as do the newspapers. Radio does
not have the same posture of stability
as do the newspapers. Radio does not
have the firm. deeplv embedded roots
that many newspapers have. Radio
has not built the same confidence quotient as newspapers. . . .
T said in the beginning that my firm
uses radio advertising relatively- heavily. I did not say, however, that in
most markets, we rely on radio advertising. Idon't know. Maybe I'm
afraid not to use radio in the same
Way some advertiser are afraid not
to use newspaper. Rut I tell vou as
honestlv as I know how: There's a
vital link missing in my chain of confidence inradio. There's a gap somewhere along the line which either is
not missing in newspaper or which
has become insignificant. . . .
Now then — radio sells results. Yet
radio, according to main merchants,
does not produce results. I sav that
there is a reasonable possibility that
newspaper doesn't produce results for
many of these same advertisers either
— certainly not in the same proportion as it should when one compares
what is spent in newspapers as reSPONSOR

30

JANUARY

than

thc\
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I M venture that

i < mil I lilted

merchants who don't
use newspapei
an)
know

how

to

u-c

I hat raises this question : Why,
then, do these merchants accept relativel) result-loss advertising so gracefull) from newspapers and with Buch
disdain from radio stations?

WWII,

if a merchant doesn't gel results from
advertising that he might a- well not
get them from radio as not get them
from newspapers. Results notwith-

advertising. The) know the) won't
get results from radio advertising.
\n<l this even before man) of them
have uiven radio a fair opportunity!
I believe it all comes down to thi-:
radio ha- not built the same confidence in itself as has newspapers. . . .
Some of vou will sav that the
character of radio is not one that can
build that kind of an image . . . that
the FCC has hog-tied vou on certain
image-building concepts. Perhaps it
is the great degree of competitiveness.
^ct. we all know that there are some
stations in some markets which have

built an inspiring confidence quotient.
not

alwavs

the No.

1

station in the market, but they're usually close to the top. Rut then, everything else being equal, what actual
proof do we have that the No. 1
station in rating (whichever rating
service vou choose) is the No. 1
station for results? Mavbe

this in it-elf i- not

(enters it- merchandising

program on a "Km of the Week"
i ampaign. Each week an account isingled out. It becomes the bu) ol
the week, and
most
merchandising
activ itv lev olves aioiiml il.
\\ e al-o make dealii and dis-

suggesting thai most

merchants don't view radio with the
same respect as they do neu spaper

are

I'll: r 50)

Naturally, point-of-purchase displa) s constitute excellent men ban
dising,
enough. but

I'm iiol suggesting thai radio station- should lr\ to -ell (he idea that

I hcv

1 1 mil

merchandising displa) I best die
plav- are generall) of two types: bas
ket dump and free standing displays.

i adio.

standing, am
/

ASKS

tributor contacts on behalf of ii- advertisers. The COSt of this i-. of
course, negligible. For a food item,
a letter is sent to advertising
and
promotion people at all the food
chain-, notifying which product bas
been made bin of the week. The)
are informed of the heavv promotion
behind the product, and to be sure
thai

-helve-

are

well

-locked.

As can be seen, no station need
go to an) great expense to do a good
merchandising job. Rut vou must
exercise vour imagination. ^

/m£ arfaf*
OKLAHOMA

CITY

population now

it's better

to reach 20' , of the listeners in a culture of <">0', confidence than to reach
10', of the audience in a culture of
10', confidence.
In my opinion, building confidence
in radio can take many forms. One
vital wav is through your sales approaches to the men bants. Hiere
ought not to be anyone who knows
how to ii-,- vour medium better than
you. It
enough
without
lack of

is quite obvious that vou have
objections confronting you
the added weight of doubt or
confidence in what vou are

selling. Certainly this is not true of
all radio salesmen, but even amongst
the best do I sometimes sense that
this lack of confidence assert- itself

The U. S. Census Bureau now ranks
Oklahoma

City 37th in population

among the nation's metropolitan
cities . . . moving up from 47th
in 1950.

SELL 'EM Wl

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Reprt&nttH bp

peculiarly when the selling is directed
toward merchants.
f^
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ADVERTISERS
Mil«-s Laboratories (Wade), a
substantial tv client that keeps
vacillating between network and
spot, seems destined for a swing
toward network exclusively beginning this Bpring, for 1-A-Ihn
vitamins and Nervine.

WRAP-UP

Alka Seltzer's fate still hangs in
the balance, but will take a summer
hiatus again.

THE WNTA-TV STORY,' a filmed presentation, was shown in L.A. and San Francisco to
agencymen. Here with film narrator, Mike Wallace (second from right) are WNTA men (l-r)
Kermit Kahn, adv. dir., Donald J. Quinn, v. p. spot sales, and Maurice Schlaffer, program mgr.

Chox, the kid vitamin, will definitely stay in spot because for this
product. Miles is convinced of lli ■
value of local kid -how personalit) in
each market. Ease of hu\ on nei
seems to be the factor that determined
l-A-l)a\ and Nervine to cjuit spot.
( lampaigns:
• Red L Frozen Seafood

Din-

ners readying a Lenten season spot
l\ campaign in the New York, Syracuse, Buffalo, Mbany-Troy-Scheneclad\. Boston. Hartford. Providence,
Portland, vie.. Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit. Grand Rapids and Minneapolis-St. Paul markets.
Nine dillereut

'MIAMI UNDERCOVER' PREMIERE over Hollywood's KABC-TV, 18 January, wis reasoi for a gala get-together at Rocky's Place on Stage 14
at Desilu. Lee Bowman (I) star of the tv series, and his tv sidekick, ex-middleweight champ, Rocky Graziano, flank KABC-TV sales manager,
Richrrd
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O'Leary.

Lovelie;

(l-r),

Kathy

Marlowe,

Eloise

Hardt,

Laurie

Mitchell, and Teresa Del Rio (Miss Spain)

sponsor

also appear in the new series

•
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commercials
minutes, 20's and 10 s
will push the product.
Vgem 5 :
Smith Greenland.
• Pepsi-Cola bottlers of Philadelphia, Pennsauken, N. J., New Brunswick, Y J., Atlantic City, N. J.. W il
mington, Del., Mlentown, Pa., and
Reading, Pa., are getting togethei in
a cooperative nel t\ campaign involving -oiiit- 30 spots pei week, ihe
hulk going to prime time nighttime
shows.
• Pillsbury using nel i\ foi its
l')(><) Bake-Off cookbook mail-in offer, beginning late this month. Vgenr\ : Campbell-Mithun.
• Lehn \ Fink using eighl different \IH' TV daytime shows for its
Lysol campaign beginning 1 11 1 — month
and through <"• May.
• Downyflake, mapped out a saturation i\ campaign for its recentlyintroduced vitamin-enriched prebaked frozen pancakes, waffles and
French toast. Scheduled t<> break
earl) next month, the campaign will
be concentrated in the six New England states, Pennsylvania and Florida.
Vsreni \ : Smith ( Greenland.

• Heineken's
Holland
Beer
bought t\ minutes in the Miami mai ket to introduce it- Dutch Ian
t\ commeri ials foi the f1 1 ~t time in
the I nited States.

m. ii k' -t in
■ nei al depai tment,
keting division, Heinz.

PEOPLE <>N THE >1<>\ E: \t
Campbell Soup: William (». k;i\.
Jr., named product marketing man
ager for Franco-American products;
Richard L. Baird, to assistanl i"
the director-industrial engineering;
K'lln M L. Kress to new position,
assistanl to the v.p.-marketing; Mrs.
[Vfargarel Rudkin, Pepperidge Farm

Speidel has switched it- account
(around s2.."> million) from Norman, rail:.
(
& Knmmel
to Me( ann-Marschalk.
Note : Speidel bas bought a weeklj

founder and president and former

Secretary <d Defense Thomas

S.

Gates, Jr., elected in board ol direi ■

tors . . . Ufred V \\ atson from v.p.
\llied Politz Research, to v.p.-marketing services, I idled States Rubbei
. . . George A. Waller, from a<

COUnt

executive,

\llma\ei . I ..\

and

Reshkin, Kansas (it\. to assistant advertising manager. Fairmont Foods,
Omaha. Neb. . . . Richard Loftus
From general manager, sales promotion and advertising, II. J. Heinz,
Canada. I" product manager, product

JUDGES

OF NBC

mai

AGENCIES

minute .>n Isphalt Jungle

M'.< I \ .

starting in \\>\\\.
Vgenc} appointments:
I hi < om
monv ealth
Eng ineei ing
Co. and
Midland 1 *h .i i mai eutii als, both I '
ton, ' Miio. to Don Kemper . . .
Quaker Lai e, Philadelphia, to krndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb «\ Keen.
Philadelphia and New
^ ork . . .
Lenkert Electric, subsidiary General
telephone >N> Electronics, San < arlos,
Calif., i" Kudnor . . . V.S.R. Pn
duets, including Gem and Pal Injector, t"Benton & Bowles faboul
$2 million), from Kenyon & Eckhardl
. . . Upjohn

($1.5

Cann-Marschalk.

PROMOTION

were A. S. Rylander, NBC

MANAGERS

million i. to

AWARDS

Mr-

included

TV director promotion services (left) and

Max Buck, NBC TV, v.p. eastern sales (right). The trio: (l-r) Thomas
McDermott,
N.W. Ayer, Phil Cohen,
SSC&B. Jerome Feniger, C&W

KETV'S OWN 'EXPEDITION' series, tagged Expedition: Omaha,'
produced by John Flower (center) with Lee Terry, is lauded by
Col. John D. Craig
(holding
poster), host of the ABC
TV series

NEW BLAIR V.P.'s: (standing l-r), Lou Faust, N. Y., Charles Fritz,
Detroit, Heber Smith, San Francisco, and (seated, left) Ed Whitley,
N. I., are shown here with Tom Harrison (seated right), v.p. and manager of John Blair's Chicago office since 1959. The v.p.'s comprise the
firm's sales

management

board

now

holding

conferences

in N.Y.C.

DRESSED

TO

MATCH

the splendor of Rochester's new sports center is
WROC-TV
sportscaster,
Foster Brooks and

wife

Terri. 'When the boss says
dress up, we dress up,'
says Brooks. WROC-TV
began live telecasting of
its wrestling programs direct from the new center

PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

George F. Hamilton, from Y&R to
account supervisor, Breast O'Chicken
Tuna account, D'Arcy . . . Hal
Thompson, from Fuller & Smith &
Ross, to tv producer. Lambert &
Feasley . . . Mrs. Joan Fields to director of media, Ruben Advertising
. . . Walter J. Wilcox from sales
promotion manager. Sanforized Division, Cluett, Peabody & Co.. to
service department. New York office.
Ayer . . . Valton C. Holley to assistant account executive. TracyLocke, Dallas . . . Douglas P. Walker, from print media buyer, assistant account executive, and broadcast
analyst, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, to assistant representative, Plymouth Dealers. L.A. region. Holl\ wood office, Ayer . . . Robert Andrew Brown, from account executive to manager, Portland office. McCann-Erickson . . . Norman Kenneth Saxer. Jr., from assistant to
the v.p. Comet Rice Mills. Houston,
to creative-contact executive. Gardner. New York City .
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Honig-Cooper & Harrington. L.A. . . .
M. Michael Griggs and Jack Goldsmith, at BBDO . . . William F.
Allison and Irving Miller, at
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove . . . Romano H. Allison, at Richard Proctor. Montgomery. Ala. . . . Herman
Davis and Maxwell Sapan. at
Compton's creative department . . .
J. Desmond Slattery, at Victor A.
Bennett . . . John G. Copeland, at
Aubrey, Finlay, Mai ley & Hodgson,
from Grant.
They were elected hoard directors: Stever Aubrey and John R.
Rockwell, at DCSS. '
Thisa *n" data: Gould, Brown
anil Kicked. Minneapolis, has set
aside a special office in its new set-up
in the Rand Tower for visiting media
men to hang up their hats and do
business . . . Cramer-Krasselt v.p.
and director. Roger LeGrand and
George Comte, general manager of
radio and tv station WTMJ, addressed
the Badger Chapter of the AWRT at
a meeting at the Milwaukee Gas
Light Co.. 21 January . . . Needham.

Warren W. Schwed from publicitypromotion activities head, to director
of newly-formed merchandising services department, Grey . . . Martin J.
Friedman to associate merchandis-

Louis and Brorby's 1960 billings
($45,576,626 I chalked up the largest

ing director, New York office. DancerFitzgerald-Sample . . . Louis Stark
from department manager. R. H.
\lacy Co., to marketing executive.
Doyle Dane Bernbach . . . Clinton
C. Wells from partner and sales
manager, WAFM, Miami, to account
executive, The Bresnick Co.. Boston
. . . Scott Eddy from radio sales
staffer to creative department, radio
sales department, Katz . . . Frank
Horsley, v.p. and secretary. Pacific
National Advertising, Portland, Ore.,
to manager Seattle office . . . T. L.
Stromherger, senior v.p. and member of the board of directors. Fuller
& Smith & Ross, L.A., to temporary

Name change: Maslow, Gold &
Rothschild, Inc., from Advertising
& Merchandising Associates. Boston.
1 Februar\.

acting manager. FSR's New York office . . . Duane C. Bogie from account executive, to associate director
..I broadcasting. FC&B. Chicago . . .
Herman Rush joined GAC as v.p.
in development and sales for new programs.
They were named v.p.'s: Donald
E. Gehring, at Donahue & Coe, L. V.
in charge of client services. He's from

70

annual gain in the company's 36\ ear-old history.

TV STATIONS
Storer Broadcasting, last week,
made several top-level departmental shifts involving three of
its stations.

• William J. Flynn. general
sales manager. WAGA-TV. went to
WITI-TV. in the same capacity.
• E. Dean McCarthy, after a
year's absence, returns to WITI-TV
as operations manager. McCarths
organized and operated Storer 's
Quality Control department in Miami
Beach during his year awav from the
station.
Flynn and McCarthy replace Emmett A. Hassett and Glenn G. Bound\.
Jr. New Storer assignments for the
two have not yet been announced.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Richard B. Belkin from staff director to
production manager. WAST. Albanv.
N. Y. . . . Don V. Lindsey from sales
staff to regional sales manager.
WTVP. Decatur. 111. . . . Ben McLaughlin from general manager and
v.p.. WICU-TV, Erie, Pa., to sales
manager. KETV. Omaha . . . Clay J.
Coury to traffic supervisor. WBRCTV. Birmingham. Ala. . . . William
M. Scruggs, Jr., from Southern
sales representative, to national sales
manager. WSOC-TV. Charlotte. N. C.
. . . Howard D. Duncan, Jr., from
general sales manager, to general
manager. WEHT-TV. Evansville.
Ind. . . . Ken Kampion from regional sales manager and film buyer to national sales manager. WPTV.
Palm Beach. Fla. . . . Sidney E.
Smith from sales staff, KPTV. Portland. Ore., to local sales manager.
KTYT. Dallas. Tex.
Kudos: KRDO-TV, Colorado
Springs. Colo., weatherman. Storim
Rottman. recipient of the Seal of Approval for Television from the American Meteorological Society.

RADIO

STATIONS

The stations: WITI-TV, Milwaukee: W SIM) TV. Toledo, Ohio: and
WAGA-TV.
Atlanta. Ga.
The men imoWed:
• Roger W. LeGrand, v.p. and
director of the radio/tv department

Two radio stations shrugged ofT
Friday the 13th apprehensions
and turned the superstition day

at one of Milwaukee's oldest ad agencies— Cramer-Krasselt — was appointed to the managerial post at WITITV.

The stations, and the gimmicks:
• WGAM, Miami. Fla.. gave awaj
13 black kittens I from the Humane

• Joseph
TV manager,
position at
Peter Storer

\V. Evans. Jr., WITIwas shifted to the same
WSPD-TV, replacing
who. last month, was

named head of the company's new
national tv spots sales division.

into successful station promotions.

Society) to 13 listeners who didn't
think Friday the 13th was so unluckv. Winners were chosen from
letter entries relating the best thing
that ever happened to the writer on
any Friday the 13th.
SPONSOR
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• WOOD. Grand Rapids, Mich.,
turned the spotlight on its <lial position (l.'MX)) and made 1! phone calls
to listeners offering a $13 cash prize
to those answering with the 13 letter
phrase -Wool)

radio is 13."

Ideas at work:
• WWIL,

Ft. Lauderdale, 1 hi., in

ecognition of the effect tin- new First
Lady
will have on fashions, has
launched a search lor Mr-. Kenned}
ook-alikes. Winner "I the First Lad)
Contest will receive, among other
prizes, a trip (for two) to Nassau,
and a Mrs. kenne<i\ coiffeur. Foul
runners-up will also receive a varietj
of *ii fts and coiffeurs.
• WRIT, Milwaukee, Wis., solved
the what -to -do -with -old -Christmas ■
cards enigma for its listeners l>\ in\ ilinji them to unload them on the
station. A prize of $.">() in < ash wagiven to the listener who brought in
the largest number of cards. Second,
third and four prizes, ranging from
$10 to $25. were also awarded. \ total of over 1.6 13.000 card- were received, according to the final tally.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Sherod E. Bouser, from sale- manager
to general manager. WLOl). Fort
Lauderdale. Fla. . . . Gene Williams
from sales promotion and merchandising, Oscar Mayer Packing, L.A..
o merchandising director. K.LAC.
that city . . . Jack Erie, to KDES.
Palm Springs. Calif. . . . Harry
Ladas, from commercial manager,
Franklin
Broadcasting,
to assistant
nanager, WWOM,
New Orleans . . .
I'ierce Allman. to program manner. WFAA. Dallas. Tex. . . . Bill
Doubleday, from program director
o assistant station manager, KDIA,
IJakland. Calif. . . . Jim Woodell,
rom assistant news director, to news
lirector, WSAI. Cincinnati. Ohio . . .
f Ross Cramer to senior accountant,
, &K0W, Madison, Wis. ... J. C.
3owell to general manager, K.I0A.
)es Moines. Iowa . . . John Keys
rom advertising and promotion manger. WNBQ and W \l \0. Chicago,
0 station manager. W M \0. that city.
IORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

'het Campbell from publicity manger to advertising and promotion
nanager, and Dan Anderson from
ssistant manager, press department,
o manager that department, both at
PONSOR
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\\ M \o Chicago . . . Vener O. J.
Barnes from advertising ami sale
promotion manager, Childa Big ( bain
division, Krogei Co., to manager,
KBCL, Shreveport, La. . . . John S.
Ettelson from NBC TV Films to account executive, W(,)\l>. New Vnk
Cit) . . . Dan Ingram from pro

duction director to program director,
W II.. St. Louis . . . Henrj II. Franz
from local sales manager to station

OKLAHOMA

CITY

population now

manager ami sales director, WHIM.
Indianapolis.
Kudos: \\ CTC, New Brunswick,
Y J., assistant station manager, Tonj
Marano. recipient of ^ oung Man of
the ^ ear citation from the New Brunswick Junior Chamber of Commerce
. . . K.\IO\. St. Louis, Mo., cited b)
that <it\'s Grand Jury Association
for its editorial suggesting improvements in the Grand Jurj system.
Station acquisition: k\\C. Stockton, Calif., sold l>\ Carl and Dexter
Haxmond to the (Greater Stockton Radio. Inc.. for $200,000. Sale brokered
h\ Edwin Tornberg & Co.

The U. S. Census Bureau now ranks
Oklahoma

City 37th in population

among tho nation's metropolitan
cities . . . moving up from 47th
in 1950.

SELL 'EM WITH

OKLAHOMA

CITY

Represented by

The Original Station Repi - ..

Station acquisition application:
Filed bj Don Hancock for WRFB.
nolyoke, from Vallej Broadcasting
Corp. Sale price: $200,000. Sale
brokered 1>\ Paul H. Chapman Co.

ANNOUNCEMENT

RADIO STATION
CJAD MONTREAL
APPOINTMENT

NeM

quarters: WrTHE, Spartanburg,
{'... constructing
modern
studios S.and
offices at itsnew
transmitter
site to he known as Radio Park.
Possible record: K.YA, San Francisco, sponsor, Exposition Fish Grotto, signed its 34th year broadcast order with the station.

NETWORKS
ABC

TV is now offering the unsold half (an hour) of the Academy Awards on a quarter basis.
Asking price for the quarter:
$250,000, commissionable.
Sponsor for the half alread) sold:
P&G.
The buyer of the quarter share
must limit himself to two 90-second
commercials, which makes the cost
per commercial minute. $83,333.
NBC

TV

H. T. McCurdy
John A. McDougald. Chairman of the Board
of Radio Station CJAD Montreal, announces
that H. T. McCurdy has been appointed
Vice-President and General Manager. A
native of the Maritimes, Mr. McCurdy has
been with CJAD since its inception in 1945.

has lost another south-

71

\mtf&

era two-station-market affiliate
to ABC TV. this time. WTSN-TV,
Charleston, S. C.
The station is headed l>\ J. Drayton
Mastic and is linked with the Reeves
Broadcasting ^mup.

most recent commercials?
WRITE DEPT. S.
AT EITHER STUDIO

Radio, in its year-end report, cited these as the I960
highlights:
• The addition of 44 affiliates: the

ketball's Sational Imitation tournament. 18 and 2") March, half sponsorship bought b\ Wvnn Oil (EWR&R)
. . . NBC TV's The Grande Parade of
the St. Paul Winter Carnival, 28 January sponsorship bought bv Whirlpo l .orp.
(
t KM. i .

ABC

/

largest number

Net tv programing note: CBS's
Gunsmoke, expanding to full hour —
10-11 p.m. EST. Saturdavs, next fall.

ever added in am
PEOPLE

• The introduction of. and reyear.
sponslistener
eI
and advertiser i to.
its program Flair, now carried over
268 stations.
• The largest audience attraction
i()l million peoplel to its PattersonJohansson championship fight, broadcast over 131 stations.
A plunger is added to the oast of two wrenches
as these inanimate objects become stars in
another hilarious stop-motion selling conversation about Drano.
^^/»K/?A^^-Produced by
^^
for THE
DRACKETT COMPANY through YOUNG
& RUBICAM, INC.

• Its Breakfast (Jul) program, now'
in its 27th year, attracted some 38
sponsors, among them: Dow Chemical. General Foods. General Mills.
Grossett & Dunlap. Parker Pen. Peter
Paul Candy. Standard Labs. Svlvania
Electric Products and Whitehall Lab.
Added kudos:
ABC's news commentator. Edward
P. Morgan, received the Sidne\ Hillman Award for outstanding radio
news commentarv last year.
Net radio sales: ABC Radio's Patterson-Johansson fight coverage. 13
March, to be co-sponsored by Carling-

Brewing (Lang. Fisher & Stashowcr i .
and Mennen (Warwick \ Legler) .
The gleam of aluminum foil and its many uses
are beautifully displayed in this series for
Reynolds Wrap ... to put over the message,
"Oven tempered for flexible strength."
Produced by ^^^or
KKVNOLDS METALS COMPANY through
CLINTON E. FRANK, INC.

Net tv sales: \BC TVs The Square
World of Jar/, Paar, 31 January, Hou
Tall is a Giant (repeat), 23 March.
and the Emm) Awards (no date set I .
lo be sponsored b\ Procter & (iambic PAP,
i
i . . . MiC TVs college bas-

ON THE

MOVE:

John

T. Madigan from manager. NBC
news< New York newsrooms, to ABC
director of news and public affairs
. . . John G. Connolly from press
information department to head of
sports publicity, CBS TV.

REPRESENTATIVES
Blair, in keeping with its gearedup spot radio selling program,
elevated four of its sales executives to vice-presidents, and organized a sales management
board.
The new \.p.'s: Lou Eaust and Ed
Whitlex. New York office; richer
Smith, manager. Blair San Francisco
office;
ficeand
manager.Charles Fritz, Detroit ofThe new sales management board
will be -tailed b\ Thomas C. Harrinew

son. \.|). and manager. Blair's Chi\ cago
.p. office,
s. in addition to the four

Rep appointments : KSTT. Davenport, Iowa, to Adam Young . . .
kDB. Santa Barbara. Calif., t<»

Sandeberg/Gates . . . W KIM. Pahokee. I'la.. to Breen <\ Ward.
Divorcement:

G

se

Norman

PtRAKECT
SEED

French's
"The only modern light hull) in 35 years". . .
the new Westinghouse huh), is introduced as
it magically lights upon entering the scene,
casting a soft glare-free light on the loveliness
of the girl.
^fiftfr)-^ for
Produced hy ^^
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
through McCANN-ERICKSON
TISING (U.S.A.)

ADVER-

Perky, the animated Parakeet, becomes a
singing salesman for French's Parakeet Seed,
convincing the audience that he "loves
French's." ^IftPfo—'
Produced by ^
for THE R. T.
IK KNCII COM PA NY through THE
RICHARD A. FOLEY ADVERTISING
AGENCY, INC.

"Nothing fits iiie food occasion like Ritl,
proven with jingle, animation and stop-mol ,,?
The leading role, played hy a Ritz Crat.
rhythmically leads the viewer through ij^,
tizing live action food sequences.
BISCUIT
COMPANY
through
McCAL
Produced by
^^^r^
lox NATIO.j
ERICKSON ADVERTISING (U.S.A.) L

Broadcasting, from Forjoe and Co.
stations involved: KSXX, Sail Lake
City, I tah, KS\ \. Ogden, I tah, and
KXXI, Golden, Colo.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: RobMi Bauer from media research head,
iLennen ^ Newell, to operations head,
u research, Blair-TS ... II. Malcolm Smart, to sales manager,
Charles Bernard . . . Vrnold Starr
from sales staff, WNBC-TV, and
\ . Coppinger, from I! \l'>.
Robert
Ix.ili
to sales staff, NBC Spol Sales.
Kudos: BoweU J. Mall. aim. Blail
radio. Chicago, named outstanding
broadcast representative ol the year
l>\ the Chicago Veenc> Media Group.

FILM
The importance of latest film
and tape production techniques
will be highlighted at the fourth
\\ estinghouse public service conference.
Set for 9 \.pril in Pittsburgh,
iliric II be a special seminar on recenl
advances in fdm and tape technique
loi all uses.
Ii s first time such a topic m ill be
discussed at the \\ l>(! conferences.
Sales: \\ IM\. New ^ ork, i- producer
ol special, Castro, Cuba, ami Communism, .-old l>\ Durham Telefilms to
ICBTL-TV, Denver; Kill H-TV, Honolulu: KJEO-TV, Fresno; K\ U.-TY.
Eugene; WROC-TV, Rochester; KSLTV. Salt Lake City, and \\ BAL-TV,
Baltimore, and \>\ Fremantle, in Holland .. . Zi\-l \ - Miami I ndercovei
to Lincoln-Mercurj dealers (K&E) on
KGN-TV, Chicago; to Texas State
Optical IEWR&R)
on KONO-TV,

San

\nlonio:

K \1 M > I \

Midland.

,,nd KPRI fT, Houston; to Sadira
Sei \ ice I W ilkinson Vdvei tising > on
\\ ROC I V . I!- hestei . and to sta
tions
KPLC-TV,
Lake
Charles;
\\ DAM-TV, Hattiesburg; WRBL l\.
Cd.nnl.u-. Ga., and \\ FGA

NEW

YORK

CHICAGO:

200 EAST

56th

16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

l\. fack

som ille . . . IT( !-Javelin Productions'
Motional Football League Presents t<>
\\ PIX, New York; W BBM TV, ( In
cago;
W \l Mi I \ . Balti moi e ;
WXYZ-TV, Detroit; WTTV, Indianapolis ; \\ ( ( < *• I \ . Minneapolis ;
WPST-TV, Miami: KLZ-TV, Denver;
\\ BRC-TV, Birmingham; WFAL-TV,
Tampa, and WJIM-TV, Lansing . . .
Seven \rt- ^ssociated's Warnei Bros.
Films of the '•>"'> to WTOP-TV,
Washington;
WJXT-TV,
Jackson
ville, and K UtK-TV, Little Rock.
Commercials: Paul Belanger ap
pointed v.p. stafl producer foi Consul
Films of 11» >11\ w
I . . . Quai tel !• ilmi.l Hollywood reports resignation "I
president Arthur Habbitt. appointment ol Michael Lah as V.p. animation director, addition of Dan (Gordon as -l"i\ department bead and
Kenneth O'Brien as supervising

Animation and live action arc combined with
an original musical score to emphasize iIm
trim, slim look of the truW thin in-u I Igin.
Produced WATCH
by ^pftftR^^l,
,r
I IA .IN
N \ TIONAL
CO.
through
J. WALTER

wmm

THOMPSON

COMPANY.

animator.

Programs: fTC to distribute Divei
Dan. 104 episode, seven-minute coloi
series produced l>\ Young Productions of Philadelphia.
Research: \ I \ reports that I . S.
Marshal earns time period victories
in M market- according to VRB reports through November I960. Market- an- Atlanta, Columbus, Kansas
( it\. Boston, Cleveland, fndianapolis,
Providence, Miami. Ubany. Norfolk.
Birmingham, Salt Lake City, Mobile,
Green Bay, San Antonio, Phoenix,

The charm of Ciselc MarKen/ieV voice and
modern penthouse setting, tell an effective
D" Marnier.
story
of discriminating
smokers preference for
^/)^/>—
Produced bj ^
for BROWN &
WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP. through
VICKERS & BENSON LTD.

a^^l^kaataaaaaM

If 1 'T' 1 m

Lilrf'l

*

I little girl dancing with her pet white
I effectively illustrates "It's the Calgon
■that makes the difference."' There is
fantasy as the little girl dances out from
the Calgon box atop a washer.
ced by jj^""^W
irough KETCHUM,
VE, INC.

the CALGON
MacLEOD &

EBl""*J
* 9 J*
4
c

7-—

tit*
—

The question . . ."What does Klear Floor W ax
Do?". . . is musically answered by ..." \-k
any bright floor." Beautiful room and floor
shots
add factual weight to the commercial
message.
^^fK
Produced by ^
for S. C. JOHNSON
& SON, INC. through FOOTE, CONE &
BELDING. INC.

The aaturalne8S of a child- love for drawing
i- used to good advantage as a charming little
girl draws ■ happj fare to illustrate the effecti\eness and pleasant taste of St. Josepb
Aspirin for Children.
Produced h> ^^'^'Tor PLOl GH IN
CORPORATED through LAKE-SPIROSHLRMAN, INC.

Gilbert named UAA
tive in the East.

Amarillo, Wilkes-Barre. Syracuse,
Jacksonville. Cedar Rapids. South
Bend. Chattanooga. Boise. Greenville.
Roanoke. Knoxville. Joplin. Chico,
Omaha, Odessa. Wichita. Savannah.
Quad City, Harrishurg. and Columbia.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

PUBLIC

account execu-

SERVICE

Radio station W DOK, Cleveland.
Ohio, has added to its public
service laurels the role of medical therapist.

MOVE:

C. Wylie Calder to sales director of
Columbia Films . . . Television Personalities appoints William Hooper
as Eastern district manager. Al W.
Goodwin as Southern district manager, and Frank L. Sheehan as
Western district manager . . . George

Medics in that city's famed Cleveland Clinic, on the premise that music can help overcome periods of
emotional, mental, and physical distress, has piped into the Clinics 22

SURE I'M A CONSUMER,

BUT . . .

surgical suites music taped from
WDOK's Candlelight Concert.
Only instrumental selections are
used: vocals and too-spirited music
are erased from the tapes made at
home by a Clinic staffer.
The hospitals master tuner is located in the anesthesia room.
Public service in action: WMCA,
New York City, project WMCAOperation Tennessee, to aid evicted
Tennessee Negroes, resulted in a
seven, 40-foot trailer caravan, led by
the station's mobile unit, bearing 150
tons of food, drugs and clothing to
the victims . . . WGBI, ScrantonWilkes Barre. Pa., collected more
than 100.000 Christmas cards from
its listeners, for distribution to re-

/ Never Heard of You.

I Never Heard of Your
Company.

gional orphanages and children's hospitals. The cards are used in therapeutic treatment . . . WKRC-TV, and
WKRC Radio. Cincinnati. Ohio, extending its editorial program to five

I Never Heard of Your
Reputation.

days a week . . . W'QAM, Miami,
joining with area radio and tv people
to readv its second annual Heartbeat

I Never Heard of Your Product.

Hop, 29 March, to garner funds for
the Greater Miami Heart Assn.

I Never Heard what
Your Product would
do for me.

PEOPLE

ON

THE

George A. Heinemann, NBC manager of public affairs, appointed
member Public Information Advisory
Council, Southern regional education
board.

I'm willing to try it
but I never have
heard about you.

Thisa »n' data: WOR,

MORAL

TO

TIMEBUYERS:

If you want your product known

to consumers in the Tulsa Market, use KAKC
plete market penetration. KAKC

More adults (buyers) listen

than any other Tulsa radio station.

Hi! I'm K. A. Casey . . . here to offer advertisers the
best buy in the Tulsa Market. Call your Adam Young
representative today and see for yourself.

FIRST

IN

New York

City, brochured under the tag — A
Special Report — its coverage of the
Brooklyn-Staten Island air disaster.

for the most com-

is No. 1 in Tulsa and the 21

counties of Northeastern Oklahoma.
to KAKC

MOVE:

Grateful
suburbanites
praised
radio with special fervor this past
week after a strike-and-snowbound
effort to clamber from Westchester
and other Northern points to .Manhattan in New York.
\\ ith railwav men on strike and
>ome six inches of snow on the
ground a fortnight ago, commuters
had a problem if tlicv tried to drive
to town or if the) had no car. So
WYO\, New Rochelle. one of the

TULSA

"Herald-Tribune" stations. launched

PuMc RaabrCrtp.
KIOA

DES

74

MOINES

KBEA KBEY-FM
KANSAS CITY

STATION
KAKC
TULSA

"Operation Hitch-hike" and asked
commuters driving into town to call
the station if thev had room for passengers. And WICC, Fairfield,
Conn., did the same in setting up a
special telephone number.
SPONSOR
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NEGRO COMMUNITY...

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Dr. Carl H. Rush, Ted Bates research executive, has been appointed a v.p. and director 'it research l"i thai agency. Dr.
Rush, who joined Bates in May, 1959, was
circled a \.p. in the firm's research department in November, L960. He was also al
thai time, appointed a member of the research polic) committee. I'rim to this
Bates affiliation, Dr. Rush was a research
ad\ isor fin Standard Oil Co. I Y.I. i . \ native of Flint, Mich., he's an
alumnus "I Ohio State where he received a Ph.D. in Psychology.
Clifford M.

When it comes to reaching the enor
mous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do
the effective job.

Kirtland, Transcontinenl

Television Corp. s treasurer and controller,
bas been elected a compan) \.|>. Kirtland.
who has served the firm as a finance execu-

lotel Theiesa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue Ne* Yo'fc J ' \

EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK

tive since 10.~>7. ua>. In-fore that time. Imsincss manager for the Transcontinenl radio
and tv outlets i WOK i in Buffalo, Y Y
Prior to that, he was associated with the
Abstract and Title Insurance Co. and with
Price Waterhouse Co. He has a B.A. degree from Michigan Stale
I niversitj and a Master of Business Administration from Harvard.
William P. Andrews, genera] sale- manager of Independent Television Corp.. habeen promoted to vice president in charge
ol syndication. Andrews promotion, according to ITC's hoard chairman. Michael
Ydorf. marks an acceleration of the com-

INTRODUCING

THE

NEW

pany's general expansion program. Andrews, who joined ITC as western division
manager in Julv. I').")!!. became northeastern division manager in June. 1959. Prior, he was spot sales managei
foi /iv television, and account executive at KPTV, Portland. Ore.
David

M.

Sacks, general manager

of

KGO-TV, San Francisco, has been promoted to v.p. of ABC. Sacks was made
genera] manager of KGO-TV in 1 '>(><): he
had been general sales manager since
L952. Prior to that he was \HC TV's spol
sales manager in San Francisco. Sacks
joined the sales staff of KGO-TV in 1951
after resigning as sales manager of KKOW
I now KABLi. Oakland. Calif. In 1946, Sacks served as an education
f officer with the I. S. Yiv v . He was mice a (IBS studio engineer.
sI'ONSOR
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HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.
Single $15 to S22
Suites to $60
Special rates by the month or lease

Robert Sarason, General Manager
ORegon 9-3900
Teletype NY 1 4295

frank talk to buyers o\
air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

//; the thousands oj words issued in recent months on the pros and cons of
the single rate, little attention has been paid to the issue oj the sales effectiveness ofradio for the local advertiser on a power station {the type oj station
on which the issue of the single rate is most critical). Donald J. Trageser,
sales manager and assistant general manager. KDKA,

Pittsburgh, tackles

that question in a piece stressing the importance of a station's effectiveness
over its number of local accounts and sales dollar volume they represent.

Radio

power

stations

can be effective

I here's a pawn shop on a corner in Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania .. . according to the song which kept our community high atop the hit lists a few years hack.
We don't have the pawn shop on the air. But chances
are good that the bookstore next door, the bank up the
block, and the nearby auto dealer are advertisers in radio.
I toot radios horn to point out that a power station can
do a powerful job for local merchants.
It seems that the acid test of any station's effectiveness
is the number of local accounts it carries and the dollar
volume therein represented.
In approaching radio, advertisers and agencies must put
aside some of the ordinary yardsticks. The station's rates
may be higher than those of its competitors. The station's
cost-per-1,000 may be higher. The station may offer less
frequency or fewer impressions than its competitors. Even
rating points are not significant here.
The paramount issue is sales effectiveness. Can the
station deliver the customers? Can the merchant benefit
from association with the station's image? That public
impression the atmosphere in which the commercial idelivered and its acceptability in the market can mean a
great deal to the local advertiser.
Fewer and fewei limebuyers are choosing strictlj bv
the numbers. More and more general managers an
emphasizing their stations' image via community relations
programs and qualitative research projects, which in turn
give the timebuyers new criteria to use with confidence.
We have Hound it desirable to interest prospective clients
in a small or short schedule, but a well-planned one. A. haphazard campaign can be costlj to the advertiser, the station, and the medium, and one such experience could sour

the newcomer

for retailers

on the effectiveness of radio generally.

Salesmen should feel strong responsibility in this regard, should be well aware of the importance of the extra
efforts to be made in apprising themselves of the advertisers special selling needs and arriving at a schedule to
tap the full potential of radio.
Hearing a highly regarded broadcasting celebrity put
his individual touch on a commercial can make quite an
impression on vour customers, just as it often does on the
agencyman in hearing the audition spots. Programing departments can be most helpful, especial!) at a station
where personalities mean something. Local advertisers
have been profiting from identification with such radio J
figures.
There was a lime when we discouraged the strict 1\
downtown or one-location advertiser from using our facilities. Those davs are gone forever. Such sponsors can
easily point to direct results nowadays and generally are
willing to share their success stories with the station.
These in turn are valuable in attracting additional regional and national time purchasers.
I find thai with an\ amount ol result- at the cash register, the client will both extend and upgrade his schedule.
That's a big reason win kl)k\ carries not only national
messages aimed at the seven million residents of a 10COUnt) area, but commercials for smaller businesses concerned with reaching a small segment of that population.

Gil

The client can put his trust in local celebrities. I he
Customers the) attract from outside their circle of interest
can represent a wonderful bonus while they are reaching
the people the advertiser initially want-.
si'oxsoi;
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"Ifour grandchildren
will grow up under

;
EV

V_><V>fI I II 1 1 LI I 11^

I 1 1 •

- v NIKITA KHRUSHCH

Will the Soviet threat come true? Will your grandchildren live under Communism?
"Never!" you say. But are you sure? How can you oppose Communism?
The voice is that of Nikita Khrushchev.
The audience is American.
" Your grandchildren will grow up
under Communism!"

he shouts.

Will your children live to see
the Free World die?
Forget God? Salute the Soviet flag?
"Never!" you say. But are you sure?
What can you do to oppose Communism?
There is one sure way.
Help Radio Free Europe.
What does it do?
E\ery day, to 79 million capti\e people

Give now to. RADIO

Forget God? Salute the Soviet flag?

One sure way is to help Radio Free Kuropc.

behind the Iron Curtain, it broadcasts
news of the outside world.
It helps keep these people from turning
to Communism. The Poles. Czechs,
Bulgarians, Rumanians and Hungarians.
It keeps alive their friendship for
America. It reaches o\er 90% of these
people, despite Communist jamming.
Thousands of letters echo the plea:
"God Bless You! Please keep

They pose a major obstacle to the
Russians starting any war. And
Radio Free Europe is their strongest
link with the Free World.
But Radio free I urope depends on
individual Americans for its existence.
Wow about it?

Radio Free Europe on the air!"
These people are the buffers between
Russia and the Free World.

FREE

Will
you help?
. . . Give...a or
dollar'
. . . Gi\e
live dollars?
more?
Surely your heart tells you to
give something so that our children —
and all children— shall live
in freedom throughout the world.

EUROPE

0OC 61*

The American People's Counter-Voice to Communism
Mail your contributions to: Radio Free Europe Fund, P. O. Box 1961, Mi. Vernon
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SECOND

SPOTS

Arthurian: "I know you've heard
me criticized in the advertising business for being impatient and annoyed
with man) commercials as they artdelivered in their nice sterilized little
envelopes." \ it bur Godfrey told a
recent RTES buying and selling seminar in N. Y. "Well, I have been
critical. 1 ou may recall that it used
to be that I worked over the agency

Sponsor- Week
\\ illi lliis issue we introduce "Sponsor- Week"
27).

(see page

Supervised by news editor Ben Bodec and produced under
the direction of senior editor Jane Pinkerton, "SponsorWeek" is our most important editorial innovation since we
went weekly in October 1956.
It adds a completely new dimension to SPONSOR, enabling
us to bring a full complement of significant tv and radio
advertising news of the week to busy executives.
With "Sponsor-Week" our thousands of agency and advertiser readers will now keep posted on late-breaking broadcast developments, reported in depth. Three pages of these
reports will precede the article section near the front of the
book, then will jump to the back to provide a weekly roundup of shorter items, deparlmentally arranged.

vice president as the culpable character. This was before agencies created so many vice presidents it got
to be like criticizing a religious
Top banana: Speaking of Godfrey.
he didn't get a word in on a recent
radio show after he made the mistake
of asking comedian Jack Carter if he
knew anv jokes about Texas. Any?
group."
Carter
took over the show and reeled
off: The one about the Texan who
wrote a large check which was returned b\ the bank marked — "Insufficient funds. Not
you — Us!"
Then be retailed
the Texan
who
bought a little boy for his dog. Then
the native who boasted, "I fly my

sponsor has grown to big book stature (billing more than

own
righttold
intoofmvtheownLone
house!
And plane,
then lie
Star'

$1,000,000 each year since it went weekly) as the analytical, interpretative, crusading, facts-and-figures book of its

Stater who had a special automobile
built to run on electricity. It cost
him only $28 in current to cross the

field. Our weekly articles, "Sponsor-Scope" pages, and departments have sparked this growth by providing a valuable

country but the extension cord set

and unduplicated service for broadcast-minded agency and
advertiser readers.
Bui until now, our format and printing schedule have not
permitted regular and detailed inclusion of late-breaking
information. Nor have they allowed the prompt interpretative attention to certain developments in our last-paced industry which sponsor is best able to provide.
"Spou-ui-W eek" an>\\er> this need. Together with our

other features, articles, and departments, it enables SPONSOR

to provide our busy advertiser-agency readers with a single
weekly readable package containing all they need to know
about news and developments in the field of tv and radio
advertising.
With this added dimension sponsor, more than ever before, LS the one and only book which you need to keep up
with your industry. We promise -we will not bore you with
extraneous information. Ihit we will give sou all the facts
you ought to have.
W

him had $2,840. And finally (time'
was running out), there were the
two Texans who visited a Park Wd
nue art gallei \ and purchased a number of Picassos, Van Goghs, Renoirs.
Monels and Gauguins. "Okay," said
one to the other, "we've got the
Christmas cards; let's go out and Imv
Antidote: Wed
si\ this was good
the presents. '
planning. \ recent CBS program
schedule read: "Thursday, 2:30-3
p.m., \n Linkletter's House Party
guest Ja\ North (Dennis the Menace i: Friday, 2:30-3 p.m., Art 1. inkletter"- House Party guest — Dr.
Nathan Leichman, child psycholo\

Sacrifice: Uso From CBS — "Delete
Dal, ie Gillis; insert President Eiseni
hower's Farewell Address to the
American People." Gosh, Washington just interrupted some drinking
at Fraurn es Tavern.
si>o\-oi;

gist."
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too
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Crr Mdc.ilr at appreciation

"iioieli

Young Charles Collins assists Rozell in the
semi-annual WRBL-TV polio immunization drive

ROZELL

is ONE of These PEOPLE

Consistent public service . . . presented in the atmosphere of daily family
life . . . gives At Home with Rozell a special place in the hearts of Georgians and Alahamians.
Rozell Fabiani's devoted and enthusiastic public looks upon her as
something more than a "TV personality." She has a long list of civic
contributions and accomplishments dating from her inaugural program
in 1954. Now in its 7th year, At Home with Rozell continues to draw
loyal and inspiring praise.
People like Rozell . . . plus other local programming and public
service . . . make WRBL-TV a leading influence in the Columbus area.
Such people and programs sell products, . . . and win awards, too.

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

Si

AWARDS
RECEIVED
BY
AT HOME WITH
ROZELL'
Certificate of Appreciation
Navy Recruiting
State of Georgia - August 12, 1955
McCall's Award
Otis Lee Wiese, Editor & Publisher - McCall's - 1957
Honorary Membership
The Legion of Mountaineers — June 10, 1958
McCall's Award ("Operation Courtesy")
Herbert R. Mayers, Editor - McCall's - 1959
Carol Lane Award (Traffic Safety)
National Safety Council — 1958
Certificate of Honor (Contribution to furthering public
understanding of The Life Line of America)
Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc. — 1960
Honorary Life Membership
National Congress of Parents and Teachers - February 8, 1960
Certificate of Achievement
The United States Army Recruiting Service — May 17, 1960

1FV
Ckcuuie£..

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company

?<tbijni

A radio or television station is a public trust. The airways
belong to the people. The management of broadcasting
properties must serve the public interest and further
the public welfare. This responsibility is significantly greater
when a group of radio and television stations in major
American cities is owned and managed by a single company.

RKD

GENE

RAL

ANNOUNCES
ITS SYMBOL
OF
WOR,

WOR-TV

KHJ, KHJ-TV
WNAC,

in

Boston

Washington

KFRC

San Francisco
WHBQ-TV

CKLW,

CKLW-TV

WHCT

Hartford

Memphis
Windsor, Ontario

Network

Robert Lawrence
RKO

upon request. It is RKO General's intent that, over the
years, this Symbol of Service will become synonymous
the public mind with programming of unusual
merit and community benefit.

New York

WNAC-TV

The Yankee

RKO General establishes its Symbol of Service as a
visual expression of the principles and policies
of its Broadcast Code, copies of which are available

Los Angeles

WGMS

WHBQ,

With the announcement of its Symbol of Service,
RKO General reaffirms its dedication to serve the listening
and viewing public. It will be used to designate the
public service programs broadcast on RKO General
stations. Struck in bronze, it will be awarded to groups
and organizations who join with RKO General
in the creation and sponsorship of such programs.

Productions New York

Sound Studios New York

r^GE!

RKO

GENERAL,

INC.

1440

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

18, NEW

YORI
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RADIO/TV

ADVERTISERS

USE

TV'S INSTANT
SUCCESS FOR
INSTANT SPUDS
hotn brands followed
Frenrh bill lhe laftt-i
?tays in No. One spot
uitli firm t\ pressure
Page

33

Inter-Sync:
a tape miracle
or just a tool?
Page

36

More automotive
dollars set

for dessert she eats up ARB and NIELSEN !
... in tde ££anc( oj <jU# and ^oney

here Miss TillieVision enjoys everything

V;

Page

Jtuc UW

How Mueller
maps a regional
radio campaign

for greener pastures

o{ MMi and )<pnnj!

Page
cons

EEN

BAY,

WISCONSIN

41

in sight:

1. Channel 2 for those extra counties.
2. CBS for the beat in Public Service.
'•00,000 TV homes

for spot media

I

:'

J

I

44

FROA/L GAINESVILLE.!
Which is wax UP here

BEA^CH

TO WEST>ALM
W*GTO

covers

W'GTO

Whfch

all Florida,
CYPRESS
GARDENS

serving and
selling more than

v.

half-a-million
homes with nearly
3 BILLION

DOLLARS

in spendable income!

It's the most powerful
combination in the nation:

50,000 WATTS at^OjJkc

J.

RADIO
CYPRESS GARDENS

FLORIDA

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

What coverage
are you buying?
(or selling)
Whether you are a buyer or seller of time,
Nielsen Coverage Service '61 (NCS '61)
answers that all-important question, in
terms of: how many . . . where . . . how often.
If you are a buyer of time, NCS '61

tells you whether the facilities you have
selected cover your market adequately, or
need supplementation.
If you are a seller of time, NCS '61

spells out your station's strong points
in covering the area it serves.
Buyer or seller, you will get from NCS '61
the only up-to-date authoritative coverage
facts for both radio and television:
— number of homes reached
— county by county
—day, night; daily, weekly
all based on the 1960 U.S. Census.
FOR

ALL THE

CALL

. . . WIRE

FACTS
... OR

WRITE

TODAY

(CHICAGO
1, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
iNEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
iMENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
illow Road, DAvenport 1-7700

Nielsen Coverage Service
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101
feONSOR
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Howard
\9U\

Street, Chicago
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WDBO TV DELIVERS
• 36.4% more than Sta.'B'
•97.3% more than Sta.'C'
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Film-Scope

62 Sponsor-Week in Pictures

DIGEST
33

via television

Following French's lead, four other instant potato brands ha\e taken to
television.
But
French
-ta\<
on top with
relentless
tv pressure
Inter-Sync: Tape miracle or tool?
Nine advertisers start commercials vogue by using Ampex tape device
in

38

71 T\ and Radio Newsmakers

OF ARTICLES

Instant success

1961,

but

producers

disagree

on

Inter-Sync's

eventual

importance

Printing press routs WTRF-TV budget blues
Tv station buys own printing press and slices printer costs in half
while turning out a variety of creative and colorful promotion
pieces
How

tv looks to a retired veteran

NBC's popular vice president and sales executive Bill Hedges, who retired last month after 39 years' service in broadcasting, discusser t\

40

leaders back

UN

A new series of 13 half-hour tv specials, covering U.N activities and
tilled International
Zone,
gets blue-ribbon
support
from
industrj
More

41

auto $$ set for spot

\uto timebuyers envision a step-up in radio tv spot spending tbi> year by
Detroit's big three:
Mueller

44

Metro Share

ADVERTISERS

27 Sponsor-Week
55 \\ ashington Week

215
203

(9AM- MIDNIGHT, SUN. thru SAT.)
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a quick glance on who's who in auto tiraebuying
out a radio campaign

Veteran pasta producer blankets eastern U. S. with 52-station drive
Sept. -May, a.m. and afternoon, aimed at economy-minded
housewife
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Bernard Piatt
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Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
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EDITORIAL
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin
News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffa
Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor
Gwen Smart
Film

(Chicago)
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Heyward Ehrlich
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Ben Seff
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HE DIDN'T CROSS THE T's!

Editor

Obviously an oversight. But are you likewise overlooking

Art Editor

an obviously good market? South Bend to be exact.
This Metro Area is a rich market by any measurement.

Maury Kurtz
Production
Lee St. Johp

Editor

For example: total retail sales arc $293 million; food sales, $63

Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson
ADVERTISING

million; automotive sales, $53 million; general merchandise
sales, $43 million.* With a buying income of $7553* per house
hold. South Bend ranks first in the state: 21st nationally

DEPARTMENT

Sales Manager
!Arthur E. Breider

In terms of TV coverage, South Bend is a 15-countv market
with a buying income of $1.7 billion. And no station covers

Eastern Manager
IWillard
Douqherty

this market like WSBT-TV. Year after year WSBT-TV
delivers 45% share of sets in use . . . top CBS shows and popular local shows get the job done.

Southern Manager
I Herb Martin
Midwest

jj

Manager

[ Paul Blair
Western Manager
iGeorqe Dietrich

Don't flit past the South Bend market. Get the latest facts
via skywriting or on paper from your Raymer man

Production
Manager
liBarbara Parkinson
CIRCULATION

'Sales Management 1960 Survey ot Buying Power

DEPARTMENT

WSBT-TV

iLinda Caqle
'Readers' Service
liBarbara Wiqqins

SOUTH

ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPT.
IS. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
KFred Levine, Accountinq Manaqer. Georqe
[Becker;
Michael
Crocco;
Syd Guttman;
iHermine
Mindlin; Wilke
Rich; Irene SulzIbach
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REPRESENTATIVE

NEWSMAKER
of the week
When

President Kennedy

tapped the air media for the head

of the United States Information

Agency, he drew on the

services of one of the nation's most influential and popular
commentators in Edward R. Marrow. In his initial statement
after accepting the post. Mnrroic called on the industry to develop programs that could he usefully disseminated abroad.
The

newsmaker:

Edward R. Murrow brings to his govj

ernmenl position almost 25 years' experience with CBS News. From
1937 to 1946 he directed the CBS foreign news organization. Last
week he recalled the relentless efforts of wartime reporters who had
"told the truth even when it was not \er\ flattering" and asked thai
commercial radio, tv, motion picture, and other organizations devota
more attention to programs for dissemination abroad. "'But whatever is (lone will have to stand on

blankets
the
Phoenix
area
First-place
in 310 quarter hours
...out of a possible 360
(6 a.m.— midnite,
Monday thru Friday).
Share of audience
—mornings, 20;
afternoons, 19;
evenings, 23.
According to the July, 1960,
Phoenix metropolitan Pulse
...the hottest buy
in the Valley of the Sun...

phoenix
I call robert e. eastman & co., inc.

a rugged basis of truth," he said.
Murrow gave up an approximate
income of $200,000 a year as
radio/tv commentator-personality,
to accept
000
a year.the I .S.I. A. post at $21,During
his recent
12-month
leave of absence from CBS. Murrow said he met U.S. I. A. officials
with "extraordinary abilities' in
posts throughout the world, and
that the over 3,800 Americans in
nl l\. \ I arrow

the sale
agenc)
dismissal.needn't fear whole-

Murrow made the following points on how he expects to run thej
agency: il i "The I . S. needs a louder voice in the world, but
should not be strident; (2) il would be helpful if we could tell thl
people in this countr) a little more about what is being said and
done in their name abroad; (3) I hope that we can move out inj
formation a little faster.'
Munow hasn't determined his
said lie belies es in »radualness and
weeks "I tearing everything up b)
In 103.i Murrow became CBS

policj "I operations as yet. He
had "no intention in the first few
the roots.
director of talks and education

\ltri his 10-year tenure as CBS European director and war correj
spondenl he became vice president of CBS and director ol public
affair^ jM 1946. The following year he was made a member ol the
1 oard ol directors.
Vmong the programs which Murrow has instituted and conducts!
on CBS Radio and Cl!s T\ were Heai li Xow; See It \<>n. which
was the t\ offshoot of this public affairs series; Person /<> Person]
Small 11 oild and Edward R. \lunou and the Sews.
SPONSOR
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CAPITAL

TYPES

If7

RECEPTIONIST
Nearsighted, but too vain
to wear glasses in public. Shouts
"How are you, Agnes?" at
old friends named Howard. Expert
at extending the Small Hello.
Has vetoed more government
propositions than any
congressman alive. Very •-*.
receptive to WTOP Radio, the •
station important to people
in the Greater
Washington area.

•r

WTOP
RADIO
Washington.

* f *f ri

D. C.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Operated by
THE
WTOP

WASHINGTON
RADIO

WTOP-TV
WJXT

POST

BROADCAST

Washington. D. C.

Channel 9. Washington. D. C.

Channel 4. Jacksonville. Florida

i

J
f

DIVISION:

' J

J'

"V

*

W

Suit Yourself
Every advertiser wants to look his best
on television, for he knows that how he
looks to his vast audience can greatly affect his sales. And how he looks often depends on the kind of program he sponsors.
For instance, a western or a mystery
may be tailor-made for one advertiser
while a comedy or drama may bring the
best results for another. In short, different
advertisers require different types of programs-depending ontheir products and
their marketing objectives.
But to any advertiser, the crucial test of
a network's performance is: How well is
the network doing with the type of programming hewants to sponsor?
The advertiser who applies this test
will find that the CBS Television Network attracts the biggest average audience in every category of entertainment—
as shown by these nationwide Nielsen
ratings for all regularly scheduled nighttime programs (6-11 pm,Oct. -Dec. 1960):
COMEDY
DRAMA
VARIETY & PERSONALITY
WESTERN
MYSTERY & ADVENTURE
NEWS, PUB. AFFAIRS. SPORTS..
TOTAL NIGHTTIME

CBS I

NET B

NET C

19.9
15.9
20.1
25.2
19.6
13.5
19.3

18.1
NONE
14.8
20.7
18.3
9.6
18.0

17.0
13.8
18.5
22.4
14.5
13.8
17.6

The CBS Television Network also wins
the biggest average audience for all nighttime programs with the most evenly balanced schedule in network television — as
shown by these percentages of network
time devoted to various types
of NET
programs:'
CBS T
B
NET C
COMEDY
DRAMA
VARIETY & PERSONALITY
WESTERN
MYSTERY & ADVENTURE
NEWS. PUB. AFFAIRS, SPORTS..
TOTAL

25%
13
19
12
20
11
100%

19%
0
6
21
47
7
100%

9%
8
21
27
25
10
100%

This unique achievement of audience
leadership and program balance gives
advertisers their greatest assurance of
success with the kind of program that
suits them best. It also explains why for
the past six years advertisers have committed more of their budgets to this
network than to any other single advertising medium. They like our styles.^^\
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK ^S/

^Program titles on request.
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Crisis': A vital tv series

^ mi maj recall that a few columns back I
told (he* story of the courageous job done by
WWL-TY in New Orleans, when that city faced
its integration crisis. It was certainl) not my

WREX-TV
THE
HOT
BUY
EVERY
MONTH

GET THE FACTS
FROM OUR
PERSPIRING REPS

H-R

TELEVISION. INC.

ROCKFORD
J. M. BAISCH
Vice Pres. t Gen. Mgr'

intention to give the impression that WWL-TV
did the only, or the best, job of this kind, nor
even, necessarily, as good a job as some other
brilliantly operated stations in southern markets.
I have since had word, for example, from WSB in Atlanta detailing similar fearless programing in connection with the rioting at the
I niversit) of Georgia and the integration problem as a whole in
that city, as well as a very thorough rundown on the magnificent
job done b\ WDSU in both radio and television in New Oilcans.
WDSI has so far run a series of nine programs, all under the
general title of National Crisis.
The clearest picture I can give you of these shows is to present
the lucid description of their content supplied me by Stan Cohen,
the station's director of program planning.
Here the)
Story behind the story

are:

First show: School Crisis, I960, "The School Board's View,!
II July, 1960). At the time that this program was shown, the Orleans Parish school board was the focal point of the school crisis.
Ihe\ were divided on the position the) ought to take on the practicality of keeping segregated schools open, on the advisability of
accepting controlled integration, and on the possibility of replacing
public with private schools. In a free-wheeling discussion moderated b\ WDSI -TV's news director Bill Monroe, the president and
members of the Orleans Parish school board found their opinions
clashing repeatedlv. and viewers were treated to their first honest
exposition of the deepK involved problem.
Second show: School Crisis, I960, "The Lawyer's Viewpoint."
(8 July, I960). The first program in the series made it clear to the
public thai the ke) battle on the segregation issue would be fought
in court, involving interpretation of man) fine points of law. With
Bill Monroe again moderating, local attorneys representing both
sides of the question probed the legal aspects of the situation.
Third show: School Crisis, I960, "The Little Hock Story," 1 2.'July, I960). WDSI -T\ managing editor Uec Gifford and a camera
man Hew to Little Rock, Arkansas, where they produced a highl]
meaningful television document on the tragic Little Rock episode
lie program underscored the painful consequences of defying the
Federal Courl orders, and the hopeless Eutilit) of resistance.
Fourth and fifth shows: School Crisis, 19(><). " 1 he Virginia Story
Parts I and II." id and 13 Vugust, I960).
Uec Gifford and
cameraman Hew to both Norfolk and Prince Edward Countv, Vir
SPONSOR
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ginia, where the) investigated each "I these community's fighl
against desegregation. Prince Edward Count) was the proving
ground for the private school system, which man) Southerners
including mam New Orleanians hoped would circumvenl integra
tion. This program made it obvious thai the) were pinning theii
hopes mi an inoperable idea. In "Pari II." Mec Gifford obtained an
Umond.
exclusive interview with Virginia Governor Lindsa)
Sixth show: School Crisis, I960, "Recent Legal Developments,
(27 August, I960). On the morning of Saturday, 27 August, the
Federal Courl rendered a series <>f sweeping judgments which
knocked <>ut each of tin- legal obstacles to desegregation eel up b)
the Louisiana Stale Legislature. WDSU-TV's news department
worked rapidl) to prepare this special program. We reviewed 1 11 <
legal decisions which were moving the state relentlessl) toward its
moment <>f truth regarding desegregation, and presented a special
interview with Louisiana Vttorne) General .lack Gremillion con
cerning Ins plans i<> contest the Federal Courl - decision.
Seventh show: School Crisis, I960, "The Situation Today. 1 2(>
November, I960). \ series of rapid-fire skirmishes had developed
between the Federal Courts and the state legislature, with the Orleans Parish school board directl) in the middle.
In one of the
si
powerful programs of the series, the president of the Orleans Parish
school hoard and one state senator, representing the moderate poinl
of view, faced the slate representative and the maverick school board
member who were the leading spokesmen for the segregationist point
of view. Openl) and heatedl) the) thrashed oul their differences
before an enrapl watching and listening audience.
Bill Monroe
again

moderated.

Ninth -how: School Crisis, 1961, "The Deadlock." i7 January,
1961. The legislature had created a school hoard of its own. teachers and school officials were not being paid, and strong feelings persisted on hoth sides. To keep the problem in the open. W DSI - 1 V
presented a panel discussion featuring three members of the State
Legislature and the presidenl of the Orleans Parish school hoard.
More to come
In addition to these \er\ effective programs the station carried
about 35 editorials on the subject over the past 18 month-.
It was severel) criticized 1>\ some of the citizenry, and even censured in the State Legislature, hut h\ the same token, it won tremendous praise from the great major it) of the citizens and their newpapers: not onl) in the area, hut throughout the I nited State-, and
even from such a respected publication a- far awav a- The Economist of England.
On another occasion I would like to tell you about the WSB ston
and other verv courageous and speclaeular jobs done hv broadcasters on these explosive and vital issue-.
^
d

ATLANTA

without

WADK
Most
ica's
AmerPowerful
24 HOUR

Negro Station
SALES RESULTS
THRU
POWERFUL
PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING
featuring a concentration of dy
n-iriic hometown personalities with
81 years of combined
proven
air
sclnng
experience

WADK
ATLANTA

For Details And Avails Contact
Daren F. McGavren Co. or Stan
Raymond — WAOK

Eighth show: School Crisis, I960, "Can The Mate \\ in," I 17 December, I960). One basic issue upon which the entire cit) was di
\ided was the fate of the Orleans Parish school hoard. Repeated!)
abolished h\ the stale legislature, and then restored l>\ the Federal
Courts, the school board was the center of a raging controversy. Al
the moment this show was being presented, the legislature was attempting to withdraw all the financial power of the hoard. With
each side represented l>\ one school hoard member and one legislator, \\DSI -TV presented a fierce verbal struggle. With Hill Monroe moderating, the four men carried their hitter conflict to the \ w
Orleans television audience.
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WTRF-TV

— Atlanta,
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STORY
BOARD

A pretty southern gal in a lowcut dress met her beau who
told her he liked her gown
"Show 'nuff?' she exclaimed
Blushing,Wheeling
he said. "Sho' does!"
wtrf-tv
Overheard in a Hollywood n!ght club. You and
your suicide attempts . . . did you see our

Effic'

gas bill this month?"
Wheeling wtrf-tv
A naval destroyer is a hula hoop with a nail
in it?
wtrf-tv Wheeling
The Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio
Valley dominated by WTRF-TV from Wheeling
ranks 34 on the Agency List of Top 100 U S.
TV Markets Good buy? . . . better buy! Ask
George P. Hollingbery.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
Before his death, the operator of a filtering
plant willed his brain to a scientist
Although
the sc.entist was sad to hear of the man's
death,
he was
overjoyed
to get his brain.
After all, it was the s:ieniance
to see a filtering man's thinker
wtrf-tv Wheeling
Ad in local paper: Friend with a very small
sports car is looking for someone else with a
very small car . . . object
share
parking meter.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
WTRF-TV's
promotion
man.
)im
K
coooed another big NBC Promotion Award for
WTRF-TV. With top ratings, awards, and big
' j for advertisers,
you have
just a few
of the good reas
j TOP
'ARKET
BUY! Oh yes. and even a mer-

CHANNEL
SEVEN
chant-

WHEELING.
WEST VIRGINIA

II

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

Timebuyers
at work
Joan Baker, Shaller-Rubin, Inc., New York, delves into the importance to her agency of media selection in the total marketing effort of

FITS

EXACTLY

. . .

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL

PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

K*JL*i

THOMASVILLE

V^^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station
ELCVISION

ASSOCIATES

National Representatives

all its clients. "Here, the media department has been integrated with
the marketing department and works very closely with the account
executives and plans board from the inception of an advertising
and promotion campaign," she explains. "We find this particularly
essential in test marketing. The
decision to use radio and/or television ismade only after a study
of the availabilities and costs in
each market and a determination
as to whether these media could
deliver our message effectively, to
the segment of consumers we are
trying to reach, at a cost that is
consistent with the available marketing dollars. Of course, every
attempt to move merchandise requires individual study and individual media selection. Generally, we have found that radio affords us
greater flexibility, because it can be used as either a primary or a
supportive medium, whereas television most often is used as the
primary or exclusive consumer medium in our agency's campaigns.

Kenneth S. Olshan, asst. media supvsr., Doherty, Clifford. Steer- \
Shenfield, New York, addresses himself to points raised by sponsor's
"Newsmaker of the Week" 30 January. "Piracy of media personnel
has become a fact of life that will exist as long as there is a need for

\'.'"t%£
11

i ; t"

'good' people — individuals who can think clearly, seek responsibility.
and grow in stature. Piracy will
exist because there will never be

•<m

enough of these people." As for
formal iftraining,
states Olshan.
doubt
formal training
programs"I
will make good media men

Picture, in the
Oklahoma City Area!

KOCO-TV

Q

S

OKLAHOMA
RLAIH

TILIVItlON

CITY
ASSOCIATES

Salionnl Rtyrett nlalirtt

L2

(or

good am kind of men for that
matter), because the necessaiy
qualities are developed before men
enter hu-ine>s. or even college. The
shortage of men with exceptional
abilitv is universal. Agencies recognized ibis long ago in cop) and
contact departments. Ii is not, therefore, a new problem; it is a problem new to media departments. The) face it now because the complexitv of account servicing has increased drastically since the evo>
Iut i<>n nl national tv. Fortunately, capable young persons will always
be coming into media departments. The waj to retain them is to
pa) them and increase their participation in companj ownership.
SPONSOR
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BREAKING

Top sponsors are hurrying to take advantage of BROKEN ARROWs home-hitting
audience appeal. MILES LABORATORIES
are in their home market, Elkhart-South
Bend, Indiana, and also in New York Cu\ .

ARCHWAY
COOKIES, U. S. BORAX
Other markets which have snapped up
BROKEN ARROW
also ire taking panic.

Others in New York City include AMERICAN CHICLE, OVALTINE and INSTANT

An/., KOOL-TY; Springfield. Mo., K^ I Y
Douglas, Ariz., KCDA-TV;
Bellingham,
Wash.. KVOS-TV; Billings. Mont., KOOK
TV; Idaho Falls. Ida., KIFI-TV; etc. Michael

GRIP. In Miami, Florida, the largest used
car dealer in the Southeast, MUNICIPAL
AUTO SALES, INC. have BROKEN
ARROW

exclusively. Other sponsors in

other parts of the country include SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS, GENERAL
ELECTRIC,
OKAY
FOOD
STORES,

pating sponsorship.
Youngstown,
Ohio,

Such markets
include
WXTVTV;
Phoenix.

Ansara and John Lupton star in this 20th
Century-Fox produced series. You'll star in
your market if you're first with BROKEN
ARROW— in an) time period. Don't wait.
Better wire collect today.

TATIONS
WPIX •
KTTV •
KSL-TV
WRC-TV
KOIN-TV

New York City
Los Angeles
• Salt Lake City
• Washington
• Portland

West Coast • East Coast
Middle West • South
Everywhere!

PROM THE
STUDIOS OP
J-L
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•
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Madison Avenue

rrrft

PERCENT SHARE OF NEW YORK TELEVISION AUDIENCE'
SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

30

20

1

_

20

10
10

NETWORK STATION "C"

'Total Week, Sunday through Saturday 6 am-12 midnight
Source: Nielsen Station Index, Sept.-Dec, 1960

NETWORK STATION "B"

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

GOING

UPI

In television's most competitive market,
the one that's pulling 'em in is wnbc-tv.
Since this season's start, Channel 4's totalweek share-of -audience has gone up mo.e
than all other channels combined (the major
competing
Morning

station's has gone down).

to midnight, New

Yorkers find

more of the entertainment they like -more
color programs, more specials, more
lively excitement - plus the best in news
and information programs - on Channel 4.
Could your sales curve use a lift?
Then join the switch to WNBC-rv-the
STATION WNBC-TV

m

that's attracting more new
world's buyingest market.

WNBC-TV

^JjS

viewers in the

W. I

NEW YORK ■ NBC OWNED
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES

O-J/
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straight. We assume that the statement refers to Ford division of Ford
Motor Co. and the Ford dealer advertising funds.

49th and
Madison
Hearty

endorsement

"news' insight is still a rarity.
Should not the broadcast industry
demand a better balance of news
"credits" in future scripts?
H. J. Snelgrove
assistant general manager

Verne Paule's letter to 49th and
Madison (16 January issue) prompts
a reply strongly endorsing his observations on the Tom Eivell Show
dialogue.
I»<> related [joints come to mind
on the subject of the electronic media and print: It seems that most tv
writers, when including reference to
news within the body of their script,
automatically credit newspapers for
its source. Quotes which float across

CKVR-TV
Barrie, Out.
Only for dealers

In your "Sponsor Hears" of 16 January a statement appears that "JWT
appears to be working toward 100%
acceptance of the local rate in radio
for its dealer and factory accounts.
It is around the 80% mark right

the tv screen run the gamut of "Did
you see the story in the paper?"
"Yes, I read about the murder in
the paper," etc., ad nauseum. Crediting television or radio news with

We

would

\t no time have we requested a
local radio rate for a factory account. When a Ford division spot is
placed, it is either at the single rate
or the national rate and. in most
cases, it would be with a single rate
station. There is next to no spot acti\it\ by the Ford division.
Howe\er. with the spot radio hins
for the various dealer associations,
you are most correct. Approximately 83% of the 2,300 stations used
are at either single rate, local rate,
regional combination or Keystone
network. These schedules are paid
for with local funds generated in the
local area.
A correction of your statement regarding the factory accounts will be
appreciated as some station managers do not understand that the local rate is being requested onlv for
the dealer groups.
Ralph Bachman
media director
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Detroit

like to set the record

• Thanks for setting the record straight. Mr.
II. i. Iim. hi SPONSOR is pleased to report that
Ford has never reciuested a loeal radio rate for
a factory
account.

now."

We're pretty special, too!
"The
WJR"

Story behind
the Story of
(sponsor. 23 January)
only

tells half the story.'
At some propitious time you
should look at the other side of the
coin: the CKLW story.
In 1060 CKLW

national revenue

was up not just 8%, but over 1.00$
We do have "faith in ratings" —
and CK consistently tops WJR in the
surveys, not onlv in Detroit, but in
ex-WJR
Toledo. outside strongholds such as

WAVE -TV viewers have
28.8% more SNIFFLES

To WJR's credit we will admit
that theirs is the only coverage

-and gargle, gurgle and swallow 28.8%

which
match
at
800 can
on the
dial. CK's 50,000 watts

more products "for the relief of colds"!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., Dec, 1960.
CHANNEL

3

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC

SPOT

SALES,

National

Representatives

Ck s rates arc not "high" but
"reasonable." The advertiser gets
lar.
good,
productive \alue for bis dolThe new,
troil market
Rohcrt
Robert

resultful giant in the IVis CKLW.
E. Eastman
E. Eastman & Co.. Inc.

V. Y. C.
Id
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could have been the ' firecracker "of WPTR
Bennett coined the word "fire-crackers" for his editorials in
the New York Herald over a century ago. He could be writing WPTR's radio editorials today. They're just as explosive
Bennett said what he thought without fear. WPTR

feels thai

tiser. At the local level WPTR

carries more advertising than

the next three stations combined. At the national level
WPTR

sells more total time than the nexi 2 facilities pur

together It you want to build a fire in this marker
will do it faster and better than WPTR

-nothing

same obligation and follows that tradition of independence
in every editorial broadcast over its air. Perhaps that's why
it has become recognized as one of the outstanding news
stations in America. Perhaps that's why more people listen
to it than to any other station in the market according to
Pulse. Perhaps that's why

they trust it so much

as well.

The proof is simple and nobody says it better than an adver-

-I'(i\mi|;

•
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See your PAST

man for full details Foster i\ Creed, in Mew

England

.eopleJ- J.^%. 50,000
WATTS
ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan

Mounsey,

Exec.

V.P. — A

division

of SCHINE

ENTERPRISES.

1'" I

i:

I

New York is giant in size and sales. It is not easily sold! wpix-1 1, New York's Prestige Independent,
delivers the "right tool at the right time" — minute commercials in prime evening hours in a
"network atmosphere" of fine programming, advertisers and audiences. Programs like Air
Power, M-Squad,

Bold Journey,

San Francisco Beat, The Honeymooners.

Advertisers

(98% of wpix advertisers are national) like General Foods, General Motors, P&G, Coca
Cola, R. J. Reynolds.

A. C. Neilsen has proved there is "no significant difference" between

wpix's Audience and the leading network station in terms of income level, age, occupation, etc.
wpix-1 1 is a giant-beating opportunity in New York television.

where are your 60 second commercials tonight?
NEW

YORK'S

PRESTIGE

NDEPENDENT

Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/radio
and marketing news of the week

SPONSOR-SCOPE

i
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By far the biggest news development
reaction of affiliates to CBS' morning
day (13 February).

in the area of network tv is the explosive

sales plan which takes effect a week from to-

As SPONSOR-SCOPE was going to press the network was mulling the need for calling an emergency meeting of its affiliates advisory committee with the objective of
mollifying broad resentment and perhaps suggesting a revised station compensation
plan which would ease the mounting morning clearance problem.
It is no secret among affiliates generally that several of the leading station groups have advised CBS that they have no intention of accepting the new a.m. plan. In a couple instances group managements indicated that they would hold their decisions in abeyance
pending the receipt of an alternate plan from the network.
To help put out the fire CBS TV president James Aubrey last week took to closed circuit
with a recital of the new morning shows the network had on the planning board — such as
game show replacements for December Bride, I Love Lucy and Clear Horizons.
A common refrain from demurring affiliates: The core of the trouble has been CBS'
failure to compete with NBC's morning program contingent and now that the problem
has become a crisis they come to us with a plan that menaces our basic revenue source — spot.
We'd like to help them, but the cost would be too exacting.
(For comprehensive analysis and multi-sided reaction to plan see article in 30 January
issue, page 33.)

Though

the network

avows there is no connection between the two, ABC

has come up with what looks like an answer to CBS' new
noon weekday schedule of minutes.

TV

plan for selling its 10-

ABC TV's latest move for sweetening the daytime pot: an extra 1% discount to be
applied to nighttime billings for each daytime quarter-hour supported by an advertiser.
An important proviso: each of these quarter-hours must be sponsored for 26 weeks within 52 weeks.
How the discount works: An advertiser that spends $5 million annually at night will by
carrying five quarter hours a week be entitled to an added discount of $250,000 at the end of the
year. If his nighttime expenditure comes to §10 million an advertiser can save as
much as $500,000.

General Motors has already given the tv networks a clue as to the plan its various divisions will use in buying for next season.
The pattern, to say the least, will be a big wrench away from Detroit's traditional contractual ways.
The new tv policy in a nutshell: (1) year-round sponsorship of a program, with
the exception of high-raters like My Three Sons, is virtually a thing of the past; (2)
network efforts will be concentrated within the first 26 weeks of the season (obviously taking full advantage of new model introductions; (3) network minutes will be used, as required,
through the balance of the season.
What this will mean in terms of over-all network income from the automotives patently
needs no extended speculation. It may suffice to note one network reaction: It's not going to
make us happy, but we'll have to learn to live with the new order of things automotive.
•
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Lever is giving the tv networks a big hypo when needed.
The buying will be on all networks and will entail not far from 100 nighttime niin
utes and somewhere between 250-300 daytime minutes — all of it to be run off betweei
March and September. Much of the purchase is at under list prices.
Of particular significance is the fact that Lever in this wholesale buy has based its seg
ment calculations not on half -hours but on minutes. SPONSOR-SCOPE estimates the
cost could run between $2.3-2.5 million.
FYI: BBD0 has been assigned the new liquid Swan, which is being market tested.
Compton

last week tossed a firecracker into rep ranks by letting it be knowi

that it'll accept a preferable spot from a competitive station "n the market withou
first letting the incumbent station offer an improved spot.
Under this policy Compton will advise the station with the better spot that its in an
forthwith issue a two-week cancellation notice for the replaced spot on the other station.
Compton termed this new policy reasonable and realistic and explained that it ha'
found the old practice of letting the stations make voluntary improvements had not brought
the best schedule obtainable for its clients.
Immediate reaction of a number of reps was that Compton's new policy could easil
result in lots more work for its buyers and accounting department. For example, th
bidding for a spot could become a steady procession of slightly higher rating points. Th
whole buying process would have to be started all over again each time the new ratings be
come available.
(For a multi-sided analysis of this buying policy see the 13 February sponsor.)
National spot tv activity took on more
New York.
The

steam in the midwest last week than in

availability calls and buys in that area included Quaker Puffed Wheat an<

Puffed Rice (Compton), 30 markets; 1-A-Day vitamins (Wade), beefing up its schedules wit
a four-week push in 15 markets, 12 spots per week; Gold Seal's glass wax (Campbell-Mi
un), major markets on a basis of 50-50 women and men audience (on the theory men di
as much

window-washing

(J. W. Shaw).

as women)

; Quaker's Aunt Jemima mixes and Goetz Brewinj

In New York Nucoa (DFS) entered the margarine spot tv sweepstakes and Lori
lard (L&N) expanded its nighttime franchises.
The Ford Dealer groups appear to be either cutting back on their news stri
commitments

or renewing

these schedules on a month-to-month

counterbalance there's been some
tive front the past week.

basis, but

as

encouraging spot action on the national autom

In radio it consisted of substantial flights from Chrysler (Y&R), Buick (McCann-Erick
son), Renault (NLB) and Fisher Body (Kudner), the latter using the 50 top markets.
Coming back for a tv flight this month: Lincoln Mercury out of K&E. The call fi
availability indicates anywhere from 10 to 15 spots a week.
JWT

and Chicago reps last week got themselves into a fandango

of misunder.

standing over a spot tv plan that the agency was conjuring in 7-Up's behalf.
The basic idea as first relayed to the reps: 7-Up had earmarked $1 million for spot
would like to use this a la Kellogg — program placement market by market. The propos
kid programs:
Dick Tracy and Mr. Magoo. The preferred time: 7 p.m.
The reps thought 7-Up would itself buy the two shows, but as it turned out all th
bottler wanted was one minute in each of them for 13 weeks.
Those stations that had previously contracted for the shows readily gave acceptance, bl
the vast majority of those who didn't already have them responded they were not interest
in tying themselves up for three years just for 26 spots over 13 weeks.
20
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Looks like tv network affiliates are headed

for a period of switching.

Coming virtually on the hcd- of MJC TV's raid of NBC TV affiliates in such southern
(two-station) markets as Charleston, S. C., and Columbus, Ga.. are these two important
switches:
1) CBS TV dropping Storer's Will

in Milwaukee

for WISN,

owned by Hearst.

2) ABC TV quitting the Time group's WTCN in Minneapolis-St Paul for 20th
Century-Fox's KMST, %v i1 11 which the network has extended relations.
(For more on these affiliation transfers see SI'ONSOU-WEEK,

page 27.)

The tv networks last week got their first taste of mid-season
the automotive field.
Oldsmobile

cancellation from

is departing from Hawaiian Eye and Michael Shayne at the end of this, the

sponsorship's second, quarter.
However, there was this counteracting event:
Surfside 6.

Pontiac renewed

its participation in

BBDO's initial plunge into pilot financing with client money is taking a negative
turn. Rexall, which co-partnered the piloting of National Velvet, is folding up its
sponsorship of the show, which went on this past fall.
Another BBDO client, General Mills, is giving up its alternate week association with the
same NBC TV series.
BBDO

is trying to interest Campbell

Soup as one of the replacements.

(See 16 January SPONSOR, page 27, for a comprehensive article on BBDO's pilot financing
activities.)
The inevitable has happened
ABC

in the case of the baseball Game

of the Week.

TV won't carry this Saturday event next fall.
The reason, one that has been mulled by more than one agency in contemplating a buy:

with Dallas and Minneapolis added to the big time there'll be so many
out that the U. S. homes reached will be down to around 50%.

markets

blacked

ABC TV's replacement: track and field events, auto races filmed abroad, international
soccer championships and the like.
Fedders air conditioning (Hicks & Greist), which last year put its tv money
spot, has moved into the network camp.

into

It's bought a batch of minutes on NBC TVs The Americans.
TvB had Fedders down for around $20,000 for 1960 spot.
Incidentally, Fedders tried out network tv hack in the 1953-54 season.
Union Carbide (Esty) will be buying a wad of tv network nighttime minutes
for the promotion of several products, among them a bug killer, in the spring.
This campaign, which will entail fewer dollars than the present Prestone splash, is scheduled to start in early April.
Bates and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
billers in network daytime tv.

last season were nip-and-tuck as the top

The figures for the first 10 agencies in terms of gross time: (1) Bates, ^_' 7. 7ml. 000;
(2) DFS, S26,477,000; (3) Y&R, $13,516,000: I li JWT, $13,516,000; (5) Leo Burnett, $8,361,000; (6) Benton & Bowles, §8,239,000; (7) BBDO, $8,239,000; (8) Lennen & Newell,
$8,227,000; (9) McCann-Erickson, $7,262,000; 1 10) Esty, $2,001,000.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

The outlook for the eales of tv network public affairs programs aimed for the
1961-62 season may be quite discouraging the next several months.
Agency management quizzed by SPONSOR-SCOPE last week on this theme were of this
opinion: the tendency of the leading durable advertisers to hold back on their institutional
commitments made it unlikely that they consider such distant tv involvement.
Observed these agencymen: although the durables, who are main prospects for public affairs shows, are feeling more optimistic about the economy's future, they're still dishing out their ad budgets on a quarterly basis and the nature of doing business with

i

network tv doesn't fuse with this design.
They rue this situation, since it runs contrary to the companies' opportunity to provide
an image and product spearhead for their organizations.

Worthy of note are the per commercial minute prices that NBC TV is asking
for the Whispering Smith and Lawless Years series which replace the Telephone
Hour (Friday 9-10 p.m.) as of 12 May.
Their minute costs (time and talent) : Whispering Smith, $18,000; Lawless Years,
$15,000.

(Last spring-summer a newcomer was priced at $23,000.)

A prediction you hear more and more in the trade is that the tv networks will
provide much more time come next season for spot selling by their affiliates.
The main focus of the increase: chainbreaks and participations in both day and nighttime
program schedules.
The time may be extended so that the stations can sell 30-second commercials
plus an I.D., for which, some admen say, there is an enveloping market.
Suggested network motivation: (1) soften the affiliates' protest that the networks are
outwardly competing with them for spot business; (2) avoid pressure for rate increases;
(3) make up for the current levelling-off of station profits.

Stationmen and reps who attended the new office-warming party by the SackelJackson agency got assurances that their Lestoil client had every intention of continuing as an upper-rung buyer of spot tv.
Meanwhile the company's testing an aerosol starch in New England. It will be sold as
convenient for hot weather.
Incidentally, Lestare, the firm's bleach, is now being spot-tv'd as far as the west coast.

38
Even though it's got over 90% of the soup business, Campbell is keeping a
sharp eye on a new soup put out by Corn Products.
Corn Products, which is loaded with ready cash accumulated from its dominance in
the starch market, will be testing the newcomer via D-F-S for some time. If the test
turns out quite favorable, Corn Products can be expected to develop it into a line.

1es

InV.

It's been doing fairly well with a previous introductee, Mazola margarine.
The major station ownership

switch of the week:

WJR,

Detroit, has closed a

deal to take over all the outstanding stock of WSAZ-TV, (NBC-affiliated) and
WSAZ Radio from the Huntington (W. Va.) Publishing Co. for $6 million payable
over a term of years.
In tv WJR

For

other

at

As

owns WJRT, Flint-Bay City-Saginaw, an ABC TV affiliate.

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 46; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOI
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 71; and Film-Scope, page 56.
22
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to the heart

of south Carolina:

The 257,961 people who make WIS-television's home market the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in the two Carolinas after a
38.1% increase in the 1960 Census) give Channel 10 their major time and
attention, not to say devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience,
it gays ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WIS-television's
1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers more of the state, more effectively
;han any other station. In short, South Carolina's major selling force is

WIS

television
Chnrles A. Batson. Managing Director

a station of THE

NBC/ABC-Columbia,

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

OF

South Carolina

THE

SOUTH

BCS

T

(i. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President

VIS-television, Channel 10, Columbia. S.C.

• WIS

Radio. 560. Columbia, S.C

• WSFA-TV.

Channel 12. Montgomery. Ala.

Man of the hour,., Saturday nighk

.

\ one-a . . . a two-a ... .1 thrce-a ... .1 four-a ... .1 five-a
. . you'd have to count .1 long time t<> total up the
urograms tli.it have hit the dusi trying to compete
1 gainst Law rence W elk during his six ) ears ol popularity
m ABC-TV . . . they total 27!Thej 're .ill gone, but the
awrence Welk Show goes on and on.
In the latest Nielsen TV Report/ Welk is not among
he five ABC-TV programs appearing in the top ten.
Jut he's among the top 15— competing against and topting in his time period such programs as Checkmate,
[aveGun-WillTravel, DeputyandThe Nation's Future.

Programs such .is the- Lawrence Welk Show, which
attract major audiences, are the reasons wh) in ever)
lv-nl report,* including the one foi the week ending
January 22, 1961, IBC-TV has been irsi in share ol
network audience in markets where the viewei has .1
choice among the three networks (and that's the acid
test of audience piefeiem e 1

ppll in. nt to V,t

,1 Nil K. pin! lui 01

I weeks ending l.mu.m 22, 1961, Nicben 24 Market T\ Report
Sundij 6 ;d-ll P.M. Mondaj through Saturdaj 1 10-11 P M

Ivei

ABC TELEVISION

•••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WGN now first
in Chicago
daytime television
From 9 am to 6 pm, Monday
•*••**•••••••••••••••

Total homes reached
WGN-Television gained 47,400 homes in the average
quarter hour in the ARB* December 1960 report
compared with November . . .
an increase of 44.7 per cent . . .
putting WGN-Television in first place competing with
three network programmed stations . . .

• **
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

while total homes viewing Chicago stations increased only 11% and the station with the second
largest increase built its audience less than 2 per cent.
And the Nielsen** December

book showed

*
*
*
*
*
*

WGN-

Television's average quarter hour audience to be up
49.3% over November while total homes viewing
increased 10.8 per cent and the station with the next
best increase built its audience less than 3 per cent.
**••••*•**••*••*••***

through Friday

*
•
* •*

Metropolitan
area
WGN -Television average quarter hour
audience showed the only increase of
all Chicago stations . . .
a whopping 33.8 per cent, says ARB !
sen,!
a whopping 34.8 per cent, says Niel. . . While competing stations lost from
5.4 to 16.0 per cent.
*American

Research

Bureau

Chi-

cago Market Report (Nov. 23-Dec. 20).
**Nielsen
Station Index (Nov. 7Dec.
4).
•**•**•••*******

WGN

In Chicago f 1 \JI1 Television
means quality programming and dedicated community service.
WGN is Chicago— Quality— Integrity— Responsibility— Performance
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Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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Schick's policy on tv is open mind and 'no closed door'
Landis reassures admen about agencies at AFA meet

*

Advertisers

**

Hornets

spent $677 million on net tv time last year

still buzzing around

Compton's

media

nest

Schick's tv policy: Vio closed door
Schick's so-called "switch to newspapers" — much publicized last week— applys only to first quarter of 1961
and is no necessary measure of long-range practice.
So William F. Siegel, ad director of the company which
just switched agencies from B&B to N.C.&K., told
SPONSOR-WEEK.
'This decision in no way derides tv. We're just being
cautious about media, and we believe in using all types.
We do not have a closed door tv policy."
What caused the turnabout from tv to papers? "We
were disappointed in ratings for 'Witness' and 'Face the
Nation,' and we had very enthusiastic response from
dealers as well as our salesmen in a pre-Christmas
newspaper test.
"However, in sponsorship of 'Peter Pan' with Revlon
we got good ratings and were pleased."
Newspaper reports alleged that Schick's entire $3.5
million ad budget was converting to print, and quoted
Siegel as saying "newspapers, most effective medium
on 1961 horizon, will give us a positive return on every
dollar invested."
The horizon, Siegel explains, specifically means the
first quarter.
"Then we'll see what happens."
Schick for its Christmas push spent $1.2 million with
a combination of networks and spot which gave it a notso-hot third place in total home impressions, with Norelco No. 1 and Remington No. 2. Company reportedly
last year sold 300,000 to women, 600,000 to men, which
competitively isn't rated as a prop sales score.
Newspaper efforts, backed with magazines, is aimed
at major markets heaviest in circulation.
SPONSOR
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Net tv time costs for 60: $677 million

Network tv advertisers spent at least $677 million on
time last year, SPONSOR-WEEK estimates by adding a
December projection to 11-month total of $621.6 million
which TvB reported last week. Tv group tabbed 9.3%
rise in billings from same '59 period, 9.7% hike for November alone.
Gains, by network, for the 11 months: ABC TV, 28.0%;
NBC TV, 6.1%; CBS TV, 3.5%, with last still selling the
most — $250.9 millions' worth.
Rising advertiser interests was marked for Saturday
and Sunday daytime periods, when billings zoomed
17.2%, and in nighttime, up 12.2%. Slimmest gain was
for Monday-Friday daytime with .8%.

'Air is blasted more than print'

Leonard Matthews, marketing v. p. at Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, gives reasons why "Broadcast media have come in for more criticism than print":
"The tv audience tends to be a captive one; it
is easy to irritate in tv by selling too hard (because
the combination of sight, sound and action in a tv
commercial enables the advertiser to deliver his
sales story with great impact); print has built intothe medium an authority and responsibility which
rubs off on advertising to a greater extent than is
true in radio or tv."

WEEK/6 February wei

SPONSOR
BOWLING:

BIG TIME LOCAL

STUFF

Bowling on television "is big stuff locally and a big
nothing nationally," an agency man told SPONSORWEEK in commenting on the success of a bowling
show on WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, and the advent of a new
bowling feature on KOMO-TV, Seattle, which kicks off
next Saturday (11). (See adjacent picture.)
He contends the two giants in the bowling field —
Brunswick and AMF (American Machine & Foundry)—
are "promotion happy" spurning tv. The account executive on AMF automatic pinspotters (Brunswick
makes automatic pinsetters and followed AMF) tends
to agree with this appraisal.
He's Walt R. Ceva of Cunningham & Walsh, New York,
who explains bowling lane proprietors are more interested in local promotions and merchandising than in
tv sponsorship. But he still likes the C&W-proposed
idea of a daytime tv show to reach women and sell them
on bowling.
He notes that the big sponsors of national and regional bowling shows on tv are the beers, cigarettes,
men's toiletries — not major bowling equipment makers.
The bowling potential for all kinds of products and
services is mammoth: 10,000 alleys and 26 million
bowlers.

International Nickel again gives nod
to spot radio for store traffic pull
Even a quickie radio promotion can set records in pulling department store traffic, which is why Internationa!
Nickel Co. again this year is sponsoring a short (threeweek) "Gleam of Stainless Steel" promotion on 34 stations from 20 February through 10 March.
John L. Palshaw, responsible for national corporate
advertising, says the heavily promoted radio drive last
year — covering only 60
stores, contrasted with 500

John

Palshaw

this year — boosted total
store traffic by 18% and the
sale of stainless steel
housewares by 34% (with a
sales hike as high at 50%
in some instances).

Company spends $650,000
a year on spot radio, about $25,000 on this particular
campaign. But it's so heavily merchandised and tied
in with steel producers and fabricators (INCO contends
best stainless steel has an eight per cent nickel content (that long-term results come from the short-term
effort.
Client will uoe morning newscasts to reach men before they go to work. Agency: McCann-Marshalk, N. Y.

28

FOUR

BOWLING

SHOWS

on WTAE-TV,

Pittsburgh, cost $25,000

for sponsorship by Greater Pittsburgh Ten Pin Bowling Proprietors'
Assn. in appeals to men, women, juniors. Gillette and Raleigh with
Make That Spare are biggest newtork sponsors. Picture (c) program
host Nick Perry with two local winners in an hour-long bowling match

NL&B

REVOLVES

AUDIENCE

Accent adapts spot rotation to net radio
Chicago: New concept in network radio buying comes
from Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, which is
adapting a spot rotation plan checked out successfully
a year ago.
As of this week, International Minerals and Chemicals, for its Accent flavor enhancer, is using a five-week
schedule on NBC Radio, then switching for five weeks
to CBS, then for another five to ABC.
After the network drive, it reverts to the spot rotation
plan which involves use of several stations per market,
one at a time for one week, to reach a maximum
over audience.

turn-

Time Inc. may get its first tv indie as
network disaffiliates with WTCN-TV
Attorneys for Time Inc. broadcast division are reported
to be mulling ABC TV contracts to see if the network's
cancellation of affiliation with Time's WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul effective 16 April is actionable.
Network, whose officials decline comment, is understood to have switched affiliation to KMSP-TV because
it expected a better track record from its competitor.
WTCN-TV, however, claims it is in strong No. 2 position
in the market.
Disaffiliation will leave the Time station an independent, first among the four Time tv properties (one with
CBS, one with NBC, the third with ABC and NBC).
Time executives admittedly are disgruntled at the
move, both because they "strongly believe in the network principle" and because they "have a vested interest in the community," as one spokesman said.
Similar move in Milwaukee involves the addition of
WITI-TV to the ABC-TV line-up with the move of WISNTV to CBS TV.
SPONSOR
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Well, we decided one thing, anyhow: we include
Huntington-Charleston and WSAZ-TV.
THE

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON

MARKET

means two million people with $4 billion dollars to

ipeiul annually. It's a Dynamic Circle that encompasses 72 counties in 1 states — an area of tremendous
iiilustrial illicit in the heart of this "American Ruhr" region of the great Ohio Valley. The nearly hall-amillion TV homes here can be reached by only one single medium: WSAZ-TV. For this market Has
treated by WSAZ-TVs power and programming. Your Rat/. Ageno

man can show you in a hurry why putting Huntington-Charleston
and WSAZ-TV on the list is such an easy and logical decision.
SPONSOR
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RADIO PROSPECTS FOR THE 60S

that generally we are not being offered improvements

Skinner sees clouds with silver linings

on a voluntary basis but rather only when such improve-

There are a lot of rain clouds ahead for radio in the

ments are 'forced.'
"The frequency with which these 'forced' improvements occur, compared to the generally low incidence
of voluntary improvements, suggests strongly that our

60's, but there'll be as many silver linings, contends
George Skinner, director of radio program services, The
Katz Agency.
Speaking Tuesday before the RTES Timebuying and
Selling Seminar, he outlined five major trends which
may characterize "Radio in the 60's."
1. Pressure for legislation to control sales of radio
stations.
2. Crackdown on the bartering of time.
3. New emphasis in buying non-traffic times during
the day, on weekends.
4. Increased representative activity in working with
stations for better programing.
5. Revitalization of radio departments in agencies,
heretofore preoccupied with tv.
Co-speaker was Wells Barnett, station operations
manager for John Blair & Co., who contrasted the 50's,
when "management was telling each other to unload
their radio properties or get washed out," and the 60's,
when "a single outlet in New York (WMGM) was just
sold for $11 million."
Robert Purcel I, v. p. of
Crowell-Collier, which just
purchased WMGM, was panel moderator, described the
speakers as "radio doctors,
fostering the trade off of
froth and fancy for prudence and respectability,
and the development of radio as a community conscience as opposed to mere
Robert Purcell

entertainment."

current policy is not resulting at- all times in the very
best schedules we can obtain for our clients. Our
policy, therefore, is being changed to the following:
"When an 'improvement' is offered and is better than
the poorest spot in our current schedule, it will be accepted without calling the 'incumbent' spot's representative (other than to issue a cancellation notice on the
incumbent spot).

Market test for Britannica to check out
best type of tv response for booklet
Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, through McCannErickson, is tv testing in New York to determine the
pulling power of three response methods: phone, writein-direct or write-in to the station. It's using a booklet
offer explaining EB and its monthly payment plan.
After this phase, six other test markets will be used
to measure the best method found in New York. Two
purchase patterns will be followed:
1. Use of spot programs bought on basic frequency,
with placements designed to get repeat exposures.
2. Aim for maximum unduplicated audiences.

LANDIS

REASSURES ADMEN

Washington: "The function of the federal regulatory
agency is to promote, not simply to regulate, private
enterprise," said James M. Landis, special assistant to
President Kennedy, in an important speech to 600 admen from all parts of the nation here last week.

Reps mull ukase on 'bad spot1 drops
Pro and con comment continues this week in the wake

Landis spoke before the
Advertising Federation of
America. A SPONSOR check
of reactions of broadcasters,

of the Compton

agency

HORNETS

NEST STILL BUZZING
pronouncement

that it will cancel a

"bad" spot in one station in favor of a better one on
another in its hard-pressed effort to get better servicing
from representatives on availabilities (see SPONSORSCOPE, page 20).
Here is the exact text of the memo sent to station
reps by Graham Hay, Compton's broadcast media supervisor in New York.
"Currently, when a salesman offers an improvement
over another salesman's spot, we call the 'incumbent'
to see if he can better the spot being offered as an improvement. Often he can, which obviously
indicates
:U)

and

advertising

leaders following the address revealed that most regarded it as "highly reasLandis, whose
Presidential appointment had been
suring." in some quarters
regarded
James M. Landis
as that of a super-czar for
the administration in drastically revising such agencies
as the FTC and FCC, said: "We pride ourselves that this
i Please turn to page (>2 I

More SPONSOR-WEEK
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continued on page 62
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The Charlotte MARKET is
Tops in the Southeast with
642,500 TV Homes*

...» ••;; \,--. • •*%: "?■•■■-. '.[[ [ • i

Two-hundred

peanuts is

a fair size city patch, but it's still peanuts compared to the TV Homes in the
elephantine Charlotte Television Market.
Don't forget! WBTV
Homes

Delivers

55.3%

more

TV

than Charlotte Station "B"!**

* Television Magazine — 1961

32

thousand

**ARB 1960 Coverage Study —
Average Daily Total Homes Delivered
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Five

Major

Brands

Spent

$4,250,000

in

1960

1961

tv

MINUTE
SLICED
POTATOES

M

mashed poftoes
Hash Brown
Potatoes

oorden's, £&
Instant

whipped k potatoes
srrrinqs

fyttxfop* ■ feck

French's, the original instant mashed potato, introduced its product via tv in 1957 and
is still biggest tv user, spending about half of total tv ad dollars of major brands

INSTANT SPUDS' INSTANT TV SUCCESS
* Four of five top potato brands still rely
>n medium most important in introduction
^ French's
has retained
more than
onethird total sales with relentless tv pressure
I his week, the R. T. French Co.
V underway with it- biggest teleision advertising campaign to date.

It is this kind of relentless television pressure— more than 9095 of
the total ad budget goes t<i spot and

,■> introduce it? new instant pre-sliced
tying potatoes. And it was only a
eek before Christmas that French

network tv — that has kepi French's
instant potatoes on top 'it has more
than one-third of a v>>" million market! despite the challenge of several
marketing giants, including General
Foods. Pillsburj and General Mills.

included a three-month campaign
uit up until then had been its most
ar-reaching television ad push — that
ne for instatit mashed and scalloped
otatoes.
PONSOB
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I he French's people realized in
1().~>7. when the) first went Into na-

tional distribution and advertising,
what the histor) ol new products
since the war had been : a Bash) introduction ofa new-concepl product,
followed bj the eventual sinking ol
the "original" brand to third, fourth.
or fifth place once the giants broughl
• nit similar products and pul their
advertising, merchandising, and marketing strength behind them.
The\ also realized that television
was the natural advertising medium
for the introduction of their produi t
to the American homemaker, be ause
of it- abilit) to totall) demonstrate
the ease of making mashed potatoes
out of a package. The) have stayed
on top b) sticking h ith t\ in fa< t,
increasing their t\ use each year until in I960 the oiitlax could reai h

The Original Brand
Is Still Number One

reaching the housewife — as well as
reaching and interesting the entire
faniilv .
• General Foods (Minute) devoted
about $1 million to tv in 1960. more
than 85' < of that outlay going to the
spot medium. Most of the spots were
placed in late morning and afternoon
hours — through Foote. Cone & Beld-

ing, N. Y.

• General Mills (Betty Crocker)
increased its television expenditures
more than 50% in 1960, and now
devotes about a half-million dollars
i three to one in favor of spot I to the
tv media — through Knox Reeves.
Minneapolis.

MAJOR

members of R. T. French Co. team

that introduced instant potato products to the
U.S. and kept their brand on top with 'relentless use of spot and network tv' are (above)
Robert P. Driggs, marketing manager and
(below) G. Buell Culver, advertising manager

• Pillsbury, which was a latecomer among the instant potatoes,
tried big-city newspapers and national
women's magazines at first. That was
in early 1959. By the fall of that
\ ear, however. Pillshurv and its agency (Camphell-Mithun, Minneapolis!
switched its major effort to television
and reports that "it proved the major
success in spurring sales because of
its third dimension and its reach."
Advertising managers of all these
major brands credit television with
solving "one of the most unusual
marketing problems we'd ever faced,"
as one of them put it. The problem
was that although this was a new
product, it was heir to the liabilities
of an inferior ancestor — those gluelike powdered mashed potatoes inflicted on the U.S. serviceman.

"Women's

magazines and news-

papers wouldn't work for us," he continued, "because the Mrs. was frank-]
ly a little shak\ about serving instant mashed potatoes to her husband
after having heard his stories of thej
Arm\ version. By using appetiteappealing, demonstration commercials
on tv, we gave her a chance to savJ
'Doesn't that look good?' to her family— and at least try it out on Junior.
She was all in favor of it in the first
place, you see. because of its terrific
work-saving qualities and convenOne major competitor is a partia
exception to the tv users. Borden's
instant potatoes were introduced in
ience."
late 1958-early 1959. On a market]
to-market and ultimately national
basis, spot tv was used in big cities,
along with newspapers and supplements. In 1959. Borden's I through
its agency. Young & Rubicam) spent
$ 1 .1 li M 1.500 in spot tv alone. In 1960j
however, after this successful introduction, all money was pulled off tv
and put into four-color ads in national magazines.

"We made u-e of the flexibility of

l\ to introduce the product," said a
Borden spokesman. "The demonstrJ
tion value had worn off by the time it
we came into the picture, but the •
reach and flexibility of spot tv was
perfect for us, especially in the big
metro areas.
"But

we lelt that the use of coloi •
■

|ltllllllllllill!lllllllllllllllllll!!ll!lllllllll

around

82.250.000 for both network

.mil spol when
tallied.

final figures arc

Each new type of instant potato,
each new packaging improvement,
each new convenience has been
brought to the housewife's attention
via television. "By not letting; down
on t\ expenditures." a French's executive put it. "we kept our products
in the limelight ever) step ol the way.
You see, the housewife first learned
of instant mashed potatoes through
French's. B\ staying on l\. we are
letting her know thai it is we who
are being imitated."
Also for French's chiei competitin-,

television

was

the

major

Hi

French's Gets a New
Copy, Visual Concept
HOUSEWIVES were introduced to French's
via tv and the line, "You'll never peel
another spud as long as you live." Now
that the product has caught on, J. Walter
Thompson is stressing appetite-appeal
in its filmed spots. Employing a rhythmic
sound track and commentary, with quick
angle-to-angle changes in closeup shots

'M

kit

■

«* I

of the potatoes, Thompson's cameras are
brought so close that the texture of the
whipped potatoes is clear. The idea is to
get as close as a diner gets to his plate.

factor

in introducing the new products and

illl!;!llllllllllllllllllllllllll!ll!!!lllll!lllll!ll!lllll!v
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What the five major instant potato brands spent in tv
I960

1959
Total

First 9 nios.

$1,867,678

1,807,830

Network'
59,848

$2,143,732

1,095,780

General Poods

829,666

740,870

88,796

760,253

739,800

Pillsbury

378,342

74,510

303,832

186,993

163,580

General Mills

356,677

278,930

77,747

239,261

R. T, French

Spot"

'S«Hmt':

S|n<t

ISouroe

Network

20,453
23,413
Spot'

1,000,500

Borden's

1.047,952
Network :

239,261

1,000,500

T* I'. !;

ia \ B ui

.. Ii ised

b:

i B

The figures for French's instant potatoes could go as high as $2,250,000 when the final quarter is added
to the 1960 totals, as a major campaign on both spot and network tv was started in September and
ran through

December.

All others except

Borden's

indicate greater tv expenditures throughout

1961

iiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

as of utmost importance to appetiteppeal, and that's what we arc selling.
ol that appetite-appeal is nol possi-

oped consumer product was made in
the I . S.. where the French people
felt that consumers would be more

le on tv," he explained. "The cake
axes have proved it is. Aii imporint consideration was thai with all
f our competitors on television, we
tight stand out more in another
tedium. If the market pets l>i»

apt to try something new. Rochestei
i location of the original French
potato plant) and other medium-size
cities were tested. Distribution was

tough," he added, "we'll probably
e back on tele\ ision."

After five years of "moderate to
slow sales, French made some radical improvements, according to a

French's early lead, which it has
Id. stems to a large extent from
te company's pioneering efforts in
leveloping the product. The original
lea ol marketing instant potatoes to
msumers was spawned in England,
here French's overseas affiliate,
eckitt and Colman, in cooperation
ith Cambridge University and the
ritish government, had done basic
search.
\s a result. British servicemen were
'•warded with a much more enjoy>le type of condensed potato than
eir American counterparts during
orld War II; it was dehydrated inead of condensed. For consumer
c. however, the product had to be
inform in quality, quick and easy
prepare, and contain the same
utritional content and flavor as the
IW product.
The first test of the British-devel'OXSOK
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supported by limited advertising, and
the product began to sell moderately.

company spokesman. "The major
discovery was thai Idaho potatoes
were better For instant potatoes, so
we opened a plant in Sherry, Idaho."
From 1951 through 1953, distribution started to approach the national
level. In 1954. the product was prematurely introduced in the South
the climate spoiled the mix. \ new
foil was developed to keep it from
going -our. the mix was modified.
and it was reintroduced with the help
of a spot t\ campaign. It became a
success.
Plant expansion was the orde of
the day throughout 1955-56, and in
1957 the product pained national distribution. "We put most of our faith
in tv." said the French executive,
"and it did and is still doing — a
marvelous job for us."
Dewey
Yeager, French-

account

representative al J. \\ alter I hompson,
agreed, adding thai "although other
media have been tried in the past,
sales results came with television.
French's has used tv in every state
and plan- to expand acti\ it\ in t\
during 1961. Network coverage includes 9595 of television homes (179
stations in all 1. And .">()' , of all t\
home- have been exposed t" oui -p"i
W hen introducing the potatoes,
campaigns."
Yeager said, the Thompson people
had expeited their acceptance to run
along the same lines as thai ol instant
coffee. "The analysis proved correct,
he added. "Like instant coffee they
went through the Stages of technical
development and gradual con-umei
acceptance and then exploded into a
multi-million dollar business. Instanl
potatoes are now well past the developing Stage and have heen taken
into a large share ol Vmerican
home-.
Genera] Mill- introduced it- "Betty
Crocker" instant mashed potatoes two
years ago with 8095 of the ad funds
going to four-color and print. 20' ! t"
television. It- agency, Knox Reeves,
Minneapolis, was taking advantage ol
tv- ability to demonstrate the product "IV1
meat pin- i- movement."
{Please turn to /x/ire 53)

INTER-SYNC:
^

Nine

advertisers

device — but

some

MIRACLE

start commercials
producers

I he must talked-about development
in tape commercials in months is the
new use of an Ampex device, InterSync, for editing in production.
First used in a Christmas campaign
li\ Reynolds Aluminum, through Clinton, Frank (Chicago), in a commercial produced by NTA Telestudios,
Inter-Sync has substantially increased
the resources of video tape in commercials production.
But right there agreement on the
subject ends.
Inter-Sync
is viewed

disagree

vogue

in

about

OR TOOL?

1961

by

using

Inter-Sync's

glowingly as the instrument which
will revolutionize tape production.
Inter-Sync is also described in other
circles as nothing more than another
tool for the video tape producer, in
real danger of being oversold.

Ampex

eventual

editing

importance

to Inter-Sync. It makes location pro'
duction a lot less unwieldy. And bad
in the studio \ ou get tremendous con
trol over live titles — such as prices
which can change. And now for th

"With Inter-Sync tape can be produced using one-camera film tech-

first time it's practical to get 20- an
10-second 'lifts' out of 60-second tap
commercials.

niques," George Gould, president of
Telestudios, told sponsor. "But unlike film the opticals and audio are
put in right when you want them, not
later. There are still other advantages

os'e ini
January,
ns of anTelestudi
tialDuring
expectatio
impressiv
fu
ture for Inter-Sync were verified h
production orders from nine advei
Users through se\ en agencies.
I he

Here's storyboard for Reynolds Aluminum tape commercial

1

Slow

Start

dissolve

1

. of 'A'

to 'A'

(1) ANNOUNCER:

(Voice-over)

Here's how to find the perfect gift
for the man on your Xmas list . . .

(2) You know he wants quality
and durability and that means

(3)
This handsome
tripod, for example.

camera

and

aluminum — Reynolds Aluminum . . .

(4) Is he an outdoorsm*
He'd really go for this fil
ing tackle . . .

! wipe
Box

to 'B'

Shown

above

are

'A'

roll

(small

16

toft

photos)

and

'IV

roll

(small

loner

SPONSOR
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which
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were:

GE

clocks,

mixer-,

and

ran

penera (Maxon), Heinz (Maxon),
\\t\ nolds Wrap I L&N I. Schaefer Beet

its

was
Product ionfirst assignments

\ mi

jobs

also
for

lion.

" \

MInter-Sync

is like

plastic

much

all

becoming

tape

exactl) on time dui ing the taping

one-

Bion

and

"B"

rolls aic -el

in motion,

the control room selects a composite,
just as a li\ e dii e< tot would gel his
air picture from several cameras.
I lowever, the resull is store I on tape.

when
"It's

Dnly good if it's used in the righl

place-. Too

t -ce

are Bel up alternate^ mi "" \ and
"B" rolls, much as film is prepared.
Instantaneous live editing and audio
mixing are equivalents of the printing, special effects editing, and mixing steps in film pi oduction. \- both

But
onunercials using Inter-Sync.
.p. John Lanigan had a word of cau-

t was first introduced."" he said.

won

\\ iih Intel >\ in indi\ idual shots

BBDO), Kellogg'a (Burnett), Time*
Doner), Miles Labs (Wade), Du
(B&B).
BDO), and Crest
(Bl
1»on
Videotape
ompleting

i- \er\ good

commercials
camera ones.

cxcilincnl over

\\ iih Inter-S) nc tape shots can I e
made when practical and then used

Intei-Sxnc can he dangerous," said

Lanigan, warning "I wrong applications. "There arc still tremendous advantages in three- and four-camera
techniques. Even though Inter-Sync

later. The "l ttal presence of li\ e
production first used in tape in
which everything musl be happening

is eliminated

with

Inter'Sync.

In the pioneei Reynolds \luminum
commercial the onl) live acth itj
ing on at the moment "I production
h as a > amei a fixed on a Rej aolds
logO, -upend in at the \<i\ close of
tin- commercial. I he -aim- a. tot - in
different sets dm ing tin
r< ial
were taped al varj ing tin es befoi t
hand ; it wasn'l ne< essai j l"i them to
travel from one sel t" anothei during the seconds "I tapi
V.'cin \ tape people declined to predict whethei Inter-Sync would be
mil acle "i tool, passing fan j oi durable contribution. Bui in the mean
time, it appeared
new

de\ ice had

I'm

; i obabl ■ ih ■! the

lied off, in eat l\

1961, a noticeable \ ogue In tape commercials production. V*

by Telestudios using Inter-Sync to prepare final composite

5.

Cut

Dissolve

to 'A'

to 'A'

(5)

Or this bow and

arrow set.

(6)

And for something really special, an outboard
motor.

(7) durable
And what
man wouldn't
this
aluminum
luggage?war.t

will
(8) beForloved,
gifts gifts
that
that will last, c!-ooso
Reynolds aluminum.
'

Box wipe

Ure
SPONSOR

edited

together
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Inter-Sync

into

final

composite

tape

commercial

1961

(large

photo*)
■ to 'B'
.7

HOW
^

NBC's

TV

Bill Hedges

is

headed for Hawaii and the
Far East for a good long rest
^

But he pauses to give his

predictions on tv's future,
hased on H9 vears in husiness

FANCY
the

PROGRAM

station

installed

SCHEDULES,
its own

once

Multilith

prohibitive in printer costs,
1290.

The

station

also

turns

is a weekly feature since
out

four-color

art

work

ESill Hedges. NBC's veteran sales
executive who retired last month after 39 years in the broadcasting vineyard, doesn't
plannorto does
write hetheplan
great
American
novel,
to

PRINTING

PRESS

STATION'S

ROUTS

BUDGET

expose the foibles of broadcasting.
"However, the latter might be
fun." he mused, "if done with a con-

BLUES

structive approach." Hedges has a
lot to say on the subject, and his
thoughts poured forth freely while

#%ccording to Wheeling. West Va..
tv station WTRF-TV. there is a cure

from the station-owned printing device, according to Jim Knight. There

for those budget-fracturing printer's
Mil blues. The station's formula is
uric hefty expenditure: the investment in a Multilith 1290.

is, for example, the matter of timesaving. Hours previously lost waiting
for a printers deliver) are no longei
a frustrating part of the workday.

\liout a year ago (before
tion s promotion director Jim
convinced general manager
Ferguson that they could save

But the biggest, and most important plus, to hear Jim Knight tell it.
lies in the advantage of having a
wealth of material at his disposal to

the staKnight
Robert
money

!>\ spending money!, the printer's
charge for top grade papers used in
turning out a variety of promotional
efforts was something like $129 for
15,000. Now (since the station installed its Multilith 1290). the station people themselves can run off
the same number for less than half
—$50!
Program

schedules, which

in the

past cost $02.50 for 700. now add up
to the small price of $23. Contest
entry blanks used to tally up an eyehrow -raising bill of $215, while the
same item, on the station's printing
press, now costs a mere $75. Promotion stickers, via the printer's route,

were $110 for a comparable amount

make possible the creation of unusual, and at the same time, comparatively inexpensive promotion matter.
Nowadays, at least 50 different
printing jobs are being turned out
regularl) on the station's Multilith.
Among them: flyers, shelf-talkers and
in-store promotional material, stickers for cars and windows, program
schedules, rate cards.

be

had

Before settling down to a comfortable chat. Hedges led the way

through \u> fine two-stor) Scarsdale
home, to point out the locations of

five tv sets and seven radio receivers.
"As you can see," he said, "I intend
to keep up with broadcasting in my
retirement, though you might classify me as a selective \ tewer.
Getting down to business Hedges

"Within the framework of the ba-

are able to dress up a number

of

promotion pieces with color and cartoon art — something heretofore quite
out of their scope.
\* Knight puts it. "About the only

needs

to

into t\ .

proud of the fact the) can do up
four-color art on their machine, and

are

there

bonuses

as it has in the past, but the real energies and monies will be poured

byt\ .discussing the profit mobegantive and

station men

thing we can't print is money. But
with what we save in printing costs.
time, and with deadline jitters, who

other

future." Radio. Hedges said, "will
continue to serve the public interest,

especially

The

now put out l>\ the station stall for
only $12.
Vside from the monetar) benefits,
are

(hatting with sponsor's reporter.
"I'm glad you're asking me about
the future," he said, "because the
importance of the past is simpl) a
reason for doing things better in the

it ?

^^

sic obligation of t\ to serve the public interest, convenience and necessitv. the first obligation ofanybroad) caster is to make a profit, he said.
"The free enterprise system must
show the successful fruition of the
profit motive."
he greedy,
added, but
"broadcasters must not be
must
bring in a reasonable return to owners and investors . . . profit making

■ in
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is a noble aspiration and if we fail
to fulfill this the recourse would be
gov ei omental control — government
domination by bureaucracy with pet
ty minds dictating 1 11 * - programing
fodder with which the) would feed
the public."
Hedges i9 a staunch believer in all
forms of advertising. "In ordei t"
make a profit, tv must compete successfully with other forms of adverfiring, and each has a function that
cannot be supplanted by other media." he pointed out.
What are tv'a big problems?
"As I see it the greatest problem
confronting tv is the stability of its
rates," said Hedges, adding, "there's
been a great tendency in the beginning years of modern tv to cut corners and cut rates. Hates have a v\a\
of seeking their lowest level. "Its
better policy to reduce rates and
stick to them than to make them
high and cut." he said. "This doesn't
mean that tv must stick to old patterns of rate making. I firmlv be
lieve there'll be a constant evolution in rates. Premium time will always be recognized as such and com
mand a higher price, but I believe il
is detrimental to tv's rate structure
to have rates in lesser times which
cannot be maintained."
Along with the rate problem,
Hedges cited the problem of programing as next in importance.
"Tv is by all odds the most avail
cious consumer of the product of
man's imagination." Hedges began.
"When you consider that there are
three networks and almost 500 stations broadcasting between 16 and
24 hours a day. you've got a heck of
a lot of time to be filled, and broadcasters are in a dilemma of filling
this time regardless of size of the
available audience."
Citing the success of Garrowa)
and Paar. Hedges pointed out that
there's always an audience, any time
of the day and night. "Paar gives
proof that there are an awful lot of
night owls around, don't you think?
His own schedule doesn't permit
him too many hours of tv viewing a
day. "I have my own pel programs,"
spon-oi;
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RETIRED

A

don i see
he
Baid, "but
individual
can
pend more
<>i seven boui s a da) \\ ill
.lie ju-i too man)
othei
things i" !"• done than to
escape hatch ami plunge

how

an)

»i\
lvthanthere

mportanl
open the
into
ai e
High on Hedges' list of must
"reading, traveling, participate n in
one's ow n community .

BILL HEDGES
his

last

executive

retired from NBC
position

was

31 December
that

of vice

VETERAN
"( )nr .il the mosl impoi tanl thin i\ can do i- keep ill i publii infoj med
<>n news and politics, said Hedges
I In \iini ican public, bv all odds,
is the besl infoi med electoi ate "I an)
nation, thanks largelj to t\ and ra
dio,"\^ hefm added.
Hedges
own programing
i Please turn i<> page 60)

after 39 years in broadcasting.
president

in charge

lv. "

of

political

At the network
broadcast

unit

BROADCAST

LEADERS

BACK

UN

series of 13 half-hour
support
from
industry

Increasing evidence of the growing
involvement of U. S. broadcasters in

^ 61 stations already signed for programs produced
by Alastair Cooke, underwritten by U. S. broadcasters

blue-ribbon industry committee is
underwriting a series of 13 half-hour
tv specials, designed to give human
interest treatment to the United Na-

^
tv

New 'International Zone'
specials gets blue-ribbon

every area of public service came last
week with the announcement that a

tion's global activities.
The series, titled International
Zone, is backed by the U. S. broadcasters committee for the United
Nations with Tom Shull, v.p. Storer
Broadcasting Co. as chairman.
Other members of the committee
include David C. Moore, Transcontinent Television: P. S. Sugg,

NEWSMEN

covering the 15th session of the UN General Assembly will provide highlight film

footage for 'The Year and the Men,' one of the new UN

'International Zone' series of tv shows

NBC; William J. Kaland. Westinghouse Broadcasting; Roger W. Clipp,
Triangle Publications; C. Wrede
Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting; Donald McGannon. Westinghouse; R. E. Dunville. Crosley Broadcasting; George Storer, Jr., Storer
Broadcasting; James C. Riddell.
ABC; A. Louis Read. WDSU-TV.
New Orleans; C. Howard Lane.
KOIN-TV, Portland; J. S. Sinclair,
WJAR-TV, Providence; Jack Harris.
KPRC-TV, Houston; E. K. Wheeler.
WWJ-TV. Detroit; and Harold S.
Grams, KSD-TV, St. Louis.
Sixty-one stations have already
signed to carry the new U.N. International Zone series, which will be
presented every three weeks over a
39-week period.
Subjects include "Assignment Children." featuring Danny Kave and
UNICEF; "The Man in the Blue Helmet," the story of the U.N. soldier;
"The Delegate," a profile of a diplomat; "Sense in the Stratosphere," the
U.N.'s part in air safety; "Graduation." the U.N.'s Trusteeship system; and "Continents." the whvs and
wherefores of international economic
cooperation.
Host and producer of the series
will be Alastair Cooke, with production under the general supervision of
United Nations Television. Executive

AMONG
THE
STARS
of 'International
Zone' specials, underwritten
by committee
of U.S.
broadcasters, will be I l-r) Nasser of UAR, Sukarno of Indonesia, Nehru of India, Nlcruma of Ghana

H>

producer is George Movshon and
Frank Jacoby will direct. More information can be obtained from U.S.
Broadcasters Committee for the UN,
62S Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.
^
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MEDIA PLANNERS
FOR CHEVY AND
FORD NAMED

AT

AUTO AGENCIES
JIM LUCE became the first media planner appointed on a
specific auto account when J. Walter Thompson appointed him about five weeks ago. He will operate much
like a media dept. head for the Ford account. He will be
responsible for over-all media planning and strategy,
putting together recommendations for allocations and
presenting them to clients. Luce has been with JWT for
17 years. He started as an assistant buyer on all agency
accounts, then became a head timebuyer. He then became associate media director working on Ford, later
served in that agency's radio/tv department. In his
new post he will shuttle between New York and Detroit.

MORE

AUTO

BILL KENNEDY, Campbell-Ewald's media planner on
Chevrolet-Corvair account, was the second auto account
media planner to be appointed within the first month of
1961. He will be involved at C-E in broadcast planning
and special projects. He came to C-E from the Chicago
office of McCann-Erickson where he was media director
Before that he was at J. Walter Thompson. Although C-E
doesn't consider Kennedy's appointment "unique," he is
one of the first auto account men designated specifically to plan different broadcast techniques in alliance
with the media department. Luce, on the other hand,
will coordinate all media for the Ford account at JWT

$$ SET

FOR

Auto timebuyers see a step-up in Detroit's radio/tv
spot spending in 1961 ; web tv will stay about the same
Who's who in auto timebuying— on media and account
levels at auto agencies— is covered on following two pages
TROIT

DE
uto timebuyers will be greasing
A
up their slide-rules this year getting
ready for a step-up in spot radio
spending for many of the top American-made autos, sponsor uncovered

in an "anonymous"' check of automotive timebuyers last week.
"\\ c are going to call on spot radio
to do a tremendous job for us this
fear, a head timebuyer for a Chrysler line of autos said, while another
auto agency executive termed spot
radio "a great medium to exploit to
the fullest degree of our budgets."
SPONSOR
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"Radio has changed for the better
over the past several years," the
Chrysler Corp. spokesman said, "and
we feel it is the most effective way
of reaching people with multiple mesMost auto agencies are spending a
great
deal of time "looking at spot
sages."
tv." Up to now the bulk of tv auto
activity has been in network. For
instance, the "Big 3" — General Motors, Chrysler and Ford, spent approximately $9.7 million in spot tv
for the first nine months of 1960. The
same three

companies

spent

a total

SPOT

of $35 million in network for the
first 10 months of last year. (Spot
figures, which include dealer campaigns, are from TvB-Rorabaugh:
network figures from LNA-BAR).
Here is a breakdown for spot and
network for Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors for the greater part of
I960:
• Spot — Chrysler spent S1.4 million; Ford, $3.8 million; and General
Motors $4.4 million for the first nine
months.
• Network— Chryslei -pent $7.0
million; lord. $9.2 million; and
General Motors §18. 1 million for the

ftrsl 1<i months.
Spot t\ spending for autos in gen
eral was up considerably for the first
nine months of 1960 as compared t"
a similar period 1959. In I960, \merican-made autos spent $12,669 in
spot tv during the first nine months,
against $8.2 million for the first nine
41
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months 1959. A similar hike is seen
in network tv spending for the first
10 months of 1960 as compared to
1959. for all American-made autos.
The 1060 figure is around $45 million 1959, around $37.8 million.

Here's a rundown of who's who 01
AGENCY

The busiest timebuying periods in
the auto industry are in the fall,
around announcement time, and in
the spring months, most timebuyers
agree. The summer is also a heavy
spot time, especially for those autos

AMERICAN MOTORS
Rambler

CHRYSLER CORP.

which haven't been selling too well.
Most timebuyers agreed it was still
too early to tell if this summer would
see some heavy auto spot campaigns.
Among those cars which have increased their spot tv budgets is Chrysler Corp.. which increased its spot

Corporate

LEO BURNETT

Chrysler-Imperial

YOUNG

Dodge division

BBD0

Plymouth-Valiant div.

N.W.AYER

FORD MOTORS

through Paul H. Raymer Co.'s Detroit office, the buy represented $126.000 of fm business by Chrysler.
A trend which is continuing
through 1961 is that of dealer group
spot campaigns. Up to about three
years ago, most auto companies contributed todealer campaigns on a coop basis. This system has been
dropped by most auto manufacturers.
Present dealer campaigns are generally financed as follows: the dealer
group is assessed so much per auto.
Collected monies are used for re-

Corporate

KENY0N

Ford-FalconThunderbird

J. WALTER

Lincoln-Mercury
Mercury-Comet
Lincoln-Continental

KENY0N

GENERAL MOTORS
Corporate

J^^fe<m-A

i'

"*V

& ECKHARDT
THOMPSON

& ECKHARDT

various

Buick-Special

McCANN-ERICKSON

Cadillac

MacMANUS,
ADAMS

Chevrolet-Corvair

CAMPBELL-EWALD

JOHN

&

D. P. BROTHER

Oldsmobile-F-85
Pontiac-Tempest

MacMANUS,
ADAMS

JOHN &

D'ARCY

STUDEBAKER-PACKARD
STUDEBAKER LARK

As was recently reported in "Sponsor-Scope," 30 January 1961, most
Detroit giants are expected to return
i" network t\ ilii^ fall.
^
V2

& RUBICAM

(Dodge-Dart)

spending "tremendously" for 196061. Its spot budget was fairly negligible during 1959, however.
Chrysler also was responsible for a
very significant broadcast buy during 1960, that of the QXR fm network purchase of an across-the-board
news show for 52 weeks. Bought

gional dealer broadcast advertising.
Among the network shows currently sponsored by American-made autos: Chevrolet: My Three Sons, ABC;
Chevy Show, NBC; and Route 66,
CBS; Ford: Ford Show starring
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Alfred Hitchcock Presents and Wagon Train, all
NBC; Leonard Bernstein and the
Philharmonic, CBS; Dodge: Laurence Welk, ABC.
Also Pontiac: Surf side Six. \MC:
Oldsmobile, Hawaiian Lye. ABC;
and Michael Shayne, CBS; Chi \ sin :
Garry Moore Show, CBS: ami Studebaker-Packard; Pro Football, CBS.

GEYER, M0REY, MADDE
& BALLARD

lllllilllilllllllll
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ledia and account levels at agencies of Detroit-made autos
-IDIA EXECUTIVES
ithom (.. De Pierro, v.p., media;
tint! I.. Terry, media director,

■troit

•II Oberholtzer, media superkor, Chicago; Leonard Hyde,
eilia supervisor, Detroit
R

ACCOUNT PERSONNEL

TIMEBUYER

John F, I [em \ . 1r., ?.p. <S. account ex©
utive

Rolland J. Van Emmerik, assoc.
media dir.; Warner R. Kutsche, timebuyer

Struther K. ■ • 1 1 \ . account executive, Chicago; Robert Leonhard, account executive, Detroit

\4aynard, media director

Don Foote, Ed Singlyn, I<>«■ Seregny,
account executives

Don Carlson
C. A. Nixon

J. II einrich, media supervisor;
It. Nance, media director

John McKee, .1 1 .. account supei v i^w

Burrows, media director:
>ln it Hon en, media supervisor

Louis T. Hagopian, account supervisor;
Robert Jamrozy, media acct. executive

Donald Heller, in charge; Mrs. Billie
Farren, dealer assn., buying

St account

Harold Veltman, group head; Ruth
Jones, supervisor, broadcast buying

Franklin

>h Bachman, media director;
es I. nee, media planner

supen i-or

P. (.. Fry, executive v.p.; It.
aid it in. media director; Jack
,e\. tisst. media director; Cliff
ion, media director, Del.

/.mi I/. Taeger, v.p. >.\.' media
lector ; H . J. Davis, media
imager; James Hrien, assistant
i dia manager, Detroit
' \arles Campbell, media director;
v Reese, media director

dia

v.p., director

of

' arles Campbell, media direcl\a\ Reese, media director

link (>//. media director

David
Gillespie,
account
supervisor;
Robert Fllis. account executive;
Douglas Keyes, account executive, Comet

Robert Morton, N.Y., Al Yagley

E. \l. Muloch, Jr., v.p. & account director; Charles 1'. Flynn. John C. Vivian,
account executives

Judy Anderson

Lee Hansen, broadcast supervisor; Bob

Marv Megison

Field, account

\rl Georgi Jr., media director;
H. Crooker, Jr., broadcast supI is or
II acker,

•

() FEBRl \KY

executive

Colin Campbell, account supervisor;
.1. L. Thornhill, account executive

R. E. Fischer, time supervisor

Sheldon Mover, senior vice president.
account supervisor; Val Corradi, senior
v.p.. account executive

Jack Walsh, chief timebuyer; Richard
Hoffman & Bill Cullingford, timebuyers

Jim Graham, account super\i-or: Colin
John, account executive

Dick Sheppard

Kiank Weber, account supervisor; Gordon Baird, account executive

Richard

■nniinuiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir: i
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no my -minded, young housewives. They're the ones who buy
most of Mueller's macaroni, spaghetti,
and egg noodles. And should Mueller's slip their minds, they get regular reminders via spot radio, which
"reaches the greatest number of 2535-year-olds at the lowest cost-per1,000," in the words of Eugene Hulshlzer,
v.p. of Steers
Mueller's
agency, Inc.
Doherlv . ( ilifford
& Shenfield.

iCONSIN

WVH

YOR*

OHIO
ILLINOIS

INDIANA

?*^

KENTUCKY
M\

E

TENNESSE

RG\N^

»oui»
N0RTH e

SOUTH

CAROLINA
MISS.

ALABAMA

GEORGIA

DISTRIBUTION
of Mueller
products
(shaded]
is the most extensive in its field,
talcing in at least a portion of all but five
of the states east of the Mississippi River

Now in its 94th year, the C. F.
Mueller Co., Jersey City, is undergoing a plant expansion. This is in
keeping with the company's reportedly stead) increase in sales which continues to date, this past December
topping all previous records for that
month. Mueller's distribution, hv far
the widest in its field, takes in all hut
five states east of the Mississippi.
Spot radio's part in Mueller's winning ways consists of a 33-market. 52station drive that runs September
through May. Television and newspapers round out the media mixeach receiving about one-third of the
advertising appropriation. While a
general audience is the object of tv
I three markets I and print (24 markets), radio's assignment is to pinpoint that strategic young housewife.
Mueller buys morning and early
afternoon slots on stations that specialize in popular music and newweathcr. The commercials, all minutes and usually live, for the most
part coincide with the heavier grocer)
shopping davs. from Wednesdav
through Friday. Their frequency
averages 25 per week. DCS&S estimates the total weekly impressions
achieved by the radio campaign at
27,083,223.
The Mueller radio commercials run

MUELLER MAPS OUT
A RADIO CAMPAIGN
^
Veteran pasta producer blankets its eastern region
with spots aimed at economy-minded, young housewives
^

Steady sales-climb spurred by 33-market drive on

52 music-news outlets, Sept. -May, a.m. and afternoon
44

in the morning and early afternoon
when young homemakers of modes
means arc bus) at their daily chores.
\- relatively inexpensive products,
the macaroni, spaghetti, and noodles
appeal primarilv to this economic
group, and Mueller is especially interested in the younger segment,
where the families are larger and
brand preferences arc more malleable
Hulshizer explains.
Older homemakers, he add-, are
likeb to be further along economically or at an\ rate their famih group
i- -mallei bei ause grown children are
SPONSOR
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lout on their own, so they're nol as
good a market in terms of quantity.
[Additionally, the older housewife usuallv is more set in her wavs, so either
■he's a Mueller-user already, or she's
■omewhat reluctant to switch from
whatever brand she does use.
Mueller keeps its salesmen fully in
Jonned of all aspects of the radio
campaign. Fact sheets are distributed
Bgularly, showing coverage i>f stalons involved for each area, mnnhei
l)f homes, average number of listen
n per set, ratings, total impressions,
t'te. This evidence of radio support
lelps to buo) up their spirits and
lives as a valuable sales tool.
Most of the Mueller radio spots are
n the hard-sell category, opening and
Josing with a brief recorded jingle,
Ivhile the copy is delivered live. They
jill carry the slogan "Tops for Taste,"
Ivhich Mueller utilizes in all media.

effoi i. I in economic reasons, ii a
limited to four stations in three major markets, and it was considered
too expensive to pinpoint housewives
with this medium, so the !mv- are
aimed at the viewing public at large.
I he tv commercials, w Inch run a
minute ni 10 seconds, are placed in
feature film shows or adjacent to
news shows in the afternoon, evening
or late at eight.
I nlikc the radio
schedule, there is no morning expo-ure because, as Hulshi/er
pul> it.
"The modest-inci
housewives are
hard at their work until the afternoon, and though the) can listen to
the radio, the) don'l have time t"
Stop and watch tv." \s is the case
with radio. Mueller >tavs away from
Miindav and Tuesday, concentrating
On \\ ednesdav -Friday .
Because the commercials are viewed

Ingredients. If it's macaroni or spagictti. the copy is sure to mention that
wo wheats (semolina
and farina)
■re included instead of one. as is the
lase with most pasta products. With
he egg noodles, emphasis is on quan-

by a cross-section audience, the) are
designed to have wide appeal. Family meal situations and food preparation are depicted in the spots. They
are carried, with a frequency averaging 15 per week, by stations
\\ \BC-TV and WNEW-TV, both
New York: WBZ-TV Boston: WCAUIV. Philadelphia.

ity and quality of egijs. "not just
nough. but a full measure."
Mueller's
approach
to television
iffers a great deal from the radio

Here's how DCS&S sums up the
weekly tv impressions: New York—
14,591,687; Boston— 3,018,899; Phil
adelphia— 1.671,511.

Each announcement deals with just
me of the products, and emphasizes

I he new spapei i"i mat is twofold,
with menu-type ads on women's pages
I ue-dav and Wednesday, followed b)
poster-remindei ads on grocer) pages
Ihuixlav. ami to a lessei extent, on
I i iduv . Size is limited in about I,,( '
lines, I'l' ause the pi inl effoi t is motl
lv fm reminder purposes, and frequenc) is more important than Bize
I In- campaign covers 24 markets, en
compassing 66 newspapers with a
combined < irculation estimated at
12,792,000.
ITlis is the media lineup with which
Muellei takes on the competition. In
the egg noodle field it face- local
brands in just about ever) market.
USUall) local bakeries. Macaroni
and spaghetti are more expensive to
produce and package, -i> there i- not
the proliferation of competitors, but
even here each of the companies involved operate- in only a handful of
states. Onlv Mueller in this area of
food production covers a -i/able
group
-tates. of the radio commerWhileof most
cials are of the hard-sell variety.
Mueller latelv has been trying peri
odic changes of pace. For three weeks
around the turn of the year, an alljingle 60-second electrical transcription sang of a new bride's culinary
woes. It seems her husband wa'
| Please turn to page 60)

MUELLER GROUP at Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield gathers to hear new e.t.'s. They are (I to r): Stuart Eclcert, timebuyer; Denise James
nd Bernice Brilmayer, copywriters; Eugene Hulshizer, v. p. -account executive; Joseph J. Pash, merchandising executive; Kenneth Olshan, assistant
vedia

supervisor;

Howard

S. Foley,

vice

president-manager

of copy

department;

and

Russel

Ford,

vice

president-senior commercial

producer

National and regional buys
in work notv or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., New
in about 50 markets.
weeks, five to 10 spots
Agency: SSC&B, New

HALF A BILLION $
FOOD MARKET?
POPULATION
FOOD

3,179,000

SALES $541,043,000.
ceeds the twelfth metro market.

Ex-

DISTRIBUTION Most food sold in
the WPTF market is distributed from
Raleigh warehouses (A & P, Colonial
Stores, Winn Dixie and Piggly Wiggly
serve 215 supermarkets from Raleigh).
Twelve major wholesalers and jobbers.
1 7 food brokers, representatives of
most major food manufacturers, plus
offices and warehouses or processing
plants for Swift & Co., Armour, Wilson Co., Kraft Foods, Jesse Jones,
Continental Baking, Ward Baking,
American Bakeries, and many others
are in Raleigh.
AD COVERAGE WPTF Radio is
the only single mass medium that
reaches all of this major food market.
Over 50% of the homes in the area
listening to WPTF
(NCS#2).

York: Schedules on Breeze begin this month
Day and late night minutes will run for six
per week per market. Buyer: Jeanne Sullivan.
York.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wis.: Campaign for Holiday
car wax starts late 27 February in about 20 markets. Schedules are
for 17 weeks with fringe night minutes being used to reach a male
audience. Buyer: Rita Hall. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding. Chicago.
Muriel Cigars, Div. of Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York:
Schedules for Muriel cigars begin 13 and 20 February, in around 20;
markets. Fringe night minutes and some prime 20 s are being bought
for four weeks, five to eight announcements per week per market.
Buyer: Lou Crossin. Agency: Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York.
El Producto Cigar Co., Inc., Sub. of Consolidated Cigar Corp.,
New York: Going into about 25 markets 12 February with sched
ules for El Producto cigars. Placements are 13 weeks, prime and
fringe night minutes and 20"s along with weekend sports show ad
jacencies. Buyer: Carl Sandberg-. \gency: Compton Adv., \ew ^ ork

RADIO

BUYS

Texaco, Inc., New York: Placing schedules in 10-12 western c itie:
to start 24 February. Moderate frequencies of traffic minutes are be
ing set for 52 weeks. Bu\er: Bill Santoni. Agency: Cunningham i
Walsh, New York.
Rival Packing Co., Div. of Associated Products, Inc., Chicago
Schedules on Rival dog food begin this month in about 10 markets
Day minutes will run for 11 weeks. Buyer: Don De Carlo. Agency
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

RADIO/TV

BUYS

Q-Tips, Inc., Long Island City, New York: Its tv schedules fo
Q-Tips cotton swabs start 20 February in its customary market;
Day and night minutes to reach a women's audience are being place
for 13 weeks. In radio, schedules start early March for 13 week;
Buys are for da) and traffic minutes, one station to a market. Buyer
Anita Wasserman. Agenc\ : Lawrence C. Cumbinner Adv.. New ^ <>rl
The Nestle Co., Inc., \\ 11 i11 ■ Plain-. Y

Y.: Ten-week campaa

for Nestle's Decaf coffee begins 6 Februarj in radio and tv. Thill
three market- gel schedules in t\ using five to L5 60's per wee
per market, about 259? <';u ;,|||l ~_1'< late night. The radio bu;
in 12 markets, is for <la\ minutes. Monday through Friday, rangin
from 15 to 30 announcements per week per market. Buyer: Fni
Cohn.
\geiii \ : McCann-Erickson, New York.
46
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JOHN WAYNE CLAIRE TREVOR
LARAINEDAY ROBERT STACK
JAN STERLING PHIL HARRIS
ROBERT NEWTON DAVID BRIAN
A Wayne-Fellows Production
Directed by William A. Wellman

THE HIGH
AND THE
MIGHTY

NOW FOR IV.
ANOTHER OF THE GREAT
WARNER BROTHERS
"FILMS OF THE 50's"
FROM SEVEN ARTS
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 89220 La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-51 05
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood SI • GRanite 6-1564

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50's see Page One SROS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

With

the changes

in net radio programing,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

Can a salesman sell both spot
and network effectively?
Herb Maneloveg, ««ce president &
media director, BBDO, New York
Pick a product — food, automotive,
dinnerware, transportation. Each of
these fields has its own specific sales
problems, no two exactly alike. Yet,
as an agencyman, I would welcome
the salesman with both spot and network radio as the man with something to offer each advertiser —
total penetration for one, selectivity
another — or
the
combination.
for

Salesman handling both
could well be

96.3%

of all radio homes.

To be perfectly frank, it is disconcerting to see radio continuously
waging internal battles over the merits of network vs. spot. With a reported 20.1 million radio sets sold
during 1960 — bringing the total U.S.
radio set figure up to more than
156.4 million, radio is too important a factor in our advertising plan
for this internal squabbling. We
would welcome a stronger united
sales front for both network and spot
radio. From this concerted effort will
come the harvest of success for our
clients, the advertisers, the stations,
their reps, and we in the agency.

one of our most
important
contacts

harnessed for maximum
effectiveness.

Adam

campaign

In buying a radio campaign, we
often work under deadline pressure,
must meet demands thrust upon

Young, president, Adam Young,
Inc., New York

If this question were asked even a
couple of years ago, the answer
would have to be no. However, before giving an answer, let me state
in a few words what has taken place.
Since the advent of television on a

place, network affiliates on the whole
lost both audience and business to
the "new" radio.
Inasmuch as the network income
in recent years has been nil, main
stations deserted the networks and
became independents. On the other
hand, the networks during the last
few years have step by step come to
grip with the problems realizing that
their role should not be that of pro
viding block programs for affiliates.
At the same time they realized that
they were in a position to provide
certain "services" for many stations
which were far better than most stations can provide for themselves.
Today all successful radio stationare local in nature whether network
affiliates or not. The network on the
other hand

is not competing

but

rather blending, so far as possible,
with local formats.
Therefore, the selling of indepen
dent and network is now compatible,

decisions

mass basis, the radio scene has un-

and my answer to the question above
is yes.

quickly. This sometimes prevents many from doing the thorough
job of analysis we would like to do.
With the advantage of turning to one

Nel radio is not

Robert R. Pauley, v.p. in charge ot
network radio, American Broadcasting Co..
New York

us by clients who

want

made

salesman, selling both spot and network radio, we can more quickly and
more

accurately evaluate availabilities and research our market, along
with the services supplied by our
own media analysis section.
The combination spot and network
radio salesman could well be one of
our

most

important

contacts.

He

competing, but
blending with
spot: dual selling compatible

dergone a complete change. What
networks were doing was a hangover
from a former generation. As we

offers us one source of network programing and the flexibility of spot

know, radio began to fade, and surveys showed fewer people listening
throughout the day. The trend kept

radio adding up to maximum effi< iency in our buy plus dominance in
a major medium.

going down until a few alert broadcasters began to realize what the

In reality, agencies are now

buy-

ing a form of "network" radio from
such spot radio salesmen a- those
representing the Blair Plan, the Betin Music Group, and other groups
offered in a package plan. It gives
us the opportunity to take advantage
of facilities with like programing,
appealing to selected listeners in the

48

public wanted. They soon realized
that it was most important to develop a local character, well int.
grated into the community.
Tlic more progressive independent
to inoperators
crease caused
ami the\ "sets-in-use'"
became successful
broadcasters. The) were so successful thai the) were copied far and
wide.
When
this movement
took

Ideally, perhaps from the buyerstandpoint, one salesman could represent both network and spot radio
since the two can rarely be considered competitive and one often
complements the other. Howevei.
there
are
several
consideration-

Net would
suffer
because
salesman
icon Id

quicker sale
go after spot's
which

make

such

a

representation

impractical.
It would represent very

little sa\

ing, if any. in manpower for certain
Iv the spot salesman is fully occupied keeping up
abilities, ratings

to date on
and
other

SPONSOR
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avail
ever1 Oft 1

.dl broadcast salesmen should know

( hanging marketing information relative in each of His represented sta
lions. The network salesman is also

as much as possible about the over*
all problems and objectives of the
advei t isei I xtra time should be de-

fully occupied with a national line

voted to acquiring such information

up of stations, creative program selling and administration, as well as

Max
Friedman,
eastern tales mana
get, II R Representatives, Inc., Veto York

with changes in the national marketing picture. The right man can do
both, hut then there must be nunc
of these men lest the effort be diluted
and the results Buffer. Further, the

There's a great similarity
between
magazines and network radio, which
are head-on competitors for national
co\erage. Kach watches the other foi
signs of success the latest appears

nature of network and spot sales differs greatly; the former is always
with national advertisers and consti-

to be regional networks, in competi-

tutes generall) a larger budget with
sales being less frequent and from a
different level than spot. In spot, the
frequency of sale is greater and the
preparation and groundwork often
liuuch lcs~ extensive. Network is more

) es; salesman
is able to offer
agencies all the
values of both

involved with marketing decisions of
the advertiser, spot frequently with
only media decisions.

tion with magazine regional editions.

It is man's inclination to devote
his time where he realizes the quickest results. Remember when network
radio and network tv were
the same group? Radio
partially because tv. in its
required a great deal more
the part of the salesmen.

AVERAGE

'4-HOUR

There also exists competition between local (and spot) radio and
newspapers, which battle it out for
the budgets of regional and national
advertisers, as well as local.

sold bj
suffered
infancy,
time on
Further.

HOMES

Let's face it, the entire radio industn
will be ahead of competition

REACHED

Sign

on-noon

Noon-6
6

p.m.

p.m. -midnight

17,000

16,300
Sta "A"

19,700

21,300

62,600

55,500

1,300
Sta "B"
6,900

ill its
ene

Once nt.
"spot' and 'network' join
pri
mj
forces
l"i the purpose of selling thi
powei of ladio. the industry has
taken another giant step forward
In SRD\S there are seven-and-one
half pages of listening ondei the
heading

of "Regional

Networks

and

Groups," Bucfa as the Yankee Network
and the Olympic Metro Group. The
concept of the same salesman Belling
both is not at all new; reps have
been selling both foi years. Still
more
proof is found in SRD&S
mi
dei the individual state listings.
I he salesman selling a combina
lion of regional network and Bpol
will have tremendous advantages
over his predecessors. He will be
able to offer agencies and clients nil
the values of both.
The combined efforts of stations
representative and network are limitless. For years we've all agreed
that radio is a vital force and a
primary

medium for moving merchandise. We're all for anything
that will benefit radio. If now is the
time to combine

forces, let's go!

^

CHECK
TOP
15
SYNDICATED
FILMS

10

WFLA-TV

bj joining forces and aiming
fire powei
against the common

WFLA-TV delivers MOST TV
Homes in 28 Counties of

WFLA-TV

23,200
Source: ARB, NOV.

Central and West Coast Florida — including the TampaSt. Petersburg Metropolitan
morket. (Jan. 1960 ARB TV
ownership est

5

STA "A"
1960 iHomes

STA "B"

0
Reached

Otanne£ 8
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES.

BLAIR

TV

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO

RESULTS
WATCHES

FURNITURE
SPONSOR:

Martin Strange Furniture Store

Capsule

AGENCY:

Direct

case history: All-night radio programing

off handsomely

paid

for the Martin Strange Furniture Store of

Indianapolis. A new

store in the city, it needed unusual

exposure to attract customers
manager for WISH,

SPONSOR:
Capsule

case history: For more

Direct

than 10 years, Rogers

WJPS.

During this time, it has met with continued suc-

cess in jewelry sales, employing

both special promotions

and regularly scheduled spot announcements.

At the same

the store itself.

time Rogers has used newspaper but with negligible success

Scheduled from 1 1 :30 p.m. to 6 a.m., listeners were alerted

as was the case with a recent Christmas promotion run to

to sale items and told that the store would be open during

hypo sales for Elgin watches.

mental all-night remote

the entire remote

program

show.

from

Results:

The

Prior to both media

pur-

adver. brought

chases, watch buying had been decidedly slack. The con-

over 500 people to the store during the early hours of the
morning in the first few weeks alone, and the sponsor found

centrated radio campaign reversed the over-all outlook and
turned in a tremendous record. Watch business for De-

that there was a wide open market for a store that could

cember, 1960, compared

service buyers who ordinarily cannot shop at regular hours.
Volume

was so tremendous

that the furniture store had a

difficult time at first handling the orders. The store has now

40%

to the same

higher and the company

to the WJPS

month

is "100%

in 1959 was

sure it was due

promotion for $19.95 Elgin watches," Mike

j i a red a good part of its selling to nighttime, and with the

Ellenstein, executive of Rogers, reported. "The people
asked for the Elgin watches advertised on radio. It has

help

been our most successful promotion

of

WISH.

WISH,

has

become

a

leading

furniture

Indianapolis

outlet.
Program

SPONSOR:
Capsule

WJPS,

A & B Travel Agency
case

history: WELI,

New

AGENCY:

Direct

Haven, Conn., has

in the last 10 vears.1

Evansville

HOUSEHOLD

TRAVEL

SPONSOR:
Capsule

Announcement*

APPLIANCES

Conde Hardware Co.
case history: Conde

AGENCY:

Hardware

Direcj

store of Water-

proved for two years that radio can sell high-priced luxury

town, New

items. During the month

WWNY featuring the station's women's commentator. Dorothy Parr, to promote a big two-day appliance sale. The

Agency
Show

of September, the A & B Travel

ran 120 announcements

telling New

Haven

on the WELI

Bud

Finch

listeners of a Sunline Cruise on

the S. S. Independence. The American Export Lines allotted 40 rooms for WELI listeners who wanted to take this
23-day trip to such ports as the Canary Islands and Casablanca. Prices ranged from $540 to $668. Within the first
seven days all these rooms

were committed

and there was a

programs

York, purchased two remote broadcasts over

were on the air both days of the promotion, from

9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

F. Ehrenzeller, mgr. of the store's ap-

pliance division, reported: "We
from Dorothy

were amazed

bv the results

Parr's broadcasts. Her announcement

that

our new Frigidaire was so frost-free that even the frozen
grapes we placed in them would not stick together, resulted

waiting list of 200 people. An additional allotment brought

in o\er 50' < of the people coming into the store asking to

the total number

try the grapes. This was only on the remote broadcast tha

of rooms

up to 55. On 31 January. Bud

Finch, Dick Davis, pres. and general manager

of \\ III.

plus 105 persons, allerted to the cruise \ ia WELI.
sail from New

^ oik. What

will set

this adds up to in dollar terms

is that a $2,000 advertising expenditure attracted $60.1 KM I
worth of business. Last year's trip was equall\ successful.
WELI, New Haven
Announcements

50

I

Jewelers of Evansville, Indiana, has been a steady user of

and Robert Ohleyer, station

sold the outlet on the idea of an experi-

AGENCY:

Rogers Jewelers

morning and it had a direct bearing on our frigidaire sales
It was a good sales device, bul it also required Doroth
Parr's impact to make it felt." The sale was also adver
tised in the newspapers, but the \\\\\^ segments, costin
considerably less, produced most of the sales for the store.
WWNY,

W.it.rti.wn. \. Y.
SPONSOR
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(This ad appeared as a full page in Jan. 20 Washington Post and Washington Star)

WELCOME
to the historic house ai one end of Pennsylvania Avenue— lo the two slightly more

WW

hectic Houses at the other end —and to the pleasant, pulsating community
in between and all around

ton's most-hstened-to station from f> VM to midnight. Monday through Sunday ■
We provide you with the fastest and most complete local news coverage We were the

that lies

DC". Our address is 1 260 on your radio dial. T4 hours every da) We arc Washing-

tirst station to present radio editorials on matters of importance to the DC
Welcome, trery member

of the new Administration Whether your duties are lop

secret or typically secretarial- whether your dining takes you to a supper club or a
soda counter

whether your diversion runs to touch football or professional baseball

(we've pot a new team there, loo!) you'll find most people and most things in
Washington |ust about the way you u.mi ihem to be.

for which we have been commended

what we honestly believe is the friendliest announcing staff in Washington, bringing
you the liveliest and best-balanced programming

We arc. above all else, "the station

that keeps von in mind "
We wish each of you well in your important undertaking

WWDG

As one good neighbor to another, we'd like to introduce ourselves

Our name is

welcome 10 Washington
Pulse

(WASHINGTON,
I'ONSOR
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1'Xi]

area

by national and local authorities alike. We have

Inc

And we wish yot

It's a wonderful l<

5 County Metropolitan Area Survey -- November.

I

ADio

J l hours

1960

every day

,~,;,,ony,nir(l;al

D. C— Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company)
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/

Enclose
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Requests like this are not unusua
in the KWTV Weather Department. j
Oklahomans in all walks . . . pilots, farmers and ranchers, businessmen, building contraetors, sportmen and wash-line worriers . . . look
to KWTV for reliable weather facts.
In addition to interpreting and reporting Oklahoma's universal conversation-piec .. . weather . . . KWTV's Chief Meteorologist Al
Worth is in constant demand as a civic speaker. Here is reflected
the vital importance of weather in Oklahoma, and the popularity
of KWTV's 6 daily weathereasts.

Oklahoma's Weather EyeOKLAHOMA

CITY

^^

IU TOWER ivM $AlE$/><>w0i i* OkM<n*&!
EDGAR T. BELL, General Manager

52

JACK DeLIER, Sales Mumper
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INSTANT

POTATOES

[Continued from jxige 35)
said
account
executive
Thomas
Flewharty),
but it also knew thai
three other brands had introduced
their product this way.

Xtir Christian if huuii

Al Worth
• bora City, Cklahona
r 111
Thank you very much for }»our accurate
ther predictions during our junior high
p at Texoraa the week of July 18-23.
I was in Oklahoma City Friday of last
k and came by the station to see you, but
had just entered a staff conference.
The next time you look at the camera,
w that an ardent fan is watching you
a Chandler.
Sincerely yours,

*/&»*{

Rev. Harold N. Smith
Ana

'eather-conscions Oklahoma viewers
\ !• como

lo depend on the accuracy

KWTV's completely equipped
atlier station, and the interprcft talents of KWTVs professional
ctcorolopists Al Worth and Ha>
ooker. These two experienced weathcasters draw their information from:
KWTVs

own

on-camera

radar

installation.
A facsimile weather map
A

machine.

battery of high-speed weather

teletypes.

An on-camera Bendix Friez instrument panel which automatically
registers outside weather conditions.

R n s modern meteorological
juipment, plus the interpretive
tills of two professional meteorlogists make
oma's

KWTV

"Okla-

If eat her Eve."

PONSOR

•
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introdui ed

hasl

potatoes simultaneous!)

bad

with

it- mashed potatoes instead of follow
ing-up with the new product after the

product," said the account ex« uti\<
*'It was a success, and we have nov

appeal," said lieu harts. "We wanted
to make sure that the housewife knew

potatoes, with other types t" follow

exactl) m hat to look for."
Hut Flew hart) explained that the
current ratio has moved to 70-30 in
Favor of print, and that as soon as
the introduction phase is completed,
the original 80-20 print to television
ratio will probably be completely reversed. Scalloped and an ^ i at in potatoes were introduced nationally between spring and September, 1960.
"I he more the product is recognized
by shopper and store owner, the
more we move away from magazines
and into television."
Betty Crocker has used all three
networks, but at present participates
in five NBC TV daytime shows and
sponsors a five-minute newscast. Day
Report, on that network. "We use
spot national!) ." said Flewharty, "in
the nighttime as well as in the daytime. This is a product, after all, that
can make everybody's mouth water,
and the others do have some influence
with
mother."
What
does a latecomer to a boom
ing young industry do for recogni
tion? Pillsbury's original idea was
to introduce its instant potatoes without television as the major medium.
Its opening campaign concentrated
on print in large metropolitan markets and color in national women's
magazines. This didn't work well
enough, however, and within a few
months Pillshury was on spot and
network television.
"It's tv that spurred sales for us."
said Campbell-Mithun account executive William G. Weigold. "Also, being
the fifth product introduced into a
highly competitive market, we had
some distribution problems. This.
too, was solved In extensive television advertising which created interest and rapidl) got our product shelf

1960 and is still running. "We expect to top all previous vears of spot

The Original Station Represent.

Pillsbui j
brown

revealed

"We went in beavil) for magazine
color, therefore, to show the housewife what the product reall) looked
like, and to gel maximum appetite

Pillsbun i- now a steady l\ user.
-pace."
Its
last campaign was launched on
spot and network tv in the spring of

• nted hy

.imi
network i\ use in 1961,
\\ eigold.

mashed

had

CBUghl

on.

"Being

the

newcomer, we had to have a fresh

followed

up

with

irisl.uit

scalloped

iii the future."
The original product. French's, oh
viousl) considers its introductory
Stage complete,

and

thin month

it-

agency released a new hatch of filmed
commercials thai reflect what one

spokesman called "the second stage."
I he whole notion.'" revealed Marie
l lordon. J. \\ alter Thompson pro

ducer, "is to gel so close that tli<
viewer can actuall) see the textun
of the potatoes — as close or closet
than a diner would
food

he with a plate oi

in front of him

whipped

potatoes

or a spoon

going

past

of

hi-

The new -pots feature a rhythm ii
sound track, a rhythmic comment an
l>\ the announcer and rhythmic split
second
rin-e." cuts from angle to angle. Even
the potatoes are whipped in rhythm,
although the butter is allowed to melt
into the potatoes at its own "de
licious" pace.
"We are concentrating on appetite
appeal now.
said Missintroducing
Gordon. "The
original
commercials
the
product demonstrated the ease of
making potatoes this way and the
convenience. Although the new com
mercials retain the step-by-step prep
aration of the potatoes, thev feature
tight shots of the creamy, fluffy potatoes— really, thev are heaut\ shots,'
she exclaimed, "show ing the flufT\
white qualities with high key liL'hl
ing. no deep shadow "The concentration of the camera
(like the concentration of the diner's
eye on a plate of food i gives the full
import of appetite-appeal," Mi— (n>r
don declared. "If you like potatoes.
you cant see these commercials with
out going awa\ hungry."
Miss Gordon said that a great deal
of experimentation in JWT's film and
tape workshop was conducted to find
the best consistent to get the best
appetite-appeal on film. "Hut the actual product was used and the actual
directions on the package were followed." ^

KMJ-TV, Fresno's first television station, offers a wide
variety of programming to
satisfy the tastes and needs
of Fresno viewers. The accent
is on quality, with local programs produced with first
class skills and equipment.
Any way you measure a
TV buy, KMJ-TV rates high.
Take a look. And remember,
this wealthy market's worth
winning: the Number One
agricultural income county
of the nation.

TV .

Valley
. first TV Station
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees

GO

FIRST

CU/XSS

W

I

+h

KA/WJ *TV
FRE9N

CALI

FOR

O
rotf

M l/X

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
THE KATZ AGENCY

•I
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

The survey on tv rating services conducted for the House Commerce Committee
6 FEBRUARY i96i
should see the light of day very shortly : \i thai time, it is quite possible, even probable,
copyright i96i
sponsor that the Committee will announce plana for a probe or for hearings.
publications inc.

There is a disposition from this combination of facts for Bights into pure fancy.

Some

have predicted efforts to do away with the ratings, as anchors on good programing, as inaccurate, etc.
The inaccuracy of this sort of talk borders on the fantastic. Key legislators have
always felt any efforts to ban tv ratings would be unconstitutional. Main Congressional critic
of ratings has always been Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D., Okla.1. Monroney has always conceded Congress lacks power to do anything hut publicize their shortcomings.
The FCC certainly lacks legal power to do anything about it. The FTC could move,
but only if it could prove fraud and then only against the services guilty of such fraud.
The areas in which Congress could act boil down more to persuasion than to prevention.
This is exactly the case with the FCC, also. But for Congress to move even in this limited area,
there would be a prior requirement for some appearance of a showing of inaccuracy. The
FCC could work through its general strictures in favor of better programing, admonishing licensees to make programing decisions in terms of public interest, rather than ratings.

Even though Westinghouse

had the only good words for proposed new

against "trafficking in licenses," it doesn't appear that the FCC
from adopting the new rules.

rules

will be disuaded

The broadcasting industry and station brokers were almost unanimously opposed to a proposal that a new station or newly bought station must be held for three years, barring certain
emergencies, before they may be sold.
Objections ranged from an argument (a) that station operators would have no spur to
build stations through better programing, to (b) it would be a blow to the American free enterprise system of broadcasting, to (c) Congress never gave the FCC the legal power for such
rules, to (d) the FCC already has the legal power to bar sales if it suspects the motives.
Westinghouse, however, agreed that buying and selling for profit should be stopped,
that the practice is at variance with the need of stations to operate in the public
interest.
Clamping down on rapid sales of stations was due to be the next step in the FCC's process
of "getting tough." And if the FCC should waver, it had in the back of its collective mind
the realization that the Harris Committee is preparing to consider legislation forcing
adoption of such rules.

The word now is that Earl Kintner has been definitely refused an extension of
his chairmanship of the Federal Trade Commission and that he will be leaving that
body even if he is offered reappointment as plain Mr. Commissioner.
This is not apt to mean any change of regulatory direction, since Kintner believed in a
hard stick under the velvet glove and new appointments are expected to believe in "hard"
regulation.
Kintner is reported to believe he can make much more money in private law practice than
he could on the FTC.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
6 FEBRUARY

1961
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Station managers

and feature film buyers are sitting up to take notice of early

ratings of the post-1948 Screen Gems package which premiered with All The King's
Men on five CBS o&o's on 28 January.
A special Trendex showed how far specially selected recent feature films can succeed in
the ratings race if they are saturation-promoted.
In New York, where overnight Nielsens were also available, the new feature on WCBS
TV scored 28.3 average audience (11:15 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and 70.4% share — more than
an 80% increase over the previous 4-week average for the time period: 15.5 ratings an<
44.4% share.
All The King's Men also won the ratings contest easily in Chicago on WBBM-TV
in Los Angeles on KNXT, according to the special Trendex.

an<

In Philadelphia on WCAU-TV the new picture won over a serious contender, anoth
Screen Gems entry, It Happened One Night, one in the low twenties and the other in the hig
teens in Trendexes, as sets-in-use shot up.
But in St. Louis on KMOX-TX the new Screen Gems release lost the Trendex match
Seven Arts' Hondo with John Wayne.
Since the same Screen Gems picture premiered in five cities simultaneously, three lesson
can be drawn from CBS' experience with saturation promotion of post-1948's:
1)
2)
3)
markets

Phenomenally high ratings are possible against "normal" competition.
Strong ratings are even possible over hand-picked competition, if sets-in-use expanc
Features programed identically for station groups may run into trouble in certain
if a competing strategy appeals more to local tastes.

WHEN-TV, Syracuse, a Meredith station, has abandoned its late afternoon fea- |
ture film policy after many years in favor of half -hour programing.
The station is opening 15 half-hours a week to syndication and what's unusual also is that
it's not switching to a strip-run policy, but is buying 15 shows.
CBS Films seems to have capitalized most on the opportunity so far; it sold these five
shows for 5-6:30 p.m. showing:
and Assignment Foreign Legion.
CNP

is trying name

San Francisco Beat, Deputy Dawg, Trackdown, Navy Loj

stars in six new

pilots, part of a national and regions

sales push for 1961-62.
Names include Basil Rathbone, Hoagy Carmichael, and Corinne Calvet for Warbirds,
Richard Carlson for Police Doctor.
International syndication profits carried the burden
for some companies in 1960.

of domestic

operation*

At ABC Films, for example, a 61.8 per cent increase in international business, includi
brighter Canadian grosses, was said to have more than made up for any disappointments i
domestic syndication.
But ABC Films reported one of its best fourth quarters to date in 1960 and is o
timistic about 1961.
Incidentally, sales v.p. Howard B. Anderson has hired back an ABC
new southern manager in Houston:
James F. Delaney.
56
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Re-runs and feature films dominated syndication Bales activity this week.
They are:
• MCA's M-Squad added on 14 station sales to boost its list to .'><); stations are: KYWTV, Cleveland; KPIX, San Francisco; WHEN-TV, Syracuse; WIIIO-TV, Dayton; WFMJTV,
Youngstown; KOOK-TV, Billings; KHSL-TV, Chico; KCPX-TV, Salt Lake City; WW J -TV,
Detroit; KEZI-TV, Eugene; WCHS-TV, Charleston; KFDA-TV, Amarillo; KGMB-TV, Honolulu, and KIFI-TV, Idaho Falls.
• Seven Arts sold 40 post-1950 Warner Bros. Elms to KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls, and WSOCTV, Charlotte; also, ten films went to CKLW-TV, Detroit.
• MGM signed 150 Best of MGM features to WJRT, Flint.
• UAA added sales in Chicago, Evansville, and Albuquerque to its Boxoffice 26 station list
for a total on the package of nearly 60 stations.

Lincoln-Mercury dealers (Kenyon & Eckhardt) are becoming increasingly important buyers of local syndication.
One such recent buy was Ziv-UA's Man and The Challenge and Miami Undercover on
WGN-TV, Chicago, by the district dealers association on behalf of 45 dealers.
Elsewhere the dealers are using NP's Jim Backus in Philadelphia.
Walter Kingsley, president of ITC, has resigned in a policy dispute.
His departure follows by only a few months the exit of Earl Rettig as president of CNP
and also comes in the wake of a wide series of moves by v.p.'s of other syndicators.

A Nielsen analysis of audience flow indicates that it's possible to increase commercial impressions by as much as 10 per cent simply by placing commercials correctly.
The two things to watch are flow of audience size and composition.
Early evening audiences increase constantly to around 9 p.m. and fall off later in the evening. Commercials late in shows in early hours and early in shows in late hours usually
have bigger audiences available than those at other moments within the same programs.
The Nielsen study also found a coat-tail effect: commercials nearer to higher-rated shows,
or further away from lower-rated shows often had better opportunities for reaching larger
audiences.
When it came to reaching special types of viewers, the same rules applied: for best results commercials should be nearest to adjacent shows with the desired audience or
furthest from shows with undesired composition.
In a series of commercial placement studies extra audiences of 10 per cent were common
for such better-placed commercials even though the ratings were the same.
In brief, think of audience as a constantly twisting stream — not as a set of
blocks that change like clockwork at station breaks.

Veterans of CBS Production Sales not already transferred to other CBS arms
are quickly being taken up by competitors.
Videotape Productions, for example, has put on a few technicians formerly with the CBS
unit, which had been one of the pioneers in the development and perfection of tape commercials.
The CBS unit shut down last month.
SPONSOR
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The rumor factory connected with the new Washington administration hasn't
gone into high gear yet, but there's one report concerning new FCC chairman Newton Minow which has a wealth of import for tv stations.
The networks will be asked to submit logs showing what affiliates have been carrying or
not carrying network-originated public affairs programs and the reasons given for rejecting them.
It will be recalled that at the CBS TV affiliates meeting in Washington, Rep. Oren Harris
remarked that he understood that some stations were not carrying a substantial proportion of the public service programs provided them.
There are rumbles along Madison Avenue about Coty, which bills between
$750,000 and a million, and its present agency, BBDO.
Another report involving the same agency: du Pont is contemplating spinning off the finishes division.

A rep firm 10 years ago put out a tv data sheet showing all markets available,
total stations in operation, total tv homes and estimated cost-per-1,000.
Here are the figures issued then and the parallel data that would be obtainable
from the
55<*
same firm as of now:
PERIOD

1 Feb. 1951
1 Feb. 1961

MARKETS

62
230

TOTAL STATIONS

U.S. TV HOMES

107
496

10,320,000
46,451,500

77<* PRIME SPOT
CPM PER MINUTE

Call it conflict of interest or nepotism, this condition exists within a toiletries
company that uses a lot of tv.
The chief executive's son has a piece of the time-barter firm with which his father's
company does business.

Sometimes an agency that's loaded to the gills with account men can find that
the situation breeds embarrassment.
Like getting a call recently from a client asking who that account man is who calls him
about every two weeks — that is, in addition to his regular contact.
The marketing and ad managers of a major account located on Fifth Ave. have
become extremely hesitant about making any outside lunch dates.
They have good cause.

Their boss, regarded as the No. One autocrat in his field, has

no compunction to summon them to a one o'clock luncheon meeting around noon.
Because of the economics of his business, the rep is often impelled toward
greater expansion but it seems that there is one factor he can't escape.
Station representation is still a personal service business and the rep's prime necessity
is to keep his biggest and best stations happy.
58
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ONE
Takes the Measure

Wkrgtv
CHANNEL

5 MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative,
or C. P. Persons, Jr., General Manager
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HEDGES

to look for a proved formula than to
venture into nevi and untried fields.

i Continued from page 39 i
tastes, he was quick to point out that
"Although I was brought u|) in western Colorado. I in not a sitting duck
for westerns, although there are some
outstanding ones, such as Wagon
Train."
"One of the lamented types of programs that should be brought back
are quiz programs,

made

burglar-

proof, if you please." lie said. "The
quiz show has tremendous educational value, more people benefited from
them than were harmed."
"We also need a resurgence of
comedy — we have all too little of it.
Nowhere in sight do I see a successor to Hope, Benny, Skelton, or BerThe

American

public. Hedges

gen."has a taste for superb enterfeels,
tainment. "'There are so many good
things being done in present day tv
that are lost sight of amid criticism."
he said.

"This is where salesmanship comes
in. Hedges asserted. "There are a
good man\ excellent salesmen, but
the best salesman in the whole business is the one who can translate to
the client the effect that his participation in t\ advertising will have
upon him and his products."
Hedges expressed deep confidence
in the future, "which is bound to be
better than the past.' For one thing,
"creative selling will be more imaginative and more constructive . . .
the type of human mind that can devise atomic fission and develop Salk

Hedges plans an "active retireminds."ment" for himself. "My immediate
plans involve getting mv own affairs
organized." Pointing to an overstuffed filing cabinet, he chuckled.

programing

on,

"I guess I d fire any file clerk who

"and it's going to be a hard struggle. Too few advertisers are willing
to experiment.
The) are more prone

kept
in that
order."
He
added mv
that files
the one
person
he misses
most is his secretary, as he turns out

went

Hedges plans to do a small amount
(il consulting work. Ml this after a
trip to Hawaii and the Far East for
the international Rotary convention.
A past presidency of the N. Y. Rotarv is one of the main such titles
he has held for such organizations
as NAB. RTKS. and the Broadcast
Pioneers,
"Although I've been in every state
of the union, except Hawaii which
will shortlv be added, there are an
awful lot of things right here in New
^ ork that I haven't seen or done."
said Hedges. When he and his wife
Meg return from their trip and set-

vaccine is the type of mind we're
going to seek more and more for tv.
particularly in the programing field
where completely new concepts
should be the natural product of such

The tv industr) must rise to the
challenge of continuing to improve
fare. Hedges

16-20 letters a dav . He also hopes
to do some vv riting.

tle down to "normal

living again."

he plans to "finally take in New
Hedge* began his broadcasting career as manager of K\ W Chicago
and continued with that station when
it was sold to NBC and became
WMAQ.
York." Subsequently

strength. . . look at the Jackson
TV market area

MUELLER

and a sound

15)

leaving portions of her macaroni
on his plate. The entreaty issued by
her husband:
Honey,

there must

be a brand

That cooks up tender — and tastes

just grand.she

Whereupon

for solid growth

gen-

year came to V ^ . as manager of
NBC's o&o's.
^

(Continued from page

Look South for new economic

he was

eral manager of KDKA in 10.-53.
when that station was operated under lease h\ NBC. and the following

a*k^ a friend, who

tells hei about Mueller's.
1/ tiller's uses two hinds of wheat
not one
Thislhe\ wise
gal said.
're done

That's

uhat

The) add line farina from the very
best U heat,

Served, 1954-1957, as
Head of Largest World-wide
Masonic Organization
(Royal Arch Masons)

future."

TOM Q. ELLIS
Clerk, Supreme Court
of Mississippi

WLBT

you

serie

it.

The bride followed this advice and
hei decision:
boughl
Mueller's.
/ he macaroni

The

of

was so tender, diges-

tible, delish
Ihe bridegroom

ond dish!

outcome

insisted on a see

Muellej has resumed its live, hardsell commercials and based on the

Hollingbery

Serving the Jackson, Miss.Jelevision Area
(.0

tail no matter
hat
it's a treat to eat.

favorable

reception

of

the

first

change-of-pace jingle, plan* to run I
new one. about a mother who has
trouble satisfying her family's tastes
until she tries Mueller's product*.
^
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"%ur grandchildren
will grow up under
Communism !" „
IKITA

KHRUSHCHEV

Will the Soviet threat come true? Will your grandchildren live under Communism?
"Never!" you say. But are you sure? How can you oppose Communism?
The voice is that of Nikita Khrushchev.
The audience is American.
" Your grandchildren will grow up
under Communism!" he shouts.
Will >our children live to see
the Free World die?
(Forget God? Salute the Soviet flag?
"Never!" you say. But are you sure?
What can you do to oppose Communism?
[There is one sure way.
(Help Radio Free Europe.
What does it do?
Every day. to 79 million capti\e people

GiveNowTo... RADIO

One sure nay is to help Radio Free Europe.

behind the Iron Curtain, it broadcasts
news of the outside world.
It helps keep these people from turning
to Communism. The Poles. Czechs,
Bulgarians. Rumanians and Hungarians.
It keeps ali\e their friendship for
America. It reaches o\er 90% of these
people, despite Communist jamming.
Thousands of letters echo the plea:
"God Bless You' Please keep

Radio Free Europe on the air!"
These people are the buffers between
Russia and the Free World.

FREE

Forget God? Salute the Soviet Hag?

They pose a major obstacle to the
Russians starting any war. And
Radio Free Europe is their strongest
link with the Free World.
But Radio Free Europe depends on
individual Americans for its existence.
Will you help? . . . Give a dollar?
aboutfiveit'.1dollars? ... or more?
.How
. . Give
Surely your heart tells you to
give something so that our children —
and all children — shall ii\e
in freedom throughout the world.

EUROPE

The American People's Counter-Voice to Communism
Mail your contributions to: Radio Free Europe Fund, P. O. Box 1 961, Mt. Vernon
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(Continued from \><iu.t' 3Ui
i- a round \ of private enterprise, e\istence of which is essential to economic growth. Regulatory agencies,
in efforts to cure monopoly, con-

WRAP-UP

|iri\Turning
ate enterprise.
' problems, withto current
in the agencies. Landis said systems

LOOT — in form of $1,000 check and trophy cup — is presented to China Grove, N. C,

LANDIS

spirac) and other unfair trade practices, are promoting the theory of

have not proved efficient. "Delays,
delays. dela\ s characterize the action
of nearly all of them." An important part of his assignment will be
lo devise \\a\s to handle agency prob-

Mayor Carl Sloop (r) by WBT managing director Paul B. Marion. Town won prizes in station's
annual
Community
Pride Award' contest and will use money to expand
recreational
facilities

lems which are "shorter, speedier and
-tillHeaccurate."
stressed there has been '"too
much of an effort to handle every
problem b\ the bureaucratic method." The second part of his assignment, which Landis termed "much
more difficult," is to try to develop
broad national polic) for each of the
fields covered In the various agencies. He said: '"There has been too
much fragmentation in the handling
Landis denied that anv immediate
of their problems.'"

'IT ONLY

HURTS

WHEN

I LAUGH,'

says KFMR-TV

(San Diego) personality Bob Dale, who

insisted on hosting Early Show' just barely after an emergency appendectomy. Station obliged
by moving
a complete
mobile
unit to Dale's hospital room, and the show went on as usual

MISS AMERICA JOINS SNOW TURTLES.
Welcoming beauteous Nancy Ann Fleming at f
honorary
member
of San Francisco's
Sno*
Turtle Club is KSFO d.j. -supreme snow turtle

»

Jim

v

Lange.
Over
-I'tASOII

800

turned

out

(i FEBRUARY

for event

l'Kil

attempt would be made to Bet up national "ministries" covering such
Blatters as communications "we don't
|\et know enough to do this." Instead,
die'll attempt "a persuasive process
of coordination."
\- to His own role, Landis said:
"Please don t regard m\ function as
lliat of a czar. I don't like them and
\ou don't either. I hope to make a
little dent in the problem. If I can.
I think all of you will benefit."
Sitting on the dais at the luncheon
were retiring FCC Chairman Frederick \ . Ford and retiring FTC
■Chairman

Karl

Kintner.

Kintner.

Iwho unlike Ford leaves government
service when his successor is sworn
in. received an enthusiastic ovation
when

introduced.

ADVERTISERS
Minnesota

Mining (BBDO Minneapolis) keeps parleying its

prodnets: it's testing a new one.
starting 20 February, in a few
selected tv markets.
ape
I he item : Magic

HONORING

BROADCASTERS

proved version "I scotch tape, r i n • i ~
ture resistant and containing othei
versatile factors.
Campaigns:
• \rin

&

Hammer

Soda

IJi-

carbonate has a radio s|iot campaign
going this week in support of Nation-

al Children's Dental Health Week.
\ total of lo spots H> minutes and
.'50 -.'id's over Mutual Broadcasting
stations carry the theme urging regular dental check-ups for youngsters.
Vgenc) : Charles \V . Hoy t.
• Roman Products has a heavy
s|iot radio campaign rolling now and
thru 22 April for its Italian frozen
foods products. Minutes I J!1) weekl\ i on six New \ ork (at\ stations,
and 80 minutes weekly on two Philadelphia stations. Agency : Smith
( Greenland.
• Transogram ito\>. children's
games) planning a heavy t\ campaign
in over 50 t\ markets, \gency: Mo
liul. \\ illiams \ Sa\ lor.
• General

Motors

began,

this

week, a radio spot saturation in .">( I
top I .S. markets for it - Fisher Bod\

Di\ ision.

Vgency : Kudner.

• Tilt-Tip Pen, Scripto, i" satu
rate the Midwest with minute t\ -|)o|-

The theme greatest advance in writ
ing w»< <• the </mll w ill be pushed \ ia
news programs, local shows and in
fringe time foi its regional market
introduction.
• Sanitai j Papei Mills i ead) ing .i
hea\ \ spot t\ schedule on selected
New England stations for ii- Dovalettes. Vgency: l\. J. Hughes, Spring
field, Mass.
PEOPLE ON THE MONK: \rtlinr F. Dries, from advertising
manager, to manager of public relations and advertising. Stran-Steel. division National Steel. Detroit . . .
Morton

Schneider, from sales promotion manager and showroom sales

manager, to newly created |>"-t dine
tor of t\ promotion, Ideal Toy .
Tbisa "n" data:
Wolper-Sterling
Productions and F and M Brewing BBDO
i
I has signed an agreement to sponsor an hour-long t\ documentary entitled Biography of a Basehall Rookie scheduled for eastern
market regional showing in Vpril . . .

for their support of Unit-

ed Fund-Community Chest campaigns was occasion for
luncheon in N.Y. recently. Accepting citation from John
Hayes (r), v. chmn., Oliver Willits, nat'l chmn., United Community Campaigns of Amer., is NAB v. p. Charles Tower (I)
26-MILE HIKE, promoting Mother's March for local March
of Dimes, is undertaken by WBZ' (Boston) Dave Maynard,
shown
training
with
his colleague-trainer
Carl
deSuie

M
COVtKING MOTOR BOAT SHOW tor WNBC,
tion's Jim Lowe chance to chat with attractive

a! N.Y.'s Coliseum
show queen
Alice

gave staWakefield

63

[rving W. Hoff, v.p. and general
products director for the Products Division ot \\ arnei -Lambert Pharmaceutical, has been appointed chairman
of the American Cancer Society's advertising advisory committee.

thin- up t<> universities anil other
non-profit organizations. If they
don t re-establish their position as experts, agencies will find themselves
losing
sions. control in mass media deciKanter :

AGENCIES
Ln Chicago last week, before a
meeting of that city's AMA group.
Tatham-Laird's Dr. Donald kanter and Gross-Thumin Research
president Edwin J. Gross, dehated this question: should advertising agencies get out of the
research
business?
of the duo's pro and
conHighlights
views:
Gross:
• Agencies should concentrate
more on qualitative research for particular products, as a background to
determine an understanding of consumer attitudes.
• Advertising pre-testing for the
agency's own evaluation of a campaign is not done often enough.
• Agencies are supposed to be experts in mass communications but instead they're leaving

this

sort

of

• The question is not whether to
use outside research facilities, but
how. when, and for what purpose
can thev best be used. Decisions to
use outside researchers are often not
based mereh on the questions of
cost, internal communications, and
agency bias, but more often revolve
around such factors as timing and
client security.
• The fact seems to be ignored
that clients expect imagination, creativity and depth, from their agencies, in all phases of advertising operations— including research. This
requires effort in all stages of the research problem, including definition,
data-processing, interpretation and
report writing. This cant be done,
in all cases, bv an outside firm which
is. as a matter of necessary securitv.
relatively unfamiliar with client strategic considerations.
RAB

released

last

week

its an-

Agency appointments: Lewis Research Laboratories ( Stain-Aid. Drain\id. Septi-Kleen, Swish-Kleen. SwimKleen I to Frank B. Sawdon . . .
Boyle & Company (over $100,000) to
Gumpertz, Bentley & Dolan, L.A.
. . . Kidde Manufacturing. Bloomfield. N. J., consumer and commercial
division, to Cayton, New ^ ork City
. . . Levers Air-wick, from Foote,
Cone & Belding. and its Dinner-Redy
from K&E. both to JWT . . . Andes
Coffee to Smith/Greenland, for its
Brown Gold, 100' r Colombian Coffee ($350,000) . . . Danish Bakers.
L.A.. to Beckman, Koblitz, L.A.
. . . Harbisons Dairies. Philadelphia.
to W. S. Roberts. Philadelphia . . .
Sardeau Corp. to Chester Gore, for
its Sardo bath oil and Sardoettes . . .
Sanitary Paper Mills ( Dovalettes Papei Products I to E. J. Hughes,
Springfield, Mass. . . . Pittsburgh
Brewing to Ketchnm. MacLeod &
Grove, for all its advertising . . .
Transogram Co. from W exton, to
Mogul. Williams and Savior.

For that

NEW

nual awards for 1960's ten most
effective commercials.
The winners: Budweiser (D'Arcj \\
Chun King (BBDO. Minneapolis i
Ford iJWTl. L&M i Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample I.Luck) Strike (BBDO l,
Nescafe (Esty), Northwest Orient
Airlines (Campbell-Mithun), Schlitz
(JWT), Winston I Esty I, and Wrighoff).
ley's Doublemint I Arthur H. Meyer-

IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961
New York
Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00

Age limit— over 18

TV STATIONS
Twenty-eight percent of U.S.
homes are able to reach three tv
stations, and 20<7^. four stations.
Following is a special tab from the
\KB national report for March showing the percent of homes able to receive one to nine stations
CEIVED
NO.Kl ST.A
1'IONS

' < u.s.:v.homks

1
2
3
1
5
6
7
8
9

13
28
6
12
15
202
1
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Ideas at work :
• WKBN-TV, Youngstown, Ohio,
is Focusing attention to the looth anniversary ofthe American Civil Wat
1»\ using a series of I.D.'s depicting
scenes of thai historical period. The
I.D.'s. original sketches created by
the station's art director, \l Parella,
sliou^ various land and sea battles,
tamp scenes. Civil Wai personalities,
eh .

• WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio,
promoted the premiere <>f the syndicates series. San Francisco licit In
fanning promo slides of six "wanted
persons. The audio portion designed
to pique viewer interest, went like
pris: "this person is wanted to watch
the premiere of San Francisco Beat.
(Ian you identify him? — sta\ tuned to
channel six for other wanted people

from sales staff, KNOE-TV, Monroe,
I .a., to account execut ive, KIN E, II
Dorado, Nik. . . . Ridge Bond From
sales manager, Vincent Marine Com
pany . to account execut ive. KIM
IN . Tulsa, Okla. . . . Kenneth L.
Bagwell, From national sales manager, NN I N J. Miami, to station man
ager, NN NO N- 1 N . Atlanta, Ga.
Kudos: WOW-TV, Meredith,
Omaha, recipient of Outstanding Citizenship Ward from the Omaha
I nited Community
Sen ices For ii-

SUpporl

"I

tin

I nited

Red

I 'Mill, i

lied ( n.-- ( ampaign . . . \\ T\ V
TN . ( olumbus, < Ihio, pi esented
award to Ohio State I nivei sity Pro
Fessoi Henry smi- Foi his activities
as president "I the I olumbus < iv il
\N .11 Roundtable Group.
New quarters:

N\ 1GA-TV,

Ulan-

ia. Ga., broke ground foi tin1 construction ofan addition to ii~ present
site.
Social

note:

WNEW-TV,

New

growing , growing • • •
all the time !

throughout the week." Prizes were
offered to those able to correctly
Identify the wanted sextette. Personalities who posed for the wanted posters included the Mayor, and t\ editors of local newspapers.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Join.

Comas.
WSJS-TV.
Winston-Salem,
N. C executive director of programlag, elected \.|>. Triangle Broadcast
Corp. . . . Todd Gaulocher from
eastern sales manager, Crosley Broadeasting, to account executive. \\ ('.PSTN .New York Citj . . . Ginny Griffin, kSTY. Steubenville, Ohio, personality, named merchandising manager, that station . . . Jaek E. Brem■eck, promotion-publicity director.
K ABC-TV. HolKwood. taking on additional duties of newlj created post,
director of community services . . .
^ il'i.'.m A. GietZ from local sales
manager to general sales manager,
WTAR-TV. Norfolk. \a. . . . Richard W. Ostrander from manager,
jvTVN, Columbus. Ohio, to national
sales manager, WTVN-TV, that city
. . . Mark Mamlala from operations
division to on-the-air promotion writer, and Ed Crane from guest relations staff, to administrative assistant,
promotion department. both at
K\\ I. L. \.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Don A. Lindsey from regional sales
manager to commercial manager,
WTVP. Decatur. 111. . . . Thomas
Kill" to director of promotion and
public relations. KOOL, Phoenix,
\riz. . . . William de Tournillon
SPONSOR
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WSLS-TV

+

National

Representatives,

Avery-Knodel,

Inc.
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York (it), hosted a group of midwestern ad men and advertisers at a
reception and briefing session in Chiweek.

cago's Kungsholm restaurant, last

RADIO

STATIONS

Sacramento, Calif., radio station
KRAK, turned a much-discussed
news event into a station promotion gimmick.
The news item: the pirating of the
Portuguese liner.
The station's tie-in: A Find The
Pirates contest — inviting listeners to
guess the exact time that the ship
would be found.

Ore., downtown

restaurants) has

signed for sponsorship of Candlelight
and Silver, a dinner-hour program of
light classical music on KPFM,
Portland, for a 26 weeks period. The
rep firm: Goodrich & Snyder.
Station acquisition: WBOX,
Bogalus, La., sold by Joe A. Oswald t<>
the Magic City Corporation. St. Louis,
for $80,000. Sale brokered by Hamilton-Landis & Associates . . . WBEC
IMttsfield, Mass., to Richard C. Jaekson for $95,000. Jackson was formerly with J. M. Matthes.
Call letter change:
WMBM,
\li
ami. Fla.. changed to WFUN
. . .
Gonsolidated
Radio
Enterprises
to KTUL Radio, Inc.

Ideas at work :
• KALL, Salt Lake City, Utah,
with tongue in cheek, is offering its

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Jack
R. Gelzer from account executive to

listeners a "double their money back"
guarantee. The guarantee: listeners
satisfaction of everything they hear
on the station. The idea: listeners are

local sales manager, WGR-AM-FM.
Buffalo, N. Y. . . . Steve Crowley
from general sales manager. KVI.
Seattle, to eastern sales rep, the sta-

asked to pick up a KALL Good Music list at their favorite record store,
then to listen to the station for one

tion's parent company, Golden West
Broadcasters . . . Don French from

full day and check off any record appearing on the list they may have disliked. The station then gives them
"double their money back" for what
it cost them to listen. The cost is
evaluated like this: one-cent for the
electricity used and four-cents for
postage to mail an entry. The disgruntled listener receives ten new
shiny copper pennies, plus two more
<la\s of free listening to KALL.
Daffydil
department:
KBEA.
Kansas City, stirred up a turmoil of
perplexity in its listening area when
its announcers suddenly began reading, in an aimless and seemingly disheartened fashion, names from the
phone book. The name-reading marathon, spread over a couple of days,
roused comments like "win are the
annnouncers so sad?" —and "they
just called tm nam.-, w hat did I do
wrong?" The not-so-daffy idea be.
hind Ih«- idea: l<> prime the audience

tm the announcemenl <>f a new pro■_■ i . i r 1 1 i1 1 ■_• "«.ound.

Off-beat sales: Raytheon (Fuller &
Smith & Ross i to sponsoi stereo broad(a?ts of tin- 1 i. .-- 1 « n i Svmphonv Orchestra on WGMS, Washington . . . Dine

Downtown
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Association Ml2 Portland,

program
apolis-St.
WMGM,
Randal,

director, KDWB. MinnePaul, to program director,
New York City . . . Ted
from KEWB, San Francisco,

to program director. KDWB, Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . Charles W. Purcell to managing director, WCAOFM, Baltimore . . . Arthur W. Carlson to newly created post, general
manager, radio division. Susquehanna Broadcasting . . . Irvine J. Vidaeovich, Jr., to program director.
WWL, New Orleans . . . Orville J.
Sather from director technical operations. CBS. to director of engineering
WOR division of RKO General . . .
Bill Mogge to sales manager. \X Y DF.
Birmingham. Ala. . . . Bert Noble
from commercial manager to station
manager WABQ, Cleveland. Ohio.

Happy birthday: WBIR, Knoxville. Term., celebrated its 20th anniversary. 21 January . . . WOR, New
York Citv. personality Alfred McCann, celebrated his 30th vear in
broadcasting, 27 January.

NETWORKS
CBS

Radio, in its year-end review, highlighted these points:
• The introduction of 19 especiallv developed informational programs comprising 13 individual
broadcasts per week.
• Its 77 on-the-hour news and
analysis broadcasts in the weekly
schedule were expanded from five to
ten minutes in length.
• Ten five-minute sports broadcasts— Coleman on Sports — were introduced.
• The adoption of the proposal,
1>\ a committee representing the network's affiliates, to a shift from entertainment toinformation programing
as
a
major
ingredient of davtime
broadcasting.
• The technical development of a
system
increase ofthe
speed andto flexibility
its network's
\et.ilert.
an electronic means for instantaneous
communication between the net and
local stations.
• Its audience attraction (31$
more than its nearest competitor,
cording to Nielsen reports for
first ten months of I960).
• Its network affiliate count:
in the continental I .S. and 207
cluding Canada, Alaska. Hawaii
the Philippines.
Net tv sales: Max

acthe
195
inand

Factor (K&El

The
in NBC's Play
Americans,
Michael Shayne,
bought participations

) our Hunch. The Jan Murray Show,
and From These Roots . . . Fedders,

San Francisco. Ann

Inc.
(Hicks . „v.. Greist)
NBC's Col
The
Americans
. Mangerin Hotels

llolden, recipient of special award
from the American Cancer Society,

fee (Wexton) in NBC's Garroway't
Today Show . . . B. T. Babbil

for her "outstanding contribution to
the 1900 fund-raising and educational drive" . . . KPHO, Phoenix, \.i/...
director of promotion, Steve Shannon, elected president of the Sales
Promotion Executives Association,
Phoenix chapter . . . Koy E. Morgan,
executive v. p. Wvoming Vallev Broadcasting, recipient of Kiwanis Vward
Foi Outstanding I ommunitv Service.

iGMM&Bi
participations
in a \l'.<
/ Day in Court,
Queen for
Day,I
II ho Do ) on Trust ? and 4boutFaceM

Kudos:

KGO,

Net radio affiliates: KBl Y. \ma
rillo, Tex., back to CBS, after an absence of a year-and-a-half.
Net tv affiliates: kMSP-TY.
MinneaDolis-St. Paul, with VBC, li
SPONSOR

•

6 I EBR1 \ki

100)

\|».il . . . \\ ISN-TV, Milwaukee,
with CBS, in \|>i il. i Foi details see
SPONSOR-WEEK.)
PEOPLE ON THE MO\ E: I .<•*ter Gottlieb From GAC i" directoi
special programs, NBC I \ ...
David Fuche from manager, sales
presentations, to director of sales
presentations, CBS TV.
OUR CHANNEL
TEST YOUR MARKETING SKILL

TELEVISION QUIZ

AL MASINI. YOUR

REPRESENTATIVES

PETRYMAN

ON THIS FIVE FINGERED

5 WHIZ IS

IN NEW YORK

Boiling, whose acquisition of
Headley-Reed trifr«r«*r«»«l a largeBcale expansion program, is setting up new offices in Atlanta and
Philadelphia.

Q—You go to bed at eight o'clock
in the 1 1 ening and si t the
alarm to get up at nint in the
morning. Hon man) hours of
<Lif> u ill tl.iis allow you?
Q— Who owns the sharpest "nose
for news" in Eastern Michigan?

The Philadelphia branch will be
managed l>\ Frank A. Cason, Jr.: the
Vtlanta office l>\ Robert S. Dome.
Boiling also added to its Dallas
sales office staff. Edward R. Robbins,
who. for the past 18 months, has been
national sales manager for KOCO-TV,
Oklahoma City.
Rep appointments:

i.W\. Winni-

peg, Manitoba, to Devney-O'Connell, for I nited States representation
. . . WGL, Fort Wayne, fnd.. to Venard, Rintoul & McConneU.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Fred
von Hofen from national sales manager. k()L. Seattle, to national man-

Q—(>in month has 28 da) r. Of the
remaining II months, how
man) hat e thin) da)
Q— Besides bath night, what else
does Saturday mean to TV
viewers in the Saginaw-Bay
City-Flint area?

Q— Who onus dominanct of local
ftrip programs, 7 to 7:30, Mon
././-. through Frida)

ager, Heritage Stations Representatives .. . Wayne L. Anderson from
Branham, Atlanta, to t\ sales staff.
Peters. Griffin, Woodward. Atlanta . . .
Raymond R. Kaelin from radio account executive, Robert E. Eastman,
to radio staff. New York office, Branham.
New
offices:
Broadcast
Time
Sales. Chicago, in the Lincoln Towers Building.

FILM

A— One hour— tiic alarm will ring
an hour alter you set it.

A— WNEM-TV

news programs
nose out all competition, with

the "Top Of The News", Mon
days through Fridays, at 6
p.m., attracting 124% more
TV viewers than the area's
other two newscasts combined.
(Neilsen, Nov., 1960)

A— All of the other months bat't
at lean thirt) da) r.

A— Channel 5 washes away all
competition with a high of
1960)
87,900 viewing families on
Saturday nights. (ARB, Nov.,

A— Channel 5 outstrips all
tition in the 7—7:30 p.m.,
ment, Monda) through Friday,
delivering a high of 82,000
i it wing lam Hi e i
| A R B,
Not

Three Zi>-1 V Economee "Men"
shows were awarded Department
of Defense special certificates of
commendation this week.
I he awards went to Men into
Space, Men of Innapolis, and Ifen
of It est Point for "outstanding service in abl) presenting Vrmed Forces
activities and achievement to the pub-

SPONSOR
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can Civil It ar. produced 1>\ W BC.
sold to the entire Armed Forces Network.

"Murray Snyder, assistant secret a i \ of defense, public affairs, made
the award to Robert W. Friedheim,
Ziv-UA

administrative v. p.
International:

Charles

Michelson

adds information to ratings report on

Sales: ABC Films reports 61.895 increase of international business in

U. S.
SCOPE,
top 1 1
channel

I960 . . . MCA's M -Squad to 1 1 more
-tations . . . UAA's Boxollice 20 Hearing total of 00 stations sold . . . Best
of YIGM to WIRT. Flint . . . Seven

telefilm in Sydne) (FILM30 Januarj I that eight of the
shows listed are on TCN.
9.

Programs
and
producers:
rolling at once on four pilots:

Vrts' Films of the 50's to a total of 35
markets . . . Trans-Lux TV's Ameri-

CNP
War

Birds, i Cannery Row, Cottage 54,
and Police Doctor.
Commercials: Paid Garrison introducing Wontageo graph, a highquality, low -cost film production process . . . Fred Niles reports five
nominations in live action and animation at Hollywood Advertising Club's
International Broadcasting Awards:
commercials are for Ken-L-Ration
iJWTl. Dishmobile I Kircher. Helton
& Collett l . Riverside Tires, and Durkee's Onions
Fewsmith I .

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

Research:

and Spices i Meldrum-

CBS

Films

notes time

period victories for Deputy Dawg in
advance November ARB or Nielsen
ratings in Atlanta. Baton Rouge. Boston. Charlotte. Columbia, Greensboro)
Greenville. Knoxville. Louisville.
Memphis. Mobile. Norfolk. Peoria.
Richmond.
Seattle-Tacoma. and
Washington.
PEOPLE

YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

D. C.

ON

THE

MOVE:

Lester

S. Ready to I A A as southwest account executive . . . Walter Kingsley resigns as president of ITC . . .
James F. Delaney re-joins \BC
Films as southern division manage!
in Houston.

D

QQQC
ICQ.
□DdZMEZJEA

3CQ

This is Lincoln-Land — KOLN-TV's NCS
No. 3. Figures show percentages of TV
homes
reached
weekly,
day or night.

KOLN-TV

MAXIMUM

DELIVERS

If you've been "prospecting' around
Nebraska for lug television markets, you
know there are just two. One is in the
extreme Kast where thrve top TV stations
have "staked their claims."
The other is Lincoln-Land where just
one station — KOLN-TV- holds sway. And
this Iiijl market lias more than half the
buying power of the entire state.
According to latest Nielsen, more than
57.000 Lincoln-Land homes tune in
KOLN-TV during prime 6 to 9 p.m.
viewing time. Compare tins with any
other station in Nebraska. Then eompare
cost-per-thousand (inures for nighttime
network shows.

THE

AUDIENCE IN NEBRASKA*

Gunsmoke
Father Knows Best.
6:00 p.m. News. .
10:00 p.m. News.

69,700
. 77,700
.76,000
.64,000

homes
homes
homes
homes

"February Lincoln NSI

«WI0 TV — r.AANO HAHDS KALAMAIOO

who i<mo
HXF

riuwioounii (not

\-k Vvery-Knodel for all the facts on
KOLN-TV -the Official Basic CHS Outlet
for South Central Nebraska and Northern
Kansas.

UDIO — GUANO « AFI0S

WJEMK

— G«»N0 HANDS KALAMAZOO

wwtv — CHUM travirsj air
«0IN IV - IIWULN, MAHASKA

CHANNfl

10

•

J lis. OOO

w»n J •

1000 FT

Public service programing continues to hold a strong attraction

to advertisers.

\ good case in point: WISE. \ ~lu cille, N.C., w hose dav -long public service broadcast of the opening of the
city's new airport, was snapped up
for sponsorship bv 41 of the area I
largest advertisers.
Three-quarters of the air-time
I from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.) was
bought bv hours: the rest went in
quarter-hour blocks.
Public service in action:

WPENj

Philadelphia, has launched an editorial campaign 'ailing for the establishment of a minimum speed law in

Town

LINCOLN LAND — NIIIASKA'S
OTHII
IIO MAIKIT
A../, Knod9t. Inc . f «c/ull.» Notional t«pr*i«nfofiir«f

telecasting a course Otl the behavior
of voting children entitled Classroom
9: Human Development I . . .
\\ DOX, Cleveland, is staging a cam]
paign

68

SERVICE

Pennsylvania .. . WTOP-TV. Washington. I). C. in cooperation with the
I niversitv of Maryland, has begun

K0LNTV
COVItS

PUBLIC

urging
SPONSOR

Clevelanders to
(i 1 I Itltt vKY

make
1961

themselves better-informed citizens bj
joining a world politics discussion
group. . . KGW-TV, Portland, Ore.,
together with the Stale Executive
Committee <>f Great Decisions, will
sponsoi Great Decisions 1961 to be
telecast weeklj . . . WW DC. Washington, with the cooperation of the
Civil Defense Office, originated l">
continuous hours of broadcasting <lirt>ctl\ from a fallout shelter . . .
§TP, Philadelphia, and WCAM,
Camden, arc joining forces in a
March of Dimes campaign.
kudos: WBAL-AM, Baltimore, re
cipienl of the Award ol Achievement
from tlif Department of the \ im \ .
'in recognition of meritorious contributions to the National Defense in
fostering better public understanding
of the role and mission oi the I . S.
\rm\ and its Reserve Components.

TRADE

DATES

chosen Washington, l>. C, as
meeting place tor their mid-year
get-together, next July.
The two-daj -(--ion. 10-12 July,
u ill he held ai \\ ashington's Shore
ham

S

( ...

I . IO h n S 'ii 8

|. I . \ o n - \

Association president, George Roesner, KPRC-TV,
Houston, Tex., will

McCann-Erick80ll (International) has branched out in the Paarea I" merging with HakuIhmIo.cificInc.

Other trade dates.
22-2.^ February, 6th annual \\P>
Conferenceol State Broadcastei Assn.
Presidents, Washington, D, C.
3 \la\. Annual Station Representa-

I he new agem j McCann-Erick
-on-l lakuhodo. Inc., >.>. ill be head

tives Association's Silver Nail Time
Inner of the Year Award luncheon,
Waldorf- Astoria, New ^ oik City.
13-1 1 May, Illinois Neu- Broadcasters spring convention, Northwestern Ini\ersit\ . Evanston, III.

INTERNATIONAL

accounts to its roster:

Buxted Chicken Co. Ltd.: The Reed

WXLW

CLIENT

quartered in rokyo.
PEOPLEONTHE MOVE: Thomas Aitken, Jr.. v.p. and general
manager of the Buenos Aires office,
McCann-Erickson, to the company's
New ^oik office to direct and coordinate activities of the company - offi» es
in the southern portion of LatinAmerica . . . Alfred \N . de Jonge
from BBDO. Switzerland, to Benton
S Bowles, as deput) to Charles A.
Pooler, senior v.p. in charge of administration anil international operations . . . Michael Sklar named executive produce] ol the American
wing of the International Television
Federation.
^r

LOG

Luckies

Hills Bros. Coffee

Camels

Pall Mall

Miller Brewing

Winston

Tareyton

Falstaff Beer

Cadillac

Nat'l Tea Stores

Chevrolet

Kroger Stores

Fels & Co>

Schlitz Beer

Jello /

Swift Allsweet

SHSVBBP^SHHHHIr

Your Product

s o 1 1 - and

Hotel.

Benton & Bowles* British subsidiary. Lambe & Robinson-Benton
•X. Bowles, has added the following

The National
Association
of T\
and Radio Farm Directors liavr

Construction I
ip; I . W . I I ran< i
& Son Ltd
New assignments h.n e come from

is Known

by the Company

As you can see, your product enjoys the best of company
on WXLW. And the list of national advertisers continues to
grow as time buyers recognize the value of showing their
product off in the best light. By this we mean on the right
station ... at the right time ... to the right audience. WXLW
has proven to be the right station in Indianapolis as attested

Campbell's Soup
Ford
Mercury

Oldsmobile
Chrysler

it Keeps

the consumer who has been put into a receptive frame of
mind by pleasant music, a consumer who will remember your
message. So buy the audience that can and will buy your
product. Always include WXLW in your Indianapolis buy.

to by this ever-increasing list of national advertisers. WXLW's
well-balanced, exclusive adult programming lets you select
the right time . . . and the right audience. In addition, your
product image is never destroyed by the type of music
featured on many stations. Instead, your message reaches
CONTACT
SPONSOR

YOUR

(> FEBRl

NEAREST

\K1

I'1!*]

ROBERT

E. EASTMAN

REPRESENTATIVE

950
RADIO

ON YOUR DIAL
INDIANAPOLIS
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how

does

a tattoc

■

*<S

f

X?

>^

^

j^^

!

I \

i
!

:

Two ways.
First — it's a perfect illustration of what
a great campaign can do. Second — it
proves that the advertiser who believes in
advertising ends up a power in his industry.
So — how does this concern a broadcaster?

toncern

you ?

So — it works the same way here.
Every station that sells advertising — and
has equal faith in buying it as well —
always winds up with a bigger share
of spot in its market.
Think it over.
And don't eliminate the "tattoo".
We respectfully suggest you find the
"tattoo" that suits your station image
best — then call SPONSOR.

X

SPONSOR reaches practically everyone
involved in the purchase of time — of course.
But there's a special segment it reaches
best. We call it "the influential 2000"
because this "influential 2000" actually
purchases better than 95% of all national
radio and TV spot. SPONSOR has a greater
penetration of influence within this group
than any other book in the broadcast field.
That's our sales "tattoo" — substantiated by
every independent survey made.

THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV

MU 8-2772

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

New York 17
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NEWSMAKERS
Roger

LaReau,

Petry s New

an account

years, has been named

responsibilities will embrace both radio
and tv. Prior to joining Petry, LaReau
was associated with Croslev Broadcasting.

KOCO-TV

Before that, he was
WRDW-TV.

Wallace

CITY

Columbus.

J. Jorgenson

Ohio.

LaReau,

of

married,

lives in

N.Y.C.

lias been appointed

managing director of the Jefferson Standard
Charlotte, N. C. tv station. WBTV.

TELEVISION

station manager

Augusta. Ga. Earlier, he served as general sales manager

of WTVN-TV,

BLAIR

v. p. and director of

the rep firm's newly created client relations
department. In his new position. LaReaus

Picture, in the
Oklahoma City Area!

OKLAHOMA

executive in

^ ork office for the past five

He re-

places Kenneth I. Tredwell. Jr.. who. thiweek, joins Wachovia Bank & Trust Co.

ASSOCIATES

National Representatives

as v.j). in charge of advertising. Jorgenson.

Rouofmtses*

a broadcasting industrv veteran of some 2n
\ears. joined Jefferson Standard as a local

S

salesman. 12 years ago.

general sales manager in 1953, and one year later, to assistant managing director. He began his career as an announcer in 1941 in Mnpls.

Martin

to please the most
discerningat the BELMONT

Weldon,

new- and special events

director of Metropolitan's N.Y.C. station.
\V\E\Y. lias been named director of news

Overlooking Lake Michigan and
Belmont Yacht Harbor. 12 minutes from the loop — direct busses
at the door. Spacious parking. New
Banquet and Meeting rooms accommodate up to 400 persons.
Charming, new Mansion House
Dining Room and unique Cocktail
Room -The Dam Site.
700 Rooms

He was elevated to

and special events for the parent company.
Weldon. who created WNF.W's new- and
special events department when he joined
the station in I 958 land won for il the
Peabod)
il of an exchange

& Suites

news
o|>inei
specials.

TRANSIENT
& PERMANENT

Before

Ward,

three months later), will

be immediatel) concerned with the develand integration of NBC stations news and
joining

\\ MAX

. Weldon

was

with

W CBS.

Full Hotel Services
Singles . from $9
Ooubles
from $13

Robert S. Hix, Former manager ol radio
station KIIOW. Denver, Colo., has formed

F. J. rETITMAIRE
C.tnrral Manager

a regional advertising and sales rep company. Headquartered in Denver, the firm
will function as a sales representative in the

')(

Denver, and other kc\ Rockj Mountain
ana markets for broadcast stations in 11
western states. Hix, a veteran radio man.
sold his stock interest al kllOW. and re-

BITTERSWEET 8-2100
3172 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD

■

^;ii^t

Mined

kllOW
signed a> manager, \>> bead up the new company. Hi\
three years ago.
Prioi he served KOA,
Denver, in management.
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Irani tulL to buyers of
iiu media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

Two types o) buyers are targets for criticism in this piece bj Stephen I.
Machcinski, executive rice president of Idam )< tung & Co., V. ). C.
Vamely, the ' emotion /unci, (a term he uses for the guy who buys on the
basis oj his own subjective thinking), and the Inner who slues away from
new outlets, regardless ol ratings. The first type, says \lachcinski, manifests
his prejudice in anti-rock 'n roll — often a misnomer lor stations programing
"upbeat" music -while the second submits too easily to the "bought audience," label some

operators

attach

to

a station's

Let the individual
I here has been much

product

written and discussed about the

so-called "rating buyers," media people who slavishl)
adhere to the numbers when selecting a station. Vccolades
are heaped on Inner- who use the figures merel) a- a guide,
and take into strong consideration such criteria as |>li blic
I> Ii«
affairs programing and community sen ice.
Hut scarcel) a voice is raised al><>ut that verj small but
potent minorit) who make bins on the basis of their own
subjective thinking I call them "'emotion buyers. While
comparativel) few in number, the group includes some verj
important buyers, and in the aggregate controls millions of
dollars of annual billing.
The most prevalent form of buyer prejudice manifests
itself in anti-rock "n" roll attitudes. Most timebuyers are
pari (d an upper socio-cultural group which largel) prefers
"good music" symphonic, show tune-, allium types.
Therefore, to a segment of buyers, rock n loll stations
are degraded.
But the word "rock "if roll"" ha- become an emotiontinged catch phrase without real meaning. To main
buyers, a rock "n" roll station is anj outlet which programs
.1 good percentage of upbeat numbers even if the station
never spins true rauncln rock record-. \ml remember, close
to (><•'( of all radio listener- prefer upbeat music.
Be that as it nun. a Inner who bypasses a station merel)
tecause it violates hi- own

dramatic

taste in music might well be

ratings

guide

rise.

your

buy

from a distillation of all it- components
it- public sen i< >•.
commercial content, new- delivery, etc.. and niu-ic to.,, aone ingredient of the total sound image.
Man)

buyers

resent

eclipsed in the rating-.

their
Some

old

favorite-

becoming

view it a- a personal affront

when an "upstart station begins to pull awa\
segment- of audience from the status quo operation.

large
\nd

some buyers wont
put their mone)
on that brash new
outlet, no siree, not even if it mean- -holt-changing the
client. But clients are l>\ no mean- immune from this type
(d thinking. Main time- the) force the agenc) to conform
to their own
biases.
Naturally, the non-creative operator- encourage this kind
ol thinking and action a- best the) can. The) often sell
negatively, and castigate the newei outlets.
beware

when

station

men

and

their

icp-

Buyers should
talk down

othei

stations.
Beware of such negative-selling word- a- "juke
box radio,
"-(icainer." etc.
Another outcropping of this prejudice is the refusal to
le convinced when a station comes up with a dramatic
ratings rise. Mam

time- the Inner will miitiei the derisive

phrase, "bought audience. It i- a tenet of our business
that the best advertising in the world cannot continue to
-ell an inferior product. Similarly, the most intensive
promotion cannot make

listeners stoj

on a station if the

basic ingredient- are lacking.

In othei

words, there's no such thing a- "bought audi-

violating his clients trust. It i- the buyer's express dut) to
get the best possible bu) lor the individual product.
It is a rare Inner who does not consider himself to he a

i nee." \ listenei is just a- valid a -ale- prospect no mallei
what original!) induced him I" dial a station. \t an) rate,

programing

in some instances ii takes up to a yeai to overcome

expert. Main

possibl) are. But media

men

the

listen to radio differentl) than doe- the general public. I he)
give too much attention to the musical -election- and endow

buyer's suspicion caused l>\ a rapid rating rise all the
while his client i- getting a second-best deal.

them with inordinate importance.

I he ke\ to a radio station's success i- it- abilit) to
integrate it-ell into, and gain acceptance in it- community.
Vnd that i- the best criterion for buying.
^

Remember,

music

i- on

for onl) about 30-35 minute- per hour on the best run stations.he
I impression that listeners get of a -tatioii results
SPONSOR
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lO-SECOND
Solution:

Honest

SPOTS
to Marconi,

came in on a January

NBC

TV

this
net-

work program
supplement:
"4-5
p.m. — Kill: Purex special for women J
—The Ordeal of the Single Woman. <
Reinstate:

Behind

Radio Free^Europe

Consumption:

} mi sit at a crowded luncheon table (crowded with representatives ofthe networks and the trade press). You listen
to Don McGannon of Westinghouse, Henry Schachte of
Lever, and William ( Bev) Murphy of Campbell Soup talk
about Radio Free Europe.
You think about last year when you sat at the same table
and discussed the same urgent project with the same men.
You wonder how last year went.
You learn that the radio and tv facilities of America delivered three billion RFE impressions to listeners and viewers.
You learn that broadcasters, despite their huge contributions
in other public service, adopted RFE as their pet project and
developed a minute-man corps of top station managers that
worked wonders.
You learn that besides Don McGannon, chairman, the
prime movers in our field this year are Leonard Goldenson.
Frank Stanton, Robert Sarnoff. Robert Hurleigh, Sol Taishoff,
and ('lair McCollough.
You listen to explanations of the invaluable role that RFE
plays in countering communist propaganda and you think.
You think that this kind of service cannot be measured on a
station log. It can't be calculated in hours. It is an expression of dedicated service by a whole industry far beyond the
call ol duty.

The Presidential

press conference

for Daddy"

Jackie Gleason tells I

of a guy who goes up to a bartender
and asks. '"Did I come in here last
night and spend my entire pay
check?" The hartender replies, "You
sure did." "Whew!" says the guy.
"/ was afraid I d lost it."
Radio's

Reach:

\ small grocery!

store, the Shop Kite Market in Evansville. Ind.. was running five minute
spots on WJPS to promote the fact
that the\ were now open on Sundays.
The owners of the store reported to I
the station after the second week that
the response to the ads had heen
"marvelous." In fact, they said, on
the first week a man called after
hearing the spots, inquired where the
store was located, and arrived a few
minutes later to cash a $45 check.
Shop Rites owners called hack a]
little later to inform WJPS that the
check was forged and that "you certainly have a diversified audience."
It's lighter, too:

The AP

reported

that the government will start hearings next month
on a new
process!
that could lead to the sale of beer inl
dehydrated
form similar to concen-l
trated orange juice. Union Carbide,
who makes it. said users would con\ert the product
into regular
beer
adding
water
and
carbon
dioxide." Sounds great, but where do\
you get the carbon dioxide?
Udder

nation's newspapers.
Though most comments were favorable, there was a strong
undercurrent to the effect that this wasn'l the na\ things were
ordered in the "good old days."
Well, it certainly wasn't, and we for one arc delighted that
our new president has seen (it to break with tradition and
give the country the benefit of up-to-the minute electronic
reporting.
In his obvious sympathy for the power and importance
of radio and tv, Mr. Kennedy has set a pattern that we trusl
will be followed b\ his entire administration and we hope.
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Room

"by

President Kennedy's first live tv press conference elicited,
as might be expected, mixed reactions from a number ol the

the < longress.

Make

^

bliss: KOMO,

Seattle, morn-

ing man Bruce \ anderhoof received
a fan letter from "the heart of the
dairy
country,"
remarked
on hi- Chimacum.
show that it He
was had
so
early that possibh only the engineer
was listening. This prompted a listener to write that at least 10.000
cows listen to his program every
morning. "The smooth music soothes
the cows." he wrote, "and the) let
their mill, down

heller.'

Same thing? from CBS- "Insert
Jan. 30: President's address to ("onLite--. Delete: Search for Tomorrou ."
SPONSOR
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. . . of service to the
entertainment industry,

» trademark

1931
1961

8ESAC

INC.

'IE COLISEUM TOWER • 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE • N.Y. 19, N.Y.

SOUNDSMANSHIP
definition: Today's radio business. The business of creating that different, can't-be-copied sound-image for your
radio station. The sound-image that produces peak sales.
SOUNDSMANSHIP
= RADIO
SALESMANSHIP

How
easy.

do you get SOUNDSMANSHIP?
Call your Ullman-Man. He'll tell you the facts about
the program and
production service
that digs more
dollars for you

IMN

JINGLES

and

TARGET

JINGLES

the station jingles with the most ear appeal for every format
SPOTMASTER
tape cartridge equipment
the complete hi-fi, low-cost recorder-playback unit
tO put SOUNDSMANSHIP

to work for you now,

C

w

SNl
RICHARD

f

H ULLMAN, INC.

1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20. N.Y.

THE

BIG

SOUND

PLaza 7-2197

is produced

by Stars International, Inc.
and sold exclusively in the U.S.A.
by Richard H. Ullman. Inc.,
both Divisions of

THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION. INC.
Hollywood,

Calif.

New

York. N.Y.
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ADVERTISERS
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RADIO/TV AD
FOCUS IN '61:
WASHINGTON

Makes

Major ad and station
associations schedule
confabs in capita] to
build industry
image

you feel
like a king
every day!

Page

KPnc - TV
HOUSTON

35

Tv kid shows
are S.R.O. in
major markets
Page

38

, TEXAS

Tv programing
firms buck big

\e best faces
ch KPRC-TV
Channel

network odds
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TAKE

v.

NINE

>

Take a break. Take coffee, tea, milk or Martini — but also take nine
digits: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.* Make them total 100 by placing
arithmetical signs among them. Stumbling blocks, just to make the
break longer: Don't alter the order. Do it with the least possible
number of signs, using the fewest pen or pencil strokes. ( If you use
brackets, count the brackets as one sign but two strokes; a minus
sign is one stroke — and one sign, of course; a plus sign is two strokes;
a division sign is three strokes.)
After you prove
and-strokc cost,
"Amusements in
you have a copy,

your ability to buy the solution at minimum signsend us the answer and win a copy of Dudenev's
Mathematics" — Dover Publications. Inc., N. Y. If
say so and we'll provide a different prize.

* Take 6 P.M. to midnight, all week. WMAL-TV's
the Washington market.
(ARB Dec. '60)

audience is the biggest in

wmal-tv
Washington,

D. C.

<ning Star Station, represented bv H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg,

Va.
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IT'S

THE...

SALES CLIMATE
THAT COUNTS!

WPEN
MATURE, ESTABLISHED
PERSONALITIES
•

EXCLUSIVE HELICOPTER
TRAFFIC REPORTS
•

Certainly, we have respectable
ratings to talk about — but so do
many other stations. WPEN has
a big plus that is shared by few
other stations — the ideal selling
climate. The WPEN advertising

WPEN
OUR BEST

atmosphere is the product of
responsible management who
provides established selling

SOUND

personalities . . outstanding pro-

ISA

gram features ... and non-frantic
music. Result: the best sound
on WPEN is your commercial.

RINGING

FIGHTING EDITORIALS

WPEN

ADULT MUSIC

THE STATION
OF THE STARS
CALL
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66 Sponsor- Week Wrap-Up
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66 Sponsor- Week in Pictures

59 Washington Week
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Focus for '61: Washington
Willi AFA, ANA, and NAB all scheduling major meeting m Washington, there's an unprecedented drive to build

Programs!

like Maverick,

Cheyenne,

Real

McCoys,

Sunset

Kong,

and

Untouchables.

The

1961
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35
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Newsmaker of the Week

Atlanta and the Gulf!
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Availabilities verj tight on top-rated i\ shows in top 20 markets, but
smaller markets who are ignored see hope clients will look their way

Tv producers buck big odds
•

The

Best of NBC
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Price
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like Wagon

is

Right,

syndicated

McCann-Erickson
chart of fatality rate of network film shows which
are the output of lop tv production houses, shows less than 50$ market
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Foundation hikes net i\ investment to $500,000;
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Inaugural's record air coverage

Q0QQ
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GA.
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Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC
CH
9

The

Radio/tv newsmen flocked to Washington for local angles on presidential
inauguration.

How
47
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"1 night-time
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sent

a
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tv audiences vary by market

Analysis "I uetwork situation corned) show indicate- strong variation in
popularilN

li\
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Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.
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Here's why
50,000 -watt

WHO RADIO
belongs on any list
of 14 or more
largest radio markets!
spending in Metropolitan Dcs Moines

RETAIL

. accounts for only 11% of Iowa's total. All
eight of Iowa's Metro Areas, combined, account for
only 36rt of retail sales.

75% of Iowa's total retail spending is done in
areas in which WHO Radio has an NCS No. 2
circulation of more than

10%.

This circulation covers 800.000 Iowa homes.
There are onl\ 1 5 markets in America in which any

IOWA

POPULATION-DOLLAR
I % of9%State
Population

12%

Population

% of
CSI
State's

CSI

Des Moines
Metro

Areas

284,200

943,600

cluding Des Moines

Retail
Sales

11%

|$000)

Sales
% of

We know you know these facts. What about the
less experienced people who may help (or hurt)

State's
401,903

581,160

36%

your station-selections? We would be delighted to
have the name of anybody who should know the

38%

33%

Iowa's 8 leading
Metro Areas in-

radio station gives you larger circulation. Or more
buying powt r.

DISTRIBUTION

1,832,792

62%

1,259,097

67%
Remainder
of Iowa

1.904,400

realities about radio-listening in Iowa. Write us.

or PGW!

64°;

2975 489
7,286,754

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines

.

50,000

Watts

NBC Affiliate
WHO

Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
Col.
P. A.
Robert

fa

*»
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which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
B. J. Palmer. President
Loyet, Resident Manager
H. Hartcr, Sales Manager

-^F Peters. Griffin. Woodward.

Inc.. Reprtstntalivts

SPONSOR
TNI

HflHlV

Editor
Norman

MAOtllNI

TV

MAQiO

ADVIRIlllil

Utl

and Publisher
R. Glenn

Executive Vice
Bernard Piatt

President

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin
News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jeffe
Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor
Gwen Smart
Film

(Chicago)

Editor

Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup

IN CLEVELAND
THE GOOD MUSIC
STATION GETS THE

Ben Seff F. Scanlon
Walter
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer
Diane Schwartz
Contributing
Editor
Joe Csida
Art Editor
Maury Kurtz
Production Editor
Frances Giustra
Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson

GOOD RATINGS*

THE LATEST NIELSEN RATING FOR THE CLEVELAND AREA SHOWS
THAT WDOK'S GOOD MUSIC DOMINATES LOCAL LISTENING!
IN 26 QUARTER-HOURS WDOK IS FIRST WITH 26% AVERAGE SHARE
WDOK's good musk' with news and public service features in the
same key, offers you the selling climate needed to get the most
out of your sales message. When you add good ratings to good taste
in programming, you get good results.

ADVERTISING
Sales Manager
Vthur E. Breider

DEPARTMENT

Eastern Manager
vVillard Dougherty
Southern Manager
Herb Martin
Midwest
Paul Blair

Manager

Western

Manager

Georqe Dietrich
Production
Manager
Barbara Parkinson
CIRCULATION
Linda Cagle

DEPARTMENT

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiqqins

CLEVELAND'S No. 1 INFLUENCE
WDOK,

1515 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio • MAin 1-2890 • TWX: CV 158
Fred Wolf — President & General Manager
National Rep.: H-R Representatives, Inc. — PLaza 9-6800

ADMINISTRATIVE

DEPT.

S T Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Fred Levine, Accounting Manager. Georqe
Becker;
Michael
Crocco;
Syd Guttman;
Hermine Mindlin; Wilke
Rich; Irene Sulzbach
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Why WSB-TV bought Warner's "Films of the 50's
Says Jean Hendrix
u

WSB-TV has always been strong in feature film
programming. We acquired the Warner pictures

to make

it still stronger.

The first thing we will do is use the 26 color
films in a Friday night slot we'll call "Warner Bros.
Premiere!' Also, the high caliber of this Seven Arts
release gives us pictures we'll run as specials in
"A" time. Actually all of these films have the high
quality we require for our spot carriers. All in all I'd
say these "Films of the 50's" will strengthen our
leadership in feature film audience here in Atlanta.'
Warner's Films of the 50's..
Money makers of the 60's

s.\.\
i

Jean Hendrix
Assistant to

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse. Skokie. III. • ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite 6-0192

the General Manager
WSB-TV
Atlanta. Georgia

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50s see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

"NETS"

(66)

ROUTE3

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Trigg- Vaughn
Talent
from
Odessa-Midland

KOSA-TV
/^S

KROD-TV

El Paso
Tremors

of upheaved and change are still passing through

the CBS News Divisitm as attorney-administrator Richard S.
Salant takes over as president in the wake of the resignations
of three long-time key executives.

He heads a unit which

hills some $35 million annually and a world-wide news staff
which was considered first in networking and invincible for
many

years.

His major goal: to re-claim those distinctions.

The newsmaker:
Richard S. Salant. after a two-month
stint as chairman of the interim CBS News Executive Committee
KOSA-TV sfaff announcer,
Doyce
Elliott, and remote rig on location
with "Route 66" cast.

I organized in December to re-vamp news-documentarv-public affairs
styles and presentation!, succeeds Sig Mickelson, who resigned without comment. One of Salant 's first moves was to name Blair Clark
to the new position of general manager and v. p. of the news unit,
a job comparable to the v.p.-ship of John F. Dav, who resigned two
days before Mickelson. The third
ace pro in the line-up to leave was
Edward R. Murrow, now director
of the U. S. Information Agencv .
Salant's new role is causing
much trade comment because of

Marlin Haines, KROD-TV top News
Man, portrays net newscaster for
"Route 66".

Millions of CBS viewers
thrilled to this recent
episode of "Route 66"
filmed on location at
Carlsbad Caverns.
Network quality talent and
facilities from py) Stations
were used to add action.
To Sell West Texans-Buy

( Ty )

RIGG
AUGHN
STATION
KROD-TV

KVII-TV

KOSATV

®

q

®

30UALITY STATIONS

/A NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

QUALITY MARKETS/

I THE BOILING COMPANY, INC

Jack C Viujhn Chmn, ol the Bond

Cecil I. Inn. President

Ceorti C Collie. Nit I Sites Mir.

the long-range significance of a
lawyer and an experienced troubleshooter taking over one of the nation's— and the world's — most responsible and powerful neu> |>u-l~.
His succession to the top at CBS
is a move in what appears to be
a continuing ebb and flow of activity which became most marked

Ri( huril S. Stiliuit

with the advent of NBC TV's successful Huntley-Brinkle) brand of
news reportage. The H — B combo — at first thought by the trade to
be something of a fluke proved to be a time-tested, audience-getting
twosome after the Presidential election coverage.
Salant has solved main a CBS problem, and is expected to put
the same determined effort and mental astuteness into those which
face him now. He's a graduate of Harvard Law, after which
he served two years with the National Labor Relations Board, then
Iwo sears more as a stall inembei and ai tins directoi ol the attornej
general's committee on Administrative Procedure. Another two
years in the office ol the solicitor general in Washington preceded
service with the U.S. Na\ \ . from which he was discharged with the
rank of lieutenant commander.
Salant then joined the noted law firm of Koscnman. Coldtnark.
Colin \ Kaye. of which he was a partner at the time he joined CBS
in L952 a> \.p. and general executive.
He's been a member of the
network's editorial board for the past five years.
^
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Los Angeles is size 98, extra
large. When you want to cover

station in metropolitan Los
Angeles. Hooper says so (18.7?

it with radio, don't settle for
something with the sleeves too
short. Before fussing with style,
consider the cut of the coat.

audience share for
Jan. '61, total rated
riod). And Pulse says
audience share for
Mon. through Sun.,

KFWB is big, hi'j;. big radio.
More of your customers listen
to KFWB than to any other

Dec. '60,
time peso ( 16.5',
Dec. '60,
6 a.m. to

midnight). It's pretty obvious.

There just isn't any substitute
for audience. KFWB/ 98
James F. Simons. Station Manager
Represented by John Blair i- Co.
CROWELL-COLLIKR
BROADCASTING COBFOB

VTION

First in Contemporary Communications
Robert M. Purcell. President

KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
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KFWB
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KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
Mound Citizen KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
TiTSAnZZ
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB KFWBKFWB KFWBKFWB KFWBf KFWB
geU KFWB
KFWB KFWB
KFWB KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
KFWB
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by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

COVER

Magic

FLORIDA'S
2nd
LARGEST
MARKET

I don t know about you Lut I'm getting fed up
to my epiglottis with some of the tired, dreary
WSUN

cliches that pass for radio "selling" these days.
O.K. so there are 156 million Li. S. radio sets
in use. So what? So there are 40 million car radios and umpteen million portables. Who cares?
So more people have radios than bathtubs.
So they listen 1.82 hours per day. So radio

and
29 Counties
with 1 station
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Flori
da's second largest market,
with a metro population of
772,453*! But that's not all!
WSUN is the only station on
Florida's West coast covering
the entire 29 county area with

"goes where you go." So it has reach, ratings, efficiency, bigness.
Brother, such talk leaves me colder than an emasculated brass
monkey. And I think it does a terrible disservice to a great medium.
Somehow, in our frantic haste to promote its marketing \irtues
we've lost all sense of what radio really is.
We've fell to talking about it like aging Babbitts and senile CP \'s.
And we've wholly forgotten its mysterv, wonder and beauty.
Does radio need more research? More statistics? More plodding
case histories of advertising successes?
Well maybe. But I submit that radio's most desperate need today
is for more creative spokesmen, more poets who can express in
vibrant living terms its truly astonishing and mysterious qualities.
Radio at its best is "magic in the air" — more so than any other
medium. And I think that we ought to begin rediscovering and
restating some of this magic.
Not even in tv such power

1,420,007*' residents.

The other da) I dropped in at E. 52nd Street for a chat with
Jules Dundes, v. p. for station administration of CBS Radio.

ADD TO THIS WSUN's
GREAT ADULT AUDIENCE

Jules wanted me to hear Dimension, the new program service that's
going to the seven CBS-owned radio stations.

(97.2%)** ... the greatest
percentage of adult listeners.
This means ADULT BUYERS

Since last September, under Allen Ludden's direction, the network
has produced and shipped 593 individual Dimension program vignettes (l1-.1 to 3 minutes) covering 13 different series. (And, as

throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast da\ !

I pointed out to Dundes. that's a heck of a lot more program creativ-

Ill \CH ALL OF FLORIDA'S
2nd LARGEST MARKET ON
THE ADULT STATION!

620 KC

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
5.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
'I960 Census
""Pulse 6 60

10

in the air

ity than ever took place at CBS or \BC during radio's supposed
"golden age" 20 or more years ago.)
But what fascinated me in hearing the Dimension programs was
to realize all over again radios unique and wondrous power.
A three-minute dramatic monologue by Raymond Massey on
Stonewall Jackson had mure spine-tingling impact than anything
I've e\er seen on tv.
A beautiful spot titled "" \meiican Sunrise' summoned up more
pictures, stimulated more imagination than am camera. It took
me back to one of the greatest of all radio program-. Stephen
Benet's The States Talking which appeared in the earl) '40s.
\ml such glimpses into radio- special and exciting magic are
b) no means rare, if we will onl) look and listen for them.
i /'lease linn to page
SPONSOR
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on top of the news
in

DETROIT
Just as the world watches Detroit, most
Detroit-area viewers watch the world on
WWJ-TV's complete, high-rated newscasts.
Here's the vast audience the city's largest

Paul Williams
for Manufacturers

National Bank and Bristol-Myers

broadcast news department and XBC's
award-winning reporters attract.*
On an average week night . . .
Paul

Williams— 6:30

308,500 viewers

Huntley-Brinkley— 6:45

390,500 viewers

Dick Westerkamp— 11:00

397,200 viewers

And news is onlyom way that WWJ-TV

Chet Huntley and David Brinkley
for Texaco, Inc.

consistently programs in tin p< opU 's interest. G< '
thecompleU story today— from your PGW Colonel
or your WWJ-TV local sales represi ntative.
'Source: ARB, Detroit, December, 1960

Detroit.

Channel

4

• NBC

Television

Network

WWJ-TV
■ ^

i
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD.
Associate AM-FM
Station WWJ
Owned
and Operated
by The Detroit News

Dick Westerkamp
for National Bank of Detroit
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Commercial

Even parsimonious purchasers
are persuaded by KOIN-TV,
sales window for the Portland,
Oregon market and 33
surrounding counties. KOIN-TV
inspires confidence with
programming tailored to fit
the needs and interests of a
wide audience eager to learn
about your product or service.
Be so kind as to check Nielsen
for proof*.

KOINtv
persuades
people
in
Portland

commentary

Recently I received from Don
half-hour Westinghouse programs
I had seen these Purpose pieces
in the New York Times. But until

(Cont. from p. 10)

McGannon records of the eight
on the American Purpose.
when they appeared in Life and
I heard Archibald MacLeish read

his own essay on the Westinghouse series I had never really grasped
its richness and significance.
Radio provided a depth of meaning that the printed page could
never give. And it stimulated my own thoughts more profoundly
than a tv presentation of MacLeish could possibly have done.
A couple of weeks ago in Detroit I talked with Lee Murray who
is director of women's programs at WJR.
Lee has come into radio after considerable tv experience and I
asked her what differences she noticed between the two media.
"In radio," she said, "you're much, much closer to your audience. My mail proves it. People look on you as a member of the
family.

It's sort of frightening. And a terrific responsibility."
Magic and prestige

I mention these three isolated examples of radio's power (there
are hundreds more) because they illustrate something which all of
us who have worked in radio instinctively realize.
Radio is the one medium in which the audience is constantly
participating, constantly providing a personal "third dimension"
of their own thoughts, feelings and ideas.
People build into the program they hear something of themselves.
And because this happens radio has certain magical and mysterious
powers no other medium can touch. (Orson Welles' Martian scare
could never have been prompted by newspapers or even tv.)
Also because it happens, a really first rate radio station enjoys
a unique position. It not only serves, but in the truest sense, it
expresses its community.
Someday I hope we'll see an important novel about a radio station manager, a book that will deal as accurately and sympathetically with his fascinatingly complex and publicly-oriented life as other
novels have dealt with newspaper editors. lawyers, and doctors.
Such a book could help enormously in building radios image
and prestige. But until it appears, let's try to express, in all our
radio selling, the essential beauty and magic of the medium itself,
not simpK statistics about its marketing and advertising efficiency.
Last year the New ) ork Times set an all time newspaper record
of $96 million in advertising revenues. But you can bet that the
Times did not achieve this because it preached circulation. Starch
figures, or costs-per- 1,000.
The enormous editorial prestige of the Times, the respect of advertisers for such limes men as Reston, Krock, Daley, Atkinson,
Sulzberger, and Lawrence, meant the difference.
With radio, the matter of editorial (program) prestige has been
too neglected, and for much too long. This I think is one of the
great occupational dangers of all media selling.
I see disturbing signs, for instance, that t\ selling toda\ is losing

*t» Highest ratings and widest coverage...7 of every 10 homes in
Portland and 33 surrounding counties.
KOIN-TV — Channel
One

6, Portland, Oregon.

of America's Great Influence Stations. Represented Nationally by CBS-TV
Spot Sales.

12

itself in statistics at the expense of the medium's prestige. And
tomorrow we may have to face a tv reckoning.
\\ ith radio, however, the case is clear cut. Radio must recapture
for itself and lor its listeners and users — a sense and awareness
of its own magical and wonderful powers.
SPONSOR
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STATUES ON THE SCHUYLKILL portray early American history for plaza strollers and thousands of motorists who get in and out of town along beautiful East River Drive.
Many have their radios on. Many of the many are dialed to 610.

Mr. & Mrs.

Metrodelphia

live with history, not alone through preserved

national birthplaces, but as well through modern work, whose creators and endowers share a
sense of history. The statuary is in the Ellen Philips Samuel memorial, on the East bank of
the Schuylkill, just above "Boathouse Row." The list of sculptors reads like a fragmentary
U. N. roll-call — Jose de Creeft, Karen der Harootian, Ahron Ben-Shmul, Waldimar Raemisch.
On the other side of the statues, are thousands of mobile Metrodelphians, a growing portion
of whom are listening to WIP, which has been attentive to the area's history and cultural
life for 40 years. (Incidentally, our fm station, which already carries U. N. proceedings, will
transmit all presidential press conferences.) Now, with the added impact of Metropolitan's
new concepts, WIP is growing rapidly to the foremost audience position in Philadelphia.
Many advertisers are re-writing their schedules. "WIP,

Metrodelphia,

Pa.

tion of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth. Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Retry.

IN
television there's only
one place to beif you really want to be IN.
For the last 133 national
Nielsen reports
one network has been first
in evening
audiences'
131 times
— and OUT only twice.
(Each of the other
networks has been IN once
and OUT 132 times!)
Obviously any advertiser
who is not on the
is way Network
CBS Television

OUT

What they see on

WJAC-TV

Reps at work
Ed White of Hollingbery, New York, take- a hard look at ratings.
"'When large organizations, 'employing the latest scientific methods,]
consistrnlh issue audience circulation measurements in the same
area at the same time with only occasional agreement, then obviousl)
all can't be right. Since the economic welfare of station, client, and
agencj is directl) involved, 1 think
it mandator) that \\e constant!)
keep in mind the fact that rating

THEY BUY!

reports are no more than the published results of a surve) based on
measurement of a sample. Distortion, and loss of detail have man)

CAR&

opportunities of becoming part oi
the sample as it is constructed,
measured, proportioned, and then
increased enough to -how the characteristics ofthe real thing. So
man) things can happen — machine
limitation in rounding of figures in the sample can lead to variations
of thousands of units in the enlargement to market size. Is the size

If you're interested in sales results in
the .Johnstown-Altoona market, you
should know about WJAC-TV! Happy
sponsors say that WJAC-TV sells
everything, from automobiles to
zithers, and in large quantities, too.

\,.il

of the sample adequate'.'' Do families viewing in March represent
families in \Ia\ '.' Does initial contact with the family and compensation cause a change in viewing habits?
Would the sample
then cease to be typical of the whole population?
Arthur Cordon, sales manage: of National Time Sales. New York,

And no wonder! Both ARB and Nielsen

points up some of the "extras' in the business beyond the thrill of

rate WJAC-TV tops, month after
month. But more important than

dollar volume. "We gel our biggest 'kick-' from selling radio to
accounts that either don't use radio at all. or do not use il in a
particular market.
Second on the list of sales that give us the great-

statistics are results. Statistics don't
buy products . . . people do! And
purchasing people watch WJAC-TV

esl
pleasurea arc
|ici -nailed
radiothose
userwhere
to usewe've
the
medium in a different wa\ .
Since the continued health of

For Complete Details, Contact:

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
AND PARSONS, INC.

the radio business depends to a
great extent on creating new users.
we work hard at just thai. We

New York Boston (hi(ogo Detroit
Atlanta tos Angeles San Franasco

SERVING
i

t

MIUIONS

have persuaded tv-oriented ad
counts to use onl) radio in market- with high t\ penetration*

FROM

ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES

We've an account on one station
that Uses radio nowhere else ill
this countrv.
While all our time
cannot be devoted to litis work of selling the medium, we feel it is
loo important to ignore.
I
nan) salesmen give up when told that 'we don t use radio.
\\c shut to sell at that point.
In mote than one case the 'convert'
has advised us ol measurable results
and boosted the radio budget."

K,

I
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OUR DRACHMS/

In ancient Greece a drachm delivered

many things... a seat at a Sophocles play, a ride in a two horse jk_
chariot, a ticket to the Olympic games! Drachms, of course,!
aren't what they used to be... even the name has changed!
But drachms, drachmas or dollars, they still go a long way in
Baltimore at WBAL-Radio. WBAL-Radio takes the Greek out of
station buying by translating these facts into sales: WBAL-Radio
is powerful - dominating the entire metropolitan area plus 37
surrounding counties in Maryland and four adjacent states. WBALRadio is progressive - providing its listeners with a distinctive
format of full range programming and music for mature minds.
WBAL-Radio is productive-reaching more homes in a given
week than any other Baltimore radio station, providing
more unduplicated coveragein thismarketthananyother
station. If you want your advertising to deliver sales in
Baltimore and Beyond, drag your drachmas to WBAL-Radio
today. . . or call our reps and let them do your heavy work !
WBAL"

RADIO

BALTIMORE

Associated with WBAL
JFONSOR

•
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^Maryland -s only 50 000 watt station

FM & TV/ Nationally represented by | Daren F. McGavcrn
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1001

Co., Inc.

I wish to thank you for the splendid television coverage

Please accept our many

you gave us for our Thirteenth Annual Auto Box Derby.
It is with such assistance as yours that we are able to

our York Suburban

proudly

carry

our

slogan,

"Friend

of the
Reading

Boy".
Optimist Club

We wish to express our deepest appreciation for the
wonderful reception your station accorded us on our
recent stay at Olmsted

Air Force Base. We

feel that the

public at large learned a great deal about
Patrol through your efforts.
Pennsylvania

Wing

Civil

Civil Air
Air

Patrol

thanks for the fine production of

Band. I wish to congratulate

you for

giving the students an opportunity to perform good
school music literature in a program of this type.
York Suburban High School

I want

to take this opportunity

to personally thank you

and your excellent staff for your support of our Armed
Forces Day activities. I received many, many favorable
comments concerning the special taped show, and I am
convinced that this is one of the best we ever produced.
Middletown Air Materiel Area, USAF

Please accept our sincere personal thanks for your sta-

Please

tion's television coverage
ceremonies.

your very excellent program on hunting safety.
Pennsylvania Game Commission,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

State Hospital

of

the

30th

for Crippled Children,

Anniversary

Elizabethtown

In behalf of our Poultry Federation

I wish

our sincere thanks

for the time you

allotted to us on

Pennsylvania

Poultry Federation

your

farm

contribution

of television time and

facilities

in the production of our "Is It Taxable?" series of tax
information programs, certainly constitutes a public
service of the highest order.
Internal

Revenue

Service,

U. S. Treasury

a

worthy

public service to Pennsylvania

On

viewers

sincere

behalf

thanks

and

appreciation

of 1,221. Much

for

of the credit in

of Rotarians and Rotary Anns is
broadcast.
District 739, Rotary
International

of thousands

of teachers

in your

viewing

area, may I express the appreciation of the Pennsylvania
State Education Association and the National Education
Association

for your

cooperation

in scheduling

and

showing the NEA film series, "The School Story". Your
interest in education
is genuinely appreciated.
Pennsylvania

Dept.

We believe that your ready assistance in helping to
publicize Civil Service examinations is a valuable adjunct
to the efforts of the State Civil Service Commission and

our

attracting this number
due to your
television

program.

generous

accept

a record attendance

to express

My sincere thanks for your public-spirited cooperation
during the recent Federal income tax filing season. Your

State

Education

Association

The

Publicity Committee of the Good Samaritan Hospital wishes to thank you for your generous allowance
of TV time. With your help, our Fair was a gratifying

of

WGAL-TV.

Civil servjce Commission,
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania

success.

Good

Samaritan

Hospital,

Lebanon

The thanks of all those involved at Franklin and Marshall

I wish to thank

for your cooperation in showing "Education is Everybody's Business". I hope we did some good for the fundraisers in the Channel 8 area.

your station gave our Civic Club program. We found that
your station was widely seen by folks generally, from
our wealth of favorable comments.
Civic Club of Harrisburg

Franklin

and

Marshall

College

This is to thank you for cooperating with the Pennsylvania State Police by withholding broadcast of
information of bombing threats in the Central Pennsylvania area . . . the persons making these threats are
pleased, even inspired, by the notoriety accorded them,
even anonymously.
Pennsylvania

Please accept my
having made

sincere thanks and congratulations

the facilities of station WGAL-TV

migrant

labor

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.

for

AFL-CIO

fine coverage

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS

available

force.

you for the wonderfully

r

State Police

for our hour-long presentation of the need for widespread public support of the struggle to end the exploitation of our fellow human beings making up the

18
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Representative: The MEEKER
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•

Chicago
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Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/radio
and marketing news of the week
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The advertising outlook with regard to tin* heavj goods accounts may be much
brighter than the business only recently had been led to believe.

1961

INC.

Two of tlu* lop New \ ork agencies last week reported that sonic of the accounts in that
category have unfrozen their 1961 budgets and advised the agencies to submit their recommendations for the balance of the year.
One such advertiser is quoted as being spurred 1>\ this: I 1 I the heav) outflow of funds
h) the Government would be fell bj the economy in another two or three months; (2) an ensuing jump in orders for durables ; (3) belief that the activity will not cheapen money;
I 4) inventories in many lines — of course, excluding autos — are reaching the threadbare
level.
Just a few examples of this resurge of confidence: Ucoa (F&S&R) will be spending
§7 million in tv for 1961-62 as compared to $1.9 million this season and du Pont,
L.S. Steel and Armstrong are all increasing their air media budgets for the coming season.

Fedder's (air conditioning) own gesture of confidence in the business outlook:
it's pouring $4 million into air media for 13 weeks starting in May.
The buy consists of 34 minute participations on CBS TV and NBC TV nighttime
programs and 23 five-minute news programs on Mutual, with local dealers urged to buy
cut-ins on the 412 MBS stations. (Hicks & Greist is the agenc) . '
Marketing emphasis will be on two demonstration qualities of Fedder equipment: (1 I
77-second installation and (2) the Climatimer, or clock control.

The encouraging word of the week for national spot radio: Brown & Williamson is coming back into the fold after a long absence and in a big way.
In requesting availabilities Bates noted that this campaign for Kool, Viceroy and Kentucky Kings will be on a 52-week basis.
The market pattern is rather boppity-skip but the list will probably run well over 100
and involves schedules of about 50 spots a week per market. In a way. the B&W leap back
into spot radio will provide a prettv strong weight alongside Reynolds'. At the moment there
isn't much, if any, radio coming from the other cigarette giants.
Among the other radio avail calls out of New York: Purolator (JWTi : Q Tips
(Gumbinner) ; Philip Morris'

Upine i Do\le-Dane-Bernbach), eight weeks.

While the tv network business continues to go through a period of drastic evolution— assuming in the process more and more of the private preserves of spot
— advertisers themselves are faced with no small quandary.
Are they wise in spreading their risk and perhaps lowering their CPM by the participation program route when, in exchange, they have to surrender the plus value of having
the star do the commercial?
Those perplexed by this notion obviously realize they cant have their cake and eat it too.
And, as some agenevmen have observed, it is because of this added value that the industry
can expect such giant network users as P&G and General Foods to persist for years to
come in the selection and control of their own programs.
Another angle motivating the twosome in that respect: the) can thus be free of network
dictation as to scheduling and survival of the'r program. In effect, the) can move them to
whatever network they please.
13 FEBRUARY
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Come

continued

the fall ABC TV nighttime advertisers will he paying more for their peak-

hour time, 8:30-10:30 p.m., through the network's device of lowering the discount.
For instance, advertisers in that span who have been entitled to a maximum discount of
30% will get a maximum of 25% next season.
However, the maximum will remain as is for advertisers who happen to have a participation announcement in hour programs that straddle the period.
Lever breaks its tv test for Swan liquid in a flock of markets 19 February.
The schedule:
9-10 spots a week via BBDO. new agencv on the account.
Another test brand in the same company's stable. Reward, a detergent tablet, is also
taking off with a sizeable schedule in a batch of markets through JWT.
Still another soap, Duz (Compton), is stepping up its spot tv push.
There's good reason for the still-mounting demand for late fringe time among
women-appeal products:
more women are staying up late for tv.
Witness this Nielsen comparison covering November 1960 vs. November 1959:
The average women viewers in 1959 at 11-11:30 p.m. was 13 million and at ll:30-midnight, 9 million, whereas in 1960 the average at 11-11:30 p.m. ran 14-.6 million and
at 11 :30-midnight, 10.1 million.
Nielsen gives the following percentage breakdown of audience composition in November
1960 of the late nighttime tv audience across the country (per 100 viewers) :
TIME

BEGINNING

10 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
11 p.m.
11:30 p.m.

%

%

WOMEN

45
46

34
% 35
MEN

48
49

38
37

TEENS

%

12
11

CHILDREN

9
8
6
6

8
8

If sellers of spot radio are wondering about GMAC's plans for the coming summer, the answer is that there'll be a campaign with the same dimensions of 1960.
It'll involve over 120 markets, run 19 weeks starting the end of May and encompass
15 spots a week.
However, Campbell-Ewald will not entertain pitches for at least six weeks.
Y&R is doing some digging into the recent rate histories of optional netwo: tv stations with the prospect of lopping them off lineups.
The study was activated by clients who wanted to know what optional, or marginal, stations have been upping their rates automaticallv and without benefit of more audiences.
The spread of the rotating commercial in network tv — stemming from spot carriers and daytime minute sales — is creating its own sense of alarm within spot selling circles.
What precipitated the alarm was ibis: the discovery that more

and more

advertisers

were checking their agencies' reports on product conflict, that is. from the view thai
their chainbreak spot was adjacent to a competitive product on the network.
The sellers of spot point out that they're being thrust in the role of villains just because the affiliates stations no longer arc getting adequate notice of what products are being
scheduled on certain days by the network. This jumping in and out of products, they add,
can only progressively augment the conflict problem.
Retorts CBS TV: We'll try our hardest to keep the affiliates sufficiently apprised
of the brands scheduled in the 10-noon strip and the only possibility of conflict is when some
corporate advertiser will slip in a special campaign. In that event, we'll tell the client
not to take it out on the station if there's a ehainbrrak conflict.
20
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continued

There's an increasing; reluctance with each passing year b\ network! and advertisers to change their nighttime programing in mid-season.
Two obvious reasons: ilx' incidence of more one-hour Bhows and the hesitancy of furlance producers to letting a new series battle its way as the warm weather approaches.
Result, declining casualty rates at the midwa) point, as attested 1>\ this SPONSOR26%
0-61
SI i H'E comparison:

1959-60
119

Total Dumber of entries
Total shows dropped since fall
Casualty rate for all sponsored series
Total newcomers in fall
Total newcomers dropped

088

L521%

6;. i.' ;
12.6^5
44

43
9

Casualty rate for new shows

1958-5917%
II l

12.6« ;

L957-58

30

36
17

120
34
28%,

43
:,:•/;
26

YBC TV's competitors seem to be taking its proposal to give affiliates 40-second station breaks at night this fall with a grain of salt.
At NBC TV in particular the announcement was greeted as a trial balloon.
T lie immediate reaction on the agency and advertiser front, in part:
• General Foods asked its agency to examine the move from the viewpoint of its becoming a generator of triple-spotting. (ABC is suggesting to stations that they sell only two
2<>'s in these breaks and avoid splitting the time up into a 20 and two 10's.)
• Compton. a P&G agency, wrote ABC to this effect: (a) time was being ''stolen*' from
advertisers; lb) the rate card should be reduced proportionate to the 10 seconds deducted;
(c l more time given affiliates between programs could only lead to the dilution of each commercial before and after the break.

r\BC TV's cost-per-l,000-home8-per-commercial-minute slid off slightly for the
November-December period, while ABC's showed a hardly perceptible rise.
The two-year comparison :
NETWOTK

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

1960

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

$3.69
4.36
4.57

Average CPMHPCM

4.19

Note:

the 1960 figures are based on the earned winter discount

1959

$3.67
3.90
4.68
4.08
(1595 '■ whereas the

1959 costs are based on the average 52-week discount i 2.V ,' I. The difference is 10% on
time and about 5% on programs.
CBS TV's 10-noon minute plan went into effect today (13 February) even
though its holdouts from the plan included such groups as Meredith. Taft. Storer
and Corinthian.
Observed the network on the eve of the plan's debut: there are enough affiliates enthusiastic about the plan to make it attractive to advertisers.
The network avowed it had no intention of calling a special meeting of its affiliates
advisory board with the idea of solving the holdout situation.
What is of provocative significance about the refusal of the four groups to carry the morn
ing schedule is this: it is the first time that a network has been faced with a cbal
lenge of such nature from a combination of so much coverage strength.
To a philosophic observer of the business this maverick gesture can have two implications
ll) the posing of a power threat of no small dimensions; (2) the beginning of a trend
that in due time could undermine the prime props of network might — (a) the abil
ity to deliver the maximum coverage desired by a national advertiser; ibi the difference be
tween a firm economic base and a dubious one for a station as a result of affiliation or non
affiliation; (c) easy acquiescence by affiliates of new network policies or plans.
SPONSOR
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It may interest Shell to know that women
deciding on what brand of gasoline to buy.

are still quite an influential factor in

A survey just completed by Ethyl Corp. on this question showed that in 56% of the cases
women have no say, in 30% of the instances they have a partial influence and in the remaining 14% they do their own deciding of brand and gasoline station.
What influences the women drivers in their selection of stations when at home: location, 48%; personnel, 38%; service, 17%; husband's choice, 17%.
When they're on the road a lot more factors enter, like credit cards, restrooms, dining facilities nearby, minor repairs and whatnot.
ABC TV may switch the originating of some of its films to Chicago as a result
of the insistence by New York City that a 3% sales tax be paid on shows.
The tax is paid on 15% of the cost of the show on the grounds that 15% of all tv
homes in the U. S. are in New York Citv.
There's also a gross receipts twist: the city's taxmen are seeking to assess the net
sales on time by New York stations and the commissions paid to ad agencies.
Soap operas continue to outpull easily the other types of daytime programing.
The number of shows in each category has increased substantially over the 1958-59 season, what with ABC TV's daytime expansion, but the serials managed
a margin in respect to audiences.

to maintain as big

A comparison of daytime program types based on the second November
CATEGORY

SPONSORED

Film repeats
Soap operas
Quiz-aud. participation

SEGMENTS

AVERAGE

93
120
199

TvB has in process a study of how much
and what their attitude is toward tv.

AUDIENCE

1960 Nielsen:

AVERAGE

5.4
7.4
6.0

HOMES

2,441,000
3.345,000
2,712,000

furniture stores are using the medium

Cooperating on this project is the National Retail Furniture Association.
Also in the works at TvB: what tv did to give the cranberry growers a whopping
sales season in 1960 following the setback the\ not from the Food and Drug Administration
over spray effects the year before.

Lever Bros, is really taking a leaf out of the P&G book in one area: it's proliferating its brands in burgeoning new facets of the soap field.
kike adding a Swan liquid to its already established Lux liquid.

The marketing gimmick here: You get a lot more sales opportunities and you wind up
with a still fatter volume. You're doubly smooth if you can cash in on a recognized name,
such as P&G has done with Ivory liquid.

Parker Pen last week integrated its sales force with Eversharp, a division of
role with Parker will go from an interim to a permaParker.
nent basis.It could be that Compton's
Compton is already Eversharp's agent.
Given reason for the integration: during one call by a Parker-Eversharp salesman the
prospect can scan a pen line starting with 390 and ending with SI 50.

For

other

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 8;

Spol Buys, page 57; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up, page (>(>: Washington Week, page 59; sponsor
Hear-, page (>2: T\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 72: and Film-Scope, page 60.
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America's favorite cookie

Little Margie
MY

lR< m
tation keeps coming
mse audit
Storm
through

126 episodes

into the hearts of

: sponsors and
in 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th runs Ratings
jetting better all the time.
Available

for strip

programming

LITTLE

MARGIE

still

beats

NO
1 IN lOTM
RUN
. . . 7 6
CHICAGO
My Little Margie outrates programs such as I Love
Lucy, I Married Joan, Abbott i Costeilo.
NO
I IN 9TM
RUN
12 9
RICHMOND
My Little Margie outrates
programs
such
as
December Bride, Amos
n Andy, I Love Lucy
NO
I IN BTH RUN
7 7
NEW
YORK
CITY
My Little Margie outrates programs such as Life
of Riley, Our Miss Brooks, Abbott & Costeilo
NO. I IN 7TH RUN
. . 8.3
DETROIT
My L<ttle Margie outrates programs such as l Love
Lucy, Life of Riley
NO
I IN 7TH RUN
. lO.I
BOSTON
My Little Margie outrates programs such as Burns
& Alien, i Married Joan.

Another favorite Trouble With

:FICULFILMS,INC.

««i.. ma lot a. *.v. in

<)(,!
hN"i;

>

I I BRI

W,\

starring stu erwin
Entertainment (or the whole lam.ly — 130 am
fast paced episodes — available for syndicatio

all competition

in

her time slot

NO

t IN 6TM
RUN
7 2
DALLAS.
FT
WORTH
My Little Margie outrates programs such as Lite
ol Riley, l Love Lucy, Oecember Br.de
NO
I IN 7TM RUN
8 2 PITTSBURGH
My Littte Margie outrates programs such as Burns
& Allen, Our Miss Brooks, Gale Storm Show
NO
I IN 6TH
RUN
12 2
MINNEAPOLIS
My Little Margie outrates programs such as l Love
Lucy, I Married Joan, Burns & Allen
Source ARB

Nielsen

The Embassy

of Spain
Senorita Mercedes de Areilza, daughter
of His Excellency Jose Maria de Areilza,
former ambassador of Spain to the
United States, photographed at the
Spanish Embassy in Washington, D. C.
. . . another in the continuing
WTOP-TV

series on the Washington

diplomatic scene.

REPRESENTED

BY

CBS

TELEVISION

SPOT

SALES

<

I

y.

gro radio'.'' This describes general
radio for all Americans. As a professional radio man. I deplore socalled Negro radio. The middle class
Negro has the same general tastes as
the middle class white. The same is

49th and
Madison

true of the upper and lower echelons
of Negro and white society. What
possible reason, therefore, exists for
specific Negro radio?
I despise segregation, and segregated entertainment is every bit as

New

new feature. It adds substantial

'depth' approach

Regarding vour new "Sponsor
Week," (30 Januarv L961). I lliink
it's »reat and combines the best fea-

the value of your alread) meat) and
well-balanced editorial content.
v. p.
Bob Hutton

tures of a news-letter and a "depth"
approach.
(Mrs.)
Alice Koch
promo/ ion
KMOX

to

Edward Petry & Co.
New York. N. Y.

director
May

I voice strong disagreement

with the statements of general manager Harry Wilbur. WBEE. Chicago.

Exceeds expectations
The new "Sponsor Week."' (30 January 1961). exceeds our expectations
b\ far in its delivery of significant
television and radio advertising
news, differently and in depth.
Congratulations
on
an excellent

difference rather than sameness

pertaining to Negro radio. ("Seller's
1 660. )
Viewpoint,"
SPONSOR, 26 September.
II the Negro wants varied, creative and informative radio as well as
entertainment, why does he need Ne-

b\

its very existence. Win not Oriental
radio stations. Indian radio stations.
radio stations for redheads, etc.?
Furthermore. I have observed that
in most

Segregated entertainment

St. Louis, Mo.

discriminatory as segregated housing. It creates an illusion of difference between white and Negro that
does not exist. Indeed, it stresses

cases, although the Negro

station displays a facade of good
deeds, it still programs junk, appeals
to the lowest classes, and often lacks
even a minimum respect for its listeners. Whatever good it does is
counterbalanced b\ the fact that
there supposedly i il we were to believe these stations i is a need for
special radio stations for people
whose skin is darker than the majority of American

citizens, leaving

the obviousl) incorrect impression
that skin pigmentation, and not intellectual development. i> responsible
lot tasles in entertainment and information.
I do agree with Mr. Wilbur that
there are man) wavs to improve it.
method'.''
the best
I suggestv gain
Might temporal
Forge!
and eliminate
it. Negro radio helps to separate
rather than unifv our people. It
image.
does a disservice to our industry's
Richard J. Scholem

co-manager

II TIG, MassMon, Ohio

NO,

THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"

(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

progressive North

JUST

Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales

KNOE-TV

LOOK AT THIS
1,520,100
423,600
Income
$1,761,169,000
$ 300,486.000

AVERAGES

71%

South

MARKET
DATA
Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

Arkansas,

$ 40,355.000
$ 299,539.000
$ 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

According
to November,
1960
ARB
we average
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in the Monroe

KNOE-TV

Louisiana,

71°o
share
of audience
metropolitan trade area.
CBS
A James

•
A.

ABC
Noc Station

Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: Rut ton, Louisiana, home "I Louisiana Polytechnic Instilutt

26

from

Support of NAB well liked
I wanl vou to know how

deeplv

grateful all ol u* connected with the
\ \l! Radio ('ode activities are for
your excellent article. "*\ \1> puts
teeth in Radio ('ode.'" 16 January,
I '»ii| . We feel ilii- kind of support
i> the Iiiic-i service vou can pet form
for the entire advertising industry.

Cliff Gill
Ki '■/)
president and general manager
tnaheim, California
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Spend your time more profitably
in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of more large cities
than any other station

television
Winston-Salem / Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

©
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An ever-expanding program pattern
Dimension is creating a new depth of audience interest in seven of the largest markets,
coast-to-coast.
Dimension— exciting vignettes in sound
that stir the imagination: "This is my
Profession," "Hometown Recollections,"
'American Landscape," "Bennett Ccrf
Stories," "Wonderful World of Teens,"

WCAU
WCBS

"Yesterday's Heroes Today," "The Year
2000," Richard Joseph's "Travel Notes,"
"Dorothy Kilgallen Introduces," and more.
Dimension— conversation pieces by the
world's most interesting people: Raymond
Massey, Vincent Price, Burgess Meredith,
Hildegarde, Carl Sandburg, Celeste Holm,
Shelley Berman, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Mischa

Elman, Theodore Bikcl. Margaret Mead,
William Zeckcndorf, and many others.
Dimension has been added to the strongest
local programs on radio, those of the CBS
Owned Radio stations— the idea stations.
Dimension is an added reason for expanding your sales by reaching large and attentive audiences on:

Philadelphia, KMOX St. Louis, KNX Los Angeles, KCBS San Francisco,
New York WEEI Boston, WBBM Chicago: The CBS Owned Radio Stations

Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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* Pepsi bounces
* CBS

emerges

back to net tv, puts $20 million in air
from smoke-filled confabs as General Foods winner

* Need for backfield tv action influences Timex
* Biggest net tv billing gains come

agency

switch

from cars, apparel

Pepsi allots $20 million to air media
Tv and radio can best use bouncy, swinging music to
sell a concept of youth in the view of Pepsi-Cola and
its agency, BBDO, which last week allotted some $20
million to the two media.
More than half of the total $34 million ad budget for
Pepsi's biggest ad-promotion push in history goes to
network and spot, supplemented with intense local-level
activity in cooperation with 500 bottlers.
John J. Soughan, v.p. in charge of P-C marketing services who has responsibility for all creative aspects of
the company's operation, told SPONSOR-WEEK the $34
million tag is 10% higher than the previous budget.
Some of his thinking:
• The new jingle, with many variations on the old hit
"Making Whoopee," "lends itself to air media. We've
been very successful with radio jingles, and we picked
a known song because we want to get fast audience

Bowles to their "unanimous" decision to keep the hefty
GF program line-up on CBS TV.
Ten days of heated sessions with all three nets led to
Wednesday's decision to remain in the CBS stable with
eight show slots valued between $15 and $20 million.
H. Allan Dingwall, Jr., director of broadcast programing for GF, told SPONSORWEEK that all "network
propositions were very
tempting and it was difficult
to come to a decision"; that
there were "many facets,
very

unusual circumstances" which determined
final nod. He termed conclusion "partial" (though
commitment involves GF

recognition."
• "We'll aim for the general audience across all viewing and listening segments on three tv and four radio

for season starting next OcEd Ebel
tober). This implies negotiations are complete but details are to be set. No one

nets which "gives our bottlers a national advertising
umbrella."
• Radio gets the biggest push in spring and summer,
tv during the remainder of the year in three variations:

involved will detail these "facets" and "circumstances."
Educated guesses suggest money was secondary consideration, that other elements (promotion, merchandising) were involved.

"participations,

spectaculars

and

continuing

shows."

General Foods keeps its 8 shows on
CBS TV, but no ones telling why
■ The heat's gone but there's still a lot of smoke clouding issues which led General Foods, Y&R and Benton &
SPONSOR
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Another view: "The Monday 9 to 10 p.m. slot (Danny
Thomas and Andy Griffith) is a good thing; they didn't
want to make waves. This is the key," said one network
exec.
Key negotiators with Ed Ebel, ad v.p. of General Foods,
and Dingwall were Lee Rich of B&B and Mort Werner
of Y&R.

To add "atmosphere"

to the sales pitch . . .

RCA Special Effects!

Products of your local sponsors can be given that "distinctive" appeal with intriguing traveling matte effects. Using RCA Special Effects equipment, exciting slide
or film backdrops can easily be inserted into commercials. You can place an
animated figure into a moving background or add "atmosphere" details that
give results, very simply. The system will accept signals from several sources td
produce a variety of effects.
In addition to traveling matte backgrounds, RCA can provide modules for 154
special effects, including wipes, split screens, block, wedge, circular and multiple
frequency patterns. Any ten effects may be preselected— simply plug ten module,'!
into the control panel. You get the right effect to add that extra sell to your pro
grams and commercials every time !
Your RCA Special Effects will sell itself to
advertisers and give your station a competitive
edge. See your RCA Representative. Or write
to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. RB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
for descriptive booklet. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RCA
into o backyard

Broadcast

and

Television

Equipment

• Camden,

N. J.

scene

RCA

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

Special Effects Pane

13 February

NAB's new radio code limits
commercials to 14 minutes hourly
Palm Springs: Radio Board of National Assn. of Broadcasters Wednesday amended its code to specify maximum advertising time in announcements and or multiple sponsorship programs.
Previously code's commercial standards applied only
to programs under single sponsorship.
New code reads: "Maximum time to be used for advertising shall not exceed average of 14 minutes an hour
computed weekly; in no event shall maximum exceed

1961 SPONSOR-WEEK

tising for the New York client, says tv plans won't be
set until he's seen the new agency's recommendations.
But he expects: "a new, creative approach; a continuation of television specials, which have been very successful; adherence to programing rather than announcements; possible ventures into new formats accompanied
by public service and variety forms of specials."
W&L expects to add new
creative staffers to handle
the account but has made
no decision as to which top
account people will be assigned to Timex. Another

18 minutes in any single hour or five minutes in any 15minute segment. Such program types as classified,
swap shop, shopping guide and farm auctions shall be

of the agency's jobs will be
to plan and coordinate
sales-marketing strategy on

considered as containing one and one-half minutes of
advertising for each five-minute segment."
NAB president Leroy Collins Friday closed meeting
with two suggestions: (1) Proposing broad positive program for improvement of broadcast industry; (2) Calling
attention to need for far-reaching reorganization of
NAB. Plans for latter may be readied for June board.

MEDIA

NEEDS

BACK-STOPPING

Marketing-research
influence Timex
switch
A giant tv budget and its size in relation to a national
advertiser's total advertising appropriation requires
heavy backfield agency action in marketing and research, in addition to media, which is the key to why
U. S. Time is switching its account to Warwick & Legler.
Timex last week announced it's dropping the W. B.
Doner agency in May, at which time W&L will pick up
$3V2 million worth of tv billing as well as additional
newspaper and magazine appropriations.
Robert E. Mohr, v. p. and director of sales and adver-

The timebuyer's role is a hard one,

That special breed of broadcast pro — the buyer — got a
dual-angled analysis last week as Sam Vitt, v. p., Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, and Bill Vernon of Blair-TV
probed the timebuying mystique.
They agreed on buyer basics, despite different approaches, before regulars
attending the RTES Timebuying and Selling seminar
last Tuesday.
Among Vitt's contentions:
A good buyer must "absorb
the advertiser's media and
marketing strategy, thoroughly analyze all stations

13
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From NBC to CBS: salt for its tv wounds
There's no official comment — not even a small moan
from CBS TV as a result of NBC TV rubbing salt in
rotation plan wounds last week.
The latter, alerting its affiliates to the new CBS
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. -noon sales revamp, charged

—
its
TV
its

competitor with "cutting prices, cutting compensation,
drastically altering the basis of compensation, and completely changing the basis of sales in offering 100 minutes per week in four program strips."
A nine-page research analysis went from NBC station
relations in an attempt to clear up industry confusion.
One conclusion about the CBS TV move: "At this time,
programs are unknown, ratings are unknown, clearance
is unknown — the only certainty is the cut-rate price."

both buyers and sellers agree
philosophy to explain his actions." This requires "a
keen degree of intelligence, an ability to see all sides
of a problem, an extraordinary amount of hard work
under a great deal of pressure."
A rep, he contends, is most successful if he "has and
inspires faith in himself and his product— the availabilities he wants to fill"; understands rudiments of the
agency business and the client-agency interaction; understands the buyer and knows how he uses his nonbuying time; knows whatlhe buyer wants and helps him
get it; and if he "keeps at it— everlastingly at it."
Vernon, commenting on the steady rise of many buyers to top media and account levels in agencies, traces
success to three factors: curiosity, conviction and cour-

in cities he plans to purchase, develop a rational
SPONSOR

Robert Mohr

a variety of new products
which are in the works, Mr.
Mohr said.

Sam Vitt

age. The buyer with curiosity to "develop convictions
and the courage to act on them will be handing down(]
the rules and regulations of tomorrow."

1%1

MINUTES

Sell the 23-county San Francisco
Bay Area at night with highrated minute announcements
on KTVU. No forced combinations.
Buy one announcement. Or
buy a schedule on the money-saving
penetration plan.
Minutes, 20's and ID's combine for
penetration plan discounts. Additional
discounts on 13, 26 and 52-week schedules.
Call KTVU or H-R Television Inc. for availabilities.

KT
CHANNEL

SAN FRANCISCO

• OAKLAND

One Jack London Square, Oakland 7, California

SAN FEANCISCO BAY AREA
32
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Net tv shows major gains in 2 of top 4
consumer markets — cars and apparel
Two of the country's four major markets— clothing and
shoes, and automobiles and parts — represent consumer
product categories which are increasing their network
tv advertising expenditures significantly.
This is shown in new TvB figures, which indicate that
most of the gains in network tv time billings for the
first 10 months of last year (the latest data available)
came from three sources: automotives, apparel and
drugs-toiletries.

1961 /SPONSOR "WEEK

menting on the decline the number of newspapers "in
recent years," said "During that same period the number of broadcasting stations has rapidly increased.
Every day we are becoming more and more influenced
by what we see on tv, what we hear on radio."

'Untouchables'

set

for

pressure

pickets

Culver City: Constant interjection of pressure groups —
with or without irritation— is s.o.p. for any network,
show, agency or advertiser, and the newest barrage is

McCann-Erickson's Marplan has high hopes for these
two categories of business as well as for food-beverages
and furniture-household equipment, the four of which

due to be aimed at ABC TV's Untouchables.
A New York Italian-American group plans a picket
demonstration before network studios in New York on

"account for three-fourths of all personal spending."
The marketing group, in a new survey on "The Decade
of Incentive," cites the 1960 averages and anticipated
high and low points for 1961, as shown in the chart.

9 March proclaiming that program "defames Italians."
Josef Shaftel, program

1950
$ in
billions
average
Discretionary income
Clothing and shoes

$12.i

28
18
18+
81

Automobiles, parts
Food, beverages

1961
high

20+
$in
$138
30

83

(packager), the network and
the producers have never
intended deliberate defamation. He went on:

Forecast
bill

ons
low16+

"I have

si812.")

18

A key factor: so-called discretionary income, which
averaged $125 billion in 1960 and may hit $138 billion
this year "if business conditions begin to recover immediately." However, "if business conditions continue
to decline through the spring and then experience a
typical recovery," the discretionary level might go a bit
under that $125 billion figure of last year, notes Mar-

endeavored

to

portray other ethnic groups
— Jews, Poles, Irish — as well

28

21

Furniture, hse. equip.

producer, told SPONSORWEEK last week that Desilu

Josef Shaftel
hibition era.

as Italians in gangland activity, to portray gangsters
who lived, operated in pro-

"No deliberate attempt has been made to single out
any one group or to show them in a derogatory light.
Unfortunately, a great many of the gangsters of that
era were Italian, and provided the colorful characters
that we have portrayed."

plan's study.

BROADCAST

CODE HITS CANADA

Toronto: For the first time in Canadian broadcast history, individual stations on their own initiative last week
adopted a cede of ethics and told their viewers and listeners about it.
Two-thirds of all Canadian tv and radio stations have
agreed to conform to this Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters' code, which has been in the works for more than a
year. Total number of stations: 144 out of 217 Canadian
facilities (169, radio; 48, tv).
The code relies on voluntary station action, solicits
listener and viewer attention and comment and is to be
checked on by a CAB watch-dog committee.
Code provisions are similar to those established for
the U. S. by the National Assn. of Broadcasters.
National Revenue Minister George Nowlan, after comSPONSOR

•
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MBS becomes first network to
retain station rep for sales
For the first time in broadcast history, a network has
named a station representative firm to handle its sales.
Thursday the Mutual Broadcasting System announced
it has retained Broadcast Time Sales to represent the
network outside New York City.
Effective date is 15 February when six BTS sales
offices across the country will represent MBS. Announcement was made by MBS President Robert F.
Hurleigh and BTS President Carl L. Schuele. Latter
says "Our research shows sale of spot and network is
completely compatible; the two areas have grown closer
together in philosophy and in practice."
Hurleigh announces the network now guarantees 80%
clearances instead of the previous 75%.

More SPONSOR-WEEK

continued on page 66

OLD
NEW
ORLEANS
FAVORITE...

As served at Maylie's, tensions fade away.

WWL-TV. . . new
New Orleans Favorite

ire

The hest known railroader in these parts, Brakeman
Bill, hosts WWL-TV's big new afternoon kid show
Monday through Friday 4:30-5:45. He's a model railroad engineer, and his fabulous train layout is the envy
of every child's eye. Big entertainment package includes Popeye and Bugs Bunny cartoons, too.
Here's

how

to make

it:

Fill Old Fashioned glass with ice
cubes. Pour in 1 oz. brandy or
cognac, '/j 02. rye whisky, grenadine syrup to taste and a squirt of
seltzer water. Twist piece of lemon
peel over drink, stir and serve on
rocks. If you prefer, prepare it with
crushed ice in shaker, blend, strain
and serve as a cocktail.

In the New Orleans market Brakeman Bill puts you
on the inside sales track with the kids and their moms.
Ask Katz for details.

®WWL-TV
NEW

ORLEANS

■

ft
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filing ahead

AT AFA: N.Y.U. prof. Hector Lazo, Ad Council pres. Repplier,
I FTC
chmn. Kintner, Westinghouse
pres. Don McGannon,
AFA

Rep. Robert Wilson
(R. -Calif.) AAAA
pres.
pres. Proud, special asst. to Pres. Kennedy,

Gamble,
Landis,

FTC comm.
Grey
Adv.

Anderson,
pres. Fatt

FOCUS FOR '61: WASHINGTON
AFA, ANA, and NAB
in Capital

in all-out

drive

all schedule major meetings
to

build

industry

prestige

Unprecedented efforts by admen and broadcasters to
promote their cause with Congress and Administration
TON

HING
sylvania, IS
not Madison or Michigan Avenues as the
n
ai
Bf
Stem of radio/tv advertising
activity for the first half of 1961.

wn Penn
ut do
W
P

By

mid-May
the greatest concentration inhistory of advertisers, agenIcy men and hroadcasters will have
descended on this Capital City with
more facts, figures, speeches, sales
pitches and presentations on the virrONSOR
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If s a Washington
Year for Major
Trade Meetings
AFA
31 Jan.-l Feb.
| Widu inter confereru

tues of advertising than W ashington
(or am other <it\ I has ever seen.
Kickoff of the mass invasion was
the Advertising Federation of America s Third Annual Midwinter conference, held here earlv thi* month
which attracted more than 750 persons, including some 300 senators,
congressmen and administration officials.

ANA

16-19 April

| Spring meeting •
NAB

7-11 May

| tnnual < onx enti<

AFA

27-31

| Iruiiial f on\ ration)

May

In mid April, the Association of
National Advertisers comes to town
for its annual open spring meeting
which is generally held in Chicago.
In early May. Washington will plav
host to some 3,000 members, associates, friends and guests of the National Association of Broadcasters
which is varying its usual Conrad
Hilton — Chicago routine for a march
on the Nation's Capital.
Obviously the reason for all this
mas-i\r Washington-based activity is
the fact of an Inauguration year with
both advertisers and broadcasters anxious to woo aggressively the new Kennedy Administration and the new
o7th Congress.
Bui veteran observers of the advertising and broadcasting scenes sav
that the 1001 concentration of firepower is both greater and different
than previous industry attempts to influence iiovernment action. They point
to the following:
1 . Involvement of advertising leaders. It has been no secret in New
York and other ad centers in recent
months

that

many

high-ranking

ad-

vertising leaders have been deeply
concerned about the unfavorable image of advertising held in certain political and government circles, and
have been working quietly to develop
constructive plans for improving it.
The recent AFA meeting was probahly the first public evidence of their
labors. While past AFA gatherings
have often lacked support by larger
agencies and national advertisers, the
1 February conference was planned
1>\ a blue ribbon committee, chairmaned by Arthur Fatt. pres. GreyAdvertising, and including such industry lights as Ralston H. Coffin,
v.p. RCA. Barton A. Cummings, pres.
Corrpton. A. N. Halverstadt. adv.
mzr. P&G. and Max Banzhaff. dir.
adv. Armstrong Cork.
2. Concern about administration
advisors. The furor last summer
when numerous admen resented antiadvertising cracks made by speakers
at the Democratic and Republican
conventions was heightened by the
suspicion that several members of the
official Kennedy family, particularly
Arthur D. Sehlesimrer. Jr. and John

K. Galhraith. regard advertising as a
shameful and expendable economic
waste.
Speaker after speaker at the recent
AFA meeting excoriated Galbraith
and Schlesinger, along with \ ance
Packard. ("Dogooders . . . morality
hucksters,"' said Northwestern professor and former adman Steuart Henderson Britt.)
3. Concern about anti-advertising
legislation. With over 200 bills proposed in Congress in 1960 which
would have limited or controlled "almost every phase of marketing and
advertising" admen are more than
ordinarily disturbed about anti-industrv legislation.
Of almost equally great concern is
the rash of tax chiselling by a growing number of states which are holding out-of-state advertisers liable for
sales and use taxes on product^ -old
within the state. Federal legislation
is believed necessary to curb this
4. Concern about regulatory agenpractice.
cies. \\ith tough-minded veteran
James M. Landis installed as special

TvB presentation "Progress of Discontent" seen by more
A

HIGHPOINT

in the 1961

drive by admen and broadcasters to improve the prestige of
the industry with members

of

Congress and the Administration
was Tills presentation of its
Cellomatic program, "Progress
of Discontent." at the recent AFA
meeting in Washington. TvB
Chairman Glenn Marshall, introducing the presentation said.
"II e all share the responsibility
of keeping our American economy moving forward. Only advertising can provide the magic
path
3f»

lor

new

success

stories."

Senator Olin D. Johnston

(Dem.- S. C.)

discusses TvB's "Progress of Discontent"
with Norman ("Pete") Cash, president of
the Bureau
at the AFA
breakfast
session

Senator

Sam

J.

Irwin

over

and

ad

images

tv

Carolinian,
WRAL-TV,

Fred
Raleigh,

SPONSOR

(Dem.-N.
with

C.)

talks

fellow-North

Fletcher,
gen'l
mgr.,
and
director
of TvB
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chairman Frederick \\ . Ford stepping
down, advertisers and broadcasters

Glenn

Marshall

Jacksonville,
Huntington,
gress groups
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wane,

monev

at

president

many

of

and

recent

WJXT,
George

industry-Con-

attended

by

500

Senator

AFA

and

Presentation

have

a-

much

Campbell Soup, "One of the basic
truths of business is that good advertising lowers the cost of the product
to Said
the consumer."
Glenn Mar-hall. Jr., board
chairman TvB and pie-ident \\ I \ I .
Jacksonville, in introducing the Progress of Discontent. "We in advertising and in television all share in one
responsibility, to keep our national
economy
moving
forward."
From the
Progress
of Discontent

Washington

B. B. Hickenlooper

Publishing Company

not

Said \\ . I!. Murphy, president of

(R.-lowa)

of TvB's "Progress of Discontent"

Syracuse.

would

for taxes and gifts to support

our schools,
tional defense.hospitals and even na-

Said \rthur Fatt of Grey, "The
lack <>f fundamental understanding of
ward."
advertising and selling on the part of
some clergy, some educators, some
"overnment
officials and even some

(R.-Neb.)

breakfast,

and Galbraith, "If we did not Bpend
as much on advertising and marketing as we do, oui economj
would

Mills and AFA Chairman, "Our aim
is to show the millions of buyers in
all walks of life how advertising create- the demand that keeps our masproduction economv moving for-

legislators

Jr. chairman

Senator

Brill, whose new bonk "The Spender-" has been w idelv bailed a- the answer to Me— i-. Packard, Schlesingei

(). Industry
strategy
jor the '61
Drive. Basic industr) strategj in promoting advertising to government, as
evidenced in all \F\ speeches and
presentations, is to hammer hard on
the role of the business in the national economv .
Said James S. Fish. \ .p. General

I \ I! president Norman ("Pete")
Cash and exec. \.p. Ceorge Huntington staged the sixth showing of the
widel) praised Cellomatic
presenta-

100

vertising but to the -v-tem which has
brought u- a standard of living env ied bv the rest of the world.
~-aid Professoi Steuart Henderson

the "Hill."
Though Progress of Discontent emphasizes the virtues of t\. it makesuch a strong pitch for the value and
importance of all advertising, that
\l \ members hailed it as keynoting
the conference.

have been unusuall) concerned about
drastic new policies at these commissions which might restrict or hamper
radio tv advertising.
5. Greater advertiser-broadcaster
cooperation. Faced with common
worries and common problems, advertisers and broadcasters are working together more closel) this year in
an all-out drive For government support than ever before, sa\ industrj
experts.
Donald H. McGannon, president of
\\ estinghouse, was a member of the
AF\ Conference Committee and was
chairman of one of the sessions. Numerous broadcasters attended the
AFA meeting, and one of the high
points of the conference was the TvB
presentation Progress of Discontent.

than

economists, can be dow m ighl dangei
ou-. even i at.i-t i ophic, not onl) to ad-

tion before a breakfast audience <>l
500 including more than LOO government and Congressional leaders from

presidential assistant on the regulator) agencies, and with 1»« »t Ii FTC
chairman Karl kintner and FCC

and

at the Statler-Hilton

with Andrew

Paul Adanti,
scored

with

session

v. p. and
legislators

Haley

showing

of Meredith

gen'l mgr., WHEN,
from

the

"Hill"

37

"Advertising is the form of communication that must help spread the demand for progress."
7. Tactics for advertisers and
broadcasters. While the hasic strategy
of the industry's drive for government support is to emphasize the economic role of advertising, the tactics
proposed involve increasingly close
contacts between admen, broadcasters
and legislators.
Representative Robert Wilson (Republican, California) told the AFA,
"I cannot emphasize too much the
importance of getting to know your
own Congressman. You can be a tremendous force for good advertising
if you will take the time and trouble
to make his acquaintance."
Rest attended feature of the AFA

KIDDIE SHOWS S.R.O
IN MAJOR MARKETS
^ Availabilities are very tight on top-rated tv shows
in the top 20 markets, but smaller markets are ignored
^

Smaller outlets hope protection woes, record number of features in works, will spur client reappraisal

^■eo Burnett, Chicago, last week
launched a 13-week spot flight in 19
top markets to advertise Cracker

conference was a Congressional Reception with advertisers, agency men,
broadcasters and media representati\es acting as hosts to over 300 members of Congress. A sponsor check
on governmental reactions showed
most senators and representatives
thoroughly enjoying good talk, good
fellowship and good Slatler-Hilton
food and drink.

Jack on childrens' television programs. The difficulties encountered
by the Burnett spot tv buyers were
typical of a situation that is growing
tighter each week. The barriers they
kept bumping against:
• The concentration of national

"Save my badge for me; I'll be
back next vear," said Senator Kenneth R. Keating (R. N.Y.), as he
left the ballroom.
8. A summary of prospects. How
effective will be the mass Washington
invasion bv advertisers and broadcasters? A summary of opinions
gathered by sponsor shows that most
industry experts believe the following:

these markets of the major "kiddie
block" on one channel.
• The problems, compounded by

a) No predictions possible on specific points or problems. Congress
and the FTC and FCC may conceivablv enact laws or impose regulations
which will hamper some phases of
the business.

1' i However, the genera] Washington climate is improving for advertising. Administration leaders who
addressed the \FA. such as James M.
Landis and 1 nder Secretarv of Commerce Edward Gudeman were general y fiendh
i
and conciliator) ,
i i Idvertising and Commercial
Broadcasting have certain forces
working for them more strongly than
a ,1 before.
Chiei among these: a growing
Washington recognition that the basic
(Please tarn to page 65)

18

spot interest in only 20 or so leading
markets.
• The concentration in most of

the kiddie block, of product protection or even separation (Burnett
wanted separation from "confections" as well
as from "munchies"
like Fritos)
.
In mid-February, the height of the
kiddie-viewing season, the situation
shows the big-rated programs getting
bigger, the small smaller, and more
and more advertisers in more and
more categories interested in Inning
in. (They now spend an estimated
$50 million in advertising aimed at
the children.) Their only answer, it
appears at this juncture, would be to
look — in popular phraseology of the
day — to a "New Frontier."
For there's gold in them thai' hills
for canine cowboys, lisping cats,
spinach-eating sailors and the hvperopic and sagacious national advertiser. As one rep salesman put it.
"Outside the top 20 markets there
are millions of kids available for
hundreds of shows, less expensive
shows, and the show- are starving."
The smaller market shows are undernourished
for several
reasons.

First, agency buyers concentrate on
the top programs, which eat up most
of their budgets at premium prices.
And secondly, according to several
reps, when the products can't get on
to these shows because of a "sold
out" sign or a product protection
barrier, instead of investigating the
smaller market they stay and take
their chances on other channels in
the major area which counterprogram against the dominant "kiddie
Changes in the buying habits of the
bigger users of kiddie shows have
also tightened availabilities in the
Mock."
Top
20 markets. Advertisers of toys
and games once nearly exclusively
limited buying to the two months
just prior to Christmas. Now they
are advertising almost around the
calendar. Candies used to drop tv
advertising in the hot summer
months. Now they have stretched
their buying to 52 weeks. Bakery
products have also begun to ignore
the seasons in favor of 52-week exWhal kind of shows are so much
in demand? In almost every case
posure.
I except
Kelloggs'
sponsored
hour
shows.
Huckleberry
Hound halfand
) ogi Bear* the programs are a halfhour, feature a live host who takes
care of bridging the gaps between
short cartoon and film episodes and
often (advertisers prefer this I entertains children who conic to the studio and appear on camera.
Commercials arc on a participation basis, and stations trv to accommodate as nianv a- thev can on
the leading shows. While some products, such as toys, usuallv demand
SPONSOR
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less protection, reps said thai food
products are more finicky. Because
of this, mam personalities a\ oid endorsing any, merelj doing a leadin.
" \n amazing thing about
this," said an agenc) timebuyer,
that so often i In -\ pla) the huge
audience down. Except in the

all
"is
kid
top

markets, we don't hear verj much
about the kid shows. Vnd yet the
big advertisers on these shows have
had sensational successes. There's no
reason win shows on smaller market
station- can't be just as successful
tor the rial ional ad\ ertiser.
Hie major advertisers through tin'
\cais on kid shows have been Kellogg - cereals, Continental Baking
I Hostess cakes I and (General Mill-

(Cheerios, Twinkies, Cocoa I'ulTs.
Caramel Puffs). Other standouts
around the countr) are Bosco, Kasco
and Cocoa Marsh milk additives,
Crayola
crayons,
Miles,
Vitayums

and < .hok vitamins, Maypo, Down)
Hake waffles I testing now for u hat

and amusement
parks and bIiowb
-in li as the h es I ollies pit< li t" the

maj be 52-week buys), Mestle'si 01 oa
and Cocoa Malt. Post (Sugar Puffs
and Upha Bits I. \\ ondei Bread,

\ oungstei -.
" I here ai<- not mam

Pepsi
\\
ilson. Cola, l>. I'. Goodrich and
Most "| the leading toj advertisers are represented: Mar\. Ideal.
Mattel. General, American Doll \
Toy, Bemco Industries, Parker
Brothers, and so on.
Buitoni, LaRosa and Ronzoni have
|uii their pasta products on kid
shows. Buitoni with an imaginative
promotion featuring premiums as
well as "wagon wheel" and "space
wheel" shaped macaroni. Mam candies, such as M&M's and Mars bars
are heavy advertisers: toothpastes.
"Golden Books" and other childrens'
hook firms use these shows: Junket.
Bumble Bee Tuna. Fritos. Mate\
soap products for children. Alpo dog
lood. Welch's
and Sunkist
juices,

lllllllllllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

produ i- that

don't applj i" kid- these daj -. said
a -poke-man for the I <\i\ ision Bureau ol \d\n t ising. '" I he cereals
spend S i 5 million i.i i eai h them, the
lion.
toj and game fil ms about I !."> milI he kid shows have also meant a
bright spot for an industry thai
hadn't mam In I960 the sj ndii ators. Somewhere between
$20 and
$30 million will he -pent in 1961,
one syndicator estimated, just in animation product- for childrens shows.
The heydaj ol network childrens'
programing was passing it- peak almost five years ago, and toda) sj ndicators indicate that it's almost -tii'tl\ a local matter. These -how- have
now about run out of the backlog of
featurettes — cartoons, -lap-ticks and
i Please turn to page 6 1 I

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!

m

Top-rated local kids' programs are almost 100% sold out
BOSTON AREA childrens' shows, 'Boom Town' with Rex Trailer (left) and 'The Big Brother Show' with
Bob Emery are 90% and 100% sold out, respectively, over WBZ-TV. Emery, nationally known for his
Mutual, DuMont and "Red" Network radio-tv shows, has participations from Continental Baking, Miles
Labs, Colonial Provisions, Junket, Schraffts candy, Fritos, United Farmers milk, Matey Soaps. Bordens
and Drake Bakeries sponsor 15-minute segments of Trailer's show, with participators including Continental, Schraffts, Colonial, Junket, Miles, Bumble Bee Tuna, Cott beverages,
Maypo, Alpo, Welch's.
illlinillllllllltlllimill!
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TV PRODUCERS

BUCK

^A

rate of network

McCann-Erickson

chart

of

fatality

output of top production houses, shows less than 50%
I he entrance of McCann-Erickson
into tv program production may have
raised many an eyebrow in the business but no one can say the agency
isn't aware of the rocky road ahead.
As part of its analysis of the risks
involved, the agency has prepared a
track record of major producers during the past two seasons. The figures
reveal that a producer who can turn

Here is how

REVUE

programs turned out by Hollywood's
shrewdest program producers fall by
the wayside before the second season
is finished. Some of them can't even
boast a single show lasting more than
two years.
Why is McCann defying the odds?

McCann-Erickson

GEMS

DENNIS THE MENACE
FLINTSTONES
ROUTE 66
NAKED CITY
MY SISTER EILEEN
RAVEN
MAN FROM BLACKHAWK
TIGHTROPE

40

m I liu Grlckson's.

which

are

For one thing the agency is co-producing an action-adventure series with
Desilu, a studio which boasts one of
the most recent phenomenal successes
in The Untouchables. For another,
the series will be offered by M-E to
its own clients, before being put on
the block amid the other hundreds of
McCann
pilots.

CBS
ABC
ABC
ABC
NBC

1959
1960
1960
.1960
1959
60*
196019
1960
1960
1959
1959

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

1959

CBS
NBC

1959
1960
1960

CBS
ABC
CBS

1960
1960

ABC

has

50-50

deal

"Unsuccessful"
"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled (4/61)
Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled

"Successful"
"Successful"
"Successful"
"Successful"

"Successful"
"Successful"
"Successful"
Cancelled (9/61)

SPONSOR

of

"Successful"
"Successful"
"Successful"
"Unsuccessful"
"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled (9/61)

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

Bxcepl !■" those iln

with

record

"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled
Cancelled

1959

1959
1959
1959
1960

a

CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS

1960
1959

1960
1959

DEPUTY
RIVERBOAT
STACATTO
OVERLAND TRAIL
in

shows

see more than one season

1960

CHECKMATE
TALL MAN
LARAMIE

'•us of "successful" and "not successful"

film

rates the track

TOM EWELL
DETECTIVES
STAGECOACH
MR. JONES
PETER LOVES MARY
JUNE ALLYSON
WESTENER
MICHAEL SHAYNE
DANTE
RICHARD
DIAMOND
JOHNNY RINGO
PLAINSMAN

FOUR STAR

SCREEN

out a series which lasts more than
two seasons rates a resounding pat
on the back. More than half of the

BIG ODDS

Cancelled

Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled
shows for each producer ire I

\'\ FEBR1 ARY 1961

Pesilu for Counter Intelligence Corps.
To date the companies bave invested
1350,000 in two pilots of the Beries.
McCann-Erickson prepared the

The highest rated show on the
chart, according to the I January
Nielsen report, was Dm/us the Wen*
OCe, W hull got a 27.0.

12 new programs were introduced l>\
the webs, w iih onl) 55' - retui ning
in L955.
I bs figure has Bteadil) 'I'
. reased to u Inn- in 1958, I I shows

cliarts based on Nielsen's I Januar)
I'K.I rating report. Although the
ratines are not shown, tin- Nielsen
average audience figure «as 18.3.
Ml. \ ice clnnn. Terr) CI) ae draws
the line between "successful" and
'^unsuccessful" around 17.0, as shows
Sailing below the line had ratings of
17.0 or less.

McCann's casualt) li-t is \>,\*<-<\ >>i\
Nielsen ratings. Just how important
actual ratings figures are these days

were introduced u iih onl) I '>' I r<
turning in 1959.
Vnd in 19, 30 new
shows found thcii u.i\ ml., the n.i

isn't as eas) to pin down as in the
past.
Main
sponsor-, for instance,
are willing to settle lor a low rating,
if the) are reaching a desired eco
nomic or age group with their show.
I hcicloie. w hat ma) look like a
failure l>\ one standard. ina\ he a
success l>\ the standard id the holder
of the purse strings.
The instance of the demise of new

tion's fiving
in- and onl)
found tln-ii w.i\ hack in 61 I.
However, then- an- plent) ol diebards in this business. \ quick look
at / clit ision Digest , annual pilot

The percentages speak for themKlves. As the charts show. .">_' oul
of .">(• shows on the three networks,
bave ahead) been cancelled or arc
in the rating brackets where their
continuation might be questioned.

1959-60

network properties has been increasing steadil) since 1954. In that year,

film programs

of Hollywood's

tv

producers

1960
1960
1959
1959
1959

CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS

"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled (4/G1)
Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled

1959
1959
1959

ABC
CBS
ABC

"Successful"
"Successful"
Cancelled

1959
1960
1960

ABC
ABC
ABC

"Successful"
"Unsuccessful'
"Unsuccessful'

SURFSIDE SIX
HAWAIIAN EYE
BUGS BUNNY

1960
1959
1959

ABC
ABC
ABC

"Successful"
"Successful"
"Successful"

ROARING 20's
ALASKANS
BOURBON STREET BEAT

1960
1959
1959

ABC
ABC
ABC

"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled
Cancelled

DOBIE GILLIS
ADV. IN PARADISE
HONG KONG
FIVE FINGERS

1959
1959
1960
1959

CBS
ABC
ABC
NBC

"Successful"
"Successful"
"Unsuccessful"
Cancelled

1960

ABC

Cancelled

1960

ABC

"Unsuccessful"

AQUANAUTS
KLONDIKE
MAN AND CHALLENGE
MEN
INTO SPACE

ZIV-UA

DENNIS

O'KEEFE

G00DS0N-T0DMAN

REBEL
HENNESSEY
PHILIP MARLOWE

DESILU

UNTOUCHABLES
GUESTWARD HO
HARRIGAN AND SON

WARNER

BROTHERS

20TH CENTURY-FOX
MGM

production chai t. published last
month, shows appro\imatel\ 200
pilots are currentl) in prepai at ion or
in the can. in\ ol\ ing 7 1 |
11 1 ■ lion
outfits, most of which are independents who have one or two , redits, or
who are I a k i n ■_: their first dip into

ISLANDERS
NATIONAL VELVET

top

(4/61)

TALENTED
M-E's
VIEW
FARED WITH

OF
HOW
THE
WEBS
'59-'60 FILM
ENTRIES
Probable

Successful

ABC
CBS
NBC

10

Cancelled

Total

11

21

6

7

2

14

18

32

13
16

50

Based on Nielsen's 1 January 1961 rating report, McCann has tallied
the networks film shows and points to 36% of shows as successes

Cann's list, 18 in all, four are westerns, eight are adventure-action-mystery series, two are animated comedies and four are situation comedies.
Two of the four westerns are hourlong shows, while all eight of the
action-adventure-mystery shows are
60-minutes. All of the comedy and
animated series are 30-minutes in
length.
Of the shows that M-E reports are
dead or gasping for their last breath,
seven are classified as westerns, 17 as
aclion-ad\enlure-m\ster\ and eight as
situation comedies. Of the unsuccessful westerns just two were hour long.
Of the unsuccessful action-adventuremystery 11, or two-thirds, were 60minutes in length.
The hour-long format which was
so successful for series such as 77
Sunset Strip seems not to have a
golden touch for so many others.
Although most of the "flops" have
newcomers as stars, several boast
such names as Howard Duff and
Richard Denning, both heretofore
successful with tv series (Duff with
42

Broadcast

"Mike

Pioneers

Award"

occasion

for

will
stars'

1st

furnish

^ Careers by the hundreds
launched in the course of
WLW's

39

broadcast

years

#% talent-bedecked alumni gathers
in New York for re-union 26 February. Their alma mater: WLW,
Cincinnati.

It is interesting to note that ratings
have dropped, overall, over the past
five years. For instance the tenthrated show in 1956 received a 31.5
while in 1958 it received a 29.6 and
in 1960 a 26.4. The same proportionate drop is seen for the 20th rated
show. Although drops in ratings are
consistently noted between 1958 and
1960, the ratings begin to level off
somewhere around the top 50th
ranked program.

\\ LW came into existence in l')22
at the 50-watt level, limping into the
homes of crystal set owners within
a 200-mile radius. The procession of
entertainment big-names-to-be p
underway in 1926-27, when power
i eai In .1 Vi II ii > u and the station was

M-E's entrance into production
marks a first for agencies. Although
many agencies have produced shows
in the past and some arc doing so

assigned a clear-channel on 700 kc.

Mr. Adams and Eve, Denning as Mr.
North).

today, McCann

is the first to under-

take production without clients'
money behind it. RBDO. on the other
hand, is involved in at least three network tv projects, but all are under
the financial auspices of clients: Rexall (National Velvet). General Mills
(Father of the Bride) and at least
one unnamed package for an anonymous client.
McCann is fairly confident thai it
will sell Counter Intelligence Corps.
to one or more of its clients. The
producer of the initial pilot was
Joseph Shaft el.
According to Clyne. McCann is involved only in the production of
Counter Intelligence Corps, and has
no future plans, as of the moment. ^

|

reunion

The occasion is presentation of the
Rroadcast
Pioneers'
first
annual
"Mike
Ward," which goes to WLW
just prior to its 39th anniversary.
Along with officials of the Crosley
station and parent Avco, the New
York Pioneers
chapter has invited
over 100 of the now -celebrated performing artists, producers, directors,
writers and technicians
whose
careers were launched at the station.

lUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllli

the pilot pool. Of these pilots, there
are a good number of situation comedies, 60-minute action and adventure
shows, but a marked absence of new
westerns, except in rare instances.
Other sources indicate western pilots
w ill number less than 5% of the hopefuls' 1961 output.
Of the successful shows on Mc-

^

Among
Sam
and the
Jane earliest
Froman,were
who "Sinijin'
shared
the W 1A\ microphones in the late
twenties. Also on hand around that
time was pianist "Little Jack" Little,
who left in 1931 to lead a band for
NBC. During the same period the
Mills Brothers shifted their harmonic
blend of voices from their father's
liarliershop in Rellefontaine. Ohio, to
WLW. Refore long they were on
some 1 I -hows a week, most of them
fed to NRC.
Fats Waller's keyboard wizardry
and whimsical singing were carried
\ i.i \\ LVV in the early thirties, before
he became a legend. Billy \\ illiams
and the Charioteers came to the station around this time fresh out of
college. The Charioteers are still
singing,
a replacement
for \\ illiams with
who formed
his own group.
SPONSOR
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II
u
I

GRADS

JOIN SALUTE

During the thirties, a hosl "I -~ i1 1 1^ •i- who wciii nil to fame appeared
hi the program \ioon Unci, which
iegan October, L930, and continues
*oda\. The) include 1 >< >i i- l>a\. horn
in Cincinnati; Rosemar) and I>• * 1 1 >
Dooney, who wen- 1(> and 13 respec[i\cl\ when the) uot their start on
he show; Lucille Norman, \nita II
is. the Devore Sisters and Jeanette
l)a\ i-.
Durwood Kirby, of Garry Moore
^liou lame was a WI.W
announcer
anil reader of poetr)
hack in the

thirties.
|n ogi am
went mi
nc\ . the

\t that time the station's
dire< tot was Ed Byi on, w ho
tn w i iie I// . District Ittorradio sei ies w hich slat red

Ja\ Jostyn, also a WI.W graduate.
Hans Holcombe, who became an executive producer for CBS, the Glenn
Sisters and the \lmiii Sisters were on
hand during this period.
James E. i Smilin' Ed i McConnell,
a 32-year radio veteran when he died
in 1954^ performed over WI.W - facilities 1933-38. "Ramona," the
singer-pianist, mel and married
\l

TO WLW
I lelfei . now
w Inn

a network

the tWO "f them

Bpoi i-< astei .
were

at

W I W .

Musicians Lloyd Shaffer, a network
orchesti a director, and Bui i Fai ber,
a noted pianist and on hesl i a i ondui tin . sei ved a W I.W mix itiate.
I he late thirl ies saw Red Skelton
originating a Saturda) nighl Bhow
\ ia W I.W . \nd ii was in thai pel iml thai sjiortscastei Ived Bai ber, HOW
with the Yankees, formerl) in Brookl\ n. broadcast the I !in< innal i Reds
■Mini'- iimt W I.W . I In- station also
i Please turn n> page 64)

Here's the way they looked during those early days at WLW
THE TALENT

reading from left to right, top row: sportscaster Red Barber, who announced

the Cincinnati Reds

play-by-play before moving on to Brooklyn and the Yankees; Durwood Kirby, Garry Moore's sidekick on CBS-TV; renowned singer Jane Froman, and Charles W. Godwin, formerly on WLW's announcing staff and v.p.-ad director for
SPONSOR, now Mutual's v.p. in charge of stations. All-time greats at bottom:
Fats Waller; the Mills Brothers

km*
^

+
^

What

does

HOME

a man
want most in
life? . . .

BUYING

IS

PROMOTED

inception to completion.

S&L

his

Then things begin tit hum on that tiny
piece of hind

in a Savings

The voice-over

and

Loan

Foundation

audio consists of a ballad sung

GROUP

tv commercial

As all the builders'' men start irorking
hand-in-hand

through the

to guitar accompaniment.

WIDENS

use of stills dramatizing

the

Lyric samples are shown

above, more

TV'S

process from its
or less

ROLE

^ Savings & Loan Foundation hikes tv investment to
$500,000; sponsors sports, Inaugural, Cooper special

course, took place. This plus the day
time rate charged was a source o|
great satisfaction for the advertiser

^

Sporting events make up anothe
area the Savings and Loan Found
tion finds advantageous for tv spon

Two- and one-minute film commercials utilize motion, still techniques in dramatizing services performed
letwork

television looms

ever

larger in the media strategy of the
Savings and Loan Foundation. That
organization's ad budget has trebled
in the past five years, reaching some
$2 million, and tv's share now stands
at one-fourth. ( T\ l» estimates the '59
u investment at $27,464 out of $1,004,200 spent on media.) The steady
uth in advertising appropriations
is expected to continue, with the bulk
of new monies tv-bound.
The Foundation's goal is to promote thrift and home ownership via
the services of il~ members, the savings ami loan associations. In promoting these aims it has sizeable competition. This consists "l mutual ^a\ im;s hanks (concentrated in the New
I ngland and the Middle Atlantic
-i. Me- 1 . commercial hanks, mutual
funds, and the stock market. \\ illiam
Divers, president of the Foundation.
sees t\ as a mean- to deliver its mes-

sage to "millions of people you don't
reach with magazines." I The remainder of the Foundation's ad
budget is in magazines.)
Most recent t\ venture of the Savings & Loan Foundation consisted of
sole sponsorship on CBS of the Presidential Inauguration festivities between 10:4.i a.m. and 3 p.m. Twelve
commercial minutes were aired over
some 185 stations during this period
(which did not include the formal
ceremonies, noon until 1 p.m. I .
Phis sponsorship gave the Foundation a welcome opportunitx to
identif) with an important national
event, a natural builder of its image,
since one of its main cop) points is
that deposits are insured through an
agency of the federal government.
In fact, one of the commercials is
devoted almost entirel) to this theme,
and includes several scenes ol Washington, where the I nauiMii at ion. of

sorship. In financial matters, sue
as selecting a savings institutio
and/or negotiating a home-huildin
loan, the male usually pla\s the ma
jor role, and he, of course, is to
found in high concent ration in
sports audiences.
On 31 December the Foundatio
was sole sponsor of the first half o
the East-West college all-star footbd
game over Mil', loth tv and radi
"Radio
is an economical
way oi
reaching
a substantial
number
people.'" -a\^
Diver-.
professional
football

Half
of tb
championshi

game,
between
the
Philadelphl
Eagles and Green Bav Packers
I9
December i was also presented by the
Foundation
via the NBC
radio network.

1

I pcoming 29, March in the net tv
plan- is motion picture star (iary
Cooper's first sizeable appearance d
the home screen. Entitled "The He
West," this hour-long program will
trace the area's development from
discovers <>f gold to discovers of o
Sl'ONSOK
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the in. hi holds

up hi- saving

loan passl
k and Baj -. "\ es,
and
</'< m
lerful things to save
then
for in the life "I >\ ei \ famil) . I Ic
recommends
that others follow bis
I f«'
W

famil) - example and -tail earl) saving at a -a\ in-- and loan a--... i.ilioii.
The other ( w o-iniiiule I omitien lal

i- devoted i" the safet) ol funds on
depo-it with savings and loan associations, h open- with an aerial
-hot nl \\ ashington, I '. < ... and
zooms in on the I edei .il Nome Loan
Hank Board Building, where the operation- ol -a\ in-- and loan associa-

iiiitsS
The nails begin

t<> rise and soon

lh

And

before you can believe il. nil the
kids nre linked in bed. . . .

roof tree's overhead
in

conjunction

Erickson,

the

with

the

commercial

video
shows

on

screen
how

at

savings

the
and

time
loan

they

are

sung.

association

Prepared
can

make

by
it

all

McCannpossible

tions are checked foi compliance
with government regulations. The
scene shifts to a savings and loan office where a government auditor is
discussing the books with the mana-

with narration bj Cooper. The Foundation looks forward to added prestige through association with this
documentary, part of NBC's Project
20 series, in addition to broad audience appeal.
For the Inauguration telecast, the
Foundation's agency, McCann-Erickson. developed four commercials, two
of two-minute duration, two that run
60 seconds. Each was aired twice

loan firm, and builds a home. After
that step is completed and the savings are built again, they're used for
the boy's college education, a family
vacation,
uiil's
iinalK . .the
. the
da\ wedding,
came we "And
had
planned for so long. Retirement!
Our cottage! Years ahead to enjoy
oursebe- in peace and contentment."
\t the close, hand-in-hand with his

The c

neiiial illustrates the Fed-

eral Board's reserve system, whereby
eleven banks around the country
stand ready to advance mone) to associations intime of unusually heavy
ger.
demands

such a- llo.nl-. a- -hown

on

screen. Copy goes on to state that
-a\ ings and loan associations invest
their money
principally
i Please turn
to page in
65 "sound
I

during the program.
One of the two-minute commercials dramatizes, through flash-hack
technique, the parade of a family's
savings ^oals. It opens with a contented-looking, grey-haired married
couple relaxing in their sun-drenched
patio. The man states that he is retired now. and proceed- to think hack
over the various steps that led to
this blissful state, hi- voice doing the
narration while the video illustrates
with artful stills.
It all starts when he gets hi- firsl
job and opens an account at a savings and loan association. As time
goes on his savings help paj for his
wife s wedding ring, their honeymoon and the furniture in their first
apartment. Then, when the apartment is just about furnished, along
comes a baby boy. followed not long
after bj his -ister.
By this time the apartment is getting crowded, so the family draws
all of its savings, borrows the remainder from the same savings and
SPONSOR
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Spot tie-in by eight Spartanburg
BANDING

TOGETHER

firms

to enhance the benefits of their national

organization's sponsorship of Inauguration coverage by CBS TV,
eight savings and loan associations in the region of WSPA-TV,
Spartanburg, S. C, bought five 20-second spots on that station
during the telecast. In the spots, an announcer stated "The savings and loan association in your area is pleased to bring you
the Presidential Inauguration ceremonies," followed by slides
with the organizations' names. Bank scene (above) depicts use
of supportive wall posters and counter cards.

45

CORINTHIAN stations at Inauguration festivities sought local personalities for interviews. Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D., Okla.), is cornered
by KOTV,
Tulsa, news dir. Roger Sharp, cameraman
Houston
Hall

GROUP OPERATION by Corinthian stations at Distinguished Ladies'
Reception was moderated by Mrs. Katie Louchheim (2nd from I), who
talks to Mrs. Clair Engle, Mrs. Robert Kerr, Mrs. A. S. Monroney

RAYBURN-JOHNSON reception at Washington's Hotel Statler on
18 January was one of pre-lnaugural events covered by radio tv. Dan
Rather

of Corinthian's

KHOU-TV,

Houston,

talks

with

Texas

ladies

INDIANA

STATE

BALL

is scene of confab between Sen. Vance

Hartke (D.) and Phil Wilson (r) of WANE-TV, Fort Wayne. Sen.
Hartke is a member of the important communications subcommittee

Inaugural's record air coverage
I he Presidential Inauguration and
assorted festivities and hoop-la that
preceded it lured scores of radio/tv
newsmen and tons of equipment to
Washington. While network personnel and cameras wen- familiar features in the nation's capital, the
amount ol coverage l>\ -lation- themselves set a new high.
Vmong tin- mosl active local t\ con
ting< nts u.i- ( ..I inthian Broadcasting, u hich senl .1 group "I 11 inch
and women i" sear< h oul local angles

to the Inauguration. (For details
about Corinthian - thinking on local

ing from reception to ball and back
again. Most personnel arrived on

coverage of national events, see "\\ h\
local public service sells," SPONSOR,
2\ Novembei L960, page 41.)
Kaeh id the five Corinthian tv outlet- had it- new- directoi ami cameraman mi the scene w hile foui additional Corinthian people coordinated the
eii\ ei age and shipping problems.
I he newsmen -pent h
righl da} tn two weeks on the scene feeding
theii hometown stations while bounc-

Friday, L3 January. During the weekend the peripatetic Corinthian crews
addressed themselves to interviewing
the various Congressmen they were
interested in pinning down.
The following \\c(lne-da\ started
the round of receptions and the like
which was also covered l>\ mike
and camera. On 17 January alone,
the Corinthian group shipped 5,000
feel of film.
^r
Sl'ONSOH
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TV

How

tv audiences

sizeable variation in avi
mlience in — j» ii« - oi a \ it tuallj consistent
time slut. The show was telecast in

minimi! '■:; mini; i 1:111m in 11

mi

l-i ime time in evei j nun ket, j el \uu n-t a reported .1 10.6' ■ rating while
Oklahoma City's rating was a low

• it the South which is averaged ami
ranked bj market.
As the figures indicate, situation
comedies, or at least this situation

program can var) substantially according to market and location.
Based on a period covering October-December I960, the figures represent an analysis of one network
situation comed) show on a local
market level. \n average was computed for all areas with the exception

Share figures show a popularity
\ ariation but the pi' hire 1 ban
Nashville had a higher rating than
HU>',
Miami and Savannah but a lower

comedy, enjoj a high rating in the
Pacific region. \ 22.09i rating was
reported here although the national

share. This indicates the latin got
a larger piece of the viewing t\
homes. Such i» the case of Okla-

average was L8.9* - .
A market breakdown of the South
— the lowest rated region
shows a

m" : ra

/FEBRUARY

vary by market

^ Network situation comedy analysis on a local market
basis reveals a substantial variation in audience appeal
| lie Nielsen (hart below shows
how the audience to a network t\

BASICS

iiimnimmiiiiii 1 'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim1,

mum mniHii 11 mi

homa ( !itj \s. Roanoke

: ..imiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'm

..; .. mil 1

mil mimunmmim 11 1 urn 1 ■

Average audience and share of network situation comedy

show

OCT.- DEC. I9&0
NEW ENGLANO
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
% TOTAL U- S.

RATING %

EAST CENTRAL

19.6

.—

2Q0

k
ST%A"
GUfi
AU40

DALLAS"

PACIFIC

WEST CENTRAL

ATLANTA"

SOUTH

NASHVILLE''

MIAMl'

16.0-

Soum
.;,;

\

1

1-1

,miil::i. :i:i;,:ii;::i:'

'in

1. THIS
PROGRAM (NETWORK)

SPONSOR

costs

I960
..ii,:i:i

.,.

iiuiuimiiiii:-'

scheduled

,i!:iitr'!i,'

during

SPONSOR. AGENCY, DATE

1N 1

include production

and talent

only
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7-7 10
THURS-

6-6 30

30

$350,000 Chrysler, McManus. J & A.
2 20
50.000 Timex V6 Doner. 2 14.
NBC White Paper 1 N 1
2 20
30,000 Bell & Howell, McCann.
Bell & Howell Close-Up! (A)
2 16
Bell Telephone Hour (N)
285.000 AT&T, Ayer. 2 17. 3 3
Buick Sports Ward Show (N) 320.000 Buick, McCann. 2/15
50.000 Purex, Weiss, 2 21
Cry \ engeance » N i
265.000 Breck, Reach, McC. 2 13
Family Classics (C)
•Program

10.1

8-8 50
THUBV

112
30

TUES.

MONTH

COST

10.0

THORS
8-8
30

34

j';.ii.,.;,ini.ii

Specials

29

T-730
THU6S
9-S30

October-December

OKLA.

IG

124

38

WED
30 PM

KlelUD,

1,: mi:;;i..:,i

Astaire Time

20.4

THUBS
>1 30

-nut 5 '

-

CITY

17

212

68%

ROANOKE
LYNCHBURG
"~ "ROANOKE

SAVANNAH

185

SHARE

NATIONAL AVG.I89

120

117

Time

costs

i:"m:i::;

,i:i..;ii;c

nii;i::i--' '

:.:::iv

mm:.

i::i:im

:i;.::

miiiimm

IN NETWORK
four weeks

ending

12 February

PROGRAM (NETWORK)
The Greal < hallenge 1 1 1
1.1 K. -1 (N)
\. 'i . Philharmoni<
i,C)
( himiliu- i \ i
Our American Heritage (N)
Show of the Month (1 1
Sing Alone With Mitch ' \ '
25 Years oi 1 ife (N 1

TV
SPONSOR, AGENCY. DATE
COST

2 19
2 28
2 26
175,000
120.000 Aluminum. J.W.T.. 3 5
Foote, 6, B.
230,000
Equitable.
Du 3Pont.
11 BBC
300.000
40.000 Ballantine Esty. 2 24,
Life3 Mag.,
10
Y&R. 3 2

excluded

47

C O

2. NIGHTTIME

PAP
ABC

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

NBC

CBS

ABC

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC
ABC

I Love
Lucy
Clairol
(FC&B)
Block Drug
(SSCB)

Walt Disney
Presents
, I. u liens (Mathes)
Derby (McC-B)
Gen. Mills
J Norwich
|A-F

(B&B)
$94,000

Walt Disney
Presents
B6:30-7:30)
Canada Dry
(Mathes)
Brillo (JWT)
Am. Chicle
(Hlcfcs & Greist)

co-op
deet The Press
L

ABC

News
sust.

ABC

•Jo net service

Lassie
Campbell Soup
(BBDO)
A-F
$37,000

D. News
Edwards
D. Edwards
News
A iner
Home
*-L(Bates)
$9.500tt

Shirley Temple
(7-8)
Nabisco
Cann)
B-Nut
Savers
)rL

Temple

D. Edwards
News
Amer Home
trepeal feed)
Cheyenne
To Tell The
(7:30-8:30)
Brillo (JWT)
Truth*
Ralston (Gard. > 4m. Home (Bates)
'eter Paul (DFS)
Helene Curtis
3rls-My
(OBM)
(McCann)
W-F
$93,000 ScF
$18,000

an National
id Sulliv
Velvet
(8-9)
&*™»
««»"
Colcat. (Bates)
alt Kodak (JWT)
,*"*
V-L
(BBDO)"
$85,800
$37,000
A-F

Lawman

Tab Hunter
I P. Lorillard

.1

Ed Sullivan

(L&N) West: clox (BBDO)
Or-L $39,000

Cheyenne
R. J.(Esty)
Reynolds
P&G
A.C.

(B&B)
(Brother)

Pete and Cladys
3oodyear
(T&R)
Carnation
(EWRR)
Sc-F
$37,000
8-9; 2/13)
#
Family
Classics

The Rebel
p*n (T&R)
L&M
(D.F.S.)
I W-F
$42,500

The Islanders
(9:30-10:30)
L&M (Mc-E).
| Luden's
Slmonlz (Mathes)
(DFS)
i &1
W Lambert

I A-F

Jack Benny
Lever (SSC&B)
State Farm
(NL&B)
V-L
$80,500

Show
(9-10)
Chevrolet

(10/2 S)

Brinkley
Huntley-Rep.
Texaco
utoexl leedj

The

Chevy
Show

I unit.
BBDO)

Winston
Churchill's
The.
Valiant Years
Ed. Dalton
(KAE)
Dr.
$50,000

Surfside 6
Whitehall
(Bates)

Danny Thomas
(Jen. Fds. (B&B)

1/23 S Block
:30) Dow (7:30(N.C
(SSCB)
Max Factor

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)
Noxzcma
(SSC&B I
Brillo (.IWI I

All-State
(Burnett)
1)1
$32,001. AuP-L

Gen

Criffith
Foods

Mu-L
$47,500
(BAR)

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers

Reynolds (Esty)
illettf (Maxon)
Gold Seal
(C-Mithun)

fr -F

IfiSJUUL

Ki

The Americans

Father Knows
Best

The Rifleman
P&G (B&B)
V-F
$40,000

Kyser
(D&C)Roth
3cF

Wyatt Earp
Sen Mills (DFS1
alt P&G
V-F
$40,000
(Compton)

S)
R. (2/27
J.(Esty)
Reynold

Stagecoach
West
(9-10)
TJ. Mtrs. (C-E)
B & W (Esty)
'-F
$88 000
Miles (Wade)

Laramie
li-Nut Life Savers
(T&R): Pitt,
Glass (BBDO) :

alt Cillis
Dobie
Plllsbury

Alfred

(Burnett)

Hitchcock

Philip

*

Hong
eecham

Morris

Ford
■ly -F

(JWT)
$05,000

Coca C
Kodak I
Ozzie & r
(McCil
F
:

(Burnett)
F
$37,000
Tom
Ewell
Quaker
(JWT)Oats

Thriller

&G
(Burnett)
cF
$38,000

(9-10)

Hawaiiar
barter
Whitet(1
eecham
(9:30-11

All State
(Burnett) Glenhrook
:
(DFS): Am

DCSS),
Reynolds
$24,000 My-F

R .1
(Esty)
$39,000

Am
ly-F

i.
Culver (Y&R)
(Wade i
Singer
West
Stagecoach
>!>• -F
$37,000 Jen. Fds (OBM)
lalston (Gardner)

Ic Red
S

Thriller
B-Nut
Life

Skelton
Show
C, Johnson

Savers
tobacco

(T&R)
(SSCB) ;

(My F

Carry Moore
(10-11)
Show
Culver (Wade i Alcoa Presents
ymouth
(Ayerl
Amer. Gas Co
)r-F
$30,000 S. C. Johnson
Alcoa (FSR)
(I.&N)
Ttniarold
(DDRi
>-F
$41,000
(NL&B)
IVL
$115,000
Bowling

Jo

Net

Service

Carry

Moore

Show

'Han
C

Oldsmc

Hawanai

(BroU

Naked

F
$54,000
(F.C&B)

Barbara
Stanwyck
Theatre

Biyuk
(Werman
& Schorr)
Brunswlck-Balke

K
'

$34,000

$S.->.0On

'an
erbyAm.(W
LC (Bn
PAG

Specials
10 11)
Various sponsors

NBC

Specials

F):
(BBI
ly-F
Naked
(10-1
FSrn A
Itrls ->
iMatl
W. Lai
Brlllo I

)p-F $37,000
(McC-EI

ftpvriali.
They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
16 Jan
12 Feb.
Program types an
■• as folli
L) Adventure,
An
Audience
Participation.
(C)
Comedy,
il))
Documentary,
(Dr)

SPONSOR

(1

NBC

lackpot
June Allyson
Show
Dupont
(BBDO)

ttCoit I* per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, participating or coop programs. Costs refer to average show costs including
talent and production.
They are gross (include 15% agency commission).
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Ao net service

Dante
Andy

(Bates)

Is Your
Life
Block (Orey)

Bugs Bunny
Q. Fds. (B&B)
Golgate (Bates)

Hong K
-F (F|
J
.rmour
Kaiser OR
(7.30-8:
erby
(Me

$30,000

(Mathes)
A-F
$110,000
Luden's

This

Brinkley Rep.
HuntleyTexaco
irapasl had)

Am. Home
alt Schlltz
irnnnut faad)

Laramie
i(7:30-8:30)
Gas (LAN)

Acapulco

Adv. In Paradise
Henncsey
Young
L&M
(McC I I
Candid
Camera Loretta
Tonl
(North)
Lever (JWT)
J. B. Williams Lorillard
(LAN)
alt Warner
Lam
Bristol-Myers
(Parkson)
(Lam & Feasley) (Vhltehall
(Bates) G. Fds (Y&R)
(Y&R)
\im
Chicle
$49,500
AuP-L
$34,000 Dr-L

What's
My Line
Kellogg

D. News
Edwards

The Americans

Surfside 6
Buddy
(8:30-9:30)
Bringing
Up
Bm & Wmsn
(SSCB)
V-F
$47,000
(Bates)
Scott (JWT)
Pontlac
W-.M
Sc-F
$35,000
(MacMJ&A)
Astaire
Time
#
JAJ
(T&R)
(8:30-9:30;
,-F $120,000

(Camp-E)
-L
$120,000

$95.0001

The Islanders
United Mlrs.
(Camp (Maxon)
-E )
Wrlgley

%

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric
(BBDO)
Or F
$51,000

Brinkley Rep.
HuntleyTexaco
I C&W)
I- $S.500tt

Jo net service
Lalston
(GB&B)
Expedition
F
$26,000

Wells
Fargo
B-Nut
Amer Tobacco

The Chevy

Home

Schlltz
(JWT)
(Bates)

No net service

(Mc-S
2/2
Life
(Y&R)
$70,000

Shirley

Am.
Brinkley Rep.
HuntleyTexaco (C&W)
< L
$6,500tt

&

Reynold'
(Esty)
Whitehall
(Bates)
| W-F
$41,000

News
sust.

IB. 500

Twentieth
! People Are
Century
Funny
Prudential Squibbs
(Dona(R-McC)
hue & Coe)
D-F
$35,000 b-L
$24,000

Dennis The
Maverick
Menace
(7:30 8:30)
Kellogg (Burnett)
Kaiser Co (Y&Rl : Be8t Foods
I Noiema (SSCB)
(GB&B)
I W-r
$82,000 8c.F
J36.000

Maverick
R.J. Reynolds
(Esty)
I Armour
(FC&B)

suit
N«
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'

G R A P
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

IDNESDAY
NBC

3S

13 FEB. - 12 MAR

ABC

ABC

CBS

ABC

NBC

ABC

News
MISt

SATURDAY

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC

News
suit

D.

-wards
ws

M Betes)
r (Bates)

HuntleyBrinklcy Rep.
Texaco
r&V) i
ul
in.tnntt

ill

lajflflii

No

service

D. Edwards
News
Parliament
(BAB)
tit Amer. Home

Edwards

News
Philip Morrll
(Burnett)
■It Schlltz
(JWT)

HuntleyBrinkley Rep.
Texaco
(C&W)
SU.
IfiJfiOti

Brinkley
Huntley-Rep.

Texaco
(Bates)
ILL
M-SOOtt .6LL
No

net service

net service
No

wards
ws

Home
arter
I feed)

D.
HuntleyBrinkley Rep.

Philip Morrla
alt Schlltz

Texaco

IMpeal

lieesal l—i)

f—d)

uanauts
8:30)
Wagon
Train
Carter
(7:30-8:30)
. LorllFord (JWT)
LAN).
W-F
$88,000
Morse)
$87,000

Wagon

Train

R. J. Reynolds
(Eaty)
Natl Blae.
(Mc-E)

Cuestward

In.too

ister
een

(LAN)
21 L

K1

(Eaty)
Myers

)

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
Q-L
$22,500

Perry Como
Kraft (JWT)
V-L
$125,000

Ho!

Ralston (GB&B.
Gardner)
7-Up (JWT)
Sc-F
J38.000

Ann Sothcrn
S. C. Johnson
(B&B)
Gen. Fds.

Angel

S.

Zane
Crey
Theatre

The Real
McCoys
P&O

C. Johnson
(B&B)
Gen. Fds.
(B&B)

feed)

The

Outlaws

B&W,
Plllsbury
(C-Mlthun)

W-F

$88,000

Peter

Pan

Brinklcy
Huntley-Rep.
Texaco
Happy
♦repeat
lead)

Sc-F

My Three Sons
Chevrolet (C-E)
Sc-F
$49,500

Cunslingcr

R

9-10 p.m.
I Reynolds
(Maxon)

(9:39-10301
Armour (FCB)
L&M (Mc-E)
My -F
$90,000

The Outlaws
B-Nut Life Savers
(T&R) ;War-L«m
(L&F): Coleate

7:30-8:30)
The
Roaring
20's
Anahlst
(Bates)

Hazel Bishop

B&W

(KMM

Bat

Masterson

Bachelor
Father
Whitehall
alt

(Bates)
Am Tob

Sc (Gumblnneri
F
$38,000

Ford
• Ford
i
25

Ernie

Show
$4.1 I nno
..in

Years

Life

Theatre
a 10-111
Iron g
DO)
$S«.

Ernie
Take
No

net service

Kovacs
A Cood
Look

Croucho
CBS

alt
Reports

Lorlllard
(L&N)
Tonl (North)
Face the Nation
AuP-L
$30,000

Harrigan

&

Son

Rawhide
(10/7 S)
Reynolds (Frank)
(Me-E)
CC-F
$39,000 Nabisco

alt
Flintstones
Miles (Wade)

Route

alt
Report

•

77

Sunset

(9-10)

20's
Leave
It To
Beaver

(McCann)

Ralston (Gardner
OB&B)
GE (Grey)
Sc F
130.000

Bell (9-10)
Telephone
Hour

Lawrence
(8-10) Welk

AT&T ■ YW Ayer)
V-L
$175,000

Dodge (Grant)
J. B. Williams
(Parkson)
Mu I.
$45,000

Westinghouse
Plhs.
Westinghouse

Strip

Route 66

Am. Chicle
I Bates)
My-F
$85. OW

(9-10: 9
Sing-Mitch

77

Sunset

Strip

R. J. Reynolds

You're

in

13
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24 I

RCA
$80,000 Am Tob
W-F

My-F

Perry Mason
Sterling
(DFS)
Dracket
(Y&R)
Moores
(B&B)

(JWT)
(BBDO)
$78.0

Bonanza)
■eft open

Checkmate

(8:30-9:30)
Brn. & Wmsn.

Man
R. Tall
J.(Eaty);
Remolds

alt. (Bates)
K. Clark
Block (SSCB)
W-F
$36,000
(F.C&B)
My-F
$80,000
The

Deputy

Bristol -Myers
(T&R)
Gen
Clg $39,000
(T&R)
W-F

Checkmate

Brn. & Wmsn.
Lever
(Bates)(K&E)
all

(Betes)
Beecham
KM

Have

the

Kellou
Picture(LB]
L&M (DFS)
A-F
$37,000

(Esty)
Whitehall

in The

Twilight Zone
Gen Food (T&R)

Detectives
P&G

My-F

(B&B)$45.0

"

£r Mr.

TAG
(BAB)
Con.lones
Fds.

Welk

! W-F
140 non)
Month
«
|JW'T
*" u»"r
Dupont
Show(2/18)

Fight-Week
Gillette (Maxon)

L4J,Cunsmoke
|DF9,
„t
sperry-IUiid

Lawrence

Colgate (McC)
A-F
$36,000

History
Eyewitness

(Brother!
Mil
Factor
(K&E)
Lorlllard

Ui\

My-F
Dow

$78,000
\. .

$25,000

Michael

Shaync

Heritage
Future
Our American
The•9:30-11:
Nation's

Miles (Wade)
Sp-L
$45,000 \V F
$42
(T&R)

Make

to

Firestone
(C-E)
P A

Shaync

(10-11)
Oldsmoblle

Travel
Cun
Wil

Whall

Bell Telephone
Hour

I

Robert Taylor

Drama. (F) Film, (I) Interview. (J) Juvenile. (L) Live. (M) Misc.
(Mu) Music, i My) Mystery. iN) News. (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Sc) Situation
Comedy,
(Sp) Sports.
(V) Variety,
(W)
Western. tx0 charge for repeats.
SPONSOR

iC-Mlthun)

3/10)

$11.00$
A Simoni
F
(OBM'

(10:30-1 1

Derby
(Mc-E)
Am.
Chicle
(Bates)
Seech am
(KAE)
Pan (BBDO)
Am. Coffee

sust

66

(8:30 9:30)
Chevrolet
(C-E)
Sterling
(DFS)
R. J. Reynold!
Philip Morris
(Eaty)
(Burnett)
$85,000
CC-P
$44.O0( A-F

Law
CBS

Consolldtd
Cigar
IEWRAR)
Face the Nation
Closc-Up!

Marx

Plllsbury
(7 3»-»:S»l

Collate (Bate*)
IB&B)
Parliament

The Roaring

Michael
teel Hr Peter Loves Man
PAO
(B&B)
I 10-11)
Untouchables
Steel
Sc-F
$38.00( Whitehall (Bates)
DO)
Buick
Show
Beecham
(K&E)
$80. too (10-11: I
a)

(Spector)
BftW
(Bates)
My-F
$83,000

Bonanza
Perry
Mason
(7:30-8:3*)

One Happy
Family

(Bates)

Tennessee
Cunslingcr

(7:30-8:$t»)
O. Fda (B&B)
Mattel
Dracket (Y&R)
(B&B)
(Carson Roberts)
Sc-F
$10,000 It Myers (Y&R)
Matty's
Funday
Funnies

Colgate 180.000
I.&N
W-F

Sealtest (Ayer)
S. C. Johnson
(9/29 S)
Hills Bros.
(B&B) P. Lorll.
$41,000
lard (L&N)
W-F
$45,000 W-F( Ayer)$39,000

Untouchables

$17,000

IrepeM

(Cosnptoa)

jillette

Perry Como

Texaco

(B&B)

Reed

Campbell
(BBDO)
alt
Johnson & J
(T&R)
Sc-F
$40,000

fed—

* Alive
(FC&B)
(Bates)

Huntley-Rep.
Brinkley

net service

Edwards

News
Parliament
alt Amer. Home
— (nasal feed)
Rawhide

Donna

be
nauts

D.

Edwards
News

1CAW1
ULittQil

Brn

Man
From
Interpole

That

& Waul

No

net service

Spare
Gillette(Bates)
(Maxon)

L preceding date means last date on air.
S following date means
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
IPrice not ivai

Sterling
A F

startinf

49

1DF8)
$15.1

There is nothing harder to stop than a trenc

NETWORK

MONDAY
THRU
FRIDAY

ABC -TV

21.0

MONDAY

THRU

SUNDAY

20.4
15.9

Source: Program Appraisal Supplement to National N'TI Report (or 4
eeks ending January 22, 1961. Nielsen 24 Market TV Report. Average
.udience Sunday 6:30-11 P.M. Monday through Saturday 7:30-11 P.M.

ABC is off and winging again. Every Xielsen
rating thus far this year* continues to show
ABC -TV the strong network on week nights
and the leader all week.
It figures when you cheek program performance. The current Xielsen TV Report* gives
ABC -TV five out of the ten top shows. And
the only two brand new shows to make it
in the top ten are My Three Sons and The
Flintstones. ABC shows, that is.

The trend in '61 is to ABC-TV

pa n

C O

DAYTIME

rue
MONDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

»bJ4BC
Aprt

10:00
10:15

Lamp

Unto
Feet
rait

A. Sponsors
E. Staley;
Armour: Block:
Am.
Chicle,
Bon

Mi

10:30

Ami;
Look

Up &

Bride

Tues.

Video

Village

S

Tofanson
Level

Llvi

iuii

i
alt

11:00
11:15

UN in Action

Say When
Sterling
alt sust

I Love
Lucv
S. altC. Lever
Johnson

Morning Court

Play
Your
Hunch
sust

cont'd

Wed.

Price

Morning Court

11:45

Camera
Three
•uit

Love That

Bob

•usi

Video

Village

Love of Life
•ust

Camouflage

Amtr

12:30

Home

Pro*

Truth

Price

I Love Lucv
S.

C.

Johnson

S.

C.

Johnson

*" ■"■'

12:45

CBS
TV
Workshop

The Piper
Gen. Mills

Number

CBS News

Search for

Please

PtO
Tomorrow

Beat The Clock

vta Light
Cuiding

12:55

cont'd

Colgate alt
Sterling

T

Morning

Is Right

(

sust
alt. B-Nut
Mentholatura
alt siLever
muim

Concentration
alt.Frigidatre
Gen. Mills

Vlck
alt.
suit
Clear
Horizon

A.
■ It

Camouflage

—

Love Oata
of Life
ust alt. Quaker

Love Thai

Culver
learning

Truth

or

Consequences
Miles
alt sust

P*fl,

Mf

Play-Hunch
sust alt

Concentration
Lever alt
Culver

Love That Bob

CBS TV
Workshop
sust

Meet the
Professor

Food

lartz:
JohnsonJohn
; L

Nfflnen all, Milm

12:15

General M
Sponsc?
General

sust
Say When
Anahist
sust

Bride

Is Right

lust.
Sterling
all WMUhall

Clear ■uit
Horizon

ecember

Kifir

sust
Lm. Home Pdts.
all suit

alt r.iU-ate
Whitehall

lUlt

11:30

Sponsors
Little
Pills:
Brlllo;
Carter's
B. Myers; Better
ii ii imi i 1,'liiimuiii);
3s Lax:
Filbert;

lialiiiiu,

Beltone

cont'd

10:45

•uit
December

r»c

or

Camouf

Consequences
Nabisco
Culver B-Nut
alt

Am t willy)
Home

lMnnnn
It Could Be You
Culver alt lust
P&G alt Mnthum.
News

Beat

The

Clock

(12:55-1)

It Could Be You
Miles
alt lust
P&G

Search For
P&G
Tomorrow
Cuiding

Beat The

Light

"lewsr: (12:55-1)
Mm;

P&0

■Uit

Direction

About Faces

'61

News
(1-1:05)

■ uit

No

net service

News
(1-1:05)

About Faces

No
No

PJfeOTurns
World
Frontiers
Faith
luit

Issues &
Answers

Pro

of

Lipton alt
H. Curili

Basketball
(2-concl.)

Day

Full

In Court

various sponsors

Hariri

Pro

Basketball

Pro

Basketball

Art
Linkletter
Wlms.
alt sust

Road To Reality
Day

Williams
alt
S
i ' Johnson

iiMvui

Queen

net service
Sterling

Jan

•uit
Show
ult Anahlst

alt
B-Nut
alt
sust

Roundup

USA

Sunday Sports
Spectacular

Championship
Bridge
N.

Am. Vanllnek
■ Ainanao

HllllDilerl
Paul

The Great
Challenge
(2/19; 4-5)

Pro

Pro

Basketball

Who

Basketball

%

You Trust?

Winched

Him

Mountain

Bernstein's
N.Y
Philharmonic

Pro

Basketball

Is Your

Day

to Reality

From

S.

C.
I '
Amer Home
alt

Queen

Brighter Day

Stride*
Am. Chicle. \V.

Secret Storm
Amer Home Pro*

VnL.

Daddy
Make Room

Vlck

Matty's
Fundai
Funnies
Mattel
Rocky
O.

tNote:

ABC

1'

Mon.-Fri.

N.

Y.

Pro

College

I'm!

daytime

Bowl

GE

sponsors

Pro Basketball
Kemper Ins. Co.

rotate

sust alt P&G

For

Who

You

Hollywood

Trust?

FromRoots
These
Queen

Frlto

Is Yours

vVho Yob

l-ypy alt Anahist
Daddy

Johi

American
Bandstand

Li
Strldei

Make
Secret

Vliari

ma M : Lever;
Amer.
Band.
Tcnl

Colgate
ill lmaani

C.

Da

alt

■•"■»
B-Nut,
Noxzema,

_SlUi_

Dr.

Malone

Glenbrook
Quaker

Storm
(•AG

Room

Frito P&G
alt,

»t

Night

T

French

Sterling
all Jtin

It It

It Nut
sust
nl

Hollywood
ill alt
David

Here's

American
•o-op
Bandstand

Amer.

*Jlrl
Welch;

For

Quaker

Edge

to

•o-op
American
Bandstand

Shoe

Amer
w
I.i
Gen

Ame
Band

LjiUltull

Chet
Huntley
Reporting

&

Friends
Mllli. Am

Chicle,

Amateur
Hour
Wllliamt

Millionaire
sust alt. Vlck

Verdict

Here's
Celebrity
Coif
Kemper
(alt.)
Omnibus
(5 6; 3/5) %

load
Loretta Young
r. Mills alt sust
P*c.

For a

Oil .I ii i W

Edge of Night
PAG
Int.Amer.
Shoe, Band.
M&M
H
r,irt|,
lit

Linkletter

These

•ust
Mentholatum

Day la

Chicken
of the
Sea alt Scott
. B. Williams

Young

<■'■' ■" ■■*"

alt

Murray
lust
Show

•uat

Art

Day
load

Jan

Circle

In Court

Roots

American
Bandstand

liiiiiliarl,

Full

Young
MaloneDr.
lemlngP&Galt sust

Verdict

No net service

alt

Quaker

Murray

Loretta Young
sust
P&G

Millionaire

For a

About

P&OTurns
World
No

:,ii-l

Sunday Sports
Spectacular
(2:30-4)
Schlitz,
L&M.

Circle
mat

net service

•uit
net service

on

a weekly

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Rin

Tin

Tin

Gen
Rocky

Gen.
Mills.
Sweets

basis

and

are

not

regularly

scheduled

for

any

Mills,
6 Friends

particular

Lone
Gen.

shows

or

time

periods.

Alphabetic*

lli. network schedule on this and preceding pages I 1">. 49)
includes regularlj scheduled programing from 13 leb.\2 Mar., inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made 1>\ the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

I

URAP
THURSDAY

IDNESDAY
ARrt
Bn.1t>

Say When
i Drill
all

i'.

Ullage

it

rR<

'"""■•

alt Culv.

Ooffe)
Fri.

f
st

Life

Siring
Play Your
Hunch

Alt Best Foods

Colgate
Nabiscoalt

Beal
Morning

8
a

me Prod

Love

That

Bob

sust

or

Price

nil

~Pi
Consequences
O
Helm sust

R

Camouflage

Ml

for

ii rrow
i

Light

Mlles.

l.".i

Could Be You
Umg. alt. Writl
Heinz alt Ton!

The

News (12:55-1!
tl. Mllli

li

Video
B
i
I

Lever

1

Courl

It "■ I
Bob

Truth

I

lUJt

Turns
Q
SCO

No

No

About

Faces

Camouflage

Search
PAH for
Tomorrow
Beat

The

Nabisco.
Kellogg

Right

net service

Cuiding

Sweets

Land
of
Allakazam

Roy

Slmonlz alt

Truth

Rogers

Lone
Gen

Ranger
Mills.

Nestle

Light

or

Consequences

Prlc
alt sust
PAG alt
WhU.haal

Could

Lunch

With

About

Gen. Foods
Soupy
Sales

Be You
sust

No

Slmonlz

Oetective
Diery
Glenbrook

Colgate alt sust
Mt

Wizard

net service

net service

Best

lUSt

Turns

Foods

No

alt sust

net service

Carnation alt
R. T French

° ne' serv,c*

alt

Pip the Piper
Gen. Mills

News (12:55-11
a miih

No

My Glenbrook
True Story
Dow

Plhs.
Mighty
Mouse

CBSsust
News

■ust

Faces

Sky King
Nabisco

PAG

PAG

News

World

PAO
PllUburr

Magic

Concentration

PAO

Clod

As the World
Turn.

•rant-

Is

(1-1:05)

(1'195> ""l I No
No
net
service

net service

Price

I »o t

Mills. 0
King Leonard
Short
Subiects
Fury

Miles

News (12
O. Milli

,

\m

h

Clear Horizon
sust

It Could Be You
P4G

Miles .It N.blsct

Lewis

llliculi

B

Play-Hunch
suit alt.
Colgate

Lever alt Aiui.i-

Home

Cuiding Light
PAO

net service

alt

Love of Life
Borax
alt sust
sust alt

or

Consequences

PAO

Shari

Natl

Colgate alt
M«fiih»ta>urw

sust

Love That

Kangaroo
Captain

ing alt

Lucy

sust alt
i
.Minson

Newt
1

V. Matte
Johnion

Love

Right
Morning

Say When

Bnd<

Heinz alt
Whitehall

T French
alt sust

Cloc

I

Leemlni

alt

Borai

Search for
Tomorrow
Beat

Red

lam

\\ imams
rinUlr;
J.

NBC

I

Concentration
Q
Mills

of Life

Amer

Is

alt
Gold I Seal

Johnson

alt.

Love

.....

I \|i

Clear Horizon
sust

nit Qen
Mills
Nabisco tit
Jergens

December

\i. ■ i

Lucv

i
t'
i

Sponsors
B Drue
Welch:
K
U
\\
1 I ..„

AH] '

Cour

Law

Truth

MBC
Say When

R

alt

SATURDAY

CBS

Video
It I Village

Hi Hi)
it

.
Brid i

I Love

Concentration
lorizon

FRIDAY

Mm Inn

Borax

Price Is Right
Oen
Mills alt
Glenbrook

Heinz

,

December
MinuteSponsors
Maid
1 Kink ;
Northahwaren

PanQM Am.I cont'd

Play-Hunch
alt
ohnson I svist all Sweets
Collate
uTr. Tj
Lucy
r alt
lohnson
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College

Championship
|an

•irele

.

Full

Murray
Show
sust

Day

Circle

Ian

i Is. alt
Lever

In Court

Murray
Show

sust

Day

In Court

Full
i

Circle
r alt

Beil

Foods

)an

Murray
Show
Wntehl alt. sust

Various
I! Myers
Basketball

NBA

Basketball

i alt mhih'M Darw
kletter
Una

Loretta Young
sust

n "
ilgloion

Frisjldalre alt
Knox Gelatin

naire
ohnson

Young
Dr. Malone

Art Linkletrer
Road

Loretta Young
PftG
jit sust

alt Drackell
Reality'"" Plllshury

to

Art Linkletter
Loretta Young
Lever Bros
sust
Road

to Reality
Day

Heinz alt PAG

Championship
College

Young
- Williams
I
'

Basketball

n PAG
Mills
alt
alt alt
G. O.
Mills

Young

Gen.

Plough.
Heinz,

Day
Queen

O. Mill
Plough

For

a

Millionaire

Millionaire
i
.lohnson

s

alt sust
Drackett alt
Best Fds.

Dr.

Miles
PAG

Malone

alt Culver
alt G. Mis

Queen

For

a

alt
ItQuaker
T French
Gerber

alt

Nab

Dr. Malone
Mennen
alt sust

Glenbrook alt
Jergens
From

Night

From These
Roots

Verdict Is Youri
Sterling alt Lever

Amer.

Here's
Hollywood

Ame.
Band.
Tonl. Strldex

Gold Seal alt
Jergens
Culver

Edge

of

Night

pao
Plllsbury

Hollywood

Ib-Nui .in <; miHere'salt
Heinz
Whitehall

Rocky

* ine; of accounts begins

His

s.m.

Monday

and

concludes

10 a.m.

Home

Friday.

led programs appearing during this period are listed
s well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro,rams not listed are: Jack Paar. NBC. 11:15 |>.m.-l a.m..
londay-Friday,

participating

sponsorship;

Sunday

College
Championship
Basketball

Hollywood

O.

Mis

alt.

Dow alt Colgate
Here's
All

News

Star

Coif

Reynolds Metals
Armour

Rin
Tin
Tin
Gen Mills

and

Frieid«

Home
Fds.
Gen. Mills.
Sweets

10 a.m.

AmerSterling
Home alt

American
co-op
Bandstand

American
Bandstand
eo-op

\m

Edge of Night
Quaker Oats
alt. Dracket

Band.

MAM
W. Lambert

Basketball

These

From These
Verdict Is Yours
Roots
Plough alt
Colgate
Quaker
Oats
Slmnz alt. Heinz Who You Trust?
sust alt
Who You Trust?
- C. Johnson
s c Johnson
riit
O. Mills
Purex: Dow alt
Root'
alt R. T French
SweetsDaddy
alt B-Nut
Nabisco alt
Purex
Amer.
Band.
Make Room For
Brighter Day Make Daddy
r Dav
Make
Room
For
Room
For
Brighter
Fds.
Lever
alt Dav
Best
Daddy
Drackett Borax
Amer.
Band.
ohnson
Welch.
Gen.
Frlto alt sust 0. Mills. B-Nut.
Mills.
Lever.
sust
sust
alt.
Leeming
Secret Storm
Tonl. Carter
Noxemi
Heinz
sust alt '
Welch, R Myers.
V Home alt
Storm
sust alt
sust alt >nlz
Culver
Secret Storm
W
Lambert
alt sust
Am.
Home alt
ae Prod
R T French
_£rtgldAi££_
B-Nut
I Yours
t

College
Championship

Captain

Gallant

t-Nut
Saver.
Gen LifeMills

Saturday
Prom
I l-Nut Life Saver.

Fds.

"These are package prices and include time, talent, production and cable costs.

Special, CBS, Sunday.
11-11:15
p.ra.; Today, NBC,
7-9
a.m., Monday-Friday, participating : Neu - I BS, 7:45-8 a.m.,
8:45-9 a.m.. Monday-Friday and Today on the Farm. NBC,
7-7:30 a.m., Sat. All time periods are Eastern Standard.

As viewer

What

norms

level off. SPONSOR

ASKS:

tv programing areas
might be more profitably

Rollo Hunter, v-P- and dir. of tvjjadio,
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauf) & Ryan, Inc., N.Y.
The eighth word in this question. I
am assured, has no cultural implications. The subject here is money.
\\ ilh thatfirst
premise
established,
let's
examine
a tv treasure
of Sierra
Madre — unprime time.
Sunday afternoon, long considered
a programing trash can, is beginning

to get a little respect. It isn't quite
the weak sister big advertisers
thought, as evidenced by such commercial entries as CBS TV's Sunday
Sports Spectaculars, ABC TV's
Championship Bridge and NBC TV's
room
Celebrit
for more.y Golf. There's still
Monday

through Friday daytime
programing has undergone a concentrated revamping in recent times,
particularly with the shower of new
shows such as "Say When" and
"Here's Hollywood" on NBC TV, and
"Camouflage" and "Number Please"
on ABC TV. The potential for revitalizing weekday programing, howPotential of

Obviously, one would not care to
specify which ones, this being a business of jealously guarded ideas. But
a prediction of at least one or two
more innovations in this field during
1961 seems reasonable.
A corollary of programing itself
which is undergoing some profitable
development and offers an intriguing prospect for the future is show
financing by clients. Last season
BBDO had the only program completely angeled by its sponsor, Rexall with National Velvet. Now there
are others in the act and more to

ever, is far from realization. I here's
more gold to be dug in the daylight
hours with the help of fresh, better
programing and greater buying flexibility. (Ed Bleier at ABC TV has
some interesting new ideas along
those lines.)
Over the years, the standard tv
sports fare of football, baseball and
fights has proliferated into bigtime
basketball, golf, bowling, tennis and
even jai alai. Now soccer i- getting
some consideration and there is a
pilot kicking around which, if picked
up. would bring the corner pool hall
right into our living rooms. Yet,
with all this diffusion, there are undoubtedly more veins to be tapped.

54

Nevertheless, an over-abundance of'
one element cannot make up for a
major deficiency in the others; all
the Money in the world cannot create
a good script if Talent is missing.
The second area which might be
more profitably developed lies in the
nature of tv programing.
Formats

/ anticipate a
resurgence of
live drama formats, game and

come. Both Ogilvy. Benson & Mather and Benton & Bowles have clients
investing in shows, and several other
major agencies are developing variations on this concept.
As the program spectrum spreads
out into more shows in the hour or
longer bracket with higher production values and. of course, higher
costs, we might pause to marvel at
how profitably programing has already developed. Keen competition
and quick minds have spawned a
mighty lucrative business. Let's not
get greedy.

daytime weekprogramingday
is far
from
full realization

expenditure of Talent or Energy.

Bill Todman, partner, Goodson-Todman
Productions, Vew York anil Hollywood
There are those who consider dollars-and-cents profits and entertainment values difficult to reconcile. I
disagree. More strongly, I mainother.tain you can't have one without the
Therefore, the first area to which
we must turn our attention is the
quality of t\ programing.
ity I do not necessarily
Omnibus. I refer to high
of production, whatever

By qualmean an
standards
show is

invoh <•< I.
The onl\ formula to follow is this:
Talent plus Time plus Energy plus
\lone\ equal Oualilx. If one of the
elements is lacking, greater emphasis
musl be placed on the others. It is
possible, for example, for a low
budget l\ film (Money, in the formula I to achieve Qualit) 1>\ a larger

panel shows
are not static. We must constantly
re-examine the basic product itself.
Is this really the best we can do?
Has every idea been explored? When
do we reach the end of the idea line?
I submit that there is no last stop.
Sometimes it is necessarv to delve
into the past as well as to look to the
future for televisions development.
In tv s eary days, there was an excitement, ajoie de vivre which is
often lacking today. Before we can
improve programing, we must find
a way to recapture that spirit.
I anticipate
a resurgence
of "traditional shows
. . . live dramas,
game shows, panel shows and the
like, as a counteraction to the raft of
numerics, westerns and situation
comedies. We are beginning to see
this now. Goodson-Todman s game
show department, for instance, has
more programs on the air than ever
before.
Finally, I think we must look to
improved techniques of production.
We must apply scientific methods of
trial-and-error to our labors. Even
if our ideas do not work, we will
have at lea-t learned something. And
il tlie\ do pan out. we (and the publie i have gained.
Recently, for example, our organization decided to "pre-test" our new
series. One Happy Family, before i
live audience
several days beforf
SPONSOR
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developed?
During. The technique added an extra $2,000 per week to our budget.
It's ~iill too earl) to appraise the results of this experiment but I am
Bpnvinced the experience alone was
worth the additional cost.
In summary, the three areas of tv
programing we must develop are the
quality, the nature and the produc■on techniques of our shows. These
are the ke\ -.tones of sueeess.
James S. Bealle, '•/'• '" charge of n.
radio, Kenyon &, Eckhardt, New York

Before attempting to pinpoint
peas of television programing, we
hould define the terms we are introducing into this consideration.
" I \ programing areas" refers to
uogram (\ pes.
Bt

TELEVISION
BASICS

''Profitably " means a lower cost
thousand
or a higher viewerHere's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.

PubUc
affairs
programing of
special interest
to one state or

Get your own

region

Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures— network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color

nterest-ratio to the program-comnercial combination than now is
?enerall\ available.
I helie\e that we are allowing teleision to drift into overly neat paterns of viewing habit. The electronc capabilities of the medium are not
)eing fully used.
Where are the regional networks
or puhlie affairs programing to covr i explore i subjects of special invest to the people of one state or
leographical region? Regional adertisers have already built their own
ictworks for commercial programng. Is there an area here for staions and regional advertisers to ex)lore together.''
As the programing and technical
»a ibilities at local stations, whether or
tot the) are affiliates of the three netvorks. improve beyond all the prei Please turn to page <>"> I

1°6 PONSOR
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copy and one for everyone

in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.

equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer
television
audience.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

FILL COUPON— WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

40
30
25
20
15

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each
each

SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, NY. 17, NY.
NAME
FIRM

I

ADDRESS
QUANTITY

Eg* :" i//Wtr

WFBM's Mid- Indiana
leadership is earned!

News

Sotional <m</ regional bw) j
in work nou

sponsored
before it

SPOT

01 recently > ompleted

BUYS

TV BUYS
Continental

Baking Co., Inc., Rye, Y

^ . : New schedules on

Wonder Bread begin L9 February in LO-12 markets. Moderate fre-

happenson WFBM
Eckrich* renews
"blank check"
news contract
for third year!

quencies nfda) and nighl minutes, 20's and I.I). 9 are being plai ed.
Buyers \n Goldstein and Perrj Seastrom. Agency: red Bates &
Co., New York.
Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros. Co., New York: The second of nine
flights in 1961 starts 19 February, in about 35 markets.
Hulk of
schedule is renewals usiiii; <la\ and nighl 60's and 20's. Buyer:
Frank Marshall.
\genc\ : J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: (ioin- into a1. mil 12 markets 27 Februan with schedules for Quaker Puffed Grains. Da\ and night 6()'s
are heing bought for 13 weeks, with adult weight-watchers in mind.
Buyer: Edith Han-en.
Agency: Compton
\d\.. ( bicago.
Kayser-Roth Hosiery Co., New York: Placements for Supp-Hose
begin this month in its customar\ top market-. Schedule- of day
minutes and spots in live women's
show- will run for six weeks.
Buyer: fsabelle Stannard. Vgency: Daniel & Charles, inc., New York.
Best Foods Div. of Corn Product Sales Co., New \ ork: Campaign

Wherever or whenever BIG news
breaks in Indiana, WFBM keeps
Hoosiers in touch with events as
they happen. Eckrich likes WFBM's
exclusive "news beats" . . . knows
WFBM's mobile radio and television units will be in action at the
scene, whether it's a fire in Elwood
or a flood in Terre Haute.

for Nucoa margarine starts 13 Februarv and run- through 2 March.
\ImuiI 25 market- net prime 20's and da) and fringe night minutes.
Buyer: Bill Willi-.
Vgency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
Otoe Food Products Co., Nebraska *'it\. Neb.:
Staggered start
dates from February to Vpril arc being set for its baked beans campaign. Schedule- run till Jul\ in 30-35 market-, with moderate
quencies of night minute- being used.
Buyer: George McLaren.
\neiic\ : Compton \d\.. Inc.. Chicago.

Eckrich trusts our judgment as

RADIO

to whether an event warrants preemption of regular programming

BUYS

(when it does, automatic sponsor-

Buick Motor

ship results). Doesn't such performance of our 17-man news operation
justify your confidence, too ? Next
time why not call us first!

week campaign to push dealer- used cars begins the middle of this
month in [53 markets. Thursday -Friday-Saturdaj drive-hour minutearc being scheduled, one station per market.
Agency:
McCannErickson, Inc.. Detroit.

■ Eckrich i Sons. Inc.. Moat Saecia I

TV
NBC

Radio
ABC

6

INDIANAPOLIS

1260

Represented Nationally by The KATZ Agency

Div., Ceneral Motors Corp.,

Flint, Mich.:

II

Chrysler Div., Chrysler Corp., Detroit: Traffic minute schedules
begin this month for a short run in about 75 markets foi its
\bout three stations per market are being used to pitch a pric<
motion. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc.. Detroit.
Mennen Co., Morristown, N. .).: Campaign for Sof-Stroke starts
20 February
for 15 week-. Morning and evening traffit scl dules
1 I !n- ami 20's, five t" six per week pei market, are being placed
in about .in market-. Buyers: Bett) Nasse and Irene Levy. \_<
37
Gre) \d\ . Vgenc) . New ^ ork.

- WSTV-TV :

In Augusta, Georgia

L

9

The lowest cost television bridge to the

YOUR

Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir — AT. 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

PRODUCT'S
BEST

: KODE-TV :

FRIEND

28% taller and 29% more powerful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million annually. The best of CBS and ABC.

IS

Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

RGP-TV -

TheFRIENDLYGroup's

CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager —

TT

OX 8-1505

Represented by H-R

i^Hi^H |HHiiLHHfll
IN AUGUSTA:
Robert E. Metcalfe-TA 4-5432
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: Avery-Knodel,

BEST

OF

WRDW-TV

ALL
1960

3

CHAN
Inc.

NETWORKS

NATIONAL

SPOT

USERS

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS, NBC and
ABC Networks.
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

• Anahist • Avon • B. C. Headache Powder • Beechnut Gum • Black Draught
• Butferin • Carolina Life Insurance Co. • Cheer • Cloverleaf • Colgate
Florient • Crisco • Continental Wax • Creomulsion • Dristan • Duncan Hinss
Cake Mixes • Duz • Fizzies • Filberts Margarine • General Mills • G. E.
Large Lamp • Giimar Records • Hart, Schaffner & Marx • Helme Snuff • Ivory
Bar • Jergens Lotion • Jif • Kent Cigarettes • Kool Aid • Lipton Tea • Little
Friskies • Luzianne • Marlboro Cig. • Maxwell House • Nervine • Pabst
Beer • Pall Mall Cig. • Paper Products Corp. • Pillsbury Ballard Flour •

: W BOY-TV :

Pick A Pop • Pocahontas Foods • Primatine • Quaker Oats • Reader's Digest
• Roma Wine • Sal Hepatica • Silverdust • Snowdrift • Soltice • SSS Tonic
• Spic and Span • Tang • Tetley Tea • Texaco • Texize • Tide • Tuberose
Snuff • Vicks • Welch Grape Juice • Wesson Oil • Yuban Coffee

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.

NOW

FULL

POWER

— 31 6,000

rmlNOiY

John J. Laux, Exec. Vice-President
*

owour

( «*

'

12

Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Bob Runnerstrom, Gen. Manager— MAin 4-7573

.

Member The FRIENDLY Group
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If lint's happening in U. S. Government
t/mt affects sponsors, agencies, stations
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WEEK

Newton N. Minow will be confirmed as FCC commissioner
coming the commission chairman about 1 March.

without trouble) be-

Newton at his confirmation hearing was lui with prettj much the usual barrage of demauds for stronger FCC intervention in the area of uplifting programing standards.
Much of Minow a agreeableness on this line seemed to have been reduced when Senate Commerce Committee chairman Warren Magnuson indicated he wouldn't be too happy if the FCC
smashes ahead without regard to the industry's own self-policing efforts.
Part of the time Magnuson was on the side of those Senators professing l<> know ways in
which radio tv can he improved.
It is notahle, however, that he was most instrumental last year in slashing in half fundrequested by outgoing FCC chairman Frederick Ford for monitoring stations.
Magnuson made it clear he would continue to be broadcasting's most powerful friend on
Capitol Hill.
After he and others had castigated the industry for an hour or so
plumped for increased monitoring of stations Magnuson went to work.
FCC chairman that the broadcasting industry had codes of ethics, that
ing up shortcomings has been phenomenal in the last two years
try should be permitted to continue along these lines.

and after Minow had
He told the incoming
its record of clearand that the indus-

The Commerce Committee's bearing on Minow "s nomination proceeded along
lines that indicated what each committee member's personal gripes or attitude was
toward various facets of the media and what the industry might expect from that
area in the days ahead.
Here are some of the highlights on that score:
Rating services: Senator Mike Monroney took a swipe at his favorite whipping hoy once
again, and Minow said this is "a proper area of concern for the FCC." Magnuson noted that
the FTC would shortly have ready a report on rating services and that this would he
turned over to the FCC.
Misleading advertising: Magnuson said he hoped for stronger liaison on misleading or
untruthful advertising between the FTC and FCC. He added that the FCC should concern
itself with the number of commercials.
Programing: Senator John Pastore said he didn't think "we can legislate on programing or that programing falls within the committee's purview." However, he added, the FCC ought to take the lead in promoting better standards. Other committee men also
asked for improved programing. Minow said: "I'm definitelj going to do something about it."
Over-all Station Performance vs. Censorship: Minow took the position that the FCC can
consider the over-all performance 1>> a station without skidding into censorship. Said Minow:
"If an operator is not operating responsibly then it is the FCC's j"l> to find somebody else who
will. The FCC can't do anything about one western show, but if a station provides
only westerns, then the FCC can find it isn't operating in the public interests.*1
On the same matter Senator Gale McGee called for a complete overhaul of regulatory
laws to ensure that stations operate in the public interest, and Senator Strom Thurmond said
public service obligations should be printed prominently righl on station licenses. Minow reminded the committee that he had studied on the Communications V.cl ahead} in progress.
P.S.: In line with the Senate's extension of the presidential reorganization power Senator Magnuson made it clear the Commerce Committee is not going to relinquish to the president authority over regulator)
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials
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The CBS o&o's have broken sharply with feature film traditions in their strate<
gy for the Screen Gems post-1948 package.
The kabitual pattern — exemplified by CBS' handling of the Paramount package some
years ago — contains three notions now being swept out the window: 1) leading off with the
cream of movie packages, 2) making an impression during a brief period of time, and 3) let
ting stations pick the titles.
CBS o&o's have discarded all three habits in favor of these revolutionary tactics:
• Strong pictures such as Caine Mutiny, Brave Bulls, Born Yesterday, etc., are being held
back: the next five shown will be Pfhht!, Death of a Salesman. Kiss the Blood off My Hands,
Abandon Ship, and Criss Cross — few seen as a tv blockbuster.
• Pictures will be shown

Saturdays only through March.

• All five stations show the same

picture the same night.

Two mysteries are: Why is CBS keeping the best pictures in reserve? And — why is
CBS tying the hands of its stations on scheduling?
Insiders guess that CBS o&o's, having enough pictures to afford keeping strong reserves,
will use them to deal with competitors when needed — or as a lever should they dicker for new
movie packages.
As to five-as-one station scheduling, the motive seems getting a rating track record
quickly:
Screen Gems can use this to sell the pictures and CBS for spot sales use.

Collier Young and Robert E. Hill, producers of the Crime and Punishment se
ries, are selling it themselves with the idea of knocking off a big part of the 40-50
per cent additional fee taken by conventional distributors.
The 39 episode half -hour tape series has already signed up 11 stations, including KTLA,
Los Angeles, and the Metropolitan stations, WNEW-TV, New York; WTTG, Washington,
D. C, and KOVR, Sacramento.
CBS Films is going into a successful re-run phase with its Whirlybirds series,
now being tripped in 39 markets.
Whirlybirds, with 111 episodes, is touching all the bases for syndication moneymaking: it started with a 59-market regional deal to Conoco for three years, then went into
weekly re-runs, and is now well into lucrative stripping in subsequent runs.
There are 49 markets where the show is still seen weekly.

One of syndication's most advantageous audience
hour following Gunsmoke — will be lost in the fall.

flow situations — the half

There is evidence that syndicated half-hours and feature films did more in 1960 to maintain post-Gunsmoke inherited audience than did the network entry. Markham, in 1959.
Here is a 24-market Nielsen average audience
-i;tt ions.
TIME
10 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
Note:

60

comparison

L959 PROGRAMS & RATINCS
(iunsmoke
Markham

36.0 (59$ )
26.5 (48%)

for mid-December

on

CBS

1960 PROGRAMS & RATINGS
Gunsmoke
39.2 (67%)
Syndication 30.6 (59%)

Percentages in parentheses arc shares.
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continued

UAA has discov< red thai theatrical success is not aecessaril} a guide to t\ profits in feature filing.
Many average pictures at the theatrical box office have proved the best grossers to 1 \ \
and stations using them.

Reportedly the ten best tv grossers in UAA's pre-1948 Warner Bros, library are these:
seven Humphrey Bogart pictures— Chain Lightning, Dark Victory, Key Largo, Casablanca,
Treasure of Sierra Madre, High Sierra, and To Have and Have Not — plus three other-: City
for Conquest. Story of Louis Pasteur, and Nighl and Day.
The UAA study, based on the pictures' initial five years of tv distribution, attributes
their success to membership in the drama category.
Contradicting this explanation is another offered by some station men: movie programing different from current or recent tv production does best — henre the hot performance
of war movies on tv lately since there's nothing of this type now being filmed for tv.
Another angle offered in some quarters is that the revival of an actor often follows his
passing, as in Bogart's case. If this explanation holds good, look for a boom
movies.

for Gable

Don't think station men aren't worried over the prospect of IN'BC TV
ing to feature films for two hours on Saturday nights from 9 to 11 p.m.

switch-

Opinion is that such a program — it would he the first fully competitive regular use of
feature films by a network in prime time — would seriously cut into post-11 p.m. movie audiences on that night.
Hence an indirect result of such a move would be to hurt movies on ABC and CBS affiliates, all to the benefit of Jack Paar on NBC TV.
Mentioned
package.

a9 a contender for the NBC

TV Saturday slot: the post-1948 MGM

Fred Niles — who went into business a9 a producer just five years ago in Chicago on a $5, 000 investment — will pour SI 00.000 into an expansion which will also give him production facilities in Hollywood.
Niles diversified recently into programs and industrials production, although almost half
of his 1960 gross of $3 million was in tv commercials.
Niles' Hollywood branch will be the California lot at 650 N. Bronson; joining Niles there
are Lionel Grover as production manager. Edwin T. Morgan as executive producer, Harry Holt
as executive art director, and Jack Silver as production coordinator.

It looks as though S3-4 million worth of tape commercials

anil industrials busi-

ness a year is now on the loose as a result of CBS's closing of its tape unit.
Trade estimates are these billings are up for re-assignment in 1061: about SI .5 million
worth of program production. SI million in non-broadcast industrial, religious, medical, and
closed circuit production, and perhaps S.5 million in commercials.
It seems as though producers such as Telestudios had their hands tied in the past in not
taking on more programs business: note that Play of the Week, produced and syndicated by
\ I A. parent of Telestudios. was among the bigger jobs brought over to CBS because of Telestudio's full schedules.
Hence Videotape Production and other independents such a9 Sports Network
and MTV may be the major beneficiaries of the CBS legacy.
It's also possible that one repercussion of any New York shortage in tape facilities could
he this: a rebound to film.
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trends and tips for admen
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Another

HEARS

station group — this one with heavy radio as well as tv holdings-

giving "close consideration"

to establishing its own national sales offices.

The plan: as the contract for each of the group's stations expires with the rep involvec
it would automatically join its sister stations in the national sales setup.

To agencymen pitching for the Plymouth account Chrysler people expressed
puzzlement on how the rumor that Plymouth or Valiant was leaving Aver could
have been started.
They were firm in this: there was no cause or reason for the rumor.

Circulating in the trade is the report that Westinghouse Broadcasting is seriously mulling the acquisition of the Desilu tv property and studio interests.
WBC has for some time indicated its interest in hoth expansion and diversification.

Like the changing of a Washington administration, there is always that awkward state of relationship between the old and new agency on an account.
Latest case in point: the switch of Lever's liquid Swan from Needham, Louis & Brorby
to BBDO New York, due to take effect 1 April.
When BBDO asked for the files, NL&B indicating BBDO could take everything about the
brand along with the files forthwith. Lever seems to have taken the cue because last week
BBDO was busy buying both spot tv and daytime network tv for Swan liquid.

Have you noticed that all the tv networks
their advertising?

are back to citing ratings again in

Compared to a year and a half ago. this is quite a switch for two of them. At that time,
it will be recalled, all but ABC TV let it be known that they would refrain from using
ratings in their ads.

Seems that CBS TV has a somewhat
Smith.

irritated client in S. C. Johnson's Douglas

As Smith related it at the previous week's AFA meeting, the said affront took place in
the office of the CBS president.
\fter being told that the network would not continue one of the Johnson programs in
the fall. Smith learned that another series had been picked for the spot. This is what burned
bim up: he would have to accept the successor, pilot unseen, or lose the nighttime period.

That will be quite an interesting dinner that McCaiui-Krickson is tossing for it
personnel this Thursday (16 February) at the Waldorf Astoria, N. Y.
I he gathering this time will have these three purposes:
1 I The date marks the end of the first year of the agency's Operation Thrust and the as
sembled diners will l>e told what the project has achieved.

2) To celebrate the agency's 50th anniversary.

3) To outline sweeping organizational and personnel changes.

62
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DEBUT
RODEO
. . . whether it's a homey "Y'all come" or
elegantly R.S.V.P. . . . KSLA-TY's viewers are
honored guests at just about every happening
in our area. Sports events, beaut) pageants, parades,
appearances of visiting dignitaries, concerts
and plays, a Formal cotillion, or the state fair
livestock auction . . . all serve to keep Ark-La-Tex
viewers limed in . . . to keep up!
Sharing the honors with KSLA-TV

are an

enthusiastic group of co-hosts . . . the advertisers,
whose enthusiasm stems from the results they get.
To become a member of this
hospitality committee, contact your
Harrington, Righter and Parsons man today.

shreveport, la.
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KID

WLW

SHOW

[Continued from page 13)

RADIO
BASICS
AM

& FM

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.
It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio
time.

They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW
FILL
WE'LL

BILL

COUPON
YOU

LATER

Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500

20 cents each

500 or more

15 cents each

SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, NY.
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

{Continued from page '■>'>*
shorts — that had original].) been
made for theaters. They had been
the backbone of kid programs from
the beginning, and until the past year
there had been little new production
l what was produced was made for
tbe network shows and re-run s\ ndication) .

had the sen ices lor fi\e years of
Nannette Sargent, who later starred
in mam NBC presentations.
While at WLW they were called
"The King, The Jack and The Jester," but later the\ became "The Ink
Spots." Then there was "Jack and
Jill. Jack was Jack Berch who

But in the last 12 months, with

formed a group, "'Jack Berch and his
Bo\ s," that included Mark Warnow,
Jerry Colonna, Johnny Williams and
Raymond Scott.
Even "Dr. I.Q." was at the station,
serving in production during 1937.

childrens' shows selling, every major
syndicator has been making new features for the youngsters. They are
made in five to seven minute episodes, and can be used once in a
half-hour or two or three in a series
for a complete show.
These features now being turned
out by the major film houses:
• Trans Lux Tv is having a
marked success with Felix the Cat
cartoon features.
• United Artists Associated, besides making new Popeye episodes, is
producing Mell-0 -Toons — cartoon
stories set to popular juvenile songs.
• CBS Film is turning out more
half-hour episodes of Deputy Daug.
One advertiser, Lay's Potato Chips
(Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsay, Inc.,
Atlanta), has reported success with
this show in 35 southern markets.
• CNP
Manns, a
made in
or five to

is producing The Funn1)
live-action, slapstick series
five-minute segments, four
a group. It combines old

Hollywood comedies with new footage being specially shot at Greenw ich, Conn.
• 1TC is taping more episodes of
Ding Dong School for syndication.
• Screen Gems is producing three
animated Hanna-Barbera shows for
Kelloggs: Huckleberry Hound, Quick
Draw McGraw and Yogi Bear. Kelloggs keeps a loyal and ever-growing
audience b) promoting supporting
pla\ers {i.e. Yogi I to their own
shows. Screen Gems also has other
cartoon shows coming up.
• I PA is enlarging its Mr. Magoo
backlog for syndication.
"It's understandable for the advertisers to want to get on the big show
bandwagon," said a rep. "Some "I
these shows are phenomenal like
the Detroit gins who've built an
amusement park named after their
show. Bui there are lots of supermarket turnstiles in the smaller market ana-, and lots of kid- with big

eyes.
64

Lew Valentine I that's the doctor's
name) had among his WLW colleagues Lon Clark, who later became
radios "Nick Carter" and Lawson
Zorbe ("Frank Merriwell").
During
at W'LW
. character actorhis
Ra\ stav
Shannon
thought
up
"Scramby-amby."" and moved on to
network prominence.
Eddie Albert, stage-screen-tv star,
made some of his earliest appearances at W'LW. Wrriter-producer
Norman Corwin was the station's
new -room chieftan circa 1936. Radio stalwards "Ma" perkins and
"Shuffle" Shober. and Tommy Riggs
and "Betty Lou" also got underway
there. "Ma" and "Suffle" were
played by Virginia Pa\ne and Charles
Egelston, both of whom continued in
their original roles until CBS retired
its "soaps" last November.
On hand at WLW during the
thirties was Marlin Hurt, who later
became "Beulah." the Negro cook
for "Fibber McGee and Molly."
I Mr. Hurt met an untimely death
in 1945.) Jack Zoller. who served on
the station's dramatic staff, moved
on to direct NBC's "Calvacade of
America"
-eric-. the first mystery raWIA\ boasts
dio drama series. "Dr. Kenrad's I n
solved
It also program
takes credit
for the Mysteries."
oldest religious
on
radio. "(Munch b\ the Side of thf
Road, which continues to be part ol
it- Sunda) schedule.
The "Mike Award" W IA\ will re
ceive consists of a gold-plated micro
phone and a plaque which reads, "Fd
distinguished contribution to the ar
of broadcasting, and in recognitioi
of pioneering in development of tin
field of entertainment, leadership ii
engineering
development,
and
ad
vancement of the careers of perform
inc artists.
^

~
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American economic problem ia underconsumption. (Landis; "Advertising
IdusI continue to advance levels "I
consumption il national economic
-tow tli is to proceed." I
\lso mentioned t<> sponsor bj veteran admen was the contrast between
Conditions todaj and when the Roosevelt regime took over in 1933.
"Back, in those <lav- ball our college professors, eggheads and intellec-

taals i" government thoughl capitalism was rotten, and suspected outright communism might be better."
"Today nobody in government is
making thai mistake. The) realize
that we're tied to a system of private
enterprise."
Landis, himself declared, "Our desire is to promote private enterprise.
The existence of private enterprise is
essential in our desire for economic

lii-t mortgage loan-.
Next the commercial explain- how
savings and loan association deposits
are Insured up to 110,000 bj the
federal Savings and loan Insurance
( hi p., an agenc)

of the I . N. Goi

eminent,

of

the

seal

whieh

i- -how n

on video. The scene shifts to a penn)
and

the

lost,"

slogan,

while

the

'"Not
audio

one
explain-

penn)
thai

since the federal agenc) was created
in L93 f no mone) on deposil w ith an
insured savings and loan association
has been lost.
One of the 60-second commercials
dramatizes with -till- mone) on the
move in a community, showing whal
role the savings and loan association
plays in the process. It starts with
a grocer) -tore clerk bringing bis
pa) to the sa\im;- and

loan coin-

pany. This mone) plus that of other

-row tli.

depositors goes out in the form of a

\nd between now and mid-May,
more than 4.0(H) advocates will he

home loan. The borrower pays it to
the building contractor who uses it
to hu\ -upplies from a dealer who
pays some of it out in wages, some
of which are spent at the same store
where the original clerk works.
^

Booking to Washington to plead the
cause of advertising as an essential
part of the private enterprise-economic growth pattern.
^

!

WXLW

CLIENT

ASKS

i Continued from i><i^>- ■>•> '
dictions of five years ago, the need
ioi regional "self-interest" program
ing i ould be met. I his i\pe of program might not onl) be attractive
ami economical for local or regional
sponsors, bul national sponsors
might find good value foi theii advertising dollars currentl) allocated
strengthening local oi regional efto
forts.
Secondl) . I believe there is an opportunit) foi spei ial foreign programing run on a regulai network
basis, though nol necessaril) week!) .
Entertainment shows would primarQ)

have to come

at lii-t from English

speaking countries. Bul there i- much
of a public affairs lenature that could
be made availab
in tape from
France, Germany, Italv. and even
Sweden, with English narration.
Third, and mo-t important, the excitemenl seems to have -one out of
tv programing. Specials aren't special anymore. Has am one -ecu a
real spectacular latel) ?
These are the area- ol programing
on which 1 believe more emphasis
can be profitably place, 1.
^

LOG

Luckies

Hills Bros. Coffee

Camels

Pall Mall

Miller Brewing

Winston

Tareyton

Falstaff Beer

Cadillac

Nat'l Tea Stores

Chevrolet
Fels & Cof

Campbell's Soup
Ford
Mercury

Kroger Stores

Jello /
i-,

Schlitz Beer

Oldsmobile

Swift Allsweet

Chrysler

MB

Your Product is Known

by the Company

As you can see, your product enjoys the best of company
on WXLW. And the list of national advertisers continues to
grow as time buyers recognize the value of showing their
product off in the best light. By this we mean on the right
station ... at the right time ... to the right audience. WXLW
has proven to be the right station in Indianapolis as attested

it Keeps

the consumer who has been put into a receptive frame of
mind by pleasant music, a consumer who will remember your
message. So buy the audience that can and will buy your
product. Always include WXLW in your Indianapolis buy.

to by this ever-increasing list of national advertisers. WXLW's
well-balanced, exclusive adult programming lets you select
the right time . . . and the right audience. In addition, your
product image is never destroyed by the type of music
featured on many stations. Instead, your message reaches
CONTACT
-I'DNSOR

YOUR
L3 ] EBRl

NEAREST
VK\

ROBERT
1961

E. EASTMAN

REPRESENTATIVE

950
RADIO

ON YOUR DIAL
INDIANAPOLIS
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WRAP-UP
AGREEMENT is reached in Detroit on the purchase of WSAZ-TV by WJR, Detroit. Representing these leading stations are: (l-r) Worth Kramer, WJR president; John F. Patt, WJR
board chairman; William D. Birke, president, Huntington Publishing Co.; Mrs. Hilda S. Long,
secretary, Huntington Publishing Co.; and standing (l-r) C. Thomas Garten, vice president
and general manager of WSAZ, Inc. and F. Sibley Moore, vice president and secretary of WJR

ADVERTISERS
Alcoa (F&S&R)

any day what its programing setup will be on ABC TV for next
season.
Its acti\il\ will be centered around'
the Monday 1 1-11 :30 p.m. period ami
what the plot looks like at the moment: the Corrupters, a semi-documentar) on racket busting, three
times a month and another hour show
it has in mind for the fourth week.
The budget will run to $1 million,
as compared to $-l.'J million being
spent on tv this season.

P&G
^L-Xv***^ jj^'^B

■ "* *** Pm

will be deciding

has worked

out its schedul-

ing problem with ABC TV for
next fall in one respect : the Rifleman will stay with that network.
but in the Monday. 8:30-9 p.ntslot.
As for P&G s other current series
on ABC. The Law and Mr. Jones:
it's very dubious about Jones surviving until next fall.

Wv***- AAA

PROMOTING TICKET SALES for the Crippled Children's Fund, Allen Shaw, moderator of
Night Beat,' WHB radio, Kansas City, enlists the aid of Janice Wilmot, Kansas City's choice
as Miss Cimarron.
The occasion
is the premiere
of the movie
Cimarron'
late in January

Transfilm-Caravel's and
cTLeBRATING
Klaeger Film Productions' merger: (l-r) Jack
Zimmer, tv producer, Grey Advertising; Harriet Weiss, traffic dept. mgr. at Grey; Bruce
Heerdt,

head

SPONSOR

print service, Transfilm-Caravel
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< ainpai^iin :
• Pepsi-Cola, h>i it- new theme
— Now lis Pepsi For Those Who
Think Young -will sponsor in aii
media: i I i. On t\ an hour-long \arietj spectacular in \pril: a regular
half-hour weeklj program series; and
program participations on the three
major networks. (2), *)n radio — an
accelerated program using all four
major networks, supplemented bj use
of local stations l>\ bottlers, and
hacked l>\ strong promotional efforts
on the pari of bottlers and local outlets.
• La Kosa Macaroni is using
WHOM and WWRI, New York (its.
to promote it> first majoi contest t"
the metro's Spanish speaking listeners. The contest theme -Easter in
Puerto Rico will be promoted
through the month of March. Vgencj :
\ ega, New ^ ink Cit) .
• S&W Finr Foods, San 1 rancisco, readying a new spot t\ series
in West ("oast markets and in the
New York metre area. Minutes, and

Vgencj : I)<>\ le Dane Bei nba< b.

• National Automobile Dealers

Association, planning a safe driving campaign ovei NIK Radio network. The plan also calls for a 52week schedule of Id -pot- <>n NBC's
weekend Monitor programs. Agency:
Eisaman, Johns \ Law-.
• Stahl-Meyer, New York City,
has scheduled a large-scale i\ campaign for it- Ferris bacon in and
around New York's top-rated tv
-how-. Kid shows in the metro area,
are also carrying the Ferris message.
• Doxsee Company, (clam prod:
nets i has a beavj radio spot campaign rolling in the I.. A.. Seattle. Detroit. Baltimore, Portland, Miami. St.
Louis and New York markets. Live
minutes are being used.
Smith Greenland.

• Downyflake Foods, readying
a t\ saturation campaign for next
month for its fro/en readv-to-bake
muffins, in the six New England -tales
and Pennsylvania, \gency: Smith
Greenland.

20- will he placed at peak viewing
times in San Francisco. I,. V. Seattle

PEOPLE

and

S. Rounds,

Portland,

and

New

\nik

City.

\ l: « • 1 1 < \ :

ON THE

MOVE:

cy, i" < oordinal
I mai kei ing, Arnold Bakers, Port < bester, N. Y. . . .
W illiam II. < Iroke, from media
buyer, Foote, ' one & Belding, to advertising department, Liggett S Myers
. . . Jack M'rick. from assistant manager, New York sales department, R
J. Re) nolds I obi
i" manage] thai
department.

AGENCIES
Agenc)

appointments.:

Timex,

I . S. advertising I ai ound S 1.5 million), from Doner, to Warwick &
Legler (for detail- see SPONSORNX KEKi ...o. M. Scotl S Sons,
Marysville, Ohio, to ^ &R . . I\
Time Toys, i" V/.rael . . . Hersh Beverage, Schenectady, N. Y., t>> Storm
Advertising . . . Lion Packaging
Products, Hicksville, N. Y., to Cohen
& Aleshire foj it- Snap-Off Bags
. . . Import Motors, Chicago, Midwest \olk-wauen distributor, to
Doyle Dane
Bernbach,
Chicago,
I I "in fuller & Smith & Ross.

Lester

from v.p. Kndner Agen-

New quarters: Campbell-Mithun,

A UNIQUE 'PANIC BUTTON' was the idea WWDC radio, Washington, D.C, came up with at the Business Outlook Conf. Nancy Lee
Stuckey explains it to Robert Lee O'Brien, Jr., v.p. of Union Trust Co.

FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE Peter Herman Adler (center) conductor, Baltimore Symphony, is awarded by (I) Thomas S. Carr, v.p.
and gen. mgr. of WBAL
A

NEW

AFFILIATE,

and program supvr. of WBAL-FM,
WVNJ,

Bob Benson

joined Mutual Radio Network

last

month. New York's Senator Jacob K. Javits 'threw the cue.' N.J.'s
senators and Gov. Robert Meyner were also on hand for the event
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in the soon-to-be-built Cargill Building, Minneapolis . . . Sackel-Jackson, at 131 Arlington St.. Boston . . .
Rossi
and Company,
David Broderick
Tower. in Detroit's
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
C. (Hark, to Gordon Best, Chicago,
as manager, radio tv department, and
assistant account executive. General
Finance account . . . Ralph Zeuthen
from manager, Edison Electric Institute. Live Better Electrically program, to v.p. and account supervisor,
Compton . . . Robert Parker, from
advertising manager and research director, Seabrook Farms, to Smith/
Greenland account service department ... A. O. Buckingham from
managing director. Y&R Ltd., to that
company's New \ ork office, as senior
v.p. and member of the plans board
. . . Mrs. Margaret Cahill Frampton, to Bates as assistant account executive. International Latex account
. . . Richard GoebeL from advertising director, Nestle Company, to account supervisor, Dancer- FitzgeraldSample, New York office . . . Robert
S. Fenton, to account supervisor.
VI-E Productions, division \IcCannErickson . . . Ray Samuel, from advertising director, Breakstone Foods,
to Smith/Greenland account service
department.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Robert H. Lundin, from brand supervisor, Pillsbury. Minneapolis, to
account executive. Pet Milk account.
Gardner . . . Donald A. Perkins, to
assistant account executive, Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield . . . Mary
Collier, from continuity director,
KAKC, Tulsa, Okla.. to radio/tv copy
w i iter. Watts, Payne Advertising, that
city • • • Richard C. Anderson,
from associate media director, Y&R,
Chicago and New York, to director,
media relations and planning, Chicago office. Y&R . . . Kenneth E.
Hegard, from associate radio and tv
director, Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee,
to director, that department . . . Gordon Gunn from BBDO's New York
office, to media director. L \. olficc
. . . Robert L. Scurlock, from v.p.
and account supervisor, Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample, to V.p. and account
supervisor. Bale-.
The>

were

elected:

William

T.

Raiilt. i" board of directors, D' \n-\
(,;;

. . . Paul Biklen, a v.p. at OB&M . . .
Garrit A. Lydecker, New York, and
Theodore P. Jardine, Chicago, to
JWT board of directors . . . Robert
A. Dearth, v.p. in charge of domestic and international activities, Morse
International, to president, that coinpan) . . . George Oswald, a senior
v.p. at Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard . . . Marion MacDonald, and
Wallace J. Gordon, v.p.'s, at Grant,
Yew York Ctiv.

TV STATIONS
Net tv, in November 1960, scored
a 9.7% increase in gross time
billings over the same month in
1959, according to TvB's latest
communique.
Gross time billings, for the first
eleven months in 1960, added up to
an increase of 9.3% over the like period in 1959.
Saturday-Sunday daytime
hillings
chalked up the biggest increase 17.2'/' — while nighttime billings went
up 12.2%, in that January-November
1960 period.
Monday through Fridaj daytime
hillings were up .8%.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Joseph A. Rico from promotion manager, WEBR, Buffalo, to promotion
assistant, WGR-TV, Buffalo . . .
George Finnegan, to general sales
manager, and Clyde Dutton, to local sales manager, WTVH. Peoria.
111. . . . Franklin C. Snyder, \\ TAI
Pittsburgh, v.p. and general manager.
appointed chairman Alleghenv County Easter Seal Committee . . . Richard Barron to administrative assistant to the president, WSJS, WSJS-TV,
\\ inston-Salem, N. C. . . . Michael
E. Seeber and Wayne E. Harter,
to account executives, WKOW-TV,
Madison, Wis. . . . Art Reuben,
from commercial manager and assistant manager. KPLC-TV, Lake Charles,
la., to director of regional and national sales, newl) formed group. The
Pelican Group of Stations. iKPLCTV, KPLC, Lake Charles; K ALB.
Mexandria. La., and K.BMD. Shreveport, La.) . . . Pel Schmidt, to account executive, WBAL-TV, Baltimore . . . Phil Smith, to publicity
manager, \\ FBM. Indianapolis . . .
Thomas B. Looker!} to general
gales

manager,

and

J. \\ . Timber-

lake. Jr., to regional sales manager,
WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Robert J. McBride, Jr., from assistant director of promotion, Detroit
Free Press, to program director,
WJBK-TV. Detroit . . . Maurice E.
McMurray. from New York office,
Storer National Sales, to national
sales manager. WJBK-TV, Detroit . .
Charles A. Wilson, manager, sales
development. WGN-TV, Chicago, to
director of national sales. Chicago
office, KDAL and KDAL-T\ .
Robert H. Van Roo, from A. C.
Nielsen. Chicago, to promotion manager. WITI-TV, Milwaukee . . . Phil
Smuth. to publicity manager. WFBM
stations. Indianapolis . . . Ralph
Hansen, from promotion manager.
WJBK-I\. Detroit, to promotion
manager. WJW-TV, Cleveland .
Gordon E. Hamilton, from operations manager, KVOA-TV, Tucson.
Arizona, to assistant manager, that
station.
Tidewater Teleradio (WAVY.
WAVY-TV). Norfolk. Va., promotes three:
Edward J. Henness}. from general sales manager^
\\ WY-TV, to v.p. in charge of tv
sales; Ned G. Sheridan, from general manager. WAVY Radio, to \ .p.
in charge of the radio division:
Clifford A. Frohnhoefer, from assistant secretary and treasurer, tc
treasurer and controller.
Sports note: WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio, to carry the Big Ten Conference games of Ohio State \ s. Iowa.
18 February, and Ohio State vs. Indiana. 2(1 February.

RADIO

STATIONS

Ideas at work:
• WCHS. Charleston, \\ .Va.. both
radio and t\. this week began a novel
month-long sales promotion called
Confederate Days. To add weight, as
well as considerable color, to the
event, the sales -talT roam their sales
"heats"' selling the special package.
garbed in picturesque Confederate
costume, facets to the promotion]
sponsor commercials ate done with a
Southern flavor; on t\. the announcers appear in full regalia; both stations are engaged in "Operation Sunn
SPONSOR
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the bombardment oi — |►* » i announcements urging ilif public to visit sponsoi places In -iun up fol contest prizes. The promotion will !><•
climaxed with the selection ol .1

Sports notes: WCCO, Minneapolis,
to broadcasl the Minneapolis I w ins,
(formerly Washington Senators)
games and is putting togethei .1 special baseball network to broadcasl the

Southern Belle during an hour-long
u show. Her prize: a mink stole
1 from southei n mink. ol course I I .
• \\ LKK. Richmond. \ a., received some 55,000 postmarks from
even corner <>! the world, during its
recent Postal Roulette contest. The
contest idea: listeners were invited to

games in northern W isconsin, Nebraska, Iowa, \oith Dakota and Montana . . . Kl)k \. Pittsburgh, radio
and tv. to cai i\ the Pittsburgh Pirates
sames during L961.

in.

flip, and send to the station, postmarks from their incoming mail in
an effort to match it with the 165
mystery post offices compiled bv the
station. Due to the enormous number of post offices, a maximum of 2.i
Winners was anticipated. The surprised station personnel shelled out a
total "I 87 prizes, at the end of three
m eeks.

Kudos:

Robert J

( ilv 1 named

• ll.llllllCI

of

Promotion gimmick: \\\|,\\.
New York < ii\. spotlighted its 60Second Soaps, .1 s|
I on the re< entK departed soap op< 1 .1-. I>\ di-tr il>uting broi hures filled w i1 1■ 1 olumnist
plaudit- for the fun 1 apsules, and
mounted

with

a

-mall

bai

"I

BOap

labelled 60-Second Spots.
llolli. c\cc uliv e

v.p.. Public Hailii Corp.
1 K \K( .
Tulsa; KIOA, l)e> Moines;
KBEA,
Kansas

I'\ tin
1 11I-. 1 Junii
( ommei ce.

Boss ol the ^ car

GET THAT

Thisa

V

data:

\\ UK.

I I, v, land.

disk jockey, Scotl Burton, inspired bj
dance
marathons,
sleep marathons,

EXTRA

• KSAY, San Francisco, stimulated an influx ol January business
h\ offering local merchants -pots at
hall-rate. Here's how it was done:
enlisting the air of the Retail Merchant- \--n.. the station s pitch which
went, in part, like this: "KSAY is
Betting up a matching fund for the
individual retailers, to be drawn on
from their own January sales story.
This means that one-half the merchants cost will be covered by the
radio stations matching fund, during
January only." The Shop in January
promotion proved so successful, it is
being repeated this month.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
Struckell, from general manager.
\\O\l). Pleasantvifie, Y J., to genferal manager. WFPG, Atlantic City
I. . . Larry Buskel. from executive
\.p. and general manager, KGMS,
Sacramento. Calif., to general salemanager. KRAK, that cit) . . . Lee
llaiina to director, news and special
-vent-, and Dick Merson. to assistant director. \\ NEW, New York City
. . . George A. Myers, from account
executive. Star Broadcasting, to regional sales manager. Intermnuntain
Network. Denver . . . Terrence S.
Ford, from WERE, Cleveland, 0.. to
assistant promotion director, WHkAM-FM. that city . . . Maury J. Farrell. to president. WATV, Birmingham. Ala. . . . William Babeock.
from promotion manager, W [CU-TV,
Erie. Pa., to station manager, WLSV,
Wellsville. N. Y.
SPONSOR
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PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference
between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."
You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV
VVOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level — the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer, as well as the retail outlet.
This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on
the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are
within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

f\M

\ H F I'RIMDINt
M... [> Vagnn
(Ulph l,.n.
SB HI 1 ,K1
RESIDES"!
MANAGED

K<* k IH \
MOl IM
I \M
MOLIN
P| IHn
<.K1FMN
VOOOV
,K!> INI
(Mil Mil NAIWNAI
KIPKHIVTATIVES

To the National Advertiser,
WOC-TV offers the greatest
amount of local programming —
over 33 hours each week — and
the finest talent in the area put
these programs across.
Your PGW' Colonel has all the
facts, figures and other data as
well as day by day aiailabititu ■See him today
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flag pole sitting, etc.. is soliciting listener suggestions for a new endurance test . . . KDKA, Pittsburgh, in
a new programing idea, ran the
sound truck of a movie . . . WWRL.

The

New York City, began its third annual Auiii jemima Self-Rising Flow
Gospel Singing contest.

WFBM-FM, who conducted the
count, disclosed thai in I960 some

service representative, radio station
clearance department, to manager,

50,000 fin units were sold in the Indianapolis market.

that department.

New quarters: WWIL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., began construction of its
new offices, studios and transmitter
on Davey Road, this week . . . Keystone Broadcasting, expanding its
Chicago office space (by •50%) on
the 17th floor of its present office site
in the Chicago Title and Trust Building . . . WKDA, Nashville, Tenn.,
preparing to move into its new home
on the oth floor of the First American National Bank Building.
Financial note: Rollins Broadcasting stock has been appro\ed for listing on the American Stock Exchange.
Labor peace:
KYW and KYW-TV.
Cleveland, and the NABET have come
to terms on a five-year contract in\ oh ing the stations' 58 technicians.
Happy birthday: WIL, St. Louis,
began its 40th broadcasting year, 9
February.
Rochester, N. Y.'s WBBF, has
turned a staffer's weight loss into a novel station promotion.
The contest idea: to find a new
label for ex-heavyweight deejay Leon
Margarite who (before he shed 40
heftj pounds) was known as "the highest man in nighttime radio."
The bait: two sets of prizes: a getlliin kil (for a needy friend) consisting ol such items as calorieless cookies and a case of Metrecal; and a getl.il kil ( for the winner himself) filled
with items such as a gallon of ice
cream, and a case of chocolate syrup.

fin listening habit seems

to be catching on in the Indianapolis market, according to a recent survey made among set distributors.

Ideas at work:
• KBAY-FM, San Francisco, who
got quite a jolt (and almost lost an
account) when a Western Lnion survey turned the unhappy news that it
had no listeners, set out to prove them
wrong. Here's what they did: the
station ran a spot campaign telling it"non-existent" listeners the exact results of the WU survey. They then
backed this up by a contest offering
a night on the town, (free dinner,
theater and cab fares, etc.), and other prizes of fm sets and records. The
contest drew a total of 450 replies.
The result: the winners had a real
bash on the station — and the station
kept the account.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Allan

Kenyon, from continuity director
and air personality, to account executive, KOIL-FM, Omaha, Neb. . . .
Gordon Potter, from sales manager,
WPCA-TV, Philadelphia, to station
manager and director of sales.
WOAL-FM, that city.
Station acquisition: K.YFM, Oklahoma City, sold by Edwin P. Nail to
Barne) Groven, for $28,000.00. Sale
brokered bj Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

\ miii i hi

( ,ivr in point :

let.gram from 1 11, 1 1 city's downtown Swiss

Mutual Radio, last week, put into
operation the first of two planned
regional Pacific Coast news bureaus.

70

casts to Mutual's 52-station Pacific
division, la i Last and outer-Pacific
coverage foi MBS national!) will also
be directed li om 1 11 i— operation.
\ similar set-up is planned foi the
I ,os Angeles area.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

\BC

Radio.

They were elected: Edwin S.
Friendly, Jr.. \.p. program administration, and Lester Gottlieb, v. p.
special programs, at NBC-TV.
New affiliate: WPBC, Minneapolis-St. Paul, with Mutual Radio.
Sports sales: Monroe Auto Equipment. Monroe. Mich., to sponsor the
Leo Durocher five-times-a-week sportscast over Mutual.
Program mite: Mutual Radio began broadcasting the weekday soap
drama series. 1/v True Story.
Kudos: NBC news and public affairs executive producer. Irving Gitlin. named to the Conference on Communications and Public Interest Roll
of Honor . . . CBS Radio awarded the
commendation of the Council on
Radio/Tv Journalism of the Association for Education in Journalism at
the I ni\ersit\ of Illinois.

REPRESENTATIVES
Kep appointments: WEMP. Milwaukee, and k\\ K. St. Louis, from
Headley-Reed to H-K.
Storer Televa

sion Sales. Inc.. Storer's new national spol rep firm.

will feed late-evening regional news-

\\ ^ SI . Buffalo, i- picking up
liiK . .i two 11 • • 1 1 1 < "iii ersation pro-

programs, to manager of sales.
WNBC Radio. New York City . . .
David S. Proctor, from account

Corporate name:

NETWORKS

Headquartered in \IU( '- San liancisco affiliate. M,H'A . the news outlet

I'm. it would seem, has gone back
to the earl) days of radio on the
remote front.

dug (Speed) Johnson, from accounl executive, NBC participating

Broad-

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Rich]
ard J. Quaas, from account execuj
live, RKO General's KHJ-TV, L.AJ
to account executive. \dam Yound
Chicago . . . William J. Matthews.
Jr., from account executive radio da
vision, to t\ sales staff, New York office. Petrj . . . Phil Corper, to \ .p.
in charge ol sales development and
promotion. George P. Hollingberjj
Chicago . . . Warren Nelson, to \.p.
in charge oi t\ sales, Chicago office.
( leorge P. Hollingberj . . . Roland
Kin<:.
From acco u n t executive
-I'ONSOR
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kudos:

KMSP-TV, Minneapolis, to h
stall. Minneapolis office, Kat/.

PEOPLE

FILM

names

Sterling Television expects a rise
in income of 30 per cenf and a
sales increase of 20 per cent for
its fiscal year ending March 1961.
The rapidly growing tv film producer and distributor famed $32.0011
on almost Si million in sales for its

Seven

\ 1 1 > ^ssociated's post-

Warner

Bros,

films

to

WGN-

l\. Chicago; WBNS-TV, Columbus;
WCNY-TV. Watertown; and KSLTV, Salt I ake City . . . WSBT-TV .
S< >ut h Bend, also acquired the Seven
\rts package . . . ITC's Broken Arum sold in 38 markets during Januar\ : stations include \\ PIX. New
York: WAIT. Youngstown; K00L[V, Phoenix; KYTV. Springfield;
KCDA-TV, Douglas; KVOS-TV. Bellingham; K00K-TV. Billings; KIF1l\. [daho Kails: KTTV, Los Anpeles; WRC-TV,
TV, Portland:

THE

Washington; KOINKSL-TV, Salt Lake

City . . . WBZ-TV, Boston, purchased
80 feature films made ]i\ 20th Century -Fox.

MO\

O'Sullivan

E:

IK

as

New

and Des, and The Californians.

Programs and producers: Richard H. ( llman lias acquired a substantial interest in Sonndac Pro-

SERVICE

throughout the <la\.
21 \ Urn Vow in Philadelphia
campaign Jingles are being prepared
i ailing attention to this slogan and
will be aired along with "reasons
why" copy on a saturation basis.
These messages will be made available to advertisers.
3 I I he station lias expressed its
willingness to meet with representatives from any radio or tv station.
newspaper or advertising agency committee to consolidate pleas for a comcampaign.

\\ estport,
\\ MMM.

Conn.,

radio

station

inspired by recent snowstorms (and with a skeptical eye

on future) has organized a permanent carpool for area commuters.
The

plan: available cars will be

registered for the pool and a special
citizen committee appointed to answer distress calls
and dispatch the
car-.

Public service in action: kM(l\.

the Richard H. I'lhnan (RHU) cornpans of Buffalo to Peter Frank Or-

St Louis, aired a special documen-

Commercials: Storyboard Reports of New York is making storyboard from completed film commercials— in addition to its ofT-the-aii
service.
-ro\s,,|;
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inghouse president Donald M. M<
( Ian n on. offei ing as pi izes foui I uropean trips. |,, the siat ions (two radio
and two tv i proA iding the besl genei al
support to the drive
W Ti N,
Minneapolis-St.
Paul, sponsoi in
special I .x. Nav al ti ainin
iny,

tary on the elevation <>! Joseph Cardinal Ritter, 29 Januarj . . . WAVYTV, Norfolk. \ a., paid tribute to the
50th anniversary of Naval aviation
with a special three-houi presentation
delv ing into its histor) and including
a two-hour

remote

direcllv

from

the

U.S. Naval \ir Station-! Iceana, at
Virginia Beach . . . K VIZ. St. 1 ouis.
kicked

I iking Company,

with active

casting Foundation of North Carolina offering 25 scholarships, 1 11 i —
v ear. "to provide opportunity for
those w bo w ill be tomorrow - leadei in the broadcasting field.

in siiminai \ :

1 i Operation Optimism I he station is airing first-person testimonials
l>\ local business and civic leaders

ductions of Miami: lie recently sold

ganization ofHollv wood . . . ITC's Jo
Stafford specials to he produced at
Elstree Studios in England.

campaign of Broadcasters for Radio free Europe, headed by Wesl

training at the I .S. Naval I i aining
( ientei al I rreal I akes, III.... Broad-

\\ IP. Philadelphia, in an effort to
shake the area out of its depression doldrums, has put to work
a three-point plan.
I lie plan,

I W eek w ith an essa) i on-

test asking foi "fresh n< ideas to
improve i ace relal ions ... I he 1961

\\\(. International

made tbe largest sale of t\ programs
to the new government broadcasting
operation of New Zealand. Programs
included Victory at Sea. Life of Riley .
Philip Marlowe. Laramie. Deputy,
Tab Hunter. Fibber MeGee. Criineh

Bi othei I

The

prehensive "huv now"
International:

Ward.

Ziv-1 \ appoints new accounl execu
tives Taylor Durham, Joe Madaleiia. Wells Hi lien, ami Hob Molt.

PUBLIC

lis earnings increased 27 per cent
during the six months ending last
September.

\'<M)

ON

Kevin

Heritage

,>i>ik and network general sales man
ager, and Jack Rhoades and Jack
Meadow
to syndication stafl . . .

|ne\ ions fiscal year.

Sales:

Death I alle\ Days received

the L960 Westein

olT it- campaign

in

hehalt

ol

Public

service

\\ TOP-TV.

programing:

Washington, D. C. put-

ting togethei a series of three programs on the federal income tax for
show ing before tax day, I 5 \pril . . .
Kt.IJS. L.A., debutted Inquiry, a
program dealing, in depth, with problems Iicing the citv .
^

able
Remark/IAA
BEL
%KET MIX

STIR
UP
SALES
BUY
WREX-TV
THE
HOT
BUY
EVERY

GET THE FACTS
FROM OUR
PERSPIRING REPS

MONTH

"WRE3X-TV
CHANNEL

ROCK

F O R O

J. M
BAISCH
<• Pni. A G*n. Mgr

71

. .

INTRODUCING

~

"H©
: - 3

THE NEW
Kenneth L. Bagwell, WT\J. Miami, national sales manager since 1958, has been

IMIH-NST

named station manager at WAGA-TV,

HOTEL

39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

'' :.

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.
Single $15 to $22
Suites to $60
Special rates by the month or lease

At-

lanta. He succeeds Terry H. Lee, Storer's
regional v.p. Bagwell, whose 15-year broad
casting background covers program man
agement and air work as well as sales, be
gan hi> career as announcer at KM/
Houston.
From there he moved to pro
gram manager at KPRC. that city, and later hack to KXYZ as sales
manager.
He joined WTVJ in 1057 and was named mgr. in 1958.
Santo J. Crupi, a 14 year media veteran,
has been appointed manager

of Aver) -

Knodel's newest, and eighth branch office
headquartered in Boston. He will be in

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

charge of both radio and tv sales in that
city. Crupi comes to his new post from
Middlesex Broadcasting where he was
sales manager for all local, regional and
national sales. Earlier, he had been New
England sales manager of Weed Radio.
Boston ad agencv Hermon Stevens. He hold
Norman

media director with
B.B. V. from Boston U.

F. Flynn, a 22-\eai broadcast

veteran has been appointed v.p. oi Broadcast Time Sales where, for the past three

FITS

EXACTLY

. . .

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL

PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

(*^— >Jf

THOMASVILLE

llcvision

ASSOCIATES

* — *a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

National Rcpreuntath ei

72

years, he had been a member of the firm sales team. Prior to joining BIS. FKnn
served the industry in a number ol capacities. Among them: wrote, produced, and
hosted a tv series for an upstate medical
-ales managed WENE.
opment projects for
James

group; taught radio t\ in Endicott, N. i .:
Endicutt. worked on special sales develRAB;

was

a.e.

for

WABD-TV.

Y

Y.

C

H. Burgess, sales manager foi

Crosby's W I.W \. since March L957, has
been elected vice-president ol Crosle)
Broadcasting of Vtlanta, and general manager ol i\ station \\ I.W - \. Prior to his
affiliation with WLW-A, Burgess has I n
national sales rep For the Croslej Broadcasting in Cincinnati; local salesman and

')(>

later sale- director of W I.W ■('. Columbus;
and national sale- rep for the Columbus Citizen. Burgess was horn
in Marion. 0.. served in the I SNR, and graduated from Ohio Stair.
SPONSOR
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frank talk to buyers of
air mrrfia facilities

The seller's viewpoint

The government's ('ruination oj the Standard Metropolitan hen is, unfortunately, often used by advertisers in evaluating a market's rank ivhen
planning air media buys, says Robert M. Lambe, president and general
manager of the W T il\ tv and radio stations in Xorjolk. The Tidewater area
i \orjolk-\euport News), he notes, is one of a few split-market metro areas
individually credited and ranked although even the poorest signal more
than covers the entire area. The three tv stations oj the Tidewater area have
joined forces to enlighten buyers oj the "real" metropolitan Norfolk market.

Another

look at the split-market

station

situation

I he Standard Metropolitan \reas were created by the
Bureau of Census to meet certain standards of industrial-

effective buying income of oidv part of the entire metro-

ization, population density and integration with the central count) .

Some agencies have corrected tin- practice by combining both markets — creating one large, realistic metropolitan area. However, many agencies still analv/e the sta-

politan area.

.Now railed Standard Metropolitan Statistical \n,i-. the\
were original!) established as units for the collection of
census data and not designed for the selection of advertising media.

tion's potential on the basis of its transmitter oi office location rather than coverage. Consequently, the tank and
E.B.I, of split metropolitan areas suffer substantially.

I nfortunately, main media people who are responsible
for market buys do not take into consideration the fact
that an imaginarv line or a little water does not distort

Norfolk-Newport News is a split-market situation which.
because the government considers them two separate standard metropolitan areas, loses more than a half million dol-

even the poorest station's signal. Although newspaper circulation stops at the water barrier, as in the case of
Norfolk i which is separated from .Newport News b) two
and three-quarter miles of water*, radio and t\ signals

lar- yearly. Although Norfolk's population alone i- 597,000 and stands loth hv government ranking, if you add
Newport New- with 215,000 the rank jumps to 29th. The
true picture of the Norfolk-Newporl News market puts it
in a more desirable position for broadcast buying. These
two standard metropolitan areas are separated onl) l>v
water and. obviously, thi- has no affect on a station's
reach.

do not. Simpl) because a station's address is located in
one of the Standard Metropolitan Vreas does not mean
that its signal is confined to that area. Further evidence
of this is in markets such as Tampa-St. Petersburg, New
York-New Jersey-Staten Island and San Francisco-Oakland.
Although all of these markets are separated by water thev
are bought as one single metropolitan area. This is because the government reports them as one metropolitan
area.

When buyers are confronted with a market situation of
thi- tvpe. more thinking should go into analyzing it. The)
should find out it the station's prime coverage extends into
the related market and compute it accordingly. Unlike

However, stations located in other split market areas
have not been so fortunate. In recent vears. the buying
emphasis has been in the so-called top 15 to 35 market-.
As a result, when buyers hase their purchases on the gov-

trying to figure out a station's area reach, the metropolitan
split-markets can be computed just b) adding the two.
More solid research should go into the split-market filiation on the advertising level. These markets should be
carefullv studied and not ranked or bought on the basis

ernment's metropolitan area, man) stations within these
split-market areas stand to lose out. Simply because the
station 9 offices are located within one of the affected markets, buyers tend to single out and consider the rank and

of the government's standard metropolitan area ranking
alone, rhese markets don't deserve to be split up any more
than Tampa-St. Petersburg, New York-New Jersey-Staten
Island or San Francisco-Oakland.
^
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The answer: Now that all your 1961
New 1 ears resolutions are forgotten,
here s the secret for keeping them in
1962 from Esther Rauch of Blair.
Decide you're

Radio/Tv

and

Product

Improvement

Are radio and tv keeping pace with other leading American industries in their drive for new and better products?
Is broadcasting lagging behind nearly every single company which uses radio and tv in the matter of new product
planning and development?
We believe this is one of the most serious ((uestions that
can be raised about our industry today.
The "products" which radio and tv offer the public are,
of course, programs. But are broadcasters devoting as much
lime, thought, attention and dollars to planning and developing new programs as are such new-product-minded corporations as Dupont, Eastman Kodak, P&G, General Foods, U. S.
Steel, Campbell Soup?
We are afraid not. And we believe that every thoughtful
person in the industry will want to explore the reasons why.
Today, whenever responsible business executives gather,
the dominant economic theme they discuss is the constant
need for product improvement. At the recent AFA meeting
in Washington (see page 35) such leaders as W. B. Murphy,
president of Campbell Soup, Arthur C. Fatt, president of
Grey Advertising, James S. Fish, v.p. General Mills, and
AFA Chairman, and Glenn Marshall Jr. of WJXT Jacksonville, TvB Chairman, were unanimous in their statements that
the one thing which can keep America rolling and our economy healthy is a continually rising tide of new, belter products and services whit h can be advertised aggressively.
We'd like to paraphrase that.
The one thing, and the only thing, which can keep the air
media healthy is a continually rising tide of new and better
programs.
To get such programs means that broadcasters tnusl invest
in program planning and development in the same way and
for the same reasons as major corporations in other fields
put down haul cash to develop liner refrigerators, detergents,
frozen Foods, gasolines, automatic washers.
Iinlav ever) importanl industry in the country (except
broadcasting) has products in the drawing board stage for
introduction in L965 and L966.
\\ h\ haven'l the air media? We suggest thai the NAM and
the three t\ networks dig into this one soon
and hard!
^
74

SPOTS

going

to get worse.

That's some signal: The salesmen
up at WWLP, Springfield, Mass. have
been getting some strange inquiries
because the current ARB listings
credit WWLP (TV) with coverage
of Culpepper, Prince William and
Rappahannock counties in Virginia.
Maps drawn, the Masachusetts boys
want to know whv ARB left out another unpronounceable l for them I
count) nestled among the other three.
That's Fauquier County, suit.'
S'possible: Some people think the
new Bob and Ray radio commercials
for Pfizer's Candettes AntibioticTroches are far-fetched. Judge for
yourself with this example, the spot
about a roving reporter who comes
upon a guy wandering around at the
bottom of the sea —
REPORTER: Hello, sir, what's
thatMAN:
you'reA holding?
sting ray.
REPORTER:
Oh.' are you a professional fisherman?
M \\T: No, I've got a sore throat.
Came down here to gargle.
Universal: One day's programing
on KPLR-TV, St. Louis, recently,
certainly showed there's room for
everyone on tv. Viewers could see
among others, Gina Lollobrigida.
David Susskind. \le\ander King.
Iii'\ Campanella. Brigitte Rardot.
Bishop Sheen and Miss Universe.
Promotion Man of the Week Award
goes to the guj at \\ XYZ-TV, Detroit, who got the following adjectives into two paragraphs of a release describing The Rrothers Rranmm.nn: "amiahle and relaxed, but
rugged and virile." ''impulsive, romantic, literary, "judicious, hardheaded, methodical.'

How

ran you

argue when he adds thai "as a tram
they arc unbeatable,"
Hare it is! The answer to thosfl
earlv morning doldrums. Want to
start the daj in a mature, serious
mood? \\ ON, Chicago, has come up
with just the show for you. It's
called Breakfast icith Bui^s Runny.
SPONSOR
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In Rochester,

New

York

We don't believe
in a
Double LIFE,
BUT

Thoro

. m m

*s a

Lot

to bo

SaicJ for a

(A R B and Nielsen)
BOTH
Show

November,

1960 Surveys

that, in ROCHESTER,

CHANNEL

N. Y„

lO

Has the
Carries
BIGGEST
8 of the TOP 10
overall share
Favorite
of Audience!
TV Shows!
There's nothing new about this— just a pleasant old refrain that we've
been hearing for years, every time a survey is made in Rochester.
Naturally, it pleases us, and it especially pleases our sponsors. Incidentally, you can join that happy throng. With a little digging, we can still
find some choice availabilities for you and your products.

CHANNEL
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

WHEC-TV
EVERETT

McKINNEY

INC.

*

WVET-TV
THE

BOLLING

CO.

INC.

lO

On Charlotte's channel 9 . . . everything's fine !

WSOC-TV
takes 74.2%
of evening
quarter hours
in Charlotte
In few major markets of America do advertisers!
find such massive evening preference for one
television station. From 5 to 11 p. m., Monday!
through Friday, WSOC-TV leads in metro Charlotte!
quarter hour ratings 74.2% of the time. A preference more than 3 times that of Station B's 20.8%!
Latest ARB, which shows this domination, also
reveals many other significant gains by WSOC-TV. "
*
Get more for your money. Get on WSOC-TV. . .one
of the nation's great area stations.

WSOC-TV
CHARLOTTE 9- NBC and ABC.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV

are associated with WSB

and WSB

TV, Atlanta, WHIO

Represented by H-l

and WHIO-TV.

Dayton

20
40i a copy«S8

SO
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV

a yaar

R

ADVERTISERS

USE

EIVEO

' A REPORT ON
UNIONS AND
TV AD COSTS
Firsl <>t <i three-part
stud) on area
video's
most
complex
— paying
talent in commercials
Page 37

tv si'
Howio/Pep
webs
rad
umbrella works
Page 40

It's tough to
Who else reaches the heart of America with this rich, joyful, throbbing
beat? Who else sells with such a solid, swinging sound on a million Main
Streets, a million times a day? Only Radio creates this rhythmic impact
and only Spot Radio lets you choose time and place to match it.
WINZ

KOB
WSB

Albuquerque
Atlanta

WGR
WGN

Buffalo
Chicago

KSTP
WTAR

WFAA

Dallas-Ft. Worth

KPRC
WDAF

Houston
Kansas City

KFAB
WIP

KARK

Little Rock

WISN

Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis St. Paul

Edward

KCRA
WOAI

Sacramento

KFMB

Omaha
Philadelphia

KMA
KREM

Shenandoah

Portland

WGTO
KVOO

Spokane
Tampa-Orlando
Tulsa

Norfolk-Newport News

Providence

Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station
Representative

Page 42

Richmond

San Antonio
San Diego

KPOJ
WJAR

WRNL

gauge spot
radio's reach

Network radio
helped build
S.C. Johnson
Page 46

"next to KONO-tv...
# #

this is the best way
to promote

an idea"

NOTIONS

Channel 12

San Antonio's

KONO-TV (ABC) outsells the rest because it reaches the most with 37.8 Share of
Audience 9 A.M. -Midnight Sunday through Saturday . . . against 33.2
and 29.0 . . . according to November

'60 San Antonio ARB

Get the "Inside Story" on San Antonio Television
Represented by the Katz Agency

jflOWOGffl

©oUaiEfi k fc 2"d ?

Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market ... that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FLINT- JACKSON
and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March '60) . . . served
WJIM-TV for 10 years.

WJIM-TV
BASIC

Strategically
Covering

located

exclusively

to exclusively

serve

by

LANSING

the nation's 37th market. Represented

. . . FLINT.

by Blair TV. WJIM

. . JACKSON

Radio by MASLA

i

© Vol. 15, No. 8

THI

NEWS

WltKU

of the Week

Represented

Film-Scope

Sponsor-Week

72

Sponsor- Week

in Pictures

©7

Washington

78

Tv and Radio Newsmakers

Week

OF ARTICLES
and tv ad costs

SPONSOR presents, a» a service to the industry, a special three-part study
on tv's most complex and misunderstood problems — union negotiations

40

How Pepsi's web umbrella works
Soft drink advertiser pours majority of $12
into network
radio/tv; expects to elicit $22

42

f>;l>t experience and a fee] for the market play an
many agency spot radio decisions: more qualitative

44

Judges set for Tv Commercials Festival
-l"'111 Cunningham i- chairman oi expanded Tv Commercials Council:
entries close 1 March: winners to be shown 1 May in New ^ ork City

million
million

national budget
bottler response

spot reach tough to gauge

Johnson's

Inc.

68

29

46

by Peters,

Woodward,

Utl

Wrap-Up

wax:

important part in
research is urged

the radio years

First story in two-part series chronicles company's
cautious entry in
radio and it- long association with the 'Fibber McGee and Molly' -how

48

What makes a plus television market?
Certain U. S. market- stand out in ability to attract spot t\ business
out of proportion to their market size.
\n example: Oklahoma Cit\

49

Car study dramatizes spot tv's long arm
TvB analysis oi Rambler and I'onliac -chedules in the \<» York market
shows one hit %'! of homes in four weeks, other 70rI in one day

FEATURES
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Sponsor Backstage
l'»ih and Madison

18

Timebuyers at \\ oik

80

Seller's \ iew point

54- Sponsot

Griffin and
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Sponsor-Week

Radio

-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS

TV/WADIO

72

SAC, AFTRA,

KC

MAOAZINI

Sponsor-Scope

37

50,000 WATTS -740
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FEATURES

6 Newsmaker

. . . and 30 years of KTRH
programming has developed a pattern of listener
loyalty blanketing over 80
counties, serving over
1,087,100 radio households
and extending over 60,000
square miles. Comprehensive news reporting,
tasteful music, sports, farm
information and variety
give KTRH the popular balanced programming that
benefits over four million

20

SPONSOR

BALANCED

MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY

•

70

\-ks

Member of Business Publications
Audit of Circulations Inc.

Sponsor Hears

82

Spon-oi

52

Spot Buys

Speaks

82

Ten-Second Spots
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SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and
Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 b Madisonl New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrray
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUpcrior 7-9863. Birmingham
Office: 3617 8th Ave South. Phone: FAirfax 2-6528. Los Angeles Office: 6087 STjnset
Boulevard Phone: Hollywood 4 8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11, Md.
Subscriptions: U. S. S8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries S9 a
year Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40e\ Printed in U.S.A. Address
all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weekly
by SPONSOR
Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore,
Md.
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Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn
Executive Vice
Bernard Piatt

President

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin
News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffa
Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor (Chicago.
Gwen Smart
Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup
Ben Seff

Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer
Diane Schwartz
Contributing
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Art Editor
Maury Kurtz
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Editorial Research
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ADVERTISING
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Arthur E. Breider

DEPARTMENT
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

X

STIR
UP
SALES

The new generation is moving up fast with one of advertis-

BUY

ing's oldest patrons, General Mills in Minneapolis. The
Mills, long a broadcast pioneer, has a staff of key men considered among the top management ad pros. Last week, the
newest took over as Jerry Soiters became director of media
and shotvs. His new media manager: Gordon D. Morrison.

WREX-TV
THE
HOT
BUY
EVERY
MONTH

The
GET THE FACTS
FROM OUR
PERSPIRING REPS

H-R

WTRF-TV
T. R. Effic!

TELEVISION, INC

KS£

AT A MASQUERADE BALL, the
young matron won first prize
for the cleverest costume. She
wore a maternity jacket over
her dress and on her back the
sign: I should have danced all
night.
wtrf-tv Wheeling

REPORTER INTERVIEWING 104 YEAR OLD
MAN asked him what he thought was the
secret of his longevity.
the man confidently.
that, sir?" asked the
them," was the oldsters

"Toadstools," replied
"Toadstools? How is
reporter. "Never ate
reply.

Wheeling wtrf-tv
SALES MANAGER NEED SMITH SAYS: '"If
you're going to borrow sugar from your neighbor, be sure it's in a cup."
wtrf-tv Wheeling
IMPRESS YOU WITH OUR CALL LETTERS?
WTReFfecTiVe? It sure is! Regardless of how
we get them across, our call letters assure
you sales, service and results in the WheelingSteubenville Industrial Ohio Valley. Just ask
Hollingbery.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
RETURNING FROMHISNBC FIRST PRIZE HOLLYWOOD TRIP, Jim Knight (WTRF-TV's promotion man) wrote that he stopped off at Las
Vegas for the "chef's tour": baked in the sun,
stewed at the bar, and burned at the blackjack table.
wtrf-tv Wheeling
WE DO IT FROM WHEELING. We dominate
#34 on the agency List of Top 100 U. S. TV
Markets. Want a copy of the list? Just ask
George P. Hollingbery or write to us.

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

newsmaker:

Jerry Souers, whose real name is Mars-

jail Ankeny Souers and who credits his "Jr." status as leading to the
nickname of Jerry, was 40 years old in December. He's been a
media and marketing man since graduation from Dartmouth in
1942 except for a four and one-half year stint with the Army, from
which he was discharged as a captain.
His new role is to watchdog, coordinate and negotiate for the
Mills media investments, currently running at the rate of more than
$30 million annually with approximately 60% of this in broadcast
and the remainder in print. Much
of the air budget goes to programs, of which the Mills currently has 28 on tv (including three
specials and football).
Souers' job, as he outlined it to
sponsor: to centrally control and
coordinate campaigns for the corporation, working with recommendations and projects of four
agencies (BBDO, DFS, New York;
Tatham - Laird, Chicago; KnoxJerry Souers
Reeves, Minneapolis) ; to handle
other contact work, with several annual trips East and West: to
bring together Mills marketing strategists with agency planners in
terms of program planning; to make cohesive and complementary
the various interests of the products (baking mixes, flour, pet food,
cereal) .
He's already immersed in fall net tv plans and will hear all
agency recommendations by the end of next month for an October
start.
Jerry Souers has been with the Mills for five and one-half years,
starting in 1955 as product supervisor of baking mixes, then as ad
manager of Betty Crocker mixes. A move to assistant to the general
manager of the grocery products division led in 1959 to a post as
manager of broadcast media and shows
Souers had worked previously at Winter Advertising, Des Moines
I his home town), and at Better Homes & Gardens as — variously—
assistanl merchandising manager, assistant book editor and assis
lant building editor. He li\cs in Minnetonka Village, a Minne
apolis suburb.
^
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Nielsen Station Index now measures tv viewing
of all stations in U.S.
NSI reports tv use seasonally... market by market... station by
station... with time-period totals, ratings, audience composition,
and other significant performance data.

and

Launched in 1954 in only a handful of major markets, NSI now measures
continental U.S. in its entirety. So comprehensive is today's NSI service
that it warrants its own Directory of Tv Stations and Cities.

P/T/rc
>

This brand-new reference cross-indexes more than 560 US. tv stations
now in operation, their 300 home cities, and the 200 NSI Report books
in which the station audiences are reported.

Ask for your
complimentary
of NSI Directory

NSItf the only validated source of station audience facts.
In addition, it is the most complete and comprehensive
audience measurement service . . .
pAauidUuf

lelcalde iM^oAsttcMoti jpA, oAoadccUt

Nielsen Station ndex
Howard

Street,

Chicago

45,

NSI is a Registered Service Mark ol the A. C. Nielsen Company.
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Illinois • HOIIycourt

of Tv Stations and Cities

cuuj&itti44>Uf, aecUAOttA.
FOR

ALL THE

CALL

. . . WIRE

CHICAGO

FACTS
... OR

WRITE

TODAY

1, ILLINOIS

360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101

copy

5-4400

575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road, DAvenport 1-7700

ioo*

ACCEPTANCE
...greatest ever!
Now more than ever, WCCO

Radio delivers more

listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!
A record -shattering 62.1% share of audience in the latest
Nielsen Station Index. This is the greatest share ever recorded
since Nielsen began measuring the market. Dramatic
proof that WCCO Radio's acceptance is now the greatest ever!
Capturing the loyalty of 1,022,610 radio families in a
114-county basic service area, WCCO

Radio also

delivers the lowest cost per thousand . . . less than one-third
the average cost of all other Twin Cities stations.
It's a solid mark of solid acceptance . . . the powerful way to
dominate this major market in 1961.

WCCO

RADIO delivers far more listeners than all

other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!
■"; |
40^
WCCO

^NJ

W

^g^f*

Radio

62.1%

Station B

10.1%

Station C

7.6%

Station D

5.4%

Station E

3.9%

Five other stations

10.9%

V^
A Mi
Source:

Nielsen Station Index, November-December.

1960/6

AM- Midnight, 7-day week.

AUDIENCE

Northwest's Only
50,000- Watt
1-A Clear
Channel Station

Represented by CBS

RADIO

SPOT

SALES

by Joe Csida

L
The

jingle

saga

j

In the past couple of weeks I had the opportunity to check on a most fascinating sponsor
story of a few months ago. a story which told
about a completely incredible musical-electronic
machine which Raymond Scott built over a period
of many years. This machine can produce roughly as many sounds and in approximately as many
combinations as there are atoms in the universe.

In rich western New England, WWLPWRLP, the combination reaching
375,000 TV homes, delivers more
sales impressions per advertising
dollar — 64% more than the ~2
Springfield Station. Our combined
Grade A signals reach up and down
the Connecticut Valley for over 125
miles.
First in ratings, acceptance and
service D 3 times as many local,
live shows. CI Most national, regional and local advertisers of any
Springfield station 'J Vigorous merchandising — exclusive in the
market (WWLP's in-store displays
reach 75% of all grocery shoppers
weekly).
The powerful force that's selling
western Massachusetts and NorthCentral Connecticut is WWLP, Channel 22 with bonus coverage; WRLP,
Channel 32 covering southern Vermont and New Hampshire. NBC
for 7 years.
SEE

YOUR

HOLLINGBERY

MAN

One of the usages Raymond makes of this marvelous monster as
mentioned in the early sponsor story is the production of jingles, via
a corporation called The Jingle Workshop, the business manager of
which is a very capable young man named Chuck Barclay.
This got me thinking that I have never done a column on jingles,
so I checked with my good friend and old stablemate, Jerry Franken.
whose company handles advertising and press relations for Richard
Ff. Ullman, Inc., one of the most aggressive and progressive jingle
firms, and got a line on the jingleers.
Station jingles will sell this year to the tune of $3,000,000, it is
estimated. The combined 1960 gross of the various companies in the
field is figured at about S2.500.000. Five years ago station jingles
sales amounted to less than the value of a pile of discarded ukulele
strings.
How

they

jjrew

You can't hardly ever be certain about some things, but most
radio historians would agree that radio's first big jingle was the
"Pepsi-Cola Hits the Spot" job, which hit the air around 1941 or
'42 and was written by Alan Kent and his partner, fellow named
Austin Herbert Croom-Croom Johnson. Of course, this may not have
been the verv first jingle, but it unqualifiedly was the first one to
pack so tremendous a wallop, and as might well be expected, it led
to the torrent of commercial jingles which followed, and which continues even toda\ .
Not too long afterward, some top stations adopted the jingle idea
for their own purposes. One I remember specifically was \\ \ I \\
which introduced all manner of public service spots written in jingle
form. Its reasonable to assume other stations, mostly independents,
did
along.likewise. Meanwhile, of course, commercial jingles kept rolling
The next major development stemmed from a radio debacle — the
il< . line and fall of the radio networks, coupled with the depression of
tlie entire radio market, indies included. Out of this debacle, of
inurse. came the rebirth of radio, and the astonishingly healthy situation as we know it today las witness the still climbing prices being
paid for radio-only station properties, i.e. WINS and WMGM, New

York; KLAC, Loa Angeles, el al.).

I Please turn to page

'Average Homes Reached
ARB - Mar. I960
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'S A PLANE

ational live-action
hours starring the
rids GREATEST
character!********
FOR THE FIRST T
you can strip the most famous,
highest-rated children's show in
the history of television . . .
SUPERMAN . . . idol of millions
from coast to coast! *••••*•*
FOR THE FIRST TIME . . .
SUPERMAN is now available for
general sponsorship! Link your
product to America's favorite hero
-2-100%
PRE-SOLD
TO A
MMOTH
AUDIENCE !*
get super-stories and super-

••••*••••*•••••••••••
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.vl

has
raced

from

books,

one

success to another
newspapers to comic

from

—

from

radio to television

. . . winning millions of devoted
fans along the way!

comic

one

number
strip character . . .

The

nation's

Syndicated in hundreds of daily
newspapers ... all
Sunday
and
Time Magazine
over the world!
calls

"America's

SUPERMAN
comic

popular

Starring
over

most

strip ! "

in seven
^^Q

books

comic

with

g^^^gjJfl

^^

by all as the most
success
adventure-series

Recognized
amazing
story

since

radio

began!

Played successfully on
television stations —

viewers

over 125

major

everywhere!

for SUPERMAN
A blast of enthusiasm
is charging across the country . . .
Just
UP!
LETS
and it NEVER
ask the
^X ^^^^M^l^ih^d^m

in the "Supermen

of America"

Club!

\STER THAN

A SPEEDING

!*»«>«■«* powerful
,HE HIGHEST

RATED

than

CHILDREN'S

SHOW

BULLET!

s*. --'ocomo-'-u'el

IN THE

HISTORY

OF TELEVISION

THE
INSISTENT RATINGS — leading your market's top ten year
Her year . . . packing the same impact today as the first
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IRONG RATINGS — SUPERMAN
very rating survey, every time

shows
overwhelming
slot, every market,

strength

AMAZING
show.
action

FEATS

. . it's
and adventure !

SUPERMAN
of

Rank in

Survey Date

March 1-7, 1960
Jan 13-19, 1960
October 1959

ARB
ARB
ARB
ARB
ARB
ARB

March 1-7, 1960
March 1960

ARB
ARB

Cleveland
Denver

Jan 13 19, I960

Salt Lake City
Houston
Dallas

March 1-7, 1960

San Diego
Cincinnati
Detroit

Nov 8-14, 1959

STRIP
Miami
Atlanta

Mon

7:00

Mon
Wed

6:00
5:00

Mon

5:30

Mon
Mon
Mon

6:00
6:00
6:30

Wed

6:30

Top Ten
Variety's

Rating

Share

2
8
7
3
4
2
7
6

24.7
19.0
16.9

52.9
40.0

20.8
16.6
22.3
20.5

55.6
54.2

many

costume

merchandising
sell

SUPERMAN'S
can

be

symbol

seen

on

of

. . . just

one

products

that

help

SUPERMAN

for

you.

strength

wristwatches,

and

quality

coloring

books,

38.6

badges,

51.8

16.6

50.0
48.7

10.3
17.0

I 37.0
56.0

muscle-building

swimming

equipment
—

to

sets,
and

lunch

boxes,

inflatable toys

name

only

a

few !

FORMAT

Aug 1960
Oct 3-Dec 4

Nielson
Nielson

Daily 5:00
Daily 4:30

Nov 12, 1960
Nov 13, 1960

ARB
ARB

'™ SUPERMAN
YOU
CAN
BE SURE
THIS BLOCKBUSTER BEATS ALL

Sat
Sun

7:00
5:30

OF THE
HIGHEST
COMPETITION !

Every
itself

WEEKENDS!

New York City
New York City

™E
TO JUMP
MATCHAT THE
OPPORTUNITY
OF
SUPERMAN!

C T(\
'/£
U \\^
VV

gainst all competition !
UPERMAN is more than the top children's
le favorite of millions of adults who
love

AUDIENCE

v^>

in

12.3
18.9

22.2
30.5

RATINGS

success

product

. . . 100%
for

is . . . like the SUPERMAN
promotable

SUPERMAN'S

—

a

multi-million,
buy

series

guaranteed
eager-toaudience !

SUPERMAN
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SUPERMAN

of the community,
Hailed by all responsible members
as a strong and healthy influence on children.

i

//

u

This extraordinary
character . . .

crime-fighter

has

been

honored

any

than

more

is

recognized

other

fictional

Newspaper Guild Page One Award
Council of Protestant Episcopal Churches Award
United Parents Associations of New York Award
American Schools and Colleges Association Award
Youth Builders Award
National Conference of Christians and Jews Award
Laymen's National Committee Award
Child Study Association of America Award
. . . and many more !
Parents, teachers, church groups, civic leaders, radio and television critics — all commend
SUPERMAN'S struggle for tolerance, and his fight against juvenile delinquency.

\/
^

FLAMINGO
is proud to offer SUPERMAN
earned respect as well as ratings I

as

a

high-quality

series,

one

that

■HI
The SUPERMAN
story is told in millions . . . and every year the number
grows as a new group of children thrills to the daring, timeless
adventures of lovely Lois Lane, reporter Clark Kent and SUPERMAN!
Get your share of this huge audience now — up, up and away to
your phone . . . call for SUPERMAN !
COPR

SJPERV

mmk

MB
445

PARK

AVENUE,

^
NEW

M
YORK

22,

N. Y.

*k

M.

•

PLAZA
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[Continued from page LO)

\\ iili ilii- rebirth, spearheaded mainl) b) independents in all parts
of tin' country, stations began to emphasize their own particulai
radio-sound image. With this came the development of highly individualized and stylized station j i r 1 ii I« ■~ .
I mean here to emphasize station jingles, as opposed to commercial jingles, station jingles used t<>r i.d. purposes; program intros;
time, weather, sports and newscast intros; and a more recent development, jingles for introducing specific d.j.'s, with both station
themes and the d.j."> name and <»r theme frequently interwoven. In
addition, stations are now using jingles which give in addition t.>
their call letters, the dial frequency, citj and verj often a station
slogan.
In addition to developing a particular individual station sound
image, alert broadcasters saw jingles as accomplishing these objec-

ARB
CONF
IRMS

tives: catching the listener's ears; getting awaj from routine spoken
i.d.'s; giving each station a trademark. a< distinctive, for example,
as the NBC chimes. The jingles served still another purpose for networkwork affiliate stations which could no longer count on blockbuster programs fed 1»\ the webs the\ gave them a characteristic
sound to replace the voices of the erstwhile radio stars.
A profitable business
Jingles today are becoming intenseh specialized. I\l\ Jingles and
Target Jingles, both of which are distributed b) Jerry's happ) client.
Richard H. f llman. Inc.. have what Jerry maintains is the largest
and most varied library of jingles available. This library includes
jingles especially written for Format (Top 101 stations; good music
stations; country and western stations: Negro stations: middle-of-theroad stations and the WHAT. Paterson. KPOL, Los \ngeles. t\pe of
operations.
The IM\ Jingle package is a basic package, containing around 20
separate jingles. 1 hese are leased on a one-station per-market basis,
and then in turn, are customized for that station that is the station's call letters, dial location, slogan, etc.. are added vocal,
of course, the same i- done for program title-, d.j.'s names, etc.
net effect is that the jingles are tailored both for the tvpe of
graming and the individual station itself.
Peter Frank and Herb Eiseman lex Frank I.oesseri. who

and.
The
prorun

large! Jingles, just signed Budd\ Bregman to write a complete Format station set of jingles. 1 believe this i- tin- first time a composerconductor of Bregman'- stature has ventured into this field. Peter
and Herh are working on similar deals with other name writers.
In addition to I\l\. which headquarters in Boise, and Target,
headquartered in Hollywood, hut both sold via fjllman headquartered in New York, other top companies in the field include CRC
|and Pams. both out of Dallas, and Peppermill, in Nashville.
Here s an interesting note on how some young men have prospered
| in the Jingle business.
Peter Frank, is president of The Peter Frank Organization; Omar
I Music: Richard H. I llman. Inc. and Stars International. Inc.. which
produces "The Big Sound" radio program and production aid s\ ndi|cated service.
Pete is 35; started with s."i(M) a few years ago. His combined operations will gross over 13,000,000 in '(.1 all from this $500 start. ^
SPONSOR
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KELO-LAND

TV

swamps America's 103-County
Market every hour, every day!
LIKE THIS! Homes

reached Monday

thru
Friday, TV6 47,800.
p.m. to
midnight.*
KELO-LAND
Others
10,900.
LIKE THIS! Homes reached Sunday,
660,500.
p.m. Others
to 10 p.m.*
19,500. KELO-LAND

TV

LIKE THIS! Metro area share Saturto midnight.
KELOLAND day,TV6 p.m.
76.1. Others
23.9.
ARB Tv Audience Report. Nov. i960

No other tv medium gets into this
market like the interconnected hookup that's already in — solid!
CBS • ABC

kelQland
KELO-tv SIOUX FALLS; and boosters
KDLO-tv Aberdeen. Huron. Watertown
KPLO-tv

Pierre. Valentine. Chamberlain

JOE FLOYD.
Larry Bcnrson. Vice-Pres.

President
• Evans Nord. Ccn. Mgr.

Represented nationally by H-R
in Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Associates

I.WHHOJ
Midcontinent Broadcas

up

KELO-LAND tv and radio Sioux Falls. S
WLOL am. fm Minneapolis-St. Paul: WKOW
and tv Madison. Wis.; KSO radio Des Moines

D :
am

What picture
do you
want
to send

Which makes you look most appealing? The
cloak of mystery... the mantle of drama... the
tilt of a six-shooter? The answer is important,
for the sophisticated advertiser knows that his
sales-impact can be greatly affected by the kind
of program he chooses. To him, the crucial test
of a network is: How well is it doing with the
kind of program he wants to sponsor?

16
Any advertiser who applies this test will find th,
13
one network attracts the biggest average jyjp
ence in every entertainmentcategory-as sho\
by nationwide Nielsen ratings for all regular!13
NET

18

scheduled shows (6-11 pm, Oct '60-Jan '61)
CBS*
.20.0.
16.2.

NETB
.18.4
NONE

VARIETY & PERSONALITY
WESTERN
MYSTERY & ADVENTURE
NEWS, PUB. AFFAIRS, SPORTS

25.3
20.6.

20.5
14.9
18.4

TOTAL

19.5.

COMEDY
DRAMA

NIGHTTIME

19.6
1 3.6

II
2:

. 9.8
.18.1
14

i CBS Television Network also wins the bigit average audience for all nighttime proms with the most evenly balanced schedule
; shown by these percentages of network
B devoted to various types of programs:
CBS*

Kv.:::::::::::::::::
ETY & PERSONALITY
ERN
ERY& ADVENTURE
..PUB. AFFAIRS, SPORTS

. 25%.
.
13
13
18
20
11
100%

NETB

20%
0
6
21
47
6
. .100%

NETC

9%
8
28
21
10
24
100%

This unique achievement of audience leadership and program balance gives advertisers
their greatest assurance of success with the
kind of program that makes them look best.
It also explains why for the past six consecutive years the nation's advertisers have committed more of their budgets to this network
than to any other single advertising medium.
They just like our looks.
'Includes first January report only. Program

names

on request.

CBS Television Network ®

Timebuyers
at work
Doug Humm of the Charles W. Hoyt Co., New '* ork, (alls attention
to the importance of thorough recognition of differences between
markets. "It is not enough to be familiar with market similarities
as illustrated in standard statistical materials," says Humm. "To do
the most effective selling job, whether it be a product, service, or
idea, we need extensive insight
—^—
into just what the potential customers are like. There are myriad
different types of peoj le to be
found from one market to the
From lunch to late, late dinner
Open daily, Sundays, too!
Reservations: EL 5-9185 or PL 5-6843
The Bistro for private parties
Personal direction: Nino

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

next," Humm asserts. "What we
have to know about each of these
unique population centers goes beyond the number of families in
residence and their median income. Before the buy is made. '
these markets must be analyzed
and discussed at length. While it
would hardly be feasible to know everything there is to know about
everyone in e\er\ market, the timebuyer ought to strive to familiarize himself with as many as possible of the characteristics relevant
to a given advertisers product and goals. It's important not to lose
sight of this in the heat of day-to-day pressures."
William

F. Sherry, media director. S. E. Zubrow. Philadelphia,

relates, "During the past year, we've had more and more radio stations refuse to accept our clients' business. Their reasoning: "We cannot accept an order for 700 or 800 sp<>t- per week because it would
prevent us from selling other available time to competing accounts
in your client's fields.' We all are
aware of justifiable reasons why

. . .

a station can refuse to accept certain business. We also are aware

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!

that many times there is a lack
of availabilities. Hut. assuming
the spuis arc available, does st»

FITS

CBS AND

EXACTLY

TOP LOCAL

PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

C^~>J/

THOMASVILLE

^-^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

ELCVISION

ASSOCIATES

National Representatives

tion management have the right to
refuse our client-' business because it would hinder or impair
future orders? Can station management refuse an order because
it's too big? Agencies and clients have different impressions of what impact actual!) is. Hut. if
we deem it advisable to produce impact through the purchase <>f
.;.(illll in 1.000 spots on one station in a month, we feel we have the
right to bu\ them without being told that the station would prefer
to reserve some <>f these spot- fen competing accounts.
si'onmh;

I.*:
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Not only does WTVJ outshine the other two television
stations, but it reaches more homes than Miami's two
newspapers, too! 13.1% more South Florida homes view
WTVJ daily than read the area's largest newspaper . . .
147% more than the second newspaper. And 40.5% more
homes watch WTVJ daily then the average of the other

i Comparative Daily
Circulation

J|

WTVJ
I
Miami Herald 363,500*
3
Miami News
147,200**
Station "B"
289,900*
< Station "C"
227,900*
■ 'ARB Coverage Study —
January 1. 1960
"Publisher's Statements
March 31. 1960

two Miami TV stations. If you haven't yet seen Profile III.
check with your PGW Colonel right away— it's revealing!

WTVJ
A

Wometco

SOUTH

FLORIDA

Enterprises. Inc.. Station

—
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD.

INC.

time to listen to many of the highquality Negro -programed stations
that exist today across the country,
I am sure he would find much to

49th and
Madison
time to examine the facts he would
soon learn that Negro Radio has
been fostered by the very fact that
general-market stations in those
areas where there are high concentrations of Negro population have
failed to a large extent to provide
the basic need for the Negro listeners' identification with these stations.
All too often the desire of the Negro listener to be included in the

Supports Negro Radio

My initial reaction to the comments
of Richard J. Scholem, Co-Mgr. of
WTIG, Massillon, Ohio (in his letter
published in sponsor, 13 February's
"49th and Madison''), would be to
commend him for his stand against
segregation. However, upon perusing his letter very carefully I am left
with some nagging doubts as to his
ultimate intention in writing this letter. Is it possible that Mr. Scholem
is aggravated about the healthy state
of Negro Radio today where much of

main stream of a city's life has been
completely overlooked in the drive
for greater profits. This basic need
to be recognized as an equal with individual needs accounts for the Negro

radio's most creative and dynamic
salesmanship is going on — this in
contrast to what seems to be stagnation on the part of many generalmarket radio operators.
If Mr. Scholem
would
take the

listeners' attachment and loyalty to
the radio station that is specifically
designed to cater to these needs.
If Mr. Scholem
would
take the

approve of and possibly emulate — I
have specific reference to the fields
of public service, promotion, community participation, merchandising
effectiveness, growth in news coverage, and general improvement in
overall programing concepts. This is
not to say that Utopia has been
reached — but the fact still remains
that there is a tremendous Esprit
and drive which exists today among
progressive Negro radio station operators. I think that the radio
industry as a whole could stand an
injection of some of the spirit, aggressiveness and downright good
salesmanship
Radio today. that epitomizes Negro
Jack Davis
executive vice president
Bernard Howard & Co.
New York, N. Y.
Marketing

frontier

Selection of Negro-appeal radio by
advertisers is good marketing practice. For the same reason advertisers, particularly advertisers dealing
with products such as anti-freeze. differ in selling approach for the North
and South, advertising approach for
different segments of society vary.
\egroes listen to Negro-appeal radio with great interest and loyalty.
Negroes are also loyal to products
advertised on Negro-appeal stations.
W hen a Negro listener is introduced
to a product via Negro-appeal radio,
he knows the product is for him.
Negro-appeal radio is a new and
growing signedmarketing
It's the
deto entertain frontier.
and inform
audience and at the same time, boost
sales at a moderate expense.

WAVE -TV gives you
28.8% more AVID EATERS
—and they gobble up 28.8% more
of everything that's edible!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-ofT, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., Dec., I960.
CHANNEL

3

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

Recently, KSAJN did a brand preference sliidx in the San Francisco
area. Onl\ Negro homes wrere sampled. The products reported that
were used mosl frequently and often
\>\ mosl households were active Negro-appeal radio clients.
Negro-appeal radio

LOUISVILLE
NBC

20

SPOT

SALES,

National

in most cases

— is a community service and a logical choice for an advertiser looking
to outsmart bis competition instead
of outspending him.
Bob Dore

Representatives

IU>h Dore Associates
president
\cw )«rL V. V.
SPONSOR
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Night people
listen to new
"Clockwatchers" show
WSB radio,
Atlanta

WSB

"< lot kwatchers" m work . ,

Hill ,l>,J II.

Out of the night comes a new sound for night people "Clockwatchers" on WSB Radio from midnight to
5 a. m. Some of these night folks are traveling, some working in factories, some keeping vigil over cities.
But wherever they are, whatever they're doing . . . radio is a constant companion. And a handsome share
of this massive audience is within range of WSB. For Atlanta's 50,000 watt clear channel station has a
night coverage pattern embracieg 25,000,000 homes ... 27 states.
"Clockwatchers" listeners hear lots of music, news of the latest happenings throughout the night,
famous sports figures and important events, outstanding information and entertainment features. They

ATLANTA'S

wsb-radio

hear this — all through the night. You can reach and sell this vast responsive audience of night people
on WSB Radio's "Clockwatchers." Call Petty for information.
Rtprtttnted by

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC

SPONSOR
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WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO WHIOTV. Dayton.

New York is giant in size and sales. It is not easily sold! wpix-11, New York's Prestige Independent,
delivers the "right tool at the right time" — minute commercials in prime evening hours in a
"network atmosphere" of fine programming, advertisers and audiences. Programs like Air
Power, M-Squad,

Bold Journey,

San Francisco Beat, The Honeymooners. Advertisers

(98% of wpix advertisers are national) like General Foods, General Motors, P&G, Coca
Cola, R. J. Reynolds.

A. C. Neilsen has proved there is "no significant difference" between

wpix's Audience and the leading network station in terms of income level, age, occupation, etc.
wpix-11 is a giant-beating opportunity in New York television.

where are your 60 second commercials tonight?
NEW

YORK'S

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

Interpretation, and commentary
on most significant tv J radio
and marketing news of the week
.
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PUBLICATIONS

The No. 1 item of palaver on Madison Avenue beyond any question of doubt
is the complete capitulation of CBS TV and ABC TV to the two towering users of
the medium, General Foods and P&G.

INC.

As the Avenue views these interplays of dollar strength vs. preconceived notions about
network programing, the completed negotiations, particularly as far as CBS and GF are concerned, suggest these inferences:
• If the billings stakes (with GF they run to around $60 million in tv and with P&G, $95
million) are big enough and you're in a position to own your own half-hours, the question of network program control becomes merely academic.
• If a network wants your business yearningly enough, it will waive its rights to cancel out a show because of rating weakness or incompatability. GF has been granted the privilege of keeping a series going as long as three years. It may also cancel as it sees fit.
• If a customer controls a program or two that will serve as the potent anchor for an evening's schedule, the credo about balanced programing can go by the board.
• To make a valued client happy a network will go so far as to dislodge another longtime client from an eight-year-old spot, and without prior notice. (It happened in the
case of R. J. Reynolds and I've Got a Secret.)
• If P&G puts its finger on a half-hour preceding a conspicuously well-rated hour show and
says it wants that spot, the network (as happened in the case of ABC and The Untouchables)
moves that hour show down a notch. And in the process assures itself of clearance by
stations of an additional half -hour.
Caller of the chess moves that worked out so well for General Foods: Y&R. It was
this agency that suggested to GF the tactic of asking NBC TV and ABC TV for competitive
bids for the GF business.

If you came in on the bargaining proceedings late, here's the score on the scheduling run down by General Foods on CBS TV come the fall:
Monday: 9 to 10:30, plus an option on half of Robert Young at 8:30 to 9.
Wednesday:
9:30 to 10.
Saturday: an alternate half-hour of the hour version of Gunsmoke (10-11 p.m.).

The die for Detroit's advertising strategy for the second and third quarters has
been pretty well cast.
As the automotive giants' agencies see it, there'll be lots of flexible money around for
spasmodic nighttime minute buys on the tv networks and in-and-out saturation jobs
with spot tv and radio, particularly to prop up tough markets.
Of course, the dimensions and lengths of these special promotions wiU be linked to the
economic barometer — that is, the drift in public buying.
Disturbing the agencies is this: the division managers in their frenetic urge to get out
from under will tend to cater to dealer whims anent local advertising, and here, strange as it
may seem to air media, old loyalties weigh the scales toward print. What it means is that
tv and radio must heighten the fight for their shares.
Incidentally, Revlon has consummated the buy-off of Alfred Hitchcock, effective
immediately, and Wagon Train, starting in April, from Ford Motors. Ford will recover
Train in the fall, but whether Lincoln-Mercury will take back the Revlon half of Hitchcock at
that time is problematical.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Nielsen is embarked on a project that could have some significant answers and
guidelines for network tv advertisers.
The angle being explored : whether the fall-off of nighttime audiences — though very
slight — the past three years may be correlated to the increase of hour programs.
One area in particular being brought under the statistical microscope: 7:30 to 8 p.m.
The inherent question : could viewers with 8 p.m. starting habits be deferring their set tunein until 8:30, so to avoid coming into the middle of a show?
Don't take this as applicable to every product sphere, but an agency quite active in spot tv has evolved a rule-of -thumb on how much rating-point weight is necessary to move a new package item off the shelf.
The minimal weight per market in scale form runs something like this:
MARKETS

TOTAL RATING POINTS PER WEEK

EACH

New York & Chicago
100
Next 23
75
26-50
65
51 and up
50
Of course, in the case of a highly adult product the audience composition of these
points would have to be especially oriented in that direction.
Postscripts to this theorem:
1) In the top 25 markets where supplementation is sought a network rating of 20 per
commercial minute might be considered equivalent to 60 ratings points in spot.
2) Two minutes a week on networks shows (2) with an average of 20 ratings points is
■e
about equal to 120 ratings points in spot.
What, according to some marketing experts, will work out to advertising's advantage isthe new Washington administration's enveloping interest in what specifically goes into a manufacturer's determining his marketing cost.
The intent of all this poking — and you'll see more and more of it by regulatory agencie
— is to set up uniform cost procedures and thereby avoid price restrictions and collusions
in restraint of trade.
End result expected by marketers: if it turns out there's no intrinsic differentiation, the
extent to which advertising and promotion are used will be considered a positive contribution to the actual marketing cost.
Regardless of the inroads being made by daytime network tv, spot still has a■
potent ace up its sleeve for the smaller national advertiser.
It's a credo being voiced more and more among agencymen as they balance the cost and
reach of daytime against what they deem the more over-riding problem of this type of advertiser: getting the retailer of the product to look at the producer's commercials.
To wit, the objective of many a small advertiser is not so much the efficiency of his tv
advertising as reaching the people who sell his merchandise.
It is with this target in view, note these agencymen, that a small advertiser will frequently buy Dave Garroway at $4,000 a minute and Jack Paar at $13,000 a minute. Both of these
shows deliver a 4 rating, which is equivalent to the daytime average.
A continuing thorn in the side of stations in smaller markets when it comes to
spot is the stubborn tendency among national advertisers to credit the sales in such
markets to the dollar purchases of wholesalers and chains in the big distributing
centers.
Sellers may wail against the unfairness of this practice, but agencies can't do anything
about it because they're up against this stone wall: old line product or brand managers who
measure the reach of air media by old newspaper coverage precepts.
24
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

CBS TV would prefer that the resistance setup hy four major station groups and
other affiliates to the network's 10-noon minute plan not he termed a Mar of nerves.
According to the network, a more appropriate approach would be to say that the schism
basically stemmed from a misunderstanding <>n the part of the affiliates. In essence, the iutwork (1) wasn't siphoning money from spot or i2i reducing affiliate share of income from a.m. sales to a pittance, but (3) if affiliates just gave the network a chani se it
would show how much more money could accrue to them from the plan.
Meantime the four groups and other important affiliates arc standing fast in their refusal to accept the plan, though CBS >a\s this logjam is starting to break loose. The network isn't doing so well in finding buyers for the plan — that is, up to SPONSOR-SCOPE's
press time.
The sales: four spots a week to Lipton Tea (SSC&B), 11 spots over 10 weeks to Eastman Chemical (JWT) and a batch of spots to Bon Ami (Hoyt Associates), starting in April.
Incidentally, NBC TV got an order of about $100,000 from the same Bon Ami.
One CBS TV affiliate with a market containing 250.000 sets estimates it might net $50
per week from the 20 spots contained in the plan.
Reps report that what with the demand for minutes and the latest Duncan Hines spot campaign they're doing well disposing of the openings in the affiliate section of the
plan. These sales are subject to seven days cancellation by the network in the event CBS
finds its own customers or there's a problem of product conflict.
(For previous commentary on affiliate attitude see 13 February sponsor, page 21.)
The trend seems to have been reversed in the specific case of Duncan
(Compton) this past week.

Hines

Whereas it's been common of late for advertisers to swing their buys from spot tv to daytime network tv, the P&G brand reduced its NBC TV commitments and unloaded one of
its heaviest campaigns of the past two years in spot.
The buy is in a long list of markets and calls for schedules running from five to 10 spots
a week for at least eight weeks.
About $65 million in advertising is in
ing— among municipalities to regulate the
appliances.
Basis of the headache: regulations requiring
they be installed by trained salesmen.
Involved are not only the manufacturers but

jeopardy in the trend — rapidly expandsafety features and installation of gas
that appliances have gas vents and that
utilities and transmission companies.

The American Gas Association is mastering the what-to-do-about-it.
A still bigger dilemma is the one facing the giant electric equipment companies as a
result of the estimated $1 billion in damage claims stemming from the price-rigging convictions bythe Government.
The quandary: whether to pull hack ad budgets in order to maintain dividends when
the situation appears to call for more advertising to counteract a tainted image.
Ted Jardine, who administers the 7-Up account for JWT Chicago, says that his
meeting with reps on the plan for five minutes in Dick Tracy was merely a feeler
for opinion*.
Jardine says he was looking for station reaction to a five-times-a-week strip with a guarantee of at least 65 broadcasts (see 6 February SPONSOR-SCOPE ) .
The agency is also considering a similar strip of Kukla & Ollie for 7-1 p but preferably on
a network and in the evening. It would like a spot prior to Jack Paar. but NBC TV countered
with a Dave Garroway interlude.
ABC TV's Ollie Treyz while in Chicago last week was supposed to reveal what ABC could
do for Kukla & Ollie but the network's president had all his scheduled time consumed at
Burnett relative to a pitch for Kellogg business.
)NS0R
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continued

Dutch Masters and Ralston will alternately sponsor ABC TV's Silents Pleas
(an old movies series) between 21 March and 5 October at about $20,000 per halfhour showing.
Ernie Kovacs will do a monologue on each and, in the same spot, four spaeed-out apt
cials for the cigar maker exclusively.
One good yardstick for determining how much the nighttime network tv audience is being sliced up is the number of shows reaching over 10 million homes.
9% (total,
To take just a two year contrast: in January 1959, 54% of all such programs
43%
126) delivered an average of over 10 million homes, but in January 1960, this ratio2%droppc
46%
to 43% of total programs (130).
54%7%
The source is Nielsen and the following is36a%3comparison
of the ratio of homes reache
%
per average minute for the two years:
HOMES REACHED
1959 — % PROGRAMS
JAN. 1960 — % PROGRAMS
JAN.
Over 10 million homes
5-10 million homes
3-5 million
Under 3 million homes

Are the agencies that resort to IBM machines for media buying guidance off oi
the wrong foot when tv is involved?
You can get a strongly worded argument in the affirmative from some tv specialists in
trade.
The nub of their contention : the concepts in tv usage — like specials, scatter plane
network spot carriers, blitzes and whatnot — are constantly changing and the cliei
has to be kept mobile and flexible enough to take tactical advantage of them.
The machines, they add, can rack up averages but there's a question whether the nuances of value implicit in these changing concepts comes through in the averages.

A trend that's begun to bedevil brand name toiletries
supermarkets stocking huge family-size units whose price
store units are fantastically low.
A good case in point: a quart-size can of hair set which
several advertisers brands are pegged at about the same
that content.

and drug manufacturers:
when compared to drugsells for $1.95, whereat
price but for a third of

Another sticky factor that's unnerving to the marketeer: the supermarket operator is
satisfied to take a margin of profit for the family size which is perhaps even less
than accrues to the druggist from the small version of the same product. Because of
his limited space the druggist couldn't stock the big can, bottle or pack if he wanted to.
P.S. : 65% of all giant foodstores now have racks for drugs and toiletries. Next
to cigarettes these items give them their biggest profit margins in terms of shelf space.

Time sellers may as well face up to it; they've got a competitive medium that
they don't even think about but which each year scrapes off a larger share of the
advertiser's dollar: the package in which the product comes.
Since impulse buying via supermarket shelves and super drug store displays has becomt
an overwhelming factor in marketing, the package reaches out as a key symbol and senres
as a high intensity reminder.
For other news coverage In this issue: see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7;
Spot Buys, page 52; Sponsor- Week Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOB
Hears, page 70; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 68.
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'AKE A GOOD
LOOK
["THE NASHVILLE MARKET
After you've looked at Marilyn King of WSM

TV

Homes

—

- TV's 7/ Kings

372,400

iRetail Sales — $1,769,149,000.00

ffective Buying Income— $2,458,273,000
DATA-TELEVISION

MAGAZINE

MARKET

BOOK-1960

MUTUAL
STOP! Mutual Radio is the f^
. [h]
only network that gives this rriTTTj^
guarantee: 80% clearance _I_ JLJLJlIj
across the board in all prime time slots!
LOOK! All of Mutual's 400 affiliates are
sold on Mutual's "Go Network— Stay Local"
programming
Result? ~|%/|~
Clearances are concept.
not a problem.
-^▼-*- ^-^TTH1
-*-

J^ p^ S listen! You hear what you
A T*D buy on Mutual Radio. Your cliiVlll
ent's clearance pattern becomes
established with the airing of his first announcement. Mutual Radio gives you your advertising schedule . . . not rebates. GO! Want
TA
ajn guaranteed
'< clearance
VJxm._Li
,)rime time? 80Buv
Mutual!

RADIO

A SERVICE

TO

INDEPENDENT

STATIONS
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• Subsidiary of Minnesota Mining i; Manufacturing Company
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Latest tv and
radio developments ot
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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* Screen Gems

launches still another tv project: live shows

* Ad agencies in 6 cities handle 79% of all media dollars
+ There are new dollars and more

for tv/radio in the co-op till

+ 1960 radio set production peaks at highest in 13 years

B&B: Firm stance for agency research
Many an agency in these hard-pressed-for-profit days is
bearish about continuing or expanding its research activities. But Benton & Bowles, New York, is bullish

in Screen Gems'

about research being a crucial facility in today's agency
which knows marketing and advertising are two sides
bf the sales coin.

broadens its "department store" concept of television
even further with the announcement last week of its

Thursday in New

York, speaking at the American

Marketing Assn., Richard F. Casey, B&B's v. p. and director of research, took to task opponents who say research
should not be an agency function.
He agrees research money often is wasted, that an
agency— in the short run— CAN

make a bigger profit

Live net programing
Screen Gems,

is new

product

tv 'department

store'

a subsidiary of Columbia

Pictures,

move into the packaging of live network shows.
Its theory of providing production and sales packages
under a single roof continues a diversification pattern
set originally by Columbia when it was the only Hollywood major to get into tv at its formative stage.

Without this service. But that's like "Idle daydreams of
a food processor who reflects how much greater profits

SG now has eight film shows on nighttime net tv,
plans development of several major live dramatic and
musical productions with top producer Herb Sussan in

vould be if he didn't have a sales force!" He also denied contentions that agency research isn't objective.
! Casey's talent: "to any but the simple minded or the
self seeker, it's obvious an agency must have a research

charge. He's former director of special programs for
NBC TV (supervising 250 in all) and will retain his own
production company while working for Screen Gems.

jacility." Here's why:
[ • Research plays a "vital part in
o effectively perform its role"— that
lion of product or service marketing
ics and advertising strategy with
Messages which achieved maximum

HTA'S N. Y. STATIONS

enabling an agency
role being formulastrategies and tacits translation into
delivery efficiency.

FOR SALE

he NTA's board of directors last week put WNTA-TV
nd WNTA Radio on the block.
Eli Landau, resigned as chief executive director, is
etting up a company to acquire WNTA-TV, if he can,
nd other tv stations.
I'dnvhi;

2D
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Jerome Hyams, v. p. and general manager of SG, sees
"new opportunities in live programing."
The company has missed few opportunities for expansion, old or new. It's active in network production and
sales, syndication production and sales, off-network syndication distribution, feature film distribution, merchandise licensing, overseas distribution, network co-production (with ABC TV) and commercial production (Screen
Gems in Hollywood; Elliott, Unger & Elliott in New York).

29

New activity, says Hyams, should make for a "new
look in tv specials" based on the combination of Sussan, "our own diverse tv experience and the showmanship of Columbia Pictures."

THE
ONLY
RADIO STATION
IN TAMPA
AND
ST. PETERSBURG
WITH A
FOOD
MERCHANDISING
PROGRAM
Exclusive arrangement
with Food Fair provides special
merchandising

cooperation.

TAMPA

FIRST IN HOOPER
FIRST IN PULSE
Represented

Nationally by gill-perna
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Madscn

returns to Utah

air firm

Arch L. Madsen, former general manager of Sponsor Publications and a 25-year broadcast veteran,
announced plans last week to join the Radio
Service Corp. of Utah (KSL, KSL-TV, Salt Lake
City) as president on 1 April.
He has resigned his
post as assistant executive director of the Assn.
of Maximum Service
Telecasters in Washington. Madsen has held executive positions with
several radio stations and
Arch L. Madsen

groups, is former board
member and director of

member services of Radio Advertising Bureau, has
served with distinction in many professional clubs.

Radio production hits 13-year high

Radio production last year was bigger and better than
in the 13 previous years since '47, with gigantic gains
showing up for fm.
New 1960 figures from the Electronic Industries Assn.
show fm production up 67%, car radio up 15%, with an
over-all production increase of 9% for radios and a decrease of 10% for tv sets.
In terms of actual retail sales, radio jumped 20%
from 1959 — not including car models, which would take
the figure significantly higher, with tv set sales moving
up 2% from the previous year.

Richest ad shops support tv writers,
new Edwin Stern agency survey shows
An advertising copywriter has
flexible one at that. So says
New York employment agency
last week reported on patterns
2,600 people. About broadcast,

to be a hybrid — and a
Edwin B. Stern of the
of the same name, who
in 216 agencies involving
he says:

• "It would be virtually impossible for a person to
make a fulltime career in radio copywriting."
• "Tv copy people are confined to the over-$10 million agencies. In most shops, there are still more print
than tv specialists."
Stern says the gain in copy personnel during the
first six months of this year will be 9V2%, which contrasts with the rate of 12% for 1960.
Here are the average number of copywriters by agency
billing: $50 million and over, 76 people; $10 to $50 million, 14; $1 to $10 million, 5.
Major problem, says Stern, is finding writers with
three to five years' experience for $10,000.
SPONSOR
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AGENCIES IN 6 MAJOR MARKETS
HANDLE 8 IN 10 AD DOLLARS
Concentration of advertising money in major-market
areas is pinpointed in a new analysis from the U. S.
Department of Commerce indicating that 79% of all reported ad billings are tabbed by agencies in six metro
areas.
This rundown shows the city, the number of reporting agencies and their billing in millions:
AGENCIES
AGENCY
CITY
REPORTING
BILLINGS
New York
682
$1,534 million
Chicago
296
520
Detroit
100
272
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
S.F.-Oakland

240
120
97

160
74
76

All told, 4,240 ad agencies reported they billed $3,383
million in all media for 1958 with the six cities above
accounting for $2,636 million or 79% of this amount.
The Department of Commerce reported the number
of agencies analyzed by amount of annual receipts. Of
the 3,945 (in 25 major standard metropolitan areas), 133
reported $5 million or more; 172, $2-$5 million; 250, $1
to $2 million; 430, $500,000 to $1 million; 1,716, $100500,000; 1,244 under $100,000.

Men move to advertising to avoid
competition, find it in spades
Freud and Jung have a continuing field day on Madison
Avenue, but even these two last week must have been
jarred by a new allegation. Dr. William H. Lundin, psychological consultant to agencies and director of Psychological Dynamics, Chicago,
speaking to the Southwest resaid

gional Four A's last Thursday,
admen
are attracted
to

advertising because it's a service rather than "hand-to-hand
business competition" and this
concept
is the
very
thing
which stymies them.

Dr. W. H. Lundin

"Ad executives are afraid of competition. They enter
the service business to avoid the competitive struggle.
Yet they discover competition in this field is even worse
— for agency competition is personal competition, is the
very thing they've tried to avoid in choosing an advertising career."
This psychological condition leads to a "defeat before
they begin" because agencies "to compete successfully
must determine what they're selling" — and many don't,
charges Lundin.
3]

Eschew the Straw

T~" arming is as old as getting up before breakfast, or older, and there are those whose

Radio blankets some of the richest farming area
in the world, including 25%
A land in the U.S. We

of all the Grade

start early (5 A.M.

ideas about farmers haven't changed since they
last saw the sun rise. One finds no more straw-

daily) to supply farm service information and

chewing hayseeds in Iowa than in a rush-hour

entertainment. Last year we had more than

subway crowd. Don't be misled by attire.

100 farm sponsors, 25%

of them with us ten

years or more. Our farm service department is
Iowa

farmers are big businessmen, even

though they wear few white-on-white shirts

staffed by three full-time college graduates, all
born and raised on farms. Even in moments

while working. They operate some 190,000

of stress none chews straws.

farms whose average size is 185 acres. They till
only 1.89% of the total land area in the con-

WMT— CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa. National representatives, The

tinental U.S., yet Iowa ranks second among
the states in total value of agricultural and livestock production (hogs, 22%
corn, 19%;

oats, 18%;

of U.S. total;

soybeans, 12%).

Affiliated with WMT-TV,
Waterloo; K-WMT,

Katz

Agency.

Cedar Rapids-

Fort Dodge; WEBC,

Duluth.

Average gross income per farm in 1959 was
68%

above the national average. For the first

nine months of 1960 total gross income was
$1,808,592,000— up 5%. over the same period
of 1959.
Farms are becoming highly mechanized;
thej grow bigger; fewer people are needed to
run them; folks move to town and find jobs
in business and industry. Iowa now
half the states in number

outranks

of manufacturing

plants.
Iowa's population increased 5.2% in the last
decade. The increase in WMT's

home county

(Linn) was 31.3%; in Waterloo's county
(Black Hawk) it was 21.9%. Other Eastern
Iowa counties in our coverage area also show
gains above the state average.
We're carrying the torch for farmers because we like torches ami farmers
and WMT
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BRITT STRIVES FOR PACKARD
APPEAL ON CHICKEN CIRCUIT
Chicago: Advertising men and women should quit hanging their heads and speak up to the mythologists charging the profession with wastefulness, Steuart H. Britt,
professor of marketing-advertising, Northwestern U.t
said in Chicago Thursday.
Dr. Britt is author of the new and controversial ad
analysis, "The Spenders."

He spoke before 200 members and guests of the Chicago
Federated Advertising Club.
No theoretician but an active advertising practitioner,
he is a former v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., v.p. and research
director of NL&B, and has

^

<L ^k ^^

held
various
positions
with
Mc-E., all in Chicago. He is
currently marketing consultant

1961/ SPONSOR- WEEK

men! We've just spent several hundreds of thousands
of dollars for an entirely new transmitter, amplifier and
studio facilities to produce a true high-fidelity signal.
"Advertisers, re-evaluating radio, often are startled to
find it's still one of the most (in some cases, THE most)
economical means of moving merchandise."
Terming radio's period one of "re-adjustment," he
thinks it will "never again become the major source of
entertainment, but will always be an important contributor in the field of rapid communication."

There's more co-op money
it's being handled better

and

Growing number of advertisers are setting aside co-op
advertising allowances for tv and radio despite their

disgruntlement that "they're difficult to control propThis is the consensus of members of the Assn. of
National Advertisers as reported by the trade group

for Leo Burnett and editor of the AMA Quarterly, "Journal of Marketing."
Britt defends the industry with missionary zealousness, bitterly resenting attacks on advertising and the
American business system. He claims that the hairshirt economists have gone far beyond crying huckster,
now comparing advertising closely to prostitution.
This is nonsense, says Britt, and the public is not
bamboozled in any sense of the word. Claiming that the

last week. They agree, however, that radio and tv alloterly."ments are more effectively controlled than other media,
except papers. And they use tv & radio more than any
medium except newspapers.
Other conclusions reported by William 0. Maxwell,
manager, consumer relations, International Harvester,
chairman, ANA Cooperative Advertising Committee:

day of "caveat emptor" no longer exists, he says now
I the term would best be transposed to "let the vendor
I beware." It's not the FTC that keeps most advertising
| clean, but rivalry among merchants and the sophisticaI tion of the American consumer, he says.

• Average of total advertising and promotional budgets spent on co-op is 15%.
• In 1960, 58 (of 120 reporting) advertisers increased

DUNVILLE LOOKS AHEAD TO RADIO
AFTER 33 YEARS AIR-AD PRO
IRobert

E. Dunville, president of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp., next Sunday night will receive the first
jMike award
from
Broadcast
Pioneers,
accepting
it
i for WLW, Cincinnati, 39-yearold Crosley property which has
only a six-year edge on his own
(professional
advertising
experience. He's seen
many
changes in the evolution of air

Dunville
in

a blend of

"Our feelings about radio are backed by expenditures
;(which are carefully scanned by hard-headed businessSPONSOR
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co-op ad money from 1959; 26 noted a decrease; 36 were
"about the same."
Trends in co-op were detailed for ANA members in
Chicago last Wednesday by Edward C. Crimmins, director, planning and sales, Advertising Checking Bureau.
Noting that co-op "is like an army that's unsure of
itself — always marching off in several directions at one
time," he pointed to these trends:
• A less legalistic approach;
• Movement of control over expenditures away from
sales and to the advertising department;
• Tendency toward tighter, more effective controls
on co-op money.

D'ARCY

(media from radio to tv, but he
still holds firm to radio convictions which have been with
fiim through the years.
Here's what he told SPONSOR-WEEK
retrospective and forward thinking.

• 13% of ANA members surveyed make co-op money
available in radio; 5% in tv.

FETES REPS IN FLORIDA

St. Louis: D'Arcy Advertising, St. Louis, and its client
Anheuser-Busch, will host a four-day get-together for
about 85 print and broadcast media reps at Busch Gardens in Tampa starting 14 March.
The purpose of the meetings: to brief Chicago and St.
Louis reps on A-B's marketing objectives for this year's
Budweiser "Pick a Pair" promotion.

More SPONSOR-WEEK

continued on page 72
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There is nothing harder to stop than a trei

tj;

WEEKDAY AVERAGE
RATING
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY

Each of the 6 Nielsen TV
OVERALL AVERAGE
RATING FOR WEEK
MONDAY THRU
SUNDAY

Reports* issued thus far
in 1961 tell precisely the
20.7
21.2
IC-TV
same story: ABC -TV is
the strong network on
17.0
TY
19.5
week nights and the leading network all week.
Appraisal Supplement to National NTI Report for 6
The
trend inan/-,'61 rmis tvery
ttnC February 5. 1961. N.eL.-n 24 Mlrktt TV Report
Average
■
Sunday 6 30-11 P.M. Monday through Saturday 7:30-11 P. M

definitely

tO AtJC

-1 \

Florence
blooms

Here's a flower of the new
South, fragrant with the vitality
of youth, alive with the
accomplishment of maturity.
Here's Florence, symbol of a
unique agricultural-industrial
area comprising the
fifth largest single-station
market in the nation.

WBTW
Florence, South Carolina
Channel 8 ♦ Maximum power • Maximum value
Represented nationally by CBS Tv Spot Sales

A Jefferson Standard station affiliated with
WBT and WBTV, Charlotte
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How the new 1960-63 talent : codes were negotiated
ABC

AAAA

CBS
NBC

SAG*

Agencies

/

/

NEGOTIATORS

"H
Agency
uman
Observers

Unions
Networks
Film Producers

f

I

ANA
committee

\

Univ
Film Producers Ass'nac"

\

Alliance of

I PART

ONE

Acton

OF

Guild

Non-AAAA

TV Film Producers

AFTRA**
"Seieen

1

Agencies
■•American

THREE

Federation

of Television

and Radio

Artists

PARTS

SAG, AFTRA, AND TV AD COSTS
A special report to advertisers, agencies, broadcasters on one
of tv's most complex and most misunderstood problem areas
I his week, at 185 Madison, 30
Rockefeller Plaza, and 7 West 66th
St. in New York, harried network attorneys are trying to put into final
draft form the union codes and pay
scales which emerged from last fall's
long, exhausting negotiations with
the Screen Actors Guild and the
unerican Federation of Television
and Radio \rtists.
I hough the negotiations ended in
agreement on 3 December I960, the
SPONSOR
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subjects covered are so complex that
final contracts will probabl) not be
reads for signing until mid-March,
and printed copies may not he available before 1 \pril.
Meanwhile, however, agencies, advertisers, networks, film and tape
houses are operating under the terms
of the negotiated agreements (the
new contracts will be dated a- of 1(>
November l')60 and will run for
three years) and also meanwhile a

storm of bitterness, criticism, Eeai
and misunderstanding has been gathering about the heads <>f the overworked executives who took part in
the negotiations.
Vmong the must frequenl complaints are these:
• "'The networks sold everybody

else down the river in order t>> feather their o\\ n nest
• "Talent costs for spol t\ have
gone

up

1500^5

(or

morei.

Spot

'Background for Understanding' — history of
union parleys on radio and tv talent costs
can't

compete

with

network

a 11 \

more."
• "The unions got awa\ with murder because no one had the guts to
stand up to them."
• "The small regional advertiser
gol rooked — the big boys didn't care
what happened to him."
• "Why weren't the stations' represented? Why shouldn't RAB, TvB.
or SRA negotiate when spot is involved, rather than the networks?"
• "The big New York agencies
teamed up and gave the out-of-town
shops the short end of the stick."
• "It's outrageous for some twobit actor to be making $75,000 a year
for appearing in a spot tv commercial. The whole principle of 'repayments' to performers is wrong."
• "The networks did a lousy job."
• "The agencies did a lousy job."
• "The film producers did a lousy
• "The unions did a lousy job."
job."
• "There ought to be a better way
to handle all this."
With the exception of the last,
every
one of these complaints
is

$3000 FOR

JUST

based, at least in part, on misinformation or on a misunderstanding of
the incredibly complex and difficult
problems which are involved whenever the forces of radio/tv advertising sit across a bargaining table with
SAG and AFTRA representathe-.
A careful check by sponsor editors shows that while the new SAGAFTRA agreements will substantially increase the talent costs for spot
tv film commercials I though not tv
tape! there is no grounds for believing that "fantastic" increases of
10007c to 2000% or more will ever
take place (except under certain rare
and exceptional cases which will be
explained later.)
Nor is there any reason to fear
that the new union contracts will
make it impossible for spot tv to
compete with network. An exceptionally clear analysis of the new
and old union rates by M. L. Nierman, v.p. The Petry Company, is
summed up in this statement. "It is
our conclusion that spot is still the
most efficient buy and that networks
become a distinct factor onI\ in the

TWO

DAYS

WORK

A MAJOR CAUSE of friction in all negotiations involving the use
of actors, announcers and singers in tv commercials are the so
called "repayment" fees.
Both old and new SAG-AFTRA codes call for "session" fees
for the original filming or taping of a spot, and "repayments"
to talent depending on where and how many times it is used.
Many agencies and advertisers believe these repayments are
too high, some even question the repayment principle.
They cite such cases as these, taken from the files of a leading New York Agency:
*Chi Id Actor (pre-school age) . . . worked two days, took part
in four soap commercials . . . Received in 1960 . . . $3000.
'Announcer . . . worked 26 days on commercials for a detergent
account . . . received in session and repayment fees during
1960 . . . $19,500.
Despite such examples, however, the case against repayments
is far from clear-cut, as the SPONSOR series will show.

pricing of their spot carriers, not because of an) advantage the) have in
commercial film as co\ered bv the
union contracts."
\l">l agenc) media men. checked
by SPONSOR agree with this, at least
to the extent of saying that in future the choice between network and
spot will 1 1 ' » t he based on union talent cost differentials but on "more
Despite such
assurances, however,
significant
factors."
there still lurks in the minds of manv
agency men. advertisers, station operators and station representatives, a
suspicion that the SAG-AFTRA negotiations left something to be desired.
Vctually, few subjects in the entire
industry are as shrouded in murky
obscurity as are talent union relationships, particularly those involving t\ commercials.
A spokesman for the Association
of National Advertisers told sponsor
"I don't suppose there are 20 men in
all our member companies who r -alh understand this thins;."
On the agenc) side, the situation i*
somewhat better. I here does exist.
within the I \'s, a small group of
highly trained agency men with specialized "expertise" in talent union
negotiations. But even here, the ignorance of the average agency executive, ami particularly of agenci
shop.
managements
is "appalling"
in- to the radio
tv v.p. of a accordton 10
Certainl) few of the dedicate!
members of the agency "Observe!
Committee"" or their indefatigable
"Human 1 nivac" assistants, who devoted a succession of 16-hour da\s
to the negotiations last fall, have ever
received their deserved
recognition
from either the industrx

firms.

or their own

Vmong station owners and station
SPONSOR ha- discovrepresentatives,
ered a vasl area of ignorance about
"\\ In the negotiations are conducted a- the) are."' \nd even network
executives with years of experience
in union matters Erequentl) ask.
"Isn't there some better wa\ ?
One thing, at least, high ranking
\\ \.

I \. and network

men

do agrl

on — "there should be more knot!
edge
of...
the subject, and much mag
..
discussion.
;:;
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EDITORIAL
A contribution
^^ponsoh

i- particularly proud and happy

to presenl tli i-■ series of articles on "SAO.
AFTKA. and T\ \«l Costs."
We

embarked

on this project at the re-

quest ot a number

ot our friends among

advertisers, agencies and broadcasters who

to the industry
this complex and legall) technical subject.
We
needed

hope that these article- will throw
light on a very obscure

our business.
reading.
Our

own

\nd we

Eacel "I

urge their careful

position can be stated verj

assured us that it would make an important

-imply. We

industry contribution.
about the com-

must be kept practical, efficient and profitable, and we believe that talent employed

plicated mechanics of union negotiations

in
radio/tv advertising must be dealt with
fairly.

Far too little is known

believe that the air media

on talent matter- involving radio and tv
advertising.
Far too much

Our aim in this series is to provide obcriticism, and

far too

jective reporting and analysis of a difficult

many misunderstandings have arisen. And
there has been far too little discussion of

and puzzling problem not to takes sides or

In this series on SAG, AFTR

I.

to act as anyone's advocate.

and Tv Ad Costs. SPONSOR is attempting to provide information and to
i stimulate discus-ion about a subject
on which few agencies, advertisers,
networks, or even trade associations

been advanced for changing the negotiating structure.
Background for I nderstanding
To understand clearly the tangled
and. some outsiders feel, incomprehensible structure of talent union

are free to make official public stateImerits.

negotiations involving broadcast advertising, it is necessarj to go back

In preparing for the series SPONIsor has held high-level, off-the-record
talk- with important executives in
•■\'i\ phase of the industry concerned with these negotiations, as
|well as with union officials.
The balance of this first article
mutinies

certain

historical

"Back-

ground for I nderstanding"
which
Iwe believe is necessar) for an intelligent approach to the problem.
Part II i issue of 27 Feb.) will exIplain "How the I960 negotiations
'were held and what happened." Part
III i issue of (> March i will discuss
['Is there a better way?" and will
>utline several proposals that have
SPONSOR
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21 years.

It was in L938 during the second
Roosevelt Administration that agencies and advertisers were first confronted with demands to negotiate
contracts with talent unions, and old
timers in the business can remember
the panic it caused.
Some agenc) men. such as C. J.
LaRoehe. then v.p. of Young and
Rubicam, later head of his own agency, were almost violently opposed to
the idea of am union for actors, announcer-, and singers and gave -ome
rather impassioned speeches on the
subject
Cooler agency
men. Buch as the

late Leonard Bush, then v.p. and
treasurer of Compton and thereafter
fin years a power in \ \ \ \ councils
on union matters, recognized the inevitability ofunionization undei \cw
Deal policies and organized the first
agencj committee to deal with the
The new union wa- the \merican

problem.
Federation of Radio \iti-t- I \l I! \
which later became \FTK\i and
from the outset of talk it was apparent that there would be trouble in
determining who should sign contracts.
["here wen- two principal reasons
for this, one the structure Hi tin'
radio business of that time and two,
the position ot main large radio advertisers regarding unions.
\KTK \ - original drive w as
i odes and pa\ si ales i ovei ing network radio programing.
Ilii- inc. tut
essentially live programs (recordings
were nut allowed on networks
in
39

those days) and it meant basicall)
programs originating in New York.
Chicago, or Hollywood.
Within this framework, however,
there were wide variations in the way
in which actors, announcers and
singers were employed.
The networks themselves hired
such talent for sustaining programs,
and were also packagers of a number of programs sold to advertisers.
Advertising agencies also packaged
some programs ( independent packagers were relatively unimportant in
those days I and many agencies made
it a practice to hire announcers and
other talent for commercials direct.
The problem, therefore, was to find
some focal point for contract negotiations which could cover all the
different phases of the business.
In a sense the solution was forced

HOW PEPSI'S WEB
UMBRELLA WORKS
^ Cola firm puts most of $12 million national budget
into new push embracing all major radio/tv networks
^ It gives bottlers reams of radio/tv commercials
and print ads, expects to elicit $22 million ad response

dio pops the cap off Pepsi's 1961,
spotlight-on-youth campaign. Network tv joins the party 5 March, and
for the rest of the year the broadcast

by the attorneys for several large national advertisers. These corporations took the position that neither
they nor their agencies could sign
contracts with AFRA because of the
possible effects that such agreements
might have on their own union relationships (or lack of them I in their
own plants.
An advertiser who had a contract
with a CIO union, for instance, was

segment of Pepsi's national-local $34.000.000 extravaganza (see SPONSOR
WEEK, 13 February ) . will keep the
air waves fizzing daily with commercials of just about every type, length
and adjacency known to man.
On the national level some $12.000,000 is in work (through BBDO )

jittery about signing with AFRA. an
AFL union I the two labor giants had
not then merged I because of possible union embarrassments.

newspapers, are a "national advertising umbrella" for the Pepsi-Cola
Co.'s 500 bottlers, in the words of

An
awaj
talent
future
tories.

ununionized corporation shied
from agreements with radio
lest il provide a foothold for
unionization of his own fac-

John J. Soughan. v. p. -director of marketing services. Bottlers are expected
to respond with about $22,000,000
worth of advertising locally — well
over the co-op provisions.
Here is a run-down on the web effort and measures Pepsi is taking to
maximize bottler participation.
Out of network tv for four \ears,

I oday 1 20 February) network ra-

Pepsi is back because it wants to
reach the widest possible audience for
its new copy line, and the \ outh pitch
readily lends itself to video. Soughan

with broadcast's share of the media
outlay well over 50%. The network
tv and radio, plus magazines and

explains. Initially it's 11 weeks of
prime nighttime participations, three
per week, spread among: Aqtianauts
I CBS I : The Americans. Laramie and
The Outlaws i all NBC I : The Asphalt
Jungle; Cheyenne, and The Islanders

He paves the way for Pepsi's bottlers

Accordingly, a kind of '"legal fiction" was devised in the early AFRA
negotiations, namely that the networks were the emplovers of all such
talent and should be the only signers
of AFRA contracts.
To support this "legal fiction'" it
was arranged that the networks
would negotiate the union contract
in consultation with agencies, and
ili.it .1 condition of their signing
would be the delivery of "letters ol
adherence'" from the agencies i<> the
networks agreeing I" abide bj the
negotiated terms.
Essentially, this i- ihe -am.' ~\tem thai is followed today, and essentially, according i<> mosl experts,

JOHN

J. SOUGHAN,

v.p.-director of

marketing services for the Pepsi-Cola Co.,
carries much of the responsibility for providing bottlers wtih national advertising
support and

locally-oriented materials

that simplify the bottlers'

advertis'ng

job

i Please turn in \><rj.c 59 i
M'lAMIH
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I all \I5CI.
toward the end of the all-network
drive, Pepsi - peak selling season lias
its beginnings, and to furnish an extra boost, the advertiser lia> lined up
a music-variet) special <m 28 Vpril
NBC T\ starring Jane Powell. The
screen i\ star |>la\s a large role in
Pepsi - i\ plans, appearing in some of
the commercials during the MarchMa) spot-carrier drive and slated foi
a situation corned) series which the
Bofl drink manufacturer will co-sponsor beginning next fall. On the probable list for next fall is another tv

Photographic artistry delivers Pepsi's
new spotlight-on-youth copy approach

special for which IVpsi is foraging.
1 he four major radio networks are
carrying a total id some 1 10 announcements per week and will he
doing so into \pril. Come late May,
tv takes a hiatus and radio resumes,
carrying through August. Longer announcements are concentrated in the

. . . people who
think young . . .

fust radio flight, to familiarize listeners with the new pitch. All broadcast activities wen' supervised by
Richard Sears, senior a.e. at BBDO.
The ke\ to the audio, for both tv
and radio, is Pepsi's adaptation of
"\lakin Whoopee.'"
song from
the twenties and a hit
standard
ever
since. The compan) chose a familiar
tune in order to reach audiences immediately, rather than spend time
getting them used to a new melody,
points out Soughan. In keeping with
the youth theme. Pepsi commissioned
2D-\ ear-old recording star Joannie
Sommers to do most of the singing.
The video revolves around youth in
action — bowling, dancing, swimming,
Drinking Pepsi. Under the direction
of Irving Penn, renowned photographer, the film commercials pla) up
off-heat camera angles and lightshadow effects designed to make a
lasting impression on the viewer.
One of the two sets of commercials

act young

. . .

. . . they choose
I lie right one.
the bracing, bright one . . .

t" be used in the opening net drive is
available for Pepsi's bottlers. As for
radio announcements. Pepsi has
pulled all stops, providing myriad sets
of lyrics to the "Whoopee" theme.
some custom-tailored for specific
communities. Those bottlers who
wish, can send in names of local
points of interest, streets, etc.. and
BBDO will turn out a lyric to he cut
by Joannie Sommers. Result: a professional e.t. the local bottler could
never create on hi- own.

SPONSOR
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NOW

ITS

PEPSI

. . . FOR

THOSE

WHO

THINK

i- the slogan that pervades Pepsi cop) in all media.

YOUNG
On

t\. as

well as radio, it"- sung to the tune of "Makin" Whoopee." which
the >ott drink manufacturer has taken over for it- 1961 air media
campaign.

The unusual lighting effects and close-up techniques

with head-top chop-offs are the work of Irving Penn. noted photographer, who directed the new Pepsi t\ commercials. The film spots
currently are on \ iew via prime evening time -pot carrier programing on all three television networks."
11

How agencies determine reach of spot radio campaigns

i

COMMISSION studies by ratings services — Although costly (between $100-$200 per market), Nielsen
or Pulse could run a special tabulation on the top station in the market, then the top two, then the
top three, to measure variations in cumulative audience. Individual cumes also could be compared.

2
3

REFERRING to past studies — Many agencies compile audience data from past campaigns that they
have done or from studies made by the ratings services for the agency. There also is a heavy reliance on ratings, and gross rating points, for want of any other readily available audience information.

4

OFFERING of premiums — Some agencies offer premiums which help measure effectiveness of the
spots. Guarantee card-questionnaire combinations can supply who buyer is, when and on what station he heard the spots, and also act as a measurement of the sales effectiveness of the campaign.

5

STUDIES furnished by reps and stations — Agencies also rely on studies made by stations and reps.
Among those mentioned by agencies which have done audience duplication and reach studies recently are Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Adam Young, Crosley, CBS Spot Sales, WOR N. Y., WJR Detroit.

LUMP

TOGETHER

fixed samples — Except New York, where Nielsen Audimeter sample is adequate

for a single market study, you can find out if you're reaching a desired audience by lumping fixed
samples of several markets, to get enough sample.
Ratings services will make such tabulations.

Radio

spot reach tough

to gauge

^ Past experience and a feel for the spot market play
an important part in many agency spot radio decisions

example, which docs not believe that
ratings samples and methods in most
local markets are adequate for homesreached information, has undertaken

^ Agency
researchers
are seeking more qualitative
research and larger fixed samples in spot radio markets

studies f< > i" several of its clients using
a national sample to measure spot.
Such a stud) for one spot market
alone is often too costly in terms of
benefits received.
\ Kenyon & Eckhardt homes]

I he problem of measuring the
reach and unduplicated audience of
a spot radio campaign is not as eas\
to solve as it sounds. More than
they'd like to admit, many agencymen tend tn relj mi a combination of
intuition and experience rather than
specific facts. Some "I the main naBons Im llii- arc:
• Information is nol readil) a\ ail-

able.

• Ratings se] \ ices don t — 11 1 > j •I \
this information a~ pari of their regular ratings i «•(><■ 1 1 -- .
• Commissioning of such studies
can b( .in expensive pi oposition.
• lmli\ idual mai kel data on reach
42

is not considered sufficientl) accurate
1>\ many agencies.
\\ hile ratings information is almost
always used in spot radio decisionmaking, itby no means answers all
questions. Other data, such as duplication, must be analyzed, and there i>
no regular reporting of this in spol
i adin Most agem \ hum indicated to
SPONSOR that the one tiling the) would
like in see most from the research
services, in addition to better ratings,
is more qualitative information.
Despite the cost, agencies do undertake studies for specific clients to determine reach and frequency of a
campaign.
Kenyon Si Eckhardt, for

reached stud) for Spry, made b) Nielsen was done alter the fact, hut is
typical of similar studies which other
agencies have commissioned and use
as guides for other clients. The labia
lation in K&E's Spr) stud) was del
signed to measure the coverage and
frequenc) attained l>\ Spr) radio
schedules. Nielsen drt ided the spol
schedule into three time segments and
tabulated the cumulative four-week
coverage <>f different pairs of daytiml
segments. It broke down coveragj
ami frequency as well as househoH
characteristics in terms of times of
da\ .
SI'ONSOK
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K&E's vice presidenl and associate
media director Man Vntonowsk)
firmlj
always
ly. T
cation

believes thai "in spol you can'l
measure duplication accuraterel a good line on radio * I n | >1 1 or cumulative audience you

tei m- ol one station.

said, "oui approach would !"■ to use
Beveral stations foi each market
perhaps a- man) a- loin stations in
a market like New ^oik. three in the

"It i- genei all) re< ognized thai i
station has a total potential rea< h
that ordinal il\ isn'l more than onethird ol all homes in a mai k< i

other top market-, and two in the
smaller market-.
We nevei think in

if it"- the besl station," he i ontinued.

have i" have something like \l!l'>diarj in Nielsen's Vudimeter. In
other words you need a fixed sample
and there i- none "I worthwhile size
existing for an) ol the smaller local
radio markets," he said.

Measurement

"' Another l>ij: problem in radio research," said Vntonowsky, "is, though
on the one hand you bave a fixed
sample, where there are diaries you

COMPARING

don't know exactl) whal station the
listener was tuned to because of similarit) in programing between some
stations in a market."
I lie ratings services which provide
basic spot radio information are Nielsen, Pulse and Hooper, \iel-en will
suppl) cumulative figures in three
hour da) parts basing it on five-da)
periods and then oyer four-weeks.
Nielsen also will report a stations
reach in total homes. Nielsen's methods are \udimeter. Heeordinieter and
diar) .
Pulse supplies das-part cumes on
a dail) and five-da) period l>a~i~.
Pulse, which uses personal interviews
also reports on audience characteristics. Hooper supplies information
listenership through the coincidental
telephone method.
One rating service told sponsor
there i- great talk of doing awa) with
ratings in spot radio and stressing
cumulative audience figures.
I he big problem for agencies, "I
course, i- how to gel the most out of
a given budget. Theoretically, if a
mass market advertiser buys \
amount of spots on \ number of stations to reach X percent of the market, over a long term he will reach all
of the market. Another slightl) less
technical theor) is that if you bu)
\er\ heavily, over a certain period of
ime, you are hound to hit all the
homes in the market.
Both ot these methods are obviousl\ economical!) unfeasible.
How therefore do agencies go
about getting the most practical
homes-reached estimates out of spot
radio.
"If it s a fairl) broad market reach
were
after." one agenc)
executive
SPONSOR
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of

spot

GR09S

radio's

RATING

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

I
24.4%

M
248%

reach

POINTS
SCHEDULE
121

24.2%

COMPARING UNDUPLICATED CUMULATIVE AUDIENCE —
PERCENT OF DIFFERENT HOMES REACHED PER WEEK
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

I
22.5%

I

18.8%
14.6%
0. %

NUMBER OF L
SPOTS HEARD

1.3

2.4

BUYING the same number of rating points, in different schedules,
can achieve extremely different results, as these charts, prepared
by Nielsen from their ratings information, illustrate. While
schedule one, with 24.7 gross rating points, offers the greatest
reach, schedule four (24.2 rating points) gives the most frequency.

"Willi a reasonably heav> rotation
of spot-. Nielsen could measure on a
composite basis how you can eventually reach all homes that a station can
reach." he said.
Here's how Mogul. Williams & Saylor, a heavj spot radio agency, plans
and implements its spot radio cam- I

paigns.
"The first step is taken by a plans
board consisting of account supervisor and/or account executive, marketing director and research director," said Leslie L. Dunier, vice president and director of radio/tv. "Depending on the account and how far
the creative thinking has gone, we
mav bring in the timebuyer," he said.
"We have no preconceived notions
that we have to use X many spots and
X many rating points," said Dunier,
adding, "this varies by product; some
need saturation, others don't."
Mogul has. in addition to a research arm. a media research department which works closely with the

82 JUDGES
^

Tv Commercials Festival; John Cunningham

^^n

7 March advertising men will

begin to meet in groups of ten for a
task which challenges all their professional judgment: to look over tens
of hundreds — perhaps thousands —
of tv commercials in order to select
the best of 1960.
Key executives of agencies, advertisers, stations, and trade publications— a Tv Commercials Council
comprised of 82 in all — will serve as
the advisory and executive board to
judge the second annual American
Tv Commercials Festival.

The regular deadline for submission is 1 March.
The 1961 festival will be more inclusive than 1960's in several ways.
More attention will be paid to local
advertisers and their commercials.
Two new citations will be made: best
local commercial, and best retail
store commercial.
The advisory board and executive
board will also contain main important new members, better representing advertisers, agency, management
and advertising production, copy,
and art areas.
There will be about 30 new advisors and judges serving on the Tv
Commercials Council this year.
An agency advisory board has
been created with John P. Cunningham of Cunningham & \\ alsh as
chairman. Its members are Barton
A. Cummings of Compton. Brvan
Houston of FRC&H, Charles Feldman of \ &R. and Margot Sherman
of McCann

l.i irkson.

There will also be an advertisers'
advisory board. New council members on this board include J. E.
Burke of J&J, E. P. Genock of Eastman Kodak, and Karl W. Schullingei of American Tobacco.
The executive board of judges has
also been expanded considerably.
New members include Arthur Bellaire of BBDO, Victor Bloede of B&B,

""|>io\ide- n-

with a far greater sample than an\

research service offers." The test iin the form of a keyed discounl offer,
keyed to tell what station and what
time announcement was heard.

Dave Boffe) of McC-E, .lav E. Botlomlev of C. J. LaRoche, Anthony
C. Chevins of C\\\ . Joseph K. Daly
of DDI!. Lincoln Diamant of D&C,

Mogul also i mi- a continuous -in<l\
for l!.i\ i o auto seal covers, in the
form of a guarantee card-questionnaire which customei fills oul while
waiting for his Rayco order to be
filled. On this questionnaire he tells
whal media made him aware oi Raj
and if radio, whal station, program, time, da) . etc.
Please turn to page <>l '

is chairman

^ Festival entry deadline 1 March; selection of year's
hest will begin 7 March, winners shown 4 May in N. Y.

without client meetings," said Dunier.
In measuring reach and effectiveness of its spot campaigns Mogul docspecial client studies. For example.
the agency runs an annual test for
which

FOR

Tv Commercials Council named for second American

media group. "It is possible to determine unduplicated audience.' said
Winners of "Best"' and "Special
Mogul's research director Dr. Harvey
Citation" awards will be shown on
Queen. "If we're attempting to reach |
Thursday, 4 May, at the Hotel Roosevelt in New York City. Entries will
large unduplicated audiences we'd tr\
to get on a combination of stations
compete
in several ways: 1) in prodwhich do not carry the same sound.
uct classifications, 2) for type of adMogul is empowered by its clients,
vertising achievement, and 3) for
once (he budget is agreed to, to improduction craftsmanship.
plement the campaign in the agreed
This year the second festival will
media as best it can. "The client
be presented entirely by director
doesn't find out what the buys are
\\ allace A. Ross, co-founder of the
until after they arc made, permitting
annual event in 1960.
us to do a better job because it gi\eus the flexibility to change things

National Shoo

SET

Lawrence

I'.. DuLoiil

of Tl ac\ -I ,ocke.

Fred Flanagan oi K&E, Pierre R.
Garai ol OBM, Roberl Gage of DDL..
\\ illiam R. Gibbs of JWT, Patricia

FESTIVAL
entries

this

director Wallace A. Ross expects
year

to

exceed

I960's

mark

11. Grossman ol \b ■< I . Jeanne Ilarii-on of \IW\S. Kensinger Jones of
C-E, Law nine LaBelle <>f KnoxReeves, (belie Lee of McC-L. Da\ id
-I'ON-i.K
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TV COMMERCIALS

FESTIVAL

Members of Tv Commercials Council for Second Festival
ADVISORY

BOARD-AGENCIES

John P. Cunningham, Chairman, Cunningham & Walsh
Barton A. Cummings, President. Compton Advertising

Charles Feldman, Senior VP, Creative Director, Young & Rubicam

Bryan Houston, President, Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden

Margot Sherman, VP, Ch Creative Plans Board, McCann-Erickson

ADVISORY

BOARD-ADVERTISERS
Julius Rudominer, VP Advertising & Sales, Rayco

J. E. Burke, VP, Merchandising. Johnson & Johnson
Richard E. Dube, Mgr Broadcast Prodn, Lever Bros.
James S. Fish, VP Director Advertising. General Mills
E. P. Genock, Television Manager. Eastman Kodak

Harry F. Schroeter, Director Advertising, National Biscuit Co
Karl W. Schullinger, Asst to Advtg Mgr, American Tobacco Co

M. M. Masterpool, Advertising Mgr, Housewares Div, General Electric
Ralph P. Olmstead, VP Advertising Director, Kellogg

EXECUTIVE
Ben Alcock, VP Assoc. Creative Dir, Grey Advertising
Arthur Bellaire, VP Asst Copy Ch, B'cast, BBDO
Herman Bischoff, TV Art Director, Lennen & Newell
Victor Bloede, VP Creative Director. Benton & Bowles
Dave Boftey, VP Regl Creative Dir, McCann-Erickson, S.F.
Jay E. Bottomley, VP TV Radio. C. J. LaRoche
Frank Brandt, VP TV Commercials, Compton
Alexander E. Cantwell, VP Head Radio, Live, Tape Prodn, BBDO
Anthony C. Chevins, Senior VP Copy, Cunningham & Walsh
Andrew V. Christian, VP Exec Producer TV, Warwick & Legler
Joseph R. Daly, VP Acct Superv, Doyle Dane Bernbach
Lincoln Diamant, VP Radio-TV, Daniel & Charles
Allen Ducovny, Dir Broadcast Prdn, D'Arcy
Lawrence E. DuPont, VP Radio TV, Tracy-Locke, Dallas
Fred Flanagan, VP Group Head, Kenyon & Eckhardt

Mark A. Forgette, Mgr. TV Comml Dept, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago
John Freese, VP Commercial Production, Young & Rubicam, Hwood
S. J. Frolick, Senior VP & TV Radio Dir, Fl. Richards, Calkins, Holden

William R. Gibbs, Superv TV Commercials, J. Walter Thompson
Patricia H. Grossman, Copy Group Head, McCann-Erickson
G. David Gudebrod, Mgr, Film Prodn, N. W. Ayer & Son
Bernard Haber, VP Head Film Prodn, BBDO

R. W. Young, Jr., VP Dir Mktg, Hshld Pdcts, Colgate-Palmolive

BOARD

Beatrice Adams, VP & Creative Dir, Gardner, St Louis

Hanno Fuchs, Copy Superv. Young & Rubicam
Pierre R. Garai, VP Copy Superv. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Robert Gage, VP Art Director, Doyle Dane Bernbach

Douglas L. Smith, Advertismg-Mdsg Dir, S. C. Johnson & Son
Alfred Whittaker, Advertising Director, Bristol-Myers

OF JUDGES

Cherie Lee, Assoc Creative Dir, McCann-Erickson, Chicago
William W. Lewis, VP Account Supervisor, Maxon
David B. McCall, VP Assoc Copy Chief, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Suzanne B. Malkus, Copy Group Dir, N. W. Ayer & Son. Phila.
James Manilla, TV Prodn Superv, McCann-Erickson
Robert Margulies, VP Comml Broadcast Prdn, Ted Bates
Robert S. Marker, VP Creative Director, MacManus, John & Adams
Arthur C. Mayer, Copy Director, Hicks & Greist
Gordon Minter, VP Radio TV. Comml Prdn, Leo Burnett, Chicago
Newt Mitzman, VP TV Comml Prodn, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Carl Nichols, Senior VP, Cunningham & Walsh
Roger Pryor, VP Broadcast Prdn, Foote, Cone & Belding
Richard R. Rendely, Exec Producer, Hicks & Greist
Phyllis Robinson, VP Copy Chief, Doyle Dane Bernbach
Marshall G. Rothen, Tech Dir, Creative Svces, Kenyon & Eckhardt
Alvin N. Sarasohn, VP Creative Group Head, Kenyon & Eckhardt
Jack Sidebotham, VP TV Comml Prodn, Young & Rubicam
R.C.T. Snyder, VP TV Radio Creative Dir, Needham, Louis & Brorby
Bruce Stauderman, VP TV-Radio-Film, Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleve'nd
H. B. Stoddart, VP TV-Radio Group Head, Kenyon & Eckhardt
Stanley Tannenbaum, VP Copy Group Head, Kenyon & Eckhardt
Alan M. Ward, VP Copy Chief, BBDO
Gordon Webber, VP Dir Comml Prodn, Benton & Bowles
Hooper White, Mgr. Comml Production, Leo Burnett
Donald Widlund, VP International Prdn, J. Walter Thompson

Jeanne Harrison, Exec Producer, Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Paul Herriott, TV Comml Prdr, Young & Rubicam, Toronto
Rollo W. Hunter, VP Dir TV Radio, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan

Samuel C. Zurich, Superv Radio & Live TV Prodn, N. W. Ayer & Son

Kensinger Jones, VP Creative Director. Campbell-Ewald, Detroit
Lawrence LaBelle, TV Art Director, Knox Reeves, Minneapolis
William LaCava, VP Commercial TV, Cunningham & Walsh
Mark Lawrence, VP TV Radio. MacManus, John & Adams

W. Richard Bruner. Executive Editor, PRINTERS INK

B. McCall of OBM, Suzanne B. Malkus of Ayer.
Also. James Manilla of McC-E,
Robert Margulies of Bates. Robert S.
Marker of MJ&A, Arthur C. Mayer
of H&G. Newt Mitzman of OBM. Carl
Nichols of C&W, Richard R. Rendelv
SPONSOR
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Larry H. Israel, VP Gen Mgr TVAR Sales (Westinghouse)
John Vrba, VP KTTV, Los Angeles
Harry Wayne McMahan, TV Consultant, columnist, ADVERTISING AGE
John E. McMillin, Executive Editor, columnist. SPONSOR
Merrill Panitt, Editor. TV GUIDE

of Ei&G, Alvin Y Sarasohn <>| K&E,
Jack Sidebotham of ^&R. Bruce
Stauderman of Meldrum & Fewsmith,
H. B. Stoddart of K&E, Stanlej Tannenbaum ofK&K. Alan \I. \\ ard of
BBDO, and Donald Widlund of JWT.
New
judges representing stations

are

Larrj

11. Israel of T\\R

and

John \ i ba "t K'l'lA . I <•- \wr
\»-u members from trade and consumer magazines are W. Richard
Bruner of Printer's Ink and Merrill
Panitt of TV Guide.
I Picas,- turn to DOgt
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PART

ONE

OF

HOW
^

TWO

PARTS

RADIO

WORKED

'Fibber McGee and Molly' was the backbone of S. C.

Johnson & Son's air campaigns for a decade and a half
^

Company

embraced

radio

avid user by the late 30's.

cautiously,

but

was

an

Spot radio also played a role
i.

5. C. Johnson & Son has been one
of the outstanding users of air media.
Its imli,) ir story goes back three
decades. This article, the first of two
on the firm, covers its past history,
with particular emphasis on radio.
Tlie second story, to appear shortly,
will discuss Johnson's use of tv and
its current nihrketing strategies, particularly in connection with its introduction ofnew products.

■

\\ is.
INE,today
C. Johnson & RAC
Son,

S

among network tv's top 25 advertisers— with a SPONSOR-estimated $12
million annual investment in, five
alternate-week half-hours — celebrates
il- 7~>th anniversary this year.

From its past emerges a chronicle
of air advertising that had more than
a little to do with the company's
growth and development. Of this
record, the standout fact is its memorable sponsor-identification impact
during network radio's hevday: the
15 years of Fibber McGee and Molly
for Johnson's Glo-Coat.
Twenty-six years ago (16 April
1935) Johnson introduced Fibber
and Molly on 11 stations of NBC s
Blue Network I later to become
ABC). The half-hour cost Johnson
$2,000 in network time charges, plus
$1,9"60 for talent— a total of $4,560.
Todaj Johnson picks up a tv tab
of about $125,000 per half-hour for
its prime
network
property,
Red

Johnson

family has

been running wax
firm for 75 years

FOR

S. C

Skelton. a CBS T\ -controlled show. J
Established in 1886 by S. C. Johnson, a highlv skilled craftsman, the
firm original!) manufactured parquetrj flooring. Inquiries from customers seeking advice on care and
maintenance for Johnson's floors led
him. very naturally, into the wax
business. Thus. Johnson's early success rests on the very foundation of
successful advertising: recognizing a
specific consumer need and fulfilling
it. Needless to say. it is an attitude
that remains the touchstone of the

company's marketing philosophy.
Johnson's first advertisement of
record appeared two years after the
company's founding, in the November 1888 issue of Century Magazine.
It was soon followed by others in
lead in» publications of the dav:
Scribners,
McCIure's,
et
al. The Everybody's,
Saturday Evening
Post
claims Johnson as its eleventh oldest
advertiser.
Bv 1926 Johnson's annual advertising budget had climbed to the SI
million figure, and until 1931, was,
nol surprisingly, devoted entirely to
William N. Connolly, S. C. Johnson \ Son vice president and direcprint.
tor of advertising from 1930 through
1954 — tells of the company's earlj
i hut conservative) interest in radio:
"We had watched the medium's
growth as an advertising force for
several years, hut were not ready to
consider anv \erv large expenditure
without being sure of what it could
do for us.
Johnson's first radio entry was a
13-week, hall-hour remote broadcast
of Ted VTeems' orchestra from Chi, ago 's \iagon Ballroom.

S. C. JOHNSON,

above, who founded firm

in 1886, originally made parquetry flooring,
turned to wax as a result of constant consumer requests about care and maintenance
on floors. H. F. Johnson, right, present
chairman of the board, is a grandson of the
founder. The company's first wax product
was Johnson's paste wax. Its first ad was
placed in the November 1888 issue of 'Century Magazine.' Other magazine ads followed

"It was a modest venture." says
Connollv, ""and mv recollection is
thai we were pleased with sales results. Still we were not read) to
commit anv considerable part of our
ad\ ci tising budget to radio.
I!v \{y.V2 Johnson -tailed experimenting with network radio, using a I
transcribed program of hou-ehold
hints, with time allotted for each station to plug il- program line-up for
the dav . i Daih
newspaper
listing
SPONSOR

1>.
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JOHNSON
of radio schedules was nol prevalent
(hen. i The show was called Johnson's
Daily Radio Guide, and ran I nun
Janinm to Ma\. \()'.V2.
Johnson's second network undertaking was Ton) II ons' Scrap Hook.
a IS-mimite daUimc -how on CBS,
broadcasl two and sometimes three
times a week, according lo Cnnnnlh.
li began on 20 \ugu-t L933 and ran
for about a year.
"We were sufficient!) encouraged
by audience reaction to Wons (listeners were asked to submit poetry
for W ons to read on the air I . and

for bright:^ "

GLOCOA

h\ (lie sales curve," Connoll) recollects, "to attempt a more ambitious
broadcasl venture in the fall of
1934."
It was a weekl) half-hour called
The House by the Side <>j the Road.
and also used Wons as master of
ceremonies. The show featured a
house orchestra conducted In I Iderico Marcelli. and was broadcast on
Sunday afternoons for '-V) week-.
This was the vehicle that helped convince the company that radio might
he Johnson's best advertising medium, remembers Connoll) .
U\ 1934 Johnson was geared to
tnove into radio seriously, and
launched a search for a program
that would hest suit the compam and
its products. Connoll) and the late
Jack Louis, "I Needham, Louis &
Brorby, toured the country talking to
networks and package producers, and
criticalK eyeing theatre and night
cluh acts.
"I remember hearing 21 auditions
in New York," sa\s Connolly, "and
Jack Louis must have heard at least
that many in Hollywood. We got all
kind- cd counsel from the expert-,
but no -how.
"Then one morning we heard a
local program called Smackout on
WM \0. Chicago's NBC station. The
principals were a married couple
from Peoria named Marion and Jim
Jordan, proprietors of a crossroads
grocery store, "smackout" of items
customers asked for. We liked their
qualities of warmth and homeyness,
and were charmed In Don Quinn
who wrote- their scripts. So we -tartSPONSOR
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WaoV b> Iho
VETERAN

AD

MANAGER

years as v. p., ad director from

William

Connolly

1930 through

ed constructing a show.
Because one of Jim Jordan's corned) routines was the tall story, the
name Fibber McGee evolved, Connoll) recalls.
Ted \\ ec in-" orchestra was added
to the production. " \nd it's interesting to recall." Connoll) says, "that
one cd hi- singers wa- a youth named
I'ern (anno. I remember his threatening at the time to return to his
original trade because hi- weekl)
salar\ of $75 wa- less than he could
earn a- a barber."
Johnson's sponsorship cd Fibber
McGee and \lolh continued for 15
years, during which time the show
gained in popularity, and Glo-Coat
-ale- rose accordingly. During the
show - la-t five years on the air. it
was a first place ( to— |e\ rating con-

1954.

guided
McGee

lender,

Edgar

Johnson

through

radio

and Molly were

along

with

used

Jack

Bergen-Charlie

In 1<)'!,» Johnson

and MolK

and

early

tv

on can

in '48

Benn)

and

McCarthy.
placed Fibber

on the Canadian Broad-

casting Corp. weh. B) then the show's
Hooperating had climbed to i0.8,
-c\ en lime- the 1 936 figure.

"The -how which had cost peanuts
to -tart." Connoll) says "wound up
absoi bing larger and lai ger sli<
our advertising budget a- we added
to

the

network

lineup.

linalU

we

were using about 135 stations. This
show's value to us a- an advertising
vehicle wa- best demonstrated l>\ the
rising -ale- curve during those important years of Johnson's growth."
Dm bag the' \eai- of network u •
ti\it\ with Fibber McGee and \fotty,
Johnson wa- concentrating marketing
i I'letise turn to l>ti~<- 61)

l«)(il
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WHAT

IS

A

'PLUS'

TELEVISION

^ Certain U. S. markets stand out in ability to attract
spot tv business out of proportion to tbeir market size
^ An analysis of Oklahoma City shows how stations
build on natural advantages for prestige, service, sales
l^otted across his national map are
several markets that invariably attract the timebuyer's eye; markets
that consistently get a share of national spot tv dollars out of proportion to their size.
Why do buyers and advertisers
favor them? What makes them
"plus" television markets? A close
look at one of them — Oklahoma City,
whose national spot tv income is 3040% ahead of markets with a comparable number of tv families — reveals that this success is not the re-

sult of luck or accident. The buyer,
looking for hard facts and reasons
for buying in a market is presented
with
City : the following in Oklahoma
• Its physical isolation on three
sides, reducing signal overlap.
• The stability of the various industries in the area.
• Its status as a frequent test area
for many of the nation's marketing
giants.
• The high-prestige that the stations (WKY-TV. KWTV and KOCO-

TV, which is licensed to Enid ) have
built and maintained for themselves.
• The self-promotion that the market itself — all media and areas of
business — has engaged in for years.
An "oasis market"' has an immediate and apparent advantage over
markets in more crowded areas
i \\ K.Y-TV holds that it takes less
time to drive the 47 miles from
Chickasha to Oklahoma City than
the
miles
from
New what
fork's
Bronxeight
to the
Batten
I . But
the
stations in that market do with the
advantage often determines whether
it is a "plus" market. As a KWTV
spokesman said, ''Aggressive salesmanship is important, but if a station has planted its roots deeply in a
community and really becomes important to the people there, it becomes even more valuable to adverThe stations are proud of their

Market

isolation — a strong selling point

OKLAHOMA CITY is isolated from major centers on three sides: Amarillo is
250 miles to west, Dallas-Fort Worth about 200 miles south, and Wichita 150
m. north. KOCO-TV, Okla. City-Enid, transmits 21 miles n.w. of Okla. City
• WICHITA

"pioneering spirit." which, they say.
reflects the spirit of their part of the
tisers." . W KY-TV was among the
country
very first local stations in the nation
to
color: KWTV's
tower
wasequip
once for
publicized
as the tallest
man-made structure. The station was
an early advocate of I daily I editorializing. All are strong on news and
weather coverage.
Station salesmen and executives sit
on the boards of the local civic and
charitj organizations and businessmen's clubs, and are responsible —
through close contact — for influencing local sponsors to keen the level
of their commercials high. The\r
sta\ close to the problems of the local distributors and brand managers.
The stations say they eschew "questionable" advertising, avoid such
practices as rate-cutting I locally or

• AMARILLO

nationally I. and offer "make-goods,"
they claim, on production errors
"that might never be reported by
The overall result of good pracsome stations."
tices, the) have found, is a "climate

• DALLAS
FORT

WORTH

of believability" for the client's product and "a climate of good business"
for the client himself.
The economic elements in the
Oklahoma Citj area, the stations feel,
s|'<!\M)|i

i:;
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MARKET?
Client hit nearly every N. Y. tv home
all add up lo a <>
I place to adverti-c Willi diversified industn and
agriculture, and with a government
fegenc) (FAA) and an Air force
l'.i-r adding to the purchasing population (the FAA has 3.000 civilian
■nployees; Tinker \.F.B. 20.000
phi- thousands nunc airmen and
their families), Oklahoma City
bucked the trend toward recession
and had a steads upward economic
growth in 1960.
The area is a major southwest distribution center for a do/en industries
from airplanes to air conditioning;
petroleum to plumbing to meats.
\ru suburban shopping centers
have sprung up in quantity during
the last feu \ears: Oklahoma City
wholesalers handle more than 42rr
of the business carried on through
the state and Oklahoma City's retail
Bales are 2592 of the state's total.
The "corporate" Oklahoma City
population, according to the 1060
census, stands at 324,253 fup 57.B%
ovei 1950), hut the city's tv stations
reach 1 see chart at left 'I a retail market population of about 1.600.000
that spends about $1,600,000,000 a
year.
The di\ersit\ of the economy and
its stead) rise has made it a popular
test market for major new brands.
The stations also feel that "the believabilit\ of the stations"' contributed to attract testing hv P&C. Lever
Bros.. Liggett & Myers and others.
Emphasis on "alert" local public
service programing, such as WKYrV's series on the histon of Oklahoma and KWTV's filmed interviews
with local men stationed in the militarj overseas, keeps the climate right
for a hospitable reception to spol
commercials, the stations saw
Summing up, WKY-TV maintain-

r-

that "political boundaries mean absolutely nothing in terms of the cit\'s
influence on the buying habits of
more than two-thirds of the state's
population, \fter all. what difference
doe- it make if 1.6 million people
live inside or outside the citv as long
as the urge to buy and the information on what to buj originates from
within the < it \ ?"
^
SPONSOR
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Rambler

Ml I K

174
spots

A- wk. audience

8.8

97.9

L

TVB STUDY of two auto campaigns in New York market last year
highlights tv reach accomplished by Rambler and Pontiac. Data
above shows reach of 174 Rambler spots, average number seen

CAR
SPOT

STUDY

DRAMATIZES

TV'S LONG

I elevision's long arm was dramatical!) illustrated in a research study
released last week 1>\ TvB.
The studv revealed the reach of
spot t\ in the New 1 ork area for two
auto advertisers, one of whom hit
practical!) ever) tv home in the market during a four-week drive.
The latter feat was accomplished
b) American Motor- for its Ramhler
car in a seven-station drive.
The other client. Pontiac, used spot
to supplement a Victor Borge special
on ABC TV. The spot-network tall)
of unduplicated homes came to practicall) 70' ! in one da) .
These are the facts on Ramhler:
The client used both minutes and
20's. placing them on ever) Now
York station. Thirteen of the spots
were in prime time on network stations, and 161 were on indie outlets
or on \\cl> stations in non-prime time.
During the four week- ending 6
November I960 97.9"
of New York
tv homes saw the Rambler -pot- an
average of 8.8 times each. Even in
one week- time I 1 1 spots I. the
homes-reached figure came to 82. 6;
the average home -aw 2.<> spots.

ARM

As for Pontiac, it used on 6 October 1960 a total of 2t spots in addition to the Borge show. The latter's
rating was 26.2; the homes-reached
figure for the 24 spot commercials
came to 60.6 (in one day) and the
unduplicated rating was 69.7.
The average number of Pontiac
commercials seen per home on the
Borge -how was 3.1. For the 24 spots
it was 1.7: the average was 2.7.
The studv also revealed that the
number of home- viewing both spot
and network commercials came to
L7.19i of the total. The percent of
all tv home- viewing the spot commercials only wa- I 1.5; the figure
for Borge onlv

came

to 9.1.

Commenting on the significance of
the studv. Norman E. Cash. TvB
president, said: "The value of spot
tv to supplement a single special network program and increase the
reach of the commercial n essage in
a -ingle da) .1- possible in no other
medium is clearl) shown l>v the Pontiac schedule. The power of a con1 entrated spot si hedule alone, spread
over a fom-week pei iod, i- made clear
in the Ramblei tv advertising.
^
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Are You ?
This Important Market?
Ocean View

Little Creek
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As community

How

empathy

becomes

SPONSOR

ASKS:

can stations promote
a public service campaign?

J. S. Sugarman, pres. of Fun with Pop,
Inc., Veu
York; former director of The
Camp Fire Girls of America
Station owners

who

want to con-

duct a public service campaign designed to stimulate positive relations
between their stations, audiences and
communities in general should take
advantage of all possible media and
invoke the cooperation of as many
business, social and civic groups as

point on. each of the one radio and
tv outlet franchised in each market
will be able to take advantage of the
of national publicity, the encouragement and participation of national groups, window displays, and
a host of contests and awards. In

\n example of how such a comprehensive public service program
can benefit stations is the four-yearold Fun With Pop campaign which
last year had the participation of 158
radio and tv stations across the country. The 1961 Fun With Pop program, which will incorporate a host
of new features, is expected to at
least double the number of participating stations.
Instituted b\ the DCA Food Industries, and this year joined by the
National Brand-name Association.
program

is aimed

at

print — for the best coverage of FW P.
Additional honors will be given in
the fields of education, social science,
and ps) chology.

reams

addition t<> this. Fun With Pop provides all the on-the-air promotional
material, such as film spots, e.t.'s, celebrity announcements and a com-

This blending of man) areas and
many efforts to accomplish a trulv
stimulating public service promotion
results in many different success
stories, not the least of which is an
undeniable demonstration of a broad-

prehensive press book for merchandising the promotion tie-ins of every

caster's positive effort to make his
station live up to its responsibilitv
in the service of its public.

type, as well as a selection of giveaway and premium merchandise for
local use.

George agei
H.. k)
Marhiesen,
general manIf 1 1 . Cleveland

they can.

Inc. the FWP

essential,

If we are frank with ourselves. I

At the local level, the station can
use to good advantage every organization and business in his area. For
example, working with the local Bov
Scout troop, the station can promote

submit that we

sometimes

running spots and programs simplv
for the sake of placating manv
groups — unfortunately, few of these
hit the mark.

a "Camp with Pop"' program: or a
sporting goods outlet can co-sponsor
"Fish With Pop." or "Bike With
Pop" programs. In fact, every type
of business that deals directlv with

Let s go on the assumption that a
station has a competent public affairs

consumers is a potential co-sponsor
of a pertinent program.
Each of these consumer stores then

Give the campaign all-out
merely
support, fulfill
not

Tie-ins with
business, social
and civic
groups are
important

end up

becomes a "Fun W ith Pop" center
and has a complete suppl) of displays, posters, brochures and a hand\
booklet which describes the many

obligations

ways to also
have contains
"Fun With
Pop." The
booklet
information
for

director. His biggest job is to
screen the myriad of requests and

contestants in the national ""How

I

decide what gels on the air. 1 nfor-

stimulating a healthier, happier relationship between American lathers
and their families. It covers everything from sports to entertainment to
education. \\ e feel that such a scope

Have Fun With Pop" essav contest.
The grand winner of this "35-words
or less" contest will win a house, a
ear. boat and swimming pool. Natinal prizes arc also augmented by

tunately, most public relations directors of community service organizaj
lions know little of the requirement!

"I actft ities cannot lail to bring important reeouniiinn to individual station* particular!) when individual
campaigns have the advantage ol
drawing ideas, material and support
limn a central coordinating body.

literalK thousands of local awards. '
The topping to the campaign will
come in October at which lime an

Mii- yeai - campaign kicks off with
National Inn With Pop Week from
\pril 21 iii 30 with a potpourri of

lectures, discussions and seminars in
New ""i ork l>\ social, eft ic and business leaders on the theme ol "I \\ I1
Means I lappiei I amities.'9 From thai

Ward

Dinner

w ill be held

to honor

those who have made outstanding
contributions to the campaign in
1961, .i- well a* the local radio and

television stations which did the best

job i>| supporting the campaign.
Wards al this dinnei w ill also go to
■ .1 sponsoi ImiiIi trade organizations .mil retail plus I" representatives ol .ill media
broadcast and

of a station. How

often has some-

one come to vou and said, "I represent the so and so socieiv current!]
engaged in such and such a project.
Could we have a round-table discUSl
sion on your Station some

evening

in prime time.-'" Such an individual
has certainl) not studied television
and what it can offer and. just a- important, » hal it can not offer.
\|| Inn often people from public
service organizations come into a
station
requesting
help without
a
clear
idea
of what
the)
want
to
i /'lease turn to page 6 I I
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The sirens of legend seldom tell
short oi a 100* < share of-audience. \\ hk is almost as successful, consistently attracting
one of every four Cleveland radio listeners, on the average;1 And the results are far more
pleasant for both audience and advertiseis.l 'he killer, heeding the siren call of low eost
per response, are changing course ... in the direction

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS
SUPERMARKET
SPONSOR:
Capsule

GEM

BANK

CHAIN
Direct

SPONSOR:

Stores in the new state

Capsule

Stores

case history: When

GEM

AGENCY:

Ouachita National

Bank

case history: KNOE-TV.

AGENCY:

Direct

Monroe, Louisiana, was

of Hawaii booked Huckleberry Hound, Yogi Bear and Quick

approached

by the advertising department of the bank to

Draw McGraw

recommend

a test for increasing Personal Savings accounts

for personal appearances to build store traf-

fic and plug the stores' third anniversary promotion, an onair schedule on KHVH-TV. Honolulu, was used to implement the program.

Starting almost two months

visit, a strong tv spot campaign
members

for the H. Hound

Hawaiian

Huck

and his pals ar-

fans turned out to grest them — the largest crowd

in the airport's history. At GEM, fans and customers, numbering 2.500, were on hand to welcome their heroes. Glenn
Kaya, general manager

of GEM.

reported that store sales

were way up during their Honolulu
equally record-breaking

on

their visits to other islands

which are reached by KMVI-TV.
KHVII-TV,

junket. Results were

Maui, and KHJK,

Honolulu

Hilo.

Announcements

SPONSOR:

ule of weekend

( how Now Drive-in
Restaurants

AGENCY:

Capsule case history: The Chow

day newscasts — providing a service hereto-

fore not given. National accounts have shied away from
daytime
was

newscasts

on

14 one-minute

Nelson Chesman

Now company

operates a

chain of drive-in restaurants in Chattanooga.

The com-

Saturdays

news

and

Sundays.

Placed

headlines plus six five-minute

newscasts scheduled at the discretion of the KNOE-TV
department.

news

Result: Personal Savings accounts increased

10' i ; other banking services also increased. Bank officials
gave credit to the KNOE-TV

schedule, and signed a new

52-week contract 1 February, using basically the same newscast lineup, but with a more

intensified schedule. Ninety

percent of its advertising budget is now
KNOE-TV,

SPONSOR:
Capsule

allocated to tv.

Monroe

DEPARTMENT

DRIVE-IN-RESTAURANTS

general man-

Ouachita National Bank should purchase a saturation sched-

fan club and plugging Huckle-

International, about 10.000 of their loyal

within a 52 week period. Paul Goldman,

ager took a novel approach to the problem. His suggestion:

was initiated to recruit

berry for President buttons. When
rived at Honolulu

before the

25%

ProgranJ

STORE
\GE.NCY: Direct

Boston Store

case history: Satisfied with the results obtained

from his tv schedule. George Clevis, advertising manager
the Boston

Store of Utica. reported that Jean

of

Phair,

pany's advertising problem: 1) how to stimulate business
in the normally slow winter season and 2 I make a strong

WKTV's

enough

to carry

on the station, "not onlv tells our product story but sells

business picks up. To further
had a modest advertis-

too." The Boston Store bought participations in Good Living which presented a fashion show in cooperation with

ing budget. The drive-in chain decided to sponsor NCAA

McCall Patterns. The tie in for the department store paid

impression in an early winter campaign

over into the spring when

complicate the problem. Chow

Now

College Football and the American
games on WTVC.

League

Pro Football

Business picked up steadily from the out-

set of the tv advertising, and one week earl) in the campaign set a new record high. One day, all four Chow

Now

Drive-in's actually ran out of supplies. Bruce Spencer,
agenev a. i'. commented, *' Although operating on a limited
budget. WTVC television enabled us to produce excellent
results l>\ advertising to the righl market at the right time,
all the while keeping production costs at a minimum.
\v T\ ( '.. i hattai
56

ga

Sponsorship

women's

director and conductor of Good

off well: a few announcements

Living

b\ Jean Phair sold 600

\ards of polish cotton and 500 yards of handkerchief print
featured during the program.

Other items offered subse-

quently l>\ the Boston Store: blanket lengths. 300 of them
sold following the program;

electric blankets, with the

slock depleted as a result of the advertising. In addition.
traffic in the stoic was responsible for sales in other departments. \major pail of the store's budget is now placed
with the (,<>od Living program to promote its home products.
\\ KT\ . I ties

SPONSOR

Participation!
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In the Billion Dollar' Shreveport Market ONLY

@-w
GIVES YOU BOTH!
Represented by the KATZ Agency
c58 counties in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma
E. NEWTON

INSOR

•
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WRAY, President & General Manager
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Ifl

— Bill Welsh describes the action as KTTV camera
after bank-robber.
focuses on Los Angeles patrolman in house-to-house chase
GUNMAN'S

LAST

STAND

Prime example of the programming through
which creative talent and community leadership
are continually building new vision into Television on stations represented by Q I A I Q

fl /

"In our role as a source of information,
entertainment and inspiration, we in
television must think first about the
needs of our own community. In presenting the finest entertainment programs'. KTTN pays close attention to
the tastes and convenience of all Southern California. In covering news and
its camhas taken
I IVpeople
specialeras outevents,
among K the
nearl\ 5,008
times— believing that television is most>
virile and valuable when reporting comRoKIKI
B«I(K\IR
munity events first-hand."
Vice President A. General Manager

Station KIT1

G iving the community

SAG-AFTRA
i Continued

I he result is thai thei e are todaj

from i><il:c in i

action at first-hand

il i- a "h. I ion
H hich could tlOl pos>ilil\ stand up in court or with the
National Labor Relations Board il

'To cover an event of communit) imIportance, the host wa) is to put the entire
communit) in an eye-witness position. In
krief, let people see Histor) as it is happening."
Ml its life, KTTV
has believed and
ttieted upon this policy. No wonder a
rross-section
of Southern
California,
polled recently by Facts Consolidated.
Iiuicklv named KTTV as Number One
ews and special events station.
Through the eyes of KTTV cameras.
mllions of Californians have watched

anj one cared to challenge it.
I he fact of the mattei is thai in
1961, jusl as in 1938, advertisers
through their agencies are the direct
employers of union actors, announcers and singers, even though their
names never appeal
or S \G contract.

on a

\l' I I! \.

So far, however, neither the unions
mil anyone else has seen an) advantage in challenging the notion thai

Beers pursue and capture gunmen . . .
. . . have so much enjoyed the Rose

"the networks are the employers.
For the unions, it has seemed

Parade that KTTV's audience is almost
is large as that of all other Rose Parade
Stations combined . . .
. . . have cheered and cursed their be-

easier and more effective to negotiate with a small group, than with
hundreds of different advertisers and

Bved Dodgers . . . followed fire-fighters
hrough forest hells . . . experienced the
tranquil joy of Easter Sunrise services at
Hollywood Bowl.
In consequence, throughout Southern
California, the word is: If it's %oing on,
t'son KTTV.
To Blair-TV, creative communitynterest programming by great stations
ike KTTV is a constant source of inspiation. We are proud to serve more than a
core of such stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV

agencies. \ml for the latter, the specter of "union
kepi them from

complications
has
an\ serious effort to

alter the s) stem.
Meanwhile, however, vast changes
have been taking place in the world
of broadcast advertising since the
original I1','!!! negotiations, and these
changes have complicated the problem of advertiser-union relations.
Taking them in order, the changes
are these, the' rise of tv. the rise of
spot, and the revolution in the program structure of the business.
When Iv came in during the late
'Ids there was an immediate and hitter interunion struggle over win.
should represent acting, singing and
announi ing talent in the new
dium.

me-

Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:

In the matter of lire tv programing, the battle was won l>v VFTRA

WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV-Detroit
KFRE-TV-Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV— Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC— Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KGO-TV— San Francisco
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV-Tampa-St. Petersburg

l replacing AvFRA) and in earl) tv
•lavs live programs figured prominent lv in most schedules.
Talent in tv film came under the

two different unions who
volved in all tape contracts.

. 1 1 « - in

[Tie second profound i hange in the
broadcasting world

the soaring im-

poi lame

has

ill -put

t\

had

I he ef-

lect ill focussing union attenl ion on
a held in w hi. h. in cai l\ days, the)

were comparative!) little interested,
and o I enormousl) complicating the
problem "I union pav scales, and ol
union negotiations.
Tv commercial spots are usuall)
made b\ an independent aim (oi
tape firm I w ho sells them

to an

agency, rechnically, there is reason
for believing thai an independent
film producei is the emplo) er ol an
in hi in ci -. singers, actors and othei
performing talenl used in the spot "/
least as i<ir as the original film session is concerned.
But the joker in this argument,
of course i- that the film producer
has no control over the use ol the
spots themselves. Such usage is dictated bv the advertiser and agenC)
and since, as we will see. union wage
scales are based on both where and
how a spol is used, the onlv logical
conclusion i- that the advertisei
oi
his agent is. in fact the real employe!
of the talent.
Nevertheless in the area ol film
and tape spots, the same kind ol "legal fiction" is employed in union negotiation-. Film and tape producers
I the Film Producers Association and
the Alliance of Tv Film Producers I
act as principal- in the all union
agreements covering spot talent.
The third change in broadcasting
the decline of agen v produced

jurisdiction of the older, and more

and the rise ol the independent packager has had the effect of focussing advertisei and
agenc) attention almost entirel) on
those matters in union contracts

powerful Screen Actors Guild, and

which

as tv programing swung more and
more heavilv to film. SAG became a

and network, and both tape and film.

more and more important factor.
The
introduction
of tv tape

in

Coming into an) new series "I
union negotiation-, therefore, we

1958 provided a further complication and stimulated fierce jurisdictional battles between the two union-.

have a lineup which look- like this:
Contract signers : unions, netw oi ks,
film produce] s.

\l II! \. acting on the theory that
video tape is "like live." established
union contracts and scales with certain tv tape producing firms (principal!) the networks and the newer tv
tape centers I . SAG <>n the other hand
was able to sign up some of the older
film producers who
went into tape.

programs

cover wage - :ales For commercial announcements, both spol

\on~signers l>ut heavily involved
in matters involving tv commercials
for both network and spot: advertisei -. agencies.
One final bit of background befoi e
proceding to the matter of the I960
negotiation-.
I nion contracts in this
field are negotiated as a package.
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99 SQUEEZES . . .
That's a lot! But
just you wctch as
multi-image after
multi-image
dissolves . . .
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image after multiaimage!
lot— but
easy it's
Right,
when in
it'sthe
filmplot!
that's

does the
'impossible"!

s How to say "99 squeezes" (make
every last squeeze count). How to
say "soapy . . . soapier . . .
soapiest!" How to do it all with
such zest that the new Brillo Soap
Pads sing out in the mazes of marts
everywhere !
Answer: Do it in words and pictures. Put it to music. On film, of
course! Because film, and film
alone, gives you commercials,
crisp, vivid, exciting— the way you
want them— and when!
And that's not all! Film alone
provides the optical effects you
require for sharp, high-polish commercials; inaddition, assures you
the convenience, coverage and
penetration market saturation
requires.
In other words . . . Look before
you shoot!
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.

/Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago,
III.,
Hollywood, Calif.

ADVERTISER:

Brillo Manufacturing Co., Inc.
AGENCY:

J. Walter Thompson Company
PRODUCER:
Elektra Film Productions

In other words, no one contract
becomes anal until all are agreed on.
Hiis means thai contracts in which
advertisers and agencies have little
en no interest (ex. Mall announcers,
and sustaining talent I must be suecessfull) negotiated before the union
accepts a deal on talent for commercials. As we shall see. this leads to
some surprising ((implications.
Next week, in Part II of this series, we will explore the 19(>() negotiations, how tlie\ were held, what
they accomplished, what effect they
have on t\ costs, and how the agencies observers and their "Human
Univac"
ers case. term prepared the advertisThese were the first negotiations
which were held jointly with SAG
and AFTRA and the fad that the
two unions were acting together on
the matter of talent rates for tv commercials had a decided bearing on
the outcome.
Previous contracts with SAG and
AFTRA had been negotiated individually in Ma\ 1058. and November
1058.
^
RADIO

SPOT

REACH

{Continued from page

I1I

Mogul agreed with manv other
agencies queried that there is a great
lack in qualitative material for radio
coming out of research services. '"The
ratings services samples are projectable and we don't quarrel with them,
but as for qualitative research, there's
a lot to be desired."" said Dunier.
"Perhaps it would be propitious for
stations to instigate research in this
direction."" he added.
\ firm believer in saturation radio.
in almost every case, was Geyer
Morey, Madden i. Ballard associate
media director Rolland J. Van Emmerik. "Since listeners are usualhj
tuned in to stations they like, you
must buy 2 or 3 stations and a minimum of 30-40 spots a week, to reach
a good percentage of homes," he said.
Van Emmerik also suggested thai special tabulations b\ \ielsen and Pulse,
while expensive, are the best way to
measure

duplication.

Ideallv, agencies agreed they'd like
to see ratings sen ices suppl) metered
samples in local markets that are so
big the) could be broken down geographically and by household types.
Vi ith this the) would like to see more
coincidental method research.
^

S. C. JOHNSON
i < miii nurd from page 17 i
activ ii\ al the local ie\ <\. too. I oi
two 39-week periods, the winters of
L935-36 and 1936-37, the firm in\e-led

liea\ iK

in the

\eu

N ol k in.il

ket with .i program ol dramatized
hue incidents, Life Studies, featuring Tom Powers, on \\<>|>. Newark.
\\ hen \\ as Enamel, a line of
paint- packaged in glass, was introduced in 1910. it wa- supported b)
a campaign in the Chicago market
via Alexander McQueen's / Brighter
World.
For several years Fibber WcGee
mill M<dl\ was on the air the year
'round, according to Connolly. "Finally, it occurred to sponsors and
networks that performers needed vacations, and that audiences might
welcome a change during summer
months,
he sa) s.
Johnsons summer replacement
shows comprise an impressive roster
in their own right: Their first replacement, in 1938. was Attorney m
Law, a dramatic serial starring Jim
Ameche. In 1939. Johnson gave \lec
Templeton his first national exposure
on a show hosted |.\ Conrad

Yi-iel.

Meredith 11 illson's Musical Review
was the 1940 summer
replacement.
In '42 and '43. John Nesbitt replaced the McGees with Passing Parade. Itords at War, a dramatization
of wartime books was the 1914 summer vehicle. Carl Van Doren was the
commentator, but was replaced because of illness, after the first few
weeks, b) Clifton Fadiman. During
succeeding years, Victoi Borge replaced the McGees, a- did Fred
Waring and his Pennsylvanians, from
1945 through 1947.
Johnsons radio past includes national identification with sports and
news. also. In the summer of 19 18,
Dizz\ Dean broadcast 15-minutes
weekly, following baseball games, for
Garnu auto polish. The next year.
Pee \^ ee Reese did a summer show
for Johnson auto products.
According to Connolly, the record
is not clear on agencies thai bandied
Johnson's earliest advertising. Western Advertising, Racine, is the firsl
agency of record. It was succeeded
in 1929 b) Needham, Louis & Brorby.
A second agency, FC&B, was appointed in 1953, and in 1955, Benton S Bowles was added. The litter
three agencies are still working for
Johnson.

^
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FILM

FESTIVAL

I < oiitiniicd from jki^c \~, •
\dv isers and judges who will serve
for the second time in ihe 1961 festival include John P. Cunningham,
l»cn \lcock of Grev . Herman Bischoff
of L&N, Frank Brandt of Compton,
Alexander E. Cantwell of BBDO. Andrew V. Christian of W&L, Mien

"Three facets of the festival which
I believe to be <il special benefit to
ad\ ei tisei - and agenc) people alike.
stated David Roffev. v.p. regional
creative director of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, are "comprehensive product classifications, and advertising and craftsmanship citations. The product breakdown and

Ducovny of D'Arcy, Mark A. Forgette of JWT. John Freese of Y&R,
S. J. Frolick of FRC&H, G. David
Gudehrod of Ayer, Bernard Haber of
BBDO. Rollo W. Hunter of EWR&R,
William W. Lewis of Maxon. William
LaCava of C&W, Mark Lawrence of
MJ&A, Gordon Minter of Burnett.
Marshall G. Rothen of K&E, Roger
Pryor of FC&B, Phyllis Robinson of
DDR. Margot Sherman of McC-E.
Kenneth C. T. Snyder of NL&B, Gordon Webber of B&B, Hooper White
of Burnett. Donald Widlund of JWT,
and Samuel C. Zurich of A\er.

special citations call attention to aspects of the effective tv commercial
which other award shows have, more
or less, ignored with their broader
award
categories."
In recent
months

many

from people who were interested in using showings of festival
winners throughout the year. Harrj

F. Schroeter, general advertising director of National Biscuit Company,
noted that the reel of festival winners

suggestions which will be incorporated in the running of the events.
Some saw year-round trade events
springing out of the festival.

good
view.

thing from

get the television story before the
advertisers
than thi>:/" reacted with
Trade organizations
support

as well as praise to last

year's events. The American Women in Radio and Television made an
unusual offer of its promotional facilities, usually restricted to AW It I
business, thereby adding its "unval.
stinting moral support" to the festi-

comments

came

shown by "ANA for its annual meeting was not only a great contribution
but enormously impressed many of
those in attendance. I think it was a

Many members of the Tv Commereials Council expressed highh favorable reactions to the arrangements
for the second festival. Others made

and particularly to the roughb 180
ad clubs all across the country. Can
vou think of a better wax \ ou can

every

point of

In announcing a second festival
for 1961, John R. Cunningham,
chairman of Cunningham & \\ alsh
and chairman of the Tv Commercials
Council, issued this statement:
"The extremely positive reaction
throughout the advertising industry
to the First American Tv Commercials Festival and its success in
strengthening the general impression
of the level of television advertising
surely warrants an annual event.

The possibility of "one of the
greatest annual traveling shows" was
seen by James Fish, advertising manager of General Mills. "I \isualize a
presentation of the winners . . . made
available to agencies and advertisers,

America's new economic
strength lies in the South.

"As

Vice-Chairman

of the

ANA, and the Four A"s. Reaction in
even instance has been enthusiastic.
In the battle against mediocrity this
broad

exposure

becomes

of talent and taste

a prime factor in the improvement of tv advertising.

"For this reason. 1 am

A proven leader
is the Jackson
TV market area.'

\l"\

this' past year. I am aware that over
50 advertising clubs have shown the
winning commercials, as have the
national conventions of the Ar \. the

pleased to

encourage participation in this festival and to welcome mv distinguished
advertising colleagues to the Tv Commercials Council that will plan and
judge this national, professional,
stimulating competition."
J. E. Rurke of Johnson \ Johnson
called the festivals "a verv worthwhile influence both on industrv and

Past President, American
Muncipal Association

ALLEN C.
THOMPSON
Mayor, Jackson

WJTV- 12IWLBT

Hollingbery

Serving the Jackson, Miss., Television Market
62

on the public."
stated that
'such
aetivitv
should Hecertainly
stimulate
everv advertiser to be more keenlv
aware of the increasing need to improve the quality of tv commercials.
The question of criteria for judg(miraised\ bv
commercials
don ing
Webber
of was
Renton
Rovvles.
(ailing for a redefinition of criteria.
Webber pointed oul thai "most of
the judges, including myself, are in]
siinetivelv attracted to the commerj
eials thai are clever, fresh, and unusual. This does not necessarilj
mean

that the) are effective advertis]
W

M-(i\sol<
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YOUR SECOND MOST IMPORTANT SALES CURVE
First comes the one that shows cash-on-the-barrelhead. Second is this
typical memory retention curve. It says people forget. 30 days after they've
learned something, people forget 74% of it. It suggests that the memorability of your selling idea is most important. It suggests this idea must
be fine and fresh and sharp enough to bite into people's minds. People
don't buy products alone. People buy ideas. Ideas they remember.
YOUNG
SPONSOR

& RUBICAM,

Advertising

20 FKBRl AKY 1961
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SPONSOR

ASKS

(Continued from page 54)
"sell.'" They expect and demand that
the public affairs director do their
work for them, usually with the mistaken idea that "you've got to give
us some free time under the FCC
obligations." They look upon the station as the "great white father,"
staffed with plent) of people to write
their copy and prepare their slides
for them.
If the amateur or professionallypaid publicist representing an organization would take the trouble to
glance
at a station's
program
listings
to consider
what kind
of materials
the station would prefer to use, the
job of instituting and promoting a
public service campaign on television could be done almost automatically. Ido not mean to imply that
the reason most local public service
campaigns are ineffective lies wholly
with the organizations seeking tv assistance. Itis fundamental that the
public affairs director and other station personnel must clearly recognize their obligation to the public in
scheduling public service programs
and must assume the responsibility

RADIO
TRAFFIC MANAGER

in the selection of material. Too few
stations face this responsibility. Instead they give severely limited time
to every organization. If they take
the easy way out and say "yes" to
everyone, no one is served.
The time we offer for public service spots is worth a great deal of
money and has the potential of doing
a great deal of good. The answer to
this dilemma may be to limit spots
and programs to a small number of
organizations each month, therein
making each campaign effective
through a series of saturation spots.
We must devote as much care and
attention to the placement of public
service spots as advertisers do to the
placement of commercial spots. We
pride ourselves in competitive protection for commercial advertisers —
why not the same for public service
campaigns.
B. Calvin Jones, director of programing and operations, KHOV-TV, Corinthian in Houston
There are three key factors essential to effectively communicating a
local level idea or public service campaign on a television station, (l.i

Through showmanship that
creates an exciting, dramatic
impression

Unusual opening for a person
with several years" experience
in radio traffic. This position
is with a leading .Midwest

50,000 watt station. An outstanding opportunity for a
well qualified seasoned person. Excellenl salary and
other benefits. Apply by
letter and include photo, resume and salary requirements. All replies will be in
si rictest confidence.
Reply:
Box 103
SPONSOR
40 E. 49th Street
New York 17, N. Y.
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Station management

land owner-

ship) must think and act in a "wewant-to-do-it and do-it-right environment." (2.) The responsible producer or department head must harness all of the energ) at the disposal
of the station and in a balance of
values direct this energj in behalf of
this effort. I .'i. I Bring into play all
of the creative showmanship and exploitation techniques that will create
an exciting and dramatic impression
for every element of the project.
Let's take a closer look. now. at
these three elements and how chej
function reciprocal!) dependent upon each other.
(1.) It is not enough that management simpl) provides its blessing
and gives the green light to a communit) projeel on the air.
Station executives [en blanc) must
see themselves as the catalytic energizer thai brings together the forces

of programing, promotion, production, and follow through in a way
calculated to touch all audience
groups and to move them to action.
i Am community service show not
intended to move people to some
form of action doesn't deserve total
station treatment if any at all).
12.1 There seems to be a neverending area of opportunity within
(and on I a television station to express an idea. Let's assume that the
project involves state and local history and the objective is to move
great numbers of people to observe
a local or state historical holiday.
The promotion man brings into play
his entire activity — billboards, ads.
on-the-air, community contacts, and
on a planned basis creates the initial
exposure and excitement building up
to the on-the-air presentations. The
programing people create story platforms for use in live shows, including news programs. Continuity concentrates on a sign-on-to-sign-off
scheduling of material flowing from
promotion and programing. Public
Relations moves out into the community and contacts historical groups,
educators, government officials,
schools, and patriotic organizations.
Publicity services newspapers — daily,
weekly, local, out of town, college
and school. Rv now. there is a
powerful unit of television energy
working towards a climax to be deluded in the form of a local spectacular, and all added together —
will move people to action.
(3.) Creative showmanship techniques do not require a stable of
genuises but do require getting creative people involved with the projectj at least to the extent wherein
they have a wide open opportunitv
to contribute. And ever) station has
them. A director with a flair or touch
of music innovations can create the
musical moods to back up announcements or live-show material. A director with cop) sense can sometime- write and create better material for television announcements
than the professional writers. Someone in the talent department or on
the art staff maj be a history buff
just right for researching and documentation. The purpose of all tbi>.
of course, is to put together a task
force that nurtures up ideas and approaches and in the doing, brings
into pla\ all avenues of communication. ^
SPONSOR
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ONLY WLOS-TV HAS
THE CAROLINA TRIAD
COVERED!
THE CAROLINA TRIAD... a two-billion-dollar market . . . stretches across 82 counties in 6 states!
ONLY WLOS-TV covers the Carolina Triad with
unduplicated network signal . . . gives you net
weekly circulation of 301.600*!
•I960 ARB

SOUTH
CAROLINA

coverage stu.lv

WLOS-TV e
Serving

GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
THE CAROLINA TRIAD
6 States • 82 Counties

A Wometco

Enterprises. Inc., Station

4

Represented byRepresentatiie:
Peters, Griffin,James
W'ooduard,
Inc.Co.
Southeastern
S. Aycrs

"HIGH AND MIGHTY"
36.0 CUMULATIVE
LIVES UP TO NAME
Seven Arts release sweeps
Sunday night competition;
beats all but "Americans"
premiere Monday on KTVU,
San Francisco
A.R.B. coincidental, "cume" for two airings rates "High and Mighty" a 36.0 or
31% higher than combined ratings for
number two station.
William D. Pabst, General Manager KTVU
reports:
"We are more than happy with the strong
audience appeal of Warner's 'Films of the
50's' demonstrated by the first Seven Arts
feature film we've aired.
"The smashing 36.2 share of audience
Sunday night was scored against Shirley
Temple, Lassie, Dennis the Menace, Walt
Disney and Maverick.
"Our second showing Monday also beat
everything in sight except the heavily promoted debut of 'The Americans,' and even
there the Warner's feature film came within
one percentage point of a tie !"

Money Films of the 50's...
Warner's
makers of the 60's

William D. Pabst

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

General Manager
KTVU, San Francisco

NEW YORX: 270 Park Avenue •
YUkon 6-1717
CHICAG0:8922-DLaCrosse,Skokie.lll.*ORchard4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite 6-1564

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

20 FEBRUARY 1961
It still looks like a breathing spell for broadcasting and advertising in Congress
c»wri|ht imi
during 1961, that is, unless something comes up to rock the boat: The regulatory
sponsor agencies are looking more and more like a different kettle of fish, however.
publications inc.
The regulatory agencies, it may be noted, are supposed to be independent of White Hou»e
control. But the current administration is coming in with one vacancy on the FCC, two immediate vacancies on the FTC, and a third FTC opening to occur later this year. The White
House can appoint men sympathetic to its viewpoint.
The two appointments to the FTC, Paul Rand Dixon and Philip Elman, are antitrust experts. Everett Maclntyre, set to receive the next appointment to that body, has long beem chief
counsel to the House Small Business Committee, with the job of ferreting out persecution of
small businesses by large. This also has strong antitrust overtones.
The FCC's new member and new chairman, Newton N. Minow, is pretty much of aa unknown quantity even after his appearance last week before the Senate Commerce
Committee. His testimony was hedged, though on balance it seemed to point toward more
rigid regulation.
The FTC shares with the Justice Department responsibility for protecting against antitrust violations. Appointment of two, and soon three, experts on this subject might seem to
downgrade the top emphasis put on policing of ad practices by retiring chairman
Earl
harder.Kintner.

Though much depends on an agency's staff, ad men certainly won't be hit

However, the strong emphasis being put on antitrust matters generally by the new administration has its overtones both for ad men and broadcasters.
One very sore point is the admonition in the Communications Act against granting broadcasting facilities to those with criminal records. Previous FCC decisions haven't regarded antitrust law violations as anything serious.
Multiple owners are involved in the current national conspiracy mesa in the
electrical industry.
The networks have been hit in the past.
Ramifications defy description. Series of NBC sale-trades could be hit. Licenses could be
in jeopardy. New applications could be turned down.

Speculation hits even closer at the Justice Department, which is not at all independent of White Hous« control: Justice has ad agency and network monopoly
charges under advisement and the new antitrust look could create a good many
problems for both industries.
Network practices such as option time and control of programing. Charges of talent
monopolies by talent agencies. Charges of monopolies by the larger ad agencies, including
control of programing and talent. These are some of the matters which were probed by Robert Bicks during the last administration, and if Bicks had remained it was almost certain some
prosecutions would have resulted.
With the great emphasis being put on antitrust matters by the new administration, it appears the Bicks investigations will result in punitive action on one or more fronts.
Whatever breathing spell the ad and broadcasting industries might get in Congress appears to be outweighed by the darkening of the regulatory agency clouds. And, as for Congress, action there appears set to be in the form of reaction to developments in the
government.
This will probably mean that a step-up in regulatory tempo this year will mean renewed
interest in the two industries by Congress, and that new activity will likely come late in this
session or in election-year 1962.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• FUm
• Syndication
• Tape

m

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE

20 FEBRUARY 1961
First 0f tjje gim houses to have all its network pilots for 1961-62 finished is
copyright i96i cb§ Films with four shows, two of them comedies.
SPONSOR
Shows, stars, producers, and facilities used are as follows:
PUBLICATIONS INC.
• Mr. Doc: sentimental comedy with Dean Jagger. Ralph Nelson at Desilu.
• Baron Gus: European columnist in the U. S. with Ricardo Montablan. John D. Hess
on location and at MGM.
• Daddy-O : a Max Shulman comedy with Don Defoe. Rod Amateau at Gen'l Service.
• Russell: Western with Fess Parker. Gordon Kay at Paramount.
The CBS Films trend is to entitle these shows with names of characters — apparently a reaction from titles with numbers, titles that are the names of places or groups, and titles that
describe the adventure or detective process.

Children's shows haven't been affected by any sales lulls that may be slowing
other syndication activity lately.
ITC's new Diver Dan series, a 104-episode seven-minute puppet series, has been sold in
21 markets, latest being WNEW-TV, New York; WGN-TV, Chicago; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; WGR-TV, Buffalo; WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; WTVD, New Orleans; WFRV-TV, Green Bay ;
KOMO-TV, Seattle; WREX-TV, Rockford; KKTV, Sacramento, and KTVI, St. Louis.
Flamingo's Superman, now in syndication for the first time with 104 half -hours,
has 25 stations on the air, including WPIX, New York; WXYZ-TV, Detroit; WGN-TV, Chicago; WSB-TV, Atlanta, and WPST-TV, Miami; latest sales are WREX-TV, Memphis; WJWTV, Cleveland; WOI-TV, Ames; WJNY-TV, Springfield; WDAU-TV, Scranton; WFMJ-TV;
Youngstown; KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls; KTHV-TV, Little Rock; KPHO-TV, Phoenix, and
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City.
Silvercup Bread has sponsorship of Superman in Chicago, Detroit, and New York.

There's increasing evidence that personal appearance tours can substantially
increase premiere or early ratings of syndicated shows.
Stars of CBS Films' Brothers Brannagan toured Southern cities and in two cases, New
Orleans and Atlanta, they appeared after first ratings were in: second-month ARB's showed
increases of five and two points, respectively.
Even better proof of personal appearance effectiveness is the commitment of WSB-TV, Atlanta, and WCHS-TV, Charlotte, to bring back the stars entirely at station expense: in
the first tour CBS Films, the stations, and Blue Plate foods had divided up the expenses.
Here are seven November ratings for Brothers Brannagan showing the impact of personal
appearances on a new show.
CITY & STATION

New Orleans, WDSU-TV
Atlanta, WSB-TV
Roanoke, WSLS-TV
Jacksonville, WJXT
Miami, WTVJ
Birmingham, WBRC-TV
Charlotte, WCHS-TV
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RATING

18.0
20.0
23.0
27.0
28.7
30.6
21.5

ARB
ARB and 25.1 Nielsen
ARB
ARB
Nielsen
Nielsen
ARB
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

The vogue of war subjects — first manifested in local movies — seems to have
spread to network programing and may yet give a boost to local syndicated program series.
Take a look at Victory at Sea, re-run on NBC TV recently as a 90 minute special: it
scored a 31.9 Nielsen, outpointing The Untouchables.
Re-use has if anything helped rather than hurt this film classic: syndicated by CNP, the
series is in 13th re-run in New York, 11th in Los Angeles, eighth in Milwaukee, etc.
Latest network exposure for the series appears to have touched off a series of local sales:
WEWS-TV, Cleveland; WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; WAPI-TV, Birmingham; KENS-TV, San Antonio, and KZTV, Corpus Christi.
Victory at Sea footage is impossible to duplicate, save in the case of another
war which, added a CNP exec, "I hope never happens."

Atlanta reps are howling at being by-passed by syndicators.
Latest complaint is over Art Linkletter and the Kids, a 15 minute series sold for 19 weeks
to Gordon Foods, a division of Sunshine Biscuits.
Contract in hand, the syndicator then reportedly sold the film to stations for 38 weeks,
thereby annoying the reps for two reasons: 1) they lose all billing, and 2) syndicator involved is said to have disregarded considerations of good media placement, which
may, say the unhappy reps, lead to poor tv results and sponsor disappointment.

Hank Saperstein of UPA came east to New York last week with pilots for five
new series for 1961-62.
Three were half-hour sports programs: a new show on famous prize fighters, a new format of All Star Golf, and an entirely new series on golf.
In animation UPA was trying to move up into half-hour shows by means of two new
pilots: a comedy and a mystery thriller, both half-hours. The comedy is based on a radio
property and the mystery, will use well known movie voices.
In current sales UPA has already rolled up $2 million in its two short-length animation series, Mister Magoo and Dick Tracy; an eventual gross of $6 million is
anticipated.

MPO has boosted its annual gross to $7.9 million — without use of mergers and
without going into tape.
Latest MPO financial statement for years ending October shows a pattern of considerable
sales growth: $7.9 million in 1960, compared to $6.0 million in 1959, $5.0 million in 1958,
and $3.4 million in 1957.

Videotape Productions regards its absorption of manpower from CBS Production Sales as the key creative core of that unit and not as termed in the 6 February
FILM-SCOPE "a few technicians."
Three of this core cited: Lou Todesco, a leading producer in the tape field, Bill Hallahan,
considered a triple-threat writer-producer-director, and salesman Charlie Fagan.
As viewed by Videotape's management, these and other CBS manpower acquisitions to
come not only have strengthened the organization but served to mark Videotape Productions' emergence as a facilities house to the position where it can make creative
contributions to advertisers' commercial along artistic and sales effectiveness lines.
20 FEBRUARY
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Watch for a counterattack from station operators against newspaper columnists trying to make competitive propaganda over the allegation that some of the
old feature films being shown contain anti-American propaganda.
These stationmen will point out that the charges are fraught with either blatant ignorance or intent to mislead since stations carefully screen such films either to reject them
or edit out possibly objectionable material.
These columnar swipes have been particularly virulent on the west coast.

Probably neither man is conversant with the situation, but there's a piquant angle about the current schism between Corinthian and CBS TV over the network's
a.m. minute plan.
William Paley and the group's owner, Jock Whitney, are brothers-in-law.
The tv programing head of an upper rank agency is about to be toppled by hia
boss, hitherto his champion, because media and account people have virtually frozen the tv executive out of mutual contact.
In other words, the chief has come to the conclusion that the situation has become both
politically and operatively untenable.
Lever Brothers and NBC TV sales brass were going at it hammer and tongs last week
over the Price is Right nighttimer.
The issue from Lever's corner: the network didn't even try to convert the sponsor to the
idea but flatly stated the show was being moved in the fall from Wednesday to Monday night.
In other words, Lever has to acquiesce or else.
Interpublic's Marion Harper, Jr., has plans for putting up a building that would
house all his companies under one roof.
Charles Luckman, who designed CBS TV's Hollywood Television City and one time Lever
Bros, president is said to be the architect Harper has in mind for the project.

Have you ever tried to get a list of international affiliates of U.S. agencies?
Well, you can't, because they're closely guarded secrets.
Remarked a partner in a medium-sized New York agency which bills several million
abroad:

"We'd help competitors by disclosing our affiliates. Let them dig up their own."

The creative head of a top rank agency holds that the tv I.D. has become somewhat of a drug on the national advertiser market because copywriters don't know
how to use them effectively.
In other words, since they don't understand the medium they're working with the
writers aren't able to exercise the right creative touch or imagination.
His added comment: "I've given up wrestling with our own breed of it-can't-be-donc
boys because I'm convinced there must be self-will before the exercise of skill."
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REACH
MORE
CHEMICAL
WORKERS
IN THE
TEXAS
HOT SPOT

NT?

Research chemists,

fcC

engineers or laborers, they're
all workers in the
chemical industry. In the
Beaumont-Port ArthurOrange market over 120,000
people are directly
connected with the chemical
and petrochemical
industries. Their average
effective buying income is
over $7500 per family.
You reach them and over
700,000 other prosperous
Texans and Louisianans
in this petroleum, petrochemical, agricultural,
lumbering, manufacturing
and shipping rich Hot
Spot only through KFDM-TV.
Peters-Griffin
-Woodward

CHANNEL

BEAUMONT
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WRAP-UP
was its marquee billing of Bill Vernon, BlairTV. The occasion was the February business luncheon meeting of the RTES Time Buying and Sell-

A "FIRST"

ing Seminar.

AT

THE

LEXINGTON

HOTEL

Mr. Vernon addressed the group with his views on "The Three C's of Time Buying"

ADVERTISERS
An old aficionado of radio. Bristol-Myers' Sal Hepatica (Y&R),
is running a special test in the
medium after a several years absence.
The buy is in just a few markets
and expansion depends on the results
of a merchandising angle connected
with the test.
For the older listeners: remember
when Fred Allen and Eddie Cantor
sold that "Smile of Good Health"
slogan on a year-in-and-\ ear-out assignment?
Campaigns:
• Continental Airline has outlined a tv saturation campaign in its
four major jet cities — Chicago, L.A..
Denver, and Kansas City — to push its
Get Jet-to-Europe Treatment nithin
the used.
USA Agency:
slogan. Animated
10's «ill
be
J WT.
• Odo-Ro-No I Northam. Warren,
Stamford. Conn. I will slanl its message to the homemaker via nine nel-

LAUNCHING A "BIG FIFTH" campaign
for the broadcasters of El Paso. Texas, is pert
Glenda

Eldridge displaying their emblem.

They want the rest of the country to know
about their tremendous
radio tv expansion
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work daytime i\ shows. T\ will also

to genet al advei tising manage] , Cai

Be used to launch the company's new
product
Vdjusta-Roll.
• Sabena Belgian World
iir«
lino w ill use radio ^\<<>i in the major markets to bolster it> new sixinoiilli long campaign, \gene\ : McEann-Marschalk Division McCannErickson.

nation's In-taut Products division,
Carnation, L.A. . . . Richard Barrack, from assistant ad manager,
Watkins Products, Winona, Minn., to
advertising manager, feed division,
Pillsbury, Minneapolis . . . Delberl
1). Thompson, from advertising and
sales promotion manager, borne laundr\ department, Hotpoinl division
(iencral l.leelrie. to ad\ertising manager Zenith Sales, Chicago . . . Hubert Bechet de Balan. from managing director, Renault, Holland branch,
to general sales, service, and merchandising manager, Renault, I .S.A.
. . . Glenn E. Martin, from ad man-

• Colonial Provision, New Knglaiul meal packing firm, going heav)
p spot (\ and radio lor its toj truck
nve-awa) promotion. On u the spots
will be slotted On Big Brother Hob
tmery, Rex Trailer. Bozo the Clown.
and The Three Stooges, \gen<-\ :
Jerome O'Lear) . Boston.
• La Rosa, last week, began a
Lenten promotion using 80 radio
spots weekl) in all the La Rosa markets from New England and the middle Atlantic states to Florida. In New
Kork City, the campaign is bolstered
on \\ VBC-TV's morning show. Down
memory Lane. Agency: Hicks &
Greist.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Robert J. Davis. Jr.. from advertising
manager, Carnation's Cereals division,

ager. 15. I". Goodrich, tire division, to
Kell\ -Springfield lire ( ompain . as
advertising manager.

Broadcasting

Corp.,

and

John

The) were elected v.p. 'a: Jaj S.
Salamon. directoi ol marketing; and
Wayne M. Biklen, general mana
Staunton operations,
ii VSR Products, di\ i~inii I'liilip Mori i-.

AGENCIES
Gardner St. Louis has picked oft"
P&G's Jiff peanut butter from
Burnett and Northrnp. King &
do., an obi Minneapolis seed
firm. Iron, BBDO.
For P&G Gardner also handle*
some Duncan Hines mixes.

General Foods assigns three:
George Plass, from marketing manager. Jell-0 division, to special projects consultant to Herbert M. Cleaves,

world.ents than an \ other

GF's executive, v.p. marketing . . .
Howard K. Bloomqnist. from marketing manager. Post division. Battle
Creek. Mich., to Jell-0 division marketing manager; and James R. Darl-

Agencj appointments: Hazel Bishop, from Raymond Spector to North
. . . Orcadian
(hardens to Smith/

A DAY-LONG SESSION of the New York chapter of American women in Radio and Television held recently, featured key speakers: (l-r)
J. L. Van Volkenberg, president M-E Productions, Herbert Evans, pres.
People's

ing. From advertising and merchan
dising manage) . J «l l-< ) dh ision, to
im.ii kit in- counselot in the i orpoi ate
marketing area.

Denninger,

v.p.,

Blair-TV

Gardner says it got the seed account I'd ause the agent \ has invested more dollar- for agricultural cliagenc)

in 1 11< -

APPOINTMENT OF Robert E. Eastman & Co. as nat'l rep of WFBL,
Syracuse, N.Y. and KORL, Honolulu, H.I. sees [l-r] Henry Wilcox,
gen'l mgr., WFBL; Robert Eastman, pres. Robert E. Eastman; Hal
Davis, v.p. -gen'l mgr. KORL; Earl Willoughby, treas., Founders' Corp.

ITIMEBUYERS from advertising agencies in the Bay Area attended the KPIX, San Francisco,
lluncheon to introduce their new program format. They are (l-r): MacLean Chandler, BBDO;
Pom Ely, KPIX chief engineer; Betty Share, BBDO; Charles Russell, BBDO; Louis Simon, KPIX
Igen'l mgr.; Duncan Galbreath, BBDO; Lloyd Cunningham, Cunningham Adv't.; Estelle Everly,
KPIX salesman
and Paul Scheiner,
BBDO;
Elizabeth Loeber,
Mary
and Walsh;
iningham

THE

MOURNFUL

in Radio WINS.

LOOKI

NG JUDGES

pose

N.Y., "Dogs Award

Blue

Ribbons to People Contest." To best human
trickster
$100
and
a Rival
Blue
Ribbon
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Greenland . . . Dedham Plaza Shopping Center and Dedham Plaza Merchants Assn., Providence Highway,
Dedham, Mass., to Allenger, Brookline . . . Kitty Clover-Denton. Springfield, Miss., (Kitty Clover Potato
Chips) to Allmayer, Fox & Reshkin, Kansas City . . . Gioria Macaroni
and Specialty Foods, Buffalo. N. Y.,
from Lloyd Mansfield to Storm,
Rochester. N. Y. . . . Stauffer Chemical, New York Citv, to Adams &
Keyes, N.Y.C. . . . Coca-Cola's Fanta
Beverage division 'Fanta flavored
drinks and Sprite) to McCannMarschalk . . . WNEW radio. New
York City, to Paper!, Koenig, Lois,
New York City . . . Swan Shoe, Baltimore, toGalhraith. Hoffman & Rogers, N.Y.C
Northrup, King & Co.,
seed firm, to Gardner, for its Farm
Products . . . Instant foods to Richard K. Manoff, N.Y.C. for its new
line of instant soups. Coup Instant
Soup . . . WTRY. Albany, N. Y.. to
Storm.
More agency appointments:
New
York State Electric & Gas Corporation, to Rnmrill, Rochester, N. Y.
. . . Bar-B-Cuhes. division St. Regis
Paper Company, to Yardis, Philadelphia.

PEOPLE

ON THE MOVE:

James

R. Dwyer, Jr., from } &R, to Robert
Conahay, New York City, as copy supervisor .. . Daniel I. Knight, from
Wl!. Chicago, to tv account executive and assistanl to John R. Allen,
v.p. and manager, Ml. Productions,
Chicago . . . Robert S. Champion,
from district sales manager, Whirlpool Corp.: William A. Stonebcrg,
From account supervisor, Riddle,
Bloomington, III.: and Richard J.
Dixon, from account executive, MacFarland Vveyard, Chicago, all to
Earle Ludgin, Chicago, as account
executives . . . John E. Doblc. From
Bates, i" BBDO, as account group
Inad for IY|i-i< ..Li . . . George II.
Ogle, From account executive, Benton & Bowles, to Lcnnen \ Newell, as
,n count executive on the ( lolgatePalmolb e account . . . Robert \\ .
Boyle, tn media and research director, [Veals. Roether, Hickok, Orlando,
Fla. . . . Samuel F. Jackson, from
t\ salesman, I leadle^ -Reed, to sales
-I a ff. Weed Television, New ^imk
office . . . Man Johnson, from Norman, Craig Si Kummel, t" cop) group

head, Mogul, Williams & Savior . . .
Ted Krough and Bob Haumesser,
to Honig-Cooper & Harrington, San
Francisco, as co-creative directors.

They were elected : Charles Fredericks, Jr.. a v.p. at Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather . . . George Oswald, a
senior v.p. at Ge\er. More\. Madden
& Ballard, from Kenyon & Eckhardt
. . . Thomas H. Young, Jr., a v.p.
in the international department.
Fletcher Richards. Calkins & Holden.

New quarters: The Clements Company, in Philadelphia, at 1405 Locust
Street.

ASSOCIATIONS
A

diversification of

opinions,

concerning tv programing control, was aired before the Chicago meeting of the AWRT by agency, advertising and station men.
Some of the speakers — and their
comments:
• Sterling Quinlan. WBKB. Chicago: "Networks control programing, and packagers to some extent.
This is evidenced 1>\ the way networks dump shows when they are in
trouble. The onlv trouble with network control is that they try to please
too many

people- — the public, the

agencies, and the sponsors."
• George Bolas, Tatham-Laird. Chicago, v.p.: "Networks control programing with an increasing possessiveness, but advertisers and agencies
should have the opportunity to consider programing, too. The most interested inprograms, in the long run.
are the advertisers. They know thai
their sponsor-identification dependupon the impression they leave on
the viewing public. This can be either damaging or helpful, depending
on • the
program."
Douglas
Smith. S. C. Johnson
& Son. advertising and merchandising
director: "There is no single control.
but advertisers are held responsible,
In the public, For what is brought inin the li\iiiLr room via the tv screen.
\d\eitiser responsibility carries over
into program content and good la-te
in advertising. The networks and the

• Peter G. Peterson, Bell & Howell.
Chicago, executive v.p.: "'The only
wa\ networks can mature is by making their own mistakes. They should
be solely responsible for program]

Steinman Stations, Lancaster. Papresident and general manager
Clair R. McCollougb, has been
elected chairman of the \ \B
board of directors.
McCollougb. who will serve until
the Board meets in June. 1962. fills
the vacancy made b\ the death of
Harold E. Fellows, last March.
Other NAB doings: Thomas C.
Bostic. chairman of the NAB Radio
Board. W. D. Rogers, chairman of
the NAB Television Board, and Clair
I!. McCollough. new 1\ -elected board
of directors chairman, have been appointed as committee to serve in an
ad\ isory capacity to NAB president
LeRoy Collins.

TV STATIONS
Ideas at work :
• WQXR. New York City, put into brochure form the story of it- mle
in the successful launching of a new
product. l)ill\ Beans. The slim-jim
style pamphlet entitled AH Ah out
Dilly Beans, traces the product from
it- homemade beginnings to it- first
advertising venture in August. 1960.
Photo- and caricature sketches also
depicl the radio commercials used 9
the station as well as cost and consumer reaction.
This "n" data: KTYI.

St. Loufl

put into operation a large four-sided
electronic traveling me— age sign 100feel high above il- station. Operated
on a pei fuiated type system, the sifl
flashes new-, weather and -port- t<>
viewers via six Feel high letters, just
seconds after it is received in the
new- room . . . WW TV, Cadillafl
Mich., back on the air after a twoweek recess caused when fire destroyed it- transmitter and studios
. . . TelePrompTer has bought Klmira Video, Elmira, V i .. a cominunilv antenna t\ system.

advertisers have an obligation to the
consumei w In ■ pays the bill* by buying the proi

luct.

ire

K
Sports

sales:

-i'i>\-oi;

Lorillard

il.ennen
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Newell ' has contracted with W .1/ -T\ .
Baltimore, for co-sponsorship "I 50
televised Baltimore
Oriole baseball

Firm's secretary -treasurer:
Purcell.

Adele

Ideas ni work:
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Carl

\\ . Vandagrift, from general manager, ki \\ . Cleveland, to newl) created Westinghouse Broadcasting post,
staff coordinator for special corporate
projects . . . Don Searle, principal
owner nf KMM.I. Grand Island, Neb.,
.iikI KXXX, Colby, Kansas, to Hamilton-Landis Si Associates, media brokerage firm, San Francisco . . . Stephen O. Shannon. Jr.. from director of promotion, KPHO radio and
i\. Phoenix, Ariz., to assistant to the
executive vice president, Meredith
Broadcasting, Omaha . . . Emmet \.
Hattsett. Jr.. from general sales manager, \\ ITI-TV, Milwaukee, to similar
post, W \<;\-TV. Atlanta. Ga. . . .
Charles A. W ilson. from manager,
sales development, \\CVI\. Chicago, to director national sales, kl)\l.
an. I KDAL-TV. Chicago.. . John W.
I'arhain. from the Times-Picavune,
New Orleans, to -ales staff, W DSI T\ . that cit) . . . Pal Boisseau, from
new- director, to editorial director,
\\ KRC, Cincinnati. Ohio.

RADIO

STATIONS

Hartford. Conn. \\k\B has broken awaj from the stereotyped
mode of somber, deep-throated
newscasting and adopted a lijibter. more personal manner of reporting.
The new
"first-person
style, a
|strom: departure from the usual rapid|fire staeeato spiel, is being used during three-minute short-reports, on the
hour and half-hour, throughout
the
Ibroadca-t <la\ .

Harold L. Raphael, formerly with
W V\Z and WLW
in sales, has
jjjoined Ad-Image. Inc., Ne\% York,
as president.
Ad-image
furnishes stations with
'tailored commercial
jingle- for ac■ omit- the) re tr\ ing to sell.
The theor) : by supplj ing an adhertiser with an image-building compercialvalue
he'll out
Ik- able
to get Five
maximum
hales
of radio.
markets are now using the sen i< e.
-PON-OK
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A. Pittsburgh,

Pa., has a

campaign going to encoui age a greal
er use of the area's mass transit facilities The plan : the station is offei
ing free i ides on a "solid gold streeti ar" and making those who do. eligible foi pi izes. I he station is also ail
ing comments 1>\ prominent citizens
on the subject of how mone> can be
saved through the use of the transil
facilities.
The Pittsburgh
Railways
compan)
is backing up the promotion b) pro\ iding regular reports <>"
traffic condition-.
• W Ilk. ( Cleveland. < mio, personalit\ Scott Burton who ret entlj solicited suggestions for a new endurance test, has accepted the challenge
leveled at him 1>\ Sahara Motoi Motel
president Marvin Mintz. The deal:
Burton will spend one week as guesl
of the motel with, at his command, a
24 hour per da\ valet, a Cadillac
limousine, and a full time private secretary .Not to mention the entire 150
person Sahara stall. Burton will
change rooms dail\ and be carried to
and from the Sahara dining room in
an Egyptian carrj cart. He will also
be free to entertain as often and alavishl) as he desires. Should Burton
survive the Sahara luxur) test (to determine his maximum happiness quotient checked dailj b) a medic and
psychiatrist i he w ill be sent, bj the
motel management, to Miami- I" ontainbleu Hotel for an additional 2week luxury treatment.
• WCPO, Cincinnati. Ohio, observed the third anniversar) ol its
■"color radio" b) running a series ol
zam contests. Here's how the most
popular the fried egg-on-rye gimmick worked: the station made oni he-air phone calls from various phone
booths around the citj offering a 820
bill to persons delivei ing a Fried egg
sandwich on rye to the designated
phone booth within 10 minute-. Other contests during the 1!'> hour long
promotion included a letter writing
contest: Miss WCPO competition.
and a contest searching for the dog
with the most personalis .
• WLOS, Vsheville, Y C, got itcall letter- on posters in -onie .iii supermarkets without having anything
to do with

it.

The\

were

placed

bj

INTRODUCING

THE NEW

iiimim-uisT
HOTEL

39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK
Salon-size

rooms

• Terraces

• New

appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.
Single SI 5 to S22
Suites to S60
Special rates by the month or lease

Robert Sarason, General Manager
ORegon 9-3900
Teletype NY-1-4295

enter your
personal
subscription
to SPONSOR
$8 for 1 year
$12 for 2 years

girl scouts who saw the device as an
opportunity to cash in on the CCA promotions. The poster asked that shoppers turn into the troupe the empties
of certain products so that it could
accumulate CCA points, which in turn
would mean SO much cash.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Perry
B. Bascom, from national sales manager, Westinghouse Broadcasting, to
general manager. KYW, Cleveland . . .
Paul Von Hagel, WRAP, Norfolk.
Va., v.p. and general manager, to
general sales manager, WEAR-TV,
Mohile-Pensacola . . . Robert Mounty, from account executive, to local
sales manager. WIP. Philadelphia . . .
Bill Woods, from station manager,
KVOU. Uvalde. Tex., to manager.
KEPS, Eagle Pass. Tex. . . . Sidney
Kin<r, from manager. KEPS. Eagle
Pa«s. Tex., to manager. KATI. Casper. Wyoming . . . Charlie Temple,
from sales staff, to local sales manager. KFJZ. Fort Worth, Tex. . . .
Gerald Thorsen, to account executive, KAYO. Seattle . . . William J.
McDowell, from account executive.
to general manager. KHJ. L.A. . . .
James R. Eastman, from program
and news director, WBMC, McMinnville, Tenn., to news director, WSIX,
Nashville. Tenn . . . Dennis Voy.
from program director, to station
manager, KMAQ, Maquoketa, Iowa
. . . James G. Wells, from national
sales director. Leland Rishee Broadcasting Co. (KRUX. Phoenix, and
KTKT. Tucson), to assistant general
manager, Bishee Broadcasting . . .
Sam Feigenbaum, to sales staff.
KEJL, Scranton. Pa.

Retired:
Clyde
D. Pemberton.
from KFJZ. Fori Worth, Texas, after
20 years as local sales manager.
Resigned:
Bill Beaton, as general
manager k\\ KW. Tlollvwood.

Kudos: Broadcast Music president
Carl Haverlin recipienl of the Lincoln Award of the yeai fi om the Fincoin (,i oup of ili«- I >isti icl "l < lolumhia . . . WGTO. I yrpress Gardens,
Fla.. station manage] G. Max Kimbrel. |%1 recipienl of the Silvei
Medal Award from tlic Lakeland \d\ ertising < Hub.
76

Tbisa 'n< data: WKOK, Cleveland, Ohio, has expanded its 5:30
p.m. news program to a full 15-minute report . . . Keystone Broadcasting has issued a new rate card.

Sports mite: J. A. Folger & Company, and American Tobacco (Dual
Filter Tareyton Cigarettes) have renewed sponsorship of the San Francisco Giants 1961 broadcast schedule
over KSFO, San Francisco . . .
WMNI, Columbus, Ohio, to broadcast exclusively the Columbus Jets
baseball games.

NETWORKS
CBS

Net radio affiliates: WMGY, Montgomery, Ala.; WTTM, Springfield,
Mass.: and WNDR, Syracuse. N. Y..
all to Mutual.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Arnold Becker, from assistant manager,
CBS TV research department, to manager of coverage and research analvsis, CBS TV research department . . .
Robert Rafelson, from story editor,
CBS' The Witness, to manager of program development. ABC TV.
Resigned : Richard L. Linkroum.
from NBC TV as v.p., special programs.

TV has gone the way of its

competitors in its latest revamping of the daytime schedule:
loading up the sequence with
quiz or game shows.
Apparently tv film reruns haven't
clicked for CBS, because it pulled another delegate of that persuasion:
December Bride.
The network's also shelved two
soap operas, Far Horizon and Full
Circle, replacing them with game
shows.
The new morning lineup:
10: / Love Lucy
10:30:
Video Village
1 1 : Strategy

REPRESENTATIVES
Storer Broadcasting, in looking
around for personnel to staff its
own rep firm subsidiary — Storer
Television Sales — has named two
of its station men to head up the
New York ami Chicago branch
offices.
The duo:
John I). Kellv. national sales manager of WJW-TY. Cleveland, will supervise a nine man selling team in
New York Citv: George I . Lyons.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, Ohio, national
sales manager, will head up a five
man office in Chicago.

11:30: Surprise Package
There'll be another game

show,

replacing Circle, at 2:30. It's called
What's ) our Decision? Add 'em up
and you've gol lour game shows,
three of ihem new.

CBS

reports that its radio ailili-

ates, in spotlighting the net's programing changeover last November, sank a total of $175,000 in
newspaper ads over a three-day

PEOPLE

Net tv sales: General Insurance
Company

of Seattle. Wash., (Cole

S \\ ebei I has bought sponsorship ol
NBC's majoi league baseball telecasts
. . .Times to sponsor NBC TV's The
Time* lll-Stai Circus, 25 March.

MOVE:

Jack

Kabateck, from account executive.
Headley-Reed, Chicago, to account
executive. Torbet. Allen & Crane. F. \.
. . . Paul L. Kinsley, from director
of market research and sales development. Broadcast Time Sales, to Bernard Howard, in a similar capacity
. . . Robert Bell, to Bernard Howard, as account executive.

period.
The stations also put to work oilier
advertising devices: billboard and
postei displays, i\ announcements
ami on-the-air saturations.

ON THE

FILM
NTA is on its way toward resetting its financial structure with
regard to NT&T and 20th Century-Fox, two principal holders
of NTA'a indebtedness.
In the fiscal year ending September
I960 M \ grossed $19.0 million,
SI 1.1 million of il in motion picture
and film sales.
spoNsOK
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It amortized $1 1.9 million, showed
a net loss uf $7.0 million, and increased its net worth from 82.0 million to $4.2 million.

Bales: Ziv-1 \> Miami Under covet
now iii 117 markets, latesl sales being
to Colonial Stores on \\ l.\\ -( I, ( !ojumbus; Joseph's Super Markets in
roledo; Piggl) Wigglj Stores on
M)l B-TV, Lubbock; Texas State Op-

Shell (K&E), foi NBC
TV.

l\. and ABC

Programs and production: Jay«
ark Films to produce more Bozo the
Clown episodes and to obtain new
post-1948 featuie films for distribution . . . Lunar Productions filming Joe) Trouble in association with
CBS T\ . . . Affiliated TV, Inc., acquired world t\ rights to make a spe( ial on ( lannes Film Festival.

Seal il'.W R&R) on KTBC-TV, Austin; Rockydale Quarries on WSl.Sl\. Roanoke; Hanson's Service Station iArizona Promotions I on K\'( ) \.
TV. Tucson; Richfield Construction
and Mart Jewelers on WIMA-TV,
Lima: Knapp Che\ rolet and \ alle\
Implement on KGBT. Harlingen; and
to stations WJBF, Augusta; KGHLTV. Billings; \\ VST, Ubany; and
kn I). Bakersfield . . . NTA's SixtyOne for 61 feature film package now
in 65 market..: latest sales are \\ BZrV. Boston; KKTV, Colorado
Springs; \\ I! AL-TV, Raleigh; KCR ATV, Sacramento: \\ KSH-TV. Orlando: KMJ-TV, Fresno; WDAF-TV,
Kansas Cit) : KIlOl -TV, Houston,
and KTHV. Little Rock . . . Official
Film*" 1/-- Little Marp'e to WCBSl\. \eu York; WCA1 -TV. Philadelphia: WBBM-TV, Chicago; and
k \ \ I . Los Angeles.

International: Magnum

Commercials:

Joel Weissman

ap-

pointed slalT director at NTA Telestudios . . . Louis Schwartz joins
HI'H as executive producer . . . John
J. Heffernan to Gray-O'Reilh as
. . Tranafilm-Caravel's
sales v.p. .offices
executive
mo\e to II > Park
\\enue, New York . . . Los Angeles
Art Directors Club to use tv to promote their own exhibit as the state
museum of science and industry . . .
Animation Inc. won the onh Hollywood studio award at Hollywood Advertising Club awards; commercial
was for Franco-American spaghetti
I Burnett l . . . Spitzer, Mills &
Bates of Toronto won IBA trophy

network in Japan . . . VTA of Canada reports a new quarterly high:
ecent sales of feature films and/or
programs were to CJAY-TV, Winning: CBNT-TY. Winnipeg; CFCMTV. Calgary; CFTO-TY. Toronto;
KBI-TV, Prince Albert; CFCF-TV,
Montreal: CJCH, Halifax: CKOS-TV,
Vnrkton. and CKCO-T\ . Kitchener.

SPONSOR

mobile
unit
projects for
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phia, telecast The School I Imi l^ni
There, I _' February, in an effort to
acquaint viewers with the educational i i isis exist ing in the Pt. Pleasant,
Y I., ana.
More public sen ice action : W W L,
New Orleans, ha- started a weekly,
five-minute series, Whafs Vew, featuring editorial commenl on national
doings . . . WRCV, Philadelphia,
celebrated it- 2">ili yeai "I broadcasting Let's I isit I In- Zoo, with a sur|n i-e part\ foi it- moderatoi . Rogei
( ionant. ( ionant, the station, and the
Zoological Society ol Philadelphia received a number of award citations
from the Board of Education, the
City's Representative's Office, the
Conn
iwealth ol Pennsylvania Department of Forest and Waters, and
the \cadeni\ of Natural Sciences, at
this event . . . WJRT, Mint. Mich.,
readying for I'' March, a series of
four special half-hour telecasts dealing with income tax.

TRADE
Research: NTA's Third Man scored
23.5 Arbitron and 40% share on
WNBC-TV, New York.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

liar

ohl Danson, Ton} Wysocki, and
Christopher Remington to I It as
syndication account executives . . .
Berne Tabakin appointed NTA
sales v.p. . . . Arthur M. Frankel
elected a--i-tanl secretar) of Screen
I .ems.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

St. Petersburg, Fla.. radio Btation
\\ FLA created a hit of sate drivinn awareness among its listeners
with the offer of a timely prize.
The lure:
1961 license plates.
The tree plates went to ~i\ writer*
of the best safety slogans.
Public service in action: WCCO,

Fttpe:
WFAA-TV's
I Dallas i doing major

ruary W l( Vlt AM ami I M.
I., i aised ovei S500 via
foi the I ish and I >am<
ol Nassau .< n< I ^ulfolk
. W RCV-TV, Philadel-

for Masquerade animation.

Televi-

Eon's new international subsidiary,
Eroducciones Marc IN. sold Peter
Gunn to Goodyear (McCann-ErickJjm) in seven Mexican markets; the
Mexico Citj branch of Magnum i~
headed In John Manson: branches
in Argentina and Brazil will l>e
opened in coniini; months ... Alfredo Fernandez, Jr.. named Screen
fiems sales manager in Mexico . . .
Television
Industries, Inc., sold
100 BKO
feature films to the MIK

Bab} Ion, I..
ait appeals
Associations
I ounties . .

Minneapolis-St. Paul, to show a documentarj concerning the traffic problem and proposed legislation, 23 Feb-

DATES

The Radio and Television Executive Society's highest award will
he presented to President Kenned) and former v.p. Richard M.
Nixon during ceremonies, 9
March, in the Grand Ballroom of
New York <jt\% Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
TheRTES

I'M Gold Medal Ward

will go to the tw" "for outstanding
achievement in broadcasting.1
Other Trade Date-:
3 March.
Advertising Women
of
New ^ ork Foundation annual ball.
(.land Ballroom. Waldorf-Astoria,
New x ork ( it\ .
7-!! April. New Mexico Broadc alters Association annual meeting, Angiers
Mexico.Motoi Hotel. Farmington, New
''-12 April, \\ estinghouse Bi oadcasting Compan) conference on pubPa. lic service programing, Pittsburgh,
k5 Max. CBS Television Network
and < BS I \ affiliates annual confei ence ol executives. Waldorf-Astoria,
New N ,,i k ( it\ .
^
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"MONTANA'S
Favorite
Salesman"

LvGT;

Jefferson Standard's Charlotte, N. C. tv
station, WBTV. Cookerly. who has served
the station as national sales manager since
1957. has been appointed general sales
manager, and Timberlake, who joined

Seven Cities & 13 Counties enjoy

• MISSOULA
• BUTTE

. HELENA

• ANACONDA

• DEER LODGE

• HAMILTON

• KALISPELL

.::.::./" ;.-.. . "Zz>

Thomas B. Cookerly i left i and J. W,
Timberlake, Jr., i below right) have been
named to top posts in the sales division of

SELL
60,300 TV HOMES
at less than
$1.00 per 1,000 TV HOMES!

KMSO-TV's Fine Lineup of CBS,
ABC & NBC Programming.

W BTV's sales force in 1953, was made
gional sales manager for the Southeast. Cookerly, a native of
mingham, Mich., was graduated from Duke University, joined
WBTV staff in 1952 in the promotion-publicity department. He
came a tv salesman one \ ear later, and

Proctor and Gamble salesman. A member,

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

and former v.p. of the Charlotte Advertising Club. Cookerlj also served one year as

you can t cover

president of the board of the Grocer Manufacturers Representatives Assn. Timberlake,
a native of Gastonia, was graduated from
the Lniversil\ of Ninth Carolina* School
of Journalism. Before joining Jefferson Standard he was with a
N. Y. Advt. firm, and the Vmerican Yarn and Processing Co.

wi ithout

WADK

Richard Barron, a WSJS, Winston-Saled
N. C. station staffer since 1944, has been
appointed administrative assistant to the
president of station- WSJS. WSJS-TY.
Harold Essex. Barron has been acting in

America's
Most Powerful
24 HOUR
SALES RESULTS THRU
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING

broadcaster, Barron was, during his stint
editor of the base newspaper and later served
as writer-producer for several top service originated show*
William

featuring a concentration of dynamic hometown personalities with
81 years of combined proven airsellinq exDeriencu'

WADK
ATLANTA

For Details And Avails Contact
Daren F. McGavren Co. or Stan
— Atlanta,

the capacit) of assistant to the genera
manage] and promotion manager for both
WSJS radio and t\. since 1957. \ veteran
the

Negro Station

Raymond— WAOK

reBirthe
be-

Carolinas' sales manager in 1955. Before
his affiliation with the station, he was a

National Representatives

ATLANTA

23

Ga.

for*

A. Cietz, local sales manager

loi W TAR Radio-TV Corporation. Norfolk. Va., since 1956, has been named general sales manager of W'l \!M\. Gietz,
who came to W TAB in 1950, from the
National Broadcasting Company, was graduated from I nioii College. Schenectady,
N. ^ . He is a member of the NorfolkPortsmouth Sales Executive Club and was
one of the club's L954 winner* for outstanding -ale* work in this
area. From Glen Ridge. N. J.. Gietz is married and the lather of two.
SPONSOR
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'hat has an eye patch to do with you ?
Two things.
One — it points out how brilliant a job advertising can really do.
Two — it proves that the advertiser who does it generally
winds up with the business.
The moral is obvious.

Which brings up two things more.

One — there are some 7500 men and women involved in the
purchase of national spot. Of this number — the top 2000
control over 95% of the total business. We call them
the "influential 2000". The most economical way to pre-sell
this "influential 2000" is via a schedule in SPONSOR
because SPONSOR has the greatest penetration
of influence with this "influential 2000" of any book
in the broadcast field.
Two — give your ads a "patch" of individuality. Without it—
the page you buy is empty. With it— you can spark a
purchase, increase a schedule, motivate a new appraisal,
change a buying pattern and build your station's
volume every year.

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV/RADIO

MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
Network radio has probably gone through more changes than any other ad
medium — and it's still changing. Hence, a revieiv of the medium's strong
points is often in order. Here's one from George Arkedis, vice president,
network sales, CBS Radio, who speaks with the salesman's zest and faith.
Tv doesn't scare Arkedis. He accepts the video medium

as the Marilyn

Monroe of the mass media but radio, he says, is the housewife of advertising, ".. . useful, dependable and always around when she is needed."

Quality, not quantity,
lore and more, the seller's viewpoint becomes our way
of life. Not since the days of Bruce Barton's earlv publication has selling achieved such stature on the American
scene. Evidently, no job is too great . . . no demand too
unreasonable . . . for those who sell.
I would like to describe for this column in 500 words a
living, breathing, selling medium that offers incomparable
advantages over newspapers, magazines, billboards, transit
cards, neon signs, sandwich boards — and even tv. As a
salesman, I cannot resist.
Presuming all my readers are regular followers of the
trade press, I shall omit the usual detailed account of radio's overwhelming set sales and distribution, as well as
the surging market in portables and transistors. Neither
shall I chronicle in blazing statist ii> the huge listenership
in automobiles and other places.
Numbers have lost their meaning, anyhow, to our society. With reported traffic deaths and gross national
product, the figures representing radio's growth have
-iiincliiiw grown as incommunicable as a toothache. Besides, the numbers game has fallen heir to a more severe
illness: distortive interpretation.
Network radio is a qualit) of broadcasting, not mere
quantity. It represents, an
g other things, top-notch reporting ami analysis of national and international news.
It s the sole medium that delivers commercials within the
framework of intelligent and meaningful programs to an
audience experiencing the normal routines of daih living.
\n habituall) attentive audience is raptured every broadcast daj l>\ network radio and one that believes your
commercial because of a learned reflex ... a buying reaction to the Bincerit) of, sa\. an Arthur Godfrej and the
authoi it\ of a new- ( ommentatoi ,
/ hat's u hat we sell.
Our producl i- 33 years ol accrued believability, sold
in intelligent programs ol sensible length.

80

sells network

radio

We in network radio have learned that news programs
require more time than before to tell the story of these
critical years. That's why, for example, we at CBS expanded our on-the-hour news broadcasts to 10 minutes.
On the half-hour, we program five-minute information
features that both entertain and convey intelligence about
the world in which we live.
Tv is a high fashion model, while radio reminds one of
the little woman at home. Television, after all, is the
Marilyn Monroe of the mass media . . . hip-swinging, attractive and sexy. Radio, in contrast, shares the image of
a housewife . . .'useful, dependable and always around
when she is needed.
Music, almost a preoccupation with local stations, is
sold by network radio, too. But it's often the other kind
of music — the New York Philharmonic and Cleveland
Orchestra variety. On radio alone, a sponsor can still buy
prestige at bargain prices.
If any readers of this column are skeptical of the power
of this medium, then I would refer them to a storj about
the stock market by Burton Crane in the 7 February issJ
of The Xew York 'Times. The article describes a fluctuation in the market which occurred when "the Presidents
address (on gold) became available to radio listeners."
The piece points out that radio brought the talk's content
to stockholders even as the President spoke, and their immediate reaction caused a market drop.
Evidently, people arc listening . . . and being influences
And the shareholders, rapt at their radio sets, probably

were hardh aware that the medium of influence was am
broadcasting
so integral a pari of our life has it becomfl
Or. as it was once phrased 1>\ a character in a pla\ b\
\\ illiam >ai OJ an :

"What

the)

do, boys, is creep up on you,

And I don't mean Indian-.
I mean \mei icans, o\ cr the radio.

1

s|mi\mii;
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OX» — Pravda
COUld
teach
llim . . • Let's face it. If we don't teach them, someone else
will: and the facts may come out distorted. > The Advertising Federation of America works to see that the youth of America
get expert and up-to-date instruction on the American economy. They recognize that some day soon this economy will be run
by today's youngsters. > AFA's Bureau of Education and Research, as well as the American Academy of Advertising and
AFA and Advertising Association of the West's network of ISO advertising clubs throughout the nation all participate in
this work. > They develop instruction techniques, upgrade marketing curricula, offer vocational guidance to thousands of
high school and college students and instructors. And— have you heard about their career-guidance program? You should.
Lend your leadership to this work of educating the businessmen of 1964. Invest in a membership in AFA-AAW. Write— now!
PREPARED

THE

ADVERTISING

655 MADISON

THE
FERRV

BY:

FEDERATION

AVENUE

ADVERTISING

ASSOCIATION

BUILDING

OF
NEW

SAN

OF

AMERICA

YORK

THE

FRANCISCO

21, NEW

YORK

WEST

11. CALIFORNIA

The Advertising Federation of Amenta and the Advertising Association nj the West and their t',0.000 members marshal the forces of the advertising
industry to protect its freedoms, to promote education in, for and about the profession, and to conduct public senile activities through its media.
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Employee relations: The media director called one of his timebuyers
into the office, slammed the door and
shouted. "Have you been messing

A new

era of profound

1961 will be remembered,

changes

we believe, as the beginning of

a completely new era in the development of the radio and tv

around with my secretary?" "No,
boss, honest." was the reply. "A ou
mean you've never dated her. never
even kissed her'.'''" was the next question. "Boss," he answered, "I've
never touched her." Said the media
director: "Good . . . then you fire

advertising business.
We are facing today changes in the character and practices
ot the industry which are already profound, and may

turn

out to be violently revolutionary in nature.
Governor Leroy Collins comes in as president of NAB and
Newton N. Minow assumes office as FCC chairman at a time
when

every one of the old interindustry relationships is

being shaken and challenged.
The evolving nature of network-station relations, the rising power of group owners, the shifting character of prime
lime program

schedules, the changing status of agencies and

Private eye: The detective shows
are sweeping West German television, we hear. Latest hit is set in
southern Bavaria and named for the
hero: Danke Shayne.
Discovery:
Critic John Crosby,
her!"
-peaking out against automobiles on
his \\ NEW-TV, N. Y., weeklj show,
charged that "graduallv. all of our
activities are being performed inside
cars. We have drive-in hanks. \\ e
see movies in cars. We eat in cars.

advertisers in their relationships to networks and stations, the

Yes, yes?

puzzling position of radio and tv program packagers — all
these and many other factors are contributing toward a new

Direct question: The country's recent snowstorms reminded Earl Wilson about the time H. Allen Smith,

kind of industry, as different from yesterday's as IBMs
iron i firecrackers.

are

then a reporter, phoned in to sa\
he'd miss work: he'd hurt his leg

At such a time we believe that it is particularly important

slipping on the ice. To this explana-

for everyone with a stake in air media, to keep a close and

tion, the cit)
how were
youeditor
able demanded.
to get your"But
leg
inside a scotch-and-soda glass?

careful ear to the ground.
Only by understanding what is taking place can you hope
to (hart an intelligent and profitable course.
During coming months sponsor

will devote intensive edi-

torial coverage to reporting and explaining the new and significant trends in the industry. We believe that never, in our
15 year history, has the careful readership of SPONSOR

been

so important for agencies, advertisers, and broadcasters.

The

rating systems

again

Go on. Mr. Crosby.

Forerunner? BBDO's N. Y. house
magazine noted that the first cartoon
Geor»e Olden I of its t\ art dept.)
ever submitted to The Xeu ) orker
was included in the 25th \nni\eisar\
album. It showed a radio announcer
reading: "Insist on Pasfo! Remember that when you drop the first letter and interchange the next two si-

We certainly have never been enchanted with the idea that

multaneously substituting an 'e for
I he linal °n." it spells Safe. Yes,
I'asfo i- the -ale wa\ to counteract

ratings should dictate so manv radio and l\ decision- by
advertisers and agencies.
But we do want to voice a note of caution about the new

the annoying discomfort that so often accompanies the common bead
cold." Now. George, we have t\
mill heads with hammers in them

proposals l>\ Senator Magiui-on and. apparently Mes-is. Col-

and nostril-measuring machines.

lins and Minow lor an "investigation"" ol rating systems.
Too
often
lawmakers
and others have
suggested
such
probes out ol a conviction that the systems were
tenl or 2) dishonest.
Neither of these is true.

I | iiicompe-

I he rating problem can't be solved bv name-calling.

82

^

Split
noticedpersonality:
that a tradeM5C's
daily Dick
had Stark
Jack
Barr) leaving lor Richmond, \ a., on
the same daj thai a show biz weekly
bad Jack Barr) leaving for Japan.
That could he painful.
SPONSOR
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NSI SURVEY— GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

BUT... You'll See BIG Things Happen
In Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids When
WKZO-TV Carries Your Message!

AREA

October 17-November 13, 1960

WKZO-TV is, and has always been, the biggesl thing
in television in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater
Western Michigan.

Quarter Hours in Which Stations Deliver Most Homes
Per Cent of Total

No. of Quarter Hours
WKZO-TV

STATION B WKZO-TV

Mon. thru Fri.
7:30a.m.-Noon
Noon-6 p.m.

55
70

Sun. thru Sat.
6 p.m. -9 p.m.
9 p.m. -Sign off

72
110

31.3%

68.7%
58
%

25
50

42

%

WKZO-TV's position even more important.
For example
between now and 1965 Kalamazoo alone is predicted
to grow faster, in terms of personal income and retail
sales, than any other U. S. city (source: Sales
Management Survey — July 10, 1960).
Put the solid push behind your product that only
WKZO-TV can give in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. And
if you icant all the rest of outstate Michigan worth having,
add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV schedule!

14.4%
2.7%

85.6%

12

NSI (see left I proves that no other station reaches
as man\ homes in this area as frequently as WKZO-TV!
But the size and growth record of the markel makes

STATION B

97.3%

3

'J

♦ A'arr halhcrback turtles have weighed up
to 1,902 lbs. and grown to 9 feet in length.

37te Sefxe* SftoUumb
WKZO-TV
WKZO

—

GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

WJEF RADIO — GRAND
WJEF-FM —
WWTV

GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

— CADILLAC-TRAVERSE

KOLN-TV —

CREEK

WKZ0TV

RAPIDS

CITY

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

100,000

WATTS
•
CHANNEL
3
•
1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western
Michigan

Avery-Knodel,

Inc., Exclusive National

Representative!

TTC — A symbol of service...
service that earns loyalty and
acceptance from an audience
...service that offers a high
degree of cooperation and
guarantees integrity to its
advertisers. In program planning, in daily operation, in
creative public service, Transcontinent stations give depth
to this symbol of service
as they constantly strive
to fulfill the finest objectives of broadcasting today.

WROC-TV,

WROC-FM,

WGR-TV,

WGR-AM,

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV,
WGR-FM,

Buffalo,

N. Y. •

Bakersfield, Calif.

KFMB-TV,

KFMB-AM,

KFMB-FM,San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,
WDAF-TV, WDAF-AM,
Kansas City, Mo.

TRANSCONTINENT

TELEVISION

CORP.

Penn.

. 380 MADISON

Represented

by

(J^^XT^)

Th' °",,n" s",,on """"'

"

AVE., N.Y. 17
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LOTS MORE
SPOT CARRIERS
NEXT SEASON
Review of sponsorship
patterns shows a big
jump in the hour-long
adventure-type
show
Page

33

Why
ridinggames
high are
on day web tv
Page
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CANAVERAL
• MELBOURNE

36

Can you place
these faces?—
an instant quiz
Page

39

SAG, AFTRA
and tv ad costs
MIAMI

(continued)
Page

40
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rseverance and faith in a new concept are the

basic elements which help to create progress. Frank Lloyd Wright believed in the architectural concept
that form should follow function. And his perseverance in face of strong opposition was justly rewarded.
Today his great "know

how" is reflected in more than thirty states. In all facets of our present-day

business world it becomes evident that those firms who fully utilize their collective "know how" are the
ones justifiably rewarded by the new business it creates.

WFAA

dallas • radio & television
The St.

With The "Qualil

SERVING THE GREATER
BROADCAST

DALLAS-FORT WORTH

MARKET

SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING

NEWS

buy St Louis *a la card
*KTVI

rate card your lowest
cost per thousand TV buy in St Louis

«*-

2T' *i

ffl

I

V

«

**;.<-•

■/

Dorsey's

Gaslight Square in St. Louis

CHJCTOTEaL,
ST. LOUIS
HPONSOR

•
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CHANNEL 9

THE

NEWS

WEEKLY

COLUMBUS, GA.
A

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated

only primary

audience

ABC

on the

Top

ABC

like Maverick,
McCoys,
and

The
Price
News

Cheyenne,

Sunset

70 Sponsor- Week in Pictures

63 Washington Week

79 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

DIGEST

OF ARTICLES

Lots more spot carriers in '61

33

A sharp increase in participation film series is anticipated by all three
tv networks for the fall season. Full sponsorships are on downgrade

The

36

CBS TV to throw three new game shows against same type on NBC TV
at 11 a.m., 11:30 a.m., and 2 p.m.; two soap operas go off air shortly

How

Strip, Hong

38

NBC

like Wagon

is

Right,

NBC

tv games forced CBS switch

. . . plus top

Snow uses radio promotions

Snow Canning and its agency keep a weather eye peeled for merchandising ideas to give their spot radio campaign that extra sales effectiveness

Train, The

Huntley-Brinkley

and Perry Como

syndicated

Film-Scope

The Untouchables.

Best of

Programs

64

25 Sponsor- Week

How
•

USE

70 Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up

Programs!

Real

ADVERTISERS

station between

Shows

Kong,

TV/RADIO

19 Sponsor-Scope

Atlanta and the Gulf!

•
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8 Newsmaker of the Week
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Can you place these faces?
39

Quick quiz to test your ability to identify 15 gentlemen
and a lady
who occupy places of influence in the industr) but are seldom pictured

programs.

SAC, AFTRA,
40

CHANNEL

l'a,t II °f special
report
describes
confusing
negotiation
problem
on talent prices involving unions, networks, film producers, and agencies

9

Bored with the Bard?

00©©
COLUMBUS,

and tv ad costs

43

Not these U.S viewers

Standard Oil Co. has proved again that there"- an audience for adult rt
programing with the spmi-nr-hip <>f Sliake-peaie -cries. ' \n Age of King-

Quaker Oil gets d.j. impact on radio
44

Quaker State, the 50-year-old premium oil maker, who last year tested
the d.j. personality appeal type of salesmanship,
will do it again

FEATURES
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Chattanooga!
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EXACTLY

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
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Senior

FITS

Editor

News Editor
Ben Bodec
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• THOMASVILLE

WDBO-TV
Channel

G - CBS

- Blair TV Assoc.

^H— I

There's a
different aside
to FIox*icla, too...
There's the South Georgia side— inseparable from
Northeast Florida in terms of an effective marketing effort. And there's
the one-sided picture offered to television advertisers: WJXT

offers

65 vs 39 county coverage to saturate the entire region . . . and goes on to
lead with a 2 to 1 margin in share of audience, according to the
latest Neilsen. In the metro market or in the total market, no matter
how you figure it, WJXT

consistently shows its brightest side to advertisers.

WJIXT ^
^
JACKSONVILLE.

Represented by CBS

FLORIDA

Television Spot Sales

I
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:

wjxt

channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida wtop

radio Washington, D. C. wtop-tv

channel 9, Washington, D C.

K-TOP

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Happens

To Be...

Three
named

time-tested and toughened ivatch-dogs have been
to the Federal Trade Commission by President Kennedy to serve as fair-and-equal buffers between public and
business and to maintain FTC functions in such areas as

® Better
>
a

unfair trade practices and misleading and /or false advertising claims. Key among them is the neiv chairman. Paul
Randall Dixon. 47-year-old Democrat from ISashville, Tenn.
The

newsmaker:

Paul Randall Dixon within the next 10

days is expected to be approved by the Senate as chairman of the
Federal Trade Commission after his nomination by President Kennedy. He will replace Earl W. Kintner, a Republican returning to
private law practice.
Dixon has a formidable track record in government legal service,
with almost two decades of trial work for the FTC and in his current
assignment as counsel and staff director of Estes Kefauver's Senate
anti-trust investigations. Dixon, as
well as his two new Presidentdesignated FTC associates, is expected to bear down hard and precisely on violations in business
within FTC's jurisdiction.
The other two commissioners

Media men who know their oats also
know that sales snap, crackle and pop in
the prosperous 750,000 N-E Kansas market when you sell em on K-TOP.
Pu/se and Hooper Prove
K-TOP TOP RATED
Pulse (Oct. '60) rates K-TOP No. I in
total, audience (40% Avg.) — 7 a.m.
to midnight.
Hooper (Aug.-Oct. '60) —
37.6% — 7 a.m. to noon
42.2% — noon to 6 p.m.

REPRESENTED BY F0RJ0E AND CO.. INC.

are Philip Elman. assistant to I be
solicitor general, and A. Even-It
Maclntyre, general counsel to the
House Small Rusincss Committee
and former FTC attorney . I Lat-

Paul K. Dixon

ter's appointment hinges on the
next vacancy. probabU
in September, i
Dixon went to work for the Federal Trade Commission as a trial
attorney in 1938, remaining there
1957 when he joined the Kefauver
with the Navy for three \ears. two
lieutenant commander (retired) in

except for wartime service until
group. He was on active dutj
overseas, and holds the rank of
the Navj Reserves.

His three years of service w it h the Kefauver committee centered his official government biograph) notes
"on a large number of important and difficult problems in the fields of restraints of trade.
Vmong them: "administered prices in man)
major industries, including steel, automobile, oil, bread and drugs.
Dixon is a graduate of Vanderbilt I . and the I . of Florida, was I
-t a i quarterback al the former and assistant football coach al the
latter. He's a membei of both the Tennessee and the Florida Bars.
The five-man commission which he will head now lips to the
1490

KC

TOPEKA

Democratic side of the political scale, with three Democrats one Republican and one independent (contrasted with the current make-up
of three Republicans and two Democrats). Ili> term ends in '67. ^
SPONSOR
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EXCLUSIVE
THREE CENTRAL FLORIDA
TV STATIONS
DRAMATICALLY PROVE
VIEWER PREFERENCE
WITH LATEST ARB
COMBINED FREQUENCY
INDEX OF 10.6

JACKSONVILLE
ST. AUGUSTINE

DAYTONA
BEACH

MORE VIEWERS WATCH and are loyal
to these Central Florida Stations than

CAPE
CANAVERAL
MELBOURNE
ST. PETERSBURG

any others.
FLORIDA'S ONLY INLAND MARKET
with primary and Grade B TV coverage
over ground. No signal waste over ocean.
EXPOSE YOUR SELLING MESSAGE
over 1,143,600 consumers.

•

ORLANDO is the third fastest growing
metropolitan market in the U. S.
WAREHOUSES for some products distributed inthe Central Florida market
are located in seaports of Jacksonville,
and Tampa, but the CONSUMING Central Florida market is penetrated only
by WESH-TV. WDBO-TV, and WLOF-TV.

MIAMI

Central Florida's exclusive TV market covers 19 counties, one-fourth of
Florida's TV homes. Coverage based
on 1960 ARB report.

Ch. 2 -NBC
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OVER

WLOF-TV
Ch. 9 -ABC

Ch. 6 -CBS
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Are we talking to ourselves?
At the AFA meeting in Washington earlier
this month I sat next to George Huntington,
exec. v.p. of the Television Bureau of
ing, during a session in which a parade
ers lashed such critics of advertising
Packard. Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and
Galhraith with a fine evangelic frenzy.

Advertisof speakas Vance
John K.

Most impassioned of the industry's spokesmen
was a former
McCann-Erickson
adman.
Northwestern

WESH-TV
Channel 2 - NBC — Avery-Knodel

professor

Steuart Henderson
Britt. whose
book "The Spenders"
has been
trumpeted as the definitive answer to "The Hidden Persuaders."
Britt does an eloquent job of defending the honor and chastity of
advertising against what he calls the "morality hucksters" but at
one point during his address. Huntington leaned over and whispered
to me, "They ought to have Vance Packard here."

/T

In Rochester, N.Y.
People Are
Switching
FROM

"TIRED" Radio

WVET
1280 KC
• FOR
• NEWS

MUSIC

THEY

NAMES

• COMPLETE

NEWS

BASIC NBC

LOVE

THEY

KNOW

COVERAGE

AFFILIATE

WVET RADIO, Rochester 4, N.Y.
Nal'l Rep.: Robert E Eastman & Co., Inc.
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I couldn't have agreed with him more.
The climate of the AFA meeting would have been forty times
healthier if the opposing side had been vigorously, even violently
voiced. As it was, we got an uninterrupted succession of advertisers, broadcasters, and advertising-minded economists who all told
us how wonderful we are — how noble, how nice, how necessarv to
America's economic welfare.

And this bothers me a great deal.

In fact I'm getting an increasingly uneasy feeling that in all the
new wave of industry "public relations'* — by the AFA. the ANA,
the AAAA, the NAB. and the TIO — we've been talking more and
more to ourselves.
Are we really coining to grips with our critics?
"Tarnishing; virtues . . . confusing manners"
The most bloodcurdling indictment of advertising I've ever seen
occurred in a recent Printers' Ink pice about Harvard professor
and historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr.. newl) named full-time special assistant to President Kennedy.
Schlesinger says his views on advertising can be summed up l>\
the spee.h of English essavist John Buskin to the manufacturers "I
Bradford nearlv 100 years ago:
"'Whatever happens to you. this, at least is certain, that the whole
of your lije u ill hare been spent in corrupting public taste and encouraging public extravagance. Every preference you have won b)
gaudiness must hare been based on the purchasers' vanity: every demand you have created by novelty has fostered in the consumer a
habit i>i discontent ; and when you retire into inactive life you may.
as a subject of consolation for your declining years, reflect that pre(iseh accoiiliiiix to the extent of your past operations, your life has
SPONSOR

been successful in retarding the arts, tarnishing the virtues, and
confusing the manners of your country."
Printers' Ink quickl) points out thai "a number of professional
economists do not -hare Schlesinger's views,1 a commenl w 11i< ■ }»
seems to me almo>t incredibl) naive.
Personall) 1 don't get an) comfort out of the notion thai maybe
a couple or three economists are on our side.
\\ hat (hills me is the knowledge that the anti-materialistic viewpoint on which the Ruskin-Schlesin-ci attitude is based has been
held 1>\ a lot of people far more influential than economist- in our
Western Civilization during the past four or five thousand vears.
\mong them, for instance, are some top-flight Old Testament
prophets,
some
impeccable
New
Testament
saints, and a host of
philosophers including such

Americans as Emerson
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and Thoreau.

I don't think we can refute such witnesses 1>\ sneering at them and
calling them names.
Or lessen their influence b) gleefully chanting,
'Advertising keeps the American economj
rolling ahead."
What then is our answer to their charges of ■'materialism?"

Are we ostriches about tv?
When it comes to anti-tv criticism I wonder if here too we aren't
snuggling our COS) little ostrich heads into the sand.
Let's admit that some of our critics are prett) dreadful. The
John Crosbys, Claire Luces. David Susskinds and Man a Mamies are
all too often given to outrageous exaggerations, to effeminate emotionalism, and to blind, unfair, unreasonable indictments.
WDBO-TVlWESH-TViWLOF-TV

But how about the kernel of truth in what the) say?
["here's not a man among us who doesn't admit privatel) that a
distressing amount of tv programing is nothing but tripe and junk.
But what are we doing about it'.-' What

are we saying about it'.''

Mostlv. I'm afraid, we're rushing around in a frenzy of self-backpatting about a small handful of damn good public service shows.
And were trying to pretend the rest ol the schedules don't exist.
I he other dav. in his first speech to the \ \B board. Governor Collins deplored the fact that the networks are so often the "spokesmen" for the industry.
Well I think the governor exaggerate-.
It is true that Frank Stanton last year spoke out loud and clear
for the repeal of Section 315. and in favor of free speech.
But I ha\en t heard a peep out of Stanton, or am

other network

eader. on the subject of dismal entertainment programs.
In mv

opinion the one. and almost the only important statement

that has been made in our industr) during the past year was deivered in April 1960 b\ Dick Salant of CBS.
Salant told the \rizona Broadcasters Association. "We must come
0 mips ourselves with the fundamental questions which, in the earlv
lays of broadcasting some of us had tended to neglect — the fundamental questions of who we are. what we are. what is the real nature
>f broadcasting and its relationships and obligations to the public. . .
'"What are the premises of broadcasting in our societ) and what
ire its promises? What are we doing in this business anvhow. and
low
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AWARD

CLUSIVE
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good a job are we doing?"

Salant s plea has fallen. I'm afraid, on pretty deaf ears. I've seen
ittle evidence that anyone is acting on his advice.
But if those of us in advertising and in broadcasting are ever
:oing to face our critics las some da\ we must | then we must face
irst. as he sa\s. ""the fundamental

question-'
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Irving A. Cross, Young T\ Corp., New York, points out that "In a
business world designed for speed and competition, the television
buyer must be faster and more agile than most. With the hca\ \
pressures of large and varied schedules, and the pressing need for
much speed in ordering these schedules, there is a great burden
placed upon the buyer. As a rule,
schedules are bought quicklv and
efficiently at most agencies. However, when the situation arises that
requires the purchase of upwards
of 100 markets it becomes an al-

WLOF-TV
Channel 9 - ABC - Young TV

kable
ark
RRe°mc
f0^im YOUR

most impossible feat for the buyer
to see all the reps, hear all the
presentations and make use of all
the information given him," states
Gross. "Several shops have o\ ercome this to a degree. When a
large buy is planned, they will ask
the reps to submit avails on different davs. thereby immediately cutting down the number of presentations heard each day. This makes
possible a more satisfactory buy. In cases of schedules planned for
main

markets, the staggered buving system will prove advantageous."

STIR
UP
SALES

Harry C. Meline, Kverett-McKinney. New York, feels. "Too man]
on the selling side believe that all complaints aboul so-called "bad
buys,' 'unfair treatment,' etc.. can be laid at the doorstep of the
bin er on an account. This isn't always so. There are main situations

BUY

where the buyer can't be blamed for what appears to be his personal
decision. For instance: ( 1 I station A is rated No. One. has the

WREX-TV
THE
HOT
GET THE FACTS
BUY
FROM OUR
PERSPIRING REPS
EVERY
MONTH
"W" K, E3 X- T V

H R TELEVISION. INC

CHANNEL-

ROCKFOHD

J. M.

12

BAISCH

coverage, yel Station C is bought.
Possible reason: strong local pressures and requests force the buy.
1 2) Station \ was bought. Reps
for Station H and C never were
called. Possible reason : the buyer
i> doing the work of three in an
understaffed and overloaded department. Records show he boughl
" \" last time around : he literal!)
doesn'l ha\ e the time to check oul
the others. (3) You've made a good pitch directly to the buyer he
liked it you feel the order i- all sewed up — Station I! i- bought
Possible reason: rep must make it clear to the stations where the
next move is so that a counter-pitch will have its greatest effect
si'onmh;
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Nearing completion at Orlando, Interstate Rt. 4 will be a key link in Florida's expanding

highway system.

MORE THAN 1,143,600 CONSUMERS BUY IN THE PRIMARY
COVERAGE AREA OF OUR CENTRAL FLORIDA MARKET
ONE OUT OF FOUR FLORIDIANS live in the 19 county Central Florida
market. Coverage is based on 1960 U. S. Census figures.
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S POPULATION is pacing Florida's growth rate, which
is three and one-half times faster than the U. S. average.
KIPLINGER PROJECTS Central Florida market population will average
more than 6,500 increase per month for the next ten years!
CAPE CANAVERAL
and 6 strategic
within the Central Florida market.

lentral Florida's exclusive TV market
overs 19 counties, one-tourth of
lorida's TV homes. Viewer preference for WESH-TV, WDBO-TV, and
VLOF-TV is dramatically proved with
he latest ARB combined coverage
requency Index of 10.6.
PONSOB • 27 FEBRUARY 1961

WDBO-TV
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n out of m
Including top-rated shows o\ all kinds: eight comedies,
three westerns, three variety programs, two suspense shows, one drat

1 1 out ol 20
Including five top-rated comedy programs (Nos. 5,10.1 1,14,18)— more than
the other two networks combined.

a out oiio
Including television's top-rated show for more than four years (No. 1);
television's most popular new show (No. 5 J ;
the show! with the longest record of popularity in television (No. 9).

1 GUNSMOKE

A

RAWHIDE

5

CANDID CAMERA

6. HAVE GUN

9

ED SULLIVAN

10.DENNISTHEMENACE

11. ANDY CRIFFITH

14

JACK 8ENNY

17

CE

THEATER

18

OANNV THOMAS

20.PERRYMF

J: gonial tO
7 ( BS Television Vctwork presents more than half of \ielsens
top-rated shou i including si *■ 0} the eight hits
I f th<- neu season (pictures numbered ^. //,-'>. 29, 39, W J.

HYLINE'

22. RED SKELTON

24. GERSHWIN

YEARS

25. PETE & GLADYS

29 ROUTE 66

30. DOBIE GILLIS

34 TO TEU THE TRUTH

3S

GARRY MOORE

37

LASSIE

HENNESEY

39. CHECKMATE

This remarkable record, based on the latest
nationwide Melsen report,' is actually an old story:
Throughout the past 134 Nielsen reports
issued since July 1955 the CBS Television Network
has averaged 22 of the 40 top-rated
programs.^ In 100 of these reports it has presented
more of the Top Ten than the other two
networks combined. In sum, if you are an ad\ ertiser,
producer, performer or viewer, the place to be is
'Ihe CHS Television Network.

0 ItS®

*Jnd January report. ' hiemng programs, aierage audience rating basis.

40. TOM EWELL

49th and
Madison
known
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Morality versus saleability

I hope Mr. Peterson of Bell & How-

I

I

FOOD STORE SALES*
$704,995,000
SOME "BLUE CHIP"
ADVERTISERS
USING WHU
TO REACH BIG, RICH
LONG ISLAND MARKET

Arnold's Bread
Birdseye
Bond Bread
Canada Dry
Carling Breweries
Carolina Rice
Coca-Cola
Hires
Manischewitz Wine
Merkcl Meats
National Biscuit Co.
Nescafe
Pepsi -Cola
Tender Leaf Tea
•Nassau-Suffolk (Sales Management

1960)

Over 400 top advertisers
chose WHLI in 1960.
Will you be on the
"preferred" list in 1961?

r

► 10,000 WATTS

ell replies to your "Commercial Commentary" of 30 January. 1961. I
would like to believe he disagrees
with your opinions. But whether he
does or not, I would like to add a
few comments of my own.
It seems to me that you are paying
homage to a theory of morality that
more properly deserves the consideration of theologians than of broadcasters. In essence, you say sponsors
should be good, not for the hope of
reward, but for the sake of being
good. And you state that to be good
in the expectation of a reward is to
debase the principle involved.
Your view is narrow, and your
prospects are bleak.
You can enlist the support of advertisers for public interest programing if you face reality. This is done
not by telling advertisers they should
sponsor a program as a moral act :
but by telling them of the very real
advantages they will gain from such
sponsorship.
The advantages are not unimpressive. Although further research is
certainly needed — as Mr. Peterson
suggests — we already know public
service programing will attract an
audience of above-average intellect
and above-average income. And this
audience rewards sponsors with
strong response, and extraordinary
loyalty. This would appear to be
particularly attractive to companies
who want and need the support of a
select audience.
But by contending that public service sponsorship must begin on the
basis of enlightenment. \mi commit
a gross error. It is the same error
thai lias kept too much of the broadcasting industry mired in the mud of
medioci ii\ . It i> the error expressed

This error compounds itself in
practice. For misled by this philosophy, time salesmen and broadcasting
executives try to sell public service
broadcasting as the moral vehicle.
Unfortunately, they are not qualified
as theologians. Is it any wonder
they fail in attempting to sell a theological argument?
morality.
Broadcasters cannot effectively sell
But they can sell on the basis of
sales and profits.
And
intelligent,
professionally-prepared, public-minded programing offers these very tangible incentives to many advertisers.
James J. Johnston
creative director
Kane Advertising
Bloomington.

Subject for discussion

You were very kind to re-statc m\
position in your "Commercial Commentary" column 30 January issue of
SPONSOR. While I'm sorry this misunderstanding occurred, you have
been very fair in presenting my point
of view.
Apparently we are not in agreement on all aspects of this philosophic question.
However, rather than monopolize
the columns of SPONSOR, I would prefer to read what others have to say
on this subject.
I'm sure you could find many who
would be more articulate than I and
have a more original point of \ iew
that would
really he worthy of additional space.
\gain. m\ thanks for your considerate handling of this situation.
Peter G. Peterson
executive
v. p.
Bell X

when broadcasters complain. "We
can't do public -ci vice. It isn"t saleable. Sponsors just don'l realize it's
iho rieflt tiling to do."
I<>

III.

Howell

Company

Chicago, III.
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Why WTMJ-TV bought Warner's "Films of the 50's"

Says Robert J. Heiss

Warner's Films of the 50's

Unlike some of the assortments
^fl
IB IB we've bought in the past, we can
say of these Warner features,

ALL QUALITY,
NO RUBBISH
The fact that many films in this Seven Arts
release also give us superb entertainment for
our growing color TV audience is a fine plus
that fits our policy of buying 'good
box office' for all our programming.

M

Money makers of the 60's
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III. . ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive • ADams 9-2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite 6-156'.
For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

Robert J. Heiss
Manager of Radio &. Television
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee

WGAL-TV
OUR 13th YEAR
provides continued opportunity

to program WGAL-TV in such
diversity and depth as to best
meet the widely divergent needs

and desires of the many communities
is privileged to serve.

WGAL-TV

To this end we pledge the conscientious
use of Channel 8 facilities.

W

Representative: The
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Company,

Inc.

New
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•

Chicago
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Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/radio
and marketing news of the week
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Sellers of spot who feared that the new SAG-AFTRA commercial rates couhl
result in substantial loss of hillings for their metlium have a case to which they can

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

point.
The evidence:

Robert Hall Clothes has slashed its tv market list from 130 to 40 for

the 1961 spring-summer campaign. An overriding factor for this reduction is the huge jump
in replay money required under the latest SAG-AFTRA contract.
In explaining what influenced the switch in Robert Hall media planning, Jerry Bess, executive v.p. of Arkwright Advertising, which handles the Hall account, told SPONSOR-SCOPE
that the talent union's rates for film commercials have become so "unrealistic" as to
require spot advertisers in the national retailing field to reassess their media uses.
However, as far as both air media are concerned, there's only been
ance: the radio schedules have been fattened and the list of radio
The specifics: over 350 radio stations in 140 markets, with
schedules reaching a peak in April and gradually simmering down for the
(For a special report on SAG-AFTRA

a change in the balstations upped.
the intensity of the
summer.

contract negotiations, see page 38.)

Whether it's a phenomenon of the time or something else, it might interest
the tv networks to know that there's been engendered toward them an emotional
state on Madison Avenue that is without precedent.
In SPONSOR-SCOPE's five years of existence it has never encountered at the budding
of the new selling season so many expressions of peeve, resentment and bellicosity
against various network tactics as it has the past three weeks.
Here are some of the things agency people are muttering:
• "The networks are taking a serious chance of losing the backing of the very people
who develop and recommend media plans."
• "The networks have only a small staff to do their selling and without the agencies to give
them a hand they might not do so well as the vears roll bv."
• "We've just completed a survey on how network tv costs have risen since 1957 in
relation to tv homes and sets-in-use and if tv is to maintain its billings pace it behooves the
networks to give us and the positions of our clients more sensitive and equitable
consideration."
(For details of network incidents agitating advertisers-agencies, see page 21.)
New spot tv business kept perking last week for reps in New York, indicating a
February and March, for at least the top markets, fairly close to the 1960 level.
The New York calls for availabilities included: Spic & Span (Y&R) ; Domino sugar (Bates) : Chesebrough Ponds (NCK). five weeks, fringe minutes and weekend afternoons;
Planters Peanuts (Kemper) . 6-8 weeks: Lincoln-Mercurv dealers (K&E) ; Praise (K&E).
Tv buying out of Chicago: Jiff (Burnett); Robin Hood flour (Wade): Pure Oil
(Burnett) : Milwaukee beer (Gordon Best).

P&G evidently thinks that the impact of the ADA's endorsement has reached
its crest in the area of advertising: the rug was virtually pulled from under Crest
dentifrice's spot tv operation last week.
Cancellation went out from B&B for stations in around

40 markets.

Marketing note: P&G's own Gleem has gradually been recapturing the share of the
market it lost when Crest took off like a rocket.
'0NS0R
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continued

Spot radio buying took an upturn the past week in the midwest, some of t
accounts suggesting that spring is not far away.
Like J. I. Case farm implements (Western Adv., Racine, Wis.) ; Chemical Compounds,
Inc. (Standart & O'Hern, K.C.) ; Dow Chemical crab grass killer (MacManus, John & Adams,
Detroit).
Other radio buying out of that region: Swift Allsweet margarine (Burnett) ; Skelly
Oil (Bruce Brewer, K.C); Chun King (BBDO Minneapolis) ; Miller Brewing (Mathisson,
Milwaukee) ; Pure Oil (Burnett) ; Old Milwaukee Beer (Gordon Best).
In New York Shulton's Good Aire household deodorant (Ralph Allum) called for availabilities in connection with a nine-week saturation campaign.
Scott Paper, which has added a number

of new7 products to its list this year,

won't start its network buying or fit in its spot plans for another 60 days.
than It'll
ever.likely buy into three nighttime shows and commit itself for more

Even though the corporation is
cludes advertising, du Pont has put
hour series that makes its debut on
It will run for 40 weeks with about
average for talent.

network daytime

reorganizing its internal operations, which inthe finishing budgetary touches to the weekly
NBC TV the middle of September.
$100,000 a week set aside for time and an §80,000

Divisions set to participate : anti-f reezes, which this season went to network spot carriers; some Lucite paints; two or three products out of the #7 special automotive production division; plus institutional. BBDO is agencv of record for the series.
The operators of those White Tower hamburger stands studded around the
country want to steer clear of any sponsored radio programing that might lure the
teenagers.
Reps approached last week about availabilities last week were advised that what the hamburger merchants preferred was entertainment that appealed strongly to adults in the
lower income groups.
Why they didn't want the teenage trade: they sit around and yak too much, whereas
the stands are designed for quick turnovers.
The liner-upper of radio buys:

John Murrow

c/o N.Y. Restaurant Association.

Don't write Schick (NC&K) off as a supporter of tv: it's planning a heavy tv
campaign for the fourth quarter of this year.
The shaver's newspaper embrace, Schick advertising-promotion people have been tellin;: rv
sellers seeking to make presentations, is just for this first quarter.
Incidentally. Schick at the moment is spinning off a goodly portion of its promotion
money into "push," allowing the
basis of the 950.000 Schicks sold last
or almost as much as it put into
Remington is said to be also
Schlitz and JWT

storekeeper or clerk $2 for each shaver sold. On the
year, this incentive fund could add up to SI .9 million —
tv last year.
on a push monej kick.

have borrowed

a leaf from Armour

and some

auto accounts:

they're decentralizing their advertising decisions and media buying.
Whal Schlitz has done: (1) divided the country into districts, with each headed by
a district ad manager; (2) arranged for the district manager to work closely with the
JWT office within his district; (3) split up the spot buying among JWT district offices,
with JWT Chicago processing the orders and doing the billing on instructions received from
ilie regional offices.
Ruth Jones heads up the Schlitz Inning out of New York.
20
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The ill humor

continued

that NBC

TV has incurred at the American

Tobacco

Co. as a re-

suit of some of the network's furniture-moving could, noted one of the account's
agencies last week, turn out to he quite beneficial for spot.
As an account super in that agency put it : "American Tobacco might figure that since network program franchises no longer mean anything it would be wise to allocate gome of
the millions to spot where there's a better chance of franchise protection."'
The cause of \TC*s ire, which, incidentally, gave Madison Avenue its prime topic of luncheon conversation for the week: freezing the account out of three of its four Bpots on
IVBC and lifting out from under it two shows (Wells Fargo and Bonanza) which American Tobacco lias sponsored since their inception.
Bonanza was sold kit and kaboodle to Chevrolet for Dinah Shore's present spot and Wells
Fargo becomes an hour item come the fall starting 7:30 Saturdays. Another move involving
ATC:

Thriller goes from 9-10 p.m. Tuesday to 10-11 Monday.
In time and talent American Tobacco's NBC investment this season comes somewhere
between S8-9 million.

Another unhappy client NBC is trying to assuage for a reason similar to American Tobacco is Lever: the gripe here is that the network moved the Price Is Right
without first taking Lever into its confidence.
If the network goes through with its intention and Lever refuses to compromise the billings in jeopardy would come to S8-9 million a year, with a huge chunk of it in NBC
daytime.
CBS TV is itself not without a brooding veteran customer: R. J. Reynolds (E
hadn't decided up to presstime whether it would assent to the moving of I've Got a Secret
to Monday 10:30-11 from Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m.
Reynolds' only choice is to agree to this switch, done without consultation, because that
Wednesday sp«t has been committed
time design.

to General Foods as part of the latter's fall night-

CBS TV has succeeded in cracking the wall of resistance set up by four affiliate
station groups against the network's morning minute-selling plan. Corinthian last
week changed its position and agreed to go along with the new sales concept, and
Storer opened the way in Detroit and Cleveland.
The decision to clear the 10 a.m. -noon strips came after CBS TV's James Vubrey explained the factors that brought about the plan to a Corinthian management meeting held in
Sacramento.
In brief: the plan was born of a serious competitive situation.
Meantime. CBS Sales states that it has already sold SI. 5 million worth of business
for the plan, including S. C. Johnson.
Hailed among Madison Avenue tv program buyers as about the most constructive move ABC TV has made since becoming a daytime factor: sequestering the
1 :25-l :30 segment for a five-times-a-week news strip.
The innovation takes effect 6 March and the agencies are inclined to see it as inspired by
the new look in ABC news and public affairs programing James Hagerty has been talking about.
Time and talent price for the strip: 814,500 per week, minimum 13 week-, which makes
it 82.900 for a 75-seeond commercial.

ABC TV Sales avows it's running full speed ahead anent contracts for the 196162 season: in fact, it had. as of 23 February. $73 million worth of such business
already on the books.
This, regardless of Dodge's pullout from Lawrence Welk after si\ years.
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continued

The prices that are being put on some

of the nighttime network

series for the

fall can't help but make advertisers' eyes pop.
For instance, the Robert Young semi-anthology series has a price tag of $71,000 gross for
originals and $35,000 for repeats. That puts this series, in terms of cost, not far behind Jack
Benny's.
Scott Paper is said to be on the verge of becoming a co-sponsor of the series. General
Foods, which had an option on it, doesn't appear anxious to go through with it.
Another newcomer for the fall with a upper-crust price tag is Calvin and the Colonel,
the cartoon series sound-tracked by Corell & Gosden.
Price: $65,000 for originals.
Looks like Lever and American Home will co-sponsor Calvin and the Colonel on ABC
Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m.
Probably the most significant affiliation coup that ABC TV has effected in recent years was the one that this week sprung the Taft stations from CBS TV.
The break between Taft and CBS climaxed a revolt by the Taft group against the morning minute sales plan which CBS inaugurated 13 February. The general impression in the
trade is that things hadn't been perking too happily between the network and the group lately
and that it took the introduction of the plan to trigger Taft's decision to throw its primary
affiliate lot with ABC.
(See SPONSOR-WEEK,

page 25, for details of Taft's affiliation realignment.)

Some tv stations without regularly scheduled sports are resorting to a change
in their rate structures in the hope of attracting business to weekend afternoons.
The step: adopt a D rate where there's been a C rate in effect.
Downward margin of difference: around 35%.
Sellers of spot might find handy this summary of a survey conducted by International Shoe, St. Louis, as an aftermath of its Christmas radio promotion in 125
markets.
In essence, the manufacturer discovered that December
pected, sales in 1960 scoring a 6% gain over 1959.

had more

potential than sus-

Highlights of the inquiry among International's dealers in 46 markets:
• 74% said the promotion was just right and hoped the idea will be repeated.
• 65.5% noted that what with December having been an off month in retailing the campaign
might be credited with either keeping business at an even keel or increasing it.
• 64% reported that customers mentioned the spot (certainly a high quotient in any
media league).
Citing from a special came study by Nielsen, ABC TV is spreading the gospel
that if an advertiser on at night wants to make an additional expenditure in the
medium he'll get more frequency and reach for his money in daytime.
The basic assumption is that the advertiser has a good night schedule of four minutes
weekly, which over four weeks garners him an unduplicated reach of 89.9% and an average
frequency of 3.6 times per home.
If faced with the alternative of spending an extra S30.000 for night or daytime, here's
what he could expect over four weeks.
91
01.8
.5%%
NO. MINUTES

\( ( I Ml l.\ I I li I MHU'LICATED

REACH

AVERAGE

FREQUENCY

4.2 times

( me nighttime
12 daytime

5.8
For

other

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 8;

Spot Buys, page 50; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 63; sponsor
Hears, page 66; T\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 79: and Film-Scope, page 64.
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In Providence, W JAR -1 V s new one-two
delivers a feature film knockout!

punch

Adding to their Million Dollar film library, WJAR-TV announces the two biggest buys in feature films: NTA's "61 for 61" and
Warner Brothers' "Post '50 Package" to be seen Mon. thru Fri. at 9 A.M., 1 P.M., 5 P.M. and Sat. and Sun. at 1 1 :10 P.M. Some
of the titles and stars: A STAR IS BORN . VIVA ZAPATA . ALL ABOUT EVE • THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY . COME TO
THE STABLE • REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE • THE PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL • HONDO • COME FILL THE CUP • THE
BIG LIFT . DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS • PINKY
TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH • THE BIG TREES • A LETTER
TO THREE WIVES • YELLOW SKY . THE SEARCHERS
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN . SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS . Marilyn Monroe • Anita
Ekberg • Marlon Brando • Judy Garland • Montgomery
Gift • Burt Lancaster • John Wayne • James Dean • Sal
Mineo • Doris Day • Robert Stack • Bette Davis • James
Stewart • Maria Schell • Kirk Douglas • Joan Crawford
Tab Hunter • Cary Grant • Lauren Bacall • Gregory Peck
James Cagney • Spencer Tracy • James Mason • Glenn Riprttnttd fty Ford • Peter Sellers • Gary Cooper • Natalie Wood

i^b

f Edw«rdYp«try *Yco., Inc.}
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1901

could have been "Editor in Chief "of WPTR

Because he, too, aimed to be a vital force in the community he served. The medium was different but the
thinking was the same. As a broadcaster of news —
itself — as a popular music station — but over and above
all as a spokesman for the local populace in every worthwhile project that furthers its needs, WPTR is GRASS
ROOTS RADIO AT ITS BEST.
Perhaps it's why WPTR

has more local advertising than

the next 3 stations combined; more total advertising
dian the next 2 stations in the market put together.

W
XeopleX X^. 50,000
people watts
\X7"DrPTD
ALBANY, TROY, SCHENECTADY
The Dominant Station in the market according to Pulse.
Right up there with Hooper, too. For full details-see your
EAST/man. Foster & Creed, in New England.

DUNCAN
MOUNSEY EXEC. V. P. OF WPTF
A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES
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Latest tv and
radio developments
the week, briefed
for busy readers

27 February

of

1961

SPONSOR-WEEK
^

$l-million Autolite drive hinges on new

*

Zubrow

^

22 of 26 major business

agency

buys

1,000 homes

net tv shows

for from

types invest more

5 to 10 cents
net tv $$

3 Taft tv's line up with ABC
ABC TV's backing and filling action aimed at improving its station line-up peaked
last week
in the announced take-over of three Taft stations from CBS TV.
They are WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, a 12-year CBS affiliate,
which replaces WPRO-TV; WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala.,
and WKYT-TV, Lexington, Ky. Both of the latter now
offer dual primary affiliation to ABC as well as to the
NBC tv networks and operate in two-station markets.
Industry observers
(see SPONSOR-SCOPE)
see the

Kennedy and Nixon to split RTES
honors as broadcast men of the year
The so-termed "great debaters" — John F. Kennedy and
Richard Nixon — will share the Radio and Television Executives Society's second Gold Medal award on 9 March.
The reason: They made "the
most significant contribution
in broadcasting to the best

ABC TV coups as influenced strongly by the Taft group's
reaction against the new morning
sales plan of CBS.
They think ABC
TV, solid with Taft in affiliation with

interests of country and citizens" in their tv confrontations.

its WTVN-TV,
Columbus,
Ohio, hit
while the tv newtork iron was hot
to capture the trio.
Switchover
shores
up the ABC

be on hand to accept the designation, but RTES plans brass
hope one or both will tap a

line-up, particularly with the addition of the Birmingham market (53rd
in the country). This still leaves the
network with several important-market gaps but represents one of the
major
break-throughs
months.

in

Neither of the politicos will
President

Kennedy

top-rung representative who can serve as the "special"
for the blue-plate dinner ($25
per
of 10).seat, available in tables
Banquet is expected to at-

recent

tract more than 800 (last year's
attendance) broadcast-ad pros
for the formal dinner dance.

An ABC spokesman estimates between 8 and 10 staions have switched affiliations to the network in the
oast four months.
Joint announcement was made by Hulbert Taft, Jr.,
oresident of Taft Broadcasting Co.. and Julius Barlathan, v.p. for affiliated stations for ABC TV. WKRCTV switch is effective 1 March.
SPONSOR
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Richard Nixon

Highlight: a gal singer, a comedian and Mitch Miller with
25 sing-a-long vocalists.

First Gold Medal award last year went to Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, board Chairman of RCA.
25

What makes RCA
FM Transmitters
better . . .

If you want the very best FM Transmitter available,
you need not shop around. RCA FM Transmitters are
the finest built for broadcasting. They are designed
to the highest standards of quality in the industry.

find that all tubes and components operate well
below normal safety factors. This greatly reduces
chance for component failure. It saves on maintenance
costs and helps keep the station on air.

Examine our FM Exciter, for example. Note especially itsdirect FM system. It is capable of producing
a higher fidelity signal. Also, the RCA Exciter is
easier to tune— and keep tuned— than exciters using
other modulation systems.

Many more of these significant advantages add up
to the kind of quality that proves itself in year after i n

Why do RCA FM Transmitters cost more? Because
of our aim at RCA to always build the very best. This
superior quality often shows up in small but vital
features. Take the use of circuit breakers in the 1 KW
RCA FM Transmitter. Fuses could have been used,
but we think of the lost air time when fuses fail . . .
We include a harmonic filter of special design to
assure the reduction of all harmonics to more than
meet latest FCC requirements.
Throughout the RCA FM Transmitter line you will

I he Musi

year
of dependable
operation. usually
In addition,
you'll
find that
RCA Transmitters
have higher
resale value . . .
Experience for yourself the quality that makes RCA
famous. There is a full line of RCA Transmitters
to choose from: 1 KW, 5 KW, 10 KW. 20 KW, and
on special order 25 KW or higher. Exciters and
multiplex subcarrier generators are also available—
along with a series of broadband antennas. Get the
complete story before you buy. Call your nearest
RCA Broadcast representative or write RCA Department NC-264. Building 15-1. Camden. New Jersey
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, Now Jen* tj

1 rusted Name in Radio
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Lift iron curtain between marketing
and creative, MacM, J&A men urge

22 OF 26 MAJOR
BUSINESS TYPES
PUT MORE $$ INTO
NET TV TIME

and creators is the key to sales-producing advertising.
So declared a team of pros from MacManus, John &
Adams, Detroit, last Tuesday in detailing for attendees

Twenty-two of 26 major classifications of business and
industry spent more money on network tv time in the
first 11 months of last year than they did for the same
period
Friday. in 1959, Television Bureau of Advertising noted

Less isolation and more fraternization of marketers

at the Radio and Tv Executives Society's buying and
selling seminar the successful introduction of General
Motors' new compact, the Tempest.
Speakers were Robert E. Britton, v. p. and executive
director of marketing, media and research, who teamed
up with Robert S. Marker, v,p.
and director of creative service, to make these points:
4»v

Robert

• The iron-curtain
between
the marketer-researcher and
the writer-artist should be
lifted.

E. Britton

• "Advertising
is too complex, too expensive,
too important in the selling cycle to

be based only on artistic judgment."
• "Sciences available to us can eliminate many risks:
they can't create advertising but they can HELP create
with more certainty, better direction, sharper focus."
Speakers came to three conclusions as to how marketing, creative can "make a strong, close team."
1. "Find the right people" who understand each
other's functions and views.

2. "Bring marketing and creative together at the top,
not just in lower echelons where strategies are carried
out, not formed. Marketing and creative should LEAD
account planning, not follow it."
3. "Cross-education of one another's techniques is
essential."

AUTOLITE GEARS $l-MILLION TV
DRIVE TO NEW RACE SERIES
The impossible can happen in blending program and
client, E. R. Stroh, v. p. and director of sales for Electric
Autolite, told SPONSOR-WEEK

last week in calling his

purchase of "The Racer" a "one-in-a-million" buy.
After what amounts to a seven-year absence from tv
(with scattered and low-budget exceptions), company is
gearing a $l-million-plus ad-promotion-merchandising
effort to alternate sponsorship of a fall film series.
Stroh says the program emphasis is on "performance,"
that prime viewing and sales targets are "teens, men,
mechanics — all performance-minded."
Plan is to co-sponsor on a 52-week basis from next
fall in evening time. Problems: no time has been
cleared, but BBDO seems confident one of the nets
will break loose with a good time slot; current lack of
a co-sponsor, with no other automotive acceptable.
SPONSOR
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Average gain for that period was 9%, from $568 million to $621 million. Thirteen categories in which most
marked dollar investments were tabbed, with the increase from the previous year, follow:
Appliances Up 27%
Horticulture Up 48%
Automotive
19
Hse. furnishings 48
Beer
24
Ind. materials 14
Confections
17
Insurance
21
Drugs
Entertainment
Gas, oil

12
134
66

Publishing
405
Toiletries
9

Only four groups spent less on net tv time: building
materials; office equipment; radio, tv and musical instruments; travel, hotels and resorts. Remaining business classifications — such as foods, soaps, smoking materials, agriculture — showed billing gains of less than
the 9% average for the 11-month period.

FCC MAY PUT STATIONS ON NOTICE
TO SHARPEN COMMUNITY FOCUS
Progressive re-vamping of program schedules and station-community relations came into sharper focus last
week with two new developments:
1. An FCC proposal enlarging and broadening public
responsibility features of station petitions for renewal,
transfer, construction and assignment of licenses.
2. A move by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT,
WBTV, WBTW, Charlotte) to effect quality control in a new
department managed by Lacy
S. Sellars.

<£^£
. -

Jefferson
move
typifies action of many tv/ radio stations
in recent years as FCC's concern has become more apparLacy Sellars
ent. But the FCC-proposed rule, acted on by the full
commission
of 17 February,
puts specifics into suggested station action and calls for comments from the
industry by 3 April.
Changed requisites proposed by FCC:
"Description of the area being served; needs and interests of area (how ascertained; how suggestions, complaints are handled); opportunities afforded community expression; specialized programing."
And "more information about presenting controversial
27
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[issues of public importance,
including editorializing;
|data on program types, including whether applicant adleres to principles of any code of broadcasting ethics
md measures taken or proposed to insure maintenance
)f appropriate programing, advertising standards; time
jevoted to commercials."

ipublic affairs spurs timex
;ales interests, nbc reports
Positive sales link between public affairs programing
jnd tv viewers was traced by NBC Research last week
) a study of U. S. Time's "U-2 affair" sponsorship.
Timex' Robert Mohr, v. p. and ad director, says he's
gratified with test results; his first venture into public
affairs special (next is 14 March).
NBC study gives impressive
edge for Timex with viewers
over non-viewers.
Some of the results:
• 48% more viewers than
non-viewers mentioned Timex
when asked names of watch
brands.
• 64%
more
viewers
than
Robert Mohr
non-viewers
correctly
identified a slogan with Timex.
• 83% more viewers had a more favorable opinion of
limex.
• 60% more were more interested in Timex watches
because of advertising.

LEO BURNETT
BAGS $3 MILLION
PARKER-EVERSHARP ACCOUNT
Chicago: Leo Burnett's informal discussion tactic in
outlining projected advertising plans got the $3 million
account of the Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis. last week.
It was one of five final contenders (among 80 in all)
with OBM, JWT, Earle Ludgin and the current agency of
record, Compton.
About $1V2 million of the budget goes to spot tv,
which Parker uses intensively three times a year: (1)
spring, for graduations, Mother's and Father's Day; (2)
fall, return to school; (3) Christmas, for gift giving.
Compton, Chicago, will continue with its spring spot
tv campaign plans with account then switching to LB.
Move of Parker and Eversharp brands gives Burnett its
first writing instrument account.
None of the 80 agency entries bidding for the account
was allowed to submit a formal, flip-card pitch: all were
conducted informally in discussions with clients.

RAMBLER DEALERS DEFY AUTO
INDUSTRY SALES DOLDRUMS
Rambler dealers, unlike many of their counterparts for
other car makes, last week were expressing considerable confidence about the future despite Detroit's slowdown, unemployment and consumer resistance.
So says John Henry, account executive on American
Motors at Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, Detroit, in
backgrounding Rambler's current ad tactic.
He thinks Rambler dealers have more reasons for
optimism,

• 77% more viewers said they'd be most likely to buy
Timex.

ubrow agency clients reach 1,000 homes
or average of 5 to 10 cents, low of 1
How to reach ultimate in efficient, low-cost radio buys
vas blueprinted last week by Jerry Martin, media director of the Zubrow agency in Philadelphia, who said he
gets:
• a 5-cent to 10-cent cost per 1,000 homes through)ut the U. S. for his clients;
• a 2.2-cent cpm homes in New York, and,
• in some instances, a low of 1-cent or 2-cent cpm
lomes.
How does he do it? Here's what he hold SPONSORkVEEK.
"We buy saturation schedules for as long as we can
et (so far, maximum is 12 weeks on a St. Louis station)
an one station in one market. We ask for 1,000 anouncements a week, usually get 850 or less. We run
ninutes, quickies, 30's during run-of-schedule time."
SPONSOR
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chief

among

them

being size, cost and popularity of the car. American Motors is nevertheless aporoaching its advertising and sales

John Henry

stances with a "close to the
vest" philosophy in making no
long-range plans.
When
plans
ARE
made,
they're sure to concentrate on

spot tv in a saturation frequency— a pattern the client
has followed to push special sales events for several
years (unlike many major competitors who stick with
net tv). Henry and AM theory: "Dollars work harder in
Spot tv follows a pattern detailed in a recent Television Bureau of Advertising analysis of Rambler advertising in the New York market over a four-week period.
Results
spot." showed 174 minutes and 20's on seven New
York stations bagged a weekly cume of 82.6% of all
New York market tv homes with an average of 2.6 commercials seen per home; in four weeks, 97.9% of all
homes for an average of 8.8 commercials.

More SPONSOR-WEEK

continued on page 60

Where they buy most. .1
NETWORK

3 SHARE
NETWORl0
AUDIENCE

ABC -TV
37.4

■Source: :.u Markol Nh1k.ii TV It. p.>N« J» ■
TI.4wcckBendinEJan.22,1961
Sun.
6:1" 11 I'M M,.n Ihru Sat.\v.niK.-Au
7:30-11 F|•

they watch ABC most
is documented fact of life is now
iing the country's smartest adverrs to the country's smartest adverng buy— ABC-TV.
'he facts:
^hey buy most. In the market area
ered bv the stations in Nielsen's 50
rket TV Report*. 80r; of all U.S.
isehold goods and services are bought .
'hey watch ABC most. This area, coidentally, is the largest Nielsencked area where viewers can view
3 networks. How they divide their
wing favors in this huge market

place is on plain view on your left.
As we said, where they buy most,
they watch ABC most. It follows, therefore, that where you sell most, your best
buy is

ABC TELEVISION

Baltimore
Boston
SehowcUih
Amarillo
At nu
Chariest on- Huntington
Buffalo Cedar
Rapid* W lb -!■■■■
Chattanooga
Chicago
kod
DaJlaa-Ft. Worth
Dssj Mtwn— Amss.
Detroit
Ft.Columbus
WayneIndianapolis
Waterloo Green Bay- MirinriiiLos Angeles
Memphis
Kansas City
Little Rock-Pine Bluff
Miami
MiUaukee-Whitensh Bay
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Nashville New Orles.ru \. - YtOri V.rfolk-Portatnouth
Oklahoma City-Enid
Omaha
Orli do-Daytona Beach
Peoria
Richmond- Petersburg
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland,
Sacramento-Stockton San Ani»nu> San Dtssjo San t\
Oakland Scran too- Wilkes- Barre Sc*ttl.-Ta.-.>m» South BendKlkhart Spokane St. Lows Tulsa- Musk ogsaj Washington
Wichita- Hutchinson.

WITH
WBT RADIO
YOU FOCUS
ON THE
ONE WHO
PAYS THE
BILLS

I kjfl

The girl in the foreground could probably recite the nation's top 98 records with her eyes closed. Her mothe
is one of the nation's adults who receives and controls 98% of the U. S. income.* Which customer are yoi
after? WBT, Charlotte's over-all top audience radio station for 20 years, also has a higher percentage c
grown-up listeners than any other Charlotte station. Adults turn to WBT because of responsible programming
outstanding service, and the South's finest radio talent. If you want to make sales for your clients, it make $
sense to order the nation's 24th largest radio market. There's $2,690,786,000 worth of spending money ir
the WBT 48-county basic area,** most of it controlled by adults . . . and WBT has more of the adult listener;
UUDT

RADIO

CHARLOTTE
Jelfe'son Standard

Broadcasting Company

Source: *U. S. Dcpt. ol Commerce.

"•Nielsen Coverage Service, Number

Two and Sales Management's

Survey ol Buying Pow».r, 19C
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Film participation shows on up-swing for fall
15

'60

The tv networks' tentative fall schedules indicate a
30% rise in 60-minute participation film shows.
Almost all will be of the action-adventure format.

'60
CBS

'61

ABC

'61

LOTS MORE SPOT CARRIERS IN '61
I

A

sharp

increase

in

participation

film

series

is

their usual lines. Other clients can

season

only
sigh, can
"Giants
and P&G
affordliketo General
take theFoods
risk.
If the\ back three or tour shows on

W
Alternate-week buys are expected to remain status
iqno but full sponsorships will be on the downgrade

a network, one or two flops isn't

anticipated

by

all

three

I he magazine concept is powerful edging it- wa\ closer to what
nun eventually he a complete takewver mi nighttime network television.
Nol only an- the networks scheduling
additional spol carriers for the fall
l>ut mam shows being offered For
full or alternate week half-hour sponsorships can be converted
to spot
irriers at the drop of an option.
with
the rise in participation
SPONSOR
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webs

for

1961-62

-how- com.'- tin- inevitable lifeline in
full sponsorships. Tin- only pattern
not currently affected l>\ the grinding economic forces of tv— alternate
week sponsorship appears to have
reached a plateau.
The last of the hot full-sponsorship
papas, Genera] Foods and Proctei S
Gamble, will continue to pour their
network mone\ heavily into CBS TV
and ARC
TV, respectively, along

going
to hurt
them
so are
badrj
." Not
man} othei
advei
risers
w illing
to
|nit all their t\ eggs in on.' basket.
\\ bile ( he\ rolet, lor instani e, will
continue on \|!(! I V with l/> Three
Sons i |po— iliK selling off half)
('hew ha- ju-t cancelled it- \IK TV
hour-long Chevj Show. \nd lord ial-o expected to cut hack on The
Ford Show, leaving the auto firm
Hired Hitchcoch Presents on NBC
TV.
Here's a broad look at the trends
at work. The charts on pages >1
and 35 indicate what the networks
33

are offering for sale. Many of the
half-hours have already been picked
up, especially the ones that are returning for another season. All three
networks are reporting the outlook
"excellent" for their fall sales. CBS,
in particular, claims to be near sold
out "and if we had all our shows
picked I think we could sell out this
week," Bill Hylan, CBS TV vice president of sales administration, told
SPONSOR.

No network has posted a "lockup" sign on its programing schedule as yet. All three, for example,
have apportioned
certain hour-long

time periods for adventure shows,
but decisions on the specific shows
haven't been reached. And all three
have several half-hour time slots with
no indication of what the show will
be.
Who is buying participations? As
in the past both major budget and
small budget advertisers are attracted
to network participation. There was
a time when network buys were completely prohibitive to the small budget advertiser and he had onlv to turn
to spot.
Now he can buy like spot on the
networks.
He can buy one, two or

more minutes a week in one show,
or scattered in a few shows. He can
buy for two weeks, four weeks, six
weeks — or one week. He can get
special package buys and special arrangements.
For example, on NBC an advertiser may buy in thirds. To buy one
third is to buy one minute on a show.
Commitments on NBC vary with the
program. "We will have some shows
available for very short term seasonal advertisers and some programs
available to advertisers who want to
participate in a program throughout
the year but don't want to be part

Here's a tentative list of the three networks' programing
The sharpest increase is in the category of spot carriers or participation film shows. Many of the hour-long shows listed
under alternate week sponsorships may be put up for participation sale later in the season. Several may be replaced

ABC
Full sponsorships (30-min.)
Rifleman (western) Procter & Gamble
Real McCoys (western) P&G
To Be Announced (P&G)
My Three Sons (comedy) Chevrolet
Total — 5 shows
1960-61 total— 7 shows
Alt. wk. sponsorships (30 min.)
Calvin & The Colonel (comedy)
Lawman (western)
Bugs Bunny (animated comedy)
Top Cat (animated comedy)
Guestward Ho! (animated comedy)
Donna Reed (situation comedy)
The Hathaways (situation comedy)
Flintstones (animated comedy)
Leave It To Beaver (comedy)
Total— 9 shows
1960-61 total— 14 shows
Alt. wk. sponsorships (60-min.)
Lawrence Welk (musical)
Fights (sports)
Total — 2 shows
1960-61 total— 2 shows

CBS
Participation sponsorships (60-min.)
The Hunters (adventure)
Bus Stop (adventure)
Asphalt Jungle (adventure)
Cheyenne (western)
Surfside Six (adventure)
Adventures In Paradise (adventure)
Las Vegas (adventure)
Corrupters (adventure)
Hong Kong (adventure)
Hawaiian Eye (adventure)
Naked City (adventure)
Untouchables (adventure)
77 Sunset Strip (adventure)
Adventure Show (Friday night)
Roaring '20's (adventure)
Total— 15 shows
1960-61 total— 12 shows

Full sponsorships (30-min.)
20th Century (document.) Prudential
Lassie (situation) Campbell's Soups
G.E. Theatre (anthology) Gen. Elec.
Danny Thomas Show (comedy) G. F.
Andy Griffith Show (comedy) G. F.
The Freshman (comedy) Gen. Foods
Total— 6 shows
1960-61 total— 7 shows

Alt. wk. sponsorships (30-min.)
Dennis the Menace (comedy)
Jack Benny (comedy)
Candid Camera (comedy)
What's My Line? (panel)
Pete & Gladys (situation comedy)
Robert Young Show (anthology)
Hennesey (situation comedy)
I've Got A Secret (panel)
Gunsmoke— reruns (western)
Have Gun, Will Travel (western)
Bob Cummings Show (comedy)
Twilight Zone (drama)
Dobie Gillis (situation comedy)

;i
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dominant type of

sponsorship

pan

of a link participational operation,"
saiil Joseph laricci, NBC director of
tales administration.
For the latter

nate half-hour sponsorship, hut the
advertiser has substantial identification and is sharing with onlj two

\n advertise] which made list of

t \ [>«■ of advertiser. NBC lias a twothirds l'ii\. \n advertiser ran buy
two minutes a week for a term such
i- Jo weeks, in a hit show like lioWtmza. i Actually, the advertiser buys
for a full year with termination
rights at mid-year of the buy.)
"We thought this would be the
in« •- 1 popular type of sponsorship

other sponsors, on each program he's
in. for a full year. It also happens
to he a much more efficient buy in
term* of cost-per-minute than the

this M>( '. IA plan dm ing the curi mi season is Vmet i< an I oba< i o
which has two minutes a week in
both Bonanza and Thriller.

conventional half-hour buy," laricci
explained. "The two-thirds pattern
bas built-in continuous rate benefits

n.' will sell minute participafar. hi
that
tions in half-hour -how-. This i-

pattern," said laricci. '"The investment in an hour show, on a twothirds basis over one year period, is
slighth more eost-w ise than an alter-

plus full discount applicability," he
said, adding, "hut with all this, it
hasn't been as popular as we en\ilaricci
however, that
"
it towashe. confident,
ioned
in lime to come "this will he the pre-

ABC

common

TV

in

is the

niiK

network,

SO

\BC -how- that .in- li.ilf-

owned, 01 are alternately sponsored
In one advertiser, such as (,itestward
Ho! which Ralston Purina backs on
alternate week-.
\n alternate third

l>u\

on

NBC

'

lineups for 1961-'62

indicating how the shows will be sold

by new participation series. The three networks also indicated that this is the earliest selling season to date, and all
report "sales outlook excellent" for the 1961-62 television season. There are still open time periods on all three webs.

NBC
Tom Ewell Show (situation comedy)
Red Skelton (comedy)
Total— 16 shows
1960-61 total— 22 shows

Alt. wk. sponsorships (60-min.)
Ed Sullivan Show (variety)
Garry Moore Show (variety)

Full sponsorships (30-min.)
Price Is Right (game) Lever Bros.
Hitchcock Presents (mystery) Ford
Ford Show (comedy) Ford

Alt. wk. sponsorships (30-min.)
Comedy (Sunday)
Cartoon (Thurs.)
Tall Man (western)
Bachelor Father (situation comedy)

Total— 6 shows
1960-61 total— 5 shows

Total — 4 shows
1960-61 total— 13 shows

Participation sponsorships (60-min.)
Perry Mason (adventure)
Defenders (adventure)
Rawhide (western)
Gunslinger (western)
Adventure (Wed. night)
Adventure (Thurs.)
Aquanauts (adventure)

Full sponsorships (60-min.)
DuPont Show (anthology) DuPont
Perry Como Show (variety) Kraft

J
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Total — 4 shows
1960-61 total— 4 shows

Total — 3 shows
1960-61 total— 8 shows

Armstrong— U.S. Steel Hour (drama)
Route 66 (adventure)
Checkmate (adventure)
Gunsmoke (western)

Total— 7 shows
1960-61 total— 4 shows

Dick Powell Show (drama)
Wagon Train (western)

Total — 2 shows
1960-61 total— 3 shows

Participation sponsorships (60-min.)
The Americans (western)
87th Precinct (adventure)
Thriller (adventure)
Laramie (western)
Cain's 100 (adventure)
Adventure Show (Wed. night)
Outlaws (western)
Sing Along With Mitch (musical)
Adventure (Friday night)
Adventure (Friday night)
Drama (Friday night)
Wells Fargo (western)
Total— 12 shows
1960-61 total— 7 shows

Participation sponsorships (120-min.)
Alt. wk. sponsorships (60-min.)
Walt Disney Presents (comedy)
Bonanza (western)

Post '48 feature films (movies)
Total — 1 show
None in 1960-61

35

TV means the advertiser gets one 1
minute a week, but the minimum buy
is two weeks. CBS has pretty much
the same arrangement, as to the least
length of time a buy can cover. On
ABC, however, an advertiser can
theoretically buy one minute during
one week.
Participations are usually bought
on a short term basis. That is, an
advertiser buys his schedule one to
two months in advance. "We wouldn't
accept anything like a buy of a few
minutes for a period three, four or
five months away," said an NBC
spokesman. ABC also indicated that
participations are not sold far in advance. "That's why it's hard to project a true picture of the fall sales
outlook at this time," said an ABC
spokesman. The same is true of
NBC. In both cases, not only are
several timeslots open program-wise,
but participation buying plays an important part in the overall sales picture.
Few

advertisers, however, can

jump into network television without any notice. "The kind of money
that goes into spur-of-the-moment
spot buys." said Iaricci, "are the
dollars which devleop as a result of
preemptions or cancellations or surpasses from other budgets." Thus,
participations allow this money to go
back into tv, instead of into print or
other media, where it heretofore had
gone.
CBS, considered a holdout in the
participation swing I NBC was hot on
the heels of ABC in converting many
time periods to spot carriers) will
also witness a jump in spot carriers
during 1961-02 season.
As Bill Hylan put it, "just as we
try to make our programing schedule diverse, so do we try to make our
sales structure diverse. We don't
w.mi to convert solely to minutes but
we don't waul to overlook them entirelj either."
How did the spot carrier concept
become such a hot one? This question is treated on Madison \\cnue
in much the same manner as "which
came first, the chicken or the egg?"
Some say the networks advanced the
concept, others say it was agency
pressure on behalf of low-budgeted
advertisers.
(Please turn to page 52 I
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HOW NBC TV GAMES
FORCED CBS SWITCH
^

Two soaps, 'Clear Horizon' and 'Full Circle,' are out ;

4I Love Lucy' moves, making way for 3 new game shows
^ Three new game-participation shows, live from Los
Angeles,
to start daily 13 March
on CBS
schedule
^^ BS TV

has thrown a counter-

punch against NBC TV in three daytime periods.
Three new half-hour game shows
will be pitted against established
game shows on the rival network.
The three half-hour shows — ■ now
being developed — will be live and a\ ill
originate from Los Angeles. They
will be put into the CBS TV daytime
schedule at 11:00 a.m., 11:30 a.m.
and 2:00 p.m. and will be sold under
CBS' new minute sales plan.
To make way for the three game
shows, two soap operas will go off
the air. They are Clear Horizon and
Full Circle. In addition, / Love Lucy
replaces December Bride.
The new CBS TV daytime schedule
will bear a strong resemblance to
NBC TV's: games in the morning
and drama in the afternoon.
At deadline new CBS programing
was still in a state of flux. But CBS
was trying to sell three shows made
ii]> by independent packagers and
programed against NBC's games.
Against Price is Right CBS will pit
Double Fxposure, a game in which
two contestants put together a jig
saw picture. Against Concentration.
the new CBS entry will be Surprise
Package (tentative title), in which
contents of a package are guessed at.
Against Jan Murray the new CBS
show i~ Face ///<■ Facts, in which actors present two - i. 1» - ol a legal case
and contestants reach a verdict.
Starting dale for all three -how- is
13 March. CBS lias been talking to
Jack \ai/ a- a possible host.
Insiders sec sales and ratings facTwo

tors behind CBS TV's new schedule.
of the shows

to be cancelled.

Decembei Bride and Full Circle, are

almost entirely sustaining. Another
show, Clear Horizon, had only alternate sponsorship on two days of the
week.
Ratings have also shown CBS TV
at a disadvantage in each of these
time periods against NBC. The second week of the second Januarv NTI
gave Say When 7.2 over December
Brule 4.3: Price Is Right had 9.1
over / Love Lucy 6.7: Concentration
had 11.3 over Clear Horizon 5.0. and
CBS' Full Circle, against Jan Murray,
had no sponsored segment and was
not even measured.
Although CBS TV came out second
best to NBC TV in these time period
ratings, it did better than ABC TV
which had Morn ins: Court 3.2 and
I. me That Bob 3.7.
If the first factor in CBS TVs
switch from soap operas to game
shows was to counter NBC TV's successful game ratings strategv by
emulating it, a second factor at L89
Madison Avenue was sales.
Soap operas, traditionally,
sponsored by regular advertisers.
product becomes so connected
the show that the soap is as

are
The
with
well

known as the opera. But todav's
sale- pattern has been shifting awav
from long-range sponsorship.
There are more than 30 advertiser!
current!) using \BC TV daytime on
a rotating basis. NBC TV's morning
game -hows are sold mostly on an
alternate \\eek quarter hour basis.
accommodating four advertisers to .i
show. If CBS TV was little able to
obtain sponsorship in the three halfhours being revised, now at least it
will be free to bring participation
business into them.
Came

and

audience

participation
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-how- have an importanl Bales advantage ovei soap operas and film
re-runs. The) have a live lm>t to do
or introduce commercials.
Another advantage of the game
■hows, compared to live drama, is
that the) cost far less l<> produce.
While film re-runs don't involve Fresh
production investments, their use dues
entail amortization.

7. 1 : 199 sponsored
segments
of
games earned a 6.0 average, and 93
him segments averaged 5.4.
Both Clear Horizon and December
Bride did not do as well a^ the aver-

three dl .una- and one hhu ie-i mi.
I he im u ( BS I \ < 1.1 v tirm lineup
u ill contain a solid blo< k of game

age for their type — and each faced
an NBC TV game >hn\\ with ratings
ii- type.
that
were well above the average for

will compete
NIK I which
\ '- morning block of against
game Bhows,
begins a half-hour earliei .it In a.m.

-Imu g fi < >m

and

lasts

12:30
The ("BS T\ switch to game show>
in three time periods will make its
overall balance between games, snaps.
and re-runs comparable to the two
other networks. Before 1 p.m., CI5S
TV will have four game-participation
shows, five dramas, and two film reruns. ABC TV has five games, three
drama-, and one film re-run. NBC

Returning ti> the ratings question,
two of the programs t>> be dropped
l'\ ( BS I \ were scoring well below
the average for their type. Second
November Nielsens »i\e snap operas
a higher average than games; film
repeats did poorest of tlie three t\ pes.
Senile 12U sponsored segments of
soap operas earned an average
of

TV

has

the most

games — six and

10:30 a.m. to

a

half-hour

n.

later,

I hifl

until

p.m.

Hitherto < BS

I \ had onl) one

game-participation show, I idea I illage. That was in its morning si bed«
ule. The addition of three new game
shows will make games rathei than
film re-runs the predominant CBS I V
morning type. It will also inimduce
the first game
show into CBS TV's
afternoon
schedule.
i I'lt-ast' lam to prit^e 5 I I
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Battle of the games: CBS pits 3 new games against NBC's
ABC-TV

NBC-TV

1 Love Lucy

10:00

(repl. Dec. Bride)

10:30
I

CBS-TV

SAY WHEN

VIDEO VILLAGE

PLAY YOUR

HUNCH

11:00

Morning Court

DOUBLE EXPOSURE
(repl. Lucy)

PRICE IS RIGHT

11:30

Love That Bob

SURPRISE PACKAGE
(repl. Clear Horizon)

CONCENTRATION

12:00
12:30
1:00

CAMOUFLAGE

Love of Life

TRUTH

NUMBER

Search for Tomorrow
News;

It Could Be You

ABOUT

PLEASE

OR CONSEQUENCES

FACES

1:30

World Turns
FACE THE FACTS

2:00

Day in Court

2:30

Road to Reality

Art Linkletter

Loretta Young

3:00

Queen for a Day

Millionaire

Young Dr. Malone

WHO

Verdict is Yours

From these Roots

American Bandstand

Brighter Day; Secret Storm

Make Room for Daddy

American Bandstand

Edge of Night

Here's Hollywood

3:30
4:00
4:30

DO YOU TRUST?

(repl. Full Circle)

JAN MURRAY

iMrnw
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SUCCESSFUL
PREMIUM — Expressing
satisfaction
with returns from premium
offer involving use of radio are (l) Robert
N. Sullivan of
Daniel F. Sullivan agency. Boston; S. Webster Eldridge, gen. sis. mgr., Snow Canning.
Premium was reproduction
of New
England snow scene

How

Snow

uses radio promotions

^ Snow Canning and agency keep eye peeled for ideas
to give their radio advertising an extra effeetiveness
^

Promotions

include premium

offer of a painting,

tie-in with the movie 'Carousel,'1 admission to clambake

I I lhere's one

thing the F. II. Snow
Canning Co. and its agency, the
Daniel I . Sullivan Co. of Boston, believe ahout radio, it's this:
The medium is more than jusl a
device to ail commercials, lis merchandising potential must never be
o\ei looked.
The agenc\ lias probed into a lot
of (.(Id coi mi - looking for merchandising gimmicks for the various Snow
brands (clam chowdei ami other
New England-type food products).
Some have been along conventional
lines others not. I>\ ami large, the
ag< hi \ has found, radio has done a
in - job in gh ing advertising

:;:;

that extra merchandising dimension.
For example:
The current radio campaign for
Snow is having what the agencj calls
'"phenomenal success." Il started.
ironically enough, through a print
campaign.
Snow Canning ran a series of ads
depicting various New England \\ iliter scenes under the I heme. "Its
Snow Time." \hno>| at once, said
the agencx . requests began pouring
in Eor the scenes shown. \ui one to
miss a good merchandising bet, the
Sullivan people put into the works a
premium oiler in the form of a large
full-color reproduction of an original

oil painting by New England artist,
Robert \\ esson. The "It's Snow
lime'" theme was retained in the 22"

1>\ 32" print.

The print was offered for SI plus
two
labels One
fromof an)
Snow's offood
products.
the of
purposes
the
newest brand
a la king,
hut
promotion
was clams
to introduce
Snow's
il was also used to boost sales of the
established brands, too.
Supporting the advertising of this
premium in national magazines (a
natural medium for this kind of promotion I was intensive radio advertising.
Thestations
company's
heard over
in the offer
New ^ was
ork
area, and in Portland, San Francisco. Albany, Syracuse, Miami and
oilier markets. "With sales at an alltime high," reports an agency spoke*
man. "Snow's is already considering

raising the number of spots."
The agenc) also noted that results
of the offer were nowhere more sigi Please turn to page 5 I •
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CAN

YOU

PLACE

THESE

I he following gentlemen and ladies all occup) positions dI influence in our industry. Mam of them are
often quoted in the trade press, make speeches to trade
groups. Hut mo»t of them are seldom pictured. Two

FACES

?

have
film
thai
one

I<-m t their names i" advertising agencies, one is a
syndicator, five are executives "I importanl firms
advertise <m radio and i\. two are with i<|> firms,
is a critic, one a tv writer, one a web executive.

16

MAKES

g^J
lO

13

14
TWELVE
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OF

YOU

AN

EXPERT.

SEE16 PAGE
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Drive by AAAA turned up facts on 600 tv spot campaigns.

,**"

TO PROVIDE factual background for talent union negotiations held in late fall, AAAA began in July I960 to bombard member and non-membei
agencies with requests for information on all types of tv spot campaigns.
600 case histories developed by research proved invaluable in parley:

PART

TWO

OF

THREE

PARTS

SAG, AFTRA,
^ Part II of special report on
misunderstood problems describes

AND

TV AD

one of tv's most
1960 negotiations

^ Though only unions, networks, and film producers
signed contracts, agencies provided data on tv spot
I lie 1960 negotiations which set
the pattern for union talent prices
foi the nexl three years (to 15 Novembei L963) were easily the mosl
complex which the industrj has ever
known.
The) involved more unions, more
contracts, n
people, more different
id

interests, and more exhaustive preparation l>\ advertisers and agencies,
as well as, ultimately more complicated s<hedules and scales.
The decision of the two unions,
S \( . and \l Tl\ \ to negotiate joint!)
for the firsl time, on all matters involving t\ commercials was a major

COST:

An important story
told in three parts
PART I (issue of 20 Feb.) described
"Background for Understanding" the
complex problem of tv talent costs
PART II (this issue) tells how 19601963 SAG-AFTRA contracts were negotiated, and summarizes
results

PART III (issue of 6 March) asks "Is
there a better way?" and describes
proposals for changing negotiations
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factor in producing this complexity,
ami imqiK'stionabl) the mosl significani influence on the results of the
negotiation.
Previously, SAG had negotiated a
contrail fo] talent in film commercials in the spring of 1958, \l TR \
a contract for live and tape commercials in the fall of the same \ear.

to preparing
the agency-advertisei
case, i Few people even in the Industi\ realize what sizeable donation- of
high level lime and talent a handful
ol agencies make at the time ol union
negotiations. I
Plesent - committee determined on
a major program

ol "economic

iml there were substantial differences
in the pay scales of the two contracts.
This is a fad of paramount importance in understanding what happened during (he 1 •)(>() negotiations.
S\(i talent, working in film commercials, was on a scale some o\V ,
lower than \ITR\ talent working in
tape and live spots, and the goal of
the two unions, in announcing that
the\ would negotiate jointly, was
"Parit\
and more."
SAG was also especially unhappy

gei \e ,i- ba< kground

negotiations.
I ,ii K
in
g] OUp,

llie

headed

-iininn i
h\

.111

in

the

\ \ \ \

-I A If-llien iher

DolO-

th\ Copeland
who has worked
on
talent union matters foi ih. \ — i ia-

re-

as "o b servcommittee,
Plesent oj
u statistical

committee {"Human I nivacs")
lit hut a l,r\ role in tin1 negotiations for 1960-1963 SAGIFTR / contracts <,>i<tuhj costs
of network ami •>/><»/ tv commercials. Agency group supplied
facts In nets and film producers.

Agency

"observers"
RAYMOND

AFTRA deal) and all hands began
preparation for the parleys.
As explained, in our previous arti-

played

big

part

GIRARDIN, N. W. Ayer

JULIAN GRACE, W. B. Doner (Detroit)

cle, the only "signers"" of the codes,
and technically the only negotiators
were the unions, the networks and
the film producers. But traditionallv.
the burden of preparing the case for
the codes and contracts covering tv
commercials, lias fallen on an adver-

BENJAMIN HOLME, McCann-Erickson
*JANE McNAMARA, asst.
EDWIN MARSHALL, BBDO
*MIMI KOLBERG, asst.
STANLEY PLESENT, Young & Rubicam
♦JULIAN ARMISTEAD, asst.
*JIM O'CONNOR, asst.

tising agenc) group, and in 1960
tlii— hurden was a heavy one.
\\\\.

would

THOUGH classed
ers" a special agency
headed l>\ Stanley
) &R 1 /. ). aided l>\

about their scale of "repayments" to
talent appearing in commercials, and
■as prepared to fight for more generous terms for repeated spots.
The general SAG- \FTRA ohjecIves were known in the trade by 1
July (the SVG contract »a- extended
to 15 November to coincide with the

\t the

search," designed to oxo\ ide a profile
of the t\ commercials business which

the associations

Committee on T\ and Radio Vdministration which includes a number of

*MARI0N PRESTON, J. Walter Thompson
*EVELYN PASQUIER, asst.

a»enc\ experts mi union negotiation-,
headed In chairman David Miller of
A &R and John F. Devine of J. Walter
Thompson immediately set up a spe-

HAROLD SAZ, Ted Bates
STEPHANIE BLAINE, asst.
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER, Benton & Bowles
BERNARD EHLERS. asst.

cial committee of "Agencj Observers."
Because
of the extreme pressure
'land heavy physical demands of the
|job it was decided to give the post
pi chairman of this group to Stanley
Plesent, a brilliant young i \R atorne\ who was freed full-time for the
roject.
Plesent and his committee began
vork in July, and hv Octoher were
levoting a succession of 16 hour <la\ PONSOR
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LEWIS TITTERTON, Compton
MARGE IRWIN, asst.
LESLIE TOMALIN, Ogilvy. Benson & Mather
RICHARD

=

ZIMBERT, Leo Burnett

11 u

SHIM

.111 Univacs"
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tion since 1954, began bombarding
both AAAA and non-AAAA agencies
with requests for detailed information
on how they used talent in tv commercials.
The questions asked involved practices and problems under the existing
code, data on dollar payments, suggestions for code revisions to eliminate inequities, as well as numerous
breakdowns on the number of performers used and the way in which
they were used.
Replies to the committee's numerous questionnaires came in from
agencies representing 90' r of all tv
business, and were carefully assessed
and tabulated.
The most spectacular of the Committee's efforts, however, and the one
which ultimately proved most useful
in the negotiations, was the collection
of 600 case histories of spot tv campaigns.
These covered all types of advertisers— national, regional, and local —

from all parts of the country, and
showed in specific detail the kind,
number and type of talent employed,
the markets used, and the number of
times spots were repeated.
To analyze and tabulate these case
histories the Agency Observers set up
a special statistical committee, which
later became affectionately known as
the "Human Univacs." (see box)
Much of the work of these agency
statistical experts was done during
the negotiations on the Y&R comWhen the actual collective bargainputer.
ing on the SAG-AFTRA contracts got
under way in late October, the lineup
of chief negotiators looked like this:
AFTRA:
Donald Conaway, exec. sec.
Mort Becker, Atty.
SAG:
Jack Dales, exec. sec.
Chester Migden, Atty.
f1 &8G-:
Richard Freund
CBS:
William Fitts
NBC:
George Fuchs
Film Producers Assn.

1960 NEGOTIATIONS

COMPLEX

Last fall's talent union negotiations were the most complex which
have ever been held in the radio /television advertising
field

Irving Cheskin, sec.
Herbert Bernstein, att\.
In addition to these, the unions,
networks and film producers each
had a number of other representatives
who sat in or took part in the negotiations from time to time.
The position of the Agency Observer Committee, while technically
"unofficial" since neither agencies or
advertisers sign union contracts, was,
in point of fact, that of actual negotiators in terms of those contracts
which dealt with tv commercials.
Agency observers sat at the bargain
tables and took a substantial part in
the discussions. Though, as we shall
see later, the ultimate "voice" for the
employers viewpoint was the networks, and particularly William Fitts
of
CBS.
agency participation was intense.
Also, for the first time, a special
12-man committee of the ANA, headed ,by Howard Eaton of Lever
Brothers, was appointed to meet with
the agency group, and lend its support and comments on their position.
An ANA observer at times sat in
on the negotiations themselves.
It should be emphasized here, however, that the whole SAG-AFTRA
package involved many different contracts in which the agencies and advertisers had no interest, contracts for
sustaining talent, staff announcers.
live programs etc.
Also, it is well to remember two
other basic points about these negotiations:
1) 'Wo deal till till contracts are

1

MORE UNIONS. For the first time, SAG (Screen Actors Guild)
and AFTRA (American Federation of Television and Radio Artists) negotiated jointly with nets, film producers on contracts.

2

MORE CONTRACTS. Contracts negotiated included film, tape,
live covering network and spot, both sponsored and sustaining
for a wide variety of actors, announcers, other performers.

agreed on." This is the traditional

MORE

2) To st rile or to tale a strike
the only "ultimate" bargaining WB
on. At some point in any labor negcv
tiation these are the decisions to be

3

and interests were represented than ever before— unions, networks, film and tape producers, agencies, and advertisers.

4

MORE AGENCY-ADVERTISER PARTICIPATION. Though not
signers of union contracts, more agency men and advertisers
were observers or close to negotiations than at any other time.

5

MORE

VIEWPOINTS.

FACTUAL

At the bargaining table, more viewpoints

DATA. 4As committee collected vast store of

information from member and non-member agencies. More
than 600 case histories of tv spot campaigns carefully analyzed.

way in which the industry's union
negotiations have been conducted and
in I960 the formula undoubtedly had
some effect on the final outcome.

faced by unions and by employer*.
\ negotiator for cither side lacks r
stature, unless he is prepared to t
the consequences of a firm stand.
But to return to that part of
I960 bargaining
which directly
fcclcd the COSl of talent in tv co:

mercials.

The agenex Obsen alive Conimi
look the position from the heginn
thai the 10' - of the tv commerc
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business which is In tape, should no!
be allowed to dictate fees for the

BO' I of the business which is on Elm.
This, of course was an answer to

ill.
S KG demand for "parity" with
\l IK \ rates.
To bold this line, bowever, proved
all but impossible in actual negotiations. The final codes show a paritv
between the SAG-AFTR \ rates, but
from the agencies viewpoinl the LO1 ■
argument ma) have prevented
a breakthrough beyond the \l IK\
fcvel.
The most complex, most bitterl)
fought, and technically most difficult
Sniggles of the bargaining sessions
rev olved, as might have been expected, around these points:
1. Payments to pay talent for the
lumber of times a commercial is
used,
2. Pa\ ments to talent for the number of cities in which a commercial
is used.
The unions came into the negotiations with proposals for formulas
which would have pegged talent
prices as a percentage of time costs
for each and every spot or network
-tat ion use by an advertiser.
These proposals broke down when
the agencies pointed out that the
sheer physical hook-keeping burden
of such an arrangement made it absolutely out of the question.
Rut the SAG-AFTRA approach to
commercials can he generallv described as a "Pay for Each Plav'"
attitude, and the schedules as finally
agreed on reflect, to a degree, this
union philosophy.
On their part, the unions justifv
their stand with the argument that
except for the mechanical use of film
or tape, each commercial would require alive performer, paid for each
performance.
To see just how the 1960 negotiaions were affected by the union denands. let's examine just one cate:orv of commercials — "Wild Spots."
Y\ ild spots" in talent union terms"
ire film or tape commercial- used on
pa-interconnected stations, and inde)endently of programs. (Spots used
n network or local syndicated programs are termed "program commercials" for which different rates

ipphO

i ['lease turn to page 56)
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SHAKESPEARE'S

King Richard II is prepared for I960 tv cameras by (far left) producer

Peter Dews and (far right) director Michael Hayes. This is the first episode in 15-part 'An Age
of Kings', produced by BBC sponsored by Esso on WNEW-TV,
N. Y., and WTTG, Washington

BORED WITH
THE BARD?
NOT THESE
U.S. VIEWERS
^^tandard Oil Company

(New Jer-

sey) has proved again that there's an
audience for adult programing. Last
season it took over NTA's The Play
of the Week when other sponsors
lagged in supporting it. This season,
with its sponsorship of An Age of
Kings over WNEW-TV, New York,
and WTTG, Washington, it has
proved that the American public is
not bored with the Rard.
The series of Shakespeare plays
chronicling the rise and fall of seven
monarchs from Richard II through
three Henries and two Edwards to
Richard III, produced by the British
Rroadcasting Company, is pulling the
highest rating among independent
New York tv stations in its Tuesday
night 8-9:15 spot — averaging quarter
hour ratings of from 6.2 to 7.1 (Arbitron). It is also shown Sundays
in New York from 10-11:15 p.m.
The Metropolitan Rroadcasting out
lets have been offering an illustrated
booklet prepared in connection with
the series. The response has been so
tremendous that a first printing of
100.000 copies has been exhausted
and a second printing is being distribued-— and the offer was announced only in mid-January. Stand-

ard Oil estimates the promotion campaign in connection with the series
will cost "in excess of $150,000."
In its booklet and television messages, Standard Oil (through McCann-Erickson) reemphasizes its policy of "hands off" of program content, casting and production techniques. "These plays (should) be
presented," said the firm's president.
M. J. Rathbone, "as the farsighted
producer and capable cast of English
actors believe the\ -liould be.
"The program's primary aim is to
help >ati-f\ the taste of many people
for classic drama: to take a definite
step forward in providing intelligent,
cultural programs on television. In
addition." he said, "it is hoped that
this Shakespeare series will be interesting and helpful to high school and
college students of English literature,
drama and fusion .
The "overwhehning response" to
the booklet offer by Washington and
New York colleges, high schools and
libraries has been "one of the most
heartening
of the spokesman.
serif-." a< cording to aaspects
Metropolitan
He noted that New York's Hoard of
Education had sent a circular to its
i /'lease turn to page 58 I
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QUAKER
^

OIL

Quaker State who tested

d.j. personality appeal sell
last
W

year,

will

Premium

do

it again

oil maker after

four-year net radio buy now
sold on d.j. popularity pull

I his spring, Quaker State, the
half-century old Pennsylvania oil
company, will, once again, coast
along on the popularity wave of some
200 local radio personalities. The
venerable premium oil concern made
the switchover to this personal appeal
type of selling, last year, after four

Here are a few of

years with net.
The reasoning here, according to

the Quaker d.j.'s
MORE

THAN

200 DEEJAYS

Kenyon & Eckhardt. Quaker's agency
of 28 years: the loyalty evidenced
for the personality by his well entrenched fan following, would add
considerable
weight to the Quaker
message.

in

radio stations throughout the
country impressed Quaker
State by the manner in which
they handled the premium oil

This new approach which had its
trial run last spring in over 100 of

copy and "sold" their listeners. A few of the men are
shown here: from Detroit,
Fred Wolf, WXYZ and J. P.
McCarthy, WJR; Carl De Suze,
WBZ, Boston; George Irwin,

the nation's top markets, aside from
serving as a device for acquainting
motorists with the merits of the
product — and telling them where
they can buy it — proved successfJ
in other ways, according to K&El
account executive. Jack Keeshan.

KFJZ, Fort Worth; Regis Cordic, KDKA, Pittsburgh; and
Pete Smyth,
KOA,
Denver.
Fred
J. P. McCarthy

Wolf

For one thing, it turned out to M
a strong contributory force in open
ing up new outlets, and. for another,
potent in strengthening existing distributor-dealer relationships. \s an
extra bonus, it created a bit of sales
stimulating excitement among

Pete

Smyth

Carl

De Suze

the

eoinpanx's
-ales team, right on their
■ >w n liiime grounds.
Quaker State Oil Refining Cor

poration of Oil City, an organization
which developed .">() years ago from
the consolidation of a number of
small Pennsylvania oil refining coil
panics, was one of the firsl to put
out a premium motor oil. For many
j eai - (up until onlj five years agfl
as a matter of fact, when Quaker
took il- first radio flight), the comSPONSOR
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GETS

D.J. IMPACT

pan) told its product stor) via consumer magazines.
Willi the growing market invasion
of other premium motor oils over ili«'
past decade, however, l>\ companies
who unlike Quaker, had their own
retail outlets, the Pennsylvania outfit
wa~ toiicd to reevaluate its market
■tat us. I hi' result was Quaker's first
ling into radio, five \ears ago, as a
booster to its heavy print ads.
baseball
of The
the bu)
Daw: Mutual's
and. in the
New (lame
York
metro area. Frank Frisch's sports
wrap-up. I'li-ch. who ser\ed as something of an ambassador for the oil
film, according to a Mutual spokesman, attended company sales meetings.
The Mutual affiliate campaign
which lasted four years, supplemented and complemented — the
colorful ads to which Quaker, even
now. allocates more than half of
its ad budget.
The radio sales pitch, slanted to
the in-car listener, in general backed
up the print ads. It emphasized the
Quaker State symbol played up in
the slicks like Saturday Evening Post,
Life. Look, and projected the recom endation to"look for the green
and white stamp." etc.
Re-vamped to tie in with holida)

ON

motor jaunts, the copy varied from
musical jingle to live announcements.
The
Mutual
network
campaign.
which sponsor estimates cost Quakei
around $200,000 a year for its Maj
to September run. helped preserve
the Quaker brand image at a time
when more and more lop-premium
motor oils were beginning to appeal
like so many packaged soaps.
VJthough company and agenc) officials are not about to pin point the
oil makers growth within recent vears
wholly to radio, thej aie quick to admit that during this time. sales have
increased "and going up ever) year,"
and distribution has broadened.
I Quaker distributes to new car dealers, and independent garages and
sen ice stations.)
Quaker's l'X>] radio push is scheduled lo follow previous patterns of
wooing the motoring public durinj
high traffic and vacation times. And,
like last year, the local radio personalit) will tell his faithful Mock of
listeners where — and why they should
treat their cars to Quaker's Super
Blend. Realizing the value of the
personality's ad-lib ability — the announcer's stock-in-trade. Quaker will,
once again, give the radio man a free
i more or less) rein in delivering the
message.

RADIO
I be selection ol radio stations, aci ol ding in the Quakei s ad manage)
\iilnii S. Blank, i~ determined b)
i I i the best elect! onic Eai ilit ies im • •I age ol each mai kel ai i "i ding in
reach "I signal ; ami I _' I the best
local station ami in personalit)
cording to ratings.
What Quakei u~ks in the way of
merchandising tie-ins from the sta
tions in each marketing area: (1)
dealer calls: |,\ a task force of sta
tion personality, promotion nun:
i 2 i I ie-in contest : last \ ear. the stations bought b\ Quaker State ran a
tune-in contest which tied-in with the
then current cop\ which advised listeners to call Western Union operator number 25 for the name of tin
nearest Quakei State dealer. The contest proved successful, creating listener awareness of the premium motor oil : i 3 i mailei s : the station promotion department did a special
mailing featuring the station tie-in
and highlighting the Quaker State
emblem. Point of -ale material w,ialso distributed by the participating
radio stations.
\ similar shoM of merchandising
will be expected from stations bought
by Quaker State for this year's promotion. ^^

Fan following a reason for d.j. choice
CASHING

IN on the persuasive selling power of the local

deejayer was one strong reason for Quaker State's agency,
Kenyon & Eckhardt to switchover to the personality appeal
type <>j salesmanship, last spring, according to account executive, Jack Keeshan. The new approach also screed as u
successful means for strengthening distributor-dealer relations and was instrumental in opening the uu\ lor the
establishment of new dealer outlets. Buys are made

on

high-powered stations in the top 100 markets. The selections
are also determined, in part. I>\ evidence <>l good coverage.
JACK

KEESHAN

iflimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!,,
SPONSOR
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As ad budgets

tighten,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

Should syndicators concentrate
on sales to stations or clients?
Richard B. Morros, president, Richard
B. Morros, Inc., New York
The question that is raised has
many possible answers. The answer
that I feel is most pertinent stems
from the fact that more new innovations insofar as programing have
started on the local level than at the
network level. The reasons of economics being obvious.
There
is

Trend today is
toward film
programing
that is locally
slanted

naturally a closer rapport between a
local advertiser (the principal not
necessarily just the agency) and the
station. Having the advantage of the
relationship plus the fact that the
advertiser and the station are direct-

to programs on the network is only
repetition and certainly not helping
the stations fill the voids that exist.
As a television producer as well as
distributor of programs not typical
of formula programing, I find it to
my advantage to deal both with ad
agencies as well as stations. There
are also occasions when dealing with
a station rep is judicious. Currently,
we are distributing the Tyrone Guthrie Production of Gilbert & Sullivan's
H.M.S. Pinafore, and have been most
successful in direct station selling.
With our future productions such
as Let's Talk About, Great Men,
and others of equally high caliber,
we will create a sales policy in tune
with the needs of the industry. The
ever growing foreign market, in
terms of ad agency activity and newly formed stations bears serious investigation toformulate sales policy.
Put the important point is that, regardless oftype of sale, both creative
selling and creative programing are
necessary.

ly responsible to the local community and reactions are felt almost immediately. The excitement of "something new" is much more important
locally than a national advertiser doing something of a comparable nature on a more expensive national
level.
The mere fact that a national cli-

Al

ent would not buy "X Program" certainly does not mean that it is not
the right vehicle for television. The
day is not too far when there will be
a definite line of demarcation between network programing and local programing as activities in Washington have awakened the industry
to public service and public information nationally as well as locally.
Tin- networks have immediately activated their public service departments. The local stations, each acting a^ I heir market warrants, are
striving to <lo the same. The role of
the indicator has to be one of creali\ii\ and ingenuity to fill the needs
of Btations. To continue producing
and distributing programs
identical

an agency with a sponsor whose need

46

Borax, director of television, King
Features Syndicate-TV, New York
The route to take has everything

to do with what it is you're travelling with. That very specific show
\ ou're hawking .
There are needs to be filled . . .

generalize ;
depends on
specific show
you re hawking

is regional and specific to an age
group and a time period . . . and
inevitably a budget, inevitably limited ... A station with odd sections
of time slots to be rounded out finds
a three and a half minute film presentation the answer to iis call. A
finding

himself

in

Our new Popeye series went the
station route in a rather quick and
highly successful series of station
group sales. There were absolutely
no agency sales involved and yet our
selling costs were modest. This was,
perhaps, the exception rather than
the rule and might be attributed to
the fact that our show, well produced
and utilizing an extremely well
known character, within the framework of updated, modern story patterns, was highly' desirable at the
time we chose to release it.
The second property out of the
King Features Syndicate-TV shop, an
animated show for the entire family
entitled Samson Scrap and Delilah,
is a strong contender for this year's
Academy Award in the short subject
field. There is a possibility that the
route to market on Samson will take
us through agency regionals as well
as individual stations.
Our piece de resistance is a halfhour all-star animated trilogy starring llarriman's famous Krazy hat.
Barney Google and the present day
all time record breaker, Beetle Bailey . . . Speaking of routes — our
V\ <>i k. are on prime time and netsights

You cant

syndicator

glorious position of having product
so desirable finds the choice is happily all his. The basic rules of simple business economy set in and the
high cost of market to market selling is found wanting if it is to be
weighed against the ultimate value of
an agency regional sale indicating a
gross, which has a good deal of net
about it.

the

The
theties
Arthur
II

route?
It's a matter
of greenery.

ol

Kerman,
president, GovenM
it tractions, Inc., Veto York

Regarding the question as to
whether it is preferable to sell to arlvertising agencies or tv stations, it imv feeling that this is entirely deoffered. pendent upon the tvpe of film being
i Please turn to page •">!> i
SPONSOR
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TIE IN WITH WTVT
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
Now 29th in Gasoline
Station Sales*

Reminder: Station WTVT
dominates the Tampa Bay
area, where yearly gasoline
service station sales in the
Metro area now total . . .

$71,268,000
SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

Latest ARB

CHECK

THE

43.3

9:00 A.M. - Midnight

TOP

50 SHOWS!

ARB
NIELSEN
WTVT
34
WTVT
Station B
15
Station B
Station C
1
Station C
ARB.,

Tampa -St. Petersburg Metro Area, Nov., 1960. 2-week summary.

N.S.I.. Tampa -St. Petersburg Metro Area. Dec. 1960.4-week
*Copr.

1960. Sales Management

38
12
0

average.

Survey ol Buying Power: further reproduction not licensed.

YES, IT PAYS TO TIE IN WITH WTVT
STATION ON THE MOVE IN THE MARKET
TAMPA-ST.
THE WKY
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TELEVISION

ON THE MOVE

PETERSBURG

SYSTEM,

INC

YVKY-TV

WKY-RADIO*

OklahomaCity

Represented by the Katz Agency

17

\fti

RADIO

BASICS /MARCH

Facts & figures about radio today \
1. CURRENT
Radio

homes

1960

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio

index

End

1959

station

index

of January

1961

CP's not

50.1
radio
homes

49.5
radio
homes

Stations
on air

Am

1

Fm

FCC

Source: 1 Jan.
1960. SPONSOR:
1 Mar
1959, A. C. Nielsen: homes figures In millions

Radio

1
1

829
3,552

End

1

Fm
Am

52.0
51.4
U.S. homes
U.S. homes

on air

I

Source :

Radio

Set
location

1960

1959

Home
Auto
Public

106,007,095
40,387,449

98.300.000
37,900,000

164

atrial stations.

set sales

1

bids in hearing*

622

1
73
1960
1

3,458
682

New I'll
station

requests

1

of January

raonthlj

set index

128
204

New station

78

558

•December.

I

73

1

179
30

1

36

index

Type

Home
Auto

Ki.000.000* 10,000,000*

places

Total

Total

156,394,544

146,200,000

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail Mies, auto
figures are factory production These figures are of US production only. Radios lrj
phonographs add another 15-20%
to home sales figures.
Figures are subject to change.

Source:
RATI.
1 Jan.
1960.
1 Jan.
1959.
sets in working order.
"No current information.

2. CURRENT
Radio

SALES

set production

and

PATTERNS

sales, by months,

1960

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
MONTH

AUTO SET PRODUCTION

HOME SET RETAIL SALES

632,461

803,368

TOTAL HOME AND AUTO*
1.435.849

596,872

l.l 1.179
(.1. 1.111

1 208.351

January
February
Uunh

633,761

May
April

399,963

1 298 202

596,870

Jmir
July
tugust

3 10.860
788,961

191,026
520.907

December

l«>60 TOTALS
Source

I

I

6,432,212

10,705,128
production

1.135.158
1.891,053
1.675,690

l.l()::.225
2.217.1 19

[totals are auto sol

1,299,759
901.372

1,102,092
1,036,333

639,357

Voventber

1.011.487

702.889
573,363
791.608

328.009

September
October

947.802

517.839
5 18.322

463,165

and

1,594.251
2.738,056

17,137,340

I

Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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BIG AGGIE PICKS UP ALL FIVE
()\<-r 16,000 bowlers from these five states plus Wyoming will

spending 3-billion dollars each year. Vnd 80'; of these peopli

participate in WNAX-570's twelfeth annual bowling tournament It's the biggesl regional bowling tournament sponsored
1>\ ,m\ radio station. This year's prizes will be an estimal d
M0.000.

listen i" v! N W-.'iTO three to seven times a week. Big
delivers the listeners fowa, Minnesota,
Nebraska
and
South Dakota.

Tin- entrants from these sii states indicate WNAX-570's \\ iiiicoverage area -an area in which there are 2% -million peopli

Bowling

"i

broadcasting

PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES

SPONSOR

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

Sioux City,
Reprnenled

Iowa
by Katz

South

2,

FEBRl
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Dakota

bas

the

prcmitional

know-how .;n<l the coverage t" pio.hu,' results.

WNAX
-570
CBS
RADIO
0
PEOPLES

WNAX-570

\
North

*' Sfr

PEOPLES

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
WNAX,
Yonklon, S Dak.
KVTV,
Siou» Cily. Iowa
WGAR,
Cleveland. Ohio
WRFD, Columbu,
Worlhinglon, Ohio
WTTM. Trenton, N.J
WMMN, Fa.rmonl W.Vo.

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

TV BUYS
S. C. Johnson, Inc., Racine, Wis.: Expanding its market list for
Holiday car polish as the warm-weather months approach. Following the schedules starting late this month for 17 weeks, new placements will begin 13 April for 14 weeks. About 25 markets will get
fringe night minutes to reach a male audience. Buyer: Rita Hall.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc., Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Campaign for its Aunt Jemima Easy
Mixes starts 6 March in about 15 markets. Schedules are for five
weeks using daytime and fringe night minutes, five to 10 per week
per market. Buyer: June Kemper. Agency: John W. Shaw Adv.,
Chicago.
National Biscuit Co., New York: Schedules on Nabisco 100%
Bran begin 1 March in the top markets. Six week schedules are being
bought, early and late night minutes in and around news shows. Buyer: Lucy Kerwin.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Currently testing Actin, a
new cough remedy, in a fairly large number of markets. Schedules
of day and late night minutes have been set to run through the winter months. Buyer: Dick Brown. Agency: Compton Adv.. Inc.,
New York.

in Toledo
WSPD — number one by
every audience measurement - ■ Hooper, Pulse,
Nielsen. Alive 24 hours a
day with effective programming and talent to
bolster your sales. More
national and local advertisers than any other
Toledo station.
annual food sales in
WSPD's circulation area
Let a Katz Representative help
you select the most persuasive
times.

Waterman-Bic Pen Co., Inc., Seymour, Conn.: Fairly heavy
schedules begin this month in eight eastern markets, following its
successful test use of tv last fall. Placements are for day and night
minutes to reach a family audience. Buyer: Paul Reunion. Agency:
Ted Bates & Co., New York.
Shu I ton, Inc., New York: New test schedules for Good- Aire room
deodorizer start this month in a small number of markets. Day and
fringe minutes are placed for nine weeks. Buyer: Flora DeBenedetto.
Agency: Ralph Allum Co., Inc., New York.

RADIO
Delmonico

BUYS

Foods, Inc., Cincinati: Going into 10-15 markets with

schedules for its food products. Moderate frequencies of day minutes start 15 March for 13 weeks. Agency: Leonard M. She & Associates, Inc., Cincinnati.
Nitrogen Div. of Allied Chemical

WSPD -Radio

t

NBC -TOLEDO

a STORER station
National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22

Corp., New York: Buying a

select group of markets to start mid-March for its farm products.
Traffic and daj minutes will be scheduled through July. Buyer: Arch
Crawford.
Vgency: Mberl Sydney Nobel Adv., New York.
Purolator Products, Inc., Rahway, \. J.: Campaign for Purolator
oil. air and fuel filters starts 6 March in a number of top markets
Schedules of traffic minutes are being used, about 15 spots per week
per
\ew market.
York. Buyer: Helen Davis. Agenc\ : .1. Walter Thompson Co.,

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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CREATIVITY
sales

. . wfmy-tv creates
in the nation's 44th market

Creativity . . . someone's artistic ability
produced this handsome leather saddle.
Creativity
. . . WFMY-TV's
proven forability
to
create greater
sales and profits
you,
in the Industrial Piedmont.

Sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties,
17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers
have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . . for
complete details call your H-R-P rep today!
♦ Source:

Television

Magazine,

1960

Data

Book

SPOT

CARRIERS

i Continued from page 36)
ABC TV, the undisputed founding
father of the 60-minute participation
adventure or western show, will tell
\<>u it was a matter of survival. At
one time, when ABC didn't own any
shows, sponsors would put a half
hour comedy or western on the network and when it got hot. pull it out
and put it on CBS or NBC where station lineups were much greater.
ABC's natural course was to begin
controlling its programing, and that's
just what it did, vis-a-vis the Warner
Bros, and Disney shows produced
exclusively for ABC.
Agencies, on the other hand, will
tell you that, when share of audience
began to level off, so that it was
fairly equal among the three net-

in Pittsburgh

take TAE
and see
how to really
fire up sales
TV advertising can best fire
up sales by reaching the
most peopleatthe least cost.
If we sound a bit obvious,
may we respectfully suggest
that you check the changed
TV picture in Pittsburgh,
both in homes reached and
cost per thousand. Your Katz
man will be delighted to supply the facts about WTAE's
rise to dominance in the
Pittsburgh market.

works, advertisers had to "spot"
their buys on network tv to reach the
greatest percentage of audience.
"Network had to take on the aspects
of spot in order to survive," said a
spokesman of an agency that places
ing.
heavy
network participation advertisI here are many reasons why the
participation buy has become so
popular. Among these are:
• Flexibility An advertiser can
spread his budget around on all the
networks, in various time periods,
and in popular shows.
• Less risk — If a show flops
chances are the advertisers will also
have money backing several other
series, or, his investment in the flop
wouldn't be terribly heavy. From
the network standpoint, should an
advertiser pull his money out of a
show, the loss isn't shattering, and
the chances are the spots could be
resold w ilh ease.
• Chance for low budget advertisers to enter network Nighttime network tv was a "prohibitive medium"
to the low-budgeted advertiser just a
few years ago.
• \ew money for tv — In the past,
when a heavy advertiser was backing
one or two programs a week, his

left-over budget was usually too

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

wTae
4
big mimiON^^LiH

PIJISBUKGH

p/i

CIIANNKI.
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small for anj additional l\. so he put
il into Othei media. Now he can
turn around and buj additional
nighttime network t\ participations.
\\h\. then, doesn't everybodj give
up full sponsorship and go into participations? One major reason is
that with participations an advertiser
must sacrifice sponsor identification.

And he must give up the chance for
his star to deliver his commercials.
Some advertisers consider this too
great a sacrifice. A major reason
why General Foods continues to buy
programs is that it can billboard
the show and the stars all over the
country, and have its stars I Danny
Thomas. Gertrude Berg. Andy Griffith l deliver its pitches.
The term full-sponsorship has become more and more of an ambiguous one, anyway. DuPont. for example, can be considered a full sponsor
of its projected hour on NBC TV
next fall, and yet it bought the hour
as an umbrella to advertise its various and diversified products. P&G.
General Foods and several others
maintain the same practice.
General Foods' recent deal with
CBS calls for a three-year control of
the Andy Griffith. Dannv Thomas
and Freshman time periods, with the
right of cancellation of the programs
and the right to substitute other
shows in the time slots.
The networks will have more program control next season than
they've had since advertisers
"screamed monopoly" on them several years back before the FCC. The
spot carriers are one reason for this.
CBS. however, has at least one
night in its schedule (Monday)
locked up b) one sponsor, General
Foods, thus preventing the network
from scheduling an additional spot
carrier, should it want to.
There are only two series, for example, on NBC TV for the coming
season that will be controlled 1>\ the
advertiser, a network spokesman said.
These are Alfred Hitchcock Presents,
controlled by sponsor Ford and
llachelor Father controlled by \merican Tobacco. The networks "are
getting tougher. lor instance. Lever Bros, was reportedly dissatisfied
with NBC"s time switch on The Price
Is Right but the network did it anywa\. Price was switched from
\\ edncsda\ to \londa\ for the coming season.
The onl\ control CBS in-i»l* on.
Dylan said, is control over placement of the show, but the network
i~n't overlj concerned with ownership. However, where there e\i-ls
multiple
of atheshow
"we
think
it issponsorship
important for
network
to have control over thai show ■
\
all advertisers involved are treated
equall) ," 1 1\ Ian explained.
SPONSOR
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In Pittsburgh

take TAE
and see
howto

really fire up sales

GAMES

SNOW

{Continued from page 37)

(Continued from page 38)
nificant than in the four suburban
New York markets covered by the
Herald-Tribune Radio Network.
The current campaign is not the
first successful merchandising promotion run by Sullivan for the Snow
people. About four \ears ago, they
saw strong tie-in possibilities inherent
in the new Rodgers & Hammerstein

However, CBS TV's "games in,
soaps out" strategy is more moderate
than it may at first appear. Only the
least successful soap operas have been
cancelled. The two blocks of CBS TV
soap operas, from noon to 1 p.m. and
from 4 to 5 p.m., are not being affiled. CBS TV. like NBC TV, will
still have a predominantly dramatic
schedule in the afternoon.

film, "Carousel/' As the agency saw
it, the New England setting, plus the

Although NBC TV outpoints CBS
TV in every half hour before noon,
the margin is narrowest where CBS
TV had a game show: at 10:30 a.m.
Video Village scored a 5.7 January
Nielsen rating against Play Your
Hunch 7.3.

fact that one of the film's leading
characters happened to be named
"Cap'n Snow," made the background
perfect.
Spearheaded by heavy radio promotion, a campaign was launched to
publicize the televised premiere of
the movie at the old Roxy Theatre
in New York. In the lobby of the
theatre, the hungry and curious were
attracted to a free sampling of

Nielsen average audiences for
morning network programing (in millions) are December Bride 2.0 and
Say When 3.3; Video Village 2.6 and
Play Your Hunch 3.4; Morning
Court 1.5, / Love Lucy 3.1. and Price
Is Right 4.5; Love That Bob 1.7,
Clear Horizon 2.4, and Concentration
5.3.

Snow's Clam chowder. Result, said
the agency, was a sales upsurge.
In 1957, the agency attracted a
crowd of 7,500 to a clambake in
Plymouth, Mass., following a radio
campaign of 1.000 spots involving
the submission of two labels. ^

In most cases games reached larger audiences than competing soaps or
film re-runs.
^

'<H*Jti
AD MEN PUT
ON THE MAP...

^yxcj^cj-ji

CAN YOU PLACE
THESE FACES?
Here are the answers to the quiz on
page 39. testing your ability to spot
persons who occup) positions of influence in areas of our industry.
Twelve out of 16 correct answers
makes you an expert. Eight correct
marks you as a luncheon-goer who
pays minimum attention. Less than
eight means you're spending too
much time pouring over rate cards.
1 ) B. B. Geyer, Chairman of the
executive committee. CMM&B.
2) Albert E. Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger & Co.
3) Frederic W. Ziv. chairman of
the board, Ziv-L nited Artists.
4) Goodman Ace, radio favorite,
now writing Perry Como's Kraft
show.
5) Stephen R. Rintoul, vice
president of Venard. Rintoul &
representat'n
es.
6) McConnel.
Herta Herzog,
vice president
and partner. John Tinker &
Partner. Inc. ' McCann-Erickson ) — researcher
7) Robert E. Lusk, president,
Benton & Bowles.
8) H. Allan Dingwall Jr.. director of broadcast programing.
General Foods.
9) George H. Lesch, chief executive officer. Colgate-Palmolive.
10) W. Row ell Chase, executive
vice president. Procter & Gamble.

your ad headquarters in Chicago at
71 E. WACKER DRIVE

11) John

P.

Denninger,

vice

president, Eastern sales manager, Blair-Tv, representatives
12) Maurice H. Needhain, chairman of the Board. NL&B

Chicago's finest hotel, within
walking distance of over 5 Billion
Dollars in ad billing.
PRIVATE MEETING AND
BANQUET
FACILITIES

13) Jack Gould, tv radio editor,
critic. New York Times.
11) Thomas \\ . SarnofF, vice

Visit Executive House Dining Room
and Cocktail Lounge

ri 1., Division,
NBC.
president
of administration.
Pa-

miii'iMimi'i

• — fra

f^i£

13) Marilyn Monroe, actress, to
whom Jackie Gleason once ofi,i ed >l 5,000 to appear on his
show.

• En
H'Llilil'hlJll.ii

SMIL'S JIT*!

i

u

II

l.'.kMII.I.'I.IMl'H.

z\sn

"That's vl 1,000 to inhale," he said, "and $1,000 to
exhale." She"- now negotiating to do the Sadie Thompson
role in Rain as a network special.
1 6) M. J. "Jack" Rathbone, president and chief executive officex
of Standard Oil Company (New
Jersex i .
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CENTRAL
FLORIDA MARKET

Grandway

Supermarkets

found a ready supply and steady flow of customers

RETAIL SALES IN CENTRAL

since moving

to Central Florida.

FLORIDA TOP $1,412,793,000

QUALITY INDEX in Sales Management

shows 24 metropolitan areas in

Central Florida's 19 county market average 106.
INDEX OF SALES ACTIVITY in these same areas averages 143.
FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Central Florida's exclusive TV market
covers 19 counties, one-tourth ot
Florida's TV homes. Viewer preterence tor WESH-TV, WDBO-TV, and
WLOF-TV is dramatically proved with
the latest ARB combined average
Frequency Index ot 10.6.

for 1960 are estimated in excess of $3 billion.

ORLANDO

is first in Florida growth of personal income.

ORLANDO

has the greatest retail sales gain in Florida.

WLOF-TV

WESH-TV

Ch. 9 -ABC

WDBO-TV

Ch. 2 -NBC

Ch. 6 -CBS

Avery- Knodel

. . . PENETRATING

OVER

8 OUT

OF 10 HOMES

IN THE

BILLION

DOLLAR

CENTRAL

FLORIDA

M

.V,
SPONSOR
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SAG-AFTRA

(Continued from page 13)
I nder the old contracts, talent payments for "wild spots" were based
on the number of cities in which a
spot was used during a thirteen week
cycle. There were five classes of
><-hedule>: ( ilass ( '.: I -5 cities. ( ilass
B: 6-20 cities. Class A: 21-60 cities,
Class AA: 61-125 cities, Class AAA:
over 125 cities, each bearing a successiveh larger rate.
In this reckoning sj)ecial provision
was made for New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles which counted as
11. 7, and 7 cities respectively. Spots
could be used an unlimited number
of times during a 13-week cycle, after
which a new cycle began, calling for
repayment of the appropriate class
rate.
The SAG-AFTRA representatives,
in the 1960 negotiations, took the
position that:
1 ) all of the rates, at least for film
commercials, were too low.
2) More weighting had to be given
not oidy to N. Y.. Chi., and L. A.,
but to other major cities.
It was at this point that the "case
histories" compiled by the agencies

became particularly important in the
negotiations. For. with each demand
for increases in a particular class or
group of cities, the agency observers
were able to determine exactly what
such an increase would mean to a
specific type of advertiser.
I nion demands were processed in
computers by the Human Univac
team along with the spot case history
profiles, and exact figures were obtained and supplied to the negotiators.
Despite some union grumbling and
requests for a return to "Good old
fashioned negotiations," this electronic approach was the basic tool in
the parleys.
Armed with this factual data, the
agency observer group fought to keep
rate increases within reasonable
bounds for all types of advertisers —
not only large national spot account,
but smaller and regional schedules.
SPONSOR has checked carefully with
those who were present or close to
the negotiations, and is wholly satisfied that the agency observers tried
to the best of their ability to act for
the industry as a whole — not simply
for sizeable N. Y. agencies or huge
national advertisers.

Actually, when the final scales were
determined, certain of the agency observer group had to face the fact that
some of their own best accounts had
been hurt most. Chairman Plesent,
for example, as a Y&R man was not
particularly happy in the knowledge
that Piel's Beer, because of its distribution pattern, had been penalized
substantially by the new rates.
As in all negotiations, the final
scales were the result of bargaining
and compromises. In the case of
"wild spot" fees, the city class system of the old contract was dropped
in
favorinofwhich
a newBaltimore.
complex Boston.
"unit"
s\stem.
Cleveland. Detroit. Philadelphia. St.
Louis, San Francisco and Washington were given special unit weight
and payments for New York, Chicago, andincreased.
Los Anj2t*Ics were substantially
Space does not permit, nor would
it be appropriate to try to list here a
tabulation of all the varied newunion scales for different types of
wild spot and program commercial
use. Compilations are onlv meaningful in terms of a particular advertiser's own spot schedule — and such
compilation must be made by qualified agenc) experts.
But a couple of examples may give
some idea of what happened. Under
the old contracts, a spot advertiser
in 5 cities (other than the 11 mentioned above) paid an on-camera
rate for one performer for unlimited
13 weeks use of $80. Under the new
scale he will paj $95.
Oil the other hand a spot advertiser who uses onlj New York formerly paid $125, now musl pa\ s200
for
use. the same performer and 13 weeks

THE ONLY AUTHENTIC

TV SERIES...

produced
specifically for the occasion
Centennial.
Thirteen dramatic half-hours
Brady's

of the Civil War
based on Mathew

stirring photographs.
Winner
of Sylvania
Timely and of tremendous
prestige value.
Sponsored
in 80% of the Markets
— and Selling All Over The Country!

Sold

TIEl JMIIMO^M
COTLmB

Similar variations also r\i>t in the
effects on the new scales for "program" commercials. Such commercials, when used in more than 20
cities, call for "repayment' fees covering each individual use. The schedj
ule of both session and repayment
fees for program commercials has
been upped l>ut onh an examination

CORP.

of the practices of an individual advertiser ran give am real indication
ol the effect of the new contracts.

625 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cal.
520 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, III.

One verj large national advertise!
showed SPONSOR a confidential compilation ofhis increased costs for all

Produced by the Woitinghouso Broadcasting Company • Dis'ribulod by

TRANS-LUX

i6

Award.

And between these two extremes
there arc hundreds of variations.

TELEVISION

types of commercials under the new
SPONSOR

2,
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scales. The overall increase for talent amounts, in hi^ case, i<> 9.49? I"1'
this cannot be taken as an average
foi other advei tisei s.
During the negotiations battle, the
agenc) observer group not onlj furnished basic ammunition to the official negotiators the networks and
film producers but also, in consultation with other agencj men. and
with \\ \ members, determined a
kind of "partj line" beyond which
the) did nol feel that concessions
Could or should l>e made.
\i this point, certain Haws and
weaknesses in the entire negotiation
structure began to be apparent.
\\ lien at the end ol November, the
discussions reached a critical stage
I the SAG- M TR\ contracts expired
on 15 Nov.) the complicating factoi
was that the other union negotiations
(sustaining talent, announcer-, etc.),
were Hearing successful culmination
in the talk- between the network and
the union-.
Since all these contracts, including
those on commercials, had to he settled "as a package" the final determination ol terms was not determined l>\ advertiser-agenc\ pressure,
hut 1>\ the ultimate negotiators — the
nctw orks.
In the final settlement it is no secret that the networks did make certain concessions on the commercials
code in order to get approval for the
entire contract package.
It is also no secret that some of

m ftra
Vbx Rochester E

1:00-6:00 P.M. Daily

World oj FACTS,
\nVSCINAlFJ0N, MUSIC and NEWS

/

WHEC

RADIO
^-^-^

X

/7I

A dramatically startling new program offering WHEC
listeners a choice of fascinating features behind the news
stories of the day . . . offbeat interviews . . . research reports
. . . very special music . . . and ten minutes of CBS News
every hour on the hour! Plenty of sponsor appeal in this
new concept!

these concessions went beyond the
agency-advertiser "part) line." However, and this is a significant point.
members of the agency observer
group, and others close to the negotiations have assured SPONSOR that
they felt the network representatives
acted honorabl) and tried to do their
best under extremely difficult circumstances, and heavy pressures.

8:45 to 11:00 P.M -Mon.-Fri.
8:15 to 11:00 P.M -Saturday
A full evening of complete, on-the-spot coverage of every field of Sport.
Open phone-line interviews . . . direct reports! Nothing like it anywhere
on radio! WHEC is going places!

As to the results of the negotiations. SPONSOR i- inclined to go along
with an agency president who
■Bys, "It wasn't perfect. Hut believe
me. if you understand the complexifies of the situation, you will have to
admit that everyone involved did a
iood job."
What remains though, i- the deeper question; is the structure of talent
union negotiation involving radio t\
advertising both archaic and unrealistic? Next week, in Part III of this
series, we will discuss "Is there i
better wa\ ?'"
t^
SPONmiK
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BASIC

CBS

ROCHESTER
NEW
YORK

REPRESENTATIVES:
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

EVERETT
•

LOS

ANGELES

M c K I N N E Y.
•

SAN

INC.

FRANCISCO
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BORED

WITH

BARD

usual amount of telephone calls and
mail praising them. The commercials
are keyed to tell the public about

(Continued from page 43)
high school principals in December
advising them of the series and listing all broadcast dates.

Standard Oil's operations."
Executives at BBC's New York
office told sponsor that they have

In Washington, Brentano's book
stores and Hecht's and Woodward &
Lothrop department stores have "lavish displays" of the booklets. Macy's
in New York has a display in its book
department and is also distributing a
special booklet based on the original
and a bookmark with the program
schedule of An Age of Kings.
Requests from viewers have run as
high as a weekly 5.000 in New York
and 2.000 in the District of Columbia
area for the booklet that was originally prepared by the BBC. It devotes a
page to each program, supplying
story outline and historical background. There is also a reproduction of a painting of each monarch
in question and pictures from the
performances. The back cover folds
out to reveal an illustrated genealogical table of the members of the royal

been receiving "an enormous amount
of inquiries" from stations and educational groups concerning possible
purchase of the 15 episodes in the
series. The National Educational
Television Network (NETN) has purchased itfor educational use, said the
BBC. and commercials stations are

an agency — or even a client. However, in most instances our film is

ple are faces."

KNOE-TV

progressive North

Louisiana,

South

Arkansas,

LOOK AT THIS MARKET
DATA
1,520,100 Ding Sales
423,600 Automotive Sales
Income
General Merchandise
$1,701,169,000 Total Retail Sales
{ S00, M6.000

AVERAGES

71%

SHARE

According
to November,
1960
ARB
wc overage
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in the Monroe

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Photo: Aerial view of Arkansas
in KNOE's coverage area.

:,:;

I

it is very often the situation whereby they agree to pick up a full or
partial sponsorship of films after
thev are sold to tv stations.

It takes a
larger sales
force to sell to
to
stationsthan
agencies

I feel that an advantage of a direct
station sale is the ability of a station
to come to a decision rapidly as their

JUST

Food Sales

their feature film programs. \^ hen
we do deal with agencies or clients.

^

THIS 15 "KNOE-LANO

Population
Households
Consume i Spendable

sold directly to the stations who generally have automatic clients for

booklet that he chose a "cameo technique" because "Shakespeare is primarily about people, and for tv, peo-

«.'«i*»'"

(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

Hardy. Our reason for concentrating on this type of film is an economic one as it takes a larger
sales force to concentrate on agency
sales than on station sales. There

basis of WTTG and WNEW-TV's
success. BBC expects to make further announcements soon.

AKE? B

NO,

In the operation of Governor TV
Attractions, Inc., we try to concentrate on the type of films that are
mainh sold to tv stations directly.
such as feature film programs and
theatrical shorts, such as Laurel and

are, of course, occasional situations
which arise whereby we do deal with

is particularly proud of the chronological manner in which the plays are
presented. For the first time in the
U.S. they are all being shown as continuous history, with members of the
English cast living out their parts
from the beginning of the cycle to
the English cast living out their parts
from the beginning of the cycle to
the end. He also points out in the

Standard Oil's "low-key and informative commercials have drawn,"
according to Metropolitan, "an un-

ASKS

(Continued from page 46)

giving it careful consideration on the

Peter Dews, the English producer,

family who appear in Shakespeare's
historic plays.

SPONSOR

$ 40.355,000
$ 2W.5W.000
$ 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

71
share
of audience
metropolitan trade area.
CBS
A James

•
A.

from

ABC
Noc Station

Represented

by

H-R Television, Inc.
\f, Monticello, .UIhihuk, our oj nitu

located

programing is set up in a manner
which allows them to buy automatically for their sponsors — whereby the
advertising agency generally has to
consult their client regarding any
purchase. A new development in t\
that is most important was the signing of NBC and 20th Century Fox
for 1950 to 1955 feature motion pictures over prime time on NBC Satnrdaj evenings opposite Have Gun.
// ill Travel and the new one hour
Gunsmoke. I believe this will acl as
a catalyst for the further popularity
of features with both ad agencies and
stations.

It is also ni\ belief that a

greatei presentation of wares must
be made to ad agencies than stations]
This could prove i<> be costlj and for
an independent distributor this cost
could al limes be prohibitive, There
Is
[uestion in mj mind as time
goes "ii more and more advertising
agencies will become cognizant of the
impacl of the newer feature- and
their relativel) Lowei cosl per thousand potential.
^

m
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Lb o (X (j' I CttL dZ/LLllly vOOL. I don't see how anybody stays in business without it... This market does more dollar volume of local business than a great many of the
three-station markets in the country. A great percentage of that business is on Videotape*
... It gets local business because it absolutely takes the risk out of it. For example, it's awfully
hard for an advertiser to visualize from a piece of copy paper with a video column and an
audio column just what his commercial is going to look like on TV. But if the salesman can
say, 'I've got a spot all recorded for you on your fall coat sale, and I want you to see it,' then
he's sold. This is just so much better than any other way to sell local television that you just
can't compare it! . . .What do we think of Ampex? No question but what they're the leaders in
tape. They put tape on the map, and as far as we're concerned, it's the Ampex VTR that's
keeping it there." A single sheet of paper, an envelope addressed to Ampex and a 4c stamp is
all it takes to get the complete profit-potential story about tape. . .and about the Ampex VTR
as a basic sales-building component of any complete TV operation.
Drop us a line today. Write to Ampex, department ST.
AMPEX

PROFESSIONAL

PRODUCTS

COMPANY

• 934 CHARTER

ST.. REDWOOD

CITY. CALIF. • AMPEX

OF CANADA

LTD . REXDALE,

ONTARIO

MR. JOHN
TYLER.
GENERAL
MANAGER
OF KFDA-TV.
AMARILLO.
1112. 500 TV HOMES.
.151 ST
MARKET I
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A #1 voi*ii e apc
Politlent. Block Drug's professional type denture cleansing kit
will break out its new wrappings
via a special tv campaign this
spring.
Six NBC shows This Is Your
Life, The Tall Man. The Groucho
Marx Show, One Happy Tamil). The
Americans and Jack Paar Show, will

WRAP-UP

carry Polident's specially developed
minute-messages during March and
COMMISSIONED

'Admiral In the Great

Navy of Nebraska,' David Brinkley accepts
rank bestowed by Governor Frank Morrison,
at annual
KMTV,
Omaha,
awards
telecast

JAMBOREE

IN ATLANTA

as WAOK

cele-

brates its anniversary. Singer Roy Hamilton
entertains some 5,000 people who attended.
Top names in the recording industry joined in

April.
Campaigns:
• Upton Tea lias mapped out a
tv campaign in the Boston. Springfield, and Holyoke, Mass.. Hartford
and New Haven. Conn., and Providence. R. [., markets featuring area
personality endorsements of its beverVgencj : Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & age.Bayles.
• Pocket Books, Inc., planning
a radio and tv bin to tie-in with its
stepped up promotion of it- literature
and children's books, records and
games products.

NAME
MGM'

THE LION contest, dreamed up by WJRT, Flint, Michigan, gets fantastic response.
motion pictures, children were urged to supply a name for the promotion's cartoon

Agency: The Ben-

Held in connection with acquisition of 150 'Best of
lion. First prize was, you guessed it, a stuffed lion

jamin Compan) . New ^ ork City.
• Mother's Gefilte Fish has
bought spot ratlin in the New Vuk
Citj metro and New Jersej area to
bolster it > print campaign during the
upcoming holidaj season, ^genc) :
Dunay, Hirsch & Lewis, New York
City.
• Kool-Pops, Genera] Foods, will
introduce its new freeze-it-yoursell
pop liars this spring via t\ on five
network
shows, with a spot t\ bolster, from Ma\ to September.
• Chock Full O' Nuts readying a
"we won't kid you" saturation campaign using l\ and radio in the New
York metro and upstate area, Connecticut and New F.nidand for its new inBtant coffee. Vgencj : Grej .
• Stella D'oro Biscuit, New
York, has bought time on W UJC-TV.
WNEW-TV, and WOR-TV in New
*\ ork Cit) . to air its new sophisticated
jingle stressing the continental touch
in the serving of il- cookies, biscuits,
breadsticks. Flans call for minute
spots at the rate of 22 to 35 per week
in high-rated daytime and late evening shows. \nenc\ : \\ . B. Doner.

fier Components Department.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Waiter S. I»i i-kill. from director of
marketing, Jacob Rupperl Brewing,
New York, to director of marketing,
Miller
Brewing,
Milwaukee
. . .
Bruce K. Cokeley, to new products
coordinator, and Lawrence J.
Lynch, to newl) created position,
market research coordinator, Lehn &
Fink Products ... \. S. Pande, Calo
Pet Food Company, Oakland. Calif.,
management administrative staffer, to
advertising manager, that compan)
Robert

('. Shea,

from

field sales

manager for consumer products, to
manager of marketing. W estclox division, Genera] Time Corporation . . .
Jaek Schenberg, from manage]
aerosol di\ ision. B. T. Babbitt, to corporate director of marketing, household products and drug division . . .
Michael Cerra, from market research director, to marketing manager, Charles \nlell division, B. T.
Babbitt . . . Jaek ('.. Peet, from advertising and sales promotion. Semiconductor Products Department, Sj racuse. \. ^t .. lo advertising and promotion manager, General Electric Recti-

Thisa "n" data: Eastman Kodak to
manufacture .mil sell magnetic re
cording tape latei

tlii- year.

igenc^ appointments: Stella !• oro
Biscuit, New ^ oik. to Doner. Philadelphia .. . Buckfield Packing, Buckfield, Maine, i Besse) 's I i nil Juice
Drinks, jams, jellies, and apple juii
to Jerome O'Leary, Boston . . .
Renault Distributors, W atertown,
Mass., to Needham, Louis and
Brorby . . . Thermo-Fax Sales, L. \..
to Eisaman, Johns & Laws, Hollyw

I.

Mergers:
Lennen & Newell with
Martin & Tuttle ($1 million i. I.. \.
and Seattle . . . G. Street & < <>..
Ltd.. London, with Kustnr. Milton.
Chesley, (.litionl <K Vtherton, New
York and Toronto . . . R. K. McCarthy and Associates, lampa.
Fla.. with Liller. Neal. Rattle <K
i Please turn to pagt <<•'>>

NEWS
FROM
THE HORSE'S
MOUTH,' as WTVH, Peoria, promotes
'Mr. Ed.' show. A two-way communication system eiabled the horse to answer political queries of Don Wooley

CITATION OF MERIT for ABC's radio program Flair' is awarded by the
National Exchange Club. Dick Van
Dyke, host of Flair,' accepts award
from (l-r) William Haefeli, Robert Pauley, ABC v.p. and Peter Major, pres.
of the
Exchange
Club
of Brooklyn

MARKING

his 40th anniversary with KDKA

radio, Pittsburgh, Penna., is E. B. (Ward)
Landon (right), studio engineering supervisor,
shown with T. C. Kenney, chief engineer.
Mr. Landon
pioneered
with KDKA
in 1921
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CENTRAL
FLORIDA MARKET

Steady, stable sales activity is typified by this Central Florida shopping center.

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD
MAJOR METROPOLITAN

INCOME FOR CENTRAL
AREAS IS $5,450.

FLORIDA'S

FINANCIAL RESOURCES in excess of 3 billion dollars. Financial leaders
predict continued steady climb.
FOOD SALES totalled more than $335,000,000 in 1960.
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS make up 21% of Florida total.
BUILDING PERMITS in Central Florida lead all Florida markets with a
36.5% increase according to U. S. Census figures.
DRUG SALES over $50,200,000 in 1960.
EMPLOYMENT — One out of two new employees staffing Florida's industrial and commercial expansion lives in the Central Florida Market.
WORLD'S LARGESTcitrus industry is located in the Central Florida market.
Central Florida's exclusive TV market
covers 19 counties, one-fourth of
Florida's TV homes. Viewer preference for WESH-TV, WDBO-TV, and
WLOF-TV is dramatically proved with
the latest ARB combined average
Frequency Index of 10. G.

WESH-TV

PENETRATING
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WDBO-TV
Ch. 6 -CBS

Ch. 2-NBC

OVER

8 OUT

OF 10 HOMES

IN THE

-TV
WLCh.OF
9 -ABC

BILLION

DOLLAR
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What's liappening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
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The FCC finally managed to secure the sought-after unanimous vote in favor
of new application forms: The Commissioners actually voted only to institute
"rulemaking proceedings," which means the industry will he able to submit arguments against the new forms until 3 April.
Argument is, however, meaningless. The forms will go through in substantially the same
shape as proposed. This is another, and a very long step toward FCC intervention in
station programing.
Networks will he hit from two directions at once. Affiliates are to be held more rigidly accountable for the content of network programs they carry. And, of course, the
FCC has already indicated it will ask power to control the webs directly, rather than
merely through their o&o's, as at present.
The networks may lie hurt indirectly. The new forms will put a premium
programing to meet local community needs.

on local

Applicants for new licenses and renewals will have to state how they have determined
the needs of their communities and the broadcasting they have done to meet those
needs. Entertainment programs, whether by accident or design, are listed last among seven
types of programing outlined by the FCC.
The NAB codes are given recognition, since applicants are asked whether they subscribe
to any broadcasting ethics code, and steps taken to maintain appropriate programing and
advertising standards. Applicants must also break down time devoted to commercials.
The forms, themselves, must take a back seat to the type of enforcement in which the
Commission hereafter chooses to engage.
Since the FCC has been engaged in a gradual process leading toward ever more intensive
regulation, it must be assumed that the forms are an ominous development. Also commissioner King, who favors the least possible interference with station programing is being succeeded bynew chairman Minow. And Minow will go at least as far as matching performance
with promise, maybe farther.
The seven types of programing are religious, instructive, public affairs, agricultural, news,
sports, and entertainment. This does not mean that a small city station which doesn't claim to
reach farm areas must program for farmers. But beware the high power station or station in
a rural area which cant list farm programs on their schedules!

Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.), in getting money from the Senate to finance activities of the Senate Commerce Committee which he heads, has appeared
to set out broad areas for fire-breathing probes.
Magnuson got the $315,000 he asked, but it is doubtful if he intends to aim any
shafts at broadcasting this year. One of his subcommittees will be looking into the political
equal time problem, and at least some attention will be given to the old, old uhf problem.
He mentioned network practices, but at the same time warned
and it is doubtful if much will take place along those lines.

against censorship.

The Oren Harris front also remains quiet. True, the Arkansas Democrat
tempt to set up a permanent legislative-oversight-type subcommittee, as he has
for some time. This seemed to be aimed more at overseeing the agencies, and
gressional power over the agencies from an\ encroachment 1>\ Dean Landis,
the industry.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials
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Stations rather than film studios continue to be an important source of program ideas for syndication.
Latest is Joyce Brothers' series, which originated as a post-Jack Paar late night offering
on WNBC-TV, New York, and is now syndicated by ABC Films.
The lady psychologist's question-and-answer show is available either as a five or 15
minute series; first sales are to WTAR-TV, Norfolk; WTVS, Miami; WDSU-TV, Miami;
WWJ-TV, Detroit, and WEWS-TV, Cleveland.
First taped and local, show is now filmed for syndication.

Post 1948 feature film distribution continued to be one of the more active areas
of syndication business this week.
Seven Arts Associated, for example, added five markets for Warner's Films of the '50's,
bringing its total to 44 markets.
Latest sales were: KMBT-TV, Beaumont; WLIX-TV,
WAVY-TV, Norfolk, and WTCN-TV, Minneapolis.

Jackson; WKXO-TV,

Kalamazoo;

In the package of 40 films, 26 are available in color.

Sometimes all it takes is a little ingenuity for a salesman to discover he has a
topical property to offer.
One CBS Films salesman found that 13 You Are There off-network re-runs pertained to
the Civil War, which opened the door enough for him to sell the entire 39 episodes to WTVR,
Richmond.

American

Tobacco

(BBDO)

has extended

its alternate week

regional buy of

Ziv-UA's Lock Up to continue through its current second year.
Continuations by alternate half-sponsors also extend through same period.

It's now definite that NBC TV will throw first-run post-1950 20th Century-Fox
feature films into the 9-11 p.m. Saturday time period, starting in fall.
In the talking stage for a long time, this will be the first such regular schedule of feature
films in fully competitive prime time.
NBC's move poses fresh questions such as: whether a bigger network market for features will open up, bow features will rate in network time, and what effect they'll
have on following rates after 1 1 p.m. for local movies.

The loss to syndication of the time period following Cunsmoke
in an old wound.

comes like salt

The first time the period was lost it was recaptured so slowly by CBS in some markets
for Markham
other night.

that syndication almosl earned a moral victory when that show switched to an-

But now just after syndication became re-established in the time period, it will
have to surrender it again for the expansion of Gnnsmoke to a full hour.
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Up-to-date background on current syndication costs and performance was reviewed by CBS Films administrative v.p. Sam Cook Digges at the San Francisco Advertising Club recently.
Here are some of the facts that Digges surveyed:
• The nation's 1961 tv film production investment will be about $170 million, coinpared to $155 million in 1960.
• Network programing

is now 76%

film— compared to 20% a decade ago.

• A good new syndicated film series costs about $1.3 million to produce 39 negatives, but
distribution, promotion, administration, talent repayment, and other costs bring tbe distributor's investment to over $2 million.
• Of 570 time periods occupied by syndicated show- in the ten top cities there are 129 syndicators represented — but among the top five shows in ratings in these markets there are 22
shows handled by only 1 1 distributors.
• Advertisers in just these five best shows in top markets were getting cost-per-thousand
commercial minutes as low as $2.85 and even S2.49.

The paradox of off-network re-run distribution business is that it's rare for a
really desirable property to be available for syndication.
Prospects of getting a three-to-four year old show writh a good track record and a sufficiently large number of episodes — the kind of show svndicators want — are dim because such
shows don't often come off the networks now.
Furthermore, locally available shows that have been on but a single year, which have
only 26 or 39 episodes, are saleable but don't lend themselves
and lucrative strip sales.
MGM-TV

has started co-production

(with NBC

TV)

to massive re-run

filming of Dr. Kildare.

Studio is already in full production of Asphalt Jungle I ABC

TV) and National Velvet

(NBC TV) and in addition has three pilots completed: for Father of the Bride, Cain's Hundred, and Harry's Girls.
NTA is going to spin off its station holdings in Newark-New
dau has resigned to stay with the broadcast properties.

York and Ely Lan-

Ownership of WNTA-TV proved to be an expensive experiment for the syndication producer-distributor; although providing a showcase for Play of the Week and Open End. it also
proved a loss operation.
For example, NTA turned down the possibility of considerable revenue from recent feature film packages wanted by other New York stations when it saved them for
its own outlet.

CBS Films is getting a grateful reaction from
1700 copies of the Syndicated BAR reports.

station men

for its mailing of

Distribution of fourth quarter 1960 reports on sponsorship of syndicated films and tapes
was the first of a series to be done quarterly by Frod Mahlstedt.
The reports by BAR were previously available to subscribers only.
Elektra is the latest commercials

producer to decide to get into tv program

production.
The producer has begun production on four one-hour adult science shows and has a daily
animated children's show on the drawing boards.
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HEARS

Compton's new rule about letting the bars wide open for any station to improve
a competitor's spots on a schedule is getting the intended results but with a vengeance.
With but a minute's phone call a rep is able to knock out a row of the other fellow's
spots and then keep his fingers crossed that the same thing won't happen to him with the
next ratings.
Expostulated one rep: "Sure it's dog-eat-dog but you live by the buyer's rules."

The president of a competitive oil company in commenting
current newspaper campaign unleashed this, quip:

on Shell's (OBM)

"It was the greatest show on earth until the curtain went up."
The law firm for a major agency has assigned its ace investigator to track down
the report that its commercial producers have been engaging in an expense account
fraud.
The story as this agency has been getting it: west coast commercial houses have been
absorbing the expenses incurred in trips from New York by the staffers. The latter have
had no compunction about turning in full expenae accounts to their office.

You hear a lot of boxcar figures tossed around the trade with regard to the
amount of money that each of the networks have tied up in pilots.
The guesstimates per network on this score when averaged out:
ABC TV, $3 million; CBS TV, $6 million; NBC TV, $5 million.

Shaver trade reports have it that if anybody comes out ahead on those million
grooming kits distributed among Schick dealers it should certainly be Revlon.
Revlon, which owns 26% of Schick stock, produced the kits for reputedly $800,000.

Agency managements are beginning to frown on the practice among
tions of taking their timebuyers on pleasure trips to West Indies resorts.

some sta-

Say the managements: there's nothing wrong with a junket in which the buyer can learn
something about a station or its market, but the other smacks of payola.
Incidentally, they feel the same way about such free trips by commercial

producers.

A station group found that loyalty is something you don't find only in the dictionary.
A.S part of its plans to set up its own national sales offices, the group offered the manage!

*

of one of its present rep's midwest offices §10,000 to continue for the group in the same
spot.
The bid was turned down, even though it's substantially more than he's earning.
Some

spot tv sellers arc referring to their activities as Operation Counterattack.

B) thai they mean they're spending much time getting business already on the air awaj
from competition with the latest ratings books and monitoring reports.
66
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Construction moves

ahead on the new

Florida National

Bank

Building at Orlando.

DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION STIMULATES
CENTRAL FLORIDA GROWTH AND INCOME
AND STABILIZES ECONOMY.
NEARLY ONE OUT OF FOUR new Florida plants or business expansions
chose Central Florida for its site.
ONE-HALF OF THE NEW EMPLOYEES to staff Florida business expansion
during 1959 located in the Central Florida market.
CAPE CANAVERAL and military base expansion also stimulate the
growth of population, buying power, and retail sales.
MISSILE TEST CENTER at Patrick Air Force Base spent an estimated
$157,800,000 in Central Florida during the 1960 fiscal year.

Central Florida's exclusive TV market
covers 19 counties, one-fourth of
Florida's TV homes. Viewer preference for WESH-TV, WDBO-TV, and
WLOF-TV is dramatically proved with
the latest ARB combined average
Frequency Index of 10.6.

WDBO-TV
Ch. 6 -CBS

PENETRATING
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WLOF-TV

OVER 8 OUT OF 10 HOMES

Ch. 9 -ABC

IN THE BILLION DOLLAR

WESH-TV
Ch. 2-NBC

CENTRAL

FLORIDA

MARKET.
(.7

SELL!
THE EXCLUSIVE
DOLLAR

BILLION

CENTRAL FLORIDA
MARKET

WRAP-UP
I Continued from page 61)

MORE

Lindsey
million) . (total billings around $7.5
New offices: Irving & Rosenbloom & Associates, at 519 Madison \\cniit'. \r» i ork City.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Robert W. Dundas, Jr., from KPRCTV, Houston, to Ervvin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan as account executive
. . . Lois A. Gibson, Lloyd B. Gibson and John R. Hanna, all to Wilkinson Advertising. Rochester. N. Y.,
as account executives . . . Russell
Elliot, to assistant account executive,
Dohertv. Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
. . . Arthur E. Wible, v.p. and director. Maxon, Detroit, assuming additional post of administrative assistant to the president . . . Frederick
D. Sulcer, from manager, tv/radio
creative department, to account executive, and John J. Calnan from cop\

WDBO-TV
Channel 6 - CBS - Blair TV Assoc.

group head, to manager, tv/radio department, Needham, Louis and Brorby, Chicago . . . Mrs. Florence
Goldman, from copywriter, JWT. to
creative staff. Sudler & Hennessey.

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Robert L. Hodges, from commercial representative, Storer Broadcasting, to account executive, J. H. Altman Advertising. Detroit . . . Herbert K. Horton. from commercial
producer. ^ oung & Ruhieam. to commercial production supervisor, tv/
radio department. Ayer, New York
City . . . Anthony J. Amendola,
from Eastern region account executive, Budweiser account. N. ^ .. to
manager, regional marketing service,
Anheuser-Busch account, D'Arcy, ?t.
Louis . . . Roy F. Segur, from v.p.
in charge of marketing and research,
Lambert & Feasley. to director of research. Cumhinner . . . Don Blauhut. v.p. in charge of radio tv. West
Coast, to New York office. Parkson
. . . Richard Stanton, to Neale Advertising, as special marketing and
creative consultant.
Y&R

named five tv/radio department supervisors: Richard J. Cox,
Marvin H. Koslow. Colgan Schlank.
Martin J. Waldman and Kenneth A.

Wood. Jr.

They were elected : William A.
Murphy, a v.p. at Papert. Koenig,
Lois . . . Thomas Blee, Bohsih. Inc.,
Fort
Wavne. v.p.. to its hoard of directors.
Wunderman,
Ricotta
&
Kline
plans board: Lester Wunderman.
chairman: Harry Kline, secretary:
Ed Ricotta. Irving Wunderman. Peter
Rahar. Han\ llites. Thomas Collins
and Ralph Siegler.

want to talk ratings?
SPONSOR
has assembled 50
different ads showing you how
stations all over America
have
solved the problem ot the
numbers game.
IT'S

SPONSOR'S

ADVERTISING

Associations

ANTHOLOGY

Whether
you want
to talk people
or kinds of people or what
vk
youi programming docs to people
>^
— there are dozens ol different
approa< hes to evei y i on< ei\ able
$p advertising problem thai confronts
the broadcast
industry. All
( atalogued and indexed
in e\ ei J
possible size.
IT'S A MUST SEE BOOK
YOU'LL BE SEEING IT SOON

wilfti Y

MACAZINI

TV

RADIO

»OVI»!lllm

motion, sales promotion, and merchandising.
PEOPLE

N
• Ml

The Broadcasters Promotion Association, under the supervision
of \\ TMJ. Milwaukee, promotion man Bruce Vi allace. is sifting out a maze of submitted promotion ideas for documentation
under the title The Best of BPA.
The publication \\ ill be di\ ided into
three major sections: audience pro-

Uftl

ON

THE

MOYE:

Mike

Schaffer, advertising and promotion
director, \\ I'll.. Philadelphia, appointed liaison between the Broadcasters
Promotion
Association and the I ele-I ONSOR
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Rheingold chooses
"It's always a pleasure
to speak for Rheingold.
Because Rheingold and
t are good friends. It's
my favorite beer!"

AND MAT'S SPEAKING
FOR RHEINGOLD

WLIB was chosen by Rheingold to carry "The
King's" message every morning on his own 15
minute show. It was chosen because Rheingold
(a consistent advertiser on the station for years)
KNOWS WLIB-KNOWS what it can do— KNOWS
it embraces the entire Negro Community in
Greater New York.
If you want to reach this great Negro Community itmakes sense to re-examine your schedule
and LIB IT UP.

WL/BSPONSOR
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vision Information Office . . . William I). Kistler, appointed v. p. of
the Association of National Advertisers.

1 he solution: a special open-closed
circuit sales meeting.
The program, originated live in the
station studio, featured a report on
International Harvester district sales

V Station!

activities, and an outline of impending company promotions.
The program was wrapped up by
the stations sales manager. Ken
Schneider, who urged sponsorship
participation of the Championship
Wrestling series.
I lie result : a firm contract within
36 hours.

Alexandria, Minn., tv station
KC.MT, when confronted recently
by tlu* time-consuming chore of
making individual sales calls on
some 60 independent International Harvester dealers, found a
short-cut.

Ideas at w ork :
• WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge. La.,
drew some 10.000 entries in its Xame
The Face contest. The contest idea:
fifty photographs of well-known CBS.
ABC and WAFB local tv personalities were flashed on the screen all
hours during the telecasting da\ for
a six-week period. Viewers were asked
to identify the pictures leach showed
a code number) 1>\ number, character role and program. A tie-hreaker
— to complete the sentence — "I watch
television because — "was added to
the competition when 22 correct entries were received.
• WXYZ-TV, Detroit, tested the
romantic know-how of its viewers
(and stimulated a larger-viewing audience for its movie presentation. Don
Ameche's Hollywood Theater), by
running a contest asking viewers to

42,
THAT GIANT

LOVES
BEST OF ALL!

guess "who gets the girl" in the movie.
The prize, a clock radio, went to the
first person phoning in the correct
answer.

•THE NOVEMBER 1960 A.R.B. shows
that WFBC-TV leads in its 4-state market
in nearly every important category. Ranked 42nd in the U.S. by TELEVISION
MAGAZINE for Dec. I960 "The Giants
Market"
includes the metropolitan area
of.
...

^Vr

h

• KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, who
used all its available station breaks
during a three-day period to send its
viewers video valentines.

Greenville-Spartanborg-Asheville
. . . the hub of a region which has America's greatest concentration of textile manufacturing, and has also the fabulous
Smoky Mountains — Blue Ridge resort and
tourist mecca for millions. Here are the
figures from A.R.B., November 1960:

\
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i oi complete details ol the latest A.R.B.. for information about "The Giant's Market," for rates and availabilities, contact the Station or our National Representatives
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AND IS PROUD TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED THE TOP-RATED FEATURE FILM ON
FOUR OF THE SEVEN NIGHTS OF THE
WEEK DURING THE PAST 5 YEARS;

tsv4j|
Imp m^

^ZltoP

Highest rated of all Sunday nights:

Highest rated of all Monday nights:

Highest rated of all Thursday nights:

"VICE SQUAD"
Starring Edward G. Robinson and
Paulette Goddard - United Artists

"FIGHTING 69th"
Starring James Cagney and
Pat O'Brien — Warner Bros.

'OKLAHOMA KID"
Starring James Cagney and

U.A.A. can help your station achieve
the kind of lasting success
enjoyed by this popular and
profitable program. Write or wire . . .
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Humphrey Bogart — Warner Bros.

UNITED ARTISTS
ASSOCIATED, inc.

Highest rated of all Friday nights:
"POSSESSED"
Starring
Van Heflin and
Joan Crawford — Warner Bros.

NEW YORK
247 Park Avenue. MU 7-7800
CHICAGO
75 E Wacker Or . OE 2-2030
DALLAS
1511 Bryan St.. Rl 7-8553
LOS ANGELES
1041 N. Formosa Ave. HO 7-5111
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What they see on

WJAC-TV

• WTVN-TV, Columbus. Ohio.
who dispatched its promotion department staffer, Pat Roedig, to area
newspapers armed with huge floral
valentine arrangements for the tv editors.
Channel change: KFRE-TY, Fresno, Calif., last week, switched from
VHF channel 12 to UHF channel 30.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Keith

T. McKenney from local sales manager to general sales manager, WJBKIV. Detroit . . . Herb Weber, Jr.,
from general sales manager, WJBK,
Detroit, to local sales manager,
WJBK-TV, that city . . . Peter S.
Crawford, from account executive,

THEY BUY!
CAR&J

If you're interested in sales results in
the Johnstown-Altoona market, you
should know about WJAC-TV! Happy
sponsors say that WJAC-TV sells
everything, from automobiles to
zithers, and in large quantities, too.
And no wonder! Both ARBand Nielsen
rate WJAC-TV tops, month after
month. But more important than
statistics are results. Statistics don't
buy products . . . people do! And
purchasing people watch WJAC-TV

For Complete Details, Contact:

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta los Angeles Son Francisco

to general sales manager.
\\ L\\ \TV, Atlanta, Ga
Robert J. Gold,
from national tv salesman to national sales manager, radio and tv Hildreth Stations. Maine . . . John W.
Wiedmer to sales staff, KMOX-TV,
Si. Louis . . . Robert M. Joyce.
from program director to station
manager, and Lee Nelson, to program manager. WMTW-TY. Poland
Springs, Maine.

St. Valentine's Day got a big play
in a variety of ways this year by
radio stations who turned the
love and kisses day into station
promotions.
Some of the stations, and the gimmicks:
• KING, Seattle, agreed to pa\ the
five dollar fee for any (and all) marriage-minded couples who applied for
a marriage license, thai day.
• KYW, Cleveland, ran a contest
(with a $100 lure i seeking the most
unusual billet-doux. The station also
utilized eupid day by inviting three
medics to participate in a phone session on Program P.M. answering
questions phoned in 1>\ listeners about
heart trouble i not the romantic kind I .
• KXOK. St. Louis, collected over
10,000 Valentines for distribution to
youngsters in area hospitals and orphanages ina Gotta Have Heart cam• WOHO, Toledo, Ohio, pulled
paign.
names oul ol a backlog ol pasl contest enit\ cards and broadcast pergonal greetings to the sender.
• \\ KNB, Hartford, Conn., as
pari of it- \ alentine s Da)
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pi omo-

tion. solicited "kisses" (lipstick imprinted on postcards I in an effort to
determine the owner of the most beautiful lips.
Ideas at work:
• WCLE, Akron. Ohio, as a follow-up to its January day-long salute
to Mitch MilleT-Sing-Along-Spectacular, has started a beard "rowing contest. The idea: listeners are asked to
come up with novel reasons why
someone — anyone — should grow a
beard. Contestants are not required
to grow a beard in order to participate. Finalists are selected daily and
given prizes of Sing Along With
Mitch albums. Top prize winner will
get a year's subscription to all Columbia pop albums and a hi-fi set. To
add color to the contest, the station's
deejays engaged themselves in an intra-station beard-growing competition.
• KVER, Clover, New Mexico, for
one complete day this month, turned
over its operations to the junior class
of the Clovis High School. The indents wrote copy, prepared logs, and
acted as announcers, newsmen, receptionists and salesmen. The event
served a dual purpose: to raise money
for the class la percentage of the
spots sold went to the class fund : the
agreement: sales up to $600 went to
the school and above that figure, the
station and school split fifty-fifty);
and the station acquired a host of
new listeners and good will.
Station
acquisition:
WMIV
St.
Paul, bought by Tedesco. Inc.. from
Franklin Broadcasting for $200,000
. . . Big River Broadcasting Corporation, operator of WBAZ. KingsH
ton. N. Y.. bought 1>\ Olin Tice, for
$104,500. Sale brokered b\ Ed]
win Tornberg & Company.
Tbisa

"n* data:

Interniountain

Network reports a 22.8' r gross sales
increase in 1960 over 1959 . . . WHK.
Cleveland, disk jockey Scott Burton
Bunked out in his luxury survival test
at the posh Sahara Motel after only
five days of easj living and. back at
hi- mike, initiated bis disk spinning
chore- 1>\ playing Frank Sinatra- recording <>nc l/<' The Simple Life.
Kudos:

kl.Z. Denver, station man-

agei and direr lot of sales Lee Fondren, named Idvertising l/r/n oj the
) cm b\ the Advertising Club of Densi'0\-rii;
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vei . . . KNEZ, Lompoc, Calif., general manager Lea Leslie, appointed
head of 1('<>1 California Goodwill
People-To-People Mission to Eastern
Europe and the Soa iel I nion . . .
KKOO. Colorado Springs, president
and general manager Harrj W .
Hold presented with Cood Government Award 1>\ the Colorado Springs
funior ( lhamber ol Commerce.
OUR CHANNEL 5 WHIZ IS
TEST YOUR MARKETING SKILL
ON THIS FIVE FINGERED
TELEVISION QUIZ

Sports note: KKSI). San Diego, to

BILL LARIMER. YOUR

broadcast the San Diego Padres baseball games scheduled for 21 April
through 1<I September . . . WCBS,
New \ ork City, to broadcast the complete schedule of New Vnk \ ankee
borne and road baseball game- for the
I ')(> 1-62-63 seasons.

PETRYMAN IN LOS ANGELES

Promotion gimmick: WLW, Cincinnati. Ohio, distributed among the
scribes a banana attached to a small
Q—\\"hat ncus show in the FlintS . nun B.n City art a p/dls
more u eight with 7 1
than .ill the competition combined?

brochure proclaiming the station as
"top banana" in the Cincinnati area.
The booklet, in vivid yellow and
brown hue-, listed also audience chart
figures and facts.
New

Q— How many birthdays does the
average man have?

-What dominant force in the
Flint-Saginaw-Ba) Cit\ area is
pou erful enough to keep families up after midnight on Saturday nights?

Q— Why can't a man living in
Miami, Florida, be buried west
of the Mississippi?

Q— What's the best way to sell my
wares to the most women at
the lowest TV dollar/

Keystone

affiliates: ^ ILZ.

St. Petersburg, Fla.; KSKJ. Sun Valley, Ida.: KNIA, Knoxville, la.
KWVY, Waverly, la.: kk \\. Phillipsburg. Kansas: KEL'N, Eunice,
La.: WEMB, Easton, Md.: WLST,
Escanaba. Mich.: KGHN. Grand
Haven. Mich.: KGMT, Fairbury,
Neb.: WSMN, Nashua. N. H.:
WLLY, Wilson, N. C: WSNO.
Barre. Vt; KPKW, Pasco, Wash.;
KARA. Albuquerque, N. M.
PEOPLE

A-Tht "Fivi Star Final," U M W
TV's nightly news wrap-up,
rolls up an almost unbelievable
199ri * mort I I homes than
the other two 11:00 pm competitive neu t casts combined!
(*ARB. N :
960)

ON THE

MOVE:

Frank

E. Fitzsamonds,
to KBO.M.
Bismarck-Mandan, North Dakota, as e\ecuti\e vice president . . . Malcolm
A. Campbell, from \\ VI K. Morgantown. \\ est \ a., to sales manager.
WOL. Washington. D. C. . . . Stanley Barclay, to WOL. Washington,
D. C, as advertising and promotion
manager . . . Claire Hughes, from
assistant manager, to manager,

A— One— every man is only born
day.
once so he only has one birth-

A-Takt 5 again! 1 96 0 A R B
shows an ai t ragi oj 23, WO
: it u ing families burn the midnight oil for Channel Vs Fabulous 52 late moi it r.

A— He's still alive so he can't be
buried anywhere.

A-Put them in WNEM TV's 5
Feature Shot
pm. \
i t rninoreheruome
1960it art
ARB tuned
pi- to
Channel 5 than its neart u com-

pt tit or.

KWkW. Hollywood . . . Paul Simmate, to operations manager, W KRC,
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . E. Berry
Smith, to \.|>. and general manager,
WFRV, Green Bay, W is
Donald
N. Mann, senior account executive.
W l?BM. Chicago, assuming additional duties of manager of special projects . . . Andy James, from sales
manager to v.p. in charge "I -ales.
SPONSOR
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Review, please,
the latest survey
of your choice:
(Louisville Metro

Nielsen

Area, Nov.-Dec,

1960)

•

(Oct.-Dec, I960)

HOOper

(Louisville Metro

Pulse

Area, Nov., 1960)

(Louisville, Aug.
TrendeX
24-28, 1959)
Verifak
1960)
Conlan
1960)

(Louisville, Oct.,

(Louisville, Nov.,

and Fred Beaton to assistant manager, KWKW, Hollywood . . . Harry
H. Haslett, from manager, WSID,
Baltimore, to manager WBNX, New
York City ... George Zimmerman,
to KRAK. Sacramento, Calif., as San
Joaquin Valley sales manager.
MORE

PEOPLE

unduplicated audience
in the
Louisville Metro Area
belongs to WKLO*
Need we say more?
•Nielsen,

November-December,

1960

see

TV's Easter Sunday spectacular .. . Purex ! Edward H. Weiss,

Chicago l to sponsor 12 full-hour special programs on NBC TV during the
1961-62 season including Purer Special for Women series and five onehour special projects series now being
developed.

MOVE :

Joseph K. Sutton, from account executive to sales manager, KICN, Denver . . . Robert L. Krieger, from
assistant commercial manager to sales
manager, WQXR, New York Citv . . .
Charles W. Brunt, from general
manager, WTOB, Winston-Salem,
N. C, to general manager, WSGN,
Birmingham, Ala. . . . L. G. Jones,
from sales manager, WTOB. WinstonSalem, N. C, to station manager, that
station.

Kudos: ABC TV, recipient of the
1961 National Brotherhood Mass Media Award for Television for its Cast
the First Stone documentary report
on prejudice in the North telecast on
the Bell & Howell Close-Up! series.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Bob

Bagley, to manager of advertising
and promotion. ABC s Western division .. . Russell C. Stoneham, from
CBS, to director program development. West Coast. NBC . . . William
H. Cochran, from station clearance
sales service assistant. West Coast,

WCRB, Boston, has joined with
WMTW-FM,
Mt. Washington,
Maine, in setting up a network
arrangement for spreading out
its fin programing in the Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont reAccording to WCRB president
gions.
Theodore Jones, plans are being
mulled to expand the new network to
feed fm selections throughout the entire Northeast area.
PEOPLE

Unbelievable

ON THE

NBC

ON

THE

MOVE:

Abe

Voron, general manager WQAL-FM,
Philadelphia, appointed national
chairman, Background Music Committee, National Association of FM
Broadcasters . . . James T. Miller.
Jr., from WYNG, Warwick. R. T. to
commercial manager, WPFM. Providence. R. I. . . . Francis Mulhall,
from WFBM-AM sale- staff, to radio
salesman, WFBM-FM. Indianapolis.

ABC Radio, to West Coast representative, stations department . . . Ethel
Gilchris! to manager, promotion
services, and Dan Tavlor, manager,
on-air
wood. production. CBS TV. Holly-

SELL!
THE EXCLUSIVE
DOLLAR

BILLION

CENTRAL FLORIDA
MARKET

Kudos: KRHM-FM, Los Angeles,
recipient of The Station of the ) eai
award from the Los Angeles Times.

robert e.
eastman
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& CO., inc.

Other Air Trails Stations:

Net

WING,
WCOL,
WIZE,
WEZE,

\ Newell i to sponsor NBC TV's Concentration, in its new nighttime spot.
Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m. beginning IT
\|n il . . . Minute Maid i Hah- i and
Tupperware Home Parties I BBDO I,
i<> co-sponsor
\tarineland
Circus,

Dayton, O.
Columbus, O.
Springfield, O.
Boston, Mass.

tv sales:

P.

I.orillard

i I ennen

WLOF-TV

Channel 9 - ABC -Young

SPONSOR
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Representatives
Committee heads, for the Station
Representatives I 96 1 season.
have been selected, according to
SH V president, Lewis II. Avery.
Those named :
• Adam Young, president * » t
Adam Young Companies: chairman
<if the Radio Trade Practices Committee.
• Edward K. Shurick, president
of Blair TV, Inc.: chairman of the
TV Trade Practices Committee.
• Engene Katz, president ol Hie
K.at/ Agency, Inc.: chairman ol the
Legal Committee.
• Frank E. Pellegrin, executive
rice-president of H-R Television. Inc.:
chairman of the SR \ Wards Committee.
• Jones Scovern, vice-president
of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.:
chairman <>f the President's Special
Committee.

Adam Young's Steven A. Machcinski, speaking before a "roup
of Des Moines ad men and clients, sharply disagreed with agen-

cy men who set themselves up as
radio programing experts — and
take a dim view of "contemporary" music.
Highlights of his talk:
• Madio timebuyers are certainl)
not typical radio listeners and therelore u-uall\ stress program \ a lues unimportant to the great bulk of radio
listeners.
• Music is only one component
a station's sound, and fills onl\
minute- of an hour.
• No station can staj dominant
a competitive market based solely
its music -election formula.

of
30
in
on

Kelly, from managei Bales presentations, to manager sales promotion
and research. CBS television spot
Bales . . . Guj Capper, from Headlc\l!c,d
transferred
to Boiling, to
Bales staff, Venard, Rintoul \ McConnell . . . Douglas MacLatchie, hack
to \\ ci \ -Knodel, L. \.. as managei
for t\ sale-, aftei leave "I absence.
Peters, (.lillin. W oodward

adds

three to sales: Walter E. Ilarvey, from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample;
Henry J. O'Neill, from Boiling; and
Dennis Gillespie, from PGW's New
i oik sales sen ice department.

Hep appointments: W1IV \tlanta. V,a.. to (iill-IVrna. for national
representation . . . WPAW. Providence-Paw tucket. K. I., to New England Spot Sales, for regional representation .. .
Social note: The Atlanta Radio and
Television Representatives vssn.
played host to a gathering of Southern ad men at a cocktail party, K>
February.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Daniel

Screen Gems is continuing to diversifj its packaging activity into live programing areas.
\ new co-production agreement between Screen Gems and Aladan Productions has been reached to develop
several live dramatic and panel shows
with Dan Enrighl and Alfred
Grown as executive producers.
The previous week Screen Gems
retained Herbert Sussan to pack-

THE
RIGHT
SETTING
FOR
SALES!
A sparkling diamond necklace, shown off in just
setting is certainly hard to resist. Well, the same
your sales message. Put it in the right setting ... on
station ... in the right program, and chances

the right
is true of
the right
are your

message will strike a responsive chord. WXLVV's well-balanced, exclusive adult programming lets you select the right
program. AND the right audience. In addition, your product
image is never destroyed In the type of music featured on
many stations today. WXLW programs pleasant listenable
music combined with warm, congenial air personalities that
set the mood for sales . . . with music designed to put the
consumer in a receptive frame of mind, not a frantic frame
of mind. So buy the audience that Cfln and will buy your
product. Include WXLW in your Indianapolis buy!

950

RADIO

CONTACT
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YOUR

NEAREST

ROBERT

8.

EASTMAN

ON YOUR

DIAL

INDIANAPOLIS

REPRESENTATIVE

age live dramatic and musical specials.
Sales: Official Films announces a
$92, 000 profit for the last six months
of 1960 compared to a substantial
loss the previous year . . . WNEMl\. Ba\ City, has acquired Seven
Arts Associated"s Films of the 50's
and NT \.'s 61 for 61 feature film
packages . . . Ziv-1 V's Lock Up renewed bv \\GALT\. Harrisburg:
WSTV, Steubenville; WMAZ-TV,
Macon: WSFA-TV. Montgomery;
KZTV, Corpus Christi. and KNACTV, Fort Smith.
International: Television Industries,
Inc.. to distribute RKO Film librarv
in the far east and Australia: Norman B. Katz has left for there on
sales tour.
Commercials: Bert Feldman and
Dick Cohen have formed Projected
Film Editing Service at 1600
Broadwav. New York . . . Sonny
Lester and Leonard Levy have
opened Modern Sound, a music
commercials production unit, at 312

West 58th Street in New \ ork . . .
Ernest Motyl placed in charge of
MGM's t\ commercials and industrials division in New York . . .
Michael A. Palma appointed v. p.
chief financial officer of TransfilmCaravel . . . Stan I'opko appointed
creative director, a new post, at James
Love Productions . . . Rohert J.
Elenz named television creative director of Fred Niles . . . American
Tv Commercials Festival names
Renee Rosenwasser coordinator of
entires and reservations. Walter
Cooper program director, and \ incent Infantino coordinator of commercials.
Producers: TelePrompTer forms
production services division with E.
J. Spiro as director . . . Elektra.
producing four hour-long adult science films, plans daily animated children's series.

Public service in action:
WITITV, Milwaukee. Wis., last week, telecast a special report documentary .

PO 5-2323, dealing with the winkings of the Milwaukee police department . . . K.MOX. St. Louis, began a
special program. Operation Job-Hunt.
in an effort to ease the area's critical
job shortage . . . KA AL-TA . Eugene.
Ore., imited Governor Mark Hatfield
to appear before the cameras to answer viewer questions in a special
program Ask 1 our Governor . . .
\S TVN-TA . Columbus. Ohio, programed Washington Report, an informal interview program featuring talks
with senators and congressmen from
the stations area . . . KR\K. Sacramento. Calif., began a series revolving about the theme American Ingenuity and covering various fields of
endeavor.
Kudos: KFWB. L.A.. recipient of
Community Chest Public Service
Award for 1960 . . . WQAM.

Miami,

presented with Lnited Fund Outstanding Citizenship award . . .
WBZ. Boston, recipient of the 7962
National Brotherhood Award from]
the National Conference of Christians
and Jews for its documentarv. Anne
Frank.
#

*»*..

FOR THAT "LIVE" LOOK, TAPE IT. . .
on Scotch^ BRAND Live-Action Video Tape!
Real-life" presence is the new TV look achieved by today's Tape has mam advantages — for advertiser, agency, producer,
mimercials using "Scotch" brand Video Tape. Until now. the Playback is immediate serious goofs can be remedied at once bj
one-viewer's picture has Wen an ingenious compromise — an retakes. Special effects are made instantaneouslj . . . no Ial> work
ptical medium shown on an electronic screen.
and muting. Costs arc competitive, savings gratifying.
Tape i- easy to \\'>rk with, no mystery . . . talented specialists

so with tape! "Scotch" brand Video Tape offers complete arc available to help you. Prove it to yourself!
Dmpatibility <>f picture source and picture— both electronic— Send your next T\ storyboard to your local tape
itb a greatl) expanded graj scale for gradual transitions from producer for an estimate that will surprise you
bsolute black to absolute white. In addition, tape eliminates at no cost or obligation.
:ter. |nn ides excellent sound quality and an "unlimited" Dumber
special effects. It all add- up to cleaner, crisper originals oi
^surpassed quality . . . \\\i\\ exceptional Video Tape duplicates
id kines from master tape-.
SCOTCH" ■ a registered trademark of 3M Company,

g) 1961, 3M Co.

^/JlNNESOTA

^JlNIHC
...WHERE
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\\ rite for the new brochure, "The Show i- on =
\ ideo I ape ' — a case history of six commercial
tapings. Enclose 25i to: 3M Co., Box 350 I,
St Paul 6, Minn.

.£*■ ->^.
AND
RESEARCH

^/Ja H U F A C T U B I N C
IS

THE

KEY

IO

COMPANY
TOMORROW

,,^j
V

Tenting in D.C.,
or

In One Era
and Out the Other
Finding a roof for five Corinthian tv station
news-and-camera teams in Washington, as the
Kennedy era began, was much more difficult
than finding reason for their presence. They had
superb netno intention of duplicating CBS's
work coverage; they sought to duplicate only
Corinthian's success, as evidenced by coverage
of last year's conventions, in relating major
political events to their own communities.
Local news doesn't come to us. We go to it,
n
even if it's in D.C.-and even if our definitioto
of local is non-traditional. Without a legacy
stand on, our individual station news teams
and camtackled Project Washington with mike
era. The Houston group was after, among other
things, a Ladybird's eye view; Tulsa hoped to
strike oil by spending a day with Senators Kerr
and Monroney; our gentlemen from Indiana got
state's Drum and
on the bandwagon with the from
Sacramento,
Bugle Corps; the young men
to cover
east
reversing Greeley's advice, came
plans
examine
to
and
pomp—
tion's
Inaugura
the
legislation affecting their tele-urban comfor
munity.

Different regions find different meanings in
Washington, 1961. Those differences are best
explored by local tv reporting crews and public
affairs programming, focusing on political laces
and issues of special interest to the folks back
home. This is the kind of journalistic initiative,
under group organization, that results in high
identification with regional audiences, cementing stations to communities and communities to
stations.
::;

Responsibility in Broadcasting

fffif

OOMJVMA
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William J. McDowell

has been appoint-

ed general manager of KM) < .eiieral'- I .oVngeles radio station K.IIJ. \ native < alifornian, and a graduate ol the I niversitj
of Southern California, McDowell joined
kll.l in L957 as an account executive, a
position lie held until I960 when he was
named general sales manager. Prior to his
affiliation with KKO General. McDowell
was an account executive with KERG. Eugene. Ore. Earlier, he was
assistant to the director of operations for the CBS Pacific Network.
Richard W. Ostrander has heen named
national sales manager of Taft Broadcasting television station \\ TVN-TV in Columbus, Ohio. A native of Michigan.
Ostrander joined the Taft Stations at
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, 0.. when the station first went on the air. as film director.
In 1957. he joined the sales staff of the
Cincinnati station and for the past year he
has been manager of Tafts Columbus radio station W TVN. In his
new post. Ostrander succeeds E. \ on Stade. now at \\ K.1 I . Lexington.
Perry B. Bascom, Westinghouse Broadcasting national radio sales manager since
1957, has been appointed general manager
of WBC's Cleveland radio outlet. K i W .
He succeeds Carl Vandagrift who was
named >talT coordinator for special cor!<OTV

porate projects. Bascom joined Westinghouse in 1956 as eastern sales manager for
both radio and television; moving up to
national radio sales manager. Earlier, he headed the tv sales staff at

rLLSA

KHOU-TV
4oi STON

(XTV

WOR-TV,

U RAMENTO

N.Y.C.,

after

heing

act.

exec,

A/ANE-TV

Lawrence

WISH-TV
(ndianapolis

('it\. director of daytime programs -ince
Septemher 1959. has heen appointed vice
president of that department. \\ hite came
to CBS from Benton & Bowles, where, for

Tort Wayne

VANE-AM
Fort Wayne

WISH-AM
NDIANAPOLIS

rented by H-R
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White,

CBS

T\

New

at WIP.

Philadelphia.

York

eight years he was, successively, a >talf
producer and director, supervisor of programs and dire: lor of programing. Before
this, and since 1948, he had been with DuMont Television as a producer-director and script editor. Prior
to 1948. White was with radio station WOLF, Syracuse,
Y ^

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

With the automobile industry outlook a big question murk, sponsor publishes
a portion oj \ llC board chairman Robert W. Sarnoff's speech to the National
Automobile Dealers Assn. in San Francisco on 31 January because of its
particular relevance to the situation. In it he passes on results of research
conducted by the network into the tv viewing habits of automobile sales prospects and the influence television has on their ultimate buying decisions.

TV's impact

on automobile

sales prospect

found

to be tops

I he superior effectiveness of television in recruiting and
Iii t ---t-1 1iii iz vour customers is not just a matter of speculalinn. For five years, on a continuing basis. NBC has been
underwriting comprehensive and penetrating research to
analyze the relationship between automobiles and the people who buy them.
These pioneering research studies have de\ eloped new
information of recognized value to the automotive industry and the advertising business. Two years ago, for example. lbe\ helped to analyze the growing market for
compact ears. Over the years, this research has provided
manufacturers and their advertising agencies with valuable guidance establishing their important stake in the

kept tabs on both groups to learn who actually bought
cars and what influenced them.

|e|e\ ision medium.

ruining from the impact of television in general to particular programs* advertising automobiles, the surveys
demonstrate that viewers of the average automobile-sponsored program have a higher opinion of the ear advertise!
than non-viewers of the program: are more aware of the

\mong the subjects our research specialists have covered are these: how buyers shop for cars: the kind ol
people who buj specific makes; customers' attitudes toward different makes and models, the role of the salesman:

We found that both the declared and undeclared prospects spent more time watching telex ision each dav than
they spent with newspapers and magazines combined. We
also found that television gave them their strongest impression of advertised automobiles — bv a wide margin
compared with an) other medium. \nd we learned that
half of the new car sales were made to people who had
originally been considered pour prospects the people who
needed extra persuasion to get them into the showroom —
and who were more influenced bj telex ision even than the
declared prospects.

the Use- and effectiveness of various advertising media.
As man\ ol you must know, dealers themselves have been
among out best sources of information. Our research has
also been based on depth interviews with car shoppers.
buyers and manufacturers. I think you nun be interested
in some of their findings.
When the L960 models were coming out, we approached
a cross-countrj sample of several thousand men and women and. on the basis ol their responses divided them into
two groups: those who considered themselves active cus-

once

tomers foi a new car the "declared prospects; and those
who were uninterested or uncertain aboul buying one — a
group we labeled tbe "undeclared prospects."
Then we

handling cars whose manufacturers make extensive use of
all the advertising media, the preference for television vtm
r\ en higher.
^
!<)(.!

80

automobile sponsor's slogan-: are more likely to eo to the
showroom
and more definitel) inclined to b.i\ that car.
The

NBC. automotive

studies examined

not onlv I u-

tomer attitudes but your altitudes as dealers. We found
thai 59^5 of all the dealers surveyed feel television i- tin
mosl effective kind of national advertising for getting
people i i v i-ii the showroom. Sixty-five per cent of all
the dealers named television as the national medium that
docs the best job ol pre-selling and making the sale easid
the

customer

i- in

the

-bow room.
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dealers

A

You pick
your salesmen
carefully... I
"

-/

Choose your air salesmen
just as carefully . . .
Check

7
7
V

List for Hiring Salesmen:

INTEGRITY
STABILITY
RESPONSIBILITY

You look for these qualities when you hire a salesman.
Be just as sure you get them when you hire air salesmen.
In Des Moines KRNT and KRNT-TV Air Salesmen
have these
qualities.RADIO
That's AND
whv people
believe in and
depend
on KRNT
TELEVISION:
• People have been
sports information

dialing
for 26

• ARB

prove

and

Nielsen

KRNT
years.
our

Radio for reliable news and
Highest ratings for years.

television

news

and

sports

also the "preferred ones".
Always top rated.
• The community
knows
locally-produced
religious
minded shows appear regularly in our schedules.

and

are
civic-

• Local radio advertisers have given us by far the biggest share
of business in a six-station market.
• Local television advertisers have
given
business in a three-station market.

us

80%

of

the

local

Check our ratings with the Karz Man.
He can help you hire our salesmen, too.

KRNT

Radio and TV - Des Moines

An Operation

of Cowles

Magazines

and

Broadcasting.

Inc.

81
'ONsnu
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Storm

Warnings

for net tv

Within the past two weeks we have heard from no less than
four extremely important national advertisers, and six topranking agencies about a very distressing situation that seems
to be developing in network television.
According to these sources, the bitter competitive struggles between ABC, CBS, and NBC are producing a network
climate in which some of tv's biggest and best customers are
getting kicked around.
"High-handed and arbitrary" are some of the adjectives
which agency men and advertisers are using to describe certain recent program and time period changes.
Their resentments are directed, not at any one network.
but unhappily at all three And they feel strongly that present network attitudes toward old and valued customers may
easily produce an anti-tv reaction.
"After all," they say, "we can always go into print."
sponsor believes, for the good of the industry, that this
antagonistic attitude must be brought up to the light.
We

certainly sympathize with the competitive problems

which network executives face today in operating multi-million dollar corporations.
But when any industry becomes so involved in intra mural
warfare that its own best clients begin to be hurt, then the
storm warnings must be hung out.
Network broadcasting, furthermore, has a history ol good
customer-relations under the leadership of such men as Niles
Trammel, William S. Paley, and Ed Kobak whose famous

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

It's too cold — now! Miss Simon
McQueen, adorable WABC-TV, N.Y..
weather reporter, has been wearing
costumes each night that publicize
various ABC TV shows. After viewing her promotional activities, an
admirer from Rutgers U. wrote:
"Like many other viewers, I have
been completely smitten. I now find
my admiration mixed with anticipation. Ifeel your dressing Miss McQueen in the garb of Hong Kong
and The Roaring Tuenties was an
excellent promotional stroke. Please
hurry along with her promotion of
Naked
City."
Slalom Ave.: Mien Stanley. Dolphin-Ross Productions partner, and
Dick Olmsted, president of Olmsted
Sound Studio, have beaten the transit problem quite a few N. 1 . mornings lately by skiing to work from
upper Park Avenue to midtown.
Sig's simile:
Wilsonwords
of L'PI.
Austin,
reportsCarlton
that these
by
ex-CBS news president Sig Mickelson
"brought down the house"' at a lT. of
Texas mass media conference: "The
onlv advantage of computers is that
of immense speed. In this regard,
there is a strong parallel with tv . . .
and for that matter — plane schedules. . ." Why

the laughter.-' The

speech
read h\Mickelson.
Texas" President
Ransomwasbecause
almost
snowed-in at N. Y.. finally bad
caught a flight to Houston, but it
was late and he missed his connection
to Austin.
What
a gas!
Allied
Stores" young\\ itte
Polskv tells
about
the Texas
ster who bought his father a pipe
for a birthday gift. // ran from
Dallas to \en ) ork.
Copywriters

take note: George

slogan "It i- eas) to do businrs> with the Blue" is -till remembered h\ many important tv buyers.

Kirgo, J. Paar panelist and author,
poo ihi- advice in his book, flow to
II rite Ten Different Best Sellers

Regardless of how strongly the network- ma) feel that the)

i Simon and Schuster): "'And don't
Eorgel as soon as the first copy of

want to "*nm their own -how-."" the fact is that the business
cannol operate without courtesy, consideration and thought-

your book is off the press, rush it airmail special deliver\. with a covering letter, to the Postmaster General.
Demand to know win he permit?
such trash to be sent through the

fulness for tv's partners who pa) the bills.
We urge \BC, CBS. and NBC to re-examine their practices in the area of customer-relations, and to take such steps
as are necessary to produce a healthier client climate.
^

mails. If you're luek\ he'll ban your
trash and it'll become a best
-eoxsoii

82

seller. . . ."'
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all your WLW

Stations' Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!

ie dynamic WLW Stations . . .

WLW- 1
Television

InHinnnnnlk

WLW-D
Television
Doyton

Crosley Broadcasting

WLW-C
Television
Columbus

WLW
Television
Cincinnati

Corporation, a division of Atreo

CENTRAL
FLORIDA TELEVISION

••

To young, active and growing Central Florida families, TV is a vital part of everyday activity.

WESH-TV, WDBO-TV, and WLOF-TV PENETRATE OVER 8 0U1|
OF 10 HOMES IN THE GROWING BILLION DOLLAR
CENTRAL FLORIDA MARKET

>
>

•
•
•

•

ORLANDO
1

/
••

•

• *_
~

*A

•

of Central Florida covers 19 counties
One-fourth of Florida's TV homes are here.
buy in this primary coverage area.
! of more metropolitan areas than in any oth(
Florida TV market. Over 20 growing communities with populations i
excess of 10,000 are here, including such key cities as Orlando, Daytor
Beach, Winter Haven, Gainesville, Cocoa and the Cape Canaveral are

WLOF-TV
Ch. 9 -ABC

PENETRATING

OVER

8 OUT

OF 10 HOMES

IN THE

BILLION

DOLLAR

CENTRAL

FLORIDA

MARK

• MARCH
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First IN the air...
RBCGti-

DAYTON,
Home

■|WW

OHIO

of the Wright Brothers, fathers of avia-

tion, home of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Headquarters for Air Materiel Command . . . this
cosmopolitan, industrial, air-minded city is now
the 3rd largest market in Ohio

First ON

the air...

ANSWERING 10
MISCONCEPTIONS
ABOUT RADIO
Representatives j * i« k
the 10 mosl common
misconceptions about
radio am) answer them
Page

Latest lineup
facts about
fall web tv
Page

- -

High-flying WING has captured the hearts (and
ears) of air-minded Dayton. More national and
local advertisers spend more dollars on WING
than any other Dayton station because WING
delivers more audience and sales.

robert

e.

eaStmail

&

CO.,

inc. national representative

31

34

Why Johnson
likes its
video tasteful
Page

36

Is there an
answer to
tv ad costs?
Page

38

Bombard
San Francisco
Night and Day
Combine all your spots— prime time minutes, morning ID's, afternoon
20's, film, live and videotape commercials— for the most advantageous
Penetration Plan discounts in San Francisco.
Additional discounts on 13, 26 and 52-week night and day penetration schedules
Call KTVU or H-R Television Inc. for excellent availabilities in live sports,
The Play of the Week, high-rated live, syndicated and kids shows.

KT
NNEL

SAN

FRANCISCO

• OAKLAND

One Jack London Square. Oakland 7, California

*fe

to

Sat1
*

i)

hnfn

Mid-city grass and trees. Spring brings strollers and their transistors back to Rittenhouse Square, one of the five original squares laid out by William Penn.

oOUnd OI Spring I Soon high heels and shoes will be clicking on the bare pavement of Philadelphia's Rittenhouse Square, unmuffled by winter snow and ice. Another
sound of Spring: The warming and enlightening voice of WTP, as active in the public weal
in good weather as through Winter's many snow emergencies. A 40-year record of public
service and Metropolitan's fresh concepts of service are rapidly moving WIP to the
foremost audience position in Philadelphia. Advertisers are keeping pace with the times ... on

WIP, Metrodelphia, Pa.
ion of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Petry.

Whatever
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you use

THE

WDBO -TV
CH.6* CBS* ORLANDO

is DOMINANT
AL
R
T DA
N
CEORI
in
FL
t
1s

NEWS

WEEKLY

Tv/rAOIO

ADVERTISERS

USE

FEATURES
56

6 Newsmaker of the Week

Film-Scope

19 Sponsor-Scope

52 Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up

25
55

52 Sponsor-Week in Pictures

Sponsor-Week
Washington Week

DIGEST

64 Tv andJtadiauNewsmakers

OF ARTICLES

10 misconceptions

NIELSEN-DEC. I960

MAOAZINE

about

radio

31

Among a host of misunderstandings about spot radio's role, a poll ol
radio station representatives shows that 10 such headaches stand oui

34

Latest lineups on network tv's fall schedules
A sponsor chart shows how the three networks' fall nighttime program
ing schedules will look, at the latest tally: action shows are on upswinf

36

Johnson stands by 'tasteful' video
Wax firm bucks the trend toward pure circulation

Metro Share
STA.

MON.-FRI.
3-6PM
12-3PM

%
WDBO
'B'

'C

SUN.- SAT.
G-9PM
9-Mid.

%

%

59
27
13

%

47

49

51

27
22

23
24

26
24

Homes Reached
MON.
STA.

3-6PM

(00)

(00)

'
WDBO C 277
'B'
128
53

SAC,
38

-FRI.

12-3PM

'clean' entertainment.

(00)

279

515

128
108

316
237

ARB • NOV. 1960
(9 AM - MIDNIGHT, SUN. thru SAT.)

and tv commercial

Radio's tops with leader La Rosa
Pasta producer spearheads advertising campaign with 60-100 minute- p<

4-2

week in 22 markets via 39 stations; "La Rosa mm"

DELIVERS

• 36.4% more than Sta.'B'
•97.3% more than Sta.'C
Homes Reached

WDBOTV

DELIVERS

•29.7% more than Sta.'B'
• 64.4% more than Sta.'C
BLAIR TVA has more FACTS !

is back in the copi

FEATURES

Metro Share

WDBOTV

costs

Spot tv billings jump 8%
in 1960
Gross time expenditures hit $616 million for the year. Final quarte
spending rises 6.3% over same 1959 period with total of $163 millio

40

387
215
203

insists Ol

The after-effects of intensive negotiations leading to ultimate solutior
create new questions, but no ra-\ answers for better planning next tint

SUN. -SAT.
6-9PM 9-Mid.
(00)

AFTRA,

bins and

However, company may increase >]">t t\ budge.

Backstage

46

Madison

58

Sponsor

Hears

66
48

Sponsor

Speaks

lO

Sponsor

16

l')tli and

12

Timebuyers

at

Work

65

Sellei - \ iewpoint

44
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Results

Spot Buys

66

Asks

Ten-Second

Spots
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Member of Business Publications
Audit of Circulations Inc.

Executive,
Editorial, Circulation
a
SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS
INC
combined with TV.
New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUn
Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 b Madison)
Hill 8-2772.
Chicago Office: 512 N. Mic higan Ave. Phone:
Superior 7-9863.
Birmingh
Phone:
FA irfax 2-6528.
Office:
3617 8th Ave. South.
Los Angeles
Office:
6087
SUn
Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11, n
Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9
year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40e\ Printed in U.S.A. Addr
all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published wee
by SPONSOR
Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.
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Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn
Executive Vice
Bernard Piatt

President

For that

NEW

Secret a ry-Treamurer
, Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin
News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW

Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor
Gwen Smart
Film

(Chicago1

Editor

Heyward Ehrlich
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Editors

Jack Llndrup
Ber, Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanger
Diane Schwartz
Contributing
Joe Csida

Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00

'America looks to the South
for economic growth, and

Kurt?

Production

Age limit— over 18

Editor

Art Editor
Maury

March 20-23, 1961
New York
Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
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Frances Gius*ra
Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson
ADVERTISING

DEPARTMENT

Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

n ""V
the Jackso
area
market
leads that

Eastern Manager
iWillard Dougherty
Southern Manager
Herb Martin
Midwest
Paul Blair

Manager

growth."

Western Manager
Georqe Dietrich

Past President,
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
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Manager
Barbara Parkinson

BOYD CAMPBELL

CIRCULATION
Linda Cagle
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Barbara Wiggins
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",.■ Fred Levine, Accounting Manager. George
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Pres., Mississippi
School Supply

WJHL, 12IWLBL

ollingbery

Serving the Jackson, Miss., Television Market

NEWSMAKER
of the week
I

PHOENIX

A major move in Time Inc.'s further expansion into the
domestic news area and into the international scene was
keyed last week ivith the hiring of Sig Mickelson (who retired
a month

ago as president of CBS ISews) as a top-echelon executive in a new post within the growing broadcast division.

His area: ""international broadcasting and broadcast netvs."
The newsmaker:
Sig Mickelson, 47-year-old news pioneer
who has gained the respect of print as well as broadcast colleagues
for his management and news decisions and leadership, joins Time,
Inc. at a crucial point in its national and international broadcast
development.
The publishing company now owns and operates four radio, four
television and one fm station: KLZ
and KLZ-TV,
WFBM-TV

Denver; WFBM,

and WFBM-FM,

In-

dianapolis; WTCN and WTCNTV, Minneapolis, and WOOD and
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich.
It's expanding nationally in looking for additional properties to
fill out the maximum limit for
ownership and, since last September, Time, Inc. "has been actively
exploring broadcasting and other

KRIZ reaches
more homes in the Phoenix
metropolitan area
in the course of a week than
any other station. *
Based on seven days
a week, 24 hours a day,
KRIZ reaches 43.7%
of the total radio homes in
the nation's fastestgrowing city.
'Cumulative Pulse Audience-Phoenix, Arizona
(Metropolitan area), November, 1960.

KRIZ
call robert e. eastman & co., inc.
K02A

communications activities abroad."
Currently, Board Chairman Andrew Heiskell is winding-up a six-

Sig Mickelson

month tour of overseas bureaus where he also "explored opportunities in the international field.
Mickelson's two-fold realm is destined to be active. Domestically,
the parent compan) recentl) opened New York and Washington
news bureaus. He has sound grounding in all facets of news, domestic and international, lie's been active for main years in projects of
Eurovision and the European Broadcasting I nion. and has first-band
knowledge of and contacts in man) part- ol the world.
Though onh 47, he's been in publishing and/or broadcast for
25 years as a newspaper reporter and editor, teacher and professor,
newscaster and broadcast editor. He first joined Columbia in 1943
as news editor of its WCCO. Minneapolis, moving six years later to
\eu York as director of public affairs. In 1951 he became director
of news and public affairs for CBS TV and in '54 was named v.p. of
CBS and general manager of the News Division, becoming president
of the latter in 1959.

He's expected to work with the mass of news and information material filed bv Time-Life correspondents. Mickelson is a membei of
the Overseas Press Club. The Players, the Council of Foreign Relajournalistic fraternity. W
tion- and Sigma Delta Chi, honorary
SI'ONSOH
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All these soaps and cleansers are spotted
on the channel 11 air. And like all smart
spot advertisers, they're cleaning up in
the huge Pittsburgh market area. Are you?

II wn

*W^g

w

CHANNEL

The eyes of Pittsburgh
Represented

PONSOR
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nationally by Blair-TV

AJAX
CHEER
CLOROX
COMET
DUZ
FAB
IVORY
IVORY
IVORY
IVORY

MR. CLEAN
NuSOFT
OXYDOL
PEARL CLEANER
SPIC&SPAN
TIDE

FLAKES
LIQUID
SNOW
SOAP

JOY
LESTARE
LESTOIL

20 MULE TEAM
BORAX
20 MULE TEAM
BORAXO
WISK
ZEST

Draw
in the
West
(East)
(North)
(South)

For most of America's television
viewers the enchanted frontier of
the old West casts a never-ending
spell. They watch Westerns in
greater numbers than any other
kind of television program.
Today four of the six most
popular shows in television are
Westerns, and three of the four
can be found on the CBS Television Network. In fact, for more
than three years one of our Westerns ("Gunsmoke") has consistently drawn the biggest nationwide audiences in television.
Not every advertiser, however,
is interested in Westerns. Depending on his product or marketing
objectives, a comedy or a drama
or a mystery may bring him better
results. To him, the crucial test is:
How well is the network doing
with the kind of programming he
wants to sponsor?
The advertiser who applies this
test will find that the CBS Television Network attracts the biggest average audiences in every
category of entertainment. And it
achieves this remarkable record
with the most evenly balanced
schedule in network television.
THE NIELSEN RECORD FOR ALL REGULARLY SCHEDULED
NIGHTTIME PROGRAMS, OCTOBER 1960- JANUARY 1961
Network C
PtOClUN CATECOir

CBS X
%

j Network B

IuTIkJ

%

llllK

MM
MM

26 | H 20 t 1 10
13 PI ]| 0b || 1
18
j 21%

2
\ujm

MIIETT4 PU SOAAUTY
WEJTEM

12 E fi n [ 1 28

■ rSIERT 1 *DVE«TURE
«E »S PUlLlC >FF1I>S SPOUTS
TOTtl NIGHTTIME

20 [ j 47 | J 23
11 f ] 6 1 1 10 [

100 PH100 THioo C

There are two important points to
keep in mind: One, you will not
find as many Westerns on the CBS
Television Network as you will
elsewhere, but you will find the
best.Two,i\ is this ability to produce the best entertainment of
every kind that continues to attract tele\ ision's largest audiences.
CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORKS

MULTIPLE STATION
OPERATORS

by Joe Csida

■OtSg

(Radio and/or TV)
Veteran broadcaster, with 25
years good background, can

Bold

help you operate your stations at top profit and effi-

The Governor, as the cliche has it, came on
like Gangbusters.
Newly
appointed
President

ciency and handle National

LeRoy Collins's speech to the National Association of Broadcasters Joint Board a couple of
weeks ago was the roughest, toughest, in many

Sales. Seeking permanent
position with growth potential. All replies will be treated

ways anti-broadcasting speech I've ever heard
an NAB president deliver. And I go back to

in complete confidence.

Judge Justin Miller's earliest days as the Association's leader, in 1945, when I was privileged to tour Europe with
the distinguished jurist and a group of key radio men, and hear

Reply:
Box

104

him
speak in country after country about and for American broadcasting.

SPONSOR

I believe I either heard in person or read carefully every speech
that the late Harold Fellows made as the head of the NAB. Hal, in

40 E. 49th Street
New

York

leader

17,

N.

Y.

his most eloquent and dynamic day never made the kind of address
the good Governor made in his maiden presentation. And I believe
the basic reason for this was that Hal. naturally enough, knew a
great deal more about the broadcasting business than President Collins does. It may well be that Hal knew a great deal more about the
industry, and how it must carry on the fight to serve the public
interest most effectively than the Governor is likely to learn over the
next dozen years.
Please don't misunderstand me. I have been and am an admirer
of Governor Collins. I hailed his appointment to the Association's
presidency and I am sure he will do great things for the industry.
As a matter of cold fact I admired his maiden speech for the very

INTRODUCING

THE

evident qualities of leadership it showed and for the bold, courageous manner in which he stated his case.
But I look forward most eagerlv to June, when the Governor declared he would present to the Board a plan for the reorganization
of the NAB, presumably to enable the association to achieve the
critically needed objectives Collins spelled out on 10 February.

NEW

iiinuiiHCT
HOTEL

Sound

39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK
Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

Like, for instance, working toward the point where the \ \B. as
an association "becomes involved more effectively in improving the
kind and qualitv of programing in prime time, the extent as well as
the nature of advertising ami the machinery for assuring effective
self-discipline in all these areas."
Those quotes ate the Governor's, and he
factor in two other sections of lii- speech.
". . . It i- the substance of broadcasting
that substance which demands our most

Single $15 to $22
Suites to $60
Special rates by the month or lease

Robert Sarason, General Manager

10

proposals

Like, for instance, bringing about a situation wherein the NAM.
and not the individual radio and television networks are the spokesmen for the industry.

i

covered the programing
In one he said:
rather than the image of
earnest and determined

.-(Torts."
SPONSOR
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In the other, he said:
". . . if any program la an influence for debasement and is inimical to the public welfare, regardless of bov popular, in my opinion
its public broadcast cannot be justified."
The Governor lias certainlj put Ids Linger right on the basic truth

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

■bout broadcasting and the job it does in the public interest, and the
image it creates before that public The programs arc the answer
of course. \n<l always will be. And Hal fellows, and Judge Miller
and all tli<- \ \l> presidents before them, and Rill Paley and Frank
Stanton, and General Sarnoff and Hobby and Hob Kintner, and
Leonard Goldenson and Ollie Treyz and all the critics who properl)
deer) so much of the programing, and all the advertisers who pa)
for the programs are all aware that the qualitv of the programs on
television are what will determine television's favor or lack ol same
with the people of tins country.
No one has yet come up with the answer to the equally basic question as to what constitutes a program which, in the Governor's
words, i- ". . . an influence for debasement, inimical to the public
welfare."
There, indeed, is and always has been, the rub.

The network

head- believe they know, and the) arc responsible to the stockholders
of their individual multi-million dollar corporations, not only for
maintaining a wholesome and positive public image, but for earning
a reasonable profit on their investment.
The critics believe they know, and they are responsible to the
people who

read them

and. to some

FITS

EXACTLY

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP

LOCAL

PROGRAMING

^^^a
l^~>{'

THOMASVILLE
John
H. Phipps

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

degree, count on them for

Broadcasting Station

guidance.

ELEVISIOH

The advertisers, surely the more socially conscious of them, believe the) know, and they too want to maintain a wholesome and
positive image, while making a moderate
Ever) Congressman,
ever)

. . .

net profit.

it seems, believes he knows, as does almost

educator, parent, women's
Tough

ASSOCIATES

National Represcn/atiics

you can t cover
ATLANTA

club president and bottle washer.
challenge

I believe the Governor is right in telling his board that the \ \l!
must never lie complacent, that it must take positive steps, not just
negative ones, to upgrade the qualit) of broadcasting. Many great
men in broadcasting itself have said just that many times before

without

WAOK

him. and the best men in broadcasting will inner stop saving it. and
will never stop trying to make
decree.

it come

true to an ever increasing

But the harsh fails of life must be recognized: The networks are
not going to let the \ MS or an) other organization call the shots
on their programing.

Ithe pro<iramin» decisions of the networks themselves.
If Governor Collins has an approach for making

all network

heads, and the purse-string controllers of all major American

adver-

tiser- follow the N \H's guidance and counsel in uplifting programing (presuming the NAB is ready to give such guidance and counsel ' . more power to him.
I agree that unless the industry, somehow,

finds wavs

t,, con-

program elements, there is a great likelihood the Government
move in. \^ hat we need is a leader who can show us how.
In the meantime, as did the forty members

will

of the Board when the

(»overnor completed his speech. I stand and applaud him.

1961

Negro Station
SALES RESULTS THRU
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING
featuring a concentration of dynamic hometown personalities with
81 years of combined

stantly do a better programing job and eliminate more and more of
the violence and crime in tv shows and other obviously undesirable

6 MARCH
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And such advertisers as Procter and Gamble

land General Foods. t,> name just two as the 20 February SPONSORS< OPE did. are going to continue to bring some influence to bear on
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Timebuyers
at work
Diana S. Wallach, of the Kenneth Rader Co.. New York, exclaims,
"Merchandising! Merchandising! Merchandising!"" "Are thev selling time or merchandising? So many pitches are made on merchandising," laments Miss Wallach. "that it seems the salesman
doesn't understand the primary function of advertising — to move
goods. With any advertising medium, the final choice for the advertised product must be predicated on reaching the greatest
number of potential customers. So
instead of coming well armed with
the pertinent data needed by the
buyer to determine whether his
station can do an effective 'moving' job, they are usually prepared
with a great story on how the station will help merchandise the
trade. When we buy time our primary interest is the audience. They do the bu) ing. With or without
STORY
BOARD

WTRF-TV

merchandising, if the product is in demand, the wholesaler or retailer will naturally re-order. It is much more important to know
type of audience, rather than what merchandising extras can be had."

A BURGLAR'S WIFE was badgering for money. "Okay. Okay,
stop nagging," grumbled the
man. "I'll get you some as
soon as the bank closes."

T. R Effic!

wtrf-tv Wheeling
THE SLOTHFUL CANNIBAL complained that
he would soon have to seek employment after
years of eating off his relatives.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
OVERHEARD: "Trouble with being a
sport, you have to lose to prove it."

good

wtrf-tv Wheeling
EXEC

VP BOB FERGUSON
(wtrf-tv's Abominable "Know"Man) claims he knows a gal who
is 37-27-17.
37 years
a 27 m'ch
TV
set and a She's
17 cubic
foot old,
foodhasfreezer.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
SIGN IN A LAUNDRY WINDOW: "Ladies who
drive by and drop off their clothes
receive
prompt

and

courteous attention."

wtrf-tv Wheeling
A MISER is tough to live with but he sure
makes a helluva good ancestor. (Thanks to
Hedy Kleber, Bellaire, Ohio)
Wheeling wtrf-tv
WANT A COPY of the agency list of Top
100 U. S. TV Markets? Ask George P. Hollingbery or contact us ... we dominate #34 on
that list. Yes, and WTRF-TV, Wheeling has
a bonus merchandising plan too. Want sales
results?
wtrf-tv Wheeling
WHAT THIS COUNTRY needs is cheap ice
... got plenty of cheap skates.
CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING,
WEST

VIRGINIA

Joan Baker, Shaller-Rubin, Inc., New York, examines the significance of media strategy in the total marketing program developed
on behalf of her agency's clients. "From the inception of an advertising and promotion campaign," Miss Baker explains, "the media
department, which has been integrated with the marketing department, works very closely with
the account executives and plans
board. We find this of utmost
importance in the field of test
marketing. The decision to use
radio and/or
ter a study
and costs in
determination
media could

television evolves afof the availabilities
each market and a
as to whether these
deliver our message

effectively, to the segment of consumers we are trying to reach, at
a cost thai is consistent with tin'
available marketing dollars. Of course, ever) attempt to move merchandise requires individual stud) and individual media selection.
Generally, we have found that radio affords us greater flexibility,
because it can be used as either a primary or a supportive medium,
whereas television mo>l often is used as the primary or exclusive
consumer medium in our agency's campaigns."
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"WAGA-TVs

EDITORIAL IS A SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE

TOWARDS ... AN INFORMED

ELECTORATE . . .'Why Jones

Since May, 1960, the telecast of editorials twice each weekday evening has brought
la "free and responsible" independent editorial voice to the Atlanta area. ■ In the words of
Robert T. Jones, Jr., world-famous champion golfer, lawyer, businessman and one of Atlanta's
favorite citizens . . . "On the theory that good government begins at
home, it is vastly important that local issues should be resolved by an
informed electorate. I believe sincerely that WAGA-TV editorial is a
significant influence towards this end." ■ One of the basic programming
objectives of WAGA-TV is to promote community betterment . . . the
development of an active, informed citizenry ... to cooperate with the
recognized governmental, civic, charitable, religious, educational, and
other agencies dedicated to these ends.
Bobby Jones

famous on the local scene.. .for public service

waga-tva

THE STORER STATION IN ATLANTA
S PON SOU

(> M u;< 11 1%1

4

■■'

k.

7-8300

Kim is the name.
And you can reach her. and
many more
biggest
stars, of
withHollywood's
a call to
WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Channel 10 has just added,
to its already fabulous
feature film library, two new
star-studded packages of
more than three hundred
major Warner
post-'48Brothers
movies-from
both
and
Columbia Pictures-never
before seen on television.
In the months ahead,
Philadelphians will be tuning
to 10 to see big premieres
like The Caine Mutiny,
Born Yesterday, A Starts Born,
The High and the Mighty
and Rebel Without a Cause...
with big stars like Marlon
Brando, Rock Hudson, Judy
Holliday, Jack Lemmon,
John Wayne, Judy Garland,
Doris Day. All coming to
Channel 10*s top-rated
Early Show and Late Show!
In shorC'colossal" motion
picture entertainment and a
stupendous" advertising buy.
Get the picture?
or
wDial
rite GReenwood
to WCAU7-8300
TV
Channel 10. Philadelphia ■ CBS Owned
Represented bj CBS Television Spot Sales

to my attention ... so somewhat belatedly, and academically, too, I am
writing to make a correction on behalf of our client, Grant Advertising,
Inc.

49th and
Madison
Salutations

in this field is the page, "Washing-

We have noted with considerable interest the editorial comment in SPONSOR and point with appreciation to

ton Week."
Could
we have your permission to
reprint this page in your 13 February issue? Our little publication
goes out to about 600 names.
Mrs. Clara S. Logan

the new "Sponsor- Week." This is
just the concentrated news reporting
idea that the industry magazines
have needed for many years. Salutations from WKDA on another
sponsor first.

president Association for
National
Better Radio and
Television
Los Angeles, California

James P. Cecil
promotion
manager

• We are glail to grant permission. The column
deals with views brought out at the Senate Commerce
Committee's hearing on Newton N. Minow's nomination
as FCC Chairman.

WKDA B 'Casting Inc.
Nashville, Tenn.

Washington

I always
sponsor.

Under merged agencies, "Sponsor
Scope" cited Grant's Los Angeles
merger with Robinson. Fenwick &
Haynes and stated that the ensuing
name was Grant, Fenwick & Baker.
This is incorrect. The ensuing name
was Grant Advertising, Inc.
The correction, however, is academic since the two agencies dissolved their merger early in January,
and Grant moved back to its former
address at 1680 North Vine, Hollywood, with Robert L. Dellinger as
General Manager.
Judith Gaylor

Correction

news

look forward
to reading
Of particular interest to us

The "Sponsor Scope" from the 16
January issue has just been brought

public relations counsellor
Martial & Company, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Aesthetics

For a number of years I have kept a
picture of a white rose which I found
in sponsor dated 31 August 1957.
I have always meant to write and ask
\ou the name of the company from
which you purchased the glossy
print. Perhaps it is much too late to
get that information but I decided to
write you am way.
Miss Lillian L. Neu
National Mutual Benefit
Madison 1, Wisconsin
• We applaud Miss Neu's long recollection of an
outstanding
photo
Tin- INewark.
se «.is supplied by .lay Victor Advertising
Agency,

Worthy

message

On behalf of the Board of Directors

WAVE -TV viewers have
28.8% more HEAVY BEARDS
—and they buy 28.8% more of your (or
your competitors') shaving products, too!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28 8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. .Sonne: N.S.I., Dec. HUvO.
CHANNEL

3

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

of the Radio Free Europe Fund — I
know- I speak for Radio Free Europe
as well — may I thank you for the
magnificent support you gave us in
"Broadcast Leaders Back UN." 6
February issue of sponsor. The
broadcasting industn has outdone itself for us this year and the results
are fantastic.
I do think, as you obviousb must
also, thai the basic ad developed by
the \dvertising Council and the voluntary agency, Ted Bates, is a particularl) good one. but no matter
how good, without the support of people like you we would not be able to
get our message across to the public,
John M. Patterson

LOUISVILLE
NBC

16

SPOT

SALES,

National

Representatives

Radio Free Europe Fund
president
\eu York. X.Y.
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WESTERN ROUND-UP!

Heading' your way-for the first time in television-a library of three of the
most successful Western adventure programs ever presented. A walloping
250 half-hours in all: 81 episodes of ANNIE OAKLEY(named the "Best Western
Performer" on television for two consecutive years by The Billboard). . .78
episodes of RANGE RIDER ("Action with a capital A is the byword in these
films." Radio Television Daily). ..and 91 episodes of GENE AUTRY ("King of the
Cowboys" and one of the biggest money-makers in the Western field). This
sure-fire three-in-one library, backed by a national merchandising campaign,
is available now for unlimited run (and profits) from ^ RRS Fl WIS

Unprivate

The programming standards of a television

station are exposed every minute of even

hour of every day. All you need do is look to see that wpix-11, New York's Prestige
Independent, has the "network look" . . . network-proved and network caliber programs night after night. Programs like M Squad, Air Power, the Honeymooners, Mike
Hammer, You Are There. When

you, the advertiser,

painstakingly

produce

TV

commercials, you have a right to expect they will be presented in programs that do
jiM ice to your product and your company, wpix-11 is the only New York Independent
Television Station qualified to display the Seal of Good Practice.
where (ire your 60 second commercials tonight?

NEW

YORK'S

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/ radio
and marketing news of the week

SPONSOR-SCOPE
6 MARCH

1961

Copyright
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SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

What might be deemed ABC TV's biggest breakthrough so far in the 1961-62
selling season: the recruitment of Lever, American Tobacco and Kellogg to its
prime nighttime schedule.
American Tobacco, which hasn't had anything going with that network since 1957, is,
in effect, splitting its largess almost equally between ABC TV and NBC TV, whereas this
season NBC has all of it.
As it now shapes up, American Tobacco's schedule for the fall involves an alternate week
of Bachelor Father and two minutes a week on Cheyenne. With NBC the account will have
a weekly third each of Wells Fargo and Thriller.
How much this switch to ABC was influenced by NBC's assignment of Bonanza
to Chevrolet and other developments American Tobacco wouldn't say.

The hottest spot tv account at the moment is Duncan Hines, which is buying a
barrage of spot tv through both Compton and Gardner.
The schedules out of Gardner for Early American cake mixes will go into 50 markets
with a late March start, while the operation at Compton constitutes a continuing stepup
of schedules in market after market in behalf of the layer cake mixes.
Compton was also active in buying for Crisco oil and Mobile. Another New York
source of business: Lifebuoy (SSCB), a long market list but limited schedules, for 26
March start.
Some

spot tv buys out of the midwest

the past week:

B. F. Goodrich sneakers

(FC&B); Mishawaka Rubber Co.'s Red Ball Jets (Campbell-Mithun) ; Southern Bell Telephone (Gardner, St. Louis) five-state area.

Brown & Williamson's (Bates) resurgence into spot radio, with Kool and
Viceroy as the brands, is turning out to be just a supporting action.
The markets are being handpicked for those areas where the tv reach and frequency
isn't up to what B&W would like it to be.
Bates buyers are concentrating on traffic periods. Spots per week: 7 to 21.
Other spot radio the past week: Extra dentifrice (Harvey & Thomas, Philadelphia), participations in the syndicated Carlton Fredericks show in 30 markets; B&W's
rose snuff (Bates), 16 southern markets for a minimum of 13 weeks.

S. C. Johnson has earmarked

$2.5 million for spot tv for the 1961-62

Tube-

season.

All that sellers of that medium can do is keep their fingers crossed that Johnson won't
do what it did this season. Most of the million designated for spot wound up in CBS TV
daytime.

(See story on Johnson's Wax, page 38.)

ABC TV la9t week took another stab at inducing Campbell Soup (BBDO) to
swing Lassie from CBS TV, which would give ABC TV a Campbell sister series to
the Donna Reed show.
The pitch, at Campbell's Camden quarters, also included the use of daytime.
Campbell, incidentally, will probably be using more spot radio than ever the balance
of this year.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

I.
Judging from a spot check taken by SPONSOR-SCOPE among reps last week,
new spot tv business (in February) showed its first decline in years.
For January most reps contacted said that sales had held even with a year ago. Others
reported a bit of a decline.
March expectations are quite mixed: the consensus is that there'll be lots of more
or less good vacancies for advertisers for spring promotions. The inference is that business is
not expected to be strong.
It looks at the moment

as if Norelco will embrace spot tv exclusively for its

spring push, which covers Father's Day, Easter and graduations.
In other words, it will be that blitz takeoff in 110 markets which proved so eminently
successful for Christmas.
Even though a nighttime tv series is often removed merely to serve the scheduling or control convenience of a network, it's still interesting to box-score the casualty rate for a specific season.
The casualty picture was thrown out of true perspective the past two seasons by trends
toward (1) more network programing control; (2) increased number of one-hour series;
(3) expansion of the spot carrier concept.
8% seaHence the following table on program turnover might be appraised for the past 2two
41%
26%
sons in terms of the foregoing facets of network operation:
42%
960-61
1959-60
1958-59
1957-58
120
114
119
Total number of series entries
4
7
%
58%
114
34
49
48
Total series dropped
62%
61%
47
Casualty rate for all sponsored series
26
30
29
45
50
36
Total new series started since the fall
Total newcomers dropped
Casualty rate for new series

17

31

Frigidaire, now with D-F-S, has a new commercial with a honeymooners' theme
which it's going to test in several tv markets.
Last year the freezer spent about $2.5 million in network tv and only $40,000 in the
spot side of the medium.
The cutting back of tv and radio budgets by the Ford dealer groups pose for
station operators a conundrum of no small dimensions.
And that question is: how can air media meet the challenge created by the dealer credo
— particularly when business gets tough — that the more effective advertising is the advertising which mentions your name?
JWT, the agency for these groups, would, if so disposed, tell the stations this : we think
tv and radio are the prime media for selling autos but, with business being tough, dealers feel it would be to their advantage if their names were seen in print. And things being as
they are, the tendency is to go along with them and see whether this is so.
Like many other things, there's a paradox about this dealer position. The dealers in the
Lincoln-Mercury division have just bought a heavy spurt in tv.
Gumbinner would like American Tobacco to give spot the edge in its tv expenditures for dual filter Tareyton.
The agency's asked reps to help buttress its arguments in behalf of spot by contributing as much relevant ammunition as they can muster from their case history files and
sales promotion literature.
This season the brand has been participating in Bachelor Father.
20
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

For an anecdote on how two competitors fared in network

tv this season vim

couldn't find a more piquant one than this: Lever vs. 1*&G.
P&G is emerging from the currenl Beason witli what probabl)
i^ the worst

program

record in the company's Iv history. The shows P&G is pulling out of after a singli
round are Peter Loves Mary, Tom Ewell and The Law and Mr. Jones and it's also bowing
out of The Detectives, \\\ait Earp and The Rebel.
In contrast, Lever has had this season massive audience roller-uppers in Candid
Camera, Jack Benny, Have Gun and Price Is Right and is in the enviable position of hesitating about continuing Checkmate because it's 'only getting" 11-12 million homes as compared to die others.
Bringing you up to date on this pair's fall plotting: P&G's bought the Dick Van Dyke
show- on CBS TV Tuesday 8 p.m., the Snow Whites on NBC TV Sunday 8:30 and is looking
for another half-hour for the ABC TV Tuesday 9-9:30 slot.
Lever's only new buy to date: half of Calvin & the Colonel. ABC TV, 8:30 Tuesday.
It's still debating whether to accept NBC's placement of Price Is Right on Monday.
In the area of nighttime program pricing the trend at ABC TV is more and more
toward a flat price which covers both the original uses and repeats.
The system apparently works in favor of both the supplier of the film series and
the network. The producer prefers to take a single price per installment and not figure on
repeats, even if the end figure is less. The network sees this advantage in free repeats: a
better chance to make a 52-week deal with advertisers.
Both the new Calvin & the Colonel and Top Cat series have been sold on this basis: 876,455 gross per program. Average for the 26 original and 26 repeats: S38,250 gross.
Offering which probably came in for most comment

among

agency tv program

buyers the past week: NBC TV's price quotes for Dinah Shore in the fall (Wednesday 8:30-9:30).
The slate: 20 shows with Dinah Shore at S165,000 each; 20 shows with divers stars,
$135,000 each; 12 repeats of Dinah Shore shows, S60. 000 each. This talent package adds
up to $6.72 million, or 8130,000 average per show. Time included, close to 812 million.

Network costs in tv will be going up another notch for the 1961-62
though most of the hike will derive from talent.

season,

A canvas of the networks disclosed this comparison of the one-time nighttime rate for
a half -hour in a maximum hookup:
NETWORK
FALL OF 1960
FALL OF 1961
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

$64,500
200
77.700

868,000
80,400
78,700

Brown & Williamson (Bates) last week cut loose with a bang as it placed orders for the fall in network tv.
Its line will be represented on the networks every night of the

week

but

Friday.

Most of the participations are in mid-evening.
The shows:
Checkmate, Naked City, Surf side 6, Bus Stop and Las Vegas.

ABC TV's Ollie Treyz last week was telling agency people that the network had
so far booked 880 million worth of business for the 1961-62 season.
He cited this figure after sales had chalked up three-and-a-half minutes from
American Tobacco, sold HaUiaway and the Chimps (Friday 7:30 p.m.) to Ralston and R. J.
Reynolds and spotted Bristol-Myers and Lever in Top Cat (Wednesday 8:30 p.m.).
iPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

CBS TV may have a case in contending that a documentary-public service pro--<
gram in prime time pulls down the next week's rating, but there's still this fact:
the audience for that type of programing jumped appreciably in 1960.
The source for that trend is Nielsen and for documentation witness this breakdown of

public service evening programing culled from the I November-II December NTIs for each year: ;
YEAR

AVG. TOTAL TV AUDIENCE

AVG. AVERAGE AUDIENCE

1958
1959

13.8
11.5

1960

16.1

AVG. SHARE

11.5
10.9

20
20

12.9

24

Note: The number of documentary-public service programs rated in those periods ini
1958 were 6, in 1959, 10 and in 1960, 16. Four of the 16 rated well over 20 and two
of them were close to the 20-mark.

For those concerned

with the absence of any new live shows on the tv network

schedules for the fall, here's a word of cheer.
J. Walter Thompson is working on one that would debut in early October.
It won't be submitted to a network until all details have been wrapped
Not that the refiner wants to make

an issue of it but Texaco

up.

thinks that NBC

TV stations have been missing a good bet by failing to maintain liaison with dealers.
Says Texaco: the stations
by showing an interest toward
could serve a twin purpose:
keep the dealers sold on the

shouldn't expect the money to come over the transom. Also,
the dealers in connection with the NBC news strip the stations
(1) possibly pull out some extra billings for themselves; (2)
medium.

TvB research thinks it should be noted that January 1961 showed quite a recovery in the percentage of programs reaching over 10 million homes from the January 1960 level.
TvB's reference is to an item in the 20 February SPONSOR-SCOPE.
The figures show that the 1961 percentage is still below the 1959 figure when there was
not so much slicing up of the audience as a result of intensified competition from a third
network.
With Nielsen as the source, following is a comparison of the percentage of programs
that reached over 10 million homes or less for the last three Januaries.
HOMES REACHED
JAN. 1961 %
JAN. 1960 %
JAN. 1959 %
Over 10 million homes
51%
43%
54%
5-10 million homes
45%
46%
36%
3-5 million homes
3%
9%
7%
Under 3 million homes
1%
2%
3%
Note: In January 1961 nighttime programs totalled 124; 1960, 130; 1959, 126.

If you should in the next several weeks find it hard to corner department heads
in the various P&G agencies, just bear with them.
They may be completely immersed in getting ready for that annual March
meeting in Cincinnati.

budget

Remember these nine agencies not only have to rationalize every recommended expenditure but to come up with statistical evidence showing that what they say is so.

For

other

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 48; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up. page ~>2; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers,
page 64; and Film-Scope, page 56.
22
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PLUM:

Almost as precisely as with a builder's plumb bob, Columbia is centered geographical y inSouth Carolina. Hub of the state, it's the center to which all eyes
like all roads) turn. And people! Total of 257,961 in the 1960 Census, making it the state's largest metropolitan area, and second only to Charlotte in both Carolinas, and still building, a Add WIS-television.
with its 78.7' f' share of the home market audience, according to Nielsen . . . add WIS-television's central
1526-foot tower that delivers (in this strategic central location) more of the state than any other station
can reach . . . and you come out with a real PLUM of a buy. a South Carolina's major selling force is

Vv I S television
Charles A. Batson, Managing Directoi

a station of THE

NBC/ABC-Columbia,

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

OF

South Carolina
THE

r.< s

SOUTH

<; Huh. ml Shafto, Executive Vice Prei

WIS-television. Channel 10. Columbia. S.C.

• WIS

Radio. 560. Columbia. S.C. • WSFA-TV.

Channel 12. Montgomery . Ala

By Any Yardstick

IDE BIG ON
Takes the Measure

ARB
PULSE
NIELSEN
TRENDEX

WKRGty
CHANNEL

5

MOBILE, ALA.

Caff Avery-Knodel, Representative
or C. P. Persons, Jr., Qeneral Manager
2 |
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Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers

6 March

1961

SPONSOR-WEEK
Broadcasters,
New
*

MBC

admen

move

fight to quell 'recession' thinking

may be door-opener

to own

Reynolds is first to buy $30,000 minutes

rep firm

in NBC

movie

*

MOBIL OIL FIRES UP AD DRIVE
The oil industry is firing up for a big intra-industry ad
Dattle this year with the latest move taken by Mobil Oil,
New York, which Thursday switched what it terms a
'$12-million" account from Compton to Ted Bates.
A heavy spot tv client, Mobil Oil is understood to have
selected Bates primarily for its advertising and sales
Dhilosophy. But its astuteness in the spot tv realm is
mown to have been a major consideration, and it's exsected that Bates' media recommendations — due withn a month — will hinge on the same medium but vary in
:opy content, sales approach and production technique.
The biggest factor in agency selection: Board Chairnan Rosser Reeves' privately circulated book, "Reality
n Advertising."
However, Bates "has a completely free hand in makng whatever recommendations it chooses," says Carl
Steinmetz, budget and media
manager for the giant oil company (which has annual sales
of more than $1.6 billion).
"What we've done in the
past will not necessarily be a

Rosser Reeves

guide to the future," he said.
"We're taking a completely
new look. We like Bates because of its selling philosophy

ind sales creation, its very successful record with clients, its clean-cut and effective principles."
Mobil Oil announced officially that it bills $12 million
annually for advertising, but this box-car figure includes
SPONSOR

(> MARCH

l'Nil

many promotion and merchandising aids (such as station signs, maps).
Actual expenditure for advertising last year
mated $5 million, two-thirds to spot television
bit for "Monitor" on NBC Radio) and remainder
papers and magazines.
Compton will carry through with the spring
wave for the Mobilgas economy run promotion,
credit for all billings through 30 June.

approxi(with a
in newsspot tv
getting

Steinmetz likes spot tv for its flexibility, with markets
matched to need. Consumer products of the company
are Mobilgas regular and special and Mobilheat heating
oil, with bulk of ad money pushing gasolines.

SPONSOR

buys U.S. Radio, U.S. FM

Purchase of Arnold Alpert Publications, Inc. (U.S.
Radio and U.S. FM) by SPONSOR Publications, Inc.,
was announced Thursday in New York by Norman R.
Glenn, President. Acquisition was effective 1 March,
with staff and offices of the two radio magazines remaining at 50 W. 57th Street, New York. Arnold Alpert,
publisher of the radio magazines, becomes vice president and assistant publisher of the Sponsor Corporation and will headquarter at its New York office, 40 E.
49th St. Bernard Piatt continues as executive vice
president. In addition to SPONSOR,

U.S. Radio and

U.S. FM, a Canadian magazine titled CANADIAN
SOR is published in Toronto.

SPON-
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wo of our typical farmers — smart businessmen who invest in
the good things of America — men with the money to provide delightful
living. This is the bountiful land we serve with
r1.
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Channel 2 for these extra Counties.
2. CBS for the best in Public Service.
3. 400,000 TV homes for greener pastures.
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ABC TV NAMES SCHERICK TO TOP
SALES POST IN NETWORK SHUFFLE
Shuffling of sales emphasis took place at ABC TV
last week as Edgar J. Scherick was named v. p. in charge
of network sales, replacing William P. Mullen who has
iheld the post since 1958.
Scherick, said network President Ollie Treyz in making the
announcement, "has been a
key factor both in sales and
programing in (our) climb during the past year to the No. 1
network sports position."
Scherick headed his own
company, Sports Programs, for
the past four years and has

E. J. Scherick

E'orkedas executive producer on several ABC TV sports
hows. A former sports specialist for CBS TV, Scherick

AND

CHICAGO'S

FARM

ONE

REVIVAL

IS

BOX SCORE

Chicago) Two developments

NBC

TV's new venture into nighttime network programing with its weekly post-'50 movies has picked up
two sponsors readying a fall start.
1. R. J. Reynolds, through William Esty, has signed
for two one-minute participations — pegged at $30,000
each— for the two-hour (9-11 p.m.) feature.
2. RCA, through McCann-Erickson, is checking into
an undetermined number of the feature films and is
interested primarily in those
filmed in color for colorcasting.
Mitchell Johnson, vice president for tv at Esty, says his client likes "something that's
new, which jolts tv, which the
medium needs every once in a
while." The buy, he says, is

Iso worked at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency.

DNE DEATH

REYNOLDS, RCA BUY $30,000
MINUTES ON NBC NIGHT MOVIE

in farm broadcast are

"strictly for circulation" as
Mitchell Johnson
"you can't get identification"
sharing a 120-minute show with 11 other clients.
Reynolds is mulling whether it should use its two
commercials for all its cigarettes (Camel, Winston,
Salem).

'aking place in Chicago, the farm market's heartland.
1 1. Massey-Ferguson, Inc., which last October
aunched a new concept in farm advertising — an earlyinorning tv show— is cancelling "Today on the Farm"
vith the 18 March program.
2. The "National Barn Dance," a 36-year mainstay
^ith WLS, Chicago, until last May when it gave way to
ock and roll, is being revived by WGN there as a pros•ective color and simulcast feature.
Massey-Ferguson's removal from "Today on the Farm,"
parked NBC TV's cancellation of the program, the only
)hicago-originated net tv show this season. Reason for
he move: low sets-in-use figures for a 7 a.m. Saturday
lot.

)ay tv will help introduce new Sego,
Pet Milks entry for weight control
St. Louis) Pet Milk Co. is shooting tape commercials
l Tampa for a new dietary weight-control product
ailed Sego.
Newest entry to the expanding market for weight
ontraction is a canned liquid and may be sold in an
sight pack" as a two-day supply although
ans have not been firmed.

marketing

March intro is planned in four markets, two Northrn and two Western, with daytime tv supplementing
ewspaper schedules.
Agency: Gardner Advertising, St. Louis.
•ONSOR
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KODAK
NBCS

SIGNS FOR TV NATURAL:
NEW

'WORLD

OF COLOR1

One of the biggest boosts for color tv came last week
from Eastman Kodak, which has signed as alternate
sponsor of "Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color" on
NBC TV next season.
James E. McGhee, v. p. of domestic sales and advertising, commenting on the buy said "color tv has come
of age, will be of even greater importance in years to
The series replaces "The Ed Sullivan Show" for Kodak and will be aired Sundays, 7:30-8:30. A plus for
come." the merchandising value with dealers.
Kodak:
Color tv still has a long way to go in circulation, however. American Research Bureau noted a fortnight ago
that total sets in homes number 600,000 — a penetration
of 1.3% of all tv homes.
Another color entry for next season is RCA, which
will share in sponsorship of color feature films to be
carried Saturday nights from 9-11 on NBC TV.
The network next week

marks "Festival of Color

Week," with 50% of its daytime shows to be telecast in
color from 13 to 17 March.
27
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1957

1957

^
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1958
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AFTER
GS ARE

4 YEARS,

STILL JuMPlNG

UAA's Popeye and Warner Bros, cartoons, after four years on the air, are rating
higher this year than last. Popeye scored a Nov. 1960 ARB average of 15.4 in
122 markets. Warner Bros, cartoons scored a solid 13.2 in 104 markets. This out
standing result* includes all markets for which ratings are available, regardless
of station, time period or competition. No wonder that stations, almost without
exception, have been renewing these profitable cartoon programs. Be sure you
stay on this winning team. Call or wire.

• tabulation of individual market
ratings available on request.

u.a.ci.
NEW YORK

T) United Artists Associated, Inc.

CHICAGO

247 Park Avenue, MU 7-7800
75 E. Wacker Dr., DE 2-2030

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.
DALLAS

1511 Bryan St., Rl 7-8553

LOS ANGELES

1041 N. Formosa Ave., HO 7-511
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charge of coordinating sales activities for MBC's various
radio properties" (WIP; WNEW, New York; WHK, Cleveland, with KMBC, Kansas City, pending).

Lorillard: Tv most effective medium'
P. Lorillard's 1960 annual report documents both
implicitly and explicitly the importance of advertising for its 40,290 shareholders. Advertising gets
two pages of copy contrasted with two for the

INDUSTRY
COUNTER

Mounting action by broadcasters and major advertising groups is being taken to combat recession thinking
and buying slowdowns.
New moves last week included:
• Individual station projects with an upbeat note,

entire international operation, one each for manufacturing and for leaf.
Report notes: "Tv has proved itself the most
effective sales medium yet developed, gave no

such as on-the-air campaigns launched by KABC, Los

evidence of having reached anything like a satura-

Angeles, with its "buy now" effort, and WEZL, Richmond,
with omission of all news "concerning bad business
conditions, layoffs, work stoppages, etc.", as well as
moves by WTOP, Washington, and WIP, Philadelphia.
• Intensification of Advertising Council activity with

tion point."

ADULT CARTOONS ON RISE, WITH
ABC SLATING 3 FOR NIGHTTIME
The era of the adult cartoon moves into broader scope
on tv screens next season, with three slated for ABC TV
at this point. They are:
• The new "Top Cat," a Screen Gems production,
which will be co-sponsored on Wednesdays from 8:309 p.m. by Kellogg (Leo Burnett) and Bristol-Myers (Y&R);
• "Calvin and the Colonel," another new entry produced by the "Leave it to Beaver" duo, Joe Connelly and
Bob Mosher, which will be aired Tuesday from 8:30-9
with co-sponsorship by Lever Bros. (J. Walter Thompson)
and Whitehall (Ted Bates);
• The continuing "Flintstones," first entry in the adult
cartoon field which this past year has bagged favorable
ratings for Miles Labs. (Wade) and R. J. Reynolds (Esty).
One advantage of the cartoon's fantasy situation: a
Iready switch from the show "stars" to a tailor-made
commercial.

Metropolitan names Neuwirth to radio
sales slot which may key new venture
Next week, H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth takes over a new
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. post as v. p. and director of radio sales. He's currently director of sales for
the group's WIP, Philadelphia, after joining the company
llast year as assistant to President-Board Chairman
John W. Kluge.
Trade observers interpret the
move

as giving some substance to the continuing report that the growing MBC station group will set up its own

station representative organization with Neuwirth as chief
executive in it.
D. Neuwirth
as his function
SPONSOR

The new post responsibilities
tie in closely with this concept
is described
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officially

as

being

SPARKS
DRIVE
TO
RECESSION
THINKING

"in

Thursday's launching of a new (similar to '58) "Confidence in a Growing America" program, from which
McCann-Erickson is providing ad materials to all media.
• Re-affirmation by Arthur Fatt, president of Grey
agency, New York, that business needs "help and encouragement from government because it's "a national
instrument of economic progress."
Most action stresses the upbeat features of today's
economy rather than omitting all downbeat mentions,
as WEZL
KABC's
the "Buy
tactic to

told its advertisers it's now doing.
monthly public service project currently is
now" theme, a "positive and concentrated"
"instill needed confidence and start an im-

mediate upswing."
One of the early pace-setters to negate recession
thinking is U. S. Steel, which last September allocated
tv commercials to "Watching America Grow."
The Ad Council drive, cooperated in by major advertisers, agencies and all media, was kicked-off in Washington by Secretary of Commerce Luther Hodges. A
similar campaign in 1958 resulted in $20 million worth
of donated advertising for the cause.
WIP, Philadelphia, has launched a third phase of action countering a "sagging economy" by airing news of
job openings. First: optimistic statements from business leaders; second, "Buy now in Philadelphia."
The WTOP, Washington, effort is keyed to "Buy now
what you need now."

Tv and radio will spark sales of new
Candy Coffee Beans in national drive
National ad program is in the works now for Candy
Coffee Beans, new confection imported from Finland.
Coronet Marketing Corp. last week named Ben B. Bliss
agency, New York, to handle advertising.
Supermarkets and chains distribute the coffee candy
and merchandising will be keyed to radio and tv more
than to other media.

More SPONSOR-WEEK

continued on page 52

POPULATION !
The Charlotte TV MARKET

is First

in the Southeast with 642,500 Homes*
We'd be the first to admit that it stretches the
imagination to hang a city population of more than
two-hundred thousand — but hang the city population when counting necks in the entire Charlotte
Television Market!
The real kicker is that WBTV

delivers 55.3% more

TV Homes than Charlotte Station "B"!**

* Television Magazine — 1961
ARB 1960 Coverage StudyAverage Daily Total Homes Delivered

Compare. . .these
Charlotte
Miami
Atlanta
Louisville . . .
New Orleans
Richmond . . .

WBTV
\-

CHANNEL

3 ^^ CHARLOTTE/

jefferson

standard

SE Markets ! '
642,500
561,500
535, 300

420,200
366, 900
267,200

broadcasting

company
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MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT RADIO
Among a host of misunderstandings about spot radio's role,
a poll of the reps shows that 10 such headaches stand out
I he ever-present problem of refuting misconceptions about radio, has
been keeping radio reps on their toes
Bince the first t\ antenna found its
waj to the first housetop years ago.
Although radio selling is a flourishing business, there is the constant
headache of clarifying what reps
consider "'fallacies."" "mistruths," and
"ignorance" about radio on the part
of main agencies and advertisers.
\ sponsor check nf about in reps
in New York last week revealed that,
while the 10 cited on this page are
far and aw a) the most prevalent misconceptions about radio, there are
literallv endless lists of such problems that radio's sellers face in their
ila\ to day jobs.
I In- check also proved that the
Iproblem is virtualK universal among
radio station representatives.
Each
lexeeutive interviewed replied that he
Ihad a host of points he would like to
make.
One vice president of a rep
house said. "If you've got about a
week, I can get started on the subject."
The rock and
dience problem
lent among rep
misconceptions
(PA

SPONSOR

roll and teenage auwas the most prevaresponses. However,
involving
almost
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ever) area of radio broadcasting
were touched upon.
Here are some of the other misconceptions about radio cited by
reps, along with their refutations:
• The only way to cover widely
populated areas is with power signals— "In such cases," says Boiling

Co.'s president George Boiling, "many
markets suffer simply because of
their proximity to large power stations. It is a daily selling job to
convince advertisers that people live
and buy and listen in their home
• Dramatic

rating

rises

reflect

"bought audiences" ■ "There's no
such thing as a bought audience,"
Steve Machcinski, Adam Young executive vice president, contends.
"The best advertising in the world
cannot sell an inferior product, and
the most intensive promotion cannot
make listeners stay on a station if ba-

town."

HERE'S HOW THE STATION REPS REFUTE THE 10 MOST
1. Radio listening is unattentive
"BUYERS WHO believe this fallacy overlook the fact that people listen alone," points out Bob
Eastman, pres., Robert Eastman Co. "Women listen mostly in their kitchens, men in their cars,
teenagers in bedrooms — and their level of receptivity is high. Commercial recognition surveys
will show that, dollar for dollar, radio gets through better than any other medium."

2. Most radio is rock 'n' roll
"WHAT ABOUT the classical music station, the all-talk station, the album station, the western
music station, the personality station, the foreign language station, the educational station, the
traditional station, the sports station, the good music station, or the all-news station, among
others?" asks George Skinner, director of radio programing services, The Katz Agency.

3. Most all radio stations will cut rates
"THIS MISCONCEPTION can grow only out of tha fact that 10, 12, 15 or more stations are competing for the same national dollar in any one of the top 25-50 markets, and while the top stations will NOT lower rates or bargain with agencies, a few lower-rated stations have been known
to make a price to sell their lesser time periods," said Peggy Stone, president, Radio T.V. Reps.

4. Radio buys must be made

in prime time

"WHILE A large share of listening takes place in autos, other out-of-home locations and on
in-home sets between 6-9 a.m. and 4-7 p.m., please note that 50% of all housewives listen to radio
6 a.m.-12 noon on Sat.; 47%, 12 noon-4 p.m., Monday-Friday, and 6 p.m. -midnight, Monday-Friday
reaches as many as 75% different homes as during peak time," pointed out Jim Alspaugh, v. p., H-R.

5. Radio's audience is mainly composed

of teenagers

"IN EFFECT, teenagers constitute a very small minority of a station's total audience. Many buyer's
don't realize that radio has the ability to reach definite selective groups," said Jack Masla, pres.,
Jack Masla Co. Others add: "Buyers who note a station's 'high teen count' ignore the fact that
the station has a 'higher adult count'."

si'onmii;
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sic ingredients are lacking. \ listener is jn-l as valid a sales prospect 00
matter what originall) induced him
a station."'
to •dial
T\ sells
\\e\e

tried

radio

and

approach

spot

radio

horn

the

point

nothing happena
"Why blame it on
the medium,"
asks Peters, Griffin,

of view of hou ran he use it successful!) When he goes into test markets

Woodward

he should test cop\. t\pes ol stations.

director <d sales develop-

COMMON

i imes oi the day, lot al pei s< malil les,
and not the medium itself.
• Reps and salesmen of radio ai e
inferioi t" t\ salesmen and reps
"Although this is a ridiculous generalization, man) believe it. said
Powell Ensign, \ i< e pi esident, I Ivei
i Please turn to page I' i I

ment Lud Richards. "It has been
proved time and again that spot radio mines merchandise, from cigarettes to soup.
\n advertise] should

MISCONCEPTIONS

ABOUT

6. You can't do a '61 marketing

SPOT RADIO
job using '41 tools

"RADIO HAS changed considerably and so have the methods of using it effectively. Radio's
reach, commercial format, identity of a station, the station's image in the community and the number of spots an advertiser must use in order to do a proper marketing job, are areas where buyers
must realign their thinking," said Al Sheppard, sales manager, Select Station Representatives.

7. Today's radio is on the rocks.
"THIS IS false because by every standard of measurement, radio is in its greatest growth period.
Check set sales, total advertising revenue, national spot revenue, local revenue, new stations,
pending applications and construction permits. The sixties have already proved a new launching
pad for radio as a vibrant, healthy medium," said Mort Bassett, exec. v. p., Broadcast Time Sales.

8. Advertising must

be visual to be effective

"WE CAN'T agree," says Lud Richards, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, dir. of sales development. "The
combination of words, music and sound effects can create strong mental pictures that allow the
consumer to relate the product benefit to a personal frame of reference rather than that of an art
director of a panel of 'creative experts'."

9. Radio buying must

be confined to minutes

"COPYWRITERS and advertisers seem to have forgotten how to use anything but redundant minutes," says Boiling Co. pres., George Boiling. "Advertisers, especially those with established
products; can use shorter copy more effectively with less expenditure." Others add: "We can't
figure out why national advertisers continue to overlook 20- and 30-second spots."

10. Radio buying involves too much

detail

"THERE IS no more detail in placing a radio campaign than in placing any other advertising
campaign," asserts Lloyd G. Venard, president, Venard, Rintoul & McConnell. "This is particularly true of saturation buys." he said. Others add: "Esty, BBDO, and many others don't seem
to find this problem.
All they want are results for the client."

SPONSOR
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LATEST

LINEUP

Auction-adventure will be the order
of the day next fall with situation
comedy running a close second, ac-

SUNDAY

7:30

CBS

MONDAY
NBC

ABC

DENNIS THE
MENACE

CBS

WALT DISNEY
PRESENTS
A

NBC

ABC

CBS

Ac
GUNSMOKE
Re

BUGS BUNNY

LARAMIE
W

PETE &
GLADYS

W

9:00

RIFLEMAN
W

G.E. THEATRE
Dr
BONANZA

BUS STOP
A

9:30

t

Dick Van
Dyke

THE SNOW
WHITES
A

LAWMAN

HONG KON
My

OPEN

Sc

ED SULLIVAN
SHOW
V

8:30

ABC

NBC

THE
AMERICANS
A

CHEYENNE
W

8:00

WEB

TUESDAY

TO TELL THE
TRUTH
P

Sc
TANGANYIKA
A

ON

All three networks plan to open
their Sunday schedules at 6:30 in the
fall. ABC TV might start at 6 p.m.,
should it decide to bring back the
Maverick boys. In this case, Maverick at 6 p.m. will be followed by
an animated comedy series.
If the

27 February 1961) the opposite side
of that coin is a programing trend to
many more hour-long film shows. A
typical tv night next season will have
six scattered action shows and six or
seven half-hour situation comedies
(e.g. Monday) .

cording to the networks' tentative
nighttime schedules.
Since the big sales trend is an upswing in spot carriers I see SPONSOR

ABC

FACTS

ROBERT
YOUNG
SHOW

JACK BENNY
PROGRAM
C

DOBIE

GILLIS

TOM EWELL
SHOW
87TH
PRECINCT

LAS

DICK POWELL
HOUR
Dr

VEGAS
A

A

ALFRED
HITCHCOCK

Top CatA

Sc

SHOW

Sc
A

Calvin &
Ac
the
Colonel

DANNY
THOMAS

SURFSIDE
SIX

THE PRICE
IS RIGHT
P

EYE
HAWAIIAN

ANDY
RED

GRIFFITH
SHOW

SKELTON
SHOW

c

Sc

10:00

CANDID
CAMERA
ASPHALT
JUNGLE

10:30

HENNESEY
Sc
DuPONT
SHOW

ADVENTURES
IN
Dr

WHAT'S MY
LINE

THRILLER
M

GARRY MOORE
CORRUPTERS
A

SHOW

I'VE GOT A

V

CAIN'S 100
A

NAKED

SECRET
P

under progia

:;i

PARADISE
A

W—

;S

I

Di

Iramii I

omedy; P —
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TV FALL

NIGHTTIME

umentar)
Twentieth Century will be
back al 6:30 and Lassie, with • amp
hell Soup a^ SponSO] . will ride liei d
on 7-7:30 p.m.
\t present NBC TV

decision i> to drop 1/'/' erick, the
cartoon will begin ai 6:30 and anOthei half-hour show will l>e selected
for 7-7 :.'$(• p.m.
CBS TV will continue tlii- season's
Sundaj nighl lineup starting at 6:30
p.m. The Prudential-sponsored
doc-

VEDNESDAY
CBS

lia>

tWO

"pen

^ [•< >t - at

ABC

CBS

NBC

ABC

Sc

SHOW

Name That
Tune
Aud

ABC

SHOW
(probably
ROARING

Ac
FLINTST0NES

CBS

My

A
20's

NBC

PERRY MASON WELLS

LEAVE IT
TO BEAVER
Sc

Sc

ISH0W
•robably
jachfront)

ROUTE 66
A

Dinah
Shore

TALL MAN

w

CHECKMATE
A

V

Sc
77

GUNSLINGER
W
A Procter &
Gamble
Show
U

LAWRENCE
WELK
M

SUNSET
STRIP A

HAVE GUN.

TWILIGHT

ERNIE FORD
Tent

WILL TRAVEL

ZONE

w

Dr

DRAMA

HOUR
U

FEATURES
Fm
POST '48

THE
■STRONG
ilRCLE

Iatre—

1 STEEL
HOUR

ADVENTURE
SHOW
U

CBS

UNTOUCHABLES

REPORTS

A

PA

SING ALONG
WITH MITCH
M

ADVENTURE

Tent

Dr

myitery;

sroNsoi;

A< — animated

•

comedy;

Re — reruns:
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FARGO
W

BACHELOR
FATHER

THREE
SONS
Sc

ESHMAN
Sc

^

SATURDAY
NBC

i VENTURE

J THE

< .ai i \ \1 ■ >■ > i e.

OPEN

BOB
CUMMINGS

PERRY C0M0
SHOW
V

and

Big Tent)

Sc

MY

sans sponsoi . she w ill I"- ba( k in tinneiu ork \ .n iet) bin nexl season
along with Ed Sullivan. Perrj < omo

ADVENTURE

DONNA
REED

OPEN

CBS

RAWHIDE
W

OUTLAWS
W

(probably
frontier
Circus

W

7

THE
HATHAWAYS
Sc

NEW HOUR
SHOW

WAGON
TRAIN

and

hi 'in -long
ad\ enture
show
w <>uld
pi obabl) be Bele( ted foi the Bpot.
Although I >inali Shore is pr< sentl]

FRIDAY

HO
GUESTWARD

UANAUTS
A

6:30

p.m. "n Sunday. One network spokesman, however, guessed (liat anothei

THURSDAY

NBC

PROGRAMS

PA — public

affairs;

Tent — tentative;

M— music;

DEFENDERS
A
witness is
(only if Eyedropped by
Firestone)

-

FIGHTS

GUNSM0KE

w

PUBLIC
AFFAIRS

participation
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JOHNSON

STANDS

'TASTEFUL'

BY

tion with Fibber McGee and Molly —
has pla\ed an increasingly important
role in the company's advertising
strategy as new products have been
introduced, and in the company's desire to accurately project the cor-

VIDEO

porate personality of Johnson's Wax.
Toward these ends, Johnson cur-

^ Wax
firm won't joint trend to pure circulation
l>i>. I>>.i.l I II I *»i*\4~*W~h I ■ 1 - . II . . ■ ft 1 m s . I . . I . . m lsion
2 I.. ■t
buys, likes 'respectful, clean, inoffensive telev
Ikl II '.__' III. -.^

^ However, move toward spot tv may be related to web
program shifts in which Johnson will lose three shows

rently invests about ')()'< of its advertising budget in network television (a SPONSOR-estimated $12 million) on a lineup of five CBS TV
half-hours. The Garry Moore Show,
Ann Sotliern. Angel and Zone Grey
Theatre are alternately sponsored;
beginning 28 February. Johnson assumed full sponsorship of the Red
Skelton Show.
Why has network television been

«

RACINE,

WISC.

tven if we could get all the wax
business by sponsoring television like
that. I would rather not be identified
with such entertainment," Howard
M. Packard, president. S. C. John-

Skelton and

Moore

son & Son Inc., was quoted, recently, as saying while he watched an
episode of The Untouchables.
Johnson's rigid standards of sponsor identification — established durins;
the 15-year network
radio associa-

represent

the dominant force behind Johnson's
advertising? Douglas L. Smith, director of the company's
and merchandising,
puts itadvertising
this way:
'"The intimacy of television makes it
an effective advertisina medium for

Johnson's

concepts of good tv

OF THE FIVE SHOWS

sponsored

(in most cases, by alternate halfhours) by S. C. Johnson this season, only Red Skelton and Garry
Moore will return. Both embody
the company's ideas of good entertainment. CBS TV-dropped 'Angel' had 12 rating but firm liked it

r

r

- .■
.—

/ <*

■*

.

New

brands, heavy net tv highlight Johnson

story in recent years

PRODUCT diversification is supported by network U (90% of ad budget). Veteran Glo-Coat brand is supplemented
by other waxes (top row) but Johnson also branched into other product areas (bottom row) during the past decade

the demonstrable qualities of John-

ucts are needed at some time or an-

son products." Significantly, however. Johnson is moving more heavily into spot tv .
Johnson s product philosophy,
while essentially the same as that inspired 1>\ it- founder 75 \ears ago —
i.< .. recognize a basic human need
and fulfill it with a product better
than the competition ran make — has
tequired some new dimensions, necessitated b)modern marketing complexities. Vrconlinii to Smith, it now

other by just about everybody. Because of the mass distribution and
the mass market, coupled with the
demonstrable advantage requirements, network television fulfills
Johnsons advertising requisites, ac-

reads: "Any new products we place
on the market must possess at least
one point of demonstrable superiority, recognizable i>\ the user, over
competitive products, in performance, packaging, or in methods of
During the I950's Johnson's Wax
began some significant product dirersification ventures into such fields
as insect killer- < Raid) and repellents (Off!), air fresheners (Glade),
and its latest, in national distribution less than a year, a line <>f shoe
polish.
The household products of Johnson's Wax are in total distribution,
for the most part, in grocery, drug,
hardware, and variety stores. Their
various uses — for Boors and furniture, autos and for new. diversified
areas
are universal, and the prod-

SPONSOR
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cording to Smith. "But." adds
Smith, "our total advertising program would certainly be one-dimensional if we did not rely on other
important media such as dail) newspapers, shelter magazines, Sunday
supplements, weeklies and outdooi
and transportation advertising."
Vs to Johnson - corporate personDOUGLAS
is

well-known

L.

SMITH,
as

wax

Johnson
company's

ad

dir.,

spokesman

ality, >a\s Smith. "We

like to think

of ourselves as a warm, friendl) kind

of company — a real friend ol tinhousewife, offering products thai
make her life easier and happier."
Doug Smith himself might be described as a living symbol of the
positive, wholesome qualities which
the corporation seeks to project.
>mith. a well-known spokesman for
the company, ha- become a sort of
missionary for advertising's responsibility to the public, appearing on
mam speaking rostrums ol late, at
national association meetings such as
the \l \. W \. and van >u- ad clubs
throughout the country .
Jolm-on - idea- ol it- bu-in ■-- image apply • ol course, to its i ommercials, .i- well as to progi aming.
"\\ e feel thai our commercials
should be helpful, tasteful, instructive, and accurate," says Smith.
"Modes! enough bo we will be invited into the living room again, but
ai drnl enough
to remind
p lople to
reach for Johnson products when
In the matter of programs, Johnthej shop."
son feels thai sponsor identification,
despite the trend awa] from it. is
eminent!) desirable and thai advertisers are entitled to it. according to
Smith. "Although networks control
their programing in an increasing!)

PART
possessive and dictatorial \\n\." he
says, "we feel an obligation to the
audience — to our customers who ultimately pay the bills b\ buying our
products. We take a stand in maintaining our principles and our influence for what we feel represents good
taste and respectful, clean, inoffensive entertainment."
In the face of increased network
program control, this position may
become difficult for Johnson to defend. When they were informed by
the network recently that Zone Grey
Theatre was slated for removal from
a time period that Johnson had cosponsored for three years and a new
show was scheduled in its place,
Johnson chose to decline its sponsorship— which was offered to the company as an incumbent advertiser —
because its people had seen the pilot
and felt it was offensive.
Two other Johnson-sponsored
shows. Angel and Ann Sothern, are
regret fully for Johnson — soon to
be shelved bv CBS. "Although Angel
has only a 12 rating, we would like
to keep it," says Smith. "It's clean,
honest entertainment."
This program replacement attitude
on the part of networks may be responsible for Johnsons current
moves out of the medium. Johnson,
although looking for suitable new
network shows for next season, has
already earmarked between $2.5 and
$3 million for spot tv.
Johnson's network advertising
practice has been to rotate product
commercials on all shows, exposure
depending on each product's current
needs.
Three agencies handle Johnson's
consumer product business: lixl! has
paste

waxes.

Jubilee.

Glade,

and

Pled-.': NL&B for Glo-Coat, Pride,
Stride, and the new shoe polish;
FC&B has automotive products. Raid,
Off!. Klear, and Holiday.
Some trade observers feel that the
spot u allocation for next year may
be a harbinger for more new product introduction from Johnson's
Wax. Ik phenomenal success with
new shoe polishes has also given rise
to this speculation.
I he shoe polish line, in national
disti ibiil ion I.. i [ess than a \ cai . has

ahead)

captured about

l.V i of the
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THREE

OF THREE

PARTS

SAG, AFTRA,

AND

TV

* Part three of special SPONSOR series asks "Is there
a better way to negotiate television union contracts?"
^

Sharp increases in 1960-63 tv commercial scales

illustrate weakness of the industry's negotiating system
I he conclusion of the 1960 SAGAFTRA negotiations and the announcement ofnew 1960-1963 union
scales for talent in tv commercials
(retroactive to 16 November 1960)
produced at least four major effects
within the advertising industry:
1) Dismay on the part of some
spot tv advertisers such as Robert
Hall Clothes, Inc. which announced

that, because of the new rates, it was
forced to shift a large proportion of
its budget out of tv and into other
media.
2) Furious activity on the part of
inanv agencies and advertisers to discover how, by more careful casting,
production and scheduling practices
thev could keep commercial costs
down despite the wage increases

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Who should negotiate and sign union

Recent SAG-AFTRA negotiations on talent costs for tv commercials re- J
vealed weaknesses in the industry system of negotiating such contracts.
TV
NETWORKS

1.
2

3.

Are they affected by the outcome of
union contract negotiations?
Are they actual employers
in tv commercials?

5.
6.
7.

Yes

Ye

of talent
Katvlv

Do they have a legal right to negotiate
and sign contracts?
Have
they indicated
negotiate and sign?

TV
STATIONS

willingness

to

Karelv

Yes
Yes

7es

Do they have real "expertise" in such
negotiations?
Do they have factual data on
talent in commercials is used?

how

Could they carry real weight in such
negotiations?
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COSTS

COMMERCIAL
3) Resentment on the part of certain industry segments, including stations, station representatives, and regional agencies and advertisers who
felt that they had had no part in a
settlement which directh affected
their economic health.
1 1 Increasing skepticism among
mam agencies and ad\crtiscrs about
tlic 23-year-old machinery of negoSating union contracts involving tv
advertising, and a general question,
4sn'l there a better waj ?
\ sciin-~.ii; check reveals that the
number of t\ advertisers who will
desert t\ or materially cut down overall t\ investments as a result of the
new union scales will probably be
relatively small.
However, there will

An important story
told in three parts

lie some reductions, and BUch companies as Sears and Montgomery
Ward have compained that the new
union rates will prevent them from
expanding their t\ |>lans.
As to the possibility of keeping
costs down 1>\ more careful casting,
and scheduling, most agencies report
that this can often he done, though it
involves elaborate bookkeeping operations, scrupulous co-ordination between the creative radio/tv, media,
and account sections, and intensive
studs <if union rates, rules, rulini:and interpretations.
Meanwhile, however, sponsor understands that P&G has felt it neces-ai\ tu increase its "repayment pool"
from *600.000 to $2 million to pro-

PART I (issue of 20 Feb.) described
"Background for Understanding" the
complex problem of tv talent costs
PART II (27 Feb.) told how 19601963 SAG-AFTRA contracts were negotiated, and summarizes

results

PART III (in this issue) asks "Is
there a better way?" and describes
proposals for changing negotiations

vide for additional talent payments
under the new codes.
\- to the two remaining questions
— the resentment of industry groups
who felt the) had been neglected, and
the problem "How can we plan to do
it better in 1963?" SPONSOR'S -tudy
reveals no eas\ answers.
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contracts for talent in tv commercials?
The chart below shows various groups
and some significant points about each.

affected by union
bargaining
See text for full explanation.

FILM
ADVERTISING
TV
ASSOCIATIONS—
ASSOCIATIONSRODUCERS
AGENCIES
ADVERTISERS NAB. TVB. SRA
AAAA. ANA

Yes

-j

Yes

Yes

Yes

'artially

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

The weaknesses of the presenl negotiation framework, as evidenced in
the 1960 union parleys, wen- tliese:
• The "single package" concept,
under which main different union
contracts involving man) different
(and even conflicting) industry interests are negotiated and signed as
a whole, made it difficult to present
a strong front on am

one part of the

package.
• The position of the networks as,
in effect, chief negotiators and signers
for the Industry prolonged a ""legal
fiction."' proved embarassing to the

Yes

Yes

Fes

No

No

Yes

No
No

No
No

network- themselves, and to a degree
weakened the final settlement of tv

commercials contracts.
• The bargaining power of agencies and advertisers was sapped b)
the) wen-and"observers"
the fact
rather
thanthat
negotiators
signers of

i Some

Yes

No

Yes

No

Some

No

Yes

•

() MVIJCII

Yes

1%1

No

contracts, and hence i ould never exercise the ultimate negotiating weapon
of "well take a strike.'" rather than

Yes

No

Sonic

SPONSOR

Some

Some

yield
to demand-.
• The
enormous complexity of tv
advertising, and the hundreds ol wa) in which it i- used b) different I
of accounts, made it difficult I" colled
data, and almost inevitable that, in
the pre-- of negotiations, some phases
of t\. and some t\ advertisers would

be unintentionally neglected and
penalized.
• The crushing burden of industry
responsibility that was placed on a
handful of overworked and underappreciated agency, network, producer, and advertiser executives was
highly unfair and unreasonable.
But is there a better way?
Before examining some of the
problems involved in finding a new
system of negotiations and some of
the proposals that have been advanced, itis probably well to restate
some basic objectives.
1. Health of the medium. The one
overpowering reason for discovering
a more effective basis of union relations is to ensure the health of the
tv medium.
Many advertisers and agencies today are deeply concerned about tv's
rising costs. Certain recent switches
of tv budgets to print reflect their conviction that tv, despite its effectiveness, is getting too expensive.
It would be tragic — not only for
advertisers, but for talent and unions
as well — if faulty, careless, archaic,
or unrealistic bargaining methods
allowed 1\ to become so overpriced
it could not compete with other
media.
2. Fairness to all tv users. National, local, spot, and syndication
accounts are all involved in tv advertising and any new basis of negotiations must protect the interests and
van ing needs of each group.
3. Fairness to talent. Though it
has been reported to SPONSOR that
some agencies and advertisers are
still in the "dark ages" in their attitudes Inward unions, still the unionization oftv talent is an accomplished
fact. It must be recognized and performers must lie dealt with fairly. Incidentall) this means all types of talent, not simpl) those who may have
achieved power positions within their
unions.

4. Realism about the problem. The
area of union negotiations is an
enorinou»l\ complex field requiring
a high degree ol "expertise." It is
ii. ii a place for novices, no matter
how emotional
or well intentioned.
The

ki-ii

fact

to

be

I rmenibered

about the average negotiation is a
brutal one. I sually union represenlali\e< an

40

under hea\ \ meinbei

pres-

SPOT

sure to ask for more and more. Usually employer representatives must fight
hard to maintain even the status quo.
Let's look now at some of the proposals which have been offered for
changing the basis of negotiations:
Why shouldn't tv stations, rather
than networks negotiate contracts involving talent on spot commercials?
On the surface this makes some
sense. Certainly stations have a direct interest in spot revenues and in
keeping spot costs within reason, Networks, except for their o&o stations,
don't have this strong interest.
But examination shows the weaknesses in the argument. Except in
rare instances tv stations are not the
direct employers of spot talent. Most
spot schedules are filled with commercials in which an agency or advertiser has been the employer.
Stations have no control over how
many times or in how many cities a
spot is played. Nor do they have
talent records showing these facts.
Furthermore, at least three other
factors militate against naming tv
stations as negotiators, 1) they have
had no long continuous experience in
negotiating contracts involving advertising talent costs, 2) individually
they would carry little weight in collective bargaining, and 3) there is
no organization of tv stations which
can operate in this area.
How about having the NAB, TvB, or
SRA do the negotiating?
There are immediate problems of
legality involved. Trade associations
are generally prevented by law from
operating in this manner.
Moreover, neither the NAB. or TvB
or SRA, despite their closeness to the
industry and to spot tv, have factual
data on how talent is used in tv commercials, nor have they, within present staffs, negotiators trained in union
matters involving l\ advertising.
It is significant that none of the
broadcast associations have even signified either their abilit) or willingness In negotiate and sign such contracts.
// In shouldn't film and tape producing firms be sole negotiators and
signers of all union contracts involving recorded tv commercials?
At least three reasons. Such firms
have relative!) little experience
in
(Please turn to page ">()l

TV
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^ Fourth quarter time sales
show 6.3% increase over
same three-months in 1959
^

Full-year time killings in

spot tv hit $616 million;
last quarter's:

$163 million

I he recession did not prevent an
increase in spot tv time billings during 1960's last quarter.
TvB revealed today (6 March)
that gross time billings for the medium went up 6.3% over the corresponding period in 1959.
The actual figures, gathered by
the N. C. Rorabaugh Co., for the lai
three months of 1960. came to $1(8
million. Though estimating proce
dures for spot tv time sales we
changed last year by Rorabaug
(see "Summer tv spending was up,"
sponsor, 12 December 1960. page
34) the comparison with 1959 is on
the basis of similar estimating procedures.
For the year 1960. total spot tv
gross time billings came to $616,709
000. or an increase of 7.9' '< over
L959, also on the basis of similar estimating procedures.
In addition to billings totals. I\B
released the following information
for the quarter: ill the top 100 national and regional spot t\ spenders.
(2) spending by industry and product classification and (3) spending
b\ time of da\ and type of buy.
tails on the full year for spot l\
be published in a few weeks.
dala are in terms of gross time

Hewill
I
ex-

penditures.
Advertisers appearing in the top
I mi group f"i the first time were
Corning Glass Works, with billings
,,l $435,000; Ideal Tov Corp.. willbilling, of s| 1.5.900 and .1. Nelson
Prewitl Inc.. with billings of $405,
000. Procter & (iambic led the leaders as usual, with billings far aboffl
the second place spender. Genera

Foods.

SPONSOR
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BILLINGS

WERE

Expenditures 1>\ time ol daj followed past patterns. Daytime accounted for M ' i of the total: earl) evening took 17.'i'( : prime time took
82' , and late night accounted for
19.1%. Broken down b) type of activity, spol spending came out as
follows: announcements accounted
for 7(>. 1' - of all time bought; I.D.'s
accounted for 10. .V, and programs
accounted
for 13.1%.
In the industn cateeon
area, the

UP 8% IN 1960

number one spendei was, naturally,
food and grocer) products. Total
spending in this category came to
$46,630,000 or l»::\ of the total.
\\ ithin the food and procer\ category, coffee, lea. and food drink- accounted for the largest single -lice of
business — $11,550,000. Next came
baked »o<ids. then dr\ immk ami
then margarine and shortenings.
Food stores themselves spent $2,117.000 during the quarter.

Numbei

i %n ■ <

spending

< ategei \

Was dlUgS. I he total lieie was a little o\ ii { 1 5 million, u nli cold remedies accounting for more than a third
of th<- total. Headache and indigestion remedies followed in thai older.
"\\ eight aids \\ as last on the li-t of
drwj. products u it li a figure "I $90,Viicl dm- stores spent $279,000.
Cosmetics and toiletries u,i- number three in older of spending, accounting for $13,849,000. ^
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Top 100 spot tv clients for the fourth quarter of 1960
1.

Procter & Gamble

2.

General Foods

3.
4.

Lever Bros.

3,779,300

5.

Colgate-Palmolive
Miles Laboratories

3,003,600
2,918.700

6.
7.

Bristol-Myers
Standard Brands

2,632.200

Brown & Williamson

2,340.500

Warner-Lambert

2,282,200

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

$11,990,500
4,765,700

2,534,700

Continental Baking
American Home Prod.
Pillsbury

2.219.000
2,134,100
1.913,700
1.801,900

Hunt Foods

1.778,200

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

William Wrigley Jr.
International Latex

1,710,700

16.
17.

American Chicle

1,705,800

47.
48.
49.

Lestoil Products

1,622,900

50.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

American Tobacco
Kellogg

1,523,300

Ford Motor Co. dealers

1.464.200

J. A. Folger

1.383.900

Richardson-Merrill
P. Lorillard

1,307,800

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

1,479.000

1,286,200
1,220,700
1.184,700

Corn Products
Gillette
Philip Morris

1,176.000
1.175.700

Quaker Oats
Nestle

1,168.200

Coca-Cola Co. bottlers

1,112,000

North Amer. Philips

1,099,800

Food Mfrs. Inc.

1,056.800
1,056,100

Minute Maid

1.025.600

Avon Products

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

General Motors dealers
United Merch. Mfrs.

Pabst Brewing
$1,017,100
942.100

Anheuser-Busch

931,000

Carnation
General Toy

858.600

Consolidated Cigar
Wander Co.
Mobil Oil

858.200
817,100
792,500
781,900
776,900

Pepsi-Cola Co. bottlers
Shell Oil

748,800

Maybelline
S. C. Johnson

748,700
742,800

Sun Oil

738,700

Natl. Cranberry Assn.
Parker Pen

729,000

R. J. Reynolds
E. & J. Gallo
U.S. Borax & Chemical

713.400
683,700
680,600
676,400

Carling Brewing

674,100

Helena Rubinstein

649.300

Humble Oil
Hills Bros.

639,100

Chock-Full-0'Nuts
Miller Brewing

613,800
599,200

Andrew Jergens

590.900
584.300

Max Factor

564.000

Aerosol Corp. of Amer.
General Motors
Sterling Drug

561,100
551,700

Falstaff Brewing
Plough

543.000
542.500

544,600

Jos. Schlitz Brewing

541,700

Welch Grape Juice

531,500

67.
68.
69.
70.

General Electric
Lanvin Parfums
Louis Marx & Co.

71.
72.

Amer. Motors dealers

73.

Norwich
Ideal Toy Pharmacal

74.
75.
76.

Atlantic Refining

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Amer. Bakeries Co.

Carter Products
Campbell Soup

427.000
425.000

Standard Oil (Ind.)
Piel Bros.
Hertz
United Vintners
Theo. Hamm Brewing

419.900
410.900

A&P

General Mills
Peter Paul

Chesebrougb-Ponds
Heublein

100.

424.100
424.100
421.200

91.
92.
93.

98.
99.

467,700
456.200
445,900

Corning
Glass Works
Mars

Sardeau
J. Nelson Prewitt

95.
96.
97.

502,000
484,000
472,400

436.800
435,300
429,300

87.
88.
89.
90.

94.

$518,700
505.500

Scott Paper

409.900
409.300
407.600
406.800
405,500
405,000
400,400
400.100

Pharma-Craft

396.000

Pepperidge
Atlantis
SalesFarm
Simoniz

390.400
375.900
370.200

American Motors Corp.

363.400

Golden Press
Holsum Baking bakeries
National Dairy Prod.

363.000
363.000
358.500

1
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FRESH COPY gets a thorough going-over at La Rosa's Brooklyn headquarters. In on the session (I to r): Vincent P. La Rosa, v. p. in charge of
South, East and mid-West sales; Vincent S. La Rosa, v. p. in charge of New England sales-advertising; Vincent F. La Rosa, v. p. in charge of metro
N. Y. sales-export;
Vincent
Daraio,
v. p. -account
supervisor,
Hicks XSreist;
Arthur Mayer,
copy chief, H&G;
Tom Proctor, asst. acct. sup.

Radio

is tops with leader La Rosa

^ Pasta producer spearheads advertising drive with
60-100 minutes per week in 22 markets via 39 stations

^ Bulk of spots feature venerahle "La Rosa man,'"1
hut live delivery assigned to 'dominant' personalities

underway 6 February and runs
through June, embraces 39 stations in
22 markets, primarily in the northern
tier of states east of the Mississippi.
Spots fall into the 7 a.m. -7 p.m. period, "wherever the stations strength
lies," in the words of Vincent Daraio,
v.p.
La Rosa's
aiMiu-account
\ Hickssupervisor
& Greist.at Their
fre-

l» Rosa is on the move, adding
products, distribution and sales, and
radio is the prime mover, as it has
been for about 30 year-.
V. La Rosa & Sons, Brooklyn, has
claimed the number one sales position in the dry macaroni products
field since 1937. Its Italian-type food
product list current!) is well over
100. including prepared foods, soups,
mated cheese, etc., and is ever-growing. Mid-western distril ution i- wa)
up since purchase of plant- in Chi. ago and Milwaukee in L959, and
plan- call for further expansion eventual!} to reach national proportions.
12

The ad budget has been pushing upward by 10-1595 per year. And
through it all spot radio maintains
top-media status.
As advertising-New England sales
v.p. Vincent S. La Rosa puts it. radio
|iin\ ides llic compain w itli the co^ ei age it wants, "efficiently, with no
waste of circulation." The medium
allows for reaching the all-important

housewife audience frequently, with

quenc) ranges from 00 to 100 spots
per
week per market, all 00 seconds
in length.
The 7 p.m. cutoff is based on the
nature of La Rosa products, mostly
designed for supper consumption.
Sa\s H&G timebuyer Leu Soglio,
after 7 p.m. with that evening's meal
completed, the audience is not likely
to be suflicienth enticed li\ food commercials to carrj them over to the
next da\ >. shopping.

enough time (60 seconds) to explain
how

In use l,a Rosa - products, so

mam

of which are new, states Vincent S. La Rosa.

The current spol flight, which uot

Currently the La Rosa commercials
are primarily e.t.'s, as has been the
pattern, bul this year client and agem
c\ are taking a long look at station
SPONsoK

d

M \H( i :

\'H)l

personalities. "We're asking the hoi
ones, the personalities who reall)
dominate their market, h> deliver our
message li\<'. their way," relates
Daiian. We appreciate their feel "I
the markel and public reliance on
what the) have to sa) .
Another new approach to ili»' media strateg) contemplated for this
Vear is a departure from the summer
advertising hiatus common in this
food field. La Rosa, understandably,
want- to do something about thai traditional seasonal slump, and while
the project is still in the planning
stage, it look- as if radio would have
the major role in a test of effectiveBess of summer promotion.
Radio has done
ing new markets
manager \ ineent
lork. Pa., where

its
for
S.
last

share of openLa Rosa. Ad
La Rosa citefall the adver-

tiser pounded awav with some 80
sput> per week covering all stations in
the market. The stations' personalities pitched in. visiting local chains
on behalf of La Rosa. After two
weeks of a radio-onl) kick-ofT. La
Rosa introduced newspaper ads hut
continued witli the radio spots. La
Rosa is lirinlv entrenched in 1 ork.
Since 1956, with time out for occasional changes of pace. La Rosa's
radio copv has revolved around "the
La Rosa man." a silver-throated,
Italian-accented "company spokesman." Tie is there for entertainment

whj

the I.a Rosa man

W88 ofl the air.

and requesting Ins return," Daraio
reports.
The) got their wish; the
La Rosa man

was reinstated with the

current spot flight.

from Mars,
lar adult

and in pari to the n

line.

La Rosa -an media .^\\ ertising has
come a long wa) since those earl)

The I.a Rosa man gets mixed up
with such characters as a hostile la\i

days, circa L930, when it launched
an Italian language radio campaign.
In l')'>7. h ith sei ond - nei ation

driver

with.

'( Hi

Italian- coming ol age ^\>\ speaking

brudder, have j on gotta line.

\in t

English, La Rosa added English pro-

who

taunts

him

\ on ashamed lellin' dem poor damedere gonna gel kissed in da kitchen
if dey use La Rosa?" Rut the La
Rosa man calml) wins these people
oxer In the time the (ill seconds i- up.
The advertiser never has concocted a
picture of the La Rosa man for package or displav purposes, preferring
to leave his appearance to the imagination of the public.
The La Rosa man

is heard, voice

oxer, in the adult portion of the
company's t\ commercials. La Rosa
allots about 20' t of its ad budget to
spot tv, which is evenK divided into
adult and children s segments, and
covers 14 stations in 11 markets.
The adult-level tv spots are nearly
all film, with minutes the predominant length, though there is a sprinkling of 20's. On the children's programs, live deliver) is utilized
throughout, with the copy devoted in
part to products designed especiall)
for children, such as the newly developed "Space Wheels"

and

"Mac

graming to it- radio efloi i. I he two
languages received aboul equal emphasis until L949, when |..i Rosa
launched a majoi English campaign
(see "La Rosa follow- the vkip|>v
Pattern," sponsor, I I March 1949J .
It was a half-hour, dail) drama -how
on seven eastern stations. From thai
time on, the Italian-language broadcasts receded.
SPONSOR next picked up its nai i i
lion of I a Rosa - bi oadcasl acti> ities
in 1958, with a sludv of it- use of
Iv

kid-'

shows

i "Look

Who

liuv-

the
13 December
'58). 9\tI
that Spaghetti,"
point the advertiser
averaged
spots per week via 21 stations ill 13
linn kei-. It ai oiised the children -

interest in an adull product with a
contest to name the I.a Rosa trademark rose, which had to be cut ofl
the ho\ and sent with entries. La
Rosa continues to pitch the kid- and
though the emphasis is on children product-,
the advertising
calls on
them to help -ell the adult item.
^

a- well as product sell. H&G's copy
chief \rthur Mayer places him in
■comedy-conflict" situations, surrounding him with strident characters
determined to give him a hard time.
In developing the scripts Mayer
keeps in close contact with the La
Rosa family, drawing on their personalitv for the La Rosa mans oratory. He calls the finished cop) a
product of "inter-action between
client and agency."
The advertiser's salesmen report
consistent play-back from dealer- of
the La Rosa man and his trademark
phrase, " \ kiss in the kitchen." which
he sa\s is the housewife's reward
from her husband for using La Rosa.
As for tht' ultimate consumers, La
Rosa found out how the) felt when.
over this past fall, the La Rosa man
was replaced by a sophisticated \\ estchester couple. "Brad and Laverne."
Hundreds of letters came in askinsz
SPONSOR
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TASTE

TESTING

chief Arthur Mayer

is underway

near

La

Rosa's

Hatboro,

Pa.,

Plant,

with

Hicks

taking note of the folks' reactions to a few of the company's

&

Greist
new

copy

1I
products

As local advertising

gains

in importance,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

What can local timebuyers learn
from national timebuyer methods?
Joe

M.

Baisch, <'./>. and general manager, WREX-TV, Rockjord, 111.

First, let us confine the question to
the specific area of tv buying.
Secondly, as a frame of reference,
permit me to define my impression

Learning to buy
objectively,
rather than by
prejudice and
intuition

of a typical national timebuyer: He
is a knowledgeable professional — a
technician skilled in the specific
areas of purchasing media, functioning with calculation tempered by
good judgment, backed up by facts,
figures and documentation filling a
prime need in the complex tv industry, working under competent guidance and experienced direction toward well-defined goals to reach his
clients objectives. He utilizes the
armament of media in planning and
effecting strategic competitive maneuvers. His decisions contribute orte
of the most important ingredients of
the total "market mix."
In contrast, many local advertising buyers are unscientific, and most
of them work from inadequate information at hand. They are guided in
the main by personal impressions,
their own habits and personal* tastes.
The principal lesscon local buyers
can learn fn>m national timebuyers
is objectivit) in media selection, in
the development .mil placement and
aiming the commercial ammunition
at specific targets tp move goods or
services.
For a vast ana\ of products and
services, daytime television is toda) s
besl 1 hi \ . \\ omen control the purchasing purse strings foi the operations of the general household, and
II

share, as well, many of the decisions
affecting household capital expenditures with their husbands. The majority of local buyers miss this great
potential by insisting their commercial messages be placed from 6:00
P.M. to 10:30 P.M.

To summarize, the prime lesson
local buyers can learn from national
timebuyers is objectivity.

Too often, local ad managers are
prejudiced and conditioned by their
own program ideas and production
concepts. Many feel they should have
a voice in programing and the content. They accept with great reluctance that programing and content is
the final responsibility only of the
station, the sole licensee of the FCC.

There is certainly much that a local buyer can learn from his Madison Avenue, Michigan Avenue or,
for that matter, Peachtree Street
colleagues.

The attitude of some is "If I'm
paying for it why can't / have what
/ want when / want it?" This type
is disinterested in such things as
audience flow, program balance, network commitments, sponsor conflicts
and they are too slowly learning to
accept the idea of preemptions.
These problems are realistically
faced constantly by most national
timebuyers.
Also, the national timebuyer is
aware that circulation cost is an important yardstick in determining the
efficiency of media buying. Local
buyers have not been sold on this important concept. Further, they are
almost apathetic when a salesman
breaks their expenditures into cost
per thousand bases. Many of them
are yet oriented exclusively to print,
and are intrigued with glossy proofs
or printed ads. They can handle it
physically, examine and admire it
and for si range reasons beyond m\
comprehension automatically assume
that everj newspaper home reads
every word with the same admiration. Others on the local level arc
dominated bj newspaper oriented
staffs which are geared to print layouts and print production techniques,
ami have elected to remain ignorant
of the dynamic and compelling medium which embodies sight, sound,
action anil

e-molion !

Howard V. Wry, promotion manager,
WHNB-TV, Hartford-New Britain

There are very few local buyers as
such. Many local advertisers buy direct, of course,
and the manager
"buyer" of
is
the owner
or advertising
the advertising firm. Even local
agencies seldom have full-time buyers— the timebuyer generalh doubles
as agency president, creative director or even copywriter.
NaturalK. wearing so many bats.
the local buyer hasn't got the time
land in some cases the specialized
knowledge i to correctly analyze competing media. This is offset, in many

A good knowledge of the use
of ratings and
the use
of market research

cases. I>\ the buyers first hand, inilepth. knowledge ol his market, and
his ability
ions.

to monitor

the local sta-

However, the major areas in which
local buyers can learn from national
timebuyers is to utilize the scientific
approach to station selection, and the
appreciation of research.
Local buyers, like their national
brethren, should lake more time to
plan and analyze. Local buyers
should more often take into consideration who their major prospects
are. whether their potential customSPONSOH
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ii- fall into a broad or narrow income group, and who actuall) does
the retail buying. Thej should a-k
themselves the question, Imu can I
m<>>i efficiently reach the greatest
number of these potential purchasers?
Some local buyers have little understanding ofrating surveys, and
an equal amount «>l concern for
them. \\ hile admittedly . rating reports are not the sine qua non of
broadcast buying, the) certainl) provide an invaluable guide. Mam local
buyers unfortunately completely dis-

miid familiar. . . .

Bpol i" be i mi thai date b) Mr. S
and-So I ■" il \d\ci i isei is to I"- live,
Biide, film, eti .

\li-- Traffic is efficient!) pounding

Miss < lontinuit) doesn't know . . .
no cop) has at i ived . . . refei - the
question to Mi . Sales Manage] . "1 ou
mean he didn't call you? Said he
would . . . -aid In- il give \ on the
item- and \ ou could w i it<- tin- thing

Knou ing how
to prepare a
media plan and
hou l<i put
plan to ii orlc

up.
I'll call him
righl away."
He
doi s. and Mire enough Mr. So andSo-Local- \d\ciii-ci ha- forgotten all
about the I L'U words he wanted to tell
i /'lease turn to page 16

away at the upcoming log. but stops
to inquire of Miss Continuity if the

dain ratings, or don't know how to
use them, and therefore disavail
themselves of a useful buying tool.
There is. however, increasing use of
ratings l>\ local agencies.
Local buyers have one significant
advantage over national mediamen.
Most of them, especially the direct
buyers, can judge the effectiveness of
their buying by dail) gauging sales
results. \lter all. it is easy to lose
sight of the fad that the great objective of media buying is not getting the largest possible audience for
your money, but getting the cash
register to jingle the most. How can
you quarrel with a merchant who
tells you that lie buys solely on the
basis of day to day sales totals?
One of the greatest disadvantages
of local buyers is that they cannot
readil) make market-to-market comparisons as can national agency men.
A national time-buyer can spot unlikely trends. For example, he no-

WITH

MEDIA

INCREASINGLY
COMPLICATED

tices that a certain woman's product
unaccountably does verv well on

Finally, local buyers can take a
leaf from the book of national time
buyers by continually making media
contact to upgrade their schedules
and getting more favorable adjacencies for their spots.

BECOMING

MORE

YOUR
NO. 1 BUY

sports shows, or possibl) children's
shows. He then lakes advantage of
this intelligence In buying similar
shows in other markets.
This is difficult for local agencies
to do. Some of them, however, correspond with smaller agencies in other cities, and compare notes.

SELECTION

IS
STILL
The San Francisco Bay Area is one
of the nation's most competitive radio
markets, yet KEWB

has been going

national
representatives,
the Katz Agency, Inc.

steady for over a year now with no more
than one percentage point variation from
the healthy 1960 average of 15.4%

Share

(Total Rated Periods, Pulse). Less

Richard

Morgan,
general manager,
WPTA, Fort Wayne, In,!.

involved
theone
operation
of Ifa you're
television
stationin in
of the
non-major — major markets this will
SPONSOR
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fluctuation than any other station.
And we're soooooooo

easy to buy!
CROWELLCOLLIER BROADCASTING CORP.

A SOUND

CITIZEN

OF

AREA

lO MISCONCEPTIONS
(Continued from page 33)
ett-McKinney. "It is not true that the
better people gravitate to tv. It also
should be noted that the pay scales
are comparable."
• In todays radio, the advertiser
must buy saturation — "False," says
Broadcast Time Sales' executive
vice president Mort Bassett, "because: while the tremendous economy and efficiency of today's radio
invites saturation, the programing
techniques of radio are available and
utilized bv major advertisers in
many fields. Newscasts, blocks of
musical programing, special events
and sports are outside the popular
saturation flighting, but do the job
delivering high audience and advertiser identification."
• "We don't buy formula radio"
"The
word
'formula' is a dirty
word," says Robert Eastman Co.
president Bob Eastman. "Buyers
don't understand that it simply
means "plan." Planned programing
is the reason for radio's great resurgence of popularity. The news and
public service influence of today's
radio far exceeds anything prior to
19S0. The critics overlook the fact
that you must first get the people
into 'the tent' before you can inform,
serve or sell them. Formula radio
ranges in programing from the classics to Top 40 to talk. Formula radio
is certainly superior in all regards to
haphazard, unplanned programing."
The list is seemingly endless.
George Skinner, director of radio
programing services, The Katz Agency, cited and refuted two more.
These are: "who listens to radio anymore?" and "all radio listening is
done in automobiles."
To the first point, Skinner comments: "This is as ridiculous as asking, "since the invention of the automobile, who walks anymore?" It
would be easier to explain who
doesn't listen to radio." He cites the
facts thai 96.3' I of U.S. homes have
at least one radio; 70( - of all automobiles have radios with 82.7% of
new cars radio-equipped. "\ml you
rani overlook the many portable scls
in use," he added.
On the second point, Skinner
points out: "'I
wiled with IK)
lions of sets are
who never can
46

nless most cars are
\olt \< em rent, milbeing Bold to people
use them.
\uto lis-

tening ishigh — but it's a unique bonus to the measured at-home listenaudience." instances, both buyer
Iningseveral
and seller were called upon to "have
better understanding" concerning a
specific problem. For instance, Doug
Wallach, sales manager, Grant Webb
& Co., asked stations to "stop merely
stating conclusions without making
statements of fact which the rep in
turn can quote when making
pitches." As he pointed out, many
national advertisers can't be aware of
what's happening in every community, and are making buys solely on
ratings.
"In many cases," Wallach continued, "the national advertiser finds
that the station with the highest ratings is not the best sales tool in the
market. The dilemma in which the
advertiser finds himself causes him
to say in one breath 'give me success stories and objective evidence,'
and a moment later buy the station
with the highest ratings — a situation
that often bewilders and discourages
station managers as well as reps."
Wallach concluded that "the best
response reps can make is to keep
probing for the facts about his station, and present them accordingly."
In the same vein, Lloyd G. Venard, president, Venard. Rintoul & McConnell said: "Any good radio station which supplies enough factual
material on radio successes during
the past five years, will not only get
business scheduled for its market but
will be able to add the market to the
list in main cases."
In regard to specific radio buying
practices, NBC Spot Sales manager,
new business and promotion, Bill
Fromm, commented, "I do not believe there are any general misconceptions— there are only poor buying practices, caused li\ lm /, of time.
For example, there is a readiness to
sort stations as eggs are sorted. This
station goes into the "good music"
bin, that one is a "talk station."" the
other a "top 10." The buyer simply
doeMi i have the time to personally
rate the hundreds of major market
Stations, lei alone the additional hundreds in the lesser markets. And. unfortunately, the mountains of station
promotional material and rep informational literature that pour over the
buyer's desk only serve to cloud the
is-ues still mme.""
^

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 45)
those 20,000 plus families \ou agreed
to deliver for him.
A hasty decision is made . . . hastycopy is written . . . and before the
paint drys on the artwork . . . the 60
second message manages to be there
for the right "tick" on the clock.
But . . . "it could have been so much
If a local timebuyer-advertiser
could spend some time yvith one of
the
major advertising agencies, he
better."
could not help but be impressed yvith
an appreciation for planning. He
would become aware of the many
varied details that are analyzed prior
to the decision to buy a market, a
station, a spot. Who are the major
prospects for this item or service?
What income group? Who does the
actual buying? When can the greatest number of these purchasers be
reached?
Who are the competitors?
This is basic market analysis that
every local timebuyer should use.
The national timebuyer calls this
market analysis, but if that's too technical for the local timebuyer. call it
"Knowing Your Customers." Changes
occur in their needs, their desires,
and their habits. The awareness of
these, and a plan to adapt his business to them should be the goal of
the local timebuv er.
Putting his plan into operation involves important coordination with
the radio or tv station. This is vital
to the effective production of his
commercials. Production involves
deadlines for getting things done,
and this is why the national timebuyer often mails the film commercials
before all the paper work for Inning
the spots is completed.
The local timebuyer does have one
big advantage oxer the national timebuyer. His daily inspection of his
sales results can give much more immediate appraisal of his plan - success, hut caution let it be the aggregate of main days, rather than
one particular dav that determines
the appraisal.
Researching . . . Planning . . . Putting the plan to work . . . Checking
it are common functions for the national and local timebuyer. For the
privilege of being a local businessman, the local timebuyer should keep
aware of the obligation he has in this
important area.
^
SPONSOH
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From lost parakeets
"I wish to express my sincere appreciation for
your assistance which resulted in the immediate
location and return of my son's parakeet on
Monday, November 21, 1960. You are certainly
to be commended on this valuable public service
so courteously rendered."
THOS. G. CAMP,

Silver Spring, Md.

to "new-found' ' streets
"One of the few bright spots during the storm
preceding Inauguration Day was the fast removal
of the snow from the Capitol grounds and Pennsylvania Avenue in time for the ceremony and
parade. WWDC contributed greatly to the recruitment of the manpower that accomplished this
tremendous job so quickly. It would not have been
possible to recruit the snow shovelers and truck
drivers throughout the night without your frequent
spot announcements. Thank you very much."
FRED Z. HETZEL, Director
U. S. Department of Labor, United States
Employment Serv ice for the District of Columbia

. . . the station that keeps people in mind
We don't have to tell you that radio is many-sided.
It's a keenly competitive business operation, yet
a public service. Its sounds are as remote as the
ends of the earth, yet as personal as the cars that
absorb them. It's enjoyed equally by the sun-soaking vacationer and the bed-ridden convalescent.
What do all these seeming paradoxes have in
common? PEOPLE. The people who project radio

(owners, program directors, performers)— and the
people who listen. Build a bridge between them,
and you create a kind of modern magic. From
it many things flow entertainment and information
for listeners and SALES for advertisers.
We have been building a ""people bridge" for years.
That's why we're the station for vow to keep in mind
when you sit down to plan your next radio budget.

WWDC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

And in growing Jacksonville, F/a.—it's WW DC-owned WMBR
SPONSOR
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Washington

WPTF

National and regional buys
in work noiv or recently completed

Raleigh-Durham

SPOT
TV

BUYS
BUYS

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Slight adding in 25 markets
and new schedules in about 50 for Spic & Span. Placements of prime
minutes and early and late night minutes and 20's start this month
and run through the P&G contract year. Buyer: John Galbraith.
Agency: Young & Ruhicam, New York.
Mobil Oil Co., St. Louis: Campaign for its gasolines and oils begins 13 March and runs till forbid in over 50 markets. Buys are
prime minutes and 20's, fringe night minutes and weekend sport
adjacencies. Buyer: Noel Becker. Agency: Compton Adv., New York.
International Milling Co., Minneapolis: Going into about 15 markets 19 March with a campaign for Robin Hood flour. Schedules of

as many
adult listeners
I tiJliS any other station in
the nation's 28th radio market.
Source: 32- county area PULSE:

B
C
D
E

%.

NIELSCNoJ

American Sugar Refining Co., New York: Buying schedules for
Domino sugar to start 27 March for 10 weeks. About 25 markets

55.1%

get day and night minutes and 20's. Buyer: Gerry Van Horsen.
Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

24.1
5.2
9.2

Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Following its current testing, introductory campaign for Life cereal will begin in April. Schedules of day
minutes will be used in the top 50 markets. Media director: John
DeBevec.
Agencj : J. Walter Thompson Co.. Chicago.

6.4
fJ VA.

4fATI0N's\
28th RADIO I
MARKET
K

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Schedules on Praise begin this month
in about 55 markets. Lineup is for 34 weeks using moderate frequencies of late night minutes primarily. Buyers: Ralph Bodle and
Mary Dwyer.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.

'4

WPTF
Station
Station
Station
Station

Wednesday-Thursday-Friday day minutes, around 10 per week per
market, are placed for three weeks. Buyer: Nancy Sweet: Wade
Adv., Chi.

RADIO
K_

Ward

BUYS

Baking Co., New York: Campaign for its breads and cakes

begins in March on a staggered basis, in 25-30 markets. Hca\\
schedules of traffic and da\ minutes will be scheduled for 30 weeks
" c

in most markets. Buyer: Mar) Lou Benjamin. Agency: Grey A. A.,
New York.

y^y-;

//

Shulton, Inc., New York: Schedules on Good-Aire start this mouth
in 25-30 market-. Da\ and traffic minutes are set for nine weekover a 13-week period. Tv schedules, reported here last issue, have
50,000

WATTS

been bought in a small number of markets. Finer: Flora Dellenedetto.
\genev: Ralph \llum Co.. New York.

680 KC

NBC Alliliale lor Raleigh-Durham

and fallen North Carolina
R. H. Moion, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Monager
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
National Pep'eienrofivpi

48

Pure Oil Co., Chicago: In addition to it- t\ schedules starting this
month in aboul 30 markets, radio schedules will run for 30 weeks in
INC.

around 15 markets. Traffic minutes are being used on a 10-20 per
week per market frequency. Buyer: Ed Fit/morris. Vgency: Leo
Burnett Co.. Inc.. Chicago.
SI'ONSIIU
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current . . . informative . . . historical . . . important
BRITISH

INFORMATION

SERVICES

Presents

A Television Series to Coincide with this Timely Parade of Events Within

The Commonwealth
COMMONWEALTH

PRIME

MINISTERS

Tanganyika Constitutional Conference

of Nations

MEETING,

LONDON,

MARCH

8, 1961

at Dar Es Salaam, March 27, 1961

Sierra Leone to Achieve Independence, April 27, 1961
Commonwealth
Conference

Day, May 24, 1961

to Set Independence

Date for West

Indies Federation, May 31, 1961

Uganda Conference, London, Spring, 1961
Mauritius Constitutional Conference, June,

1961

and invites you to book

The Commonwealth
VITAL

13

HALF-HOUR

TV

of Nations

FILM

SERIES

1. The Sceptre And The Mace

5. Can It Hold Together?

2. Portrait Of The Family

6. The Invisible Keystone

3. Four Centuries

7. Poverty And Plenty

11. The Colonies Look Ahead

8. Colonialism:

12. Road To Independence

Of Crowing Pains
4. Crisis In Asia

9.

They Called It White Mans
Burden!

10. Storm Clouds Over The Colonies

13. New

Ogre or Angel?

Nation In The West

Indies

THE COMMONWEALTH
OF NATIONS adds a challenging dimension to the history behind today's headlines.
A unique and exciting audience experience.

Program This Provocative Public Affairs TV Series Now!
DISTRIBUTED

BRITISH

BY

RADIO-TV

DIVISION

INFORMATION

45 ROCKEFELLER
Produced by THE NATIONAL

PLAZA, NEW

FILM BOARD

Canadian

SERVICES

YORK

20, N. Y.

OF CANADA— Narrated by Edgar Mclnnis, President,

Institute

of International

Affairs

This series is available FREE except for shipping charges
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S. C. JOHNSON
(Continual from page 38)
market, according to reports from
the grocery trade. (The overall dollar volume of shoe polish sales has
been estimated at around .$o() million
for 1960.) When Johnson entered
this market last spring, it offered
grocers a deal that was too good to
refuse, according to trade sources.
Once the product got on the shelves,
the combination of the Johnson name
and heavy backing on network television moved it, and has kept it moving ever since, say the grocers. (The
demonstrable quality of the shoe
polish product is the package-applicator, a new concept in home shoe

polishing. )
Johnson's shoe polish retails for
an Hind 49^, considered a premium
price for an item in this line. (Most
popular brands range from 25<z* to
29^.) The Johnson entry, according
to grocers, seems to have stimulated
shoe polish sales generally, with lower priced brands moving better than
ever. Johnson's success at the high
price level has created some significant marketing changes among other
high priced brands, however. A pre\ ious top seller in the 49^ range has
recently introduced a 29^* line. Another premium brand has been
forced off the shelves of a large midwest chain because of the Johnson
competition, sponsor estimates that
Johnson backed its show polish introduction with approximately $3 million in network tv.
The wax and polish industry, including floor, furniture, and auto
types, has been estimated at around
$250 million for 1960. By 1970, estimators foresee a gain of another
$100 million. The reason for their
optimism is two-fold. First, the
aerosol container has made polishing
easier and more acceptable for home
use. Secondly, advances in < hemistry
ha* made possible new l\pes of
waxes Eor new plastics used in mod'iii flooring. Johnson's Klear is an
example of the latter, its reputation
ha* been built on the claim that it will
noi yellow light-colored flooring.
"We never hesitate to obsolete our
own products," says Smith. "If we
<l"n t. niii competitors will."
lor example, take Glo-Coat, one of
ihe ol<le*l staples in Johnson's
line
and still one of the strongest.
It is
predominanth
b\ families with
liilihen because of the scuff-

50

resistant and durability claims.
Though it has maximum distribution
and although improved and developed with self-polishing qualities,
Glo-Coat has been made somewhat
obsolete by Stride, a newer Johnson
development. Stride, also a selfpolishing type, has a wash and wear
claim. Klear, Johnson's latest floor
polish entry, with a non-yellowing
claim, is obsoleting Stride.
Most Johnson product copy claims
stress ease of operation, elimination
of work. But Johnson feels that its
responsibility to the public goes beyond backing its product claims by
assuring superlative results. Summing up his company's advertising
philosophy, Smith has this to say:
"Today, as sponsors, our obligations and responsibilities are increasing rather than diminishing. We cannot escape the onus that stems from
the conscience of an advertiser who
will strive to uplift — who will set
some standards and adhere to
them.
tainb

In today's current atmosphere, the Johnson attitude will cerdo advertising no harm.
^

SAG-AFTRA
{Continual from page 40)
such negotiations. They lack the financial power to withstand a strike
in the face of unreasonahle demands.
And, most important, their position
as actual employers of commercials
talent is very dubious.
Though film and tape firms do employ talent direct for original studio
sessions, they do not control the question of where and how a spot will be
used, two factors which have a bearing on fees paid.
Should advertising agencies negotiate and sign- union contracts?
Of all the groups involved, advertising agencies have the most intimate
knowledge of how, and where talent
is employed in l\ commercials. They
are usually the actual employees.
Moreover since 1938 they have
been closelv involved as observers in
union contract negotiations. A small
group ol agenev men. mostlv from
AAAA agencies, has developed considerable "expertise" in this area.
However, an advertising agency's
legal *latus i* thai of an agent. This
means that contract* signed hv it become binding mi the principal
the

as negotiators and signers of union
contracts they must have agreement
to such procedures from their advertiser clients.
Why wont advertisers negotiate
and sign contracts themselves? Certain large accounts declare such a
practice would involve them in "fantastic" union problems with other
employees. They dread "having a
picket line of tv performers around
A number of corporation lawyers
argue that the costs involved in tv
commercials
are "peanuts" compared
plant."
tomytotal
plant payroll, and advise their
companies against becoming involved
— no matter what the cost.
Cant the ANA and AAAA negotiate for advertisers and agencies?
Not officially — and for the same
reasons which prevent the \AB. TvB.
and SRA from so doing. As associations they are not legally allowed to.
Both the ANA and AAAA can and
do collect information on industry
practices. They can help organize
committees of advertisers and agenev
men. But members of these committees are acting as individuals. Their
decisions are not "official" ANA or
AAAA policies.
What then is the answer to the
log jam?
sponsor believes that the only possible way in which the negotiating
system on tv commercials costs can
be improved will involve:
1) Separation of those union contracts which deal with tv commercials
from the overall union package and
separate negotiation of such contracts.
As long as tv commercials contracts
are tied up in collective bargaining
with contract* involving program
talent, sustaining talent etc. there will
always be flaws in the negotiations,
and a chance for conflict of interest
between networks, stations, film producer*, advertisers, agencies.
2i \ssumption by a substantial
group of important tv advertisers and
their agencies of the full responsibility for negotiating and signing
contracts on tv commercials. Since,
in the opinion of mosl experts, they
are actually the employers of tv commercials talent, this means merely
doing awaj with a "legal fiction."
3) The setting up of a comprehensive ami probably
permanent
ma-

con-

' liinerv to gather facts from all tvpes

Before, therefore, agem ies i an act

of l\ advertisers and their agencies
on the uses of talent in tv commer-

advertiser.
They are. actual!}
tracts of the advertiser.
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rials, union problems etc.
Unless advertisers ami agencies can
agree to undertake these steps, there
seems little hope of real improvements in the negotiating system.
A concrete proposal.
\\ ithin reeent weeks a concrete proposal for accomplishing much of the above has

been circulating in leading agencj

and

advertiser circles.
It was written In an important
radio/tv executive in an agency billing over S100 million yearly. So
sensitive is the subject, however, that
neither the executive or his firm can

agreements are signed — but union
rates and schedules are the product
SPONSOR
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are ii"l

Sponsor's
stud] "f the Bubje t
lead- it- tn believe that tlii- i- an extreme!) -li'n t-sighted and dang( rous

question. But a number of agencv
men here are inti igued bj "no signatures" Feature.
Is ti reallj important to improve
the negotiating system?
\ number of industry members
have asked "what real difference

attitude. Though un'mii -> ale i ates
seem small individual.) the} total a
multi-million dollar u bill ami the)
iln influence the usage "I the medium.
Between now and the fall "I 1963

does it make?'
They point out that payments to
talent in commercials represent a
relativelv minor pari of the total tv
advertising bill, and suggest thai dif-

when new SAG-AFTK \ agreements
are negotiated we hope that serious
indusliv attention i- given to this
complex and difficult problem.
^

TOTAL RETAIL SALES
IN WWTV-LAND
SURPASS THOSE IN
5 ENTIRE STATES!
WWTV

to member agencies and advertiser-.
and a modest fee would be charged
non-members.

the problem of union-advertiseragency relations has been solved in a
wav which has prompted study in
I .S. circles.
A joint committee of the Canadian
Association of Advertising Agencies
and the Association of Canadian Advertisers meets with the union (Canadian Council of Authors and \rti-t-f. No formal contracts and

paid I" an Bl tOJ in a l\ spot
worth troubling about.

is workable in tin- eminliv i- open to

be named. (One of die agency's top
accounts is ununioni/ed. | Nor does
it represenl therefore an official
agenc) stand.
The proposal calls for:
a) Setting up a full-time Advertiser- Vgencj Office, supported and
paid for bv 25 leading agencies and
2i leading advertisers, with annual
dues of $5000 each per annum.
b) Employment of the most capahle labor relation- attorney available
at a salarv of t40,000 to 160,000.
c i Four assistants t<> administer the
serv ices of the office plus clerical help.
d) The office to act as an information hureau in answering questions
on union matters from all agencies
and advertisers I not just members);
to act as a clearing house for members on all union dealings such as
obtaining of waivers, and to gather
factual records and information.
Services of the office would he free

The proposal does not envision immediate assumption l>v the office of
the negotiating and signing burden
but such an eventuality is obviously
part of the plan.
In any event, the office would he
substantiallv responsible for preparing the advertiser-agencv case in
forthcoming
negotiations.
The Canadian System. In Canada,

ference- ofa few dollars in tin scale

of such meetings.
\\ nether such an infoi mal -\ stem

wwrv

hoi

doily

drataHoa,

doytimo
ond
niohttimo,
in 36
M.chigon count, •■ (NCS No. 3).
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WJEE-FM
WWTV

—

RADIO —

—

KOLN-TV

—

GRAND

LINCOLN.

CREEK

RAPIDS

RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
—

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
out-tate Michigan worth having. If you want it

RAPIDS-KALAMAZ00

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

GRAND

Families in the Northern Lower Michigan area
covered by WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, compose a greater retail sales market than you'll find
in 5 entire states*.
WWTV is the only medium covering this 36county area. You'd have to use 13 dailj newspapers or 16 radio stations to duplicate WWTV's
coverage. WWTV is by .ill odd- the great favorite
in thi- area as proved l'\ it- No. 1 position in 433
of 450 quarter hours surveyed, Sunday through
Saturday, 8 a.m. -Midnight NSI, Cadillac-Traverse
City— June 6-July 3. 1960).

all,
givesalts
us ain call.'
* Retail
the WWTV area art ion — more
than
in
X
Alaska. Hawaii, Del. or .V,- . [Source: SRPS.
October 15,IIJ..960)
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WALKIE-TALKIE is employed by San Francisco model, Kari Sandino, as she and her unseen
partner (across the street), talk to businessmen, shoppers, and each other as they describe
and advertise the new programing of shows now in view over KPIX, channel 5, San Francisco

m \

Advertisers
Alcoa

(F&S&R)
is set in network tv for the fall.
The aluminum company will again
be on ABC TV but with a different
format.
That format will consist of hour
and half-hour drama anthologies alternating through the season, excepting when preempted for a Bell &
Howell public affairs special. The
time: Tuesday 10 p.m. The producer
of the Alcoa films: MCA-Revue.

Hamm's Beer, according to
ARB's December 1960 tally,
placed first, for the seventh consecutive year in the list of bestliked tv commercials.
Alka-Seltzer took second place
honors while Ford slipped down a
notch to rank third.
The list shapes up like this:
Commercials % commercial
mention
1 Hamm's Beer
2 Alka-Seltzer

BOWLING

7.1
4.0

to lose money are business and

sports personalities in the WTAE,

Pittsburgh,

Pa., March of Dimes "Celebrity Bowl." Each
bowler donated $1.00 for each pin knocked
down. Franklin Snyder, v.p. of WTAE,
as

SMILING trio of speakers at the annual conference of the Chicago Chapter of American
Women in Radio and Tv are: Montez Tjaden,
pres. -elect of Nat'l AWRT; Virginia Graham,
tv actress; and Ruby Anderson, Chicago pres.

,<w»?w>9»^i»r
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ON

THE

FLOOR

col-

lects from Pittsburgh's Mayor Joseph Barr,
Steeler Coach
Buddy
Parker holds ball

of the American Stock Ex-

change for the opening transaction of one
million shares of Rollins' stock are O. Wayne
Rollins (r), pres. of Rollins Broadcasting,
Inc., and Edward McCormick, exchange pres.

t
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3 Ford
4 Johnson Bab
ucts
I'nxl ee
5 Maxwell Hou IseCoff
(i Burgenneistei Beei

Piela Beei
7 Falstaff Beer

8 ( hun King
9 Kraft

3.3
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.»
2.1
L.9
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5

LO Kellogg
1 1 ( :iic\ rolel
Mi. (Jean

Polaroid
12 Jello

L.5

l.WI Cigarettes

in the New ^ oik metro area, New
Jei Be) ami ( lonnecticut. Vgem j :
Mouid. \\ illiams & Na\ lor.
• Harrison Radiator is using
102 local radio stations foi its cm

ing ii- In -i pi opi ietai j di tigs \n ith
the formation ol .i new di\ ision : < "I
lax I ,abo] atoi ies.

rent January to Jul) promotion with
heav) concentration in the southeastern, south central and southwestern regions. \ total of 10,000 minute
singing commercials featuring top
musical talent is being scheduled during the peak trallic hours —4 p.m. to
7 p.m. Vgency: I). P. Brother, Detroit.

cipient of award for it- minute i\
commercial of it- Bre< k I [aii S< I
\li-t from the Advertising I lub ol

^

Campaigns:
omet,
• Mercury-C

a large

lias

radio spot campaign going in the
New York, New Jerse) and Connecticut markets for its The Big Drive
theme. Scheduled to run through
March, the promotion will put to
Work some 1000 spots per week on
local radio stations. Agency: Kenyon
\ Eckhardt.
• Ronzoni

Macaroni

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: John
Men/, from field sales manage: to
national sales manager, and Thomas
J. Scanlon, from advertising manager to advertising and merchandising manager. Chun King. Dulutli . . .
Howard Gersten, from product advertising manager (Polidenl and
Poli-grip lines) to assistant advertis\.J. ing manager, Block Drug, Jerse) City,

is supple-

menting ii- I'hil Silvers t\ show ads
uith a choice traffic schedule on radio

New products: Shulton, Inc., debut-

CELEBRATING

Kudos:

Springfield

John

II. Breck, Inc.

re

I Ma--. I .
^^ <y f\ mm f± m ^% ^

lacoina.
\\appointm
ash. > packaged
I \alle\'-.
I pro
ents:
VgenC)
ducts) to Compton, San Francisco
. . . Helzberg's Diamond Shops ' L5)
Kansas City, to Ulmayer, Fox &
Reshkin, that cit) . . . Strick Trailer.
di\ ision of Fruehaul 1 1 ailei ( !o. to
Kin art «X Rose, L.A. . . . Exquisite
Form Brassiere, to Kastor, Hilton.
Chesley, Clifford & itherton, foi
its Exquisite Form Brassiere and
Feminine Form divisions . . . The
American Petroleum Institute to J.
Walter Thompson . . . DuMonl
Emerson,
marketing
subsidiary
ol
i I'Iciisc lui n in page 60)

world's biggest birthday party, WCMB

radio,

Harrisburg, Pa., are Bob Storch, Ogilvy, Benson and Mather Adv't.,
Bud Simmen, WEED radio, Rocky Mount, N.C., and Art Topal, OBM

FESTIVAL of Negro Music and Drama presented its eighth annual
Town Hall concert, broadcast over WLIB, N.Y. A leading choir,
the Interracial

si'oxsoi;

Fellowship Chorus,
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presented

excerpts

from

"Joshua"

two more reasons why your TV dollars
count for more on ch. 4,-- Buffalo!
New programming and scheduling of our full-length feature films means
new opportunities for advertisers in the rich, vital Western New York Market.
Western New Yorkers like their film-fare at home and we're giving them
more to like than ever before. The new early feature films on the "CH. 4
Theater" opens a whole new audience to meet and sell in this six-billiondollar-plus retail market.
And the new time for "Starlight Theater" brings this favorite film
feature on earlier to attract even more viewers to Buffalo's most popular lateevening film show.
Both programs carry the finest product Hollywood has made available
to WBEN-TV. Here's your big chance to do a big job in this important
metropolitan area.

Get the facts from Harrington, Righter <t Parsons.
National Representatives

WBEN-TV
The

■I

Buffalo

Evening

News

Station

WF

CH
CBS

in Buffalo
M'ONSOK

•

(>

M VHCH

1%1

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
6 MARCH
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Newton N. Minow last Thursday was officially sworn in as a member of the
FCC, and automatically became its new chairman: it will soon be learned whether
the FCC direction can, or will, be changed.
Minow is committed to keeping a weather eye on station programing, but he has steadfastly refused to define what this means in terms of actual regulation. He is also committed to refining FCC procedures, if not to engage in outright reorganization, to cut red tape
and to speed decisions.
There has been more guessing about Minow, with less real evidence to go on, than has
been the case with any other FCC appointee in memory. His words about the job ahead of
him have been hedged in all cases, and in most cases have permitted different individuals to
draw different conclusions.
From now on. he will have to act, and in this case actions will speak much more persuasively than his words have managed.
Minow certainly has studied the job he is taking over as thoroughly as any predecessor
ever did in advance, with the exception of career employees elevated to the post, such as Hyde
and Ford, or those with experience in the business, such as engineer Craven.

Selection of Kenneth Cox as FCC general counsel could provide some
to the regulatory directions Minow will seek to take.

clues as

Cox is well known in Washington for his conduct of probes, particularly into the problems of uhf tv, subscription tv, for the Senate Commerce Committee. Cox was friendly toward
pay-tv, was receptive to if not entirely committed to, a switch of all tv to uhf to provide
more competitive channels.
While in his capacity as special counsel for the Committee, the Cox probing and questioning was not to be taken as anything more than inquiring, most observers felt he would be
an advocate of strong regulation. Since he was, himself, considered for appointment to the
FCC, considerable effort was spent in analyzing his record in this connection.
Although Cox will have no vote at the FCC, the post he assumes is a powerful one in any
regulatory agency. It will be his job to interpret what the law requires for the Commission. Although this, in turn, is somewhat weakened by the fact that each commissioner
has his own legal assistant.

The FCC, under a new or old chairman, seems firmly set on adopting the new
application form in pretty much the shape it has been proposed: only two commissioners, Hyde and Craven, registered contrary opinions.
This means that, if no commissioner changes his mind and even if Minow very unexpectedly chooses to vote against the new forms, they will still carry by a razor-thin 4-3 margin.
Hyde and Craven expressed strong fears that the new forms would put the FCC into
the business of prescribing programing.
NAB seeks to get into the Times Films case on the grounds that censorship in
motion pictures might lead to censorship in tv.
This is apparently in line with the united front against censorship now being presented
by many media of information following the original Times Films decision.
The case in question challenged the right of the City of Chicago to require submission of
motion picture films before they can be exhibited publicly. Supreme Court decision upheld
the Chicago law, thus failing to strike down pre-censorship.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
6 MARCH 1961
MGM is about to put its post-1948 feature film product into television districopyright i96i
bution : probably worth $45 million if 200 of the 270 features it handled make
sponsor their way to tv screens.
publications inc.
MGM and Goldwyn are still among the few major holdouts, studios which have not made
any tv commitment for their post-1948 pictures.
Here are those major studios which have given libraries or packages of post-1948 features to syndicators for tv distribution so far:
STUDIO

DISTRIBUTOR

Columbia
Paramount

Screen Gems
Colorama
NTA

20th Century-Fox*
United
Artists
Warner Bros.
Misc. foreign

UAA
Seven Arts Associated
Flamingo

'Besides these syndicated TCF pictures, another group was sold to NBC TV.

Mister Magoo, made by UPA and sold by Television Personalities, Inc., has
scored some healthy early ratings in major markets where local program directors
have put together enough episodes to make up entire half-hours.
Two such early ratings are 14.2 Trendex on WGN-TV at 8 p.m. Wednesday, and 8.1
Arbitron on WNEW-TV, New York, at 7 p.m. Thursday.
Series is sold to a total of 69 stations; sales have totalled SI. 3 million to date;
program contains 104 five-minute episodes.
TPI's strategy has been to sell Mister Magoo as a library; hence it has been left entirely
to local programers to decide to assemble half-hour blocks.

KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, has made
40 Warner Bros. Films of the 50's.

what's

reportedly an

$800,000

purchase of

That's $20,000 per picture for the Los Angeles market.
For the distributor, Seven Arts Associated, station is the 47th to have acquired local rights
to the feature package.

Intercontinental Television (IT) will try to make the most of the merchandising opportunities behind its Golden Time cartoon series.
The show's 39 half hours are made in cooperation with Little Golden Books and Records
and could be backed up for promotion by their 100.000 retail outlets.
Against IT's chances of making a network deal could be two factors: network children's
shows have been languishing for some time, and also it's an open secret that local-level promotion of network shows hasn't been anything to rave about.
Most heavily and expertly promoted of shows of this type are those non-network ones like
the Kellogg-Screen Gems group <>f three national spot shows. Hncklelierry Hound, Quick Draw
McGraw. and Yogi Bear.
Observers speculate thai for IT to take full advantage of the merchandising inherent in
Golden Time some form of syndication — national spot, regional or local — would be
necessary to tap sufficienl local promotion workers.
56
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Legalized price-fixing is being talked about seriously as a possible solution to
some

of syndication's new sales troubles.
Such an unprecedented step, if it could obtain governmental Banction, has been described

as the only way to dispose of current back-logs of product without a round of disastrous price-cuts and distress sales.
But syndicators themselves rather than the government are perhaps the chief obstacles
tn such a step: it's being asked whether enough of them would approve <>f il and then if some
Mould not violate the spirit of such an agreement by later finding evasions in the
fine print.

Here's a tip to local advertisers who are interested in institutional campaigns:
don't overlook the possibility of becoming a patron of regular syndicated shows on
educational stations.
First Burgermeister Beer (BBDO) in San Francisco was the patron of NTA's Open End
on KQED and surprisingly enjoyed a noticeable sales response.
Now Bank of America (Johnson & Lewis) is emulating this pattern as the patron of Robert Herridge Theater on the same educational station.
Patronage provides opening and closing courtesies but no commercials.
For syndicators it is a new third way to sell programs, besides sponsor sales and
commercial-station sales.
The Herridge show, incidentally, is probably being sold in the most flexible pattern yet seen in syndication: in addition to this educational station sale, 2) it is used as
occasional special by Albany Savings (WTEN), 3) as a summer replacement series in New
York (WCBS-TV). 4) as a regular weekly syndicated series by almost 20 other stations, 5)
and as a network show in Canada and Australia (CBC and ABC).
Latest Herridge sales are KONA-TV, Honolulu; WSJV-TV,
ledo; WRCY-TV, Washington, and WGN-TV, Chicago.

Elkhart; WTOL-TV,

To-

It ain't so — says Programs for Television, in regard to a complaint of Atlanta
reps about the placernent there of Art Linkletter and the Kids for Gordon Foods, as
reported in FILM-SCOPE

for 20 February.

Replying to a charge by reps that the syndicator. placing the show directly for the advertiser, was not observing accepted criteria of media selection. Programs for Television points
out that it was completely following criteria on day. time, and audience flow set
down by Gordon's agency. Kirkland, White, and Schell of Atlanta.

An open challenge to theatre-audience testing of tv commercials
forth by the Center for Research in Marketing.

has been put

The communications division of the Peekskill. \. Y.. company declared it found such
sharp differences in result between its CC/TV (closed circuit tv) method and theater-audience
testing that only the conditions of the test could explain the discrepancy.
Insisting on the superiority of its own method. Center president William Capitman predicted that "group theater testing will soon be as dead as a smelt." (Schwerin emphatically
disagrees with this prediction. )
Clients who have used CC/TV testing include Beech-Nut, Best Foods. Borden's, B&W.
Cannon, Chemstrand. Chesebrough-Pond's. Crown Zellerbach, DuPont, Esso, Ford, General
Foods, Hills Bros.. J&J, Kimberly-Clark, Lever Bros., Liebmann, Lrpton, Mennen, Minute
Maid, NBC, Pillsbury, Salada, Star-Kist. Warner-Lambert, and Westinghouse.
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

The fibres division of Eastman Chemical is on the receiving end of several
agency pitches.
It could bill around $3.5 million in 1962.

SPONSOR
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INC.

The reason this section of Eastman probably didn't wind up at JWT, which has Kodak,
is that Shell also turns out chemicals.
By the way, a number of the important ethical drug houses are making a reappraisal
of their agency alliances.

Discount those reports about two of JWT's elder statesmen and giant figures in
the business — Henry C. Flower and Samuel W. Meek — retiring this year.
The facts are these: they'll just taper off on day-to-day account work, but they'll be as
deeply immersed as ever in working with Norman Strouse on the big picture and in lending counsel.
Flower'll be 65 1 January and Meek

is 66.

Corn Products appears to be committed
products within a single brand.
A case in point:

now to diversify toward a family of

multiplying a variety of Boscos in flavor and so forth.

This insures more
variety.

supermarket

shelf space and caters to the American penchant for

CBS TV last week posed for the attention of GE a rather delicate but pertinent
question relative to the 1961-62 plans of the GE Theatre.
The network wanted to know whether GE was cutting its budget on the series, thereby
affecting the quality.
Rating-wise, the series has had its best season in five years.

An agency often in the spotlight is faced with this paradox: it's got one of the biggest tv departments in the business but the tv billings are far short of that needed
to keep this experienced talent active.
The result: a number of them are scouting around for jobs.

Advocates of more public service programing

in tv (on the local level) are hop-

ing that station managers won't let the possibility of slimmer
their activity in this area.

profit margins blunt

The advocates note that the decline in revenue is only temporary but the obligation to the
community is a continuing one.

The head of a rep firm has a picturesque way of bemoaning his difficulty in
converting salesmen who have ridden on the cresl of the television wave from ordertakers into business-diggers.
"It's something like," he sa\-. "trying t<> turn a distance walker into a 1,000-metre
runner overnight."
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75 MARKETS

SPOTS

SOLD
IN JUST

)U'LL MAKE MORE MONEY EVERY DAY IN
HE YEAR WITH MAGOO ON TELEVISION

90 DAYS

NOW FROM THE SAME PRODUCER
THE

EXCITING

CARTOON

SERIES

THE DICK TRACY SHOW
130

FIVE MINUTE

ACTION-PACKED

BRAND-NEW TELEVISION CARTOONS
THE FAMED COMIC STRIP CRIME FICHTER
WITH MOST OF THE WELL KNOWN VILLAINS;
FLATTOP, B-B EYES, PRUNEFACE, THE MOLE, ETC.

ANIMATED BY THE AWARD WINNING UPA STUDIO
heck availability in your market:

fl|vjn [

|Jnger

ELEVISION PERSONALITIES, INC. pLa^eso

527 MadlSOH

Ave.

N«.>.rk22,N.Y

WRAP-UP
(Continued from page 53)
Emerson Radio \ Phonograph, to
Robert Whitehill. New York City,
for il> Emerson t\. radio and stereophonic hi fidelity instruments; Emerson lonators. Quiet Kool air conditioners, (lehiiniidifiers and air purifiers . . . Bav State Macaroni. LaurenceViva
.I
Macaroni Products), to
[nsralls Associates.

Agency divorcement: Doyle Dane
Bernhach from Philip Morris (Alpine and Benson & Hedges cigarettes,
about $4 million I .
Name change: Gardner and Stein.
Chicago, to Gardner, Stein and Frank.
Inc.

Thisa 'n' data: The St. Louis division ofthe American Association of
Advertising Agencies, played host to
some 200 media and agency people al
a continental hreakfast in St. Louis
Coronado Hotel, last week.
Kudos: Kal, Ehrlicfa and Merrick, Washington. I). C. execuli\e
vice president Alvin
Q. Ehrlieh.
proclaimed Advertising Man of the
) car h\ the Advertising Club of
\\ ashincton.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: James
M. Ellers, to Warwick & Legler as
v.p. and account group supervisor
(Timex account I . . . Harry A.
Estes, to administrative and business
director, Knox Reeves, Minneapolis
. . . James Kupp, to Southern regional manager, ARB . . . Edward S.
Early, from brand manager. Philip
\lniris. to account executive (Fizzies
Sparkling Drink Tablets and proprietary new products accounts) Lambell & Feasle) . . . George R. Garrett, to radio i\ depai tment, \\ ermen & Schorr. Philadelphia . . .

Thomas

I'. Beaumont, Gilbert C.

McDonald, and David J. Salembier, from contact department, to
account supervisors, Young & Rubicam . . . \l\in Kabaker, v.p. and
■•run ,il managei . L. \. dh ision Compton. taking on additional duties a^
In, id ol i ompam \\ e9l < ",i-i operations

60

The) were elected v.p.'s: Loy
Hanna, at Chester Gore . . . Francis
L. Congdon, Thomas I). Murray,
Albert Schroeder. W illard Klose.
Jr., and Eugene A. Trombley, all
at Cambell-Ewald. Detroit . . . Karl
L. Gauck, at Li win Wase\ . Ruthrauff \ Ryan, Philadelphia.

NAB president LeRoy Collins, in
a talk before the sixth annual
conference of State Broadcasting
Association Presidents in Washington last week, urged the development of broadcasting as a
profession, and not as a trade.
These were among the points he
made:
• The industry must be developed
as a profession to reach a pinnacle of
responsibilit) we can all be proud of.
• Broadcasters, for better orworse,
have in their hands the most powerful means for influence ever known
to man. How the\ use it depends
upon broadcasters themselves.
• To deserve a professional status.
the broadcaster must give a full
measure of his talent. He must recognize that his greater and greater
power in a free societ\ carries with it
a greater and greater responsibilit)
to serve.
• Through broadcasting, our democratic institutions can be strengthened to become vigorous, moving.
achieving, forces — or, 1>\ lethargic
indifference
<>r misuse,
the)
can
crumble awav.

The Broadcasters Promotion Association is readying a series of
awards in recognition of the besl
on-the-air promotion techniques.
The awards, to be presented during
the BPA's 1961 seminar, scheduled
for New York Cit\ later this year,
will be under the supervision of
Wards Committee chairman, Dorotin Saunders, promotion managei of
\\ LW-D. Dayton, Ohio, and a BPA
director.
The resl of her committee:
Chuck Gay, WHIO, Dayton, Ohio:
Harvej Clarke, CFPL, London. Ontario; Jack Do,,. \\ BNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio; Dave Kimble, Gre) Advertising; and Steve Libby, Communica-

"l oik City.
tions Counselors Incorporated. New

The

three stations in the Keystone (Pa.) Market Group will
now have the same rep: Blair TV
Associates.
To make this possible W HP-TV.
Harrisburg. has moved from Boiling
and WSBA-TV, York, from Jack
Masla. Triangle's WLYH-TV, Lebanon, bad abeadx been allied with
Blair Associates.
Ml three stations are U's and are
sold under a combined plan. The
switch of reps, as is obvious, was
made to make it more convenient to
-ill ami sei \ ice I lie group lln ough a
single channel.
Ideas al work:
• WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids. Iowa,
attracted considerable interest — and
some 649 competitors to it> annual
Swine Judging contest. Here s how
the contest works: the station carts
12 hogs to the studios where the) are
\ Ideotaped from front, back and side
\iews. I the tapes are later stored for
use
of the
farmto
show asi.segments
Contestants
are station's
then asked
judge and grade the animals by
watching scheduled playbacks of the
tape. Tall) sheets are sent to viewers
from the station 1>\ request.

Sports notes: WTCN, Minneapolis]
St. Paul, to telecast, exclusively, the
50-game schedule of both home and
awa) names of the Minnesota
Twins |
' KTNT-TY. Tacoma. Wash., to
cover the 2!'> home baseball games of
the Seattle Rainiers and the Tacoma

Giants.
kudos:

KDKA-TV,

and

WTAE

both Pittsburgh, recipients of the Variety Clubs International Tent No. 1
citation: KDKA-TY fol its fund raising efforts totaling more than 81
million: WTAE for its outstanding
assistance in Varietj program for
handicapped children . . . W LOF1
TV, Orlando. I'la.. personalit) Low]
ell Fenner, proclaimed //'<■ Handsomest Host on Tv, L\ the Florida
Hairdressers and Cosmetologist!
\-mi. Lnil No. 7 . . . The Phoenix
SPONSOR
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Savings and Loan tasn, awarded
special citation bj the \mei ican
Legion for its sponsorship "I \\ It VLTV, Baltimore, telecast, Castro, Cuba
and Communism.

Ne* quarters: WFAA, Dallas, Tex.,
to move its radio and i\ studios into a
s.'>..~) million communications center
located at Young and Record Streets,
earlj in Vpril.

PKOI'LK ON THE MOVE: Janus
C. Steele, from radio tv creative director. Watts-Payne Advertising, Tulsa, to account executive, KVOO-TV,
Tulsa . . . Steve Shannon, from
promotion manager, K.IMK). radio
and t\. Phoenix, to assistanl to the
executive v.p., Meredith Broadcasting
. . . Betty Latty, from promotion department, to promotion manager,
KPHO, radio and tv, Phoenix . . . R.
\V. Favaro, from regional advertising and publicit) director, 20th Cenhiry-Fox Film, to promotion and
public relations director. KMSP-TV,
Minnea|)olis-St. Paul . . . Richard
W. H«It. to merchandising staff.
WM.VTY. Richmond, Va. . . . Roy
Brown, from local sales rep, to national sales manager, \\ll.\-l\.
Lansing, Jackson and Battle Creek.
Mich. . . . Margie Connor, to wornan- program director. KH(H-T\.
Houston, Tex. . . . Marvin \. Bolei,
from national sales coordinator to account executive, and Gar} idler,
from sales assistant to national sales
coordinator, both KPIX, San Francisco . . . Jerry C.olel. to executive
supervisor, film services, WCBS-TV,
New 1 ork Citj . . . Seymour L. Adler. to v.p. and general manager,
KTL\. Los Migeles . . . Joseph
Anthony Flahive, from eastern
sales manager WGN-TV, Chicago, to
nationa
sales
manager,
\\ I \ I.
Miami.

Radio Stations

in the fields and wetlandlor the
birds, the station announced it- plan
to drop provender from it- "sk) patrol plane.
The response was a deluge ol both
food and mone) from listeners. \n«l
even th<' Marine Corps got in the act
l.\ picking up a ton of kernel coin in
Brooklyn
and delivering it to 1 11<
plane - airport.

What with radio in its mid-30's,
\\ MCA, New York Cit>. like
man) another station, is on a
nostalgia kick.
The station was founded in 1925
l.\ Donald Chimin and Marion Gilliam it- present Straus management
took over in 1943 and some of the
prominent people who look part in
its hi-toi\ are Dean Martin. Ilia
Fitzgerald, Rud) Vallee, rlenrj Morgan, Tonnm Dorsey. Hetty Hutton
with the Vincenl Lopez orchestra,
Frank Lovejoy, Everett Sloane, Joseph
Cotlen. Mollx Picon. Eileen Barton,
Ozzie Nelson. Phil Cook and Mr.
\nthon\.
\. L. Uexander.

sponsoi;

(i m \r>< ti

I'M. I

bilities. I'm currently V.P. & Gen
Mgr. of group operation. Background includes:
V.P. & G.M. 5 station group
(radio & tv)
Gen. Mgr. J station (radio)
Gen. Mgr.
1 station (tv)
Sales Mgr.
Salesman
Program
Director
Disc Jockey
Errand Boy

Broadcast background

covers pro

duction, engineering and consultancyplus
i
all the basics1. Size
and location of your organization
not a major factor. . . . Home is
what you make it!
Reply:

Box

105
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New

[deas at work:
• KSFO. San Francisco, brought
out thousands of listeners (a police
department
estimated
75,000)
who
lined a 23.8 mile stretch from Stinson
Beach to the San Francisco Ferrj
Building, when the) pitted two of the
station- deejays in a footrace competition. The "walk" which la-ted a
total of six hours and 17 minutes began at Stinson Beach and finished at
the Ferrj building. The stalwart
sportsmen: Don Sherwood and Jim
Lange, who admitted to entertaining
quitting thoughts "about ever) five
minutes or so" but didn't because "I
strong spectator support, vowed, as
the) stumped their wa\ to the finis
line, "never to walk again."
• WWRL, New York City, has
adapted

the

sing-along

idea

to

York 17, New

York

enter your
personal
subscription
to SPONSOR

it-

dail) morning program, Gospel Time.
encourage

audience,

\^ ith heavy blankets of snow shutting oil access to food Foraging

If your station, group, or agency is
looking also, perhaps we should
get together and review the possi

40 East 49th Street

To

It maj have been for the birds,
but WFYI, Garden City. L. I..
demonstrated last week that a
little act of concern ran stir up
a lot of community excitemenl
for an imaginative radio station.

A SELLING V.P.&G.M.
IS LOOKING!

a large home

singing

the station has invited lis-

tener- to request,

1>\

phone,

their

favorite gospel selections.

Sports note:
to originate all
din broadcasts
beginning
II

$8 for 1 year

WEMP, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee Braves lafor the 1('(>1 season,
March.
Co-sponsors:

$12 for 2 years
1. 1

Miller High Life Beer, Clark Super
100 Gasoline, anil Dual Filter Tareyton Cigarettes.

New
quarters:
WSPD,
Storer's
Toledo outlet, at 125 S. Superior St.

Station
acquisition:
KRES,
St.
Joseph. Missouri, sold by Jock MacGregor and Raymond J. Cheney to
Earl F. Hash. Charles Cutler and
Mrs. Mable E. Perry, all of Louisville, ky.. for $115,000. Sale brokered by Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

Kudos: WSJS, Winston-Salem, N.C.,
farm director Harvey Dinkins, recipient oftwo awards at the Ninth Annual Farm Press, Radio and Tv Institute at North Carolina State College. The awards were for outstanding farm reporting on both tv and
radio.

PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

F.

Ambert Dail, from assistant manager to general manager, and Howard Jernigan, from account executive to sales manager, both WGH,
Norfolk-Newport News, Va. . . . Jim
Curtis from assistant in program and
production, WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y., to
radio producer, program department,
\\ 'HEN, that city . . . Bill Sinclair,
from sales manager, KSBW, Salinas,
Calif., to station manager. KNGS.
Hanford, Calif. . . . Kay MacLean
Nero, and Joe McDonald, to promotion department. WFLA. radio
and tv. Tampa-St. Petersburg. Fla.
. . . Charles N. Boland. from districl manager. Ileadlev -Beed. Dallas.
Tex., to commercial manager. KVIL.
that city . . . Gene Creasy, to program director, and Bill Walker, to
sales co-ordinatoi both WGH. Norfolk-Newport News, Va. . . . C. Robert Thompson, general manager,
WBEN, Inc., Buffalo, Y V.. elected
presidenl New York State division,
American Cancer Societ) . . . Dick
general
Doty,
WWM.-FM.
Fori
named
executive
company, Florida

They

62

manager.
Lauderdale.WW'IL.
Fla..
V.p. of tlie parent
^ir-Power.

were appointed v.p.'s: Herbert S. Dolgoff
and
Craliamc

Ricbards, at Storz Broadcasting . . .
Ted Steele, at National Telefilm.

Film
King Features Syndicate is far
from happy in not being identified as the distributor of certain

Net tv sales: NBC-TV's TV Guide
Award show 13 June to be sponsored
by Thomas J. Lipton (Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell and Bayles).

Kudos: Mutual Radio recipient of
Citation of Merit plaque by the National Exchange Club, for its anticrime campaigns; and two George
Washington Medals of Honor from
the Freedoms Foundation. Valley
Forge, for Army Hour program and
the Topic of Conversation series.

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Peter

Robinson, from vice-president in
charge of programing. Selmur Productions. Hollywood subsidiary
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theaters, to associate director, program development, CBS TV. Hollywood .. . Josef C. Dine, from eastern publicity representative, Pat McDermott and Company, to director,
information and special services. CBS
News, New York City . . . Miebael
Joseph, from program consultant
WABC. New York City, to program
consultant to the ABC o&o radio stations.

Popeye cartoons said to be earning high ratings.
Source of the confusion: there are
now two separate groups of Popeye
cartoons in syndication.
UAA handles the older group of
theatrical Popeyes and King Features
is producing and distributing 220
new episodes made for tv.
Confusion is compounded in some
markets — KTLA. Los Angeles is one
example — where both types of cartoons are mixed by the station a
are measured together in the same
time period.
King Features' point is that some
of its Popeye cartoons mav be con
tributing to high ratings but that
through a misunderstanding UAA is
identified as the distributor of
the Popeye product.

Sales: Seven Arts Associated's War
ner Films of the 50's to KHJ-TV. Loi
Angeles, for $800,000 . . . Televisioi
Personalities" Mister Magoo sales ti
69 stations now total $1,250,000 ii
value.

Representatives

International: Harold J. Klein c
ABC Films off on a three week ton
of the Caribbean and South America

Petry, in keeping; pace with its
spot radio and tv sales development plans, has expanded, and
moved, its New York radio division to new quarters.
The radio branch is now headquartered on the 11th floor in the

Programs and producers: Pn
ducers Studio has taken over lea
of California Studios at 650 Nor

company's office building at 3 East
".Ith St'.
Rep

appointments: \\\)\1, Atlanta. Ga.. to John Blair . . . WFLI.

Bronson Avenue in Holly woo«
Philip N. Krasne has left stud
rental activities to return to film pi
duetion. Management of Product
Studio includes Fred Jordan, pre
dent: Gerald L. King. v.p. and si
retar) : John Young, v.p. and tn
surer, and Arthur Kaunt.

Chattanooga, Tenn., to Radio T.V.
Representatives,
resentation.

for national rep-

Happy anniversary: Frank M.
Headlev and Dwighl S. Reed,
I IB Television and ll-H Representatives Founders, celebrating 25th partnei ship year.

Commercials:

Michael A. Pah

appointed
v.p. and chief finan<|
officer of TFP, entertainment divisl
of Buckeye; he is executive v.p.
Transfilm-Caravel
. . . Edgar
Grower
appointed
sales product
supervisor of Videotape Product!
SPONSOR
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T

of New \ork and Kdward
ens aamed his assistant.

Promotion:
Chatters

C. Stev-

World

ON

visited

WTVN-TV,

THE

MOVE:

Abe

Mamlcll appointed to ncwlv created
posl t>f v.p. in charge of administration at ITC. reporting directl) to ITC
president and chairman Michael !Nidorf; for previous two years Mandell
was in ITC international sales . . .
Vernon
manager
Burns was
has been

the

i ■ him

i.i in

Burns appointed general
of all divisions of NTA;
v.p. of NTA International,
with NTA since 1958 and

you

Two

station

Where

find

ONE

A number of broadcasters, in an

the Imlc i~ then *potlightcd b) the

paigns.
Two oi the station- and the ef-

station's I I p.m. news program "attention, borough president Edward

fort-:

• WBIC, Long Island, N.Y.,aired
a series of spots urging listeners:
"'It s up to you to keep Long Island

growing. Shop Long Island."" and.
"You've prohahlv heard a lot of recession talk. Well, here's a Mire-cure:
buy-wise, shop smart, cvrrv da v. shop
Long
Island."
• KDKA-TV.

performance

following message slotted during the

Dudley, it"- the job <>f voui department to repair holes in the streets.
I fere - one. It's at I location is given I .
It s gn big motorists a hard time. How
about having it fixed?"
Public
WFBM

service
in action:
The
stations, tv, am. and fin.

Pittsburgh, pro-

Indianapolis, presented a documen-

gramed an editorial Pittsburgh's I ntapped Potential — which called for
the promotion, devel opment. and
support of tourism in t be Pittsburgh
area as a means of providing more
jobs, diversifying the concentration
of heavv industry, and easing unem-

tary dealingcontest
with Indiana's
80-yearold election
law and its
issues
. . . WTTM, Trenton. N.J., aired a
two-hour discussion on the subject
What Constitutes a City of Good
Will? . . . KOA-TV, Denver, won
the right to televise the Colorado
State Senate action . . . kMOV St.

ployment.

Louis, broadcast The U all <>j Silence.
a documentary stud) of the world of
the deaf . . . KAI'K. San Antonio,
Tex., put together a series of 15 radio programs featuring kej personnel of the San Antonio \ir Materiel
\rcaat Kelley AFB . . . WII.B. Long
Island, Y "t . -av- it estimates a total
ol $268,583 in air time was used bv
the station during 10(d) for public
service programing.

WINS

442 of 499 total quarter - hours
In TOTAL AUDIENCE?
That's the

fy the station of existing Btreel holes,

effort to cure the ronnlrv's depression bines, hav «• embarked
Upon area economy booster cam-

market (both

STATION

work :

pairing. Centered around the Manhattan area, the campaign plan
like tlii»: \ iewers are im ited to noti-

a
television

at

Public Service

70&&te Stte- M

Can

Ideas

• \\ NEW-TV, New York Cits.
has -tai ted a i ampaign i" pinpoint
hazardous b! reel holes that no d re

People connected with

Columbus, Ohio, to promote the premiere; the) arc executive producer
San Ventura, chimp owner Murray
Hill, and chimp voice Ronnj Born
. . . National per capita leader in
medium-price auto sales. Holmes
Pontine of Shreveport, since 1954
an advertiser on KSLA-TV, expands
its use of Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt on thai
-tat ion to become alternate sponsor
with the local Pepsi-Cola distributor.

PEOPLE

lust
represented
L955.

of - - - -

VHF)

kudos: \\ SB. Atlanta, Ga., and
WBBM, Chicago recipients of the
George Washington rlonoi Medal by
the Freedoms Foundation of Valley
Forge: W SB for its program. Open
Letter to Imericans; and WBBM, for
its Songs of Our Polities . . . WBAL,
Baltimore, presented with special citation bv the city's Mayor Grady, on
behall ol the city, for "outstanding
contribution to the safet) and convenience ol the people of Baltin
l>v the i station's I operation of the
Storm Information Centei W FBL,

CHANNEL
IN AUGUSTA
ARB

SPONSOR

() MARCH

AUGUSTA

GEORGIA

CA., NOV.

1960

Sv racuse, Y1* . recipient of a letter of
thanks from the Syracuse ( bristmas
Bureau for it- Yule time roundup
of over 500,000 trading stamps for
toy redemption for need] youngsters. ^
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RADIO
BASICS
AM

1

& FM
Charles W. Brunt, general manager of
the Winston-Salem Broadcasting Compan)

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.
It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio
time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW

radio station WTOB, Winston-Salem, N.C.,
since 1955, has been appointed general
manager of the company's Birmingham,
Alabama, outlet WSGN. Brunt, who joined
the \\ inston-Salem broadcasting group as
a salesman in L950, is an active member of
the Merchants Assn.. the Better Business
Bureau, the Kiwanis Club, the Twin Cit) Club, and the Sales Kxecutives Club. The WTOB vacancy has been filled b\ L. G. J6nes.

Srorz Broadcasting, according to company president Todd Storz. will move its
home office out of its present Omaha, Neb.,
quarters and will set up a national headquarters and recording studios in Miami
Beach.. Fla., early this summer. The new
Storz arrangement will be housed in a
building located at 767 - 41st Street. The
property, purchased by the company, will
n
be extensively remodeled and completer) redecorated, \ccoidi
Be
Miami
In
move
will
el
personn
office
ach.
Storz. most ol the home

Franklin H. Small lias been named -alemanager of the Balaban St. bonis radio
station WIL. He comes to WIL from
\\ | |}\] Hi,. I iinc I ilr station in ln.li.mapolis. where he was for the pasl two \ears g to
station manager. Earlier, and for a fivej

FILL COUPON
WE'LL

BILL YOU

LATER

Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500

20 cents each

500 or more

15 cents each

SPONSOR

READER SERVICE • raoio basics
40 E. 49th Street, NY. 17, NY.

NAME

year period, he was sale- manager for the
-tation. A graduate of the UniversitJ of
Pennsylvania, Small's earlier career inradio director of Burke Advertising. \A .C; and in
nanagt as
Milwaukee.
Syracuse, and WMIL,
menl at WNDR,

eluded a -tint

sales

Walter S. Driskill has been appointed director of marketing for the Miller Brewing
Company, Milwaukee. In this position,
Driskill will coordinate all field sales and
promotional activities tor Miller High Life,
\. Cettelman
and Miller's reeenlh acquired

FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

pan) beers. Prior to this afBrewing C
filiate, Driskill was director of marketing
for the Jacob Rupperl Brewing Compan)
,.l \ew ^ oik. and vice president ol the Gunther Brewing Compan) ol
He ha- .d-" been president of the Baltimore Colts.
Baltimore.

.,1
SPONSOR

•

I' M M!< II

I'W'l

iniiil, lull, to buyers of
mi media \n< ilities

The

seller's viewpoint

b m programing, says " L) I.. Louisville, president Stephen I. Cisler, represents a strong link with the cult iiral past. He deplores the shun supply, iii
modern times, o) /me music and eitlls on the advertiser to assume the
ancient role oj arts patron, and bring a hit oj culture back into the Hies
oj average

w

imer icons through a heightened investment in the fm medium.

"Be

a patron

of the arts.

e are told thai in the lifetime of Johann Sebastian

Bach feu more than 5.000 people heard his great mum< in the restricted areas of [he royal courts wherein rerided bis patrons. In that era it was part of the responsibility of being king or <luke or countess to support and encourage rising young musicians. Hom much was due to it
being fashionable and how much to serious interest in the
music i- debatable, hut the patron s\stem did keep ali\e
much great music, and provide means for composers In
-lav in the creative world the\ had elected to follow.
In l')()() the audience for Bach's music in public performance byfm high fidelit) radio, orchestras and smaller groups, church choirs, and others embraced millions.
\dil to this sum who voluntarily found their wax into the
pleasures of fine music, many millions more who used
their record and tape players at their personal command
in their home, and you can envisage what a debt of gratitude todav - world owes to those old rulers who patronized the young Bach as a court musician.
I- (here a lesson in this for modern advertising.-' Yes.
Ihat some consideration should be given to the supporl of
Worthy media as a contribution to the ultimate betterment
ot mankind, a- well as a means of advertising to a group
which i- perhaps not influenced bv high powered mass
medium-.
Modern advertising can do itself a service bv pausing a
moment and asking if this support of a new medium . . .
or a limited audience . . . cannot be justified bv the inner
wish of all of us to have a belter life, ("all it an investment for the future, if yon will. It i- not entirelv new
even to our era. Record companies have found it possible
to produce and sell classical music in quantities never
dreamed of before, and placing such esoterica into circuSPONSOR

(> \1 VKCH

1961

Buy

fm."

lation on a commercial basis is often paid tor bv the sales
of rock and roll and the current crop of panic singers.
But it required the will to do so on the part of the recording company directors. They did not elect to hoard then
profits from rock and roll, nor to put out more of the stuff.
In SO broadening the base of what i- available on records
in fine music thev have contributed to American culture
and to our better life.
Let advertising timebuvers lav down their slide rules:
abandon their pet theories of decimal point ratings; and
reach out into the world of imagination and ingenuity
which was the beginning of advertising in the first place.
The new. struggling medium needs the encouragement of
orders for time, space, pictures, etc., which are it- stock in
trade.

This

medium

i- a part

of our

life.

It gives

color

to what we think and dream. It bolsters us individually in
times of stre--.
The space ship- in orbit todav wen- once a dream of
man. Let advertising attune it-elf to whv people are seeking the better things in life . . . whv million- buv fm -e|to get superior program- in qualitv sound . . . whv cultural magazines are subscribed i" yeai in ami year out
. . . how tin' art ami foreign film -how houses Sourish in
main cities where Hollywood's worst in the biggest house
in town flops . . . whv inanv high rated tv shows fail to
-ell merchandise and are wiped from the - reen . . . whv
man) good features do not gel the fighting chanci (•■ win
a paving audience with a little more time of life.
there arc no more royal courts in width to find a benefactor for the worth) cultural product. But there i- advertising with it- responsibilit) to create i healthier aura of
cultural advancement in the I nited States. Vre vou listening, Madison \venue?
^
65
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lO-SECOND
Phew!

SPOTS

Those tooth paste commer-

cials that plead. "Don't let romance
fade, fade, etc." hecause of had
breath, are causing quite a stir hereabouts. One lady writes us indig-

uhnMtaMtti i.

A welcome
Radio is a medium

and a pledge

of 4400 voices heard via 156 million

sets. Soon this 4400 will become 5000, for more am and fm
stations are going on the air almost daily. Its universality
and ability to move people to act are unique, yet its place as
a national advertising medium is being questioned on every
hand.
Because sponsor feels that radio has so much to offer as
an advertising medium, and because its firm place as a medium of character must emerge in the '60s, sponsor has devoted special attention to the problems and values of radio.
Now comes an opportunity to render an even better service. For effective with the March issues the two magazines of
radio advertising, u. s. radio and u. s. fm, join the sponsor
family. The broadcast publications owned by this group
now are sponsor (weekly), Canadian sponsor (bi-weekly),
u. s. radio (monthly), and u. s. fm (monthly).
As in Canada, where Canadian sponsor has become the
interpretive, facts-and-hgures broadcast guide for advertisers
and agencies, we promise that u. s. radio and U. s. fm will
represent the best in business paper journalism. We have
great faith in the future of radio as a major advertising medium and will spare no effort in helping guide that future
along healthy channels. Further, before long you will learn
how the services provided by u. s. radio and U. s. fm complement the service provided by sponsor.
With the purchase of U. S. radio and U. S. fm we are delighted to welcome back a dear friend and former associate.
Arnold Alpert returns as vice president and assistant publisher, lie brings with him the full staff of the radio publical ions he headed.

nantly to ask why the girl isn't dematerialized by the guy's breath once
in a while. She thinks there's a
copywriter whose wife's aura is far
from fragrant. And comedian Shelly
Berman. referring to the tv ad in his
act, says, "That girl reallv has problems. THAT'S bad breath!"
Credo: Orville L. Freeman, the Secretary ofaAgriculture,
said isthat
"the
secret of
successful man
to have
a wife to tell him what to do and a
secretary who can do it!"
Fricasseed French: Mel Goldberg.
Vv estinghouse Broadcasting's research director, was lunching with
friends recently at a favorite Madison Ave. spot, Gaston's. He ordered
the most delectable-sounding dish on
the menu, and when the garcon
served the food he said, "Monsieur
— le filet de hoeuf. Madame —
lescalope de veau." And turning to
Mel, "Monsieur — the chicken hash."
Measure

this: The ratings services

will have to add to "frequency" and
"reach" the categories of "tenacity"
and "loyalty" in one New Mexico
area. There's a group of people who
live in a valley whose sides block all
tv signals. They regular!} climb to a
mountain top toting a tv set and
portable gas generator, light a campfire and settle back to watch KGUNTV from Tucson. Arizona — more
than 300 miles away.
Rash judgment: Warner Bros, recent!) ran an ad inviting commercial
tie-ins
with
its upcoming
movie,
Fanny. One of the first replies came.
naturally, from a diaper service.

c>p->*^^**^ IQ/JJjU^x^^
Publisher

Radio

creativity

and

guts

Were delighted to not ■ the increase in radio programing
creativity nud guts. For example, the remarkable talk-dominated -tint (seven bonis dail\ I of KM()\. St. Louis.
(,(>

That's snow

biz! KDK

\. Pitts

burgh,val"conducts
"winterSprings.
carnieach vear a atbigSeven
Champion. Pa., for its listeners. The
"Big K Ski Kaper" includes slalom
races, the crowning of a king and
queen, a dance, and main
prizes.
I .i-i month, for the second year in
a row. the event was postponed because ofsnow.
SI'ONSOU
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WE'RE AT FULL POWER
NOW IN BATON ROUGE!
Vlake "No.d" a MUST For Your Lineup
n The Mid-South's SPENDINGEST Market j
WAFB-TV, First in TV in Baton Rouge, now
has completed its switch to MAXIMUM POWER
and MAXIMUM
COVERAGE . . . with full
316.000 watts, and latest long-range RCA
eling-wave antenna.

/

trav-

Now were putting a MAXIMUM SIGNAL
over STILL MORE of the important Baton
Rouge Area . . . where folks MAKE MORE
and SPEND MORE {60th IN RETAIL
SALES PER HOUSEHOLD in the 245 SRDS
TV markets).

A FEW EXAMPLES

OF BATON ROUGE SPENDING*

Furniture — Appliance — Household Sales
107%

above Louisiana, 80%

above

U. S. average

S

17,851,000

Automotive Sales
95%

above

Louisiana, 72%

above

U. S. average

S 61,807,000

above Louisiana, 45%

above

U. S. average

5270,882,000

above

U. S. average

S 36,238,000

above

U. S. average

Retail Sales
77%

General Merchandise
65%

above Louisiana, 53%

Food Sales
61%

above Louisiana,

ia'es Management

19%

553,187,000

Survey of Buying Power

Call

BLAIR

TELEVISION

ASSOCIATES
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a
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40c a copy

PO
THE

WEEKLY

«$8

19«1
a yaar

SOR

MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV

ADVERTISERS

USE

MORE
SPONSORS FOR
COLOR TV
Proven a ijoinjj media — advertisers and
agencies plunge into
color tv commercials
Page

MON

More local
uses of
color tv

UNDER

I er the shelter of a single, all-embracing KPRC-TV
Is plan. Programs, spots, participations — every kind
Revision you need, all through one source: KPRCI Channel 2, In Houston, Texas. All through one
lek: Your Edward Petry & Co. representative. And all
ii for with one easy-to-handle monthly payment. One
Mon, one man, one payment — that's the one modern
«*i to buy Houston television.
i A friendly KPRC-TV representative is waiting for
jl your call.

KPRC-TV
Houston, texas CHANNEL

2

station, one man, one monthly check to pay — that's the
ffirn KPRC-TV way!"

t

37

Courtesy of Travelers
Insurance Companies,
Hartford 15, Connecticut

Page

40

Facts on color
equipped
stations
Page 42

What NCS 61
means to
radio buyers
Page

44

The most exciting new profit ingredient
in local broadcasting is

COLOR TV!
Today, 104 TV stations, network and independent, are
equipped for local color. Most of them are programming
in color on a regular daily basis.
Other stations, in large and small markets, are tooling
up — 33 plan to acquire live equipment, 44 plan to acquire film equipment in the near future. These station
operators know thai they must invest in color now if they
want to enjoy improved profits in the '60's.
Look what local color can mean to you:

• Color commercials have greater
recall over black & white.

impact — ZVi

times

• Color attracts new local advertisers. Department stores,
automotive dealers and others need and want color.
• Color wins praise from newspaper TV critics.
If you want to know more about profits in color, call or
wire William Boss, Director, Color TV Coordination,
RCA,

30 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.C. Columbus

5-5900.

• Color provides an exciting promotable plus.
• Color builds station prestige . . . strengthens station
image in minds of viewers and advertisers.
• Color doubles program ratings in color homes.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

IN

RADIO

IT'S

THE...

SALES CLIMATE
THAT COUNTS!

WPEN

Certainly, we have respectable
ratings to talk about — but so do
many other stations. WPEN has

WPEN

a big plus that is shared by few

MATURE, ESTABLISHED
PERSONALITIES

other stations — the ideal selling
climate. The WPEN advertising

•

responsible management who

EXCLUSIVE HELICOPTER
TRAFFIC REPORTS
•

OUR BEST

atmosphere is the product of
provides established selling
personalities . . outstanding program features ... and non-frantic
music. Result: the best sound
on WPEN is your commercial.

SOUND
ISA
RINGING

FIGHTING EDITORIALS
ADULT MUSIC

\Mkg E) mg ay

REGISTER
THE STATION
OF THE STARS
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CASH
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CHANNEL 9

•

THE

NEWS

COLUMBUS, GA.

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

Great

82%

New

unduplicated

audience

only pr.Viary ABC

on the

station between

USB

74 Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up

Sponsor-Scope

74 Sponsor- Week in Pictures
82 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

69 Washington Week

Market!

ADVERTISERS

70 Film-Scope

8 Newsmaker of the Week
21

TV/RADIO

FEATURES

29 Sponsor-Week
A

1961

SPONSOR

WTVM
•
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DIGEST

OF ARTICLES

Atlanta and the Gulf!

Color tv:
Top
Shows
Real

ABC

•

The

Programs!

like Maverick,
McCoys,

Kong, and

Cheyenne,

Sunset

as sponsors

and

agencies

plunge

in.

Color tv:

is

Right,

Huntley-Brinkley

News

and

Bonanza

. . . plus top

room for local sponsors

sponsor probed into the local color television story; the survey results
indicate an increasing interest in polychrom by stations, clients

44

204,000 ballots returned on mailing of 375,000 to more than 3,000
counties for upcoming study of radio circulation, first in four years

What
Train, The

More

40)

NBC

Price

syndicated

today

The

Strip, Hong

like Wagon

The biggest news is— more clients

Color is a going medium

NBC's 110 clients will be surpassed in '61, and set producers are active

The Untouchables.

Best of

Programs

37

NCS

'61

means

to radio buyers

No other U. S. corporation can make

this statement

programs.

46

CHANNEL

S&H

9

48

©0©Q
COLUMBUS,

Procter & Gamble's board chairman, president and both executive \i<<presidents rose to the top through the ranks of the advertising department

the man from
YOUNG
TV!

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC
CH. 9
Chattanooga,

SPONSOR
49

Tenn

FEATURES
19th and Madison

14

Heps at Work

83

Seller's

54

Sponsoi

Member

58

( aunmcnlai \

18

Audit
The #1 night-time
station in
Chattanooga!

radio/tv estimates on target

Story in si-nNsim by consultant Richard P. Doherty last January comes
up with ad estimate close to recent figures released l>\ McCann-Erickson

1 O ( ommereial

GA.

Call

mixes hard/soft sell

Trading stamp firm, known
for aggressive radio/tv selling, turns to
public affairs tv show in Boston to sharpen community
identity image

Radio Results

72 Sponsor Hears
84 Sponsor Speaks
5 3 Spot Buys

\ ievt point
84

\sks

of Business

of Circulations

Publications
Inc.

Ten-Second

Spots

j— B— !«■
I "IMF 11

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and
Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. 1 49 & Madisonl New York 17. N. Y. Telephone: MUrray
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUperior 7-9863. Birmingham
Office: 3617 8th Ave. South. Phone: FAirfax 2-6528. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunset
Boulevard Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11. Md.
Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 a
year. Other Foieign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40<. Printed in U.S.A. Address
all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St.. N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weekly
by SPONSOR
Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.
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MAN WITH A
GOLDEN PLOWSHARE!
The average Iowa farmer has an income of
$14,187 per year. He runs his big operation
in a state that has 25% of all the Grade A
farm land in America, with almost as many
top-income farm counties as the next two
states combined.
WHO-TV

reaches 57 counties in the heart

of this great agricultural treasure house — and
gives you Metropolitan Des Moines as a
bonus
l' (Actually
of outside
WHO-TV's
twobillion-dollar
market% lies
of Metro
Des Moines.)
Buying television in Iowa is different from
buying coverage of the teeming masses you
see from your window on Madison Avenue
or Michigan Boulevard. Out here almost
everybody has substantial discretionary spending-money — and farm people most of all. Ask
PGW for all the facts on Central Iowa!
Source: Stiles Management Surrey of Buying Pouer, July 10,
1960, anil SKDS.
January I. 1961.

WHO-TV
is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO
Radio, Des Moines
WOC
and WOC-TV.
Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
■&, \WHO
-TV^
fWHO
WWHHOO -TV *s V
-4»M/
WHO
\(,
WHO "IX ' ««- ^
\
/WHO
N
HO -TV
WHO
y.iW
•
f WHO -TTVV
j
WHO
WHO

WHO-TV
Channel 13 * Des Moines
NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet. Resident M.mager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

& is* Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
SPONSOR
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Editor
Norman

MAOASIMK

TV/NAOIO

ADVIMTItllt

UftC

and Publisher
R. Glenn

Executive

Vice

President

Bernard Piatt
Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John

E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec
Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe
Senior

Editor

Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor
Gwen Smart
Film

IN CLEVELAND
THE GOOD MUSIC
STATION GETS THE
GOOD RATINGS'

*THE LATEST NIELSEN RATING FOR THE CLEVELAND AREA SHOWS
THAT WDOK'S GOOD MUSIC DOMINATES LOCAL LISTENING!
IN 26 QUARTER-HOURS WDOK IS FIRST WITH 26% AVERAGE SHARE
WDOK's good music with news and public service features in the
same key, offers you the selling climate needed to get the most
out of your sales message. When you add good ratings to good taste
in programming, you get good results.

(Chicago)

Editor

Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup
Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer
Diane Schwartz
Contributing

Editor

Joe Csida
Art Editor
Maury Kurtz
Production Editor
Frances Giustra
Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson

ADVERTISING
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

DEPARTMENT

Bl

Eastern Manager
Willard
Dougherty
Southern Manager
Herb Martin
Midwest
Paul Blair

Manager

Western

Manager

21

Georqe Dietricn
Production
Manager
Barbara Parkinson
CIRCULATION

DEPARTMENT

k

Kathryn O'Connell

CLEVELAND'S No. 1 INFLUENCE
WDOK,

1515 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio • MAin 1-2890 • TWX: CV 158
Fred Wolf — President & General Manager
National Rep.: H-R Representatives, Inc. — PLaza 9-6800

ADMINISTRATIVE

DEPT.

S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publiiher
Fred Levine, Accounting Manager. George
Becker;
Michael
Crocco;
Syd Guttman;
Hermine Mindlin; Wilke
Rich; Irene Sulzbach
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WHAT WILL A BAHT BUY? When Thailand was Siam and ticals were "tender," there
were thousands of these three-headed elephants

in

Bangkok. But as times changed, these elephant coins disappeared and Bangkokians began buying with bahts. In
Thailand, the natives can tell you, but, if you want to know what
a baht buys in Baltimore, WBAL-Radio has the answer . . . Complete Coverage,
that Thailand umbrellas can't provide— WBAL-Radio covers the e
area plus 37 surrounding counties in Maryland and fou
adjacent states . . . A Trunk Full of Listeners that eve
a herd of elephants couldn't produce— WBAL-Radio
is DOMINANT in the market, providing more unduplicated coverage than any other station . . . Full
Range Programming and Music for Mature Minds-a
distinctive combination that's hard to match even by
Siamese standards. Ifyou want to keep your sales riding
high, bring your bahts to Baltimore -and buy WBAL-Radio!
WBAL
RADIO
Associated with WBAL
SPONSOR

13

BALTI MORE^3
Maryland s only 50.000 watt
FM & TV / Nationally represented by j Daren F. McGavern
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Co.. Inc.

THIS IS WHAT THE

MICHIGAN
MARKET

NEWSMAKER
of the week

IS REALLY LIKE!

LANSING and
MID-MICHIGAN

KLMI
OUTSIDE DETROIT
WILX-TV COVERAGE
LOW COST
PER THOUSAND
TRAVERSE CITY
CADILLAC
MARKET

FLINT-SAGINAW
BAY CITY MARKET

James D. Elgin, manager of the advertising department of
Mobil Oil, ISeiv York, has carried out a move approved by his
company's top management: switching its $12 million account to Ted Bates after 18 years ivith Compton. A major
influence in the surprise shift: a privately circulated book,
"Reality in Advertising," written by Bates'' Board Chairman
Rosser Reeves as documentation to his selling philosophy.
The

newsmaker:

James Elgin and his colleagues like the

Bates-Reeves philosophy, and they like the agency's track record with
clients in making advertising make sales.
Reeves has long been a proponent of hard-hitting, hard-selling
advertising, especially in the format of the television commercial.
He's also pioneered in the concept of a copy theme being repeated
long after the client and agency are
bored with it. Why?
Because the
Mobilisn't!
Oil appears to be
public
toward this dual approach
hitting, repetitious spot tv
and the reason behind it

headed
— hardcopy —
may be

that it is caught in the same marketing-sales bind as Shell Oil
(which last fall jarred the industry by moving to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather and dropping tv in favor
of newspaper) and other oil ma-

GRAND RAPIDS
KALAMAZOO
MARKET

LANSING' \
AND MID-* \
MICHIGAN
\
MARKET

WILX-TV
• STUDIOS IN

•""■"•TV

FACTS
• FULL TIME NBC

LANSING
• TOWER HT. 1008'
JACKSON
• POWER
BATTLE CREEK
316,000 WATTS
Represented by

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNEL, INC.
THE GOLDEN

TRIANGLE

STATION

Associated with

LANSING / WPON - PONTIAC

Elgin

The bind: developing an adverjors. tising and marketing strategy schizoid in nature because it works for
the gasoline station as well as the consumer product line.
Elgin, ad manager for three years, has carried on a pattern of
advertising waves with tv: new car gas-up in the fall, winter tune-up,
spring economy run and summer driving.
Although the company sets its ad budget at $12 million annually,
observers think only about $5 million of this in the past has been
commissionable, with two-thirds going to tv spot. Mobil may continue will) this pattern- though Bates has a completely free hand in

making media recommendations for the post-switch period after
Memorial Day — because the agency and client have both had unusual
sin cess in spot tv.

Elgin supervises advertising for the consumer line, two grades of
"asoline and heating oil, and for industrial products, \sliieh account
for $300 million of SI .6 billion annual sales. He worked as director
of advertising and sales promotion for National Gypsum in Buffalo
from 1952 until 1957, before which li«' was assistant to the president,
Pabsl Sale- Co., a.e. at MacFarland-Avevard. advertising-sales promotion manager. Toastmaster.
W
SPONSOR
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in Rochester, New York

all measurements prove that
Channel 10 is the BIG One...
*

N.S.I. AND

A.R.B. METROPOLITAN

AUDIENCE

SURVEYS

. . . NOVEMBER

HAS THE BIGGEST
OVERALL SHARE
OF
AUDIENCE
I

1960

It's always gratifying when independent surveys or
the Rochester Metropolitan Area see affirmative!)
"aye to aye" as regards the dominant position of
Channel 10. Not only do we carrj 809! ol the Top
Twenty favorite Rochester shows— not only ^o we
deliver the largesl over-all Rochester viewer-audience
—but, from ke\ executives to propmen, from facilities

CARRIES 16 OF THE
TOP 20 FAVORITE
TELEVISION SHOWS!

to promotion we have what it lakes to nuik,- the sponsor hupps ' We also have some might) attractive avail
abilities. Write, phone or wire foi complete details.

CHANNEL
BASIC

CBS

•

AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER,
WHEC-TV
EVERETT
SPONSOR

•
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1
INC.

lO
ABC

N.Y.
WVET-TV
THE

BOLLING

CO.

INC

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

COVER

How

FLORIDA'!

2nd

WSUN

LARGEST
#
MARKET

about

that Shell copy?

One thing, at least, you've got to say for
David Ogilvy and Shell Oil. In less than a year
the) ve handed our hot stove league more
sizzling subjects for dizzying debates than any
agency-client team within the memory of man.
It started late last spring when Ogilvv, Benson
and Mather, a comparative midget, pried loose
the $14 million Shell account from its home at

and
29 Counties
with 1 station
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Florida's second largest market,
with a metro population of
772,453*! But that's not all!
WSUN is the only station on
Florida's West coast covering
the entire 29 county area with
1,420,007* residents.
ADD TO THIS WSUN's
GREAT ADULT AUDIENCE
(97.2%)** ... the greatest
percentage of adult listeners.
This means ADULT BUYERS
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day!
REACH ALL OF FLORIDA'S
2nd LARGEST MARKET ON
THE ADULT STATION!

J. Walter Thompson, the biggest aspidistra of them all.
Immediately Madison Avenue began reverberating with gloomy
predictions that OB&M would fall flat on its face. How could a
small, "creative'' agency tool up to handle a huge, complex account?
What did they knowr about the oil business? What indeed?
Such Cassandra-like croaks died to a whisper, however, with the
next Shell-Ogilvy bombshell. When, last fall. David Ogilvy and
Cyril Martineau, Shell's ad manager, announced at the ANA that
the agency was operating on a cost-plus fee basis rather than the
hallowed 15%, the very foundations of the business began shaking
and shuddering in a might) seismographic convulsion.
Scarcely had the bemused moguls of the agenc\ world composed
themselves and issued appropriately pompous statements, reaffirming
their dedication to home, mother and the 15%, than Shell-OB&M let
go with another blockbuster.
Ibis time it was radio and 1\ thai reeled under the nuclear attack
as the big oil company announced it was cancelling its broadcast
schedules and concentrating its firepower in newspapers.
Anguished screams, rivalling those which boiled up out of Dante s
Inferno, erupted in ever) corner of the business.
Ogilvy wras pilloried as a traitor to his class, and blind to advertising's electronic enlightenment. Shell was denounced as an atavislic mastadon. wallowing in the dark ages of print inefficiency.
And then, early this year, came the first fruits of the Shell-Ogilvy
fee-basis mating, a series of full-page newspaper advertisements,
crammed with long copy, and tongue-twisting scientific terms.
I can't remember any ads which have ever provoked more intraindustr) talk, more sneers, jeers and soap-bos philosophizing.
Are they any good?
\n awful lot of people in the business, and particular!) t\ and
radio men. have not hesitated to brand the Shell-Ogilv) campaign as

620 KC

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNElL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
•1960 Census
"Pulse 6/60

"lousy" advertising.
\<m\ Vva nol sure they're wholl) wrong.
Bui before we go lunging at conclusions about these "Bulletin
ad-. I lliink we ought In have a closer look at the petroleum problem.
Having done extensive work Oil two ,,| the biggest I . S. oil account-. Mobil <*il ami Esso, I certainl) have no illusion- thai theirs
i- an eaS) ad\ ei ti-iug job.

i Please turn /<> page 12)
SI'ONSOH

lit
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talk
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in Detroit
(and fine music, too)

We were sure of it all along— and now Nielsen confirms it! WWJ's fourhour week night block of good talk and fine music attracts more listeners
than any other programming in the time period. *

HOUR

OF

INFORMATION

6:00

WWJ

News-Dick

6:15

Westerkamp

Sports-Budd

6:25

Lynch

Our Changing World — Earl Nightingale

6:30

Business News— Britton Tern by

6:40

Weather-Sonny

6:45

Eliot

Three Star Extra -Ray Henle

PHONE-OPINION
"7:05
Following NBC News on the Hour, Bob Maxwell
presides overWWJ'sopen forum of theair, literally the talk of the town.

FAYE

ELIZABETH

8:30
Detroit's First Lady of Fine Music provides the
finishing touch with a feast of melodic masterpieces.

Here's the programming, the audience, the station that spell exceptional
sales opportunities. Call your PGW Colonel or your WWJ-Radio local
sales representative for availabilities.
*Source: Nielsen Station Index, Detroit, November-December

W\

W«AJg

Detroit's

NBC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

SPONSOR

•
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PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD.

INC

•

OWNED

FM
RAD
andIO

AM

|

Basic

1960

Radio

Station

Affiliate
AND OPERATED

BY THE DETROIT NEWS

Commercial

VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

commentary

(Com. from P. io»

A couple of years ago. in this column. I got into a lovely squabble
with Mel Hattwick of Continental Oil, for saying that the oil business is the "worst advertised big industry in the country."
I still think it is, though Mel disagrees. But I also think that there

known
by the
companies
we keep!
I

I

GAS STATION SALES*
$165,590,000
SOME
"BLUE
ADVERTISERS

CHIP"

USING WHLI
TO REACH
BIG, RICH
LONG
ISLAND MARKET

Amoco
Cities Service

This doesn't mean, of course, that it is good advertising. But it is
apt to mean that it is immensely saleable advertising. And most
people who criticize the Shell campaign seem to forget this.

11TH IN GAS STATION

If Thompson made a tactical mistake in handling the Shell account Isuspect it was in refusing to recognize a typical radio/tv

IN THE

pitfall — the glib, coy, shallow- jingle.
No matter how cute, sppealing and memorable it may be to have

STATES

•Nassau-Suffolk (Sales Management

1960)

Over 400 top advertisers
chose WHL! in 1960.
Will you be on the
"preferred" list in 1961?

r

► 10,000 WATTS

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG

AM
FM

1100
98.3

tM voice oi

ISLAND, N. T.

Represented by Gill-Perm

12

You can get rabid supporters for both viewpoints. But the important thing to remember is this: most big oil companies go
through cyclic swings of strategy, first basing their plans on the
product, then the station approach.
The engineers will love it
Knowing the way David Ogilvy operates, I am certain that his
Shell campaign is backed by impressive research.
Knowing the oil business, I am equally certain that other agencies
can turn up research exactly opposite to the Ogilvy findings.
But any experienced copywriter who has ever struggled to explain
octanes and additives will at least admit that the Ogilvy copy is
brilliantly planned to tickle the fancy and soothe the ego of a certain
Ogilvy 's clear, but deadly serious exposition of the Shell nineingredient story hits a petroleum engineer right where he lives — in
a rosy glow of solemn, scientific self-assurance.

Gulf Oil
Sun Oil
Texaco

UNITED

product superiority? Or do they buy principally on station convenience and service, plus a vague sense of company prestige?

type of high-level oil company executive.

Esso

SALES

is no industry in which it is so difficult to draw up clear-cut advertising objectives, strategies and plans.
The basic problem faced by most oil companies today is, of
course, an overabundance of gasoline.
But when you try to plot an advertising and selling program to
deal with this oversupply, you run smack into a deep, mysterious,
and unresolved dilemma : is the domestic marketing of gasoline a
product business, or is it really a station business?
Are motorists influenced in any way by product claims, and even

a busty young filly gleefully warbling "Cars love Shell; to prove it
come on in," there are enormous dangers in the technique.
Sooner or later almost any rich, proud, powerful, technologically
self-conscious corporation grows ashamed and embarrassed at having its personality, its heart, its corporate soul expressed in the tinkling tones of Tin Pan Alley.
Sooner or later it always revolts toward respectability, as Shell
has revolted with its long, grim, ingredient copy.
This
the one
Too
calcln

to me, is the one great moral in the Shell-Ogilvy story, and
great lesson for radio and l\.
many of our radio/tv copywriters become infatuated with
jingles and olfbeat cartoons. And in using these gimmicks

the) create an impression that air media advertising is necessarily
more superficial, and less weighty than print.
It isn't true, of course. Perhaps now. with Bates taking over the
Mobil account fnnn Compton. we'll see some patent medicine earnestness in radio/tv oil copv. It will be fun to watch for it! ^
SPONSOR
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GRACE KELLY
RAY MILLAND
BOB CUMMINGS

ILFRED HITCHCOCK'S 'DIAL M FOR MURDER'
NOW FOR TV
ANOTHER OF THE GREAT
WARNER BROTHERS
"FILMS OF THE 50's"
FROM SEVEN ARTS
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III.. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive • ADams 9-2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite 6-1564
For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50s see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

What they see on

WJAC-TV

Reps at work
William Boiling, Assistant to the President, The Boiling Co., Inc.,
New York, feels "a tremendous opportunity exists in radio and t\
today for the really alert advertiser who will use the shorter segments of broadcast time. Instead, many advertisers are sacrificing
efficiency in their insistence on minutes. In television especially, the
greatest opportunity to reach the
big audiences in prime time lies

THEY BUY!

in the 20's and ID's which are
available in many markets. In radio, too, the opportunity for greater repetition lies in the area of 30
seconds or less. Copy and/or music from campaigns in other media is readily adaptable in the
quickie radio commercial. To be
sure, sixty seconds is desirable
with many copy approaches. But
what about the teaser campaigns
that have been so successful? What about already established products whose chief concern is to maintain continued brand name

In the Johnstown-Altoona market.
the "hot" one is WJAC-TV! Happysponsors say that WJAC-TV sells
everything, and in large quantities,
at that. It's easy to see why this is
true. Both ARB and Nielsen rate
WJAC-TV tops, month after month.
And the people who watch WJACTV are people who buy. Why don't
you cook up a great sales story by
advertising your product on

fidelity — do they need sixty seconds? We know of several large advertisers who are re-evaluating their copy approach to take advantage of this favorable situation.

Frank McCann, The Katz Agency, Inc., wonders why television
advertisers alone are so concerned about the competitive proximity.
"Competitors' products appear on facing pages of newspapers; magazines often run pages of unrelieved competitive advertising; suitermarkets displav competitive products side by side: auto retailers
consciou*lv bunch themselves in
one area. But aside from proximj
it\ theories, individual station!
must cope with the hard facts: the
absence of definitive commercial

WJAC-TV^

For Complete Details, Contact:

scheduling information from the
network. \s a rule, stations just dfl

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Allonto los Angeles Son Francisco

The key is timeliness."

^M

"^
^^^V
^^^Bk|^^».

sufficiently in advance
uoi know
network shows,
about product*

^k^^M^
Ik ^ k\ w
nALft
*^^^
™*^™3^*

be adjacent to comwhich nun
petitor spol advertisers. Affiliates
at
network, foi instance
not informed
until a few hours

before airtime about network scheduling. If separation must be
achieved, perhaps the responsibility should be shifted from the station, to the networks, and the advertisers themselves. The latter.
through their agencies as purchasers of network time, might be
instrumental in influencing networks to be more definitive in providing commercial scheduling information to station-.
14
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From poverty to wealth, from obscurity to fame
that has endured the centuries. William Shakespeare
were one single motivating force, it was
not to waste in idleness, but to shine
greatness, we. too, recognize the fallacy
to offer a better product each day in the

WFAA

was the epitome of literary "know how." And if there

his belief that "a man's powers and virtues were given him
like torches giving light to others." While we lay no claim to
of passive existance and strive through our own "know how"
field of television.

dallas • radio & television

Rff**»f-ud l

The Stations With The "Quality Touch"!
Th* tjr,0,nal Stat.o*

R,

SERVING THE GREATER
BROADCAST

SPONSOR
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DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

MARKET

SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING

NEWS

15

'Net' Weight

On balance, the effectiveness of a network comes
down to a matter of programs. Measured this
way, the CBS Television Network presents more
of the season's most popular programs than the
other two networks combined (23 out of 40) and
more top-rated new program series than tJie other
two combined (4 out of 6).* The same network also
broadcasts the season's most popular new program ("The Andy Griffith Show"); television's
most popular single program for the past three
years ("Gunsmoke"); and the program with the
longest record of popularity ("The Ed Sullivan
Show"). In fact, in 135 Nielsen reports issued since
July 1955 this network has averaged 22 of the 40
top-rated programs. This corner on program popularity helps explain why the CBS Television Network continues to carry more weight with viewers
than any other network and more weight with
advertisers than any other advertising medium.

Average, 9 Nat'l. Nielsen reports,

of markets as well as IDs. Perhaps
some representative who happened to
have <>nl\ chainbreaks
in his markets gave \ini such a report.
\\ e usfl
minutes ri<dit in your city and have
been
using
them
consistently
52
times a year for four or five \ears. I
suggest \ou take a look at the Best
of CBS some Saturday
evening or
the Late Show where we use minutes
a different night ever) week.

49th and
Madison
Ohio

Roj M. Kirtland
vice
president
('ronton
Best Company

remembered

^ our 13 Fe!>ruar\ article. "'Talented
Crads Join Salute to WLW," was a
nostalgic gem. To an old Ohioan it
brought memories of other WLW
slats of the late twenties and early
thirties: Announcer Robert Brown,
announcer-comedian Syd Ten Eyck
and his Doodlesockers; singers Mary
Small. Don Dewey, Charlie Dam-

strangest "remotes" in radio historj
—his cell in the Ohio State penitentiary.

facts

"Sponsor-Scope" of 23 Januan issue, states that 52 out of 55 spot accounts in Chicago use day and night
minutes exclusively, two use a combination of minutes and 20's and
onlj one iMaybelline via Gordon
IScst i used chainbreaks exclusively.
This statement is not according to
facts. We use minutes in a number

Thies ami Jo/.cf Chet ttiavsky. "the
man who makes popular music classical and classical music popular.'" But
memory fails on the name of the
pianist who had a regular program
from what must surely he one of the

Illinois

UN acknowledgment

corporate public relations
Batten, barton. Ditrstine & Osborn
New York, N. Y.
Checking

eron and Jean ("They'll Never Believe Me") Boaz. And there were
two great staff conductors: Henry

Chicago,

Jim Brown
manager

Belated but none the less warmest
appreciation for your fine article on
"international zone" in the 6 February issue. The page was most impressive and has elicited many kudos
for your esteemed publication. \\ I
are
ance. grateful for your valued assign
Jeff Sparks
station relations officer
I rated Nations
New York, A . )
"Makes good
Just a note

sense"
to compliment

\ou

on

your new feature, Sponsor-Week.
It
is easy to read, concise and I think
makes real good sense.
Bill Simpson
assistant manager
KOL, Seattle Broadcasting Co.
Seattle. II ashington
Fulfills

NO,

THIS IS "KNOE-LAND

(embracing
industrial,
progressive
North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST
LOOK
AT THIS
MARKET
DATA

Copulation
1,520.100
Households
423.600
( onsumei
Spendable Income
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 3O0.486.00n

KNOE

TV AVERAGES

KNOE-TV

Arkansas,
S

l)i uj> s.i les
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
I Mi.il Retail Sales

71%

SHARE

According
to November,
1960
ARB
we average
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in the Monroe

Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

M

40.355.000

$ 299.539.000
S M 8.789,000
$1,286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

71 °o share
of audience
metropolitan trade area.
CBS
A James

•
A.

from

ABC

need

\\ e are extremel) pleased to see your
fine editorial on Radio Free Europe
and the full pane advertisement in
the (> January issue of SPONSOR.
\\ ithoul your support and the sun
port of the man) others in the broad
casting industry, RFE would not be
able to continue its \ ast operations!
To give undistorted news and information to the Communist-dominate!
people of Fast Europe is a dilltcult
and vital task, rhrough your gea
erous contribution of SPONSOH I
spare \iiii have helped RFE a greq]
deal in furthering its goal.
On behalf nl the entire stalT of
Radio Free Europe and the Fund, we
are deepl) grateful for mum support jl
and hope your interest will continue.
John M. Patterson

Noc Station

Represented

by

H-R Television, Inc.

I'lu'tn: I l<t t rania Lumber Company, lumber manufacturers and tret farmers, I rania, Louisiana.
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Radio Free Europe r ttndi
president
Vew York, V. Y.
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At home in the

country or the city...
wherever important
things arc done

or discussed, you'll
findthe"Metropolitan
personality. "

METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
206 Etlst (,;ti, Strot.X, II Yorl. Jl

TELEVISION

.V V

STATIONS

WNEW-TV, NewYork.N.Y.
WTTG,Washington,D.C.
KOVR-TV, Sacramento

.1

Stockton .( Jalifornia

WTVH, Peoria, Illinois
WTVP.Decatur, Illinois
RADIO STATIONS

WM.W.

New York.N.Y.
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa.
INTERNATIONAL

WRUL,Worldwide
Broadcasting System
01 TDOOB

Al'\ l.i; I [SING

FOSTER & KLEISEB
operating inWashington,
( Oregon, Arizona
and California
I ■• I
i ■ tillo, Pari*
! ink

^_

VVG

A] [j-TV serves the public interest

DAVID L. LAWRENCE
Governor of Pennsylvania

MRS. RUTH GRIGG
HORTING
State Secretary of Public
Welfare, Pennsylvania

FRANKLIN V. SUMMERS
Director of Operations for the
Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commisssion

S. K. STEVENS
Member of State Historical and
Harnsburg
Museum Commission.

DR. ERIC A. WALKER
President of Pennsylvania
State University

Some personalities from the Channel 8 area

DR. CHARLES WILBAR
Secretary of Health.
Pennsylvania

JOSEPH A. ABEY
President of
Rotary International. Reading

DR. ROLAND A. LOEB
President of Pennsylvania
Division of the American
Cancer Society

Gap Military Reservation

who have appeared on WGAL-TV

MAURICE GODDARD
Secretary of Forest and
Waters, Pennsylvania

COL. FRANK
MrCARTNEY
Pennsylvania State Police
Commissioner

WILLIAM R. DAVLIN
Secretary of Pennsylvania
Department of Commerce

COL. LEROY E. FRAZIER
New Commander of Indiantown

KARL MASON
Director of Pennsylvania Bureau
of Environmental Health

Regional News

J. COLLINS MrSPARRAN
State Master of
Pennsylvania State Grange

DR CHARLES BOEHM
Pennsylvania Superintendent
of Public Instruction

Programs during the past few months

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
JOHN MORGAN
DAVIS
(left)
Lt. Governor of Pennsylvania
WILLIAM
F. MrlNTYRE
President of Pennsylvania
United Fund

(right)

Representative
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STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.

ELIZABETH GARBER
Secretary for the National
League of Women Voters,
EhzabeUitowrt
The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

New

York

•

Chicago

•

Los

Angeles
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General Motors' need to retrench for the time being in nighttime network
may turn out a break of major proportions for daytime tv.

tv

If the Detroit giant finds out that it can do a worthwhile job through the daytime pitch
and demonstration, an entirely new vista for the tv and automotive industries may be opened up.
GM's trek into daytime came about this way: After GM advised NBC TV that
it was pulling out of all nighttime for the third quarter because of sales conditions,
the network pointed out that because of its big discount position GM would have to
be short-rated for several hundred thousand dollars. The network's subsequent gambit: the suggestion that by adding just little more money to the short GM could practically
dominate daytime tv during that quarter.
The two makes that would have the lion's share of the daytime spread are Chevrolet
and Oldsmobile.
However, there's a possibility of GM retaining some of the Sunday 9-10 p.m. obligation for the third quarter. Such bailing-out would come from the Frigidaire division.

A check by SPONSOR-SCOPE last week among management in several of the
toprung agencies indicated rising optimism about a rebound for media spending,
some of it coming along in late June and most of it in the fall.
Sparking their anticipations is this: there's a surge at a rapidly increasing rate among
clients at the policy-making level to get their advertising plans on the rails.
A reminder dropped by these managements: because of the lag factors the accelerating
pickup in ad spending won't show up in the reports from three to six months.
Hence the reports themselves can't be considered a true index of business conditions.
They interpolate in this a note of warning : don't let the Detroit psychological state
cloud prospects. Out there they either ride cloud 18 or wallow in hopeless despair.

Old staple accounts kept the spot tv new business pot boiling last week.
Included in the activity out of New York: Handy Andy (K&E), 7-10 spots a market for
seven weeks; Tender Leaf tea (JWT), 8-10 prime I.D.'s a week; regular Maxwell House
(OBM) ; Skippy peanut butter (GB&B), minutes and chainbreaks, night and day; El Producto (Compton) night minutes.
Chicago availability calls and buys: Helene Curtis' Enden (E. H. Weiss) ; Helene Curtis' Suave (Campbell-Mithun) ; Green Giant Co. (Burnett), four test markets for 12 weeks
for its new lines of frozen foods; Quaker's Life cereal (JWT).
Out of Minneapolis: Wheaties (Knox-Reeves), avails in non-sports periods for April
and May; Trane Co. (Campbell-Mithun), testing tv in several markets for eight weeks, beginning mid-April for air conditioners, high income male audience.

Alberto-Culver (Compton) looks like a good prospect for spot tv the coming
season, indicating they can also swing from network back to spot.
The company's buys on NBC TV nighttime this season haven't been as efficient as A-C
would have liked. Expenditure on NBC this year: S5 million net.
SPONSOR
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continued

You can chalk this one up as the biggest spot tv buy this season outside of the
soap and food giants: Norelco (LaRoche) will spend approximately $700,000 for
its second-quarter campaign.
There'll be 130-odd stations in the list and the strategy is a repeat of the last 1960
quarter weekend blitz. Schedules call for 40 spots weekly per station, with two stations used in the top 10 markets.
Norelco's spending at the rate of $2.5 million for spot this year.

Look for Lucky Strike (BBDO) to pour it on in spot radio come April, with
this campaign coming practically on the heels of the Kool and Viceroy radio splurge.
Other spot radio activity out of New York the past week: Hellmann's mayonnaise
(DFS), 50 spots a week for 6-8 weeks; Gas Tax Education Committee (SSCB), 40-50
spots a week for six weeks.

General Foods' Post division (B&B) has snagged, in part, the deal that UPA
has been trying to sell 7-Up via JWT Chicago.
Its participations in 130 Dick Tracy cartoons which have been and are being sold on
a market by market basis through Television Personalities.
GF's buy to date: 10 markets, including N. Y., Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Boston.
(For more details see FILM-SCOPE,

page 70.)

NBC TV last week acted on something that CBS TV has been lately just mulling :
revising the ground rules on product protection so that they match more practically
present buying patterns in both day and nighttime tv.
The daytime reduction in protection time from competitive products, broadly speaking, is
from 15 to 10 minutes for either side of the quarter-hour containing the product's
commercial. In nighttime the amount of protection will also be less but the method of application will depend on the exact pattern of an advertiser's time-segment position: that is,
whether (1) the show is his exclusively, (2) he's the major or minor in an alternate
half -hour, or (3) his are participating minutes.
(For details of these new NBC

protection ground rules see SPONSOR-WEEK.)

ABC TV's burst of ambition in the news area may encompass late evening time.
As a tentative poke in this direction it will inaugurate in June a 11-11:15 p.m. Monday through Friday news strip on a two-market hookup:
New York and Washington.
This is, obviously, affiliate station time and behind the move there may be this idea: getting the affiliates link onto the ABC quarter-hour their local news and weather programs.

Don't look for CBS TV to talk about its line of public affairs programing for
L961-62 until after it's completely frozen in its new entertainment schedule.
The network has no plans cooking for any scries other than the CBS Reports and the
debates.
Meantime NBC continues to decimate CBS's public affairs producing ranks, the
latest to jump camp is Fred Freed. He produced the Right Man for Travelers.
22
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American Tobacco, despite its recent mad at the network, is taking a look at the
big bundle of sports sponsorship that General Motors would like to unload at
NBC TV.
The package entails half of the World Series games, the Rose Bowl, the two AllStar baseball games, the Blue-Gray game and several horse races, adding up to $6-7
million in gross billings.
McCann-Erickson brought Buick specifically into this picture last June.

The tv broadcast side of professional football will probably be limited this fall
to CBS TV and ABC TV.
The only thing holding up the two-network exclusivity is the Cleveland Brown's indisposition to chance a suit from Carling Beer on a contract that has at least another year
to go.
It will be recalled that the National Football League at its January
ruling that members could not sell their games away from the
That gave CBS an exclusivity which represented a total of
is set to do 17 American Football League games.
Last season NBC had its own deal with the Washington Redskins

meeting confirmed the
league.
19 broadcasts. ABC
and Baltimore Orioles.

General Mills and ABC TV appear headed for a parting of the ways as far as
the 5:30-6 p.m. string is concerned.
The Mills' cereal agency, DFS, is shopping at NBC and CBS for late afternoon and Saturday time to house its Rocky and King Leonardo cartoons and Pip the Piper.
The fly in the ointment with regard to ABC: it's underwriting half of the cartoon programing cost and has been unable to sell the six quarter-hours of time per week not
sponsored by General Mills, making it all a rather unprofitable venture for the network.
DFS' explanation for this: other sponsors aren't buying because the network is
having trouble with clearances in the half -hour strip.
Meantime ABC has offered the period to Kellogg, which spends about $7 million
in spot placing its own cartoons for the moppet trade.

NBC TV's daytime side snatched the U. S. Borax (McCann-Erickson)
away from CBS TV, with the loss a little over $500,000.

business

The account didn't want to renew on a basis of CBS' new daytime shows.
There was also a matter of the difference in the cost-per-1000.

Kaiser (Y&R), a staunch customer of ABC TV since the inception of Maverick,
is prepared to split its loyalty with CBS TV as a alternate weeker in the Ed Sullivan
show, which Eastman Kodak is quitting.
Others interested in taking over are Revlon and Dow Chemical.
Talent price per program:
$126,000 gross.

In terms of program investment the two biggest nights on ABC
will be Sunday and Monday, in that order.

TV

this fall

The estimated total programing costs by night of the week — assuming it's a sellout — is as
follows: Sunday, $375,000; Monday, $370,000; Tuesday, $305,000; Wednesday, $320,000; Thursday, $300,000; Friday, $340,000; Saturday, $230,000.
Potential total program costs for the week : $2,240,000.
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Look lor a hot competitive new offshoot for the detergent field if the Matey
Bubble Bath put out for youngsters takes a real gallop on the market.
The bubble soap is manufactured by the J. Nelson Pruitt Co., of Rochester. The agen <M
is Hanford & Greenfield in the same city.
Pruitt has been slowly expanding its tv markets.
The TvB estimates that it s
around $400,000 for spot the last quarter of 1960.
Expressed advantages of the product: it gives a thorough bath without the need for aj
washrag or sponge and leaves no bathtub ring.
Lorillard's decision to put its menthol filter-tip brand, Spring, into daytime
could have wide implications for that facet of the medium and the cigarette business
as a whole:
The daytime appropriation for Spring runs around $450,000, with ABC
out over NBC and CBS in the contest for the plum.

TV winning

Marketing significance: Spring, which hasn't been doing so well against its competitors,
is regarded pretty much as a women's cigarette, and the daytime plunge, extending |
over April-September, is seen in the tobacco trade as a final stab to make good or
else.

The recommendation for the daytime sortie was Grey's.
As the networks view the entry: if the investment proves fruitful for Lorillard, other

companies

with women-preferred

brands may follow suit.

Obvious advantages: such brands haven't the budgets to compete with their more popular brethren at night and in daytime they have these edges : more frequency, lower CPM
and, in many cases, live personalities to do the commercials.
Cosmetic and toiletries advertisers are coming around to the viewpoint that wit
the expansion of the drug racks in supermarkets it would be smart to pinpoint
their campaigns to specific age groups instead of relying on a common base.
In other words, the younger age groups have to be reached through media and programs and platforms that appeal to them directly. And, strange as it may seem, that even in-|
eludes hair dyes.
The psychological factor:
NBC

anything that mom

or dad uses is old-fashioned.

TV Research has put together a set of figures which, in effect, advances the thesis!

that if you have a spot in four 15-rated shows per week you won't reach any morel
homes than with a spot each in three 20-rated programs.
With the network basing its estimates on the 1960 Nov. -Dec. NTI and special tabulations!
of cumulative audiences, here is the reach and frequency obtained from 15-rated shows overj
the span of a week.
NO. 15-RATED
PROGRAMS

Two
Three

Four
Five
Secondly.
NO. 20-RATED
PROGRAMS

Two
Three
Four
Five

For

other

CROSS RATING PTS.

30.0
45.0
60.0
75.0

HOME
IMPRESSIONS

14,100,000
21,100,000
28,100,000
35,200,000

COMM.

UNDUPI-ICATED
HOMES

25.0
34.0

HOMES

MIN.

FREQUENCE

1.20
1.32

11,700,000
1 5.900,000
TV

%
40.0
1.67
18.800.000
1.50
21.100,000
45.0
itainable from 20-rated shows in a week:
here's the reach and frequency ol
CROSS RATING PTS.

40.0
60.0
80.0
100.0
news

HOME
IMPRESSIONS

18,800,000
28,100,000
37,500,000
46.900,000

coverage

HOMES

30.0

40.0
47.5
%TV
52.0

in this Issue:

COMM.

UNDUPLICATED
HOMES

FREQUENC1

1.33
1.50

14,100,000
18,800,000
22,300,000
2 1.400,000

see Newsmaker

MIN.

1.68
1.92

of the Week, page 81

Spot Buys, page 53; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up, page 74; Washington Week, page 69; sponsor
Hears, page 72; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82; and Film-Scope, page 70.
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Broadcasters, TV Tape Services,
Producers of Tape Commercials and Programs
gain a big, new dimension in color

-oior
designed by RCA

For living color . . . smoothest operation . . . get
RCA's matched line of color TV equipment
It's Kf>«fl business to use equipment thai is
and mechanically, to work together as
Cameras, Tape Recorders, Film Cameras,
Special Effects plus Color Mobile I nits
mates for finest color performance.

matched, both electrically
a system. Color Studio
Monitors, Switching, and
are work-together team-

('"lor equipment is designed lor incorporation into a completely matched package. You gel everything you need from one
reliable source of supply. RCA Color Systems are smooth in operation,
use common tube types and standard parts. They follow regular
broadcasl practices for installation, operation, and maintenance.
From RCA you obtain equipment that is without equal in the
television industry. And you have at your command the engineering
and planning counsel of RCA experts in your area . . . When you
think of color, thirds of the Matched Color Package made h\ RCA.
beal

the kind <>i service that only RCA

STUDIO

CAMERA

Improved color camera with new precision yoke and
prism optics
superb resolving power and cleat,
precise registration ol "living" colors.

RCA COLOR TV TAPE RECORDER

Provides the freshness and sparkle of living color.
with built in improvements for superior color qu.ilily

RCA

And you can'1

RCA COLOR

RCA 3-VIDICON

FILM SYSTEM

Designed for top quality in film and slides
formance sets the standard lor the industry

RCA SWITCHING

AND SPECIAL EFFECTS

RCA color engineered switching and special eff< I
equipment imparts peak flexibility to programs

RCA COLOR

MONITOR

Profession.il qu.ility color monitor produces spi ■
color pictures
. serves as reference standard tor
evaluating picture quality

ALSO. AUDIO. MICROWAVE, TRANSMITTERS
ANTENNAS OF PROVEN RCA QUALITY

AND

can oiler.

COMPLETE COLOR EQUIPMENT PACKAGEMADE BY RCA FOR FINEST COLOR PERFORMANCE

1

ALL COLOR STATION -WHDH-TV, Boston, has RCA equipment throughout its modern plant,
from color cameras and master control to color tape recorders and 3-vidicon color film chains.

RCA Color TV
goes on location
. ..getting the unusual in
pictures in living color.
RCA Mobile Equipment is customdesigned for the job. Complete color
studios on wheels, these units bring
studio convenience to "on-location"
programs and commercials.

■*■ ■>

Red Skelton Studios Color Mobile Unit

r
See your RCA Representative for the
complete color package. Or write to
RCA Broadcastand Television Equipment, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

r
tSf Ari

U,,;

i
> ^SpESQEL—-

On Location With Glenn Armistead

The Most Trusted Name in Television
Trnk).)1

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

On Location With Red Skelton

'

Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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* 'Affirmative disclosure' theory is FTC-Lanolin
* J. Walter Thompson
* P&G

Plus issue

elevates 7 to senior v.p. rank

buys a 2-way stretch for audience:

Emmy

and Oscar

NBC SHORTENS PROTECTION MARGIN
Agency and client reaction to NBC TV's new product
protection plan was one of collective confusion last
week.
One tv/ radio v.p. sums it up this way:

Talking of glamour, a major turning point for

"You need six Philadelphia lawyers to figure it out
. . . and NBC must have used at least six to write that

tlic food industr) is Kitchens ol Sara Lee's i(.\\\ I
( o sponsorship with P&G of thi> scar's \< adcmv

kind of legalese!"
The "legalese" was included in a four-page memo on
product protection from V.P. Don Durgin.
In essence, it notifies client and agencies that the

Wards Broadcast, 17 April on ABC 'IV.
Sara Lee's quarter share of the talent-time package should run around $250,000. There's a quarter
of I he two-hour show open (see next page).

current 15-minute guarantee of product protection has
been cut to 10-minutes before and after the telecast of
commercials for so-called "protected" products.
NBC is thus the first of the three tv networks to reduce protection time in an effort to meet head-on the
problem of coping with a mounting number of products
and commercials advertised in static, fixed time periods.
When sponsors were buying larger chunks of program
time, separation and adjacency were simpler to maneuver. As time segments has been fragmented for more
and more advertisers, the protection system has been
difficult to maintain.
NBC TV has attempted to set up guide rules for major and minor products and for star testimonial product
commercials. The new policy goes into effect with all
new contracts and renewals, leaving a status quo setup
for current schedules. Revision was prompted by the
segmentation of program times and the wide variety of
products now being advertised during conventional program periods.
(Continued on page 31)
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CHOCK FULL O' NUTS SEVERS
GREY ON POLICY ISSUES
Severance of Grey as the ad agency for Chock Full O'
Nuts — a move which insiders say has long been brewing— was formalized last week as the client gave the
agency 30-day notice.
Spot tv and radio have been the main stays of Chock
Full advertising during its seven-year tenure with Grey,
keying successful sales drive for the regular coffee and
the newly introduced instant.
Several policy disagreements include one concerning spot announcements, favored by the agency, and
program locks suggested by the client. Chock Full 0'
Nuts claims $3 million in billings, but Grey says commissionable media only racks up about half of this.
Company plans product expansion, newest being a
frozen donut line slated for later in the year. It's looking for an agency with food products experience, preferably one which has serviced a coffee account.
29

CHAIN

You too can make a necklace. Join the nine pieces of chain illustrated
into an endless group of fifty links. But there's a catch (jewelry
comes high). You must pay yourself a dime for each link you open
and twenty cents for each link you solder closed. What's the smallest
sum you'll have to pay yourself for sterling services rendered?
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you
already have it, say so in your entry and we'll provide an equally
fascinating reward.
(Commercial: Link WMAL-TV with WSVA-TV and get the puissant Washington. D. C. -Harrisonburg. Va. markets at attractive combination rate.)

wmal-tv
Washington,

D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
SPONSOR

Harrisonburg,
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(Continued from page 29)
The new policy, Durgin said, has been "liberalized to
meet the trend of today's advertisers, who are seeking
greater reach and more spread for their ad dollars." But
the succinct summary of the networks position leaves
many a question in admen's minds.
One v.p. -account supervisor on a major food line said
he thinks agency people "should have been asked about
this in advance, and that network people should have
sent someone over to talk about it and explain it."
Two agency execs, said they'd seen the memo but
hadn't bothered to read it because of its complexities.
One net tv advertiser not on NBC said "I'll worry about
understanding it when I have to do some buying!"
The policy is applicable to three major areas:
1. Conventional weekly or alternate weekly program
period sponsorships;
2. Sponsorship of segments of daytime strip programs;
3. Participation type sponsorship of thirds and sixths.
No bench marks have been announced for such participation programs as "Today," Jack Paar and the
Saturday night movie (slated for fall).
The formula is typified by these ramifications outlined in the first classification (sponsors of conventional weekly or alternate weekly periods).
It provides for a maximum of three protected products
with no directly competitive products ("as determined
by NBC") permitted "within the same sponsored programs period during the term that the advertiser is a
continuing sponsor" or within 10 minutes either side of
the program period.
This section contains a phrase which admen said was
particularly confusing: "such 10-minute protection shall
not be extended to affect advertising at adjacent period
when such periods are occupied by programs of indeterminant length or by news, sports, or public affairs
programs."

Jim Douglass quits Bates to move
into his own international shop
Long-time ad pro James C. Douglass will leave the
Ted Bates agency to open his own concern in April.
He made his plans known last week, saying the James
Douglass Co. with offices in New York and Geneva,
Switzerland, will "assist and advise business enterprises in exploration and development of international
operations, with emphasis on marketing and advertising
and including coordination of corporate, legal and tax
aspects."
Douglass is Bates' administrative v.p., member of the
executive committee and a director, with additional reactivities.
-Pi'NSOR

sponsibilities ofsupervising the agency's international
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PACKARD A lCUILTIv10NCER, AND
ADMEN
APOLOGETIC; BRITT
Steuart Henderson

Britt warned

an RTES

lunch

seminar in New York last week that advertising and
media must fight back against attacks on their business or face the "serious possibility of greater attempts
than ever at government control."
Former adman, now Northwestern U. professor of
marketing and advertising, said "We must quit being
so apologetic. Let's be proud persuaders; let's kill off
the silly ideas that are proposed by the anti-business
Britt, author of "The Spenders," attacked Vance Packard and other critics of advertising as "guiltmongers
who describe American business as waste-making and
axis."
consumers
as hoodwinked. The American consumer is
not the puppet of big business and so-called Madison
Avenue. Rather, he is an intelligent force who influences business by what he chooses to buy or not to
He also criticized the "self-appointed social planners"
who, he said, pretend to believe that advertising is a
pick-pocket that steals money from worthy endeavors.
"If buy."
we did not spend as much as we do on advertising
and marketing," he contended, "and the economy
waned, we would not have as much money for taxes,
for hospitals, schools and the like."

Too much reliance on tv, too little on
selling makes 'pause that depresses'

(Chicago) An over-reliance on tv and diminishing
salesmanship may be spurring recessional tendencies.
So charged Charles Dallas Reach, board chairman of
Reach, McClinton, at a recent Ansco sales meeting.

He calls for a "resurgence of
old-fashioned selling" to combat this "pause that depresses." Causation for this
"pause" is "two wars, the marketing revolution, the introduction of tv into nearly every
living room." A too-prevalent
attitude: "What do we need
trained salesmen for? Let ad-

C. D. Reach

vertising do it!"about what salesmen are doing as sales
Speculating
curves slip downward and pointing to a million unsold
cars in dealer showrooms, Reach said:
"If 120,000 car salesmen got off their fannies and
started to sell cars as they were sold in the 30's. factory
production would jump and this would affect dozens of
industries."
Advertising, "a tool of management," can help make
sales. "But it can't do the job alone." he contends.
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12th Exclusive Telecast

STATE
FINALS
What's first with Hoosiers
is first with WFBM-TV
First with news!

First with special events . . . and do

Hoosiers ever love their basketball! Each season it's what
they think about ... all they talk about 'til tourney time.
For 12 straight years WFBM-TV has telecast the drama —
live — to hundreds of thousands throughout Mid-Indiana.
Manpower . . . Mobility . . . Equipment are reasons for
WFBM-TV's Hoosier leadership. The unmatched manpower of
our 20-man News-Information Center . . . mobility of our fleet
of news cruisers and remote transmitter . . . photo developing
equipment for putting film on the air immediately . . . two
television tape machines (color equipped) that can record any
remote transmission for an "exclusive" drop-in at any point
in our day's programming. Ask your KATZ man about the best
way to sell Mid-Indiana.
A Service of TIME-LIFE Broadcast
Represented Nationally by The KATZ

Agency

America's 15th TV Market
. . . with the only Basic NBC
of 745,000 TV set owning

12TH
OF
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coverage
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Lanolin Plus challenges FTCs call for
'affirmative
in adCommission
copy
Issue of what disclosure'
the Federal Trade

calls

"affirmative disclosure" in advertising copy popped up
again Wednesday in Boston as Lanolin Plus attorneys
appeared before a hearing examiner in answer to a
formal complaint.
Hearing on Rybutol's vitamin supplement copy follows a similar one in New Orleans on 2 March and
precedes what is anticipated as a third in Washington
within the next fortnight.

THE NEW GENERATION IS TAKING
OVER AT THOMPSON AGENCY
Latest fillip in changing of the guard which has
been going on at J. Walter Thompson is appointment
of seven senior vice presidents.
Report of the move was made last week by Norman
H. Strouse, JWT president and chief executive officer
since June. Best known broadcast person among the
seven is Dan Seymour, director of air programing and a
member of the executive committee.
He and the other six named

Here's what the "affirmative disclosure" theory involves:

have, in effect, acted as senior

FTC contends the advertiser— when claiming benefits
for certain symptoms from product use — should stress
also that symptoms can be caused by other factors.
Thus, a symptom of tiredness may reflect an insipient
vitamin deficiency but FTC contends something else
may cause it, too, and that this should be noted in copy.
David Black, executive v. p. of Lanolin Plus, sees a
Washington trend to question the validity of vitamins

v.p.'s in function although without the actual title. They are

and their usefuless. Yet, he contends, "the public has
found them useful" and 42% of the people use them.
He says 82% of all vitamins used have been suggested
by physicians.
The bulk of Rybutol's current national advertising is
in radio. In the past, a combination of radio, tv and
print has been used.

P&CS 2-WAY STRETCH FOR MASS
AUDIENCE: EMMY AND OSCAR
A mass audience with lots of glamour-minded women
in it is the goal of Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, in its
sponsorship of both the Emmy and the Oscar awards.
This will be the third year P&G has picked up the
Emmy telecast, slated for 16 May on NBC TV, but the
first year it's bought full sponsorship. Products are
Lilt, through Benton & Bowles, and Crest through Grey,
the agency of record.
It's the first year for P&G and the Oscar showing,
slated for ABC TV on 17 April.

Radio gets favorable nod from savings
banks for 61 ad plans, survey shows
Savings banks still prefer printed promotional materials and posters to regular advertising media, a new

Howard Kohl, secretary; Edward G. Wilson, treasurer; Wallace Elton, chairman, New
York operations committee;
William D. Laurie, Jr., Detroit
manager;
Arthur Farlow, vice
Dan Seymour
chairman, Chicago operations committee, and Kennett
Hinks, also a member of the executive committee.
Other moves: George Reeves, Chicago manager, was
re-elected executive vice president, with Samuel Meek
and Hency C. Flower, Jr., continuing as directors and
members of the trustee group of the Profit Sharing
Trust which owns most of the voting stock.
The pattern is interpreted by admen as one of the
consolidation and tightening rather than a shake-up
or dramatic revision of top personnel.
In this streamline process, it's expected that some
position and/or people may be eliminated, with many
functions consolidated or re-vamped.
Official word went out last week for the first time that
Stanley Resor, former active management chief and
president who moved to the board chair slot last June,
had retired.

CBS Radio shuffles 5 in top echelon
Lateral executive shift spanning both coasts takes
place in the next fortnight in CBS' Owned Radio Stations, CBS Radio President Arthur Hall Hayes announced last week. New vice president in charge of
station administration is Fred Ruegg, replacing Jules

survey conducted by the American Bankers Assn. indicates.

Dundes, with the new vice president and general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales Maurie E. Webster, replacing Milton F. (Chick) Allison.

Of major media, however, radio ranks second (to
newspaper) and television fourth in 1961 ad plans of
member banks. Banks prefer such aids as posters,
calendars, direct mail and specialties to most commissionable media.

V.p., general manager, KCBS, San Francisco is Dundes,
replacing Webster, and the new v.p., general manager of
KNX, Los Angeles, is Robert P. Sutton (former program
director) who replaces Ruegg. Allison continues with
Spot Sales in a new sales position.

SPONSOR
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All through 1960, advertisers reached 28 per cent more homes in tl
average commercial minute on the CBS Radio Network than on tl
second network . . . 117 per cent more homes than on the third networ
...120 per cent more homes than on the fourth. This year, with a nen
and expanded program schedule -more news, more information an

ItAVtKAtitlUMMtKblHLMINUIt
scial features, more sports, plus the most popular personalities on
y network-the CBS Radio audience lead promises to climb higher
i higher. So whether you co-sponsor one five-minute show or buy
aturation campaign, there's nothing average about your average

u

ON THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
SOURCE

NIELSEN

RADIO

INDEX. SPONSOR

CUMULATIVE

A

AUDIENCE

SECTION,

12 FOUR

WEEK

REPORTS.

DECEMBER

7. 1959-DECEMBER

4. I960

NOW FOR TV
AN EXCITING
NEW WORLD OF SOUND
AND PICTURE
WITH THE m MUSICAL MAGIC Oh

conducting his internationally famous recording orchestra of 46 pieces in extravagant productions with the Mantovani Dancers, and featuring such outstanding guest stars as Vic Damone,
Connie Francis, The Hi-Lo's, Dorothy Collins, and many more.

CYCLOPHONIC
Television's new dual dimensional voice
designed to give deserving brilliance to the
magnificent sound of Mantovani — the man
whose musical mastery has sold over 10 million
albums in America. Now Television, in cooper-

\ \TION.\L TELEFILM
36

ASSOCIATES. INC.

ation with AM or FM radio — simulcasting
from a full range hi-fidelity sound track — produces the thrilling stereo effect .. .cyelophonic
sound. 39 half-hour programs now available.
For full details, write, call or wire NTA, today !

NTA

NEW

YORK:
10
.Il.Mson
2-7300
LOS ANGELES:

OLeander
CHICAGO:

COLUMBUS

8530

66127701N.

WILSHIRE
MICHIGAN

CIRCLE
BLVD.
AVE.

Michigan 2-5661
M'ONSOH
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A color awakening spreads as
evidence starts to come in

COLOR TV

J. WALTER
THOMPSON:
"We deiirit'd if t'tirs ayo to make thinys happen in color anil we've Iicch at it
ever since," En I960, JWT produced
GOO minutes of commercials In color.

THE BIGGEST NEWS
IS-MORE CLIENTS

IV. W. AYER: "Ayer has consistently
imcourayed its clients, subject to
sountl advertising reasons and economic factors, to use color te. .The
impact is areater in tv than print."9

Color is a going medium today
with a record number of sponsors
plunging in, set producers active

EASTMAN KODAK fit <> are moving
to II «ll Disney's show because color

trier i.vion has eonte of agr. It is our
I ake a top ABC TV program, add an important
CBS TV advertiser, and Mend in to a weekly hour
show on NBC TV — and you have the frosting for
the sweetest month in color television's history.
Interest had never been higher in the trade and
consumer press, among appliance dealers and—
most important — advertisers and agencies. As one
RCA official archly observed Last week, referring
to a black and white network's trade advertisements, "It's true that it's hard to stop a trend."
But even so, the rule >till seemed to be: \\ hen in
the presence of color t\. nse a question mark. "Is
this a breakthrough year?" was asked. "Has color
come of age?" was asked. "Can a color evolution
be forced.''* was a-ked.
\t NBC they were humming a Gershwin tune

""Hut ho. ho. ho . . . who's got the Last laugh now ?" I
and using exclamation points. Color tv doe- not
need a breakthrough, the} -aid. hut a break up!

m

hetief color trill he of even areater
importanee in years to come."

MINUTE MAID: "Our commercials
are wonderful in color . . . highly
preferred
over
hlaek
and
white.
Incl lli€» 'plus' auilienee that sees it
is well worth the udded expense."

shops such as William
Walter Thompson.

Schwerin on effects of color commercials
Schtverin Research Corp. has updated a study made for RCA's Broadcast News, and the results should interest advertising agencies and
sponsors who have been thinking about going into color. The following is President Horace S. Schtverin s summation of the state of
existing knowledge of the impact of color tv:
1. If you show viewers a commercial in color it will, on the average, cause
50% more of them to want the product than if they see the identical commercial in black and white.

2.

Over the years, more than one out of every three black and white commercials we have tested have been wholly ineffective. In contrast, less than
one out of 10 of the color commercials we have studied have failed in this
respect.

3> Extra-long color commercials are generally far more effective than those
of conventional 60-second length, while the opposite is true in monochrome.
In color, added length tends to result in added selling power; in black and
white, added length is apt to dissipate the power of the sales message.

Break up all the black and white de-

count that was consistent with the

vices by which you've been measuring color and take another look.

figure that RCA had guessed all
along. Right now there are more than
600,000 sets in use (based on a November-December national average).
By next year there could be 800,000

We're not on our way, we're here!
In late February-early March, 1961
five buds on the color bush appeared
to be popping open at once:
• ABC TV's
would become
World of Color
of its sponsors

Walt
NBC
next
will

Disney Presents
TV's Wonderful
season, and one
be Eastman Ko-

dak, which
dropped
Ed
Sullivan
Show.
Their CBS
statedTV's
reason:
"We want color!"
• Zenith Radio Corp., a firm that
had over the years been perhaps the
most resistant to color, announced
that it would show a line of color receivers inthe Fall. Appliance dealers
from all around the country were
warning their suppliers (especially
General Electric and Westinghouse)
that unless they came up with a color
t\ line, the dealers would look for
other franchises. \nd KCA announced a profit in color set sales for
the first time; Board Chairman David

and if there is any "breakthrough"
psychology necessary to move the
bulk of advertisers and the reluctant
networks, 1963's 1,000,000 sets ( provided the economy continues to grow)
should provide it.
• Advertisers at both the network
and local level were finding their
way to color in ever increasing numbers (see local station round-up, page
42). Not only were the obvious, high
priced items seeking color (in the
past two seasons 60-70% of all network tv auto advertising was on
NBC), but grocery shelf products
(Minute Maid, Kraft, Ballantine
Beer I . cigarettes and like everyday
purchase items were employing polychrome.

S irnoff said it could \><- "measured in

• Agency interest was further
whetted by several tests of color commercials within various frameworks

s."
• \ MB
released
,1 national color set
figure

i color shows, black and white shows)
ami at varied lengths 1>\ leading color

38

Esty and

J.

Activity at 30 Rockefeller Plaza had
zeroed-in on Room 452 in the last
three weeks. There Nancy Salkin,
NBC's color information coordinator,
has been pouring out facts and figures to the consumer and trade
presses at an exhausting pace as their
interest accelerated. "It's reallv getting exciting," she admitted, "it's
really happening."
And this is how it's happening, she
said. In 1960, 110 advertisers sponsored NBC color shows (as compared
to six in 1954. 35 in 1956. 76 in
1958). Twenty-three of the major
companies who sponsored network
color shows in 1956 are still active.
Further evidence is supplied by a
check of dollar investments by advertisers. From January through November. 1960 advertisers spent $60
million (measured by gross billings)
in NBC programs, as compared to S 17
million for the same period in 1959a 28 r"c increase.
Extremely enthusiastic about color
were the color users and their agencies. Most admitted that ABC and
CBS' contention that when the viewers were ready for color (say, after
the one millionth set is sold), they
would provide it. was economically
valid. But color advertisers still maintained that for very little more money
they were getting a powerful tandem
buy — mass reach with black and
white plus the added impact on the
rapidly increasing group of influential
color viewers.
"Look at the facts," said one advertiser. "If we have a hit special,
we're not just getting 1.500.000 color
viewers. We're getting them on top
of maybe 40-50 million black and
white viewers, and the cost is only
seven to 12% more than black and
white' He pointed to figures showing that color tv families have an extremely high income — the median is
$13,132 as compared to $5,417 for
the U. S. as a whole (Market Facts,
Inc.; U. S. Census), and almost half
the color owners earn more than

$15,000 annually.
The same surveys show that they
arc people in a position to influence
the spending of monev, as well as
spend it themselves. More hold responsible jobs: about half are in the
occupational categor) of "proprieters.
SPONSOR
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managers and oihcials" as compared
to the national average of 10'.. The)
l>u\ more high ticket items, and more
than half own two «>r more cars
i I . S. averageI•">' < I.
Several advertisers and agencies
were outspoken in their praise id
color. Howard {,. Dick, \.p. of sales
and marketing for Minute Maid do.,
outlined to SPONSOR the reasons that
his firm use> color specials for its
orange juice — certainly not a high
ticket item.
"Our use of color I basically we are
an extensive spot |\ advertiser) is
determined by program content, commercial content, and several 'plusses'
that are less tangible. \s to programing, our Tournament of Hoses Parade
and upcoming Easter Sunday special
from Marineland are naturals for the

Thompson on the rules of using color
T11K WIDF, experience of J. It altei Thompson
the top coloi
agency — in the .studio, on location and in Us television workshop,
litis been boiled down to five important lessons, of interest to advertisers, inthe use of the medium:
1) Color can be used to implement the telling of a story or to emphasize
a product message or theme; color can suggest warmth or coolness, laughter or beauty. Ford did a commercial with cool modern music and hot
jazz. First, cool colors were planned — pale blues and greens with a white
undertone against a black and white modern setting; in the jazz half
bright clashes of color against a Japanese lantern-lit terrace were used.
2. Some colors bleed. An Eastman Kodak baby will look healthier on a
pale warm-toned blanket; a Pond's beauty's skin tones may not benefit
from the reflected color of a bright cerise dress.

color screen. And the 'plus' audience
that sees it in color is well worth the

3) Undertone colors must be watched; they sometimes come up strongly

added expense.

on color film or live tv. A man's grey flannel suit may become a colorblinding blue; faded blue jeans may intensify to a brilliant shade of royal.

'"Our commercials, secondly, are
wonderful in color." he continued.
The orange juice realh comes across
in color, and these commercials i prepared by our agency. Ted Rates) are
highly preferred over black and white.
'" \ mo ng the other reasons, the
fact that Minute Maid was the first
product of its kind and has been a
leader in its field influenced our use

4) Colors vary with texture. Satins or shiny surfaces often reflect light
and intensify colors more than a light-absorbant texture or surface.
5) Too wide a value range between background and foreground colors
can be dangerous. On screen, in color or black and white, the full skirted
white hostess gown will probably flare against a dark toned room.

of color. Color increases the prestige
of a company and its products," said
Dick. "It is the newest, perhaps the
ultimate medium, and keeps us one
step ahead of our competitors. It also
provides a psychological lift among
our own people that cannot be measured."' Minute Maid will introduce its
new "Miracle Patent" orange juice
nationally on the Easter colorcast.
\. \\ . \\er. which produces coloi
shows and commercials for V.T&T
( Rell Telephone Hour), Whitmans
candies {Wizard of Oz) and United
Air Lines I in Chicago), has consistently encouraged its clients, subject to sound advertising reasons and
economic factors, to use color tele\ ision.
\- James E. Hanna. agency v. p..
stated. "No advertising agency and
no advertiser can doubt the psychological impact of a color image as
contrasted with black and white. This
impact should be greater in television
than in print."
The J. Walter Thompson attitude
l Please turn to page 60)
SPONSOR
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TOP

COLOR

AGENCY,

J. Walter Thompson, produced 600 minutes of color commercials

in I960, and its clients sponsored four of NBC's nine regularly scheduled color shows:
'The Ford Show,' Shirley Temple,
Perry Como and
Bonanza' — plus several color specials

39

Color tv

More room for local sponsors
Study shows local colorcasting growth and
more facilities for live and tape commercials
^™ocal color means more than the
neighborhood scenery these days. It
means more and more programing
in polychrome by television stations
around the nation — stations affiliated
with all three networks, and independents. And each new local show
means more opportunity for local
sponsors.
Probing into the color television
story on the local level, sponsor
sent questionnaires to all stations
equipped to originate some form of

MONDAY
is color-cast

THROUGH
by WBEN-TV,

FRIDAY

ADVENTURE
over WWJ-TV,

Guest

sponding have increased their hours
of colorcasting since 1957 and more
than one-third have definite plans to
broaden their current color schedule
during 1961. An average of eight
hours and 2.5 minutes weekly are
currently telecast locally by stations
programing in color, the survey
shows. Also on a weekly basis, an

local color. The results showed an
increasing interest in color-casting.
Out of the questionnaires returned.
30 stations reported they are currently programing local color shows. The
remaining tv stations, although
equipped to color-cast, do not have
any regularly scheduled shows at this
time. These stations, however, program local color specials and sports
through the year.
The number of local color hours
telecast on a weekly basis has been

afternoon show,

Buffalo.

increased by most stations in recent
years, the SPONSOR survey indicates.
More than half of the stations re-

is actor

AND TRAVEL
Detroit. Pierrot

'Meet the Millers,'
Richard

Carlson

CLOSED
Omaha,

CI RCUIT
area

to

average of 9.4 color shows per station was reported.
Local color equipment
tion level will increase
current year. More than
respondents
currently

tv

color

demonstration
at

'Home

introduced

Show.'

Siddles

is discussed an hour each day in color on 'George Pierrot Presents'
(left) brings in world travelers and explorers; they bring color films

on the staduring the
half of the
scheduling

50,000
Co.

in

KMTV,

supplied

sets

local coloi showa will add to their
present color facilities in L961. The
SPONSOR questionnaires show a range
between one and four live and or
film color cameras per station. Hie
average
Dumber
of color cameras
per station

is 1.8.

Types of local color programing
\ar\ substantial!) I>\ station. However, since man) stations own film
equipment only, feature and syndicated films account for a bigh percent of all sliou types. \n average,
based on the sponsor survey, breaks
down as follows: Feature films.
27.7'. : Syndicated films. 2:?.')', ;
Live musical corned) variety, 7.(>'< :
Live panel quiz audience participation, !'>.(•'- : other i includes homemaking, sports, news. farm, educational, religion shows, etc.); 32.8%.
Color commercial production by
stations is high, the questionnaires
indicate. Half of the respondents
stated that the) produce, for their
clients, live, film or slide commercials at little or no extra cost. T.he
commercial- 55.49? of all types
are predominant. Film accounts for
10.8'; and slide, 33.8%.
More than half of all the color
equipped stations replying to sponsor's questionnaires have clearl) indicated that the) are satisfied with
the results of their local color sen ice.
Local sponsors in increasing numbers are finding that a color commercial inserted into a network color
show i> extremel) impressive to the
viewer and packs a terrific impact.
A case in point is the Fairmont
Foods Co.. which is currently advertising it- cottage cheese on the Sing
Along With Mitch show overKMTV,
Omaha.
The local availability of the network -how i- due to regional sponsorship elsewhere. This fact was not
made known to them. KMTV reported, until two days before the first
show. Fairmont Foods was one of
the few accounts
willing to try to
produce effective color commercials
on -n -hoit a notice.

Mien & Reynolds, the sponsor's
agency, put its food consultant,
radio-lv director. t\ production manager and a copywriter to work: they
selected some (>7 props, worked out
the settings, wrote the script and arranged the demonstration
in 36
SPONSOR
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The station's many benefits from color
THE MAN who signed the first network color
contract and whose station, WLW-T, Cincinnati, became the first NBC color affiliate
on January 1, 1954, has seen all of his expectations surpassed in the last eight years.
As John T. Murphy, Crosley's v. p. in charge
of tv, puts it: "We cannot stand still; we
have a firm belief in color . . . and we have
the belief that in color lies our progress."
The record of Crosley's perseverance in
color promotion is well known: the first local colorcast; the first day baseball; the first
night baseball (including development of
proper lighting); the first indoor sports
event; the first religious services; the first
to put all station breaks and promotional
spots in color, and to encourage local sponsors to use color.
But the heavy concentration on color
benefitted WLW-T as well as the new medium. According to Murphy:
• "Our sales figures have shown an increase of 34.4% since we became involved in color."
• The ratings for shows are double in color homes (Burke Survey). "What
this actually means is that in homes where there is a color set (40,000 or
5% in Cincinnati), those people would rather watch a color show than some
other program telecast only in black and white. The composite result of
seven shows measured in the Burke Survey showed a 22.7 rating in black
and white homes versus a 47.4 rating in color homes."
• There is a naturally greater impact in color. "It was additionally proved
by the Burke Survey in 1960, that color commercials have a 3V2 times greater
impression value. A color commercial in 1,000 color homes is equal in effectiveness to a black and white commercial in 3,589 homes."
• WLW-Television has enjoyed "a vastly increased trade press" because
of its experimentation and programing in color.

breakneck hours. Station personnel
pitched in. ami the) were Mill working on effects a- the -how went on
tin' air.
\\ a- (lie effort worth i('./ >. derose — in fait, enough to enable the
client to bu) the second -how — this
time at double \ color premium rate.
Sales rose again after the second,
and Fairmont bought the third.
\ -poke-man tor the agenC) listed
the advantages that color gave to his
product. "Color >h<>w- food in its
most appetizing setting," he -aid.
"In addition, there's (he obvious advantage of showing hoth products
and package
in the same
natural

color that the housewife will see at
the point of purchase.
"Bui it - the unique 'third dimensional' effect thai color t\ achieves
that we found the mosl important m\vantage. Neither black and white t\
or print seems to do justice t" showing tin- llullnie-- ol i ottage i he he explained, '"lint coloi with itthird dimension brings oul the natural texture "I" the cottage i li
ami shows it at it- appetizing best,"
KM T\ i- proudest ■ •! the facl that
' Please turn to / //_• 62
See

next

two

pages

color equipment

lor station
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FACTS

STATION

MARKET

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Columbus
Dallas
Des

Moines

Detroit
Fresno
Houston
Honolulu
Huntington
Indianapolis
Jackson, Miss.
Jacksonville
Johnstown
Kalamazoo
Kansas City
Lancaster
Los Angeles
Lubbock
Madison

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Nashville
NOT

ON TELEVISION

MARKET
LOCAL COLOR
DATA
Live
Film
Tape
Color Sets

NA

WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WBAL-TV
WiWAR-TV
WJZ-TV
WAPI-TV
WHDH-TV
WBEJV-TV
WBTV
W1%BQ
WGIV-TV
WLW-T
WLW-C
KRLD-TV
WFAA-TV
WBAP-TV
WHO-TV
WWJ-TV
WJBK-TV
KMJ-TV
KJEO-TV
KPRCTV
KTRK-TV
KHVH-TV
HSIZ-TV
WFBM-TV
WtSH-TV
WLW-I
WJTV
WFGA-TV
W J AC-TV
WKZO-TV
WDAF-TY
KCMO-TY
WGAL-TV
KRCA
It VAT
KTLA
KDIB-TV
W ISC-TV
WCKT
HTVJ
WTJflJ-TV
WISX-TY
KSTP-TI
WCCO-TV
WSM-TV

STATIONS

•

EQUIPPED

COLOR PROGRAMING

PRODUCE
COLOR
COMMERCIALS
Yes

2
4

*

4,000
32,000
10,000
NA

Pgms. Wkly.

No

Film

Live**

0

0

•

NA

None

1

1

•

0

0
22
5
1

•

1
1

.5

NA
10,000
NA
5,500
21,100

•

2.5
.5

46,000
25,000

•

0
9.5 21.3*

3*

5,000
10,000
NA
•
•

25,000
2
*

•
•

18,112
NA
15,000

0 16.
0
0
2.8
12
.5
9

•
•
•

18
4

8,000
6,000
NA

12
6
1
0
66
0
9*
12 2

5.8
1
2.5

NA
•

01*
4
6
—1 6~~
7

None
NA

None

**
NA
**
**
**

4
1
1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

NA

NA
NA
**
NA
**

None

1

None '
None

None.
None;
1
1
None
2

•
•
•

1
1
**

•

2 0*
1
None
1
2

•

_

10,000
•
•

i

1 ;
None
None ,

**
**

•

7
2*

**
NA
1
NA
1

**
•
•

1
8
43

10.8*

NA
•
•

8.5*0

30
3

2
NA
2,500

NO. COLOR
CAMERAS

Hrs. Wkly.

8,347

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TO

n1.5is*

•

1

*
12,184

6

6

•

1
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**

3

1
•
•
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ORIGINATE LOCAL COLOR:

LIVE, FILM, SLIDE, TAPE
PRODUCE
MARKET
DATA

LOCAL COLOR
STATION

MARKET

New

Haven

New

Orleans

New

HWHC-H
WDSU-TV
\Y\YL-TY
W YBC-TV
WCBS-TV

York

Norfolk
Oklahoma
Omaha

City

Philadelphia
1Phoenix
Portland, Ore.
Quincy
Raleigh
Richmond,

Va.

WRfV-TV
WCAl-TY
WFIL-TV
KOOL-TV
KGW-TV
W GEM-TV
WR1L-TV
WXEX-T V
M TYR

Rochester
lockford
Saginaw

San Francisco

KSD-TV
KPLR-TY
RCPX-TV
WOAI-TV
RROV.TV
KPIX

Schenectady

KTVl/
VYRGB

St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Antonio

KIYG-TV
KOJfO-TV
KSLA-TV

Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Mass.

ampa
Tulsa
falley City
Washington,
Vilkes Barre

D. C.

KRQ-TV
KREM-TV
1VWLP-TV
\YSYR-TY
WFLA-TY
WTVT
KYOO-TV
KXJB-TV
WRC-TV
\YTOP-TY
UBBE-TV

Bi'A ami SPONSOB Surrey. WCTB TV, Iir
Sweetwater;
\\TV\ v. Branirllkt; KTVK.
and/or coloi
'Indicates that station will increase Its equipment
N A means no answ
Ct live ami film was submitted by statin > '
tape recorders.
All stations listed can also rebroadcast
nctwor

NOTES
Seattle;

SOUBCE
KIWR TV

Tape*

19
•
•

•
•
•

Pgms.

Wkly.

Yes

NO. COLOR
CAMERAS

Color Sets

Hrs. Wkly.

6,500
7,000

2
2

3
2

1,000

0

0
1
8

•
•

5

•

**

2

2

•

**

2

2

•

•

No

Film

Live"

•
•

**

1

NA

None

3
1

11,000
5,000

•

**1
**
2

2

•

NA

16

•

10.5*

5,000

3 .
5,000

NA
0
0

2,000
1,277

WVET-TV
WREX-TV
Kf'K.l-TY
HVfWTV

Sacramento

Springfield,
Syracuse

Film

\\ SLS-TV
Wnitl-TY

loanoke

r

WAY Y-TV
WTAR-TV
HKV-/V
KJITV

Live

COLOR
COMMERCIALS

COLOR PROGRAMING

•
•

NA
NA
2*

None

3.5*

None'
None*

•
•

0*
0*

1.3

•
.5
•

1

1

None

•
•
•

1
NA

None

3,200

~6,000
T3,00
0
5,000

5,000
700

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1

6
4,500

None

•

None
2

•

1

1

•
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WHAT NCS MEANS
TO RADIO BUYERS
^ After four-year lapse, Nielsen delves into eountyby-county circulation study to be available late summer
^ Tabulation underway on 204,000 ballots returned
from mailing to 375,000 in more than 3,000 counties
#%

solution to the four-year mystery of radio station circulation by
county is on its way. By late summer-early fall A. C. Nielsen expects
to have in the hands of stationagency-advertiser subscribers, currently over 300 strong, results of the
first radio coverage survey since
NCS-2 (1956).
Over 3,000 counties are to be reported separately, while 146 smaller
counties (100 to 500 families each)
will be computed in 70 clusters. The
ballot mailing is nearly double the
L956 project, with 375,000
going

out, compared to 200,000 last time.
Returns have hit the 204,000 mark.
Publication of final figures is contingent on release of the U. S. Census reports (including set ownership
by county), which will serve as a
• base for the projections. Nielsen will
be checking and tabulating its own
sampling into late spring and plans
to release an earl) -summer advance
report to stations on county-by-county circulation percentage based strictly on the sample.
Research on Hawaii and Alaska
will take the form of a city-by-city
supplement. Canadian coverage figures also are available.
In final form, the NCS '61 radio
reports will delineate the number of
different homes tuning to a station
once a week and once a day (day and
night separately). They'll be computed by state, showing the different
stations serving each county, and by
station, with figures for each county
covered by reportable stations. The
minimum circulation to he reported
is 10' < of total hoiiies per county.
\d\( rliscis and agencies can buy
the Complete Circulation Report
(by states, in count) sequence), and
the Complete Station Report or portions thereof. Stations bin the data
for the counties the) cover and, for
management use. count) listings on
coverage of all stations serving their
home county, phis totals for all stations serving states the) cover. In
addition the) can bin details on an)

COVERAGE

EXPERT

George

M.

Baillie is

managing NCS '61. He was in on prior
NCS
efforts
and
similar
projects
elsewhere

44

other station, at surcharges of 2' I of
their subscription net for each >ialii.n in states reached b) their own
signal, and .''>' . elsewhere.
The radio questionnaires went <>ut

during the period 15 October-15 December last year. Though the sampling was much larger than the one
utilized for the regular program audience reports (Nielsen Station Index), itdid include those area-probability-selection homes.
NCS '61 contains increased emphasis on out-of-home listening. For the
first time, the question on actual station listening specifically calls for inclusion of stations listened to out-ofhome as well as in. Thus while outof-home listening may have been
taken into consideration by respondents to previous coverage surveys,
this one should alleviate doubts on
that score.
NCS '61 includes tv. for which the
field work, separate from the radio
operation, is proceeding on schedule.
Nielsen applied the over-all designation NCS '61 instead of NCS-4 to
avert confusion that might result
from the fact that while NCS-2 involved both air media. NCS-3 (1958)
covered only tv. Impetus to take on
the highly expensive task of re-measuring radio coverage came partly
from the urgings of a group of
broadcasters, who made a case for it
at the '60 National Assn. of Broadcasters convention.
Manager
NCS "61 is inGeorge
M.
Baillie.
whoseof experience
coverage
research goes back to NCS-1 (1051),
and bevond that to surveys conducted in this field h\ other outfits
earlier in the histor) of the radio
medium.
Among the areas in which coverage information is useful to advertisers he cites:
• Allocation of dollars for network or national spot campaigns by
sales
area-.
• Determination
of most efficient
size of station lineup for specific
sales job.
• Indication if and where spots
should or could supplement network

schedules.

• Comparison between media of
cost and coverage geographically or
bv sales areas.
• Facilitating the merchandising
of campaigns through the use of local promotion.
On the station side. NCS '61 looms
as a haniK -airs tool. It will as-ist
them in computing cost-per-thousand,
SI'ONSOK
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NCS

COMPLETE

CIRCULATION

c°" SI

MARKET

COVERAGE

HOMIS
lertors
COUNTY
MARKET

(WttklT)

WA6A
WBBB
WCCC

HOMES.
14,000
12,000

WDDD
WEEE
WFFF
WGGG
WHHH
H.U.R.
WBBB

BRISTOL

Homai

DAYTIME
NCS Ore.
WEEKLY

49
83

",970
83
44

5,880
2,040
5,280
1,320
6, 120

17
11
25
51
15
40

3,000
1,800

97

11,640

.before

*

43

ADAM£

TOT.
RADIO

DAYPART

N

^ff

^*™
c^j°

DATA

PENNSYLVANIA

REPORT-RADIO

9.070
5,860

6

PM)

0AILY
NCS Ok.

4.800
5, 760

11
42

960

5,040
1,320

25

3,000

6, 120
3,000
1,800

51
15
90

5,400
1, 200
1, 200
8,640

15

HOMES i

3, 120
39
15

1, 200

TOT

48

%

. a

21

2,240

.<&

NIGHTTIME
WfJKlT
NCS Cirt.

(after

%

6 DAILY
PM)

NCS Cirt.

40
45
10
25
8
10
72

10,810

^ .eeo

3,200

CIRCULATION

28

H

«

10

20

5,640
3,480

77
29

3,000
960

25
8

2,040
3,480960

17
29
8

840
1,800

7
15

2, 160
1,320

18
11

720
1,200

6
10

9,600

OFF
80

1,440

18

OFF
6,000

50

1,680
800

RAW MATERIAL (ABOVE); FINISHED PRODUCT (BELOW)— NCS '61 radio ballot went out to 375,000 families last fall.
From the 204,000 returned, tabulations will be projected on the 1960 U.S. Census figures, and circulation reports
will be available late summer — the first radio coverage data gathered since 1956. Findings will be shown by
state
^^^^^^ basis
(specimen
below) or station with county-by-county figures for day and night, each on daily and ^weekly

WHAT

RADIO

1

First use the columns below to tell us
what
Radio
Stations
your family
has tuned to in the past month or so.
List all Radio stations that you or someone
in your family uses, in home or out.
City

Call Letters

Dial
Position

STATIONS
V

.
C\
2
Next

6 or 7
DAYS
a week

3,DAYS
4 or S

1 or 2
DAYS

a week

a week

□

□

□

□

□

a

p

□

a

el their total audience, they'll have
additional ammunition in the perennial battle thej must wage with new-papers.
In differentiating between ratings
and coverage figures. Baillie draws
on an analogy with weather and climate. Ilr points out that ratings
are like weather in that the) refer to
a specific, short period. Coverage,
on the other hand, is like climate,
which is constant over long periods
of time, and in a sense is the sumSi'ONMlli
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D
D

YOU

USE?)

(BEFORE DARK)

DAYTIME

use the boxes below to tell us
how often your family uses these
stations IN THE DAYTIME, when it
is daylight.
Put a check in one of the
five boxes for each station you listed.

D
D

JHH< e total area ratings for radio stations have been Limited to larger
markets. Equipped with this measure

DO

a
a

Less
Never
than once in the
a week daytime

a
a
D
D

a

□

a
a

mation, as he puts it. of weather conditions. Weather at a particular time
ma\ be bad in an area that enjoys
a fine climate.
States Baillie. "Coverage is broader than a time-period rating and requires larger local samples because
each area must be reported separately. Program ratings, rarelj attempt
to report single counties."
unong the advertising agencies
that have signed for the NCS radio
findings: V \Y. \\er: Ted Bates:
Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn;
Gordon Best; Blitz-Weinhard; Botsford. Constantine
& Gardner:
Leo

Now use the boxes in this coldmn to
(AFTER DARK)
\[
tell us how
often
you Euse these
TTIM
GH
> NI
3/7
stations
AT
NIGHT,
after
dark.
There should be a check mark in one of
the five boxes for each station.
6 or 7
NIGHTS
a week

D

a
a
n
n

3, 4 or 5
NIGHTS
a week

D
D

a
a
a
r

1 or 2
NIGHTS
a week

a
D
D

a
n

Less
than once

Never
after

a week

dark

□

D

a
a

a
a

D

Burnett; Campbell-Ewald; CampbellMiilmn: Cohen & Uesl ire; Cunningham & \\ alsh; l>' \n j ; Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Johi I
Dowd; Erwin Wasey, Ruthraufl 8
Ryan; Foote, < lone & Belding; (.i.n
& lb. beii-: I ,iu rence ' . Gumbinnei ;
Lang, Pishei & Stashower; Liller,
Neal, Battle & Lindse) ; M< < annErickson; .1. M. Mathes; Morse International: Needham, Louis & Brorb\ : Norman, I raig & Kummel; John
\\ . Shaw Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell
S Bayles; I. Waller Thompson; VanSant, Dugdale; W infield: Young &
Rubicam.
45

NO

OTHER

U. S. CORPORATION

^ Procter & Gamble's board chairman, president, and
both executive vice presidents, are advertising-trained

ticularly inair media, and on modern
marketing methods, than any other
group or activity the country has
known.

^ McElroy, Morgens, Lingle, Chase, give P&G more ad
brains at the top than any big corporation has ever had

Today, at P&G, the 25th largest
U.S. corporation, the four top management jobs are held by advertisingtrained executives, a record unmatched and unheard of at other

early days, have never forgotten the
bleak, spartan atmosphere of the P&G
advertising department during the
1930s.

major corporations.
McElroy, Morgens, Lingle and
Chase were products of the Cincin-

Yet, in' a sense, what was happening there, and the people themselves,
were destined to have a greater impact on American advertising, par-

nati soap1930s.
dynasty's
the early
They"new
were wave"
among ofa
group of college graduates that were
field trained and placed in brand
groups.
All four saw simultaneous

I wenty-five years ago, the four
men whose pictures appear on these
pages were sitting at plain desks in a
huge open room in Cincinnati's less
than prepossessing Gwynne Building
Oldtimers in the business who knew
Neil McElroy, Howard Morgens, Jake
Lingle and Rowell
Chase in those

These top executives of America's "best managed corporation"

chairman Neil H. McElroy was named to
Board
this post after concluding a two-year term as U.S.
Secretary of Defense from 1957 to 1959. Prior to this
he had been president of the corporation from 1948
to 1957. McElroy joined P&G in the mail room in
1925 after graduation from Harvard College. That same
year the joined the advertising department. In 1943
he became director and vice president in charge of
advertising; in 1946, vice president and general manager. He is also a director of G.E. and Chrysler Corp.
46

President Howard J. Morgens received his present title in 1957. He had served as executive vice
president in charge of P&G's U.S. operations from
1954-57 and has been a board member since 1950. He
is another Harvard Graduate School alum. Following
a year as a P&G salesman, Morgens joined the advertising department in 1934. He became manager of the
advertising department and a member of the company's administrative commrittee in 1946. He was
elected vice president in charge of advertising in 1948.
SPONSOR
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CAN

MAKE

action in sales promotion, advertising
and marketing. And all four were top

management material.
It is no coincidence that P&G's four
top executives rose through the ranks
of the advertising department. P&G
spends more for advertising than am
other I ,S. corporation except General
Motors and spends nearly twice as
much for network tv, and nearly three
times as much for spot tv, than its
runners-up in those media. In 1959,
for example. P&G spent $105 million
in advertising. Of this, $50 million
was spent in network tv. and $45 million in spot.
As

brand

promotion

managers,

THIS STATEMENT
McElroy, Morgens, I. ingle & Chase
worked intimately with agency account executives and drew on the resources of all P&G departments for
Bupport: on advertising, market research, manufacturing and sales.
P&G's brand man concept, which
has been adapted by nearl) every
major U.S. corporation, evolved from
the division of Camay and Ivory Soap
advertising and the challenge of Oxydol to Chipso in the laundry field in
the early thirties. McElroy was P&G's
first brand manager, heading up
Camay. He developed the concept
himself.
As he saw it, a brand man should

stay in close touch with advertising,
field plans, and management. Latei
other brand men were appointed to
other brands, McElroy becoming
brand group supervisor.
To sum up P&G's philosophy thai
advertising-trained executives with
management potential are meat to
head up a giant consumer g
Is corporation, one could point to a statement made by Neil McElroy in 1940
when on his road to the presidency
and chairmanship of P&G, he was
named manager of the advertising and
promotion department : "We are as
much in the advertising business as
in the manufacturing business."

^

were all working in P&G's ad department in the early 'thirties

Executive vice president W. Rowell Chase was
elected to this position in Oct. 1960, and has been a
board member since 1957. Like McElroy, Chase is a
graduate of Harvard College, and has an M.B.A. from
Harvard Business School 1928. He joined P&G in 1931
and became a brand promotion division manager in
the advertising department. In 1951 he was appointed
advertising manager. He became a member of the
administrative committee in 1954 and the following
year he was elected vice president for advertising.
SPONSOR
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Executive

vice president Walter L. Lingle Jr.,

is in charge of Procter & Gamble's overseas operations
and cellulose and oil mills since 1954. He assumed
additional responsibilities for P&G's toilet goods and
paper products divisions in 1957. He joined P&G in
1931 and became brand manager in the advertising
department in 1935. In 1945 he was made manager of
foreign business for P&G and became a member of
the administrative committee in 1947. In the following year Lingle was elected a P&G vice president.
47

S&H

MIXES

HARD/SOFT

SELL

^ Trading stamp firm, known for aggressive radio/tv,
adds public affairs tv show to sharpen service image

In the opening commercial announcer Jack Chase spelled out SMIreasons for presenting the show.
They include concern for the Boston

^ Dual campaign in Boston market points up complexity of sales problems faced by Sperry & Hutchinson Co.

community, "the same as that of any
other citizen."" confidence that if presented the facts the public will act
constructively, and hope that the upshows will present the problem- coming
thoroughly.

^Soston is seeing two very different sides of The Sperry & Hutchinson Co. s air media personality.
The oldest (1896), and by far the
largest trading stamp firm cracked
the First National food chain early
this year, so Boston and the rest of
New England are on the receiving
end of the air media spot barrage
with which S&H launches its new accounts. At the same time, S&H is
sponsoring what it calls its "p.r.
show," a monthly film series on
WBZ-TV, Boston, devoted to presenting and suggesting solutions to community problems — with commercials
in
with the program's publicekeeping
service tone.
"It's a co-incidence that both
phases are running in Boston at the

same time," explains Herb Vitriol,
v.p. at S&H's agency Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. "S&H always
is on the lookout for community affairs shows, and it just happened
that this program, the best we've
come across in a long time, was
available while we're in Boston with
a spot campaign in support of a new
client." Vitriol feels this accidental
juxtaposition furnishes an opportunity for those who associate S&H
broadcast advertising only with its
frankly aggressive sales campaigns
to learn of this other personality.
Complex Community, as the series
is titled, kicked off 31 Januarx with
an hour-long show surveying the
various problems to be examined in
the ensuing
half-hour
installments.

The format for the other two commercials in the opening program,
and one expected to be repeated,
consists of an interview with a woman active in the community. In response to the interviewer-announcer's
queries, she describes the nature of
her good works.
At the close of the inter\ie\v, the
announcer, solo, states that the woman's accomplishments are typical of
man) other women who also help
their families in various smaller
ways, such as through the thrift
achieved by saving S&H Green
Stamps. The final remarks in one
of the commercials tied together
public service and
stamps this wax :

saving SMI

TWO

PHASES of S&H's currenf tv campaign in Boston: Hard sell scene from commercial (I) designed primarily to promote newly-signed First
National Stores in inauguration of the stamps; production scene from Complex Community, filmed monthly half-hour show on WBZ-TV, which
Newsman Jack Chase is atop Beacon St. apartment; with him: writer Mel Bernstein (c); cameraman-film prod. Phil Galligan
S&H is sponsoring.
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''\\ hether the) are performing important service or saving SMI Green
Stani|>> these women arc working to.
ward a basic goal to make a happier life for their famib ."
This is a far ei\ from the air
media campaign that helped pul over
the inauguration of SMI stamps at
the National Food Stores in Chicago
back in 1957, or from the effort current!} underwa) on behalf of the
First National Stores in New England. The\ are strictly business.
The New England t\ ~| n .t~ -how
the SMI signs going up at First National Stores, women shopping there
and receiving the stamps
as thev
cheek out.
I heir are outdoor shots of \arious
other establishments, such a- department -tore- ami gas stations, where
the stamps are available. The commercials show sumptuous redemption stores slocked with the merchandise to be obtained in exchange for
filled stamp books. And there are
scenes of a happ\ home where the
extra- made possible by the stamp
plan are hitting the spot. The copy,
in both tv and radio commercials,
plays up the thrift angle.
As SMI p.r.-advertising director
Emil Corona describes the stamp
field, there are some 400 companies
involved, with about .i(V ,' of the
business going to SMI. the only national entry. Research conducted on
behalf of SMI has found that half
the families in the U.S. save its
stamp-.
The privatel) -owned company's
volume for 1060 has been estimated
by Fortune Magazine at $265 million, or '..".', of the trading stamp
industry's I960 \olunie which it
placed at $700 million in \ugust.
1060. when the article. "Will Trading Stamps Stick." appeared.
SMTs clients pay for the complete
service stamps, stamp book-, annual catalogue of premiums, promotion, and consultation — at rates
ranging from somewhat less than 2' ,
of the gross for larger operations to
•'•' i for those with smaller volume.
According to Fortune. SMI probably
cleared over $15 million in 10."i0.
with total earnings after taxes, working out to some 6r't of stamp sale-.
compared to about 3% for an efficient department store.
^
SPONSOR
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ESTIMATES

WERE

McCann-Erickson
(millions)
Total advertising
Total

tv

$11,582
1,595

Total network

Doherty
(millions)

$11,395

CLOSE
%

Doherty error

1.6% low
2.6% high

1,640
3.0% high

plus spot tv
TV focal
Total radio

AD EXPENDITURES

1,315
280

1,357
283

1.0% high

672

675

0.4% high

estimates for 1960 show data from consultant

Richard P. Doherty's past article in SPONSOR,

McCann-Erickson's

'SPONSOR'
RADIO/TV
ESTIMATES ON TARGET
Estimating advertising expenditures
accurately is no easy task under the
best of circumstances.
Estimating them for a time span
which is not completed is certainl]
not any easier.
I)e-pite the latter handicap the estimates made in SPONSOR back in the
2 Januarv 1061 issue covering radio/
t\ advertising as well as total advertising expenditures for 1060 came
remarkably close to the preliminary
\1< Cann-Erickson figures for the year,
which have recently been published in
Printer's Ink I See "Business Outlook
for 1061."' SPONSOR, 2 January 1061,
The 27sponsor
estimates were made
I
; page
b\ Richard P. Doherty, president of
the TV-Radio Management Corp.
Doherty is a business consultant spein station
economics,
a former cializing
vice
president
of the lie's
Yi
tional Vssn. of Broadcasters.
Doheity came closest to the McCann Erickson figures in hi- estimate
j for total radio advertising expendilast year.
His figure
of awa\
~- ' •T ~>
milliontures was
a hairs
breadth
from $672 million figure published
by the ad agency.

The actual differ-

ence came to 0.4%. (see chart).
He was also about $3 million away
from McCann's figure on local tv
spending. The latter's estimate was
$280 million: Doherty's was S283
million. The spread: 1%.
In the national television area,
Doherty and McCann were farther
apart. The spread in the estimates for
network and spot tv together came to
'>' ■ . McCann puts the I960 -pending
level .it $1,315 million: Dohert) tabs
it at $1,357 million.
Doherty think- that the largest -ingle mistake he made was in assuming
that network t\ revenue would actually end up a little higher than it did.
"However,"
Doherty
said, "I am
not exacth dissatisfied with only a
'■i roi Eoi combined netwoi k and
national -pot t\. I think I made out
Fairlj well with preliminary estimates
for the full year I960, considering
thai there was relatively incomplete
data for the la-t portion ot tin \ ear."
The consultant- figures for total
advertising

•' I ami -.

were

L.6'

lower

than

I hi- was due principally,

aid Doherty, through assuming that
gazine advertising
would go up
6-7%, whereas it went up 8.3' i . ^

1961
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Enter J3TK (ecu).

Extreme close-up. And no ordinary closeup. A face -to -forelock view of the new
35th President — and much more. An historical perspective on his every word,
every move. A human look at all that
went into making them.
Whether at JFK's live press conference
or in his living room, this is the kind
of Kennedy that TIME -LIFE Broadcast
brings its audience. No less than a wholly
unique kind of broadcast news coverage.
In Washington, Time Inc.'s specialized correspondents report the
news in a depth no conventional coverage can match. Out of close
personal contacts and off-the-cuff meetings come not just what happens on stage but what goes on in the wings, what went before and
what might happen next. Then TIME-LIFE Broadcast processes and
edits these correspondents' stories especially for broadcast— and exclusively for Time Inc.'s own stations.
Extreme close-up, certainly. Or saying it another way. a very close
bond between broadcaster and his audience.
For a close-up of the new Washington, ask for your copy of TIME'S
"First Report from the 87th Congress." Just make your request in
writing to TIME-LIFE Broadcast, New York 20, New York.
TIMK-lilFE
BROADCAST

WFBM-TVAM-FM Indianapolis
KLZ-TV-AM Denver
WOOD-TV-AM Grand Rapids • WTCN-TV-AM Minneapolis

■I

'Xr&jfit,

■■■■■■HHi
Ri'ghf before

your eyes . .

UP

UP
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FILM

\ational and regional /</n\
in work imii iii recently completed

does the

SPOT

"impossible"!
Think of it ! A
baking oven!
eyes, mounds
. . . and up . . .

front-row seat in a
Right before your
of dough puff up
into tender, golden

shells — lovely, luscious, ready-toeat — all in brief seconds!
Magic? Yes, the magic of timelapse photography — magic that
packs minutes into seconds . . .

BUYS

TV BUYS
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, Y Y.: Pepto-Bismol schedules
begin again 20 March in aboul LOO markets. Bu) of daj and nighl
minutes and 20's will run for four weeks. Buyers: Joe M> I arthj and
Bill Watterson.
D. L Clark Co., Div. of Beatrice Foods Co., Pittsburgh:

U>out

that's possible only with

12 markets gel schedules for Clark's candies starting 20 March. Kid
>liow participations to reach the six ic> II year « *I■I group are sel foi
13 weeks. Agency: Maxon, Inc., Detroit.

But that's only part of the
story! Only part of the reason
why so many advertisers are turning (or returning) to film. For film
and film alone, gives you the
optical effects you must have . . .

Dell Publishing Co., Inc., New York: Going into about 35 market- 27 March with a contest promotion for its comic books. Schedule- arc for eight week- using minutes in kid shows and -nun I I). -.
around five spots per week per market. Buyer: Bernie Rasmussen.
Vgenc] : Fuller S Smith & Ross, New York.

magic
film!

gives you commercials — crisp,
vivid, exciting — the way you want
them — and when!
What's more, it's film alone
that assures you the convenience,
coverage and penetration that
today s total marketing requires.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, NY.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, NY.
Midwest

Division

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Fort

Inc.

Lee,
N.J.,
Chicago,
Hollywood, Calif.

III.,

ADVERTISER:
General

Foods Corp.

AGENCY:
Young
PRODUCER:

& Rubicam

MPO

SPONSOR
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\ ork.

BUYS

General Motors Corp., Detroit: It- Guardian Maintenance ram
paigu promoting dealer service starts 3 \pril in aboul 65 markets

38, Calif.

Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman
Professional
Motion
Picture
Films,

Co.. New

schedules foi regulai
I.D.'s totaling eightin I I markets. BuyJ. Walter fhompson

Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago: New schedules for its chewing
gums begin 14 April in about 30 market-. Lineup is foi da] minutes
dining heavy shopping hour-.
\gen<\ : \l\erholl & ( ... ( hicagO.

Chicago 1 , III

or W. J. German,

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Two-week
Tender Leaf tea begin 27 March. Prime time
nine spots per week pei market are being bought
ers: Leg Mi \ula\ and Juan Vshley. \gem \ :

RADIO

130 East Randolph Drive

Hollywood

Lever Bros. Co., New \ork: Campaign for Lifebuoj soap starts
26 March in about 35 markets. Earl) and late night minutes will be
scheduled lor L3 weeks. Buyer: Steve Suren. Vgency: >>< &B, New
York.

Schedules of traffic minutes and 20"s are for eight weeks, with the top
market- two-station buys. Vgency: D. P. Brothei & ( '■>.. Detroit.
AC Spark Plug Div., General Motors Corp., Flint, Mich.: Campaign foi it- spark plugs starts earl] \piil for six weeks. Traffic
minutes and 20's schedules, mostly two stations pei market, are
placed in about 20 market-. Buyer: I'irk Hoffman. Vgenc] I' P.
Brothei S Co.. Detroit.
General Foods Corp., Perkins Div., Chicago: Planning it- summer campaign for Kool-Aid. Thirteen-week runs of day and traffic
minutes will begin in June. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding. Chi<
53

As population

centers

How
George T. Stagg, commercial manager,
WEBR, Buffalo
We have tackled this problem in
<|iiitc an unique and comprehensive
fashion. In this area, as new suburbs
are developed, one of the first public
buildings to go up is the local church
generally builds
and the communih
We give, by
suburb, complete news,
Heather, traffic
and sports
reports
around it. The church is used not
only for the area's religious activities
but also for most of its social gatherings as well. For this reason. WEBR
originated a church calendar which
is used as a bulletin board for all
of the local and suburban churches.
Every Sunday from 8 a.m. till noon
announcements are made of all the
activities being held at suburban
churches. For the past 12 years all
church announcements and programs
have been carried on WEBR without
sponsorship as a public service.
Another suburban service of
WEBR is that we make a complete
news check six times daily with every
police station, hospital, and fire station in the New York towns of Lackawanna, Hamburg, Orchard Park,
East Aurora, Williamsville, Snyder,
Eggertsville, Cheektowaga, Niagara
Falls and Lockport, plus Fort Erie,
Canada. Also once a week v\r present a report from the Erie County
Medical Society, which is made by
Idi \ sicians from the various suburbs
who report on an\ bail cases ol communicable diseases or just to give a
home) admonition lliat we should all
wash our hands and brush our teeth.
\\ I I!IJ maintain^ direct In oadcastfrom
the
Acme-American
Stores.
mIi week .1 mobile trailei goes to
a different suburban
store where
ii i - and employees are interviewed. These interviews, spotted be54

move

outward.

SPONSOR

ASKS:

can stations serve the
tween 2 p.m. and 6 p.m., Mondav
through Friday, give suburbanites a
chance to discuss the various community affairs, charities, projects and
anything else they think would benefit their suburb. We also maintain
a social sounding board which presents club announcements at various
times during the day.
WEBR also serves its suburban
audiences with seasonal news. During
the wintertime, WEBR maintains direct daily communication with all five
suburban ski areas and presents reports on the ski conditions in each.
In the summer, we keep in dailv contact with the various yacht basins in
the area, since most of the boat owners live in the suburbs. Through an
arrangement with the Buffalo Motor
Boat Club, we have a yacht at our disposal at all times so that any time a
story breaks or an unusual cargo
comes in the world port of Buffalo
we can give it immediate coverage.
Several times during the day, weather
reports of interest to boat owners are
broadcast. These include long range
weather forecasts, tide and weather
conditions, wind velocity, etc.
For the suburban commuter.
WEBR maintains a complete coverage of traffic conditions by using a
helicopter to monitor all roads leading into the city during the day and
all roads leading out of the city in
the evening. Acceptance of this service is shown by the fact that, since
its inception, this program has never
been without a sponsor. Besides the
trafficopter, our ground mobile unit
is on constant alert and ready to
move out at a moment's notice to
cover any unusual event.
During the warm weather WEBR
makes a point of covering all amateur
golf tournaments, especially those
held at clubs in the outlying areas,
since most of the people taking pari
in these tournaments are suburbanite-. During our 6:30 to 7 p.m. music
-how. reports from all the parks of
our eight county area tell about coining »|>eci;il e\ cuts and picnics.
\\ e

also interview the different park superintendents so that they can tell
what their parks have to offer to the
suburban public.
Robert L. Maynard, asst. general mgr.,
W WTW-1 i . Poland Spring-Portland, Maine
While service to suburbs may be
a problem to metropolitan stations,
it is not to WMTW-TV. We are an
area station.
With a transmitter site atop 6,400
Mt. Washington, New Hampshire,
the stations' umbrella of coverage
extends over 32 counties in Maine,
New Hampshire. Vermont and eastern New- York State.
This factor of broad area coverage
was graphically pointed up in the
recent political campaigns. Mt. Washington-TV provided time and coverage for no less than three gubernatorial, two senatorial and six congressional races that were underway
in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
WMTW-TV as an area station
uniquely must service the scope of
interest of city, suburb, town and
country extending over four state
lines:
1) Our service reports on weather,
detail both the total picture for
Northern New England vet provides
specifics ranging from the sea coast
to mountain areas.
2) A planned documentary on the
port of Portland points up its particular relationship to the economics
of the total area.

A ens presented,
showing total
area picture in
relation to
suburbs

3) Activities in educational h are
done in concert with the departments
of education of Maine. New Hampshire and \ ermont. Our current teleconrsc in sociology in co-operation
SI'IINMII!
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MPMMS
suburbs?
with Colby College in Watenillc.
Maine, has teachers in three separate
States studying through WMTW-TV
for de»ree credit.
|i Twice weekly WMTW-TV furBished its facilities for in-school programs for educational TV. Simultaneously, youngsters in hundreds of
classrooms, hundreds of miles apart,
join together for musical instruction
in the giant Ml. \\ ashington-T\
classroom.
5) For advertising goods and
services, groups of retailers with a
common identity such as Kexall
Drug Stores find that \Y\ITW-T\
can uniquel) meet the advertising
Deeds of the biu city shopping center
or small town outlet.
Suburbs . . . Metropolitan Markets. The two terms link together.
There are however, differences and
exceptions in tv coverage. That is
WMTW-TV. Suburb growth poses
no problems. We are an area station.

~r-c*i\nrs f?vi\

Robert Hyland, <•/>■ of CBS Radio and
general manager of KUOX, St. Louis
Radio has a unique opportunity
for new sen ice and new audience
building with the movement of population to the suburbs. This expansion of our cities geographically has
created new needs that onlv radio
can fill: the need for a medium that
follows the population where it has
moved without distribution problems
and the need for a medium with the
mobility to serve families that spend
it portion of their time in automobile-.

A talk format
best serves entire market: we
scrapped daytime music

WXYZ
Now

IS ON

WXYZ-TV

THE

MOVE

with its fabulous Broadcast

...
House

and 111 acres of

rural beauty is in the video tape commercial field. We've made top
quality network commercials for advertisers such as: LincolnMercury, Massey-Ferguson, Chrysler. Chevrolet, Reynolds Metals and
others. Up to the minute equipment permits us electronic effects heretofore restricted to New York or Holly wood — and we can make them at
lower cost. As the word spreads, Broadcast House is quickly becoming
the TAPE CENTER of the MIDWEST. This is the kind of boldness
advertisers have

come

to expect from

the station that originated

"The Lone Ranger," "The Green Hornet," and "Soupy Sales," and it's
the kind of imaginativeness that's at the heart of ABC's spectacular
growth. Come along with WIXIE!

policy
^ewspapers cannot meet either of
these needs of today's cities. Radio,
properly programmed,
with added
i Please turn to page 63)
SPONSOR
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When I i
and lay a-bed,
I had two pillows at my head.
And all my toys beside me lay
To keep me happy all the day.
I sometimes for an hour or
I watched my leaden soldiers go,
With different uniforms and drills
Among the bedclothes, through the hills;
And sometimes sent my ships in il<
All up and down amid the shet
Or brought my trees and houses out,
And planted cities all about.
I was the giant great and still
That sits upon the pillow-hill.
And sees before him, dale and plain,
The pleasant land of counterpane.
— Robert Louis Stevenson

Maybe it's leaden soldiers ... or ships in fleets ... or little
toy cities . . . sent by the WLW Stations to children in hospitals thai help keep them "happy all the day."
We hope so. Over the past nineteen years, the Croslcy
Broadcasting Corporation Ruth Lyons Annual Fund has
collected almost two million dollars for children in thirtyfour hospitals, with last year's record contribution of over
$315,000.00.
This is more than the policy . . . this is the spirit of the
WLW Stations — to serve their communities in ever) way,
especial!) to remember those v. ho are forgotten . . . like
the little "giant great and still that sits upon the pillow-hill."
Naturally, we are proud of our reputation in the communications industry. Hut we are most proud when our
ratings and statistics, when our business and technology
arc pleasantly lost for priceless moments in such lands of
counterpane.
Yes, this is our pride — but also our privilege.

Television
WLW-T
Cincinnati

Television
WLVV-C
Columbus

m

Station*
Television
WLW-A

Television
WLW-D

Ooyton

Television
WLW-I
Indianapolis

Atlanta

■I
^■^■■1

'=*■*-- i^HI
SPONSOR
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Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,
a division of Avco
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO

RESULTS

!

AUTO

BOATS
SPONSOR:

Thomas Dorst

AGENCY:

Direct

REPAIR

SPONSOR: Automotive Engineering Company

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: While radio is used successfully to

Capsule case history: "You certainly were right. Radio

sell a number of high-priced items, few advertisers have

really does deliver results." This was the reaction of
Charles Cusick, general manager of Automotive Engineer-

used the medium to promote luxury merchandise. Magazines and special sections of newspapers have been used

ing Co. in Pittsburgh, to a spot campaign his company ran

primarily. Thomas Dorst decided radio was worth a test to

on KQV, Pittsburgh. For years, Automotive Engineering,

sell his 12 Bermuda custom-built ketches, handcrafted from

one of the largest automobile repair outfits in the city — a
company which specializes in transmission and motor work

life-time teak, when the Sport and Boat Show opened at the
Cow Palace in San Francisco, and bought 30 one-minute
live spots on KFRC inviting inspection of the model on
display. The ketches sold for $11,500 a piece. Result:
Many hundreds of people came to the Cow Palace asking
where the model was located on the floor, and it became

— had confined its advertising dollars to print. Following
the inauguration of its radio campaign, business picked up
to the extent that three additional mechanics had to be
hired to handle all the work. Because each series of spots
concentrated on a particular type of work, it was immedi-

one of the most popular attractions at the show. Before the

ately evident what kind of pull the radio ads were having.

show ended, Thomas Dorst had sold eight of the 12 ketches
available. Using a small advertising budget on KFRC, the

Manager Cusick reported that many of his new-found customers refer to certain features of the work that they had

advertiser was able to realize $92,000 in total sales. Again

heard about on KQV.

radio proved its ability to merchandise any type of product.

own words, "will go to KQV for a long time to come."
KQV, Pittsburgh
Announcements

KFRC,

San Francisco

BAKERY

Announcements

VITAMINS

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Anadama Bread Inc.

AGENCY:

The firm's advertising, in Cusick's

John C. Dowd, Inc.

Capsule case history: Anadama Bread Inc., an old quality bread bakery in Rockport, Mass., a suburb of Boston,
has found that advertising by radio is "well-suited to our

SPONSOR: Vital Health Foods Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Vital Healthy Foods Co. had not
used radio in several years and there was considerable
doubt that vitamins could be sold by mail in view of the
great variety of similar products being promoted. But the

promotional program." During its more than 100 years of
business, Anadama has put its advertising dollars in many

short schedule on KMMJ,

media. About six months ago, the bakery decided to try

immediately for the advertiser of Vitalife. On a Monday-

Grand Rapids, produced results

radio on a program of multiple daily spots over WMEX,

through-Saturday basis, six spots per week were run on the

Boston. Almost immediately, sales began to climb. W. P.

station in the women's segment of the morning variety show

C. Smith, Anadama's president, said that since the spots
have been running, the sale of Anadama bread has been

On the Best. Good copy, prepared by KMMJ's copy department, and the top KMMJ announcers racked up for the
advertiser outstanding results in the market against severe

m iii i ilian in any corresponding period in the company's
lii>lory. "It appears that the advertisements run over
WMEX have been a definite contributing factor t<> tlii> increase," he said. Besides, Anadama reports that the good
of the commercials have evoked a great deal of response in l In- c -cmiriiiiiiit \ . < intent plans of the company are
ntinue thei] schedule until they can't handle demand.
WMI

:,:;

\. Boston

Announcements

competition. Selling for one dollar. 2.">(>0 listeners responded to the vitamin commercials before the schedule
was completed. The vitamin company reported that orders
came in not only from Nebraska, but from South Dakota,
Iowa, and Colorado. In addition, orders for Vitalife were
received l>\ the advertiser for main weeks after the schedule.
KMMJ. Grand Rapids, Neb.
SPONSOR

Announcement*
I:? \i\nc ii 1')(>1

WmCd

570kc

has New York
in the bag. Proven sales
results have kept 1
out of every 5 wmca
advertisers on the air
five years or more.

1

wmca
wbny

THE VOICE OF NEW

YORK

THE VOICE OF BUFFALO

rpi
THE VOICE OF NEWS

the Straus broadcasting group

SPONSOR
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COLOR

At WSAZ-TV

the weather is
now as

predictable as
the dominance!

TV

"The comparison between the two
black and white receivers was remark-

(Continued from page 39)
was expressed by Dan Seymour, v.p.
and director of radio and tv: "An
agency can either wait until television
ideas are brought in. or it can. in
conceit with its clients, determine
what it would like to see in tv and
I lieu make it happen. We decided,
years ago, to make things happen in
color and we've been at it ever since."
In 1960. JWT clients accounted
for four of the nine regularly scheduled evening color programs on NBC.
In the 1959-60 tv season, the agencv
created and produced more than 600
minutes of color commercials.
Among the JWT clients. Ford has
used color since 1955, Kraft since
1953. The agency believes that color
for Ford programs and its commercials is essential to the client's objectives, which are, according to
JWT: "To reach with the greatest
possible impact every segment of the
car buying public, even those who
seldom or never watch television."

•\$r The strange-looking object in the picture is a radar weather scanner. It's part
of the most accurate weather forecasting
apparatus in existence today, and is now
in operation at WSAZ-TV. Add this innovation to its already long list of exclusive viewer services, and you know
uh\ WSAZ-TV will continue to he the
overwhelmingly dominant station in this
great 72-county market.
•\}r Yes, you i;an count on WSAZ-TV's
leadership just as surely as you can count
the two million people who earn S 1,000, 000, 000 a year in this concentrated industrial area. Because you know that
\\ S \Z-TV reaches more TV homes in
the Huntington-Charleston dynamic circle than the other two stations in the
market combined ... a coverage unmatched byany other NBC affiliate in the
nation in a 3-station market!
ijr Look t" \\ s \/ -T\ I" continue to he
the easiest media choice anywhere . . .
jusl as WSAZ-TV viewers continue to
look to this station as the one outstanding source of top local programming,
:■" and public sen ice.
■$■ \\ S VZ-TV can now predict the
weather (it's the only station in the market equipped with radar and employing
.i lull lime mete
logi st). ) ou can still
p'redicl the smartest buy in television!

WSAZ-TV
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.

CHANNEL
NBC

C. Tom Carlcn, Vice Pretideill and Genera) Manager
Rrpresented by The Katz Agency

60

Kraft's firm belief in the importance of color for food advertising
fall Kraft commercials have been in
color since August, 1956)
company

led the

to try color commercials

on

two black and white shows. "The
effect on home color sets of full-scale
food commercials suddenlv appearing
in color." said Buchanan,

"was start-

ling and highly effective."
The William Esty Co. has also experimented with spotting color commercials on black and white shows —
e.g., Salem messages appeared in
color on Wagon Train. Before putting them on the air. Esty conducted
several experiments because, as Clarance Thoman of the agency's tv department reported to MIC. "we had
been led to believe thai if a color
commercial was transmitted on a
color chain the reception on a black
and white set would be inferior lo
the quality of that of the same commercial broadcast in black and white,
using black and white film."
Esty's experiment: They ran a black
and white program film with a black
and white commercial integrated. At
the same time that the commercial apsame

peared, the) ran a color print of the
commercial. The color signal

was received on a color set I which
had been receiving the black and
white program I. The same color
signal was also received on a black
and white receiver.

able, said Thoman. "The black and
white television reproduction of the
color signal was every bit as good as.
if not better than, the original black
and white. The feeds to the two monitors were reversed and the same condition prevailed.
"This condition, of course, mav not
exist in the home where the signals
are not controlled b\ engineers," he
added. "However, it does point up the
fact that color commercials could be
used in black and white shows without losing black and white impact. In
fact, several of our people have
checked the Kraft shows, also the
Fred Astaire special, and thev were
entirelv satisfied."
Esty's commercials are in color this
season for the new Sing Along with
Mitch show I regionally for Ballantine Beer), and another client — R. J.
Reynolds — will participate in next
season's Saturday night two-hour film
features with RCA set for another
chunk. About half the films, it is understood, will be telecast in color.
A study of interest to advertisers
was conducted in January by NBC
(through R. H. Bruskin Associates)
to shed further light on the use and
values of color tv and advertising in
color. Research had already indicated that when a commercial and a
program are in color, the advertising
is even more effective.
However, as mentioned previously,
in the advertisers
process of going
to "full color."
some
are experimenting
with color commercials on black and
white programs. The question: Hoes
the sponsor derive additional benefits
from this technique of advertising?
The findings suggest that advertising in color on black and white
grams docs add impact, although
as much as for "full color. The
also shows that nearlv all homes
color tv usuallv have their set

pronot
data
with
in a

position to automatical!) receive color.
The commercials — for Salem on
Wagon Train— were placed in color
b) W illiam Esty. Some of the results:
1) More Ifagon Train viewers in
color set-owning homes than in black
and white owning homes report they
saw the Salem commercial:

(><>'< vs.

52%. Of those in color home- who
saw the commercial. 81' ! report they
saw it in color.
2) Compared

to other cigarette

commercials, 70' < of those who saw
SPONSOR
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Spend your time more profitably
in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of more people
than any other station

television
Winston-Salem / Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

PETERS
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the commercials in color think that
the Salem commercials are "better
than average;" 64% of the Salem
commercial viewers in black and
white set homes rated them in this
category. Almost all (969< ) of the
people who saw the commercials in
color think that these commercials
are more impressive than they would
have been in black and white.
3) Eighty-nine percent of all Wagon Train viewers in color tv set-owning homes said they would like to see
color commercials on other black and
white programs. Those who saw the
Salem commercials in color ar° even
more favorable: 95% would like to
see more black and white programs
carrying advertisements in color.
4) Of those who saw the Salem

Because of its strong local programming in the late
afternoons (the largest share of audience of any Tidewater station anytime) and the finest syndicated features
during the important transition strip, WVEC-TV "goes
net" with an audience of almost monopolistic proportion.

commercial in color, 95% report increased interest in color advertised
5) Most color owners keep their
products.
sets tuned so that they can receive
color (advertising or program) at
any time. Of the color owning homes

cmj(£ c4(H<d& 'Jjyi/e, cos, too-/
NORFOLK

• HAMPTON

VIRGINIA

Represented by THE KATZ

that tuned to Wagon Train, 84r? reported they did not have to adjust
their color knob to pick up color. ^

AGENCY

COLOR

TV

SPONSORS

{Continued from page 41)
Fairmont's original color advertising
was a success despite being tried first
on more or less a test basis and under difficult conditions. Reasoned
station manager Owen D. Saddler.
"This is indicative of the fact that

For that

NEW

IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961
New York
Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00

Age limit— over 18

our local color production has definitelv come of age."
The experience of the Al Paul
Lefton Co.. Philadelphia, with regional color advertising, points out
more color plusses. A client.
mond Rosen & Co.. a large RCA
tributing organization, had
sponsoring a news program
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, an
affiliate. \bou1 six months

Lefton began telecasting live commercials in color for the Delaware
Yalle\ distributor.
"This immediately won a strong
reaction from dealers and consumers." the agency's v.p. and copv director. Irwin \\ . Solomon, told RCA.
"At last there \\ ;is a way for a local
advertiser to tell the most important

merchandising stor) that appliances
had at their command."
That storj was of their most elTective selling feature in the past few
sears
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ale.

altei

.ill.

V LgOrOUS

.Old

customers the exact tones of the new

i Continued from page •>■> i

challenging times. Old-fashioned

refrigerators,

news emphasis and feature- id local
eotnmunilv
interest, alone can -five

radio finds itself i>ui of place in the
new
orientation
ol youthful
Buhui

the changing requirements id life in
the suluirhs. I helieve that radio cannut meet these needs, however, un-

ban
population
listening
level

washers,

ranges

ami

other articles formerly categorized
as 'white goods.
Solomon added that ■"while you
might think that R.O.P. newspaper
color should have provided the answer, it had certain limitations not
imposed hv color television. Because
of the advance closing dale [or newspaper color, there was less flexibility
as far as merchandise is concerned.
The art work and the plates.'" he
noted, "are high in COSl when used
in onlv a single market.
"But through the use of color television, we could prepare a color commercial on just two days notice, fitting it neatlv into the plans of the
distributors and their working ar-

less it take- into account

move.
'I he
;m
oinp.in
.

\t KMOX,
we have instituted a
major overhaul in OUI local progl am

a higher level of pro-

gram content. Thev want facts, information and news that throws light

schedule,

on their lives and problems and
those of their families and commu-

scrapping

daytime

music

and offering instead a formal ol intelligent, stimulating talk under the
title At ) mil Service. This seem- to
answer the need of the progressive

nities. They are responsible citizens
and want to he treated as such.

rangements for cooperative advertising at the dealer lev el.
Solomon reported that Lefton is at
work now on experimenting with

the
the

is heard- has risen along v\ith the
nation'- education level and surging
interest
aeliv
ities.in good hook- ami cultural

the qual-

itative features cd today's suburban
listening audiences. Suburban families are Iikt Iv to he better educated
and to demand

on
and

ing level of critical analysis ol what

MORE THAN

color for two of its major food advertisers. *'Our enthusiasm

is very

high. We can't wait to harness the
greater power that is inherent in

HOURS

color television."
l.nthusiasm is just as high among
stations replying to SPONSOR'S survey.
For. although national spot color is
a long way off hecause of the high
price of so main copies in color, the

„ LOCAL
EACH
WEEK

local stations' live, film and tape
equipment enables them to serve clients almost immediately .
A surprising number of independent stations are now programing syndicated shows in color, creating new
areas for advertisers both as participators and as adjacent spot buyers.
I he static ms with color e [uipment also indicated that when they had a
color feature film, the) were inclined
to telecast it in its original hues —

or four dav- a week) presents added
opportunities for local commercial
adjacencies in color, thev said.
The stations, anxious to interest

IXK

MO

fRIMniNI
lUlp* !.•».

HCRITARY
RIMIUM
HANACa

local and regional sponsors in the
new medium, indicated in the SPON-

«■»

^lh

l>

HANAGn
bmm

C

Viiw

JiMmi

SOR survey that their staffs are available to the curious advertiser at any
time. And the affiliates of the non-
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factor thai makes

WOC-TV more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, more local
programming for homemakers,
for sports fan-, lor youngsters . . .
all this in addition to NBC,
top ABC shows and the best of the

market.
Morein than
2 billion 17th
dollars
products
the nation'TV
in retail -ales ring on the
retailer's cash regi-ter. Over 138,000
T\ home- are within the 12
counties of Vi ( )• !-T\ - coverage area.

Network programing like \l>C's
Jack Paar hour and one-half (in col-

larger quantities was not too far
off for them.
^

This is the PLUS

syndicated -ln>\s-.
These are the people that buy

thus opening-up a host of participations and adjacencies
for color.

color networks who have geared for
color hinted that network color in

programming

And to help you get the maximum
number of these dollars WOC-T\
specialize- in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising your buj at
every level — the hroker. wholesale!
direct salesman, key buyer a- well ,ithe retail outlet
You.

ROCK

MOUNI

tAST

ISLAND

MOLI

MTltS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD
IM
IXCLl'SIVI
NATIOSAI
RlFRfS* NTAT1VIS

PGW Colonel has all the fad-.
figures and other data a- v\ell as
day by day availabilities.
See him today.

(
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communities in the St. Louis environs. Advertising revenue, inci-

matic example of how radio stations
can serve the suburbs. 1 ut it is not
unusual. \\ hetlier it be a flood, bliz-

However, during the last 15 years, the
character of this area has rapidlv
changed, as elsewhere. New cities,
towns and villages have replaced a
good deal ol farmland, especially surrounding Milwaukee proper. Logically, our programing has followed
suit, with a proportionate lessening of
farm oriented programs.
Today, to best serve our broadcast
area, a much greater emphasis has
been put on news coverage of suburban activities and problems. A cresting of the upper Milwaukee River a
decade ago meant that some farms
got pretty well soaked. Last Spring
that same overflow flooded hundreds

dentally, has answered the station's
needs, by backing these At Your
Service program features. We feel
that this is the programing trend
of the future.

Leonard
A. Schlindler, general
manager, WOKY, Milwaukee

Actually, most every radio station
has been serving the suburbs since the
moment it began broadcasting.
Re-

Programing

zard, or a temporal) traffic tie-up on
a main highway, where else but in
the immediac) of radio can news be
a matter of assistance as well as
documentation? During the past
year, WOKY's "Skywatch" patrol
plane alone accounted for 2.265
over-the-scene news and traffic reports and approximately 50' < of
these reports were broadcast over
suburban areas.
The primar\ communications tie
that suburbs have with the central
city is through radio emanating from
the city. However, radio mav not always be credited with information
received and acted upon. Like electricitv. broadcast news i- prettv
much taken for granted . . . until it
stops. Prove this to yourself b\ putting all your home radios in a closet
for two weeks and make sure no one
listens even to the car radio. If you
live in the suburbs. \ou and yout
family will quickly agree that it is

of basements, disrupted transportation, inundated vital roads and caused
schools to close. As such, our news
department was in constant phone
contact with the proper officials. Mobile broadcast units were dispatched
to the scene and the entire area was

shouldn't be
tillered, but a
more suburban
slant necessary

member, the suburbs are only the
place where people who work in the
city live. When WOKY first went on
the air, programing was developed
to serve not only those living in the
city of Milwaukee, but also those
living within our total broadcast area.

scanned by our "Skywatch" patrol
plane. By listening to their radios.
the people living in this flood area
had previous warning and were kept
accurately abreast of flood conditions
a> they developed.
This

may

be

considered

not the "magic" of radio ... it is
the "necessity" <d radio.
^

a dra-

JCiveninglreference
r

when
P.M., when
During
prime
7:00
1 1 :00 P.M.,
most
7:00 P.M. --11:00
nighttime,
prime nighttime,
During
people watch TV Monday through Friday — both national rating
rating
ror\r\rtc
cnnuy
VA/FI A -TV
\r\ \ar\A
ci ikcfnntinl
\/ \r\ niinrtor.nnur
\j\a\xicr
reports show WFLA-TV to lead substantially in quarter-hour viewer
preference. So, to get more viewers for your money — spot your
product on WFLA-TV!
QUARTER-HOUR
MONDAY

LEADERSHIP -7
THROUGH

P.M. - 11
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H^^^^L

P.M.

FRIDAY

The big, busy 28-Counties in
West Coast and Central

NSI, Dec, 1960
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Florida where ARB* says
WFLA-TV takes 62.5% of
evening quarter-hours, Monday through Friday, 7 p.m.1 1 p.m.
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Ihe walls
came
tumbling
do

vi

^
^

WOULD MACYS
TELL GIMBELS
A number of publications were in the field
(and had been for some time) when SPONSOR
first opened its doors in 1946. All of them
covered the broadcast industry, yet, strangely, not a single one concerned itself exclusively with the problems of the client— The
man who pays the bills. We decided this was
an area worthy of a business periodical.
Everyone liked the concept of a brightly
written, practical, interpretative publication
for the decision makers in the broadcast industry. But who would be found willing to
educate his competitor? Who was going to
give "The Enemy" honest facts or figures —
or even worse— ideas? Could Any book knock
down these granite walls of secrecy?
The answer to that is an established fact
today. In its 15th year, SPONSOR is one of
the big names in American business journalism. Practically every door is open to its staff.
How much we have contributed to the crumbling of advertising's walls of Jericho is, of
course, for you to judge. But the hush hush
tradition is gone and SPONSOR, who pioneered and fought for the open industry concept, sincerely believes that the dissemination of information has benefited all.
As we enter 1961 we find an even greater
need for the kind of information SPONSOR
provides. The need to move goods and even
more important, the need for free exchange
of ideas to stimulate the mind of man everywhere, was never more vital than it is right
now. No one knows this better than the
"SPONSOR"
is doing business in America
and all over who
the world.

•7?/ft&~i \
...
Jericho
every industry has its walls of

While the walls of industry secrecy come tumbling down, the rising tide of trade
periodicals has created a new wall. There's a wall of resistance against
the host of books that vie for the busy executive's reading time.
He can't read them all. He picks and chooses. A conscientious editor sees the signs,
reappraises the niche he fills, bends his thoughts on but how to fill it
better because here lies not alone leadership but sheer survival.
SPONSOR long ago recognized these cardinal facts
(1) Every reader is busy (2) Every reader is selective (3) Every reader
gravitates to one/or two "keep posted" books (4) Victory in the battle for readership
goes to the trade publication that best pinpoints its targets, that best
establishes a community of interest with its specialized readers,
that best provides maximum benefits for minimum invested time.
The specialized busy readers whom we serve are first the time-buyer,
second the agency account executive and broadcast-interested ad manager, and third
all others at both agency and sponsor levels who are in any
way concerned with broadcast advertising.
SPONSOR is not all things to all people. It is no buckshot publication. It is specific
in its goals. Its pinpointed objective is to bring to its readers information
of vital interest week after week that may help in the formulation of better decisions
wherever TV or radio buying are involved.
The editorial law at SPONSOR is, "Every story, department, and item must be written
to benefit the man who foots the bills." Sometimes this is done indirectly,
as when we delve into station public service. But the benefit to the buyer is always there.
With the claims and counter claims made for every competitive magazine, one
thought emerges. All books are good — for somebody. SPONSOR (in the
opinion of every independent reading survey made) happens to be good for broadcast
buyers. No other book does the same job. That's why practically
everybody involved in the purchase of time reads SPONSOR.
If you want to reach these people in 1961, you'll find absolutely
no readership wall when it comes to SPONSOR.
Effective 1 March

1961 we expand to four publications, all in

the broadcast field. In addition to SPONSOR 'weekly', they
are CANADIAN SPONSOR
(bi-weekly), U.S. RADIO
i monthly I and U.S. FM I monthly I. You can count on our
fullest effort in each of these segments of broadcast advertising.

I
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8-2772

SPORTACULARS...

...for Northeastern Ohio TV Homes: Cleveland Indians games...
Cleveland Browns games... all top CBS sports shows... two daily
sportscasts... this is action sports programming that builds active
buying audiences! And it's typical of the top-notch entertainment
that WJW-TV schedules, day in, day out... to provide opportunities for advertisers to score big sales victories in Cleveland
and Northeastern Ohio, the V\J~\n lAff
nation's 7th largest market.
\ J\J
^%W
""I [^W/
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

I
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Would an educational television network take the industry off the hook with
respect to the push for higher programing standards?
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee told
a hearing on Federal grants for educational tv that this might be the effect. Witnesses for
Westinghouse Broadcasting, NBC and CBS, testified in favor of the grants, but didn't comment on the Magnuson assertion.
The broadcasting industry witnesses did say they expected tough competition from any
such non-commercial network, especially if the government keeps hands off, but said they
would welcome the competition.
The Magnuson bill to provide $1 million in Federal funds to each state for construction of educational tv stations would lead to such a national network, according
to broadcasting industry testimony. Also according to the testimony of some of the educators.
Magnuson felt that the broadcasters were so much in favor of his bill because educational
stations would provide "cultural" programs, leaving the commercial stations to concentrate on
going after audiences. The inference being that the FCC wouldn't care so much about
such as public service if non-commercial stations were taking care of this need.
The FCC

in its report on political broadcasting came

perilously close to saying

that the 1960 suspension of Sec. 315 for presidential and vice-presidential candidates should be made permanent.
The Commission doesn't make recommendations on matters such as this, involving policy
for Congress to decide. But the report on 1960 was so lyrical that it just managed to stop
short.
The FCC noted that the two parties had received much free time, and that networks and
individual stations had been scrupulously fair. It added that Sec. 315 complaints were much
fewer with the I960 freedom than they had been in 1956 under the full weight of the political
equal time rules.
Strangely, the major parties saved no money: thev bought more radio and tv time
in 1960 than they had in 1956, though the FCC pointed out that time charges rose in that four
years.The report will have its strongest effect when Congress gets down to work on Sec. 315
again. There are proposals to toss it out entirely, placing reliance on the fairness
provisions of the communications act. Of more immediate concern is the Magnuson bill
to make permanent an exemption from Sec. 315 for presidential and vice presidential candidates.
The Magnuson bill will be the first one to have a formal hearing. At that time, there will
be heard the counter argument that the exemption should be renewed temporarily during each
presidential campaign, rather than made permanent, as some sort of safeguard against abuse.
One thing is certain, during this year and next the entire political broadcasting situation
will be hashed over thoroughlv.
Newton
some

N. Minow

starts out slowly as FCC

chairman:

the fur is not flying as

expected, and as it couldn't possible have flown in any case.
Decisions on programing are likely to come slowly, and on a case-by-case basis.

Arguments aren't even due on the proposed new application forms until 3 April, and there will
be months of consideration and argument after that.
Adoption of new forms will undoubtedly precede any drastic change of regulatory
direction with respect to programing. After thej arc adopted, it will be a matter of interpretation. Border line cases will precipitate commission votes on whether or not to renew
specific station licenses.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials
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One

of the most important

developments

in syndication in some

months

is

MCA's opening up of full-hour off-network programing for direct station sale.
Four 60-minute off-network series totalling 108 hours have been sold to 13 stations — the
first major sale involving any full-hour re-runs.
Programs are: Riverboat, 44 hours; Suspicion, 21 hours; Cimmaron City, 26
hours, and Overland Trail, 17 hours.
Its expected release of the full-hour shows will not find them competing for time with
half-hours, since most of the stations will probably show them before 7:30 p.m. or after 11:00
p.m. — but they may compete for time with feature films.
An important change signified by the sale has been noted by David V. Sutton, MCA TV
Film Syndication v.p., who points out that in the past such re-runs usually were retained by
networks for summer or daytime re-run. These four shows go directly into station syndication.
MCA's release of four 60-minute network re-runs will be watched as a trial balloon: if
successful, MCA probably will release other titles later and other distributors may be expected
to join in.
No pattern of network affiliation was evident among the first thirteen stations
buying the hours: they are well divided among independents and affiliates of each of the
networks.
All four shows were produced by or at Revue Productions, an MCA
were initially seen on NBC TV.

subsidiary, and all

Purchasing stations are: WNEW-TV, New York; WTTG, Washington (both Metropoli
tan); KTTV, Los Angeles; CBS affiliates KKTV, Colorado Springs; WGAN-TV, Portland;
and WBNS-TV, Columbus; NBC affiliates WITN-TV, Washington, N. C; WBRE-TV, WilkesBarre; KVOA-TV, Tucson; and WAGA-TV, Atlanta (Storer) ; and ABC affiliates WEWS-TV,
Cleveland; KPTV, Portland; and KVAR-TV, Phoenix.

Post cereals division of General Foods (B&B)
will emulate Kellogg's succesi
ful pattern of merchandising-backed cartoons in national spot film programing.
Post's show is TPI's Dick Tracy, to be scheduled in 130 markets.
But here the resemblance ends: Kellogg's purchased national spot cartoons and the
spotted time periods itself — Post has committed itself to weekly Dick Tracy participations or
the basis of which Television Personalities will have a head start in selling the show to stations
An important lure in Post's buy of Dick Tracy is its merchandising:
it gets merchandising rights to the newspaper-and-tv cartoon character.
Stations in about ten major markets are understood to have already signed for Die
Tracy; producer UPA

has completed 50 of the 130 five-minute episodes.

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, will be the first CBS o&o to utilize a limited form
Hlripping in feature films on its Late and Early Show.
The High and the Mighty, in Seven Arts Associated's Warner Films of the '50s packag
will be seen 11 March on the Late Show and then again in two parts on the Early Show on
13-14 March.
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continued

Veterans of tv cartoon distribution are of tin* opinion that some of the relative
newcomers to the field may at times lack Bllfficienl confidence in their product.
To be specific: tlio integrity of new cartoon shows ha~ been Inn I where distributors have
settled for scatter-schedule library sales to stations if they could have held out for more halfhour program blocks.
A flurry of new cartoon product has appeared on tlic market, most of it selling very well,
but made in brief episodes that can be either put together in blocks or separated ami
thrown into mixed cartoon shows.

One show that's definitely not headed for any renewal troubles is Ziv-UA's Sea
Hunt, shortly going into its fourth new year in syndication.
Renewals are already 93 per cent of the total with some months still to go.
sales, see FILM WRAP-UP, p. 80.)

One

(For latest

of the earliest off-network re-runs to go into syndication and still going

strong is CBS Films' Amos 'n Andy.
Latest sales, mostly for stripping, are: WCBS-TV. New York; KNXT. Los Angeles;
WJBK-TV, Detroit, and WREC-TV, Memphis. Latest renewals are WTVR. Richmond, and
WAVY-TV, Norfolk.
Series went into re-run syndication in 1953 and CBS Films believes it's the oldest offnetwork re-run still on the air; syndicator added 26 episodes to 51 off-network half-hours
to make up package of 77 episodes.

Exchange of public affairs tape programs among CBS
from 13 to 20 weeks in 1961, third year for the project.

o&o's will be extended

Programs will be scheduled from April to September on weekend afternoons.
Two musicals are American Musical Theater (produced by WCBS-TV, New York) and
Keynotes (KNXT. Los Angeles) ; news or discussion shows are New Nations (WBBM-TV.
Chicago) and Once Over Lightlv (WCAU-TV,
In (KMOX-TV, St. Louis).

It seems that some
behalf of non-network

Philadelphia) ; a children's show is Outside

of the most intensive promotion
programs,

being done these days is in

such as Quick Draw McGraw.

The Screen Cems series, animated bv Hanna-Barbera for Kellogg'*, will hit nine cities
with live-act personal appearances and other events starting in Oakland 9 March and followed
in Chicago 22 April: theme is Keep Your City Clean.
Other stations scheduling the promotion are: WSPA-TV. Montgomery; KSYD-TV,
Wichita Falls; KDAL-TV, Duluth; W.1Z-TV, Baltimore: KMBC-TV, Kansas City: WLW-I. Indianapolis, and WISC-TV, Madison.

As of its formal 1 March

deadline the American

Tv Commercials

Festival had

received entries of 1,280 commercials — 119 of them on video tape.
three Commercials
advertisers. were submitted by 97 agencies, ~>1 film or tape producers. 11 stations, and
Entries are now being filtered and winners will be screened on 4 May in New York City.
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen

&
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:
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The drug people have had, because of the intensity and frequency of bitter cold
owrioht imi
am| gnow storms, the best season since the Asian flu epidemic.
SPONSOR
That has left plenty of money in the profit side of the ledger and admen expert in the drug
PUBLICATIONS INC.
field expect this to show up in the appropriations for the 1961-62 season.

Madison

Avenue

agencymen

with tv expertise last week had some wry comment

to make about the network special celebrating Life magazine's 25th anniversary.
The gist of this comment: Life has no right to throw darts at tv after showing by actual
demonstration that it couldn't do anything as well on its own.
Consensus of newsprint critique: the program was not only badly put together but it
gave the impression that Life was a cheap operation.

The tv director of an agency that's been having its licks with the tv networks
recently unlimbered this crack across a lunch table last week :
"We're running out of network to get mad at. Perhaps now's the time for a fourth network to come into being."
In the formulation
committee.

stage at Blair is an over-all plans board or management

No comment was forthcoming on what this move portens.
A plans board was just set up to cover the operations of Blair TV.

A. M. Cook, U.S. Tobacco's southern department manager, has a quaint way, to
say the least, of characterizing a media which he uses to advertise his snuff.
Quoting the Tobacco Leaf, a trade publication : Cook related how he wrote "many of the
rural station commercials" and "placed them with 'the tin can stations on top of a hill, the
ones that feature rockabilly and preachin'."
Incidentally, back in the early '30s Cook's antecedents used to refer to them as "one
lungers" and "coffee pots."
As some New York agencies have already done, several of their compatriots ii
Chicago are researching pay tv to find out if it can be sponsored.
Their explanation: it may develop into a good art form
products.

(sic) to showcase their clients'

A couple agencies will have to do some hard explaining when and if their clients
find out that one of the two new sharers of an hour's show doesn't have to pay the
program charges for the first 13 weeks.
The network tossed in this free ride to solve a discount situation.

What the incumbent advertisers will ask probabl) : how come we as longtime occupants of the series have to go on paying for 52 weeks when a new tenant can get
away with paying for only 39 weeks?
72
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How successful TV stations
handle unsold time . . .
7 steps that increase the effectiveness
of TV station time salesmen

ARB LOCAL MARKET REPORTS — This industry standard is a basic ingredient in any station's sales effort. As a complete quarter hour measure of television audience by both metro and total area, this report provides each and every
station in the country with data that is recognized throughout the industry as the ultimate in accuracy, reliability
and believability.
ARB 1960 COVERAGE

STUDY (with Totals Updated to November I960)— Station coverage strength in areas of impor-

tance to your marketing program is essential . . . and ARB's full county by-county report documents your station
story. Updated station totals based on November 1960 survey results are also available for stations where changes
have occurred since the basic study was made.
SPECIAL TABULATIONS — Demonstrating to a timebuyer how the cumulative audience for your spot package ranks
with the "Gunsmokes" and "Wagon Trains" makes extraordinary sales (dollars and) sense. Dozens of other specially
tailored ARB tabulations can have equally effective results for your specific needs.
OVERNIGHT

COINCIDENTAL

REPORTS— New program or new time period availabilities occurring between ARB mar-

ket reports receive quick audience documentation with a special ARB Telephone Survey. Results are available overnight ... in time to whisk them off to the timebuyer's office for a "proof of performance" sales presentation
SPECIAL SURVEYS— Studies of your picture quality in competitive fringe areas . . . analysis of farm audience delivered
... or a report on audience reaction to your news programming are but a few of the special areas where your efforts
to inform the buyer will turn the trick in your favor.
ARB TV-NATIONALS — This complete and qualitative report on the audience to all network programs will greatly aid
the local network affiliate in selling surrounding time spots to the "specific audience" conscious buyer. A wealth of
detailed information in the TV National complements the ARB Local Market Report, especially in sales presentations.
MULTI-CITY ARBITRON— Local network affiliates who receive this report daily are kept up to date by this competitive
program index. Fast rising new programs are spotted immediately, and locJ spot adjacencies are sold just as quickly
when such evidence is presented to the buyer.
The next step should be taken in the direction of your telephone to contact your ARB representative. And, may we
remind buyers that all these steps will work equally well for you in evaluating your present or planned TV campaign.
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Curtis Publishing

(BBDO)

taking a flier in CBS TV7,s morning minute sales plan.
It's in behalf of the Ladies* Home
Journal and for a limited number of
participations.

WRAP-UP

According to a survey made

New Orleans,

by

NBC's product research, the Timex commercial shown
during the
kiiu
public
affairs tv series — White
I
aper — is ma
an linpression on viewers.

'VISITING PROFESSOR' Andy Leach (standing), tv salesman for The Katz Agency, supplements his business trip activities instructing. He explains functions of a station representative
to Loyola University's radio/tv class conducted by Bob Guy, WWL-TV,

is

pgm. dir.

I he >lud\. made in ten major markets within 24 hours after the series'
program — U-2 Affair, disclosed these
figures:
• 71% of those who saw the news
special named Timex as a brand they
could think of as compared to 4!!' <
among non-viewers.
• 64' r of the viewers identified
Timex's slogan — takes a licking and
comes up ticking — as compared to
39% of the non-viewers.
• 69' i of the viewers recalled seeins recent advertising that made them

ANNOUNCING formation of Intercontinental Television Inc. top officials present at press cocktail party (l-r) Walter Reade, Jr., chm. of
the board, Irving Wormser,

pres., and John Leo, v. p. and

gen'l mgr.

DIMES

ACROSS

THE

DELAWARE

via the Benjamin Franklin

Bridge as WCAM, Camden's station mgr., Doug Hibbs, and Tom
Brown, WIP, Philadelphia,
launch their March
of Dimes
campaign

more interested in I'iinex as opposed
Id I.!' , u ho di«l nut tunc in the -how .
• 2.'>'< ol the viewers said il \\;iliki'K their next purchase <>f a watch
would lie rimex, while l>', ol tinii< > n -\ iewers so reported.
Campaigns :
• Lanolin Plus has a heav) i\
and radio spol saturation going in the
New ^ ork metro area i<i introduce
it- newest cosmetic (nidi Plus. IN
stations arc telling the new nail enamel stor\ at the rate of 65 minutes per
week.
Agency : Daniel & ( iharles.
• Polish Hams i- rcad\ inu a preI aster spol t\ campaign in Seattle.
San Francisco and Los Angeles. Animated spot> featuring a Polish character are beins» used. Agencj : Jon
Bj k. Los Angeles.
• Jack Frost Sugar is buying local spot t\ to project its current
Easter theme .lade Frost wants to
make your taster siveeler. \»rne\ :
i oung & Rubicam.
• Parker Brothers will introduce
it- new Civil War game — 1863 — in
the New York area with a hea\\ ra-

dio push tlii^ week. Some 200 minutes and 30's will be used. Agency:
Badger, Browning and Parcher, Boston.

sets, more Beta 11 . i \ e replai ed the old
• onsole and ha\ e in\ aded bedroom,
kitchen and cai

H hci e no othei

mm di

urn can i each. < ommeri ials are be-

PEOPLE ON THE MONK: kimberlj Prins, an. I Mitchell L.
Smith, in Block Drug, Jersej City,

coming more entei taining and hew e
gaining a largei audience. Station
pi ograming is changing too. I he
trend is awaj From network to pro

V

grams

J., as product advertising managers: Prins for Polidenl and PoliGrip; Smith on \\ tol, I !orega, Dentu-Creme and ( Imega Oil . . . E. K.
Connell, to marketing services manager, and David K. MFcConaughy,
to market development manager,
\\ estclox Di\ ision, < lenei al I ime
Corp.

Agencies
Air media participants at the
Affiliated Advertising Ageneies
central regional division meeting
in Peoria last week, dealt with
these two themes:
1 i Radio listenership growth.
2 i Television programing quality.
• Said
WIRL,
Peoria,
general
manager

II. II. Frederick:

"Smaller

populai

• \oted
T\ . I'i-oi ia.

Hal

within

a

particulai

Sundberg,

W MBD-

genei al

man. cm i : "I he

advertisers quest foi numbers is the
reason Foi the low ebb in pi ogram
on t\ . Ratings mean more than the
"
<|ualit\
al e.|.of the program. Advertisers
and agencies are Failing to
vantage ol the complete
offered b) stations to save
tion inoriev . \ ideotape is
.i- vet.
stay, though man) cities don

take adFacilities
produchere to
t have it

m. 99
Agencj
appointments: Consolidated Ro\al Chemical. Chicago, to
K. Jack
Scotl
for it- Hypercin,
Canute Water, Mellins Babj
I
I,
and Mar-O-Oil . . . Bell Aerosystems,

Niagara Fall-. \.^ . to ( om-tnek

«\

ESSAY CONTEST conducted by St. Louis Women's Advertising
Club's theme, 'Advertising — a force for democracy.' KMOX-TV, St.
Louis's Pat Fontaine, weather expert, addresses high school contestants

GUEST

SPEAKER

Arthur Hull Hayes, pres. of CBS radio (r), talks

with Dr. Charles Lee, Vice Dean of the Annenberg School of Communications, University of Pa., before
addressing
graduate
class

'LET'S FACE IT,' popular WTXL, West Springfield, Mass.. radio series of Kathy Godfrey is the reason for a luncheon held by sponsor,
Oil Heat Council of Western Mass. Attending were Robert W. Bacon,
pres. of R. W. Bacon Co.; Miss Godfrey; Lawrence A. Reilly, pres.general mgr. of WTXL; and John Deme, WINF,
Manchester, Conn.
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NEGRO
Community
Programming

Co., Buffalo, N.Y., from Rumrill . . .
Exeter Motors (Peugeot distributors,
Michigan. Illinois, Indiana, Ohio) to
Papert, Koenig & Lois . . . Crescent Manufacturing, to Baker &
Stimpson, Seattle, for Crescent
spices, extracts, nuts, ice cream toppings, candy cake decorations . . .
Trans-Texas Airways, to Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Houston . . . Aunt Jane's Foods, to Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit . . .

SPANISH
PUERTO
RICAN
Programming

I. Rokeach & Sons, to Smith/Greenland.
New agency : FitzGerald-Toole &
Co., Inc., Providence, R. I. Louis C.
FitzGerald is president and Philip B.
Toole is v.p. and treasurer. Toole
comes from the Boston office of the
Sheraton Corporation of America.

of Whirl-Wind
sales action

WWRL
NEW
YORK
r10:00AM-5:30PM

DE 5-1600
**5:30PM- 10:00AM

Business
Meeting?
take advantage of the^^
BELMONT 'know how'

Overlooking Lake Michigan and
Belmont Yacht Harbor. 12 minutes from the loop— direct busses
at the door. Spacious parking. New
Banquet and Meeting rooms accommodate up to 400 persons.
Charming, new Mansion House
Dining Room and unique Cocktail
Room -The Dam Site. \-\^
700 Rooms & Suites t
TRANSIENT
& PERMANENT
Full Hotel Services
Singles . .from $9
Doubles, .from J 13

F.(ietwal
J. PKTiTMAIKE
?£*]■
Miupr

BITTERSWEET 8-2100
3172 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD

.u

Name

change: Doremus & Company Incorporated, Philadelphia,
formerly Doremus & Company.
New offices:
Daniel
& Charles,
Inc., in Atlanta. Ga.. at 1776 Peachtree Road. Dick Stern, from Keyes.
Madden & Jones, Miami, to head up
the Southeastern operations.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Tom

McDonnell, commercials expert, has
left FC&B, N.Y., after 13% years
with the agency . . . Alden H. Sulger, Jr., from Grev to Bates as v.p.
and account supervisor on the Colgate-Palmolive household products
division . . . Arch Crist, ami Robert C. Morrison, to account executes, Knox Reeves, Minneapolis . . .
Thomas Tausiu. from advertising
director, I'. Lorillard. to v.p. management supervisor. Grant . . . Charles
J. McCann, from sales and marketing director. Salada-Shii t ifl-l lorsev .
to account executive. Best Foods Division, Corn Products account, Leniicn & Newell . . . Judson II. Irish.
from senior \.|>. charge of creative
services Donahue Si Coe, to v.p. creative department Foote, Cone & Belding, New ^ oik City . . . Norman I).
Leebron, from director him programing, Metropolitan Broadcasting,
to account executive Lavenson Bureau
of Vdvertising, Philadelphia . . .
Eleanor L. Laner. from creative director. Roberl M. Gamble, Jr., Inc.,
Washington, to radio tv department,
I l«-iii \ I. Kaufman Associates, thai
cjl\ . . . Knlii i i G. Lurie, from ac-

count executive Lawrence C. Gumbinner, to Papert, Koenig, Lois, as
account executive on Wolfschrnidt
Vodka and Ronrico Rum. General
Wine & Spirits division Seagram.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Robert L. Benveniste, from merchandising and advertising director,
Owl and Rexall Drug, to v.p. and account supervisor, Beckman, Koblitz.
L.A
Gerry Slaiter, from KHVHTV, Honolulu, to Zakin, as assistant
to senior v.p. Robert S. Buckbinder
. . . Jouett Davenport. Jr.. from
v.p. and director. Conway Publications, Atlanta, to associate director of
public relations, Liller. Neal. Battle
& Lindsey, Atlanta . . . Ross Legler,
from Compton, to account executive.
Scott Paper account. Bates.
New v.p.'s: William Phillips, at
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . . . Lloyd
G. Delaney, at Esty . . . Lester
Cohen, at Compton . . . John R.
Latham, and Charles J. Lnmb, at
Lambert & Feaslev . . . Fred C.
Walker,
at Henderson.
Greenville.

s. c

They were elected: Arthur J.
Bellaire, and Philip C. Carling, to
board of directors. BBDO . . .
Theodore S. Watson. Jr., a director. Charles W. Hoyt . . . Howard
K. Mclntyre. executive v.p., Henderson, Greenville. S. C.
Needbam. Louis, Brorby Hollywood office additions: Kenneth
C. T. Snyder, office manager; Gilbert G. Foerster, account executive: Frederick II. Brogger. program supen isor.
^F%f

^£«eV'— s«#»e^e. — tf*

Ideas at work:
• kOMO-TV,

Seattle,
successI'ullv promoted
it locallv produced
kid shows Expedition Worthwest an
Captain Puget bv running a contea
and
offering
its youthful
viewer
prizes of live puppies, turtles as we
as a family-size camping tent. Ova]
3,500 entries were received during the
Expedition Northwest-Captain Pugflj
tic
contest over a three-week period, la
mouth and winners announced
du
ing
I iaptain Pugel show bv ho
Dun the
MfcCune.

Sports

buys:

American

Tobaccl

si'nxMii;
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lias boughl co-sponsorship of the Detroit Tigers' L96] radio and tt broadoasts with the Stroh Brewery, Speedua\ Petroleum and Ohio Oil . . .
Ballantine and Reynolds Tobacco
(both Esty) to continue co-sponsorship of the New York \ ankee hasel.all games telecasts over W PIX, New
^ ork City.
Ne* quarters: KBAK-TV, Bakersfield, Calif., began construction this
week on its new $112,500.00 offices
and studios in downtown Hakersfield.

oria, III. . . . Douglas rishch from
account executive KXOA, Sacramento, (alii., to account executive, K\ I \ .
that citj . . . Paul B. Evans, from
directoi "I sales, \\ oi Idw ide I Ih ision,
Metropolitan Broadcasting, to general
manager, W II' I , I lartford, Conn. . . .
Norman 1.. Bacon, from program
director, Cowles Broadcasting, Huntington, \ . Va., to administrative assistant to the general manager,
KMOX-TV, St. Louis.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Occupancy is planned for 1 June.

Don (^uinn. director of National
Sales for RK.0 General, Inc., former-

PEOPLE

ly spot sales director of NTA-TV.
. . . Terrence C. Atkinson, from

ON

THE

MOVE:

Charles Howell, KTBC-TV, Austin.
Tex., local sales manager, named to
board of directors. Austin Chamber
of Commerce . . . Terry Gillot, to
\\ t KT. Miami, as account executive
. . . Bruce J. Bloom, from director
of publicity, to audience promotion

director, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia,
and \ irginia Lnndgren to associate
director audience promotion . . .
Gene Robinson, from production

executive, WC1 \. Champaign, III., to
operation- manager, WMBD-TV,

Pe-

sales rep. KY\X -TV, Cleveland, to local sales manager. WJW-TV, that citj
. . . John J. CoBgrove, from unit
manager, production sales. CHS T\ .
New York City, to national sales rep.

\\<\l TV, Philadelphia . . . Bob
Richards, from Visual Electronics,
New York ('it\. to sales representative, KFMB-TV, San Diego . . .
James S. Wiley, to sales promotion
and development manager; Harold
E. Carpenter, to local sales staff;
and Donald
S. Moeller.
to local

Bales manager, all \\ PRO-TV, Providence, !>. I. . . . Mike Roberta, from
V .ii iet) . i" directoi program sales,
\\ estinghouse Broadcasting.
Kudo-,:

\\ \S I. Ubany, \. ^ ., was

cited

\lhau\

b)

radio

I\ columnisl

Walter fiawvei as follow-: "it appears i" be indisputable now that
\\ \>l has in a few short months become the leader in local public service programing," in a recent column
headlined \\ VST Descr\es Plaudits.

It's obvious that the dafTydil season is around the corner: the
type of audience" promotion
stunt-, popping up hears this out:
I ake, for instance, the Bundles of
Vothing contest that WLEU, Erie,
Pa., just brought to a climax.
The station asked the listeners to
-end in the oddest useless items they
could manage to dig up. And the result was a deluge of things found not
onhj in the junkyard but in the
strangest of places.

REACH the ADULT BUYING
audience of Greater Kansas City!

1 V 2 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
WITH

-- ▼ ~> ' •-

■ li Ik

X t*
77

Represented by:

SmdcuUuu] 'Beautiful %uUi
The distinctive, sparkling "sound" of
Kansas City's only Beautiful Music Stations
holds the mature adult listening audience.
Commercial Limitation: 12 Announcements per hour

SPONSOR
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VENARD,

RINTOUL

& McCONNELL,

Inc.

Owned by Pr/J6c Wcu&a- C<r?/>.
KIOA
KBEA/KBEY-FM
Des Moines
Kansas City

KAKC
Tulsa

The prize was a weekend trip to
Washington and the winner must
have been a kin oi Chic Sales.
\\ estinghouse Broadcasting has
sel up its own company to produce shows for its eleven radio
and tv stations.
The company — WBC Productions,
Inc.. will be headed In Ben Park as
executive producer.
Also named to the WBC Productions staff: William Peters, associate
producer; Roger W. Murphy, production manager: Marlene Saunders, re-

search director; and Marvin David,

writer.

I wo nighttime i\ series are being
planned as the company's first project.
WBC also named a director program -ales, Michael J. Roberts.
Ideas at work:
• WABC, New York City, has a
contest going which offers, in marriage, one of its deejay personalities
to the eligible female writer of the
best proposal. The competition, which
centered around so-called Bachelor's
Day, 28 February, will be judged on

growing , growing
all the time !
•

•

•

originalitv by a panel of WABC
judges. The contest plum — deejaver
Jack Carney, a not-so-confirmed
bachelor, has nevertheless reserved
the right to award the winner an alternate prize: two tickets (for herself
— and her own special bachelor
friend) to any Broadway show.
• WRNY, Rome, N. Y., took part
in its area's Y\ ashington's Birthday
promotion by costuming one of its
newsmen. Mike Connors, in George
Washington gear and having him tour
the city handing out silver dollars to
folks who replied, when approached,
"I cannot tell a lie. I always listen to
• KBIG, Catalina, Calif., is giving area husbands an opportunity to
present
WRNY."the wife with the lavish gift
of a mink stole. The conditions: all
the husband-listener need do is come
up with the best written reason to the
statement : "My Wife Deserves a Mink
Stole Because ..." A holiday flight
for two to Las Vegas goes along with
the mink stole.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Eugene \I. Plumstead. from v.p. of
programing, Plough Broadcasting,
to program manager, k\\\. Cleveland. Ohio . . . Stanton J. Pearson.
from /one marketing manager. Miller Brewing, to sales manager, KB()\.
Dallas . . . Justin Brndshaw. from
field representative, Dallas, to director ol station service, Broadcast Music . . . Bud \\ endell, from program manager, K^W. Cleveland, to
coordinator ol nighttime programs,

. — r-~

pB

Westinghouse Broadcasting radio stations .. . Bernard Groven, to general manager WTMT, Louisville, K\.
Allen Franco, from WCAR, Detroit, todirector of publicity and communit) affairs, \\ M V thai cit) . . .
Richard II. Gerken, from Budkley-

THE CHALLENGE OF A FUTURE
WE LIVE, WE LEARN, WE WORK TOGETHER
THE CHALLENGE OF TOMORROW

1

MORE

FASCINATING THAN YESTERDAY'S
ACHIEVEMENTS
GROWING, GROWING, ALL THE TIME.

GROWING WITH ROANOKE
\ NOT A THING ESOTERIC
E BUT
INTEGRAL WITH
'
PEOPLE AND THEIR
' ,*

ROANOKE,

^Py^*W

WSLS-TV,

Jaeger Broadcasting iWHIM. Providence, R. I. and KGIL, Los Vngeles)
to eastern sales manager, radio sales.
Metropolitan Broadcasting . . . Mien
\. Vrthur, to director of advertising.

VALLEY IS WSLS-TV
AND APART
THESE BELIEVING
ACTIVITIES.
GROWING,

GROWING,

KI'W B. Hollywood ... Eddie Clarke,
\\ Ilk. Cleveland, air personality, taking on additional duties of public
sei \ ice director.

ALL THE TIME.

Ilapp> anniversary: W SB. \tlanta. Ga., celebrating its 30th broadi asting year, this month.
National
78

Representatives,

Avery-Knodel,

Inc.

Station

acquisition:
-i'ii\-m;

•

WERC-AM
1.1 M \i;< ii

1961

and WERC-FM,

tin- Cleveland Broadcasting ('<>. l<>
Simon Goldman, president of th<fames Broadcasting Co. i \\ JTN- \\1
I \l. Jamestown, N. Y.; W DOE, Dunkirk. Y V: and WGGO, Salamanca.
\. \.) for $335,000.00. Sale brokered
1>\ Hamilton-Landis v\ Associates.
\r\* on air: WOWV, Naugatuck,
Conn. John T. Parsons is president
and general manager.
More power: W II V T, Philadelphia,
lipped it- power to 1 kw.

\K< IN chalked up more than
$3 million in daytime orders
from ten advertisers during the
month of February.
The advertisers — and the buys:
• Mennen iGrey) in Concentration, Young Doctor Malone, Truth or
Consequences, Loretta Young Theatre, From These Roots, and Here's
Hollywood.
• Plough i Lake-Spiro-Shurmanl
in From These Roots and ) oung
Doctor Malone.

IN

• I .S. Borax & Chemical

Erie, Pa., sold b>

Mi

Cann-Erickson)
in Loretta
) onnu;
Theatre, The Jan
Murray
Show,
Young Doctoi Malone, From These
Roots and Make Room fot Daild\.
• Lever ilMJDOi in Young Docim Malone,
• Proctor-Silex (Weiss & Geller) in Say U hen, Tin- Price Is Right,
The Jan Minim Shou and From
These

According to \l'.< - v.p. in cl
..l Radio Nel « "i k, Robei i I!. Paule) :
•• \l!( Radio \\ esl will have a i overage area en< ompassing mon than I I
million radio homes and almost
million people.
I )i i ii i
I the new \l>< ai m \\ ill
be .lark II. Mann, Harrj W
[worth
m ill set ve a- sales manage] ,
Net radio Bales:

Roots.

Studebaker-Pack-

• Colgate-Palmolive (D'Arcy)
in Concentration, and Jan Murray.
• Union I nderwear (Grej I The

ard I 1 1 Vrcy) to sponsoi \l!< - prefight i Pattei son-Johansson ' progi
Champ Close-l ps, I 3 March.

Price Is Right and From These Roots.
• Reader's
Digest
(Grey)
Jan
Murray, Say li hen.

Net i\ sales: Kitchens "I Sara Lei
i unningham & \\ alsh I will join
Proctei Si I ramble (Grey) in sponsor-

• McCalls (JWT)
// Could Be ) on.

Sax

It hen and

• Andrei* Jergens (Cunningham
& Walsh l Jan Murray.
ABC

Radio is setting up a regional network to feed regional
as well as network programing
to ten Western states.
The network— ABC Radio Westwill he comprised of 104 stations embracing \HC Pacific, the Arizona
Network, and the fntermountain Network.

ing \B(" I \ 's presentation of the
i'ird Acadenn of Motion Picture
\rts and Sciences annual Oscar
awards ceremonies. 17 April (cost,
8250,000).
New
affiliations:
KTAL-TV.
Shreveport-Texarkana. La., with
NBC TV . . . WCPO-TY. Cincinnati, Ohio, with CBS TV. . .WINK.
Hartford. Conn., with CBS Radio.
All is peace:

KRON-TV,

will con-

INDIANAPOLIS...

WXLW
BRINGS
TO

IN

THE
MOUNTAIN
MOHAMMED

INDIANAPOLIS...

WXLW

BRINGS THE PEOPLE
TO THE NEWS

RESULT:

IN INDIANAPOLIS

. . . WXLW

DELIVERS

THE

GOODS!

The WXLW Traveler, a complete radio station on wheels, makes
new friends daily for the station, new customers for your product as
it becomes the center ol attraction in every community it visits. In
addition, the two WXLW Newsmobiles go the average news broadcast
one better. They actually bring listeners to the news via direct, on-thescene live reports. This combination only serves to enhance the adult
programming featured exclusively on WXLW. Needless to say, these
are the people who CAN and WILL buy your product . . . the people
who Do listen to the only station for them in Indianapolis . . . WXLW.
CONTACT

SPONSOR
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ROBERT

E. EASTMAN

950

RADIO

ON

YOUR

DIAL

INDIANAPOLIS

REPRESENTATIVE

79

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

FITS

• THOMASVILLE

EXACTLY

. . .

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL

PROGRAMING

WCTV

THOMASVILLE

TALLAHASSEE

Vi^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station
ELEVISION

ASSOCIATES

National Representatives

tinue as the NBC outlet in San Francisco for another two years beginning I July.

Representatives

WWL-TV's big new afternoon
show
scores
with the kids!

signments.
New executive appointments include:

director of international sales; Hershel Harris to sales manager of ITC
of Canada Ltd.; Samuel Gang becomes Mexican and Central American manager in Mexico City: John
Darston is manager of Far East sales
division in Sydney, Australia; Carl
Russell to central division sales man-

Jack Denninger, general sales manager; Frank Martin, sales manager
for the eastern stations; Jack Fritz
western stations sales manager; Harry
Smart, mid-west operations manager;
Ralph Allrud, director of project development; and Otto Ohland, director of sales systems.
In announcing the appointments.
Blair-TV president John Blair said:
"In shaping these new sales responsibilities, we had certain specific goals
in mind: 1) Enabling each one of
our stations to benefit still more directly from the special talents of
our most experienced men; 2) Providing for a greater concentration of
selling-effort at top executive levels,

New quarters:
Avery-Knodel, in
Chicago, at 2206 Prudential Plaza

Building.

Brakeman Mill runs the best
known railroad in these parts,
a model train that's the envy
of every child's eye. Big entertainment package includes Popeve & Bugs Bunny cartoons.
The kids find their favorite
hows on WWL-TV!
Represented nationally by Katz

WWL-TV
^^NEW

ORLEANS

ITC Reorganization: following the
appointment of Abe Mandell as ITC
v.p. of administration and sales are
these domestic and foreign appointments: John Pearson to assistant

Rep appointments: Keystone TV
group — WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa.;
WLYH-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.;
WSBA-R. York, Pa., to Blair . . .
WSA.I, Cincinnati, Ohio, to Ohio
Stations Representatives, for Ohio
representation.

BILL

in violation of "the basic fundamental right of freedom of speech.

Blair-TV last week expanded its
sales executive level and made
several advancements and new as-

holhFeatures
with agencies
andorganizational
advertisers. "
of the new
set-up include a four-man sales plans
group, a project development activity,
and an assigned responsibility for
sales systems.

POPEYE
and BRAKEMAN

tion pictures and might lead to censorship of all communications media

;

• i

The [SAB has taken a position on
the recent Supreme Court decision relating to pre-censorship of

motion pictures.

I he \ VB asked the Supreme ( ourl
for permission to support a petition
|i\ rimes Film ( !oi p. requesting a rehearing on the pre screening decision.
The \ \l'> bi ief, il pel in it tit I. would
argue that such "a method ol censoi
ship" would be difficult to limit to mo-

ager; Bert Weiland becomes syndicated sales administraton manager;
Kevin O'Sullivan to general sales
manager, New \ork and network
sales; William McGee named Western division and Holh wood office
manager; Jaek Rhodes added as
Lastern and Central district sales
manager: Jaek Meadows to central
sales staff; John Howley added in
southwest; Hal Danson to cover upper New i ork State and New England; Tony Wysoeki added in south
and Chris Remington
in the midwest.
Sales: Latest renewals and sales of
Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt are Holmes Ponliac I Bozell and Jacobs I on KSI,\TV, Shreveport; Savannah Sugar
i Burton E. Wyatt) and Rural Electric (State Wide i on WIS-TV, Columliia. S. ('..: Louis Shanks Furniture on KTBC-TV, Austin: Standard
Oil of Indiana (D'Arc) i on WKZOTV, Kalamazoo; Howard GrifTen
I Shell i on KNOE-TV, Monroe: Indiana Wholesalers on WTVW, Evansville: Man's Shop and Brownsville
Savings on KGBT-TV, Harlingen;
and stations KWTX-TV, Waco-Temple; KBTX-TV, Bryan; KAIL Sherman-Denison; \\C VN-TV, Portland:
WkVL
Lexington:
WCM-TV.
Philadelphia; W BAL-TV, Baltimore
\\ DS1 TV, New Orleans: KPR<
I\
Houston; W VST, Ubany; WFR
Give. Bay; KFSV-TV, Cape Girarl

i

eau; WJBF, Augusta; KVOO-Tj
rulsa; WOC-TV, Davenport-Rock Island, and WJW-TV, Cleveland.
Programs:
II orld.

Trans-Lux T\ will dis-

tribute travel series It's t Wonderfm

SPONSOR
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Commercials:
Graham
Spencer
to Robert Lawrence as accounl executive . . . Douglas J. Baker id Van
Praag Productions as production director . . . Fred Nile* doing Supper
Sandwich and Coke series for CocaCola through McCann-Erickson . . .
Officers of the Film Producers Association of New York for I1"'! are
William Van Praag, president;

riven to the Heart Fund during the
month-long

|

notion.

It's no mere v.n n that K< )l \

Public service in action: KMOX,
St. Louis, carries nine public service
programs weeklj dealing with communiiv
affairs, politics, education,
etc. This <\>>r^ not include -i\ l < Iigious programs . . . \N CHB, Detroit,
raised $1,050 during it- Dollars foi
Democracy radiothon. The monej

Robert Gross, v.p.; Thomas ('raven, secretary; Peter M. Mooney,
treasurer; directors are Robert
Berjiman. Lee lilair. Sanford
Greenberg, Robert Klaeger, Roller! Lawrence, \N alter Lowendahl,
Fred Raphael, Henrj Strauss,
W illiam Unger, Robert Crane,
Herman Edel, irthur Florman.
and David Home; executive director is Harold Klein.

goes to Negro sharecroppers victimized hv an economic boycott in the
Haywood and Fayette counties ol
Tenn. . . . KFW B, Hollywood, made
possible the employment of L25 Los
Vngeles civil engineers in Vlaska l»v
airiii" a special job opportunities announcement .. . WMCA, New York

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: William Carpenter to Cello-Matic as
eastern sales manager . . . Allen Asb
to head NTA Chicago office . . . Robert DeVinny to UAA as western division account executive . . . John F.
Tobin to ABC Films in network sales

grams and \\M('\ personalities . . .
\\ \C.E. Springfield, Ma—., this week,
will begin a new series, Young Men
in Action, dealing with the Junior
(handier of Commerce and it- altruistic endeavors.

. Basil Estereijib elected president and chief executive officer of
relevision Industries . . . Harold
Plevin appointed sales director of
Sterling Television for screen news
digest division . . . Ben Elrod to
Seven \rts Associated as southwest
account executive . . . George Mitchell to Seven Vrts West Coast Division
M inager.

c aptures the confidi nee ol the
w idest audien< e in P01 tland,
( )regon, and J J surrounding
counties. Programming prompted
hv the distiiutiv e d( Sir( S <>t our
viewers is the se< n t. Knit your
brow no longer over the
Portland market . ..see how
KOIN-TV

der hvpno-i- . . . WISH. Indianapolis, tinned itself into an all-night
emergency communications centei to

will sew up sales

for you. We dire< t you
to the latest Nielsen

('itv. has Set up a new broadcast technique for dividing up a single issue
for treatment among various pro-

More public service action : KOIE.
Omaha, with the help of the Omaha
Safetv Council conducted a youth
traffic safety conference for some 65
public and parochial high school -Indents . . . KMTV. Omaha, telecast a
demonstration of tooth extraction un-

I\

to complete our case.*

KOINTV
piersuades
in
people
Portland

provide police, Red Cross and citizen- with first-hand weather condiA number of radio stations nut
Ingenuity to the test in devising
stimulating ways of enriching the
1961 American Heart Fund.
I uo of the stations and the methods used :
• KFMB, San Diego, ran a 61hour marathon-appeal broadcast from
inside the glass elevator of the city's
II Cortez Hotel. The Heart- t-Thon
which featured varietj entertainment,
special interview- with Iv stars, a
dance, etc., netted a sum of $33,000.
• KALE. Salt Lake City, I tali,
sparked interest land extra contributions) In running a contest offering

-

tion new- durina the area'- big snow
n, 25-26 Februan
. . . KO\ ,

Pittsburgh, raised $6,000 foi the \llegheny County Chapter of the Retarded Children's \--n. by holding a
special basketball game pitting the
KQV High Hoopers against pop recording stars . . . K.CBS, San Francisco, again this year stimulating
community appearance pride with the
offer of the KCBS Community Beautification

[ward.

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE

:WCA1

TV director ol public affairs Donald
Porter Lenox chosen one of six

listeners cash prizes For "catching"
their name- aired at random with the
playing of musical selections holding

I nited States delegates to attend a
special conference at I ei< este] . I
land, sponsored bv the English-Speaking Inimi. I he confereni e subject :

the word "heart" in it- title. \n equal
amount ol cash won l>v listeners was

Britain's Changing Role in U orld Iffairs.
^

SPONSOR
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vv Highest ratings ond widest coverage.../ of every 10 homes in
Portlond ond 33 surrounding counties.
KOIN-TV — Channel 6, Portland, Oregon.
One

of America's great influence stations. Represented nationally by CBS-TV

Spot Sales.

81

WSMAKERSl
-•

^^
Mel Sokolow lias been named mid-Atlantic regional promotion director for TV
Guide, coordinating all timebuying and station activities for Philadelphia. Baltimore.
Washington, and all of Connecticut as well

FOR
T. V. STATIONS
PROGRAMMING
OPPOSITE...

FELIX THE CAT!
The world's most famous feline
will go before the cameras
soon for the 260th and final
episode in the current series.
Thus, TV stations will start
moving schedules around to
program FELIX as a full halfhour per day — causing an
anticipated upheaval in local
ratings.
FELIX Fan Clubs . . . FELIX

as the New York market. Sokolow joined
Triangle as publicity manager for the N. Y.
edition of TV Guide in 1959. Prior to tin*,
he was with Technical Tape Corp. where he
was instrumental in devel

loping Tuck Tapes' initial tv campaigns. He
is a graduate of Brandei s I . and the CBS West Coast t\ workshop.
Robert
L. Krieger
has been appointed
sales manager for WQXR, the New York
Times radio station in New York
City.
Krieger steps up into this new position
from assistant commercial manager — a post
he has held since 1952. He joined WQXR
in December 1943 as an account executive.
Prior to this time, he spent se\en \ears as a
member of the advertising department of
the New \ork Times.
Krieger, who was graduated from Columbia
University, is married and the lather of a 13-year-old daughter.
has Broadcasting
1>een nainci
Daniel E. Hydrick, Jr., na
assistant to Metropolitan
president and hoard chairman John W.

Birthday Parties . . . FELIX
merchandising aids are also
creating major problems for
opposition stations relying on
ordinary cartoons to attract
and hold the loyal children's
audience.

Don't let this happen to you.
If Felix has not picked a channel in yoor market area as
yet ... do the obvious . . .

stint, he
rni renth

make certain he's pushing your
call letters . . . and make your

Broadcasting national television sales manager since L958, has been named general
sales manager of Television Advertising

move NOW,
still time!

. . . while there's

TRANS-LUX
TELEVISION
CORP.
625 Madison Avonutt
Now York 11, N*w York
PL 1-3110
Chicago
• Hollywood

'62

Kluge. Hydrick conic- to Metropolitan afici six-and-a-half years a> general manage!
of \\ Gil radio and WGII Muzak in Norfolk]
Newport News. \ a. Prior to this, he wal
an account executive with Baltimore sta]
lion \\ 1TII. Following his World War II
presidenl ol Limited Common Carrier. He if the Newport
NewSale- Executive
Club.

Robert

becom<

president
M. McCredy,

Westinghouse

Representatives. McGredy, who will coordinate sales policies for the T\ \K offices
throughout the I . S.. began his career a>
sales managei of \\ IOP. Washington, in
1946. I!r then became sales managei ol
\\ PA I'. Paterson, Y J. and in 1949 asst. dir. i
ing Bureau (now RAB). In 1950 he wenl to \\ (
SI'ONSOH

ll
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i run/, lull, to buyers of
an media hi< ilities

The

seller's viewpoint

Television today, says Blair T) executive vice president Edward I'. Shurick,
stands in real danger <>i being caught in a trap — primarily o) its own making. The trap, says Shurick. is the unwise and unnecessary
price rather than on performance.

He deplores a deterioration of good

business practices in the matter oj rates found too often

Let's remember:

emphasis on

in main

the performance

^m.i-i week Id. (mid people sal in Madison Square Garden
and watched one of the world's Olympic champions come
ver\ close to losing a race to a competitor not near his

equal.
Whj ?
Because this trulj great athlete allowed himself to gel
trapped behind inferior runners. On a wider track, the
others could not bave begun to match his speed or endurance.
The race pointed up a hazard which current!) threatens
television.
Let's face the facts without prejudice:
In television, we bave the most powerful means ever de\ised or developed for communication between the makers
end the users of mass-market goods. In short, the most
powerful marketing- force available to business.
i et toda\ telex ision stands in real danger of being caught
n
a trap — primaril) of it- own making.
That trap is the
unwise and unnecessary emphasis on price — rather than on
performance.
In our industry itself, loo man) seem occasionally to lose
Sight of televisions real values. We tend to forget that no
Dther form of advertising can begin to match its power to
ommand attention, to implant ideas, to stimulate action.
loo often in certain markets we find a deterioration of
:ood business practices in the matter of rates. It i- a basic
American principle that competition is the life of trade.

markets.

is what

really counts

knee at the aliai ol costs /»■/ thousand.
It i- no secret that rocketing price- ol paper and produi tion have greatlv increased the costs of print media. \n«l it
i- well known that no unit of print circulation can automatical!) guarantee attention to ever) advertisement the
medium mav
carry.
But, despite television's advantages in cosl per unit ol
sale, some elements in the industr) seem to fall victim to
price-jitters. So we find certain types of television advertising offered at cost- which no amount of increased volume
could just it v .
We watch the Congo and shudder at w hat seems senseless
civil strife, when the Congo situation calls foi unified cooperation in the endeavor to build a nation.
Yet, right bere in the I nited State-, among certain national elements — yes. even in certain majoi markets, we
see that the effectiveness ol television advertising is vitiated
,\ senseless rate-cutting. Such practices undermine the
basic value- of the market and its media in the eyes "I
advertisers, both local and national.
Despite the recurring talk ol "recession1 and the "depressed areas" the television industrv a- a whole i- m>i
faced with substantial advertising cut-backs at the national
level. Most major advertisers have grown nunc sophisticated through their experiences of the '30's and ' In'-. The)
no longer run for the storm-cellar when the tii-t recessional

■Jut unwise competition can also be the death of progress.
America has main forms of advertising, in addition to
elev ision. Each of them has its own standards of effectiveless and its own records of achievement. The advertise]
s free to choose whichever media he feels will best serve

cloud appears. Toda) the) realize the wisdom
ing their market position
even though it mav

lis purpose — free to include in his particular 'marketingnix tho>e elements which he feels will best help attain bis
»bjectives.
So there is natural competition between media, But in

jitters will pass

his competition, television toda) is in a strong position of
idvantage . . . not faced with anv uecessit]
to bow
the
PONSOR
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ol maintain
be uei ess

to make -light increases in percentages allocated t>> adver\t Blair-TV, it i- our conviction that the current ratethat television will continue

and even

improve upon it- past record to produce results l"i th ■
advertiser. . . . Results thai lullv justif) the i ontinuation of
fair rate- and the maintenance of the hiuh programing
standards so essential to the pr< ess ol television in the
month- and years ahead.
^

ONSOR

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Naming

4^

CAIfC

game: Some N. Y. broadcasting and agencj guys were at P. J.
O'Hara's convivial Third Ave. place
discussing the fact that Cunsmoke
was going into re-runs next season —
but none knew the new name for the

Impressive

Radio

series. Some suggestions as the evening wore on: Son. of Gunsmoke and
Chester's Collie.

In many ways the Radio and Television Executives Society
luncheon at the Roosevelt a couple of weeks ago was the most
exciting demonstration of the vitality of the radio medium

Gaming name: Our correspondent
from the Las Vegas gambling casinos, Barbara Bachert. reports that
the management of the Dunes Hotel

which we've seen
It was brilliant
on one platform
KMOX, St. Louis,
McLendon of the

was so pleased with Johnny Ray's
smash engagement there that they are
touting him for his own tv show.
And one wit suggested a title: Jackpot Bawling, Starring Johnny Ray.

(and heard) in many years.
program planning which brought together
such station operators as Robert Hyland,
Frank Gaither, WSB, Atlanta, and Gordon
McLendon Stations.

And from the talks and the tapes which each presented it
was possible to get a clearer, more vivid picture of modern
radio's creativity, variety and power than all the rating books
in the world could ever give.
Their viewpoints and programing philosophies couldn't
have been more different. Bob Hyland described "At Your
Service," KMOX's seven hour daily all-talk format which
last week celebrated its first year of highly successful operation.
Gordon McLendon outlined the "Secret Formula" of KLIF,
Dallas, a super-concentration on all types of news, with
12,000 remote news broadcasts a year, nearly two every
hour of the day.
Frank Gaither told of WSB's "Partnership in Programing"
approach, based on the conviction that every show must involve some degree of audience participation.
Fach presented convincing evidence of the effectiveness ol
his station's philosophy: each has a distinct, and wholly characteristic viewpoint.
This was what we liked best of all. A clear-cut demonstration thai radio today is not a medium of dreary formulas,
but one in which scores of blight, creative, resourceful and
imaginative individuals are constantly opening up new frontiers of entertainment, information, and public service.
Our congratulations to the RTFS and to its distinguished
radio guests.
this we fight FOR: An ever -incr easing
improvement in the public <id industry image

By Occident: A British-French actor. Roger LePage, is in the cast of
the new Broadwav musical about
Hawaii, 13 Daughters. He says he's
constantly learning things from the
oriental members of the cast, including a phrase that has swept
Japan.
you people
go there,"'
he
declares,"Wherever
"you hear
saying
LI lots of 111 tick. . . ."
Punsville: Erv Moser of the Stroffe
Music Writing Service suggests that
the Miss Universe contest should be
held at a sunbathing camp and televised. The show'd he called — The
CBS World Nudes Roundup.
Cab gab: Myron Cohen tells about
a woman who hailed a taxi and said.
"Take me to Maternity Hospital, hut
don't hurry — / work there."
Casting
Here's aof run-down
on the castnotes:
and countries
the stars
of ABC TV's Hong hong series. Bod
Taylor, who plays an American correspondent, isan Australian. Lloyd
Bochner, who plays a British police
commissioner, is a Canadian. And
Mai Tai Sing, who plays an "exotic
Chiness owner of a plush Hong Kong
supper club,"
is naturally- from
Oakland,
California.
Country Club set: \ bill that would
have permitted 12-year-olds to take
jobs .1- caddies (specifying lighter
golf haps and reduced hours), was
defeated in the N. Y. Stale Legislature because, among other things, it

of radio, the medium which, in the truest scum'

would

has been called "magic m the air."

to foul language."

"expose

::i
SPONSOR
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f 15 JINGLE PARODIES

Piloted by these

OF AMERICA'S ALL-TIME
RECORD HITS OF THE
PAST 3 YEARS

WPLO— Atlanta
WCOP- Boston
WCAO-Baltimore
WJJD— Chicago
KBOX— Dallas
WMPS-Memphis
WRIT-Milwaukee

► Fully customized

for your station

► Entertain as you identify

Write
Wire or call
now for FREE
audition

COMMERCIAL
^CORDING
CORPORATION
BOX 6726

•

DALLAS 19, TEXAS

•

Rl 8-8004

great stations:

WNOE-New Orleans
WIL-St. Louis
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THERE'S NOTHING HARDER TO STOP
THAN A ONE-WAY TREND

Jan.-Peb. 1961

And according to Arbitron's latest
report, it is very clear that the
television traffic trend continues

WABC-TV

17.3

to point ONE WAY- to Channel 7
ItrOltron

•••••

WABC-TV

CHANNEL

Flagship Station

THE MOST
SPONSOR

•
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Mood., - Sjturd»,

CHANNEL

ABC Television Network

ENJOYABLE

TREND

( 10 H II Kl. Sabll

7

IN TOWN

'MONTANA'S
Favorite
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6 Newsmaker of the Week
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63 Washington Week
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ABC & NBC Programming.
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33
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How
36

Representatives

BASEBALL: New Sponsorship patterns in '61
Agencies and sponsors are re-evaluating their major league buys in old
areas in the face of higher costs, lower ratings, changing habits

THE BOLLING CO.

to challenge big N. Y. agencies

A midget
successful

competitor
among
agency giant-. Smith Greenland
proves
in food field by using know-how combined
with creativity

' Ei

Detroit's radio cheer helps out in Boston
39

you can t cover

Store's tv breakfast club

ATLANTA

40

without

24 HOUR

Negro Station
SALES RESULTS THRU
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING

air-

WAOK
ATLANTA

For Details And Avails Contact
Daren F. McGavren Co. or Stan
Atlanta,

Buy In Combination
With
WRMA, Montgomery, Ala.

i:- -tine, carried

by

rules mean

WGH-TY.

Ga.

I'.ntei tainment

cushions

ads

the end of product protection?

42

After a week of stud\. admen arc -till confused by web's verbiage but
agree that protection concepts, as the) have known
them, are fading

44

Ex-cops patrol Detroit freeways
Traffic-ridden city get- unique, professional, aid to motorists, and first
band on-the-air reports on traffic, thanks to imaginative radio station plan

I fat
»l

i Si

s,

b

FEATURES
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16 I'tih and Madison
14 Timebuyers at \\ ork

featuring a concentration of dynamic hometown personalities with
proven

Pro

of Buffalo breaks with tradition, launches daily, half-hour show,

Do new NBC

America's
Most Powerful

Raymond— WAOK—

AM&A

liv <■ from

WAOK

81 years of combined
sellinq
experience!

Boston radio station airs anti-recession talk from Detroit auto makers
and stimulates a massive look-see at new cars during annual Open House
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66
74
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FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

IN MADISON
EWSMAKER
of the week
Intensification of national level sales activity by broadcast
station groups is pointed up this week by the appointment of
Don Quinn to the new post of director of national sales for
RKO General. Inc.. ISeiv York. This is in line with the trend
for a growing number of station groups to set up national
sales teams, or their own station representative companies.
The

newsmaker:

If RKO

General

derides

to set

up

its

own representative organization — and reports continue that this
move is still being seriously considered — Don Quinn would he a
natural coordinator for such an amalgamation of station and representative sales functions.
• Now
TV

in 1st place 6 p.m. to midnight (Mon. thru Fri). WKOWincreased its share of audience

by 32%. (ARB-Madison
Nov. 1959; Nov. I960).

Metro—

• In just 12 months the 2nd station
lost 12% and the third station lost
16%
in share of audience.
• WKOW-TV
noon to 3 p.m.
increased by 33%; and from 3 p.m.
to 6 p.m. audience doubled.
• 6 of the top 10 shows
WKOW-TV.
• The

audience

WKOW-TV!

are on

has switched

NovTTs

to

the time for

you to consider and reconsider. For
1st place sales power

switch your

pitch to WKOW-TV.

He's had experience in both fields, and this dual-edged sales background is geared to meeting what RKO describes as his current reRKO

sponsibility: "the development of
General relations with national radio and tv spot advertisers and with their advertising

Don Quinn is former partner
agencies."
in
McGavren-Quinn station representative firm, one of the newer
entries in the rep field, and has
held a variet) of executive broadcast posts since entering the business in 19 l<">.
Key among them: vice president and director of spot sales for
NTA-TV:
sales manager,
ABC

Don Quinn

TV. Los Angeles; vice president and general manager of the Lincoln Dellar Radio Stations group.
Reporting directb to llathwa\ Watson. \ ice president in charge ■
broadcasting for the corporation, Quinn is working also with na-

WKOW-TV
and

10,000-watt
TONY

WKOW-AM

MOE,

Vice-Pres. and Cen. Mgr.
Represented nationally by
THE BOLLINC
CO.
In Minneapolis by
WAYNE EVANS 6 ASSOC.

EZ333
Midcontineni

tional sales managers and station reps for the group's ]."> broadcast
properties.
Four months ago the company instigated a central sales unit headquartering in New York with executive personnel coordinating sales
work with a national sales manager named for each of the Uk<>

General properties.

Four station representatives sen ice these stations: KII.I AM. TV,
Los Angeles; WNAC, AM. TV. Boston: KFRC \M. TV. San Francisco; WRKO FM, Boston; WHBQ Wl. TV. Memphis: W(-\l>.
Washington;
WOR
\M. TV,
CKI.W
Wl. TV,
Windsor,
Ont, I'M.
Can. New York; WHCT.

Broadcasting Group

WKOW-AM and TV Madison • KELO-LAND TV and
RADIO Sioux Falls, S. D. • WLOL-AM, FM Minneapolis-St.
Paul
• KSO
RADIO
Des Moines

Hartford:

Mr. Quinn lives in New York City. He attended Scion Hall and
Fordham I niversity, and served with ihc \rm\ \ir Corps during
World War II a> a pilot with the rank of major.
W
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When the people in
Hamlin and environs
wanted a job done
they called on the Pied
Piper. For action in
Cleveland they pipe
for WHK.It'$ the radio
station with the most
followers-biggest
audience and largest
number of local
clunis. Lock np your

family ifyou don't
CLEVELA.XO
/ Metropolitan Broadcasting station
V.P. c- General Managi r :Jat /.- Thajt r
National Rip : Joint Blai
•n I sr DEI EMBER I9f0. HOOPER

*j**\
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JAX-FEB.I961

To an advertiser,
the biggest minute
is the one that
clocks the biggest
audience. In the
average commercial
minute, advertisers
on the CBS Radio
Network in I960
reached 28 per cent
more homes than
on the next network,
9 per cent more
homes than on the
other two networks
combined. 1961
promises an even
bigger lead for CBS
Radio, with its new
program schedule

.the biggest minute

expanded news
and information,
more* special
features, important
personalities ami
entertainment.
Whether you buy a
saturation campaign
or co-sponsor one
five-minute show...
minute for minute
your advertising
dollars buy the
biggest audiences
in all network
radio on the CBS
Radio Network.
Source: Nic'icn Radio Index. Sponsor
Cumulative Audience Section. 12 four w?fh
reports. Dec. 7, 1959-Dec

4. 1960

network radio is the commercial minute on the CBS Radio Network

by joe Csidu

4t
a s n v ii

way

the

"^PP

station
to the
central
south

Way ahead with the news,
WLAC-TV won 4 out V of 5
recent top news awards.

Tv's new

hit show

Just recently I read where somebody was giving the President's pop, Joseph Kennedy, a hard
time, charging that the old man had bought Jack
the big job. Mr. Kennedy told the deriders off
quite strongly. If money could buy the Presidency, he said, many a richer man than he
would have purchased it, for himself or a favored son long ere Jack became the head man.
And furthermore, said Mr. Kennedy, histon will prove what a trulj
great man young Jack is.
As a man who voted for Nixon I want to say here, now and enthusiastically that I believe Pere Kennedy does not overstate the case
for his son one iota. I, as a very average American, believe that we
as a nation are extremely lucky to have Jack Kennedy in the White
House in these tough and trying times. I am quite convinced that
he is one of the most superior human beings I have ever witnessed
in action, anywhere, anytime. Winston Churchill is the only man
I'm willing to concede as greater, and the venerable Englishman has
many decades on young Jack.
And 1 justify the use of sponsor space to say this piece because a
television program is primarily and basically responsible for my
feelings about our new President. I refer of course to the President's own televised and broadcast press conferences, the sixth of
which I
on at ~>
Riley on
Bozo the

have just witnessed. WRCA-TV. NBC's Channel I had it
to 5:30 Wednesda\ afternoon. March 8, and how Life of
Channel 2, / Led Three Lives on 5, Mischief Makers on 9,
Clown on 1 1 or Time for tdventure on 13 stood up against

the President I don't know .
Young Mr. Kennedy has the most incredible capacit) for discussing extrcmeh critical, vast and colossal domestic and international crises in the same tones and with the precise degree of
seriousness with which he discusses relatively minute and insignificant situations invoking handsful ol people and making the latter
seem ever] bil as important as the former. Which in the long and
humane view is ju>t the wav it should be.

All noteworthy
For example, in hi- opening remarks the President covered succinctly and with great clarit) the educational aid bills before the
Congress and the difficulties we were encountering in Laos. Bui lie
also told about steps which were being taken to see that approximately athousand Indian and Eskimo children who were not going
i,, school and were inadequately housed be helped. \ml he told
.,|,(lUi a cooperative effort which took

place in Guantanamo

SPONSOR
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about fifteen miles from oui similar!) named
Cuba

to fighl a polio outbreak.

naval base in southeast

Three Cuban

children, said the

president, had died, and ten more were stricken, and our Red Cross,
• mi Guantanamo

Ba\ \a\al Ibse personnel and the local Guanta-

nam. i Citj health authorities were pooling their efforts to fighl the

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

outbreak. The President related this to our unpleasant current official relationship with the Cuban government, and made the point
thai it indicated afresh thai we had no argument

with, no desire to

do anything hut help the Cuban people.
Glib talker
You ma) chide me for inexcusable naivete in m) rapturous comments about the youthful head ol the nation, and his exemplar)

FITS

EXACTLY

. . .

behavior in his prepared remarks to the press, because it can indeed
he presumed that these are carefull) prepared and worked
advance for effect a> well as substance I>\ some

oui in

masterful public

relations people, not tin' least of which is Pierre Salinger. But the
President's handling of the question and answer period plainl) wins
him an) plaudits I or an) other commentator ma) care to give him
as an incredibl) superior mentalit) and personality.
For here, with complete good grace, with unfailing charm
with a truly awesome
number

firsthand knowledge

and

of a fantasticallv large

of subjects the President talks unhaltingl) about the land

and its problems, tin) and tremendous.

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

^<-^a
C*£~
>Js

He tells one reporter that

we want to tr\ to get along with Communist

Broadcasting Station

China, hut have no

intention of surrendering in order to do so.

He

states for the

ELCVISIOM

ASSOCIATES

National Represcntatitcs

group a most thoughtful and judicious position on the question ol
labor unions and other groups who

John
H. Phipps
THOMASVILLE

are taking and threatening to

take action against certain imports for foreign countries.
When

one reporter asks him about the Government

plan to flood

one third of the territory of the Seneca Indians in violation of a

STORY
BOARD

WTRF-TV

treat) George Washington made with the Senecas. young Mr. Kenned) reminds the reporter that the Supreme Court has ahead)

OVERHEARD:
lunch now,
but "He's
he won't
be
gone long. Nobody took him."

ruled on that dilemma, and that he, the President, has no intention

Wheeling wtrf-tv
PONDERING: Would you rather

• •I fighting with the Supreme

T. R. Effic1

Court over the issue.

te

He discusses at great and most patient length, the whole question
units and loan- to secondar)
non-public schools, displaying a
knowledge of the intimate details of virtuall) all the pertinent past
ind proposed legislation in thi> area which might be expected of a
man who specialized in the subject.
He touched fleetingl) hut meaningfull) on the Peace Corps, and
Alien a reporter indicated an intention of reviving and belaboring
he stor\ ol the fliers released h\ the Russians, he said calml) hut
firmh :
"I believe the flier- disi ussed the entire matter very full) with the
ness last week."
End of subject.
One reporter said there had been a large amount

of mail from

SECRETARY

CENpoor?
: "I believe he knows every

Wheeling can
wtrf-tv
AMERICAN
MOTORISTS
pari.
and we have parking meters to pro
wtrf-tv Wheeling
ALERT ADVERT!
-.11 get results when they schedule spots on WTRF-TV
ind we have the
es to prove
it. Ask our rep. George
P. Hollingbery
Co.
song?
Wheelinged wtrf-tv
NEWLYWED
life one grand sweet
OLDTIMER:
"Well,
after the baby
is born.
re like an opera
Full of grand marches,
loud calls for tl
t, and
always a full ho

wtrf-tv Wheeling

playec:

There cant he. Not onl) do I think he"> going to make one of
Ul greatest presidents, as pop said, but I think he's the besl talker
i hit television since Jack Paar.
•

20

MAIM

Wheeling wtrf-tv

smiled, and said: "You subject me t" some

base, bul there"- no lack of respect."

PONSOR

' was

SALES are MANACFgals
discreet, up to a r

u're abusing the Presidenl and nol showing him the propei respect.
^ '>uni; Jack Kenned)

or immaculately

nasty and filthy song e.
' Her
office chum Kathy asked "Doss he sing those
songs around you?" "No." said Gen "BUT
he whistles them!"

he American people concerning the Presidential Press Conferences.
iluch of this mail, he said, indicated the people felt the reporters

filthy rich

wtrf-tv Wheeling

H

1901

wtrf-tv

Wheeling
WHEELING,

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WEST

VIRGINIA

^~"
II
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WCCO

Radio . . .

one of the great stations
of the nation!

Sro.NSOU

•
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WCCO

RADIO delivers far morelisteners than all

other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!
WCCO Radio 62.1%
Station B 10.1%
Station C 7.6%
Station D 5.4%
Station E 3.9%
Five other stations 10.9%

IVM*
RADIO
SOURCE:

Look at any major market. Chances are you won't find any
station that attracts both the overwhelming share of
audience and degree of audience acceptance that WCCO Radio
does in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market.
Truly one of the great stations of the nation, WCCO Radio
delivers far more listeners than all other Twin Cities stations
combined! Its 62.1 i share of audience is the greatest
ever recorded since Nielsen began measuring the market.
Yet years of listening loyalty are a daily habit with
1,022,610 radio families in a 114-county Basic Service Area.
Add the welcome fact that WCCO Radio gives you
the lowest cost per thousand — less than one-third the average
of all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations.
Chart your sales story to top acceptance with WCCO Radio.

Nielsen Station Indei. Nov. -Dec, 1960 6 AM-Midnight,

7-djy week.

Minneapolis • St. Paul
Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by

CBS RADIO
SPOTSALES
?

1 I
SPONSOR
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Review, please,

Timebuyers
at work

the latest survey
of your choice:
(Louisville Metro

Nielsen

Area, Nov.-Dec,

1960)

(Oct.-Dec, 1960)

HOOper

(Louisville Metro

Pulse

Area, Nov., 1960)

Trendex
24-28,1959)
Verifak
1960)
Conlan
1960)

(Louisviiie,Aug.

(Louisville, Oct.,

( Louisville, Nov.,

Frank Hajek, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.. New York, urges reps to
emphasize the qualities of a tv stations local shows through
film clips and tapes. " 'Similar programing' does not mean similar
programs. Virtually every station has its news, weather and sports
show, its kid show and homemaking show, usualh dependent upon
local personalities. Some spot
schedules, placed outside the prime
time, rely heavily on the quality of
such programs. It is usually difficult for a buyer located in another
city to evaluate the qualitative
aspects of local programs from
information generally available.
True, rating services and promotional pieces tell part of the story,
but some station representatives,
through the use of film clips and
tapes, have brought home forcefully the attributes of outstanding local features. Buyers are sometimes accused of relying soleK on ratings. Frequently it is because
the strong points of local program qualit) have not been presented.
Where reps are not emphasizing these qualities, lhe\ are doing advertisers, the buyers and themselves a disservice."

Unbelievable
unduplicated audience
in the
Louisville Metro Area

Barbara Swedeen, North Advertising, New York, queries. "Why is
ABC TV discriminating against the ID advertiser? In their fight for
affiliates, the network is dangling as bait to stations the 40-second
commercial break between its nighttime programs. This policj has
been devised primarih

Erequenc) with a minimum budget,
or want- to increase his efficiency

belongs to WKLO*
Need we say more?
•Nielsen,

November-December,

to increase the revenue to the stations. But
what of the advertiser who is look"
inii for maximum coverage and

or jusl doesn't need longer cop]
and lias therefore determined that

1960

the ID is the best means ol expendsee
robert e.
eastman «!C co., inc.
Other Air Trails Stations:
WING,
WCOL,
WIZE,
WEZE,

Dayton, O.
Columbus, O.
Springfield, O.
Boston, Mass.

ing all or a tnajoi portion ol hitelevision budget? Must he increase his budget, reduce his ellicienc) or lengthen his message in
order to gain coverage of a market covered In VBC? If he can
do none of these, faced h\ limited oi no availabilities on \BC affiliates, he must go to other stations to spend his monev. I think that
to protect those advertisers who use ID'-. \K< and or their affiliates
should give serious consideration to allocating particular breaks for
the use "I 30's and

10's, Ol instituting a break rotation plan."
SPONSOR
20
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OU'VE GOT
A DEAL..."

says James Schiavone,
Station Mgr., WWJ-TV, Detroit, Mich.

/

program

scries WWJ-TV

lie Dr. Joyce Brothers

must

have."

series will be

another example of WTVJ's program
leadership in the south Florida area."

Lee Ruwltch,

Exec. V. P. & Gen. Mgr., WTVJ,

Miami. Fla.

"From every aspect this is the type
of program feature which any
station can take. pride in presenting."
WDSU

A. Louis Read. Exec. V. P. & Gen. Mgr.,
Broadcasting Corp, New Orleans. La.

N

'•"—
or 195 Five-Minute
Prograi
■^"CONSULT
This popularity

proven

ment. The reaction

was

program

series was

immediate

and

DR.

pre-tested

before

decisive. They

BROTHERS

a panel

bought

of top station manage-

it! Now

you've

got it too — a

program that's perfect for stripping— all the popular appeal of adult subjects... love... marriage
..sex... dating... treated in a mature manner. Dr. Joyce Brothers does it with all the prestige
nherent in her vast professional background . . .with a lively personality whicb excites lively
K'iewer interest. "Consult

Dr. Brothers"

has: proven

ritical acclaim, proven audience and sponsor
Dower. Don't miss this one!
SPONSOR
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pulling

track record, proven
A TZ> /^
T^T
150l BROADWAY, new

sales record, proven
"A/T^l
("l^"^1
york, n.y.. la 4-5050 *
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paign which is remarkably similar
to your thinking. The first ad had
been prepared before your column
appeared, but we have borrowed a
few thoughts for our copy. The

49th and
Madison
Magic

I have just finished reading \our
column in the 13 February issue of
SPONSOR and I should like to say that
we heartily agree with your suggestions that radio's power and appeal
be defined in terms other than numbers.

in the air

Congratulations and thanks for your
trul) fine column. ("Commercial
Commentary") "Magic in the air"
which appeared in the 13 February
issue of sponsor.
I think you put your finger on a
point we in radio all too often for-

Arthur

get— the "truly astonishing and mysterious qualities" of our medium.
We need, I think, to be reminded
of this often, and to be prodded into
doing something other than ranting
and raving about numbers, ratings,
reach, etc.
Larry M. Harding
promotion manager
WBT Radio
Charlotte, N. C.

Hull

word "magic," for example, will be
used recurringly in each ad.
The more I have thought about
this, the more important I think it is
and I am writing to NAB. RAB and
Blair suggesting that we try to reestablish the glamour of radio by
stressing the importance of the spoken word, the building up of mental
images,tions, etc.people-to-people communicaBen Strouse
WWDC
president
Washington, D. C.

Hayes

CBS
Radio
president
New York, N. Y.

I thought your column regarding the
magic of radio was the greatest
thing that has happened in a long
while.
By a strange coincidence we were
working on a new trade press cam-

Thank you for your editorial "Magic
in the air." As one who dailv meets
these "dreary cliches," of which you
speak, I am all for selling radio on
the basis of the excitement you point
out in your column.
My new John Frederick's off to
you for this clear thinking and forthright examination of monotonv in
the medium!
Jean Taylor
supervisor, radio/tv
Younn <£- Ruhicam
N. Y.

production

Your editorial, entitled "Magic in
the air," was the best — the very hest
—I have read on that subject.
It's about time those in the industn stopped talking about radio
in cliches and continued to recognize the ever increasing value of the
medium.
Edward

WAVE -TV viewers have
28.8% more TIRED FACES
— and they buy 28.8% more cosmetics,
toiletries and beauty aids in general!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-ofT, in any
rage week. Source: N.S.I., Dec, 1960.
CHANNEL

3

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC

SPOT

SALES,

National

Representatives

Codel

vice
The president
Katz Agency
\eu

York. .V. ) .

\-ain. \ou have made

a cogent

pointio through
remarkable
aln'l
il\
go to theyour
heart
of the mattei
and state it directly. Radio. a> yoa
-n\ is an exciting and satisfying medium; ilis good to meet a man WBO
recognizes ibis fact.
Mian Ludden
(IIS
Radio
dir. program
serviced

N.Y.
SPONSOR
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"More than $3,000 a week in billing-both announcement and

program — dependent on one Ampex tape machine. That's a typical week here at Channel 5,"
says Fred Fletcher. "We've been in business with Videotape* for slightly over two years and our
one machine shows 3,272 hours of use and service ... Ninety percent of our political busini
last fall was on tape. I don't say we wouldn't have gotten it on a live basis, but it was easier,
less costly, and much more convenient to candidates, having the busy grass roots schedules they
do . . . Sure, we see every reason for getting a second machine — and we shall eventually, but we've
done a phenomenal job with one for two years. There's no question about our choice of Ampex.
They are TV tape recording, no doubt about it." • • • • To get an informative file of reports from
your associate TV broadcasters showing how an Ampex VTR fits in as a basic, pay-its-own-way
component of any complete TV facility, write to Ampex today. Department S V

AMPEX

PROFESSIONAL

PRODUCTS

COMPANY

. 934 CHARTER

ST.. REDWOOD

CITY. CALIF

• AMPEX

OF CANADA

LTD.. REXDALE.

ONTARIO

MR
FRED
FLETCHER.
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
WRAL
TV. RALEIGH.
NORTH
CAROLINA

AMPEX

CORP.

\

i
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Unprivate

minute of everj
The programming standards of a television station are exposed every
New York's Prestige
hour of every day. All you need do is look to see that WPIX-11,
caliber pro
network
Independent, has the "network look" . . . network-proved and
ooners, Mike
grams night after night. Programs like M Squad, Air Power, the Honeym
TV
Hammer, You Are There. When you, the advertiser, painstakingly produce
s that do
commercials, you have a right to expect they will be presented in program
York Independent
justice to your product and your company. WPIX-11 is the only New
.
Television Station qualified to display the Seal of Good Practice
where are your 60 second commercials tonight?
NEW

YORK'S

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/radio
and marketing news of the week

SPONSOR-SCOPE
20 MARCH
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No sooner does CBS TV put out one fire with its affiliates than it finds itself
faced with the makings of another: namely, its new policy of relegating public aifairs-news documentary series to 10:30-11 p.m.

INC.

What's at stake here is a simple choice: since such programs are often weak in audience.
who will take the ratings rap hardest, network or affiliate?
Shall they go on early and possibly weaken network fare that follows — or at 10:30 p.m.,
possibly to jeopardize post-11 p.m. local shows?
From the network viewpoint: competitively speaking it's not wise to slot a non-entertainment show at the tee-off base of a nighttime schedule. If the show garners a below
average audience, says the network, it might be hard to overcome the audience leads of
NBC TV and ABC TV. The whole night may even prove a complete washout as a result.
From the affiliates' viewpoint: an informal network show at 10:30 p.m. could threaten one of the station's most valuable and most saleable properties — the 11 p.m. news.
If this audience isn't protected by lead-in strength, as on Thursdays at 10:30-11 where CBS
Reports reduces audience flow into local news — if this audience inheritance isn't protected
— the local sponsor of the 11 p.m. news could in time, affiliates say, get so discontented as to
cancel.
The problem is seen as a conundrum : how can the network schedule this lesser rated
fare while still protecting the best economic interests of both itself and its affiliates?

P. Lorillard opens up daytime tv for Spring (Grey), scattering eight minutes a
week in the ABC TV schedule.
The menthol filter is first to try such a daytime women's campaign.
But due to complications Spring won't go into Camouflage (Don Morrow does Luckies commercials), Number Please (R. J. Reynolds sponsors Bud Collyer's nighttime show),
and American Bandstand (watched by too many teenagers) .

Radio news will push those new FHA mortgages.
Robbins Associates (Metlis & Lebow) will use major-market radio news on WCBS,
WINS, WQXR, WNBC, WABC, WVNJ, WMCA, WMGM, KDKA, WCAU, WGY,
WHAM, WEEI, WCKR, and KMOX; and other Eastern markets are to be added.

Mary Proctor appliances (Weiss & Geller) go into four NBC TV daytime shows
for an eight week seasonal campaign starting 3 April.
Participations in Price Is Right, Jan Murray, From These Roots, and Say When
are timed for Mother's Day gift-buying and June weddings and anniversaries.

Things have to be off-beat in the new drama trend: L&M (D-F-S) is to sponsor
'Way Out, new half-hour tape drama series.
David Susskind will produce the tape series in New York, airing 31 March at 9:30 p.m.
Friday on CBS TV.
20 march 1961
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continued

Tv fashion shows are catching on with department
tried it out in New York last March.

stores ever since Mac

TvB expects between 25 and 50 department stores to have tv fashion shows this spri
Among the first to latch on to the format this year: Hess's, Allentown, Pa., whose El
ropean haute couture fashions were video-taped and shown over Philadelphia's WFIL-TV
March; and Montgomery Ward which also taped its feminine finery (through Dallas" WFAA
TV) and put on a 30-minute fashion parade in 15 major southwest markets as part of
major regional effort last week.
Stores that had tv fashion shows last fall are these: Alexander's and Ohrbach's i
New York, Meier & Frank in Portland, Ore., Gimbels in Milwaukee. Titche-Goettinger in Da
las, and Gladding"s in Providence.
Buitoni will use CBS TV's Captain Kangaroo to promote its new spinach ma
aroni, manufactured in the shape of a rival children's tv character, Popeye.
Buitoni (Frank-Law) licensed the newspaper-and-tv cartoon Popeye character from Ki
Features Syndicate — who also have new cartoons of the character in film syndication.

Commercial use of classical fm stations, once a rarity, no longer surpris
anyone.
Talman Federal Savings, for instance, is heginning its fifth year as early morning
sponsor on WFMT, Chicago.
Fm "networks" have also been mushrooming: when QXR network signed KRBETV, Houston, this week it added its 35th fm classical music affiliate. There are, incidentally, two QXR networks: the Boston to Washington group connected by radio
relay from New York, established in 1958, and 15 more
west, far west and southwest, all added since then.

unconnected

stations in the mid-

Add one more if you're keeping score of daytime games for fall:
on ABC TV at 2:30 p.m. starting 3 April.

Seven Keys

The program format, host Jack Narz and all, comes from a local show seen on independ .
KTLA, Los Angeles, since last September.
KTTV, Los Angeles, will resume a promotion using words writ on water.
An unusual advertising exchange with Arrowhead spring water and Puritas distilled
water — tried four years ago — will provide KTTV
livered into 150,000 Southern California homes.

promos on the labels of 5-gallon bottles de-

TvB's touring sales clinic this year is headed for 18 cities and will run through
May and June.
The emphasis will be on local selling.

There's a school of agency people who think that the radio industry could perform ahighly self-remunerative service if it financed a master cross-section study of
the radio audience which could he applied to any of the ratings.
The cross-section would show the average community's radio listening in depth.
such as the ratio of home, car and other place tune-in — and how much of this derives
from women, men and teenagers.
The base would be scientifically composed and could be applied generally within a rea
sonable margin of error.
In that way, -a\ the proponents of the stud\. the buyer could not only assess rating*
hut have a realistic insight of the radio audience as it is constituted
intelligently
today.
20
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continued

CBS TV is gradually whittling down
for the weekday 10 to noon span.

affiliate holdouts to its minute selling plan

The stations in major markets refusing to take an\ of t h«- two-hour programing are down
to four. The markets: Syracuse, Birmingham, Columbus and Toledo.
Several other stations have limited themselves to taking an hour of the two.

A sombre communique
horseflesh :

for the makers of cowboy paraphenalia and breeders of

Of the S2 million that ABC TV has appropriated for pilots to be available for the 1962-63
season not a dollar will involve westerns.
In other words, the network plans to continue on it- present kick of comedy, crime
chasing with handsome people as the chasers, and sundr) global adventure fare.
fallCBS.
ABC will have hut two hours of westerns as against 5^4 hours on TS'BC
and 5Come
hoursthe on
Since the CBS and NBC schedules aren't full\ cemented, there's no telling how much
comedv thev'll each have aaainst ABC TV's alreadv scheduled 12 half-hour shows.
Network program packagers were scratching their heads this week over an apparent lull in buying despite the fact their season is far from over.
The lull may have been just coincidence but some insiders thought the first rush was
over and that a transition to late season selling was just beginning.

Admen who have scanned the tentative fall program schedules of the tv networks seem to be particularly struck by this: how closely the pattern of programing
hews to competition with each successive season.
They point out that most conspicuous of all are the carbon-copyings of the adventures
and whodonits that have clicked on ABC TV — and the addition of still more versions
of other formulas that caught the viewer fancv over the seasons.
To reprise, it's much like Hollywood pictures in their heyday: then too a boxoffice
bullseve generally set off a chain reaction of imitation from studio to studio.

Sports and music are still there anions the network durables.

-*

Wilson ■sporting goods (Campbell-Mithun) and Kemper insurance (Frank) will cosposor two golf tournaments on NBC T\ . while American Express I B&B) and Travelers
Insurance (Y&R'l will share a golf show on CBS TV.
In the music department P. Ballantine and R. J. Reynold's (both Est) l will sponsor
Mitch Miller on NBC TV and Massey-Ferguson (NL&B) Five Star Jubilee on NBC TV.
It looks as though NBC will be the first I . S. broadcaster with three-waj coverage of Latin American news via on-t he-spot news bureaus.
On 1 April NBC opens news offices in Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
ready abranch in Havana.

Aire.-: there"- al-

A main difference between Russian and I . S. tv is its use to sell news and propaganda instead of entertainment and soap.
There are already 91 stations in the I .S.S.R., and I million sets and the goal i- .">()
more stations and 25 million more Beta by L965.
Russian programing is heavy on news, art and public affairs, education and documentaries, and there are quite a few movies and children"- programs, reports Newsweek.
Co-sponsorship and participations aren't Russian tv problems: program- have but a
single sponsor, the government.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Look for the manufacturers of synthetics, like textiles, fibres, plastic resin and
film sheets, to be amenable to pitches from outside agencies.
Their motivation: a search for sharper product identity, which the restive tribe think
they can get through a different agency.
The background: since the war there has been a plethora of synthetics with different
names and it now turns out that neither the producers nor the consumers can identify
one from the other, or if they do, it's not easy for them to associate the name with the
manufacturer.
As one agency marketingman put it: These manufacturers have become the victims of their own oversmartness and drive to capture a maximum share of the market. Instead of using a welter of names, they might have attached a letter or serial number
to their corporate names for each product.

Textile marketing experts, incidentally, note that there will be rich opportu
nity opening up in their field for advertising media in the next year or two.
It'll be due, they say to a new wave of basic changes in wearing apparel fashions
for both men and women.

An observation made
of the incongruous.

by a Chicago agencyman

last week may tickle your sense

To make it more specific it was the head of a research department, who said he couldn't
figure out why advertisers and agencies will not run the same full page ad in print
more than once in a publication, but will keep hammering away at the same old
commercials over the same tv and radio stations, sometimes for more than a year.
His concluding query: If repetition is effective with air media, why hasn't it been for
print?
The Spiegel mailorder house is experimenting
out to be the next revolution in drug retailing.

I

with a chain idea that could turn'

The Spiegel plan: issue four-color catalogs of drugs and cosmetics at reduct
prices and invite prospective customers to place their orders via a chain of hoh
in-the-wall stores.
These stores would not dispense merchandise but merely take the order and money.
Possible supplement:
offering a line of credit which obviously would serve as
hard-to-meet angle for the discount houses.

The National Better Business Bureau

may look at the whole thing with jaun-

diced eye but you'll be seeing in the near future advertising about the beneficial
effects of the negative ion.

The theory as propounded by some in the medical profession is that airborne ions have
harmful and beneficial effects, with the negative kind seeming to relieve certain ailments and raise the spirits.
Target of the NBBB's scorn : the salesmen who've been peddling ions door-to-door as
their antecedents did with diathermy machines.
But where bigtime advertising is expected to take foothold in this negtive ion development: j
products designed and engineered for central air-conditioning systems.

For

other

news

of the Week, page 6;
page 63; SPONSOR
Week,
Spot Buys, page 54; Sponsor-Week Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington
Hears, page 66; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 71; and Film-Scope, page 64.
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coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker
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\KE A GOOD
LOOK
THE NASHVILLE MARKET
After you've looked at Marilyn King of WSM

TV

Homes

—

- TV's 4 Kings

372,800

btail Sales — $1,769,149,000.00

fective Buying Income— $2,458,273,000
OUTA-TELEVISION

magazine

ARKET

BOOK

-

IQ^O

The first prize was a Duroc gilt
{not to be confused with our Gold Pork Chop award)
Swine, no cuss word in Eastern Iowa, can
be beautiful, if you know where to
look. Stuffed with corn, symbolically wearing an apple presaging future feasts, a hog,
considered moola-wise, is money on the
hoof, or bankable bacon.
Porcine aesthetics are understood in
Iowa, producer of some 22% of the nation's
hog income. For five years now, WMTTV's annual Swine Judging Contest has
stimulated lively interest (649 entries this
year) . It's no place for Revlon, but sponsors like Wilson and Company, and the
J. I. Case farm implement dealers, find it
better than an Atlantic City beauty contest.

for such distaff accuracy is training acquired
from years of keeping an eye on the butcher.
Well, that's about the story, except for
the admonition in the sub-head. Each
spring, the WMT Stations also present a
Gold Pork Chop plaque (made from a
cast of a frozen chop from the champion
carcass) to the winner of the Iowa State
Spring Market Hog Show Quality Pork
Contest. How'd you like to have one of
those over your mantel?
WMT-TV • CBS Television for Eastern
Iowa Cedar Rapids — Waterloo
National Representatives, The Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT Radio; K-WMT,
Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth.

Should any New York City television stations want our secret, here's the oink-tested
formula: Truck twelve hogs to your studios.
Rev up the videotape and shoot the porkers front, side and back. Interview them,
being careful to avoid conversational gambits that lead to discussion of future plans,
and football. Safe subjects are diet, farm
size, and number of tractors in the family.
Store the tapes for subsequent use, after
the oinks are cleared away, as segments on
your weekday noontime farm show. Encourage would-be contestants to write for
judging blanks. Play back the taped segments in a specified week. Ask the contestants to place, grade and estimate backfat thickness of each hog, four hogs to a
class. Let your farm staff tabulate the entries and pick the winner.
This year (the third year in a row) a
lady won first prize. We suspect the reason
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Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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SPONSOR-WEEK
Lever's tv problem: how to develop better commercials
Budweiser sets $12 million ad budget, briefs reps on junket
All-family audience

is aim of Ideal Toy's $2 million for tv

L&M DROPS $10 MILLION FROM ABC TV
There was still no comment at SPONSOR-WEEK deadline from ABC TV about its shift of three Liggett &
Myers' shows out of prime time slots and the client's
resulting cancellation of $10 million worth of business.
L&M,

through McCann-Erickson, on Monday

can-

celled its options (up this week) on "Adventures in
Paradise," "Asphalt Jungle" and "The Untouchables"
because the network moved all three back from the
9:30-10:30 p.m. slot to 10-11 for the fall schedule.
ABC TV, declining official comment, noted only that
"within 24 hours $8.5 million of the $10 million involved
had been sold," with sale of the remaining time expected "momentarily." Sale is believed to involve verbal commitments rather than dotted-line buys.
McCann's programing people take the position that
the network— despite months of negotiation about time
shifts for the shows— pre-empted its three Class A periods for other advertisers.
Agency and client are immersed in program problems. Among them:
• They think they got short shrift because the new
10-11 slot, by and large, isn't doing too well throughout
the week, with two of the shows ("Make That Spare"
on Saturday and "Take a Good Look" on Thursday
going off, with the Tuesday slot open for local station
use and with Friday's "Law and Mr. Jones" running
indefinitely).

• L&M's "The Rebel," aired on ABC TV Sundays, 99:30, is still looking for a time slot for fall, with the issue
unresolved.
• L&M is up in the air trying not only to find three
new properties and prime time slots but also attempting to balance the new efforts with other properties:
SPONSOR
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its 7 April start of "Twilight Zone" Friday on CBS TV
from 10-10:30, "Gunsmoke" 10 to 10:30 on Saturdays on
CBS TV, and acquisition of "Way Out" (replacing Jackie
Gleason) 24 March on CBS TV Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m.
• Further water-muddying came Tuesday as one of
the national wire services carried a story that "The
Untouchables" had been cancelled by L&M because of
propaganda action and picketing which has been carried on by an Italian-American group in New York over
the past few months.
ABC TV president Ollie Treyz flatly denied other rumors that "Untouchables" would be off the air next fall.
He said "It will definitely be back and is 100% sold out"
to three sponsors through September, 1962 (L&M had
the equivalent of 50% sponsorship).
Two

fall program

possibilities for Liggett: expan-

sion of "Gunsmoke" to an hour, which locks L&M into
a longer time span, and the new co-production of Desilu
and McCann, "Counter-Intelligence Corps."
All told, L&M spends about $20 million on net tv
programing, including special sports shows from time to
time. L&M and Chesterfield cigarettes get biggest play.

New wrinkle: movies on radio
Hawaii, the last state, is the rirsl one t" discovei
movies can be aired on radio. K<>KL, Honolulu,
gave what it terms an "aural thrill" to listeners I■ \
playing the sound track from "The African Queen."
Manager Hal Davis says "the audience l"\'-.| it"
and he'll schedule other f1 1n i — which have "sound
hark- conducive to good listening."
25

GOOD

GRIEF!

Our

Farm
Director's
in his Cups!
...and
nowa Double Shot*
j
Nothing bores us more than a Station that overplays the "Ain't
We Wunderful" stuff. But our Farm Department really does
win a flock of National and Regional Awards. Example: Here
in the State of Wisconsin, during the past four years, ourthree
Farm Service men have won 7 of the 8 trophies presented for
Outstanding Service to Agriculture.
♦Two

more

Awards

(not shown)

just came

in!
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IDEAL TO SPEND $2 MILLION IN
FALL TV EFFORT FOR ALL-FAMILY

Are you a typical adman or gal?
Advertising Federation ol America drew a pro
file "I it- members, came up with a clean-cut and
dull image which would disappoint laj readers ol
the popular press and novels.
"The) are steady, substantia] people, go to
church, take keen interest in business, cultural,
civic and social organizations. The) are active,
worthwhile citizens."
Among the facts: >'>2'( are men, !!7' i . married;
•'ii', attended college; IV' have three or more
kids: .">(>', live in suburbs, ''7'. in houses: 92%
belong to at least one business or civic group.

LEVERS NO. 1 TV CONCERN:
QUALITY SELLING MESSAGES
Lever Bros.' tv philosophy, summed up this week in
its annual report, follows the song line "It ain't what you
do, it's how you do it."
Lever's 16 tv shows, five nighttime, reach "more than
120 million viewers each week." But Lever's concern is
how tv reaches and sells viewers and with, therefore,
the "quality and effectiveness" of commercials.
The report to stockholders notes: "To be
to be remembered under today's advertising
requires very skillful work in copy. What
serviceable has become of little value. What
outstanding has become fairly ordinary.

heard and
conditions
was once
was once

"To produce messages effective in today's climate,
which get the interest of the consumer and leave her
iwith a memorable and compelling idea, will require increasing skill" by marketers and admen.
Lever's current nighttime schedule includes "Jack
'Benny," "The Price Is Right," "Candid Camera," "Checkmate" and "Have Gun, Will Travel," billed through four
agencies.
Its network gross time billings last year were $28.6
imillion, with an additional $16.5 million spent on spot tv
(Television Bureau of Advertising figures) for a total of
$45.1 million.
Lever reported a decline in sales as well as net profits
even though each was second largest in the company's
[recent history.
Reasons for the slack: "heavy initial expense of new
products still in test markets or in the very early stages
of expansion" (16 new products were test-marketed last
year), mounting competition, and "spotty effect of less
favorable economic conditions."
Net profit dropped from $15.2 million to $11.4 million,
sales from a record high of $409.6 million to $388.6
million.
SPONSOR
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All-out tv drive to reach the family and not merely
the kiddies is in the works at Ideal Toy Co., New York,
which last week announced a $3 million ad budget for
the fall pre-Christmas sales season.
Melvin Helitzer, ad manager, says two-thirds of this
sum is budgeted for tv, about
double that of last year and
"probably the biggest ad budget in the toy industry, despite
the way our competitors throw
figures
around!"
Innovation
will be strong appeal for an all-family audience
in three network shows, one
Melvin Helitzer
now on the air and two new.
Supplementing this, Helitzer said, will be a concentrated spot schedule on kids' shows in the top 40 markets and a series of three to five spectaculars themed
to children but — again— designed to attract an all-family audience.
Specials will be slotted from 5 to 7 p.m. during the
week or at nighttime on the weekend. Only one special
has been set, the seventh consecutive year of sponsorship of the Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York.
Others considered: a folk-singing theme with Burl Ives,
comedy with Burgess Meredith, theatrical motif with
Jose Ferrer. Innovation: new commercials (eight) are
being shot in color, with only two holdovers from last
year in black and white.
At opening of current Toy Fair, Edward Parker, president of the Toy Mfgrs. of the U. S., said the industry
had not been consulted about a toy tv advertising code
proposed by the National Assn. of Broadcasters' Code
Office and which is slated to be submitted for approval
to the Tv Code Review Board.

FTC ORDERS COLGATE TO
HALT DENTAL CREME COPY
Colgate-Palmolive, New York, was ordered by Federal
Trade Commission last Thursday to "halt false claims"
that its "'Colgate Dental Creme with Gardol' completely protects users against tooth decay and development
of FTC
cavities."
ruled in order 7660 that Colgate advertising has
misrepresented "that the dental creme affords such
complete protection by forming a 'protective shield'
around
teeth."
Opinion
cited several specific tv commercials on this
theme, mentioned print copy as well. Audio portion in
tv as well as "visual innuendo" were factors in opinion
of Com. William C. Kern.

BUT... People Cost Only Pennies Per Thousand
On WKZO

Radio For Kalamazoo -Battle Creek

And Greater Western Michigan!

7-COUNTY
KALAMAZOO- BATTLE
SHARE

OF

PULSE
CREEK

AUDIENCE

For only a few cents per thousand, WKZO Radio sends
your announcements to the largest radio audience offered
by any station in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater
Western Michigan.

REPORT
AREA

— JULY,

1960

WKZO walloped all competition by landing the No. 1
position in all 360 quarter hours surveyed, 6 a.m.Midnight, Monday through Friday, in the latest Pulse
Report (see left).

— MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKZO
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

29
28
32

Statio19n "B"

9
Station "C"
8
8

17
17

And when you're selecting radio markets, remember
that Kalamazoo alone is expected to outgrow all other
U.S. cities in personal income and retail sales between now

% $20, 400 was bid for a 3 - year - old Golden
Pekingese champion in Montreal, January, 1956.

and

1965.

(Source: Sales Management Surrey, Jul) 10, I960.)

Talk to Averv-Knodel

WKZO-TV
WKZO

—

GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

WJEF RADIO — GRAND
WJEF-FM — GRAND
WWTV

CITY

Radio!

WKZO
CBS RADIO

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

— CADILLAC-TRAVERSE

K01N-TV —

CREEK

RAPIDS

soon about WKZO

AND

FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

GREATER

WESTERN

CREEK

MICHIGAN

Avery Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

LINCOLN, .NEBRASKA
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Gov. Collins urges decline in violence
Dn tv, more sponsored quality shows

BUDWEISER HOSTS MEDIA REPS,
SETS $12 MILLION AD BUDGET

Forceful urging of a cutdown on tv violence and a

(St. Petersburg) New tactic in cementing media and

(spurring of sponsored network public service programing themed the speech of NAB President LeRoy Collins
before the Radio Television Executives Society in New
rork Wednesday.
Collins, concerned with public as well as industry
criticism of tv in recent months, called for two actions:
I

marketing plans took place last week as D'Arcy agency
and Anheuser-Busch, both St. Louis, flew 83 media reps

| 1. "A more concerted effort at all levels to eliminate
he employment of excessive violence" with developnent of "a workable set of guidelines";
2. An increase and improvement in the amount "of
yery high level programing in prime time" with the three
:v networks airing a suggested six hours weekly.
On the latter point, Collins called for a two-fold effort
bf (1) gaining sponsors for such shows and (2) lining up
affiliates so programing is made available to viewers
during prime evening times.
(NBC late Wednesday reported it has "committed" to
ts prime time schedule for fall two hours of programs,
>uch as described by Gov. Collins, "over and above a
arge volume of continuing programs in the informaional and cultural fields.")
Collins also called on admen— agency and client executives— to cooperate in an all-out effort to improve
■adio and tv. They "move goods and services more efectively than any media known to man" but, more, they
'move the hearts and minds of people."
He asked admen to "place your force and influence
3n the side of quality and integrity," suggesting they
support "our codes by doing business with those who
dhere to them."
Collins, who's prompted considerable controversy be:ause of firm stands taken since his appointment to the
NAB presidency, noted that before he assumed this
}ost he told association leaders they should "look in
pther places if they wanted someone to preside as a
caretaker of the status quo seeking to keep everybody
lappy by stroking the fur of the right people in the
ight direction."

Jiggest 4th quarter net tv spenders
Procter & Gamble, with gross time billings of $11.9
nillion, headed the list of fourth quarter network in'estors last year, Television Bureau of Advertising reports today.
Next four include American Home Products with $8.5
nillion; General Motors, $8.4; Lever Bros., $5.8; General
dills, $5.7 million.
Four top brand spenders were Anacin, $2.8 million;
Vinston, $2; Salem, $1.6; and L&M Filter Tips, $1.5
nillion.
SPONSOR
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to St. Petersburg for a four-day briefing session on the
client's upcoming ad year.
In the group were 36 broadcast reps invited to participate in market briefing be-

— « i^
g

fore Budweiser's
nual sales push,
pair promotion
through July.

biggest anthe pick-afrom
May

# *

Bud's annual budget for the
next year is SPONSOR-estimated to be 12% ahead of
1960 for a total of more than
Ray Krmgs
of which 40%
$12 tomillion,
go
air. Campaign
will will
include 610 radio stations
and 304 tv outlets.
Client and agency executives hosted reps for combination business-pleasure session. Hosts included
Harry Renfro and Jack Macheca, D'Arcy vice presidents,
and Ray Krings, ad manager of Anheuser-Busch.
Move is unique for its progressive approach to detailing specific market plans to media men and thus maximizing the value of the media buy. Agency and client
execs concentrated on briefing, with no actual buying.

N. Y. State legislators may consider
proposed air ratings rules this week
New York State legislation which would penalize the
use of raw ratings figures without full documentation
is scheduled to be brought to the Assembly floor this
week in Albany.
Original legislation was introduced by Rep. Bruce
Manley, Republican from Fredonia, N. Y.. whose office
told SPONSOR-WEEK the bill is expected to come to a
vote this week after being reported out of committee
10 days ago.
Proposed legislation would require stations, networks
and other advertising-involved groups to meet certain
stipulations in using ratings figures for the purpose of
promotion or sales.
Stipulations, cause for misdemeanor charge if not
complied with, would include details as to how the
ratings figures were determined with specific data as
to how they were collected.
Outbreak of pro and con arguments is expected in
Albany, the state capital, if measure is ever brought to
the Assembly floor for open debate. Proposal involves
only broadcast media, not print measurements.

22 OUT OF THE TOP 40

INSIDE TELEVISION: The CBS Television Network broadcasts more of th<
most popular programs (Top 10-20-30-40) than the other two network;

)mbined! And it tops off this achievement with the biggest average auience in all television, just as it has done year after year since 1955. CBS®

May

we present
Florence?

Meeting Florence can be an exhilarating experience — for
your clients' television marketing problems, of course.
Heart of an agricultural-industrial area encompassing
33 counties, Florence is a single-station
market (the fifth largest in the nation) with multiple
attractions, not the least of which is

Florence, South Carolina

^WBTW

Channel 8 • Maximum power • Maximum value
Represented nationally by CBS TV Spot Sales
A Jefferson Standard Station affiliated with
WBT and WBTV, Charlotte

(ire
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NEW SPONSORSHIP PATTERNS IN '61
Agencies, sponsors are re-evaluating their major league buys
in the face of higher costs, lower ratings, changing habits
I elevised baseball, in the cities of the old established clubs, is Losing its kingdom to a horse — and
la goli course, a boat basin, and patches of green
that don't have an infield skin. In the new and
newer cities, the score is reversed.
The new alignments and new attitudes have
spurred, despite some denial- in the trade press,
i re-evaluation of major league baseball buying
imong several oJ its leading agencies and sponsors
in the past lew week.-.
SPONSOR
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The problem is not "whether" to buy, hut "how
much'.''"" True, attendance was up in .ill hut five
ballparks, hut in the cities of the older team- attendance was down in trout o! the television sets.
True, most of tic l(x>(> advertisers i mewed early,
hut the) tended to take a -mailer percentage ot the
total radio t\ package.
\\ ith the American <>t the "(><)"- becoming a
"participator"" again, after the "spectator" years
that followed World War II. sponsors
except 33
in

Enlarged league, more sponsors, bigger team webs, higher
RADIO

TELEVISION
TEAM

STATION

STATION

SPONSORS

■M.);
BALTIMORE

[Feeds 4 stas.]
50

BOSTON

CHICAGO

WHITE

SOX

games

CLEVELAND
DETROIT

days in *
TV color;
WGN-

liJ

s

LOS ANGELES
MINNESOTA
NEW

YORK

ANGELS

in b&w

1 3 Carling Brewing* (Lang, F,&S);
1 3 Standard Oil-Ohio (McC-E);
1 3 American Tobacco (BBDO)

WJBK-TV
(Feeds 9 stas.)

1 3 Stroh Brew.*
(Zimmer, K&C);
1 3 Speedway Petrol. (Doner);
1 3 American Tobacco

41

CITY ATHLETICS

1 2 Hamm Brewing (Campbel
1 4 R. J. Reynolds (Esty);
1 4 open

WJY-TV
56 games

INDIANS

TIGERS

KANSAS

1 3 Narragansett
Brew.
(DCS&S);
1 3 Atlantic Refining (Ayer);
1 3 American Tobacco (BBDO)

Home

15 niqht

games

30

1 2 Schlitz Brew.* (Majestic);
1 2 open

games

20

1 3 Falstaff Brewing (D-F-S); 13
Brown & W'm'son (Bates); 1 3 S.
Cal. Chevy DTrs (Eisaman, J&L)

regular games,
6 exhibitions

KHJ-TV*

Hamm
50

games

home,

48

Brewing (Campbell-M.), 100%

away,

1 2 P. Ballantine* (Esty);
1 2 R. J. Reynolds (Esty)
1 3 P. Ballantine (Esty);
1 3 R. J. Reynolds (Esty);
1 3 open

(Feeds
peiding)
V*
OP-T
WT
30

CUBS

WHDH*

[Feeds 60+ stas.
All games

*
WERE-AM-FM*
(Feeds
WCF35Lstas.)
All games
WKMH,
DEARBORN

WDAF

games

1/4 Hamm
Brewing (Campbell-M.);
1 4 R. J. Reynolds (Esty);
1 2 open

WGN-TV*

77

day

(Feeds

22

cities)

KMPC*

in color

WCBS-AM-FM

wcco*

(Feeds 40 stas.)
All games

4 exhibition

CHICAGO

(Feeds 44 New
England
stas.)
All games

[Feeds 7 state network)

TCN*
WWPIX

YANKEES
SENATORS

[ Feed

[Feeds 6 stas.
All games

TWINS

WASHINGTON

network)

games

(Feeds 50 WWJ-day)
stas.; inc.
WJR-night,

WDAF-TV
About

6 state
All

(Feeds 5 stas.)
DH-TV:
WH
56 games

RED SOX

WBAL

1 2 Hamm Brewing* (Campbel
1 2 P. Lorillard (L&N)

WJZ-TV

ORIOLES

(Feeds

pending)

M-FM*
WTOP-A
All games

(Network
All

incomplete)
games

WKRC

CINCINNATI

REDLEGS

WLW-T
(Feeds 4 stas.)
All

LOS ANGELES
-J

z

MILWAUKEE

DODGERS

games

in color

KTTV

I I vs. Giants

WFIL-TY
PHILLIES

©
PITTSBURGH

PIRATES

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
GIANTS

KDKA-TV
(Feeds 8 stas.)
30-35 road games

KPLR-TV
40

road

Vtagazl

I li In

games

*

1 4 Bayuk Cigars (Wermen & S);
1 4 Tasty Baking (Aitkin-K)
1 3 Atlantic Refining* (Ayer);
1 3 Pittsburgh Brewing (JWT);
1 3 Ford Dealers (K,McL,&G)
Busch
100% Bavarian
(Gardner) Beer*

[Feeds 50+ stas.)
All games

WGN*
MI

(Feeds
All

16 stas.
games

(Feeds 42 stas.)
All games

WFIL
WEMP*

[Feeds 20+
stas.)
All games

KDKA

[Feeds 30-35 stas.)
All games

KIVIOX
(Feeds 60 stas.)
All games

Falstaff Brewing (D-F-S) 100%

I I vs. Dodgers

m; oUiei
siM.ri

1 4 Atlantic Refining* (Ayer);
1 4 P. Ballantine & Son (Esty);

(Feeds 2 stas.)
20 home, 35 away

MM
SAN FRANCISCO

1 2 Union Oil* (Y&R);
1 2 American Tobacco* (Gumbinner)

(No television)

BRAVES

PHILADELPHIA

1 2 Hudepohl Brew.* (Stockton-WB); 1 3 Standard Oil-Ohio (McC-Eh
1 6 Colgate-Palmolive (Bates)

lorti Network (D

(Feeds
All

10 stas.)
games

KSFO*

:

prices highlight 1961 radio tv
RADIO
SPONSORS

COMBINED

1 3 Hamm Brewing* (Campbell-M.);
2 3 12 local participators

RIGHTS

8100.000

Same as tv

$125,000
1 4 General Tire (D'Arcy); 1 4 General Finance (Best); 1 4 Budweiser (D'Arcy); 1 4
Amer. Tobacco (Gumbinner)

$700,000

1 2 Carling Brewing (Lang. F&S);
1 4 Society Natl Bank;
1 4 Richman Bros.

$150,000

Same as tv*

$600,000
Schlitz Brew. (Majestic)*

100%

$400,000
1 3 Falstaff Brewing (D-F-S);
1 3 Brown & W'm'son (Bates);
1 3 J. A. Folger (FR.C&H)

$750,000

Same as tv

$550,000
iSame as tv*

$900,000
9 P. Ballantine CEsty);
|5 9 12 local participators

1 3 Heileman's Beer (McCann-E);
1 3 Oak Park Fed. Svgs. (Connor)

Burger Brewing* (Midland) 100%

jame as tv*

3 Miller Brewing (Mathisson);
. 3 Clark Oil (Tatham-Laird);
3 American Tobacco (Gumbinner)
iame as tv.' In radio and tv, sponsors have
qual share— rotate three to a game

lame as tv'

lame as tv*

I 3 Falstaff Brewing (D-F-S);
I 3 J. A. Folger (FR.C&H);
I 3 American Tobacco (Gumbinner)

$300,000

$500,000
8180,000
$1,000,000
$700,000
8500.000
8500.000
s 100.000
$750,000

the new cities where interest i~ high
to hj sterical are fa< ed w iili the follow ini: facts <>f life:
• I In- prices are up but the ratings are dow n.
• I In- daytime viewei i- playing
more golf, boating, hitting the outdoor trail; the nighttime viewer is
going < >ui to ili>- trotters, "i barbecuing steaks and swatting flies in his
bai k \ .ii d.
• Bnth the daytime and nighttime
viewer have more programing from
other channels from which to choose.
• Interest in other sports has
grown among viewers basketball,
pro and college; football, pro and
college; hockey; bowling; even socand jai-alai are .i\ ailable on tele\■ ei
ision.
• \it time and produi tion i osts
have risen.
Faced with the realities "I price
and ratings, most advertisers as the
chart ai the left illustrates) have
abandoned dual-sponsorship in favoi
nl ,i third "i foui ih share I and two
teams have as man) as twelve local
— I» ■ » 1 1 — < ► i - participating • .

HOW

TO

I his week. t\ \ iewers in the metropolitan New York area are being
treated to one of the most unusual
and -imaginative marketing promotions the medium has known — an allout saturation drive, involving six

:'~ : :

hour-long t\ spectaculars in prime
GRASS IS GREENER in Chicago (above) and Cincinnati where games are colorcast. WGN-TV
polychromes 77 Cub, 43 White Sox games. WLWT, color game pioneer, colorcasts 23 day and
night home games this season. WLWT engineer found correct GE tube, made night color possible

Ratings in the old cities are down
considerably from the heyday of tv
baseball in the mid-1950s. In New
York, for example, the diminished
interest is evident: Before the Dodgers and Giants went West, their channels used to draw an average of
about 12 and seven respectively, with
the Yankees registering about a 10.
Today, and with no competition, the
average Yankee ratings hover
tween six and seven.

be-

famil) is out participating these <la\s.
If not active in some sport. the\ are

evening time, plus five day-time quarTV. ter hours on a single station \\ \TA\\ hat makes this $100,000 one-week
concentration even more remarkable
is the fact that the advertiser. Rokeach, is a relatively small one. and
the agency Smith/Greenland,

watching one in person. And if it's
not baseball, it's liable to be racing.
Last year in New York Citv. 10,750.000 persons went to the races —
5,600,000 to see the thoroughbreds,
5,150,000 land at night) to see the
trotters. The Yankees drew 1,630,000. The coming of the new Yonkers Raceway and the re-furbishing of
Roosevelt Racewaj (both for trotters)

3-year-old midget among Manhattan's
advertising goliaths. ^ et few of the
giant Madison Avenue shops could
fail to be impressed with the grocer]
know-how and creative imagination
which are going into the Rokeach
drive.
Actuallv . both the Rokeach
and the Smith/Greenland

Most advertisers feel that the better buy is of the new

clubs, where

is
a major
reason,
Walter feel,
0'Malle\'s
former
Dodger
sponsors
that he
took his ball club to California.

novelty, impact and "good citizenship add up to wonderful public
relations in a community just pro-

The popularity of other sports and
diversions has also affected agency

moted to the majors. There's less
impact in a bu\ of the old clubs. As

thinking. "Especiallj in the old
cities, the price for rights has become

one adman

so expensive." said an agenev sports
director, '"that it makes us wonder

put il : "A cigarette corn-

pan) doesn't need -i\ minutes in
each telecast: all it needs is two."
Ratings have been affected bv the
active American. Except at the tail
end of a hot pennant race, or for a
Winic with a number
one rival, the
BALLANTINE

BEER

whether there's not a better way to
reach the male.
\n advertiser that thinks it has
found a belter wav is Schaeffer Beer.
i Please turn to page 56 i

(William Esty), owner of Yankee air rights, has prominent Stadium display

a mere

plan

story pro-

vide afascinating answer to the oftenasked question "How does a small,
young, unknown agency gain a foot
hold in New York's ferocious adver

5

Last Aveek sponsor paid a visit tot
the aluminum-studded Tishman Buildinn at 666 Fifth Avenue to glen
some of the details.
666 Fifth is. in itself, an awesornl
arsenal of agency brain-power. It
houses such mammoths as Ted Bates
Inc. (annual billing
rle?" $120 million)
Benton & Bowles ($1 1 1 million i aq
Fuller & Smith Si Ross I $ 19 million

B&B alone lakes up five and a half
ling
floors.
Bui when von step off at the

1

18th you're confronted
bv two neatj
signs, "B&B"
with an arrow
to tl l.ng
right, "S/G"
with
an arrow
le
Smith Greenland, with its 51 employ'
ces and $5 million
billing is evenStephen with its big brother For half
a Hour at least.
' '"'I'.
Leo Greenland and Martin I.. Smith
opened the dooi- of their bustling
nilli
began
Thevtotal
on 2 \pril
agencj
with a backlog
of 10l')5,">.
accounts
around $1.5 million, and what is prob

ablv much more significant, a strofl
point

of v iew

about

advertisin;

Greenland's background, following
World War II. where he served in thi
SPONSOR
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CHALLENGE

BIG

Smith/Greenland, opened in 1958, has
shallenged New York agency giants with

5 G's

formula:

grocery

N. Y. AGENCIES
tripled
creative

know-how,

billings,
use

won

18

of radio/tv

creative

in

clients,

and

food

field

thoroughness

|GENCY PRESIDENT Leo Greenland whose ambition is to be the "best food advertising man in the U.S." scans food
Js in out-of-town newspapers for marketing ideas. Partner Martin L. Smith directs agency program of "full scale
reativity" on all account
phases from radio tv commercials to packaging, displays, and trade presentations.

fantiv and worked on \rmv public
ations, was thai of a specialist and
hrertising consultant to major corirations in the grocen field.
Smith, with a degree in journalism
urn Syracuse, labored as one oi the
itors of "Stars and Stripes," and
me back from the war to a succes>n of creative jobs with large adrtising agencies.
In 1950, then onl) 21 years old, he
ruck out for himself and founded
s own agency, a gesture of resolute
Idness which would have staggered
any an older practicioner.
Winn, eight \ears later, he and
■eenland merged forces, it marked
e end of a search for both men.
*> Greenland puts it this way, *' \ll
•ONSoi;

20

MXRdI

19()1

the time I was working in the grocerj
business. I was looking for somebod)
who could provide the ideas and
i reativeness for the jobs 1 knew had
to be done. Believe me, the) re hard
to Smith,
find." on the other hand, developed an increasing conviction that
advertising creativeness should be applied to everj phase of a marketing,
not simpl) to ads and commercials
but to packaging, merchandising, and
even dealer and broker relationships,
and looked for greater opportunities
to emploj this creative philosophy.
today, the characteristic S (i point
of view can best be summed up as
"creative marketing thoroughness"
and a few examples of how the agen-

cj has opei ated on some ol its a< •
counts w ill illustrate the principle.
\\ hen I. Rokeach S Sons Inc., man.
ufacturer of a long line of kosher
f I products came to the agency,
Greenland discovered that though the
compan) had g
1 distribution in the
\ew '^ ork area, it knew pi acticall)
nothing about it- i ustomers.
Who buys koshei foods? Vre thej
orthodox or non-orthodox jews? Kre
thej \ oung oi old .' Rich or |
?
Primarilj foreign born ?
No one was sure. Ml that was dednitelj known was thai sales "I these
products peaked up as sharpl) during
the Passovei holidays as the toj business doe- at ( hi i-tm,i- time.
I Greenland, w hose I I expei ien< e
37

70%

food

business — 75%

SMITH/GREENLAND

in

radio tv

which began operations less than three-

years ago has 18 clients and billings "well over" $5 million. Its client
list is heavily balanced with food accounts. With 70', of its business
in the grocery category, S/G reports that 75', of billings go to radio
and tv. Best known of the S/G grocery accounts is Red L. Foods Corp.
whose commercials

for fish dinners and entrees have featured old-time

movie star Edward

Everett Horton.

showed a 91.7%

In its first year with S/G Red L

gain. S/G clients and air media usage are shown here:

R

The Andes

R

Ciaridge Foods, Co., Inc., Canned Corn Beef Hash, Beef Burgers

TV

Continental

Enterprises,

TV

Downyflake

Foods, Inc., Frozen Waffles, Pancakes, French Toast and

TV

The Farm

R

Fred Fear & Company,

TV

Melnor Industries, Inc., Lawn Sprinklers and Garden Accessories

R-TV

Milady Food Products, Inc., Frozen Blintzes, Potato Pancakes, Corn Fritters and Duhmplings

R-TV

New

R-TV

Pacotronics, Inc., Test, Hi-fi, Marine, Hum Equipment

Coffee Co., Inc., Brown Gold Coffee

House

Frozen

Inc., Whiz

(Chocolate Syrup)
Muffins

Food Co., Frozen Pies
Doxsee Clam Products

York Times, Grocery Account

Noxon, Inc., Household Glass & Metal Polish
R

Pilot Radio Corp., Hi-fi Components and Consoles

TV

Red L Foods Corp., Frozen Seafood Dinners. Entrees anil Boil-in-Bag Items

R-TV
R

Roman

Louis Sherry Preserves, Inc., Dietetit lams and Jellies

R

Standard Food Products Corp., Heathei Pen Scotch

R

Veego Foods, Inc., Floradanica Cheese

R

Weldon

Products Corp., Frozen Italian Products

Foods, Inc., Instant l)i\ Milk. Liquid ami Powdered

also includes products with strong
Lenten sales peaks (fish, clams, etc.)
insisted thai his client undertake a
< , H M 11 1 ehensn e and. for them, starl
ingl) expensive piece "I markel research tn discovei ami define koshei
food customers.
\i mill u ith ilii~ research, the agen
i \ began building plans l"i the nel
Rokeach
sales drive, ami here the
elemenl
"I "i reath e ilna oughness"
showed up -I rongl)

//./»' "

S ( . i riisoiH'd ilmt m \ ing to reach
the koslici food market through am
of the conventional media (newspaper, -[mi i\. -pot radio) almost
inevitabl) would involve vast amounts
hI expensh e waste circulation.
< >n the other hand, there w a~ no
othei medium exactl) tailored to the
kosher customer, fared with this
dilemma, s ( • came up \\ iili the coneation" and called
in \\ cept\ "I "audience
I \ I \ lui i iconsultation.

II

Out of their huddles evolved a plai
for six prime lime evening prograi
on the station during the week pre
eediniz
March)
Jewish
histor\

the Passovei holidays « 20-2<
devoted to various aspects I
life, music, literature, politic*
and luiinor.

Tonight (20 March i Rokeach open
ii- pre-Passover drive with a 7:S
8:30 program featuring folk songs h
Ted llikel and tile \\ I'.nrh as well a
readings l>\ Bikel.
SPONSOR
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fuesda) 'a Rokeach spectaculai is a
ieries ol dramatic readings from
Ausehel's "Treasure of Jewish Folklore" l>\ such actors as Sam Levene,
Sam Jaffee and Zero Mostel.
Other programs include "Portrail
of Israel" with Mike Wallace as host,
and featuring filmed sequences -how
ing the reopening of king Solomon s
Mine-. Leonard Bernstein leading the
Israeli Philharmonic orchestra, etc.
Also tin- "Storj of Exodus" how
the movie was made, clips from actual
shooting and interviews with Otto
Preminger and stars, and "Catskill
Summit Conference'" reminiscences
and routines l>\ four famous comedians who gol their start in the
Borschl Circuit.

DETROIT'S RADIO CHEER
HELPS OUT IN BOSTON
I n

met i o

throw

open

Boston,
their

cat

dealers

-how room-

w ho

the latest news right out of Detroit in

the

person-to-person talk-. With this in
mind, station announce] Verne William-, armed with a tape recorder,

to

public ever) Washington's Birthday,
are still talking aln.ni the record
number of tire-kickers radio station
\\ \ \( - tie-in promotion
to I urn out this \ ear.

managed

\mong the hundreds ol families
who milled around inside showrooms during the one-da) promotion kicking lire-, pecking uiulci
hoods and debating colors, there
were main who came with check

wa- dispatched to Detroit.
William- -aw. and recorded messagesbi
I icl hut i beering i from some
20 lop auto makers. Vmong them:
GM ( ladillac \ .p. Harold < -. W ai ren;
Pontiac
general
manager
Semon
F.
Knudsen; Plymouth-Valiant v.p. and
genei al manage] Harr) I hesebi ough ;
(!hr\sler sales v.p. Edward Ouinii;
Vmerican Motors president George

The Rokeach pre-Passover drive
ends on Sunda\ nighl (26 March)
when the compam will he a sponsor

hook in hand prepared to talk turke\ u ith sale-men.

of David Susskind's "Open End."
The prime-time evening programs,
bowever, are onl\ part of the S (,iokeach grand strategy. To build up
talk and good will for it- drive, the
oinpam is buying five quarter hours

pected anticipator) new-car-ownership gleam has heen accredited to
taped anti-recession message- from
auto industr) leaders in Detroit
which \\\\C brought to it- listeners that da) .

on the station at o : f."i I'M. and donating them, as a public service to

Fearful that recession undercurrents making the rounds would turn
the car dealer- annual Open House
la 50-year-tradition in Boston), into

department, Fhexrolet: I!o-,t Welch,
assistant general -ale- manager.
Dodge di\ision. Chrysler; and Peter
Nunc/, -ale- manager I nited States

something of a fiasco. W \AC president William M. McCormick decided

Simca Sales, Chrysler, Export-Import
di> ision.

eading Jewish organizations — Jewi-h
War Veterans. Hadassah. B'nai B'rith.
N.Y. Board of Rabbis, and the Federation ofJewish PhilanthropicEach of these organizations will
use the time to deliver t\ report- on
their activities, and there will he mininuin of Rokeach mention- on these
how-.
For its regular commercials, how\er. S G is pulling out all the stops.

Much

of the reason for (his unex-

that New Englanders in the auto-buying public should

"WE'VE

HAD

he made

ENOUGH

aware

of

CONVERCESSION"

Romne) ; and Bed I). Mill-. Ford
v.p. and Lincoln-Mercur) general
manage] ; lame- \l. Ro< h . \ .p. in
charge of distribution staff, General
Motor-: M. S. -Man" McLaughlin,
general sales manager, lord division,
I oi el Motoi : Fred I . I lopkins, Jr.,
manager

William-

national -ale- promotion

also

brought

first-hand

i Please turn to page ~>7 i

says American Motors preside-it George Rom-

ney (left) to WNAC's Verne Williams, coining a new word. Romney, in his brief taped message said too much talk was the main trouble. He advocated that talk cease and work begin.

oll\ Picon, '"First Lad) of the Jewsh Stage"
has heen engaged
to dei\cr the Rokeach messages, thus enuring an even stronger bond
with
o-hei -conscious customers.
The agenc)
is hacking the t\ drive
th advertisments ever) da) in the
v pages of metropolitan newspapers,
well as six ads in this week's T\
Bide, and insertions in \nglo-.|ewi-h
edia. WNTA-TV will carr) 50prootional spots for the -eric-.
All in all. a- most agenc) men
gree. it i- an impressivel) complete
arketing package and has both eleents of thoroughness and creative
xcitement which. Leo Greenland inists. are necessarx in successful food
filing.
Today, with 18 clients and its bill[Please turn to page 56)
hPONSOR
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STORE'S

TV

BREAKFAST

^ Buffalo retailer AM&A breaks tradition, launches
half-hour show, live from its store, carried by WGR-TV
^ 200 area women comprise 'studio' audience, attract
friends to home screens; entertainment cushions ads
KShII.iIo housewives peruse the
merchandise at Adam. Meld rum &
Anderson department stores, live,
every weekday morning without leaving their homes.
This has been going on since 6
March when AM&A and WGR-TV
launched a daily (9:30-10 a.m.), live
program originating from the main
store's dining room, with some 200
area ladies on hand in the 'studio'
audience. Credit AM&A with one of
the most dramatic departures thus
far from the time-worn tradition of
retailer preoccupation with newspapers.
Named ) ankee Doodle, Time, after
the room from which it emanates,
the show has as its m.c. WGR-TV
personality Bob Wells. Program material is divided among fashion
shows, product demonstrations, entertainment, guest interviews, audience participation games, and chats

with members of the audience. Tickets are available on request several
weeks in advance.
1 he

commercials

take several

forms. AM&A airs 60-second straight
commercials, all live, usually delivered by Wells. In addition the store
farms out five-minute segments to
manufacturers of its merchandise to
use for fashion shows or demonstrations, and receives mention in these
portions. The same arrangement
prevails for 60-second slots sold to
participating advertisers, i.e.. there
always
is a tag telling where to buy
it.
AM&A v. p. -advertising manager
Herman Faupel heartilv welcomes
this "breakfast club" approach to
exposing the store's merchandise.
Further, he feels that as the first store
in the country to take on such a venture, AM&A will make a solid impression on its community.
Another

IN THEY GO for breakfast and the Yankee Doodle Time live tv show at AM&A's department
store in downtown Buffalo. Some 200 area ladies gather at the store's dining room each weekday
morning for the half-hour program sponsored
by AM&A
via the facilities of station WGR-TV

CLUB

plus he points up. "The 200 women
on hand each day are bound to attrait many viewers among theii
friends, and we also enjoy turning
that studio audience loose in the
store after every show."
I>\ way of amplification. Pete
King, radio/tv v.p. at AM&A's agency Gotthelf & Weil, observes that the
showr allows for a sell well cushioned
by entertainment. As a prime example, he cites the fashion shows
which he points out are considered
entertainment by women, vet they
clearly include mention of price and
where in the store thev're located.
King feels that with a local, live,
entertaining program, AM&A can
count on half the 20% of area H
homes computed to be tuned in during its time period.
AM&A spends S2.600 per week foi

the show's time. According to Fau
pel the store lays out at least anothei
S2. ()()() for concomitant
expensed
The)
include setting up the dininf
room for 200 guests, bringing wait i
resses in early to serve them a light •
breakfast,
designing
displavs
and
sets, use of models in the fashion
shows, clearing the room for its nor
mal dining activities, etc.
\ \L\ \"s accounting department ha
arrived
8810 as of
theprizes.
show's cost pe
minute, at
exclusive
The initial contract calls for 1.
weeks ol ) ankee Doodle Time, wit]
plans to make it a year-round ven,
ture if it lives up to expectations
\\l\\ maintains its newspaper ac ,
vertising at about the same level a
last year, when the all-print budgi
ran §1,200,000.
I.ailv ticket requests have been el
couraging. Either individually o
through their organizations, Buffal
women have ordered nearlv 10.00
tickets for the first 1") weeks' pn ,
I oi each show \\ GR-TV ha- o
prams.
hand two cameras, two floor me
pin- a spare, three engineers, a si
pervisoiv engineer, m.c. Hob Well
his assistant Linda Homeyer, and d
rectoi Mike Reuther. The station fa
stalled a control room in the hack ■
the store,

big

enough

to house I

SPONSOK
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OPENING

DAY

at AMSA's

Yankee Doodle Time show, WGR-TV

personality Bob Wells interviews psychologist-tv personality Dr. Joyce Brothers,

while Buffalo ladies who grabbed up first day's block of tickets look on from their tables in store's dining room. WGR-TV

audio man. two engineers and the
director. Lighting needs were met
1>\ substituting 500 \\ bulbs for the
lilt) w bulbs previously illuminating
the Yankee Doodle Room.
Advertiser and agenc) are out to
maintain the utmost flexibility in the
shows content. I lie\ want to keep
the audience guessing as to what's
coming next, and thereby maximize
their interest. Music currently is
pro\ ided b\ an organist, l>ut this is
subject to change. Locally prominent
singers, dancers and other performers appear from time to time. And
Stars ot national renown who work
in Buffalo and are willing to rise at
an hour considered the crack ol
dawn b\ -how people, will appear
on the sbow to be interviewed and
perhaps perform.
In the audience participation portion of the show, the initial cntr\ iknown as "Vox Box." Each da\ two
women selected from the studio audience come up and ask three questions apiece of this two h\ four foot
SPONSOR
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cameraman

records scene

box with >peaker attached as to its
contents. The right answer wins a
prize such as perfume or a small ap-

program also recentl) bad it- starl
on \\ GR-1 \ . Bob W ells opened with
a 60-second, live i ommen ial about a
new \M\\ store opening including

pliance.
To promote the show during itearl) days, a contest taking in western \cw >\ ork State also i- underway. WGR-TV has a man cruising
the area on the lookout for automo-

its picture. I here was a i oats-suits
Fashion -bow with three models, each
displa) ing two garments.
I ben came the Vox \'< >x contest,
followed b) a minute commercial
Featuring elet ii ical cooking appliances available al Wl\ \. After thai
Dr. Brothers was interviewed foi
about lour minutes. I bet e Followed

biles
displaying " on
\M\ request
\ 's Cb through
2" banner- distributed
the -tore, the station and Mobil gas
stations. Each da) the WGR-T\ man
stops sevei al cars cat 1 5 ing the red
and white stickers, six inches long b)
an inch-and-a-quarter wide on theii
rear bumper.
During each prog] am m.c. W ells
annoum es the names "l those motoi i-i- w bo were stopped "ii the pre> ious da) . Ml o| the name- go into a
hopper and the winner, whose name
will be drawn ! 1 March, receives a
mink (cat from UM&A's lui salon.
On band as special guest al the
premiere was Dr. Joyce Brothers,
syndicated
t\ psychologist,
whose

a promo foi the mink coat contest.
Then, entertainment, featuring local
singers accompanied on the org
I be Stainli ss Steel Institute put
on a demonstration "I the useful]
ol stainless steel cooking utensils, its
representative p -a mimei
cooking tops. I be final Sve min
or so were passi d w itb inten iews
11
among the studio audieni e. \ special effort i- mad.- t>> have ever)
member ol the audience on camera
at one time or another during the
show.
^^

DO
^

NEW

NBC

RULES

Admen, after a week of study, are conf used by NBC's

verbiage but

in agreement that

'protection'

is fading

^ Most see advantages
to smaller
clients, affiliates,
and bad news for spot tv; expect other webs to follow
fact that NBC's four-page "explanation' was almost too complicated to
wade through without legal aid. Admen were wary of some of the
wording, such as "directly competitive products, as determined
by
But the following conclusions had
"
NBC generally
heen
reached after more
than a week of study:
• For the small advertiser, opportunities have heen hroadened for his
participation in network programs.
• For the biggest of the network
advertisers, this could he the beginning of the end of all product protection.
• For the affiliates, this i> good
news. The less protection accorded
network advertisers, the more chance
there is for local spot business — more
chainbreaks, ID's, etc.
• For the rival networks, NBC's
action is a lead which the) are expected to follow shortly .
• For national spot television, the
action means more trouble as it makes
DON

DURGIN,

NBC

v. p., says new rules

are designed to meet an ever growing demand by advertisrs for greater flexibility
in schedulng of ads. They are effective immediately on all new and renewed contracts

N IBC

ha- moved network television

nouncement o|"liberalized i ules de-

The
amoiij

42

the traditions we carried over from

radio are on the wane," said one adman. "Today, the dominant pattern
has become participation at nighl and

another step closer to a "magazine
Concept" with it- change in product
protection policies. That's the opinion ol most agencies, representatives
and clients in the wake of the an-

and n
dollai -.

the attractive web buy that much
easier, more flexible, and makes even
smaller purchases available.
'"It"- inerelv another indication that

signed to give client- "greater reach
• -pread lor their advertising

onl)
those

complete
quel icd

a g ie e m e n t
■ oncei

lied

the

scatter plans in the daytime. For frequency and reach, not main advertisers use an entire l.vminutc
block

an) more.
"The old system prevented the network from bringing in more products." he noted, ""hut with todays alternate sponsorship (which usually
mean- cross-plugging) how man]
dominant advertisers arc there?
I u< |i-i the old system, foi example. \BC
i- stuck
unable l<> bring in am more

MEAN

THE

soap-cleanser-dentifrice

products,

al-

though they would like to come on."
Basically, NBC put the industry on
notice that the current 15-minute
guarantee of product protection had
been cut to 10 minutes before and
after the telecast of commercials for
"protected" products. The move,
which several admen told SPONSOR
was taken without consultation with
them or any prior notification, reflects
the network problem of coping with
these growing numbers of products
and product types that have emerged
as large manufacturers diversify their
lines and small ones seek network
exposure.
NBC, the first of the networks to ]
take action against the problem of
the ever-growing product types, also
set up guide lines for major and
minor product commercials. Its use
of the words "liberalized policy"
prompted one agency radio/tv direc- .
tor to ask, "Liberalized for whom?
And he answered his own question,
"For them."
He added that, while product protection isprovided, "it is more and
more conditional on the judgments
of NBC. Actually, NBC has taken a
realistic view of the situation and
ABC and CBS cant help hut follow it
up, so we might as well sit back and
wait for it to come."
According to NBC v.p. Don Durgin, "The current product protection
policy, which was designed for conventional program period sponsorships primarily, has tended to impose
limitation ol advertisers requiring additional budget from other products
to support vertisers
various
hu\ -.greater
Today reach
's adare seeking
and more spread for their advertising
The networks new policy enunciates separate rules for the following
dollars."

program categories:
1) Conventional weekly or alterships. nate weekK program period sponsor2) Sponsor-hip of segments of daytime strip programs.
3) Participation-type sponsorships
i one-third and one-sixth 1 .

SPONSOR
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END

OF PRODUCT

10 Participation sponsorships on
shows like Today, lack Paar Show
and Saturda) night movies will have
separate rules to be covered in
another announcement.
"Tht" language <>f tliis tiling is almost laughingl) confusing."' said oni-

PROTECTION?

on the program I as a star product,
in which case the program host "i
star personality, who delivers certain
commercial announcements for the
star product, will nol deliver commercial announcements within the
same program in behalf of products

cons, and that the agent ies n ill agree
Onemore
agenc)
did agree
after
stud) executive
."
about the wording. "It was damn
complicated wading through this
thing tli>' first time. But the fault
isn't so much in the texl as in Mil !'s

On the surface it's this simple, but . .
FORMERLY

45

MIN.

PROTECTION

COMMERCIAL

15 MIN.

15 MIN.

NOW

35

MIN.

15 MIN.

PROTECTION

. . . THE COMPLICATED wording of NBC's announcement — one station representative said he'd have to
hire "six Philadelphia lawyers to figure this thing out" — assures that, among other things, the network will
determine what constitutes a competitive product. Further limiting the advertiser, NBC provides that
maximum of three protected products are permitted within the same sponsored program series "during
the term that the advertiser is a continuing sponsor" or within ten minutes either side of the program
period. This section contains phrasing the exact intent of which admen said was confusing: "Such ten
minute protection shall not be extended to affect advertising in adjacent periods when such periods
are

occupied

by programs

of indeterminate

agenc) executive. Another agreed,
and added. "\\ Inn I read the section
about "star products', I decided to
worn about understanding when I
have to do some bin ing."
The passage referred to b) the adman concerns daytime segmenl sponsorship. Itreads: "If the program
has a star personality who i- available for deliver) of commercial-, the
advertiser nun designate one of its
two protected products i not already
a star product for another advertiser
SPONSOR
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length or by news, sports or public affairs programs."

directlj competitive with the advertiser's star product during the term
"I sponsorship.
Another \B(' spokesman did not
agree that the wording was confusing
or that the polic) was "liberalized
in th network's favor alone. "Yoil
can't expect the phraseolog] t" be
complete!] uncomplicated, however,
he said, "as this is a document that
must cover ever) aspect of important
business contract-. \- for whom this
favors. I think the pros outweight the

lailui e t" pi epare us for the contents
ahead of time \nd there's no doubl
that most guys weir stopped cold
when it came to that recurring
phrase: 'as determined b) NB(
I hat should bave been explii itel) ex- me <>l these
plained.
agent j bi oadcasting
up. "are the longest
to interpret But the

senteni es," an
chief summed
I've evei tried
whole thing is

a short sentence they've sentenced
product protection i" death! ^
43

<M»
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A MEMBER of WKMH
Detroit's "White Patrol" cruises one of the city's two major freeways
broadcasts on traffic conditions and tie-ups every fifteen minutes during the busiest auto hours.

Radio puts ex-cops

on road patrol

^ Traffic-ridden
city gets unique, professional
aid
to motorists thanks to imaginative radio station plan
^ "White Patrol," headed by former traffic police,
gives first hand on-the-air reports on freeway conditions
^% Mother example of radios skill
and imagination has conic to the lore
in traffic-ridden Detroit where !!•>' i
of the citizens drive to and from
work daily. With the help of four
ex-traffic policemen and one retired
director of traffic, Detroit's motorists
arc kept infoi nied. via the airwaves,
as to traffic tie-ups. how to avoid
jam-, ami general roadwaj new- on

Detroil - two majoi expi essv aj s.
I he special mobile unit i- knew n as
•■the While Patrol."
I lie pi ogi am. put into "pci ation
ilii- year, is a public sen ice project
..I \\K Mil. The officers are heard
ever) 15 minutes from 6:30 9:30 a.m.
and from 3:30-6:30 p.m. cadi weekda) . The li\ e ex-policemen together
have I ''>7 years' expei ien< e behind
them.
II

In addition to direct hroadeasts.
the Safetj Patrolmen notify police
of an\ serious accidents, offer assistance at minor accidents, and aid motorists who have "run out of gas" or
stalled for other reasons.
The radio service Feature has received main kudos from Detroil
public "Hi ials. I [ere are some examples:
• "'I w i-li I

during busy traffic hours, preparing for special
Four members of patrol are ex-traffic policemen

ii"i attilate v .>u ami

the station For the service rendered
to ili people uf the Stale of Michigan In your traffic safetj program
. . . I was pai tii nlai lv impressed with
the service thai the motorists whose
cars are disabled receive from the
drivers of the \\ KMII traffic safetj
cars," Judge John D. Wall-. Trallic
Court.
• "On behalf of the Police Dept.

and mvself personally, I would like
to express our sincerest thanks to
your organization for the splendid
public service it is rendering through
the radio station WKMH trallic safety patrol
Herbert W.
Hart,
Policehroadeasts,"
Commissioner.
• " l- our station is to he highly
commended
for
this
outstanding
public

service which
it has rendered to the motorists of Detroit.
Louis C. Miriani. Mayor.
The total annual investment of the
Station in providing the service,
which is planned to run year-round.
including time donated, vehicular
costs, personnel, and other overhead.
is $287,000.
The broadcasts give information
mi weather, accidents, on-the-scenfl
traffic conditions, routes to avoid]
besl routes to travel, how to avoid
"jams" and related pertinent informal imi intended In pi nduce a sllliintll
llnw nl traffic. In emergencies a
special trallic news storj or serious
accident patrol officers break into
regular programing with bulletin
reports.
^
SPONSOR
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TV

Tv viewers:
^

a well schooled

Three-fourths of all household heads and/or wives

(•»»m|>lri«-«l high school ARB

bracket
one year or more of post
high school men lead women.
Iwent\ -nine percent of the men fall

that 73' i of all television household
heads (and wives) are high school
graduates or have college hackground.
Based on ilie top ten network
slums from the November \KI> National Report, the survej also reveals
that within
the higher
education

PROGRAM
WAGON

TRAIN

OF

education

HOUSEHOLDS

Elementary School
Under 8 Years
H W
H H
4%
8°o

VIEWING

Early High School
8-10 years
H H
H W

25

21

44

52

12

41

51

14

51

10
17
12

3

20

18

4

25

23

6

4

22

18

4

4

20

18

6

3

24

13
26
23

GUN
MASON

ED SULLIVAN

44

4

4

17

7

6

26

64%

27

21

23 %

20 °c

Average
II 11

11
6%
%

hi u

Specials
PROGRAM (NETWORK)

COST

MONTH
scheduled

during

SPONSOR. AGENCY, DATE

$200,000 Kemper Vi, Frank. 4 4
30.000 Bell & Howell. McCann.
3 28
285.000 AT&T. Ayer. 3 17. 3 31
Bell Telephone Hour (N I
hgrid Bergman Special (C) 350.000 Revlon. Grey. 3 20
Ford. K&E. 3 19
Bernstein's Philharmonic • \ i 175.000
25.000 Sust. 3 21
Bavid Brinklej Special I \ I
250.000 Oldsmobile. Brother.
Bing Crosb) Show I \ '
3 20
265.000 Breck. Reach McC. 3 16
FamiU Classics (C)
Sust. 3 26
Great Challenge, The « I
275.000 Hallmark. F. C&B. 3 26
Hall of Fame (N)
P&G, B&B. 3 23
lieu Tall is a Giant? (N)
(rpt)
Special

iN i

Bell & Howell I lose-l p! (A)

SPONSOR

9
129

14
12
14

11

57
61

10

6

55
52%

13
13

21
16
14

15
15

19
21
19

17

11

13%

16
11

10%

11

8

12

12

16%

13%

i

1. THIS
Ba><l»all

44
40
42 °0

13

13
10

44

37
46

REAL

RAWHIDE

49
54

38

UNTOUCHABLES
McCOYS

14%

51%

7

SHOWS

Pest Hi ~h School (College)
13-14 years
15-16 & over
11%
HH
HW
HH
HW
13%
11%

High School
11-12 years
H H
H W

41%

4

HAVE

NETWORK

23%

BOB

SHOW

TEN

24%

4

HOPE

TOP

group

completed elemental*) school. J'
Three-fourths of all household heads
and oi u ives completed high school.
3) One-fourth of all household heads
and or wives had some college education. ^

i- the onl\

categorj in which housewives outscore household heads. Although a
higher percent of the male- have had
post-high school education, a higher

6

PERRY

i

school

GUNSMOKE

CHEVY

il

into tlii— categorj \-. 2'>', of the
women.
High

/MARCH

percent of the houses ives >-" • vs
\2' , completed three to foui j eai of high school.
\ relativel) small segment ol the
tele\ ision homes
sampled
repot ted
less than eight \ eai - ol edui ation
one out ol e\ erj I went j home-.
Summed up: I i I lousehold heads
and or w i\e> in 19 out ol 20 homes

reveals in new web service

^% recent Burvey, conducted 1>\ the
American Research Bureau, shows

EDUCATION

BASICS
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IN NETWORK
four weeks

ending

1 in ii-

NBC
M'.i Opera
White
• liimiliii-

1 N I r (N)
Papi

i )ui \iin i ii .m Heritagi
Projei ; 20 (N)

Times < !ir< us, The

(1 >
(N '

SPONSOR. AGENCY, DATE
Minute
Maid.
Tupperward. BBD0. 4 2
Sust. 3 26

i\ i

i\ i

Show "I thi Month
Sing-Mitch
(N)

9 April
COST

PROGRAM (NETWORK)
Mai mi 1.mil

TV

(N)

50.000
120.000
230.000
50.000

Timex >2. Doner. 3 14
Aluminum, JWT. 3 26
Equitable, FC&B. 4 1
Purex, Savings & Loan
Fdn., Weiss, McCann,
3 28 2 29
300.000 Du Pont. BBDO. 3 21
40.000 Ballantine. Esty, 3 24.
4 7
Timex Doner, 3 25
Sust. 3 28

15

C O

2. NIGHTTIME

P A
ABC

ABC

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC
ABC sustNew

I

Love

Lucy

Clalrol
(FC&B)
Block Drug
(SSCB)

ABC

co-op
The Pres

Meet

I-L

ABC

News

sust.

News

sust.

$6,501

Funny
No
Walt Disney
Presents

Twentieth
Century

Derby (McC-B)
Gen. Mills
Norwich
(B&B)
A-F
$94,00

Squibbs

(Dona

D.

hue & Coe)
Prudential
Burlington
Mill
(R-McC)
Q-L
$24,00
D-F
$35,000
Hall of

D.

Fame

Shirley Temple
(7-8)

Presents
(6:30-7:30)

Canada Dry
(Matliea)
Slmoniz
(DFS)
Am. Chic (Bates
W. Lam.
(L&F

Lassie

Campbell Soup
(BBDO)
A-F
$37.00C

Nabisco
Cann)
B-Nut
Savers
Dr-L

No

(Mc2/2 S
Life
(T&R)
$70,00i

Edwards

News

Edwards

News
Amer Home
Brinkley Rep.
Huntley(Bates)
Texaco (C&W)
N-L
$9.500t1 N-L
$6.500t1

(6:30-8; 3/26) |

wjii pisimy

net service

Am. Home
(Bates)
Schlltz $9.500tt
(JWT)
N-L

net service

D.

Edwards
News

No

Ralston
(GB&B)
Expedition
A-F
$26,000

Amer Home

Brinkley Rep.
HuntleyTeiaco

(repeat feed)

(repeat feed)

Brinkley

Rep.

Teiaco
(C&W)
HuntleyN-L
$6.500t(

net service
Edwards
News

D.

Am. Home
alt Schlltz

Brinkley
Teiaco Rep.
Huntley-

(repeat feed)

(repeat feed)
Laramie

Dennis The
Menace

Maverick

Shirley

(7:30-8:39)
Kellogg (Burnett)
Kaiser Co (TAR
Best Foods
Noxema (SSCB)
(OB&B)
W-F
$82,00 I Se-F
$36,001

Ed Sullivan

Maverick

R J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Armour
(FC&B

(8-9)
Colgate (Bate*)
alt Kodak (JWT)
V-L
$85.MK

Temple

National
Velvet

Rexall. O. Mill
(BBDO)
A-F
$37.00
MarineLand
Circus
(8-9;
4/2)
af)

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)
Ralston (Gard.)
Peter Paul (DFS:
Bris-My (OBM)
W-F
$87,0O(

Cheyenne
R. J.(Esty)
Reynolds
P&O
(B&B)
A.C.
(Brother)
Corn Pdlts (L&N
Du Pont (Ayer)

To Tell The
The Americans
Block
Truth*
Am. Home (Bates)
(SSCB)Dow (7:308:30)
(N.C
Helene Curtis
& K)
(McCann)
Mai Factor
ScF
$18.0(M

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Whitehall
(Batei)
W-F
$41,00 1

Tab Hunter
P. Lorillard
Ed Sullivan

(L&N)(BBDO)
Westcloi
Dr-L
$39,001

(8:30-9:30)
Bm

& Wmsn

The

Buddy

Bringing

Americans

Well, Fargo
B-Nut
Amer Tobacco

Up

(Bates)
Scott (JWT)
Pontiac
(SSCB)
$47.00(
Sc-F
$35,00( W-F
(MacMJ&A)
J&J
(T&R)
A-F
$87,60(

Gen Electric
(BBDO)
Dr-F
$51.00(

Surfside 6
Whitehall
(Bates)

(10/2 S)
(9-10)
Chevrolet

Danny Thomas
3en. Fds. (B&B

(Carap-E)
V-L
$120,00

Ul

The Rifleman
P&G (B&B)
W-F
$38,000

(D&C)Roth
Kyser
(L 3/28)
ScF alt $34,00(

Laramie
B-NutLife Saver

Cillis
Plllsbury

Earp

Gen alt
MillsP&G(DFS)
W-F

$40,000

(Compton)

(Burnett)
Philip

Morris

8a-F
$37. (KK
(Burnett)

Adv. In Paradisi

Islanders

(9:30-10:301
Asphalt

Jack

jungl

1/2 S)
L&M (Mc-B)
Blmonlz (DFS)
I I
$88,5'
The Islanders
United Mtrs
(Camp.-E.)
Qllletto
Wrtgley
(BWlIUi
BBDO
\v Lambert
Winston

11,

Churchill's
Valiant Years

Ed.

Dalton
(K&E)
Dr.
$50,

Benny

Lever (SSC&B)
State Farm
(NL&B)
V-L
$80,50

Candid

Camcr.

Lever (JWT)
Bristol-Myers
(T&R)
AuP-L
$34.00

What's
My Lim
Kellogg

All-Slate
(Burnett)
Q-L
$32.00i

The

Chevy
Show

(9:30-10:30)
Noizema(SSC/iJ&JJ
Brlllo (JWT)
A-F
S92.90I
B.

Crosby

Shov

(9:30-10:30;
(3/20)
«f>

Loretta

Young

Ton I (North)
• It Warner
Lai
' l .am & Feasley
Dr-L
$49.50

This

Is Your
Life

Block (Grey)
AuP-L
$24,00

Kol
(B I

Alfred

Dobie
Wyatt

Ho»g
Beechara

(T&R); Pitt.
Glass (BBDO)

Hitchcock
Ford
(JWT)
Revlon (Grey)

My-F

Ozzie

& Hifc
Kodak
(J\
Coca Cbl
Sc-F
U

$65,001

Acapulco
R. J.(Esty)
Reynold

A !■' - -

Stagecoach
West

Tom

Ewell

(9-10)
Quaker
(JWT)Oats
U.
(C-E)
P&G
(Burnett)
B &Mtrs.
W (Esty)
ScF
$38.00(
Miles (Wade)
W-F
$SS.0O0

Thriller (9-10)
All State (Burnett) Glenbrook
;
(DFS); Am.

(McCain

Adv. In Paradisi

L&M
(McC-E)
J. B. Williams
(Parkson)
i „\ S
ill I An.

Carter (Ba
Beecham
<9:30-l»:l(I
Whlteha
My-F $1
Corn 1'ilts (1

Sc-F
The

Hong Koi
Kaiser
(Tl
(7:30-8*
Armour
(FO
Brlllo (TO
A-F
$H

Hawaiian

Show
C. E. Theatre

net service

BestKnows
Father

The Chevy
The Rebel
P&G
(T&R)
L&M (D.F.S.)
W-F
$42

No

Scott ( )
ComPdts (L&N

Pete and Clady;

Goodyear
(T&R)
Carnation
(BWRR)
Sc-F
$37.00(

iurtside 6
Lawman

Bugs Bunny
O. Fds. (BAB)
Colgate (Bates)

Am (7:30-8:30)
Gas (L&N)
Reynolds (Esty)
Gillette (Maion!
Gold Seal
(C-Mlthun)
W-F
$85,00

Andy

Criffith

Dante

Gen Foods
Culver (Wade
(B&B)$47,501 A.Singer
(T&R)
Mu-L
My-F
$37.00
Ingrid
Bergma
(9:30-10:30;
3/20) •
Special

Hennesey
lx.rlllar!
s, r
G. Fds

(L&N]
(T&RI

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
June Allyson
(DCSS). R. J
(BBDO)
Reynolds (Esty) Dupont Show
My-F
$39.00 i

Barbara
Stanwyck

Theatre
A. Culver (Wade
Amer. Gas Co.
(LAN)
Dr F
$41.00

Red

West
Stagecoach
Gen. Fds (OBM)
Ralston (Gardner)
Slmoniz
(DFS)
Gillette (Maxnn)

Alcoa

Presents

Skelton

S. C.Show
Johnson
Sc-F

Show — Month
(9:30-11;
(F,C&rt)3/21)

•

B-Nut Life
Savers (T&R)
Tobacco (SSCB)

(Bates!
Oldsmob

((My-F
$85.00
Project
20
(9-10;

3/28)

|

Carry Moore
Show
(10-11)

Plymouth
Alcoa (FSB)
Dr-F
$36,000
Close-Up!
(in 11: 3/28)

$54.0(M

Hawaiian
Am.
Cbl

Thriller

(Ayer)

8. C. Johnson
(NL&B)
Polaroid
(DDB)
V-L
$115. OCX

Lorillard (
Lever(Broth*
(Bl

Naked C
NBC

Specials

(10-11)
Various sponsors

AC. (Brot
Derby (Ms
(10-11
DuPont
My -F I'dti(D$(
Corn

Naked
No

Net

Scrvici

No

Net

Service

Carry
Moore
Show

NBC

Specials

(L&F) ; L

mi .

(Maths
ttOoA
per programs.
segment. Prices
do not
ing or '■
co op
Costa refer
to include
average sustaining,
show costs participatincluding
Uleat and production.
They are gross (include 15% agency commission).

46

(

Brls -M)
Brn & W
W
I-aml

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
16 Jan 1J Fell Program types, .'ire indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au)
Audience
Participation,
(C)
Comedy.
(D)
Documentary,
(Dr)
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GRAPH
IIONESDAY
1IS

13 MAR.

NBC

ABC

ABC

CBS

ABC

NBC

ABC

News
sust

CBS

CBS

NBC

News

D. News
Edwards
Parliament
(B&B) Home
alt Amer.
(Bates)
$9.500tt

N-L

Brinklcy
Huntley-Rep.
Teiaco
N-L

(Cav\
$6.500r

No net service

No net service

service

ABC

NBC

sust

D. Edwards
News
Philip Morris
(Burnett)
Huntley-Rep.
Brinkley
alt Schlltz
Teiaco
(C*\Vi
UWTl
N-L
$6.500tl
N-L
$9.500tt

yards
vs
Huntley(Bates)
Bnnklcy Rep.
(Bates) Teiaco (CAW)
19.500" N-L
$8.S0Ot1

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

-9 APR,

No net service

■anb

vs
IBM
irter
feed)

Edwards
News
Philip Morris
alt Schlltz
(repeat feed)

D. News
Edwards

D.

HuntleyBrinkley Rep.
Teiaco
(repeat feed)

Run
Wagon
Train
3:30)
(7:30-8:301
B&B)
Ri'vlon
(Grey)
Bates) W-F
$88.00(
(LAN J
Project 20
Dale)
(7:30-8:30;
3/29) (f
$87,000

Ann Sothern
(L 3/30)
S. C. Johnson
(B&B)
Gen. Fds.
(B&B)

Cuestward Ho!
Ralston (GB&B,
Gardner)
7 -Up (JWT)
3c- F
$38.00(1

Huntley-Rep.
Brinkley
Teiaco
(repeat feed)
The Outlaws
BeVW,
Plllsbun
(C-Mlthun);
W-F
$88.00(
How Tall Cianl
3/23) $9
(7:30-8:30;

Parliament
tit Amer. Home
(repeat feed)
Rawhide
Matty's
Funda
Funnies
Mattel
(Carson Roberts
Sc F
$10.00

(7:30-8:30)
G. Fds (B&B)
Dracket
(T&R)
P. Morris (B&B)
B-Myers
(Y&R)
Colgate (L&N)
W-F
$80,000

Brinklcy
Huntley-Rep.
Teiaco
Happy
(repeat fee<li

r.&w

bonanza

7:30-8:30)
The
Roaring
20'
Anahlst
(Bates)

.K.M&Jl

H.MV P Its(Bates)
(urn
l»\ \
Cillcit.
My-F
$83,000

(7PllUbury
30 8:30)
(C-Mlthun)

Perry Mason
(7:30-8 30)
Colgate (Bale*)

W-F
Timcx

(B&B)
Parliament
My-F

$80.00<

•

The Roaring

Run

Wagon Train
R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Natl Rise.
(Mc-E)

Donna Reed
Angel
Campbell
The Outlaws
S. C. Johnson B-Nut
LlfeSaven
(BBDO)
(B&B)
alt
Gen. Fds.
(TAR):War-L«n
Johnson & J
(L&F); Colgate
(B&B)
(Bates)
(T&R)
Family
Classics
Sc-F
$40,004 (8-9; 3/16) 0

—
dAlive
FC&B) Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
Bates)
$39,000 Q-L
$22.50(
Man
S)

line Crey
Bat Masterson
The Real
Theatre
McCoys
Sealtest
(9/29 (Ayer)
S)
S. C. Johnson
Hills Bros.
P&O
(Comptoa) (B&B) P. Lorlllard (L&N)
Sc-F
$11,000
(Ayer)$39.00<
W-F
$45,000 W-F

ster
M
(LAN)
L

Cunslinger
9-10 p.m.
My Three
Son! It I Reynolds
Chevrolet (C-E)
Sc-F
$49,500 Gillette (Maion)
Lever
i.
W-F

ot a
tt
(Esty)
iljers
R>

Perry Como
Kraft (JWT)
V-L
$123,001

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)
Armour (FCB)
L&M (Me-E)

Perry Como

Cunslinger

1A \

ir.ooo

My-F

Bachelor Father
Whitehall
(Bates)
alt Am Tob
(Gumblnner)
Sc F
$3S.00(

Harrigan f> Soi
(10/7 S)
Rawhide
Reynolds (Frank
(Mc-E)
CC-F
$39.00 Nablico

Untouchables
(Vhitehall (Bates)
Beecham
(K&E)

alt
CBS Reports

(8:30-9:30)
Chevrolet
(C-E)
Sterling
(DFS)

R. J. Reynolds
Philip Morris
(Eaty)
$85,000
CC-P
$44,00 1 A-F (Burnett)

77

Wcstinghouse
Plhs.

I

No net service

Silents
Please
(3/23 S)
Dutch
1
(EW BAB)

Dram a, (F) Film.
( I) Interview,
iMu) Music,
(My) 1
Comet ly. (Sp) Sports
(V) Variety.

CBS alt
Report
No

Route 66

(Bates)
I
My-F
$85.00

77 Sunset
Stri 1 Jackie Clcason
R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
i
Whitehall
UM Show
(DFS)
A-F
$37,000
(Bates)
Beecham
B .v 1

Croucho
Marx
Lorlllard
(LAN
Tonl (North)
AuP-L
$30 001

Robert Taylor
in The
Detectives
P&O
(BAB)
My F
$45.00

Twilight
On Food
Colgate
A-F

(J)

■lystery, (N) N bws.

spor sSOR

•

2C MARCH

(\V)

19( 31

Perry Mason
Sterling
(DFS)
Dracket
(T&R)
Moores
(B&B)

Bonanza
• egs op*r>
RCA
(JWT)
Am. Tob. (BBDO

(Bates)
K. Clark
(F.C&B)
My F
$80.00i

Dodge

(Grant)

LT*T(NW$175.
Ayer)
V-L
00<
Sing-Mitch
*
(9-10;3 24.4 ; i

J. (Parkson)
B. Williams
Mil I.
$45,001

Bell Telephone
Hour

Lawrence Welk

Net Service

)

P A

(C-E)
$25.00(1

Tall
Ma*
J (Esty);
ReynoMs

w F
Block

$38.00
(SSCBi

The Deputy
Checkmate
Brn. A Wmsn.
(Bates)(KAE)
alt
I-eter

Bristol- Myen
Cen Clg
(T4R
W-F [TaVBJ$39. nu

Have Travel
Cun
Wil
Whall
(Bates)
w-f l*«er $4000
all
ijwl

Future
Heritage
Our
American
The Nation's

|

Shaynt

(10-11)
Oldsmoblle
(Brother)
Max
Factor
(K&E)

Cunsmoke
Fisht-Week
LVM
(DFS)
al
Gillette (Maion
Miles (Wale)
$42.00
Sp-L
$45.00 1 w-rSperry-rland
(TAR)

J"-

1

M
Make

Michael

R

alL

Lawrence Welk;
(•-11)

Zone
(T&R)
(McC)
$38,000 Lorillar

History
Eyewitness to
Firestone

P&O (B&B)
Gen.lones
Fds.

L)
Live,
(M) Miic.
Juvenile,
Panel.
(Sc)
Si tuation
(Q) QuizNo charge for t
Western.
epeata.

$30,001

Checkmate
(8:30-9:30)
Brn
A Wmsn

1

Mr.

Simoni.DF9
A -F (OBMi$41.00

8c-F

Bell Telephone
Hour
(9-10)

Sunset Strij
(9-19)
Am.
Chicle

Law &

Ralston
(Gardner
OB&B)
GE (Grey)

Westlnghouie
(McCann)

My-FDow
heatre
10-11)
ong
0)
$80,000

20s
Derby (Mc-E)
Am.
Chicle
Beecham
(K&E)
(Bates)

Leave
It To
Beaver

Route 66

Vlichacl
el Hr
10-11) Peter Loves Man
t«.|
P&O
(B&B)
01
Sc F
$38.00(
$80. 000

Fergusor
Jubilee

(N,l, I:
alt
Flintstones
Miles (Wade)

Tennessee
Ernie
Ford Show
V-L Ford iJUT
$45.00(

$90,000

The

$78,001
Circus

Shaynt

Brn

That

A Waua.

Spare
Gillette(Bates)
(Maion

Man
From
Interpole
No net service.

8terllng
»-F
starting

L pr seeding date me am last date or I air. S followi
means
available.
date (or new show i >r sponsor in t me slot. JPrice ngnutdate

47

(DFSi
$25.00

how

V

V

does

>

^

*
J*7

I
d

I

^*>:

a tatto<

Concern

Two ways.
First — it's a perfect illustration of what
a great campaign can do. Second — it
proves that the advertiser who believes in
advertising ends up a power in his industry.
So — how does this concern a broadcaster?

you ?

So — it works the same way here.
Every station that sells advertising — and
has equal faith in buying it as well —
always winds up with a bigger share
of spot in its market.
Think it over.
And don't eliminate the "tattoo".
We respectfully suggest you find the
"tattoo" that suits your station image
best — then call SPONSOR.
SPONSOR reaches practically everyone
involved in the purchase of time — of course.
But there's a special segment it reaches
best. We call it "the influential 2000"
because this "influential 2000" actually
purchases better than 95% of all national
radio and TV spot. SPONSOR has a greater
penetration of influence within this group
than any other book in the broadcast field.
That's our sales "tattoo" — substantiated by
every independent survey made

i
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DAYTIME
SUNDAY

ABC

CBS

10:00

MONDAY

NBC

ABCt

P A

CBS

ABCt

Sponsors

Feet
Unto

Lamp

10:15

A. E. Staley;
Armour; Block ;
Am. Chicle, Bon
Ami;
Babbitt;

Mi

mit

10:30
Look

10:45

Uo &

Home Pdts; Am,
RediJelton^TnTBall; Borden's; B-Nut
cont'd Tues.

Live

iuai

I Love

Video

S.

Lucy

Say When
Sterling
alt sust

Play Your
sust
Hunch

Village

C. Johnson
alt Lever

Sponsors
Little Carter's
Pills ;
Brillo;
B. Myers; Better
Vision; K\ Lax;
Filbert; Ch.
'onds; Campana
cont'd

Wed.

I

Love

11:00
11:15

Price

Double

in Action

Morning

Court

Camera

Three

Love

suit

Meet the
Professor

12:15

Wash

That

S.

Love of Life

Conversation
SUSt

Camouflage

sust
Amor Home Prod
alt sust

12:30
Number
The
Gen.

12:45

Piper
Mills

Please

Accent
Beat

The

About
Direction
suit

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G

'61

Clock

P&G Light
Cuiding

Truth

Court

Love

That

Frontiers
Faith

World Turns
P&G

of

Lipton alt
H. Curtis

■ ust

Pro

Day

In Court

Face

the
oust

various sponsors
Sunday

SP

Camouflage

alt

Love

ust

sust

Art

NBC

(3-5;

Road

Basketball

Number

Please

net service

Tomorrow
P&G

To
Day Reality

Linkletter

I. alt sust
Williams
alt
Who
S. C. Johnson

Opera

Queen

For a

sust

Sports

Pro

Basketball

Who

You

alt sust
Amer Home

Trust?

sust

Paul

Strldex

Basketball

le:
Amer.

Winchell

HarU
Mountain

Bernstein's NY.
Philharmonic
il
v 3 LB) •

Inl

Day

Loretta

In

Pro

Basketball

Amateur
Hour
Williams

Mattel

N.

Rocky
&
Friends

G. Mills. Am.
Chicle. P. Paul

tNote:

ABC

Mon.-Fri.

Y.

College

daytime

Bowl

GE

sponsors

Celebrity
Coif
Kemper
(alt.)
Omnibus

•

Pro

Band.

1

nour. J.v.i. Minn

S

Day

list

alt

P&G

B-Nut

alt

oad

alt

Quaker
[L S Facts
28)
the

No

net service

No

net service

Jan Show
Murray
Day

to

Reality

Linkletter

hicken of tho
SeaKelloci
alt Scott
. B. Williams

Wat

sust

Miles

Young
alt

Young
MaloneDr.

Pro Basketball
Mutual nt Omaha

II

i

From
These
Roots

sust
alt Mentholatum
Tbnl ;.li B&B

s i"
Merdict
/ho You

Make

Room

Johnson
Is Yours

Trust?

Roots
From
These

Frito

Queen

alt Simonlze

B-Nut
Welch!D;

Daddy

Lever

American
Bandstand
t; B-Nut;

For

B-Myers

r*o
Curtis
VI ok

Night

sinioniz

Am. ii Band.
Amer.
M&M;
Lever;
lasii ; Goodrich
\ I : Kur-

Hollywood

alt
altCollate
Jergens
Here's

Brighter Day
s. c. Johnson
Secret

Storm

vtake Room

For

Prlto alt. sust

Sterling
T

Strl

Jd
Amer.

■

dge P40
ef Night

It

Amer.
nt. Shoe

Hollywood

Whitehall
alt
Colg.

ii

M

amhen
Lamherl
lash :

French
Ame

American
eo-op
Bandstand

•oop
American
Bandstand

Here's

Band

Gen.

rich;

Rin Tin Tin
Gen.
Mills.

rotate on a weekly basis and ore not

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

v-ho Yo

sust alt
P&G
Glenbrook

For a

Basketball

Chet
Huntley
Reporting

sust

Millionaire

Young
MaloneDr.

In

load to
Loretta

alt
sust
Quaker
of

Number

P&G
all sust
"Jews (12:55-1)

sust

\rf

sust

Amer Home l*rod
Edge

H

Camoul

AboutJ

Jergens
It Could
sust Be You

Court

Young

Secret Storm
Bi d

Shot
ren

|Vlatty's
Funday
Funnies

Brighter

American
Bandstand
Pro

Nabisco
Culver B-N'jt
alt

fi. Mills

•ust

I.H.T
ace

Queen

alt

The Great
Challenge
12-28)
<

or

net «ervice

Sterling

Daddy

N. Am. Vanllncs
(Amanao
Shwayder)

Truth

Consequences

(1-1:05)
News

About Faces
News

Murray
Show

9

Spectacular

Championship
Bridge

Light

Love Th,

Culver
altA. Leemlnc

PAG
World Turns

P&G

Sunday

cont'd

PAG

No net service

sust

/erdict Is Yours
I. C
U.S.A.

For

Cuiding

News (12:55-1)
Gen. Mills

Facts

Millionaire

Basketball

3/2G)

B-Nut

Frlaidaire
alt. Gen. Mills

Life

.ill
Pro

Roundup

of

alt. Quaker
(wkly)
Oats
Am.
Home

Search

Day

Sports
Pro

Is Right

isl all Whitehall

Spectacular

(2:30-4)
Schlitz.
L&M,
Carter, B-Myers

Morning

Concentration

S. C. Johnson
Vick alt. sust

or

It Could Be You
Culver alt sust
P&G
alt

|an

Basketball
(2-concl. )

Price

sust alt.

sust

Bob

No

Issues Cr
Answers

Slmonlz

Exposure

Consequences

Miles

No

sust
(1-1:05)

Colgate alt
8terlln»

Double
Morning

News

Faces

News

Play-Hunch
sust alt

alt

Culver alt
Lever
Mermen alt Miles

sust

ABt

C. Johnson
Home Pdts.

Concentration

Package
Surprise

Bob

Glenbi
lartz; Job.
Johnson;

Video Village

Is Right

11:30
11:45

General
Lady
E
Spons
Lister.

Say When

alt sust

sust.
Sterling

Exposure
C. Johnson

sust

Lucy

Lever

Colgate
UN

NBC

TUESDAY
CBS

NBC

I

Lone

ocky
Friends
Gen, & Mills.

Sweets
Goodrich

regularly

scheduled

for

any

particular

shows

or

time

periods.

Alphabetici

Tin- network schedule on this and preceding pages (48, 49)
includes regularly scheduled programing from 13 Mar.'I \|n.. inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made by the networks after presstime).
Irregularly sched-

\ G R A P
NBC

Lucy

ABCt

CBS

Sponsors
ktlnuu
Hal !
I.ehn A Fink :
North ahwarcn
i
Old La

Say When

; ii MA SI; Mx
n
\i |
Tape

Play-Hunch
IUII alt BwMtl

all
ohnson

cont'd

Colgate

Fri.

I

Love

Borax

alt

AHT

Price
Is Right
Glenbrook
Heine

alt

Morning

Cultet

Court

Exposure
Best
Fds.
alt
S.

C.

Sponsors

Miles

all

I

Love

Bar
i B
\\ illlams
END

Video

Village

B

i'ii ii

»
I

lielnz

Price Is Right
sust alt
Gold
Seal

Love That

0

Truth or
— P
Consequences
AG
sust

I Lift
it

Love of Life
R. T. French
alt sust

Camouflage

Amer
For

Could Be You
Whitehall

rO

Heinz

Light

News

alt TonI

Number

-u

Guiding Light
PfcO

i__

Truth

•ust
No

net service

About

(1-1:05)

Faces
No

News

Tut,
Turns
No

>eo
rllng

Number

Please

No

No

Facts

kletter
Broa
Igon

Face
lle>t

Murray
Show
sust

Day

In Court

Loretta Young
•ust
FMgidilre
alt
Knox Gelatin
I. 1/5)

the Facts
Kds.
alt
Lever

Art Linkletter
ver alt Draekett
Pillsbury
to Reality *

Road

Ian

Young

B.

Show
Mill

Day

Loretta Young
PAR
alt sust
neinz

In

toad

Court

Gen

Yours
alt

Make

jBtorrn
p* Prod
I Night
1 1 alt

Who

You

Trust?

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt Lever
C.
lit R

T

Fot
Amer.

Band.

to Re.:li?v
Day

alt PAG

Johnson
French

PAG

Malone
alt Culver
alt G

From
Simnz

Queen

For

Brighter Day
Draekett Borax

alt

i

alt
ItQuaker
T. French
lerher

These

Roots
alt. Heinz

I'urcv : Pow

alt.

Nab.

/erdict Is Yours
Vho

You

Trust?
It

alt

vlake Daddy
Room

For

Edge PAO
of Night

Hollywood
It Nm ill Q Mis

Pillsbury

Here'salt
Heinz
Whitehall

sus

1

Mm

My

True Story
Glenbrook

Nabi mi

low

alt

— ■osl alt

Quaker Oats
s C. Johnson

Amer.
Band.
Welch.
Gen.
Mills.
Lever.
Tonl. Carter
Noiema

Amer.
I! \

Brighter Day
Lever

Secret Storm
Am.
Home alt

*<•<■■•■ '

Edge of Night
Quaker Oats
alt. Dracket
Sterling
Amer
Home alt

n-

Band.

■■■

I:

a

No

net service

C.cn

Piper

Col^a^altju^

Simonlz

sust
CBS News

• ust

\1
Wiiard

Various

Championship
College
Jan

Murray

Young

'AG alt G. Mills
J «'< °
M"la
Young
Dr. Malone
dennen
alt mil

Basketball
Gen
Mill;
B Myers

JBA

Bisketball

College
Championship

College
Championship
Basketball

Glenbrook
Jergens alt
From

College
Championship

These

Basketball
Root«
sweetsCo!alt B-Nit
dake

Daddy
Room

;ust alt G

For
Mills

sust alt Culver
Hollywood
G.
Mis
alt.
Dow

o> aji
American

American
Bandstand
eo-op

Simonlz
alt Colgate
Here's
All Star Coif
Reynolds Metals
Wriglej
Armour

Bandstand

Captain
Qei

\m

ol

accounts

begins

led programs
5 well, with air
iaiii- not listed
tonday-Friday,

Rin
Tin
Tin
Crn
Mills

Rocky and
His Frieads
Home
Fds.
Gen.
Mills.

10

a.m.

Monday

loodrlctl
1m
Home

and

SlmonU

letective
Diary
Glenbrook

Basketball

a

Mis

Ame.
Band.
Toni. Stride!
I-. Warren, Minn
G

net service

Millionaire
Dr.
lilies

Secret Storm
A. Home alt
It T
Frenrh

Ing.

No

Loretta

Art Linkletter
Le-rer Bros

Illlams

G. Mills. B-Nut
Welch.
B-Myers.
W.
Lambert

Here's
Hollywood
Gold Seal alt
Jergens

King

With

i1

WhtehlShow
alt. sust

Foods

Purex

Heinz
alt sust

alt

a

alt

Room
Daddy

Cl Iver

For

Draekett alt
Best Fds.

From These
Roots
Pure* alt
O. Mills
NaMsco

Day

Queen

Ranger
MIIU.

Be You

P4G

the
sust Facts

Best

Millionaire

Day

Dr. Malone
Plough. O. Mills
Heinz
I 12 S)

Lone
Gen

net service

Face

Murray

Young
nire
fjntort

Sweet a
.bllr-o.

Carnation alt
R
T
French

Pillsbury

Jan

Sky
Lunch

Soupy
Sales
Gen.
Foods

alt

lews (1255-11

World Turns
Best Foods

net service

or

Pip the

(1-105)
aust

News

net service

Rogers

Plhs.
Mighty
Mouse
Could

News
Faces

Magic
of

Nestle

Consequences
Frig, alt sust
PAQ

Search
for
Tomorrow
PAG
BaVB
Guiding
Light

service

As the World
Turns
PAG

net service

Love of Life
sust
Borax
alt sust

Jews (12:55-1)
C, Mi Mil

Roy

Simonlz alt
Miles

V,

Miles all
P4QNabisco

No

Concentration
Lever
alt

|

Be You

Kellogg
Land

Right

Allakazam

BU8t

Camouflage

About
sust

net

Is

Truth

News

Ervice

Fury

ii

sust

sust

It Could

Price

I

Bob

or

Consequences

ting Leonard
Short
Subjects6

n

SP
Love That

'

Johnson

I

Home

Search for
Tomorrow
PAG

Please

112:55-1)

alt Lever
Heinz alt
Whitehall

Lewis
Illicult

'•'

Kangaroo
Captain

ng ilt
Colgate
Play-Hunch
sust alt.

Exposure
sust alt

Court

Johnson

sust
C. Johnson
.ill SP
Horax

Bob

&&.

Shan
Natl.

Say When

Double
Morning

.lack,

N

Coli

Concentration
G. Mills

Nabisco alt
Jergens

CBS

Mills.

i-i
Concentration
Lara alt Gen.
Mills

Lucy

Burling B i ■ I..,..
'""■ ""*''■>■

Play Your
Hunch
Colgate alt
Nabisco

Video Village
it T
modi
Alt Best Foods

ABC

CBS

Say When
Siring

-9 APR,

SATURDAY

NBC

ABC

NBC

Lucy

Double

blc
sure

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

IDNESDAY
3S

13 MAR.

concludes

10

a.m.

Friday.

appearing during this period are listed
dates. The only regularly scheduled proare: Jack Paar. NBC, 11:15 p.m.-] a.m..
participating
sponsorship;
Sunday
News

Callant
Mills

Saturday

'These

Prom

1 -Nut Life Savers

Fds.

are

package

prices

and

include

time, talent, production

and

cable

cost*.

Special, CBS. Sunday. 11-11:15 p.m., Today, NBC. 7-9
a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating: News CBS. 7:45-8 a.m..
8:45-9 a.m.. Monday-Friday and Today on the Farm, .NBC.
. -.:30 a.m., >at. All time periods are Eastern Standard.

As FCC

programing

requirements

stiffen, SPONSOR

ASKS:

Will local live tv shows
make
Walter

C. Purcell, promotion
It \hl . Smnh Hind. Ind.

mgr.,

First of all. the FCC statements on
programing policies of last June are
about as specific as they can be. To

If number
of stations increase, more
local live
shows will be
after-effect

quote, "The Commission does expect
its broadcast licensee to take the
necessary steps to inform themselves
of the real needs and interests of the
areas they serve and to provide programing for those interests." The
Commission listed major elements of
programing usually necessary to meet
the public interest, the first two of
which were: 1 ) Opportunity for local self-expression, and 2) Development and use of local talent.
A

resurgence of local live programing would seem to be a major
answer to the above recommendations.
In addition, it certainly appears
that more option time will be released to stations in the future. Because prime time For local offerings
has been so expensive, some of the
i. -leased time will undoubtedly be
taken up b) syndicated properties. . .
but it also seems sensible thai pari
of this time will be utilized for live
station oj igination in some Form.
If a satisfai tor) wa) is Found to
substantially increase the number of
tv station- the nerd !..i more local
personalities and programing will be
an after-effect. Then, jusl as radio
became localized, t\ service will become localized or closer to the pulse
of each communitj and more local
live programing w ill I"- a natural outgrowth.
\t present local shows and person

52

a comeback?

alities dwell mostly on happenings in
the major market where the station
is located and naturally cannot serve
the interests of the many smaller
markets within the entire signal area.
If areas of service become smaller,

On the other hand, no licensee has,
as yet, abrogated responsibility and
obligation in this matter of live programing. We are really talking about
improving the art of the live to make
it truly effective as opposed to the

local programing and the use of local talent should be increased.

concept.
"go live and fill the time cheap"'

On a national level, interest has
been engendered in documentaries
and important world problems and

Today, we have an army of electronic genies called tapes, mini-cameras, montage boards, etc., to do our
bidding. The creative producer can
use these tools as an artist uses his
brush to create a pleasing image.
We punctuate the morning prayei

all kinds of "talk" shows. Certainly
the same thing could be done on a
less elaborate basis involving local
area problems, controversies, and
local entertainment shows. Public
interest can be whipped to white heat
about seemingly droll issues once
people realize how important these
issues are to them. Television can do
this job of getting people interested
on a local level if the prime time is
made available.
As all of these things occur, possibly the day will come when even
local entertainers can compete with
the film can to provide programing
for each local market.
To sum up, I think the future of
local live tv programing is good, with
day.
possibilities becoming apparent every

John Comas, '.p. for programing, 1FSJS,
Winston Salem, \ . C.
The live formal has always been
important even though mosl fail to

Yes, In more

Wf*$

with a taped segment featuring a different local choir every day. This is
an improvement over yesterday*!
canned film clip. But surely we can
do better than this.
We add dimension to our musical
features as, in a flash, the background changes from Main Street,
Hometown, to Hawaii, U. S. Again,
this is an improvement over yesterila\ - "misical note cutouts." gaily
sparkling behind the grand piano . . .
but. not enough.
We

illustrate our program about

City Hall by looking into the Council Chambers, the jail, the water
purification center and. citj govern!
ment becomes a living thing. This 'm
an
improvement
over yesterday's
inteixieu
with the Mayor
against gray
curtains. But we haven't begun to
e\hau-t the possibilities.
I he li\e show has always been
with us even though the full potential has not been realized. The challenge ishelm i- ii- . . . the opportunities unlimited.

effective
cameras, use
of tapes, minimontage
boards, etc.

Frank J. Dohcrty, Jr., promotion mgm
WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass.
At present WWLP

meet the full challenge of the possibilities. No one w ill 1 1.-n \ the entertainment value of a good s\ ndicated
sei ies oi a HolK wood mm ie success

more

is original ing

than 2~> hours of local li\e

programing weekly. The figure includes live programvideo-taped
I /'lease tarn to page ~0)
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Why WGN-TV bought
Warner's'Tilms of the 50's"

Says Edward A. Warren:
"Channel

9 was the first station to bring the best

of the pre-48 features to Chicago. Therefore, it is
naturally expected that we continue this tradition by
delivering

the best of
the post-50's
"This we have done in acquiring the distinguished
features in the Seven Arts package. We know that we
will deliver audiences to our sponsors, as well as add
to our distinctive program

schedule.

"The 26 films in color also will enable us to further
this exciting dimension of our business. We know
these films will do well in Chicago, because

we

know Chicago."
Edward

Warner's Films of the 50's...
Money makers of the 60's
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue •
YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III • OR
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive • ADams
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite

For list of TV stations programming

61717
4-5105
9-2855
6-1564

Warner's Films of

the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

A.

Warren,

Program

Manager

of WGN-TV,

Chicago

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

&*

SPOT
TV

BUYS
BUYS

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken: Two-week
schedules on regular Maxwell House coffee begins 1 April. Day and
night minutes are being bought in about 60 markets. Buyer: Peter
Berla. Agency: Ogilvy, Benson \ Mather, Inc., New York.
When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do
the effective job.

Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., Chicago: New runs begin this
month for four weeks on Suave, in about 15 major markets. Schedules oi minutes are 70% or more nighttime, with good da\time onl)
to get more favorable plans. Buyer: Mary Peter. Agency: CampbellMithun, Inc.. Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis: Purina Dog Chow schedules start
27 Match in 20-25 markets. Campaign is 13 weeks with fringe and
prime minutes and 20"s being used. Buyer: Bill McKinstry. Agency:
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.

lotel Theresa. 125th Street & 7th Avenue. New York
27 N r.

EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK

IN TORONTO

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: Some new activity on Ajax
cleaner with placements in selected top markets. Fringe night minute
schedules begin 2 April for 52 weeks. Buyer: Larr\ Levy. \genc\ :
NhCann-Erickson. New York.
Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc., Cranbury, \. .).: Buying schedules of
day. fringe and prime minutes and I.D. s for Fresh Cream Deodorant
in a large number of markets. The first group of markets begins 3
April using four and six week flights totaling 22 weeks over a 26 week
period. The second group starts 10 April, in two. three and four week
llitdits that total 17 weeks over a 24 week period. Buyer: Isabella
Stannard. Agencj : Daniel & Charles. Inc.. New York.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Lineup for Duncan Hines Early
\merican mixes begins 2 April and runs through the contract year,
in about 50 markets. Schedules are for day. fringe and late night
minutes. Buyer: Fred Webber. Agents : Gardner Adv. Co.. St. Louis.

RADIO

Tin;

LORD
SIMCOE
HOTEL
Where

you feel the
friendly welcome

Singles from
Doubles from

$7.50
$11. 50

CANADA:

5 1

Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster. Pa.: Spring campaign for its
watches on good music and fin stations begins 25 April and runs
through June (>. in about 20 markets. As usual, night minutes, 6 to
I I p.m., and some weather and news adjacencies, are being used,
around 12 spots per week per market. Buyer: Ed Hardison.
^genc) l
Y \\. Vyei ,\ Son. Inc. Philadelphia.
Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago: Going into about 25 markets for Pabsl
beer with 26 week schedules to start 1 Vpril. Buys are minutes and
10's in drive limes, 20-30 per week per market. Agency: Kenyon 8
Eckhardt, I nc, I Ihicago.

The Lord Elgin, Ottawa

Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc., San Francisco: Campaign for its coffee!
starts 21 Vpril on aboul 300 stations, running from Pacific Coast to
Cleveland, it- area of distribution. Daj ami traffic minutes will be

The Hotels Ambassador

bought using 20-30 spots per week per market For four week-. Agencj !
Y \\
\vci \ Son, Inc.. Philadelphia.
Buyer: Charles Ventura.

For reservations phono EM 2.1848
Telex 022458
University at King Street, Toronto
CHICAGOi

BUYS

The Lord Simcoe, Toronto
The Sherman
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WSPDTV
fills the gap . . .

■
SsTa

To make sales tracks in the 2-billion-dollar Toledo
market — covering 21 counties in Northwestern
Ohio and Southern Michigan — you need WSPD-TV
with its new 1000-foot tower sending your sales mes-

ftrifi

I

sage to 444,400 homes. You can't afford to ignore

•

STORER
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STATION • Represented

l')(»l

by The Katz Agency

BASEBALL
(Continued from page 36)
which "for a fraction" of what it
spent as co-sponsor of the Brooklyn
Dodgers' games is now reaching a
wider audience composed mostly of
the men it wants.
"We had a lot of waste audience,
a lot of youngsters watching the
Dodgers."' sponsor was told at
RBDO, Schaeffer's agency. "Now we
have a 15-station network for Saturday racing, and it's drawing 10 ratings and an overwhelming percentage
of men in the audience. We also
sponsor the trotters on Wednesday
nights; we had terrific reaction from
our soccer telecasts last summer, and
we will repeat them; we participated
in the Olympics; we are sponsoring
public affairs shows and musical
shows on local outlets. The whole
thing, mind you. on half the money
we spent on the Dodgers.
"When Mr. O'Malley moved out.
he gave us room for thought, and we
found we could better use the money.
Baseball can still be a good buy, but
not — in the old-team markets — like
it was in the old days."
At another agency the prevailing
attitude was: "Any agency that represents abeer, a cigarette or an oil
company has a natural baseball sponsor. We will buy baseball, but not
half-sponsorships. We will buy as
little as possible as the years go by
t<> get the benefit of association and
impact. Sponsor identification, once
the top value of baseball, may be on
the way out, however — how many
advertisers can put that much money
into one market.''
"It's quite possible that tv baseball
will end up, as it already has in at
least two cities, as a spot carrier."
Tin1 argument that t\ was killing
baseball at the gate seemed to finally
expire in I960. Only five clubs
Cleveland. Kansas City. Detroit. Cincinnati and Milwaukee — drew less
customers than in 1959, and two of
them were oiiK slight!) off. An
analysis ..| these clubs offers little
evidence that t\ hurt them. It may
In- argued, thai in tin- case ol Milwaukee, the onl) league club with no
television, the lack ol tv hurl them.
According to the Office of the
i ommissioner ol Baseball, the National League had it- top season in
history. The Redlegs I the onl) team
to telecast all home games) and Milwaukee were down.
In the \merican
56

League, the only team that televised
most of its choice night and weekend
home games — the Yankees — were up.
Network baseball presentations
have also undergone a change in
1961. The exact number of outlets
carrying the games (on Saturday and
Sunday) each week will not be
cleared for another two weeks, but
they will certainly be reduced because of the blacking-out of a new
major league area, Minneapolis-St.
Paul. They will be even further reduced in 1962 with the inclusion of
Houston in the National League.
NBC has signed two regional sponsors for its Major League Baseball,
General Insurance Company^ of
America and Anheuser-Busch. CBS'
only announced sponsor for its Game
of the Week: Falstaff Brewing (onehalf Saturday and one-quarter on
Sunday) . The network will reveal the
other sponsors upon completion of
negotiations. The price for each network is just over $1,250,000.
Mutual has dropped its Game of
the Day radio broadcasts as a direct
result of major league expansion
coupled with its own evolution into a
news-first organization. According
to MBS v.p. in charge of operations,
Joseph F. Keating, "Of 318 stations
eligible, only 160 carried the games
last season. This year, 45 of those
didn't want the games, league expansion reduced the line-up more.
"We could broadcast major league
games at night." he added, "but that
would

hurt the minor

league- and

we're interested in expanding

the

sport,
not was
killing
it.' deterred by the
Mutual
further
expansion of individual networks set

N. Y. AGENCIES
{Continued from page 39,1
ings above the $5 million mark, S/G
finds itself with 70' r of its business
in the grocery field, and 759? of its
billings in the air media.
Probably the best known of its accounts, and one of its outstanding
successes is Red L. Foods Corporation. This frozen seafood manufacturer y\ as in the throes of a three-year
declining sales curve when S/G was
retained in 1959.
The agency's first recommendations
called for in-depth research and, following this, for complete new package
designs. Key of both new packaging
and S/G s first copy for Red L was
the need to create
image. I The research
the consumer concept
that it was for women
not men ) .

a "masculine"
had shown that
of seafood was
and children —

Opening campaign was a modest,
but talk-producing newspaper series
in which, to highlight the letter "I".
in
copy substituted
the
"Tomollow
is Fliday, ita for
gleat"r"da\as for
RedWhen
L Flozen
salesFlied
and Shlimp."
dealer reactions
showed immediate upward swings,
S/G adopted the campaign to t\ and
radio, and pounded hard in northeastern metropolitan markets.
Within a year, distribution jumped
34.3' r and sales were up 91.7' i>.
S/G followed up its success with a
"creative" media buy in the fall of
1960. sewing up chain breaks in ever)
CBS network spectacular scheduled
on WCBS-TV New York, and moved
in with off-beat tv spots, featuring
Edward Everett Horton.

kindled interest in a waning game."
hut that the major League clubs are

Continuing sales climbs enabled
Red L to expand its advertising budget ($45,000 when S/G took over) to
nearlv S.'iOO.OOO. Leo Greenland predicts that Red L. will be one of the

over-expanding

top

up l>\ the big league clubs. The network feels that its broadcasts "re-

their broadcast ing

"killing off a golden goose."
Sports Network. Inc.. which handles faeilities and service for every
major league club's away games, is
llourishing this season. The organization provides mobil equipment, and

KM) spot t\ accounts
for 1961.
Other agcncv food successes have
included Dow n\ Hake Foods Inc. in
which S G creativeness in redesigning packages for frozen waffles, french
toast and other products was matched

furnishes engineering and production

b) its copy creativeness in dreaming
up tv jingle-, -potted into kid shows.

when needed. \bout |.~>() television
and more
than 3,000
radio games
will be serviced bj SNI.

i For example the familiar "Pop goes
the weasel" nurserv
ihvmc now does

The

World

Series and

Ul-Star

.line-, sponsored h\ Gillette i Maxon), will COSl $3,250,000 under an
old contract. Next season, Gillette

w ill pick up a s I million tab.

^

i
"Pop goes the
doubledut
\n odd ) butas significant
namewaffle.1
on the
S <; client list is the New } oik Times
"grocer) account." S/G prepares and

places ads extolling the Times as a
food medium
in both giocerv
trade
SI'ONSOH
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papers and in the newspaper itself.
Leo ( rreenland, bimself, in explaining his advertising philosophies to
SPONSOR, stressed the need for ajiencv

Executives to know the grocer) business right <li>\\ ii to the grass roots
level "not just company sale- executives, but brokers, chain buyers, store
managers, stock boys, (heck out
clerks."
lie bimself read scores of out-oftown newspapers for ideas on »roeer\
advertising, is in constant touch with
brokers and chain buyers on all of
the agenc) food accounts. Vmong
bis observations:

DETROIT

RADIO

boughl

new spapei

ads

and

alei t< d

i Continued Irani page 39)

the ana-

information from other- connected
w ith the auto industr) : Mav nard

v ia lettei s w hich cai i ied the r« om
mendal ion i" contai I the sales office
foi commercial tie-ins.

"Mac Gordon, new- editor of \ui<>motive News and Stanle) Hoe. man
ager of the Automobile Manufacturers statistical department.
Ml dav long, 22 February, W N \C
as its Salute to the iutomobile Indust} | . aired capsule reports of inside)eti
I nit facts ol the auto industi \ .
\\ \ \< ! backed up its pi omol ion
bv cross-plugging the interview-segments On WNAC-TV's
Louise
Mmpan Show and the late new-. The)

live hundred auto dealers

\\ ith this |n i. in. .tin ii \\ \ \( |.ii ked

up the following local dealers who
boughl pat ticipating minutes : \ "lv o,
Lee Foreign cai sales, Wellesle)
Hills; Jaffai ian's Sei \ i< e, I lavei hill ;
Gene Brown Motors, Newton; Auto
I ngineering, I .exington ; I lalzell Mo

tin . \oi w
I : I ,e
ii d -. Seekonk ;
Plai-ted f oreign Motoi -. Salem ; Co
lumbia
Pontiac, Don hestei ; Meti i
( ln\ i. .let and

( lh] J -Id.

^

"Chain buyers todaj bave -ecu
everything. But they'll respond to
the new twist, to the imaginative approach, and above all to the wellplanned program with all the pieces
thought out and carefull) tied together."
"The other day in SPONSOR I read
the (iiinment of some young time
buyer that merchandising help h\ a
radio or tv station is of little \alue.
"I don't agree at all. We've found
it tremendously valuable, when it's
used properly. The two rules to remember are — don't abuse it. and give
the station a specific problem to help
vou
with. their
Don't shots
ask or all
expect
t" scatter
overthem
the
place."
\- an example of a specific problem. Greenland cited a " Tv Commercial Buyers Tour" arranged jointly by
the agenev and \\ CBS-TV for one of
it- clients. Food buyers were invited
to the station to see how a tv com-

WITH MEDIA
SELECTION

BECOMING
INCREASINGLY
MORE COMPLICATED

mercial ismade, ""and the) were fascinatedsaid
"
Greenland.
Neither Greenland, nor Smith is inclined tobe smug or self-satisfied v\ ith
the progress they've made. Smith
savs he gets impatient that the growth
seem- so slow, and packing up new
accounts such a competitive process.
Observers point out these significant points about the S 0 -ton :
Specialization,: despite some hard
goods accounts. S/G i- specializing
Bolidl) in grocer) products, b) fai
the biggest advertising category.
Creativity. Both partners constant lv emphasize the need for "excitement" in advertising, the new creative twist.
Public relations: S G does a more
active pr job than man) agencies
four or five times its size.
Experts say these signs augur well
for the S/G future.
^
SPONSOR
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Analysis proves that in San
combination

must first include

Francisco, a two-station
KEWB,

then another of the

top four stations, to reach the greatest number
of unduplicated homes at the lowest cost per thousand.
Source: A.C. Nielsen, one-week cume,
6 AM-7 PM. 24 onncts. Mor-Api 1960,
San
Francisco/Oakland
NSI
Report.

SOUND

CI

nolionol
The representatives
Kali Agency, Inc.

CROWELL-COLUER

BROADCASTING

CORP

Advertisers

SPONSOR
WEEK

Ten net tv shows — nine daytimers and one late 1 1 i_: 11 1— will help
HudmU launch its Fashion Quick
Home permanent Get Acquainted
campaign, come May.
The daytime shows all VBC: Who
Do You Trust. Love That Bob. Road

WRAP-UP
FLANNING

to Reality. Queen for a Day. American Handstand. 1 < rning Court. Camouflage, About hues, and \ umber
Please.

luncheon for industry to be held 3 May are (l-r) Frank E. Pellegrn, chairman

of the Station Representatives Association Timebuyer o' the Year Award Committee; Marie
Janice, Cuiningham & Walsh radio tv exec, and Tom McDermott, v. p. radio tv at N. W. Ayer

The lone nighttimer is NBC's 7 he
Jar!,
Campaigns:
• A.S.R. Products, (division oj
Philip Morris) is introducing its new
Pal Premium Edge injector blades in
lli!' \, u York and Chicago markets
via nighttime net l\ shows. Vgencyd
Benton \ Bowles.
• Rose-X Chemical is read} ing a
lna\ j spot l\ campaign in the New
^ erk metro area over \\ NTA-TV and
WOI! -T\ in behalf of its Rose-X Ml

NEW

ASSISTANT,

Purpose

Cleaner.

Scheduled

to

run

FLAPPER

costumed

girls surround J. Mc-

!

Steve Shannon (left) shakes hands with his boss, Frank P. Fogarty, executive

v.p. of the Meredith Broadcasting Co. Their headquarters are at WOW

radio and tv, Omaha.

Shannon formerly served

radio a 'd tv, Phoenix

as director of promotion

for Meredith's KPFIO

J^iM/fwL

: £VESHA
Meredith

listing Compar^,

Carthy Miller, president of WCOA, Pensacola, Florida, at their 35th broadcast year
celebration, held at San Carlos Hotel, where
handbills with lucky numbers were distributed
SPONSOR
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.

through June, the campaign employs
(>() - s c c (i n (I animated commercials.
Agenc) : Chalek and Dreyer.
• Clorox i- buying spot t\ I" bolher its gianl Clorox Spring SpruceI p Spree campaign scheduled l<>r late
this month and earl) Vpril. Agenc) :
Honig-Cooper & llai rington, S a n
Francisco.
PEOPLE ON THE MO\ E :
George Lampros, to director "I
idvertising and sales promotion, Biniif\ \ Smitli i Craj ola • i a\ ons > . . .
John M. Burnard, From marketing
director, Miles Laboratories Tan
American to director ol international
operations Lanolin Plus . . . Douglas
T. Scott, in producl improvement
nanager Scott Paper Company's market development group . . . \A . B.
Bryan, to advertising manager 20
Mult- Team Products, I nited States
Borax & Chemical.
Resigns: John E. Bricker as corporate \.p. for marketing and cornpan) director, Colgate-Palmolive.

WINNER
Margot

of vacation

trip to Jamaica,

Telelci of Reach-McClinton

John

Barry Sher-

TELEPHONED
County

of

Esquire,

[ohnson's Personal Products * orpo
ration Division, to account executive,
Colgate-Palmolive account, Lennen &
Newell . . . Joseph McParland,
from manager, Control Dept., to account executive, General relephone Si
I Uectronics ( !oi poi ation coi porate account, Kudner . . . Richard II.
Behrman, from assistant director,
research, to director that department,
Gardner . . . Ra\ McWeeny, from
broadcast and print media manager,
latham-Laird, Chicago, to associate
media director, Campbell-Mithun . . .
Brad Collins, from creative director,
Lennen & Newell, to cop) directoi and
creative coordinator, Wyman, San
Francisco . . . Bill Parker, from
Galax) Advertising, to account exe ulive, Libert) Records, k<;i'.> Radio
ami I 1 1 i• i n Mortgage accounts, Anderson-McConhell, Hollywood . . .
Raymond I). Strakosch, fnnn assistant advertising manager, Bridgeport Brass, Bridgeport, Conn., to pub-

Wasey, Ruthraufl 8 Ryan, Philadelphia . Robert A. Fillmore, from
I'.. I. dn Pont de Nemours S ' o., industrial advet i ising and sales promotion department to representative,
Ayer, Philadelphia , , , Robert Denning, liurn ai i ounl exe< utive I'n j an
I [ouston, i" account executive, Listet •
ine I ooth Paste a
ml and assistant
account executive. Listerine Antiseptic, l.amlicii S Feaslej . , - George
R. Fisher, from III < ircuit Breakei i <>. assistant in accounting to media estimator. Ayer, Philadelphia . . .
Theodore Kavanau, from Ithaca
( lollege i\ i.idio d( partment, Itha
N. ^ .. I" asso( iate i ommercial producer, i\ radio department, Ayer,
New i oik City.

Wil%.p."»:
named
Thej liamwere
, directoi
C. Dekker
ol media.
at Lambert & Feasle) . . . Thomas
L. Harris, and membei executive
committee, at Daniel J. Edelman \
Associates, Chicago . . . Rodne) W.
Mutch, creative director, at Vanson,

guard Advertising . . . Doug Mannew business development, at

Mrs.

for advertising reps to announce
man, radio tv dir.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Roberl L. Thalhofer, From Johnson &

mi exei ul ive, I rwin

at party

as sales rep for WQXI,

Atlanta.

lic iel. it ions

Agencies

presents

Blair
prize

contribution pledges for 1961

Heart Association's fund are received by Jay North, who, with Bob Denver

took part in KFMB,

San Diego's radio appeal

AFFILIATION

agreement

signed by Hulbert
ABC

between

Taft Broadcasting

Taft, Jr., pres. of Taft Broadcasting.

Co., Cincinnati,
Seated

and

ABC

network

is

with him is Julius 8arnathan,

v.p. for affiliated stations. Present (l-r) are: Robert Coe. v. p. in charge of station relations,

ABC; R. T. Schlinkert, v.p. and gen'l mgr. of WBRC-TV, Birmingham; Fred von Stade, gen'l mgr.
of WKYT, Lexington; L. H. Rogers, II, v.p. in charge of operations, Taft Broadcasting Co.; Sam
T. Johnston, gen'l mgr.. WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; end David G. Taft. exec, v.p., Taft Broadcasting.
All Taft-owned
tv properties,
including
WTVN-TV,
Columbus,
are
now
affiliated
with
ABC

SPONSOR
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Jerry Fie/ds Associates . . . Alec Taylor, account supervisor, at Bates.

Storer Broadcasting has switched
its corporate advertising account
from Peter Finney, Miami, to

McCann-Marschalk.

Robert Crane will supervise the account in the agency's Miami office.
Each of Storer's seven radio and
five tv stations will continue to retain
its present agency in its local market.

Agency

appointments:

Hume, Smith, Mickelherry, Miami . . . Owl Rexall Drug Company,
L.A. (31-store chain in West) to
Beckman, Kohlitz, L.A. . . . TruAde I fruit juice soft drink), Elgin,
111., to Guy Davis & Associates,
Chicago.

1 1

& Holden.
Kudos:
Gordon
E. Navan, \.|>.treasurer of Norman, Navan. Moore,
Marineau & Baird, Grand Rapids,
Mich., named Ad Man of the J ear b\
the Grand Rapids Advertising Club.
Name
land

change: Frank Moreland Advertising. L.A., to The Frank MoreCompany.

Sterile

King to Jerome O'Leary, Boston
. . . Relaxacizor. L.A.. and The Federal Life & Casualty, New York, to
Metlis and Lebow, New York Cit\
. . . The Jack Tar hotel chain to

Mergers:
The
Phil

Chicago . . . Barnes Chase. L.A.,
with Fletcher Richards. Calkins

Bozell & Jacobs with
Gordon
Agency,
both

Triangle Stations, in broadening
out its sales divisions, has set up
a branch office in Chicago and
named, as manager, one of its
station men.
The midwestern sales manager:

person.
Sports buys: Falls City Brewing,
for the 10th year, will sponsor the
seven Stakes Races of the Churchill

Thr \\ l'T>( '• post has been filled 1>\
John G. Stilli. a former Westinghouse
Broadcasting station man.

Sports note: WOOD-TV, Grand
Rapids. Mich., last week, telecast live

Ideas at work :
• KRON-TV, San Francisco, has

TV market area
for solid growth
and a sound
future."

Served, 1954-1957, as
Head of Largest World-wide
Masonic Organization
(Royal Arch Masons)

TOM Q.ELLIS
Clerk, Supreme Court
of Mississippi

the World's Championship Three
Cushioned Billiards Tournament.

Kudos: KTTV , Los \ngeles. recipient of the first television award
made by the Church Federation of
Los Angeles for "ten years of continuing telecasting of a church service
each Sunday". . . WHEC-TY. Rochester. \. ^ .. general manager and v. p.
Lowell H. MacMillan, elected director at large. Vdvertising Council
of Rochester . . . WTVH, Peoril
111., promotion director Gary Gresham winner of the creative promotional award for his outstanding TV
Guide series, and continuity director
Frank Elders, winner of the television creativit) award during the IVoria \d\ertising and Selling Club's
sixth annual advertising competition

Thisa'n'data: WAST-TV, Ubanj
brought \ew York Cit) talent I The
Clanc) Brothers and Toramj Make*
who headlined reeenth at the Mine
\ngel i before it- cameras in a spa

cial St. Pati ick's Da) program . . •
Hollingbery

Serving the Jackson, Miss., Television Area
60

the station's two children's programs
— Bozo the Clown and Popere. Extra
membership bonus: club members are
extended special invitations to attend one or both of the programs in

Downs Spring Meet over WHAS-TV,
Louisville.

strength. . . look at the Jackson

WLBT

badges and individually numbered
membership cards. A varietj of
stunts, contests, personal appearances
and theatre parties are being planned
as additional facets to the promotion.
The club was promoted as a part of

Frank B. "Bud" Palmer. WFBG AMFM & TV, Altoona-Johnstown. Pa.,
general manager since 1957.

Look South for new economic

a^ik.

signed up over 26.000 youngsters as
members of its new 4-K Club during
the past five weeks. The youthful viewer- who were made eligible to join
just by sending along their names and
addresses, have been issued club

WF1L-TV. Philadelphia, featured I
fashion -how video-taped at Hessfl
Department store in \llentown last
week and emceed l>\ the -tore"- sail
(Please turn to page 68 I
SPONSOH
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You pick

your
carefully
Choose your air salesmen
just as carefully . . .
Check

List for Hiring Salesmen:

V INTEGRITY
7 STABILITY
7 RESPONSIBILITY
You look for these qualities when you hire a salesman.
Be just as sure you get them when vou hire air salesmen.
In Des Moines KRNT and KRNT-TV Air Salesmen
have these
qualities.RADIO
That's AND
whv people
believe in and
depend
on KRNT
TELEVISION:

ts

* People have been
sports information

dialing
for 26

* ARB

prove

and

Nielsen

KRNT
years.
our

Radio for reliable news and
Highest ratings for years.

television

news

and

also the "preferred
ones".
Always top rated.
* The community
knows
locally-produced
religious
minded shows appear regularly in our schedules.

sports
and

are
civic-

* Local radio advertisers have given us by far the biggest share
of business in a six-station market.
* Local television advertisers have given
business in a three-station market.

us 80%

of the

local

Check our ratings with the Katz Man.
He can help you hire our salesmen, too.

KRNT

Radio and TV - Des Moines
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

T.
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WASHINGTON

WEEK

The FTC prepares for an injection of new blood, while the FCC slowly rounds
into its new shape.
\ nt itrust experts Paul Rand Dixon, slated to be the new FTC chairman, and Philip Elman, both antitrust experts from the Hill, had their confirmation hearings.
Although both pledge continued activity on the false ad front, the FTC also has
responsibilities in the antitrust field. With the backgrounds of the two men, it would appear
there will be strengthening of Commission activity in that field. Budgetary limitations being
what they are, a step-up in one direction must mean a drop in another.
President Kennedy will get to appoint a third man to the five-man FTC in the fall. He
has already announced his intention to appoint Everette Maclntyre, counsel to the House
Small Business Committee, to that spot. Then an outright majority will have background and
special interest in antitrust matters. And that will be the new FTC.

With new chairman Newton Minow still immersed in his "homework", the trend at FCC
continues slowly to emerge. But there are already definite signposts along the road.
Minow appears set to team up with Commissioner Bartley as a pair ready to vote for
stronger scrutiny of station operations. On most matters, Lee will make it a threesome.
Over on the other side, Hyde is moving closer to Craven in voting for fuller
freedom for stations to build their own programing and conduct their own affairs.
This puts Ford, Cross and often Lee in the middle position, where two can swing the balance
back and forth.
Out of this new situation will emerge a voting formula on renewal of station licenses.
First, however, the FCC will adopt its proposed new application forms, with probably all three
of the "middle ground" commissioners voting with Minow and Bartley. opposed only by Craven
and Hyde.
Following adoption of the form, there will be case-by-case voting on specific license renewals, and only then will it be established how far the Commission majority will go in the
programing field.
Prospects are that some licenses will fail of renewal.

This would, in turn, result

in a court case which would officially outline the FCC's power in this field.
Stations not caring to be guinea pigs in this historic court case need only review the
promises they made when they applied for their licenses, thereafter making sure their programing isas they represented it would be. The FCC has. itself, held that it has no power at
license renewal time beyond holding stations to their promises.
Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) holds his fire, hut keeps his powder dry.
1\ ported on the Hill shortly is a message from President Kennedy about the regulatory
agencies. If the message appears to be leading toward White House "interference" with the
agencies, Harris will blast.
Harris prepared for any test which might come by resigning all chairmanships
of subcommittees of the House Commerce Committee, of which he is chairman. This
permitted him to take the chairmanship, and to concentrate much of his attention on. his new
permanent subcommittee on regulatory agencies.
A side effect of all of this was elevation of Rep. Morgan Moulder ( D.. Mo.) to the chairmanship of the communications subcommittee, where he will have jurisdiction over the
FCC and broadcasting. Moulder started out on the now-defunct Legislative Oyersight subcommittee, and quit when he thought it was going to '"whitewash" the FCC and the broadcasting industry.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
,i:- 1
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Sterling Tv and Wolper-Sterling have taken a giant step toward the explo
tion of a new syndication market: the special for regional or national spot film use.
Latest is Legend of Valentino for Peter Pan in 25 markets in May.
Last week it was Race for Space and Project: Man in Space, both sold to Tidewater Fly
ing A gasoline (FC&B) in 50 cities. In some markets the films will be repeats.
The prototype for this sort of special was the Race For Space documentary
a season ago, used by Shulton in national spot film.

of

The Valentino special, just finished, is one of six Wolper-Sterling is making and Sterli
Tv is selling for this year.

At the moment stations have taken over some of the role previously played b;
film studios in the supply of new tv programs for syndication.
Two of these are commentary and discussion programs originated by WNEW-TV,
New York, and syndicated by Banner Films : A Way of Thinking with Dr. Albert Burke
and John Crosby.
Economics-minded observers see contrasted to the new importance of stations as program
suppliers the timidity of some conventional producers on making excessive produc
tion investments.

Last week's third Patterson- Johansson bout set a new record in the international tv film box-office for an event of its type.
Fremantle International reports sales to 29 markets, some of them paying twice the
price of the boxers' second match.

Syndication sales activity at NTA this week included renewals of Play of the
Week and new sales of Assignment Underwater.
There were second year renewals of the dramatic series in ten major markets. The adventure show now reports a total of 20 western sales as part of its national total of 70
stations.
(For details, see FILM WRAP-UP,

p. 69.)

Those post-1948 features are giving new life to tv movie ratings, in turn yiel
ing fresh business for both stations and feature distributors.
Handiest feature groups to follow on the ratings scoreboard are the Screen Gems post1948 Columbia pictures because of their simultaneous exposure on the five CBS o&o
Here are Trendex ratings for three of the pictures in two cities:
PICTURE

& YEAR

All the King's Men (1950)
Phffft! (1954)

RATING

& SHARE

Los (62.1%)
Angeles
24.2

New York
23.9 (76.6%
18.1 (59.8%)

17.7 (67.6%)
26.7 (70.27o)

Death of a Salesman (1952)

22.5 (72.5' ; )
Air dates were 28 January and 18 and 25 February.
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more

Screen Gems
stations.

continued

sold its post-1948 Columbia*

and pre-1948

Univcrsals to eight

Three of the stations also bought a newly-released package of Columbia action pictures of
a shorter than usual (65-75 minutes) length; all eight stations plus the five CBS o&o's bought
On the Waterfront for telecast after 1963.
Those three stations that bought the 210 previously released post-1948 Columbias plus the
action package of 50 also bought the following numbers of pre-1948 Universals:
WTIC-TV, Hartford, 105; WOAI-TV, San Antonio. 105; and WKBW-TV, Buffalo, 230.
Five other stations bought the 210 Columbia package and the following number of Universals: WSYR-TV, Syracuse, 105; WAPI-TV, Birmingham. 105; WTPA-TV, Harrisburg, 105;
WHBF-TV, Rock Island, 115; and WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, 90.
Price levels for post-1948,s are reportedly 50%

or more

above prior levels.

Two film veterans, Leslie Harris and Ernest Fladell, have turned agencymen
but will promote syndicated shows for ABC Films.
The link comes about through the syndicator's appointment of a new agency, Fladell,
Harris & Breitner.

The oldest and most durable film shows
sports series.

in syndication

are

the

continuing

Tel Ra's National Football League Highlights, for example, started back in 1949 and
will go into its 13th consecutive year in the fall.
The 15-week half-hour series was sold in 78 markets

Renewed

interest of women

in 1960.

in sports shows such as bowling is making

possible

new daytime stripping patterns for Walter Schwimmer's Championship Bowling.
Newest sales pattern of the show is one of Monday-through Friday afternoon strip
programing; first market to air the strip will be Los Angeles in April.

Trade observers were watching MPO's opening of a new Hollywood studio as
part of the progress of a produce using "unconventional" methods.
Those so-called unconventional methods, which have made MPO something of a maverick among the major commercials producers, are actually quite traditional.
In an era characterized by mergers and expansion into tape production, MPO has been
the only producer of mammoth size to stick to its film-and-independent status, avoiding adventures into tape and not entering into mergers, although it had explored them.
MPO's reliance on traditional strategies ( it issued stock for new financing instead of entering a merger) also saved it from some of the myriad tape embarrassments that
plagued Filmways. EL E, and CBS, all producers who had to kill or curtail tape commercials
production after a try at it.

Pre-production planning is paying off at Videotape Productions where it was
possible recently to finish four complicated commercials in around three hours.
Commercials, for Nabisco (McCann-Erickson), were done last month in just nine takes
even though eight scenes and full production was involved.
The tapes, made late last month for immediate
George Weber and agency director Charles Powers.
ro.N^oR

•
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use, were done by producer
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trends and tips for admen
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Two agencies that are sitting pretty in the way of new products (in the
©wiiht i96i
stages) are Compton and J. Walter Thompson.
sponsor
Compton, in particular, has six of them, any one of which could eventually
publications inc.
ninth as $10 million, and the same applies at JWT with at least five such.
Of course, what often happens is that the agency that successfully kicks off a
often winds up with just the kudos : the product is shifted to another agency in
ent's stable.

testing
bill as
product
the cli-

The histories of the two above agencies are loaded with examples of this kind.

•

If you don't think that the FTC hasn't got ad people instinctively looking over
their shoulders, then you haven't attended a commercial judging session.
A graphic example of this happened last week at the initial meeting of judges for the
ular
American Commercials Festival which reaches its climax 8 May.
The subject had to do with the oral hygiene category and the product under partic
scrutiny in a commercial was a denture powder.
Some of the judges got into a long and heated argument on whether the FTC might
frown on that denture powder blurb because the actor biting a sandwich in it actually,
as some of them knew, didn't wear false teeth.
P.S.: because of the philosophic point the decision to admit was held in abeyance.

Evidently the gates have been opened wide again, particularly at NBC TV, to
these entrepeneurs who furnish the giveaway merchandise on game shows.
One of these middlemen is soliciting accounts at agencies with this proposition: $200
can get the flash of a footcard showing the advertiser's product plus a 15-word
mention. If a sample is contributed as a prize he gets an additional plug.
That $200 expenditure works out to a cost-per-1000 of between 7-10g.
The come-on: for a few hundred dollars a manufacturer can tell the wholesalers and
retailers via his salesmen that he's on tv.
The shows specifically mentioned by one entrepeneur: Say When,
Truth or Consequences.

Concentration

and

There's a sardonic tinge to the activity of an agency after it loses a prize account
What happens frequently is this:
• Practically every worthwhile account in the same field is solicited.
• Pulled off the shelf and dusted off and slightly updated are ideas that the lost account
had appraised and rejected.
• Inquires the solicited ad manager of himself:
along with fresh thinking like this?"

"Why

hasn't my

own

agency come

Tv/radio critics ought to compare the amount of advertising vs. reading matter in newspapers as just revealed by the Association of Newspaper Representations
before they tee off any more against air media overcommercialization.
The AJMR figures: the 1959 average was 23.11 pages of advertising to 14.39 pages
of news and whatnot, making the balance for ads 60%.
Commercial ratios as they prevail in tv: nighttime network, including chainbreaks,
11%; daytime. I 1-15%.
And in radio the trend locally is to keep it well within 20%.
(.(.
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SHIPPING
EXECUTIVES
IN THE
TEXAS
HOT SPOT
No white collar, no
ivy league jacket . . .
but this stevedore
is a valuable executive
in the shipping
industry. In the
Beaumont-Port ArthurOrange market, over
20,000 people are
directly connected
with the shipping
industry. Their average
effective buying
income is over $6,800.
You sell them and
over 700,000 other
prosperous Texans
and Louisianans in
this shipping,
petroleum, chemical,
petro-agricultural,
lumbering and
manufacturing Hot
Spot only through
KFDM-TV.
-Woodward
Peters-Griffin

BEAUMONT
PONSOR
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Ideas at work :
• KISN, Portland. Ore., stimulat-

(Continued from page 60)
promotion manager and hoard member W a\ lie Holben.

PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

John

F. Cundiff, WHNC-TV. HartfordNew Haven, Conn., general sales manager, named station manager . . .
John Baade, Jr., to local sales manager, and John K. Chamberlain to
local sales staff, both WOAI-TV. San
Antonio. Tex. . . . Casey Cohlmia,
WFAA-TV newsman, to director of
promotion and publicity, WFAA radio and tv . . . Jack O'Grady, from
writer-reporter, news division WNI.W .
New York City, to assistant news director, WNEW-TV . . . Robert B.
Paris, from sales staff, WNBR. Jacksonville, Fla.. to stales staff. WTTG,
Washington. D. C. . . . Ruth Anderson, WSBT-TV, South' Bend. Inch,
personality, to woman's director,
WSBT radio and tv . . . Len Gurry,
to advertising continuity director.
WLOS-TV. Asheville, N. C. . . .
Ralph MeFarlaml, to production
manager; Terry Fraser, to tv director; and Malcolm Tyler to station
photographer, all WJBF. Augusta, Ga.
. . . Charles H. Cash, Jr., from
promotion manager, WSM-TV, Nashville, Tenn.. to director of sales promotion. KTVI. St. Louis.

Richmond, \ a., radio station
WRVA recapped the highlights
of its 35 broadcasting years ami
documented them in a 20-page
brochure.
The black-and-white booklet is
sprinkled with nostalgic photos of its
earl\ people, programs and special
events as well as its present day
set-up.

Philadelphia radio station WIBG
stirred up quite a flurry of Erin
nostalgia in the Quaker City on
St. Patrick's Day.
All da) long, the station broadcast
newscasts Featuring local news tidbits, weather Forecasts and temperatures from major cities ami little
towns .ill over Ireland.

ed extra interest in its Washington's
Birthday programing by running a
Cherry Pies for Little White Lies
contest. The contest idea: listeners
were asked to try to detect "whoppers" told b\ the station's deeja\
staff. The listener then called the station to report his find, and to claim
his prize: a cherry pie.

recipient of American Heritage Foundation "informed vote" and "contribto your part\"Certificate
awards and
the
1961 ute Brotherhood
of Recognition from the National Conference of Christians and Jew~.

More kudos: KFSD, San Diego,
news dire tor Pat Higgins named
head of \\ irephoto Study Committee.
Associated Press Radio and Television Assn. . . . WHAS, Louisville.

Thisa 'n' data: KBIG, Catalina.
Calif., took to the air with kites to

Ky.,
of TVforRadio
Gold recipient
Medal Award
"best Mirror's
over-all

guide the automotive trade and trade
press people to a dinner announcing
the year-long 15 auto races broadcast
package sponsored by Willard Batteries. Kites were flown directly over
the dinner-meeting place, the banquet

programing,
midwest states"
.radio
. . WBZ,
Boston, personality
Dave
Maynard awarded Certificate of Appreciation b\ the National Polio
Foundation for his Maynard March
for the March of Dimes . . . KNCK,

room at L.A.'s Blarney Castle . . .
KSET, El Paso, Tex., was highlighted recently by a weekly publication

Concordia, Kansas, president and sta
tion manager W. F. Danenbarger
appointed to four-year term, Kansas
State

Ho, ml

of

Regents.

put
out by devoted
the city's
Publishing
Co. which
theSun
entire
issue to
profiling the station's operations, programs, people and sponsors.
More thisa 'n' data : WIL. St. Louis,
has put together a broadcasting career presentation to alert high school
students to career opportunities in
broadcasting . . . WABC, New York

Call letter change: WKTL. Sheboygan, Wis., to WKTS . . . KFSD,
San Diego, to KOGO.
Station acquisition: KAGE. Winona. Minn., sold by Albert S. and
Patricia W. Tedesco to James Goetz.

City. Apple for the Teacher promotion which has attracted some 2.000
letters, will lie continued fur the remainder of the school \ear. in cooperation with the A & P compare) . . .

Rex Eyler and Merlin Meythaler.
Monroe. Wis., for $105,000. Sale

WMAQ, Chicago, put its new 50kilowatt transmitter into operation
last week . . . KTIX, Seattle, has received approval from the FCC to extend its broadcasting hours from daytime operation to unlimited full time
status.

Haley, John Quinc) and Richard Mai
guire to Providence Radio. Inc., for
$250,000. Sale brokered b) Paul 11.
Chapman
Co.

Kudos: WAPO, Chattanooga,
Tenn., commercial manager. \S alter
II. Stamper, named head of Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce Membership and member relations commit e . . . ^ GBS. Miami, commun it \ projects director Don
Butler
appointed member of newl) formed
committee I" -lud\ metropolitan grovernmenl in Dade Count) . . . W IILL
I [empstead, I.. I., public affairs direci"i John T. Clayton, appointed
commercial radio coordinator. Nassau Count) ('i\il Defense . . . KDIA.
San Francisco-Oakland
Bay, Calif..

brokered h\ Hamilton-Landis & Associates . . . WLOW. Portsmouth.
Va.. sold bv Joseph Maloney. Arthur

Ilapp> birthday:
WAOK,
\tlanta.
Ga., celebrating its 7th anniversary.

PEOPLE
ON
THE
MOVE:
E.
James McEnaney. Jr.. to general
manager. WHIM. Providence. R. I.
. . . Ncal \ an Klls. from news din
tor. W N I \. New York Cit\. to program director, WI.W \. Atlanta . . .
John K. Whittaker, to account executive, kl'WIi. HolUwood
. . .
Frank B. Cummins, to account executive. WSBT. South Rend. Ind. . . .
Bob Beringer, to programing and
production manager. W K I L. Sheboygan, W is. . . . Eric Ross, from ac- |
counl executive, KOSI, Vurora. Colo*
SPONSOR
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to -ale- staff, KICN, Denver . . .
Richard II. Gundle, to commercial
manager, WTMT, Louisville, K\. . . .
Sain Somora, to promotion manager, WJBK, Detroil . . . Felix
\dams. from KGMS, Sacramento,
Calif., to merchandising director,
Kl» \K. thai citv . . . Jack Keith, to

Kudos; Theodore I'. Koop, director «d new- and public affairs, ( IBS
New- in Washington, recipient of the
\inci ican I.egion Plaque ol re< ogni-

sales manager WGTO,
dens, Florida.

finesl tradition of Sigma Delta Chi."

MOKE

PEOPLE

Cypress Gar-

ON THE

MOVE:

Trd Hepburn, from local sales manager, to general sales manager; Rob
Shipley, from program director to
operations director, hoth WIII.O.
Ucron-Canton, Ohio . . . Bill MusBer, from account executive \\ \lt\l.
Scranton Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to New
York office, Susquehanna Broadcastin? fWARM, Scranton Wilkes-Barre;
WSBA, ^ oik -Lancaster- Harrisburg :
and WI1LO. Vkron-Canton) to coordinate and develop sales promotion
. . Marvin Mirvis. to general -alemanager: William S. Pirie, Jr..
local sales manager: and Jack Parks.
national sales manager, all WITH,
Baltimore.

ABC's
The
Untouchables
took
top honors with a 32.2 rating in
ARB's Multi-city arbitron report
for the week of 6-12 March.
[he report shaped up like this:
RATING

WORK
NET-

1. The I ntouchables 32.2 VBC
2. Candid Camera 32.0 CBS
3. Flintstones 28.4 ABC
I. Ed Sullivan

25.8

CBS

5. Gunsmoke
6. Gam
Moore

2.">.2
24.5

CBS
CBS

7. Dennis The Menace 24.3
8. Damn Thomas 23.6
9. \\ aeon Train
23.6

CBS
CBS

10.

77 Sunset Strip

20
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Ciirran.

ON

THE
from

MOVE:
-ales

Don

promotion

manager, KTVI, St. Louis, to publicit) and promotion director, \BC
0&0 radio stations . . . Richard J.
king, and James T. Inch, to Canadian representatives. NBC International Enterprises . . . Harfield
Weedin, to program director, k\\
Radio and the CBS Radio Pacific Network . . . Jack Allen, to Mutual Radio as New York new- bureau chief.

Representatives
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

David

23.5

1961

vision. Devney-O'Connell . . . Arthur O'Connor, to v.p. radio division. I)e\ n<$ -O'Connell . . . Thomas
E. Wood, from George P. Hollingherv. to H-R Radio sale- -talT. New
i oik Citv . . . Gerald Mulderrig,
from account executive. Il-R. to radio
sales -talT. Daren F. McGavren . . .
Carleton E. Loucks. from president,
Radio Programing Service, to eastern
sales manager, Spot Time Sale- . . .
John Fernandez, from sales manager. \T\ Spot Sales, to general
sales manager, that company . . .
John L. Herbert, from H-R Representatives sales staff, to Katz. New
York radio sales . . . Harvey Glor.
From \dani Young, Chicago, to Chicago office sales -tail. Daren F. Mc( lav ren.

direct

-pon-oi

Imviii^

i- on

I he disti ibutoi - mosl recent -how
pul on the market, Miami I nder cover,
i epoi tedl) made dii' , of its Bales directl) to s]
sors,
li - the ini i ease ol nal ional spending in syndication that's parti) responsible for the tendency .
Rut more dh ersified selling i- also
a factOl : sponsoi - of the -how are
From dozens ol different categoi ies,
including beer, food, auto dealers,
furniture, soaps, drug stores, farm
equipment, and man) others.
Sales:
Xi\-l V- Miami I nder cover reaches
L3] market:-, late-t -all's being Time
Finance on \\ HAS-TV, Louisville:
Busch Bavarian on KWTV, Oklahoma
City, and WJHG-TV, Panama Citv:
A. H. Perfect on WPTA, Fort Wayne;
Royal Bedding I Dubin) on W.I \<
TV, John-town: International Harvester on KGW-TV, Portland; Johnson's Wax and Polly's Food Service
on WILX-TV, Jackson; LeBlanc \uto Sales and Southern States Drugs
on KLFY-TV. Lafavette: and stations
KXLY-TV, Spokane: \\ Ml |\.
knowille: \\ ICS. Springfield-Decatur: WCHU, Champaign-Urbana ;
W1CI). Danville, and KVAL-TV. Eugene . . . Trans-Lux TV's Felix The
Cat to KHQA-TV, Quincy; K.CLOTV, Mason City; \\ HBF-TV, Rock
island; KEYC-TV, Mankato; Australian Rroadcasting Commission and
Arabian- American Oil Co.. Saudi
Arabia; American Civil l\ <n to
KFVS-TV, (ape Girardeau; KGLOTV, Mason ( ity; KONO-TV, San \ntonio; WSA1 -TV, Wausau; KQTV,
Ft. Dodge; WSTV, Steubenville; Milwaukee Public Librarj on \\ III ;
Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Librar\ to KONO-TV, Mil \ntonio:
WVEC-TV,
and
WSA1 ■
I \ . \\ ausau. Hampton,

NBC
M'.C

New affiliates: WSNO, Barre-Monl
pelier, Vt. and WABJ. \drian, Midi
with CBS Radio . . . KARA, \l
buquerque, Y M.: KTOK, Okla
homa City, Okla.: WTYE. Roanoke
Va.;KSBW, Salinas, Calif.; ROME
Tulsa. Okla.: and K1RL. Wichita
Kans. with ABC Radio.
SPONSOl!

PEOPLE

N. Simmons, from president. Simmons Associates, to \.p. television di-

Networks

PROGRAM

lion "in recognition ol his numerous personal achievements as a newspaperman, author, i ail io and television
new- director in keeping with the

I \:

the increase.

Rep

appointments: KC V. Spokane. Wash., WNCG, Charleston,
S. C. and WEEX, Easton, Pa., all
to Walker-Rawalt for national representation.

Film
Some
encouraging
statistics for
syndication are reported by Ziv-

More Bales: NTA's Issignment I nderwater to KOB-TV, Xlhuquerque:
KERO-TV, Bakersfield; KGHL-TV,
Billings; KHSL-TV, Chico; KKTV,
Colorado Springs; KT\ R. Denver;
KCDA-TV, Denver: KPHO-TV, Phoenix; KOIN-TV, Portland; KXTV,
Sacramento; KSL-TA . valt LakeCirj ;
KFMB-TV, San Diego; KPIX, San
Francisco; KXLY-TV, Spokane;
KOLD-TV, Tucson; KTVW, Tacoma,

and KLM\-I\. Yakima . . . NTA's
Play of the Week renewed 1>\ KCOP,
Los Angeles; KO A-T\ . Denver;
\\ TIC-TV, Hartford; WILL-TV,
Champaign: WGN-TV, Chicago;
WS.IV-TY. Elkhart: WBAL-TV, Baltimore: WBEN-TV, Buffalo: WROCTV, Rochester; WFMY-TV, Greensboro, and KING-TV, Seattle

Commercials:

Modern

Sound.

New York music commercials producer, is appointing representatives in
major cities.

Promotion:
WNEW-TV,
New
York, reports great success with its
Felix the Cat promotion, now extended from four to eight weeks. Almost
8 thousand cards were received the
first week and an average of 17 thousand the second and third weeks.

Other sales: Banner Films reports
following sales: Debbie Drake to
WGR-TV, Buffalo: WTVO, Rockford; WEHT, Evansville; WJBF-TV,
Augusta; WRAL-TV. Raleigh;
WMCT, Memphis; KGHL-TV, Billings; WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga.;
WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge; WGAL-TV,
Lancaster; WJHG-TV. Panama Cit\.
Fla.; KLFY-TV, Lafayette, and repeats toWSB-TV, Atlanta: Bold Journey and / Search For Adventure to
KENS-TV, San Antonio: WN EM-TV,
Saginaw; KTVR, Denver; KIMA-TV,
Yakima, and KPHO-TV, Phoenix; 21
Tarzan pictures to \\ SIL-T\ . Harrisburg; WJBF-TX. Vugusta; WSOCTY. Charlotte; WOW-TV, Omaha,
and WEHT. Evansville: 12 hour public affairs specials to \\ NBQ, Chicago; KENS-TV, San Antonio; KSLTV, Salt Lake City; KOCO-TV, Oklahoma City: KTLA, Los Angeles and
KTVK, Phoenix: and Cartoon Classics to KGI.O-TV. Mason City;
WMTV. Madison; KHQA-TV, Quincy; KEYC-TV, Mankato; \\ VLB-TV,
Albany, and W.I I Hi -I\. Panama City.

PEOPLE ON THE
MOM]:
H>
llolliugcr appointed public relations
manager and Will Baltin adminis
ii.iiive assistant to president I ouis \.
Nov ins, in New ^ oik office of fntei
national Telemeter Company, a unil
.,f Paramount Pictures.
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(Continued from page 52)
Two more radio stations, in an
effort to combat recession undercurrents, are conducting area
"buy now" campaigns.
The stations — and the methods:
• KQV, Pittsburgh, has put all of
its air personalities to work in urging
listeners to go ahead and buy needed
items and not to shelve building and
home improvement plans. The theme:
Buy now, if you can afford it.
• WPEN, Philadelphia, launched
a series of hard-hitting editorials telling listeners to shop in the Philadelphia area — and why they should do
so. The editorials are in this vein:
"Join the march to prosperity. Shop
Philadelphia area now! Your dollars
will stimulate the economic
recov95

ery — .
Public service in action:

WMCA,

New York City, board chairman
Nathan Strauss, aired an editorial
urging the New York City Board of
Estimates and the City Council to establish a commission on memorials
to commemorate great deeds of the
worthy and prevent recognition of
the undistinguished and the notorious . . . WPEN, Philadelphia, made
it possible for a Hungarian refugee
couple to speak, via transatlantic
phone call, with their 11-year-old son
whom the) had not seen in five years
through a Long Distance I alentine
contest . . . KISN, Portland. Ore., in
an effort to institute a bit of safedriving awareness is giving five dollar safe driving awards to discerning
drivers, \ ia a traffic monitors spotcheck system . . . WLBZ-TV, Bangor, Maine, is reminding drivers to
renew their driver's licenses (due. in
that area on the driver's birthday)
via slides showing a traditional birthday cake and backed up by audio
co'pj that -av-: "happy birthday,
don't for-ct to lenevv voin driver's
license." public service action:
More
WNAC-TY. Boston, will telecast, this
week. iLM March i an hour-long documentary, Castro, Cuba and Communism Dangei at Our Doorstep . . .
KDK \. Pittsburgh, devoted two full
two-hour sessions of it- Program PM
lasl week, to documentaries: Rivers
Rising, a recall of the L936 St. Patrick'- Dav floods; and a probe of the
unemplov men! situation. ^

for convenience. Although over the
years we have noticed a tendency in
some markets to rely heavily on film
to fill station option time, we have
always resisted that trend. Admittedly, easier and often more profitable, film is not programing designed
to fill community needs.
Since our inception, we have produced a regular daily schedule of
news, weather and sports, plus specialty shows for women and children. This is a familiar pattern.
However, in the past several years,
our local schedule has expanded to
include a series of special interest
programs based on area needs and
area history, scheduled in prime
evening viewing time. New England
is rich in history and tradition, and
we have found a wealth of material
of life in western Massachusetts.
The programs, all very local in flavor, have met with huge success.
Public reaction, as measured by mail
and phone calls has never been
higher.
Our remote unit has also been put
to good use over the past seven years
covering local events of high communit) interest such as The Eastern
States Exposition, the installation of
an Episcopal Bishop. St. Patrick's
Day parade, and Armed Forces Day
at the nearby SAC base. All events
which could not be adequately presented without the mobile unit.
Our conviction is that local live
programing is the onlv way to satisfactorilv fill the needs and interests
of the community in which we live.
Local live can be as interesting and
commercially successful as any network program. A case in point is
the Western Massachusetts Highlights. This program, highlighting
life in western Massachusetts features in its Motulav through Fridaj
i 7:l."> p.m.) time period, local people
with interesting activities, hobbies
and accomplishments. The program,
sponsored l>v the local electric company since its inception in 1953, has
chalked up nearlv 1,650 telecasts and
according to the latest Nielsen, rates
a 20 in a four-station market.
Not bad, l>v anv means, for local
live programing.
^
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Allen A. Arthur has been appointed director of advertising for KIWI!, the Crowell-Collier radio outlet in Hollyw
I. He
replaces Janel Byers who resigned last
month. \n honor graduate of the I niversil\ of Sou tIn- 1 11 California, \rlhui began
his advertising-publicitj career as a Las
Vegas resort hotel publicist, lie followed
this l>\ returning to I .S.C. where, for two
years, he was promotion dir. For the past three years, Arthur has
operated his own public relations organization in Beverlj Hills, Calif .
Robert
Margulies,
formerly production
commercial supervisor on the Brown and
Williamson
account at Ted Bates \ Co..
has

been

promoted

to

v. p. in charge

of

ageiu-v commercial
broadcast production.
Vlargulies joined Bales as a commercial
film producer in 1956 Following a stint as
a free-lance t\ director.
Prior to that he
was a t\ producer with Young \ Rubicam,
ami bad been associated with Screen Gems and J. Arthur
The four-\ear WW

Bank.

II Coast Guard vet lias a wife, three children.
Don B. Curran, KT\
tion manager since
pointed to the newl)
director of publicit)

I St. Louis promo1957, has been apcreated position of
and promotion for

\BC's o&o radio stations. Curran, whose
broadcasting career began as announcer
at KNOB. Norman. Okla. during bis I nida\s was. in l'»~>'. promotion manager of k()\l \. Oklahoma City and later,
lerved
in thai capacit) Eor Griffin, tbe parent company. In his pres■nt k
\l promotion work, Curran has received numerous award-.
^^ J

versih

enter your
personal
subscription
to SPONSOR

Jack Denninger, a 12-year Blair- T\ vet,'ran. has been appointed to the company's
pewl) created position of general sales manger. In this new post. Denninger will headip the organization's new four-man sales
>lan group. A native of Cincinnati. Ohio,
he new Blair-T\ general sales manager
oined Blair- TV in 1048. In 1955 be was
nade eastern sales manager and a viceiresident. Prior to this affiliation, Denninger was with Sale- Managetient magazine in N. Y. He served four years with the I . S. Navy.
iPONSOR
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

knowledge is the key to maximum

effectiveness in utilizing the television

media, says Jay ] . Hcitin, WNBC-TV, New York's national sales manager.
A give and Kike attitude between client and media seems to him to be the
logical solution — in order to assure a vigorous growth of television as a vital
part of the American communications industry. He answers seven problem
questions and sees room for more debate if progress is the ultimate goal.

Cooperative

effort a must

I he growing pains of the vigorous American communications industry have never ceased since the Almanac days
of Benjamin Franklin. Remember how he had to get it
published by October so that the outlying colonists could
get one of the 25.000 copies by New Year's?
Television has sped things up a bit, but were the
"Old: Farmer
as
iII
(2)
(3)
(4)

around today, he might ask such questions

What about dividend spots versus added discounts'.''
How much product conflict spread is enough?
When is product conflict real or antithetic?
Should the libation offered to ratings contain qualitative oil?

(5) Are orbit spots all the curae they're said up to be?

(6) Just how does a client merchandise a spot schedule?
I 7) What do you mean minutes are in tight supply?

I hose seven questions aren't necessarily in league with
all today s problems, but they're getting a big booting
around. What we're really saying is that the critics of advertising will grow in importance and number if those of
us I in what is rcallv a very small business I don't keep
growing. \n open mind is what we need. A lively and
continuing curiosity is what anyone

nerd- in arrive at a

give and take that's no! onlj health) but will make for
continuing progress.
So, when someone says that discounts are high enough
ami thai the way to overcome the summer drop-off is by
the station declaring a dividend in commodity equal to
the client's expenditure, media people should think it
through ralhei than ask. "What s wrong with him?" The
agency and client should be interested pai liculai Iv il the
client can bank these announcements and use them as he

for tv growth

want to use the medium
the end of growth.
Whatever

won't be able to do so and that's

areas of product conflict protection are agreed

upon, clients shouldn't then enlarge the problem with unfair insistance upon areas of antithetic protection. Sure
it's true that a psychosomatic pain hurts as much as a
real one, but if the antitheteticism is antiseptic to consumer empathy, then the product shouldn't be on the air.
As for ratings, we all know that they're over-emphasized, but then, after the philosophical shrug comes the
statement. "Well, after all. we have to use something." or.
"They'll do until something better comes along. Well,
something better is here, and it's provided by the same
ratings services: we mean qualitative dimensions — such
things as cume. audience composition, number of spots in
a given show, and the qualitv of editing.
When

it comes to the orbit idea that WNBC-TV pioneered a couple of years ago in the I! p.m. strip and the
Thursday night vertical, it took a couple of years to catch
on. The extra cumulative dimensions were ignored because the schedules were tougher to keep track of. and also
we suspect, because the individual buyer worried about a
disappearing mysterj of lime buying if he couldn't get
fixed position. Here's where the value of the open mind
we talked about comes in or industry growth goes out.
Part of the problem could be solved if we knew more of
the client's problem. Main media agency people know
little that can be <>f aid here to media salesmen. Our own
inefficiencies in internal communication are main times

pleases throughout the contract year.

annoying but alwavs cnstlv.
The democratization of American output of goods ami
services is primarily a problem of distribution. If key
channels such as WNBC-TV are to have maximized effec-

\s for product conflict. •'>(> years ago 1 1i i— wall was erected and we've been in its tall shadow ever since.
\,,w that
smaller units of programing are being purchased l>\ man]
advertisers, smaller units of product conflict protection
should be required.
Otherwise, all the advertisers who

tiveness, the generative value of the open mind must M
given the responsibility of knowledge. We in television are
confident that tv is the most important device for mass
communication since Guttenburg invented his portable type
in I 156.
\ cooperative curiosit) will keep it so.
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isONiTOP!
DAY

AND NIGHT
with
NIELSEN and ARB
in Georgia's

2nd

MARKET

In the Nielsen Average Week, Nov-Dec 1960
WRBL-TV delivered MORE TOTAL
HOMES than Station B . . .
• 34 of top 35 once-a-week shows
• Top 20 multi-weekly shows
• 36 of 41 programs in prime
nighttime, 7:30 to 11 PM
• 220 of 230 quarter-hours, Monday
through Friday, strip programs
from 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM
• 25 of 28 quarter-hours, 11 PM
to Midnight
AND . . . The Two- Week ARB Report,
November 1960 further confirms that
WRBL-TV delivers MORE AUDIENCE
than Station B . . .
• In 68x/^ of the 75 Nighttime Shows seen
on Columbus Television, 7:30 to
11:00 PM, Sunday thru Saturday.

PROOF

POSITIVE

that WRBL-TV dominates this key market,
and is still, on ALL COUNTS, your
best buy.

CALL

HOLLINGBERY

for more information

COLUMBUS,

Affiliated with WRBL
iPONSOR
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GEORGIA

IT
CkaK*te£..

and WRBL-FM
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Tv's product

protection

SPOTS

Southern
exposure:
XBC's
time colorcaster,
J. Paar,
tells nightabout
the lovely young lad\ who took a
dailv sunhath on the roof of a Florida motel. One day, she decided to
get some rays on her back and
turned over. Five minutes later, says
Paar, the manager was on the roof
asking her to find a new spot because— "you're lying on (he dining

problem

NBC TV's recent announcement of new rules providing for
curtailed product protection on the network has caused all
sorts of confusion and questions among agencies and advertiser as our story on page 42 clearly show-.
\\ e're confident that sooner or later NBC TV's rather abstrusely worded explanation of the new regulations will be
unscrambled and clarified.

room skylight."
Booking: This came from CBS Radio
—"Thomas Hardy's The Mayor of
Casterbridge. a novel written in 1886.
will be discussed on Invitation to
Learning. Monday. February 27,
1961. ,: And it's about time!

But even when that is done (and we expect ABC TV and
CBS TV to announce similar rules) the problem of product

Promise her anything: Walter
Brown of NBC Radio keeps noticing
an ad for Powdered \rpege in his
Broadway theatre Playbills. The only

protection will remain a king-size tv headache.
How much protection is fair, right, and reasonable? How

copy reads — "For after the bath.
What goes on after that is up to you."

much i- necessary for effective tv advertising?

One shot: Capital Cities Broadcasting hosted 2.50 timebuyers on a quick
jaunt to Bermuda via two jets. Main
were looking forward to bringing
back the tax free quart of spirits, but
found that the) were not legall) permitted to do so because they would
not be on the island for the required

We don't believe that any one yet has come up with really
solid answers to these questions, though advertisers and agencies arc generally opposed to cuts in protection provisions,
and stations and networks would like the rules relaxed.
\\ r -ug^est that the time ha- conic for the industry to sit
down and formulate a completely fresh, new and realistic
philosophy on the protection problem — forgetting all past
practice- and rules which applied to tv-as-it-once-was, or,
going even farther back, to network radio.

and

time

salesmen

Speaking at a recent RTES Timebuying Seminar, John L
McClay, general manager, WJZ-TV, Baltimore, made an important, but seldom expressed point.
McCla\ believes that radio and tv must become more and
more "total communications" media. He said, "The people
of this country get mosl ol their information from broadcasting and this will become increasingly true as time goes on.
The quality ol broadcasl information must increase, the quality ol broadcast iniisl impro\e. the broadcast appeal to reason must become more common."
Then he added thi- clincher. "The speed at which the
broadcast media become total communications media, mav
depend as much on the timebuyer and time sidesman a- on
in\ group in our industry."
We uholK agree. These arc the real ke\ men.
74

Wine

not: We did better by our

British cousins at least Sy Whitelaw of KCBS. San Francisco, did.

Let"> rethink this troubling question.

Timebuyers

12 hours. Britain"- balm: the government permitted each to take out
four ounces of booze.

I led heard that during a recent Labour Part) meeting, ten members
consumed a whole case of sherry and
then discovered it was from South
Africa, a country whose apartheid
policies they'd gone on record
against. S) contacted part) leader
Hugh Oaitskell. who much to
KCBS' surprise replied, and said
he'd \ei\ much like to tr\ California
shen \ thai bad been offered. I he
sheii\ went to London via the inaugural IK) \(' flight over the pole
from San Francisco, and Sy is hoping for a continuing policy between
Britain and California
of apartheid.
It figures: WPTR, \lhanv. Y V..
has a d.j. whose name. Dave Kemerley,1540
isn'l on
welltheknown.
listeners
to
dial areButjust
crazj

W

about

a gU) named
-I'ONSOR

Juan FyfoTO.
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WSOC

ws§c

RAD 10 -5,000 watts at 930 kilocycles

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WSOC-TV-Channel

WSOC

and WSOC-TV

9. NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
are associated

with WSB

and WSB-TV,

RADIO
Atlanta; WHIO

& TV-CHARLOTTE
and WHIO-TV,

Dayton

SYMBOL

OF SERVICE

■

WROC-TV,

WROC-FM,

Rochester,

N. Y. • KERO-TV,

Bakersf ield, Calif.
Represented

WGR-TV,

WGR-AM.

WGR-FM,

Buffalo,

N. Y. •

KFMB-TV,

[ Edward!

KFMB-FM,San

Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV,
WDAF-TV.

TRANSCONTINENT

WDAF-AM,

Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,

Kansas

TELEVISION

by

KFMB-AM,
Penn.

Pelt* £ ICo . In.

The Original
Station Representative

City, Mo.

CORP.

• 380 MADISON

AVE.,

N.Y. 17
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Iy! This Gal's Loaded.. .in the Land of Milk &J(oney!

ON RATINGS
MAKE SENSE?
Government threats to
probe the numbers >tii
[ears among admen
confusion will follow
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Are summer tv
Have you met
Miss Tillie Vision,
our trade mark
here at WBAY?

reruns still
a good buy?
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16 ways to
improve
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Pity the poor
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innel 2 for greatest coverage
5 for greatest Network . . .
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it says here
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KMJ-TV, Fresno's first television station, has always set
the pace in bringing the finest
in motion picture entertainment to its viewers. The recent
addition of the outstanding
WARNER BROTHERS FILMS
OF THE 50's to its library
which already includes MGM
film classics represents a new
high in quality programming.
Any way you measure a TV
station buy, KMJ-TV rates
high. Take a look — and remember that this market is
worth winning: the Number
One agricultural income county of the Nation.

VaHey

KMJ-TV-

in
• • f'rst TV Station
the BiMion-Dollar
of the Bees

GO

FIRST

CLASS

wi+h

KMJ*TV

C/XL1

McCLATCHY

ROR

BROADCASTING

INI l/\

COMPANY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
NATIONAL
RtPRL-SENTATIVE
THE KATZ AGENCY

rwiT

*KTVI rate card your lowest
cost per thousand TV buy in St Louis
Represented
nationally by

Nantucket Cove

KTVI

CHAN3STE3XJ
ST. LOUIS
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Atlanta and the Gulf!

Shadows
•

Top

ABC
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like Maverick,

Real
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The
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Kong, and
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Cheyenne,

Sunset

deplore

Do summer
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The Untouchables.

Price

is

News

and

syndicated

like Wagon
Right,

Huntley-Brinkley

Bonanza

. . . plus top

'accuracy,'

but

they are

confusing

issues

reruns make a good buy?

Nielsen's first major study of reruns in the last six years
that reruns versus originals shares of audience
an- about

concludes
the same

'38

Here's into
a hand}
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bright
ideas for andthose
may them
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commercials
want who
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Some 250 timebuyers spend a rugged
~kin~ and
gourmandjzing
as guests
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An

da) in Bermuda toasting tender
of Capital Cities Broadcasting

NBC's new answer to an old ad question

9
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16 ways to improve your radio copy
Train, The
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'influence,'

They loudly

The

Best of NBC

Programs

over ratings — do they make sense?

Critics in and out of government have stepped-up attacks.

GA.

Call

the man from
YOUNC TV!

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC
CH. 9
Ch.itnnooga,

Tenn.

NBC research bulletin adds new light to a problem that has perplexed admen t"i years -that of "how attentive an- daytime t\ viewers?'

Furnace with a personality
44

Lennox
Industries sells over
1,000 unit- in earl] >tages of ABC
weather show with Swayze; main dealers tie in with 30-second tags
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A — The Nov. Neilsen s/k
that WNEM II. Ch mnel
5, readies more homes in
Flint - Saginaw-Bay City,
and the entire dollar-rich
N or t lie as t e m Michigan
market, than any other station in the in en. And only
Channel 5 hits home in all
leading time periods.

Southern Manager
Herbert Martin
Midwest
Paul Blair

A— M Nl M TV,
Channel
5,
with its popular Motoi I
Wrestling show, Satura
at 1:00 pm.

The Quinella To Buy!

NEWSMAKER
of the week
Later this week, Robert C. W right, advertising manager of tht
Frigidaire Division of General Motors Corp., retires after 3,
years with the company. He's being succeeded 1 April by
Robert M. Bell, supervisor of contentions, meetings and spe
cial activities for the merchandising depl. of the company
which headquarters in Dayton.
Ira (*. flank replaces Hell
SSSreSflSeUE

Sunland Park

The

1st In 'West Texas
2nd In New Mexico

KROD-TV
II Paso
KOSA-TV
Midland-Odessa
K7-TV
\m.m1lo
The J TV | Buy
media audience
Over a million
counties. These

delivers the largest
in West Texas ....
West Texans in 51
are the rich Texans

you hear about (E.B.I. $7500 1."
The | TV | Buy also delivers 250,000
New Mexicans in 11 counties. 94°b of
these consumers are unduplicated by
New Mexico's 1st TV Market.
'Average
Counties. Effective
sill HI l>

Buying

Income in I Wesl Texas

s,,,lrl ,,, n,,w„,. |',,„,.r, Maj
ARB Nov. 60, U. S. I ensus

I'", I

BUY
TV
to sell West Texans
Get 34' I of New

Mexico

..

to boot

STATION
TV

KVH

TV

KOSATV

G
} QUALITY STATIONS JA NATIONAL
QUALITY MARKETS/'

.1 iic- k c

REPRESENTATIVE

I THE BOLLING COMPANY.

V .i Lighn, i h.ni man of thi B
■ • il I.. TrisTB, President
George C, Collie, Nat. Sales Mm.

Robert Bell lakes over the ad reins ErJ

ers.

ers, freezers, disposers, water heaters, air conditioners and ice mak-

Bell has been associated with
this General Motors division for L5
\ ears, when he joined the companj
as sales training assistant and
script writer.
He's moved within and upward
from several Frigidaire posts. In
1948 he became assistant sales
training manager in the sales promotion department, moving bun
years later t<> an assignment as super
appliance sales department.

Frigidaire's growth pattern in television, both spot and
has been significant over the past three years. Figures for
gross time billings from Television Bureau of Advertising,
National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers Reports;

netwoll
net w oil
l.eadiil
foi n

gross time billing, TvB and Rorabaugh.
Network: I960, $3,811,557; 1959. S3.016.240: 1958. Sl.696,5^1
Spot: 1960,8439,610; 1959, $54,740; 1958,8118,730.
Bell has also worked a- assistanl manager of sales planning, supel
visoi "I dishwasher and water beat merchandisinij and supenisB

AUGHN

K HOD

newsmaker:

Robert C. Wright, a long-time communications and advertising vet
eran, heading the commercial and advertising appliance prografl
for Frigidaire.
The compan) manufacturers a wide range of consumer applii
products, most of which are serviced by Dancer-Fitzgerald-San
advertising agency, New York. The
line includes ranges, washers, dry-

INC

of refrigeratoi and food freezer merchandising.
He is retired from the Nav) with the rank of commander, at j
during World War II was awarded the Distinguished Flying Crc
twice as well as the \ it Medal. He was graduated from Parsons C
lege with a bachelor of science degree aftei attending Iowa Mate
Bell currentl) is a member of the Masonic Lodge and the Dajl

Area < Ihambei of ( lommerce.
SPONSOR
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CREATIVITY. . .

wfmy-tv

creates

sales in the nation's 44th market

The imagination of the artist, together with
lis technique and skill, combine to create
irtistic beauty ... In the Industrial Piednont, the popularity and proven dominance
|>f WFMY-TV have combined to create sales
for over eleven years.

•Y-

To successfully sell the nation's 44th
market*, include WFMY-TV in your plans
WFMY-TV delivers 2.3 million customers
who annually spend $3.2 billion dollars . . .
call your H-R-P Representative today.
*Source: Television
Magazine, 1960

Data Book

r
«.

there is nothing hard*

Network television -watching is up . . .
to the tune-in of 1,190,000 more homes.

entertainment — or more "good" entertainment?
What is the public interest? Equal time for
whom, what and when? Etc.

Well sir, that one we can nail. And our
authority is none other than Joe Vie
the mere act of turning on (or off) his set,
mere turning of the dials, his is the last *
Today's dial-counting figures say he lik'
more than ever. He's watching evening net
programs now in 27,906,000 homes per av
minute.* That's an upward trend of 1,19
over his I960 liking.

Most recently, it's being said that all such questions arc academic anyway, since television has
reached its audience peak and is, indeed, stalling down the other side.

We would think that this isn't becauM
suddenly found himself with more time (
hands these evenings. But because these
nings in television are becoming more ani

Being a communications art, very much in the
public eye, television is bound to attract conslant critical fire.
Certainly the targets are most inviting: less

t stop than a trend
rrding for him.

soon evidence of our intent includes: The /

*)usly, we're pleased. The more so (and
drstandably) because the figures go on to

Crosby Show, SSrd Annual Academy Award Premutation, The Corrupters, Bus Stop, Top Cut
(new animated series by the producers of The
Flintstones), Calvin and the Colonel.
A closing thought (for the dial-counting advertiser): nothing is harder to stop than a trend.
Nothing more profitable to go with.

r hat ABC's increase conies to 73c'c of the
Winer ease.
■reasons for this are as valid as they are
■us: The Untouchable*. My Three Sons. The
mtones. 77 Sunset Strip. Or, in the public serw>ectrum: Winston Churchill: The Valiant
o|, ABC-TV Close-Up !, Expedition. Or, in
J ports arena: Saturday Night Fights, College
sytball, All Star Golf, Championship Boieling.
iM:rend is one we intend to extend. Coming-

ABC Television Network
'Source: National Nielsen TV Report, l! weeks ending
Feb. 19, 1961 vs. similar period in 1960. Average audience,
Sunday 6:30-11 I'M, Mon. through Sat., 7:30-11 P.M.

s.

In Rochester, N.Y.
People Are
Switching

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

FROM

"TIRED" Radio

When

It's too bad, I think, that the) wont

VYVET

a special Emmy

.•NEWS

THEY

NAMES

• COMPLETE

to offer nominations.

And maybe a little pitiless

publicit) might do some good.
My own candidate for Biggest Tv Clambake of
the Year would have to be the 90-minute extrava-

LOVE

THEY

NEWS

Ik- giving

Citation for the "Worst Tv Pro-

gram of the 1960-61 Season."
Most of us in the business would be delighted

1280 KC
• FOR MUSIC

Life lays an egg

KNOW

COVERAGE,

ganza presented recentb

by Life Magazine.

In my opinion. 25 Years of Life did more to stink up our home
screens that all the western and private eyes put together.

AFFILIATE

It was. in fact, one of the most shocking and disgraceful performances of this or any other season. Henry Luce laid an egg. And

WVET RADIO, Rochester 4, N.Y.

the Time-Life empire disclosed
its essential superficialit\ .
That, of course, was what made 25 Years of Life so distressing.

BASIC NBC

. Nat'l Rep.: Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

We had the right to expect so much

more.

If you saw the show you will remember

it as a confused, mindless

mish-mosh in which Bob Hope, Sid Caesar. Life photographs, conn
choreography, a pompous sermon on the horrors of war, a parade of
stage and screen beauties, and some less than convincing ■"dramatic"
-eipiences with Time-Life officials Luce and C. I). Jackson were all
scrambled up together in a production that lacked point, purpose,
dignity, or integrity.
But box did it have commercials!

I think even Ted Bates and

Rosser Reeves must have blanched at the stridenc) of Life's hard
sell, \pparentlj 11 lakes a Luce to out-huckster us hucksters.

\natomy

of a disappointment

Checking trade reactions to the Life fiasco, I've run into at least
four different types of criticism.
Most common,

of course, is the comment.

"Who are the) to sneei

at l\ if the) can t do am
better than this?"
I hose ol us who remember Fortune's scurrilous "Light That
failed piece. Life s holier-tlian-llii m altitude during the quiz show
When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"

The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do

emjlM

the effective job.

et & 7th Avenue

New

York 27

N Y.

EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
Hi

Rut perhaps a more legitimate criticism of _'■> ) ears of Life is
this: that, in a season which has seen some of the most magnificent
public service and documentar) programs which television has ever
known, the editors of Life broughl in a piece of documentar) tripe.
25 ) tin s of I. tie looked horrible to all of us who
medium

.

/

scandals, Time'* all too snide t\ reviews, and Madame Clare Luce's
Borgia-like thrusts at the medium. ma\ be forgiven such reactions.

because we know

respect the

what t\. at its best, can do and he.

\ppaien||\ Life doesn't know. In fact, and this is the third t\pe
"I criticism I've heard. Life seemed to bring to its program a contempt for both t\ and the t\ audience.
Obviousl) somebody

had persuaded the publishing barons of (>ih
i Please im n /<> page I 2 I
SPONSOR

2 , \l VRI II
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Not only does WTVJ outshine the other two television
stations, but it reaches more homes than Miami's two
newspapers, too! 13.1% more South Florida homes view

)mparative Daily
rculation

TVJ
liami Herald
liamiNews
tation "B"
tation "C"

363,500*
321,500**
147,200**
289,900*
227,900*

\R8 Coverage Study —
anuary f, 7960

Publisher's State
March 31. 1960 ment —

WTVJ daily than read the area's largest newspaper.
147% more than the second newspaper. And 40.5% more
homes watch WTVJ daily' than the average of the other
two Miami TV stations. If you haven't yet seen
Profile III,
check with your PGW Colonel right away-it's revealing! '

WTVJ
A Wometco

SOUTH

FLORIDA

Enterprises. Inc.. Station
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD.

INC.

Commercial

commentary

(Com. from p. io»

Avenue that, in television, "you've got to hoke it up."
And hoke it up they did, with gags, girls, tabloid horror pictures,
cornball dramatics, and fruity production numbers.
It was an insult, intentional or not, to all tv viewers.
But it remained for Jack Gould of the New York Times to offer
the best, most penetrating comment. 25 Years of Life, wrote Gould

• MATURE,

ESTABLISHED

PERSONALITIES
WINNING

• AWARD

NEWS

•

EX-

CLUSIVE HELICOPTER
TRAFFIC

REPORTS

•

FIGHTING

EDITORIALS

•

ADULT

MUSIC

•

about Life's program was its indictment of Life itself.
Its most distressing feature was its unconscious self-betrayal of
one of the most potent forces of modern mass communications. And
this should be a sobering thought for all of us.
What

about us in 1973?

I am sure that 25 Years of Life had a special meaning for me
because, 25 years ago next month, I attended an AAAA convention
at White Sulphur Springs, and heard Henry Luce deliver an impassioned sales pitch for his then 5-month old publication.
Luce, at the Greenbrier, looked like a man in the throes of a

WPE
THE STATION

acidly, ''gave the alarming impression that the magazine is edited
by the Music Corporation of America."
This, I think, is the crux of the matter. The most shocking thing

OF THE

CALL GILL-PERNA,

STARS
INC.

violent traumatic experience. "Gentlemen," he said in awestruck
tones, "during the next five years I will ask you for $100 million."
I remember thinking at the time that the grey-jowled Time-Life
chieftain seemed more overwhelmed by the financial grandeur of it
all than by any social, artistic, or editorial considerations.
' But until 25 Years of Life unrolled its indecencies on my tv
screen, I hadn't fully grasped the intellectual, philosophic, anrl spiritual impoverishment of the Luce empire.
What, after all does Life stand for? What is, (or should be) its
real mission as a mass medium?
Is it merely for gaudy hokum?
Bob Hope, on the program, came up with a crack that was etched
with vitriol. Commenting on Luce's extensive educational background, Hope said, "Just think — all that education so that he can
look at a picture of Bridget Bardot and say 'Print it!' '
But the purpose of this column is not to stomp gleefully on Mssrs.
Luce. Larsen, Jackson, and the other Time-Life operatives, even

INTRODUCING

THE NEW

HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW YORK
Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

though many of us in tv often think we'd like to do this.
What bothers me much more is— where will we be after 25 years?
Along about 1973 tv will be celebrating its 25th anniversary. Will
we be able to look back — with more honor, pride and genuine selfrespect than our publishing brethren apparently can — on a quarter
century of accomplishments?
Let's hope, at least, we can learn from Life's failures, and build
more meaning and significance into own own work.
The other day I received from Dave Garroway an important and
provocative book titled "Excellence" by John W. Gardner, president
of the Carnegie Foundation, who had appeared on the Today show.
Gardner has many stimulating tilings to say about the challenges

Single $15 to $22
Suites to $60
Special rates by the month or lease

faring America. Vmong them; "Those who arc most deeply devoted to a democratic society must be precisely the one- who insist
<>ii excellence. I hc\ must demand that kind of performance from

Robert Sarason, General Manager

themselves and their fellows. The\ must cherish the 'habitual vision

ORegon 9 3900
Teletype NY-1 4295
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Life to the contrary,
lid- is something for all of us in television to
'
of greatness.'
remember
alw a) s.
^
SIMINSOI!
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TIE IN WITH

WTVT • TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
30th in Drug Store Sales*

There's a logical reason why
it pays to tie in with WTVT.
Because it's the station that
dominates the Tampa Bay area
where yearly drug store sales
total an impressive

36,49 1,000!

The total 21-county area served
by WTVT brings yearly drug store
sales to a total of

66,216,000!
SHARE
CHECK

OF

AUDIENCE

Latest ARB

THE

TOP

ARB
WTVT
Station B
Station C

43.3%

9:00 A.M. ■ Midnight

34
15
1

50 SHOWS!

NIELSEN
WTVT
Station B
Station C

38
12
0

ARB
Tampa ■ St. Petersburg Metro Area, Nov., 1960. 2-week summary.
N.S.I., Tampa - St. Petersburg Metro Area. Dec, 1960, 4-week average ,
*Copr. 1960 Sales Management Survey ot Buying Power

further reproduction not licensed

YES, IT PAYS TO TIE IN WITH

CHANNEL

STATION ON THE MOVE IN THE MARKET
TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM. INC

SPONSOR

2,

MARCH

1961

ON THE MOVE

WKY-TV VVKY RADIO* Oklahoma City

Represented by the Kat: Agency

13

Bright Spot
FOR

BUSINESS

TALLAHASSEE

• THOMASVILLE

r^w^-

^
ALA^r**

0v /
ycA./

*&
FITS

EXACTLY

. . .

WITHOUT DUPLICATING COVERAGE OF ANY OTHER MAJOR
TELEVISION SERVICE . . . BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES CAN
GIVE YOU THE FACTS!
CBS AND

TOP LOCAL PROGRAMING

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

C^£&

THOMASVILLE

ELEVISIOM

ASSOCIATES

^-*ra John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

National Representatives

Reps at work
Jack Kelley, of H-R. points out that "we are all aware of the recent
changes that ha\e occurred in the station rep field in the past" year;
specifically the active entrance of the networks into the spot business.
However, ue feel that mam stations are missing a ver\ vital issue
at hand. Some stations ask us: 'Why has our spot revenue dropped
compared to last year?' The answer is simple. I hese station men
cannot burn the revenue candle
at both ends. They cannot expect
their spot dollars to come oul
ahead, when they accept the dollars earmarked for spot in network spot carriers. Obviously,
when you clear for a network spot
carrier you are taking money out
of one pocket and placing it in the
other (and losing about 50' f of
the dollar income in the process ) .
This is one key reason for the drop off of national
some stations. Advertising expenditures have not
great extent this year. Budgets are available. The
to remember is that if a station clears for network

spot revenue at
been cut to any
important thing
minutes during

spot hours, it will cut its own -pot revenue.
Bob Coldsholl, Radio T\ Representatives, New York, feels that
"Servicing an account is a solid, long-term project that benefits the
rep as well as the agency, client and stations. Ml too often after the
older is taken the account is forgotten until the next campaign is
set. Our work begins when the account i- sold. We keep in close
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

and stawith the account
contactconstantl)
tion,
endeavoring to
better a client's schedule. This
■ lose contact keep-, us informed as
tc an) new time periods becoming
available, immediate audience reaction in particular station contests, | nos, and in general, am
ideas the station itself maj have
with regard to servicing clients.
Recently,
a buyer
a schedule willi Hiie
uf our placed
Stations.
Iluw

&>voc

ever, a week or so after the campaign was underway, a local program which hail been sold out for
almost a year, became available. I lie buyer was advised of this
opening, and since ihi> particular -how was ideallj suited for his
client, the -witch was made. This illustrates li<>w the rep-station
relationship results in protecting the client - best interests.
-i'n\s(ii;
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ADVERTISERS!

WIN
'Completely
with extras

Guess

PERSONNEL!

.... IT'S YOUR

CONTEST!

THIS 1961 PONTIAC
Bonneville Convertible*

loaded

HERE'S
How

//

AGENCY

HOW:

Many

People Will Visit

WFAA-AM-FM-TV

'CoinmkuxrfiM Cehtet
between April 5 & April 30
THESE

FACTS

WILL

HELP

YOU:

CONTEST

• Tours conducted weekdays 10 a.m. ti> 5 p.m.,
weekend- 2 p.m. to ."> p.m.
• New-paper-. TV, Radio, Direct Mail to < at t \
t lie (.rand Opening storj
• Top stars from
be i>n hand

V.BC-TV and Hollywood will

• Souvenirs for adult- and children who tour
this fabulous new building
• 734,000 TV home- in the Channel 8 area...
MOO. 000 radio home- under WFAA-820's
powerful signal
• 2.500.000 people in the Channel K area, and
over 5,000,000 blanketed b) WTAA-820

PLUS
-■*• -

THESE

>ME

OTHER

VALUABLE

PRIZES:

27

2. Ml entries musl !»■ mailed to WFAA- Wl KM -T\ . Y'oung
and Record Streets, Dallas, rex as on the contestant's
business stationer] and postmarked nol later than midnight, May 5, 1%1. Each entr) musl include the name
of the contestant, turn and position held. Winners will
be announced

on

May

15.

3. I ontesl is open to bona fide personnel "i advertising
agencies and their clients. (Southwest
ncies and
clients attending Openii
nonies "ill participate in
local event.) Employees o) WFAA-AM-FM-TV, The Dallas Morning News, Edward Petr> ' o., and their advertising agem ies are nol eligible.
I- De< ision "I the judges is final. In the event of a tie, entrj
with the earliest postmark will I"- declared winner.

TRANSISTOR
RADIOS

TEACART
PORTABLE
TV

SPONSOR

1. Contestants must guess the number of persons who will
tour the new WFAA-AM-FM-TV "Communications ' 'liter" between Vpril 5 and \ j>ril 30, 1961.

ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

CONSOLE
TV

!

RULES

MAR( It L96]

WFAA
Broadcast

AM-FM-TV
DALLAS

Services of The Dallas Morning

News

Deft approach

Your three-part article on broadcast

49th and
Madison
Need for good advertising
I would like to have permission to
reprint your entire page 29, SPONSORWEEK, in the issue of 13 February.
I have been making strenuous efforts during the past year or two to
get the milk industry in Pennsylvania
to recognize the need for good advertising. Certainly this declaration of
intent on the part of one of the large
beverage
competitors
would
be a
stimulant
to my efforts.
I would,
therefore, like to print it in my
March Milk Promotion Bulletin.

More

Ohio memories

In reference to a letter to your "49th
and Madison," 13 March issue, from
Jim Brown of BBDO recalling some
of the old WLW greats, I believe the
convict-pianist he could not recall
was Harry Snodgrass.
During those years I lived in West
Tennessee and it seems that Snodgrass had a Saturday night program
which we listened to regularly. It
has been a long time and my memory
may not be exact, but the name does
stick in my mind.
F. H. Corbett
WGAP radio

John A. Smith, director
Governor's Milk Promotion Program
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pa.

Maryville,

• SPONSOR is pleased to permit the reprinting of
the "Sponsor-Week's" item. Those who request the
same should write a letter to the publisher.

Tennessee

•
These remembrances were awakened by SPONSOR'S
13 Friiiii.ii. article "Talented Grads Join Salute to

WLW."

NO,

THIS IS "

(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

progressive

North

Louisiana,

South

Arkansas,

Spendable

I ood Sales

LOOK AT THIS MARKET
DATA
l,r>20,100
Drug Salts
423,600
Automotive Sales
Income
General Merchandise
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales
1

KNOE-TV

AVERAGES

71%
we

SHARE
average

KNOE-TV

Channel
8
Monroe,
Louisiana
Shopping

16

$ 40,355,000
$ 299,539.000
$ 118,789,000
$1,286,255,000

'.ikMrg.OOO

According
to November,
1960
ARB
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

Center,

OF AUDIENCE
71 °o

share

of

audience

from

CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
tnten

Puzzling

in M

Inc.

problem

As a former member of the old NAB
Standards of Good Practice, and a
current member of the NAB Radio
Code, I have read with avid interest
the new regulations and plans.
The principles are essentially the
same in the Code as before and are
excellent.
There is one "regulation"' which
puzzles me. It is the "Maximum
time to be used by a single sponsor"
in a given time period. This is like
regulating the length of the buggy
whip to be used on the 1961 cars. At
least 95% of all radio advertising
placed today is unaffected.
It would seem to me that a single
sponsor would have more privilege
to use commercials in. sax a 00 minute segment, than would a hodgepodge of sponsors. Regardless of
that, it is evading one of the main
criticisms of radio — over spotting.
The FCC has passed the word
along thai the\ consider three spots

CODE

JUST

Population
Households
Consumer

Leo Burnett Company,
Chicago. Illinois

per quarter hour as "in line" with
proper programing. Let's set up our
own criteria and "sell" it to the FCC
and all others involved, or adopt the
FCC yardstick if this is to he a

-LAND

'R«.iUU«,

union negotiations, "A report on
unions and tv ad costs," beginning
20 February, was the finest piece of
work in that regard, that has been
|nit together in many years.
Its virtues are even more apparent
when contrasted with the inept and
distorted efforts of other trade publications who, in grappling with this
problem, have only succeeded in
making their entire contents suspect.
Richard Zimbert
business mgr.

Louisiana.

OF OPERATIONS.

II we're too timid to attack this
huge problem of over-spotting, then
let's throw out the archaic "single
sponsor"" commercial content table.
[t's nol fouling anyone.
\ ei I Thomson
National
Iss'n <>i Broadcasters
president
II ashington, D. C.
•
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serve

Represented

LANSING

. . . FLINT

by Blair TV. WJIM

. JACKSON
Radio

by MASLA

17

MULTI-CITY

TV

MARKET

Outstanding value in the prosperous LancasterHarrisburg-York TV market; most popular
with viewers in these three metropolitan markets and in numerous other cities and towns.

CAcutnet &
Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.
Representative:

18
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Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv/ radio
and marketing news of the week

SPONSOR-SCOPE
27 MARCH 1961
New national spot tv sales started taking on a distinctly bright hue last week,
copyrijht imi
and it now looks as though it will be a pretty good April for the medium after all.
sponsor
Requests for availabilities and confirmations had the reps hopping as they haven't hopped
publications inc.
for a row of months, and the activity included the following accounts and brands:
New York: Post Toasties (B&B) ; El Producto and La Vera cigars (Compton) ;
General Mills Twinkles (DFS) ; Maxwell House instant and Yuban (B&B) ; Jack Frost
Sugar (Y&R) ; Carter Products, multiple, (SSCB), 26 weeks; Best Foods' Hellmann's
Mayonnaise, nine weeks in flights; Dash (DFS) ; Zest (B&B) ; Bumble Bee Tuna (Manoff) , eight weeks, starting May.
Chicago and other midwest

points: Mr. Clean (Tatham & Laird) ; All-State (Bur-

nett) S.
; C. Johnson's Holiday ice cream (FCB) ; Butternut coffee (Tatham & Laird) ;
Lever's Swan (NL&B) ; Brown Shoe (Burnett) ; Purina Dog Chow (Gardner St. Louis).
Radio reps likewise last week found something to be cheery about: availability calls and confirmations came in abundance out of New York and the mid-west.
The new business flow included these accounts:
New York: Beech-Nut coffee (Charles Hoyt) ; Hills Bros, coffee (Ayer) ; Seabrook
Farms (Al Paul Lefton) ; DeCaf (McCann-Erickson) ; Ohio OU (Ayer).
Chicago, etc.: Amoco (D'Arcy) ; Cream O' Wheat (BBDO Minneapolis), asking for
spring avails but will stay for summer and fall; Skelly Oil (Bruce Brewer Kansas City) ; Ball
Bros. Mason Jars (Applegate Muncie, Ind.) ; Zenith Hearing Aids (MacFarland Aveyard) ;
Gooch Feed Mills (Allen & Reynolds Omaha).
P.S.: There's a good possibility of the Tea Council (Burnett), which is now in print,
coming into radio for the summer.
A couple rifts in the blue: Chevrolet (Campbell-Ewald) cut back its radio and Leming (Esty) cancelled the last two weeks of its current campaign— eliminates April.
As far as tv is concerned you can never tell in what direction the automotives
will swing their programing whims.
For example, no sooner does General Motors back out of its heavy sports bundle
with NBC TV than it becomes manifest that Ford is moving in the opposite way.
That Ford buy of a quarter of the pro football games on CBS TV is no random
gesture. It's part of a long-range plan to diversify its tv audience with a heavy accent on
sports fans. In other words, there may be several more buys of a similar nature before
the 1961-62 season has uncoiled.
Within the week Ford will decide whether it wants to recapture Wagon
and accept the reduced schedule Tennessee Ernie wants next season.

Train

If you're looking for a tv success story with no ifs or huts, cast your attention
on Scott Paper (JWT), which next season will be spending more than ever on both
network and spot.
This fast-growth company — with several new products in tow — will have network nighttime niches Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, a flock of network daytime participations and quite a load of spot tv for testing of newcomer and support of problem markets.
All in all the tv billings may run well over the SlO-million mark.
The nighttimers: the new Robert Young show, the old Robert Young show and
Quinn Martin's the New Breed (ABC TV), a Dragnet in which the cops are Ivy League
grads who majored in the sciences.
SPONSOR
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continued

General Mills has entered the dietary formula field with a product of its own
called Subtract, which it will market through the grocery trade.
It'll be using spot radio for the brand via Knox-Reeves.
The tv networks are still finding very slim pickings among
business in the fall.

the durables for

However, it looks as though much of the loss from this sector will be made up from increased billings by the package goods manufacturers and the siphoning off of business from spot.
ABC TV is betting that the comedy trend will continue for another two or three
years.
The tipoff : it's putting up $2 million for pilots of that category for next season alone.
And strange as it may seem, it's not investing at the same time a dollar for new
westerns.
With the new shows on the board and what it's got on the shelf, it is ABC's claim that it
will have enough shows come the early part of next year to program the three networks.
Talking about westerns, ABC will have just two hours of westerns next season, as
compared to five hours on CBS and five and a half hours on NBC.
Timebuying when practiced on the level it should nowadays offers an unusual
challenge for the talented and the ambitious.
It is important for a buyer not only to plot out the best buy for an account or particular brand but to be able to translate and sell what he or she has put together so
that it integrates snugly into the over-all media or marketing plan.
The knack for documenting and selling has become the line that separates the traditional
practitioner of timebuying from the dynamic functionary in that area.
What has happened is this: with the development of the nighttime minute participations
and the scatterplans the tv department is no longer the only facet of an agency that
executes or sells a network plan. A skilled timebuyer can also fulfill this role, but he also
must be able to blend such buys with a spot plan so that the two offer a cohesive and properly balanced whole for the client's or brand's needs.
Of course, there's the personality factor. A strong personality with a flair for presentation and conviction will fare more successfully than the type that keeps his light hidden
under a bushel basket.
Merely as an academic exercise,
program categories the type that
1960-61 newcomers was situation
The breakdown of survivors vs.

it's interesting to note that of the more populous
6519% the
suffered the biggest percentage loss among
%
44%
comedy.
casualties by type:
50%
CONTINUING THIS FALL
CATEGORY
CASUALTIES
% CASUALTIES
7
11
Situation comedy
100%
7
5
Adventure
62%
100%
4
5
Suspense-crime
2
2
Western
2
0
Anthology drama
Others
4
190
Total
casualty
network
(For four-year history of
rate 31
see 6 March SPONSOR-SCOPE.)
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continued

Eastman Kodak has assurances from NBC TV that come the fall practically all
the Sunday night programs will be broadcast in color.
The tinted span will run at least from 7 to 10 and the network may go so far as to
make it a full night, that is, up to 11 p.m.
A pertinent footnote as to why Kodak quit Ed Sullivan to go Disney on NBC: for a year
the Rochester giant had urged CBS to put color into the Sullivan show, explaining that because of its new Kolorchrome film, it has a huge stake in support of color tv.
Schlitz (J\VT Chicago) has definitely committed itself to this network
graming policy for the 1961-62 season:
sports and news only.

tv pro-

In network it'll he the Sunday afternoon spectaculars on CBS TV and the Doug Edwards news and for regional spot the buys will be inside or adjacent to programs of news
and spots content.
The Madison Avenue agencies are looking askance at the tactics being pursued
by the networks in scheduling some of their one-hour shows.
The reference: freezing a 60-minute series on the basis of merely an order for a
weekly minute from one account.
Agency tv specialists are terming this strategem "forced scheduling" and a none-too
subtle device for making the period unavailable to an account that would like to bring in a
show of its own selection.
The network rejoinder: we think these hour shows are good properties and at least
equally as attractive as anything that an advertiser might pick up on the market.
Also, we're better equipped to exercise program balance and scheduling against the competition.
NBC

TV has virtually filled out the Wednesday

night stretch for the fall.

The set-up following Wagon Train: a situation comedy likely with Lever and
American Tobacco sharing it, the Perry Como show, a weekly Bob Newhart half-hour
exclusively the property of Sealtest.
The 10:30-11 p.m. period is still open.
Are the tv networks depreciating the value of daytime with advertisers by continuing price juggling, as the radio networks did with radio a few years back?
You can hear this question raised frequently among Madison Avenue admen when gathered around a lunch table or in media group meetings.
The concern prominently voiced on such occasions is that the client may decide that
these downward shifting prices reflect a lessening importance of daytime as a whole.
Implied in the trend is a paradox of deep concern to spot: agency men note that
their clients are perplexed by the fact that whereas network daytime rates keep coming down tv station rates here and there are going up.
Another tendency that people who do the recommending in agencies find difficult to explain to clients: is the stress put on selling formulas by the networks as compared to
the quality of the daytime programing itself. In other word*, the pride is in the price
and not in the product.
P&G

opened up its purse strings wide enough

last week to take ABC

pletely off the hook as far as next month's Motion Picture Academy
concerned.
The Cincinnati giant will underwrite
Kitchens of Sara Lee sponsoring the rest
A couple months ago P&G had agreed
plan became a cropper when the Academy
among the commercials.

Award

TV

com-

show is

three-quarters of the hour and a half, with
of the better than a $l-miUion pack;i
to take all but a quarter of the special, but this
tabooed the inclusion of a deodorant, Secret.

Last week P&G dug up another brand to take Secret's place.
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continued

Things are hotsy-totsy between CBS TV and Westinghouse again. CBS will produce and carry a batch of dramatic shows which will be part of the 18 specials that
Westinghouse will sponsor on the three networks between October and next summer.
The over-all cost for the 18 events, compiled by McCann-Erickson Productions' Jack Van
Volkenburg, will cost Westinghouse around $8 million.
It's the biggest Westinghouse tv obligation since the inception of the original Desilu
series three years back.
(For more details see SPONSOR-WEEK, page 25.)
Liggett & Myers' pullout from ABC TV, according to trade reports, reflects a
growing concen by the company with its position in the medium.
The tobacco firm hasn't been hitting the profits stride it would have liked, compared to
its competitors. The indications are that it is taking a hard look at its advertising spec*
trum along with other things.
This also must be born in mind: it was not so long ago that top L&M management underwent a change and the new regime had been seemingly content (up to now) to go along
with the ways and policies of the old.
A group of tv reps in St. Louis may be able to take credit for saving International Shoe (Krupnick) from moving into network tv.
The way it looked last week the decision will be to make spot tv the spearhead for the
1961-62 seasonal promotions.
International Shoe found this exceptionally effective for school opening and Christmas
pushes the past year.
Apparently ABC TV is giving up the idea of selling reruns of its hour-long
Warner Bros, product after 11 p.m. Instead, it's going to experiment with late news.
It'll be a two-city hookup at the beginning (June) linking New York and Washington.
The time will be 11-11:15, Monday through Friday.
Though the period is station time, the network will try to extend the operation later
on if enough affiliates are available and there are sponsors for the strip.
Buick (McCann-Erickson) has apparently turned to a participation policy a la
Pontiac and Oldsmobile for the 1961-62 network tv season.
show.

It's already committed itself for an alternate half-hour of the Mitch Miller Sing Along
The next move will be to pick up a covey of minutes, also on NBC TV.

Alberto-Culver (Compton) is the latest substantial buyer of nighttime network
to go from alternate half-hours to a minute spread, with ABC TV the beneficiary.
The buy, effective in the fall, is a weekly minute each on Untouchables, Corrupters, Adventures inParadise and Bus Stop. It comes to about $120,000 a week.
Some tv stations that don't carry sports are changing their rate structure for
Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
They're putting into effect "D" rates for those time spans, which is a switch away
from the "C" rate.
The drop in price is about 35%.

For other news coverage in this issue: see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;
Spot Buys, page 50; Sponsor Week Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 63; SPONSOR
Hears, page 66; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72; and Film-Scope, page 64.
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RATES IN CH/CAGO

Latest rating figures* show:
WGN Radio lias Chicago's most
favorable image!
WGN

Radio reaches more people'

VVGN Radio has the highest average quarter-hour audience for entire week!
WGN

Radio is No. 1 Chicago station in total audience!

WGN

Radio has highest average

hourly share of audience— 12 midnight—6a.m.
WGN Radio delivers an adult audience! More than 9 of every 10
listeners are adults!
For full facts on why adult listeners
like WGN Radio's sound, advertising and programming, write to
WGN Research for a study by
Market Facts, Inc., on the images
of Chicago radio stations.
*Nielsen — Dec. /Jan., 1961. Pulse —
Dec, 1960, Post-midnight study. Pulse
—1960, Audience composition reports.

In Chicago

WGN

RADIO

means quality programming
and dedicated commumh
Chicago:

Street,
2501 Bradley Place,

LAke ieu

3-2377

Ml rraj Hill 2Represented by Edward !'■ ' , It
except in Chicago, \
Philadelphia
and Milwaukee

Member of Quality
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Radio Group, Inc.
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people

who

like

people

Scrub away the old
ideas and these facts
glisten
on

like freckles

a farm

£*%irl •

(1) Of six Kansas counties gaining population in I960— FOUR are in KTOP's
prosperous 750,000 - population
Northeast Kansas market.
(2) BOTH Pulse and Hooper put KTOP
right on top with a stunning 40% of
the total audience!
(3) KTOP reaches more Northeast Kansas buyers at the lowest cost per
thousand of any available media —
print, TV, or radio!

Pulse
lOct.
60i— rates
7 a.m. to midnight.
Hooper
— noon

KTOP

(Nov. -Jan.)— 34 9°0
to 6 p.m.

avg.

7 a.m.

of

40%

to noon

from
40.4°o

TOP
REPRESENTED

BY

Topeka,
lv;»nINC.»■<;»«-;
AND COMPANY.

FORJOE

M'ONSOli
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Latest tv and
radio developments of
the week, briefed
for busy readers
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Armour is second of 'Untouchables' 4 sponsors to see boycott
Spot radio's '60 billings are 58rr ahead of 5 years ago
MCA earns $57.5 million in film/studio rentals

WESTINGHOUSE BACK IN TV CLOVER
Purchase of an $8 million network tv show package
covering 15 months was revealed last week by J. H.
Jewel, marketing vice president of Westinghouse Electric.
Sum is earmarked for 18 60- and 90-minute specials
on all three networks from October, 1960, through September, 1962 — a switch from sponsor's current half-hour
program pattern and a return
to the "big show" concept.
At the same time, Jewel said
Westinghouse will slot a series
of 12 half-hour comedy films —
all pilots produced by New
York and Hollywood show
makers — this summer on NBC
J. H. Jewel

TV Friday nights (9:30-10), replacing "Westinghouse Play-

house" with Nanette Fabray.
The big move to specials marks a return for the
sponsor to identification with "bigger" shows, such as
"Studio One" and "Desilu Playhouse" which it's had
in the past.

Roger Bolin, advertising director of the company, said
management decided there "would be more impact with
longer programs after experimentation with shorter
ones."
The specials will be slotted at the rate of two per
month from October through March and one monthly
from April through September at prime times— though
days and times are not set.

CBS TV will get six or seven, specializing in the dramatic portions of the series; NBC is slated for six or
SPONSOR
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seven, hitting on the riews documentary,' public service
theme, with ABC airing the remaining five as specials
along musical, unusual events and sports themes
(among them, a winter carnival, the Nutcracker Suite).
ABC starting date reportedly will be 21 November, with
all Westinghouse specials in a 10-11 p.m. slot.
Longest special set thus far will be a production of
Leland Heyward on CBS 12 January, based on the current book, "The Good Years." Shows will feature top
performers, with networks as well as outside producers
handling them. Gordon Duff is executive producer of
the CBS dramatic series.
Westinghouse will continue to keep its
commercial time largely for its variety of
products, with incidental mentions of such
projects as research, engineering and atomic

pattern of
consumer
corporate
power.

Agencies involved, are McCann-Erickson and Grey,
latter handling only the radio/tv set portion of the
consumer account.

Million $ gas campaign for radio
SSCB has launched the third phase of its Gasoline
Tax Education Committee drive to combat state taxes,
with radio getting bulk of budget for estimated SI million in spot time.
Current flight calls for seven weeks of saturation
radio at rate of 20 announcements weekly for six weeks,
40 per week for seventh, on 255 radio stations in 136
markets.
Basic theme of the all-media campaign: "the gasoline
you buy is taxed too high."
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Spot radio zooms up 58% in the last
5 years, rises in '60, SRA reports

Spot radio billings are up 58% from five years ago,

and the growth rate between 1959 and 1960 is $2.5 million despite a lackluster general economy
last year.
This was reported last week
by Larry Webb, managing director of Station Representatives Assn., in comparing the
four quarters of '59 (official
FCC figures) with those of '60
(Price Waterhouse figures for
^-

Here's how the spot radio
comparison checks:
1960
1959
(add 000)
(add 000)
$43,779
$42,707
50,228
49,643
46,470
47.066
50,190
48,727
$190,667
$188,143

SHULTON

BUYS RADIO FLIGHT

Spring radio push for Shulton's two air freshener
scents involves nine weeks of weekend advertising in a
13-week flight buy through Ralph Allum agency, New
York.
Schedule of transcribed minutes calls for daytime
slotting in 26 markets to reach an automobile audience
with commercials for Floral and Spice scents. No fall
broadcast plans have been made.

Amsco Sponge Cloth takes inventive tack
in explaining unusual product via tv
Inventive television solution to problem of getting an
nusual product concept across to the viewer has been
ound by Daniel & Charles agency, New York, for its
lient, American
Sponge & Chamois and its Amsco
Sponge Cloth.
Minute tape commercials now being aired in 10 prinary Northeast markets show the air marriage of man
3nd woman — a dish cloth and a sponge— with the resulting sponge cloth as their offspring.
Spring campaign is coordinated with newspapers and
magazines, probably will be followed with similar cleanjp effort in the fall. Demonstration minutes are aired
or maximum women's audience — daytime and late
light— at a saturation rate of 10 to 16 per week, says
loe Mintzer, account executive.
Three-year-old item is getting its biggest tv push curently.
PONSOR
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GREETING CARDS, CEREALS SIGN
FOR TV/RADIO
SHORTIE SHOWS
Sales success of short show segments was pointed
up for two new series last week, one for radio and the
other for tv.
1. Radio: American Greetings Corp., Cleveland manufacturer ofgreeting cards, brought 130 separate quickie
45-second radio vignettes, "The Right Thing to Do,"
through Fuller & Smith & Ross, also Cleveland.
Manners pro Amy Vanderbilt is featured in the radio
series, which was produced by Alan Sands for Victor
& Richards, New York. Capsules are offered to 50,000
card dealers on a co-op basis, with show free if dealers
use co-op ad money to purchase radio time.
2. Tv: Second top-selling five-minute tv series produced by UPA Pictures for Television Personalities is
"Dick Tracy Show," with 15 stations in top markets picking up series of 130 quickies in past two weeks.
So reports Henry G. Saperstein, TPI president, who
says Tracy series has grossed $750,000 in sales so far.
General Foods' Post Cereals division has tied in with
TPI to buy announcement time on stations airing the
five-minute show.
Still another quickie entry on the radio scene is "The
Solly Hemus Show," a five-minute sports feature produced by W & A Productions, St. Louis. It features
Hemus, manager of the St. Louis Cardinals, in a baseball feature aimed for summer use by stations.

Art Directors cite tv commercials made
by DDB, Y&R and JWT in annual contest
Eight tv commercials won special citation last week
from the Art Directors Club of New York, with three
earning medal awards and another five receiving distinctive merit awards.
The top three:
1. Film, live action commercial for Volkswagen of
America through Doyle Dane Bernbach, produced by
Robert Lawrence.
2. Film, live action announcement for Bristol-Myers
through
Young & Rubicam,
produced
by Tom
Ford.
3. Full animation for Ford Dealers of Southern California through J. Walter Thompson, produced by Playhouse Pictures.
The other five clients, agencies and producers were
General Foods, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Television
Graphics; CBS TV Network with Elliot. Unger & Elliot
and Gerald Productions; U. S. Navy Recruiting with
Playhouse Pictures; Personal Products Corp. through
Y&R with Audio Productions; NBC (for stills).
Entries and winners are being shown through the 30th
at 500 Park Ave., New York, in the Plaza Gallery.

In Providence, W J AR-1 V s new one-two
delivers a feature film knockout!

punch

Adding to their Million Dollar film library, WJAR-TV announces the two biggest buys in feature films: NTA's "61 for 61" and
Warner Brothers' "Post '50 Package" to be seen Mon. thru Fri. at 9 A.M., 1 P.M., 5 P.M. and Sat. and Sun. at 11 :10 P.M. Some
of the titles and stars: A STAR IS BORN . VIVA ZAPATA . ALL ABOUT EVE • THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY • COME TO
THE STABLE . REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE • THE PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL • HONDO • COME FILL THE CUP • THE
BIG LIFT • DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS • PINKY
TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH • THE BIG TREES • A LETTER
TO THREE WIVES • YELLOW SKY • THE SEARCHERS
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN • SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
LAND OF THE PHARAOHS • Marilyn Monroe • Anita
Ekberg • Marlon Brando • Judy Garland • Montgomery
Gift • Burt Lancaster • John Wayne • James Dean • Sal
Mineo • Doris Day • Robert Stack • Bette Davis • James
Stewart • Maria Schell • Kirk Douglas • Joan Crawford
Tab Hunter • Cary Grant • Lauren Bacall • Gregory Peck
James Cagney • Spencer Tracy • James Mason • Glenn Rtprttmttd by Ford • Peter Sellers • Gary Cooper • Natalie Wood
(EdwirdYpelry 4 Yco.. Inc.]
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Armour hit with Italian-American
MCA

sees huge gain in rental $$$

boycott in second pressure plunge

Music Corp. of America last week reported 1(><>0 income 17'; ah. -a.l oi '59 and '■">'' was 20$ ahead of '58.
\niiual report indicates fast li-in^ income from

Two down and two to go is score for the ItalianAmerican pressure group and its planned boycotts

rental of l\ film and Studios, I" $57.5 million in '60
from SI!U million in .">') and S08.O in \">o.

against sponsors of ABC TV's "Untouchables." Two of
four advertisers have been hit thus far.

Interesting decline is seen in talent commissions,

dropping sharply to SHi.'.Sl in '00 from SlM.loO I in

'."18. Net income I'm I960 \\a> $6,692,203, contrasted
with $5.1.51.100 in previous year.

Heavyweight bout sponsors reached 62.5
million at 53c an impression: ABC Radio
Twelve commercials for three sponsors netted a 53cent c.p.m. per commercial listener impression during
the recent ABC Radio broadcast of the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight championship fight.
ABC delivered 62.5 million listeners to these clients:
Mennen, through Warwick & Legler; Carling Brewing,
through
Packard
plus for
Show

Lang, Fisher & Stashower, and Studebakerthrough D'Arcy. They reportedly paid $400,000the package.
was aired on 550 stations, contrasted with 454

for the previous heavyweight bout. This year's audience
outnumbered the previous radio peak by 1.5 million
persons, ABC says.

ISRAEL ELECTED

TVAR

PRESIDENT

Don McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., becomes board chairman of the WBC subsidiary, Television Advertising
Representatives', with election
last week of Larry Israel as
president of the rep firm.
Israel, former general manager, helped launch the company two years ago after working as general manager of
WJZ-TV, Baltimore. Two other
Larry lsrael
new TvAR officers are Robert
M. McGredy, executive v. p., and Lamont Thompson, v. p.
in Chicago.

Bill Howard to LaRoche as president
William H. Howard this week becomes president of
C. J. LaRoche agency, replacing the late James Webb in
a position vacant for several months. LaRoche becomes
board chairman. Howard is former v. p. at JWT, senior
v.p. at Y&R.
SPONSOR
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Last week the group announced its continuing boycott against Liggett & Myers, with a heavy-up picket
line planned for the stockholders meeting tomorrow in
Jersey City followed by picketing of Armour offices and
plants "at later dates."
At the same time, The Federation of the ItalianAmerican Democratic Organizations of New York State
voted to "expand" the boycott against Chesterfield,
Oasis, L&M and Duke cigarettes and to "sanction boycott of Armour's beef, meat and provisions."
Untouched as yet are two other "Untouchables" sponsors— Beecham Labs., for Brylcreem, and Whitehall
Pharmacal, which advertises a wide range of products
on the show.
The pressure group contends Italian-Americans have
been placed in an unfavorable light and defamed by
the show.
Liggett & Myers cancelled sponsorship of its portion
of the show (see SPONSOR-WEEK 20 March) but not
because of propaganda pressure: it disliked a time
switch slated by the network.

DISNEY

TO

AB-PT:

$5.5

MILLION

Walt Disney paid off his $7.5 million bill to American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres in two years instead of the agreed-on five.
His last of two installments was made last week, a
whopping $5,497,500, as final payment by Walt Disney
Productions for the AB-PT stock interest in Disneyland. AB-PT retains only a few food concessions at the
amusement park.

Sales Spotters sell markets, not stations
A group of former rep sales executives have embarked
on a market selling operation for tv and radio stations
under the firm name of Sales Spotters.
The idea: (1) to prepare a presentation on the market, with all stations in the marketing subscribing; (2)
expose the presentation to spot buying agencies; (3)
leave it to the individual stations in the market to
scramble for the business stimulated.
Sales Spotters will not function as reps.

More SPONSOR-WEEK

continued on page 58

ATTHE
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REPEATING
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NIELSEN'S NEWTOPIO

(Two weeks ending February I9aa)
GUNSMOKE
WAGON

TRAIN

HAVE GUN-WILL TRAVEL
DU PONT SHOW
CANDID CAMERA
RAWHIDE
ANDY GRIFFITH
DENNIS THE MENACE
ED SULLIVAN
UNTOUCHABLES

O

40.1

NBC

®
•

0
O
•

®

o
ABC

36.2
31.0
30.5 ,

30.2
30.1
30.0

29.1 1
28.4
28.2

A Frenchman once said
the more things change
the more they stay the same.
This seems to be borne
out by the latest Nielsen
report which credits the
CBS Television Network
with broadcasting 8 out of
the 10 most popular
programs in television.
Actually, this network has
achieved, or surpassed,
this performance 35 times
in the past five-and-ahalf years. During the same
period no other network
has matched this performance
even once. Could it be a trend ?

CBS®

"Nice looking car, Jimmy. Who bought it for you?" Probably his father in the background... one of the
nation's adults, who receive and control 98% of the U.S. income, wbt, for over 20 years the Charlotte
radio station with the biggest general audience, also has the highest percentage of adult listeners. They
turn to WBT because of responsible programming, outstanding service and fine entertainment. In the
wbt 48-county basic area, adults receive and control most of the $2,090,786,000 worth of spending money.
If you want to make more sales for your clients, clearly the radio station to specify is the one that reaches
more of the adult listeners... WBT iRADIO
CHARLOTTE. Represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Standard Broadcasting Company
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SHADOWS OVER
RATINGS-DO THEY
IMAKE SENSE?
Washington, a state legislature,

and

erities

fmeports [rom \\ ashington last week
indicated that Congress was being
stirred In anti-rating services partisans l" some soil "I action that
could
another
stingtoo.on t li..\ e ol put
t\ . and
affe tbig
radio,

in and

out of the industry have stepped-up attaeks on ratings
They loudly deplore 'influence,1 question 'accuracy,'
hut laek of media-agency know-how niav eon fuse them
SPONSOR
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Cham cs foi a ( iongressional investigation were 50-50 al this writing,
luit the results "t a stud) into the statistical validity i>f the services commissioned l>\ the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee due oul since
January and expected al an) moment
could push the House Commerce
( lommittee into action.
Reaction among the top people of
the networks, agencies, stations and
the rating services themselves bas
been running to wariness and weariness. Generally, the) were concerned
tli.it Congress, in it- search for an
issue —however
bonesl
would fall
;;

DETRACTORS

DEPLORE

THE INFLUENCE

Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney
"The networks, stations, Madison Avenue — all
are victims of the ratings systems. Efforts to
produce something new are strangled in their
infancy by the viciousness of ratings." Mr. Monroney is the strongest Congressional voice to
challenge the validity of the various services.
Others who have made ratings a whipping-boy
are Senator Warren Magnuson and Representatives Oren Harris and Morgan Moulder.

Gov. Leroy Collins
The new NAB

president has said that ratings, in

effect, are "determining in large measure not
only what the American broadcasting diet will
be, but also at what times the meals will be
served. And yet, NAB has no checkrein or
oversee-status whatever over what the raters do,
or how they do it. Broadcasting is, therefore,
allowing an outsider to become master of its
own house. . . ."

Legislator A. Bruce Manley
Assemblyman Manley introduced a bill in N. Y.
Legislature making it unlawful to issue ratings
for the purpose of influencing advertising without fully stating manner in which figures on
times, dates, persons contacted, etc. were obtained. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS President, made
known bis opposition to (be bill on almost all
points in wires to every legislature member.
Adjournment rush ma\ dela\ action.

Chmn.

Newton

N. Minow

Dm in- In- Senate confirmation hearings, the
new FCC chairman agreed in part with Senator
Monroney's criticism, and stated that ratings
'.in' a proper area of concern lor the FCC."
In answer to another question he declared that
since the various systems "differed so vvidel)
the) can'l all be right." He also added thai it
was his feeling that the) "underestimate the
American people."

OF RATINGS

victim to the few who are looking for
a scape-goat, who court sensationalism and
(
they had no douht that
the tabloids would happily supply the
headlines I . They were weary of the
attacks because they felt, as professionals in a technical business, that
the legislators didn't exactly know
what they were talking about.
In these emotional outbursts in
Washington and elsewhere, they were
quick to note, there was an initial
confusion as to just what was being
attacked, because the critics in their
oratory had tangled together two
separate questions: Are the ratingaccurate? and — Are the ratings properly used?
The recent Congressional pressure
has come from the committees headed b) Representatives Harris and
Moulder and Sen. Magnuson and
from an old critic of the rating s\stems. Sen. A. S. Mike Monrone)
(D-Okla.). He has again challenged
the \alidity of the yarious services,
accusing them of stifling the development of better programing. At the
Minow confirmation hearings he
charged
"the— network-,
station-.of
Madison that
\\enue
all are victims
the rating systems. Effects to produce
something new are strangled in their
infancy by the viciousness of ratings"
which, he implied, dominate the industry.
\ml other pressure continued from
these diverse interests and directions:
• The N.Y. State Legislature was
expected, at presstime, to take action
in a matter of days on a bill, introduced 1>\ \ssembb man \. Bruce
Manle\ i R-Fredonia) that would put
rating- under the Penal Law. It would
lie unlawful to issue ratings for the
purpose of influencing the sale of advertising without full) stating: ill
the exact manner in which the figures
were obtained; (2) a description of
the methods used; i 3 t the number of
persons contacted, the times and dates
when contacted, their location, and
the exact area covered.
• \n Italian \ 1 1 1< r ii an group, led
h\ a Congressman, has continued its
pressure (picketing and sponsor-boycott i against The I ntoucluibles. Legsi>i>\s(ii;

BUT DEFENDERS
islators see this high-rated show, one
which mam feel is overlj violenl and
not in the public interest, as an example of undue influence over programing bythe ratings.
• Gov. LeRoy Collins, president of
the NAB. has not retracted his warning against ratings pronounced liefore the NAB hoard of directors last
month, hut he has. significantly, refrained from repeating it in subsequent speeches. He said in February : "I do not quarrel with the
validity of these services, but 1 am
shocked 1>\ their far-reaching influence in the whole broadcasting industry. In effect, their reporting i- determining inlarge measure not only
what the American broadcasting diet
will be. but also at what times the
meals will he served. And vet. \ \B
has no checkrein or over-see-status
whatever over what the raters do. or

CALL CRITICS CONFUSED, MISGUIDED
Oliver Treyz, pres., ABC

TV

"Ratings arc only one wa) <>l' telling bow successful!) wo are achieOng our objective. Hut
to say that ratings 'rule' In- I is to give lipservice to an injustice. A congressman serves
hi- constituent- l»\ learning what the\ want, by
sampling public opinion in various ways —
through visitors to Washington, through mail
and surveys. Hut he"- 'ruled' l»\ nothing save
his conscience."

James

Aubrey, pres., CBS

TV

"It should be understood that ratings are not
our onh guide. Value judgement- concerning
good taste and significance also guide our policies. We recognize that tv. regardless of rating-,
must serve as an instrument ot information and

how they do it. Broadcasting is. therefore, allowing an outsider to become
master of its own bouse, and does not

enlightenment. We are convinced that ratingare sufficiently accurate to justify the use we

BVen check his health card."
• Newton \. Minow, new chairman of the FCC. has stated that rat-

make

ings "are a proper area of concern
for the FCC." He declared in his
nomination hearing that the systems,

oi them. We

don't regard them as final:

we use them as a guidepo-t."

Lee Rich, Benton

because "the\ differed so widely —
the) cant all be right. \I\ feeling ithat the) underestimate the Ameri-

"Accurate?

can people."
• Charles E. Claggett, president of
Gardner Advertising Co., an agenc)
that bills sl(> million in television,

an indication of a program's strength, ol what
it delivers. Our researchers -a\ the) are pro-

has recentl) called ratings "those
mysterious specters that haunt media,
clients and agencies alike. Cold, clinical statistics that purport to analyze
the listening market — at least numerically— and can kill <>lf a program as
deftly as a dyspeptic critic can murder a Broadwa) pla) ."'
The rating services themselves
eed that the) would gladl) answer
to their accuracy, but that it was foi
the networks, agencies and stations to
refute the impression that the) were
ruled b) the numbers.
V -tumbling block to explaining
their accuracy the services -aid. was
that most critics have little concept
of how sampling works. It is a seiSPONSOR
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On

& Bowles

the basis of our research de-

partment's recommendation-, we use rating- as

jectable and accurate." said the \.p. and radio/tv
program-media chief. "I ndue influence? Malarkey! There have been man) instances where
a -how not highl) rated sold merchandise
wa- a success.

Hating- are onl\

and

one tool."

Walter Scott, v.p., NBC

TV

"Popularity and our ratings are not the sole
criteria for judging a program. Manv which
attract a relativel) -mall audience meet the demand- ot network- and sponsors and enjo) long
runs. The present rating- systems are . . . the
best available guide to the number and kind- of
people who watch. Often (i.e. new- specials) a
program goes into the heart of the schedule that
we know will he outrated."

35_

ence, it involves knowledge of mathematics and statistics, and most people don't understand it — including
Congressmen. And most people. 1>\
the
way. shouldn't
be expected to
understand
it.
What most "anti" groups fail ti>
realize, the services noted, is that
when results differ it does not necessarily mean someone is inaccurate.
The point is that different methods
are not necessarily measuring the
same thing.
An "audience" derived from a personal interview method, an "audience" derived from a diary method,
an "audience" derived from a mechanical method, an "audience" derived from a telephone method — each
is a different animal. They needn t
necessarily correlate with each other.
The services asserted that responsible
persons within the industry using
the material know how each service's
reports should be analyzed and used.
When all sampling claims to be accurate, they know this refers to precision— that statistical validity applies within a technique, not between
them.
I he networks were also quick to
point out that "accuracy," and "influence" were separate questions. The
presidents of ABC TV and CBS TV.
and the executive v.p. of NBC TV
concurred in the opinion that the ratings as they used them were one tool
among many. Each pointed out recent strides in public service programing and in programing of
limited appeal shows to indicate thai
other considerations also help govern
their decisions.
Vgencj programing chiefs were
virtually all in agreement thai ratings
were merelj "one tool" (and a costl\ one i to be used in making a sponsorship decision. As to accuracy,
mosl noted thai their agencies had
competent researchers of (heir own
who, naturally, checked the rating
services figures and found them valid.
Man McKenna, highly respected
\ .p. and director of research foi the
Metropolitan lb oadcasl ing < !oi p..
stated the case For the independent,
and mosl station and rep researchers
fulls agreed with her thoughts. On
the matter ol the accuracy of the rating sei \ ices, she commented :

DO SUMMER RERUNS
MAKE A GOOD BUY?
^ Nielsen's latest major analysis of reruns indicates
that original and rerun shares of audience are similar
Comparisons of originals and rerun in the areas
of cost, frequency, program type and time are highlights
I he newest major analysis of summer reruns has been released this
week by A. C. Nielsen Co. Agency
executives interested in comparisons
of reruns vs. originals in the areas of
audience shares, cost, frequency distribution, program type and time of
night, will find much meat for
thought in the study.

chart l. This is due. mainly, to the
restructuring of summer discounts by
the networks in 1960.

Essentially the findings of this analysis are similar to those- of Nielsen's past summer rerun studies.
But an outstanding feature of the
new analysis is the audience size and
cost comparison
(see accompanying

the talent and production costs incurred in airing reruns are usually
much lower than the cost of the original telecast.

SUMMER

RERUN

In all time periods the decrease in
summer time charges under the latest
network rate structures is greater
than the audience loss in summer.
Nielsen points out.
It should also be remembered that

are

If production costs lor the reruns
10' < below the cost of the orig-

ANALYSIS

- I960

0RI6INAL VERSUS RERUN COMPARISON
SHARE OF AUDIENCE

338%

WINTHJ
TKfCASTS

BASIS

325

4U»JMEP
fiECUNi

HERE is Nielsen's original vs. rerun share of audience comparison
based on 57 programs showing 4% overall decline in summer.
Winter-summer range: 56.2-15.1 during winter— 55.4-3.4 in summer.

i Please turn t<> page 56 I

SPONSOR

How originals vs. reruns compare by program type
AVERAGE
No.

No.
Programs

ADVENTURE

30 Mins.

2

MYSTERY

DRAMA

30 Mins.

4

MYSTERY

DRAMA

60 Mins.

5

60 Mins.

2

30 Mins.

3

ADVENTURE

SUSPENSE

DRAMA

Episodes

16
40

29
57

SHARES
Summer
Reruns

Original
Winter T Cs

22.9%

24.0%

33.3

34.1

34.1

34.8

30.6

31.0

31.7

31.0

35.0
38.6

33.6

COMEDY

SITUATIONN

30 Mins.

8

31
88

EVENING

WESTERN 1

60 Mins.

7

93

EVENING

WESTERN

30 Mins.

16

170

34.7

32.6

61

34.6

31.0

GENERAL

DRAMA

30 Mins.

37.2

Change
Percent

• 2

5%

+ 2

1

- 4

- 6

2

4
10

USING share of audience figures as basis of comparison Nielsen illustrates how reruns fared against originals by type of program. The highest plus and minus scores summer vs. winter are only 15 points apart.

inal telecast, tlien the total cost of

al highlights of the analysis:
• Rerun shares of audience aver-

airing the rerun will be at least 10',
lower than the original and the rerun will represent a> good a bu) a>
the original on a cost per thousand
basis, explains Nielsen.
\\ hile the findings are based <>n
network
show-,
the) are
applicable to syndicated reruns as well.
The stud) was made b)
comparing the renin and
the original telecast of the
Bame episode ol a program
b) share of audience. The
-hare- wrvr used instead
of ratings to eliminate seasonal differences.
Matched
episodes were
Compared for rerun episodes of 57 programs during the \ear October 1959September 1 960. Most
original telecasts were
aired October-May, most
reruns May-September.
A
j total
of 6.'3 1 pairs
of
I matched episodes were examined.
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age 4'r below the original telecast.
• B) program type, average
shares of the reruns range from -V «
above to L0^5 below the original.
• I he loss of -hare, rerun versus

Summer discounts offset
drop in audience rating
Decrease in
A A Rating

6:00-

8:30

PM

8:30- 9:00 PM

37* ,
33

9:00-10:30

24

PM

10:30-11:00 PM

w ,

Ave. decrease
In Time Charges

original telecast, is the same I;i t • ■
evening as it is during earl) and
prime evening hours.
• Reruns deliver a substantial percentage of homes
that did not original.
In the area of frequenc) distribution of -hare different es,
i ei un \ -. original telecasts,
Nielsen point- out that
"since averages lend to
hide the degree of variation in the data avei
the following distribution
of share differences between the ol iginal and the
rerun provide a measure

15

cd the i ange b) which individual epi-ode- gained a
bighei or lowei share on
the rerun than on the
original.
\\ bile the Nielsen fig-

L5
11

WHILE average audience (A A) ratings decrease
Id
in summer, the discount in time charges
is
great enough to make reruns highly efficient.

ures range
from for
,i 50'
and over
change
less■
than one per< enl of the
total episodes, plus and
minus, the majorit) of episodes were affected bj a
|()' , or less change
in

Reruns deliver a large number

of homes

that

16 WAYS

didn't see original, says Nielsen in new study
share. For instance, 23.5'/ of the
episodes received from plus 0.1% to
plus >).')', share, while 26.8' A of
the total episodes received from
minus 0.1% to minus 9.99? share.
As illustrated hy this, individual
reruns can vary considerahly above
or below the original telecast. Nielsen points out that this could be due
to main factors such as change in
competition; change in preceding or
following program; weather; advertising repeat as result of good reviews of original telecast.
In general, however, the frequency
distribution confirms the fact that on
the average there is a slight share
loss. Nielsen concluded.
The loss of share, rerun versus
original telecast, appears to be the
same during late evening as it is during early and prime evening hours,
according to the study.
Again on a share of audience
basis, Nielsen found that for original
winter telecasts shown before 10
p.m., the share was 33.0'/ (based on
30 programs l while during summer
it was 32.2' ,. \\\ the same token,
winter telecasts shown after 10 p.m..
had a 34.1 share, as compared to a
32.7 share during summer (based on
27 programs).
The difference in hoih instances is
minus four percent.
So far the study has shown that in
terms of available audience, reruns
do almost as well as originals. However, Nielsen pointed out, the fact
that reruns cannot deliver as large
audiences as originals cannot be ignored in view of the cost of Iv advertising. Since the total volume of
during the summer is 30','
viewing
less
than it is during the winter peak,
equal shares will result in audiences
'>()', smaller during the summer
than in the winter. Iliis prompted

the networks to introduce new discount structures in L960.
\- mentioned
above,
under
the
nrw discount structures, the summei
bu) is still highly cosl efficient, d<spite decrease in average audience
i ating.
Vnother ana of question is whethei "i noi reruns are capable of de38

livering new audiences or do they
only add frequency in homes already
reached by the original telecast. To
determine this Nielsen compared the
audience to one original and its rerun episode for five average-rated
evening programs.
While the results show that some
of the homes which saw the rerun
had viewed the original episode, the
greater part of them (9.6% of
15.89? > had not. At least half of the
rerun audience was new in each of
the five cases studied, the lowest
being 53%. Although this example
is obtained from only five cases,
Nielsen claims its conclusion has
been verified in similar analyses.
In concluding its analyses, Nielsen stresses that "each case has to
be judged on its own merits." However the following general conclusions are drawn from the study:
• Renins deliver onl\ I', less of
the available audience in summer
than in w inter.
• They deliver from l.V, to 37^5
fewer homes because of lower levels
of set usage in the summer
(when
most reruns are aired i .
• Over half the audience reached
hv reruns (in the cases studied I is
new .
• Network time charges decrease
more than program audiences during the summer. If production and
talent costs decrease to the same extent renins are as efficient as originals on a COSl per 1.000 basis.
Nielsen's summer rerun studies
are made atmuallv. and don't alwavs
cover the same ground. Last year's
studv. for instance, compared summer rerun performance in relation
to competitive environment. It demonstrated that shows facing the same
competition during summer as during winter lost 7' , in -hare of audience on an average. Shows facing

different competition between JulyVug, and Jan. -I'eli. lost onlv 2' I of
the share. There is a wide range involved in this computation. Nielsen
pointed
out
that the number
of
viewers w as down .'.I'.', during summer, but audience composition remained "iiicitv well unchanged,
^

^ Here's a handy eheek list
of bright ideas for those who
may have fallen into a rut
Uoift

let yourself get bogged down

with monotonous straight announcements or jingles. There are literallv
hundreds of ways to sell creatively

1
ee comes to life
EFFECTS: Coff
PRODUCT-INACTION SOUND
or, as Maxwell
olat
in the perc
House proved in its radio commercials. There are sounds relevant
to just about every product, waiting
to be employed as creative tools.
1

d
f, how
ond
Bey
it's
erence.
used can the
also soun
make aitsel
big diff

For
Y STARS:
aining
COMED
truly
entert
spots, you
CALL ON
can use the guys whose job it
is to be funny, such as Bob and Ray
who've been quite active in this
field. But don't let it fall flat; get
real comedy material, either from
the performer, if he writes, or from
his writers.
5

S:
— SLOW
UPS can
SPEE
attencaptureDOWN
OftenD you
tion by tampering with the
speed of sounds in radio commercials. Ifthe "nutty squirls" could do
so well on consumer phono records, why not in commercials? Caution: take care that important words
9

don't get garbled in the process.
•f t\

PU BLICITY-

HUNGRY

to spend
needenlist
No to
fortune
big
STARS:
£ JB a
names in your radio commercial
cause. Check into which show business luminaries are a little short on
work, and anxious to get back into
the limelight. Chances are you can
work out a satisfactory arrangement.
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TO

IMPROVE

YOUR

RADIO

on radio. Those sel down here are

commercials that sound the same. It

jusl a handful, but the) arc a Btart.
From them you can branch out in
mam directions all Leading to improved quality, attention value and
impact for your radio message. The
routine, run-of-the-mill commercial

is hoped that this check lisl can help
provide the spark needed lor commercials that break the listener resistance harrier.
Oi. a> YIcCann-Ki ick-on \.p. Joe
Stone characterizes the situation:

doesn't have much chance. It takes
ingenuity to get past the defenses
listeners build after hearing so main

*'You need something a little different to get the commercial olT its tail.
First, you have to open thai auto-

MIX 'EM UP: Experiment with
various combinations of jingle,
dialogue, straight announcement, sound effects, music, etc., all
in one commercial. Presented with
this kind of variety, the listener is
likely to be attentive, wondering

3

COPY

mat ic shut- on valve in the listenei eai . I "Mow thai m itli a i i < > \s bai to
keep the Valve open.
Mil 'em where the) ain't," Stone
advises. "Sing when e\er\one else i>
talking; talk when they're singing.
\ml il you use musii . make sure it's
g
I music. It should sound like a
consumer
record, nol like a commercial. ^

•

2

what's coming next. The commercial
can be a miniature show.

6

VARIATIONS ON A THEME:
m Once you hit on the magic
jingle, don't be content to present it at one tempo, over and over.

"Winston tastes good," gets every
treatment from cool jazz to old
fashioned waltz, as does Schaefer
beer's "What do you hear in the
best of circles?"
REAL LIFE INTERVIEWS:

SYMBOLIC CHARACTER: Have
a distinctive voice represent

your product. If it's indigenous
to a foreign country, such as spaghetti and macaroni, the voice can
hold listener attention by speaking
with an accent typical of that country as does the venerable, Italianate
"La Rosa Man."
TIE IN WITH CURRENT
. EVENTS: What's going on in
the world that has everyone interested? Isthere a world's heavyweight championship fight in the
works? Sign one of the fighters for
your commercials, if the product
lends itself to endorsement by a
name from the world of sports.

7

TE SOUND EFORCHES
S: TRA
FECT
For greater appeal
to the listeners' imagination,
let music simulate the sounds you're
after in a commercial. You can establish the real sound, and follow with
the musical treatment. The tempo of
the product sound can be effectively
translated to music.

[JB Questioning the man (or
woman) in the street about
your product can turn up the kind of
praise which, captured on tape, can
serve to activate the listening audience. Inclusion of actual street
noises in the sound tract helps to
heighten the realism.

U m

AUTHORITATIVE VOICE: Ral*»
dio listeners are accustomed
to accepting the word of the
commentators who bring them the
news. That same voice — and the
authority that goes with it— may be
available for delivery of your sales
message. Local and regional personalities may be of use.

H I
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USE

A

POPULAR

J).

OR

STANDARD
TUNE:
If you
can get the rights to a familiar tune, you've taken a giant
step toward bridging the gap between entertainment and the commercial. A recent example of this
approach is Pepsi, currently making
hay with "Makin' Whooppee."

FEAS: WITH
ONS' comTURE
Integrate
STATIyour
TIE IN
mercials with the weather reports, time checks, musical styles,
or even the call letters as in the
4

case of Manischewitz wine's latest
regional radio campaign. Any way
you can sound less like an interruption to regular programing helps.

of
the height
For not
AD LIBS: why
8 „ realism,
let your
spokesmen call it the way they
see it? The French Government
Tourist Bureau found actors Claude
Dauphin and Louis Jordan most articulate and convincing given the
freedom to speak of their country's
advantages for radio airing.
< *\

USE REAL KIDS: Where dia-

X£*

logue from youngsters is indicated, you may reach the
heights of realism — and charm — by
giving the part to actual children
rather than character actors. With
editing, the little scene stealers have
been known to come up with topnotch copy through ad lib.
|
|%

CHARACTER
SWITCH:
Play
a trick
or
two
on
the
listeners now and then to perk
up their attention. Try introducing
one type of character, say a gentle
housewife, and have her enter
screaming at her husband; or have a
prize fighter talk like Casper Milquetoast.

39

PITY THE
POOR
TIMEBUYER
l^io matter how you look at it. for
the timebuyer life is a rough go.
Everything's against him. Even the
elements.
Take, for example, the case of the
250 unfortunates who. earlier this
month, spent the clay in Bermuda as
casting.
the
guests of Capital Cities BroadIt was enough that in order to
catch the 8 a.m. jet out of Idlewild,
they had to take leave of their beds
at the undignified hour of six. And.
once ensconced in the plane, to forego the usual doughnut I or is it Danish? ) and coffee for a champagne
breakfast.
Bad enough, after the hour-and-ahalf flight, to he forced to lay
bare tender, winterized skins to a
Bermuda sun. And. while looking
over the isle. to be jolted along Hibiscus and Bougainvillea lined roads
in convertibles.
Or to luncheon — Al Fresco— at
Bermuda's Elbow Beach Surf Club,
and later that evening, to wine and
dine in the Club's formal dining
room.
Sad enough to be tempted — In the
tantalizing beat of a steel combo
into subjecting untried sacro-iliacs to
the rigors land related dangers) of
a cha-cha. Those, thai is. not already damaged by the relentless
round of poll, water skiing, and
swimming into which the) had been
throw n all da) long, l>\ their unmindful hosts: Phil Beuth, W-TENWROW, promotion manager: \\ TEN-W
ROW . Ubany, manager
Thomas S. Murph) : Robert Peebles.
\\l!<)\\ manager: Joseph Dougherty,

FIRST TO touch
junket is BBD&O's

Bermuda
soil in Capital
Cities 7th annual 'Time Out for Timebuyers'
Hope Martinez, followed by SPONSOR'S senior editor, Jane Pinlcerton

WPRO-TV, Providence, R. I. manager: Daniel Weinig. WTKO manager: and WTVD. Durham, manager Floyd Fletcher Prank Martin
and Jim Richards of Blair. Petry'a
SI'ONSOH

in

2.

\niuii

1()()1

Moit Barrett and Wery-Knodel's
Frank Carlson.
Wean of basking in the 80 degree
sun and pining for the sting >>l windBwepl sleet, tin' harried lot were
forced, when all was said ami done,
in keep hammering awa) at their
Bermuda chores for four men1 than
the bargained-for-hours.
Tlic reason: and. par lor the timebuyer course, late had fouled things
up. The elements in New York (ii\
came up with a plot to keep the return
trip jets grounded.
Accustomed as the) are to life s
little set-backs, the) took tins with
their usual cum grano salis.

BEARING UP beautifully under the stress of having to put in more than the bargained-for
hours in the vacation-land are these staunch Philadelphians (l-r) John Coverly-Smith, Ayer;
Charlott
Bauman,
Gray
& Rogers;
Paul
Kizenberjjer,
Ayer;
and
Len Stevens,
Weighman.

,

IN New
roughed

TRYING

TO

York

City

it was

it' at a luncheon

sleet and
by the sea

slush

up to here, that

at Bermuda's

posh

same
Elbow

day,

as the

Beach

Surf

250
Club

talk timebuyer turkey with a

blaise British accented parrot at Bermuda's
acquarium are (standing l-r) Steve Semons,
Polly Langbort and Gary Pranzo, all of
Y&R and (kneeling) Gene Grealish, also Y&R
and
Ethel
Melcher
of
McCann-Erickson
'THERE

\nd. unflinchingly, made the best
of their plight. The) consoled themBelves with rum swizzles, and chaeha-ed to Bermuda's official Militia
Rand I acquired specially h\ their
hosts to ease away the day's lingering boredom • .
It was a belabored timebuyer lot
which sleepil) called it a da) (and
then some) back home somewhere
in the earl) morning hours of four or
five, next <la\.
^
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SMILING

WAS

this long climb, you see' inside Bermuda's Leamington cave with a guide in tow

BRAVELY

in the face of sunstroke and the prospect of a dreary motor jaunt over

Hibiscus lined roads in chauffeured convertible is McCann-Erickson's Phil Stumbo (back seat,
left) and Doug Humm of Charles W. Hoyt. In front is Pat George of Norman, Craig & Kummel

NBC

TV ADDS

A NEW

ANSWER

^ The extent of daytime viewer attentiveness has been
a hot research topic for as long as video has existed

sonality shows, a 21'i advantage for
personality
programs.
Although differences in many of
the above cases were not great, NBC

^ The latest study, by NBC, gives daytime personalities
the nod for both getting and holding viewer attention

apparently feels they are significant.
The study is based on 1.000 personal interviews with housewives
during October

NBC Personality vs. Non- Personality Competitors
OMMERCIALS..

PERSONALITY
ADVANTAGE

% of viewers who selected each statement

i92%

pleasant,
agreeable

+5%
+6%

88%

honest , have
my confidence

67%
|71%

engage my attention
hold my interest

1960.

It was

con-

ducted for NBC by O'Brien-Sherwood Associates, independent market
researchers, in 20 U. S. markets. The
research covered 16 shows on all

+10%
+21%

167%

three networks, including NBC programs featuring personalities plus
competing
works.

programs

on

other net-

Among the respondents, more people found master-of-ceremonies I personalities I commercials "reliable,
friendly, sincere, sensible, honest and
straightforward" than they did film
commercials. Film commercials,
however, scored best as "colorful,
action-filled, informative, impressive.
complete, appealing, useful and inter-

I have tried

58%

products on show

According

THIS CHART indicates how viewers responded to "attitude toward personality vs. non-personality questions. The most significant margin, plus 21%, is for "I have tried products on show"

N

IBC TV,

which

is making

hay

these clays with a study on the effectiveness of daytime tv personalities,
has, in the process, added another
hunk of research evidence that daytime viewing is more attentive than
commonly realized. The question of
how attentive daytime viewers reallv
are has been bothering advertisers
for many years, and has been the
subject of much research in the past
(see accompanying box).
Among the highlights of the new
NBC study is a comparison "I viewer attentiveness and reaction to commercials delivered on personalilv and
noii-pei -onalitv
-hows.
Here are some highlights of these
comparisons :
• \\ Idle 7.">' , slated thai advertising on personality show- tells them
about down-to-earth matters in a simple, plani spoken way, <2'< fell the
same wa] aboul non-personalitj show
• ommercials.

42

to the network, NBC

daytime personalities were rated
esting."by their viewers not only for
highly
their friendliness and ability to communicate simply and agreeably but,

• While 71 ', said that commercials on daytime personality shows
are usually honest and accurate and
have their confidence and trust, onlv

also, for giving useful product information.
Of the housewives surveyed, according to the research bulletin:
• {)W i described the personality

07' < rated non -personality show
commercials thus.

they viewed as friendly.
• 919? found him a credit to his

• While 67' < felt that personality
show commercials engage their at-

sponsor.
• <!7' ( said he talks in a simple,

tention and hold their interest, 61 ',
felt this to be true for commercials

agreeable manner.
• 85' ! claimed he knows
hold their interest.

on non-personalitv shows.
• While 659? thought that personality-delivered commercials provide
them with main facts and ideas thai
are helpful and beneficial. 61 ' , applied tlii- |o competitive non-per-on
alitv show-.
• While .)!!' , of daytime personality show viewers indicated thai
commercials on these shows moti-

how to

• J'.2'< thought he does a good
job telling about products.
• 71 '< felt he gives them helpful
information.
• 53' i

reported he

often sole

on the products he recomthem
mended.
The studv also tested the question
of how much

a personality adds to

vated them to purchase advertised
products, staling "I have tried products the) told me
about
on this
show .
livaled

onlv
l<">' , weie similai l\ mobv commercials
on non-per-

product he advertises, '"bv virtue of
his personal association." For this,
O'Brien-Sherwood used a "consumer
preference" technique, developed for
this project.
This is how it worked.
-i'..\-(ii;
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People were shown a drawing ol \\\<>
cans of soup — each carryin» a different and fictitious brand name, a\scll as different product claims. One
can. the Tasty brand, carried the line
"you heard about it from Rill Cullen," i star of NBC's The Price Is
Right) while the other can. the Supreme brand had a line that read
"you beard about it on / Love Lucy
(CBS TV daytime reruns).
People were then asked to indicate
their preference for either of the two
brands on five image dimensions: reliability, better buy. better product.
made by a better company, and
choice of most people.
The same technique was used in
this study for four other continuing
NBC daytime personalities and the
competitive non-personalit\ programs
scheduled opposite them. A different
product was used in each case: cold
cream, toothpaste, cleanser and
bleach.
NBC further explains the method
used as follows:
To control for brand name and
product claims biases, two sets of
cards were used. While brand and
product claims remained the same in
both sets, the personality and nonpersonalitv associations were reversed in the second set. Thus, for
example while Tastr canned soup
carried the Bill Cullen recommendation in the first set. it carried the /
[.ore Lacy recommendation in the
second set. The sets were alternated
from one interview to the next.
How did this come out? In terms
ot overall fav orabilitv. products associated with daytime personalities
were favored bv 57' < of the housewives in the sample. Conversely, onlj
l.V , of the housewives indicated
preference for products endorsed bv
non-personality shows. Daytime personalities thus scored a 33' < "Per3onalit) Plus"" over non-personality
shows. Ibis advantage increased to
123' < among those familiar with
these personalities through viewing
tbeir shows. This "Personalitv Plus"
was supported in each of the five
master-of-ceremonies vs. competition
[Please tarn to page 57 i
SPONSOR
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CLIENT

QUESTION

These are some highlights of past key
studies on daytime viewer attentiveness
1952— Procter & Gamble
"THERE IS virtually no difference in the attention women give to the set day
or night; therefore, it is possible to compare day and night ratings directly
without worrying about adjustment for loss of attention," Procter & Gamble's
media department concluded from a 56,000-interview telephone coincidental
study conducted
for them
by A. C. Nielsen, close to 10 years ago.

1953— CBS
"IN HOMES with sets-in-use between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., someone was watching the set in 96% of the homes," was a conclusion of a "mammoth Nielsen
study" for CBS involving 67,785 coincidental phone calls. "Considering the
women only, seven times as many housewives were watching as were 'just
listening,' and for programs with adult appeal this ratio was much higher."

1955— Ohio State
"OUT OF EVERY ten housewife listeners to daytime tv, only three are actually seated in the room with the tv set, and presumably giving all or most of
their attention to the visual materials presented on the tv screen," Ohio
State concluded from 4,779 completed calls in Columbus. "Another three
out of 10 in the same room with the tv were doing something else as well."

1955 — Daniel Starch Associates
"WHAT PERCENT of viewers of a program recall each commercial and what
sales points do they recall?" was a question in the Starch survey known as
"What's Wrong with the Ohio State Viewer Activity Study?" It found that
67.7% recall dayime commercials, over 61% recalling nighttime commercials,
and 51.3% recall sales points on daytime as compared to 32.1% at night.

1956— ARB
"IN COMPARING the percentage of tv "sets turned on" and of "attentively
viewed sets" (that is, sets where someone was actually watching," ARB discovered that nine times out of 10 someone was actually watching the program when the set was on during daytime. Using percentages, 13.5% of sets
were in use with 12.4% viewers watching attentively, for 92% attention.

1956— NBC
DURING THE AFTERNOON (12-5 p.m.) the housewife was watching in three
cut of four homese using tv, NBC found in a Nielsen study. "However, during the average hour, in homes tuned to local shows, the housewife was
watching in only 50% of the cases, and in homes tuned to network shows,
the housewife was watching in 91% of the cases." concluded the network.
11

CLEVELAND

builder Al Mars,

president of Alvin Homes

there,

points out features of a plot display

to John

Cameron

Radio's daily weather show sponsored by Lennox. Swayze's in town to plug Alvin as part of package offered for installing

FURNACE

WITH

^ Dealers tie in via purehase of 30-seeond tag; big
builders
who
buy equipment
get Swayze
in person
network radio show is turning

out to he the 'ultimate weapon' in a
heating cooling system manufacturer's pitch to home builders.
Here ii is Inn two months since
Lennox Industries of Marshalltown,
Iowa, initiated the first air media
venture in ii- history, and two giganIn

-all-,

i n\ ri

I. (Hill

imils I

plus

a

couple [essei victories are on the
books
all directl)
attributable
to
the pi ogi .mi
\ B< - " eathei Slum
II

Lennox

m.c.

of ABC

heating systems.

A PERSONALITY

^ Lennox firm sells over 4,000 units in early stages
of ABC Radio weather show, merchandising package

A%

Swayie,

with John Cameron Swayze, and the
merchandising package Lennox has
built around il.
Lennox and its agency, the Biddle
Co.. Bloomington, III., were looking
l"i an ad medium thai could -hike
with frequency, provide tic-ins for
the 5.000 local dealers who bring in
the all-important new homes l>u>iness, and serve as a merchandising
vehicle.
I ln\ found all tin-, plus program

content related to the product, in
ABC s newly created national weatlier show, and assigned it one-third of
their formerlj all print budget. The
five-minute program runs Mondaj
through Fridav i(>:40 p.m. EST). It
includes an opening billboard, a oneminute national commercial delivered In Swayze, and a 30-secona
local segment, half weather, half
available for a dealer spot. The original contract calls for I I weeks.
The

Lennox-Swayze

merchandise

up where the napicks and
ing package
tional broadcasts
dealer spots
leave oil". Home builders are offered
Swayze-centered billboards, tracl
brochures, and card-board cut-outs
for display in their model homes as
part of the deal when the) utilize
Lennox equipment
Big builders get
SPONSOR
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Swayze himself for personal appearances ami. if feasible, a remote
broadcast of the weather show from
one of their model homes. Builders
who >'\<j.\\ with Lennox also have ac
pess to radio spot- cut for them b)
Swayze which the) can place at their
discretion.
Charter participant in the new
package was Uvin Homes ol Cleveland, one of the nation's largest buildcis. Swayze put in a lull da) in
Cleveland
i!'> February), on behali
of \l\in not Lennox, though lie had
occasion to mention Lennox from
lime to time. There was a barrage ol
radio. t\ and press interviews, in all
of which he was asked what he was
doing in Cleveland, and he told them.
Swayze's Cleveland <la\ climaxed
with the VBC weather show broadcast, which he relaxed to the network
directly from an Uvin model home.
In the course of his program, Swayze
mentioned the site of origination,
which national publicity may not
have been directl) beneficial outside
of Cleveland, hut didn't hurt the
builder's ego any. While in Cleveland, Swayze cut a series of e.t.'s for
Akin Homes, to insert into it- substantial radio schedule.
The Lennox-Swayze road company
next played Las Vegas where another large builder, Maslow Construction Corp.. purchased the package. While no broadcast was involved because it took place on a
paturda) '1!! March), Swayze spread
himself over a scries of press, radio
and l\ interviews, plus talks with
visitors to the site of the homes. Hi>
interviewwith prospective
buyers
were taped for Use b) Maslou
in its
radio commercials. The builder pot
some national publicit) when Swayze
described his La- Vegas experience
on tile network -how tin following
Monda\ .
In assessing the value of the network show, and concomitant benefits, Lennox ad manager Cal Floren
had this to sa\ : "Our entry into network radio has caused more enthusiasm among the Lennox organization
than an) other of its national advertising ventures. Never before have
Lennox dealers had such an ideal opportunit) to tie in directly with the
national advertising effort of the
company." Floren relate-.
SPONSOR
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is a message going out to million- "I
listeners for Lennox, hut our dealers
are spending an equal or greatei
amount t<> tic in and promote Lennox, he points out.
I In' program i- can ied b) 2 SI I
\I?C station-, and in the hulk ol the
markets Lennox dealer- have purchased the 30-second tag, according
to Don Carter, senior \ .p. at the Biddie ( o. Says < ai hi . "< In tl e basis ol
earl) results, the project look- like a
monumental success. Substantial
huilder -ale- in several kc\ markets

can definitel) he traced to the pro
gram
anding.
merchandising pai ka •
we're offei
I .>n 10 . \ dealei - has e ai i ess to pei
sonalized radio commei < ials cut foi
them b) Swayze, both for the I i
second tag to tin- network show and
a separate sei ies ol 26 li\ e minute
pi ogi am- know n a- the Stt "i ' \ ote
hook-. I he \oiel>oof, consists oi anec
dote- gathered b) Swayze.
I he <\<-i\
er lines up station and time slot for
the programs as he sees lit. Me receives a series ol Swayze -pot-.
^

Here's the Lennox Industries sales team
CAL FLOREN
is advertising manager
of Lennox Industries. Marshalltoun. loan. He
reports the organization is more enthusiastic
about the network radio show and merchandising package than it has been over an\
previous national advertising effort. Floren
calls it the best opportunity for dealer tie-in
thus jar. Lennox moved one-third of its formerl\ all-print advertising budget into radio.

DON CARTER
is senior vice president
at the Biddle Co.. Bloomington, III., which
services the Lennox account. Carter reports
that soon after the weather program started
there acre dealer tii'-ins on well over hall of
the 'I'M) IBC stations carrying it. hid he feels
that substantial sales til read \ can he credited
to the program and merchandising package
developed to supplement it.

JOHN

CAMERON

SWAYZE

h as

a

large ride in this operation consisting of Lennox commercials on his weather shou and personal appearances on behalf of large home
builders who install the Lennox equipment.
He also cuts personalized radio commercials
for participating builders to use in their own
radio commercials.
Lennox dealers also have
the benefit of the Swayze voice for their spots.

"Not only
1961
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With

growing

How

adolescent

purchasing

power,
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can advertisers best sell
to the teenage

Stanley
Newman,
media director,
Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York
At

mother's
knee, or thereabouts. Ilearned that the first rule
of advertising is to tell your audience
something
of interest to them.
In

my

Speak to teen
in terms of his
own needs, and
in his own
language and
style
that one statement is the essence of
how to sell the teenage market. Pick
a medium to speak to teenagers, and
tell them something of interest to
them.
I he teenage market today is a broad
group consisting of over 18 million
young Americans. While they are
differentiated by numerous racial, social, geographic and economic differences within the market, they have in
common more than just their ages.
The population group is important to virtually every manufacturer who wishes to establish brand
preferences early in the individual's
buying career. The teenage group
is of particular interest to those
manufacturers whose products appeal to the unique characteristics of
teenagers — their penchant for partvgiving and party-going: their self
consciousness and sensitivity about
appearance; the need for special skin
care, etc.
To sell a product to this particular
market, an advertiser should follow
the principles of selling any market
group, and speak to the teenager
I i in his own medium. 2) in terms
nl his own needs, and 3) in his own
language or stj le.
Several yeai - ago, our client. The
Welch Grape Juice Company, Inc..
decided to enter the sofl drink field
with .i non-carbonated grape drink
to be sold in a can, \\ e believed that
the teenage market represented one
ol the b( -i oppoi tunities For this

16

ASKS:

product. Because we believe that
television is the most dynamic and
exciting selling medium available to
a package goods advertiser today, we
looked first to this medium for our
teenage vehicle. Using a top network show and personality popular
with the teens, we built our campaign accordingly. We sought to present our selling theme by employing
the very elements that made the show
attractive to this age group. First,
the appeal and salesmanship of the
personality. Second, a series of
musical commercials featuring jazz
themes, with dancing and band instruments highlighting the visual
presentation.
To mass sell — i.e. advertise — to
teenagers or any other particular
market group, speak directly to that
group. This means 1 1 to use the best
possible vehicle for presenting your
product to that specific group, 2 ) to
take a selling proposition which will
have particular meaning for that
group, and 3) to package this selling
proposition in the most appealing
possible manner.

Dick Clark host, American Bandstand.
ABC TV, New York
Advertisers must understand, first

market?

pie. Their vocabularies and span of
concentration are often greater than
those of their elders. You're not selling to children, and the '"have
mommy
buy thisYou
for are
you"'addressing
approach
is ridiculous.
young men and women who are keenly aware that they live in the space
age and who represent a nine billion
dollar annual market.
Finally, we understand that teenagers are a wonderfully loyal audience. If the\ like vou. thev'll sta\
with you forever.
What many sponsors fail to realize
— and I've had many a hassle with
agency men about this — is that the
teen market is not really a homogeneous one. It consists of millions
of male and female individuals whose
ages range from 13 to 19. Their intelligence and needs vary as widely as
any cross-section of the American
public. There are boys who shaxe.
and those who as yet do not. There
are girls who have trouble warding
off suitors, and girls who are walldowers. Some are literally on the
verge of getting married, while
others are just going out on their first
date. There are college sophomores
and eighth grade pupils.
When Irving to reach the teenage
market. \ou mijrht remember
as a

of all. that teenagers are not "kids.
They are young people with special
problems. When you talk to them,
you must speak in terms of their
lives and experience. Don't tell a
teenager about the miseries of a
cold; he knows all about that. Rather, remind him that he's likelv to
miss out on dates if he doesn't do
something about his cold.
\e\l. teenagers are exlremeh discerning people. They'll soon learn
if you're trying to push an inferior

product on them. If Krispy-Krunchies
aren't

as good

as

Don't

tell

teener about
miseries of a
cold : tell him
he'll miss
about dates

rule of thumb that you arc dealing
with discerning young adults who
have special problems and as many
different taste- as you and I.

\oiir commercial-

saj the) are, j ou haven t merehj losl

a customer, you've made an enenn
for life. Teenagers have impressionable mind-, and trequenti) impressions are indelible.
^ ou can t talk down to J OUng peo

Frank
Barrle, advertising manager,
1'iimiiil . Dii. ol Johnson
& Johnson.
\ in Brunsu ick, V. /.
No matter how fondl) we remember the days when we were all teen!
asers and covet our meinoi v of them.
SI'ONSOli
H7

M\KCH

l'X.I

toung people are beset b) mam
problems and frustrations. I h<-\ are
■Baking the transition from carefree
dependence to responsible independnee. It has never been an eas) ta-k

Stress the fun
of using a product: emphasize
everyone'sdoing-it
theme

ami toda) it is probahl) mure difficult than ever.

in their amazing inventiveness, took
this product and developed a brand
new

use for it.

For

years,

Bondex

patches

were

used to hide rips and hole- in clothing. Then the teenagers discovered
them. The\ found that, with tinproduct, the) Could iron <>n medal-,
initials and just about anything else
the) wanted.
Girls used the patches a- a reail\.
do-it-yourself fashion item, hoys as
a fad the) could latch on to. And
we uncovered a market we never
would have dreamed of several \ears

ago.But how to capitalize on this market? We pondered the problem over
mam a hoard meeting, and finally
came up with what we believed was a

Thai is wh\ young people. I believe, take such great pains to search
out fun. The} find it in games, in
parties, in dances and even in their
wearing apparel. These facts are of
special interest to an advertiser wishing to reach the teenage market.
Let me illustrate with an example
from our own experience. It was
this \outhful quest for fun which
created a whole new market for one

sound general approach to the problem. Take advantage of the teenage
natural desire for do-it-yourself fun,
and make a direct appeal to it. The
approach was obviously a good one

of our products. Bondex hot-iron
patches. The youngsters them-ehes.

In print we showed pictures of
young girls having a wonderful time

because it worked, and it's one I
would heartily recommend to other
advertisers.

Monday-Friday
Quarter-Hour
Leadership — 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
(Homes Reached)
ARB %
WFLA-TV
Station
Station

The Big 28-County Sales
Market in Central and West

50
"B"
"C"

Coast Florida Served Best by
WFIA-TV

NSI

— including Tampa-

Sf. Petersburg
Market!

62.5%

30
37.5%
0
0%

WFLA-TV

Metropolitan

Station
Station

46
'B
"C"

34
0

%
57.5%
42.5%
0%

When

ii oning the patches onto \ ai ious ai
tide- ..I i lothing . . . jai kets, sweatei -.
blue jeans, sweat shirts and even
-hue-. Everything wa- given a festive, part) aii.

< in tele\ ision,
the

theme.

\ll

we

cai i ied tin ough

e\tcn-i\e

| amp.iuii

through Pei macel's agenc) . ^ oung
& Rubicam, told about and showed
the fine times boys and girls could
ha\e

with

these

In addition

pati lies.
In stressing

the

fun

in

using our product, we also took advantage of the bandwagon spirit.
"Everyone's doing it" was the implication, teenagers, a- we know,
like to identif) with things that are
new ami that belong (the) feel i exclusive!) to themselves. Remember,
these youngsters feel misunderstood
b) adult-, and frequentl) the) are
right. So when a product comes
along which i- their product, business is certain to flourish. Such was
the case with Bondex.
In summing up. it behooves manuto remember
the to
teen-ager's
desire forfacturersfun,
his wish
identif)
with something hi- ver) own and
his marvelous inventiveness. ^

people watch

television most, week-

nights, 7 p.m. - 11 p.m., the November 1960
ARB shows WFLA-TV leads in 50 out of 80
quarter-hour

segments!

In addition, the same
of the top five syndicated
WFLA-TV.

December

ARB

indicates four

programs

are on

1960 NSI agrees!

Ckatuwl c5
NATIONAL
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REPRESENTATIVES,

BLAIR

TV

IT

WE'RE
FIRST
WHERE
SECONDS
COUNT
2c

o

?'

Some seconds count for more than others. An average
commercial minute on the CBS Radio Network during
1960 drew 28 per cent more homes than on the second
network... 117 per cent more homes than on the third
network ... 120 per cent more homes than on the fourth!
And this year, with a new expanded program schedule —
more news, information, special features and sports,
plus the most popular personalities on any network —
you can count on CBS Radio for even bigger audiences.
In all network radio — whether your commercial is 30
seconds in one show or you buy a saturation campaign —
every second counts most on

THE CBS
RADIO
NETWORK

SOURCE: NIELSEN RADIO INDEX.
SPONSOR CUMULATIVE AUDIENCE SECTION.
12 FOUR WEEK REPORTS.
DECEMBER 7. 1959-DECEMBER 4. 1960

National and regional buys

RADIO
BASICS
AM

in work now or recently completed

& FM

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.

:2-3

+

TV BUYS
P. Lorillard Co., New York: New activity on Old Gold Filter ciga
rettes with schedules starting 3 April in a large number of to
markets. Prime I.D.'s and fringe night minutes are placed for 12
weeks, around six spots per week per market. Buyers: Betty Nasse
and Irene Levy. Agency:
Procter & Camble

Co., Cincinnati: New schedules for Mr. Clean

It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio

begin 4 April in about 50 markets. Placements are for 52 weeks
with fringe night minutes being used, up to six per week per market
Buyer: Annette Malpede. Agency: Grey Advertising, New York.

time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

Continental Casualty Co., Chicago: Two-week campaign to reac
men and women over 65 starts 5 April. Day and late night minutes
and I.D.'s are set in 15 markets. Buyer: Audrey Thorelius. Agency
George H. Hartman Co.. Chicago.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW

International Latex Corp., New York: About 10 top markets wil
get Playtex schedules early next month. Moderate frequencies o:
night minutes have been set. Bu\er: Greg Sullivan. Agency: Tec
Bates & Co., New York.
Minute Maid Corp., Orlando. Fla.: Start dates for Snow Crop campaign, running eight to 12 weeks, in a market, are 20 March, 10. 11
and 24 April. 1 and 22 May, to total about 60 markets. The 1 Ma\
starts will be S-C introductory schedules for Minneapolis. Kansas
City, Tulsa, Wichita. Denver. Sioux City. Des Moines, and the Quae
Cities; 22 May new for Chicago. Cincinnati, Dayton, Detroit, Washington D. C, and Baltimore. About 18 spots per week per marke

FILL COUPON
WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500
500 or more

20 cents each
15 cents each

SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, NY.

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
QUANTITY

50

are used. da\ and night minutes. 20's and I.D.'s. Bu\er: Beryl Seidenberg. Agency: Kastor. Hilton. Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, Inc.,
New York.

RADIO

BUYS

General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Div., White Plains. N. V: Campaign
for D-Zerta begins earl) April in about 25 top markets. Schedules
are for minutes in women's appeal programs. Buyer: Peter Scott.
Agenc\ : Foote, Cone \ Belding, New ^ ork.
Henri's Food Products Co., Inc., Milwaukee: Thirteen-week schedules for its salad dressings begin mid- Vpril. About 30 markets will
gel da\ minutes, with >almation schedules, one station per market,
in Illinois. Wisconsin. Indiana, and Michigan.
& Co., Milwaukee.

-\genc\ : \\ . I?. Doner

Quaker State Refining Corp., Oil City, Pa.: Summer campaign for
its motor oils starts late Ma\ in about 75 markets. I wo stations in
(ought, one coverage station and one based on
a market will
highest Metro Pulse rating using six morning traffic minutes per
station per week. Buyer: Luc) keiwin. \genc\ : Keinon & Fckhardt,
Inc. New ^ ork.
si'onsoi:
21
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Why WAVY-TV bought
Warner's "Films of the 50's"
Says J. Glen Taylor
We bought the Seven Arts Warner pictures
because they balance out our feature library.
We need

number of viewers
on the climb
J. Glen Taylor
president, Tidewater Teleradio, Inc.
WAVY-TV Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News, Va.

in Tidewater, Virginia, America's 27th fast-growing market. This package of 'Films from the
Fabulous 50's' will do the job!"

Warner's Films of the 50's...
Money makers of the 60's
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

m

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue •
YUKon 6 1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse. Skokie, III • OR 4 5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive • ADams 9 2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive • GRanite 6 1564

For list of TV stations programming
Warner's Films of the 50's see Pag«
One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

RADIO

BASICS /APRIL

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT
Radio

homes

1960

RADIO

DIMENSIONS

index

1959

1

Source:

Source: 1 Jan.
1960, SPONSOR:
1 Mar.
1959. A. C. Nielsen: homes figures In millions

Totol

February

FCC

of

End

monthlj

106,007,095
40,387,449

98,300,000
37,900,000

Auto

10,000,000*

bids in hearing*

1

1

596

204

1

79
152

170
28
36

1

1 •December.
583
1
78

241

set sales index

803.388

580,680
387,136

Total

156,394,544 146,200,000

New station

requests

138

Ian. 1960

Type

Home

New station

commercial stations.

Radio

1959

1961

February 1 1960 76
of

3,462
696 j
reports

set index

1960

index

on air

1

839
3,556

1

Am
Fm

52.0
51.4
U.S. homes
U.S. homes

10,000,000*

End
Stations
on air

Am
Fm

Radio

station

CP's not

49.5
radio
homes

50.1
radio
homes

Radio

967,816

632.461

1.135.849

12

months
1960

12

months
1959

10,705,128

8,897,451

6,432,212

5.555.155

17,137,340

14,452,606

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto
figures are factory production. These figures are of U.S. production only. Radios In
phonographs add another 15-20;r to home sales figures.
Figures are subject to change.

Source:
RAB.
1 Jan.
1960,
1 Jan.
1959.
sets In working order.
*No current Information.

phc

2. CURRENT

PRODUCTION

PATTERNS

U. S. fm radio set production by months, 1960
111,745
No. of units

105,317

96,087

88,596
86,323

78,556

71,125

68,196
56,515
52,437

49,707
40,162

Jan.
Sourc

i.

Feb.
11

Mar.
till

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

i.S80i

'iiiiiiii
52

iiiiiiniii

iiiiii mm

i i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii minimum miiiiiiiii in
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On a Silver Platter
felp yourself to the best the West has to offer.
'or the first time - it's yours on a silver platter.
VBC Radio West-combining these great networks
-ABC Pacific, Intermountain and Arizona— coverng ten Western states with 104 radio stations.

^To\v this completely new radio network is ready to
elp you serve 26,000,000 people who make up the
astest growing region in the United States.
Vestern families are growing faster — spending
lore money for more products — fast becoming
he most prosperous marketing area in the country.

Xow ART Radio West offers every national advertiser — every Western regional advertiser the kind
of programming that westerners listen to and
enjoy. Western favorites such as Frank Hemmingway and Cliff Engle. Along with News, Weather
& Sports, presented in the West by the West, for
the West.
So have one, one great new Western Network — one
more great new advantage for you with ABC Radio

ABCRadioWest

ed Nationally
Incorporated
by Avery-Knodel

' •

A"\

^

I

Why sun yourself only
at Clie water's edge?
. . . when yy

^J J£

television in Jacksonville puts you in

the swim of booming business in the entire Northeast
Florida

South Georgia region. An effective advertising effort requires
the coverage only WJXT

offers: 65 vs. 39 counties in the market

as a whole! With 20 of the top 25 rated programs and thundering
leads in homes delivered according to Nielsen, WJXT

consistently

delivers more viewers, more coverage, more opportunities to dip
into a prime market!

WJXT©
JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT

<*<W

4. Jacksonville, Florida WTOP

RADIOS

RATINGS
(Continued from page 36 1
"As sellers of time, we cannot afford to be unaware of the survey by
which a timebuyer evaluates our submissions. Itwould be of little value
if we submitted a schedule showing
Nielsen ratings to an agency buyer
who used only ARB. There is a second benefit for all advertisers and
stations, however, in maintaining at
least two strong rating services . . .
namely, that competition spurs improvement in research techniques.
"Most usually," she continued, "the
criticism of ratings hinges upon the
subject of sample size. This criticism
most generally originates with people
having only a casual acquaintance
with research techniques, who translate size of sample into a measure of
accuracy.
"The requirements of a sample are
usually determined by the scope and
complexity of the measurement problem, the measurement technique to
be used, and the quantification needs
in regard to the findings," she explained. "It just so happens that
through the healthy competition in
the research services, we have a fait ly good demonstration of how well a
small sample can function.
"In New York, two rival research
companies (Nielsen and ARB) are
measuring tv tuning in homes via
very similar methods (electronic set
liming reported to a central source).
Both companies selected representative home samples of similar size
I Nielsen 225; ARB 203). Both services report similar findings."
Mrs. McKenna also tackled the
question of whether stations allow
ratings lo undul) influence their
choice of programing. '"On our own
programs (programs created by Metropolitan), we have achieved ratings
with totallv untried formats. When
We produced and scheduled these programs, we had no foreknowledge and
could not estimate what we might
achie\e in terms of ratings. We presented these program- because we felt
(he\ were worthwhile.

"Some

of them (Remember

Us,

Bullfight, Servous Tension] achieved

spectacular rating-.'" -In- -aid. "< >l h<- 1 -

(Churchill, Chopin) achieved respectable ratings. We have been
scheduling An Ige <>\ kings, a chron-

ological presentation of Shakespeare's
histoi ical pla\s
I produced
b\ the

BBC). We purchased this series with
56

no idea of what the ratings might
be, but knew that it constituted good
television.

entertainment,

"Standard Oil I New Jersey) had
similar sentiments and is sponsoring
this series on our stations in New
\ oik and Washington. Some of the

CBS TV: "Two basic questions arise I
in any critique of the rating system.
The first concerns
accuracy.
Th
fairs."concerns the use of ratings.
second

plays in the series have achieved excellent ratings. But in this case, the

"With regard to accuracy, it
should be made clear that we con-j
tinuousK evaluate and re-evaluate
the methods by which ratings are ob-|
tained. and on the basis of this evaluation we are convinced that ratings
are sufficiently accurate to justify the
use we make of them.

play, not the rating, was the thing."
Following are the statements to
SPONSOR by the representatives of the
major television networks:
Oliver Treyz, president. ABC TV:
"Ratings are an indication — one of
several — of public acceptance of a
network's programing and of competitive strength. But to say that
ratings 'rule' the networks is to give
lip-service to an injustice.
%
"Members of the nation's Congress
pay close attention to public opinion, sampled in various ways —
through personal visits home,
through visitors to Washington,
through mail and through surveys.
Congressmen serve their constituents
by learning what they want — but that
doesn't mean a legislator is 'ruled' b\
anyone
science. or anything save his con"In television, we too are serving
the people. We serve by bringing
. . . entertainment programs . . . into
the nation's homes . . . with fast, accurate news reports; with live coverage of important events; with detailed, perceptive documentaries —
such as the award-winning Hell &
Howell Close-l p! scries: b\ expanding sports coverage. . . . And we
serve by constantly examining and
improving
programs
we broadcast.
"It never has been a secret that at
ABC TV we always consider the public's desire first in our programing.
The rapid and solid growth of the
network has proved the soundness of
(his philosophy. Bui rating- are onl)
one wav of telling how successfullv
we are achieving our objective. Another wav we 'feel the public pulse
is through the managers of our more
than 20(1 affiliates, leaders in their
communities who are in close touch
with the people who control the tv
dials. Mail, telephone response and
word of mouth comment also aid us
in evaluating ihe effect of our schedule.
■II we at \I!C TV arc 'ruled' b\
anv one thing, it i- bv our desire to
pi ov ide \ iewci - w ith top quality programing, whether it be in the area of

James

T.

news

or

Aubrey

public

Jr.,

af-

president.

"We are equally convinced that the
wav we use ratings is, in essence,!
satisfactory. To operate a medium
of mass communications effectively,
it is obviously of the utmost import
tance to know what people watch and
what they don't watch. Ibis essefl
tially is the information we glean
from rating services. We don t regard
them as final or fool-proof. We use
them as a guidepost.
"However, it should be understood
that ratings are not our only guide.
\ alue judgements concerning good
taste and significance also plav an
important role in guiding our policies. We recognize that television,
regardless of ratings, must serve as
an instrument of information and
enlightenment. We also recognize the.
need to maintain a balanced program
schedule.
"Finally, we feel that it is our responsibility asbroadcasters to present programs that help to advance
the general level of public taste. \1
of these factors play an important
part in our thinking and planning
along with our use of the rating sys
U alter I). Scott, executive r.p.

NBC II : "The present ratings svs
tems are cerlainlv not perfect, bill
thev arc the hc-l available guide tcj
the number and kinds ol people win
wall b our shows. It should be noted
however, that popularity and our rat
ings tern."
are not the sole criteria foi
judging a program. Many programwhich attract a relatively small audi
ence meet the demands of network:
and sponsors and enjoy long runs.
"Often networks will insert pro
grams in the heart of their schedule:
when thev know thev will be ontrate(
bv their competition. This is trui
of virtually everyone of the new:
specials

presented

during

peak

nine boms.
SPONSOR
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RESEARCH

Continued from page

ceed then nighttime counterparts,
-,i\- Starch, bul the overall averagi
tin ns out quite favorable. Summariz
ing the results ol all available
matched pairs "I da) time and nighttime commercials, Stan h finds that
57' i o| the v iewera ol < l.i \ time programs recalled seeing the commercials. The comparable figure for

other room could not see the set, and
that other activities at time ol call

13 I

•oin|iai 'isons, NBC reported.
: For example, brands associated
\idi Bill (allien were chosen l>\ 57^5
>f the housewives in the -ample com>are<l to 1-3' I w ho favored brands
tarrying the I Love Luc) recommenlation. Tims. "Personality I'lu- ol
Rill (allien oxer 1 Love Lucj was
V.V i . with this advantage increased
lo lH' < among the viewers of Price
Is Right. Hugh Downs showed an
idvantage of 10.V, over Clear Morion among all housewives, while Boh

were\nioiig
uniforml)
distractive.
. ." in a
the Starch
findings
study
are: on "do commercials register?'
• Daytime commercials are recalled bv 67.7' < of the viewer- while
the same commercials at height are
recalled bv 61 .0' I of the v iewers.
Carrving tin- further. 51. .V , of davtime viewers could recall one or more

nighttime pi ogi ams w as 65* i . I hus
daytime program- were 88' I as effective as nighttime programs in eliciting recollection of the average commercial, and 95' - as elle. live in pro
(hieing playback ol the content.
^

sales points while '.V2.\ ' ! ol the nighttime viewers could recall sales points.
• Not all davtiine commercials ex-

Jarker's "Personalit\ Plus" was 2'2' ,
p\er Love of Life.
The question of whether women

42

ictuall) "watch" daytime lv or just
'listen" to it is a recurrent one. The
NBC study seems to substantiate the
lew that "women are watching and
istening" in daytime.
Research studies on the subject
late as far back as 1952 when Proci'i \ Gamble found that "there is
prtuall) no difference in the attention women give to the set day and
light." In 1956, P&G substantiated
bis stand b\ concluding that "close
attention to the set was IV)' , as high
luring the dav as it was at night."
Most of the research on the subecl coming out of networks, research
tervices and advertisers is positive.
[owever, the Ohio State viewer acii\it\ studv done in 1955 presented
R negative side to the picture. Among
ts conclusions:
"only three out of
pverj ten housewife listeners to day■ime tv are aetuallv
seated in the
room with the t\ set. and presumablv
ue giving all or most of their attenion to the visual materials presented
in the tv screen.
" Another three out of ten are in
lie same room with the tv set but are
loing something else as well as listening to or viewing the program.
Four listeners out of ten are verj
iterallv listeners and nothing else
liev are in a part of the house other
ban the room in which the television
Jet is located.

"Doing something else consisted of
roning. sewing and mending, working in the kitchen, caring for the
Children, reading, eating, cleaning.
Icing paper work."
Based on Starch Associates data in
the same year, "the Ohio State stud)
made two serious errors." These
were: "it assumed all women in anSPONSOR
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LOVES THAT GIANT
BEST OF ALL!
•THE NOVEMBER 1960 A.R.B. shows
that WFBC-TV lead-, in its 4-state market
in nearly every important category. Ranked 42nd in the U.S. by TELEVISION
MAGAZINE for Dec. 1960 "The Giant's
Market"
of.
. . . includes the metropolitan area

Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville
. . . the hub of a region which has America's greatest concentration of textile manufacturing, and has also the fabulous
Smoky Mountains — Blue Ridge resort and
tourist mecca for millions. Here are the
figures from A R.B . November I960

WFBC-TV
%of
Leadership

Metro Share
of Audience

38.0

WFBC-TV
STATION "B'
STATION "C

+

27,800

31.0

22.6%

21.1

80.0%
WFBC-TV

4 Shows

24,700

$2-BILLIONS

IN INCOMES

tPopululU'n.

of the Top

HAS 2 MILLION

<t Retail SaU-s

In

107.5%

1 3,400
10;

11

wkwmmmkwkwkmmkmkmkwm
MARKET

12.5%

also leads with:

of the Top 5; 7 Shows

THE GIANT'S

f

over-

PEOPLE

Shows

of the Top

. . .

. . . $ I Vi -BILLIONS IN RETAIL SALES!
data

from

SALES

\IIS

K,7W/\/

For complete details of the latest A.R.B.. for informa"tion
M aboutbt"The
j
Giant's Market,' for r.iics and availabilities, contact the Station or our National Representatives

c?

AVERY-

KNODEL

15

J,d\

10.

/(Mi)

Advertisers

SPONSOR
WEEK

General Mills, which has gone
high on color cartoons for ik
cereals will have one on NBC TV
of a Sunday this fall.
The time: 6:30-7 p.m. EST.
The title of the series: Bull winkle.
Meantime the account's trying to
place its weekday strip, which ABC

WRAP-UP

TV isn't apparenth anxious to retain.
Campaigns :

VIP

treatment was the order of the day for H-R

Representative's New

York partner:,

(Frank Headley and Frank Pellegrin), until the Chicago firm's exec, vice president,
Dwight
'Doc' Reed, opened
the door of their 'official' office — the company
supply room

• Ayds, Campana's reducing plan
candy, is trying out television for the
first time with participations in ARC
TV's daytimers: A umber Please, Wfw
Do You Trust, Seven Keys, Day in
Court, Morning Court, and CamouAgency : Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & flage.
Ryan.
• Shulton is getting set to break
out its new-formula Old Spice Supei
Smooth Shave with the help of a
nation-wide spot radio coverage plan,
next month.
• Sheaffer Pen has bought spot
participations
in ran
\RCa\ shows
TV's for
/fl-cZa
Paar
and Dave Car

EXERCISE

QUEEN,

Debbie

Drake, charmed

Atlanta

by

her

personal apearance.

WSB-TV's publicity director, Jean Hendrix, was on hand to greet the girl who turned the
nation's eye toward
a reduced
waistline. It was one of the station's most successful
tours

NOMINATED

Miss Advertising, Betty Coi

ner, radio tv major at the University of Hou;
ton is feted at this year's Advertising Wee
banquet. Tim Alban, student pres. of AlphDelta Sigma, and Scott Noxon,
m.c, agre>
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; M.i\ to 1(> June stint to itush its
products this spring. Vgenc) : BBD&O.
• Hiiitoni Foods is mapping out
it- most extensive t\ campaign toidate for its Popeye Spinach Macaroni.
CBS T\ s Captain Kangaroo, seen in
more than 150 cities, is slated for the
largest chunk of the ad money. Agency: Vlbert Frank-Guenther Law.
• Purolator Products will allocate tin' bulk of its advertising dollars to a spot radio push in 78 of tinnation's top auto markets to tell motorists about its oil. air and fuel filters. Tlif theme: Listen to the Man.
Vgency: J. Walter Thompson.
• Topps Chewing Gum last week
launched a large-scale tv campaign
for its Bazooka Bubble Gum in \ru

marketing research, vlberto Curvet
. . . William Pershing Most, to advertising and sales promotion manager. Remington Portable Typewriter
|)i\ ision. Spcri \ Band.

Agencies

( .1 cenw null

I (Mill-.

\\ atej loo.

V

^1

Triumph rlosiei \ Mill-. i m k. Pa.,
Danskin, New imk City, Forstner,
Irvington, N. J. and Pearls bj Deltah,
Pawtucket, R. I., all to the Irving
Berk Division, J. M. Keealinger,
New "i oik Cit) ...» h-\ rolel Dealers of Grcatei Detroit (36 membei

Grey** Lawrence Deckinger made
some pertinent economic comments in a talk last week before

organization > . to Stone and Simon-.
Detroit ... I nited Mate- Tobaci o
I about $ 1 .3 million I from I •aR.Oi he,

an AN \ meeting in Santa Barbara on »hat agencies expect
from advertisers.
The referred to passages in toto:
"Tt costs about 20' < more in real
dollars for an advertiser to obtain
the same schedule as four years ago

to Doherty, Clifford, Steer- &
Shenfield (Copenhagen Snuff, < Hd
Briar. Dill's Best smoking tobaccos,
Encore cigarettes and new unannounced product I. and Donahue «?C
Goe i King Sano, Sano cigarettes,
Model smoking tobacco, Lion Head.
White Cloud and Antique Mixture

in major media. He gets 15 'f less
coverage for a given dollar as he got
four years ago.
"Three influences have been mainIs responsible for the higher costs of
maintaining schedules. They are: inflation, changes in coverage and in-

York Cit) and Metropolitan New JerBey. In New York Cit) Bazooka spots
arc being shown over WNEW-TV,
WOK-TV and WPIX at the rate of
20 spots per week. It's scheduled to
run through June.
\genc\ : W'exton.

creased competitive pressures."

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
Ciezarek, from director of sales analysis. Helene Curtis, to director of

Vgeney
appointments:
Magnus
Organ Company,
to Wexton
. . .

No. 38 premium smoking tobacco-.
Skoal chewing tobacco, trade advertising and an unannounced new product) . . . General Savings & Loan.
Sacramento, to Vlbert FrankGuenther Law. San Francisco . . .
I ni\er-it\ Apartments. Chicago.
Town Center Plaza. Washington, and
Westchester I own House, Yonkers,
N. ^ .. to Webb & Knapp.

I
REVIEWING

their own campaign techniques, two Re-

d publican candidates for state educational posts, John
J|S. Pingel
(left), exec. v. p. of Ross Roy, BSF & D,
and

Thomas

PUBLIC

B. Adams,

president

RELATIONS

done
by
WOOD-TV,
uto-r*ohs

on

a grand

lovely
Donna
Jean
Grand
Rapids,
and

wwou

took

pictures

and

of Campbell-Ewald

of

over

^>

was

the

job

for WOODwho
signed
1,000

visitors

OOD-TV

n

*

scale

Shepard
Michigan,

f

OLYMPIC

STAR

skier, Penny Pitou, explains her unique license plate — being a

medal winner, it spells out her name — to George Oullette, host of WMTV-TV,

Gil-

ford, New Hamshire's 'Ski Trails' program. Penny participated in a slalom held there
- 0NS< R
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More agency appointments: M &
M Chemical, Braintree, Mass.. to

La Roche, to Vanguard, as v.p. client
relations.

Jerome O'Leary, Boston, for its
new Vinyloid . . . The Farmers &
Mechanics Savings Bank of Minneapolis, toKnox Reeves . . . British
Broadcasting Corp. to Lester M.
Malitz, New York City, for United
States representation (sporting and
remote events programs I . . . Henry
Heide (candies) to Fuller & Smith
& Ross.

MORE

New
quarters:
Mohr
& Eieoff,
Chicago, at 155 E. Ohio Street. 1
April . . . Dentsu Advertising Ltd..
Time and Life Building, New York

City.

Happy

anniversary:

Tatham-

Laird, Chicago, celebrating 15 years'
operation this month.
Merger: Albert A. Kohler Compan\. Inc.. Old Greenwich. Conn.,
with The Pickering Advertising Agen( \ of Oakland. Calif.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE : George
R. Gibson, from Gardner to senior
account executive, Listerine Antiseptic account, Lambert & Feasley . . .
Howard Broek from account executive, Raymond C. Mayer, to public relations supervisor, Chester Gore . . .
Robert B. Saul, to account executive. Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden . . . Charles de la Fuente,
from Wall Disney Studios recording
director, to creative director. llarunnil. Tucson . . . Tom Barbett,
11 on) Lambert & Feasley, and Robert
Webb, from Wilson. Haight & Welsh,
lo |)o\le Dane Bernbach as account
executives . . . Jane Haeberly, from
t\ producer Dohert\ Clifford, Steers
\ Slienfield. lo l\ producer and account executive, Chester Gore . . .
1 1. mI l< \ Atlass, Y&B v. p. and associate director merchandising, named
director merchandising department
tliat company . . . Dudley l>. Carroll, Jr.. from Time. Inc., to BBD&O
as accounl group head . . . \\ illiam
J. McGoOgan,

Jr.. From Gardner to

Heberl Advertising, St. Louis, as accounl executive and client service coordinator .. . Frank M. Mitchell,
from Glenn, Fori W orth, to v.p. a<
counl supervisor, Ted Workman, Dallas . . . Hu"h II. Fobs, from C. J.
60

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Harry Torp, from Grant. Edward
Kobza, from Kenyon & Eckhardt.
and John Seanlan, from Benton &
Bowles, all to media department,
Bates . . . Frank Miller, from copy
supervisor and copy director, KnoxReeves, to account executive. Iowa
Power and Light Co. account. Campbell-Mithun . . . Richard R. Hoff.
man, from Gould. Gleiss & Eenn.
Chicago, to research manager. L.A.
office, BBD&O . . . Bill Diehl, from
manager, production department, to
manager of production and traffic.
Kudner . . . Raymond M. Sehwarz.
from production manager WJRT,
Flint, Mich., to broadcast service
manager. Gardner, St. Louis . . . Arthur A. Reagan, from Dow Chemical, to copy and contact staff. Western Advertising. Chicago . . . James
R. Roberts, from Derby Refining,
to account service representative, Associated Advertising. Wichita. Kansas . . . Stephen P. Bell, from account supervisor, BBD&O. and Joseph L. Gornick, from account executive. McCann-Erickson, to account
executive staff. Needham. Louis and
Brorby, New York City.
Resigns: John S. Fullerton, as
account service representative. Ayer,
New York City.

I \ . Binghamton. Midas Muffler;
KFRE-TV, Fresno, local tire dealer.
The radio sponsors: WFIL, Household Finance; WHNC, local car
sports dealer; WNBF, Binghamton
Laundry;
KFRE. Stanley-Warner
Theatres.

Westinghouse Broadcasting's
West Coast v.p. Philip G. Lasky
in a talk before the Oregon Ad
Club in Portland last week suggested that ad men back up their
faih in advertising.
Excerpts from his talk captioned
Advertising is the Best Pump Primer:
• "Advertising is wholly effective
as the fundamental sales tool only
when we in the industry, evince our
complete faith in advertising."
• "Tt is high time that all of us
in the advertising industrx hold up
our heads and look our critics in the
eye and tell them : there is no question about advertising being good
for • our
"Weeconomy."
in advertising constitute
the link between the man who creates
new services and things for belter living and the man who wants to enjoj
a better life. '
Winner of the 1961 Du
Award in tv: KDKA-TV,

Pont
Pitts

burgh, for "management policies
which seek to enlarge the station's
understanding of the interest. acti\ities. and needs of the community and

They were elected v.p.'s: Pierre
Garai, at OB&M . . . Kenneth E.
Hegard, at Cramer-Krasselt . . .
John D. Leinbach and John E.

region served, as well as for a responsible programing polic) resulting in a
wide variet) of cultural, scientific,
editorial, educational and public af-

Doble, at BBD&O . . . Sylvia Pawling, at Benton \ Bowles . . . Leonard
Carlton and Carroll Pfeifer, at

fairs programs, superior in production quality, and often broadcast at

Kenyon Si Eckhardl . . . Feb Grumford

&

man, at Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, ("lif\lherton.

Retiring: Hugh II. Johnson, kml
ner media director, after 17 \ears.

TV Stations
W iiliin IB hours after it put the
Sebring sports ear endurance
races on the market Triangle bad
the documentary sold on everj
one of its tv and radio stations.
The t\ sponsors: W I II. I \ . Philadelphia. Schmidt's Bee,: W NHC-TV,
New Have,,. Norelco; WLYH-TV,
Lebanon, Pa., Ladd Motor.: \\ Mil

prime time." . . . Special mention
went to WNTA-TY. Newark. N. J.
Kudos:

WISN-TY.

Milwaukee, v.1

and general manager W illiam C.
Goodnow and \\ ISN radio \ .p. and
general manager James T. Butler.
recipients of Muscular Dystroph) \sociation Citations of Merit in recognition oftheir sen ices as co-chairmen
of th«' I960 Milwaukee area March
Against
Muscular Dystrophy fund
i aiser.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
E. Crawford, from ^ oung-TV . New
York City, to national sales manager.
Ben Purvis, to regional -ales manager, and Lynn Avery, to local salt
SPONSOR
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manager, all \\ I \ M. Columbus, Ga.
. . . Dirk Kin- to sales staff, KMSPT\ . Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . i.Un
Huston, from program director,
\\ EA1 TV, I .m Claire, Wisconsin, to
program director, k\l\. San Jose
. . . Richard J. Wright, from Pacific National Advertising, Spokane,
to publicit) and promotion director,
KGW-TV, Portland, Ore
John
W. Klnge. Metropolitan BroadcastBg president, named to hoard <>f dire tors, Advertising Council.

cast, the st or) is an inside-the-studio
report with heavy emphasis on the
station's public sei \ ice acth ities.
• K Mil,. San Francisco, head,
( lordon B. Mel endon w ill be pi o filed
in the Maj issue of ( !oi unci in a stor)
which tells how he huilt up his stations. Entitled Radio's Werr) Maverick, the piece will devote considerable
space to k \l!l. and the \ ai ious promotions used to build up audiences.

ran a pre-Eastei i ontesl gi> ing listeners a chance to \ ie hn a \ isit, on
Easter Da) . of a k \l.l. bunn) < ai i \ ■

Westinghouse Broadcasting premieres today (27) a nightly news
show of its own, compiled !>y the
group's national and international news bureaus.

Two publications not connected
with tin* broadcasting industry —
one national, the other interna-

Broadcast time:

7 p.m. KST.

The format will include the "voices
of people making the daj - news and
sounds of geographic location- at the
verj moment that the news is being

tional— in upcoming issues are
relating station operation stories.
The stations the magazines — and
what the) 're sa\ ing :
• WBT and WBTV,

some two dozen green ;remlin dolls
and lni\ c awa) i> i izes "I record allium- ami copies "I the new ( olumhia recording Little Green Mien to
finders. Several "I the gremlin dolls
were tagged h ith code numbei - m hi( h
entitled the findi i to a bonus pi ize "I
a transistor radio.
• k \l. I.. Sail Lake City, I tah,

Charlotte,

V ('.. arc spotlighted as "good examples of well-run American radio and
television stations' in the current issue of the I . S. Information Agency's
Russia distributed magazine, America
Illustrated. Entitled Behind the Broad-

ingwaa huge
Easter
basket.- wei
Here's
how
it
w in ked
: I .istenei
e asked
tn -end in guesses i W ith the h'lp of
hourl) aired (lue- 1 a- to the i ontents
of five large eggs in the Eastei basket.
I he one w ho came up w ith the mosl
descriptive <juess won an Eastei Da)
scheduled visit from the K ALL bunn v.
Thisa
"n* data:
\\ IL. St. Louis,
documented it- mobile new- ami
beeper phone reports aired during the

Ideas at work:

13-20 Februar\ period . . . kl- AM.
Omaha, who -witched to stereophonic

• \\ SAI. Cincinnati, Ohio, in a
made.*"
special St. Patrick's Da) contest, had
its listeners scurrying around searching for little green men. The station

I i oadca-l iiil: for it- 0 p.m. to midnight segment, bought 15 minutes on
t\ station k\lT\ so that Lyell Bremser. it- genera] manager, could exi Please (urn to page 68)

hid

in

obscure

place-

around

town

This 1 does it all ! WSPD-Radio
delivers
One

today's hardest working salesclerk
all the goods in Toledo!

does it all! WSPD

market.
families

delivers the entire Toledo area

And what a market of Ohio's big spending
. . . 400,000 of them:

ita income in Ohio . . .
leads all Metropolitan
areas of Ohio.

• 1,228,800 customers for
your products.
• Total effective consumer
buying income of $2,465,996,000.
• Toledo

is first in per

A whopping big $355,103,000 market for food

capproducts. '

And WSPD delivers it all! Your Kalz Representative, utilizing the latest circulation figures, will be happy to work out a sample schedule showing how one
station — one schedule — one buy delivers the entire Toledo market.

f

'Data

from

Sales Management

s I960 Survey of Buying

WSPD-Radio

Power

NBC -Toledo

a ST0RER station
National Sales Offices
WSS

230 N. Michigan
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ONLY WLOS-TV HAS
THE CAROLINA TRIAD
COVERED!
KY.

\

k

THE CAROLINA TRIAD... a two-billion-dollar market.. . stretches across 82 counties in 6 states!

VIRGINIA

NORTH
\

TENN.

CAROLINA

ONLY WLOS-TV covers the Carolina Triad with
unduplicated network signal . . . gives you net
weekly circulation of 301,600*!

ASHEVIUI

•I960 ARB

PL

'"
...••

coverage study

\"^SrA«TANBURO

SOUTH
CAROLINA

WLOS-TV e
Serving

GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG

THE

CAROLINA

TRIAD

A Wometco

Enterprises, Inc., Station

6 States • 82 Counties

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
27 MARCH

Paul Rand Dixon was sworn in as chairman of the FTC: the event took place,

1961

quite by coincidence, within days after a flurry of FTC activity on the "false and
misleading ad" front.
Another coincidence was involved: Dixon had told the Senate Commerce Committee at
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his confirmation hearings that he would try to work on an industry-wide basis insofar as possible. This, in preference to complaints against individual companies, which might put them
at a competitive disadvantage with respect to competitors using the same practices,
but not yet hit by complaints.
The Dixon swearing-in was on Tuesday. On Monday, the Commission made public a series of complaints against tv commercials, and some ads in print media, on behalf of leading
pain relievers.
Involved were Anacin, Bufferin, Bayer Aspirin, Bayer Aspirin for Children, St. Joseph
Aspirin and Excedrin. Complaint said no pain reliever works faster than any other.
At almost the same time, it was announced that Aluminum Co. of America and ad agency
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove had taken the consent order route to kill their tv demonstration
of Alcoa Wrap. Allegation was that the commercial picked out a dried ham for Brand X, and
further, deliberately tore and wrinkled the "competing" wrap before filming.
This was an impressive list of actions for a single week. However, it was entirely coincidental, since all had been in the works for a long time.
The fact remains that the FTC is quite likely to toughen up.
Dixon was given quite a lecture on increasing FTC monitoring of radio/tv for false, misleading and even borderline ad claims. Giving the lecture was that expert at dressing down
agency heads, Sen. Warren Magnuson, who heads the Senate Commerce Committee which has
jurisdiction over both FCC and FTC.
The lecture wasn't as important as Dixon agreement, because Magnuson has never been
too unhappy when his dictates are ignored, and has sometimes been unhappy when they have
been heeded. Dixon is on record as favoring a closer FTC eye on broadcast advertising.
If what was really coincidence actually pointed the way toward tougher regulation by the FTC, and this is the way it appears, the same thing is also true over at

the FCC.

There five stations were revealed to have had, or to be having, trouble having their
licenses renewed. Most prominent was WADO, New York Citv, which did get a full-term
renewal with Commissioner Ford dissenting. There were two short-term renewals and two orders for hearings on license cancellation.
Also, the Commission tentatively decided to take tv channel 7 away from Biscayne TV
and to toss out two other original applicants for the channel, all on the grounds of improper
activities during the contest. Sunbeam TV would get the channel as the lone remaining original applicant.
Further, the broadcast bureau has asked the FCC to refuse to renew the license of KRLA,
Pasadena-Los Angeles, because of allegedly phony on-the-air contests, failure to live up
to programing promises, unauthorized transfer of control and furnishing false information to the FCC.
Again, all of these actions and proposed actions were underway long before any changes
in top FCC leadership. But, again, they point the way very clearly in the direction the
Commission is going toward tougher regulation.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
27 MARCH

1961
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It's understood that MGM-TV
films at the NAB convention.

will break open its cask of post-1948 feature

Reports are that a package of 39 features will be offered, and not anything like the
entire library of all the post-1948 pictures MGM made or distributed.
Look for the 1961-62 syndication selling season to show signs of starting ii
earnest in the next week or two.
Two syndicators are already out with new shows with established syndication stars of the
order of Rod Cameron and Broderick Crawford.
The selling season will also get added impetus from the firming up of the network picture
and some pilots held up to date will shortly be released for syndication sale.
Department of the crystal ball: new shows in syndication next year will just about have
the same over-all complexion, content and extent as this season.
Those tv film department stores will be transferring network shows over to their
syndication counters for re-run sales this year.
Besides MCA (Riverboat and three other shows), new re-run candidates are shows at CBS
Films (Angel), MGM (Islanders and National Velvet), Screen Gems (My Sister Eileen) and
Ziv-UA (Klondike and Bat Masterson).
But what will happen to off -network shows produced by companies without a
syndication arm?
Are new distribution liaisons about to be formed?
Here are such producers with re-run candidates coming off the networks:
• Desilu: Guestward Ho, Ann Sothern, Harrigan & Son.
• Four Star: Dante, Stagecoach West, Tom Ewell, Wanted Dead or Alive, Peter Loves
Mary, Zane Grey, Robert Taylor's Detectives, Law & Mr. Jones, Michael Shayne.
• Goodson-Todman:
The Rebel, One Happy Family.
• Warner Bros.: Maverick.
And from various producers : Peter Gunn, Wyatt Earp, Tab Hunter, Bringing Up Buddy,
and Happy.

Sponsor sales of post-1948 feature films are on the way up.
Seven Arts Associated's Warner Films of the 50's group has two such sales:
The
• DeRoy Jewelers (Jay Reich) on WJAC-TV, Johnstown.
• San Diego Glass & Paint and Nurseryland plants on KOGO-TV, San Diego,
two sales bring totals on the 40-picture package to 49 stations.
Screen Gems' Talahassee 7000, just about the only newly produced action-adventure series to come out in syndication in recent months, has made a total of 48
sales since December.
The series kicked off on WCSB-TV, New York, with an 11.1 ARB in January.
Latest sales include WISN-TV, Milwaukee; KPLR-TV, St. Louis; KMSP-TV, Minneapolis; WISH-TV, Indianapolis; WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WCKT, Miami; KXLY-TV, Spokane,
and WRGB-TV, Schenectady.
The 26-week series, location-produced in Florida, has lent itself well to a winter start
pattern in many cities.
64
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

The complex question of how (and if) full-hour re-runs are to be syndicated
by stations is still widely discussed throughout the industry.
Latest understanding is that the proposed Warner Bros. -ABC re-run deal for full-hours in
post-11 p.m. time periods is definitely off, probably because of the price the producer wanted
and the difficulty of assuring clearances.
Calmly ignoring the wake of the controversy is MCA, which has a considerable head
start on all the competition in its sale this week of a large group of full-hour reruns to seven additional stations for a total of 20.
Most recent stations are WISN-TV, Milwaukee; WCCO-TV, Minneapolis; WCOP-TV,
Cincinnati; WOAI-TV, San Antonio; WFBC-TV, Greenville; KTSM-TV, El Paso, and WNEMTV, Saginaw-Bay City.
Although MCA sold to independents in markets such as New York and Los Angeles (see
FILM-SCOPE,

13 March), most sales were to network affiliates.

Don't get the idea that tv movie packages are a fixed item like hard goods.
Apart from the fact that the justice department has a special interest in so-called blockbooking, there are natural factors that keep tv movie packages loose.
First of all, stations buy different groupings out of the same studio backlogs: some stations pay a premium and limit the quantity they buy, while others need films and
take more for a lower average price.
Another factor is tv availability, far from a cut and dried matter: a few pictures now being sold won't come out of theatrical release for some months or years and others are to be
withdrawn from tv for re-release later in theaters.

Several new distribution rearrangements

were completed this week.

They are :
• UAA

takes over formal distribution of Lopert feature films.

• Cinema-Vue has acquired national distribution rights to the Bernard L. Schubert halfhour syndicated properties.
• Peter M. Roebeck

will handle BBC Age of Kings tapes.

The question of the feasibility of market-by-market
raised indirectly by the new role taken by Filmaster.

selling in syndication is

From its role as producer of network and national spot film series (Death Valley Days
for Pacific Borax) Filmaster has branched into distribution lately but won't, it says, pay much
attention to the market-by-market route.
First result of Filmaster's policy is sale of Beachcomber
Stations Inc., covering up to 71 stations.

The "no man's land" between commercial
ishing.

with Rod

Cameron

to Tv

and educational tv is rapidly van-

Quite a few syndicated series list both commercial and educational stations among their
outlets. Two are: Play of the Week and Robert Herridge.
The latest series in this category is An Age of Kings, 15 hour-long BBC-produced tapes of
Shakespeare history plays. Already on WNEW-TV, New York, and WTTG, Washington, the
series has been sold to 50 NET educational stations, and is now to be distributed generally byPeter M. Robeck of New York.
ton.
•
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Standard Oil of New Jersey already sponsors An Age of Kings in New York and Washing-
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trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

Prevailing at Compton is a situation which would be envied by any agency.
It's got six new P&G products any one of which could, assuming a click, amount to
$10 million in billings.
In other words, one of these products is enough to kick off an agency.
As the soundtrack voices of Calvin & the Colonel (Lever-American Horue-AB ,
TV) , Amos 'n' Andy have in the field of entertainment completed the full circle.
They started off their blackface routine in the mid-20's playing split weeks in vaudeville
houses around the midwest, hopped into radio in 1930 via WGN, Chicago, made the bigtime networkwise the following year as Pepsodent salesmen, made a couple Hollywood
features and as producers were among the pioneers of the filmed tv situation comedy.
Worthy of note: here are a couple of eminently successful entertainers who have stayed
out of the personal publicity limelight and concentrated on their craft instead of engaging in folderol feuds and the like.
General Mills (DFS) and ABC TV have apparently come to a parting of the
ways with regard to their alliance in the 5:30-6 p.m. kid strip.
The cereal packager is talking to NBC TV and CBS TV about spotting the Rocky &
His Friends and King Leonardo cartoon strips and ABC TV is wooing Kellogg for the
five-times-a-week period
With General Mills sponsoring but four of the 10 segments ABC TV hasn't been overly
happy about the situation: it's had a hard time selling the remaining pieces.
The miller says this situation is not of its making. It contends that the network is having some trouble getting station clearances, because the affiliates prefer to esconce
their own kid shows in this period.

Not all the huge packagers in the grocery field have found it necessary to diversify in order to maintain their pace of dollar growth.
An outstanding exception is Kellogg, which sells but one product, breakfast food.
also packages a dog food, but that's pretty much of a by-product of its breakfast
cerealIt line.

Incidentally. Kellogg outspends General Mills two to one to get the job done.
According to Madison Avenue cognoscenti, nothing can stop the boom in r»
cartoon programing the next three or four seasons but the thinning out of creative
and technical talent in that field.

And boom it is when you consider the amount of actually committed
boards.

product on thi

\n interesting angle: what has contributed much to the boom is the development o\
techniques which make the half-hour cartoon show economically feasible. The pro
ducers, leaving Disney to bis high level of perfection, have found shortcuts, reducing th«
number of drawings to 300 a* against the once traditional 700.
Tin- result: a house like Producers Associates of Tv (Bob Travers-Pete Pietch) ar
able to sell their half-hour product at 860.000 for four uses, compared to the Hanna
Barbara I Flintstone, Top Cat) pricing of 868.000 for two uses.
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THEY
LIVE IT
UP...

AND

LOVE

IT... in the fabulous KSLA

market. Oil-rich, timber-rich, cattle-rich, and growing industrially . . . this tri-state area hardly knows
recession. Its people play hard, work hard and have the money to buy. They look to KSLA-TV for
news they believe . . . programs they enjoy.
Ask our reps i Harrington, Righter and Parsons^ about the fabulous KSLA market'

®
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WRAP-UP

{Continued from page 61)
plain to viewers how the new stereo
broadcasting works . . . WICE, Providence, R. I., is making available to
local, regional and national advertisers its first Consumer Panel Research
Report. It contains available brand
preference information in the Rhode
Island area; a market data section regarding the state and its population;
and special reports to advertisers for
precise sample and survey of the community .. . WRCB, Philadelphia, received some 11,624 replies to the station request for listener reaction to
its new Big Band Sound format . . .
WGH, Newport News, Va., observed
Washington's Birthday by selling a
thousand silver dollars for fifty cents
each al a downtown shopping center.
Winner of the 1961 Du
award
in radio:
WAVZ,

Pont
New

Haven, Conn., for "active and helpful participation in the political, economic, and cultural life of the community, resulting in editorial investigation and advocacy, aggressive re-

porting of public affairs, and such
meritorious projects as the series of
programs designed to acquaint young
people with the problems of young
people in other lands, with the distribution of teaching aids to local
schools/' ON THE MOVE : Earl
PEOPLE
IJiii nam. from general manager
KSYD, Wichita Falls, Tex., to station manager, KOOL, Phoenix . . .
Hal Shore, to managing director
WKMF, Flint, Mich. . . . Walter A.
Schwartz, from am radio sales, Detroit, to national radio sales manager, Westinghouse Broadcasting . . .
Sandy Jackson, KOIL-AM-FM,
Omaha, Neb., operations director,
taking on assistant managership duties that station . . . Joel Deutsch,
from merchandising director, Strassler-Johnson. to assistant director promotion, WIP, Philadelphia . . .
George A. Crandall, from sales staff,
WCAR. Detroit, to general sales manager, WJBK. that citj . . . John M.
Carroll, Jr., from saies staff, WNOK,
Columbia, S. C, to local sales staff.
WIS. that city . . . Paul E. Burnell.

from sales department, Capitol Airlines, and Robert J. George, from
account executive. Martha White
Mills, both to account executives.
WBOY. Clarksburg. W. Va.
MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Don Beck, from sales manager,
KORK. Las Vegas, to account executive. KRAK. Sacramento. Calif. . . .
Bill Fallon, to national sales manager. WICE. Providence. R. I. . . .
John L. Williams, to assistant program manager. YVBZ. Boston . . .
Kenny Doll and Ed Davis to announcing staff. WBOY. Clarksburg.
\V. Va. . . . Phyllis Friek. promote!
to head of continuity department.
WSBT, South Bend. Ind.

ftSstwor^s
NBC, in an effort to pinpoint the
popularity ratings of its proThe Critic
contest grams
onran aa You're
local station
level
and came up with the ten most
liked shows.

The favorites, according to 12,000,000 viewers: Wagon Train. Perry J
Como's Kraft Music Hall. The Pricej
is Right. Bonanza, Laramie, The Fordl
Show. The Dinah Shore Chevy ShowA
Outlaws. Thriller, and The Croucho'

Shaw.

The contest, suggested b\ KPRCTV, Houston, general-manager Jack
Harris, was a highlight of NB( third annual promotion managers
awards competition.

Net tv sales: NBC-TV's JFK-Repol
No. 2, 11 April, to be sponsored by
Procter ^v (iambic I Benton & Bowles)
. . . ABC- TV's Silents Please and Walt
Disney Presents sponsorship to be
shared In Campbell Soii|> i Needham.
Louis and Brorby), Ralston Purina
(Ciiild. Bascom & Bonfigli I and Consolidated Cigar (Erwin \\ ase\ . Ruth-

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR
SHARE OF THIS AUDIENCE . . .
Send for the handsome KIT (includes
a complete sponsor list, promotional tie-ins
and case histories). Audition prints available for immediate

screenings.

A

TB.

Cain's
. . . NBC-TVs
rauff & Ryan)
Hundred
to be sponsored
b\ Lorillard
i Lennen & Newell) .
New

affiliates: WEM.J.

Y II. with CBS
Thirteen (131 holf-hour Sylvania Award
Produced

programs.

by the Westinghouse
Distributed byBroadcasting

TRANS-LUX

TELEVISION

TV. Milwaukee, with CBS-TV.

Company

CORP.

625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. • PL 1-3110 • Los Angeles • Chicago
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Laconfl

Radio . . . W1SV

Kudos: ABC TV's Expedition winner of the I960 Thomas Uva Edison
Inundation
National
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SPECIAL EFFECTS:

1001 special reasons why your commercials should

be on SCOTCH

BRAND

Live- Action Video Tape!

'Ilinv is nothing new aboul special optical effects in TV. What inew . . . excitingl) new in video-taping special effects on "Scotch"
brand video Tape is the instantaneous speed, ease and economy
Wth which tape iluc- the whole bag-of-tricks . . . does 90 per cent
"I them merely by pushing a button! No waiting for days, weeks,
while lab work and processing laboriously create an "effect."
KJn video tape you create electronically, instantaneously. And
KM'I i- jusl a number
in creative hands there is no limit!
in\ pushbutton and an electronic special-effects generator you ran
create thousands of variations . . . wipe-, dissolves, fade-outs . . .
"ii can matte a person or product from one scene into an
entirely different one . . . combine several images of the same
person on tin- screen . . . introduce pixie or giant characters
with normal-size people . . . do split-screen "before and afters,"
or a montage of differenl scenes . . . combine photographs,
miniature set-, drawings, cartoon-, movies, with live or tape

scenes . . . produce pop-on overlaj effects, lace-, product labels
. . . do limited animation ol titles, cartoons, as well .1- smoothly
integrating film animation with tape . . . en-ate rain. -now. fire,
-moke, even dream sequences
you name it!
\n<l special effects are just the dressing on the salad. Basic video
tape advantages for black and white and color, include: 1 1) new
picture quality, "real-life" presence, (2) immediate playback thai
eliminates errors . . . provides "how're we doin'?" feedback,
(3) time and mone) -a\ ings.
Get tin- tape story! Nexl T\ storyboard you produce, take to your
local video tape house for analysis and a bid thai will surprise
you. No COSl or obligation. FRE1 ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET: "Techniques ol Editing Video Tape"
a sampling ol ideas used bj
\ideo tape editor- in building shows from tape-, -pin inn and
special effects. Send to: -3M Company, St. Paul 6, Mum.
"SCOTI

^IKNESOTt

^JlNING
...WHERE
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\ward . . . Bell & Howell Close-Up
series program Cast the First Stone
over ABC-TV. recipient <>f citation
from tlie Ldison Foundation.
E

PL
PEO

E:
ON TH,E MOV
Bunrg
e
i
c
g
n
a
m
.
roughs II Pri
fro man
editor NBC Radio's Monitor to NBC's
€> . . . Arthur
New York News manager
Wakelee, from manager special projects to news producer, NBC Radio
. . . Gerald E. MarenofT, from director of auditing. CBS Television Stations division to business manager,
CBS Television Spot Sales.

The Chicago chapter of the Station Representatives Association
will hold its Timebuyer of the
Year award luncheon 3 May at
the Ambassador Hotel.
That II he dav-and-date with a similar event held in New York.
The only difference: the New York
reps add a Gold Key award to the
occasion.
Rep
appointments:
VLLKW,
Providence, R. I., to Foster and
Creed for New England representation . . . WSVA-TV and WSVAAM, Harrisonburg. Ya.. to Venard.
Rintoul & MeConnell . . . WLEU,
Erie, Pa., to Everett-McKinney.
Kudos: II I! Television's v. p. of
-ales (lev elopment. Yliss \\ ei \ Gibson, e'eeled to research adv isorv committee. Tv B.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Ben
Margolis, from business manager,
CBS Television Spot Sales, to Tv \l!
as administrative assistant to the general manager . . . James Theiss to
sales manager eastern stale-, and
Lloyd Heaney, sales manager western states, Blair . . . Griffith K. Fulton, from kai/ to sales -talk BlairI \ . . . B. Gail Yingling, from assistant to the comptroller, Grey, to
comptrollei and treasurer, Storer Telev i-ioil

Sale-.

Venard,
Rintoul
«JC MeConnell
adds li\e account executives:
In
New N < . rk ( il\. Donald Barrnhee.
from Lambert & lea-lev. and Norman Upert, from W I \ I IA . S< ranton, I'a.: Chicago office: Ted Cham70

lion, from Northwest Airline-, and
James Fox from Rollins Broadcastteek,

ing; Los Angeles office: Jack Kabafrom Headley-Reed.
i." ~

^

Important personnel changes and
advancements this week were
symptomatic of syndication's
tooling-up for a new sales season.
Filmaster, in a major expansion,
named these three new regional managers:
• Andrew Jaeger in the norths
east.
• Jacques Liebenguth in the
middle eastern states.
• James
Strain in the west.
At the same time Stan Yentes was
named sales service manager.
At ABC Films there was a general
realignment of five division managers,
as follows:
• Albert G. Hartigan in the east.
• James Delaney in the south.
• Michael G. Gould in the central states.
• James Tobin in the west. Tobin was also named network-regional
representative and production representativ e.
• William I). Hannah in Canada.

Sales: NTA's I'lm of the Week to
\\ I Nil IN . Milwaukee; WTVR, Richmond: WKOW-TV, Madison; WFSI TV. Tallahassee il niv. of Florida);
KGLO-TV, Mas,,,, City; and WTVT,
Tampa ... Cordon boods I kirkland.
White & Schell) to sponsoi trt Linkletter (iml the Kids in 1') markets . . .
ITC reports sales rise of I'A', for
Januarv and Lehman over l')(>() . . .
Sextant's Franklin D. Roosevelt series sold to VBC TV for 1962-63.
Programs «.N producers: Industrials Illustrated shooting background footage for a series on a
Brookland Eagle reporter . . . Video*
Craft Productions of New York enter.- production Held with N eu Idventures of Pinoccfuo, a series ol
I 30 li\ e-minute cartoons ahead]
sold to WGN-TV, Chicago; KPRCTV, Houston; KLZ-TV, Denver;
KRON-TV, San Francisco; \\ M.\
TV, Atlanta; WIIC Pittsburgh;
KIRO-TV, Seattle: Mill) TV. Dallas; <KLW-TV, Detroit, and \\ DS1 ■
I \ . New Oilcans.

Ratings: CBS Films' Robert Herridge Theater scored a 2.5.5 Nielsen
for Lehman on WHAS-TV, Louisvil e . . . Screen (Jems' post-1948 Columbia feature Abandon Ship earned
25.2 average Arbitron on Late Show
11 March on WCBS-TV, New Yorl
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: J.
Kemi Crasto appointed foreign .gales
supervisor for NTA . . . Buss Baycroft appointed v. p. and general assistant toSeymour Reed, president of
Official Films . . . Robert Kraus is
account executive for Sterling Television.

Public service in action:
W LIB,
New ^ ork City, began broadcasting
Washington Report bv Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell, an up-to-theminute weekly report on problems
and projects undertaken b) his committee and their effects on the New
York communit) . . . WRCV, Philadelphia, inaugurated a weekly legal
-cries. Iaih in Action . . . KMT\.
Omaha, aired The Road to Somewhere, locally produced documentary
on the Nebraska Women's Reformatory at York . . . WBOY radio and
WBO^ -T\ . programing weekl) editorials emphasizing local and area
news. A Well Informed Community.
Is a Better Community . . . Vk TOPTV, Washington, will air the last of
its three-part series on federal income
tax. Oi eraiion 1040, on I Vpril .
WNTA, Newark. N. J., programinj
e\ ening.

The Helping Hand ever) week day

More
public service action:
WDOK, Cleveland, is taking an editorial stand against the need) -irk
services curtailment action bv the
citv's St. \ incent Charitv hospital . .
WJBK. Detroit, is informing listeners of specific job openings through
il- program Job llert.
Kudos:

WRCV-TV,

Philadelphia.

recipient of the l'Hd Distinguished
Service Ward of the Drizin-Weisl
Post No. 215 of the Jewish War Net
erans in "recognition of outstanding
-"i\ i' c in furtherina communit) relation-" .. . WCkT. Miami, awarded
public service award bv the MiatiB
Chapter of 1 nited Cerebral Palsy. V
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KETV... Bubbling Over
ith Biggest Audience in Omaha Market
FIRST

FIRST

IN SETS IN USE

IN MOVIES

9 a.m. to Midnight
KETV
34.4
Station Y
32.6
Station Z 33.6

FIRST
IN HOMES

DELIVERED

More people in Nebraska
and Iowa watch KETV from

6 p.m. to Midnight
KETV
39.5
Station Y
29.8
Station Z 30.8

Movie period.
Masterpiece
rating
KETV's
has 75% of the
nighttime movie
audience.

6:00 p.m. to midnight
— every night of the week:
KETV

44,600 homes

Station Y

FIRST

37,400 homes

Station Z 41,500 homes

IN HOMES
REACHED BY A
NETWORK SHOW
Lawrence

'A

KETV is the leading station in
Omaha from 9:00 a.m. to midnight— and from 6:00 p.m. to
midnight — every night of
the week:

KETV is the movie
station in Omaha for
the 15th consecutive

FIRST
IN TOP
NETWORK SHOWS

Welk reaches

1 1 5,000 homes, more
than any Omaha
station in Nebraska
and Iowa !

KETV

has 3 out of the top 5 network
shows in Omaha:

The Untouchables

KETV

43.3

Gunsmoke
Lawrence
Candid

Welk

41.5

KETV

Camera

41.0
41.0

My Three Sons KETV 39.5

Minutes
around

and

20s available

in and

these leading shows.
CALL

H-R

NOW

Ben H. Cowdery,

Source:
AM,

President

Jon.-Feb., 1961

Eugene S. Thomas,
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

OMAHA

WORLD-HERALD
ABC
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Casey Cohlmia, WFAA-TV, Dallas, Ted
as. newsman for the past two years, has
been named director of promotion and
publicity for WFAA radio and tv. Before
joining the WFAA stations. Cohlmia spent

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.

five years with several Oklahoma radio
and tv stations in news, sports and promotion capacities. Prior to entering the broadcast field, he had worked as sports editor,
managing editor, and assistant city editor, on newspapers in Enid,
Norman and Tulsa, Okla. He also did publicity, at the I . of Tulsa.

It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio
time. They're so reasonjust them.
can't
afford ablytopriced
be you
without

John F. Cundiff, general sales manager
of WNHC-TX . Triangle Stations' HartfordNew Haven, Conn., television outlet, has
been appointed manager

ORDER

of the station.

The appointment is in addition to his existing duties as general sales manager.
Cundifl. who began his broadcasting career

YOUR

as an announcer-engineer with WTCM.
Traverse City . Mich., in 1945, joined Trias sales
angle as general sales manager of \V\HC-T\ in 1957. He w
manager of kC.KO. Cedar Rapids. Iowa. KWWL-TV. Water loo, la.

REPRINTS

NOW

^mm^
W"
^S
FILL COUPON
WE'LL BILL YOU

LATER

Raymond
M. Schwarz,
former production manager of WJRT, Flint, Mich., has
been named broadcast service manager at
the St. Louis office of Gardner Vdvertising.
He replaces Robert Hughes who has been
appointed a program supervisor. \ native

Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50

40 cents each
30 cents each

| 50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

25 cents each
20 cents each
15 cents each

\t-w Yorker, Schwarz attended \. ^ . I",
and the School of Radio teenmque
N. Y. C. He has been .... the staffs of WORl\. \. Y.; WHP-TX. Harrisburg, Pa.; and WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, where he produced and directed network shows for CBS.
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James F. O'Crady, executive v.p. of Vdam
Young's television compan) since 1958, has
been named executive vice-president of the
parent compan) . < >'( rrad) . a member of the
New ,t oik Slate bar. joined ^ OUng-TV as
account executive in 1951. \ltet a promotion to assistanl sales manager, he was
transferred to Chicago as v.p. midwest sales
manager. He returned to V Y. C. in 1958
as v.p. in charge of u sales, and later, thai year, named executivi
vice president. He was manager, sales service. DuMoni l\ network
SPONSOR
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jnitik talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
'It's not bad copy, it's bad thinking,' says Erwin Rosner, general manager oj
II PEN, Philadelphia. Pa., when he refers to radio salesmen who complain
about agency malfunction in this area. H here is the great copy' It's rare,
and here is a man who knows a former copywriter who has no sympathy
for non-professionals. / working solution has, he feels, been found. Radio
effectiveness depends, not on mechanical computations, hut on knowledge<dde human beings. This turns average copy into better than average sales.
Personality
f\

great wave of pit) overwhelms me ever) time 1 hear

a radio salesman complain that the agencies aren't supplying good radio copy. Every medium can issue this same
complaint- — but more important, these salesmen are overIlooking one of radio's great advantages.
It's true that main agencies do not devote the time and
jtalent thev should to radio copy. The result is that radio
commercials submitted to us are sometime? less than great.
But look through today's newspaper or magazine or watch
TV or the billboards. How much really great copy do you
see there? Outstanding cop) in any medium is very rare
indeed. I think the general level of all copy is actually
improving — so that copy that is merely good has become
commonplace. Strokes of genius are rare. Most copy is
adequate and workmanlike, and that's about the best we
an sa) for it. That's win they give medals every year to
the few great pieces of copy that stand out.
W hen cop\ that is merely adequate appears in a newspaper, magazine, or billboard, it has to stand or fall on its
own. There's no help for it from anv source.
And here is one of radio's greatest assets. When merelv
(foquate copy appears on a program run by an experiDced, professional personalis the personality will acallv help the copy. \ personalis who is sales-minded
ill take those same old words and. by intelligent interpreation. and emphasis, turn them into a real sales message.
It has gotten to the point where many agencies — especially local ones — don't e\en trv to write ropy. When they
find good personalities thev are content to just give them
the facts and let the personalities sell in their own way.
W hat comes out on the air is generally more natural and
udievable — and sells the merchandise.
During the past several months we\e begun to see many
■ >f the largest agencies becoming more aw are ot these
values. We have even had specific instances where the
agnc) has given our personalities live cop) instead of the
recorded message that is being used nationally. Ibis is
really using spot radio to its fullest advantage.
*POXSOK
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sell

Even when the agency insists on a transcribed spot, the
appearance in the program of an established and malm.
personality can lend extra value to it. Just a word or two
from the personality stating thai he believes the message
i- important adds credence and personal involvement.
Ever) year a few commercials come along that can stand
on their own and be earth shakers without tlii — assistance.
But even the verv best commercials enjo\ an extra measure of sales effectiveness when they have this help.
Ibis kind of thinking is nothing new to the advertising
business. In buying any kind of print media the advertiser is alwavs concerned about the editorial content. < n
culation is certainl) of major importance but the Inner
is always aware thai even the inanimate newspaper oi
magazine can add to or detract from hi- -ale- message.
Doesn't it seem strange thai this factor i- often overlooked
in the medium that can add this important dimension
best? No printed page can even approach the personal
rapport between the personality and his audience. How
main times have you bought a product just because a
friend said the simple word-, '"it - good."
All of us get so absorbed with figure- and CPM's and
whatnot, that we sometimes forget thai advertising's objective is to sell merchandise. Adequate circulation is oeces-ar\ to do this job. But circulation alone is nevei enough.
Employing 196] radio just for mass exposure and showing client- our boxcar figure- tells onl) pari of the stor)
and leaves a major reason for our vitality untold, lu-l

about everyone accepts the fact that do rating service has
\et been able to measure nil radio listening. So win should
we be content with presenting onl) a traction of our whole
story? I am encouraged to see a growing trend among
timebuyers and advertisers to spend more time investigating facts about station programing and approach, \fter
all. the circulation figure- can be computed by a machine.
but the other factors that make radio effective will always
have to be determined by a human being who know- the
product, the market, and the Si ion.
^73
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lO-SECOND
More

SPOTS

trouble? ABC TV's next episode of The I ntouchables should

soothe the Italian-American pickets
who have been marching in front of
the 66th street. N. Y.. studios demanding that the scries stop using
Italian names for most of the crooks.
The

Rating

madness

"Rating madness" in which we attacked the over-idolatrous
view of broadcast rating* by certain agencies and advertisers.
Our stand provoked a great deal of criticism. But we did
not hesitate to speak out and fight against what we thought
(and still think ) is a major industry evil.
Today, however, a great many forces outside our business
have taken up the clamor about ratings (see page 33) and
we believe that their position is often unreasonable.
Actually, it is "rating madness in reverse."
These gentlemen, many of them in Washington, seem to
argue thus: 1 ) I don't like what I see on tv; 2) the tv industry depends on rating*; 3) therefore the rating systems must
be phoney, sinister, and inaccurate; and 4) we ought to
investigate them.
Such reasoning misses the whole point about ratings.
To begin with, the rating systems arc services which are
entirely supported by advertisers, agencies and broadcasters,
who have an even greater stake than do the critic-, in seeing
that they are as accurate as possible.
In the second place, the services are briskly competitive,
and salesmen lor each are even more anxious to spot and
expose possible flaws in the competition's techniques, than
are Congressmen or educational consultants.
In the third place the rating systems are expensive, terriblv
e\|iensi\e. in the opinion of many agencies. Their subscribers
are not buying them lor the sheer whimsical hm of throwing
mone\ around, or to try to put something over on the American people, hut for solid, sober, practical business reasons.
sooner

Washington's

anti-rating-systems

critics begin

to recognize these facts of life, the sooner they will think
clearl) aboul the real rating problem.

The real dilemma aboul rating- is not whether the systems
themselves are accurate (sponsor believes thej tend i<> be as
accurate as the economics oJ the business will allow |.
The real dilemma

is what criteria over and beyond

rating- inu-t be applied to radio and

t\ programing'.''

\nd

liou can more advertisers, agencies and broadcasters be
persuaded to employ these standards?
I

says those names

are

only used when the) describe actual

in reverse

Some years ago, SPONSOB ran a series of articles entitled

The

network

hoods of the 20's and 30's. The lineup this week includes Langley, Br\son, CMalley and Wolinski.
Fashion's spell: Letter for letter
from a CBS TV affiliate's release
"(Rita Cam I will point out the 1961
st\le innovations which hear nostalgic reminders of the 1920 flapper
era, minimizing the bosom, dropping
the waistline and flaring the short
skirts. I Orson) Bean will reflect the
mail point of view." Sort of a stamp
of approval.
Keep

in touch:

Latest news

from

Barney Keep, KEX, Portland. Ore..
disc jockey, is that a local auto
agency is holding an open house featuring a new location, new building,
and new speedometer settings on the
used cars. Also, he reports, one of
his new sponsors is Glob toothpaste.
"It contains food particles for people who can t eat between brushines."
Disagreement: The N. Y. Stale \ssembly— a hunch of immigrants lias approved and sent to the Senate
a bill to gi\e the state an official song.
Written h\ \ssembh w oinan I'm — I
A. Buchanan, it contains Ivrics like:
"In ever) \\a\ we honor and revert
I lie sight and sound of all we love so
dear I rum the beauty of the mountains lo the magic of the streams . . I
But the original settlers, aided l>\
Wl.l'.li. because
buffalo, a don't
dig the
sounds
new dam
will hub's
SOS
inundate their homeland. The "'sin::
along station lias been airing anOther song, written b\ a Seneca Indian. Some of the l\ rics:
"I feel like fight: I got no gun/
Great While lather make me run.
The water come, squeeze through my
door: The water come all over lloor. '
Goodb) deer and beaver, too; Grefl
Spirit
I'll come
homealone.
to you."
For
the
Senecas,
it s sink
•
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WFGA-TV IS
THE NUMBER ONE
STATION IN
JACKSONVILLE !
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FGA-TV captures a big 51.0% share of audience in November ARB!
From 9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week,
WFGA-TV

corrals a 51% metro share of sets-

in-use in Jacksonville. For the biggest return
on your advertising dollar, see your PGW
Colonel about WFGA-TV.

WFGA-TV

JACKSONVILLE

Q

*Mihate)

•VFGA-TV
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD.

INC

MORE

NEW TIMES
NEW FEATURES!

VIEWERS

NEW FACES*

Sioux City has a new and multiple personality at 5:45 and 10:00 P.M. — new
times, new faces and its most exciting and comprehensive

news

coverage

in the Sioux City area.

FEATURE NEWS

5:45

A new program on KVTV

that amplifies and expands on the top area news

story of the day.

5:50

MARKET BRIEFS

Warren

Kenter reports in brief stock transactions at the Sioux City Stock-

yards and predicts tomorrow's trading.

5:55 sports at five
Les Davis gives a compehensive

report of sporting events that have and

will happen in Siouxland.

6:00 NEWS ROUNDUP
Charles Powell reports the news

of the day with special emphasis on the

local scene.

6:10 weather
Gene

6:15

Edward, KVTV's new weather man,
ditions for Siouxland and the nation.

predicts accurate weather

con-

DOUGLAS EWARDS WITH THE NEWS

A fast-paced evening news

report on the CBS Television Network

for the

latest in world and national developments.

This exciting line-up means
sponsors. Your Katz man

fKVTV
CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CBS

• ABC

more

viewers — more

customers

for KVTV

can get you in the picture.

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
h\ I A

\\ RFD
\\ II M
\\MM\

Sioux City. Iowa
Yankton, South Dakota
Cleveland. Ohio
Columbus-Worthington, Ohio
Trenton,
New Jersey
Fairmont, West Virginia
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